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CITY of RANGOON MUNICIPAL ACT.

CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE (ACT V OF 1908,. SECTIONS 47 (1) A:'m 52 (2j-

Mortgage decree-Itolder whether to proceed against administrator
.~eparate suzt for balance of money
-Enquiry iI/to aceoulIts of administrator under sectioll 52 12) a
question utld" section 47. Section 52 (21 of the Civil Procedure
Code contemplates an enqriry by the executiOI) Court into the·
accounls of an administrator of an estate against whom a money
decree exists, and the questions arisin~ in such.an enquiry \vill be
qutslions arising between the parties to the suit in which the
deere/: was passed. relating to the execution, discharge 0r satisfaction of .the decree. Under section 47 Stich questions must be
decided by the Court executing the decree and not by a separate
suit.
ill ext:cu[jon proceedings or by

DAW TOKE V. ~!AUNG BA HAN

44

CITY OF RANGOON MUNICIPAL ACT (BURMA ACT VII OF 1922i,C iAPTER
2. SCHEDULE III. CLAUSES 1 TO 7, SECTION 91 (3) -Right ofapt-eal

whetl t!lere is questiotl of principle affecting basis of a'·slissmwt-Etlltancli11lent of assessor's prellmillary 'IIi/lllalioll witltout notice
to Ou'ney illegal. The rental value of appellant's house was
assessed b~ Rangoon Municipality at Rs. 350. On the day fixed
for hearing of the objectir,n of the appellant to the asseSsme.1 t of
which notice h:ld been given to him, he was absent. The
COlnmis-ioner raised the valuation to Rs. 380. Appellantappealed
to the Chief Judge of the Rangoon Small Cause Court; that appeal
being dismissed, he appealed to the High Conrt. Hlild, that
although no appeal may lie on a mere qnestion as 10 the amount
of a particular valuation. the question in this case affected the
basis or principle of assessment and was appealable under section
91 (3. of the Act. The Commissioner in disposing of the
complaint against the asseSsor's preliminary valuation could have
either reduced the valuation as desired by the appellant or else
confirmed it. According to the p:ovisions of clal ses 1 to 6 of
Chapter Z, Schedule III of the Act, the valuation as entered in the
lists of the assessor could be confirmed and the lists signed by
the Commissioner without alteration, or if a complaint of the
asseSEee is followed, the valuation in the lists could be reduced.
But no question of enhancement arises in either case. 1£ the
municipal authorities desired enhancement, the procedure laifl
dawn in clause 7 II'lUSt be followed, and notice given to the owner
of the property who must have an opportunity of objecting to it.
S. S. HALKAR V. THE CORPORATION OF RA~GOON

38
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CONTENTS OF A DOCUMENT, SECONDAHY EVIDENCE OF •••
CONTRACT-OFFER AND ACCEPTANCE BETWEEN PARTIES. EFFECT OF-

Where documents STIOW conTract as between pri/lcipals, oraleritknce
of no value to show relationship of principal and agent-Madicn
of commission il$ cO/ltract, Effect of. Documentary e\ idence in this
case showed that there was an offer to buy sugar on (he part of
the respondents and an acceptance of that offer by the appellants,
An acceptance of an offer to buy must infer an obligation to sell.
The appellants claimed to act only as agents but the respondents
contended they sold as principals. All the docun:ents in the case
showed on the face of them a contract as between principals.
Evidence that the appellants acted as agents waS negligible.
Held, that the contract was between the parties as principals ;IS
the leading documents made out, and a mere staten:ent of the
appellants, contradicted by the respondents, that the appellants
were' only acting as agents and that it was made a condition that
there was to be no liability on their part cannot be allowed to
displace the ordinary results which a contract between principals
entails, The mere mention of commission in the contract as
signed is not in any way inconsistent with the relation being
between principal and principal.
BALTHAZAR & SON V. E. M. JtBOWATH .

1

COURT'S POWER TO REFUSE DISCHARGE OF INSOLVENT UNHESTRICTBD

50.

V OF 1898\, SECTIONS 162 AND
476-Hi/retlier section 162 prohibits use of statemetds made to.
police,officer. ill Proceedings under sect ion 476. Held, that section
162 of the Gllde of Criminal Procedure does not prohibit the .use
of statements made by any person to a police-officer in the course
of an investigation under Chapter 14 of that Code, in proceedings
under section 476 of the Code, in cases where the alleged offence
which is under consideration in the proceedings under section
476 was not under investigation at the time when the statements
were made.

CRIMINAL PIWCEDURE CODE tACT

U HTIN GYAW AND EIGHT OTHERS v. KING-EMPEROR
DELiVERY OF POSSESSION WHETHER ESSEl\TIAL To COMPLETE GIFTS AT
MAHOMEDAN LAw ••_
DISCHARGE MAY BE REFUSED FOR PHESUMED SUPPRESSION
BOOKS oR NON-KEEPING OF BOOKS

60

AND

7

m' ACCOUl'."T

DIVORCE AT MAHOMEDAN LAW W.HEN EFFECTED
EVIDENCE ACT, SECTiONS

26

63

50 '
18-

IS

F'UAUD, NATUHE of, SUFFICIENT TO "AGATE A DECREE

46>

HEARIKG DOCU)IENT READ OUT NOT S1,;FFICIE!\"T SECONDARY EYIDENCE

18'

JURISDICTION OF GOUIn TO ENTERTAIN A SUIT TO VACATE A DECREE
OBTAINED BY FRAUD~Natttre offraud-Effect of failure of Plainh/f

tojurnish secul'ity as ordered on 11 is a ;plicat ion to t he first Courtto
set aside ex-parte decree-Rangoon Small Cause Court Act (Burma
Act VII of 1920), Schedule 1, Rule 78. A Court has jurisdiction to
vacate a decree, whether it be a consent decree, an ex-parle deaee,
or a decree passed after contest, on account of fraud. Bot the
jnrisdiction must be exercised with care and reserve the fraud
alleged must be an extrinsic fraud such as has prevented the party
from placin~ hiscase before the Court. Where the plaintiff aJleges
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that toe w~.s never sen'ed with the st:mmonS in a suit filed against
him ii"t the S.nall Cause Court of Rangoon and that the signature
on the copy of the summons was a forgery, he may file a suit to
set aside the decree obtained by such fraud. But where he had
already llpplied to the first Court to set aside the <1ecree on the
same gro,tnd and his application was dismissed on account of his
failure to furnish security as required by the Court, he cannot ask
the second Court fJ! an adjudication on the same point as that
wodd enable him to evade a statutory p'·ovision. Janki Klier v.
Mahabir, 58 I.C. 317 i Kadirvelu v. KLlppLlsawmy, 41 Mad. 743 ;
J(. E. Musthan v. Bablt Mohclldra Nat h Singh; 1 Ran. 500, i [(riPi!
Sindhu v. Nandu Clzaran, 1 P.L.T. 206; Nallda Kllmar v. Ram
Jiban;41 Cal. 990 ; Ram Narain v. Tooki, 5 P.L.]. 259-rcferred
to.
M. A. MAISTRY

'lI. ABDUL AZIZ RAHMAN

46

LAw-Divorce-Evidencc-Secandry Evidence -COllt ent s
of Do,ument-" Person wllo lias himself seen it "-Indian EVIdence
Act \1 of 1872), sectiolls 60, 63. According (0 Mahomedamlaw
a M~homedan can divorce his wife whenever he desires. He tmiY
do so without a t.zlaknama or written docnuetlt ~.nd no particular
form 01 words is prt'scribed. If the words used are well t1udersto'Jd as implying divorce, such as "talak," no proof of intention is
required; utherwise the intention must be proved. It is not necessary that the repudialion should be pronounced· in the presence
of the wife o~ even addressed to her. Afle~ the death of a 81l1mi
Mahomedan residentin Burma, it w..s alleged in ~ suit that he had
divorced his wife. Evidence was given by witnesses that the
deceased had read to them a document which was not piOduced
at the trial but alleged to have been a talakna11la, and there was
other evidence of statements by him. By the Indian Evidence'
Act, 1872. section 63 .. S. condary evidence means and incluues
. . . (5) oral accounts of the contents Of documents given· by
some person who· has him.seIf seen it;" by sect;on 60 I ' oral
eviderce must in all case$ whatever be direct; that is to say-if it
refers to a "fact which could be seen it mu: t be the eVidence of
person who says he saw it." Held. (I) that oral eddence of the
contents of a document i~ admissible as seco"dary evidence und~l'
section 63 (5) only if the witness has himself read the document;
and that comequently that the section did not render the e\·idcnce.
admissible in proof of the contents of the document. (2) that the
evidence that the deceased had used to the witnesses the word
"talak" was not reliable, and that it was not proved that he told
them that he had divorced his wife or indeed that he had any
intention of effecting a divorce otherwise than by the execution
and transmission of the document, which had not been proved.
(3) that accordingly the alleged divorce was not established.

MAHOMEDAN

MA MI AND ANOTHER V. KALLANDER AMMAL (l\o. 2)
MAHOMEDAN LAW -Gift-Delivery of possession-Gift

to wife-Mutatio1t-Act of hnsbandafter Mutation-l'd'.IIer ofLora I Government-Power to adopt any p.lYt Of Act-Section modified by later Section-Wakf or Gift Otl Trnst-Mus"alman Wakf Validating Act (VI of
1913), section 2-Tra1tsfer of Property Act (IV oj 1882), sections I,
123.129. The Transfer of Property Act, 1882, provides in Chapter
VII by stction 123. that a gift of immoveable property must be
made by a registered instrument, and by s~ction 129 that nothing in
tlll: chapter is to be deemed to affect any rule of Mohamedan law.
By section 1 of the Act las amended) the Local Government of
Lower Burma mi~ht by notification extend" the Act or any part of
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it" to Lower Burma. In 1904variolls sections of the Act including
section 123, but not in terms section 129, were extended to the Pegu
District. It is well established as a rule of Mahomedan law applying in India that a gift by a Mahomedan is not valid unless possession has been delivered and that that rule is preserved by section
129 of the above Act. In 1914 a Mahomedan conveyed immo,'eable
property in the Pegu District to his wife by a registered deed, he
effected mutation into her name; but continued to manage the property. himself. Held, (1) that the Local Government was
not authorized by section 1, and did not appear to have intended, to
extend section 123 ap:trt from section U~ ; and consequently that
the aboveruleof Mahomedan law applied in the Pegu District under
the notification, (2) that the acts of the husband after the mutation
inreferenct: to the property must be regarded as being on his wife's
behalf, ;lnd that there had been delivery of possession within the
ruk ; and that consequently the gift was valid under Mahomedan
law. Anzilla Bi Bi v: Khatda Bi Bi (1864),1 Born. H.C. lSi and
ElIl1Iabai v. H"jiY<tl'ai, (J8:l8) I.L.R. 13 Bom. 352-approved. Tbe
definition of a .. wakf "ill the Mussalman Walef Validating Act,
1913, is for the purposes of that Act, and is not ne':essarilv exhaus, til'e apart from the Act.
MA MI

A~D

ANOTHER v. KALLANDER AM?<IAL (No.1)

PRESIDENCY TOWNS INSOLVENCY ACT (III OF 1909). SF-CTIOKS 39,103Ch"rges for offence t~llder section 103 11£ liSt be clearly laid and.
P,.oved-Collrt·~ p'wer and dlly to refuse diSc/large without
c!tal'ges-RcfuSlllo! discllargefor presumed Sll pp,'essiol/ of account
books or non-kcepingo! oCC1unf books. Held, that ior a con; iction
of an offence under tht: Insolvency Act, it is necesfary to make a
charge against an insolvent il1ld prove a!,pi:Jst him beyond reasonable doubt, ,but the Court can in a proper case ats?lutcly reftisethe
discharge of an insoh'ent notwithstanding the absence of' such
charge or conl';c:ion. Where there is a ~rT':mg pres'JrTlption fhat
an insoll'ent kepi :ll1n sl!prressed his ac.::ount bnoks so as to prevent
anI' inveslji(<1!jon in his ins(,!;'ency nj'hol\' he di<f>Cli'l"nl)f his (I<stls
the o:11y possible order is to rdose his di;;charge, \Vhere an
ins0l'i'e:H has not ke;"t books oi aC:Ocull ill a large business, it i~ a
gross neglect and not much less culpable, and he ol'ght as a rule to
be reLs<::d his dis-:harge. A deecree in favour of the Official
Assignee without security for satisfactio.nof the decree in such
a case is not a proper order.
A.K.R M,M.C.T. FIRM '[i. SHAIK JOOMA~ AND THE OFFICIAL
ASSlGl"EE .. ,
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(On Appeal froql the Chief.CoDrtof Lower Burma.)
Contract -Offer and acceptance betv.leell parties, Effect of-Where documents
shoUl contract as betwetn.pr:i1icipals, oral evidence of no vall!e to show
relationship of principal alld agent-Mention of commission ill contract,
Effect of.
. .
Docbmentary eViden~e in this case showed that there was an offer to buy
sugar .on the part of. the respondents and an acceptance of that offer: by the
appellants. An acceptance of an 'offer to·.buy must infer an obligation to sdl.
The appellants claimed toaet only as ag~nts but the .respondents contended
they so~d as principals. All the documents in the case showed on the face of
them a contract as between principals. Evidence that the ·appellants acted
as agents was negligible.
.~
.',
Held, that the' contract was between the partii§' .as princi~ls as the
leadng documents made out, and a mere statemenfof the app~ffa~ts. con:~
tradicted by the respondents, that the appellants were only acti6~; as agent;
and that it was made a condition that there was to be I!o'liabilityon their part
cannot be allowed to dispaJace the ordinary resul Is which a contract between
principals entails. The mere mention of Commission in the contract as
signed is not in any way inconsistent with the relation being between
principal and principal.

Appeal (No. ~6 of 1918) from the decree of the
Chief Court of Lower· Burma in Civil First Appeal
No. 25 of 1916, reversipg the decree of the said
.*

PllES;':NT:-VISCOUNT HALDANE, LORD BUCKMASTER and LORD DUNEDIN
t [This appeal was decidedin 1919 but has not been published in the
Lower Burma Rulings or ekewhere ; it is published now owing to its importance anKi its frequent citation.-Ed.]
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Court on the Original Side in Civil Regular No. 24
of 1915.
Plaintiffs (respondents) sued defendants (appel..,
lants) for damages for non-delivery of 300 tons of Java
Sugar, under a coli tract of sale fOf 600 tons.
The defence was that the plaintiffs bought the
sugar from a finn in Java through the defendants
who acted as plaintiffs' agents without incurring any
responsibility. The <documents ce>n,gtituting the contract are set out in the judgment of their Lordships.
The learned Judg.e oil the Original· $ide thought that
it was not clear from the documents as to the position
of the defendants and admitted oral evidence (·n the
point, and finding that the contract between the parties
was not a contract of sale but one of employment,
viz., that thed¢fend.<1nts were employed to buy sugar
in their own ng:me from the Java fum Oft behalf of
the plaintiffs, dismissed the suit.
On appeal Ormond and Parlett, JJ., heid that the
documents showed that defendants were princip.d's
and had agreed to sell to the plaintiffs, and therefore
oral evidence was not admissible to contradict the
written contract, i.e., to sho\\' that the defendants were
not princif'als. Even if the offer of the plaintiffs
could be construed so as to have been accepted not
by . the defendants, but by sorp'..e(lne else still the
plaintiffs' offer was to buy from the defendants-not
through the defendants, and so in such a case as this
the defendants could be held to have sold to the
plaintiffs as agents for a foreign firm and therefore
there would be a presumption that the defendants·
were liable as pritiCipals under section 230 (1) of the
Contract Act.
Oral evidence to the effect that it .was agreed
between the parties that the defeildatlts should incur
rio responsibility, was unreliabk. The' commission;
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dDse in the contract did not indicate agency jit was
I2IIlhft" interest which was only· to be charged :if the
plaintiffs required credit; the' terms' of the contract
~ 1M::ing for cash on delivery. If the. defendarlts . \-vere
,;~·::ittiDg as agents of the plaintiffs then the terms of the
~;~G)ntract between· the defendants and the Java firm
". -would have been the'terms subinitted by the plaintiffs
to the defendants.. But here plaintiffs had to pay,
cash on delivery ; if they wanted credit for 30 or 60
mys, they had to pay an additibn:d t or 1 per cent.
whilst the defendants "V ere to accept bills at three
months' sight and they obtained threeinonths' credit.
Defe?dants preferred an appeal toHis Majesty in
-Council.
, .The judgment of the.ir Lordships·was delivered byLORD DUNEDIN;~-The plaintiffs '(respondertts) are:
merchants iIi Rangoon who deal' in produce and
have occasiorito purchase sugar, whi.ch they were in
the habit of getting from the defendants (appellants)
who are also merchants in Rangoon. The. appellants
·did not themselves grow sugar, but got sugar from
a firm of Joakim & Company, in. Sburabaya. Joakim
& Company had offered a consignment .to the
appellants, and· the appellants had approached the
T~spondents as to whether they would take sugar at
the price quoted. After consultation, the appellants,
with the approval of the respondents, sent a telegram
to Joakim & Corripany on the 22nd May, 1914. The
'telegram \vas in cipher, but decoded read as
follows ;"
"
"
"
"
..
'..

3
27
91
65
49
3 = Cannot accept yOUT offer but counter offer
to reply within 24 hours..
27= 100 tons sup. white T.M.O., G.W. and/or simildr·.
91 = July jDecember in equal monthly quantities.
65 = 11/8 per cwt. c.i f.
49 = Option Rangoon/Calcutta.
6=Check."

6
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This telegram having been despatched, the respond~
ents on the 23rd May handed· to the appellants a,
document in the following terms:II

Buyers, Messrs. E. M. Abowath & Co.

.. I/We hereby make the following finn offer to Messrs. Balthazar &.
I'

Son, Rangoon.
On Burma Chamber.of Commerce Contract Terrr.s.

Pkgs.

Prke.

Shipment.

11 s, lid. {It'! ~wt.
Eleven shllhngs
and eight penc~
ptr cwt.

Monthly shipment of 100.,
tons each July·
to December.

Goods.

600 tons (six·hund- Superior· ~hite \
red lons).
T.M.O., G.W.
&Ior similar,
Stlgar.
'
Option Rangoon/ •
Calcutta.
.

(Signed in Nat,ive

Signah reo

I
\

Character.)'~·

.

On the 25th May the appellants received .from
Sourabaya a telegram as follows :II

We confirm the sale of 100 t':lUS superior White T.M.O., G.W.
and lor similar. July/December in equal mcnthly quantitiesUiS,
per cwt. c.i.f: Option Rangoon/Calcntta."
'

On receipt of this telegram the appellants on the'
26th May wrote to the respondents thl:: following
letter :" Messrs. E.M. Abowath & Co.,
.. Ral1{;;oon,
II Dear ~irs,
" Sugm' •.

"' \Ve haye pleasure in addsing yr,u that your off~r of lI/8 for 60Q1·
tOnS Sup. White T.l\LO., G. W. &/or similar, divided into eqnal ship.:
ments of 100 tOilS all' onth, from July to December, has been, ::ccepted
Kindly call o\'er and si~n the mcessary contraCt.·
.
.
II Yours faithfully,
,. Balthazar & SOI1.'~

The respondents did call and signed an indent.
The indent form was really printed on a form of offer
not appropriate to a contract. The space for the
names of the parties \\'as left blank, but there was
filled in in writing as follows:" Six hundred tons. . . . . . . Bales/Cases each containing
II Superior White T.M.O, G.W, and/or sill:ilar Java sugar
II at 11s. 8d. per cwt. d.f. Rangoon (Option Rangoon/Calcutta).
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Shipment~

. July, August, September, October, .Novem ber
Per:ember, monthly 100 tons.
.. Delivery c.r Wharf.
.. Delivery of the- GO:Jds to be made on the necessary Security for
the.Goods being furnished •.
.. - - , - - - - - - - - - - - - - , - - - , - ' - - - - - . Stamps
.. Ha.1f per cent. ~ommission for 30 dis. credit ....
" One per cent. C9n,Imisslon' for 60d/s..c.redLt. .,
'i .

...

• . '.

"",'.-..,..

.

' . , . .. i·'?'

:.' '. '. ~ •••

.' •

l

-'--'-_-.:....--:;...;..
.. _ - - . . . ; . -

. .

. ' ' - - ' - - - - It.·

and 11 wassj,gnedbyther.esp{jnderits~, .
The sugar; was:, duly shipped', and instalments
-deli veted;':' Undefa!separate ari-angemerit.the appellants
helped: the·:-tespondents in the· . financing.: necessary,
:but it is' immaterial to the present qu~stiOfi to go
-into these arrangements.. Upon ·the ,War .breaking
'out three'htlndied tons out of the sixh1;lndred·· had
been .delivered, but the other' three hundred tons
were not delivered owing to thepresehc~af the'
"'.Emden "in these waters.
.
The pt:esentaction is far dan1::tgesfor nof1·de1iv~~y.
The defence' was that the appellants had: acted' only
:as agents in the whole matter and on the distinct
understanding that they themselves a.ccepted-no
responsib:lity'under; the contract. .
. The learned Trial Judge, consid'ering that the terms
of the documents left the matter ambiguous, admitted
parol-·evidence.· The managing' partner 6f the
appellants and: one of the· partners of the respondents
were' examined.' They gave the same: history as' to
the execution" of the variousdocumenfs,·.but, as was
to be expected, differed as to whether anything was
said as to absence of responsibility on the appellants,
part. The learned Trial' Judge gave effect to the
defence and dismissed the action. On appeal the
judgment 'was reversed and judgmeritgiven . in
favour of the' respondents. Appeal has now 'been
taken to ·this B0at;d.:
.

~
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Their Lordships agree with the conclusion arrived
BA~TflZAAR at by the Appeal Court,' and ~PQP thl~ v~ry short.
& ~~N
ground. T-he contract was made by an' Qff~r to buy
AB:;~H of thl;: 2Jrd Mayan the part of the r~spondents and
<4 FIRM).
an ac~iptauce' of -th'<ii offer by the appellants by theletter of the 2(},th May. An acceptance of an offer
to 1J~y m~s.t~~f~r·'~'ri ~bilig9:ti9n to ~~n. ijow the'
appellants must ejth~r have' sold as principals, in
which - case ther~ i~l1~bi~ity on th~ir part to perf Of Ill,.
or the:y'-lnust hav~ ~old a~ aKe~t~ for Joa~ifll &
CotPpariy, but theH~· is not a; tittl~ 0,£ evid.ep,ce to
~how;'that the appellants ever were ~gents for Jo~~im
& Company. On the contrary, the evidence is all
the other way. The c.ornmunicatioIils petween Joakirn
& Company and the appellants are all on the footing
that tlle appellants were buying from }oakirn &
Company, and when there was. a delay in the' d¢1ivery'
by Joakim & Company the appellants sent a letter
saying : II As written you before, our buyer will on
no aCcount agree to any part of the shipment being.
cancelled". It comes to this, that all tl;ae: docum~nts
show on the face of them a contrad as between,
principals. The mt.J,:e mentioD of commi~sion in the
contract as signed is. not in any way, a~ pointed out:
by the learned Judges of the Court of Appeal,.
inconsistent with the r~lati.()n being betw.een principal
and principaL T~en when you turn to the parol
evidence., there is nothing ~xcept the. statement of
the appellaQ.its th3lt the terJ,llil,S; of their business with
the respQp.dent.s,.which. had heen goi~g on for si~
years, were the same. as 'b.os~ which the app.el1a,.p;ts.
had had with one Qomerjee-:-terJ,11;s, which are iI;l
no way identified' or even spe.<i:ifi~f<L in such circumstances the:' contract- must. r..e.maim as the le.a~~ng
d~cuments" make it, and a mere statement of: the
appellants, contradicted by the respondents, thaJ it

7

AANGOON SERIES.
~ liIade a c<:),ndjtion that there \\'as to b~ no liability
. . their part cannot be allowed to displace the
..tinary results which a contract between principals
-aaiJs.
Their Lordships will, therefore, humbly advise
His Majesty to' dismiss the appeal with costs.
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)(fA MI

AND ANOTHER

v.
KALLANDEH AMMAL (No.1).
(On Appeal from the High Court at Rangoon.'
Mahomedan law-Gijt-Deiivery of 10ssession-Gift to 'wi!e-Mutation-Ac!s
of husband after Mutation-Power 01 Local Government-Power to adopt
any part of Ad~ection mOdified by later Section-Wakf or Gift 01t
Tru~t-Mussalman j:VakfValidating Act (VI of 1913), section 2-,Transfer
'Of ProPerty Act (IV of1882), sections 1, 123,129 •.
The Transfer of Property ACt, 1882, provides in Chapter VII by section 123,
that a gift o'f immovable property must be made by a registered instrument, and
by section 129 that nothing in the chapter is to be deemed to affect any rule
6( Moharrtedan law~ By s~ctioIi 1 of the Act (all amended) the Local Government of L~wer Burma might by 'n'otificatiori extend" the Act or any part Of it"
to Lower Burma. In 1904 various sections of the Act including section 123,
~ut not in terms section 1~9, were extended to the Pegu District. It is well
established as a rule of Mahomedan law applying in India that a gift by a
l\.Ia,homedan,is not val!dunless possession· has been delivered and that that
rule is preserved by section 129 of the above Act.
In 1914 a Mahomedan conveyedimmovable property in the Pegu District
to his wife by' a·tegistered deed, he effected lIi'utation into her name, but continued to manage the property himself.
, Held; (1) that theL~cil Government was not authorized by sectiOll 1, and
did not appear to have int~nded, to 'extend section 123 apart from section 129 ;
and consequently that the above rule of Mahomedan law applied in the Pegu
~istrict under the notification.
(2) that the acts, of the husband after the mutation in reference to the
property ffiuSt be regarded as being on his wife's behalf, and that there had
been delivery of ppssession w.ithin the rule; and that conseq·.lently the gift was
valid under Mahomedan law.
Amilia Bi Bi v. Kllatija Si Bi (1864), 1 BOlD-. H.C. and Emnabai v'
Hajirabai (l88S):I.L.R. Ii3 Born. 352-a pprovcd.
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The definition of a .. wakf " in the Mussalman Wak! Validating Act, 1913.;
is for the purposes of that Act, and is not necessarily exhau&tive apart from
the Act..
Decision of the High Court a~rmed on a different ground.

Appeal (No. 95 of 1925) from a decree of the
High. Court. (Ju~y 7, 1924),' reversing a decree of
the Distriyt Qourt;of Pegu (May IP,.1923).
The respondent brollgh t a suit against the appellants claiming certain Ian dsin the Pegu District,
Burma, under a registered deed of gift executed on
July 20,1914, by her husband Shaik Mohideen, since
deceased. The:appellants went in possession claiming
to be heirs of the dec~ased..
The appellants pleaded inter' alia, that the gift
was invalid according to Mahomedan law, as posses·
sion had not been gi\'en under it, and that it had
been revoked.'
.The material facts of the case, including the
provisi6nsof: the deed of gift,. appear from the
ju4gment of the Judicial Committee.
. '. Under a notification by the Local Government
dated ~ovember 1, 1904, certain sections of the
Transfer of Property Act (IV of 1882), including
section 123 but not including section 129, had been
exh~ncled to; the'Pegu District. The rest of th;e.Aet
was not ex,tended to Burma generaUy until a da~e
later than that. of the deed.
' ".
.
The Distrid Judge held that the plaintiff had not
established that possession was. ,give~ to her, a,nd
that the gHt was consequently'invalid under Mahomedan law.: He dismissed the suit.
Qn appeal to the High .' Court (Young and
Baguley, JJ.). the decision was reversed. Young, J0' held
that apart from the Transfer of Property Act, the effect
of the Burma Laws Act, section '13, sub~sectiori 3.
was to make Mahomedan law applicable to gifts
in Burma between Mahomedans, but that the effect
' .

1'1'
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Qf the ext~nsiori of section 123, coupled with the
non-extension of section 129 of the Transfer of
~perty Act was that in the 'case of a registered
gift th,e forms necessary 1:1i1der Mahomedan law
were not needed to complete a gift. In his view it
~ascQmpetent to the Local Government tJnder. s,ection 1, of the, Tr~nsfer' of Property Act tQ • extend
sec;tion123withoutexten,ding sectio,n 129.
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BApULEY,J., concurred.
.
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~

Sir George Lowndes, K.C. and Leacll:, for the
Appellants.-It is a rule of Mahomedan o law that a
gUt ios not v?lid unless possessiun .is ,given : Baillie·'s
piges't 6f Moohummudan, Law,',Parf 'j, 'pages' '520,
$21, Hamilton's Hedaya (1870 Eciifion), page 482,
'Wilson's Ang16-Muham'mudan,' L~w,'paragraph 30L
'The Transfer of Property Act, 1882; havii1g regard
to ,se~tion 129, has ,not the ·effect of abrogating that
r,uIe in. the case 6f agift by a registered instrument:
1I1ogulsha v. Muham,I;'led SaJub (1), Ismal v. Ra1~ji
(2). :Section 1230£ t1~atAct, C,Ol11d not qe extended
without the proviso in .se;d~on 129, pr'eserv-ing th,~
:rules' of Mahomed'aniaw,:,' The eviel'encesbows'that
'possession was notgiv,en.:"'Altl1ough' there'was mutation into th~, name' o( 'the\vife' it 'is rior proved that
'it was effected by 'the husband; he kept .the entire
:controf'of the propertyin'his()\vn hands and revoked
the gift in 1919. The '~eed did, not constitute a
'wa;kf as there was no reversion to charitable purposes.
But even if it was a wakf; it was revocable,at any
rate before possession had been given : Baillie, pages
549, 557; Wilson, paratraphs 361, 320: Muham.
mad Aziz-ud-din v; Le~al Renieinbrance1' (3)/

July 29.

0

0

0

.

.

. (1) (1887) I.L.R.li,Bom. 517,
(2) (l899) I.L.R. 23
(31 '(1893) I.L. R. 15 Ali:" 321.'

Born. 682.
,

'.

0
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E.B. Raikes for ~h€ Respondent. The rule of Mahdmedan law as to gifts did not apply since when the deed
was executed section 123 of the Transfer of Property Act.
had been extended to the district and section 129 hac!
not been so extended. Section 123 made registration a
st:1fficientcompletiOri:ofa gift of immovables. The Local
Government could extend section 123 without extending
section 129, Reg. v~ Burah(l). There was however sufli~
dent delivery of possession, since mutation of names was
effected j there is no ground for holding that it was
not effected by the donor. Any subsequent acts by
him in the management of the property shQuld be
treated as having been done on behalf of his wife =
Amina Bibi v. Khatija Bibi (7.), Emnabai v~ ?ajirabar
(3)~ further the de~d really constituted a wakf t
Mutu Ramanadan Chettiar v.Vavo' Levvai Ma1'akaya,r
(4), Abdur Rahim v. Narayan Das Aurora (5).
over half the property referred to was to be devoted
to charity. The definition of a "wakf 7' in the Wakf
Validating Act, 1913, is not material to this qu~stion.
Being a wakf it was complete when executed a'nd no
delivery of posse&sion was needed: Baillie, Bk. 9 C. 1..
Arpeer Ali, Ch. 7, section 1, Doe v. Abdollt!h. Baiber (~)~
Sir Geo1'ge Lowndes, K.C., in reply referred to.
Amntal Kalidas v. Shaik Hussain (7).'
,
The judgment of their Lordships was delivered bySIR JOHN
WALqS.-:-:-Th~
question
wh~thc;r
~allal1deJ; A~m~17 the: plaintiff in t11i5 suit was
~iyprced i{l, t1;le year 1918 by her h~sband
Shai1~ Moide~n, now deceased, and so los~ her rights
of inh~~itan.ce,
in his estate" is,.; dealt
with
in. t4e
...
".
"...
.
. ...
"-'

\.

.,

".',

".-. . . . \.

(1) (1878) L.R. S LA, 17~ ; I.L.R. 4 Cal.
(2) (1864) 1 Bom. H.C. iS7.
'
\3) (18S8) I.L.:R. 13 Born. 352.
(4) (1916) L.R. 44 LA ~ 2'1 j I:L.R.
40 Ma d. 116.
,;' ,

In. (5) (l9ZZ1 L.R. 50 I.~. 84 ; I.L.R.,
' 50 Cal. 329: "
' ,.
(6) (183~.ll Fulton 345.
(7l (1897) I.L.R. 11 Born. 49Z.
'
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appeal which came before this Board in the prilJ..cipal
$~t brought by her against the present fir~t and
second defendants, who claim to have succeeded to
the estate of the deceas~d as his widow and son.
In the pre,sent suit the plaintiff" seeks to recover
from them certain lands in Burm~' of the estimated
value of Rs. 6,000, conveyed to her, by her l~te
husband PY' a regif:!tered peed of gift dated the 20th
July, 1914,' which provided that out of the income
,remaining after the payment of the Government
revenue she was to expend Rs.450 every year for
the charitable purposes mentioned in the schedule
and to enjoy the balance; and. that after her death
her heirs were to continue the annual payments of
Rs. 450 and to divide the balance according to the
Mahommedan law. The defendants pleaded that
the gift was invalid according to Mahommedan law
as the donor had never put the donee in possession,
but had remained in possession until this death, and
,also 'that the gift had been revoked by the, donor
by a registered deed dated the 20th. August, 1919.
The District Judge"held, that the gift was not complete
without possession, even if it should be regarded as
a wakf, and that on the evidence possession had
not been proved and dismissed the suit. The plaintiff appealed to the High Court, and Young, J.,
'who delivered the principal judgment, began by
considering the question whether the deed was a
wakfnama, constituting a wakf within the meaning
of the Wakf Act of 1913, or a mere deed of gift
,coupled with a trust. In the view their Lordships
take of this case this question is immaterial, and
they will merely observe that that is a definition
for the purposes of the Act and not necessarily
exhaustive, and that the question, when it arises
cannot be cQusiclered exclusively with reference to it.
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The learned Judge m:xt dealt with. the question
of possession, and observed that all. the older High
.'P.
COl,trts ' were, agreed before the; passing of the
KALLANDER
AMMAL . ,Transfer of Property Act,
1882, that the rule of
(N9, 1).
Mahommedan law requiring gifts to be perfected
by possessibn -was applicable. in I ndia, and that
1his -rule/was ,·preserved 1;>y sect.ioii r.129of the Act,
v.'hich provided that 'nothing in the chapter relating
:togifts, should effect any rule of' Mahommed2n
law. ,'. Notwithstanding this, the learned Judge pr.o'ceededto,hold that in 1914, at .the date' of the'deed
·ih 'thi's . pattoIBurma transfer. of possession was
not n.ecessary,' because the' .Local Government,. 'in
the exercise-of the power:; conferred .upOn them
by section 1 of the Transfer. of Property Act as
.amended to extend "the \\'hale or .any .part of
the Act," ha<;l. only extended 'section ~ 123 in this
.parLof the Act and had not extended section 129.
In their Lords.hips'.. opinion . th~s:: view' is based. on a
'serious iniscoriception. This·power to: extend any
.part' of the Act ,to . Burma' did not authorise the
Local. Government to extend' particular sections 'of
the Act, .so 'as to give' those· sections a different
:operation . from ·that which. they, had 'in . the Act
.itself react as a whole, and to abroga-te in th e area
,10 .which the extension applied a rule of Mahoriimedan law till then in force there as to whichJhe
.Legislature had expressly provided' fhat it "V~iS to
remain. unaffected by the Act. . Noris, there any
reason to suppose that the. Local .G6vernmen t pur,.
.ported to do anything of the kind.. The notification,
which .has' been' read to their . Lordships, was'·
intended to render registration . and attestation
'~ompulsory in the case of transfers: of • immoveable
.propedy by sale., mortgage,. lease 'or gift as provided
in the Ad: and effected this by applying the different

MA Mi' AND
ANOTHER
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sections of the Act, making registration and attesla1926
tion compulsory in the case of these different kinds MA IDAND
. re Ia t'mg to gl'ft s was sec t'IOn ANOTHER
o f trans f ers.:· Th e section
v.
123, which provides that: ". Fot the purpose of KA~~:::LER
making a gift of immoveable property, the transfer (No.1).
must be effected by a registered instrument signed
by or on behalf of the donor, and attested by at,
least two witnesses," and there is no reason to
suppose that the Local Government intended to
do more in ,the case of gifts by' Mahommedans
than to make such registration, and attestation
Gompulsory.
" Having thus, erroneously, in their Lordships'
opinion, held, that tr,ansfer of possession was unnecessary, the learned Judge proce'eded to conside.r a question.
which was not directly raised on, the, pleadings,
whethGr the gift, was bad for want. of acceptance
by the oonee,' and held that it 'was not, a finding
which has notbeen questioned before their Lordships.
Arguments have been addressed to their Lordships
on the questions dealt \:vith in the judprent of the
Trial Judge, whether this deed created a wakf and,
if so, whdher according to the Hanafi school, wakfs:
form an exception to the oridinary rule of Mabommedan
law, \,:hieh requires gifts to be perfected by possession and undoubtedly applies to wakfs among Shiahs.
Their Lordships do not consider it necessary to
bon'~ider these questions, because they are of opinion,
differing from the Trial Judge, that possession is
sufficiently proved to have been given, and that is
sufficient Lo dispose of the case. If the wakf was
perfected by transfer of possession, it has not been
contented that the donor had any power to revoke
it as he purported to do.
Their Lordships will now proceed to give their
reasons f~r holding possession sufficiently proved.
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The plaintiff and 'her husband Shaik Moideen were
Lubbais, that is to say, they belonged to a section
of the Mahommedan commtmity in' the I\!Iadras
Presidency \\"110 retain the vernacular and many of
the customs ,of their Hindu ancestors, and are,
extensively engaged in trade, both in India and
abroad. Shaik Moideeo, after 'his marriage to the
plaintiff forty or' fifty years ago; lived 'with her for
some time at :Nagore in the Ta.njore District, and
then went across the sea to Burma and began to
carryon business· -there as a money-lender, leaving
his wife behind at the home in Nagore.· He was
very successful, and became possessed, of considerable property, moveable ahd immoveable j and while
his relationS with the plaintiff remained friendly, his
visits to her at Nagore took place at longer intervals,
and of late years had almost entirely ceased. He
married a second wife in BUrIlla, who predeceased
him and for many years before his ,death he had
living with him in his house at Tawa, Ma Mi and
Manommed Eusoof, the first and second defendants
in this suit, who Claim to be his wife and son,
and as such, on his death, took possesSion of the
property left by him in Burma.
In 1914, when he was getting on in years.. he
was minded to found certain charities in Nagore,
and appears' to have decided that the best way to
do so was to convey some of the lands he had
acquired in Burma to his wife in Nagoreand her
heirs on trust to expend Rs. 450 in each year out
of the annual income in Nagore on the charities
mentioned in the schedule.
There is no reason for supposing that he was
not desirous of founding the charity there and then,
and it was dnly natural that he should, have been
anxious to perfect the gift by delivering possession
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so as to put .it out of the power of those who
1926
came after. him to question it. Accordingly, we find MA Mr AND
.
ANOTHER
1hat mutatlOn
0 f names was d. u Iy eff ec t ed'III t h e
v.
public records and the plaintiff entered a3 .proprietress. KAk~~~El~
The District Judge, however, has observed that the (NO.1).
plaintiff has not proved that the mutation was effected
at the instance of the donor, Shaik Moideen. It
appears to their Lordships that it was not to be
expected that the plaintiff, who was far aWay at the
time in Madras; should have been able to obtain
·direct evidence of this so many years after, and that
itwas not necessary for her to do so. The reason.able presumption is that such a mutation of names
would not have been made except on the appli.cation of one of the parties to the deed; in this
case the donor, who was on the spot. As for the
:District Judge's alternative suggestion that the mutation
may have been made by the Land Records Depart:ment from a copy sed to them of the registered
·d eed of gift without notice to the deceased, nothing
.has been urged before their Lordships in its favour,
and it appears to be negatived by the fact that the
plaintiff's address is not taken from the deed of gift
which gives her Nagore address, but is entered as
.-" Railway Station Tawa," her husband's address;
and also by the fact that in the case of one parcel
of land there is an additional entry' stating that
Shaik Moideen himself was in posse~sion as the
.plaintiff's agent. It must therefore be taken that mutation was effected by Moideen himself and in the case
of a gift of immoveable property by a Mahommedan
.husband to his wife, once mutation of names. has
been proved, the natura,J presumption arising from
the relation of husbcfgd' and wife existing between
them is that the ~J-tband's subsequent acts with
:reference to the property \vere done on his wife'S
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behalf and not on his own, as held Amina Bibi v~
MA Mr AND Khatija Bibi (1) and in Emnabai v. Hajirabai (2) ..
ANOTH I!R
I t f 0 11 O\\·s,
' t h ere f ore, t h at t h e questions
.
'V.
so much
K1~~~~ER debated at the trial whether ShaikMoideen retained
(No.1).
the deed of gift in his own custody Of gave it to
the plaintiff and what become of it. after his death;
throw little light upon the case, and may be dis";
regarded. That Shaik Moideen, whilst retaining U1e
managcn~cnt of the lands in his own hands, regarded
the plaintiff as being in' possession, is shown by the
adrnilitu fact illat in 1917 he got her to execute
and register a power of attorney in favour of.
Mahomml'd Kassim, authoridng him to manage the;
lands, and had the power sent to himself in' Burma.
It is then ~aid truly for the defendants that he dicY
not give th.e power to Mahommed Kassim, who was
then a boy of fifteen living in his house and treated
as an adopted son-there is no legal adoption among
Mahommcdans-or ever handed over thcmar'agcmenf
to him, but there is nothing surprising in this. Thenatural explanation is that the creation of the power was'
a precautionary measure, and that Shaik Moideen was:
anxious to have it ready to hand over to one in whom he:
had confidence in the event of his hecoming tlOCl.ble to,
manage himself: and he would probably have done so:
if he had not subsequently cbnged his, mind and
purported to revoke the deed of gift. With reference
to the argument that Moideen executed other deeds of
gift in favour of Kassim and others, in which possession
was never ginn, it rnav be observed in the case of
Mahommedans who have very' r::stricted powers of
testamentary dispositicn, the execution of such deeds
with postponement of possession may well take the
place of revocable legacies, the transfer of possession
being dependent on the future conduct of the donees,.
1926

(1) 1 Born. H.C. 157.

(2) LL.R.13 Born. 352.

--'
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1926
but that no such reasons for postponement existed as
MA MI AND
regards a charity of this kind.
A~OTHim
Further, the plaintiff was clearly treated by Shaik
v.
KALLA:IIDER
Moideen hirnseif as having been in pos£ession and
A~nIAL
in rect:ipt of the income of the lands when in, 1919 iNo.1).
he purported to revoke the deed of gift 011 the grounds
that she had failed to utilise the prorerties handed
over to her for charity, and stated that he himself
would so utilise them in futllre. This is strong corroboration of the plaintiff's own evidence that her
husband was in the habit of remitting monies· to her
for the performance of the charities, which must, in
the circumstances, be p;esumed to have come from the
income collected by him on her behalf from the lands
which he continued to manage. The plaintiff says the
money was sent to her by money orders and by other
methods of remitting monies to India which are not
unusal with persons in the position of the deceased.
It is not surprising that the money orders are not now
forthcoming, but there is one telegraphic order sent by
Shaik Moideen for Rs. 75 for· subrat one of the
scheduled charities, which the District Judge has
omitted to notice. No doubt the accounts of receipt
and expenditure put forward by those in charge of
the plaintiff's case do not carry conviction and have
been rightly rejected. Like the stories that Mahommed
Kassim had betn in management under the power and
that the plaintiff had herself leased out the charity lands
to tenants, they (l.re only another instance of tho i11judged attempts \\-'hich are so often made in cases of
this kind to improve a litigant's case by manufacture
of (.vidence, but they do not affect the inferences in the
plaintiff's· favcur rising from the admitted and clearly
established facts of the case.
Their Lordships art: therefore of opinion, though
for different reasons, that the High Court was right in

2
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giving the plaintiff a decree, and that the appeal should
be dismissed with co~tS, and they will humbly advise
His Majesty accordingly.
Solicitors for Appellants: Waterhouse & Co.
Soilcitors for I~espondenl : T. L. ~VilSQn & Co.
PRIVY COUNCIL.

J.C.*
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30.

KALLANDER AMMAL (No.2).
(On Appeal from the High Court at Rangoon.)
Malr011lcdam l<lw-Dzvorce-Evi:1ence-Scc01u1.1ry Evide,1tCe-Colltents of
DOC1tment-" Person wht> h'IS lIimself seen it "-Indian Evidence Act
(1 of 1872), ss. 60, 6~.
According to Mahomedan law a Mahomedan can dh'olce his wife wl,enever he desires. He may do so without II tal/kn"m,} or written docurr.ent and
no particluar form of words is pre'cribed. If the words uS'~d are well understood as imrlying divorce,'sucll as ., tal"k," no proof of intention is required;
otherwise the inlention must be p 'oved. :\ is notneces;;ary that the rel·udiation
should be pronounced in the presence of the wife or evena,ldressed to her.
After the death of a Sunni Mahomedan resident in Burma, it was alleged
in a suit that he had divorced his wife. Evidence was given by witnesses
that the deceased had Tt'acl to them a document which was not produced at
the trial but alleged to have been a talaknal1la, and there was other e\'idence
of statements by him.
By the Indian Evidence Act, 11'72, section 63 "Secondary evidence means
and includes. • . . (5) oral accounts of the contents of documents given by
some person who has him~e!f seen it ; .. by section 60" o~al evidence must in
all cases whatever be direct; that is 10 say-if it refers to a fact which,could
be seen it must be the evidence Of a person who says he saw it."
Held, (1) that oral evidence of the contents of a document is admissible
as secondary evidence under section 63 (5) only if the witness has himself read
the document; and that consequently Ihat the, section did not render the
evirlence admissible in p 'oof of the conten's of the document.
, (2 That the evidence that the deceased bad tlsed to the witnesses the
word" t"lak" was not reliable, and that it was not proved that he told them
that he had divo:ced his wife or indeed that he had any intention of effecting
a divorce otherwise than by the execution and transmission of the document.
which had not been proved.
(3) That accordingly the alleged divorce was not established.
Decree of the High Court (I.L.R. 2 Ran. 400) affirmed.

* PRESENT

:-LoRD ATKINSON, LORD CARSON and SIR JOHN WALLIS.,
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Appeal (No. 52 of 1925) from a decree oillthe
.High Court (June 10,1924) reversing a decree of the
District Court ofPegu (March 10, 1923)., The responden t brought a suit against the appellants
alcging that she was the widow of one Sheikh Moideen,
a Sunni Mahomedan, and claiming to recover tIom
the appellants property of the deceased. The appellants by their written statement. pleaded that Sheikh
Moideen had divorced the respondent according to
Mahomedan law.
The facts appear from the judgment of the Judicial Committee.
The District Court held that there had been a
valid divorce and dismissed the suit. An appeal to
the High Court was allowed and the case remitted
to the District Court for disposal.
The learned Judges (Young and Baguley, JJ.) held
that certain secondary evidence of a document relied
on as a telaknama, an instrument of divorce, was
not admissible under the Indian Evidence Act, 1872,
section 63 ; and that the words uttered by the husband
as to the document did not effect an oral divorce as
his intention· was not to divorce his wife orally at
the time,but by a document. The joint judgment of
the learned Judges is reported at I.L.~. 2 Ran. 400.
Sir George Lowndes, K.C. and R. Hr. Leach for
tl1 e appellan ts.
The respondent was validly divorced according
to Mahomedan law of the Hanafi School. The
statements of the husband in regard to the document
were admissible as secondary evidence under section
63 (5) of the Indian Evidence Act, 1872. The question
was not as to the contents of the document, but
whether the husband had executed a written document
which he intended should operate as a divorce.
Further the statements of the husband proved in
.~
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evidence showed an intention to dissolve the marriage,
and under Mahomedan law that was sufficient for the
purpos~. The word falak was lIsed by him, and if so
the intention is to be inferred j the High Court was
wrong in its view that three talaks were necessary.
The view of the learned Judges that the statements of
the husband did not effect a divorce because his
intention was to divorce not orally but by a written
document was erroneous. The primary intention was
to divorce, the intention to do it by the document was a
secondary intention. Reference was made to Baillie's
Digest of Moohummudan Law, pp. 212 to 214, 22~ ;
Wilson's Digest of Anglo-Muhammadan Law, paras. 62,
63 j Ameer Ali's Mahomniedan Law (4th Edition), Vol.
2, pp. 534,535 j Mozulfer Ali v. KU11lurunissa Bibee (1)
Ibrahim v. Syed Bibi (2), Sarabhaiv. Rabiabai (3),
Asha Bibi v. Kadir Ibrahim Rou;fher (4), Fulchand v.
Nazab Ali Ch07.vdhr)' (5), and observationsthen:in on
Furzu1'td Hossei'n y. ]anu Bibee (6).
DUl'rne, K.C. and E. B. Ratkes for the Respondent.
The evidence relied on was not admissible to prove
the contents of the document. In the absence of
both the document and secondary evidence as to its
contents, it was not shown that it was in terms which
in. Mahomedan law constituted· a divorce. In the
case of a divorce by writing, the document must be
communicated to the wife, or to her agent to receive
it j Baillie, pp... 212, 233. Ameer .Ali (4th Edition),
Vol. 2, p. 543, Wilson, para. 62, Tyabji on Mahomedan
Law, para. 145. Though the decision in Sarabhai v.
Rabiabai [(3) at page 537J was correct some of th·e
obiter observations were erroneous. The tvidenceof
the statements by. the husband was unreliable and
(1) (1864) Suth W.R. 32.
(2) (1888) LL. R. 12 Mad. 63.
(3) (1905) I.L.R. 30 Rom 542.

(4) (1909) I.L.R 33 Mad. 22.
(5) (190M) I.L.R. 36 Cal. 184.
(6) (lSi8) I.L.R 4 Cal. 588.

RANGOON SERIES.
i-,,9icient to discharge the onus of proving. that a
according to Mahomedan law was effected.

.,0:

t~Sir George Lowndes, K.C., replied.

.; • .,;i.- The judgment of their Lordships was delivered by-
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WALLlS.-This is an appeal from the
4ecree of the High Court at Rangoon reversing Nov. 30.
the de.cree of the District Court of Pegu. The
snit was brought by the respondent Kallander
Aromal, to recover the whole, .or in the alternative,
a part of the estate of her deceased husband, Sheik
Moideen, who died intestate on the 29th February
1920.
In .her plaint she claims to be the sole heir of
her· deceased husband, and alleges that the first
defendant, Ma Mi, fasely claims to have been his
lawful wife, and that the second defendant,Mohamed
Eusoof, falsely claims to be the legitimate son of the
deceased Sheikh Moideen by one Ma Kin; and tha
neither of them has any claim to any portion of Or
interest in the estate of the deceased. Notwithstanding
which as she alleges, the defendants have been withholding the property of the deceased from her. The
defendants filed a joint written statementin 'Which they
-denied that the plaintiff was heir to the estate, and
pleaded that prior to his death the deceased divorced
the plaintiff according to Mohamedan Jaw, and that the
said divorce was communicated to the plaintiff and the .
plaintiff thereafter ceased to be the wife of the deceased
if she was leltally married to him at any time. They
also pleaded that as widow and son of the deceased
they were his ,(;mly heirs arid legal representatives.
The Dist~et Judge rtamed four issues of wHch
the second: It Was there a valid dIvorce between
plaintiff alld Moideen? " alone was tried. On this
issue the District Judge found that there was ample

SIR JOHN
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evidence to prove that the deceased executed a
talaknarna or a divorce document about two years
before his death in Burm~, where he resided, and
sent it to his wife in India where she was residing,
and he accordingly dismissed the plaintiff's suit.
The plaintiff appealed to the High Court at
Rangoon, who held that there was no legal evidence on
record of the contents of the divorce document, as the
evidence tendered in the absence of the document
itself was not secondary evidence within the meaning
of section 63 of the Indian Evidence Act. Theyaccordingly held that a divorce by talaknama or writing
was not proved; and being further of opinion that no
oral divorce was proved by the evidence on record,
th~y allowed the appeal and decreed the plaintiff's suit.
At the trial, several of the witnesses deposed to
haying heard the tala~natl'la read out, and to having
seen it executed by the deceased, but the writer of the
document was not called, and none of the witnesses
had read it so as to be able to speak de visu to its
contents. Their Lordships are of opinion that ,in
this state of things the learned' judges of t.he High·
CO,lJrt were right in holding that the statements of the
witnesses were not secondary evidence within the
meaning of section 63 of the Act, which so far as
~~terial, is as follows :," Secondary evidence m, ans and includes*
•
*
*

*
*
(5) oral accounts of the contents of a document given by some person
who has himself seen ft."

In their Lordships' opinion the learned judges were
right in holding that this means that the oral evid ence
of the contents of the document must be given by some
person who has seen those contents, that is to say, who
has read the document. Evidenc<:: that the witness
saw the document and heard it read out by SOIT.eone
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else is only hearsay so far as the contents are concerned,

1926

aad does not fulfil the requirements of section 60 as
to onl evidence generally :-

MA MI AND
ANOTHER

-Oral evidence must ill all cases whatever be direct; that isto say-if it
refers to a fact. which could be seeOn it must be the evidence of a
witness whoo sa~s he saw it."

KAI..LA'1DER

o

The question whether the document was a tala~
'lUJ.lfla or deed of divorce was a fact which could be seen
by reading it, and, therefore, in accordance with the
general principle embodied in the section, could only
be spoken to by a witness who had himself read it.
In this state of the evidence the learned judges in
their Lordships' opinion rightly held, in the absence
of any legal evidence of the contents of the document
in question, that a divorce by talak1'iatna or written
document, as found by the Distri.ct Judge, was 0
not proved.
They then proceeded to consider whether there
was any evidence on record sufficient to prove that
the deceased, on the occasion when the document
was drawn up and executed, used words which
,,;ould, in tllemselves, be sufficient to constitlJte an
oral divorce under Mohammedan law. According to
that la\\', a husband can effect a divorce whenever
he desires. He may do so by words without. any
talakl/Mna or written document, and no particular
form of words is prescribed. If the words used are
expres..: " or \\ ell understood as implying divorce
such as talak, no proof of intention is required. If
the words used are ambiguous, the intention of the
user must be proved. It is not necessary that the
repudiation shc..uld be.
pronounced in the presence
0j-0o
of the wife, or even adClressed to her. On an examination of the evidence the learned judges came to
the conclusion that there was no sufficient evidence
of any such oral divorce, and they accordingly reversed
I(
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the Judgment of the lower Court cil1d g,H-e tIle
plaintiff a decree.
There is no doubt the evidence of two witnesses on
the record that the deceased on this occasion u tiered
three times the word" talak," which if uttered once.,
would be sufficient to constitute an oral divorce, and
that he also told the witnesses that the document was·
a talakno1'1za or divorce document. As to this, the
learned judges have held that the evidence as to the
use of the word talak by the deceased was not
reliable, and that it was not proved tbat the deceased
told the witnesses that he had divorced his wife, or
indeed that he had any intention of. effecting a divorce
otherwise than by the execution and transmission of
the document which nas not been proved.
Their Lordships see no sufficient reasons for
diftering from these findings, which are sufficient to
dispose of the case.
. It may be observed,in th~ first place) that the
District Judge confined himself to holding that there
hact been a divorce. by written document. Not only
did he not find an oral divorce by the pronouncement
of talak, but in his summary of the evidence of the
t\\'o witnesses who spoke to the use of the word talak,
he omitted his portion of their evidence nor did he
anywhere refer to it in the course of his judgment.
In these circumstances, it,cann6t be inferred that the
District Judge would have been prepared to find an
Oritl divorce upon the evidence of these two witnesses
if he had considered it necessary to record a finding
on this question.
As regards the pronouncement of talak, it is only
spoken to by two witnesses out of several. As to the
first witness, P. N. Manika Meera, the learned judges
were of opinion. that the witness was silent on this
point until a very leading question was' put to him
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in examination in chief. pJtting aside this objection
1926
to his evidence, which is not clearly established, it MAMr AND
.
is worthy 0 f observatIon
t hat t 1le next WI't ness, ANOTHER
v.
~homed Ali, who ~ent to the house with him and KA;~~~~ER
left at the same time, says nothing about an oral
(No 2).
divorce by the pronouncement of talak, and was not
even questioned about it. A forlllal pronouncement
of a divorce by the use of the wordtalak would
naturally take place in the presence of all the persons
who had been summoned, and this witness must have
heard it equally with Manika Meera.. It is also significant that Abdul Rahim otherwise kno\vn as Ko Po
0, who is found to have been the most reliable of the
defendants' witnesses, says nothing Cclbout it.
The only corroboration of Manika Meera's evidence
is to. be found in the evidence of Madar Sar, a
petty bazaar keeper and a dependant of the defend;ants. Their Lordships agree with the High Court
that the evidence of these two witnesses is not suffi.cient to support a finding uf an oral. divorce by the
pronouncement of talak.
As regards the other statements said to have been
made by the deceased, tneir Lordships agree with
the learned Judges that the evidence does not
sufficiently establish what the deceased actually said
to enable them to say whether the words used
amounted to a st;;tement that the deceased had divorced
his wife, or merely indicated his intention of divorcing her by the execution and transmis~ioll of the
talaknama.
For these reasons their Lordships are of opinion that.
the appeal fails and ~houltr be dismissed with costs,
and will hutflbly advtr'I-fis Majesty accordingly.
Solicitors for Appel1arif: T-Vaterhouse & Co.
Solicitor~ for Respondent : T. L. H"ilson & Co.
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before Mr. Just ice BraId and ],fro lustice Maung Ba.
1926

U HTIN GYAW

AND EIGHT OTHERS

v.

l)ec. 6.

KING·EMPEROH. *
Criminal Procedure Code (Act Vof 11198), sections 162 and 47( -WII/:ther
seclion 162 prohibits use of statemenls made to police·officer, iI/ procadings.
under section 476.
Held, that section 162 of the Code of Criminal Procedure does not prohibit
the lise ofstaten:ents, made by any person to a Police-offcer in the course cf an
investigation under chapter 14 of that Code, in proceedings undersectioll 476
Of the Code, in cases where the alleged offence which is under cOlTsideration in
the proceedings under section 47tJ was not under investigalion at the time when
the statements wer·e made-.

A. Eggar (Government Advocate}-for the Crown.
Me Donnell-for Appellants.

Reference under Rule 12 of Appeliate SiEle Rules
of Procedure (Criminal). Facts leading to the reference and the terms thereof as set out in the order
of reference below which was made byJ.-" These appeals are from an order, of
the Additional Sessions Judge, Mr. J. P. Doyle, sitting
specially at· Myaungmya, by which he directed the
1st appellant, Maung Htin Gyaw, to ~tand his trial for
conspiracy under sections 211 and 193 of the Indian
Penal Code. The remaining appellants, six in
number, are complained of in relation to Dffences·
under section 120 (a), read with section 19+ and 109,
Indian Penal Code. Two of the appellants were
released on bail, but the remaining, at the commencement of this appeal, were in custody.
CUNLIFFE,

• Criminal Reference No. 161 of 1926 arising out of Criminal Appeal
No. 1375 of 11.)26.
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The learned Sessions Judge made this complaint
after hearing and dismissing a cr.arge of murder made
against two persons, Maung Po Sein and Maung Po
Cbein. The complaint was mad~ by virtue of the
provisions of section 476 of thp. Code of Criminal
Procedure.
It does not seem necessary to detail the facts
leading up to this action on the part of the learned
Se~sions Judge in great detail, but they must be
referred to shortly. At the beginning of the year 1924,
an old and rich Burman, by name U Po Thet, died
at Wakema. A dispute at Once arose concerning his
estate. On the one hand, Maung Po Sein and lvhLung
Po Chein, his nephews claimed rights over the estate,
and on the other hand, the 1st appellant,· U Htin
Gyaw; and his son also made Claims. A civil action
is, I have been informed, pending between these two
parties. A number of prosecutions were instituted
by U Htin Gyawagainst Maung Po Sein and Maung
Po Chein both before and after the old man's death.
There was some retaliation on the part of Maung Po
Seitl and Maung Po Chein in like manner against
U Htin Cyaw. These cross attacks culminated in a
·chargeof murder being brought against Maung Po
Sein and. Maung Po Cheil1by U Htin Gyaw before
a Magistratt: at Myaungmya. After a somewhat lengthy
investigation, this charge was dismissed. U Htin Gyaw
then applied to this Court under section 439 in revision.
His application was admitted by Justice Duckworth
in. chambers. The hearing of the matter was
before Mr. Justice Otter in open Court, both sides
being represented. Mr. Justice Otter ordered the
fe-arrest of Maung Po Sein and Maung Po Chein
and they were committed to st<Jnd their trial by him
on the capital charge before the Sessions Judge.
Mr. Justice Otter refused them bail but owing to
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circumstances which I do not pretend to understand,
bail was subsequently applied for at Myaungmya and
the Magistrate who heard the application, on the
direction, it is said, of the Commissioner of Bassein,
permitted these two men to be released on bail some
substantial time before the hearing of the case. If
the facts referred to in respect of this interft.'rence
of the Commissioner of Bassein are correct I am of
the opinion that such an interference ought never to
have been made in the face of Mr. justice Otter's
order. It may have been that new facts came into
the possession of the authorities, and. the course of
the trial for murder rather suggests that new- facts
did come into their possession. Nevertheless, these
new facts should have been placed before the Judge
of this Court who dealt with the question of bail and
a fresh application should have'.been made to him.
The evidence of the prosecution in their two first
witnesses as to the death of Po Thet was so inconclusive
that the prosecution askedlleave to withdraw the case.
It should be said that the alleged cause of Po Thet's
death was poisoning by means of dhatura. The learned
Sessions Judge, however, refused to accede to the
prosecution's request to withdraw. The remainder of
the prosecution witnesses were heard and as a result
he acquitted Maung Po Chein and MaungPo Sein of
the charge brought against them. He then proceeded
to c~l1 upon seven of the prosecution witnesses, headed
by U Htin Gyaw, to show cause \vhy a. complaint
should not be made again~t them for making a false
case and abetting the making of ~ false case and for
giving false evidence. His judgment in the substantive
trial refers both in its body and in its annexures to the
various earlier criminal cases between U Htin Gyaw
.and Mal1ng Po Chein and Mal1ng Po Sein. I can
fin d no record that the proceedings in these cases
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were ever proved at the substantive trial and when
the time came for the procedure under section 476, U HTIN
\.iYAW ANU'
the learned Judge went on to rely not only upon
EIGHT
OHIEl,S
these proceedings but also on the various information
'II.
KINGgiven to the Police in the earlier prosecutions. So, EMPEROR.
indeed, had the Magistrate who had originally dismissed
the murder charge against Maung Po Chein and Maung
Po Sein on a prima lacie basis. It was contended
before me by counsel for the appellants that any
reference to Police proceedings was inadmissible in
such a case. The Government Advocate argued the
contrary. It seems to me most desirable that this
matter, which in my view is of far reaching importance,
should be decided by a Full Bench. Without having
heard the full arguments on the point and without
having considered the question exhaustively, I think
that on an ordinary construction of section 162 such
evidence is inadmissible from the wording of the
section. If, however, I am wrong in this view, it
seems to me that it is very desirable to have the
opinion of a Full Bench upon this point, which I
believe to be a novel one.
Accordingly, I make the following reference: (1)
Maya statement made to a police-officer in the course
of his investigation in one case be used, considered,
or put in evidence against accused persons in any
other separate trials or proceedings whether directly
or indirectly or in no way connected with the trial
in which that statement was originally made?
(2) If not, does the fact that the separate proceeding
is not a substantive criminal trial but a preliminary
investigation under section 476 of the Code of Criminal
Proced~re, in aIiy way alter _the application of the
general principle?
. I may add that it was admitted by the Crown
(and certainly this was the view I had formed) that

'.
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the learned Sessions Judge had for the most part
based his prima facie case against the appellants on
such information as is contemplated by section 162."
The Bench decision on the reference was given byHEALD AND MAUNG BA, JJ.-In Trial No. 22 of
1926 of the Court of Session, Myaungmya, the
Additional Sessions Judge acquitted the two accused
persons, Po Chein and Po Sein, and called on a
number. of persons, who had given evidence for the
prosecution at the trial in the Sessions Court, to
show cause why he should not take action against
them under the provisions of section 476 of the
Code of Criminal Procedure:; in respect of offences
alleged to have been committed by them in or in
relation to the trial.
The Additional Judge seems to have opened a
number. of proceedings \vhich- by some neglect hav.e
not been se!1t to this Court.
In one the appellant Hlin Gyaw was called on to
show cause why a complaint should not be made
against him in respect of the offence of making a
false charge with intent to injure, the said offence
being alleged to have been commitkd by him in or
in relation to the Sessions trial.
In another the same H tin Gyaw was called on to
show cause why a complaint should not be made
against him in respect of the offence of· gidng false
evidence, alleged to have been committed by him in
or in relation to the same Sessions trial.
In a third the same Htin Gyaw, and the appellants
Ma Te, Po Tun, Po Myit, Tun Sein, Ma
Thet Yon ,
.
Po Thaung, San Pe and Po U, were called on to
show cause why a complaint. should not be made
against them for offences of giving false evidence,
abetting the giving of false evidence, and conspiring
to give false evidence, alleged to have,been
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committed by them in or in relation to the same
U BTIS
Sessions trial.
GYAW AND
In a fourth Ma Twe was called on to show cause
FIGHT
why a complaint should not be made against her OTHERS
tI.
KINGfor giving false evidence in or in relation to the
EMPEROR.
Sessions trial.
AND
In a fifth a Sub·Inspector of Police, Po Kyan HEALD
MAUNG BA,
JJ.
was called on to show cause why a complaint should
not be made a~ainst him for giving false evidence in
or in relation to the Sessions trial.
In the first case the Additional Judge recorded
his opinion that Htin Gyaw had falsely charged Po
Chein and Po Sein with murder and had thereby
committed an offence under the· second part of
section 211 of the Indian Penal Code.
In the seconci he recorded that in his opinIOn
certain statements in Htin Gyaw's evidence, read with
that evidence as a whole and with the evidence of
the other witnes~es, were prima facie false and disclosed
an offt:nce under section 193 of the Indian Penal
Code.
In the third he said that the re3sons for making
a complaint against the nine persons concerned would
be found in his judgment in the Sef.sions trial.
In the fourth he said that he wal5 satisfied that
there was a prima facie case against Ma Twe under
section 193 of the Indian Penal Code.
In the fifth he said similarly that he was satisfied
that there was a P1'ima facie case against Po Kyan
under section 193.
As a result of these findings he filed three complaints before the District M3gistrate of Myaungmya.
In one he accused Htin Gyaw of offences under
sections 211 and 193 of the Indian Penal C~de, and
he also accused Htin Gyaw, Ma Te, Po Tun, Po Myit,
Tun Sein, Ma Thet Yon, Po Thaung, San Pe and
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Po U of conspiracy to give false evidence and to
abet the giving of false evidenc~ in the Sessions.
trial, offences punishable l1nder section 194 read
with sections 120A and 109 of the Code.
In another he accused Ma Twe of makini! certain
false statements, which he specified, at the Sessicns
trial, and as regards one of those statements he said
that its falsity would be seen by examining the
papers in connection with the investigation ofa
poisoning charge which was brought by Po Thet
against Po Sein, and was the subject of Criminal
Regular Trial No. 100 of 1923 in the Court of the
Special Power Magistrate of Myaungmya.
.
In the third he accused Po Kyan of giving false
evidence in the Sessions trial and said that the
falsity of the statement, which he specified, was
clear from the evidence of one Thet Hnan, given in
a case in which Po Chein prosecuted Htin Gyaw
and Po Kyan and a number of others for house
trespass, and in which Thet Hnan was called as a
\\"itncss ior the defence, that case bemg Criminal
Regular Trial No. 23 of 1924 of the Court of the 1st
Additional Magistrate 01 Wakema.
Htin Gyaw has filed appeals under the provisions.
of sedion +76B of the Code of Criminal Procedure
against the orders passed by the Additional Judge
under section 476 in the first two of the five cases
mentioned above, and has also filed a third appeal
jointly with the rest of the persons accused along
\yith him in the third of those cases.
Ma Twe and Po Kyan have also filed separate
appeals against the orders in the cases in which they
were concerned.
The grounds of appeal in Htin Gyaw's two sepa. rate appeals were that there \\"as no justification for
the Additional Judge's order, that Htin Gyaw's
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application for revision in the High Court would not lC\y
him open to prosecution under section 211, and that
there was nothing to show that his evidence was false.
The main grounds of appeal in the joint appeal
were that there was no legal evidence on which
the charges could be based and that the Addi~
tional Judge's order was based on statements
recorded by the Police which he had admitted in
evidence contrary to the provisions of section 162
of the Code of Criminal Procedure.
In Ma Twe's appeal the ground was taken that
the record of her statement to the Police could
not be. considered as a ba~is for a finding that the
evidence which she gave iQ Court was false.
Po . Kyan's ground of appeal was merely that
there was no evidence that his statement was false.
The learned Judge of tbis Court by whom the
appeals were h~ard recorded that it was contended
before him by counsel for the appc-llants that any
reference to police proctedings was inadmissible
in cases under section 476 of the Code, and that
the Government Advocate argued the contrary.
The learned Judge ~hen made the following
references, presumably under Rule 12 of the Appellate
Side Rules of Procedure ;(1) Maya statement made to a police-officer in
the course of his. investigation in one case be used,
considered or put in evidence against accused persons in any other separate trials or proceedings whether
directly or indirectly or in on way connec.ted \\'ith
the trial in which that statement was orignally made?
. (2) If not, does the. fact that the separate proceeding is not a substantive trial but a preliminary
investigation under section 476 of the Code of
Criminal Procedure. in any· way. alter the application
of the general principle?
3
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It seems clear that the terms of these references
are unduly wide. Rule 12 allowed the learned
Judge to refer only such questions of law as arose
in the appeals before him. No question whether
statements made to police officers can be used in
separate trials or in· any proceedings other ,than proceedings under section 476 of the Code arose in the
appeals, and the 'only statement made to the Police
about which any question could arise in the apPt::als
were the particular statements which the Judge of the
Court of Session is alleged to have used in his proceedings under section 476.
The learned Advocate for the defence says that
the Additional Judge based certain of the' orders
which he made under the prodsions 6f section 4i6
on his judgment in the Sessions case, that in the
trial of that case and in his judgment therein he
disregarded the provisions of section 16l of the
Code and in contravention of those provisions u&ed
statements \vhich had been made to the Police 110t
only in the investigation of that case but also in the
investigation of other cases between -the parties, that
because those statemen's were used in contravention
of the provisions of sp.ction 162 they were not
legal evidence at the Sessions trial, and that because
they were not legal evidence they were not matters
wbich could,betaken into consideration in proceedings
under section 476 of the Code.
The lear'ned Government Advocate on the oth.er.
hand says that there is ilaJhing in section 1620{
the. Code to prevent a M~gistrate,i or Judge from
using, for the purpose of finding whether or not an
ipquiry should be made' into an alleged offence of
giving'Gf conspiring to give or abetting, the, giving
<;)f, ifalse;'evidence r " stateme!lts-w hich were made· to'
the Police in the investigation of thealleged.,offen!;:e~,
..'

.'
f.
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of murder or abetment of murder or III the
investigation of any other' offences except the 'u H'l"Il\
GVAW AND
offences of giving or conspiring to give or abetting
RIGHT
the giving of false evidence. He goes further and OTHERS
v.
Kt1O;Gasks us to decide that there is nothing in section
EMPENOR.
162 of the Code which prohibits the use of statements,
made to the police in th e in vestigation of the 1\1HE>\LDAND
AUNG BA.
11.
offence, of murder or abetment of murder or in
the investigation of any offences other than those of
giving or conspiring to give' or abetting the giving of
false evidence, at the tnal for the alleged offences
connected with the, giving of Jalse evidence, and
he asks us to give a decision t6 that effect.
It is clear that such a decision would be beyond
the -scope of the questions referred to us, and that all,
that we can decide in this case is whether the
Additional Judge was entitled to consider such
statements to the Police as he did consider: ' his
proceedings ,under sedio~ 476.
\~~
A ques IOn then 'anses as to what statemel\::'_
made to the Police the Additional Judge did consider... '
in his proceedings under section 4i6. On this point
the learned Judge's order of' reference throws
light The only direct reference in fhe ~aditi6ft'al
Judge's order under section 476 of statem;eitl'tsnl1ef~'
the Police was' in theor&~ir with rC~fCi to' ~
Twe. The statements there mentione'd were recorded'
by the Police in the investigation of the case which
i·us the subject of Criminal Hegular Trial No. 100
of 1<)23, mentioned 'above, andcou-ld' not possibly
be excluded from consideration by the p'ovisions,of
section ,162 which says merely that statemen Is Ijlade
to the-Polke: in thecours'e ot, an investigation'slIall
not be ti~cd"at an~nquiry or trial in respect of alii~
olIence; 'ivhlch 'was ~under mv'estig'ation at the time'
When ·s~ucn.' :lstatetfle1nts::"were:' -made'.' The: presel1f

to
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alleged offences connected with the giving of false
evidence· were certainly not under investigation at
the time when Ma Twe's statements to the Police
were made in the· course of the investigation into
the alleged offence of poisoning,and therefore there
is nothing in the terms of section 162 to prevent
their use for the purpose of finding whether or not it
is :expedient m the interests of justice that a complaint
should be made under the provisions of section 476.
Appellants' learned Advocate contends that the
finding mentioned in section 476 must be based on
legally admissible evidence, and goes on to argue
that because certain evidence which the· Additional
Judge admitted during. the Sessions trial was
inadmissible for the purposes of that trial by reason
of the provisions of section 162, that evidence must
be inadmissible as a basis for a finding under section
476. There is nothing in the wording of section
476 to support that view. The section says that
when a Court is of opinion that it is expedi~nt in
the interests of justice that an enquiry should be
made -into an offence which appears to have been
committed in or in relation to ·a proceeding in that
Court, such Court may, after such enquiry if any as
it· thinks necessary, record a finding t6 that effect and
make a complaint. There is thus no necessity for
any enquiry and the Court can come to its finding
on any materials which are before it. There is
nothing in either section 162 or section 476 which
excludes from those materials statement made· to
the Police in the investigation of alleged offences
other that the particular offence which is under
consideration in the proceedings under section 476,
and even if those statements were admissible in.
the proceedings in or in relation to which that
offence was committed it would not follow that theY
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are inadmissible and canno~ be considered in proceedings under section 476.
We therefore answer the referenc~, so far as it
arises in the present appeals, as follO\,vs ;-.
"Section 162 of the Code of Criminal Procedure does not prohibit the use of statements,
made by any person to a police-officer in the
course of an investigation under Chapter 14 of that
Code, in proceedings under section 476 of the Code,
in cases where the alleged offence which is under
consideration in the proceedings under section 476
W<lS not under investigation at the time when the
statements were made; "
.
We note that we do not intend this answer to
be read as involving a decision of the question
whether statements made to the Police in an
investigation uuder Chapter 14 of the Code in
respect of one alleged offence can be used at an
inquiry or trial in respect of a different offence
which happened to be separately under investigation
at the time when th~ statemen t was made. All
that we desire to say is that th e wording of
section 162 does not prohibit the use of statements'
made· to the Police in the course of an
investigation under Chapter 14 in cases where the
offence, which is the subject-matter of the enquiry,
was not under investigation at the time \vhen the
statement was made, and that 1herefore in the
particular cases with which these appeals deal, the
provisions of section 162 of the Code cannot be
read as prohibiting the use of statements, made
.to the Police in the course of the investigation of
other offences, in the proceedings under section
476 of the Code in respect of alleged . offences
which· were not under investigatton at. the time
when the statements to the Police were made.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Heald, and Mr. Justice Cunliffe.
1926

Dec. 16.

S. S. HALKAR

v.
THE CORPORATION OF RANGOON.*
City of Ran {?,oon Municipal Act (Burma Act Vl/ of 1922). Chapter 2, S,:l1cdule
Ill, clauses 1 to 7 section 91 (3)-Right of appeal when there i~ question
of principle affecting l'asis of aSSCSS11ient-Enhancemcl1t of assessor's
prelim iI/MY valuation without notice to Owner illegal
The rental value cf :lprelIant's house wa~: ssessed,by the Rlfigoon MU:1idP;llity at I~s. 350. On the day fixed for hearmg of the o1::jeclion of the
appdlant to the assessment of which nutice had been l'h-en to hml, ,he was
absent. The Com miss ioner raised tll;: v<~lllati()n to Rs. 380. Appellant
appealed to the Chief Judge of the' R lll:.:oon Small Cause Court: that appeai
being dism'ssed, he "ppealed to the High Court;
Held, that a:thOl g:l no api'tal lIi';~V lie 0;\ a mere q !('stion as to the amount
of a particular valuation, the q'\(slion b this .::ase affected the basIs or principle
of as~essment and W.l~ af,pealable U!H'er section l}1 (3) of the Act. The
Commissioner in di~p(lsil'g d the comr'aint against the ,:ssessor's preliminary
valuation c Juld ha\ e ei [her reduced the \ aluation as desired by the appellant
0:- else confirmed it. According to the provisions of cI auses 1 to 6 of Chapter 2,
Schedule III of the Act, the valu ,tion as entered in the list,; d the asseis"r
could be confirmed and the lists sign~d hy the C,)lumissioner without alteratioll,
or if a complaint of the ass;:ssc';: is allowed, the valuation in the lists could be
red Je'ed. But no qllestioll of enhancement arises in l'ilher case. If tbe
municipal authorities desired enhancen,ent, the procedure laid down in clause
7 must be fo!lowed, and notice giyen to the owner of the' pror-erty who lTI'llst
ha\ e an oppurtllnity of objecting to it.

S. S.IIalkar-in person.
N. lIt1. Cowusjee-for the Corporation.
HEALD, J.-In the assessment lists of the Rangoon

Municipality the monthly rental value of appellant's
house was entered as Rs. 3~O, appellant complained of
that v3ltlation as being unduly higb, and was served
wit h a notice that his complaint wOlild be investigated
on the] 5th of February last. He failed to attend on
that datl;, and the Commissioner raised the valuation
to Rs. 380.
* Civil Miscellantor s Appeal No; 115 CI£ 1926 from the order of the Small
Causes Court of Rangoon in Municipal No. :; of 1926.
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Appellant ~ppe(l1ed to the Chief Judge of the
Rangoon Small Cause Court, but his appeal \vas s.S. HALKAH
V.
disinissed.
THE
CORPORAHe no·.v claims to appeal to ihis Court.
TION OF
Res; ondent's lea ned Advocate takes a prelimmar RANGOOI'.
objection that no appeal l.es to this Court in such a HEALD, J.
case because the Act allows an appeal to this Court
only on questions as to liability to a~sessment or as to
the basis or principle of assessment and the present
appeal is not as to the basis or principle of assessroen t,
but is merely as to the amount ora particular valuation
It may be true that no appeal lies to this Court
on a mere question as to the amount of a particular
valuati()n, but it seems to me. that the question
which arises in this case is not merely a questicn
as to the amount of a particula.r valuation but is a
q l1estion of principle which affects the basis of
assessment.
The prdvisions of the law as to ass~ssment are
laid down in Chapter I I of Schedule III of the Act.
Under clause 10f the chapter the Assessor prepares
a list yearly showing his valuation of properties for
purposes of taxation. Under clause -+ the owner of
any property is entitled to complain of the valuation
of his property, and under clauses 5 and 6 his
complaint must be investigated and disposed of
before the Commissioner signs the assessment lists.
Clause 7 provides for amendment of the lists after
they have been signed. A'1lO11g its provisions is a
provision that where any land or building has been
erroneously valued or where the rent has been raised
since the date of the assessment the Assessor may
amend the lists but that notice of the proposed
amendment must be given to the person interested
and that such person may tender a \vritten objection
to the amendment and· must beallmved an
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opportunity of being heard by the Commissioner in
S. s. HALKAR support of his objection.
T~~
The scheme of assessment provided by the Act
CT~~~o~~- is thus that there shall be a preliminary valuation
RA~O.N. by the Assessor, that complaints against that valuation
HEALD,].
shall be investigated and the valuation determiner:!
by the Commis~ioner, that the lists shall then be
authenticated by his signature, and that if it is
desired to amend the lists thereafter the owner of
the property is entitled to object and must be heard
by the Commissioner in support of his objection before
the lists can be amended.
It is admitted that what h"ppened in this case
was that appellant complained abainst the Assessor's
valuation at Rs 350, that at the time \yhen his
complaint was investigated the Commissioner amended
the Assessor's valuation by raising it from Rs. 350 to
Rs. 380, and that appellant had no notice of the
proposed amendment and no opportunity of objecting
to it.
The question which arises in this case is therefore
whether or not the Commissioner is disposing of a
complaint against the Assessor's preliminary valuation
has power to amend that valuation so as to enhance
it \vithout following the procedure laid down in
clause 7.
That que-:tion is ill my 0plnlOn more than a
mere question of the amount of the valuation. It is
a question which affects the btlsis or principle' of
assessment. Section 80 of the Act says that property
taxes are to be levied at certain percentages of the
annual rental value of the properties, and section 91
says that the Commissioner shall determine that
annual value in accordance with the manner prescribed
in the Act or rules. Where therefore it is alleged,
as it is alleged in this case, that the Commissioner
1925
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has disregarded the provisions of the Act which lay
1926
down the procedure to be followed by him in s.s. PA.LKAR
determining the annual value, I have no hesitation
T~'E
.m find"mg th a t a ques t·IOn anses
.
t
ih
b
'
CORPOl<Aas 0
e aSlS or TION OF
principle of assessment, and that an appeal lies to HA~GOON.
this Court under the provisions of section 91 (3) of HEALD, J.
the Act.
The case for the respondents is that clause 7
deals only with amendments of the assessment lists
after they have been signed by the Commissioner,
and that because in this instance the lists were
amended by the Commissioner before they were
signed by him, it was unnecessary to follow the
procedure laid down in that clause.
T he answer to that case seem~ to me to be
that the Commissioner, in dealing under clauses
5 and 6 with complaints against the preliminary
valuation made by the Assessor and entered in the
assessment lists, is dealing merely v;ith those
complaints, and that it is contrary to the intention
of the Act that the Assessor's valuation should, be
enhanced unless and until the procedure laid down
in clause 7 has been followed. In his proceedings
under clauses 5 and 6 the Commissioner is merely
disposing of a complaint and amending or confirming
the Assessor's valuation according as he finds that the
complaint is or is not established. The only question
which arises on a complaint against the Assessor's
valuation is whether that valuation should be reduced
as desired by the complainant, or should be confIrmed.
If the complaint is dismissed the valuation as entered
in the lists should be confirmed and the lists signed
with out alteration. If the complaint is allowed the
valuation as entered in the lists should be reduced
accordingly. No question of enhancement arises in
either case. If, whether as a result of the investigation
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of the complaint or otherwise, the Municipal authors. s. HALKAR ities desire to enhance the valuation entered by the
T~E
Assessor in the lists, the intention of the Act seems
~~~~oo~"'· to me to be that the procedure Jajd down in clause
I~AN(;OON. 7 must be followed, and the owner of the property
HEALD, J.
must have notice of the proposed enhancement and
must have an opportunity or objection to it. Any
other procedure would clearly be inequitable.
In the rreseht case it is admitttd that appellan t
had no notice of the proposal to raise his valuation
from Rs. 350 to Rs. 380, and· no opportunity of
objecting to the latter valuation, and in the absence
of such notice and opportunity the Commissioner
had in my opinion no power to raise the valuation.
I would therefore set aside the Commissioner's
order of the 15th of February 1925 in so far as it
increased the valuation from Rs. 350 to Rs. 380.
1926

I would allow appellant's costs in both Courts,
advocate's fee in this Court to be five gold mohurs.
CCNLIFFE, J.-r also am of the opinion that the·'
Commissioner's order of the 15th February 1926 in
so far as it increased the valuation from Rs. 350 to
Rs. 380 should be set. aside..
.The appeal was mainly argued on the point
that it involved a question as to the basis of assessment. During the.conrse of the argument I was
in considerable doubt, and r am in considerable
doubt still, as to whether tll e matter involved does
turn on a question of the hasis of assessment. But
I have had the advantage of reading my Lord's
judgment and in my view this appeal clearly raises
a question on· the "principle of assessment. Schedule
3, Chapter 2, clause 7, slib-clause (1) of the Act provides
that notice of an alteration of the assessment to the
person interested must be given not less than 0ne
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month from the' date of service of such notice at
whicb the amendment is to be made. It is common s. s. HALK.\H
'lI.
grooud that no notice "'as ever given to the
THE
appellant of the intention to alter the valuation CoRPORATWNlIF
&om Rs. 350 to Rs. 380. Such an alteration \va S RA~GOON.
therefore ultra vires and I· am of the opinion that CU"LIFFF, J.
a neglect to comply with the strict procedure of
the Act in such connection does involve a principle.
It has been said that. such a point should be
raised in the C:mrt below and in the Court below
only. \Vhether the quest~on of the want of notice
was argued in the Court below or not I have no
means of ascertaining. It is by no means clear,
however from the judgment of the learned Judge
that such an objeclion to the principle of assessment
was present in his mind when he decided the case.
It is fOT lhese reasons, in addition to those set
forth in my Lord's judgment that I agree that the
appellant succeeds.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
BeJor Mr. Justice Heald, and Mr. Justice Cunliffe.
1926

DAWTOKE

Dec. 20.

v.
MAUNG BA HAN.*
Cif'il Procedure Code (Act V of 1908), sections 47 (1) and 52 (Zl-Mortgage
decree-holder wltethel' to Proceedagdinst ad111111istrator in Ie~. ecution
proceedings 01' by separate suit fOl' balance of money-E;;quil-Y into
accounts of administmfor undel' section 52 (2) a quesiion under section 47.
SccHon 42 (2) of the Civil Procedure Code contemplates an enquiry by the
execution Conrt into the accounts of an administrator of an estate against
whom a money decree exists, and the q'les:il)ns arising inl<uch an enquiry will
be questions arising between the parties to the SUlt in which the decree
was passed, relating to the execution, discharge or satisfaction of the decree.
Under section 47 such questions must be decided by the Co-urt executinglhe
decree and not by a separate suit.

Al1kesaria-for the Appellant.
Kya7V Din-for Respondent.

HEALD AND CUNLIFFE, JI.-AppellClnt holds a
money decree, passed in a mortgage suit after sale of.
the mortgaged properties, against respondent as
admmistrcltor of the estate of Ma Myin and has
applied for execution.
Respondent replied that he had no assets belonging
to the estate in his hands and that he had rendered
accoun ts which were accepted by the Court in the
administration proceedings.
Appellant desired to put him to proof .of his
accounts under the provisions of section 52 of the
Code of Civil Procedure, but the execution Court
referred her to a regular suit. .
Appellant appeals on the ground that a regular suit
would be barred by the provisions of section 48 (1)
* Civil Miscellllm·Olls Appeill !\o. 89 of 1926 against the order of the
Dis:rid Court of Pyapon in Civil Execution Case No. 51 of 1924.
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of Code) and their is no room for dr)Ubt th:lt this
IS so.
Section 52 (2) clearly contemplates an enquiry by
the execution Court into the accounts of the adminis_
tr3tor and the questions arising in such an enquiry
will undoubtedly be questions arising between the
paties to the suit in which the decree was passed
relating to the execution) discharge or satisfaction of
the decree. Under section 47· therefore such
qnestions must be deCided by the Court executing
the decree and not by a separate suit.
We accorringly set aside the lo\ver Court's order
which is under appeal and direct that Court to
c;ispose of the matter according to law. Respondent
will bear appellant's costs in this Court, Advocate's
fee to be three gold mohurs.
We note for the information of the lower Court
that respondent's suggestion that his accounts were
finally accepted by the Court in the administration
proceedings seem not to be true. He certainly
filed certain accounts) but the last of those accounts
showed that he still had assets belonging to the
estate in his hands and did not show that the
estate had been finally administered. Shortly after
those accounts were filed Ma Than Tin, who
claimed to be a daughter of Ma Myin and as such entitled
to a share of her estate, asked for further accounts,
but respondent could not be found and in the end
Ma Than Tin was referred to a regular suit. So
far as the record of the administration proceedings
shows, the estate has not yet been finally administered.

1926
DAW TOKE
'11.
MAt:NG BA
HAN.

HEALD A~D
(;U~LIFFE.

JJ.
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ORIGINAL CIVIL.
8'fol"e Mr. Justice Chad.

1926

M. A. MAISTRY

v.
ABDUL AZIZ RAHMAN.*
JurisdietfOn of Court to el1tert,Jill a SUIt to vaet.tea decree,obtained b~lfraUd

-Nature oj fraud-Effect I'f fili/llre of tlailltlff to furnish security'as
ordered on hi$ applica tlon to fhi' firsIC"w~/ to set 'asicle ex-parte decree
-RtWPOOI£ Small Cause'Cour! Act IBurmii A, t Vll of 1921». Schedule I,
Rule 78.
A Court has jllrisdic i"n to .vacate a decree, whether it be a consent decree
an c.I·-paTte decree, or a decree passed after contest,on' account of fraud .'BLl t
the jurisdic1ion must be exercised with care and resene, the fraud alleged
mustbe an extrinsic fraud such Ol.S has pre\'entedthe pa·t,· from placing his
case erore the Couri. .
.
.
When the plaintiff alleges that he wasneV{'r served. with the summons in a
suit filed against him in the Small C:.llse Court Of H<.tngl)on .and that tpe
signature on the copy of the summons was a forger)'. he may file asuit to set
aside the decn·eobt..ined by such fraud. But where he had already applied
to !lie first Cor.!r. to set aside the dtcree on the same ground and his application
was dismi~sed on acc,iunt i)f his failure to furnhh security ~s reqdred by the
Court, he cannot a·k the second Court forlan adjudication on thesan~e pohit
as that would enable him to·evade a statutory prod'lon.
.
Jallli.i Kuer v. Malltlbir. i8 1. C. 317 ; Katlil't'elu v. f{uppusa11lY, 41 Mad.
743 ; K. E. Mus/han v. Babu Mohelldl"a Nath Singh, 1 I<an. 500; Kr.pa Silldrhn
y .Sandu Charon, 1 P.LT. 206 ; Nanda Kumar v. Ran ltb,l1l; 41 :Cal. 990;
Ram Samin v. T"oki, 5 P.L.J. 259:....refel·red to.

El/noose-tor the Plaintiff.
J.--This suit is a clear attempt. to evade the
provisions of Rule 78in Schedule l to ~the Rangoon
Small Cau~eCourt Act; which enable tile SmaUCause'
Court, \yhen an application for setting aside au ex~patte
decree is prc=-ented, to. order the party either to make.
payment into: Court of the decretal amount anel costs
or to furnish security for the same.
The facts are that the plaintift in this suit was
a defendant in Civil Regular ~o. 129~ of 192() of the
Court of Small Causes, Rangoon. An ex-parte decree
CHARI,

• CiVil Regular Suit No. 505 of ll,i26.
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was passed against him on the 22nd of February 1926.
The summons in that case is alleged to have been
tendered. to and served on him Fersomdly and the
name appears on the back (If the copy of the summons
tendered. The defendant denies that he ever signed
a copy of the summons or that summons was tendered
to him j and if his allegation is true the signature
which appears on the back of the copy of the summons
must be a forgery.
On the 17th of August 1926, the plaintiff in this
suit, as defendant in the Sm;1ll Cause Court suit
filed an application to set aside the eX-fa rte decree.
He did not deposit the decretal amount into Court
which is the usual practice of the Court. In his
applicaticn he alleged that the did not receive the
summons and that the signature appearing on the
back of the copy of the summons ~'as a forged and
fabricated one.
"
On the 14th of September 1926, the defendant
"filed an applkatiorJ praying that the C0urt v,ould be
pleased" to direct him to" furnish security for the
decretal amount instead of depositing it into Cc..urt
in cash. On the same day, the" 4th Judge of the
Small Cause Court ordered him to file an affidavit
of the proposed surety. This application was filed
by a pleader and the order of the Judge is endorsed
on the application itself.
On the 16th of Se'ptember1926 he filed anuther
application in which he pretended to be ignorant
« the order passed on his application to furnish
securi~ty/~fated that, as the surety was a servant of
ftJe:Coh.Irtiissioners, Port of Rangoon, he could not
~tain'leave to" come to Court .and prayed for" a:
~'s ~xtension of time" for the purposes of furnishing
~ sed:iritv as the one rn"orith's time within whietl
the d~posit lilad: ""to be";ma;j-e-{j:r~"~:seclliily ",furnisbed
°

0"
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perjured testimony is no ground for setting aside that
decree. [Kadirve!u v. KuppusawnlY (3). ThIS is a:
Full Bench case of the Madras High Court and the
authorities are exhaustively discussed. The reasoning, which applies to the case of a decree obtained by
perjured evidence, applies also to a decree on a false
claim. Kripa Smdhu v. Nandu Charan (4) and]anki
Kuer v. Jt!ah ,bir (5)J. As is pointed out in another
case of the Patne! High Court Ram Narain v. Tooki
(6) the fraud practised must be such a one that as a
result of the fraud, the defendant in the first suit
was prevented from placing his case before the Court.
Till such a fraud is established, the Court cannot
investigate the question whether the original suit was
a false one or not. Such a fraud is in this case alleged,
that is, a fraud by which the signature of the plaintiff
.. in this suit accordipg to his testimony W3.S forged
on the copy of the summons. The Court was misled
. into the belief that the defendant had been duly
served and the defendant had been prevented from
placing his case before the Court. But this fraud,
which must be proved ot the very outset before the
other points urged on behalf of the plaintiff in this suit
can be considered, is the same fraud on which the
application to the Small Cause Court to set aside the
ex-parte decree was based. That application was not
tried on the merits so that though it may be argued
that it is not res judicata, still, having moved the Small
Cause Court for the purpose of setting aside the ex-parte
decree on the gr·ottnd that summons was not tendered
• .. served on him and having been given an opporIonity of establishing his case, the plaintiff by non·
compliance with the conditio.n impose.d by the Small
~

{4}

(1918) 41 Mad. 743.
1 P.L.T. 106; S6 Indian
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C~,ses

606.

(5) 58 Indian Cases 317.
(6) 5 Patna Law Journal 259.
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Cause Court failed to get an adjudication on that
point in that Court. It is therefore not open to him
to come to this Court and ask for a~ adjudication on
the came point. The result of allowing the plaintiff
to prove these facts in this case would be merely.
to enable him to evade a statutory provision.
For these reasons I hold that no decree ought to
be passed in favour of the plaintiff,though. the'
defendant in the present suit ex-parte and the
summons is alleged to have been tendered and signed
by him. The plaintiff's suit is therefore dismissed.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Sir Guy Rutledge, Kt., K;C., Chief Justice, alld Mr. lustice Brown.
1926

A. K. R. M. M. C. T. FIRM

Dec. 21.

v.
SHAIK JQOMAN AND THE OFFICIAL
ASSIGNEE. 'II:
Preside1~cy

Towns InsovetlcyAct (tIl of 1919), sections 39, l03-Chargesjor
offences under section 103 must be dearly laid and proved-Gou1,t's pOUler
and dutjt to refuse discharge without charges-Refusal of dicharge jor
pre~umed suppression of account books or non-keeping of account books.
Held, that for a conviction of an offence under the Insolvency Act, itis
necessary to make a charge against an insolvent and prove against him beyond .
resonable doubt, but the Court can in a proper case absolutely refuse the
discharge of an insolvent notwithstanding the absence of such charge or conviction. Where there is a strong presumption that an. insolvent kept and suppressed
his account books so as to prevent any investigation in his insolvency of how he
dsposed of his assets; the only possible order is to refuse his disc'large. Where
an insolvent has Ilotkept books of account in a large business, it is gross neglect
and not much less culpable, and he ought as a rule to be refused his discharge.
A decree in favour of the Official Assignee without security for satisfaction of
the decree in such a case is not a proper order.

N. M. Cowasjee-for Appellant.
Kyaw Zan--for 1st Respondent.
~

Civil Miscellaneous Appeal No. 132 of 1926.
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RUTLEDGE, C.J., AND BROWN, J.-This is an appeal
~
by a creditor from an order of this Court on the A.K.R.M.M.
Original Side in exercise of its Insolvency Jurisdiction C.T·v~IRM
granting the 1st respondent his discharge an his JOO~~I~ND
consenting
to a decree in favour of the Official OFFICIAL
THE
.
Assignee for Rs. 75,000.
ASSIGNEE.
The first ground urged on behalf of the appellant is that as the insolvent had committed on offence
under section 103, clauses (a) and (b) of the Act,
the Court had no option under section 39 (1) but to
refuse his discharge.
It is admitted that respondent has never been
harged with any offence under section 103 of the
residency Towns Insolvency Act, and the Official
ssignee in his Report, dated the 29th May 1926,
ates I have no reason to believe that the insolvent
as committed any act which constitutes an offence
nder the Presidency Towns Insolvency Act, or under
sections 421 to 424 of the Indian Penal Code in
connection with his insolvency." While we do not
go so far as to say that insolvent must be convicted
,of an offence under the Insolvency Act or the Indian
'Penal Code to bring him under the first part of
section 39 (1), we' are clearly of opinion that such a
charge must be made against him and must be
proved against him beyond -a reasonable doubt ; and
we do not consider that the adverse finding
stated in the .order appealed from fulfils these
I'equirements. We are accordingly of· opinion that
the learned Judge was right in holding that he had a
discretion to treat the case under the latter part of
section 39 (1); that is to say, to act under clauses
(a), (b), (c) or (d). And we also consider that the
leamed Judge~s findings and comments upon the
insolvents's conduct are fully justified by the record,
;,cspecially where he· hold.s that it is incredible that
C(
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the insolvent could have carried onR huge building
A.K.R.M:.M. business without the assistance of books of account..
C.T. FIRM
A strong presumption arises that insolvent did keep
V.
SHAJK
JOOMAN AND books of accounts and suppressed. them sb as to prevent
THE
any i.nvestigation in his i?solvency of how h~dispo.se~ .'
OFFICIAL
ASSIGNEE.
of hIS assets. If he dId so, then the only possIble,
But; even in the.:
RUTLEDGE, order is to refuse his discharge.
C.]., AND
very improbable case that he kept no book.s of account·
BROWN, J.
of his building business, considering the magnitude of
the transactions into which he entered, such gross.'
neglect is not much less culpable; and it would, inl
our opinion, be a most unfortunate example for all
others in a like case of insolvency if a man, wh
had kept no accounts of transactions r\lnning up .
about 14 to 15 lakhs of rupees, was: treated wi
great leniency.
.
It is urged that insolvent is. illiterate. This, i
our opinion, furnishes no excuse. His illiteracY,i
our opinion, renders it all the more necessary: that.,.
when he entered into large ~,ransactions oV,er a perioct~'-""',l
of years, accurate books of account should be kept
of all such transactions. There are, no 'doubt certai'
cases where a decree in favour of the Official Assign.':':
as a condition of discharge may be a very proper
order, e.g., where security for the payment of the'
amount of the decree has been furnished. No sucb
security has been suggested in this case.
Agreeing with the findings and concurring in the·
observations of the learned Judge with regard to the;
insolvent's conduct, we conSIder that the only course'
open to us is to allow the appeal, reverse the order'
appealed from, and refuse the insolvent's discharg~ ..
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ONE ON AN EQUITABLE MORTGAGE IS PERMISSIBLE
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ApPEAL TO PRIVY COUXCIL IN CRIMINAL CASES, PRACTICE IN
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CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE (ACT V OF 1908), SECTION 47, ORDER 21, RULES
58,61 AND 63; ORDER 1, RULE 10 (2)-P,rsonwrollglyjrJined as a

party alld so dismissed/rom the suit whether still a party witlJill
the meanittg of section 47-Whetlzer apPeal lies on order made on
aPPlicatioli by such persoll and another for removal of attachment
--Effect of proceeding ul1der Order 21, RItZe 61. Appellant in
suill~ hi:> debtor on certain promissory notes joined the 1st
respondent as a party on the allegation that she had promised to
mortgage her lands as security if the debtor failed to pay within a
certain time. The suit against the 1st respondent was dismissed
on tb~ ground of misjoinder. In execution of his decree against
the debtor, appellant attached ctrtain properties as belonging to
his debtor. The 1st respondent and her husband the 2nd
respondent (who was never a party to the suit) applied for
removal of attachment c1ain;ing the attached properties as their
own. The application was heard and allowed under the provisions of Order 21, .i.~ules 58 and 61. Instead of filing a suit under
Rule 63, appellant appealed to theHigh Court a~ainsttheorder and
contended that the explanaticn to section 47 of the Code applied to
his case. HeId, that where a suit is dismissed against a person on
the ground that he was wrongly joined as a party having no real
concern with the suit, such a person dots not remain a party to the
s uil for the purpose of section 47 of the Ci vii Procedure Code. A
more appropriate way, in case of misjoinder is to strike out the
name of the party un:Cler Order 1, Rule 10 (2) of the Code so as to
take him out of the operation of section 47. Held, also, til "It as the
proceedings in this case were all under Order 21, Rules 58 to 62,
and the orderon the joint application W:lS not and could not haye
been made in the execution proceedings (If the sdt, appellant who
had acquiesced in the adoption of the procedure could not contend
this Rule 63 did not apply. Krislzttappa v. Peritlswal1lY, 40 Mad.
964; Sannamma v. Radnabltayi; 41 Mad. 48-followed.

U KALA v. MA HNIN U AND ONE
CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE (A CT V OF 1908), SECTIONS 99, 105 11), ORDER
9, RULE 13·-Wlzetlter order setti1/g aside (fit ex-parte decree can be

questiotled tn an appeal against tlze subsequmt decree in the same
suit-Whether order must affectlhe decision a/case" on its merits"
-" Sufficient cause" for absence in case of a Government servant.
At the instance of the appellant a rtference was made to the

110

11

INDEX.
PAGE

District Court to ' nhance the c nupensation awarded to him by the
Collector in a land acquisition case. The Dis trict Court enhanced
the award after an ex-parte hearing. The Collector was served
with notices of the cas~ as to the date of hearing and also before
the date of judgmt:nt. The Co:lector now applied to set side the
decree under 0 d<:r 9, Rule 13 of the Civil Procedure Code alleging
in his petition (without an} affidavit\ that his absence from the
<lase was due b his being on tour and preS5are cf work. The
Judge set aside the er:-pade decret:: and after hearin~ evidence.
confirmed the original award of the ~ollector. Appellant appealed
to the High C JurtOH the award and also contended that there was
no sufficient cause for the District Court to set aside the original
~x-parte decree and relied on section 105 (1) of the Civil Procedure
Code. Respondent contended that no appeal lay against the order
setting aside the ex-part e decree and relied on section 99 of the
Code. Held. that the propriety of an order setting aside an e...parte decree can be questioned in an appeal against the subsequent
decree in the same suit, on the ground that the improrer making
of such an order involved an error, defect, or irregularity in an
order affecting the decision of the case. Sections 99 and 105 (1)
are not mutually de..tructive, and there is no need to read into
section 10.5 the additional words .. on the merits," Held, by
HEALD, J., that the Collector's unchallenged statement, though
not supported by evidence or affidavit, that he was prevented by
stress of Government work from attending the Court was a
sufficient cause for his non-attendance and that in any case as the
District Court had accepted it as sufficient c.ause, it was not
proper for the High Court to interfere on appeal with such
decision. Held, by CUNLrFFE, J" that the District Courl had no
proper ground~ or evidence before it to set aside the ex-parte
decree and that therefore the appeal succeeded on the preliminary
ground. Held, on the merits of the case that the award of the
Collector confirmed by the District Court on the rehearing of the
case was fair and proper and therefore the appeal failed.
Ajudlua Parshad v.Imam Ud Din, 71 I.C. SH7 j Gopala Chetti v.
Subbier, 26 M;id. 604- ; Nand Ram v. Bhopal Singh, 34 All. 592referred to. Sundar Singh v. Nighaiva. 6 Lah. 94; Tasadduq
Husain v. HaY,lt-un Nissa, 25 All. ZSO-dissented fro111.
M. S. MAHOMED V. THE COLLECTOR OF TOUNGOO
(~IVIL PROCEDURE CODE, ORDER 6, RULES '1 AND 17
._
CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE, ORDER 7, RULE 10 ...
CIVIL PROCEDURR CODE (ACT V OF 1908), ORDER 40, RULE I-Glou1uis

80
115
101

joraPpoiutment ofreceiver-Joi1tt ownership and enj.Jyment for a
long pen'od-Suitfor partition. Held, lhatin a case where parties
are near relatives who have lived together for many years and
have jointly enjoyf'Ct the property as joint owners for many
years, and now owmg to differences plaintiff asks for partition
and claims a half share of the property and it appears from the
pleadings that the plaintiff would probably be entitled to onefourth only of the property, it was improper to oust the defendant
from the enjoyment of the admitted half share of the property
by appointing a Receiver for the whole property. Poreshllath
ilfurkerjt and others v. O. N. Nitta. 17 Cal. 614: Ralllji Ram
v. Salig Ram, 5 I.e. 96-rejerred to.
MAL Bu 'IJ. MAl OH GYI ...
CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE, ORDER 40, RUJ:,E 1 AND ORDER 43, RULE
1 (3)
CO-HEIR, TIME RUNS AGAINST FROM SALE OF JOINT PROPERTY BY
ANOTHER CO-HEIR ...

70

99

93
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LAw-ReadiuR depositi01IS to witnesses-IrrcglJlarity..tb3ence offaill/reof lust icc-Maglstrafcformulating new chllrgeOption of ac'cus"d to be t1'ied by anot her Court-Fri!'y CounCIl
Prwctice-Appealin criminal ca e-CotleofCrimillal Procedure IAct
V of 1898\, sections 90, 19l, 300, 53i. The appellant was tried by
a District Magistrate and convicted. At the it ial the depositions of
witnt'~s.es were read over to Ull'm while the case otherwise proceeded, and the depositions of some 0t the witnes~es were handed
to them to read to thlmselves. The Code o{ Criminal Procedure
provides by section 300 that the deposition of each witness should
be read over to him in the presence of the accusedor his pleader.
The High Court confirmed theconviction holding that the course
pursued was merely an irregularity within section 537 of the Code,
and that as no failure of justice h?d been oc\~asioned that section
saved the conviction fr0111 being vitiated. No objectior, had been
taken at the trial and no in:\ccuracy in the deprsitions was
suggested. The Judicial Committee f1;ranted special leave to
appeal. Held, that as there had been no actual or possible fai1L:re
of justice the appeal failed whether the sections of the Code had
or had not been properly applied. According to the well established practict of the Privy Council appeals in criminal cases are
allowed onlv when itwas shown that substantial and grave injustice
had been done; the ~ranting of special leave does not relieve an
appellant of showing that that is the case. In re Dillet, (1887) 12
ApP.Cas.459,467 and Arnold v. King.Emperor, (1914) 41 LA.
149 ; 41 Cal. 1023-foll07ued. Sutra1llGnia lyer v. The KingEmperor, (1901) 28 I.A. 2)i :25 Mad. 61-distinguislied. Held-,
further, (a) that the re:\d'ng over of depositions to witnesses while
the case. was otherwiseproceeding was not a violation of section
360 of the Code, the object of rcading over being to secure an
accurate record {rom the witness of what he meat'lt to sav, not to
enable the a.:cused or his pleader to sllg~est corrections' ; it was
however better that depositions, unless merely formal, should be
read over so that the accused or hi,; pleader cotlld give their
tmdivided attention to the matter, (6) that the givin!! of depositions
to witnesses to read to themselves was rightly treated by the High
Court as an irregularity Cl rable under section 537 of the Code.
Hira Lal Ghose v. Emperor, (1924) 52 Cal. 159 and Darga!;; v.
Emperor, (1924) 52 Cal. 49)--disapprcved. In seCtion 537 of the
Code the passage beginning Cc unle,;s such error" qmdifies each
of the clau~es which precede it. not mcrelv c1a t 'se Id I, though it is
so printed in Governim'nt publications. No serious dtfeet in the
mode d conducting a criminal trial can be jnstified or cured by
the consent of the advocate of the accused. Held, further, that
the magistrate in formulating against the appellant, after hearing
the evidence, a new chargein pl.:ce 6f onc originalh' framec, was
actin!:: under clause (a), not clause (c) of section 190, sub· section
1 of the Code; consequently sectiOn 191 did flot aN'ly. anel it WilS
not necessary to inform the appellant that he had a right to be
tried hy another Coelr!. Emperor v. Cltcdi, (1905) 2R A11. 212dIstinguished. Begu v. King-Emperor, (1925) 52 I.A.191. 6 Lah.
226 ; lyotish Chandra MuT,erJce ". Kzng·Emperor, 36 Cal. 955 ;
Reg. v. Sheik Ba,u, 8 W.R. (Crim.) 47·,. referred to.
ABDUL RAHMAN v. KING-EMPEROR
CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE, SECTIONS 190, 191, 360,537
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.DOC{;)IENT REQUIRED TO BE RE~;YSTERED HOW FAR ADMISSIBLE
EVlDEl\CE WITHOUT REGISTRATION

IN

EX-PARTE DECi{EE SETTING ASIDE OF,. WHETHER QUESTIOl\ABLE
APPEAL AGAINST I'Il\AL DECRE~;

ON

95
80

FAILURE OF Jt:sTICE NECESSARY FOR "PPEAL TO PRIVY CO{;NCIL IN
CRIMI:-iAL MATTERS

53

-GOODS ENTRUS1EO FOR SALE WHETHER TRl,lST PROPERTY

73

'Gl)VER~)IEN'f SEI{VANT, ABSENCE OF FROM COURT WHEX A PARTY,
wHAT IS " SUFFICIENT CAUSE" FOR

80

"IRREGULARITY IN PROCEDURE IN CRIMINAL CASES WHEN CURED

53

JOINT OWXER IN El\JOY.l-IENT OF PROPERTY FOR A LENGTH OF TIME.
APPLICATION FOR RECEIVERSHIP AGAINST

70

... JUDGMEXT." AN ORDER REFUSI!\G AMEND)I1>NT OF PLAIl\T }<'OLLO\\'ED
BY DlS)IlSSAL OF SUIT IS A
-4,

115

JUDG:l-IENT ", ORDER OF THE ORIGINAL SIDE OF THR HIGH COURT
APPOINTIl\G RECEIVER IS A

., .LEASE .. MEANING OF UNDER THE REGISTRATION ACT

99
95

13-Civil PrccedUl'e Code (Act V 0!19J8),
Order 40, Rule 1 and Order 43, Rille 1 IS) -A PPeal from an order
of t he Original Side apPOinting receivtr-Payn.ent il1tO Court of
amount claimed, effect thereof 01l appointment of OffiCial Rceeit'er.
Held, that were an appeal from an order is allJwed by the Code
of Civil Procedl.lre, such an ord~r is to be con,trued as a judgment
within the meaninJ,!, of section 13 of the Letters Patent. An
appeal therefore lies from an order of the Original Side arpointi ng a receiYer. Where a party seeks dissolu tion of pa.rtnership
and an' account, and the defelldan~ pays into Court the amount
claimed as hill estim lted share. it \\'oulrl be improper to appoint
the Official Receiver receiver of the p.lrtnership assets especially
if such arpointment is prtjudici;11 to the IJu&iness interests of the
deft:nciant. A/dill Gaffor v. Tht Offici,'l Assignee. 3 Ran. 605 ;
Mel1gha Si1lgh v. Sucha Singh, 3 Ran. 30i-fvllowed.
A. R. A, ARUMUGAM CHETTYARAND ONE V. V. K. S K. N. M.

LETTERS I ATENT. CLAUSE

KA!\APPA CHETTY AR ...

99

LETTER~ PATENf. Cl.AUSE 13~Order refusing leat'e to amend plaint
foll ..wed b\' di$1"1lissal of suit i~ a " judg'metlt "- Civil Proced"llrt~
Code (Act
of J 90~), Order 6. Rilles 7 a11d 17-A /I.endment of
tn01l taryclai 11 bas:'d OJ~ I'egis'ered mortgage into Olle on eqnitable

rr

mortgage 'whether permissil.-Ie. Held, that a1.ho\ gh the caL;se of
a.:ction 011 an equitabh: mortgage is different hom one on a
re::is~erec1 mort~age, they are not entirely distinct; the primary
re!id sought in both is the repayment of money lent with interest.
So an amendment of the plaint in which it is now alleged that the
money W:lS le:lt on the secuIity of an cq litable mortgage instead
of on a registered mortg<lge as originally alleged, may l:e allo.ved,
as such amendment did n0t convert the S>lit into a suit of another
a:ld inconsistent character. Held, that an order refusing leave
to amend a plaint, followed by a dismi~sal of the suit. is a
II judgment"
wilhin the meaning of Clause 13 of the L~tters
Patent. and a party can appeal against such order and netd not
appeal against lhe j!.ldgment and decree which become invalid, if
the order is held to be wronll. Ma Shwe Myat v. Maul/g Mo
Htlaung, L.R. 41 LA. 214 j Sukhdeo PI asad 'I.'. Lllcltma1l Singh, 24
.
All. 456-referred to.
P. M. CHETTYAR FIRM 'I.'. MA SHWE PON A~D TWO OTHERs

115
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LnUT.\TIO~ ACT, SECTIO~ 14, Al"ALOGOUS PHRASEOLOGY OF, AND OF

7, RULE 10 OF THE CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE
LIMITATION ACT (IX m' 1903), SCHELULE I, ARTICLES 142, 14'1Adverse title-On sale by one co-heir ojthejoint properly. timc rUllS
against all the co·heirs. Held, that an aIien.lling co-heir is an
agent oi the other co-heirs and his act in ~elling the joi lit property
i~ one adverse to the interests of all the co-heL s. Time runs from
the date of slot·.h sale and not when the heirs tile a 5'. it for partition
in whkh the right to the l<lnd is challeDgf d. 1J1a Sa1l lila Me
and one v • . Ria Tun Me and Olle, 3 B.L,J. 105; Malin!!, Tun and
fh'e V.ML~ Taw, P.T.L.B. 132- apProved.
MAU~G TUN U AND FOUR v. MAUNG TUN AUNG AND ONE
ORDER

101

93'

LIS PENDENS, WHETHER 'fRE PERIOD BETWEEN RETURN OF PLAINT
FILED IN A WRONG COURT AND SUBSEQUENT INSTITUTION IN
PROp~r{ COURT IS

101

ORDER OF THE ORIGINAL SIDE OF TIlE HIGH COURT APPOINTING
RECIUVER IS A JUDGMENT WITHIN THE MEANING OF CLAI'SE
13, LETT!':RS PATENT

99

ORDER REFt:SING LEAVE To AMEND PLAINT J.<'OLLOW~ D BY DIS~HSSAL
OF SUIT IS A JUDt.lYIENT

11 s:

PRESIDEKCY TOWNS Il\SOLVE~CY ACT

(lIT OF 1909), SECTION 52.. J'rusl " pro pert y, wlt"t it includes-Goods entrusted jor sale
whether tmst property-Mon/:y realised by sale oron account oj
tllsurance whether it 'Vests in the Official Assignee. Held, that the
word" trust" as llSen in section 52 of the Presidency Towns
Insolvency Act is not connned to expre~s tnlsts but includes all
kind of prorerty held by an insolvent in a nduciary character.
Goods entrusted to a person for sale as comnJi~sion ilgent do not
pass on his itl';o'vency to the Official Assignee but remain th€
property of the owner; but if the agent has sold the goods and
realised the 1ll0ney. such money is 110t trust money and it goes to
the Official Assignee. When a trader gi yes goods to a commission
agent hl: looks for payment not from the actual sale proceeds of
the goods entrusted but to the general cre'dit of the commission
agent. If the goods are insured In they agent and the insurance
money is received by the a,eent, it is in t~e sam(' category as the
sale proceeds. Where the insurance money ha~ becom<:' due only
after the agent ha~ become insuhellt and has ditd the insurance
money vest in the Cfficial Assignee, and the owner of goods has
no ('xclusive claim on it. Re Hallett's Estate, Knatchbl'll v.
Hallett, 13 eh,D. 696. William'sBallkmptcy rractice (I 3 edition)
pages 217, 219, 230-rejeY1'ed to.

IN THE MATTEn OF SYED HAZIM, DECEASED, I~SOLVENT
PRIVY COUNCIL PRACTICE IN CRIMINAL MATTERS
RECEIVER, APPOINTMENT OF IMPROPFR' WHERE DEFENDANT PAYS IN
FULL AMOUNT OF CLAIM INTO COURT

73'·
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RECEIVER, ApPOINTMENT OF ON THE ORIGI~AL SIDE IS APPEALABLE

99
99

RI':CEIVER, ApPOINTMF:~T OF, IN PARTITION
OW:\ERS

70-

SUIT

BETWEEN JOI"T-

1908), SECTION 2 (7), 17 (l) (d), 49 :(e)Trallsjer oj Property Act (IV oj It-:82), section 115-" Lease",
mellnlllg oj t/11der the Registl'ati01t Act-Ulldertaki1/g to occupy
jrom date oj execution, effect oj-DOCU111etlt when inadmissiblein
e,'ideme oj want oj regisl1'ation. Held, that a docGment may be
so worded that it cannot haye the effect of a transfer of a right to

REGISTRATION ACT (XVI OF

INDEX.
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PAGE:
enjoy properly and therefore it would not be a II lease "within the
meaning of section 105 cf the Transfer of Property Act. but if the
do~ument contains an undertaking to OCCl;PY, or an agreement to
lease for over a year from the date uf its exec.ition it falls within
the definition of a .. le2se " contained in section 2 (7) of the
Registration Act, and as such requires registration under section
17 (1) (d cf the said Act; and without such registration it is
inadmissible in evidence by re.lson of section 40 (e) of the Act in
respect of· any transaction affecting immoveable property.
Ra'll eooma/' Singh v. Keshol'i Thakurani, 9 Cal. 68; U Tha
Nyo v. Mo/.tzg Kj·£l'If.1 Tlia and oue, 3 Ran. 379-rejcrred
fo. Kt.,ki Subbanadi v. Muthu Rangayya, 32 Mad. 5~2
diES( nted jrom.
MAU~G BA SEIN v. MAUKG HTOON SHWE
" SUFFICIENT cArsE" FOI~ ABSENCE FROM COURT ON DATE FIXED IN
THE CASE OF GOVEHN~IENT OFFICER
SUIT OR PROCEEDING WHEN CO"TENTIOUS FOR A LIS PENDENS
TRANSFER OF PROPERTY AcT (IV OF 1$82l,SECTIO:\' 552-Lispendens,
doct l'ine of- I ' Silit or procee,/ing " wlien can be said to be actively
prosecuted-Effect oJtrallsjer during interval betweell return oj
traint r prcsentation in proper Court alld its actual presentation i11 tllat Court-Analogous phraseology oj s(cffon 14, Limitatioll Act (XV oj 1877) and oj Older 7, Rule 10 of tile Civil
Procedure Code (Act V,'! 1908). Held, that where the s:,bjectmatter of the suit is land and the valuation which the plaintiff ruts
on the land is disputed <Iud where the proper valuation is after
inquiry found to he beyond the pecuniary lhrits of the Court in
which the plaint was presented, so that the plaint is returned for
presentation in another Court, and where further the plaint is
so !Jresented withollt unc\ue delay, a transfer made in the interval
b ;t,ve<:n the retnrn of the plaint and its p esentation to the
IJroper Court is a transfer which is prohibited by section 52 of
th.e Transfer of Property Act. The wording of section 14 Of the
Limitation Act and of Order 7, Rule 10 of the Civil Procedure
Code shows that a suit remains a suit though a COt~rt cannot
en tertain it for w<lnt of jurisdiction and has to return the plaint
to be presented to the Court in which "the suit" Should have been
instituted. Silm'amaswnmi v. LaRshmi Narasimha. 41 Mad.
510 ; Tangor v. ]al•.,d/lar, 14 C.W.N. 322-rejerred to.
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THE KING-EMPEROR

Dec. 14.

Respondent.

(On AppeHI from the Hig.h Court at Rangoon.)
Criminal Law-Reading depositions to witncsses-lrregularity-Ahunce of
failure of .ius!iet-Magistrat e formulating 11eW charge -Option of accused
to be tried by another Court--Privy Council Practice--Appeal in criminal
case-Code of Criminal Pro,;cdu1'e (Act It of 1898), sections 190,191,360,
537.
The appellant was tried by a District Ma.gistrate and comided. At the trial
the depositions of witness( s were read over to them while the C:ise otherwise
proceeded, and the depositions of ~ome of the \Vitness~s were handed to them
to read 'to themselves. The Code of Criminal Proco.:dure rrovides by section
360 that the deposition of each witness shol ld be re:-:d over to him in the
presence of the accused or his pleadc-r. The High Court confirmed the convicti':Jll holding that the courst) pars.led was merely an irregularity within ~ection
537 of the Code, and that as no failur~ of justice had been occa~ionccl that
section sal'ed the cOl1\idion from being vitiated. No objectio:l had been taken
at the trial andl~o iI,accuracy in the depositions was suggested. The Judicial
Committee granten special leave to appeal.
Held, that c.S there had been no ;'ctl1al or possible fai1t:re of justice the
appeal failed whether the sections of the Code had or had not been properly
applied. According to the weI! established practice of the PrivyCouncilappeals
in criminal cases are allowed only when it was ~ho\Vn that Sl!bstantial and
gral'e injustice had been done; the granting of special leave does lIot relieve
an appellant of showin~ that that is the caSe.
In re Dillct. (188i) ]2 App. Cas. 459, 467 and An/old v. King.Emperor,
(1914) 41 LA. 149 ; 41 Cal 1023-followcd.
SUbramania lyer v. Tlte King Emperor, (1901) 28 I A. 257 ; 25 Mad. 61distinguished.
Held, further, (a) that the reading oyer of depositio::s to witnesses while
the case was otherwise proceedillg was not a violation of section 360 Of the
Code, the object of reading over being to secure an accurate record from the
witness Of what he meant h Sly, 110t to enable the accused or his pleader to
suggest corrections; it was however better that depositions, t1I,less merely
form.al, should be read over so tInt the accused or his pleader could give their
undivided attention to the matter, (b) thatthe giving of depositions, to witnesses
to read to themselves was rightly treated by the High Conrt as ;;n irregularity
curable under section 537 of the Code.
Hira Lal Chose,'. Empcr01', (1924) 52 C;11. 159 ;~nd Dargalii v. Emperor
(1924) 52 Cal. 499-disapprol.ed.
'
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In se:tion 537 of the Code the passage beginnin!1, "Illnless such error"
qualifies each of the claul>es which precede it, 110t merely clau~e (d), though it
is so printed in 'Government publications.
No serious defect in the mode Of conducting a criminal trial can be justified
or cured by the consent of the advocate of, the accused,
'
Held, further, that the Magistrate in formulating against the appellant,after
hearing the evidence, a new charge in place of one original!y framed, was
acting under clause (aI, not clause (c), of section no, sub-section 1 of the Code.
consequently ~ectioll 191 did not apply, and it ,vas 110t necessary to inform the
appellant that he had a right to be tried by another Court.
Emperor v. Chedi, (1905) 28 All. 212-distinguislted.
Begu v. Kil1g.Empel'or, (1925) 52 LA. 191 ; 6 L:lh. 226 ; Jyotish 'Chandra
1I1ukerjee v. King-Eml'erol', 36 Cal. 955 ; Reg. v. Sheik Bazu, 8 W.R. (Crim.}
47-I'efe1'1'ed to.

ludgment of the High Court affirmed.

Appeal (No. 58 of 1926) by special leave from a
judgment of the High Court at Rangoon (August 27,
1925) affirming the conviction of the appellant by
the District Magistrate at Rangoon.
By the sanction of the Governor in Council a complaint was filed against the appellant, charging him
under section 1.20B of the Indian Penal Code, with conspiring with one Mani Iyer, alternatively under sections
466 add 109 with abetment of forgery. The case was
transferred to the District Magistrate at Rangoon who,
after hearing the evidence for the prosecution, in substitution for the charge under sedion 120B, formulated a
charge under sectIons 466 and 109, andacharge under
sections 460 and 116 of the Indian Penal Code. The
charges so formulated and the facts giving rise to them
appear from the judgment of the Judicial Committee.
The appellant was convicted on both charges and was
sentenced to two years' rigorous imprisonment on the
first charge only.
The appellant appealed to the High Court on the
grounds, among others, (1) that under section 191
of the Code of Criminal Procedure the Magistrate
should have informed him that he was entitled to be
tried by another Court, (2) that the provisions of
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section 360 of the Code as to reading over the depositions to the witnesses had not been 'observed.
The High Court confirmed the conviction on the
first charge, but reduced the sentence to nine months'
rigorous imprisonment.
The learned Judges (Maung Ba and Doyle, JJ.)
affirmed the conviction upon the facts. With regard
to the objections. above referred to they held (1)
that section 19 t of the Code of Criminal Procedure
did not app1yas the Magistrate had acted under section
190, sub-section(1)(a I, having power under section 235
to formulate a fresh charge j (2) that although there
had been a violation of section 360 as to the reading
of the depositions, that was an irregularity which under
section 537 did not vitiate the trial, since no failure of
justice had been occasioned, and no objection had been
taken at the trial. Nga Hla U v. Emperor (1) and
Sanji Mohideen v. King-Emperor (2) were follo\ved.
The Judicial Committee granted special leave to
appeal to His Majesty in Council.
Sir J oTtn SinIon, K,C., K. N. Chaudhu1'i and
Frampton for tAe Appellant. Tbe Magistrate having
framed a new charge should have informed the
appellant that he had the right to be tried by another
Court; he was required to do so by section 191 of
the Code of Criminal ProcedurE'. The omission was
not a mere irregularity, but vitiated the trial: Enzpcror
v. Chedl (3). It is true that no sentence was imposed
on the new charge, but the conviction may have Jed
to an increased sentence on the other conviction.
Further, the provisions of section 360 as to the reading
of depositions were seriously departed from. The
procedure laid clown by the section is obligatory, and
(1) (1925) 3 Ran. 139.
(2) (19251 4 Pal.
(3) (1905) 28 All. 212.
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a departure from it is not curable under section 537 :
Hira Lal Ghose v. Ernperor (1), Dargahi v. Emperor
(2). In Jyotish Chand1'a Mukerjee v. Emperor (3) the
depositions were read, not merely handed to . the
witnesses to read to themselves. The object of section
360 is to secure a uniform and equitable administration of the criminal law ; it is not relevant to
consider whether in this particular case injustice
resulted from the serious violation of its pro\'isiol1~.
If section 360 is not complied with in the ca~e of a
witness he would not be chargeable with perjury.
The violation of the mandatory prevision s of section
360 entitles the appellant to succeed on this <1ppeal,
on the principle fonQwed in Subramal1ia Iyer v.

King.E1'I'1.pero1' (4).
The procedure laid down in the Code cannot be
varied by com'cnt or waiver: Reg. v. Cockslzutt (5),
Hossein Buksh v. Empress (6), Henderson's Criminal
Code, edition 1910, page 1100. The appellant having
obtained special leave to appeal, it is not now necessary
for him to show that grave injustice has been done; it
is sufficient to establish that the High Court \\Tongly
confirmed the conviction.·
.
Their Lordships did not require to hear Counsel
for the Crown as to the objection under section 191.
Dunne, K,C. and Ke11'if.Jorthy Bro'zC'n for the Crown.
It has not been shO\x:n that grave, or indeed any,
mjustice has been done; consequently the appeal
must fail under the practice of the Board laid down
in 111 re Ditzet (7) and since consistently followed.
A misapplication of Indian legislative provisions does
not by itself bring a case within the rule : Umra v.
--~.-._--

(1) (1924) 52 Cal. 159.
(21 (1924152 Cal. 499.
(3) (1909) 36 Cal. 955.

(4) (19011 L.K 21l l.A. 257 ; 25 Mad. 61.

(5) (1898) 1 Q.B. 532.
(6) (1880) 6 Cal. 96.
(7) (188i) 12 App. Cas. 459, 467.
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. King- ElIlberor (1). The grant of special leave does
not relieye the appellant of the onus of sho'V\'ing that
substantial and grave injustice has been done: Arnold
v. King-Emperor (2). The case of Subramallia lyer v,
King-Emperor (3) is distinguishable. There a" course
had been taken vYhich was expressly prohibited by
the Code, and the error was so fundamental that it
amounted 10 a denial of justice. But in any case
the High Court rightly treated the departure from
section 360 as being curable under section 537. No
doubt there might be a violation ot" the Code so vital
that it is not curable under tInt section, but that
was not this case.
Sir John Simon, K.C., replied.
The judgment of their Lordships was delivered byPHILLIMORE.-This appeal vvhich is presented
by special leave, arises in the following circumstances.
One Mani Iyer presented an insolvency petition in the
High Court of Rangoon against the firm of D. K. Cassim
&" Sons, alleging that the firm had allowed the
attachment of certain immovable properties to remain
undischarged for oyer three \\"eeks and had tl1ertby
commi tted an act of insolvency.
On hearing of the petition it appeared that the
order~ for the attachment had been made on the
19th and 21st November 1923, but that the date of
execution was the 27th, ~nd that within three weeks
of the 27th, though 110t within three weeks of the
19th, the attachment had been di£charged, and therefore, there was no act of insolvency.
It appeared, however, that in order to support the
petition, the dates of execution of the 'warrants had
LORD

(1) (1924) L.R.52 LA. 121 : 6 Lah. 45.
(2) (1914) L.R 41 LA. 149 ;41 Cal. 1023.
(3) (1901) L.R. 28 LA. 257 : 25 Mad. 61.
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bcr:n altered from the 27th to the 20th and 21st,
respectively.
This being so, the Judge dismissed the petition and
reported the case with a view to criminal proceedings,
and proceedings were taken against Mani Iyer and
against the present appellant Abdul Rahman, who was
alleged to have abetted the forgery in OI;der to injure
or ruin trade rivals.
After some mistaken steps (1), the matter finally
came before the District Magistrate at Rangoon. He,
after taking evidence, formulated hvo charges against
each of the accused. The first was to the effect that
each of them acting jointly with the other, instigated
some person unknown to forge false dates and serial
numbers on the warrants; and the second was that they
attempted to procure the head process server to
alter tbe dates on tbe register so as to make them
correspond witb the forged dates on the warrant.
Upon these two charges the District Magistrate
convicted both the accused; and upon the first c barge
he passed sentence on each of two years' rigorous
imprisonment. In respe~t of the second charge he
passed no sentence.
Both the accused appealed from these convictions
and sentences to the High Court which affirmed the
convictions, bu t red nced the sentences to rigorous
imprisonment for nine months. From this cOllviction
and sentence Abdul Rahman has now obtained special
leave to appeal to His Majesty in Council.
One objection which is taken on behalf of the
appellant can be disposed of shortly. It takes the form
of an attack upon the conviction on the second charge,
it being urged by counsel that though no sentence
waspassecl in respect of this conviction, the JtJdges
may have taken it into account in estimating the
(1) See 3 Ran. 95.
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quantum of sentence to b~ passed on the first conviction.
Inasmuch as the sentence passed. in respect of the
first conviction \\'35 one which the conviction by itself
would warrant, their Lordships desire themselves to
be understood as not expressing any opinion as to the
propriety of such a point being taken on an appeal
to this Board. It is now well established that this
Board only recommends His Majesty to exercise his
jl1risdiction in appeals in criminal cases upon certain
very restricted grounds. But with this reservation
their Lordships will deal with the point as it has been
raised, and they are of opinion that it is not a good
one.
It arises upon sections 190 and 191 of the Code of
Criminal Procedure, which provide as follows :" 190. (1) Except as hereinafter provided, any Presidency
Magistratt, District Magistrate or SubdiYisional Ma~istrate, and
any other Magistra te specially empowered in this behalf, may
take cognizance of any offenceb) upon receiving a complaint of facts which constitute such
offence;
(b) upon a report in writing of such facts inade by any policeofficer;
(c) upon information received from any person other than a
police-officer, or upon his own knowledge or suspicion
that such offence has been committed·
" 191. When a Magistrate takes con~nizance of an offence
under sub-section (1), clause (c), of the preceding section, the
accused shall, before any evidence is taken, be informed that he
is entitled to have the case tried by another Court, and if the
accused, or any of the accused, if there be more than one,objects
to being tried by such Magistrate, the case shall, instead of being
tried by such Magistrate, be committed to the Court of Session
or transferred to another Magistrate."

The complaint is that the Magistrate did not inform
the accused that he was entitled to have the case
tried by another Court, and for this purpose reliance
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placed upon the case of Chedi (2), where a
magistrate v,:hen trying the O\\7ne1'S of certain licensed
premises on a charge of refusing to admit the police,
acquitted the employers and forthwith proceeded to try
and convict the servant without giving him an opportunity of electing to be tried by another magistrate.
But in that case the magistrate was proceeding
under Clause (c) whereas in this case he was proceeding under Clause (a). It was not a case in whiclh
while trying one person, the magistrate finds occasion
to formulate a charge against someone else, but a case
in which he was taking cognizance of an offence after
receiving a complaint of the facts which constitued the
offence. He formulated this second charge as he formulated the first in consequence of the one complaint.
I n this connection Begu's case (3) is not without
importance.
The second point and the one mainly relied upon
on behalf of the accused can be best stated in his
favour by setting out the material parts of an affidavit
sworn on his behalf by his clerk Narayan which was·
produced to the Court of Appeal. He deposes that he
\-vas present on all the elates on which witnesses \,"ere
examined before the District Magistrate, Rangoon,
IS

"that the procedure adopted by the Magistrate in the said
tri::d in relation to the reading over of the dt.t::osilions to the
\yitnesses, \yho did not know English, \\'as to hand over
the depositions to the interpreter, who read over and interpreted the same to the witnesses, and that \vhile su~h reading
over and interprdation \yas going on, the learned District
Magistrate went on recording the depositicns of other
witnesses ' , ;
"that in the case of English-speaking \dtnesses \,-hogave
their depositions in English, their depositions \...-ere handed
over to them to read and the said witnesses read the depositions to themselves silently";

- - - - - ---.' - .. ------(2) (1905) 28 All. 212.

(3) (1925) S2 LA. 191 ; 6 Lab. 226.
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.. ~h:1t in the case d some witnesses who were examined
in Burmese and couldl'ead English, namdy, Po Shin, Head
Cle,k, Ba Kyaw, the Copyist, and Shwe Htun, the Process_
Ser-vc:r, the depositions were handed to them and they read
their depositions to themseh'es silently" i
"that the in none of those instances where the witnesses
read over their depositions to themselves ~i1ently, the depositions as recorded wel'e read over and explained to the
accused "j
U that even in the case of BUI'mese depositions the statements of witnesses were in no time read over and explained
to the accused"; and
.. that his master does not know Burmc:se."

The procedure is regulated by the following sections
of the Code of Criminal Procedure.
II Section 3(,0. (1) As lhe evidence of each \dtness taken UlJc1er
sec:Lion 356 or section 357 is completed it shall be read over to
him in the presence of the accused if in attencbnce, or of his
pleader if he appears by pleader, and· sha1l, if necessary, be
corrected,
"(2) If the witness denies the correctness of any p3.rt of the
evidence when the same is read oyer to him the Magistrate or
S::s:;ions Judge may instead of correcting the evidence make ~
memorandum thereon of the objection made to it by the \\'itl~ess
and shall add such rem1rks as he thinks necessan'.
,. i 3) If the evidence is taken clown in a language different from
that in which it has been given, and the witness clees not understand the language in which it has been taken clown, the edc1ence
so taken clown shall be interpreted in the language in which it was
given or in a language which he understands.
Section 361. 'l) Whenever any evidence is given in a
langage not understood ry the accused and he is present in per~on, it shall be interpreted to him in or;en Court in a lan~llage
unc1entooc1 by him.
"(2) Ii: he appears by pleader and the evidence is given in a
langr.age other than the langmge c£ the Court and not understood
by the pleader it shall be interpreted to such pleader in that
language,"
l(

The point having been raised by tbis affida\"it and
the Cldc1itional grounds of appeal on behalf of the
accused, the High Court required a report from the
the District Magistrate, and it appeared that the course
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taken was adopted in order to save time and to
meet that the wishes of the Counsel for the accused.
Their Lordships have thought it right that this
should be stated in exoneration of the District
Magistrate, and because in applying section 537 of the
existing Code of Criminal Procedure, the Court is
directed to have regard· to the question \vhether the
objection could and should have been raised at an
earlier stage in th',,; proceedings, but they wish it to be
understood that no serions defect in the mode of con·
ducting a criminal trial can be justified or cured by the
consent of the advocate of the accused.
Now with regard to the objections taken in this
affidavit, they are two: the first being that the
depositions were read over \vhile other stages of the
case were proceeding, so that the accused and his
advocate could not attend to the reading over, being
occupied with listening to the further evidence that
was being given, and indeed, that they were not so
loudly read that the accused or' his advocate could
hear them, and the second objection being that in some
cases the depositions were not read out to the witnesses
at all, they being left to read them to themselves.
What is more remarkable about this affidavit than
its averments are its omissions.
It does not aver, and as has been shown it could
not aver, that any objection was taken by the accused
or his advocate to the course pursued. It does not aver
that the accused suffered any prejudice or that there
was any correction of the evidence which any witness
would have made, or which the accused or his advocate.
might \vith propriety have suggested, if all the deposi.
tions had been read out loud to the \vitnesses and to
the accused and, where necessary, translated.
It does not suggest that there was any achtal or
possible failure of justice by reason of the course
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pursued, and this being the case, it would be
contrary to the rule according to vvhich this Board
proceeds, if their Lordships \yere to entertain this
appeal.
. It has, indeed, been submitted by Counsel that inasmuch as special leave to appeal has been granted,
the ordinary rules limiting the exercise of this jurisdiction ceased to apply. But this is not so.
The case of An-wId v. The King-E1nperor (4) was
a case where special leave had been given and \vhere,
notwithstanding such leave, their Lordships adopted
and repeated the language of Lord Watson in J n 1'e
Dillet (5) which was as follows ; ., The rule has been repeatedly laid do\\"n, and has been in.
variably followed, that Her Majesty will not review or interfere
with the course of criminal proceedings, unless it is 5110\\"11 that by
a disregard of the forms of leg:l1 process, or by some violation
of the principles of natural justice, or otherwise, substantial and
grave injustice has been done."

These considerations really dispose of the appeal.
Inasmuch, however, as questions have been raised
as to the propriety of the course pursued at the, trial,
the duty of Indian Courts of Appeal in criminal matters
and the effect of sections 535 537 ot the Code of
Crimin~J Procedure npon which there has been some
difference of opinion in India, their Lordships think
it desirable for the guidance of the Courts that they
should pronounce their opinion upon these points.
With regard to one objection made on behalf of
the accused, a careful study of the sections will show
that the object of reading over the clesposition is to
obtain an accurate record from the witnesses of 'what
he really means to say, and to give !'lim an opportunity of correcting the words w:lich the Magistrate or
(4) i1914) 41 I.A. 10.19 ; 41 Cd), 1023.
(5) (1887) 12 App. Cas. 459,467.
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his c1er\: has taken down. It is not to enable the
accused or his advocate to suggest corrections.
The distinction between section 360 and section
361 is very marked. Under the latter secfion, if
evidence is given in a language not understood by the
accused or his pleader, it is to be interpreted into their
language, while under the former section when it is
read over, it is to be interpreted to the witness in his
own language, but there is no pro\'ision for its being
interpreted to the accuse 1. Thus if the depositions
are taken down in English, and the language of
the accused is Hindi, and the language of a witne'.ls
is Burmese (as in the present case) .the depositions
will have t.o be taken by getting the ';l,'itness' answers
in Burmese, luving them interpreted to the court so
that they may be taken down in English, and further
interpreted to the accused so that he . may understand them in Hindi. When, however, the deposition
comes to be read over, as it will be in English, it will
be interpreted to the witness in Burmese, but not to
the clccused in Hindi; and if the accused kne\v neither
En~lish nor Burmese, he will be Ilone the wiser.
No doubt the evidence has to be read over in the
presence of the accused or of his pleader. He is
entitled to be sure that it bas been read over, and that
the witness has had GIn opportunity of correcting the
\vritten word But he is not necessarily entitled to
the opportunity of suggesting corrections. Their
Lordships are of opinion thai upon the strict construction of the sections of the Code there was no violation
of their provisions in the course taken with respect to
those witnesses \\"hose depositions were read over to
them as already described.
At the same time, their Lordships cannot but see
that it would be a better course if depositions other
than mere formal ones \-vere read over so that the
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accused or his pleader could hear them and give their
lindivided attention to them. Care would, of course,
ha\Oe to be taken that no suggestion should be conveyed
to a witness in the form of a correction which would
make him alter his evidence, but there might be
obvious 5lips to \vhich, under proper safeguard,
attention might be called by the accused or his
pleader. Still it should be remembered that the primary object is to fix the \\'itness and to enable him to
protect himself against any inaccuracy in the \yords
taken down from his lips.
The second objection is more serious. Section
360 says that the deposition is to be read over to the
witness. This provision is not comrlied with in terms
by giving the witness an opportunity of reading it over
to himself. He may do so in a slovenly and imperfect
manner. He maynot easily decipher the handYvriting.
He may not feel the responsibility in the same way
that he would if it were read over to him. No doubt
there are cases in which it would be more likely that
accuracy would be obtained if the \'vitncss read over
the deposition to himself, as for instance, if the pronunciation of the magistrate or of the interpreter in
·a language not his own, was difficult to follow, or if
a \vitness was partially deaf. But it is dangerous in
,cases of criminal Ia\v to accept equivalents, and
except in cases \~rhere reading over to the witness
\vould be absurd, as, for example, with a ~tone deaf
person, the provision should be complied with. The
,course adopted in this case seem5 to be that \vhich was
condemned in the case of ]yotish Clw1'ld1'a Mllke1jee (6).
Then arises the furiher question \yhcther non-eomplia:;ce in this respect should vitiate a trial, and in
this connection their Lordships have to consider the
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ ..
(6) (1909) 36 CaL 9:5.
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prOVISIons of sections 535 and 537 of the Code of
Criminal Procedure, wbich are as follows :535. (1) No finding or sentence pronounced or passed shaH
be deemed invalid merely on the gt'ound that no charge was
framed, unless, in the opinion c£ the court of appeal or revision ~
a failure of justice has in fact been occasioned thereby.
l ' (2) If the Court of appeal or revision
thinks tha t a failure
of justice has been rccasioned by an omisdon to frame a charge
it shall order that a charge be framed and that the trial be recommenced from the point immediately after the framing of the
charge.
"537. Subject to the provisions hereinbefore contained, no
finding, sentence or order passed by a Court of competent jnrisdiction shall be reversed or tlltered under Chapier XXVII or on
appeal or revision on account(a) of any error, omission or inegularity in the complaint,.
summons, warrant, charge, proclamation, order, judgment
or other proceedings before or during trial, or in. any
inquiry or othel' proceedings under this Code ; or
II

*

*

*

*

*

of the omission to revise aliY list of jurors or assessors in
accordance with section 324 ; or
(d) of any misdirection in any charge to a jury,
unless such error, omission, irregularity, or misdirection has infact occ~lsioned a failure of justice."
" Expla11.ation.--i n c1ele<'l11ir.ing \vl~elher any error, omission or
irregularity in any proceeding under this Cede has occasioned a
failure of justice, the Court shall bave regard to the fact \\'hetherthe objection could and ~hculc1 ha\'e be'en raised :it an earlierstage in the l'l'oceec1il;gs"
(c)

The passaf:~ beginning I: unless such error ., does
not qualify (d) only but also the other letters of the
alphabet.
The legislation on this matter is of long standing,_
Their Lordships have referred to sections 426 and'
439 of the Code of 1861 ; sections 283 and 297 of
the Code cf 1872 ; and sections 535 and 537 in theCodes of 1882 aI.d 1898.
The variations are not important, the chief thing
to note being that a rather trivial illustration which
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appeared in the Code of 1882 has disappeared from
the present Code.
There have been a number of decisions in India
upon these enabling or curing sections, but the only
important one which came before this Board is the
case of Subrarnania Iyer (7). There the trial of a man
on charges of extortion in which 41 criminal acts
extending over a period of two years were brought
against him in contravention of a section of the Code
which provides that a man can only be tried for
three offences· and those committed within a period
of . 12 months, was held bad, and the conviction
was qU3.shcd because the provisions of section 537
of the then Criminal Procedure Code, did not cure it.
The distinction ~een that case and the present
is fairly obvious. The procedure adopted was one
which the Code positively prohibited, and it was
possible that it might have worked actual injustice
to the accused.
The other authorities which have been brought
to their Lordships' notice, are decisions of the High
Court in India. There is Emperor v. Chedi (2) already
quoted, on which their Lordships cfier no comment,
and several decisions in Calcutta. One of the earliest
is the case of Reg. v. Sheik Bazu (8) in 1867 where it
was held by a Full Bench of the High Court Of
Calcutta that there had been an error in the action of
the Magistrate in sending up joint charges against
persons who took part in the riot on opposite sides,
but that inasmuch as the accused had had a fair
trial notwithstanding, the conviction should not be
set aside.
A more apposite case is that of jyotish Chand1'a
lvlukeriee v. Emj)eror (6) decided in 1909 already cited.
(7)

~1901)

28 I,A. 257 ; 25 Mad. 61.

(8) (1867) 8 W.R. (Cdro.) 47.
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The error in that case seems to have been the same
as the error in the present case; but Jenkins, C.J.,
delivering the judgment of the Court, said that they
,:t;ere able to hold tbat in the special circumshmces
,
the omission was not fatal.
On behalf of the appellant, reliance was placed
upon two later decisions of the High Court of Calcutta,
both in the ye<.lr 1924.
1:1 the first case, that of Rita Lal Chose v. Emperor
(9) with regard to five depositions, it did not appear
positively that they h'i.d been read over to the witnesses, and the matter was left as one of inference;
hvo others had not signed their depositions, ~lnd the
Court held that these irregularities could n at be cured.
It ,:\'ill be observed that the irregularity or omission
in that case '-,"as graver than the irregularity in the
case now under appeal, because in the present case;
all the witnesses sig~~c1, their depositions as having
either had them read-··over, or having read them over
themselves. But even so their Lordships cannot
accept the reasoning in that case, and i.hey are of
opinion that though it is regrettable that such an
irregularity should creep in, and though it might be
taken into account with other elements (if such there
were) of objection to the satisfactory character of a
trial-it would not by itself be ground sufficient for
quashing a conviction.
If, indeed, it were shown that the omission did
lead or even with probability might have led to some
material error in the depositions not being checked,
the case would be otherwise.
The second case before the same judges (that of
Dargahi v. Emperor) (10) follows 011 the same lines; and
the only further comment to be made upon it, is that it
(9) (1925) 52 Cal. 159.

(I 0) (192~1

52 Cal. 499.
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was somewhat doubtful whether any t:rror in fact had
been committed, and that the learned judges would
rather seem to have neglected to use all the means
which they might have used to enquire into the
correctness of the facts alleged in ,objection to the
conviction.
To sum up, in the view which their Lordships take
of the several sections of the Code of Criminal Procedure, the bare fact of such an omission. or irregularity
as occurred in the case under appeal, unaccompanied
by any probable suggestion of any failure 9£ justice
having been thereby occasioned, is not enough to
warrant the qua~hing of a conviction, which on their
Lordships':view, may be supported by the curative provisions of sections 535 and 537. Their' Lordships will
humbly advise His Majesty that this appeal should
be di5n:issed.
Soiicitors for Appellant :-U' aterhouse & Co.
Solicitor for Crown :-The Solicit01', India Office.
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v.
MAl OH GYI.

*

Civi~

noceaure Gode (Act Vof 1908l, Order 40, Rule 1-Grountjs !9 Y .
aPPointmentofreceit'er-:']oint ownersh~pand enjoyment for a long per!od·
-Suit for partition.
. Held. that in aca$e where parties are near relatives who have lived together
for many years and have jointly enjoyed the property as joint owners .f.or
many yearS, aDd no'w owing to differeDces plaintiff asks for partition and claiD:1s
a half share of the pfopt:rty and it app~ars, from the pleadings thaHhe
plaintiff would probably :P,~ entitled to one"follrth qnJy of. the property, it was
improper to oust'the defendant from the enjoyment of the admitted half sbare.. of
. the property byappointiag a Recei~'er for the wh<rle property.
?ores't11,atldlur.~rji.andothers V; O. N. Nitta".17,Cal. 614; RamjiRam v •
. Saltg Ram, 5 I,C. 96-referred to.

Chatterjee and Ganguli-for Appellant.

E ~fau1tg'(l )-i.for Re~pondent.

CUNLIFFE, J.- The point in 'this appeal is a very
short one. It turns on the question whether the
learned Judge in the Court below exercised his
judicial discretion correctly in appointing a receiver "
to certain property.
The appellant and the respondent to the appeal
-are two old ladies who have lived together for many
years. They are the joint owners of the remainder of
the estate belonging to the late U Waik Gale and
his wife Ma Kyu. The estate consists, it is said, of
both immoveable and moveable properties. In the
,end, however, the two old ladies quarrelled. The
'result of this quarrel was that lVlai Oh Gyi' brought
:an action against her friend Mai Bu in which she
claimed (1) a declaration that she was entitled to a
• Civil Miscellaneous Appeal No. 98 of 1926 against the order of the
District Court of Minbu in Civil Miscellaneous N.o. 2 of 1925.
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half share 9f ,the joint prope:rty ; (4) an account of the
-dealings in the joint property j apd (3). mesI1e profits.
She also applied for an order appointing a Receiver for
the Whol~ property, as she alleged _that the .income
had been wasted and was likely to go on being w,!-sted
J>y .extravagance in household expenses and oversubscription to charitie~ to the detriment of herself.
The· learned Judge made an order appointing a
r~ceiver. During the course of his. order he ·made
use of these words: "There is no authority to
.show that ,jn a case, like the present the Court· cannot appoint a receiver, although the Court is required
to proceed with extreme caution where the defend:?nt is in possession of the property in suit."
There xn.ay be no authority to show that the Court
ca,nnot appoi,nt a receive-r in t.hese circumstances, but
I ha:ye' b~~nunable to find any authority in simitq.r
'circ:umsta"nces that it is in the habit of s.o doing..
TheapprQprJate order r~lati,ng to such appoin~e-nt
_~n the Coqe of Civil Procedure _is _- Order 40. l'llat
·Q.rder is widely drawn in that it lays ,<lown that ;tl).e
appointment of a Reciver may take place wh~n' 5t
appears to the Court to be just and convenient.
There have been cases where a Receiver ,has
'been appointed in suits for partition (see the,cases
.'Df Ramji Ram v. Salig Ram (1) and also in the case
-of_ PnreshnathMukerji and othf;r;; v. Om.er,lo N auth
Nitta (2). _ But the facts - of neither of these two
·eases, in both of which the appointment of the
Receiver \Vas at the commencement of the dispute
soon after the cause of action had arisen, approximate
in any way to the circumstances of the present case.
In considering whether it was just and convenient,
1 do not think that the learned Judge considered
(1) 5 Indian Cases 96.

(2) (1890) 17 Cal. 614.
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fully the effect of what he was. doing. Both the
MAl Bu
parties have over a very long time, as has been
MAl ~~ GYI. stated, been enjoying for their maintenance the joint
CUN~E,J. income derived from the disputed property. The
grounds of the application to appoint the Receiver
were very unconvincing, at the conduct of which
. complaint was made had been going on for a long
period without protest and probably with the actual.
approval of the respondent. I cannot think that 'an
appointment in such circumstances is justified in anye
way under Order 40, Rule 1, and therefore this
appeal succeeds and the appointment of the Receiver
is cancelled.
HEALO,. J.-1 agree that in a case where the parties
are sisters-in-law who have lived together for ma.ny
yea,rs and are still living together, where they are
admittedly joint owners of property which they have
enjoyed jointly, for many years, where the dispute'
which has now arisen between them· is as to tIte
shares to which they are entitled in that' property,.
and where on the statements made in the' plaint
itself it seems probable that the plaintiff's claim that
she is entitled to half of the property is untenable
and that she is actualJy entitled to only one-fourth,.
it was improper to oust the' defendant from the
enjoyment of her ~dmitted half share of the property,.
by appointing -a Receiv~r for,the whole property, and
I concur in setting aside the order directing that a '
Receiver be appointed. Respondent will pay appellant's
costs in the appeal, Advocate's fees to be three gold
mohl.lrs.
1926

>
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ORIGINAL: CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Chari.

IN THE

MATTER

OF

SYED KAZ,IM;, DECEASED, '

INSOLVENT. *.
Presidency Towns Insolvency Act (III Of 1909), sect,ion 52-'; Tru;t" property,
what it inCludes- Goods entrus'ed for sale whether tfits!' property~Money
realised by 'sale or on account of insurance, whether:i{itte,stsin:tlte' OffiCial,
Assign,ee. "
,
,'
Held. that ti;e word .. trust" as used in section 52 onrt"Presidency Towns'
Insolvency Act is' not I:onfined to express trusts, but includes all kinds of
property held by an insolvent in a ftduciary character. Goods e'ntrusted to a
person for sale as commission agent do not pass on his insolvency to the Official
Assignee but remain the property of the owner; but if the agent has sold the
goods arid realised the money, such money is not trust money and it goes Ito the
Official Assignee. When a trader gives goods to a commission agent he looks
for payment not from the actual sale proceeds of the good's entrusted but to the,
generaicredit of the commis~ion agent. If the goods are insured by the a~ent
and the insurance money is received b~ the agent. it' is 'in the same category as
the sale proceeds. Where the insurance money has become due only after the
agent has become insolvent and has'died, the insurance money vests in the
Official Assignee; and the owner of goods has no exclusive claim on it.
Re Hallett's Estate, Knatchbull v. HaZ.lett,.13 Ch.D. '696. Williams'
Bankruptcy Practice (13th editiori). pages 217, 229, 230-referred to.

Dhdr-"for Claimant.
Young-for CredItors.

CHARI" J.-,In thisinsolvens:,Y case the estate of
-one Syed Kazim, deceased, is being administered in
Insolvency under sections 108 and .1,09 of the
Presidency Towns Insolvency Act. Syed Kazim was
in ,his lifetime carrying on business' as trader 'and
'Commiss5ion agent. His godown was' burnt "down
and, 'after the fire, Syed Kazim who was infinanci.al
difficulties committed suicide: The contents bf the
godown were insured against fire in two companies
and one of the Insurance Companies, viz., the Java
Sea and Fire Insurance Company, paid Rs. 5,721 to
the Official Assignee., Maung Po Hnyin filed an
applicat~onc1aimingthat Rs. 10,206-8 out of the moneys
* Insolvency Case No. 249 of 1923.

,1927,
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already recovered and which may: be recovered from,
the Insurance Companies should, be paid to him.,
His case is that he purchased' 1,700 bags of gram:
which he' e~h'truste'd to the deceased' for' coifiTflis§ion
sale. This gram was stored: in the godown which
was burnt" The GJai-mant in his"evidellce says ce Syed
K~ziirt W~~cictiiig ~§, corhrtlii~sion; ~gent" f't:>Y.'· many
traders. l' db :not khow whether' other ffad~ts:us:ed
' : 'gram ,Of
f
I,
,"
,,' lVlaung.
ll.'j(
t 0' sen d h-lm
S~ e on commlSSlOn,'
Po Flnyixf chiihiS "tlfi'*'fHere' w'ere: 1,700 ba~§ of grarr(
in the godownatr~-Q~l\VlHch bdonge'd,' tcYfiHti: As..'
howeVe1f, he esta1Dl~'~)j;~~:t:;.'his' claim onl:y i,n respect- of
1",396, bags; there'" ihas{ 'have Beeh at' leasf'~hothee
304 bags: in tl~e godown at the tin;e
tJie fi,~e
which "be16rl'g'e'd-to' Sy'ed, Kaziril or Sortie' on,e' 6tpe't'
than th;d" dkirhaHl~ 'th.e claim'ant'
~tIeges' that
he paid to' Syed: Nazim, Rs; 150 as' premi\nHl for
insurirtglits g-06'cts' in the s\im' of "its; 2'OI(,)~O' 'with
the Java Sea- a;n€l. Fir~ Insurance
The claiff1i
was enquired into by the Official Assignee who was
directed to make a report. He made ateporlonth¢"27th
of April 1926 in which he held that it had been. proved
satisfactorlly that' 1,396 bags of gram belongin'g'to the
c1aimant.weie as a matter, of' faCt iii',fne gbch:>"'ri at
tbe Hme If was bti'rnt. Fre als'o lleidl tihaft'fie Cl:ttili
in respecf ot 30,4, ',bags of" gr~hi' a1t~ged, t~: have t5~eli

ot

also

Company.

purChas~?Jrom~{~~~:{~g~~a~e.d',:$fe~d,~a~tdr
lii'~~eff" w~~
ant),:h-e dlsaUowed tnat part of the
claim. The, 6ffi2i£1'(:A~:si'giH~e's con'elusion was '{'hal
not estabbshed
.: .:..

,.( . .i

.' -

l

:; ..

:.:~'

.

;

' . ',

.

I';'

.

.l~~·

.

~'.

,

Rs. 4,697-15 repr,ese,nted money, re'ceived in' r'e'sf>ecf, of
the gram of the claimanf. Nofice-of ~his reporfwas
issued t.o the. credi.eo~swho 11.ad: fendereq' prdof 6f
their debts and a ftirth~r enquiry, wa!;' hero, fFi' which
they' were' given an" opportuQity of rebuft~ng t'he
claimant"s case. The (Jfficial Assignee, th'a'd:e' i secorid
report in whidi he adhered fc)lt¥:te- conclusions come

~u

V]

l1he~e reports are. before me'
19)7
fof' consideration, and I have to pass;tlnal'ordersonthe IN THE
~1_:'
t l'as
°t h b eel1 urg~ d' 'SYEPI{AZl¥t
MATTEROF
\,;YDJj.
n. b'eh'g1£ 0'f th e cIalmal1
that the whole of;, the amount paid by' the Java
Sea DECEASf:D,
,INSOLVENT.
aad Fire Insurance: Company should be paid to t h e
'-'
CirAtu, r:
claimant since' that: company' paid on' the basis that.
1,000 bags of: grant. were- ih- the godo\Vn and'Maullg
Po Hnyin had; satisfactorily established that he had
lliOre than ~ ,000:' bagS' 'of gra·ffi in the godQwn. On'
behalf of th.e- opposing Creditors it has been ut;'ged
that there is no sgtisfaclofy evidence that ba'gs of
gFal1I belonging' to· the cH:iimatlt' Were in' the godown
3.lnd that therefore the' finding of the Official Assignee
on· facts should: not- be uplieJd', that as a matter of
law as the goods~werein the:-poss"ession and; disposition
of the deceased': they vested in the Officiat Assignee
and further thatdbe right to recover the amount of
the' policy)' whiGh is: a. chose in ac'tio n, 'had vested'
in- the Official Aasigne acnd the c;laimant was therefone- riot entitled' to: art¥prefere-ntial payrnent~
The advocatg~ for. the claimant gave the Court no
fielp. Besides r!0peating- before me his contention
that the grat:'l being the claimantrs_ he was entitled
to the moneY1 he placedn0'argumeI1ts;before the, Court
'tGuching the reall difficulties' in. the c'ase with the
r.esult that 1 had~ to conside:r the law and: look up the
authorities·myseW) a procedure to which ·l am' nOW'
gettin-g. -'well:' aCCUfttofile.d~ .but; wHich does· not reflect
gtea-t credit' on t'ht standard, ~f advocacY' in.this ~ourt.
'_ ; On the' finding of fact. I am in; agreement; with
the Official A:s~ignee. .The claimant' has produced
receipts giveR by IJel1Sons from: whom· he bought the
gram. He, has: also produced two persons employed
by. Syed ,Kazim~' Who d~l'ose'd ·to the' fact. Thus
there' is satisfaetory' ~vidence in- support of the finding
arrived at by ftle' 'Offlchil Assignee. I t'herefone :hQld
t() Mf the first report.

a
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that at· the time of .the fire there . was in Syed',
Kazim's godown 1,396 bags of gram belonging to the
claimant. In his application Maung Po Hnyin claims
a lien on the sum' of money in the hands of the
Qfficial Assignee. This shows ~a total misconception
of th~ law since there is no :question of any lien~··
The money,. if it is payaple to the. claiman t at all,
is so payable by' virtue of the provisions of section
52 of the Presidency Towns Insolvency Act which
provides tint property held by the insolvent on trust'
for any other person does not 'pass to the Official,
As~ignee. The word" trust", as llsed in this seCtion,
is not confined to express trusts but includes all
kinds of property held by the' insolvent in a fiduciary
character (1). As a commission agent, Syed Kazim:
was holding; th,e ·b~gs of gram in trust for the'
claimant and if the goods had remained as goods
there can b,e n.o doubt that the property in those
goods. can.not pass to' the Official :Assignee and the
claimant would have beeri entitled to remove them.
It hal)' also' been· held that where' property held' in
trust has been converted into money the owner of
the "property is ¢rititledto follow the money and if
th,erefore a' person "occupying a fiduciary character
paid the inoney into his account at the ba nkers the
person on \vhose behalf he holds the' money: ' can
follow it and have a charge for the sum in the
bankers' hands. [Re Hallett's Estate, Knatchbull v·
Hallett] (2). : But· to enable a trader whose goods'
have been sold by the agent to follow the money
there 'must have been an obligation on the agent to
keep the money separately without mixing it with
his, own (see the remarks of Thesiger, L.J~, in the
case of Re Hallett's Estate at page 723). It has

--- _._------,-------...:....

__.---

.( 1) Williams' BaIJ,kruptcy Practice (13th edition), page 217.
, (2) 13 Ch.D. 696.
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:accordingly- been held in England that in the case
-of factors (i.e~, commission agents), on the bankruptcy
1:-1 THE
MA1iTBR OF
'0 f the factor the money arising frpm . t h e .sqle 0 f SnD KAZlM,
goods belonging to a merchant who had entrusted' I~=~~~~~~·.
them to the factor and which money the factor had
CHARI. T.
mixed with his. own, passes to the trnstee in
bankruptcy though if the goops had remained as
..goods the property in the' goods will not pass to the
trustee in bankruptcy. This is not an anomaly of
th~ law as may at first sight appear, but is the
10gical;¥~sult of the position of trader
. and corn mis- .
sion agent. vVhen a trader gives goods' to the
-commission agent he 'looks for payme~t not from the
actual· sale proceeds of the goods entrusted but to
'the general credit of the commission agent., "Accord-'
ing to the ordinary. ,course of, business between
merchants and factors the former voluntarily become
the creditors of their factor s in respect of the moneys
so received whereby the moneys, although the proceeds
Qf goods received, lose their, trust character" (3). It
remains to see whether this reasoning <:\.pplies to the
present case. The goods disappeared when the fire
took place. Some part of it was salved and sold and
so far as the ,moneys received for the salved goods are
concerned the English rulings are directly applicable.
I,n my opinion the same principle is also applicable
in respect of that part· of the goods lost by the.
'The goods which bore the character "Of trust property
had dis3ppeared. When goods are insured and the
insurance mOf-ley is received by. the agent it: can
,hardly be saici that the goods were converted into
money but even If it was, t~atmoney must at- the
'least he in the same ~ategory as money received
thy him on. the sale of the goods. The. goods in
~~

~

,

j

(31 Williams' Bankruptcy Practice, pa~es 229 and ·230 and the cases therein
'cited. .
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the godown were insured by Syed Kazitti in t'We>
!NTHE;
companies fot' large,a;ri1ounts and'theinsttt'ance'1t1ust
S~::T~!Z~~, therefore have' been infertded to covet all· the gOOdS~f
I~;g~~i~'D;. in the godowrt inCluding those of the' cHtiriiant, If
Syed Kazhn had re'c'eived' the full' ~rhouiit of the'
CHARI', J;
policies: he' wotHtl have rec'eivcd1tfie motley itt· respect~
of' the' g'bods of tlie c1ahttartt intenrti~ed! \Vim; trlbrievs~:
be'lortgin'gto hitrlsdf and others. 'On'~ the; rulings' the:
claimant would Ddt be" in a position' to £bIloW' tHe~
me"rley, eV'en olf tl1c'i ass;ul'r1pfion tHaf tne goods; haul
be'tn conv:erted into a 'portion of the;' iI1strrartce;
mortey. The ihsut~nce money would therefdrtf have'
vested in the' Official' Assignee. In tl1iscase, hO'wever ,..
Syed' Kazim neVer' dId receive any U'1oney from theInsurance' COi11p,mie'S~ At the time of His death, he·
had only a, chose' in action, i.e.; a' rignt tbre'CoV'et'
themofi'eys·:frort1't'he Ins'urance Co-nlpiniY. If "Wootd:
be straining· langtlage to say thaf the>' gotid~f of the:'
claimant w:ete', converted! first into ct' portlo!r of a
chose; hi acticmwith the ch~tacter of ttt!isf irt1ptes:g~dl
on it' arid' later itito, the money re.;;tIised:' fro"J!Ilf the~
bls'tir'atlCe e()fulJ~riy, So ~lto prevent' it fro,rit 1esthlgt
in' the" Officicilf As~igrie,e'. . thereforif fibld: th~t . tlIe
c'h~se' ih" actiotf ve~~fed; in' t'l"fe' Offici~t' As§rgrt-ee: tat,
the beu'efit: of the' ~e'riai?: ~ddyt' a-f. ~<kedito1~~', The~
result would' have' be~n: the ~rh'e- if $yedi Natirh' bad·i.
rec~ived the' mbrte.y ati(l paid it td' his b~nk 6'r'kepf, '
it in his b'6'X. If thti~ foUows mat ~lfafevet thie:
ri'g1\t~;of t'he Claimant a~'an;otdiif1afy €t~dff<5r rriUy be;,,:
h& is not ertt'i-tled',' ort' -the:authorn1es~ tty prei'e1el1t!ial- ,
payment of this' money'.' . If now reinaing; to CO IlSltler-:
wh:ether m~'fact' alleged by the clafmrabftha~ he:
p~id the premium' for the policy hag be~a ptovett
arltl -wltethet' it m~keS: arty diff~rence' in' : th<*i' ~ega:r:
P.9~ifion~) The ev,iGfeIiG~ on this P9r~l is m:ere¥1 that
of the claimant himself supported by an emplo~.
,

r
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of Syed Kazim. Ma:urtg Po Hnyill admits that he
1927
took no receipt for this money, that the policy was IN THE
uw ~"d" K"
..
,"
d
MATTER OF
taken out 'vy Sye' " 'azlIi1 IIi hIS O\\'n name an was SYED KAZIM"
not assigned to Maung Po Hnyin. The reason given t:s~~~~~'.
by him for insuring the goods at Rs. 20,000, whereas CHARI, J.
,
they were actually worth a little more than
Rs. 10,000~ is not satisfactory. The presumption is
that Syed Kazitil:insutedalll: the g60ds in his god9wn
irlcltiding' nl~t of the dahIi~rif atid:fhe insurance
polity was taken Olit in th0 rtam:e: of Syed Ka,zim
himself so as to ensure f"Or the' benefit df' Syed; Katim
himself and' of aJf the traders \vl1o had' goodS' in his
godown, even assuming that the money for the payttieht' of the preriHtiuf wasadvan~ed' by the c1ail1ltint.
III the view I' have above faken, it is unnecessary to
decide the point taised by th e advocate~ for the
opposing cte-ditdfs that the property vests' in the Official'
Assignee by virtue of section 52 r su:b-section (2) (c)' of
the Presidend1 Towns' l'rtsolVett'c,' Ad. Even if the'
dbdrine of tl reptlfed' ownershi'ps" be held to. apply in
cases were the estate of a d.eceased person is' being
~dtrtinister'ed' h'{ insolv'eticy', it, has no applicati{)1t in
the presenfcasewliere the dece,ased was', possessed
of Only a C'liJose' irl action, Which, nt>t' bei'M~g' a debt
due or growin;g' du'e to the d'eCeased the Cotll~ge
of his trade~," is:, b1 the fitst: proviso to secti!ort ,5'2 of
the; A:ct, e~e'th'})ted'froi'l1 the' operatiort ot tl'i~' doctririe
of " reput,ed:: ownetship ";.
For tF'fe'; rea§otis abov'e ~ivert I hold th~t the
chose in fl,ction and the insurance money l'at~er pard
to the Official Assignee., have vested in the' Official
Assignee and that the claimjl1t is neither entitled to
to a lien
the money nor entitled to receive payment
of that amount on the ground thaf it is mon'ey held
fn trust for' him.. , His, applicafion Jor the: payment
of th e irion~yis fherefore'disml'$sed.
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Before Afr. Justice Heald, and Mr. Justice Cunltffe.

1927

M. S.MAHOMEO

Jan. 6.

v.
THE COLLECTOR OF TOUNGOO.*
Civil Procedure Code"< Act VOf 1/)8).secttons 99, 105(1), Order 9. Rule 13Whet/IeI' order ,setting aside an ex-parte decree can be qttestioned HI (In
aPpeal against tlte subsequent decree in thesaitie suit-Whetlzerorder
must affect: the decision of case i, oldts merits "-" Sufficient cause" for
'absellce'ilt case of a Government sen'ant.
At the instance of the appellant a rderence was il1ade to the District Court
to enhance the compensation awarded to him by the Collector in aland'
acquisition case. The' District Court enhanced the award after an ex-parte
hearing. The Collceta~ was served wit I !Iotices of the case as to the date of
hearing and also before the elate of juelgment. The Collector now applied to
set aside the decree under Order 9, Rule 1') of the Civil' Procedure Code
alleging in his petition (without any affidavit) that his absence from the case
was due to his being on tour and pre~sure of work. The Judge set aside the
e,>:-ral'te c1e;:ree and after hearing evidellce confirmed the original award d the
Collector. Appellant appealtd to' the High Court on the award and al~o
contended that tll'ere was 'no s4fficient cause for the Di'strict Court to set aside
the original ex-parte decree a~.d relied on section 105 (1) cf thlf Chil Procedure
Code. R~,sp-ondent coutencted that no appeal lay against the ex-pal'te decree
and relied'oll :section '99 of the Code.
Held" that: theproptiety of an order setting aside an ex-parte decree
C:1n be questioned in an appeal agaillst the subsequent decree in the same suit;
on the ground thafthe improper making of such an order involved an error.
defed; or irregUlarity in an order affecting the decision of the case,' Sections
99 and 105 (lr ;are not mutually destructive. and there is no need to read into
section 105 the additional words "on the m( rits .i,
Held. by HEALD, J.t that the Collector's unchallenged statement. thol'gh
not supported by evidence Qr affidaYit, that he was prevented by stre~s of
Government work fr'om al't~ding the Court, was a sufficient cause for his nonattendance and that in arl,;- case as the District Court had accepted it as
sufficient cause, it was not proper for the High Conrt to interfere on appeal
with such decision,
Held. by CUNLIFFE, J., that the District Court had no proper grounds or
evidence before it to set aside the ex-parte decree ~md that therefore the appeal
succeeded on the, preliminary ground,.
Held, on the merits of the cqse that the award. of the Collecbr confirmed
by the District Court on the rehearing of the case was fair and proper and
therefore the appeal' f<liled.

* Civil First. Appeal No. 225 of 1925 against the judgment of the
District Court Of Toungoo in Civil Miscellaneous No. 151 of 1924. '
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Al11dlIia Parsltad v.lman Ud Din 71 I.C. 587; Gopala ehet t i v. SubU. r. 26
Mad. ('IO~ ; N"nd R.'m v. BT:op"z Singh, 3~ All. 592-referred to.
Sunder Singh v. Nighalva, 6 Lalt.94; Tasadduq H1Isain V. Hayat-unNis~a, 25 All. Z80":' di~sc1lt ed from.

A. B. Banerjee-for Appellant.
Ormiston-for l~espon<dt:nt.

J.-By Revenue (Land AcquisitioIl) Department Notification No. 18, dated the 6th February 1924
the Local Government declared that certain lands,
including lands belonging to the present appellant,
M. S. Mahomed \-verc required for a J:ubhc purpose,
(',od directed the Subdivisional Officer, Pyu, as
Collector under the Land Acquisition Act, to take
order for the acquisition of the land.
The Collector awarded Hs. 4,7+6-8-0 to appellai t
. for his land and appellant accepted that amount undtr
: protest and asked for a reference to the Court.
The Collector made the reference and on the 11th
.of March 1925 the Court' iSStl't:d . notice to him
informing him that the case would be heard on the
20th of March. That notice' was served on the lith
of March. On the 20th of March the Collector
was not represented and the hearing was adjourned
to the 24th of March. On that date the Court
examined appellant's witnesses and reserved orders.
At the same time the Judge ()f the District Court
wrote to the Deputy Commissioner, to whom the
Collector as Subdivisional Officer was subordinate,
pointing out that the Collector had failed to enter an
appearance and that the case has been heard ex-parte.
His intention in writing this letter was clearly to give
the Collector an opportunity of applying to be heard
before judgment \vas de1iyered. On the 20th of April
the Judge issued notice that judgment would be
delivered on the 21st, and he delivered judgment on
the latter date, nearly a monih after the ex-parte bearing,
HEALD,

81
1927
M. S.
MAHOMED
V.

THE

COLLECTOR
cF TOUNGOO.

[VOL.
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The Collector took no acti0n until the 18th of
May when he 'filed an application that the ex}arte
MAHOMED
'!J • .
decree should 'be set aside under, the. provisi6~s of
THE
He admitted receipt of the notice,
COLLECTOR. Order 9, Rule 13.
'OpTOUNGOO but said that he received it while he 'was out on tour
HEALD, J.
and that he 'I.vas unable to attend the Court on the
date fixed through press' of \vork. .He also said
that, not having a copy of the Land Acquisition
Manual with him, he overlooked the provisions of
Direction 48 of that Manual. He said further that
when he received a communication from the Deputy'
Commissioner, presumably as a result of the Judge's
letter to that officer, it was arranged that the Akunwun,
that is the head of the Deputy .commissioner's
Revenue Offi,ce, should appear. beforeihe .Court, but
the A~unwun, for SOme: reason which .does not appear,
took no action. The Collector, who, it may be noted,
was the successor in ·office of the Collector who
made the award, said that an advocate had actually
been instructed by the Burma Railways, for \'v'hom
the land was being acquired, and. that it was all
along the intention of the Burma Railways to contest
the case, and he asked that the ex-pa1'te decree might
he set aside. No affidavit accompanied this' applica, tion, and the only causes shown for the CollectQr's
failure to enter an appearance \yere his being
on tour when the notice was received and press of
work.
On the Collector's application the Judge set aside
the ex-parte decree, which had awarded appellant
Rs. 7,714-10-0 instead of Rs. 4,868-6-0, and after
hearing evidence, confirmed the Collector's original
award.
Appellant appeals and one of his grounds of
~ppeal is that the Judge was not entitled to set aside
the ex-parte c;lecree because he had before him no
M. S.
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,evidence .that there was sufficient cause for the non- . "9~7
.appearance of the Cplledor. " .. _
M.S.
.
UlAHOMED
- Respondent's learnep advocate replies that nc
v.
..appeal lies against an order setting aside an eX'p,(lyte CciLI:~TOR
. decree, and that tlw propriety of such an order can- OF TOUNGOO. not be questioned in an appeal against the decree HEALD, J.
;subseql1ently made in the case., In support of this
view he refers us to the provisions of section 99 Of
the Code, which says that no decree shall be
reversed or substantially varied in appeal on account
,of any error, defect, or irregularity in any proceedings
.in the suit .n-ot affecting ~he merits of the case.
Appe.1lanton the other hand ref.ers us to sectio~ lOS
which says that where a decre~ is appealed from, any
.-error, defect, or irregularity in any order, affecting
thedecisiop of the case, may be set forth asa ground
'Of ,objection in the. memorandum of appeal.
.s~cHon 10,5 deals primarily with .appeals frqr;n
>orders, and the meaning of the provision cited. js
ihat ,although no appeal may lie from a particular
<order as an order" nevertheless the propriety of that
.-<:>rder may he questioned in an appeal from the decree
in the suit in which the order was made if it
raffects the decision of the case. An order refusing
,·to _set aside an ex-parte decree is appealable as an
;,order under Order 43, Rule 1 (d), but an order setting
.aside such a decree is not appealable either as an
-order or as a decree. But if an order sett.iijg
..aside an t!x-.parte decree is one of the orders
·~ontemplated -by the latter part of s.ection lOS (1)
ihenit may be questioned in an appeal from the
-final decree in. the suit and if it is found to have
been wrongly made, it would s,eem to follow that
1h.at finding would warrant the setting aside of the
subsequent decree and the restoration of the ex-parte
.decree which was wrongly set aside. Section 99
.

1
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seems to have been intended to deal with errors,.
1\1. s.
defects or irregularit,es of proced':lre, such ~·;;;;~rors,
MAH~.MED defects or irregularitiesbting presumably eiusdem
CO~~~TOR generis with misjoinder of parties or causes of action,.
. OF TOUNGOO. which do not affect the merits of the case, aud if the
HEALD, J.
alleged error,' defect or irregularity of an order'
setting aside an ex-parte decree <:ffects the decision
of the case it would not fall within the purview of
that section.
We have been referred to certain rulings in which
the provi~ions of section JO~ have been con~irlp.rE"rl.
In the case of Nand Ra1'l'lv. Bhopal Singh (1\,.
cited by appellant, the question was whether or not
the. Court ought to interfere in .revision with an ,;
order setting aside an ex-parte decree and one of the
the learned Judges said that "The remedy of the'
applicant was t<::> attack tbe order in appeal from .
the decree
under section 105, Code:
of Civil Procedure."
On the other hand there is an earlier decision of
a Bench of tl1e same High Court in the case of
Tasadl/q Husain v. Hayed-wi-Nissa (2) in :vhich it was.
said" Section 588 (which for the purposes .of this
case may be regarded as corre~ponding to Order 43,.
Rule 1) of the Code of Civil Procedure, whilst allowing an appeal from an order under section 108
(now Order 9, Rule 13) refusing to set aside an
ex-parte decree, does' not allow an appeal from an
order setting aside an ex-parte dt:cree. .From this.
we infer that it was the intention of the Legislature
that an order setting aside an e.'t-parte decree shall
be final. The learned advocate for the appellant
referred to section 591 (now 105) of the Code,
which provides that if any decree be appealed
1927

(1) (1912) 34 All. ~<;'2.

(2) (1903) 2S /:11. 280
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agaiRSt,. any error, defect or irregularity in any order

not otherwise appealable, affeciing the decision of the
cme may be set forth '1.S a ground of objection in the
-:inorandum of appeal. We agree with the rulings in
C."ta11lony Dassi v. Roghoonath Sahoo (3) and Golab
16untJar v. Thakur ])as( 4), and hold that the v:ords
~ecting the decision of the case 11 must mean
;dfecting the decision of the case on its merits, and
that consequently anorde·r setting aside an ex-parte
decree does' not come witl)in the purview of the
section."
In the case of Gopala Chetti v. Subbi~r (5) where
.an ex-parte decree had been passed'again,st two
defendants and had been s.et aside as against both
on the application of one of them, and the plaintiff in appealing against the final decree in the
suit claimed. that the decree ought not to have been
s'et aside as against the defendant who had not
applied to have it set aside, a Bench of the High
Court at Madras accepted the contention that as
no appeal lay against the order setting aside the
u·tarfe decree, it was open to the arpellant in
appealing against the final decree in the case to
object to such order as contrary to law, and said that
as in their opinion in the circumstances
of the case
.
the decree passed ex-parte against the first defendant,
that is the defendant who has not applied to have
the decree set aside, ought not to have been set
aside, they restored the original decree so far as it
Girected the first defendant to pay the amount decreed.
In a recent case, Sundar Sil1p,h v. Nighaiva (6);
a Bench of the Lahore High Court took the contrary
~. In that case the trial Court first decreed the
plaintiff's claim ex-parte. The defendants applied to

.

1.3} (1895) 22 Cal. 9Rl.
t4) (1902) 24 All. 464.

7

(5) (1923) 26 Mad'. 604.
(6) (1925) 6 Lah. 94.
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have the decree set. aside and the Court set it aside
M. s.
and nltimately dismissed the plaintiff's suit. That
II'IAHOMED
'II.
dismissal was confirmed on appeal but a second appeal
COL~~~TOR was tiled in the High Court. That appeal was' heard.
oFToUNGOO. by a single Judge of the Court who held that the
HE;:z;, J. order setting aside the ex-parte decree could not be
questioned because, even if the order restoring the
case to a hearing was erroneous, the error was not
one affecting the decision of the case within the
meaning of the section 105 of the Civil Procedure
Code. A further appeal vras then filed under the
Letters Patent, anCl the Bench before whom that appeal
was heard said "It will be observed that an order
refusing to set aside an ex-parte decree is appealable
under Ordel: 43, Hule 1 (d), but no appeal is granted
from an order accepting an application to set aside
an ex-pa1'te d.ecree, and we cannot think it was the
intention of the Legislat.ure that an erroneous order
accepting an application 10 set aside. the ex-parte
decree should be assailable in appeal except in
so far as it affected the decision of the case on the
merits. The reason for the discrimination between
an unsuccessful and a successful application is obvious,
for an unsuccessful application precludes a tborough
exploratiol1of the merits of the case \vhereas a
successsful application enables the points in litiga1ion
to be decided on the merits, the ideal goal of
all litigation."
On the other hand in an equally recent case of
the same High Court Ajudhia Parshad v. I1na1'1'l·
Ud Din (7) another Bench seems to have held that
an order under Rule 9 (2) of Order 22 of the Code,
\yhicb provides for the setting aside of an order of
abatement or dismissal if it is proved that the party
192;

(7) 71 Indian Cases 587.
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in default was prevented by any sufficient cause
1927
from continuing the suit, is an order affecting the
M. s.
MAHOMED
decision of the case wlthin the meaning of section 105
v.
THE
of the C·0 d e.
COLLECTOR
In this state of the authorities, it seems clear that OFT~GOO.
we must decide for ourselves whether in our opinion HEALD, J.
~ tile making of an order setting aside an ex-parte
decree in a case, where there was nothing before
the Court except the mere application of the party,
to satisfy it that that party was prevented by any
sufficient cause from appearing, is or is not an error,
defect or irregularity in an order affecting the decision
of the case.
I am unable to avoid the conclusion that it is such
an error defect or irregularity, since it results in
the setting aside of the actual decision in the case,
and I find it difficult to read in to section 105 the
additional words "on the merits" which the learned
Judges who decided in the contrary sense seem to
have read into it.
I would therefore hold that the propriety of an
order setting aside an ex-parte decree can be questioned
in .an appeal against the subsequent decree in the
same suit, on the ground that the improper making
of such an order involves an error, defect or
irregularity in or an order affecting the decision of
the case.
The question then arises whether or not the
order was in fact improperly made. The Collector
stated expressly in his application that he "\vas
unable to· aitend Court on the date fixed through
press of work." Appellant filed a written objection
in which he said that "the petition does not disclose any resonable cause or a shred of excuse
for fe-opening the matter." He did not traverse
the Collector's statement of fact and in effect he

INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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said that the fact stated was not "sufficient cause H
M. S.
for setting asidt: the decree. He did not complain
MAHO~n:D
of the absence of an affidavit, and there is no
v.
THE
suggestion in the Judge's order setting aside the
COLLECTOR
OF TOUl\Goo. decree that appellant or his advocate ~uggested at
HE.HI), J.
that time that an affidavit was necessary. The
question rais~d seems to have been whether or not
press of work was" sufficient cause " for the Colle'ctor's
failure to appear, and the Judge held that it was.
It must be admitted that proof of the facts alleged
in support of applications to set aside ex-parte
decrees is ordinarily given either by oral testimony
or by affidavit. In this case there was neither oral
evidence nor an affidavit and the question before us
thus narrows itself down to this. "Is the bare
statement of the applicant sufficient to satisfy the
Court that the applicant was prevented bv sufficient
cause from appearing, in a case where the material
statement of fact made in the applicant's application
is not traversed by the opposite party and where
the applicant is known to the Court to be the
Collector and a responsible officer of Government?
I am of opinion that in such a case the mere statement is sufficient. The matter to which I attach
importance is that the Collector's statement of fact
was not denied. The reason why it was not denied
was doubtless that the Collector was a person of
whom it could not reasonably be suggested that
his statement of fact was untrue, and if appellant
accepted it as true and argued merely that the fact
stated was not sufficient cause, I see no reason why
the Court also should not accept it as true.
I am therefore of opinion that in the circumstances of this case the Judge was entitled to accept
the Collector's statement that he was prevented by
press of work from attending the Court as proof of

-

IT
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sufficient cause within the meaning of Order 9,
Rule 13, and I would add that, if he was not so
entitled, the error, defect or irregularity in his
procedure in accepting the Collector's stattment made
in an application instead of in an affidavit, although
it may not be an error, defect or irregularity which
come; within the absolute bar of section 99, ,,;ould
not in my opinion be an error, defect or irregularity
of procedure which in the circumstances of the
case would warrant our interfering in appeal with
the Judge's decision on the question whether or
not there was sufficient cause for the Collector's
failure to appear.
I would therefore disallow the first ground of
;appeal.
As the appeal has so far been heard only on the
qnestions of law raised on the first ground of appeal
;a further hearing on the other grounds will be
necessary.
CUNLIFFE, }.-In this appeal a preliminary point
of.la\v arises.
The appellant was the m,'ner of land in the
Toungoo District. The respondent is the Collector
of Toungoo. The appellant's land ,vas compulsorily
acquired by Government. Compensation was awarded·
A reference \Vas put fon~'ard by the appellant to the
District Judge to enhance the s<.id compensation.
The District Judge altered the award of the Collector
from Rs. 4,868-6-0 to Rs. 7,714-10-0. He did
so at an ex-parte hearing. He recorded in his
judgment that there was no appearance either on
the part of the Collector or the Burma Railways
Company. Limited, although the Collector was duly
served with notice. Subsequently, the learned Judge
set a3ide hi3 ex-patte decree on the application of
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the Collector and after that at a third sitting heard
M.S.
evidence put forward by the Collector and restored
MAl-lOMEO
the original award.
v.
THE
This is an appeal from the decision to restore
'COLLECTOR
OF TOU"Goo. the award confirmed by the learned Judge and it is
CUNLIFFE, J. argued
that on this appeal upon the merits an
appeal also lies against the setting aside of the
e,"J;-parte decree and the decision to re-hear.
Order 9, Rule 13 deals with the setting aside of
an ex-parte decree. The rule in question states that
the Court may do so if it is satisfied that the
summons was not duly served or that the applican t .
was prevented by any sufficient cause from appearing
when the suit was called on for hearing. It has
already been noted t.hat the summons was duly
ser\Ted. There was no evidence before the learned
Juclge either by oral testimony or aftidavit to show
that the Collector. was prevented by any, much less
sufficient cause from appearing to support the awaf(~l
at the the first heari ng.
The question to be decided is whether we are
competent to hear an appeal against the decision to
re-hear and to set aside the ex-parle award in a
general appeal upon the merits. Section 99 of the
Civil Procedure Code runs as follows :-" No decree
shall be reversed or. substantially varied, not shall
any case be remanded, in appeal on account of any
misjomder of parties· or Cal,lseS of action or any
error, defect or irregularity in any proceedings in
the suit, not affecting the merits of the case or the
jurisdiction 'of the Court." And section 105, subsection (1) runs :-" Save as otherwise expressly
provided, no appeal shall lie from any order made
by a Court in the exercise of its original or appel.
late jurisdiction; but, where a decree is· appealed
from, any error, defect or irregularity in any order,
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aHecting the decision of the case, may be set forth
as a ground of' objection in the memorandqm' of
appeal."
It is manifestly imp0ssible that these two sections
should be considered as mutually destructhle. Rather,
in my view, should section 105 be looked on as being
supplementary to section 99.
'Thei'e appea,rs, however, to be a considerable conflict of judicial opinion as to the exact interpretation
of section 105 whe,n applied to an appeal against an
order setting aside an e)"'-parfe decree under Order 9,
Rule 13. It is admitted witholJt demur that such an
appeal is contemplated by the section, but certain
High Courts, Allahabad and Calcutta for instance,
have considered that an appeal of this kind should only
be en tertained \yhen the order setting aside the ex[arte decree affects the decision of the case "on, its
merits." On the otber hand, the High Court of
!\.tadras does not consider that such a limitation is
intended by this section. Tht: reasons which apparently
actuated the view which limited the po\yer of appeal
are on the grounds of Fublic policy. For example, in
the case of SUlld'cr Singh v. Nighaiva and another (1),
Le Rosstgnol, J., said that unless the limited view was
taken it precluded a thorough exposition of the merits
of tile case wbich was the ideal goal of all litigation.
1 am unable to appreciate tbis interpreta1ion. It
necessit<.tes tbe importation of words into a section of
a statute by implication which to my mind is al,,·ays
dangerous. I can see no reason why if a Judge in the
Caurt below has acted unjudicially in setting aside an
ex-tarfe deer ee and has wrongly applied Order 9,
Rule 13 tbis Court has not the po\ver to reverse his
decision. There seems to be an idea that quite apHt
(1) (1925) 6 Lahore 94.
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from the provisions of Order 9, Rule 13 there is an
M. s.
inh~rent right in any Court to set aside an .ex-pcwte
MAHO\1ED
v.
decree. In my view, that is 110t so, but eVi.:n if there
CO~~~TOR \\'as an inherent right, I am perfectly sure that no
OF.ToUNGOO. Court is justified in exercising an inherent right without
CUNZ;;;E, J. proper grounds or proper evidence.
In the appeal
before us as I have stated earlier in my judgment, there
v:,:as no material whatever before the learned Judge to
take the course that he did under Order 9, Rule 13~
In my view we have a right and a statutory right to
deal with this question under section 105. In the
circumstances, I think this appeal succeeds on the
preliminary point raised and the order of the .learned
Judge restoring the case on the application of the
Collector by means of setting aside his former ex-pa1'fe
decree should be reversed. The appeal, therefore
succeeds and there must be judglnent for the appellant
with costs.
[The appeal was further proceeded with on the
merits of the case. On the evidence their Lordships
held that the Collector's award, confirmed by the
District Court at the rehearing of the case was fair and·
proper and the evidence of the appellant for a higher
value was entirely unconvincing. It was only evidence
uf offers which were alleged to be refused-a· commonplace of land acquisition cases. None would want to
buy such a large area of 16 acres to build a mill on
paddy land which had no frontage on any road or
creek and was cut off from the railway bya considerable area of paddy land belonging to other owners.
The appeal was accordingly dismissed.]
1927
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Before Mr. Justice

MAUNG TUN U

Doyl~.

AND FOUR

v.
MAUNG TUN AUNG

1927
Jan.

AND ONE.'*'

Li;nitation Act (lX or 1908), Sche~iule 1. Articles 142, 144-Adverse tlfleOn sale by O:le co-Iteir of the joint proferty, time runs against ail tlle
co heirs.
Held, that an alienating co-hei: is an ageat of the other co-heirs and his act
in selling the join~ propert)" is one adverse to the interests of aU the co-heirs .
. Time runs from the date of such s:(l~ and not when ;the heirs file a suit for
partition in whkh the right to the lacd is challenged.
M"San Hla Me and one \', Ma Tlm Me and one, 3 B.L.I.lOS; Mating
1'-unandfive v. Ma Taw. P.J.L.B. 132-approvcd.

Duff-for Appellants.
Kale-for Respondents.

Plaintiffs-appellants and Maung Tun Aung the 1st
responde nt were joint owners of certain undivided
:ancestral property. VVilh the consent of the co-heirs
Tun Aung was i:l possession of the property and
managed it on behalf of all. By two registered
instruments executed in 1892 and in 1910 respectively
he sold the lands to Ma Ngwe U (the 2nd respondent) and her husband Maung Saw. The co-heirs did
nothing to assert their rights till 1920 when they
brought a suit for partition. In 1924 they instituted
hvo suits against Tun l\-faung and rv'Ia Ngwe U in the
Subdivisional Court of Myingyan claiming the
alienated lands as part of their ancestral undivided
property and for possession of their respective shares.
The Subdivisional Court and the District Court both
held the suits to be time~b(lrred. Appellants appealed
to the High Court.
• Civil Second App~al ,No. 394 of 1925 lagainst the judgment of the
District Court of Myingyan in Chi! Arpeal Xo. 11 of 1925.
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MAD~G
TeN
U
AND l"ODR

v.

MATING TVN
AUNG AND
ONE.

DOYLE, I.-It is not disputed that the land in
d'ISpU t e was a l'lena t e d b
Ib
1.
•
y sa
e y T un A ung CO-l1elr
of the appellants to Ma Ngwe U and Maung Saw more
. •
•
than twelve years before smt was brought. It IS how-·
ever argued that time began to run against the
appellants only in 1920 when suit for partitiollwas
brought and the right to the land was challenged in
the suit. This view is inconsistent with lVaung Tun
and five v. 111 atmg Talt.-' (1) read with M a San H la !v! e
and one v. Ma Tun Me aNd one (2) with which I
agree. The alienating co-heir must be held to be an
agent for the other co-heirs and his act in selling was·
one adverse to the interests of all. The suit is not in
reality brought against him but against the vendee
and time would therefore run from the date of the
sale. The appeal stands dismissed with costs.
1

(1) (1895) P.J.L.B. 132.

(2) (1924) 3 B.L.}. lOS.
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Before JIr Justice Otter.

MAUNG BA SEIN

AND ONE

v.
MAUNG HTOON SH\NE.*
Re!;istratio1z Act (XVI of 1908), sections 2 (i), 17 (l) (d), 4) (e)-Transfer of
Property Act (If! of 1882), section 115-" Lease", meaning of uuder the
Registration Act-Undertaking to occu.py from date of exewtion. effect
of-Document wilen inadmissible in evidence of ~c'allt for registra.tloll.
Held, that a document may be so worded that it cannot have the effect of a .
transfer of a right to enjoy properly and therefore it would not be a .. lease ,J
within the meaning of section 105 of the Transfer of Property Act, but if the
document contains an undertaking to occupy, or an a~reemcnt to lease for over
a year from the dat~ of its execution it falls within the definition of a .. lease"
contained in section 2 (7) or an Registration Act, and as snch reqnires registration under section 17 (1) (d) of the said Act ; ane! without snch registration it is
inadmifsible in evidence by reason of section 49 i e; of the Act ill respect of any
transaction affecting immoveaUe property.
Ram Coomar Singh v. Kesftori Tltalmrani, 9 Cal. 68 ; lJ 1'lzll .vyo v. lrfaung
KjJaw 1'1Ia and one, 3 I~al1. 379-referred to.
Kaki Subballadi v. Muthu Rangayya, 32 Mad. 532-dissellterlfrom.

E A1aung (l)-for Applicants.
]anab Ali-for Respondent.
OTTER, J.- The facts in this case appear from the
judgmen ts passed in the two lower Courts. A claim
for rent founded upon a document (Exhibit A) Was
dismissed by the Township Court, but allowed on
appeal by the District Court. I am asked to revise
the order of the latter Court.
Exhibit A is an unregistered document and therefore if a lease within the \-vide definition contained in
section 2 (7) of the Registration Act, 1908, it requires
registration, by reason of section 17(1) (d) and 49
(e) of the Registration Act, for it is expressed to
reserve rent for a period of two years. Furthermore,.

* Ci"i1 Revision No. 75 of 1926.
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if registration is not required, it is said that, by
.MAUl\G BA
reason of section 91 of the Evidfnce Act, if th"e' terms
SED, A'\D
of the contract between the parties haYing been put
OKE
V.
into writing or if it is a case where matter is required
MAl:!':G
HTOON
by law to be reduced to the form of a document, I
SHWE.
cannot look beyond the document itself for proof of
'OTTER J.
its terms.
The document is entitled CI House Tenancy Agreement ", and after reciting that the applicants having
come to the respondent and his deceased wife (whom
he now represents) and asked them to let them the
house in question for a term of two years at a yearly
rent of Rs. 60 payable monthly, and the tenants
.having promised to pay the rent, the documet:lt
continues : "Thus, the landlords, agreeing to the proposal of
the two tenants, who are husband and wife, hereby
let the said hO~lse to these ten mts at the abovementioned rate of rent for a term of 1\."0 years beginning
from the day of execution of this deed; and the
tenants, so undertaking, sign herein helow in the
presence of witnesses and hire (the said house).
Written by Maung Yin Za.
Witness-U

BWA.

(Sd.) MAUNG BA SHEIN,
CROSS MARK

X

OF MA KYAW MAY,
~;g natures

of the tenants.

Witness :.(Sd.) (in English).
(Sd.) MAu:-lG BWA."
The document is executed only by the applicants.
It seems to me therefore that the document
.cannot have the effect of a transfer of a right to
,enjoy property, and therefore it is not a "lease"
"vithin the definition of a "lease" contained in
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section 105 of the Transfyr of Property Act of 1882.
But it seems to me to be clearly within the definition of a lease contained in the Registration Act of
1908, [section 2 (7)], for it is certainty an undertaking
to occupy, and probably also an " agreement to
lease" . from the date of the execution by the
respondent, and as such it is clearly registrable
under section 17 (1) (d) of that Act, for it isfora
term H exceeding one year." That being so, by
reason of section 49 (e) of that Act it cannot be
received as evidence of any transaction affecting
immoveable property.
Now it is perfectly true as was pointed out by
Mr. Janab Ali for the rtsspondents that ill certain
cases where an independent personal obligation is
created by an agreement that obligation may be
evidenced by an unregistered document. But here
it seems to me that the agreement is single and
indivisible, and further that the transaction sought
to be proved must "directly affect the property':'
for the transaction givi'ng the right to rent was the
agreement to take and pey rent in respect of the
property in question.
The case of Kaki Subbanadi (1) was referred
to in the course of the argument. In that case it
was held by two Judges of the Madras High Court
that an instrument which does not fall within
section 107 of the Transfer of Property Act is not
compulsorily registrable merely because it falls within
the wide definition of a lease in section 3 of the
Registration Act of 1866. In that case the instrument was of a similar nature to Exhibit A in the
present case and the ratio decidendi seems to have
been that it was clearly not a "lease" within
(l) (1909) 32 Mad. 532.
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the provisions of the Transfer of Property Act. I
confess I cannot follow this reasoning. The definition
or interpretation of the word "lease" has appeared
in the various Registration Acts ever since the Act
of 1866, and when I refer to Ram COomar Singh (2)
(a Bench decision) and U Tha Nyo v.' J.,laung
[{yaw Tlza and one (3) (a decision of my brother
Carr), I am confirmed in the view that such a
document as Exhibit A requires registration.
The claim therefore being one for rent arising
under the "deed" tExhibit A) must fail as' framed~
The appeal must be allowed but without costs.
It is true that at the trial the defendants' case
was that the plaintiffs had no title to the house,
and the learned District Judge thought that as
execution was admitted they could not maintain
this contention in view of section 116 of the
Evidence Act. That may perhaps be so, but they
are entitled to rely 011 their further defence in law,
which was pleaded, and was the only point relied on
before m~. Furthermore, as I have already indicated,
the principle laid down in U Tha Nyo v. Maung
[(yaw Tha t2) does not apply here for in that· case
the" covenant to pay" was clearly divisible from
the other provisions of the instrument creating the
mortgage.
(2) (18831 9 Cal. 68.

(3) (1925) 3 Han. 379.
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Before Sir Guy Rutledge, Kt., K.C., C/lief Justice, and

,11,".

Justice BrowlI.

A. R. A. ARUMUGAM CHETTYAR AND ONE
v.
V. K. S. K. N. M. KANAPPA CHETTYAR.*
Letters Patent, Clause 13-Civil J'rocedure Code (Act yr of 1908), Order 40,
Rule 1 and Order 43, Rule 1 (s)-APPeal from an order of tile Origh'al
Side ap.pointillg receive'r-Payment into Court of amount claimed, ,!Joct
thereof on aPtoillt mellt of Official Receit-'er.
Held, that where an appeal from an order is allowed by the Code of CiyjJ
Procedure, such an order ii to bl: construed as a judgment within the meaning
-of section 1 J of the Letters Poltent. An appeal therefore lies from an order of
the Original Side apointing a receiver. W1Jcr~ a party seeks dissolution of
'partnership and an account, and the defendant rays into Court the a:no,mt
claimed as his estimated share, it \\"olld be improptr to:.ppoint the Offlcial
.Receiver receiver of the parlnership assets especially if such appointment is
prejudicial to the busines~ interests Of the defendant.
Abdul Gaff"or v. The Official Assigllee, 3 I~an. 605; Mengll a Si1Jgll v. Sticha
.Singh. 3 Ran. 309-fIJ1l0w, d.

N. M. Cowasjee-for Appellants.
Aiyanger-for Respondents.
RUTLEDGE, C.J. AND BROWX, J.-This is an appeal
{roman order of the Original Side of this Coud
appointing the Official Receiver to be receiver of the
partnership estate and effects in fhe suit Civil Regular
No. 421 of 1926.
A preliminary objection \-vas bkcn that the order
complained of \vas not a judgment within the meaning
of section 13 of the Letters Paten t and that consequently
no appeal lay. It is an order appointing a receiver
under Order 40, Rule 1 and an appeal under the Code is
given by Order 43, Rule 1 (s). \Ve are prepared to follow
the view expressed by Benches of this Court in Mengha
Singh's case (1),and Abdul GajJoor's case and (2) say that
* Ci\'il ~Iiscellaneous Appeal ~o. ZOO of 1926 fr011l ;1\1 order of the Origin:!
Side in Ci\'il Regular Suit No. 421 of 1926.
(ll (1925) 3 Ran. 307.
(2) (192S) 3 Hall. 605.
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where an appeal from an order is allowed by the Code
or Civil Procedure we shall construe such an order as a
judgment within the meaning of section 13 of the
Letters Patent.
The facts of this case seem to be that the two
appellants and the respondent carried on partnership
togetber under the name of the first appellant A.R.A..
The respondent wished to retire and substitute his son
for him. The appellants objected, with the result that
the firm was dissolved as from 28th January 1926.
For the respondent it is contended that at the
dissolution both sides contemplated carrying onbusiness
and that in such cases it is customary for the debts
and securities to be divided between the parties.
according to their share. We are not convinced that
this was contemplated at all by the respondent. If it
had, he would have had some agent to act for him as and
from the date of dissolution in January; but it is clear
that he had no such agent. His son' arrived some time
in March not so far as we can see to start business but
to settle the accounts of the dissolved partnership and
receive what was due to his father. The respondent's
grievance was that the second appellant refused or· failed
to settle the accounts and went on trading regardless
of his claims. What respondent is entitled to is
whatever is owing to him on the 28th January 1926
plus interest on that sum up till time of payment. He;
estimates this to amount to Rs. 1,00,000. The
appellants strenuously object to the appointment of the
Official Receiver and say that such appointment will
ha\le a very deleterious effect on the credit and trading
prospects of the present A.R.A. Firm. And as a proof
of how strongly they feel on the subject they have
lodged the amount claimed in the Court. This; in our
opinion, is all that respondent can reasonably ask. The
fact of having paid this large sum into Court maLes
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it to the i:1terest of the appellants Lo do all tbat they
can to expedite the taking of accounts. vVe accordingly
allow the appeal and vary the order appealed from on
the following terms: The second appellant will be
appointee1 receiver in the place of the Ofilcial Receiver
on the respondent being allo\\'ecl to withdraw from the
amount paiJ inio Court the sum of Rs. 75,000 without
security and in respect of the balance Rs. 25,000 before
withdrawing it he must give security to the sd,tisfaction
of the Court. The appellants are entitled to costs five
gold mohurs.
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Before My. Justice Heald and Mr. Justice CUIlI/ffe.

MA THAN
v.

1927
Jail. 17.

MAUNG BA GYAN:X<
Tr:msferoj P}'[)pertyAct rIVoj1882), sec[ioll 5'i2-L'spenc1cns. doetdue
of-" Suit or proceeding .. when can be said to be actively proseclltedEffect oj transfer during interval between rett/rno! plaint for presentation in proper Court a:,d its 'actual fJreselltat iOfl in that Court-A/ alogous phraseOlogy Of section 14, Limitation Act (XV of 1877) alld of
Order 7, Rule 10 of the Cil/it Procedure Code (Act V oj 1908).
Held, that where the subject-matter of the suit is land and the valuation
which the plaintiff P:.Jts on the land is di;;p'ltcd :lnc1 w:lc"e the pioper valua tion
is after inq·.liry found to b~ be) ond the p.:cunLlry limiiS of the Court in which
the plaint was presented, so that the plaint is returned for presentation in
another ('o;,rt, anJ \vl1ere fllrther the plaint is so presented without undue
d:lay, a transfer made in th: interval betwe<;n the return of the plaint ,mel its
presentation to the proper Court is a transfer which is prohibiteJ byseetion 52
of the Transfer of Pro~)erty Act. Tile wording of section 14 of the Limitation
Act and of Orcle c 7, Rnle 10 of the Civil Procedure Code shows that a suit
ren,ains a suit though a Court cannot entertain it for want of jurisdiction and
to has return the plaint to be presented to the Court in which, "the suit "
should have been insti;uted.
14

Sit nra'ma~wami v. Lakst,mi NarasimllG, 41
c.'.,',:!\' 322-rejerred to.

~Iac1.

* Letters Patent Appeal No.

510 ; Tangor v Jaladliar

::l of 1926.
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Ba Thein (2) -for Appellant.
Villa--·for l~espondent.

J.-On the 6th December 1919 the
appellant Ma Than sued one Maung Maung her divorced
husband, for partition and possession of her halfshare of a holding of paddy land. She valued the
lal~d at Rs. 20 per acre, and the share which she.
claimed at Rs. 350. She accordingly filed her suit
in the Township Court at Bogale, which deals with
snits up to Rs. 500 in value. The defendant Maung
Maung filed a written statement in which he pleaded
inter alia that the land was worth at least Rs. 60 a~
acr~ and that the share which appellant claimed was
worth at least Rs.l,OOO. The Court which had already
admitted the plaint and registered it under the provisions of Order 4, Rule 2, framed a prelinimary issue
as to the proper valuation of the suit and took evidence
as to the acreage of the holding and the value per acre.
On the 14th of May 1920 the Court recorded a.
finding that the proper valuation of the suit would
be Rs. 750 and. on that finding it directed that the
plaint be re:turned for presentation in the proper COiut
the proper Court being the Subdivisional Court at
Pyapon.
On the 20th of May 1920 Maung Maung, undoubtedly "vith the intention of· defeating appellant's
claim, executed a COl1\'eyance of the land to one
Maung Tin, who has since conveyed it to respondent.
On the nexl day, the 21st of May. 1920, appellant
presented the plaint which had been returned to her
in the Sub divisional Court. The suit was tried in
that Court and appellant obtained a decree for half
the land.
She then sued Maung Maung for mesne prufits in
respect of her half share in the land and she joined
HEALD,
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respondent as being in possession of that share and
as therefore being liable to her for her share of the

profits.
In that suit the question arose whether or not
the sale of the land by Maung Maung to Maung Tin,
in 50 far as it affected her half share, was prohibited
by section 52 of the Transfer of Property Act.
The trial Court said that both the transfF to Maung
Tin and the transfer to respondent took place \\!hile
appellant's suit against Maung Maung \vas pending
and found that those transiers did not affect appellant's interest in the land.
The lower appellate Gourt said that the only question
which arose in the appeal before it was whether or
not OIl the 20th May 1920, when the lanel in question
\"\';l.S sold by Maung Maung to Maung Tin there was
a suit pending so as to introduce the doctrine cf
lis pendens as expounded in section 52 of the Transfer of Property Act. On this question the learned
]udg.: held that appelhnt's active prosecl~tion of the
suit began in December ] 919 when she first filed
her plaint in the Township Court and that because
the transfer of the land by Maung Maung was made
duringthatactive prosecution ofthesuit the trial Court'
\Vas right in applying the doctrine of lis pendens and
in giving appellant a decree against respondent.
The case came before a single Judge of this Court
on second appeal and the learned Judge held that
because the value of appellant's claim was found to
be beyond the pecuniary limits of the jurisdiction
of the Court in which her plaint \\.'<tS first presented,
there was no suit instituted or prosecuted in that
Court and that therefore no suit was pending until
the plaint was presented in the Subdi\'isional Court,
so that the sale by Maung Maung to Maung Tin, which
took place on the day before the presentation of the
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plaint in the Subdivisional Court, \vas not affected
lVJA THAN
by t he principles of lis pendens.
v.
The learned Judg~ recorded, ho\yever, that the
MAUNG BA
GYA1\•.
question of law which arose in the appeal was imHEALD, J.
portant, and he declared that the case \yas a fit one for
appeal under Clause 13 of the Letters Patent.
The ql,lestioll which thus comes -before 1,1S in this
appeal is whether in a case where the subjectmatter of the suit is land and the valuation which the
plaintiff puts on on the land is disputed and where the
proper valuation is after enquiry found to be beyond
the pecuni::l.ry limits of the Court in which the
plaint was presented, so that the plaint is returned
for presentation in another Court, and where further
the plaint is so presented without undue delay, a
transfer made in the interval bebveen the return of
the plaint ::l.nd its presentation to the proper Court is a
transfer which is prohibited by section 52 of the
Transfer of Property Act.
There seems to be no direct authority on the
subject. The only cases cited at the Bar and in the
text-books are the cases of Sitaral'nasz£Jami v. Lakshmi
Narasirnha (1) and TanJ!.or v. Jaladhar (2). In the
former of these cases the property in dispute was
mortgaged by the defendant while tile suit was pending
in the Court in which the plaint \vas filed. The
plaint was subsequently returned for presentation in
the proper Court on the ground that the value of the
subject-matter (.If the suit was beyond the pecuniary
limits of the jurisdiction of the Conrt in which the
plaint was first presented. The mortgagee was not
made a p,uty to the suit. but be claimed that he was
entitled to appeal against the decree passed in it. A
Bench of the High Court at MadrZls said that they were

- - - - - - - - - - - _.._--_..- - - - - - - (1) (1918) 41 Mad. 510,

(2) (1910) 14 C.W,N. 322.
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"inclined to think that yrhen a plaint is returned for
presentation to the proper Court any devo1uiicl1 of
mrerest ,which took place \\'hile the proceedings were
pending in the first Court must be taken to be de\'olution in the course of the suit which was subsequently
tried in the secorld Court". This remark,\yas, ho,,':'ever, obiter, and the circumstances of that case were
difterent, since in the present case the allegyd de\'oIution took place in the interval between the return the
plaint by the first Court and its presentation ill the
second C{'1urt. In the case of Tllngor v. ] aladhnr (2),
which does not seem to have been ofilcially reported,
the facts \\'ere also different. In that case the plaint
was first presented in a lower Court, which found
that the subject-matter \vas beyond the pecuniary limits
of its jurisdiction and returned the plaint to be pre~
sen ted in the proper Court. It was presented in a
higher Court,which found that tlie valuation was within
the pecuniary limits of the lo\ver Court and returned
the plaint again to be presented in the lon'er Court.
The devolution of interest took place \vbilethe case \vas
pending before the higher Court, and there can be no
doubt that that Court had jurisdict ion to try tbe ca:::e r
although it refused to do 50. The Bench of the CalCl:tta
High Court said that" even if the higher Court had
no jurisdiction it does not follow tbat the case \vculd
not fall within the provisions of section 52 of the
Transfer of Property Act. The words 'active prosecution' in that section must refer to prosecution by
the plaintiff. That a plaintiff can actually prosecute a
suit in a Court which from defect of jurisdiction is
unable to entertain it is clear from the wording of
section 14 of the Limitation Act, XV of 1877, in which
the legislature has adopted that very phraseologyl/.
It is clear that neither of these decisions is an
authority on theqnestion before us, \vhich is in
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efLct ,-,-,bethel' a plaintiff who has presented his plaint
in a \,,'rong Court can be regarded as actively prosecuting a suit or proceeding in the interval behveen the
rdurn of the plaint for presentation in another Court.
and its actual presentation in that Court.
The learned Judge \\:ho decided the question in
this Court held, as I have said, that there was no
" suit" nntil the plaint \-vas properly presented in the
second Court. In my opinion this view was undllly
technical. As a matter of fact the plaint was admitted anci the proceedings \\"ere registered as asuit in
the Township Court. A preliminary issue was framed
there :'Ind evictencc was raken. It \~:ol1ld seem Lhere~
fore there \\'as actually a suit instituttd, although, as
app~ared later, that particular Court had not jurisdic..;.
tion to decide it. I am fortif1.ed in this view by the
actu:il \yording of Order 7, Rule 10 which says
that at all)' stage of " the suit" the plaint shall be
returned to be presented to the Court in "vhich
Ii the
suit " should have been in~tituted. I have no
hesitation therefore in holding that in this case there
was a suit instituted in the Tov,nship Court and I
see no reason to doubt that for the purposes of section
52 of the Transfer· of Property Act, the suit in the
Subdivisiomtl Court was the active prosecution of that
suit.
But even if the proceedings in the Township COL1rt
were not technically a suit they were undoubtedly a
"proceeding ", and a "contentious proceeding" and
the y\"ords used in section 52 of the Transfer of Property
Act are "a con tentiolls suit or proceeding." . The
" suit in the Subdivisional Court \\:as in my· opinion
part of the "acti\"e prosecution" of the "suitor
proceeding" \-d1ich started in the Towns,tlip Court,
and the only question which remains for decision is
\'V'hether the interval between the return of the plaint
J 1
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in th~ suit or proceeding in the To\\;nship Court and
its pre:::entdion in the SubdiYision~l Court can re~,son
ably be regarded as part of the active prosecution
of ~ppellants's (( suit or proceeding."
On the authorities the criterion as to whether or
Bot the doctrine of lis pendens applies seems to be
whether or not the suit or proceeding was being
prosecuted with due diligence at the time when the
alleged transfer was made. It cannot be said, and
indeed it is not suggested, that in this case the period
of seven days which elapsed between the return of
the plaint in the 'Town~hip Court at Bogale and its
presentation in the Subdivisional Court at Pyapon
was unreasonably long or indicates any want of due
diligence. It cannot be said either that the filing
or the plaint in t~1e wrong Court indicates any \vant
of due diligence since the valuation of land is a
matter of dIfficulty and is largely a matter of opinion,
the price of land in this country fluctuating enormously.
I would hold therefore that there\vas no want of
due diligence and that the transfer in favour of respond
ent, which took place on the 20th of May 1920, took
place during the active prosecution of appellant's suit
or proceeding which began in the Township Court
on the 6th of Decemher 1919, and, so far as it affected
appellant's interest) was a transfer which is prohibited
by section 52 of the Transfer of Property Act.
I would therefore set aside the judgment of this
Court in Civil Second Appeal No. 39i of 192'~ and
restore the decree of the District Court dismissing
respondent's appeal with costs for appellant through.
out.
CC~LIFFE, J.-This is an appeal from a judgment
of 1\1r. justice Carr. It involves a short Doint of law
. and has been specially certified under the Letters
Patent by the learned Judge as fit for appeal.
_
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The facts are shortly as foJlo\ys :-Plaintiff, \x,'ho
MA THAN
had secured a divorce from her husband, brought an
V.
action against him for a half share in certain paddy
MAUNGBA
GYAN.
land. It \',;ascontended on behalf of the husband
CUNLIFFE, J. that the amount involved was in excess of the jurisdiction of the Township Court in \vhich the action
was lodged. The Judge ofthe To\vnship Court agreed
with thIs contention and returned the plaint to be
filed ill tbe Subdivisional Court. The case \\'as there
heard. and the plaintiff's claim \"as dismissed. On
appeal, hovvever, to the Divisicnal Court, plaintiff
obtained a decree in her favour.
She then sued for meSne profits on the share of
the land \vhich had been a warc1 ed to her. It "vas
argued that her husband had sold the whole of
the land to one Ba Tin on a elate between that on
which the original suit \vas filed and a date on which
it was returned to the appropriate Court as mentioned
about. The question before Mr. Justice Carr \-vas
whether the purchaser's title was subject to the doctrine
of lis pendens although the first suit was improperly
brought.
The two Courts below fonnd that the conveyance
of the land took place pendente lite. Mr. Justice Carr
came to an opposite conclusion by virtue of· his
construction of the provisions of section S2 of the
Transfer of Property Act. That secticn runs as follows~
" During the active prosecution in any Court having
authority in British India or established beyond the
limits of British India by the GovernofwGeneralin
Council of a contentions suit or proceeding in which
any right to immoveable property is directly and
specifically in question, the property cannot be transferred or othenvise dealt with by any party to the
suit or proceeding so as to affect the rights of any
other party thereto under any decree or order which
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may be made therein, except under the authority of
the Court and on such terms as it may impose."
The learned Judge took the vie\v that it could not
be said at the material time that any suit was pending
because the suit concerned was a misconceived action
in a Court \vhich had no jurisdiction. He went so
far as to hold that no suit \vithin the meaning of
section 52 was pending at all at the materia~ time and
that the doctrine of lis pendens did not accrue until
the institution of the suit in the Subdivisional Court
which actually took place a day after tbe execution
of the conveyance.
There is direct authority on this very point in the
case of Tangor Majhi and others v.] aladhar Dear'; and
others (1). There it was held that the rule of lis
pendens will operate in favour of a plaintiff, who, at
the time of the transfer was erroneously prosectlting
his suit in a Court \',1hich from defect of jurisdiction
was unable to entertain it and in consequence returned
it for presentation to the appropriate Court, \\'hich
Court ultimately clecreed the suit on tbe basis of a
la\d111 compromise. The decision in question appears
to me to be based on a sound principle of equity.
Here the suit \vas eventually decreed in the wife's
favour. There W8.S no evidence that the mistake in
. the institution of the original suit in the first Court was
due to her negligence or fault. She, indeed, as far
as the evidence sho\\"ed, acted. \vith due diligence
and bond fide . . Eventually, as has been observed,
she was successful.
From the commencement, the plaintiff in the words
of section 52 was engaged in " actively prosecuting"
.her suit. I am of the opinion that eveIl if a person
actively prosecutes a suit in a Court which from defect
of jurisdiction is an inappropriate tribunal, yet such
J

(1) (191C) 14 C.W.N". 322.
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actil,.'c pi'osecution is contemplated by the section
under regard.
MAl1NG EA
The same principle has been adopted in a
GYAN.
construction of the Limitation Act. For thes e r~asons
CUNLIFFE. J.
I am of opinion that the appeal shculd be allowed
with costs.
MA THAN
V.

APPELLATE CIVIL,
Before Jlr. Juslzce Heald, al/d illr. Justice Cunliffe.
1927
Jan. 17.

U KALA

v.
MA HNIN U A~D ONE.*
Cir'il Pl'occr!lIre CJde (Act T! of 1908), $edion 47, Order 21, Rules 5S, 61 and 63 ;
Order I, Rule I 0 (2)-Per~on 'wl'ongly joined as a party alld S~ dismissed
froill lite suit whether still a part~,' 7vithin tlte meaning oj section 41'Whcther aPp.:al lies 01Z ordr.r made on atfliwtioll by such person and
anotlier for l'cmoval of attachment-Effect of proceeding unaer Order 21.
RUle 61.
Appellant in suing his debtor on certa,in promissory· notes jnined the 1 st
respondent as a party on the allegation that she had promised to mortga,ge her
lands as ~ecurity if the debtor failed to pay within a certain time. The suit
against the 1st respondent was dismissed on the ground of mh:;joinder. In
execution of his decree against the debto~, appellant attached cedz,in properties
as helonging to his debtor. The 1st respondent and her husband the 2nd respondent (who was never a party to the suit I applied for remo"al of attachment
claiming the attached properties as their own. The application \vas heard and
alIowec\ under the provisions of Order 21, Rules 58 and 61, Instead of til ing a
suit under Hllle 63, appeli<ll1t appealed ~o the High Court again::1t the order
and conten~led that the explanation to section 47 of the Code appiied to his case.
Hclr~, that where a sldt is dismissed against a person on the ground that he
was wrongly joined as a party having 110 rcal concern with the suit, such a
person does lIot remain a party to the suit lor the purpJse of section 47 of the
Civil Procedure C'Jdc, A more appropriate way, in case of misjvinder, is to
strike out the name of the rart\" under Order 1, Rl1!e 10 (2) of the Code, so as to
take him out of the operation of seelio;l 4i.
Held. also, that as ,he pro;ttclin.e:s in ;J:js case were aU under Order2I. Rules
58 to 62, and the order on the joint applicatic.TI was not and could 110t have
been made in the execution proceedings oi the s~li:. appelIant who "had
acquiesced in the adoption of the procedure could not contend that Rc,le63 did
not apply.

* Civil Miscellaneous Appeal No. 130 of Fi26 against the order of the
District Court of TO'.111~oa in Civil Miscellaneous No. 126 of 1925.
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Kris!!}/aPt'u. .... l"cri<lsu:amy, 40 !Ii'.d. 964 ; Salllia.lIlilia

Y.

Rad1iab.':<lyi, 41

Mad. J,18-jollo,('cd.

Thein Jlaung--for Appellant.
Jlal/ng Ni-for Respondent.
HEALD, J.-In Suit 1', o. 20 of 1925 of the District
Coun of Toungoo appellant sued one Po Sa to reem,'tT
a debt due on certain promissory-notes SigIltd by
Po Sa (lIane, and he joined Po Sa's sister, the present
respondent Ma Hnin U on an allegation that she had
promised to mortgage certain lands belonging to her
as security for the debt in case Po Sa failed i l ' pay
within a certain time. He claimed that he was entitled
to a decree for the debt due on the notes, not only
against Po Sa but also against Ma Hnin U. Ma
Hnin U pleaded that the plaint disclosed 110 cause of
~ction against her, that she never undertook personal
liability on the notes, and that on tbe facts alleged in
tLc plaint the decree claimed could not be p~lssecl
against her. Po Sa admitted signing the notes anda
decree \\'as given against llim, the claim as against
Ma Hnin U being dismissed. In execution of that
decree against Po Sa, appellant attached certain properties as belonging to Po Sa. I\'Ia Hnin U and her
husband Sein "'\Jin, who are the present respondent8,
filed a joint application of remo\'al of the attachment
on the ground that they had bought the prope~ties
from Po Sa shortly before the date of appellant's suit.
The Court said ,( considering the relationship betvreen
the judgment-debtor Po Sa and tbe claimants and the
time and the circumstances under w11ich the
tr;lnsfer \Vas made it is safe to assume that tne inten.
tion of the parties was to defeat or deLl.Y the claim
of the decree-holder U Kala. This, however, alone
is not sufficient to bring the case within the purview
of section 53 of the Transfer of Property Act. The
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decree-holder must prove that his transfer \-vas made
by the judgment-debtor Po Sa \yith the intention of
defeating or delaying the claims of his creditors
generally
There is no\\" no such
evidence. For these n:'asons I allow the application
and remove the attachment."
Instead of filing a snit under Order 21, Rule 63,
appellant appeals against the order removing the
atttl.chment.
It is admitted that ordinarily no appeal lies against
an order passed under Order 21, Rule 61 since Order
21, Rule 63 S:1Ys that an order under Rule 61 shall
be conclusive, subject to the result of a suit under
Rl1:e 63, but appellant contends that by reason of the
exp1clnation to section 47 of the Code which says that
a defendant against whom a suit bas been dismissed
is for the purposes of that section a party to the suit~
the decision of the question whether the properties
belong to his judgment-debtor or to respondents is
the decision of a ql1eslion arising betv\'een parties to
the suit, and that therefore under section 4'7 read
with section 2 (2) of the Code be has a right of
appeal.
Two questions seem tel me to arise on this appeal
namely: (1) Whether a person tl.gainst \vhom a suit
has been cli~missed on tbe ground tbat be \-yas '.vrangly
joined 8S a party is still a party within the meaning
of the explanation to section 47, and (2) Whether
where a person who under the explanation to section
47 is a p8.rty to the suit and another person who
\vas not a party to the suit make a joint application
for remo\"al of attachment, and where ~hat application
is beard not in the execution proceedings but as an
application under Order 21, Rule 58 and an order
bas been passed on it under Order 21, Rule 61, the
fact tbat one of the joint applicants \\'as a party to
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HEALD, J.
a suit under Rule 63.
No authorities on either of these questions have
been cited at the Bar, but so far ~s the first question
is concerned a some\vhat similar maticr ;1ro5e for
consideration in the case of Krishnilfpa v. PeJics'"l.l}omy
(I} where it was hp.ld that a person \,'ho in a suit
to redeem a mortgage \\'as joined as a defendant
on the ground that he \vas claiming 8.n interest in
the mortgaged property but who was exonerated from
the suit on the ground that he was not a necessary
party because the interest which he claimed \\'as adverse
to that of both the mortgagor and the mortgagee,
was not a party to the suit \'vithin tIle meaning of
section 47 of the Code, and that therefore he \vas
entitled to claim an order under Order 21, Rule 10
of the Code when he was dispossessed by the holder
of the decree in the mortgage suit. The learned
Judge said: It The exoneration in the present case
having been on the ground of misjoinder we are of
opinion that the party whose claim \vas not adjudicated upon does not remain a pady to the suit for
the purpose of section 47 of the Code of Civil
Procedure."
That case was mentioned in Sannmnma v.
Radnabhayi (2) wbere the learned Chid Justice said
that the proper course in the case of misjoinder was
for the Court to exercise the power, ,;rhich it now
has under Order 1, Rule 10 (-2), of 01 c~tring at any
stage ()f the proceedings the n<,me of a defendant
improperly joined to be stn1ck out, instead of
~.

(11 (1917) 40 Mad. 9f:4.

(2) (1918) 41 Mad. 418.
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dismissing the suit as against him, and that this course
would "have the effect of taking him out of the
operation of section 47 \vhicll oUfht not to apply tOt
him seeing that he has no real concern with the.
suit."
In the suit out of which the present proceedings
arise the learned Judge said: "The 2nd defendant
(that is the present respond ent Ma Hnin U) pleads
that she is not a necessary party to the suit and
that the suit is bad for misjoinder of causes of
action and defendants." On this pleading he framed
an issue as to \Vhdher the 2nd defenda.nt is a
necessary party:", and on that i3sue he said" I have
no hesitation in answering the 1st issue in the negati\"e. The suit is based on the pro-notes bu(the 2nd
defendant is not One of the executants. Therefore
she cannot be. sued for recovery of money on the
pro-notes. Besides on the face of the plaintiff's
pleadings the only relief that can be asked for against
this defendant is for specific performance of her contract to transfer her garden lands to the plaintiff
owing to the breach of promise on the part of her
brother. Therefore the claim as against this defendant must be dismissed.
It \vould appear from this finding that the case
was essentially one in which Ma Hnin lJ's nelme
should have been struck out under the provisions
of Order 1, Rule 10 (2), and that as a matter of
fact Ma Hnin U " has no concern with the suit."
But even if it be held that Ma Hnin U is still a
party to the suit under the explanation to section 47 r
I am of opinion that in the circumstances of this
particular case no appeal lies ag<dnst the order passed
under Order 21. Rule 61. That order was passed
on a joint application which was not and could not
have been made in the execution proceedings. The
i(
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claim of the 2nd respondent Sein \,\;'in could be
made only in proceedings under Order 21, Rule 58
and even if the 1st respondent lVla Bnin U would
bDe been entitled to make her claim or ought to
haye made it in the execution proceedings appellant
IDok no objection in the lower Court to her application
being heard as an application under Order 21, Rule
~ and having acquiesced in the adoption of the
procedure uuder Order 21, Rules 58 to 62, in that
Court he cannot, in my opinion, no\\· claim that Rule
63: which states the result of that procedure and
provides for a suit and not for an appeal, does not
apply.
I would t!lerefore hold that no appeal lies, and
I wonld dismiss the appeal with costs. Advocate's
fee to be three gold mohurs.
CUNLIFFE,

J.-I
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&101'1: Sir Guy Rutledl'!e, [(l., K.C., Chief Justice. Cllld Mr. Justice B,'owlI.
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v.
MA SH\VE PON

1927
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AND TwO OTHERS.*

13-0rd~r rt fusing leave to amend plai1zf followed by
dismisSal oj suit tS a "jl!dgmeut"-Civil P,'ocedtl1'e Code (Act V of ]908),
Order 6, Rules 7 and l i -.4. mel/dwenl of 11/onctar)'claim based Oil registered
E;Jrtgage into aile OIl (quit/1bZ.: mortgage wl:ctl:er permissible.

,l.dters Pl1tent, Clause

__ ,'.,_

Edd, that althol'gh the cause of action on an eq·.1itable mortgage is differ-

-,_._~ :f,!';:::~ o~t'

on a regis~ered mortgage, they art not entirely distinct; the
sought in both is the repayment of money lent with interest.
S:>z.!'-' <1mtl1('mellt of the plaint in which it is no\\' alleged ihat the rr.oney was
~!(!S the secnrity of an equitable marl gage instead Of on a registered
~ e as originally alleged, may be allow:::d, as such amendment did 110t
~ tile sldt into a Stlit of anothe! and inconsbtent character.
~:rJ relief
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Held, {hat an order rd using leave to am::n cl a plaint follovved by a disrnissal
of the suit, is a " judgmel't within" the meaning cf Clause 13 of the LetttJ s
Patent anda parl)' can appeal ag;linst such orcl"r ;,:nclnced not appeal against
the judgment and decree which become in\"aJid if the:: order is held to be wrong.
ill(/. Sh'/fJC Myat v. Jiaung olio H1tauJlg, L.R. 41 LA. 2H ; Sukl:dea Prasad v.
Liich/llan Singh, 24 All. 456-refel'1·e:f to.

B. K. B. Naidu-for ..:..\ppellants.
F. C. Brown-for Respondents.

C.]., .-\:t\D BRO\\")\, ].-This is an appeal
from an order e)f this Court nn the Original Side
refusing to <lIlo\\, anamendment of the plaint, on the
ground, as given in the order, that the cause of
action in the amended plaint is distinct and inconsi::;ieni
with the previous suit. It appears from the record
that the appellant first sued as if on an ordinary
registered mortgage, but, subsequently, finding that
the mortgage was not registered, asked and obtained
leave to amend his plaint. This leave was granted
on the 31st July 1925, and the appellant was ordered
to pay costs, \vhich he has alread y clone. In that
order the defendants had liberty to file an amended
written statement. and, in tbis amendt'd v.;ritten
statement, they objected to the proposed amendment
as setting up a totally different and inconsistent case.
The matter came on for argument before a different
Judge, and, for the reasons already stated, he refused
to allow the plaintiffs to amend and, as a result of
this refusal, the suit was dismissed on the 6th January
1926.
An objection was urged on behalf of the respondents
that the appellant is wrong in appealing from the
order refusing leave to amend and that he ought to
have appealed from the dismissal of the suit. vVe.
do not think that this objection can prevail. In the
circumstances of' this case we have no hesitation in
holding that the order appealed from is a judgment
HUTLEDGE,
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~. 815 shall be made' as may be necessCiry for the T\:~~T~N~~S.
~ ofdeterminibg the real questior,s in controverf>y
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~Wt:en the parties. No dJubt there are authorities
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BRO\\N,J.
~cn c ear y
Imt' 1~ exerCise 0
liS ng
0
-lege; an instance of cne of such cases is!J1a
lJ-fyaf v. Jrftlung Mo H1.aung (1), where Lord
~.uci:master declares at page 217 : "All rules of Court
are nothing but provisions intended to secure the
proper administration of justice and it is th erefore
l.asential that they should be made to serve and be
LSD.bordinate to that purpose, so that full po\vers of
'1imendnientmust be enjoyed and should always be
'liberally exercised,' but none the less no power has
yet been given to enable one distinct cause" of
action to be substituted for another, nor to change,
by means of amendment, the subject-matter of the
suit." The latter words are, no doubt, very wide, but
tIley have to be read in connection with the facts of
that case, which show that the parties originally sued
iR· respect 'of a contract made in 1912, and, when
they: came' up to the appellate Court, viz., the
Judicial Commissioner of Upper Burma, they applied
'tmd obtained an amendment basing their case upon
a contract made in 1903. It will be seen that these
bets are \ ery different from those in the present
case. What the appellant primarily wants is the
repayment of his money \vith interest. His first
aUegation, no doubt, \\'as that he lent the money on
the security of an ordinary mortgage and in his
amended plaint he alleged that h.e lent the money
(1) L.R. (19l4) 41 LA. 2l4.
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on the security of an' equitable. mortgage:and ,also'
asks for a person.al decree. A personal decree. is an
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BROWN, J.
sought, namely, the repayment of thc money -lent
with interest,. we do not consider· that: the, daim, ,as
set up in the amended .plaint, was ,so ,distin,e:ijy
inconsistent with the or.iginal, plaint, that· tbe"ame,ndment sllOuld have been refused.Th0:\~h the ·.causes
of action may not have been id€ntical,.; t,h'~y ·are.not
entirely and totally distinct as they-were ::in },1iL.l.Sl1:iX,;e
Myat's case 'already cited. ,Weare. fort.ifit·d ·iuf,our
opinion by a judgment of a Bench, of the, AUahabad
High Court in the case of Sukhdeo Prasad>v. Lackman
Singh (2), where, although an, arnen(f1ment was in ·tatt
not ,asked, the Bench held that· there was notb,j.·ng, to
prevent a plaintiff'in the course of 'a .suit ntlin.:~l1i.s·h
ing his claim for the s.ale of the ,mor;tgaged pfoperJy
and asking merely fora simplemoney·decree. Slil:ch
an amendment of the'. pleadings· did not :a·mount to ;,a
conversion of the suit. into ·-a· suit of ,another·Cl/nd
inconsistent character. For tlilese reasons,we,aHow.U~e
appeal and remit the case to the Original Side :for;ttaH
and disposal on the·amt.nded ,pleadiflgs .. We" allow
costs two gold molmTS.
1927
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ACT IV OF 1882 : See THANSFER .01' PROPEIUY ACT.
ACT V OF 1898: See CRI~lINAL PROCEDURE COllE.
ACT \"III 01' 1899 : See PETROLEUM ACT.
ACT IX 01' 1899: See ARBITRATION ACT.
ACT V OF 1908: Sec CIVIL PROCEDURE CD,UE.
ACT IX OF 1908: Sfe LIMI'rATION ACT.
ADMINISTRATION SUIT, ADDITION AS DEFEI'DANT OF A PERSON WHO
CLAIMS TO EXCLUDE TO OTHh II I'ARTIEE
ApPEAL TO PRIVY COUNCIL AGAINST AN OlWIm 01' THE HIGH COURT
GRANTING LETTERS OF ADMIl\ISTIlATION WHETHER MAINTAIl\,\IlLE
ApPEAL TO PIUVY COUNCIL FIW~'l A GI~ANr 01" PROBATE
ApPEARANCE 01' PAHTY UNDER AN ILLEGAL NOTICE, EFFECT OF
ApPLICATION FOR REVIEW, REJECTION OF, NOT APPEALABLE
ARBITRATION ACT (IX 01' ISCjQ), SECTION l1-Rules a'nd orders of the
H,ghCourt, Cht~pter XXXV, Rules 1 and 9-Notl-eompliallce 'lIIztlt

159
120
119
171
12 1

provisions of Act and reqliirementso/ rules for filil/g award, effect
of-Appearance of party on illegal 1Iot ice u'hdlte'r cures irre~lllar
ities-Collrt's ilthe1 etlt power for directing Proi'C1' procedureLimitation, Held, that where an award is forwarded to the
Court fvr filing without compliance with the prol'isions of the
In,dian Arbitration Act and the requirements of the rules of the
Court as to issue of notices to parties by the arbitrators and as to
the filing of copies of su<.:h notices and of the proceedings of the
arbitrator~, the Registrar acts without ju, isdiction in filing such
an award and in issuing notice to parties. The appearance of a
party in answer to such notice cannot be held to legalise it, and
the question whether his objections to the award should be disallowed as being time-barred cannot b~ gone into. The Court in
the exercise of its inherent jt.lrisdiclioll is bound to take steps to
rectify matters and to direct the rdurn of the award to be filed
according to the proper procedure. The pendency of the illfructuous proceedings will save limitation.
KHATIZA BEE BEE V. I. E AllO\\'ATH AND SEVEN
AWARD, RULES Fon FILING, NON-COMPLIAl\CE WITH I'HOVISIONS OF
WHETHEII CURED IlY APPEAHA);'CE 01' PARTIES
BASIS 01' RATING OF INDUSTRIAL PHOPERTJES ...
BUDDHIST LAw-·Property subject to Orasa's sh(l/'.;-Sub~eqllellt pro-

perty not sublect 10 partition on 1'cmarriage of one Ptl1'ctziPartition what amounts to --Partili01l and gift distil1guishedOrasa's share extinguished a/ltr tZi:elve years anrl not merely
barred-Limitation Act (IX of 1908), section 28. Held, that the
orasa's quarter share or the, hare of the childrtn 011 remarria~e
of surYi".illg parent is confined ollly to the property <Icquired d'.lring the course Of the marriage of the parents. Hdd, further
that. unless at the time of the transfer of property, the transferee
held an interest in the property, the transfer C:\[1110t be in law a
partition. Held. also that a gratuitous transfer to a person having no Yested interest as juint owner in the property transferred

171
171
11,1
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i$ a gift and if the ~ubjf'cl-ll1alteris i III 1110\ "able property it must
b~ e::fft-cted by registered deed. Held, further that the orasa's
qu.1Tler sha e and tlie share uf the children on rellia"riage of Ihe
survi'. ing parent are extinguished at the end of twelve years.
Malwg 1'0 Kin and two ~thel's v. Maung Shwe Bya. 1 Ibn. 405;
I'.K.A.C.T. Cltokalillga1ll Chetty v. Yaung Ni alld otherS, 6 1',-.B.
R 173; Shwe Po and one y Mal£l1.g Bei1l tllld one, 8 L.B.R.llS-referred to.
MAUNG KYAW ZA

t'. U DE BI AND ONE

125

BURM.~ AcT

I UF 1910 : See BURMA OIL FIELDS ACT.

Bur~MA ACT

VI OF 1922: See CITY OF HANGOON MUNICIPAL ACT.

BURMA ACT IX OF

1925: See RANGOON RFNT ACT.

BUHMA.OIL FIELDS ACT, SECTION 2

133

CHANCE OF AN HEII~·APPARENT WHAT IS NOT

145

1922), SECTION
80 (2)- Dasis of ratillg oj illdustl'ial jl/'OPCI't ie,q-.I' CO/ltl'actor's
te.t 01' principlc "-Letting ~·alue. In mlt,jng industrial properlie:;. what is called" the contractor s test" has been adopted in
SOll.e ca,'es. It is the interest on cost which a contractor would
retJl1ire if h'~ provided the land and buildings for tileir presclIt
occupier. It is s·Jrn" te~t if the place is oC'~l1ricd by I he owner but
it is not a good tesl if th~ plac.e is diller lenallted or unlet. Held,
that" the cOl!tractor', t~st .. as the sole basis of rating of rice
mills or any indllslria.I "n:l~rtak "gs e"pable of being let, was not
s lfc'. \Vlt'rc: the hypothetical lell;lIlt theor~- can be:: applied, it
tlluSt be fol'owed a, it is the "ne l'nl1telllpJated by section 80 of
th.: Ad. ['Orb:>' v. ]{lIJl~/et Assessment Committee. L.R .. (l9061
A.C. 43 at pge 40- followed. Tile Quccn v. The &hool Board
for London, 50 J P 419 awl 11S~61 17 Q. B.D. 738-referred to.

CITY OF RANGOON MnNICIPAL ACT (BURMA ACT VI OF

Abdu.lIall/loy l.al,1iand olhc'l's v. E.tecut ivt Committee, Aden Set tltment, 42 Bom. 692-distinguished.
Ko Pu YEE AND BIIOTHERS AND I·'IVE·OTHERS
RATION OF HAKGOON

v.

THE CORPO-

161

V OF 1(08), SECTION 109-Wltetlier
aptetll lies to the PI'iT.'J' C;ollncil from an ol'de C' of the High Court
granting probate. Held, tll,:t a judgment of the High Court on
the Appellate Side, g'-anting probate to a perSall, is a n'lal decree
,mel if the estate in res pect d which probate is sought is of the
valt:e of Rs. 10.000 or upwardS, all appeal lies to His Majesty in
Council "gains! S' eh decree. Po [(in v. Nfa Sei1t Tin, 0919) 10
1',-. n.R. 22-dis:ented froll/.; Ch.,tey Narain Singh v. Rat<l1z
[Coer, 22 Cal. 519; Esoof Has/Jim DooPlY and ,mother v. Fatima
Bibiand other:;, 24 Cal. 30; Homesft. Chunder lt1uker.iee v. Rajani
[(anta Mukedi, 21 C,,1. 1 ; Sa.iid Ali and another v. Ibad Ali, 23
Cal. 1--l'efe1'1'ed to. Ttl c R'l1Igoon Botataun;!, ·Co., Ltd. v. The
Collector of Rangoon, 6 L.B.R.150-d.istil/.guishcd.

CIVIL Plw-::rmURE COllE (AcT

VEI.LASAWMY SERVAI AND TWO OTHERS V. L. SIVARAMAN
SRHVAI
CIVIL PROCEDVRI': ClIIJE(ACT V.oF l()O(;), OHDER 47, I~ULE 7, SECTION

115·· No ,lp/>eal frolll an order rrjecting aft aPPlication for
l'cv;ew-Wlielhe1'I·cv;";<'1llies. Held, that no apreallies against
an order refufi"g hI readmit an application for review of judgment
which had been dismissed fordefault. But where a Court ordered
notke to issue (0 the opposite P;~l't.l' to $how cause why review

119
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should r,ot be granted, and fixed one date for showin~ cause, and
an earli('r datt: fnr the return of the notice, it had no jurisdidion to
dismiss the application on the date fixed for the retuTn of the notice
owin~ to the absence of the applicant on such date. TIleTe was
no obligation on the applicant to attend on the'datt· fixed merely
for the rclllrn of the notice, and tile applicant in applying to
Teopen the l'ase need not file an affidavit ,1S the record spt:aks for
itself. The High Court can set aside such an ordt:r on redsion.
BA~ARAT ALI v. :\1AUNG AUNG BAN
CIVIL PllOCEDURE: CODE IAcT V OF 19081, OIWER I. HULE 3-Joinder
oJ parlies-·Adtl'inistration suit-Claim by one party as sole heir
can be ,ioined in the same suit. 'A'here in an adlninistration sllit
in which the ori!!,inal parties do not dispute one another's statllS as
heirs a person applies to be made a defllndant and claims to be the
sole heir of the dece'lsed whose estate is to be administr'lted, so
tbat iC his clai ms is estabtished the suit wOllld be dismissed, !leld,
that the Cour'! can allow him to be added as a defendant in the
suit in order to prevent Illultiplicity of suits and such pt'rson need
not he compelled to file a separate suit to establish his status.
MAUNGTIN v. MAUNG Po HTOO
CONTI/ACTOR'S TEST OR PRINCIPLE IN ASSESSING FOn I~ATFS

V OE' 18981, SECTION l'I5-0mission by mugistrate to record ifI writing his reasons for beliet'ing
that disputew~1tldlead to breach of peace, whether a materi"l
illegality. Held, thllt tne omission of a magistrate to state the
grounds in his initial order that he is satisfied of the t:xistence of a
dispute likely to cause a breach of the peace, as stated ill scction
145 of the Criminal Proccdul e Code, is lIot such all illegali ly as to
,itiale the whole proceedings. provided gro"nds for such belief
do exist and the enqairy by the IPagistrate has been c1llly made.
Subram'cJnia.11I Aiyar v. King-Emperior. 2S Mad. 61; V. 111. Abdul
Raltma1t v. King·EmPeror, 5 Ran. 53-referred to
MAUNG Pu v. MAUNG CHIT Pvu
CRIMINAL PROCEUURE CODE (ACT V OF 1898), SECTIONS 252, 253, 2';9The State and not a private person is responsible/or the conduct
or withdrawal or 110n-c01l'lpounddl;le or cogllisable warraut <:ases.
Held, thal the principII: underlying the provisions dcaling with the
trial of 110n·c.ompo:.lI1dable or cognisable warrant cases is that
whether instituted on cOlllplaint or otherwise the final respon·
sibility f'Jr tlie conduct 01 such cases rests with lhe State and that
where thert~ is reasonable ground for bdie\'ing that an offence.: has
been cOlllmitted, once the machiuery of law has been set in motion
the r;ght Of arresting its progress rests with the Statl: alone, and
not with a private individual.
MAUr\GTHU DAW V. U Po Nyu:-I

121

159
l61

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE (ACT

DISP'UTE LEADlI'G TO BREACH OF PEACE, OMISSION OF MAGISTRATE
TO RECOIW REASONS FOR llELIEVING THE LIKELIH OOD OF

filed before e:o:pjry and
coming up for hearing after e.t:pjry of Act-Effeot ofdefence raised
Wider the Ad-R,ltIgolnl Rent Act (Burma Act IX of1925),secti011
10. Plainbffs sued defendant for ejectment from their premise~,
when the Rangoon Rent Act was in force. Defenda"t relied on
the protection ghen to him under the said Act, but the Act expired
by the date the suit came on for hearing. Held, that as the
Rangoon Rent Act was a temporary Act, on its expiration part;es
are relegated to the POSitiOIi they held under the general law
except in respect of those matters specially pr0\'ided for the Act

EFFECT 01" EXPIRY OF A TEMPORARY ACT--Suit

129

136
129
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INDEX.
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it~df.

Sectiou10 of the Act did not alter the law or created any
new legal rights but merely placed a restriction all the Court and
prevented itfrolll passing a decree wf.1ich it would otherwise have
been bound to pass. Consequently on the expiry of the Act,
defend.ant's pJe<l which he could "nly raise pnder the Act, had to
be disallowed though the suit was illslituted prior to the expiry
of tne Act and wa~ pending when it expired. Kis/lOrcdas v. Ahmed
Sulernall, 49 Born, 567 ; ]{undanlllal v, Daya, 52 Cal. 55l ; R. K.
Modi & Co. v. Mll/IOII/ed Blzai, 49 1lo111. 72'I-rcferred to.
THE SOOIi'ATU; B,\RA BAZAAR Co" LTD. t'. HOOSAI:\' HAMADANEE

& Co.

1872), SECTION 92-0rl// e1Jidena to show thai OI~e
otth e c.,·ecutrl1'lt S 0/ a II/(ll1et a1'1' boua si glled only a~ Sll1'et y, whether
admissible. He/d, that oral evidence to show that one of the
execlltants Of a monc:!ary bond to the kno'wlcclge of tbe moneylender signed it onl~' as a surety is not admissible. Hal'ek Chand
Babu and ot/ICI'S v. Bish/ln Chandra Banel'jee,8 C.Vi ,N. 101; Nga
Sail1g and O1le v. Nl;a L1~ /lung attd olhers, (1906) 2 U.B.R 13followed. Mulchand v, Ml/dho Ram, 10 AU. 421 (dictum at p.
<J-3)-disseu led from,
MAUKG Ko GYI V. U l{YAW

139

EVIDEKCE ACT (I OF

JOINDER OF PANTIES IN AN AmUNISTRATION SUIT
LETTING VALUE As A BASIS FOR ASSESSMI'NT
LIMITATION

Ac'!', sECTION 28

168
121
161
'125

MATERI,\L IHREGULAR1TY, OMISSION BY MAGISTRATE TO RECORD
IN WIUTIKG HIS REASONS Fall BELIEVI"G THAT DISPUTE
WOULD LEAD TO BI~EACH OF PEACE WHETHER A

129

NUN,COMPLIANCE WITH PHOVISIOl(S OF AHBITR.·\TION ACT AND
REQUIRE~IENTS OF RULES FOR FILING AWARD, EFFECT OF...

171

" OIL" wHETHER INCLUDES "OIL-GAS" IN GOVERNMENT l~HANT

OWliership in oil-gas-Indi<l1~Petroleum A ct (V III of 1~99), seeliol~
2-UPJ>er BUl'lua Oil Fields NegillationNo, VI of 1910--Bl~Y111a
Oil Fiolds Act {Hurm" ,1ct I of lCJl0),scetiOil '2. llelti, that a grant
from Gov~rnment to win, get and dispose of eartb oil from a well
site dO<::5 nol entitle the gr@ntee to the natural gases ~xudillg from
the well and they remain the property of Governmenl. Tbe
grantee cannot ll1erclore claim any compensation from his lessee
of tile oil-welI site for the usc by the Jessee of them oil-gas which
the grantee does not own. "Oil" as defined in the Indian
Petroleum Act and in the Upper Burma Oil Fidds Regulation No.
VI tlf 1910 does not include oil-gas; and wbil~t the definition of
"oil" includes" oil-gas" in the Burma Oil Fields Act, 1918, that
Act doe~ not purport to enlarge any grant made by Government
made previous to the date of the Act. Burnard-Argile-Rotll
Stearn's Oil and Gas Comp,lny, Limited and others v, A. FarCJ1~
ltarson, [1912] A.C. 8M-referred to.
THE BURMA On. Co., L'rD.v· U Po ~AIKG

133

OIL-GAS, OWNERSHIP IN

133

OM1SSlOi'o: BY MAGISTRATE TO HEC01W IN WHITING HIS .1mASONS FOR
BEI.IEV1:\G THAT DISPUTE WOULD LEAD TO HllEACH OF ·PEACE,
WHETHEH A MATERIAL IREGULARlTY

129

ORAL EVIDENCE TO SHOW THAf ONE OF THE EXECUTANTS OF A
MONETARY BOND SIGNED ONLY AS A SURETY, wHETHER
ADMISSIBLE
ORASA'S SHARE NOT EXTENDING TO AFTER-ACQUIRED PROPERTY
ORASAS SHARE NOT MERELY BARRED BUT EXTINGUISHED llY LIMITATION

168
125
125
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PAl,TITION, CONDITIONS FOR A VALID

125

FOR-Prior pcJssessioll alld disposse.ssiollotlter t Ilan due
course of law-Prior possessiolz sztfficient in suits against
trespassers. Where the plaintiff who was in peaceful occupation
of immovable property was dispossessed olherwise than in clue
course of law, held that even if the suit for possession filed by him
was not under the provisions of section 9 of tr.e Specific Relief
Act, he could rely on his possessory title. Ismail At'iff v. MaTtomed
Gltouse, 20 Cal. 834 ; Ma Saw v. Mating Shwe Gon, 11 L.B.R.415;
In re Maung Naw v. Ma Shwe limut, 8 L.B. R. 227 -followed.
Nga Tlta Za11 v. Sunder Singh, 3 D.B. r~. 125--dissented from.

POSSESSlOloI, St:IT

MA PWA ZON AND TWO V. MA PAN I AND ONE
PRIVY COUNCIL. ApPEAL TO, WHETHER MAINTAINABLE AGAINST ORDER
OF HIGH CoURT GIlANTING LETTERS OF AmliNISTRATION OR
PROBATE

154

RANGOON RENT ACT, SECTION

119
139

SPES SUCCESSIONIS. WHAT IS NOT

123
145

SUBSEQUENT PROPERTY NOT SUBJECT TO PAlITlTION ON REMARRIAGE of
ONE PARENT

125

10 ...
SPIWIFIC HELIEF ACT (I OF 1877), SECTION 9-Claim for possession not
to be joined ~~itll claim for mesflC p"ofils-Court's power to vary
decree. Held, that a decree under section 9 of the Specific Relief
Act should be confined to directing de live. y of possession alJd
should not contain an award of meslle profits. The High Court in
revision may cancel the order as t·) mesne profits, ;mdconfirm the
decree for possessioll only. Munslti Nazir Altmed v. Abid AI';' 11
I.C. 38 ; Sheo [{umar v. Narain Das, 24 AIl. 501 ; 1'ildk Chandra
Dass v. Fatik Chandra Dass and others, 25 Cal. 803-referred to.
MA I\GIVE BWIN AND OTHERS v. MAUNG Po MAUNG AND ONE

TRANSFER OF PROPERTY ACT

(IV OF 1882). SECTION 6 (a) AND (e)--Spes

succession ~is-Nature of rights of a ret'ersioller afler a female
heiress tinder Hindu I.alii-Chanceof an heir apparent succeeding
to an estate under Mahomedan Law-Interest of a person under
a deed of set tlement - Vested relllailtder, definition Of a-Present
right to share of iI/come-accrued, due and future. and share of
corpus on determination of prior rights ullder a setllemwt are
vested rights aud not :-pes s:lccessionis. G a Kalai gentleman of
mixed Hindu and Burmese blood, made a settlen~ent of his
properlie~ in 1908, died in 1911. His son C who was a· beneficiary
underthe settlement filed a suit to set aside the settlement and for
the administration of the estate. The settlement was upheld by
the Privy Council in 1921. In 1919 during the pendency of the
litigation C transferred his rights in the estate of G and also under
the settlement to the respondent. In 1925 respondent tiled his
suit against the appellants who are the widow and daughters
respectively of G and also trustees undel the settlement to enforce
his rights under the transfa. Appellants contended thal the
transfer by C was invalid as it was only a transfer of a mere spes
sllccessionis and of a mere right to Sue. Under the settlement C
was entitled to enjoy a portion of the income of certain settled
properties and also had the right to share in the proceeds of the
sale of certain settled properties if he was alive when the widow
died and the youngest child of G attained the age of 2j. Held,
th.:lt the property transferred by C to the respondent was not a
chance of an heir-apparent succeeding to an estate or the chance
of a relation obtaining a legacy but was a vested right in property,
apd therefor~ the provisions of section 6 (a) and (e) did not apply.

vi
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Neither the Hindu Law as to the right of a reversioner to succeed
a female heir which would be a mere chame of snccession, nor
the Mahomedan Law as Lo the chance of an heir-apparent Sl cceed.
iug to an estate which wr)uld be neither transferable or
·releasable were applicable in tbis case as e's rights \Verenot those
of an heir, but were ril!hts under a de<:d of settlement capable of
~ransfer. C's right to share in the corpus of the estate was in
the nature of a vested remainder and was always ready to come
into possession the moment the prior estates determin'ed ; it was
not a mere contingency or possibility. His right to income was
not only a vested right but a present right to an estate of which
he was enjoying the possession at the time of his transfer to the
respondent ; an~\ it was not a mere right to Sue, Uwes Chunder
Sircarv. Zahur Fatima and others, 18' Cal. 164; Williams on
Real Properly, 24th edition, p. 412-rcferred to. A1madan
Mohan Roy v. Gaur Mohall Mallik, 48 Cal. 536 and 50 Cal. 929 :
BahadurSmgh and others v. Mohar Siugh andolhers, 24 All. 94;
.rai Narayan [Jande v. Kislllm' Dut ta Misra, 3 Patna 575;
Samsllddill Goo/am Hooseill and another v. Al>dn/ Hoosein Kalimllddin and anot her, 31 Bom. 165-distinguislted.
MA YAlT AND THREE V. YfAHOMED

UPPEI~ BURMA OlD-FIELDS [~EGULATION

VESTED REMAINDER, DEFINITION OF A

EB1~AHD[ i\100LA

No.

VI OF

J910
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133
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within the meaning of Clause 13 of the Letters Patent,
P.M.
and, if that order was wrong the subsequent judgment
CHETTYAR
and decree are invalidated. Order VI, Rule 17 of the
FIRM
V.
Code of ~i vi! Procedure states that all such amend- MASHWE
POl!< AND
ments shall be made as may be necessary for the TwO
OTHERs.
purpose of determining the real questions in controversy
RUTLEDGE,
between the parties. No doubt there are authorities c.}., AllD
which clearly limit the exercise of this right of BROWN, J.
privilege j an instance of one of such cases is Ma
Sll'i.i:e Myat v. M aUllg Mo HIJaung (1), "vhere Lord
Buckmaster dedares at page 217 : " All rules of COtlrt
are nothing but provisions intended to secure the
proper administration of justice and it is therffore
essential that they should be made to serve and be
subordinate to that purpose, so that full poV\rers of
amendment mllst be enjoyed and should always be
liberally exercised ~ but none the less no power has
yet been given to enable one distinct cause cf
action to be substituted for another, nor to change,
by means of amendment, the subject-matter of the
i suit."
The latter words are, no doubt, very wide, but
lthey have to be read in connection with the facts of
-that case, which show that the parti~s originally sued
i:l respect of a contract made in '1912, and, when
they carne up to the appellate Court, viz., the
Judicial Commissioner of UpfJer Burma, they applied
and obtained an amendment basing their case upon
a contract made in 1)03. It will be seen that these
facts are very different from those in the· present
case. What the appellant primarily wants is the
repayment of his money with interest. His first
allegation, no doubt, was that he lent the money on
the security of an· ordinary mortgage and in his
amended plaint he alleged that he lent the monty
(1) LR. (1914) 41, I.A. 214.

10
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~:m the security of an equitable mortgage and' also
asks
for a personal decree. A person3.1 decree is an
CHETTYAR
. FIRM
ordinary and certainly not an inconsistent prayer
V.
in mortgage suits, and, although the cause' of action
MA SHWE
PON AND
on an equitable mortgage is different from the one
TWO OTHERS.
on an ordinary registered mortgage, bearing clearly
RUTLEDGE,
C.J., AND in mind the nature of both and the primary relief
BROWN, J.
sought, namely, the repayment of the money lent
with interest, we do not consider that the claim, as
set up in the amended plaint, was so distinctly
inconsistent with the original plaint that the amendment should have been refused. Though the causes
of action may not have been identical, they are not
entirely and totally distinct as they were in Ma Shwe
Myat's case already cited. We are fortified in our
opinion by a judgment· of a Bench of the Allahabad
High Court in the case of Sukhdeo Prasad v. Lachman
Singh (2), where, although an amendment was in fact
not asked, the Rench held that there was nothing to
prevent a plaintiff in the course of a suit relinquishing his claim for the sale of the mortgaged property
and asking merely for a simple money decree. Such
an amendment of the pleadings did not amount to a
conversion of the suit into a suit of another and
inconsistent character. For these reasons we.allow the
appeal and remit the case to the Original Side for trial
and disposal on the amended pleadings. We allow
costs two gold mohurs.
P.M.

(21 (1902) 24 All. 456.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.

I

Before Sir Guy Rut ledge, Kt., K.C., Chief Justice, and Mr. Justice Carr.

VELLASAvVMY SERVAI

AND TWO OTHERS

v.
L. $IVARAMAN SERVAI.*
<ivr1 Procedure Code

(~ct

V of 1908), section 109-Whether appeal lies to the
Privy Cout/cil from an order of the H zgh Court grantmg probate.

Held, that a judgment of the Hi~h Court on the Appellant Side, ~ranting
probate to a person, i3 a final decree and if the estate in respect of which probate
is sought i~ of the value of Rs. 10;000 or upwards, an appeal lies toBis Majesty
jn Council agail st such decree.
Po Kin v. Ma Sein Tin, (19t 9) 10 L.B."R. 2~-dissentcd from; Chotey
l!IITlIin SHlgh v. Ratan Koer, 22 Cal. 519 ; Eso"f HaslHm DooPly and another v.
FaUma Bibi and otlters, 24 Cal. 30 ; Romesh Cltlmder Mukerji v. Rajani Kant
liflkerji, 21 Cal. 1 ; Sajid Ali and anotlzer v. Had Ali, 23 .Cal. l-refened to.
The Rangoon Botataung Co., Ltd. v. The Collector oj Rangoon, 6 L.B.R.
;lSO-dist inguishcd.

Keith-for Applicants.
Bhattacharya-for Respondent.
RUTLEDGE, C.}., AND CARR, J.-This is an applL
'Cation for leave to appeal to His Majesty in Council.
Admittedly, in the District Court probate of a will
Qf 1906 was granted to the applicants and the respondent's case for probate of a will of 1924 was rejected.
On appeal to this Court the decision was reversed ,
the appeal was allowed and probate of the wiII of
1924 was granted to the respondent.
It is admitted that the estate in respect of which
probate was sought was considerably over the value
of Rs. 10,000. Objection, however, is taken on behalf
of the respondent to the grant of leave on authority of
the case of Po Kin v. Ma Sein Tin (1) in which a Bench
* Civil Miscellaneous Appeal No. 61 of 1926.
(I) (1919) 10 L B.R. 22.

1926

July 12.
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1926
VELLASA-

S~::AI
A~~H~~~o
11.

L. SlY ARAMAN SERVAI.
I{UTLEDGE.

c.].,
AND
CARR, J.

1927

Feb. 15.

[VOL. V

of the late Chief Court decided that in probate cases no~
appeal lay to the Privy Council, on the analogy of the
Rangoon Bofatau'ng C0111,pal1Y's case (2). We have
perused this judgment and we are quite unable to
agree with it. \Ve can see no analogy whatever
b etween t 11e prOVISIOns
. f t 11e P ro b ate an. d A..J
..
0
(1 ID1l11Stration Act and the Land Acquisition Act. We have:
no doubt that the judgment of this Court grantmg
probate is a decree and a final decree and there is
a long series of decisions of their Lordship of the'
Privy Council whicb sbow that an appeal lies to
them and will be entertained by them from decisions.
of the High Court in probate suits. VVe need only
refer to Romesh Chunder Mukerjee v. Rajani Kant
Mukerji (3) ; Chotey Narain Singh v. Ratan Koer (4) j:
Sajid Ali and another v. Ibad Ali (5) and Esoof
Hashim Dooply and another v. Fatinui Bibi and
others (6). In these circumstances, there will be the:
usual order granting leave to appeal.
[In the case of Ma Hnin Hlaing v. U Po'
Lein (Civil Miscellaneous Appeal No. 130 of 1926) a.
similar question arose and the Bench composed of
Rutledge, C.J., and Brown, J., followed the above:
decision and held that an appeal lay to His Majesty
in Council against a jt:dgment on appeal of tbis.
Court granting letters of adminis1ration to the estate
of an intestate, governed by the Burmese Buddhist.

Law-Ed.]
(21 (1912) 6 L.H.R 150.
(4) (1894) 22 Cal. 519.
(3) \1893) 21 Cal. 1.
. (5J (1895) 23 Cal. 1.
(6) (1890) 24 Ca I. 30.
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..Before Sir Guy Rutledge, Kt., X.C., Chiej Jltstice and Mr, Justice

B1·OWIl.

BASARAT ALI
v.
MAUNG AUNG BAN.*
<:ivi! Procedure Code IAct V of lQOSl, Order 47, Rule 7. section l1S-No appeal
from an ordcrrejectiug an applicationjor review-Whether ycvision lies.
Held, that n0 appeal lies again,t an order refusing to readmit an application
for reriew of judgment which had been dismissed for default. But where a
Courl ordered notice to issue to the opp08ite party to show cause why review
'Should not be granted, and fixed one dale for showing cause, and an earlier date
for the return of the notice, it had no jurisdiction to dismiss the application on
Ihe date fixed j or the return of the notice, owing to the absence of the applicant on
'such <.late. There 'was no obligation on the applicant 10 attend on the date
fixed merely for the return of the 'notice, and the applicant in applying to
reopen the c"se need not file an affidavit as the record speaks for itself·
'The High Conrt can set aside such an order on revision.

N aidu-for Applicant.
K. C. Bose-for Respondent.

RUTLEDGE, C.J., AND BROWN, J.-This application
was, originally filed as an application in revision, but
our brother Duckworth, holding that an appeal
lay, referred the matter to us for decision. It seems
quite clear, as has subsequently been pointed out by
our learned brother, that no appeal lies. The order
complained of is an order refusing to readmit an
application for review of judgment which had been
dismissed for default. That order was passed under
the provisions of Rule 7 (2) of Order XLVII of the
Code of Civil Procedure, and is not an appealable
Qrder. It however appears to us that this is a case
in which interference in revision is justified. On the
24th Kovember the learned Judge of the District
• Civil First Appeal

~o.

145 of 1926.

1926

Dec. 22.
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Court directed notice to issue to the opposite party·
BASARAT ALI to show cause why review should not be granted.
The,
M:~NG date fixed for showing cause was the 22nd December.
AUN.:-BAN. The 12th December was fixed as the date by which.
~~J.~~~' the notice was to be returned. The application was
BROWN, J. dismissed because the applicant did not appear in the
Court on the 12th December. But there wa~ no>
obligation for him to appear on that date. The
notice appears to have been served by then, and
nothing further therefore remained to be done \inti
the 22nd December. The case was not fixed for
hearing on the 12th December, and the Court had
no jurisdiction to dismiss the application for failure of
the applicant to appear on that date. The learned
Judge refused to reopen the case, because the application to reopen was not supported by affidavit. But
the case was clearly one in which no affidavit was
required as the record spoke for itself. The Qrderrefusing to reopen the case was in our opinion clearly
wrong.
Objection has however been taken by the respondent that the application to reopen should have
been dismissed on the ground that it was barred by
limitation. The period allowed by Article 160 of theSchedule to the Limitation Act for the filing of the
application was one of 15 days after the date of
rejection of the application for review. At the expiry
of 15 days from the 12th December the Court was.
closed for the holidays. The courts generally reopened
after the holidays on Saturday, January 2nd, and if theDistrict Court was open on that date then the application
filed on January 4th was time-barred. If however the
Court was not open on the 2nd January the application
was within time. We have no material at present for
coming to a decision on this point, and must leave
it for the District Court to decide.
1926
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1926
vVe set aside the order of the District Court, and·
ALI
direct that that the.application to set aside the order of BASARAT
V.
dismissal be allowed, unless the District Court holds MAUNG
AU);G BAN.
that application to be barred by limitation.
RUTLEDGE,
The respondent will pay the applicant the costs pf C.r;, ·AND
the application in this Court, advocate's fee two gold BROWN, J.
mohurs.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice CUero

MA NGWE BWIN

AND OTHERS

v.
MAUNG PO MAUNG

1927

Jnn.l0.

AND ONE.*

Specific Relief. Act (1 of 1877), section 9-Claim for possession not to te joi1Ied
with claim for mestlc profits-Court '5 power to Vary decrce.
Held that a decree under section 9 of the Specific Relief Act should be
confined to directing delivery of possession and should not contain an award
of mesne profits. The High Court in revision may cancel the order as to
mesne profits, and confirm the decree for possession only.
Munsltl Naeir Ahmed v. Abid Ali, 11 I.C. 38; Shea K1HlIar V. Xarain Das,
24 All. 501 ; Til~k Chandra Dass v. FlItik Chandra Dass and others, 25
Cal. 803-referred to.

M aung Tin-for Applicants.
Kale-for Respondents.

J-In this case a claim for mesne profits
was joined with a claim for possession unc1t:r section
9 of the Specific Relief Act of 1877. The suit was
decreed in favour
of the respondents, both for
possession and for Rs. 400 in respect of mesne
profits.
OTTER,

* ~ivil R~visiotl No. 463 of 1925 from the judgment of the Township
Court of Pagan in Civil Regular Suit No. 66 of 1ft23.
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Mr. Maung Tin has argued that a claim for
mesne profits cannot be ioined with a claim under
section 9, and he has cited Tilal?, Challdra Da55 v.
Falik Chandra Dass and others (1) and Munshi
Naz;r Ahmed v. Abid Ali (2) in support of his
contention. He is clearly right, and Mr. Kale does not
argue to the contrary. He says, however, that so much
of the decree as relates to possession should be allowed
to stand, and distinguishes the present case from the
Allahabad case, where a contrary view was taken.
He also cites Shea Kumar v. Narain Da~s (3), as.
showing that the two causes of action are entirely
separate and distinct. It 'is true that the learned
Judge in the case of MUl1Shi Nazir Alm'led v. Abid
Ali (2) appears to have thought that the decree of the
lower Court \},:as indivisible, and declin~d to interfere
with the order of the lower appellate Court setting it
aside as a whole.
I express no opinion upon the point, but the
present proceedings are by way of revision, and I
may make such order as I think fit.
I set aside, therefore, so much of the order of the
Township Court as relates to mesne profits ~ In the
circumstances I think each party shaul d bear its own
costs of tbis application.
(1) (1:598) 25 Cal. 803.

(2) (1911) 11
(3) (1902) 24 All. 501.

I.e. 38.
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Before Mr. Justice Otter.

MAUNG KYAW ZA

Jan. 13.

1'.

U DE BI

1927

AND ONE*

Buddhist La~IJ-ProPertysubject to Orasa's s!:are-Subsequent property not subject to partitiou 01/ remarriage of one parwt-Fartilionwhat amoullts to
-Partitioll and gift distinguished-Orasa's share eriing?dshcdafter twelt'e
years alld not merely barred-I,imitation Act (IX of 1908), sectiol128.
Held, that Ihe orasa's quarter share or the share Of the chilclren 011 remar.
riage of surviying parent is conf.ntd only 10 Iht: pl'Optrty acqllirr;:d during the
Lourse of the marriage of the narents.
Held, further that, unle$s at the timt of the transfer of property, the transferee held an interest in, the pr, perty, tht transfer cannot be in law a partition.
Held, also that a gratuitous transfer to a person having 110 vested interest
as joint Owner in the pr"pertytrans:crred is a gift and if the subject-matter is
immoveable property, it must he effecled by registered deed.
. Held, furtfler that the orasa's quarter share and the share Of the children on
remarriage, of the surviving parenl are tx;ingJished at the end of twelve years.
Maung Po Kin and two others v. Ma~11l1; Shwe Bya, 1 Ran. 405 ; P.K.A.C.T.
,Chokalingam Chetty v. Yaung Ni and others, 6 L.B.No 170; Sllwe Poalld'one
v. Haung Bein (md 011e, 8 L.B.[{. U5-referred to.

Khoo-for the Appellant.
E Maung (l)-for the Respondents.
OTTER, J.-This was an action for the recovery
of a sum of money being the value (inter alia) of
certain immoveable property to which tile appellant
claimed to be entitled as having been transferred to
his deceased wife in her lifetime by her father the
1st respondent.
In the lower Court one issue only was framed, viz.Do the properties mentioned in the schedule of the
plaint belong to the deceased !vIa The U as alleged?
• Special Civil Second Appeal No. 648 of 1925 against the decree of the,
District Court of Bassein in Civil Appeal No. 145 of 1925.
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The matter was gone into at some length and the'
facts and arguments appear clearly from the judgments
in the two lower Courts. L am only concerned here
v.
U DE Br
with the immoveable property, for the claim in respect
ONE.
of certain other property was dismissed. I do not
OTTER, J.
propose to discuss the contention put forward on the
evidence called below at all, for Mr. E Maung who
appears for the respondents, has taken points in the
nature of preliminary points, 'which I think dispose
of the matter. As I have indicated the l st respondent is the father-in-law of the appellant, Ma The V,
his daughter, having been married to the appellant..
The suggestion on behalf of the appellant was that
on the occasion of a third marriage of the father-in-law,.
he, by way of partition, transferred the suit property
to his daughter, and that therefore thl;: appellant
would by inheritance be entitled to one-fourth shareof it, and in that case the other three-fourths would
go to his step-daughter the 2nd respondent. The 1st
respondent is in possession of the property.
The fist point taken by Mr. E l\htlllg is that if
the transfer by the father"in-law was said to be by
way of partition it must be bad, for his deceased
wife had no interest in the property at the time of the
alleged partition. If on the other hand it is suggested
that the transfer was by way of gift it is equally bad~
for no registered document exists.
Upon the first point the evidence is that Ma The
U's mother (and 1st respondent's first wife) died!.
30 years ago. Subsequently (some 27 years ago) it was
stated that the 1st respondent married a second wife,.
and after her death (some twelve years ago) he married.
his third wife
Mr. E Maung says that in order to obtain any
interest at all Ma The U must have attained the age
of 18 years on her mother's death, and there is no·

MAUNG
KYAW ZA

A~D

I
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evidence as to how old she was. 1£ the matter had
rested here I might have remanded the case for
further evidence upon this point for it is a new point.
But Ml'. E Maung goes further, he says even if Ma
The U was of an age to obtain an interest, her
interest was extinguished by process of limitation of
time, and he refers me to Article 123 and section 28
of the Limitation Act of 1908. I can see no ans\ver
to this point, nor can Mr. Khoo on behalf of the
appellant suggest one. Furthermore it is argued for
the respondents that even if Ma The D's interest had
revived upon the second marriage (as it might in
law) her'rights with regard to it must also be extinguished by reason of the same provisions of the
Limitation Act, for more than twelve years has elapsed
since such revival.
Mr. E Maung also argues that as it is .in evidence
that the suit property was acquired during the second
marriage, Ma The U could never have acquired an
interest in it at all, for it is only in respect of property
acquired during the course of the marriage between
her mother and the 1st respondent that she could
acq uire rights according to Burmese Buddhist Law.
To this point again no answer has been suggested,
and I can see none.
Thus it is clear to my mind that even if Ma The
U ever in fact acquired an interest to this property
(and J think she did not) such interest must have
been extinguished before the time of the suggested
partition. The following authorities were cited in the
argument and they bear out the contentions of the
respondents to which they were directed. P.K.A.C.T.
Chockalingam Chetty v. Yaung Ni and othe1'S (1), Shwe
Po and one v. Maung Bein and one (2) ; Maung Po Kin
and two others v. Maung Shwe Bya (3).
!1)6 L.B.R. 170.

(2) 8 L.B.R. 115.

(3)(1923) 1 Rail. 405.
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If therefore l'vIa The U had no interest!lL tht{
time of the alleged partition the transfer cannot be
said to have been by 'way of partition.
That being so it cannot be suggested that any
transfer was effectual, for a mere gift of immoveable
property must be effected by a registered instrument
(section 123 of the Transfer of Property Act of 1882).
!\Ir. Khoo on behalf of the appellant has contended
that as these points are new points and were
not raised in the lower Courts I ought at least to
remand the case for further evidence to be taken·
He does not argue that they are not good points
upon the evidence upon the rec 1rd.
I do not think I ought to accede to this suggestion, for it is difficult to see what evidence could b.e
called which would be likely to assist the appellant.'
Evidence was given as to the dates of the marriages
and deaths I have referred to and I have no doubt
it is approximately correct. It is only upon the
question of dates that further evidence would be
relevant upon the questions of limitation, and I have
no doubt at all that the position would not be
altered by the recording of such evidence, if avqilable.
In these circumstances the appellant cannot prove a
right to the immoveable property in suit and the
decision of the District ~ourt must be upheld, though
on different grounds. The appeal is dismissed with
costs.
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before Mr. Justice Doyle.
1927

MAUNG PU

Jan. 15.

v.
MAUNG CHIT PYU.*
Criminal Prccedure Code (Act Vof 1898), sectiol1 145-0mission by magistrate
to record in writwg hIs reasonS for believing that dispute '<c'ould lead to
breach of peace, whether a material illegality.
Held, that the'omission of a m~gistrate to state the grounds in his initial
order that he is satisfied of the exhtence of a dispute likely to cause a breach
of the peace, as stated in section 145 of the 'Criminal Procedure Code, is not
such an illegality as to vi tiate the whole procec:dinl's, provided grounds for such
belid do exist and the enqdry by tile magistrate has been duly made.
Subramanian Aiyar \'. King.Emperor, 25 Mad. 61 ; V. M. Abdul Rahma,lI v.
Ring·Emperor, 5 Ran. 53-referred to.

DOYLE, J.-Maung Chit Pyu, and old gentleman
of 78, launched a complaint to the effect that, as
the result of a dispute, Mal1ng Pu was forcibly
reaping his crops, and that, when he himself attempted
to reap, Maung Pu had threatened to beat him, with
the result tbat he was unable to plough his land,
and, as he was afraid of a serious altercation over
the dispuled land, he requested that action might be
taken under section 145 Cif the Criminal Procedure
Code.
The Subdivisional Magistrate of Meiktila, after
examining Maung Cbit Pyu, issued a notice to
Mal1ng Pu and proceeded to take evidence.
The evidence of Maung Chit Pyu was to the effect
that in 1287 B.E. after he bad planted Indian corn,
Mal1ng Pu fcrcibly reaped the corn planted, he was
pro.3ccuted for theft and acquitted in Criminal Regular
"

*

Crimin:l1l~e"ision

,._-------

No. 1516B of 1926 from the order of the S,lbdivi:;Lln;t!
Magistrate ;)f flJeiktila in Criminal Miscellaneous Case No.US of 1916.
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Trial No. 117 of 1925 of the Court of the Second
Additional Magistrate of Meiktila. Maung Chit
v.
Pyu afterwards ploughed the land and planted
MAUNe;
-CHIT PYU.
sessamum and Indian corn; he in turn \vas conseDOYLE, J.
quently prosecuted for mischief in the Court of the
Second Additional Magistrate; Meiktila, in Criminal
Regular Trial No. 69 of 1926, but he \-von the case.
There was a prior case-Criminal Regular Tried No. 116
of 1925-·in which Maung Pu had filed a complaint
against him, but the case was dismissed without
issuing summons to him. He stated that, when he
went to reap the corn, Maung Pu, with many men
armed with sticks, das and weapons, threatcr.ed him,
so that he was unable to reap the corn.
Maung San Nyein (P. W. 3). the headman testified
that Maung Chit Pyu had reported to him that
Maung Pu was forcibly reaping his crops and had'
threatened to beat him ; the headman personally
went to Maung Pu and remonstrated with him, but
Maung Pu replied that he owned the land, that he
was entitled to it, and that he would reap the
crops, several witnesses testified tl1at Maung Pu bad
reaped the corn sown by Chit Pyu.
The remainder of the evidence, both on behalf
of Maung Chit Pyu and Maung Pu, who himself did
not go into the witness box,' was with a view to
proving who actually worked the land. The Subdivisional Magistrate decided that, as they had been
both ploughing the land simultaneously by force, it
was probable that there would be a serious altercatio.n,
and that they would come to blows, and passed an
order under section 145 of the Criminal Procedure
Code giving possession to Maung Cl1it Pyu.
The Sessions Judge of Meiktila was moved in
revision by Maung Pu and bas submitted the proceedings to this Court with the recommendation that
MAUNGPU
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ihe order of the Subdivisional . Magistrate be set
.aside.
The learned Sessions Judge recommen(lcd that
ihe urder should be set aside on the ground that the
Sub:livisional Magistrate, before ordering the parties
to put in their claims, had not recorded in writing
his reasons for believing that a dispute likely to cause a
breach of the peace existed. He has also held that,
f)eyond an unsppported statement by Maung Chit Pyu
1hat Maung I'u came with sticks and das, "there is
.absolutely nothing to show that any breach of the
.peace has been or is likely to be committed."
•
Section 145 of the Criminal Procedure Code is a
mandatory orde~ that, if a Magistrate. has reason to
believe that a dispute as to land is likely to lead to
~ breach of the peace, he is bound to take action to
prevent such a breach arising by placing one or
other of the parties in possession and forbidding the
other the disturbance of such possession. There have
in the past been conflicting decisions as to whether
,the omission of the Magistrate to record the grounds
on 'yhich he considers an enquiry should be instituted,
results in his subsequent proceedings being void as
without jurisdiction. It is only right and proper in
order to avoid hasty action that a Magistrate should
be required to state the grounds of his belief as to
the necessity for an enquiry. It would prima faCie
appear tu be absurd where an enquiry proves that there
is a dispute which may lead to bloodshed, and where
a Magistrate has taken effective steps under this
section to abate temporarily the cause of dispute,
1hat Jl,.i; order should be capable of being set aside,
there"BY revivi,p,g the conditions he is specifically
ordered to remedy, merely because he omitted to
-put in writing the groun~ which had caused him so to
act. The former view of the jurisdiction was, however,

1927
MAUNGPU

V.
MA~NG

CHIT PYu.
DOYLE,

J.
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based on a m[1taken interpretation of Subramanian'
MAUl"G Pu
Aiyar v. King-Emperor (1). The""J>rivy. Council~ .'
'iI.
approving the judgment of this Court'in V. M. Abdul
MAUNG
CHIT PYU.
Rahman v. Kil1g-Emperor (2) has recently decided..
DOYLE, J.
that disobedience of a mandatory and directory order
does not, as a general rule, render prcceedings null
and void ullle~s it can be proved that injustice
has been done to any rarty as a result of that
omission.
It cannot be said that, in the present case, any
injustice fC:'sl'1ted. The enquiry appears to have been
carried out by the Subdivisional Magistrate vvith
considerable the,roughness and it has not been alleged
that either oi t he parties \\'a5 prevented from producing
evic1lnce in supp()rt of their claims. So far as the
legal aspect is concerned; there is therefore no cause
for interference.
As regards fact:-:, it is undoubted that the pal ties.
have lwen rlonghing and over-ploughing the land in
question, ~nd that there has been forcible taking
ot" the crops. This is a form of action that in all
countrit::s in the \\ orIel is notoriously liable to lead
to a breach of the peace.
Cursed be he who
11lovellJ his neighbour's land mark ", The fact that
each party has been intffectualiy to the law Courts
far from bein~ an argument in fayour of the probability of future peace justi11es the inference that~
the legal measurts having proved ineffectual, more
summary methods would
recorded to.
Tbere is a uefinite statement by f\,Jaung Chit Pyu
that be vvas threatened vvith physical force when he
endeavoured to enforce claims which he believed to
be legitimate. This statement is, to a certain extent,
corroborated by the evidence of the headman that
l;

be

-----------:--_.,,--------(1) (1901) 23 Mad,61. .

(2) (1927) 5 Ran.

:3.
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he actually remonstrated with Maung Pu. The SUb192i
divisional Magistrate who tried the case, has believed MAU:-<G PU
the evidence of Maung Chit Pyu, which is in accord- MA~NG
ance with the probabilities Stlggtsted by the circum- CHIT PYU.
stantlal evidt"'nce.
DOYLE, J.
Under these circut1).stances, this Court, in. revisit..,~"-~~'
does not consider that there are sufficient grounds
for dissenting from his finding of fact.
The proceedings will be returned with these
remarks.
APPELLATE CIVIL.
Befcre Sir Guy R1ttledge, Kl., K.C ,elmf lustice, and Mr. Jw;tice Brown.

THE BURMA

OIL>~~., LTD.

v.
U PO KAING.*'
·'o;r' whether includes "oil-gas" in Government granl--Ownership in oll-gasIt/dian PelroleuFI' Act (IfIll of 1899), section 2-lJpper Bur·,lla Oil Fields
Re1!.ulatioll No. VI of 191O-Bur11la Oil Fields Act (Burma Act Iof 1910),
section 2.

Held, thata ~rant£rom Gove!nment to win, get and dispose of earth-oil frOm
a well site does nnt entitle the grantee to the natural gases ex,lding from the
weD and they remain the property of Government. The grantee cannot there_
f~ claim any compensation from his lessee of the oil well $ite for the nse by'
u.e lessee of them oil-gas which the gr~l1tee does not own. "Oil" as ddined
in the Indian Petrolellm Act and in the Upper Bnrma Oil Fields I~eg'llatioll Nu'
VI of 1910 does not iaclude oil-gas; and whilst the definition of " oil .. includes
., oil-gas" in the Burma Oil Fields Act, 1918, that Act does not pu"port to
marge any ~rant made by Governn:ent predo',ts to the date of the Act.
Burnard-Argue-Rotll-Stearn's Oil and Gas CompallY, Limited and otlrers
•• d. Farquharson [1912] A.C. 864-referred lv.

McDonald and Paget-fof tbe Appellants.
Kya7.£.l Din-for the Hespondent.

C.J, AND BROWN, J.-This is an appeal
from the judgment of this Court on the Original Side
RUTLEDGE,

• C;.-;I

First .'\ppe:ll No. 2u9 of 1926 from the j.ldgmentofthe Ori",inal

Side in Ci';i! R"g,dar Suit N\}. 75 of 1Q26.

11
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giving the respondent a decree for compensation for
the use of oil-gas derived from an oil~wel1 site leased
by the respondent to the appell-ants.
CO., LTD,
'1J.
We may note that the learned trial Judge- seems
U Po NAING.
RUTLEDGE, to take for granted that the respondent is the absolute
C·T"AND
owner of the oil-well site in queshon, and he does not·
;aROWN, J.
seems to have examined the extent of the interest
which he had in this site. This in our opinion is
the deciding factor of the case. Respondent's interest
is set out in the grant by Government, Exhibit 1,
dated 25th April 1912 whereby the Secretary of state
fl or India in Council granted to the respondent and
his heirs, representatives and assigns in perpetlJity the
right to win an:l get earth-oil from the well site inquestion and to dispose of all earth-oil to be gotten
therefrom on certain conditions. The only one that
we may mention is the second which prescribes a
royalty of eight annas for every 100 viss of crude oil
gotten to be paid to GJvernmen t. We have been
referred to the definition of petroleun'J. in the Indian
Petroleum Act, Ib99 and to the definition of "oil"
in the Upper Burma Oil Fields Regulation No. VI of
1910. In section z:; (c) of the latter II oil" means
petrole~; oil and includes crude oil, refined oil, oil
partial1yrefined and any of the products of petroleumIn none of tliese definitions is there any- suggestion
of t. gas ". -Earth-oil as used in the grant to respondent
seems to mean the crude or unrefined oil as it ernerges
from the soil. The learned trial Judge observes
" It is c!ear that oil includes gas." In our opinion it is
tolerably clear that it does not. And Lord Atkinson's
judgment in the BUYllard-Aygui:'-Rotlt-S!eatl~'s Oil
and Gas CO!Jlpa11.y v. FarquharSl ll (l) though on
different and more ample evidence i han \ye have in tbis
caSt, is of ,great value upon this question. But the only
THE
BURMA OIL

l

(1) L.R. [1912, A.C. 864.
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evidence that we have in this case shows that the
1927
~o( natural gas" emitted from the drill hole here differs
THE
BURMA OIL
widely from the gas obtained from converting crude oil. Co., LTD.
We are consequently of opinion that the respondent u Po NAING.
did not by his grant obtain any right to win, get or RUTLEDGE,
dispose of gas.
C.J., AND
This has in fact been admitted by the learned BROWN, J.
advocate for the respondent. He argues that although
he was not the owner of the gas at the time of the
grant in 1912 or at the time of the lease to the appellants (5th June 1918) by virtue of the Oil Fields Act,
1918 and Rules thereunder which came into force on
1st January 1919 his grant was enlarged and he
became owner of the gas as well; that that Act saddled
the respondent with liabilities regarding gas and that
it would be inequitable to so saddle him if he was
not the owner. By section 2 (a) of that Act "oil 'I
means petroleum oil and includes crude oil, oil-gas
refined oil, oil partially refined and any of th;
products of petroleum. An examination however of
the provisions of the Act suggests that its main object
\VJS to give the Local Government power to provide
for the safety of the oil-fields and their better regulatIon. Incidentally we may notice in the rule making
section 13 (2) ('w) "provide for the dispos,ll of
inflammable gases." Nowhere are these words which
enlarge either expressly or by necessary inference grants
previously made by Government. Failing such words
we must hold that the ownership of natural gases so
far as they are capable of ownership remained with
Goyernment and did not pass either in 1912 or in 1919
to the respondent. That being so he could not either
.pass on any rights to the appellants which he hael not
himself and a fortiori he cannot ask the appellan ts to pay
him compensation for the use of a commodity which
he did not own. It seems to· us that the only person
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who can make any claim in respect of the natural gas
is Government who has not divested itself by grant:
or otherwise of the ownership.
For the appellants it is 1,lrged that by reason of
the provisions of section 108 (0) of the transfer of
Property Act they can use the gas as· a product of
the property in the same w'ay as a lessee might use
leaves in a garden or a water spring in a mine. It is.
not necessary for us to expre~s allY opinion on this:
pain t.
For the reasons already given the appeal must be'
allowed and the respondent-plaintiff's suit must be
dismissed with costs in both Courts.
APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before Mr. Justice Doyle.

1927

MAUXG THU DA\V

Ja11. 24.

t: .

U PO

NYC~.*

Cl'imind/ Fn'c,:dllu Code "-/et I' of 1398), sections 252,253, 259 ..-Tlre State lind'
'/IOt c1

pri:·at" per, 011

15

rcsl'on5i!:lcjorthe conduct

01'

w1thdmlllalofnon-

comtolllldab/e Or coglli,al,/e warrant cases.

Held, t:1:tt the principle lInderlying the provisions dealing with the trial of
n'in-c,);,-,p)undable or cognisable warrant cases is that whdher instituted on
cO:1~pi:;.in( or otherwise the finnl responsibility for the conduct of such cases
rest,; with the Sbte and. that where there is re;lsonable ground for believing.
that an offence has been c.ommitted, once the machinery of law has been set
in motion the right of arresting Its progress rests with the State atone, and not.
with a piivate individual.

J.-Melung po Nyun· laid a complaint.
against Maung Thu Daw in the Court of the Additional
District Magistrate, Thanawaddy, accusing ~he latterDOYLE,

'" Criminal Revi~iof.l No. lB of 1927 a;.!ninst the order cf Lile First Aclditional Magistrate of Tharra\'\:lc!dy in Criminal Reg.:!ar Trial XoJ. 124 of 1926.
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. under section 409 of the Indian Penal Code of
fraudulent conven,ion of certain sums of moneya· cognisable
non-compoundable offence.
The
<:omplaint was transferred to the First Additional
Magistrate, Tharrawaddy, for disposal. As there was
a civil dispute pending between the parties, the case
was stayed after the accused and prosecution. witnesses had appeared but had not been examined.
Later an application was put in to the effect that the
parties desired to compound the case as apparently
1he connected suits had been dismissed for want of
prosecution. The First Additional· Magistrate noted
1hat as the cases was not compoundable it should
proceed as he had already taken cognisance against
the accused. The High Court is now asked to
revise the order of the First Additional Magistrate on
the ground that he ought to have dismissed the
. ~omplaint under section 203 of the Code of Criminal
Procedure, particularly as the civil suit had been
'Compromised, and as it v. auld on ly be a sheer
waste of tilne if the parties were forced to proceed
with the criminal case. This application is resisted
by U Po Nyun.
The procedure in warrant cases is laid down in
·section 25£ of the Criminal Procedure Code which
provides that the Magistrate shall proceed to hear the
complainant, if any, and take all such evidence as
may be produced in support of the prosecution, and,
after ascertaining the names of any persons likely to be
acquainted with the facts of the case, he shall summon
such of them to give evidence as he thinks necessary. This section clearly contemplates that once
action has'been taken against an accused the case will
normally proceed. It is nowhere contemplated
that a desire on the part of the complainant to
refrain from further pursuing the case shall justify

137
1927
MAUNG
THU DAW
t '•

L' Po NYUN.
DOYLE,

J.
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the arrest of further proceedings. The very wording
MAUNG
of section 248, Criminal Procedure Code,· which
THu DAw
occurs in the chapter dealing with summons cases.
V.
U Po NYUN.
that "if the complainant
. . in a-Ny case under
DOYLE, J.
this chapter.
satisfies the Magistrate
the magistrate may permit him to withdraw
and shall
. acquit the accllsed,"
makes it clear that no such action is contemplated
in warrant cases while section 259 only gives discretion
to a magistrate in a warrant case instituted upon
complaint to discharge the accused in the
absence of the complainant if the offence may be
lawfully compounded or is not a cognisable offence.
It is always open to the Magistrate, after hearing
whatever evidence he considers necessary (section
252) or even at an earlier stage to discharge the
accused (section 253) if for reasons to be recorded
by him he considers the charge to be groundless.
This course is stilI open to him although up to the
present he has expressed no opinion on the merits.
If the trying Magistrate considered that, although the
charge \Vas not groundless, there was little likelihood of the case being pursued to a successful issue,
he could consult the District Magistrate who would,
if advisable, instruct the Public Prosecutor under
section 494 of the Criminal Procedure Code to wi\hdraw the case. The complainant or the accused
could similarly move the District Magish de in the
matter.
The principle underlying the provisions dealing
with the trial of non-compoundable or cognisable
warrant cases is that whetht:r instituted on complaint
or otherwise the fina.l responsibility for the conduct
of such cases rests with the State and that where
there is reasonable ground for believing tha.t an offence
has been committed once the machinery of law has·
192i.
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been set in motion the right of arresting its progress
rests with the State alone. This applic~tion stands
dism issE' d .

1927
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ORIGINAL CIVIL.
Before Mr. lustice Chari.

THE SOORATEE BARA BAZAAR Co.,

LTD.

v.
Ho6sAIN HAMADANEE & Co.*
Effect of expiry of a tem/orary Act -Suit filed before expiry and coming up for
hearing after expiry of Act-Effect of defence l'aised ulIder the ActRangoon Rent Act (Burma Act IX of lY25), section 10.
Plaintiff~ sued defendant for ejectment from their premises, when the
Rangoon Rent Act was in force. Defendant relied on the protection given to
him under the said Act, but the Act expired by the date the suit came on for
bearing.
Held, that as the Rangoon Rent Act was a temporary Act, on its expiration
parties are relegated to the position they held under the general law except in
respect of those matters specially provided for in the Act itself. Section 10 Of
the Act did not alter the I aw or created any new legal rights but merely placed
a restriction on the Court and prevented it from passing a decree which it would
otherwise have been bound to pass, Consequently on the expiry of the Act
defendant's plea which he could only raise under the Act, had to be disallowed
though the suit was instituted prior to the expiry of the Act and was pending
when it expired.
Kishoredas v. Ahmed Sulemal1 , 49 Bom. 567; Kltlldanmal v. Dayr, 52 Cal.
551 ; R. K. Modi & Co. v. Mahomed Bhai, 49 Bom. 724-refen'ed to.

N. M. C07Vasjee and Leach-for the Plaintiffs.
]awad-for Defendant.
CHARI, ~LThis is a suit filed by the plaintiffs to
eject the defendant from two rooms Nos. 3 and 4 in
house No.3, Mogul Street, Hangoon. The suit was
filed on the 22i~d of September 1921~ when the
Rangoon Rent Act of 1925 was in force. It came up
for bearIng on the 14th of January 1927 after that Act
* Civil Regular ,uit No. 469 of 1926.
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had expired. The suit is based on the assumptio,n
THE
that the tenant \,;as in occupation of the premises
S OORATEE
BARABAZAAR paying R~. 170 a month as such ten~mt, in respect ot
Co" LTD.
. 11 b Y opera t'lon 0 ftill;:N
' fi catIon
.
G overnv.
W IHC
1. otl
0 fti1e
H~?AO::~~E ment, the Rent Act cea::es to have any effect. The
& Co.
defence raised \"as t ::dt the defendant became tenant
CHARI, r.
of rooms Nos. 3 ,llid .q. on two different occ8sions,
t.e., in 1909 and 1916 paying Rs. t'l0 for room. No.4
which was first taken and Rs. 90 for room No. 3
which was leased ],lter on. It is contended therefore
that he should be treated as a separate tenant in
respect of the two rCi,)I11S and as mch he is still within the protection of the Rangoon Rent Act £!.nd the
plaintiffs have no right to eject him. The facts are
admitted. Ii: is admiited t1l;1t after the first month of
the laLer tenancy single bills were sent out for a
collective rent of Rs. 170 in respect of the two rooms
that the tenant with the permission of the landlord
removed the partition between the two rooms <lnd is
in occupation oftbe \\'hole as a single offict'.
"~
Two questions arise for decision, first :-what is
the efft:d of the expiry of the Rangoon Rent Act on
the 3 j st Decemper 1926 on the suit \vhich was
pending at that time and came up for trial after such
expiry? Second :-is the defendant to be regarded
as a tenant of the whole premises paying therefor a
rent of Rs, 170? As regards the first point, both the
Rangoon R~nt Act of 1920 and the Rangoon Rent Act
of 1925 arc temporary Acts. They cease to have any
operation on the expiry of the time fixed in the Act
itself. The rule laid down in section 6 of the General
Clauses Act and section 5 of the Burma General Clauses
Act which deal with the effect of the repeal of an
enactment by a subsequent one have therefore no
application. The general principles applicable to the
subject are laid down in Craies on Statute Law
1927
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second edition, page 364: "As a general rule and
unless it contains some special provision to the
-contrary, after a temporary Act h~p. expired no
proceedings can be taken upon it a11d it ceases to
have any further effect." The provision to the
-contrary contained' in the Rangoon Rent Act, 1925,
is in the prqviso to section 1 which enacts that the
expiration of the Act shall not renqer reco\-erable any
rent which during its continuance was irrecoverable
or affect the right of a tenant to recover any Sum
which during the continuance of the Act was recoverable by him. This proviso exempts (wo particular
dasses from the general effect of the expi ration of a
. temp')[ary Act and obviously refers to the disability
placed on the landlord to recover any sum in excess
of the standard rent and the rights given to the
tenant of recovering any fine or premium paid by
him in addition to the rent and, within a certain time,
any sum paid in excess of the rent pay"ble under the
Act. If the Act when it expired loses all effect then
the parties are relegattd to the position which they
occupied before the Act was passed and in which
they would have been had no such Act been passed.
Thus it stands to reason that the tenant who would
in certain circumstances have been able to resist the
landlord's suit for ejectment will not be able to do
so any longer. It is noteworthy that section 10 of
the Act is carefully and cautiously worded. It merely
provides that notwithstandi.ng the provisions of the
general law no order or decree for the recovery of
possession of any premises shall be made so long as
the tenant pays or is ready and 'willing to pay the
rent to the full extent payable under the Act and
performs the conditions of the tenancy. That section
therefore does not alter the law or create any new
legal rights but merely places a restriction on the
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Court and prevents it from passing a decree which it
would otherwise have been bound to pass. As soon
therefore as the Act has come to an end that restriction
has been removed and the Court is bound to pass
the decree which it would ordinarily grant. The mere
fact that the suit was instituted before the expiry of
the Act and continued to be pending till after such
expiry makes no difference in the legal position.
Mr. Cowasjee who raised this rather interesting
question placed no authority before me and J have
not been able to finel any direct authority on the
point. There are however rulings to which I shalt
shortly refel and which lend support to the conclusion
arrived at by me. In the case of Kislzoredas v. Ahmed
Suleman (1), it has been held that when a notice
determining the tenancy has been given during the
continuance of the Bombay Rent Act and the tenant
remained ir. possession under the protection of the
Act, the landlord can obtain a decree on that notice
after the expiry of the Act and it was not necessary
for him to give a fresh notice. The basis of that
decision was that the termination of the tenancy as a
result of the notice issued by the landlord was not
affected by the Bombay Rent Act under protection
of which the tenant remained in occupation of the
premises in spite of the fact that the tenancy was
determined. T he ordinary rights of the landlord and
tenant remained in force, but were kept in suspense
during the continuance of th-: Act. In the case of
R. K. Modi::; Co. v. Maho1'1ud Bhai (2), the question
arose in a different way. In that case the landlord
sought to evict the defendant on the ground that he
required the premises for his own use and occupation. On the faith of this representation, the tenant
agreed to a consent decree. The tenant thereafter
(1) (1925) 49 Bom. 567.

(2) (1925) 49 Born 724.
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applied for compensation under section 10 (a) of the
Bombay Rent Act corresponding to section 10, clause
3 of the Rangoon Rent Act. It was found by the
trial Court that the landlord's requisition was a false
one and his occupation a pretence. The effect of
that finding was that the tenant would have been
entitled to be put back in possession of the premises
and for compensation in addition thereto or in lieu
thereof. The Bombay Rent Act however expired on
the 31st of August 192+ with reference to the
particular premises then in question. The tenant's
application was file<.l on the 20th of August 1924 and
was thus pending when the Act expired. The effect
of the expiry of the Act was considered by' the
Bombay High Court and a Bench of that Court held
that .that effect was to put an end to the proceedings
instituted on behalf of the defendant-tenants. The
same reasoning would apply as regards a defence
relied on by the defendant, which being a special
defence open to the tenant under the Act, would not
be available to him after the Act expired. I shall
make my meaning clear. If instead of the landlord
filing a suit for ejectment, the tenant had filed a suit
for a declaration that on account of the protection
given to him by the Rent Act, the landlord had no
rIght to eject him, such a suit by a tenant pending
when the A.ct expired, must necessarily be dismissed.
Similarly, when the plea is raised as a defence it has
to be disallowed since the A t which enabled the
tenant to raise the plea had expired. In another case
which came up before the Calcutta High Court
Kundanmal v. Daya (3', it was held that the proceedings before the President of the Calcutta Improvement Tribunal pending before him en appeal from
the decision of the Rent Controller came to an end
(3) (1925) 52 Cal. 551.
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on the expiry of the Calcutta Rent Act in respe ct of
premises for which remal above a certain amount
B~~~R~~:A~R was being paid.
Co, LTD.
It seems to me therefore that on an application of
Ho~sAn, the principles relating to the effect of the expIry of a
HAMADAXEE
& Co.
temporary A et l am b ound to bold th at as soon as
the Act expired the parties are relegated to the
CnARI, J.
position they belel under the general law except in
respect of tbose matters specially provided for in the
Act itself. The result is that the defendant cannot
be allowed to raise and rely upon the particular plea
on which he seeks to resist the plaintiffs' suit though
the suit was instituted prior to the expiry of the Act
and was pending ,""hen it expired. The plaintiffs
would therefore be entitled to the decree they claim.
In this view it is unnecessary to decide the other
point raised before me but in case the appellate Court
should take a different view of the law I shall briefly
state my conclusion on that point.
It is admitted that the defendant tcok the two
rooms on two different occasions but when he took the
adjoining room in 1916 his subsequent conduct clearly
shows that he took it as an adjunct to the room of
which he \'i'as already tenant with the intention of
converting the \-vhole into a single office. He has
been admittedly paying rent in a lump sum and he
has also removed the partition dividing the two
premises. He must therefore be deemed to be in the
position of a person who has enlarged his original
tenancy by the acquisition of additional accommodation for \vhich he pays additional rent. There \vill
the refore be a decree for th c. plaintiffs as claimed
with costs.
The defendant is given time till the 31st of March
1927 to vacate the premises. The execution of the
decree is stayed till then.
1927
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Bejore Sir Guy Rut ledge, Kt., K.C., CMej hlstice, Qua Mr. Itt,tice Brown.

MA YAIT

AND THREE

Feb. 7.

v.
MAH OMED EBRAHIM MOOLLA.

1927

'*

Transfer of Property Act (IV of 18821, section 6 (aland (e)-Spes s ::cces5ionisNature of rights of a reversioner after a female heiress under Hind'u
Law-CI/ance of an heir-apparent suaeeding to an estate ullden1fallOJJlc·
dan Law-b/tere~t of n person 1tnder a deed of settlemwt-Vested
remainder. deji1lition of a-Present right to share of iI/conte accrued,
tille and future. "lid .hare of corpus en ddermination of prior rigltts
lI'llder a settle",ent are vested ril!,hts ami not spes saccessionis.
G' a Kalai gentleman of mixed Hindu and Burmese blood, made a settlement
of his properties in 1908, died in 1911. His son C who was a beneficiary under
the settlement filed a suit to set ;:side the settlement and for the cdministralion
Of the estate. The settlement was upheld by the Privy Council in 1921. In
1919 during the pendency of the litigation C transf~rred his rights in the estate
of G and also t!nder the ~ettlement te the1respondent. In 1925 respondent filed
his suit against the appellants who are tlle widow and daughters respectively
of G and also trustees under the settlement to enforce his rights under th~
transfer. Appeflants contended that the transfer by C w:ts invalid as it \V,s
only a transfer of a mere spes S1Iccessionis ;md of a mer~ rif.(ht to sue. Under
the setlleme~t C was entitled to enjoy a portion of th~ incom(: uf certain settled
properties and also had the right to shar~ in the proceeds of the sale of
Certain settlcrl properties if he was a!il'e when tht widow died aud the
yOllllges t child (Jf Gatta ined the age 01 2 \,
Held, that the property transferred by C to the respondent was not a chance
of ;,n heir-apparent succeeding to an estate or the chance of a 111a:ioll obtaInin/! a legacy bA was a vested right in propcrty, and tht'refo:'c the; p:'ovbions
of Stcllo:, 6 (a) and (e) did not ap,:·I.v.
Neither the Hindu Law as to the right t'f a ren~rsioncr to snccced a female
heir whcn woald be a mere chance of sl;ccession. nor the Mahome:d:on Law
as to the chance of an heir.appared se:(ccecling to an estate Ivhich would be
neither tr,lI;sferab~e or releasable lV(:rc applicable in this ca~e as C's rights
were not those of an heir, belt were rights under a deed of settlement capable
of transfer. C's right tu share in the corpas of the estate was in the nabre
of a vested r~m'linder and was always reacly to come into pl.l~session the
moment the prior estates determined j it .was not a mere contingency or
possibility. His right to income was not only a vested right but a present
right to an cs~ate of which he wa s enjoying the possession at the time of hiS
transfer to tile respondent j an:l it was not a mere right to 8:1<:.

* Civil FJr~t Appeal No. 139 of 1926 against the judgment of lile Onginal
Side in Civil Re~l1lar Stiit No. 271 vf 1925.
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Ume5 Chundcr Sircar v. Zahllr Fatima lind others, 18 Cal. '64; Williams
on Real Property, 24th edition, p. 412-refcrred to.
'

MA YAIT

AnI/.CId"rl Mohall Roy v. GOllr Malian MaUik, 48. Cal. 536 and 50 Cal. 929;
Bahadllr Sing li and others v Mollal' Singh a' d otllers, 24 All. <,;4 ; Jai N<ll",yan
pcmdc v. Kislmn Dutta.Mis,'a, 3 I'atna Si5 ; SlIwsuddin Goolam Hooscin and
anothcr v.A/.dulIioosein Kalimuddi,~and an<Jthcr, 31 Born. 165-disting uisllCd.

AND THREE

v.
MAHOMED
EBRAHIM

MOOLLA.
·RUTLEDGE.
AND
SROWN,

C.J.,

J.

N. M. CO'l£asjee-for tbe Appellants.

N. N. BU1jo1'jee-for the Respondent.
RUTLEDGE C.}., A~D BROWN. J.-On the 5th May
1908 U Ohn Ghine, since deceased, executed a deed
of settlement of certain properties belonging to his
estate whereby he transferred the properties in
question to trt}stees for the benefit of his wife
and children and other relations and descendants,
retaining to himself a life interest in the profits. U Ohn
Ghine died on the 10th June 1911, and after tis
death, his son Maung Chit Maung who is one of
the beneficiaries under the deed of settlement brought
a suit for administration of the estate and claimed that
the settlement should be set aside. This suit was
filed 9n the 16th December 1913, and the litigation
eventually came to an end \\'ith the decision of their
Lordships of Privy Council 011 tbe 1st August 1921.
On the 17th December 1919 Maung Chit Maung
executed a deed whereby be purported to transfer
to the respondent M. E .. MoolIa his rights in the estate
of U Ohn Ghine including his rights under the deed
of settlement if that settlement should ultimately be
held to be binding. At the time of the execution of
the deed the suit for administration and for the
cancellation of the deed of settlement was pending in
the Privy Council.
In the suit out of which the present appeal has
arisen the respondent IV1. E. Moolla has sued the
trustees under the deed of settlement to enforce his
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rights under the instrument of transfer to him of
1919. The chief objection taken to the suit by the MA YAIT
trustees was that Maung Chit Maung was not com- AND THREE
V.
petent to assign his rights under the deed of MAHOMED
EllllAHIM
:settlement, and that the transfer purporting to ha\'e MOOLLA.
been made by him to M. E. Moolla was invalid. The RUTLEDGE
AND
"learned Judge on the Original &ide has hel,d that the C.J.,
BROWN, J.
transfer was a valid transfer, and has referred the case
'.to the Official Referee for the taking of accounts. The
trustees under the settlement have appealed against
this order.
It is contended on behalf of the appellan ts firstly
that the transfer is wholly iuvalid as being the transfer
.of a mere spes successzonis or of a mere p')ssibility of
a like nature, and secondly that so far as the claim to
present income is concerned it is a transfer of a mere
right to sue, and is therefore invalid under the pro vi:sions of sl::ction 6 (e) of the Transfer of Property Act.
'The trustees under the deed of settlement are Ma
Yait the widow and Ma Myaand Ma Noo the daughters.
·of tile settlor. Mal1ng Chit Maung is the eldest son
of the settlor. The deed sets forth that after the
death of the settlor certain moveable properties are
·to be given to certain specified heirs. \Vith this part
of the deed we are not now concerned· The deed
then dealt with certain immoveable properties which
:are divided into tbree classes. The properties in the
first class are to be sold on the death of the settlor,
and the proceeds to be utilised for the purpose of
-rebuilding the other houses of the estate. The pro_
perties in the second class are to be sold by the
trustees after the death of Ma Yait and the attainment
of the age of 20 years by the youngest child. The
properties in the third class are to be sold by the trustees
on the death of Ma Yait and the last surviving child.
DUl ing the lifetime of Ma Yait and until the youngest
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child attains the age of tv.'en ty the income derived from
i\1"A YAI'r
the estate is to be divided amongst l'vIa Yait and the
AND THREE
children, Ma Yait to receive Hs. 1,000 a month, and
V.
MAIIOMED
the remainder of the income to be divided equally
EERAIIlM
MOOLLA.
between the children. On the death of one of the
RU1U.DGE. children before the youngest child has attained the
C.}., Al'D
Cll!e
of t\\'entv• then if the deceased child has ldt a ~I
BROWN, J.
'-'
child or children, such child or children are to take·
the share his or their parent \vculd have taken. On
the youngest child attaining the age of twenty the
proceeds of the immoveable properties of the first and
second c1a~s are to be divided in equal shares between
the children tben stlrvivirg, and the issue of any child
or children who may then be dead..
On the sale of the properties in the third class
proceeds of the sale arc to be divided in equal shares.
amongst all the issues.
So far as the proceeds of the property in the
third class is concemed it is clear that Maung Chit.
Maung h<ls no interest whatever, whether contingent
or vested, and with those proceeds we are not therefore,
concerned. Maung Chit l\bung's interests in the
settlement property are two fold. He bas firstly tbe
present right to enjoy the income di\'ided according
to the terms of the settlement, and ~econc1ly the rigbt
to share in the proceeds of the s~le of the immove<~ble
properties of the first and secc'nd c!<1sses if he is stilL
alive when Ma Yait has died and the youngest child.
has attained the age of twenty years. The question
for our decision is \\'hether l\lc:ung Chit I\1aung had
the pO\i'er to trcmsfer either or both of these interests.
In the case of A/lnadail Moliall Roy v. Gaur Mohan
Mallik (1), it ,,"as beid that so long as under Hindu
Law an estate is Yesitcl in a fen~ale heiress the interest.
. of the Preversioner is a mere chance of succession, and.
1927

(1) (l92jl

4~

Cal. 536; \1923) 50 Cal 929.
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cannot form the subject of any contract, surrender or
dispo8al. Tbis cast: subsequently went on appeal to
the Privy Council, where the decree of the High Court
was confirmed. The question before their Lordships
of .the Privy Council was whether the rights \\"hich
formed the subject of the contract before them
being merely a spes successionis, the contract itself
could be enforced. That question does not arise
here, and their Lordships' decision is therefore of no
assistance to us. The High Court of Calcutta did
decide that the righ l of the reversioner was a mere
spes successionis following pervious decisions on the
subject. But that decision was come to with special
reference to Hindu Law and the rights of a reversioner
under that law. Hindu Law is not applicable in
the present case, nor are the rights of Maung Chit
Maung the rights of an heir. Whatever the nature of
his interest it is an interest under a deed of settlement.
In the case of Bahadur Si11gh and othe1's v. Mohar
Singh and othe1's (2), it was held by their Lordships of
the Privy Council that the rights of a Hindu rl versioner were merely a spes successionis, but that gives us
no more assistance in the present C:lse than the
decision in Annadan Mohan Roy's case. Similar
remarks apply to another case which ha~ been cited
on behalf of· the appellants, the case of SU11'lsliddin
Goolam Hussein and another v. Abdul Hussein Kalimuddin and another (3), where it was decided that
the chance of an heir-apparent succep.ding to an estate
under the Mahomedan Law was neither transferable
nor releasable. The question we have to decide is
not whether the right of an heir-apparen t is transferable, but whether the interests of Maung Chit Maung
under a deed of settlement amount to emy thing more
than a mere possibility.
(2) (1922) 24 All. 94.

12

(3j (190-) 31 Bom. 165.
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We have been referred on behalf of the respondent to the case of Umes Chunder Sircar v. Zahur
ASD THREE
Fatima and others t4). In that case one Sultan Ali
V.
MAHOlllEt>
had granted a lease of certain property for life to his
EBRAHIM
MOOLLA.
wife Amani Begum at a rent of one rupee. Sultan Ali
RUTLEDGE,
had two sons by another wife Farzand Ali and Farkut
C.l., AND
Ali,
and the grant of the lease was on the condition
BROWN, J.
that if Amani Begum should not bear any child to
. him, Farzand Ali and Farkut Ali should succeed,
but that if she should have a child living at his
death, that child should take the property. During
the lifetime of Sultan Ali, the property was attached in
execution of a decree against Farzand Ali. It was
held by. their Lordships of the Privy Council (at page
177) that the rights of Farzand Ali at that time did
not amount to a mere expectancy in succession, by
survivorship or other merely contingent right or.
interest, and that they were therefore capable of attachment. This decision seems to us to be very pertinent
to the question now before· us. In the present case, .
so far as his interest in the corpus of the estate is
concerned it is by no means certain that Maung Chit
Maung will ever obtain any estate in possession. His
interests will terminate on his death, which may occur
before the death of Ma Yait and the attainment of the
a~e of twenty by the youngest child of the ~ettlor.
But there was a similar uncertainty in the case of
Farzand Ali. At the time of the attachment in that
case Sultan Ali was alive, and the possibility still
existed of Amani Begum's bearing a child by him,
and thus defeating all the rights of Farzand Ali. In
defining a vested remainder in \Villiams on H.eal
Property (24th edition, page 412), the foIlo\ving passage
occurs; "In the same way, a grant may be made of a
term of years to one person, an estate for life to
MA YAIr

(4) (1891) 18

C~l.
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1927
another, an estate in tall to a third, and last of all an
estate in fee simple to a fourth j and these grantees MA YAIT
AND THREE
may be entitled to possession in any prescribed order
v·
-except as to the grantee of the estate in fee simple, MAHOMED
EBRAHIM
who must necessarily come last. j for his estate, if MOOLU.
not liierally interminable, yet carries \,'ith it an inter- RUTLEDGE,
C.J.. AND
minable power of alienation, which would keep all BROWN.J.
the other grantees for ever out of possession. But
ihe estate tail may come first into possession, then
the estate for life, and then the term for years; or the
-order may be reversed, and the terms of years come
fir::-t,d"-i'x.;n the estate Jor life, then the estate tail, and
lastly the estate in fee simple, which, as we have
said, must wait for possession till all the others have
been determined. When a remainder comes after
an estate tail it is liable to be barred by the tenant
-in tail as we have already seen. This risk it must
run. But if any estate, be it ever so small, is alwaY8
ready from its commencement to its end, to come
into possession the moment the prior estates, be they
what they may, happen to determine,-it is then a
;vested remainder, and recognised as an estate grantable
.by deed. It would be an estate in possession., were·
it not that other estates have a prior claim; and
their priorityal6ne postpones or may entirely prevent
possession being taken by the remainder man. The
gift is immediate j but the enjoyment must necessarily
depend on the determination of the estates of those
who have a prior right to the possession." So far as
?-.1aung Chit Maung's right to share in the corpus
of the estate is concerned in the present case, it
must depend on the rights otherwise created by the
deed of settlement which terminate on the death of
~fa Yait and the attainment of the age of twenty
~by the youngest child, and the priority of those
'rights may entirely prevent Maung Chit Maung from
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enjoying possession of his rights to the corpus. But.
MAYAH
his estate in that corpus is aJ ways ready to come
AND THREE
into
possession the moment the prior estates determine
v.
MAHOMED
and his interest in the corpus is of the nature of a.
EBRAHl~I
MOOLLA.
vested remainder,. and not a mere contingency Of'
possibility. So far as his enjoyment of the income is.
RUTI.EDGE,
C.J., AND concerned it is clear thatthc.t is not only a vested
BROWN. J.
right but a present right to an estate of which he.
was enjoying the possession at the time of his transfer
to til e respondent. We are therefore of opinion that
the property trarlsferred by Maung Chit Maung in the:
deed of transfer is not" a chance of an heir-apparent
succeeding to an estate, the chance of a relation
obtaining a legacy, or any other mere possibility of a
like nature ,. within the meaning of section 6 (a) of the:
Transfer of Property Act, and that the transfer ·is not
therefore barred by the provisions of that clause of the:
section.
It has further been contended on behalf of the'
appella.nts that so far as the claim (0 income is COIl-'
cerned Maung Chit Maung's right is a mere right to.
sue, and cannot therefore be transferred under the
provision of section 6 (c) of the Transfer of Property'
Act, and we have been referred in this connection to
the case of ]ai Narayan Pande v. Kishun Dutta Misra·
(5). In that case a transfer had been made of certain
property and mesne profits which had accrued due'
before the date of the transfer. It was held that.
Inesne profits were unliquidated damages and that the
transfer of these mesn e profi ts was the transfer ofa·,
mere right to. sue, and was therefore invalid. The
right toinc6me which har" accrued due in the present
case prior to the date of transfer may be a right to a
sum of money which has not yet been definitely
ascertained. But it cannot be said that it is merely
(J) (1924) 3 Patna 575.
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-a ri~ht to mesne profits. There is no suggestion
here that the trustees are in any sense trespassers.
The right to income from the property was a right
which was vested in Chit Maung long before the
date of the transfer, and we do not think that the
mere fact that the actual amount due could not be
determined without further enquiry is fatal to Maung
Chit Maung's power of transfer. The liability of the
trustees to pay the income is admitted, and the
right of the beneficiary to claim his share of the
income is in our opinion more than a mere right to
·sue.
We are therefore of opinion that the learned trial
Judge has correctly found that the transfer by Maung
'Chit Maung was a valid transfer. Though the point
was not raised in the memorandum of appeal it was
'suggested before us that the parties interested in the
subjeet.matter of the dispute were not sufficiently
represented. We do not think however that there
is any ground for our interference on this score.
The trustees under the settlement are all joined as
parties, and that is all that is imperatively required
by the provisions of Rule 1 of Order XXXI of the
'Code of Civil Procedure. \;Vhether the failure to
join other beneficiaries \.vill have any effect on the
Tights obtained in this litigation by the respondent
as against minors and others it is not necessary for
us to decide.
The question of limitation which is raised in the
memorandum of appeal has not been argued before us.
and would appear to be answered by the provisions of
section lOaf the Limitation Act.
We are of opinion that the case has been rightly
-decided by the Court below and we dismiss this
~ppeal with costs.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice PI'alt, and Mr. Justiu My" Bit.
1927

MA PWA ZON

Fcb.7.

AND TWO

v.
MA PAN I

AND ONE.*

Possession, suit for-Prior possession and dispossession other than in due'
course of laW-Prior possession sufficient in suits against trespassers.
Where the plaintiff who was in peaceful occupation of immoveable
property was dispossessed qtherwise than in due course of law, held that
even if the suit for possession filed by him was not under the pro\'isions of"'
section 9 of the Specific Relief Act, he could rely on his possessory title.

Ismail Artff v. Mahomed Gholtse, 20 Cal. 834, Ma Saw Y. Maung Shwt:
Gan, 11 L.B R. 415; In re, Maung Naw v. Ma Sftwe Hmut, 8 L.B.L{.
227-jollowed.
Nga Tha Zan v. Sunder Singh, 3 U.B.R. 125-dissented fro III.

San. TiVa·-for the Appellants.
S. Mukerjee and Sanyal-for the Respondents.

J.-Plaintiffs sued to recover possession of
a Nat shrine and the land on which it stood and
obtained a decree in the TownShip Court.
On appeal the District Court reversed the decree
of the Township Court on the ground that there \x,7as.
a deed of partition, \vhich had been in the possession
of plaintiff, Ma Pall I and as she failed to produce
'it, the presumption was that, if produced, it would
have proved defendants' case.
On second appeal a Judge of this Court held that.
Ma Pan I was not in possession of the document
and had not suppressed it and therefore the presump~
tion did not arise against her.
The learned Judge was of opinion that secondary
evidence would be admissible regarding the contents
PRATT,

• Letters Patent Appeal No. 56

<)f

1926.
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of the document, but held that in any case as plaintiffs
were dispossessed whilst in peaceful possession, and
defendants were clearly trespassers, the presumption
under section 110 of the Evidence Act was in their
favour.
He accordingly restored the decree of the trial
Court.
Permission to appeal under the Letters Patent
was granted on the ground that the case of Nga
Tha Zan v. Sunder Singh (1) was not considered,
although the Judge was doubtful whether, had he
considered the ruling in question, he would have
come to a different conclusion.
Two main points have peen taken before tlS(1) that secondary evidence of the deed of partition has been wrongly admitted and (2) that the
Judge of this. Court, who heard the second appeal,
has not considered the case of Nga Tha Zan already
referred to; in other words that the suit as framed
did not lie apart from the claim on the deed of
partition of which secondary evidence was inadmissible.
With regard to secondary evidence of the contents
of the deed of partition a perusal of the plaint and
evidence shows that plaintiff did not rely on a deed
of partition.
The evidence of the witnesses for plaintiff goes to
show that the document drawn up was a deed of
reference to arbitration and that the actual partition
or award was oral. The expression dee~ of partition
was obviously put into the mouLhs of plaintiff and
her first witness by the cross-examining pleader.
The evidence of the fourth witness Maung Kan U
was definite that all the heirs signed the deed of
agreement asking the elders to partition the estate of
their parents and the next witness Maung Lu Gale
(1) 11918) 3 U,B.R,125.
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stated that the actual partition was oral and that all
the heirs signed the deed of ilgreement regarding
the partition. Obviously the deed is that of reference
to arbitration.
It was tl1e defence case that there was a deed 6f
partition executed by tour arbitrators but the evidence
about it was most contradicton' and was disbelieved
by the trial Court.
Third defendant in evidence S3.ys plaintiffs were
given the shrine in dispute for three y~ars at the time
of partition, but it was not included in the actual
partition of property.
The evidence of the first witness Maung Mo Zan
who professed to hwe been one of the arbitrators was
to the effect that the arrangement for occupation of the
shrine and site in turn was made as part of the award
and he deposes that certain paddy lands were excluded
from the partition.
The next professing arbitrator Lu Oh stated that
the Natsbrine and site were excluded from the partition
but, later, his evidence suggests that it was part of
the award.
The evidence of the next witness suggests that
the arrangement regarding the shrine formed part of
the award or alleged deed of partition.
The trial Court was quite justified in disbelieving
the defence evidence.
As a matter of factI even supposing there was a
deed of partition of which secondary evidence was
inadmissible for lack of stamping or registration,
plaintiffs were still at liberty to produce oral evidence
to show that they came into possession lawfully as a
consequen ce of a family arran£!"ement, when the estate
was divided up between the heirs.
As regards the contention that the learned single
Judge, who decided the second appeal, overlooked
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the ruling in Nga Tha Zan's case (1). that ruling was
110t binding on him. I am not satisfied that it is
sound law, and I am not prepared to hold that in J.
suit for possession, not under section 9 of the
Specific Relief Act, where plaintiff relies on a posses'sory title, he must prove possession for a minimum
·of twelve years.
I took a different view in Ma Saw v. Ma Shwe Gan
{2), following the Full Bench ruling in In re Maung
N aw v. Ma Shwe Hmut (3), which accepted the principle
that a person in possession of land without title has
:an interest in the property which is heritable and
good against all the world except the true owner, an
interest which, unless and until the true owner
interferes, is capable of being disposed of by deed
or will or by execution sale, just in the same
way as it could be dealt with, if the title were
unim peachable.
In that case the suit was based on a superior
possessory title obtained by clearing State land and was
held not to be debarred by section 9 of the
Specific Relief Act, the full bench declining to follow
the Calcutta case of Nisa Chand Gaita v. Kandllram
Bagani (4), which was relied upon by Saunders, J.C.,
in Nga Tha Zan's case (1).
As I said in Ma Saw's case, I consider the
principle enunciated in the earlier Calcutta case of
lsmail ArijJ v. Mahomed Ghouse (5) that lawful
possession of land is sufficient evidence of right as
owner against a person who has no title.
In the present suit plaintiffs sued to recover
possession of land of which they had been dispossessed
other than in due course of law by defendants.
(1) (1918) 3 U.B.R.125.
(2) (1922) 11 L.B.R. 415.
(3) (1915) 8 L.B.R. 22i.
(4) (l899! 26 Cal. 5i9.
(5) (1893) 20 Cal. 834.
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They claimed to have taken the land as their
share, when the estate was divided amongst the heirs.
The suit obviously lay as based on title apart
from the provisions of section 9 of the Specific Reli~f.;·~
Aet.
As the learned Judge, who decided the second
appeal, found, plaintiffs had admittedly been in
peaceful possession for over three years and were
dispossessed by defendants, who were mere trespassers ..
Under section 110 of the Evidence Act the
presumption was that they were the owners. Moreover
there was evidence, which the trial Court accepted,
and which there is no reason to disbelieve, which
proved that the estate was divided up amongst the
heirs, and that plaintiffs received the suit property at
this division by family arrangement.
That evidence was admissible apart from the
question of oral evidence of the contents of the alleged
deed of partition.
Pain tiffs proved a good possessory title as against'
defendants, and the appeal was correctly decided in
their favour.
I would dismiss this appeal with costs.
l\lYA Bu, J.--I concur.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Befol'e !vIr, Justice Maung Ba,

MAUNGTIN

1927

v.

Feb. 7.

MAUNG PO HTOO.*
Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 1908), Order I, Rule 3-Joinder of partiesAdministration suit-Claim by 01le party as sole lIeir can be joined in
the same suit.
Where in an administration suit in which the original parties do nOt
dispute one another's status as heirs a person applies to be made a defendant and
claims to be the sole heir of the .dleceased whose estate is to be administered,
so that if his claim is established the suit would be dismissed, held, that the
Court can anow him to be added as a defendant in the suit in order to prevent
multiplicity of suits and such persoll need not be compelled to fIle a separate
suit to establish his status.

BU1}Orjee-for the Applicant (Plaintiff).

MAUNG BA, J.-This Civil Revision. application
arises out 6f Suit No.1 of 1926 of the District Court of
Hanthawaddy. That suit is an administration suit
to administer the estate of U Po Toke and Daw L~i
Mai, a Burman Buddhist couple who died within five
days of each other. According to the plaint, the
couple died childless. If th3.t allegation be true, then
six relations of the husband and wife will be the heirs.
The plaintiff claims to be one of those relations and
brought a suit against the other relations for the
administration of their estate. During the pendency 0f
the suit, one Po Htoo claimed to be the adopted son of
the couple and applied to the District Judge to be
added as a co-defendant. The learned Judge granted
• Cil'i] Revision No. 177 of 192,) arising ont of Civil Regdar Suit No.1
of 1926 ('i t.he District Court of Hanthawaddy.
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the application and ordered that he should be so
added.
From that orderthis application for revision has been
filed. In a short order the learned District Judge has
given his reasons for that action. That order rt~ads:
II Mr. Burjorjee's objection that Po H too must establish'
his status by a separate suit is not valid. This is an
administration suit and it is only riglJt and proper that
the question of who are the heirs entitled to share in
the estate should be generally decided in the suit.
Po Htoo may be added as defendant. "
The law governing the question as to \\'ho may
be joined as defendants is laid down in Order I, Rule 3,
Code of Civil Procedure. That rule is as follows :II All persons may be joined as defendants against
whom any right to relief in respect uf or arising out of
the same act or transaction or series of acts or transactions
is alleged to exist, whether jointly, severally or in the
alternative where, if such persons brought separate
suits, any common question of law or fact would arise."
No doubt if the claim of Po Htoo is established, he
would be the sale heir to the estate and exclude all the
qther parties in that suit. The relief claimed by the
plaintiff is a share in the estate. The question involved
is whether he is entitled to that relief in common with
the other defendants except Po Htoo or whether he is
not entitled to that relief as against Po Htoo. If Po
Htoo's claim is established, the suit must be dismissed·
If Po Htoo's claim is not established, then the suit
would have to be administered as prayeo for. Of
course, Po Htoo can bring a separate suit against the
administrator of the estate to establish his status, but I
agree with the learned Judge that Po Htoo should
not be compelled to file a separate; suit when the
dispute about his status can very well be decided in the
present suit. The legislature intended to .prevent
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muhiplicity of suits and have therefore framed rules
permitting joinder of parties and causes of action
under certaincircllmstances.
I am of the opinion that the learned District
Judge has exercised his jurisdiction properly and I
see no reason to interfere. The application is
dismissed.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Befvre Sir Guy Rutletlgf, Kt., K.C., Chief Justice, and Mr. Justice Duckworth.

KO PO YEE AND BROTHERS

AND FiVE

OTHERS

v.
THE CORPORATION OF RANGOON.*
City of Rangoon Municipal Act (B-urmaAct VI of 1922), section 80 (2)-Basis of
rating of industrial properties-" Contractor's test or principIe"-Letting
t1alue.
In valuing industrial properties, what is called II the contractor's test" has
been adopted in some cases. It is the interest on cost which a contractor
would require if he provided the land and buildings for their pr~sent occupier.
It is some test if the place is occupied by the owner but it is not a good test if
the place is either tenanted or unlet.
Held, that II the contractor's t<::st " as the sole basis of rating of rice mills
or any industrial undertakings capable of being let, was not saft:. Wher.; the
hypothetical tenant theory can be applied. it must be followed as it is the one
contemplaled by section 1:'0 of the Act.
Kirby v. HUllslet Assessment C011lmittee, L.R. [1906] A.C. 43, at page 46followed.
The Queen v. TlteSchool Board for Londoll, SO J.P. 419and [1886J 17 Q.B.D.
738-referred to.
Abdulla.Moy Lalji and otbers v. E.\"ecutit·e Com11littee, Aden Settlement. 42
B)m.692-distinguislled.

HUTLEDGE, C.]., AND DUCKWORTH, J.-These six
appeals 'Vvere heard together in respect of the rating
of six rice mills in the Kanaungto Creek. The main
contention for the appellants is that the Assessor was
wrong in basing his assessment on 'vvhat has been
• Civil Miscellaneous Appeals Nos. 235 to 240 of 1925.
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called the contrator's test and in including the value
Ko Po YEE of the machinery in the mill as well.
The contractor's
AND
BROTHEHS
test has been referred to at page 244 of Ryde on
A~~H~:: Rating, 5th edition.
,{ In some cases and most
v.
frequently
in
valuing
the
indirectly
productive 'portions
THE
CORPORAof gas- works or waterworks, t 11 e Courts have laken as
nON OF
RANGOON.
the measure of value or rather have regarded as'
RUTLEDGE, evidence
of value what is commonly called {the
. C.J., AND contractor's test,' that is the interest on cost which
.DUCKWORTH,
•
J.
a contractor would requIre if he provided the land
and buildings for their present occupier."
Cave, J., in The Queen v. School Board of London
(1), (a judgment confirmed on appeal) refers to the'
contractor's test. <i It is a rough test undoubtedly.
It is a test in some cases, but it is not a test in others.
If the place is occupied by a tenant, it is not a good
. test at all, because the rent which he actually pays
is a far better one. If the place is unlet it is not at
all a good test because it may be that no tenant would
give anything approaching to the interest on the cost,
but if the place is occupied and occupied by the
owner himself then it is in some sense a test, (\ rough
test no doubt and only priJna facie evidence, but still
some evidence to show what the value of the occupation is
If he could get a place
cheaper at a less rent than the interest. on the
cost comes to it is to be assumed that he would not
go to the expense of building; he would prefer to take
the cheaper course and pay the rent." In this passage
the learned Judge gives as clear and as favourable a
description of this method as can be obtained from
reports of Rating Cases.
By section 80 of the Rangoon Municipal Act it is
provided that certain taxes shall be levied on buildings
and lands at a specified percentage of their annual
1926

(1) [18H6] 50 T.P. 419 and [1886J 17 Ij,Jj.D. 738.
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value, and by sub-section 2 Cl annual value " is stated
to mean "the gross annual rent for which buildings
and lands liable to taxation may reasonably be
expected to let from year to year." Consequently,
'what the assessing authority has to find out is what
is the gross annual rent the hypothetical tenant would
'be willing to give from year to year for the premises
in question. The Assessor gives a general statement
regarding the re~assessment of rice mill property in
Rangoon at page 6 of his file dealing with Appeal
Case No. 21/0 (Corporation of Rangoon Assessor's
:Department 1924-25, Dalla Circle) on the objection
of Aik Cheng Beng & Co. In that r.e states that
the last general revision of assessments of rice mill
properties took place in 1910; that, as the number
,of properties was large, the difficulty was to devise a
method of revision which would operate fairly on the
individual owners and the Corporation alike, that ,
:accordingly he approached the Burma Chamber of
Commerce and the Small Millers' Association proposing an immediate increase of 25 per cent. on the
:assessments of industrial properties 0n which there
had been no increase since 1914, which was to operate
-for a year while a detailed survey and valuation of
properties was being completed, that, with the object
-of conducting a revision as amicably as possible, he
.arranged with the four Superintending Engineers of
the firms who had the largest number of rice mills
within the Municipallirnits to meet him and endeavour
to arrive at rates which would produce a fair average
-present day value for the mills, that numerous meetings
were held and valuations of several mills were prepared
in detail and the rates for each item discussed, and
that after allowing for depreciation, probable drop in
:price, loss of efficiency, etc., rates were finally unanimously agreed on. At page 2 of his note, the Assessor
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states: "The revIsed assessments which .are now being
appealed against are the results of the detailed survey ~
Details of Buildings, Plant, Machinery and Land were
prepared for each individual property and used for
comparing with the details of similar let properties.
wherever possiQle, and when no suitable comparison
was available as the means of arriving at the capital
value of lhe property jor the purpose of assessing it on the
basis of what is known in rating parlance as the 'contractor's principle'. The best method of assessing
any property which is not actu"lly let is undoubtedly
comparison \yith other similar let properties, but in
the case of the larger industrial properties, which are:
rarely if ewr let this is seldom possible and the Assessor
has to adopt some other mean~ of arriving at the.
assessable value. The method in most common use and.
which has been approved by the Courts IS known as the
'contractor's principle.' The general theory of this
principle is, briefly, that a certain amount of capital
would require to be invested to provide a property
of similar utility to the one to be assessed and the:
interest on this sum may be taken as the rent which
the occupant v.'ould actually be paying. The rate of
interest has been fixed by the Court in the Burma~
Railways case at 8 per cent. on the capital value of
Buildings and Plant and 4 per cent. on Land. The.
application of this principle requires careful handling"
however, and each case has to be considered on its.
merits." In this passage the Assessor quite clearly and
intelligently sets out the method of his assessment.,
It has been stated on behalf of the Corporation that
60 rice mills were assessed on this method and only
seven, all of them what are called small mills, have,
objected. These objectors appealed to the Commis..,
sioner and urged that there is a custom in the rice
milling industry to impose a fair rent on a rice miH
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atone rupee per month for every bag of rice which
1926
the mill can produce in 12 hOUl"S. It is quite Ko Po YEE
clear that the appellants completely failed to prove BR~~~ERS
any such custom and it was not seriously urged ANn
FIVE
OTHERS
on appeal. The Commissioner dismissed the appeals
T~'E
and confirmed the assessment holding that the COI~PORATION OF
Assessor was right in basing his decision on the HAKGOON.
contractor's principle. The parties then appealed to RUTLEDGE,
the Chief Judge of the Small Cause Court who DC.J.,
AND
UCK\\'ORTH,
dismissed their appeals. From that decision they
J.
have now appealed to tbis Court.
Objection on behalf of the Corporation was taken
that this Court could not interfere \",ith the discretion
of the assessing anthority, and reliance is placed on a
decision of a Bench of the Bombay High Court in
Abdullabhoy Lal1ee's case (2), where the learned
Judges remarked "So long as the assessing Court
applies one of the recognised modes of valuation and
in doing so does not take into consideration evideuce
which it should not take into consideration
and does not exclude evidence which it should take
into consideration it is left to that Court to select
its particular 'formula' and it is no objection to the
valuation to say that it should have adopted some
other' formula'."
This passage, however, must be taken \,'ith the
facts and decision in that case in which they set
aside the assessment holding as that the. mode of
assessing was wrong and illegal as the defendants
made no attempt to value the particular salt works
in question or say whether the method they applied
was such as to result in the assessment that the
hypothetical tenant of these premises \vould pay
for them.
(2) (1918) 47. Born. 692 at p. 707.
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The appellants'main ground is their objection to the
contractor's test being the main basis of the assessment. In our opinion, this is a question of principle
which must be considered by this Court.
We have already seen from the passage quoted
from Cave, J.'s judgment that the contractor's test is
Some test where the owner of the premises is also
the occupier; but it is a rough test and only some
evidence to show what the value of the occupation is.
In our opinion it would be dangerous to make
the contractor's test the sole basis of rating of such
properties as rice mills, or, indeed, any industrial
undertaking capable of being let.
Where the
hypothetical tenant theory can be applied, in our
opinion, this theory must be followed as it is the
one contemplated by section 80 of the Rangoon
Municipal Act.
In our opinion one of
the
greatest difficulties in applying the contractor's test
is that it virtually rates machinery directly as a separate
hereditament whereas the law only contemplates
that it should be taken into consideration along
with the rest of the property.
With regard to the principle on' which assessment should be made we cannot do better than
quote again the words of Lord Halsbury in Kirby
v. HunsletAssesstnent C011'lmittee t3): II The overseer has
a comparatively simple problem to solve, although
it is difficult enough sometimes; he sees the place
being conducted as a brewery, or an iron foundry
or· what not; he looks at the premises, he looks
at the furniture which is necessary for carrying on
the business as a brewery or foundry; he does
not in his own mind analyze, and to my mind he
ought not to analyze, what would be likely to be
(3) LoR. [1906) A.Co43 at p.48.
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1926
the initial arrangements between the intended brewer
and the owner of the freehold, to see who should Ko Po YEE
AND
provide this or that engine, or what not, but he looks BROTHERS
FIVE
at the premises as they are, as they are being occupied, ANI>
OTHEHs
'II.
and as they are being used, and he says to himself :
THE
'I Well, looking at the whole of the place, such and CORPoRATION OF
such is the rent which would probably be paid by a HA!HiOON.
tenant· from year to year [or such an establishment RUTLEDGE,
C.]., AND
as this. And in that he does not and ough t not to DUCKWORTH,
strip the whole of the place of everything but the four
J.
walls which contain the whole system of manufacture
therein contained, and simply value either the ground
upon which the buildin g is placed, or the four walls
and roof which are the containing elements of all
the manufacture that goes on in it." If the assessment had· been made solely on the basis of the
contractor's test, Vfe would have felt compelled to
allow the appeals and remand the cases. We take
into consideration that the Assessor checked his application of the contractor's test by that of the rental
obtained in the case of three mill properties, none of
them, however, situate in the Kanaungto Creek.
We may note here that the objectors did not
produce any evidence of rents at which mill premises
were let. It was certainly open to them to have done
so. We cannot help thinking that the Assessor would
have found many more instances than three of letting
mill premises if he had not confined his enquiries
t'o something like the current year. If he had obtained
evidence of all the letting of rice mill properties for say
four years previous to the assessment, we consider
that he would have had a valuable basis from
which to infer what a hypothetical tenant would
give for premises such as those in question. The
objectors gave no evidence as to what profits they
were making in their business, and we do not consider
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that the Assessor was under any obligation to
enquire what their profits, in fact were. And, in view
of the difficulty which an Asses~or would obviousry
be faced in trying to discover the true facts, we
do not consider that it is incumbent upon him to
make any enquiries on the subject of profits.
,Another test of ascertaining what the hypothetical
tenant would give as rent for the premises from year
to year would have been to call some representative
and reliable owner or manager of rice mills and
examine him as to what would be the reasonable rent.
In the result we consider that the appeals fail
and must be dismissed. In the circumstances, each
party will bear their own costs.
APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before 1111'. Justice Doyle.

1927

MAUNG KG GYI.

Jail. 17.

v.
U KYAW.*
Evidence Act (1 of 1872), section 92-0ral evideltCeio show that Olle of the
e.vecutants of a monelaJ)' bond signed only as sure.ty, whether admiSSible.
Held, that or~l evidence to show that one of the executants of a monetary
bond to the knowledge of the money-lender signed it only as a surely is not
ad!!lissible.
Harek Cltand Bllbu altd others v. Bishun Chandra BallerJee, 8 C. W.N. 101,
Nga'Saing and Olte v. Nga Lit Aung a'ld others, (1906) 2 U.B.R. 13-followed.'
1Ifuleha'lld v. Manho Ra'm, 10 All. 421 {dictum at p. 423)-dissented from. '

Leon.g-for Appellan t.
Tun Aung-for Respondent.
DOYLE, I.-The plaintiff-appellant, Maung KoGyi,

sued U Kyaw and two others for the recovery Rs. 2,540,
*

Civil Second Appeal No. 125 of 1926.
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due on a bond. U -Kyaw contended that he had only
signed as a surety, and that another document was
.also executed on which he was to be given two-thirds
of the amount in excess of Rs. 2,000, if the price of
jaggery exceeded Hs. 2,000. :Maung Ko Gyi, at the
very end of his evidence, \vas examined by the Court
of first instance as to whether U Kyaw had signrd
the bond as a surety, and admitted that U Kya\v rad
signed as a surety. As it was clear from the evidence
that Maung Ko Gyi had not taken proper steps to
protect the security, both the lower Couns held that
U Kyaw was discharged as a surety under the provisions of section 141 of the Indian Contract Act.
In this Court it is argued that the Court of first
instance was wrong in questioning Maung Ko Gyi as
to the capacity in which U Kyaw signed the document,
since the document itself \vas an unequivocal admission
of liability as a principal.
I am of opinion that this contention must prevail.
It is true that in Mulchand and another v. Madho
Ram (i), a Bench of the Allahabad High Court has
obiter expressed the opmion that one of the obligors
of a bond or bill of exchange may plead that he
was only a surety in a case where a money-lender
has made advances on the security of a joint and
separate note, being well aware at the time that one
of the makers was a surety only. The learned Judges
there remarked that such a caSe would fall probably
under proviso (1) to section 92. It is difficult to see
under what part of proviso (1) to section 92 oral
evidence to prove that a signatory signed as a surety
and not as a principal could be admitted. There is no
allegation of fraud in the present case, and the only
other argument which might be urged would be that
failure to note the fact that a signature was only written
_
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in the capacity of a surety was a mistake of law and of
fact. An argument of this nature, if admissible, would
destroy the whole effect of section 92. The quotation
of Taylor on Evidence suggests tllat the learned Judges
were influenced by English Law.
In Harell Chand Babu and others v. Bishun
Chandra. Banerjee and another (ii), a Bench of the
Calcutta High Court, as far back as 1903, decided
that oral evidence to show that one vf the executants
of a note of hand signed it only as surety was not
admissible. This view was concurred in, in 1906,
by Shaw, Judicial Commissioner, in Nga Saing and
one v. Nga Lu Aung and others (iii).
I am unable to discover any good ground for
differing with these opinions. The contention, therefore, ofU Kyaw that he is absolved from liability
cannot prevail. According to the: document, which.
was executed on the same day as the bond, U Kyaw
was entitled to one-third of the proceeds of all jaggery
in excess of 700 boxes jaggery supplied to Ko Gyi.
Ko Gyi actually admits that 820 boxes were received
by him, the average price being Rs. 10 per box.
Ko Gyi is, therefore, entitled to set off one·third of
the value of the 120 boxes, representing Rs. 400 for
which, according to Ko Gyi, he has received Rs. 100.
The judgment and decree of the lower Courts
dismissing the suit as against Maung Kyaw are set
aside. There will be judgment and decree as against
Maung Kyaw and Maung Pu for Rs. 2,240.
As the law point was only raised in this Court,
there will be .no order as to costs, in this Court.
(ii) (1903) 8 C.w.N. 101.

(iii) (1906) 2 U.B.R. 13.
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ORIGINAL CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Cllnri.

KHATIZA BEE BEE

1927

v.

Jan. 27.

I. E. ABOWATH

AND SEVEN OTHERS.*

Arbitrdfion Act (IX of 1899), seclio'l ll-RlIle and orders of the High COI/1,t,
C!I<!pter XXXV, Rilles 1 alld9-.VOIl·cOl1lplial1Ce with prodsions of Act al/d
requirements Of rules for filing award, effect of-Appearallce of party Otl
illegal not ice whether cures irreg I/larit ies-Court's inherwt puwcr for
directing proper procedure-Limitatio/l.
Held, that where an award is forwarded to the Court for filing without
compliance with the provisions of the Indian Arbitration Act and the
requirements of the rules of the Court as 10 issu~ of notices to parties by the
arbitrators and as to the filing of copies of such notices and of the proceedings
of the arbitrators, the Registrar aets without juriscliction in filing such an
award lind in issuing notice to pJrties. The appearance of a party in answer
to such notice cannot be held to JegalisC' it, and· the questioll whether his objections to the award ~hould be disallowed as being time-barred cannot be gone
into. The Court in the exercise of its inherent jurisdiction is bound to take
steps to rectify matters and to direct the return of the award to be liled
accordin~ to the proper procedure. The pendency of the infruc!uo ..s proceedings will s...ve Iimitatio.o.

Kalyan-wala-for the Arbitrators.
Keith-for ttle Petitioner.
S. N. Sen-for the 2nd Hespondent.
Doctor-for the 1st alld 3rd Respondents.

CHARI, l-In this case an award \vas delivered
by certain arbitrators. 011 the 31st of May 1926 the
award was sent by Mr. Patker on the instructions
of one Voraji to the Conrt, \vith a note to the effect that
the award be filed in Court. It was 110t accompanied
by a translation of the award, but it \vas accompanied
by Rs. 100 the translation fees. That letter was
received in Court on the 1st of June 1926. After a
great deal of delay due to want of translation and
the raising of a question whether it is necessary to
have a stamped application for the purpose of filing the

------------_._---_
.
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award, the Deputy Registrar on the 8th' of May
1926 made a note that the award was not accompanied
BEE HEE
by copies of the notices issued by the arbitrators
v.
I. E.
to the parties in compliance with the requirements
A BO\\'ATH
AND SEVEN
of
section 11 of the Indian Arbitration Act as
OTHEIlS.
required by Rule 1. After making a note, to that
CHARI, r,
effect the Registrar passed the follo\ving order :--" Issue notice under Rule 9 to the parties for 26th
}lily 1926 by which date applications to remit 01' set
aside the a\\7('trd must be presented." The letter
forwarrling the award was not only not accompanied
by copies of notices but was also unaccompanied
by the proceedings before the arbitrators as required
by Rule 1 of the rules framed under section 20 of
the Arbitration Act. On the 14th of July 1926
notices were issued from the Court and were served
on the parties either on the 20th or on the 22nd' of
that month. These notices were not in conformity
with the order of the Registrar, as it notified to the
parties that the 26th of July was fixed for hearing
objections and also contained intimation that
applications if any to remit or set aside the award
should be presented within ten days after the service
of the notice. This is also contrary to Rule 9 which
makes it obligatory on the Court to fix the tenth day
from the date of the filing the award as the day on or
before which objections have to be filed. On the 17th
of July the proceedings before the arbitrators were
filed in Ceurt but copies of notices were not tiled.
I am informed, and it is not denied, that as a matter
of fad the arbitrators had not served any notice on
the parties as required by section 11, clause (2) of
the Indian Arbitration Act. On the 26th of July
1926 Cowasjee, Sen and Banerji for the 2nd
Respondent' appeared in Court and at the request of
Mr. Surridge on their behalf the matter was allowed
KHATIZA

!',.
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to stand over for a fortnight. On the 2nd of August
1926, Mr. Banerji filed his objections on behalf of
the 2nd Respondent. It is contended before me that
the' objections art: time-barred. It was· filed on the
2nd of AUgLlst 1926 and. w bether the ten days be
calculated from the 20th or the 22nd Jnly or from
the 8th of July it is equally beyond time. Mr. Sen
who appeared for the 2nd Respond~nt dees not
dispute this but he challenges the whole proceeding
and draws my' attention to certain irregularities and
illeg:l1ities. His first objection is that Rule' 1
contemplates that all the arbitrators should join in
forwarding the award to the Court whereas the award
in this case was forwarded by Mr. Patker on behalf
of a single arbitrator. ThiS in my opinion is not a
sound objection and anyone arbitrator can on behalf
of himself and the others send the award to the
Court. Such a procedure is a sufficient compliance
with the pro\'isions of the Act. His next objection
is that no notice was served by the arbitrators as
required by section 11, clause 2. This ill my opinion
is a fatal objection. The object or that prevision is
to give timely notice to the parties of the filing of
the award. Rule 1 of the rules of the High Court
enables the Registrar to file the award only when
the award is accompanied by copies of the notices.
It is argued by Mr. Keith that the conduct of the
2nd Respondent in subsequently appearing in Court
is a wai v.er of the notice. It is true that in response
IO the notice issued by the Court he appeared,
but t his cannot be deemed to be a w.liver
of antecedent irregularities. It is only when all the
provi<;ions of the Act and the Rules are complied with
that the Registrar is enabled to fiie that award and
issue notices. When they have not been complied
with he can neither file the award nor issue
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any notice. The issue' of the notice is beyond' his
jurisdiction and the appearance of the party in answer
to such notice cannot be held to legalise it. .
The p<2sition is therefore this. The objections
filed are undoubtedly time-barred but there has not
been a proper filing of the award. The provisions.
of the Act and the requirements of th.e rules niust
be complied with before the Registrar can file the
award. It is only when the aW8rd is legally and
properly filed that it will be executable as a decree.
Even if, at this stage, I disallow the 2nd Respondent's
objections on the ground that they are time-barred,
all these irregularities. \vill have to be enquired into,
when the award is sought to be executed as a decree.
In my opinion these are valid and insuperable
objections.; vVhen the attention of the Court is draw:n
to these irregularities, the effect of which is to make
the filing of the award improper and illegal, the Courf
in the exercise of its inherent jurisdiction, is bound to
take steps to rectify matters and the proper procedure is
to begin from the beginning again. I therefore direct
that the award be returned' to .Mr. Patker, the
advocate for Vornji, to enable the arbitrators to issue
the necessary notices before filing the award with the
proceedings and copies of such n6tices~ As soon as
the award is filed and all the provisions of the Act·
and the rules have been complied with tIte Registrar.
will make an order to the effect that the award be
filed and thereupon hG will i~sue notice under Rule
f) directing the parties to file applications if any for
remitting or setting aside the award within ten
clays from the date of the filing of the award. No
question of limitation can arise as Article ) 78 of
the Limitation Act is inapp!icable ane, even if it
did, the pendency of the infructuollS proceedings will
save limitation.
.
G.U.13,c.P.o,-t'o bS, M. of Infmn., 10-10-57-600 --IX ..
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BAIL-Crimillall'roced1ll'e Code (JI of 1l:>98), sec/illtl 497-" DI!ath or
transportation/or life ., to be in/crpret,'d disjullclivcly-lJiscretiol/
of Magislrate ill cnses 7/01 punislll1b ewi/h dea/II ur llal/spol't,";J'/.
for life /tow to be e),erciserl--PoJwerof llle High COllrt to grallt
bail, and tlte pract:ce of the C ·urt. H cld, lhat the phrase "with
death or transporlation f ,r life" appear;ng in se~t\()n 497 of the
Criminal Procedure Cooe must be rl'~cl disjclJ c!ively as if it ran
.•.• with death or with tramponation for life." Hdd,jllrtlter,
that the amended section 497 d"es Jlot limit the power of
Magistrates in granting bail in case of non-bailable offences
except in cases punishable with transportation for life or with
death. Held. als., that the Hi~h Court has an absolute discretion
in granting bail in any case but that though the discretion is
absolute, the High Court must exercise it jl1Clicially and since the
legislature has chosen' to entrust the initial stage of dealing with
questions of bail to Magistrates anJ while giving Magistrates an
unfettered discretion of granting of bail in all cases except two
classfs, i.e., cases punishable with death and case, punishablt with
transportation fOr life, the High COUlt o~l!£ht not to grant bail in
such cases except for exceplonnal and very srt-cial reasons. Per
RUTLEDGE, C,J,-" But I t'oncur with ti~e following concluding
observati,)ns of mv brother DlIyle in MO.'lamed Eusoof's case at
page 5042. 'The\" (1 C., Magistrates) ;(, e bound, when weighing the
pr,)bability of th; l'risoner ap')earing for trial, to consider the
nature of the offence charged, the char; ctc-r of the evidence
against the prisoner and the puni~hm"nt ·which in the e\'l'nt 'If
convictioll i:; lik, 11· to be inflicted on the prisoner.' Again, while
mere \'ague allegations that the prisoner, if released, will tutor
witnesses should not be taken into account, the Magistrate may
well refuse to enlarge on bail where the prisoner is of such a
character that his presence at large WIll intimidate witnesses nr
where there are reasonable grounds for believing that he will
use hb lIberty to s'lhorn evidence." Boudville v. Ki'/~g'-ElIlperor,
2 Ran. 546 : EllsOJ! and MIC v King-Emperor, 3 Ran. 538 -referred
to and oVlrruled ill part.
KING-EMPEROR v. NGA SAN HTWA AND OTHERS
BURMESE BUDDHIST LAw-Husband and wife-Power of husband or
wife to deal with joint propcrty-::aecree agaillstolle spouse whetlter
billding 011 the otller-Sttit against olle ordi'(larily preSlll/led /0 be
against both $P~nses in tllel/' par 1:crship capacity, Held, th!lt at
Burmese BuddlllstLaw, in respect of the prop.~rty oHhe marT/age
whether that property be the payin property of either party or
lettetpwa property of the marriage, a Burmese Buddhist husband
and wife are partners and all the property of the marriag,·. whether
payin or letfetpwa, is partnership property. Held, f"rtller, that
at Bl1nnese Buddhist law, the partnership between husband and
wife is dissolved only by death or divorce and neither partner is
entitled to separate possession of any share of the partnership
property or of the profits of the partnership untillhe partnership
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ACT I OF

AmllSISTR.HION SUIT, WHAT AMOVNTSTO AN...

2f;6

AD)IIXISTRATOR, "ALE BY, WITHIN WHAT THiE .WOIDABLE

266
27i
186

ASSE,;S)IENT WHETHER TO INCLUOE MACHINERY .-\:-lD PLANT
.'\\\'.-\1(0, SUIT TO DECLARE VOID, LIi'rIlTATION FOU .
BeRMA ACT VIol-'

1922 :See CITY OF RANGOON MUNICIPAL ACT.

LAW-Inlleritance ··FatTterrel11£1rrying- FaHer
partitioning with children bejore'remarriagc-Deat h Of jat!.erChi/drell excluded from inheritance. Under Burmese Buddhist

BCR)IESE BVDDHIST

Law, where, after the death of the wife, the husband partitions the
properly with their children, and marries again, taking his share
with him, on his death the children by the iormer marriage
cannot daim to inherit. The above:: rule applied, the ugh appearing;
on the authority of one D/lammat hat (Kyaw) only there bt:ill".~
nothing to militate against its authenticity or binding character,
A husband, after the death of his first wife and a fortnight before
his reniarriage, executed a, document by which he purrorled to
transfer his property to a partnership comisting of himself and
his seve::n 80nll and daughters, he. taking a one,eighth share and
they the remainder in shares Upon· the death of the husband, the
second wife surviving him childless the children of the first wife
claimed a share in the inheritance. Held, that, upon the true
constructiOn of the documents, and haYing rega, d to the circumstances. it was a partition with the ~hildren, and I ndt"r the above
rule they were not entitled to any share upon their falhe! 's death
:\IA THAUNG AIm A"OTH'ER t/. MA THAN AND OTHERS
MUNICIPAL ACT (BVR)IA ACT VI OF

CITY OF HANGOON
SECTIO:-;S 3 (iv',

175

19:2),

SO. 86-·Macllxt ery and plant 10 be iilell/ded
in assessing building-Machinery :fi..wd by tcn,mt- Liability of
OWlur.'orasscssment. He!d, thaI the Corporation h:\s the right

to take into consideration the machinery and 1'1~.nt in any buildingill ,s~essing the building, and also to hold the oWIle::r of the
building responsible for the I ax, ~ lthough the machinery and plan t
lIIay have been fixed up by hi~ te::oant. The Chet ty Firm of R.M.
P.V.J1l. and on~ v. The Corpomtio'/ oj Rallgool,. 11926) 4 I~all. 1711;
MaUll!! Po Yte and Bt'otlters v. The Corporation of R'lIIgoon.
(1927) 5 Ran. lOI-followed.
M. E. MOOLLA & SONS, LTD. AND O)(E 'i/. THE CORPORATION
OF RANGOON

_

Cn-Y OF RANGOON MUNICIPAL ACT (BURMA ACT V OF • 922', SECTIONS
178, 230,2305. "ULE 2. CHAPTF R XV, SCHEDULE II-ultra dres.-

.\'0 tower to exact license fee ofany amount-Effect of sanction by
Government-Tn-vand a license jee. Held. that under the provi-

SiORS of the City of R:mg.oon Municipal Act, the Corporation has
no power to make rules regardin~ the rate or amount of license
fees to be levied for private markets and to insert such rulfs in
the Schedilles of the Act. Consequently Rule 2. - Chapter XV.
Sc.hedule 11 of the Act-is ultra vires and invalid. The fad hat
th:: Corporation had the sanction of the Local GovernmE'nt. did
not render the rule inmune from the control of the CI.urt as to
its validity or reasonability. Held, al~o. that the intention of the

271

INDEX

11

PAGE

Legislature WiiS not to give the Corporation power to impose on
owners of private mark(:IS a charge for a license which might
extend to any al11t unt for which the sanction of the Local Go'..ernment could be obtained. but to limit it to charge a fee which
would co\'er the expense~ of the Corporation in carrying out the
duties imposed on it by the Act of the stlpervision and regulation
of private markets. I111mamba' dz v. ltfutsaddi, 45 Cal. 904; Kruse
v. Johl/son, [18\}8] 2 Q.B.D.-referrcd to.
MUNICIPAL CORPORATION OF RANGOON V. THE' SOORATEE
BARA BAZAAR CO:, LTD. AND FOUR OTHERs

212

1908), SF-CTION 54, OIWER 20, r~ULE 18
(l)-Partit ion by eollec'or pern/issible only ill lite case of estat es
(ISses.':etl to Te,'emlc. inane lump slim Hel,l, that sec,lion 54 of the
Civil Procedure Code. to which Order 20. Hule 18 (11 refers back,
was ll~eallt to be applied only in the C:lse of estates assessed to
re\'enue in one lump sum for the whole estate and not to estates,
like the ordinary p",ddy land holding in Burma which are assessed
at acn-rales. 10 Will Y.ltfa Tin,::; L,B.R. 338-I'cfencd to

CIVIl. PROCEDURE CODE C\' OF

206

MAUNG Po NYUN ". MA SAW TI:\

V OF 1908), ORDEI{ 47, RULE I-Decree
passed ill aIle suit dcco"ding to agr<'ClI1ent to abide loy the decision
of Ilil!,h COttr! in aI/other suit-Effect of reversal of tile Nigh
touri deciSIon on appcal-Review. In an ejectment suit filed in
the Small Cause Court, Rangoon, pal ties agreed to keep the case
pending and to abide by the decision of the High Court in another
suit between them. The High Court dec! eed the suit in favour of
tile plaintiffs and c msequenl1y the Small Cause Court also passed
a decree in their favour in its c".se. The High COUT t decision
was s .:bseq',lently revel'sed on appeal Defendants then applied
for a review of the 8m,,11 Cause Court decree which was granted
and the dec,ree was s;t aside. Held, that the review was properly
granted The effect of the appeUate decree was to set aside the
original decree d the High Court. The d"cree sought to be
review~d was based on the assl1lnption that the original decree of
the High CO'Jrt was valid, but which assumption was su1::sequently
proved to be wrong. The appdlate dtcree is not a n',ere subsequent e\en t b"t has the effect of Yoiding the original decree fr01l1
its inception. Waghrla v. 1I1asludin, 13 Rom 330-f o/lowcd.
Kotaghiri r.rentata v. TTetlanki, 24 M'ld. I-distmguisltcd
MAUNG KYAW AND OXE V. Ko AYE AND ONE

CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE (ACT

CIVIL PROCEDl1l{E CODE, SECTiON

92, AND ORDER 1, RULE 10

CO!<IPOSl'fJOl-l SCHE~lE, EVEN IF APPRoVED
D1TOR~, ~IAY BE REJECTED BY COURT

BY

MAJORITY

OF

263
CRE-

241
241

CO~lPOSITION SCHEME. !\OT ALTERABLE BY COURT

CONSENT OF GOVERNMENT ADVOCATE WHETHER NECESSARY FOR
MAKING PARTIES DEFENDANTS IN SUITS UNDER SECTION 92 of THE
CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE
CONTE~IPT. CO~IMITTAL FO~, WHEN INTERFERED WITII IX Al-PEAL
FRAUDULENT PREFERENCE TO CREDITORS, BURDEN OF PROOF OF
GIFT IN FAVOUR OF UNBORN LONEE VOID UNDER SIIIAH MAHO~IEDAN
L~
GOVEI<NMENT ADVOCATE'S CONSENT NOT NECESSARY TO MAKE PAHTI'ES
DEFEl\DANTS IN sUITS UNDER SECTION 92 OF THE CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE
INSOLVENT'S TRANSACTIONS BEFORE DISCHARGE WITH
DIIALERS WHEN BINDING ON OFFICIAL ASSIGNEE

261

263
244
229
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263
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INSUR.~NCE-Clau.'efvrfeitin,t!. policy after three ·m"."t hs of reject ion rf
claim-Rej.:tlion to be uI,equiL'vc,,1 a."d to be st-rictly prol"d. A

dause in the policy of in'~rar.ce :lgainst fire reads ". . • • if
the claim bl': made and rejected and an action or suit be not comm:lIced within three months after such lejection. . • . ..
thi$ policy shall be forfeited. Held. that before so st, ingent a
condition a$ this can be "nforced, it mllst be proved that there
\\'as an nnequil'ocal'repudiatioll of liability by the Insurance Compa' ,\' and that such repll,liation In",'t be proved strictly. Heid, on
the facts that a~ the ktter relied ~Ipon by the !.Isu-unce COlr.pany
and addressed to the assignee of the insurt:r mt:rely quc::stioned the
right of the as,ignee. this is not such repu Ii,,"ioll <\, would effect
forfeiture of the policv, G. Rai."ey Ill/d <Jue v. Tile }J',rmtl Fire
alld Ml/~ine Im."rance Co., Ltd., 3 Ran. 383-re/e1'red 10.
THE UNIVERSAL loIRE AND GENEl?AL 1NsUllANCE Co" LTD.
v. THE JAPAN COTTON TRADING CO., LTD. AND ONE

13
LETTERS PATENT, CLAUSF. 13-Civil I'I'occdure Code (Acl Vof 19CI'),
section 92 and Ord,'r I, Rule 10-Col/sent of Govern11!C11-t Ad1'ocale
wllether lIeee's,rl Y fl'" maklllgp",,·tiesdefendatlfs-Ol'der I efusing
to joill P~"''<01Z' as parti. s in l! suit ullder section 92 is jUdglllCld
under slctioll 13 <j Ietto's Patent. Held, that under the prodsions of section 92 of the Cil it Procedure Code persons who are
made or added as defendt:nts tll a sl'it under that section do not
require any consent in wriling of the GOVl rnn~ent Advocate, all do
the plaintiffs A suit under section 92 operates ill te11l and an
order refl:sing to join persons as parties. finally adjudicates or
concludes the tn;\tter so far as these persons are concerne~ and is
therefore a judgment within the meaning of section 13 of the
Letters Patent. Commercial Bank of India \. Sul)}11 Saltib alld
otliers, 24 Mad. 'l52-ref<'l'1'Bd to.
Jl:DGMENT, MEANING OF, UNDER LETTERS PATEl'T, Cr,AusE

C.

E.

DOOPLY AND FOUR OTHERS
THREE O T H E R S '

v.

M.

E.

208
263,

MOOLLA AND

263

LIABII;JTY OF OWNER FOR ASSESS~IENT ON MACH1NF.HY O~' TE:-;Ato'T
FIXED Dl HIS BUILDINGS

27t

il; arbitrali·Jn u,ithoul i: t,'lTCldioll of tlie
Court-Suit for a declaration t1",t award invl/litl Article applicaUe-Time from wliich period I' lin s-A Wl! Id i1lvalid agatHst some
parties thereto-Specific Relief Act (l of 1877), SectiOIlS 39. 42Indian Limitation Act (IX of 1908), Scfledule I, Al·ticle91. A suit
for a declaration that an award 01 arbitealors appointed without
tile inten-elltion of the Court is \oid is a suit" 10 cancel or set
aside an instrumel t" within the meaning of the Indian Limitation
Act, 1908. Schedule I, Article 91,and the period of limitation applicable is therefore that which that article provides. The time for
the commencemellt Of the period of Iin:i1ation for bringing the
suit is not postponed unlil the date when an applic"tion to file
the award in Court has heen refused. The su·t is one to which
section 39, and "ot sedion 42. of the Specific 1~e1ief Ad, 1877.
applies. Held, that the appellant's right to bring a suit of the
ahove character was barred bv Arlicle 91.

LlbIlTATION-':AwaI'Ci

KIRKWOOD

v.

MAUNG SIN A~D ANOTHER

L1MITATIOS ACT, ARTICLE
LIS

186

c;l

... 186, Z66

1>,

PENDENS-Ad11lillistmfioll sllit- Al'oidanceof sale ad11lillistrator-Ll1nitati01I Act (IX of 1908). Article 91. Held, that a suit
in which one of two co-heirs sues the other heir, who is administra tor Of the estate for his share Of the eS tate and asks for the

IV

I~DEX

profits of the estate, in which a preliillinaty decree was given
declaring that the plaintiff waS entitled to a IH.lf share of the
estate and directing that the \1sual ac~olln s and enquiries I-e taken
and made. in which a commissioner was 'lppointed to take these
acco:;nts and enquiries and in whicb a final dlcree was given for
the half share in the estate as found by the cnmmi,sioner i~ in
fact an administration suit, whether or not it i, ~uch a suit in
for 111 , and the doctrine of ItS peltdem does not apr ly to st:ch suit.
Held, that a suit to have a sale made hv an adminish:ator set side
under section 90 of the old Probate' and Administratic,n Act
(section 305 of the new Succession Act) is governed by Article 91
of the Limitation Act. Burjendl'a Mohan Sarma \. Manorama
Dasi, 49 Cal. 911 ; Lee Lim Ma Hock v. Ma Saw ilia HOlle, 2 H<l.n.
4; Tile Eastern Mortgage and Agen y Co, \.• Rabati KIIJII"r Roy,
3 C W.N. ~60-refOY1'edto.
MA KIN fl. MA BWI/\ •••
OBSTRUCTION, INTENTION TO CAl"SE WILFl'T., St:SPICIQI\ OF :\OT SliFFICIENT TO CO)DIIT FOR CONrE)[PT
OHDER REFCSIXG TO JOIN PERSOl\S AS PARTIES IN' A SUIT CSDER
SECTIOl>: 9Z IS A JunmIEl\T
PARTITIuN BY COLLECTOR PER)I!SSIBLE OKL1' IN CASE OF ESTATES
ASSESSED TO REVENUE IN ONE LUIP Stm ...
PRhSIDEXCy·ToWNS ]I\SOI.',iEKCY ACT (III OF 1909), ~ECTIONS 17,52
(2) (al, 56-Transactions of illsokmt be!, I'e his llischarge, 'with
bona fide dealers 71J1len bindillg 011 Ojfidal A,ssignec-F1'andlllel1t
preference', burden of PI'oof of. In .1912 S was adjudicated an
insolvent. He did not obtain any discharge and went on doiJ:,l~
busine~s in partnership and in speculating in landed properly.
The partnership was dissolved in 192Z and the 2nd and 3rdappellants filed a suit against 5 in June 1923 claiming a large Sl!m
as due to them in respeCt of the partnership. They also obtained
an attachll1ent before judgment in July 1923 on certain immoveable properties of S. These properties wcre mo 'fgaged to the
respondents who slrbsequently by an agreement of sale datt:d 27th
April 1923 bec;>me purchasers of the said propertiti in satisfaction of their debts, the agreemcnt was registered on 15th August
192\ anc! two dayS later the respondents obtaine::d a registerC'd
conl'eyance of the properties, On 4th Octob.er 1923,S was again
adjllcl'cated insolvent. The respondents claImed the propertits
free from any claim by the Official Assignee and the other
appel,lants. Held, that :l transaction betwcen an undischarged
\llsoll'ent and a third .party who in good faith without knowledge
<;>f the insolvency and before the intervention 01 the Official
Assignee has completed it giving full consi~eration for what he
purpOl ts to buv from the insolvent, is bindin2 on the Official
Assignee, Held, also that on the facts of the case thcre was no
fraudulent preference in favour of the respondents. the agreement being the result of pressure on their part, without any
ColIllsion, and that the onus of proof of fraud I!es on the perSon
who alleges it. Alima/In/ad Abdul HI/ssein \'. Varlilal De'~'chand.
(1919) 43 Bom. 890; Cl,ote Lal v. Kedar Nath, (1924) 46 All. 565 ;
Cohen v. Milcllell, fl890) 25 Q.B.D. 262; lJasa1'l1th:y Sillha v.
Maltal1lulya AS/I, (1920) 47 Cal. 961 ; NriPendm Natll Salltl v.
Allstosh Gllosc, /l(114) 19 C.W.N. 157- followed. Ma. Pllaw v.
Maung Ba ThtHlJ, 4 Ran. 123 ; II/I'e New Land De' elop11lwt AssOciation and Gray, [1892J II Ch. D. 138-disti1~guished. .
THE OFFICIAL ASSIGro;EE AXD TWO OTHERS'll. M.P.A.K.
CHETTYAR FIRM
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PRESIDE~C'··10w~s IN$OLVE~CY ACT IIIl OF 1·,09) ,SECTIO~ 29 141,
!{UJ.E 15~ OF THE INSOLVI'NCY RUI.ES OF THE HIGH COURT-Collrf

Canllot alter sub tance of c0111posit i01Z scheme-Collrt must reject
scheme, even if approved by majont y of creditors, 011 public
groulld'. Iltld, that according to Rule 154 of the Insolvency
Rules .)f the High CO~i1·t it has now pow('r to vary the substanct:
of a comp0siti'1II scheme submitted to it for approval or rej~ction.
The Court has therefore no power to substitute the Official
Assignee for the trustee proposed in tilt: ,cheme for its administra·
tion. Held,fllrth~r. that the interests of the creditors and t!lc:ir
wish s are IIOt the sole concern of the Conrt ill questions of
approving schemes of comp.lsilion : the Court ought to regard
the interests of the public aud of commercial morality. ·If the
insf,l';ent's condurt i$ fraudlllertt gr grounds txist for j Y 3ming
char~ts against him, a l'omposition scheme oURht not to be
~pprovt:d. 111 re Beer. (1913) 1 K.B. 628 ; Ex-parte Reed, 17
Q.B.D.2H-f.ll"wr'd.
MA~lOon.E MOOSAJEE
~IOlllEEN BROS.

AND

OTHERS

V.

N.

M,

l\1EEHA

241

.

PRESIDJ,NCy·ToWNS INSOLVEl'CY ACT (III OF 19091, SECTlO" 58 (5)-

PeITal pro~'i iOlls of seclion 58 5; 1.0t applicable 11111e." "ft'r
adjudlcatitm-PO-olJer of Court to cOlllmit fJr C01ZtCiIlPI-!.-iillt!uLl
of tile appellallt showillg Wllflll illtentioll to obstrllcl--Discrrtiolt.
"ry pOi..'r., exe 'cise of in committalfJr cOl/tempt ;i"iell i/lfclf, red
wit 11 on "ppeal. On the application of a creditor to <tajudicatethe
appellant ins.,1 ;",nt, the Offidal Assig:nee was appointed interim
Receiver tu take immtdiate charge of the ac..:"unt books and
assets cf the appell:tnt. Bdore notice of appointment was ~erved
011 the appell,lIlt, he sent the alCO.mt books 'and other valuable
securities to his principals in l'udukottah. There was no legal
pr.pol, however, that he sent the book~ after he had notice of the
petition to adjudicate him insolvent, though there were gr. u .. ds to
suspect thaI he did so with intel·tion to obstruct the Official
Assignee in dIscharge of his duties. Held, that the failure to hand
over the books and the securities to the Official Asdgnee before
the order of adjudicatiO'n was p:lss-:d, however c{llpable sach
faillln: might bt:, would not amount to contempt of Co·tlt puni.
shable under the provisions of sectIOn 58 IS) of the PresidencyTowns Insolvency ~ct. Held,jurther. that if there is definite
. lej!al' evidence. that the appellilllthad notice of the petition to
adjudicate him and of the appointment of the interim Receiver,
the COllrt may be justified in arlin\! under the wide powers it
tnjoys of commiUinA! {or conkmpt. Held, further, that where
the Court has committed the appell int for contempt under seclion
58 IS) of the Preside·'cy.Towns Insolveocv Act and where it was
found that the c llnmiUal was not justified und<r that section, the
Appellate Court may il,terlere with such committal, eH'1l though
it is po~sible that tht: <lppellant could have been committed for
contempt under the wicler powers of the Hi~h Court so to
commit.
.
R M.M.S.T,~l. CHETTYAR V. THE OFFtCIAI. ASSIGNEE
PRIVATE TRUST BY A MAHOMEDAS
I~CIDESTS lo'ROM WAKF
SHIAH ~IAHO~IEIJA~ LAw-Gift

DJFF!,;RE~T IN

ITS

244

LEGAL

or trtlst of v:osfed remaillder i'lI favour
of ullborn dollce illv"lid-Primte tru~t not saffle as w:.kf. A
S liah Mahomedan lady executed a trust deed the effect of which
was t.) make a gift U1I'0ugh a trustee of the income of :III her
properties, after the settlor's death to her lmsband if he should

252

vi

INDEX
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survive her, and if he did not to her children and after their
death to tbeir children with a gIft of the proceeds of the corpus
to those children when the youngest attained the age of 18 years.
Held, that a Shiah can create a Iile interest and a vested interest
to t<lke effect after the expiry of a life intereset but he cannot create
snell a vested remainder in favour of persons unborn at the time of
the settlement. Thl': legal incidents applicable to" w;'k,,;:' are nol
applicable to grants of limited interests under a private settlement.
A setllement through a t.'ustee is nothing more than a gift [0 the
beneficiary throngh another peHon and mnst conform to all the
r,t1es relating to a gift; :l1ld there/ore a trustee cannot be an
a~ent of an unborn person fllr the a<:c.ept I11ce of the gift.
Plaintiff who was born after the date of the settlement in suit
c-Juld 1I0t therefore claim as a beneficiary under tIre ''''ust
Ahl1lCfl Gula1/l Mahome,/ SadJq v. •V,'/Iomed Cassim J[akd,l and
others, 7 B.L.T. 142; P.l.f.P.A.N• ..l.lmamal"y Clleity v. Shtlik
Mahc/lled !small, 7 B.L.T. 75; Slieraf !iussmn v. Mllsoof
HlI~Saill, 2.+ O.C.32-followcd. H,'flfe Begllm v. Mil' Abed Ali.
;;2 Born. ti2,Sadik HIISSI/i'l. v. Has!lim Ally, 38 All. 6 'i-refe/'red
to. Ameer A.li's !t1allo1lleda/1 Lalli. 4th edition; Bailie's Digest of
Moohtl11llltudau Law; r,abji's Ma/!Omedal/l' Law. 2nd ectitionreferred to.
:llmzA HASHD!
BI~DANEE

MISHKEE

'V.

..l,G,.\

ABDl'L

HOOSAIl\
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to stand over for a fortnight. On the 2nd. of August
1926, Mr. Banerji filed his objections on behalf of
the 2nd Respondent. It is contended before me that
the objections are time-barred. It was filed on the
2nd of August 1926 and whethe!" the ten days be
calculated from the 20th or the 22nd July or from
the 8th of July it is equally beyond time. Mr. Sen
who appeared for the 2nd Respondent does not
dispote this but he challenges the' whole proceeding
...00 draws .• 1),-' atfention to certain irregularities and
illcgalitie~. His first· objection is th~t Rule 1
aMltemplates that all the arbitrators should join in
fOlWafding the award to the Court whereas the award
in this case was forwarded by Mr. ·Patker on behalf
of a single arbitrator. This in my opinion is not a
sound objection and anyone arbitrator can on behalf
« himself and the others send the award to the
Court. Such a Procedure is a sufficient compliance
with the provisions of the Act. His next objection
is that no notice was served by the arbitrators as
reqoired by section .11, clause 2. This ill my opinion
fatal objection. The object of that provision is
to 'give timely notice tothb parties of -the filing of
the award. Rule 1 vf the rules of the High Court
enables the ·Registrar to file the award only when
L~e award is accompanied by copies of the notices.
It is argued by Mr. Keith that the conduct of the
2nd Respondent in subsequently appearing in Court
is a waiver of the notice. It is true that in response
to the notice issued by the Court he appeared,
but this cannot be deemed to be a waiver
of antecedent irregularities. It is only when all the
provisions of the Act and the Rules are complied with
that the Registrar is enabled to file that award and
issue notices. When they have not been complied
with he can neither file the award nor issue
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any notice. The issue of the notice is beyond his
jurisdiction and the appearance of the party in answer
to such notice cannot be held to legalise it
The position is therefore this. The objections
fil~d are undoubtedly time-barred but there has not
been a proper filing of the award. The provisions
of the Act and the requirements of the rules must
be complied with before the Registrar can file the
award. It is only when the award is legally and
properly filed that it will be executabie
decree.
Even if, afthis stage, I disallow the 2nd Respondent's
objections· on the ground that they are time-barred,
all these"irregularities wBl have to be enquired into,
when the' award is sought to be executed as a decree.
In my' opinion these ·are valid and insuperable
objections. When the attention of the' Court is drawn
to these: 'irregularities; the effect of which is to make
the filingof the award improper and illegal, the Court
in the exercise of its inherent jurisdiction, is bound to
take steps to rectify matt'ers.and:the proper procedure is
to begin from the .beginning- again. I: therefore direct
that the award .' be returned' to Mr. Patker, the
advocate for: Voraji, to enable the ar.bitrators to,issue
the. necessary notic:es before filing the award with the
proceedings· and' copies. of such notices. As soon as .
the awardis· filed, and. all! the. provisions of the Act
and the rule.s have been complied with the. Registn~r:
will make an orde.r to the effect that the award be
filed and thereupon he will issue. notice under Rule
9 directing the parties to file applications if any for
remitting . or setting aside. the award within ten
days from the· date of· the filing of the award. No·
question of limitation can arise as Article 178 of
the Limitation Act is inapplicable and, even if i.t
did, the pendency of t.he infructuous proceedings will
save limitation.
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(On Alppealfromthe Court of the Judi.ciai Commissioner,
Upper Burma.) .
BurmeseBud4hist Law-:-In!l;:rit ance-Fat her remarrj'ing-Fat hel' part il ioning with children before ~~~rri~ge-Deat" oj father-Clitldwi e:·:clllded
front inheritance.
.

.

.

Under Burmese Buddhist Law. where, after the death of· the wife, the
husband partitions the' property with their children, :ll)c\marries·again. taking
his share with him, on his dealhthe children by the former marriage cannot
claim to inherit.
The above rule app:ied, though arpe:lri'ng Oll the authority of one
Dhammathat. (Kyaw) onl.ythe;·e being nothing. to militate against its
authenticity or binding character.'
"
A husband, af~er th(' death of his first wife. and a fortnight before his remarriage, execded a document by which he purported to transfer his property
to,a partnership consisting of himself and his Seven sons and daughters, he
ta!ting aOI1e-eighlh share and:they the ~mainder in share~~ Upon the death
of the husban(l, the second wife surviving. him childless, the children of the
first wife clain~ed a' share in the' inheritance.
Held; that, upon the·true construction of the d()cu~ent, and having regard·
to the circumstances, it was a.partition.with the children•.and under the above
rule they were Ilot entitled to any share upon thdr father's death.
Judgment of the Co rt of the Jlldicial COlllmi~sioner affirmed.

Appeal (No.10 of 1923) from a decree (October 25,
1921) of the Court of the Judicial Commissioner,
reversing a decree (March 31, 1920) of the District
Judge of Mandalay.
The suit was brought by the appellants, two of the
children of U Nyein l a deceased Burman Buddhist,
by his first wife, against the 1st respondent, MaThan,
the second wife of U Nyein, she having survived him
without having children. The other five children' by
* PHBSENT':-LoRD l:!JiAW, LORD CARSON, SIR·JOHN·EDGE, MR. AMEER ALI
and SIR LAWRENCE JENKINS.

[ t TIlis judgment is reprinted from L.R. (1923) Si I.. A.I-Ed.,J
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the first marriage were joined as respondents. The
MA THAUNG appellants claimed that UpOlJ the death of U Nyein
A,"~~~F.R they were entitled to a share of his property.
.
MA VTHAN
The facts appear from the judgment of the Judicial
AND
Committee.
OTHERS.
The appellants by their plaint alleged that by
Burmese Buddhist Law Ma Than was entitled to a
quarter only of the property which U Nyein brought
to the marriage (called the "payin" property), and
to two-thirds of· the property acquired after }ler
marriage.(calkd the c.':.lettetpwa "property) jthey
claimed that they and the other cJ1ildren by {he fi 1st
marriage were entitJed to share the residue.
The trial Judge made preliminary decr·ee decIar:"
ing that each of the plaintiffs was entitled to oneseventh of the payin" property, and one forty-second
of the " lette/p',va " property.
U pan appeal to the Court of the Judicial Commissioner it was held, reversing the view of the trial
Judge, that the document of 1905 set out in tqe
present judgment amounted to a partition,· and that
accordingly I tmder· the rule of Burmese Buddhist
Law referred to,in the judgment in the present
app~al, the suit failed. The appeal accordingly was
allowed and the suit dismissed.
1923
Sir George Lowndes, K.C., Parikh and M. SanJrVa
Nov. 19. for the Appellants. The Appellate Court acted upon
the rule appearing in U Gaung's Digest of Burmese
Buddhist Law, Vol. ;1, section 213, but it is not established that it is a binding rule. It appears in only one
Dhammathat, the Kyaw, which ,is not of the most
authoritative period. One Dhammathat recognizes a
similar rule in the case of the remarriage of a·
.mother, but is silent as to the rule applyingln the
case of the marriage of a father. The earliea- Dhammathats, including Manu Kyay, to which, under
J923
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Mah Nhin Bwin v. U Sltwe Gone (t), particular
weight is to be attached, lay down a c1~ar rule as
to a division ordinarily between children and a step·
mother; see Digest, section 274. Dlzam,11lathat Kya'ltl
does not refer to that rule, alJd cannot' be regarded
as establishing an exception to it. There is no
previous judicial authority to support the rule.
Further, ,the deed of 1905 was not a partition of
the property in lieu of inheritance; it' was, as it
purported to be, a partnership deed for the purpose
of tarryin~ on the family business.
[Reference was made also to' Maung Tun Tha
v. Ma Thit (2).]
..
Dunne, K.C. and Ken'l1:orthy Bro'l1.'n for the 1st
Respondent. The Appellate Court rightly' held that
the deed was a partilion of the pr;operty made in
contemplation of the intended second marriage.
The rule of Burmese Buddhist Law which was
acted upon is good law, and is in accordance generally
with the system laid down in the Dhammath ts as
to the division of the parents' property. Under
Burmese Buddhist Law there is no joint family
property, and no right in the children by birth:
Chan Toon, Principles. of Buddhi~t Law, 'p. lO·L
When a man marries his wife becomes a co-owner
in his property and in all that they earn: Chan
Toon, p. 107. When the wife dies the eldest son can
at once claim a quarter no other child having an y
right: Chan Toon, p. 110 i but if he doesso he has
no further right: Chan Toon, p. 100, Mi Chit v.
Mau1'1g: To AU1Zg (3).· The' rule. applied by the
. Appellate Co~rt is clearlysta'ted in . Dllmnmathat
Kyaw and, not, beipg ,in ~onflict. with any other

-

(I) (1914) L.R. 41 I.A.126, 137,'(2) (1916) L.R. 44I.A,
(3) Selected Judgments 1872-92 p, 197,
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Dhariunatlzat, should be "given effect: 'Mah "N'kin
BWin v. U Shwe Gone (4).
.
Sir George Lowndes, K.C." replied.
The judgment 0f their Lordships was delivered
byMr. AMEER ALI.-This appeal arises out of a s1-lit
brought by the .plaintiffs in the Court of the District'
Judge 0'[ Mandalay, Upper Burma, for a stare in the
inheritance of one U "Nyein, a Burmese, subject to Jthe
Burmese Buddhist Law. It was treated in the first
Court as a suit for administration, and a decree was
made therein by the 'District Judge on June 1, 1920.
This decree \\'as reversed on October 25, 1921, by the
Judicial Connnissioner of 'Upper Burma, and the
plaintiffs' claim was dismissed; bence this appeal to
His Majesty'inC0uncil.
The facts afthe 'litigation are set out with dearness
and precision in the able judgment of Mr. Mosle,f, the
District Judge.
U Nyeinwas a trader by profession, and appears to
have carried on in conjunction with his wife, Ma Gale,
a profitable business in rice. They had a rice-mill
which,it is stated, was opened in 1894 and appears to
have been atthe time of MaGale's death in December,
1904, a valuable property. It is to be noted that in
the Burmese social and l€gal system the \\iife is, to
all intents and purposes, a partner.
U Nyein had by Ma ·Gale, five sons and t",'o
daughters, who were all sui juris when she died.
Although under the 'Burmese law the eldest daughter
became entitled on Ma Gale's death to a definite share
in her property, no division took place, and the father
and
. the children continued, as in her lifetime, working
.

In

common~

-HlL.R. I.A ..126, .131.
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Some months after Ma Gale's death, U Nyein
appears to have contemplated marrying again. Before,
however, the marriage was .actually contracted, on
May .U.~ 1905, he executed the document Exhibit
L, on the constructionaf.ld. meaning of. which the
determination of this ~ppea1 turns. About a fortnight
later U Nyein married ,Ma Than, the contesting
respondent in thi·sappeal.
Exhibit L is in form a partnership deed, but the
respondent contends that in ;fact it is a partition deed
by which U Ny.ein divided his property amongst his
children. It is urged :on her behalf that, under the
law 'ofthe Dhanz111athats, the -children have, after the
partition, no right in the property retained :by the
fafher. The plaintiffs den,y the correctnes·s of the
legal proposition on which ·the respondent bases her
contention, and they urge that, whatever the meaning
of Exhibit L, they are entitled to a share in their
father's inheritance.
A number of issues were f.ramed in the Court of
the Disrict Judge; .the two following embody the
substance of the matter now in dispute : (i) was the
deed of arrangement dated May 11, 1905 (Exhibit L),
between U Nyeinandhis children ,a division of
inheritance in view of his approaching marriage with
Ma Than or was it a mere agreement ofpartmership ?
(ii) Are his children who signed that agreement
entitled as heirs to share in the property retained by
U Nyein under that agreement?
The District Judge, on the form of the .document,
coupled with the evidence to \.vhich he refers in his
judgment, came to the conclusion that Exhibit L,
was not a deed of partition but merely apart1'l,ership
agreement .and he accordingly, as stated already,
made an administration decrte with respect to the
inheritance of lJ Nyein.
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On appeal the Judicial Commissioner has taken a

different view. From the circumstances proved in
ANO~~~R the case he infers that, contemporaneously with Exhibit
}fA ~lIAN
L, there must have been between U Nyein and his
children some agreement, necessarily parol, which led
him to put the division in the shape it has-taken.
In one place he says as follows : " It is open to the
parties to prove that it was a condition precedent to
the attaching of any obligation under the contract,
that the disposition should be regarded as a partition
of property in view of the:marriage, and that the
claims of the children of U Nyein as his heirs on
his death should be modified accordingly. Further
Ma Than was not a party to the document nor can
she I think for this purpose be regarded as the
representative in: interest of such a party. She is
therefore entitled under the provisions of section 99
of the Evidence Act to show a contemporaneous
agreement. It does not seem to me· however tha
Ma Than is trying to show such a contemporaneous
agreement. She does not deny that the term~ of
agreement between the parties were those of a partnership. Her contention is that that agreement
formed a part of a larger transaction and that it was
made for the purpose of effecting, a division of property. I am of opinion that it is open to her to
prove her contention by oral evidence. At the ti~me
that the deed was drawn up Ma Than was a stranger
to the family. It is not surprising therefore that
she is· unable to bring any direct evidence as to the
intention of the parties when the deed was drawn up,
and as to the effect of the deed." He is, however,
definite in his conclusion that the deed in question
was drawn up in view of the approaching marriage
and that by, this instrument U Nyein did effect a
partition of his property with his children byMa Gale.

MA THAUNG

O:::RS.
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Owing to this divergence of opinion between the
two Courts in Burma, their Lordships have· carefully
examined the terms of the document (Exhibit L).
In their opinion it speaks for itself.
It begins with the usual formula: "On May 11,
1905, corresponding to the 9th Waxing of the 'month
of Kason 1267 (Burmese Era), at Mandalay, U Nyein
and his sons and daughters, in order to carryon
business, execute this agreement as follows : U
Kyein 'NiH transfer all the properties, which have
been in his name up to this date, to the name of
the partnership. All the house sites, buildings, rice,
paddy, ponies, gharries, gold and money, which have
been in existt:nce up to this date, will belong to the
partnership. The sums of money, which Maung On
Shwe, Maung San Hnyin and Maung Aung Min have
taken before this date, will be considered as the
money belonging to the partnership. The mill and all
machines connected with it, which have been already
taken possession of, belong to the partnership. Without the consent of the majority (but not one) of the
partners, the husband, wife orca-heir of a partner
cannol make use of the properties belonging to the
partnership. The shares, to which the partners
have the right to ownership in all the partnership
properties are sho\vn below. Either partner Ma E
Yin or partner Ma Thaung will take charge of all the
private properties belonging to partnership, such as
jewellery, etc. T he partnership is responsible for all
the debts which have been owed to, or owed by, other
people up to this date. The partnership will carry
on business in accordance with the wish of the
majority of the partners."
It then gives the shares as follows :1. U Nyein has the right of ownership to
one-eight share.
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2. Maung OnShwe ") These, five persons
3.Ma E Yin
hav.e the right of
4. Maung San Hnyin}- ownership to six·
5. Maung Aung Min I, eighth share.
6. Ma Thaung
J
7, Maung 'Po Thaung! These two persons
~
have the right of
8, MaungPo Ka
,ownership to onej eighth share.
The deed was duly signed hy all the executants.
The strange similarity of language between the
terms of the provision contained in the s.econd:pJaragraph -of E.xhibit L and the _rules laid down in the
Dhammathats for division of family property on the
demise of one of the parents is striking. The paragraph in question provides th'3t "all the house sites,
buildings, rice, paddy, ponies, ,gharries, ;gold and
money which have been in existence up to this date
will belong to the partnership." In any ordinary
partnership the inclusion of these articles would be
regarded ,as unusual j but beari'ng in mind the rules
of the Dhammathats it would be natural, and in the
ordinary' course, in a deed of part\tion. Again, the
paragraph relating to jewellery appears to be unusual
in a ,deed of partnership designed for carrying - on
husi,ness. The provision is as follows :" Either
_partner Ma E Yin or partner Ma Thaung (two of the
daughters) will take charge of aU the private prop.e:rties
belonging to the partnership such as jewellery, etc."
These particular provisions appear in their tLord- ,
ships' opinion to furnish the key to the solution of the
question whether Exhibit L is -a deed of partnership
or a deed of partition. U Nyeiin was abouU-O,contract
a second mar.riage. Under the Burl1lese law whatever
he possessed at the time of contracting the relationship
which he contemplated would become on the marriage

i
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.the common property of his wife and himself. No1923
thing was more natural than that, influenced by the MA THAUNG
effect of such an eventuality on the pusition of his AN~~~ER
children by Ma Gale, he should, in order to provide'MA TifA1>J
Jor them, during his lifetime, whilst he was .absolute .OTHERS.
AND·
owner of the properties he possessed, decide upon a
partition ·which would secure a definite share in his
·or her own right to each child. He acccrdingly, with
the agreement and consent of his sons and daughters,
entered into thearr~ngement embodied in Exhibit L.
None of them was entitled to any share in his lifetime. By this deed :he allotted to five of his children
a six-eighth share of llis property, ;and to the two
younger ones one-eighth between :them, retaining for
himself an eighth share. The conduct of the partie·s
to'a contract reduced into. writing may not vary or
:altet ·it, but their conduct may help to c:xplain or
,elucidate a contract open to different :meanings. The
mode, therefore, in which'the sons and daughters of
U 'Nyein dealt \If,';ith their shares is material: it
heIps to strengthen the conclusion that Exhibit ,L
was mon:: a record of a division of rights and interest
rather than a deed of partnership.
There \\'ere not only independent dealings between
one or other of the children, but also between them
on one side and Ma Than and U Nyein on the other.
:I n 1907, in a suit brought, by the minor son of U
Kyein's third son against U Nyein and his other
children, the rights of the parties came into debate.
In his written statement U Nyein distinctly states
that the:business of rice-miller was started by him
on his own account with his own capital, and that
",by way of providing for ,his children he gave them
the shares in the husines mentioned in thepartriership
deed." U Nyein's statement was confirmed by the
other defendants ina joint defence filed by them. . The
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attempt to make but they had made that admission
under the instigation of U Nyein signally failed in the
first Court.
MA ~HAN
After her marriage with U Nyein, Ma Than appears
AND
from the evidence to have assisted him in his business,
OTHERS.
and although there was no definite. separation between
U Nyein and his children by Ma Gale, the new menage
was carried on quite independently and separately from
them.
On the whole, their Lordships have come to the
conclusion that Exhibit L evidences a partition of the
rice-mill business and other property U Nyein posses!'ed
at the time. That being so, the question arises whether
the provision of law the respondent invokes in her
favour excludes Ma Gale's childrenfrom sharing in th~
inheritance of UNyein. It has to be noticed that
U Nyein died nine years aft~rhis marriage with Ma
Than, and vv'ithin this period U Nyein and Ma Than
appear to have accumulated considerable property.
The present claim therefore cannot be regarded as
unreasonable or unnatural.
The passage· on which the respondent relies 1S
contained in sE'clion 213 of Mr.U Gaung's Digest of
the Burmese Buddhist Law, Vol. I, p. 276. The
heading of the section runs thus: ,. AftE'r partition
between children and surviving parent, the latter marries
again and dies ; the children are· not entitled to claim
inheritance from the stepfather or stepmother."
The rule which follows is in these. terins : " After
the death of the husband, the wife partitions the property.
with her children and marries again taking bel' share
with bel'. On her death the children of bel' former
. marriage cannot claim from their stepfather any
property which she took to the second marriage i because
they bavealready obtained their shares.. The same rule
applies when, after the death of the wife, the husband
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marries again after having given the children their
respective shares." It is stated in the Digest to be
-extracted from Dhanmzatltat J(yau'.
It is contended on behalf of Ma Than that under the
latter clause'the plaintiffs, having received from U Nyein
their respective shares, cannot claim any fuqher share
1n his inheritance. On the side of the plaintiff~ it is
urged that this latter rule does not occur in any of the
'Other Dhammalhats and ought not therefore to have
-effect given to it.
Admittedly this is the only passage which expressly
declares that thechildrel'l will not'be, entitled to share
in the inheritance of their father after a partition in his
lifetime allotting them specific shares in the property
he possessed.
The Burmese 'Dhammathats are numerous, and the
,criterion for arriving at a definite conclusion with
regard to a particular rule is indicated in the judgment
of the Board in the case of Ma Nlzin Bwin v. U Shwe
,Cone (1).
Their Lordships, however, do not think it neces:Bary in the present case to go through all the Dha1'1l111athats for the purpose of discovering what the other
Dhammatltats declare. Nothing has been shown to
militate against the authenticity or the binding
·charactt-r of the rule on which the respondent relies j
;and in the present state of the authorities, their
Lordships are not prepared to dissen t from the
'view expressed by the Judicial CommiSSIOner. They
;are, accordingly, of opinion that this appealfails and
should be dismissed.
Their Lordships will humbly advice His Majesty
to this effect. There will be no order as to costs.
Solicitor for Appellants.-E. Dalgado.
Solicitors for 1st Hespondent-Lo'1.C'c, & Co. ,
(I) L.H. 41 LA: 121.
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1925KIHKWOOD, alias MA THEIN
May S.
A~OTHER (Plaintiffs)

AND

Appellants

v.
MAUNG SIN AND A!\OTHER
(Defendants)

Respondents

t

(On appeal from the Chief Court of Lower Burma.)
"

Limitation-Award in arbitratioll ..·/tho/lt intervention of the Court-Suit
for a declm'ation t hat award is illl'alid-Article llPplicable- Time from
wlllch Pe,'iod runs-·Award'iIlt'alid agaillst some pal'ties tlw'eto-Speci[ic
Relief Act (f of 18i7), sections 39, 42-f1ldian Limitatiol/ Act (IX rf 1908)'
Schedule I, Article 1,9.1.

A suit for a declaration that an award ofarbitrators appoint.ed without the
intervention of the 'Court is void is a suit.. to cancel or set r.side an instrument .. within the meaning of the Indi:ln Limitation Act, 1908, Schedt...1e I,
Article ;iI, and the period Of limilatio\1, applicable is .\hereforethat which
that article provides. The time for the commencement of. the period of
limitation for bringing the suit is not postponed until the date wht:n an
applic:ttion·to file. the award in Court has been refused. "
The snit is one.to which section 39, and not secti On 42, of the; Specific
Relief Act, 1877, applies•.
Held, that the appellants' right to bring a suit of the above character· was
barred by Artide 91.
.
Jlldgment of the Chief Conrt affirmed.

Appeal (No. 87 of 1924'), by special leave', from a
decree of the Chief' Court of Lower Burma (April 18,
1921) reversing a decree of the DistriCt Court of
Hanthawaddy (October 22,19-17'.
The suit giving rise to the appeal was instituted in
the District Court on March 13, 1914, the pr~sent
appellants and otherb being plaintiffs, and the respondents defendants. The claim was for a declaration that
two references to arbitration, and the award made thereon ,on June 10, 1910, were void and not binding upon
any of the parties thereto. The arbitration related to'
the estates of two deceased; B.urmese Buddhists*

PRESENT- :-LORD ATKI!,(SON,.LoRD CARsON,.and.S1R JOHN E.DGE.

[t This jUdgment is reprinted from L.R.(192S) 52 LA. 265-Ed.]
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namely, KG Po Cha, who died on December 13, 1907,
and his fatlJer U Baw, who died on December 28,1907.
The first appellant (plaintiff No.2) was the daughter
of Ko Po Cho; the second appellant (plait'ltiff No.4)
was his widow.
An application by the respondents to have the award
filed in Court had. been rejected by the District Juc1ge
on December 9; 1910.
The facts material to the appeal appear from the
judgment of the Judichil Committee.
Other questions relating to the estate of U Bawwere
the subject of the appeal Kirku'ood v; Maung Sin (1).
The District Judge held that the I ndian Limitation
Act, 1908, Schedule I, Article 91,which relates to a suit
II to cancel. Of set aside an instrument," applied
to the
suit, and that under it the right 6£ suit'of each of the
appellants was barred.. As to other plaintiffs, whose
right of suit was not barred by limitation, he held that
the reference and award were void, as those plaintiffs
were minors not properly represented in the arbitration.
He was of opinion thaUhe rights of the parties were so
intermixed that the award being void as against some
of the plaintiffs' it was necessarily wholly inva.lid~ He
accordingly made. a decree'so ·declaring.
Upon' appeal, to the Chief Court' the view of the
District. Judge that the right of suit of the pIl'esent
appellants was barred by the Indian Limihtion Act,
1908, Schedule I, Article91, was affirmed. The1earned
Judges held that complication arising from the award
being invalid as· against some of the plaintiffs did not
entitle the present appellants, whose suit was barred, to
have the award set.aside as against them. Accordingly
a decree was made reversing the decree and dismissing
the suit.
(I) (1924) L.R. 51 I.A.334

2 Ran. 593.
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De Gruyther, K.C. and Hon. Geoffrey Lmvrence for
the Appellants. The order refusing to file the award
Rlias
was open to appeal under the Code of Civil Pro·
MA THEIN
AND
cedure, 1908: see Schedule II, sections 20 to 22, and
ANOTHER
V.
section
104, sub-section (1), (f). As there was no appeal
MAUNG SIl<
AND
the award because a nullity ; it could not be enforced
ANOTHER.
by specific performance or raised as a defence ;
1925
Dinaband~t lana v. Durgapras.'ld lana (1). As the
Mar. 24, 26, minors were not properly represented the arbitration
27, 30,31.
proceedings were wbollyvoi d as t,o them: Ras hid-.
un-nisa v. Ismazl Khan (2). Article Y1 of the Limitation Act, 1908, Schedule II, does not apply, first
because the award was a nullity; secondly, because
the award is not an I' instrument" within the meaning
of the article. [Reference was made to Pdhe1'permal
Chetty v. Muniandi Sen/ai (3) ; Bijoy Gopal Mukerji
v. Krishna Mahishi Debi (4) ;Sajid Ali v. 1bad Ah
(5) ; Banku Behari Shaha v. Krishto Gobindo
loardar (6) ; and earlier decisions of the High Court.]
The suit was for a declaratory decree under section
42 of the Specific Relief Act, 1877. Where no
article applies in terms to a suit, the period of
limitation is governed by Article' 120, under which
the period is six years; Maho1ntd Riasal Aliv. Hasi
Banu (7) ; Kondoth Ambu Nair v. Secretary Of Slate
. for India (8). H Article 91 is applicable time did
not begin to run until the refusal to file the award,
and the suit was therefore in time. Until the
application to file the .award the plaintiff had not,
within Article 39 of· the Specific Relief Act, 1877,
reasonable apprehension that the instrument might
cause them serious injury. Further, the award being
KIRKWOOD,

11)
(2)
(3)
(4)

0919j
(1909)
(1908)
(1907)

LL. R. 46 C. 1041,1050.
LoR. 36 LA. 168.
L.R. 35 LA, 98.
L.R. 34 I A. 87.

(~l (1895) L R. 22 LA. 171.
(6) (1902) LL.R. 30 C. 433.
(7) (1893) L R. 20 LA. 155. 159.
(8)(1924) L.R, 51 I.A. 257, 268.
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invalid as regards :someof the plaintiffs was' wholly
1925
void: see I~ussell on Arbitration, jth edition, Part 2, KIRKWOOD',
"lias·
section 4 and cases there cited.
MA THEIN
. Dunl1e, K.C., and E. B. Raikes for the Respondents., Alo:~~~ER
The appellants' suit was barred by Article 91 of the -:\1• AUNG
v. S
IN
Limitation Ad, Schedule II. The article uses the
AND
expression "set aside," which is wider in effect ANOTHER.
than II cancel, " and includes the object of this suit:
]agadamba v. Dakina Mohun (1); Malkarjun v.
Narhari (2) j ] afri v. Ali Raza (3). The plaintiffs
could have brought a suit under section 3S of the
Specific Relief Act j that s.uit would have been
governed by Article 91, and would have been barred
by' that article, under \\,'hich time rall from the time
when they knew the facts causing the invalidity of
the award. The present suit was not one for a
declanitory decree unda s<::etion 42 of the Spedfic
Relief Act. A declaratory decree can be made· only
uritler ,that seetion,and it applies on!yto cases claiming
a declaration of title to property: Kathama Nachiar
v. ,: Doiasil1ga Te'lJer (4) j iSheopars'an . Singh v.,
Ramnal'lddn Singh (5) j Deokali Kat1' v.Kedar -Nath
(6). The award was ,noL wholly void, although
invalid as regards ~ome of the plaintiffs. The cases
referred to in Russell 011 Arbitration a.re cases in which
th~ provisions of :the award were', so interdependent that the award could not be set aside as regards
some of the parties only. That was not the case
here. In any case tl.le· right of suit of the appellants
being barred· they were.. not entitled to any decree
in their favour.

De Gruyther, K.C.-replied.
:1) (18116) L R. 13 LA; 8+1, 9~.
(~) (1875) L.lt 2 LA. 169.
(2) 11900) L.R. 27 LA. 216, 228.
(5) (1916) L.R. -43 LA. 91.
(3) (1901) L.R.28 I.A.111, 117,118. {OJ 1191~)39 C, 704,708.
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The judgment of their Lordships was delivered
by:LORD ATKINSON .-The facts of this case are com~
plicated and involved. This is due to the circumstance
that several of the parties concerned have on many·
occasions embarked somewhat recklessly on need'"
less litigation, the different branches of which were
not always consistent with each other~ It. is
nevertheless essential to unravel these complicated'
facts in order to apprehend clearly· what are the
questions' which must be dealt with on this appeal, .
and to appreciate the true nature and reach of the
decisions upon them. The subject-matter from which
the litigation sprung was the administration and
distribution of the assets of two Burmese Buddhists;
father and son, named respectively U Baw and Ko
Po eho, the latter of whom clied. on the 13th. of
December 1907, and the former of whom, the father,
died fifteen days later namely, 28th of December,
1907.. To make,the proceedings which have taken.
place intelligible it...is".necessary as ,a preliminary to
examine the following pedigree :U Baw,
died ,28th Dectmber. 1907.

I ,

Ma Nyeitl Aung Ko Po Cho,
died 12th J~ne. 1910. died 13th
December
1907.

1

I

I

I

U, Mau'lg'Sin, Ma Nga l\fa,'
4th
1st Respon- ,2nd
,
Plaintiff and dent and Respondent
2nd Ap~l. Defe!1dant. . . atHl '
, tant.
Defendant.
MafShwe

I

I

Ko Kyet
Ma E,
KoPaung,
Ma Thein, Maung Aung. , Maung
Ob,
4Ul '
5U1;
Mrs. K~,.kwQOd,
3rd '
Byaung.!
1st .
3rd Defendant. Defendant. Defendant. 2nd Plaintiff
Plaintitf.
, Plaintiff.
and 1st
Appellant.

The words "plaintiff" and "defendant", and
"appellant" and "respondent " printed underneath
the names of the memoers of this family indicate the
position~ they respectively assumed, ~nd' the action
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1925 '
they respectively took, in the legal' proceedings
subsequently instituted to asserl their' claims to KIRKW,gOD.
certain shares to the assets' of U Baw and Ko Po' MAa~~JsEIN
Cha, deceased. At the date of the latter's death ANOTHER
AND
it is admitted that his th 'ee children were minQrs:
v.
MAUNG SIN'
that none of them had come of age before the 20th
A1\D
February, 1910, \:I,'hen the submission tu arbitration ANOTHEt<.
hereinafter dealt with was entered into; that two
of them, namely Maung Aung and Maung Byaung,
\vere still minors on the 13th of March, 1914, when
the suit was instituted in which the order appealed
from was made, and that the girl Ma Thein, the
eldest of the thr.:;;e children, had failed to
establish that' she' was a minor witI1'in three years' of
the 13th of March,J914,' Letters'of ~rd'ministratioll
of the estate of U Baw, deceased, were in the year
1910,granted to his son Maung StFl. Ma'Sli'we' U, the'
widow:ofKo Po :Cho, deceased, married 'again' iIi ·the
year 1910 a' nian named Maung Po Yeik i and Ma
Thein,the'daughter, married Colohel Kirkwood' on the'
1st of July, 1913,- Disputes havihg ari'senbetween the
descendants of U Haw and the members 'of" the family
of KoPo ChOjRSubmissiorilofthese" disputes to the
arbitration of one Lugyi U Hla:' Betw was bh the 20th
of February, 1910, drawn up. It purported to hllve
been executed by Ma Nyein Atlng,. Maung Sin and Ma
Nga Ma, descendants of U'Bawand MOl Shwe Yu.
These executing parties were all adults4 The submis-"
sion,furlher purported to have been' executed in additi'oil
by the three children of Kb Po Cho; then minors, by
two guardians, one Maung Tundu; acting on behalf Of
Ma Thein and Maung Aung, and the second, Maung Po
Yeik, on behalf.of Maung Hyaungi It was hot disputed
onthis appeal thatthese two persons so purporting to ~ign
this submission as guardians for the three minors, the
chIldren of Ko Po Cho, were never appointed guardians
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of the children on whose behalf they purported to
KIR~\'OOD, !Oign and had no right Or authority whatever so
MAal~a~EIN to do. The consequence of this is that the'tbree
AN~~~ER minor children are no parties to the submission and
I':' are not bound by the award' made in pursua nce
MAUNG SIN
•
•
•
AND
of It. On the 12 of AprIl, 1910, a further question
NOTHER.
touching the ownership and disposition of certain
property, was by the agreement of the pleaders
representing the parties to the first submission, referred
to the arbitr~tion of the same arbitrator. The submission is very obscurely worded, and its provisions.:
are to agreatext~ntimm~terial in the pre~entflPpeal. .
They are in addition rather peculiar in character.
The first begins by reciting that the parties to it
have a dispute amongst themselves I that they bind,
themselves to abide. by the deCision of the arbitrator,
that he may decide this dispute, finally in the man nero
thtreinafter indicat~d, that is, first by partitioning,
in the manner set out c~rlain properties which are·
stated to be the~ubject of the dispute. These
plOperti~s are divided in five classes or categories,',
marked by five letters of the alphabet. The first,,'
class (a) comprises. land and rent belonging to U Baw,
K0 Po Cho" al\dKo Sin. The second class' tb).
cOIPprises similar lands , and·:rent.s belonging to K6
P.o Gho and KoSin. ' The third dass(c) comprises\'
certain paddy lands, 216'11 acres in extent, belonging·
to Daw Hmo,' The fourth class (d) comprises.
moveable and immoveable property, 'debts, rent~t,~,
etc., bel0rlgingjo K;), Po Choand his wife ,Ma Shwe. •
U. The fifth class (e) comprises. debts. due and to '.~
be paid to, and clebtsto, be recovered by Ko·· Po·':
ChQ, his wife, and;: his three::' children. As to the':'
first das., (a) the direction is that U Baw's share'
is to be ldt out. of it and the remainder of the
pl'operty comprised in it is to be, divided into, four
1925

RANGOON SERIES,
shares, one of which is to be given to Ma Shwe U
and ·her three children, and the three remaining
shares to be given to the persons named. The
property comprised in class (b) is to be similarly
de:llt with. The paddy la:nd~, 216'11 acres in extent,
are to be divid'ed into three shares, one to be taken
by the widow Ma Shwe Uana her children, the
t\\'O remaining shares to go to the persons named.
The fourth ciass(d) is to be divided into two shares,
Ma ShweD taking one of them and the remaining
share to go to the same .three children. }< urther
minute directions are given as to the manner in \,..;hich
the.iIldicated partitions are to :be efkcted.· They ate
not material/however, to the matter now in hand.
If the law as ·to. the limitation of· property existing
.amongst Burmese Buddhists were' the same as the
English law d'ealing with such matters, it might be
plausibly contended that under the limitation directed
and carried (jut, Ma Shwe U and her three chiidren
,....ould become joint tenants of the lands to be allotted
to them, with fights of survivorship amongst thtm,
The authorities examined ,and criticised in the
judgment of the Board in the case of Kirkwo",d and
auother v. Maung Sin and another (I), seem to lead
one to the conclusion that no snch fights of survivorship would exist amongst these fouf beneficiaries
if the award were made according or conformed to
B'Jrmes'J Buddhist law. That was a suit instituted
in the year 1918 for the adm"inistration of the estate
of U Baw, a B'irmese Buddhist, governed by Burmese
Buddhist law. The plaintiffs-appellants .• ' were the
children of Po Cho; who was 'himself the 'eldest son,
but secofid born child, of his father U Baw. The
. defendants-respondents were the twosllfviving children
. (1) (19'24151 I.A. 2 Ran. 334.
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of U Baw .and Daw Hmo, and the representatives
of their eldest born child, a daughter, Ma Nyein
Aung, who bad attained majority and survived both
her parents, but died before the institution of the
administrCltion sl,lit. By the decision of the Board
affirming that of the Chief Court it was held that
Po Cllo, not being the eldest born,. was noUhe 01'asa
sou, and that his children were therefore only, entitled
to a one-sixteenth share of the estate of U l3aw.
As far as the Board have been able to ascertain,
the proceedings in this suit have not since the ,year
1924, when the decision of the Board was delivered,
proceeded farther. On the 20th December, 1912,
nearly 13 'years ago, M.a Shw,e U filed a, suit ag'J,ins t
her three children and :Maung Sin, alleged' to be irt
possession. of part of. her deceased husband's estat~,
for apparently· the;partition and administration of tlla t
estate. For nearly six years. this litigation . w;<:\,s
.,~arrjej un, and. ultimately on the ,15th of Augu~t,
1918, a preliminary decree was made directingtl1at
accounts of .the properties belonging to:Po .Cho, of
the Habilities .thereon, and of mense profits payable
by Maung Sin in respect thereof, should be taken
by a Commissioner. The accounts are apparently
still being taken, and no final decree has as yet
been made. It was during the hearing of this appeal
much pressed .by .Mr.Dunne on beh'llf of the
r~~pondents,;eitherthat the present suit
was
unnecessary, or that the claim of all the parties
concerned to interests in the assets of U ,Baw or Po
Cho could be ,acljustedap9s~ti.sfied in pneor oth~r
Qr both of,the;s,eaqministration suits.' Jtis .q4ite
.obvious, howev~r, :,th~t the informatjpp peforethe
::ao~rd is not hlll ¢lloUgh qr precise enoughto,enaple
it to express any definite .opinion on the soundness
of Mr. Dunne's contention,on this ,point.
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The arbitrator in the present case made his award
on the 10th of June, t91O. He' found that by the
terms of the submission he had power to direct the
division among the co.-heirs of the properties described
in it under the heads (a), (b), (cL (d) and (e) already
: mentioned, following the rules of division set out
'therein, and ·todeclare the rights of each and every
of the co-heirs thereto. He further states that as
to all property not induded in those five categories,
he willbe·guided by the ordinary' Buddhist law of
inheritance. .He then proceeds' to 'determine the
ownership ofth~ property he'<was directed to divide.. It
is ·difficult to see how he could itlentify it otherwise
·and· her then determines in' which of the five categories
it is induded. He finds that most of the debts have
bee1'ltime; barred, sets oui'ina·schedule (No.6) those
·he considered good, and directstbat they are to be
divided on the -same principle as the properties in a
list he indicates. He further holds that the estate of
.V Baw is indebted to the extent of Rs. 33,004-9~Owhich
ought to be deducted from V Baw's estate before
-division, and that the latter's co~heirsare liable for
this· debt according to the value of the properties they
receive. He then appoints ·Ko Sin gllardian of the
persons ofMa Thein and Maurig Aung,and Ma Shwe
V.guardian of the person of Maung Byaung. He
further appoints the last-named lady, Ma Shwe V,
guardian of the properties 6f :her three' above"n'amed
children, " until ¥.a Thein attains the age of majority"
.on C'her(i.e.,!MaShweYu) furnishing,security to the
amount of;Rs. 8;000." On the -9th of December, 1910,
Maung'Sindiled;an application in the Disttiet Court of
'Hanthawaddy ·to have the award filed ,iniCourtunder
,sections :20 -and 21 of the Second 'Schedule of the Code
ofCivil Procedure. This application was opposed by
Ma ShweD, both ,personally and pn behalf of ·her
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minor child, Maung Byaung j, her other children,
Maung Aung and Ma Thein, were made def~ndants on
alias
MA THEIN the application, and a document was filed by Ma
AND
Sh we U, on behalf of herself and as guardian of the
All;OTHE
'IJ.
minors, stating ~n detail numerous objections to the
MAUNGSIN
AND
aforesaid award. Amongst these are to be found the
ANOTHER,
following :-ll) That the persons who purported to sign
the submission as guardians of her three children were
not at the time of so signing, or at C\ny subsequent time,
. guardians.. of ·the persons or property of these three
minors., (2) That the arbitrator erroneously appointed. a
guardian. to tht:: aforesaid, minors, whieh he had no
, authority to do. (3) ThatJhe_:arbitrator:~ ip deClaring
certain properties admittedly in the joint names of Ko
Cho, deceased and Ko Sin, to belong tQ t.he estate ofU
Baw, deceased, exceeded his authority to the detriment
of the minors. (4) Thafthe arbitrator failed to decide
what debts· were left by U Baw and Ko Cho,. and
" what debts were due to the estates of U Baw and
Ko Cho. Issues' were joined' upon these objections.
On the 9th of' September, 191~, the District Judge of
, Hanthawaddy (Casson,' J.) made a preliminary order
dealing with these issues. He held that the arbitrator
had no power to appoint gllardians ad litem or. other of
the minor children of MaShwe V, and that therefore
tne arbitration proceedings were not binding on these
. minors j that the question of the validity of the award
as regards them did,;not arise, that the consequence
'was that they should ,be dismissed from the suit. In
the formal order dr~wn up, dated the 4th of Odober,
1912, _the learned Judge, in thtdinal .passage of the
order, states as follows: "I am not prepared to say the
award is invalid, or that no suit can be filed to enforce
oit,on the major parties thereto,but it certainly appears
to 'me that the award is, notove which should'be filed,
;and .the. application jsdismissed with .costs.'J This

KIRKWOOD,
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dismissal may have per se deprived the adult parties to
the award of the pow.er of enforcing it by certain
effective statutory methods, but it did not in their
Lordships' view render the award void or otherwise
,', unenforcible as against those parties. Ma Thein was
: named as one of the defendants in an application dated
;:the 17th of January, 1911 by Maung Sin to have
guardians ad litem appointed for Maung Byaung
and Maung Aung, sons' of Ma Shwe U. In the third
. paragraph of the application it is stated that the plaintiff
had ascertained that M~ Thein· was an adult and
could conduct her own case. In the objections filed on
behalf of M~ Shwe Yu and Maung Byaung on the 28th ,'of
March 1911, it is stated she was then still a minor. The
District Judge, in delivering judgment on the 22nd of
October, 1917, in the main suit hereinafter dealt with,
held that Ma Thein claimed that she did not attain her
majority till the 19th of April, 1912, while the defendants
pleaded that she attained it on the 21st of April, 1910.
After dealing exhaustively with all the e\"idence given
,on this point, he held that it had not been proved that
Ma Thein was a minor within three years ending with
the institution of that suit, i.e., within the three years
ending on the 13th of March, 1914 ; so that she must
, have attained her majority before the 13th of March,
1911, but how long before is not found. ' Having regard
, t9 the amountof evidence taken by the arbitrator during
::the course of the arbitration, their Lordships think that
, there can be little, if any, doubt that at the date of the
,award bothMa Thein and her mother mtlst have
become perfectly well aware of all the facts entitling
them to have the award set aside.
No ,-appeal was taken byMaung Sin or any another
party against the District Judge's refusal to file the
. award. On; the 20th of December, 1912, Ma Shwe U
instituted a suit in the District Court of Hanthawaddy
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:for a partition of; her share of the estate of Po Clio citing
KIRKWOOD.
as defendants her three children and Maung Sin and
alias
MA THEIN
Ma Nga Ma, but whether by mistake or otherwise she
AN~)~~ER omittted to pray expressly to have the -award set asi-de·
II.
;The Court ultimately held that' the award barred
MAUNG SIN
these proceedings as to all properties included within
it, and that the Court could only deal with properties not
included in it. The proceedings -are ,still pending·
On the 13th of March, 1914, Maung -'Byaung, still a
minor, by his next friend Maung BaSan, instituted: a
suit against his mother Ma Shwe Yu, his sister,
'Mrs. Kirkwood, his brother Maung Aung, his unCle
'Maung Sin and auntMa Nga Ma, brother and sister
,of his-father, and the representatives of Ma Nyein
Aung, another aunt, deceased, praying first for a
declaration that the two-submissions to arbitration, dated
respectively the 20th February, 1910, and the 11th
of April in the same yeal', and the -award dated the
10th of June, 1910, made in pursuance thereof, 110t bind~ing on him i and, second, that they were abSolutely void
and might be set aside. ,He based ,his claim on
this ,allegation, amongst others. -that he was a minor
at the times thesl1bmissions ,bore date, and that
therefore the agreements of 'reference was not binding
on him and, it and' the award were void 'together.
His brother and then his mother and sister -were
,subs'equetitlyjoined with Maung :Byaungas plaintiffs
in the ,suit. As, more than three years had then
elapsed from the date of the award, Maung Byaung
claimed exemption from limitation on the ground
of minority; '·MaThein on the ground that she was
a minor till the 19th April, 1912, and Maung ~ung
that ,he was a minor till the 6th October, 1913;
:'Ma '~rhein andMa Shwe Yu al~o claimed to exclude
the time occupied by' the· other proceedings already
mentioned. M·aShwe Yu also based;her claim on
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the averment contained in the 10th paragraph of the
amended plaint, which runs as follows : . " 10. That the plaintiffs submit that the said agreement of
reference and the award are not binding on the 1st, 2~d and 3rd
plaintiffs as they were minors at the time and the. said agreement
.and the a warclbeing void ill part are void al together, having
· regard also to the decision of this Honourable Court in Civil
· :R~g\llar No. 107. of 1910 and having regard to the fact that the
Abritrator fa:iled to adjudicate on all the matters referred to him
by the agreement and proceeded to deal with certa~n matters
which were· pot referred and having regard to· the' fact that this
Honourable Court dismissed the application to file .the award in
·· Suit No. 107. of
. 1910."

The principal defendant,' Maung Sin, filed two
· written statements. The first on the ithof June, 1915,
and. the second, an amended one, on the 22nd of
July, 1915. In these statements he practically admits
that the various events already detailed had
happened in the course of this .long litigation. He
relies, however, on the following special defences:
First, .that the award was binding on the three
minor children of Po eho because they were properly
represented in the making of the agreements to
refer to arbitration, and were also represen.ted in the
.arbitration proceedings. Second, that this question
was in issue in· Suit No. 54 of 1912, and that though
·no· order was aetuaUy made by the Court upon this
issue, the learned presiding Judge stated such an
order was .ready and could, be delivered when
. necessary, that this sttitis still pending. and that
.the matter is therefore res judicata, orin the alternative· that as:this· formed an issue in Suit No. 54,
1912, when the present suit, filed opthe 13th of
March, 1914, was instituted it could not -be maintained
till that issue had been disposed of. He further
.submitted ,that this latter ·guit is not maintainabie
having regard to the 42nd section of the:Specific
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Relief Act. In this amended statement the defendant,
in addition, averred that the plaint disclosed no
cause of action in favour of the fourth plaintiff Ma
Shwe Yu, that any alleged cause of action in her
favour is barred by Article 91 of the Indian Limitation Act, and that as to the fourth plaintiff, he
averred that the suit was not maintainable having
regard to the provisions of the 42nd section ;'0£ the
Specific Relief Act. He further avers that the second
plaintiff, Mrs. Kiri{wood, attained her majori'ty on tile
21st of April, 1910, and that as against her the sllit
was harred by Article 91, Indian""Limitation Act;
he then denies aJ 1 the averments contained in the
statement filed by the plaintiffs which were not
'specially admitted. The averments contained in the
written statement filed by defendant Ma Nga Ma on
the 7th of June, 1915, are substantially to the same
effect as those contained in the written statement
filed by Maung Sin.
Their Lordships think they had better deal 'at
once' with the point raised that section 42 of the
Specific Relief Act applies to this suit and renders
it unmaintainable. In their view the section of that
Act which applies to and covers this suit is the
39th section and not the 42nd section, and has no
such effect as. it is claimed would result if it· were
covered by the latter section.
It was held both by the District Court and the
Chief Court of Burma that Ma Thein, having failed
to prove she ha.d attaineq.ma.jority during the three
. years terminating on tl~e 13th of March,1914, the
present suit was,' as regards her and her mother,
barred under the 91st Article of the Inc1ian Limitation Act of 1908. Their Lordships concur in, and
approve of, that decision, notwithstanding the ing~nious
contention of Mr. Geoffrey Lawrence to the effect that
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the time which bars began to rull, not from the date
of the award, but from the date of the refusal of the KIRKWOOD,
ah'4s
l;:,arned Judge to file it It was found by the District MA THEIN
AND
Judge and stated in the Court of Appeal that the ANOTHER
10.
three minors, Ma Thein, MauIlg Byaung, and Maung MADNG
SIN
AN)) .
Aung had not been properly represented when the
ANOTHER.
agreement to refer to arbitration was entered into,
and that they were not bound by the submission or
by the award made in pursuance of it. Their Lordships also concur in and approve of that conclusion.
In accordance therewith the Chief· Court by its
decree dated the 18th of April, 1921, declare that as
ag.ainst the minors, .Maung Byaung and Maung Aung,
the award should be set aside and they should be
remitted to their original rights. As regards Mrs.
Kirkwood, the Chief Court held that, though she
was not and could not be bound by the award, yet
as her· present suit for a declaration to that effect
was time barred, it was immaterial to her whether
Of not she got a declaration to effect what she desired.
The· point· that the matter in· controversy: as to
whether the. minors were properly·represented in the
entering into the reference to arbitration, ·and'·were
therefore :bound by the award, was in· issue in the·
Suit No. 54, 1912, which is still pending, and that,
therefore, the, Gontroversy in the pre/scnt suit was
res judicata, was not mentioned in the memorandum
of appeal and apparently was abandoned. There
remains, however, the important question whether
the award of the 10th of June, 1910, having been
set aside as regards the two min.ors, Maung Byaung
and Maung Aung, it should, in ;;tddition be set aside
in its entirety. That is a questirm which must be
decided according to Burmese Buddhist Law. Well,
one has only to refer to the judgment of the Board
in Kirkwcod v.· Maul1g Sin (supra, 334-338), to see
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how unascertai_nable that law' is. It is stated to he
contained in a series of books entitled Dhammathats,
which have been composed from time to. time by
the expounders of that Ja\v ever since the thirteenth
century, if not before. A distinguished Burmese
jurist of the name of U Gaung has, at the expense
of the British Government, compiled a digest of
these books, and says it is a collection of rules
which are in accordance with the custom' and usage
of the Burmese people. It may possibly be that
in Burma these rules have in the course of ages
crystallised, as it were, into rules of positive law. It
was by an analogous process that the Common Law
of England was built- up and formed. The District
Judge held the view, apparently strongly, that,the .
award should in this' instance be set aside in;· its '.
en tirety. At page 170 of' the record he says:
"Looked on as a matter· of contract, the" terms· of
the contract become· so uncertain in their application
that the contract becomes well -nigh imp:ossible of
enforcement. As regards the authorities on the"point
the' case of M a Gyi v. Maung Po Hmyinj Burma
Law Times, Vol. III j p. 45, has" been cited to me' on
behalf of ,the plaintiffs. In 1hatcase there 'had been
a reference. to arbitrators as. to the 'parti tt'0n .of-" the·
estate of a Burman Buddhist'and an award thereon.
Certain of. the children"of' .Po---Kowere not:parlles,"
to the" award, and for this reason,arid for·this'reason>:
only,it was found that the award wasn0t binding.
on. the p~rties,and it was ordered that the estate be
administ'ered by the' Court.". After d"ealing:, with"
several authcrities' which had been .cited' to him,' he;
at page 172 '. of the: record, returns to' this" Burma·
case,and says, "The· Burma Law Times case;" cited·
on behalf of the plaintiffs, is distinct authority: for
the view that in such an event the awar'd, becontes .'
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invalid in its entirety and the estate becomes' 1925
open to the administration by the Court. The KIRKWOOD.
alias
reasons for this finding are not given, but it seems MA THEIN
AND
to me that the test in such cases must be whether ANOTHER
L
the different parts of the award are so severable MAl:NG
SIN
AND
that it is possible to carry out the intentions of
ANOTHER.
the remaining patties thereto whilst allowing one
party to claim entirely independently of the
award.
It would appear to their Lordships that in model..
ling this test the learned Judge has relied upon
the principles of the English law bearing on such
matters rather' than on the Burmese Buddhist. Law,
. which has not been proved to resemble· to any
extent the English on this subject. He then proceeds
to say: "The difficulties in the way of such a course
in the present case seem wellnigh insuperable. If
Maung Aung be allowed to claim independently of the
award, then the whole basis of the award is upset."
And he winds up with the uncompromising state·
ment: "I find' on the second issue that if - the
rderence and award are found to be void as regards
some, or any of. the plaintiffs, then it must be found
void as regards all the· parties. and· be· set aside in
its"entirety.!' The learned Judges of the-Chief .Court,
however, take'ca wholly different 'view on this point.
The Chief Judge, S. M. Robinson, iIi giving judgment, refers to many authorities and particularly to
the case of DavularuVijaya Ramayya v. Davttluru
Ve.nkatasabba Rao, 30 .Madras, L.J.R. 465. He says,
at. page 207 of the record, that several of the authorities to which he had been referred were cited in
it, and . that he does not think it' is an authority for
more than this, that there may be cases in which
the necessary result will be that the proceedings
may have to be set aside entirely, and that at
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page 485 of the report of this case it·
that:-

IS

said

'" Avoidance by the minor of a decree against him may in
some cases ipso facto be tantamount to an adjudication of the
suit, in others it might be possible and proper for the CCl1rt
merely to avoid such part of the decree as would affect the
minor and that part ri1ay be separable from the rest.' This case
"vas concerned in the setting aside of'a decree~ In the case
before us; however, we are concerned· with setting aside an
award which has not apparently been executed or carried into
effect by any active action."

The learned Judge then proceeds ttl deal at
length with this point· in the following passage of
his' judgment:
"As regards plaintiffs Nos. 1 and 3 therefore who were
minors and not properly represented before the arbitrator there,
must be a decree declaring that the award is not bindmg on
them. As to whether the decree should go further and declare
that the award is not binding on any of the parties to it I am
of opinion that in this case there is no ground for:'passing
such a decree. The major' parties to the reference in the'
award aded with their eyes open and with full knowledge of
what they were doing. Whatever may have been the immediate object they had in view and whether they were acting
under the iclea that they were protecting the interests of thl!
minors against their mother after her second malTiage or ,,'ei'e
seeking to protect themselves as well as the minors, there is
no, ground, for',~'holding that they should be' reJieyed' of the,
result of tneir consickred ac;;tion and their hinding a.greement
to refer. It is no ar~ument to sa):' that the result of remitting'·
the minors to their' original rights will have the effect of
creating great complications.'"

Mr. ' Justice '., Heald praCtically coil'curs in the,
conclusioll reached by his colIe-ague.' hi the' course
of the argument of the appeal. sever31 , a'dditional .
grounds were menHonedupbn; which· it 'was'. con~ ,
tended that the award of the 10th of June, 1910, was
void, such as that the arbitnitor did 'not deal with:'
several matters which had been referredt.o him, and
did deal with several matte'rs which had not been .
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. referred to him. These. objections, hO\,vever, were
nOt- dealt with judicially by the Chief Court. Owing
to the course the proceedings took it could not well
be othenYise. Their Lordshlps are clearly of opinion
that the several conclusions hereinbefore indicated
at \\"hil:h both the District COU! t and the Chief
Court have arrived, and with which their Lordships
entirely concur, afford ample and trustworthy materials
for the satisfactory and just decision of this appeal.
Under these circumstances it appears to them that
the more desirable, and indeed the more satisfactory course for them to pursue is to abstain from
expressing any opinion whatever upon the question
on which the two tribunals are in conflict, namely,
whether this award should be set aside in toto or
only .set aside as it has been against the two minors
named in the decree of the Chief Court dated the
lSth of April, 1921, and to decide the case upon the
findings in which both the Courts concur and of
which, as has been already pointed out, their Lordships
entirely approve. The opinion which their Lordships
have formed on these reliable materials is that this
appeal fails, and should be dismissed with costs, and
they will humbly advise His Majesty accordingly.
Solicitors for Appellants-Light and Fulton.
Solicitor for Respondents-Douglas Grant.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Befvl'e Mr Jllstice Heald, and Mr. Justice Chari.
1925

MAUI\G PO NYUN

Sep.16.

v.
MA SAW TIN.*
CifJil Procedure Code (V of 1908), section 54, Order 20, Rule 18 (1)-PartitioIJ
by Collector permissible ollly iiJ the case of estates assessed to revenue in "
orte IU1llP sum.
Held, that section 54 of the Civil Procedure Code, to which 0 "der 20
Rule 18 (1) refers back, was meant to be applied only in the case of estates'
assessed to revenue in onelunlp sum for the whole estate and not to estates, like
the ordinary paddy land holding in Burma, which are assessed at acre-rates.
Po Wil1 v. Ma Tin, 8 L.B.R. 338-J'efen'ed to.

Hay-for Appellant.
HEALD AND CHARI, H.-Appellant had two wives
of whum respondent was one. Respondent sued him
for divorce and partition of property under Burmese
Buddhist Law, and obtained a decree which was
confirmed by 1his Court on appeal. That decree is
under appeal to His Majesty in Council and conditional orders for stay of execution by partition have
been passed by this Court.
Before those orders were passed respondent had
applied for execution by partition of the property.
The executing Court directed that the decree be sent
to the Collector to have partition made under section
54, Civil Procedure Code, with regard to two holdings
of paddy land.
Appellant appeals against the order for partition
by the Collector on the ground that such partition was
not directed in the decree in accordance with the"
provisions of the Order 20, Rule 18 (1).
Tl1e Court's order for partition by the Collector
W::j.S In our opinion clearly mistaken.
In our view
• Civil Miscellaneous Appeal No. 135 of 1925.
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section 54- of the Code, to which Order 20, Rule 18
(1) refers back, was meant to be applied only in the
case of estates assessed to revenue in one lump sum
for the whole estate, and not to estates, like the
ordinary paddy land holding in Burma, which are
assessed at acre-rates.· We agree with the dictum of a
late learned Chief Judge of the Chief Court in the case
of Po rVin v. Ma Tin (1) where he said" section 54 of
the Civil Procedure Code only applies. . . . . .
where land held jointly but assessed to Government
revenue as a whole is to be divided up into two or
more plots or portions behveen the sharers, to be held
by them thenceforth separately, in which case the
plots or portions are thereafter separately assessed."
In these circumstances we set aside the lower
Court's order for the decree to be sent to the CoUector for partition.
As the appeal has been heard ex-parte costs on the
undefended scale are allowed, advocate's fee to be two
gold mohurs.
(1) 8 L.B.R. 338.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before 5i,' Guy Rutledge, Kt;, K.C., Chief Justice, and Mr. Justice B,'OWI1..

1926
Dec. 22.

THE UNIVERSAL FIRE AND GENERAL
INSURANCE CO., LTD.

v.
THE JAPAN COTTON TRADING Co., LTD.,
AND ONE.'"
inS/trance-Clause forfeiting policy after three months of rejection of claimRejection to be unequivocal and to be strictly proved.
A clause in the policy of insurance against fire reads". , • . • . if
the claim be made and rejected and an action or suit be not commenced
within three months after such rejection . . . . . . this policy shall
be forfeited,"
Held, that before so stringent a condition as this can be enforced, it must
be proved that there was an unequivocal repudiation of liability by the
InsllTance Company and that such repudiation must be proved strictly.
Held, on the facts that as the letter r"lied upon by the Insurance Company
and addressed to the assignee of the insurer merely questioned the right of
the assi,nee, this is not such repudiation as would effectforfeiture of the policy.
G. Rainey and one v. The Burma Fire and Marine Insurance Co., Ltd.,
3 Ran. 383-referl'ed to.
.

Keith and R. M. Sen-for Appellant.
McDonnell-for Respondent No. 1.

The facts in the case are that on the 17th of
October, 1922, the respondent Chotani effected two
policies of insurance with the appellants the U niversal Fire and General Insurance Co., Ltd. The properties insured by these two policies consisted of a
Ginning Factory and cotton and other materials in the
factory. The total sum for which these properties
were insured was Rs. 53,800. The policies were to
be in force for a period of six months.
On the 5th of March 1923, a fire broke out on the·
premises and the properties covered by the two
policies were destroyed. After the insurance Chotani
assigned the two policies to the 2nd defendant the
• Civil First Appeal No. 245 of 1925.
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Japan Cotton and Trading Co., Ltd. Claims on the
policies were duly made both by Chotani and the Japan
THE
Cotton Trading Co., Ltd. Meanwhile criminal proceed- ~~~~E~~~L
ings were being instituted against Chotani in which he GENERAL
INSURA~CE
was accused of having set fire to the building. Two Co., LTD.
cases were sent up against him, by the police in one
T~'E
of which he was charged with ('heating and in the
JAPAN
•
COTTON
other wIth arson. In both cases he was eventually TRADING CO.,
discharged. The second order of discharge, in the LTg~~~D
arson case was passed on the 24th of December 1923.
In both cases the Magistrate found the charges against·
Chotani to be false. Chotani and the Japan Cotton
Trading Co., Ltd., then again pressed their claim against
the Insurance Company and finally filed the suit out of
which this appeal has arisen on the 4th of March 1924.
Chotani and the Japan Cotton Trading Co., Ltd., were
joint plaintiffs, and the claim was for the recovery of
Rs. 52,358-7-7 on the two policies.
The learned Judge on the Original Side, after
hearing the case, decided that the Japan Cotton Trading
Co., Ltd., had no claim as they had no insurable interest
in the properties insured. He therefore dismissed
their claim but he passed a decree in favour of Chotani
for Rs. 41,468-8-0. The Insurance Company appealed
against this decree, on the ground inter alia :That the claim fOf the insufance money was repudiated more than three months before the suit was filed
and that, therefore, under Clause 13 of the conditions
attached to the policy, the claim cannot be sustained.
The relevant portions of the judgment on appeal,
which was delivered by a Division Bench of this
Court composed of Rutledge, C.J., and Browll, J., are
reported below.

RuTLEDGE, C.J., AND BROWN, J.-The next ground
taken is that the claim could not be made because
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it had been repudiated more than three months'
before the suit \vas filed. Clause 13 of the condiUNIVERSAL
tions attached to the policy reads" .. .
. if the
FIRE AND
GENERAL
claim
be
made
and
rejected
and
an
action
or suit
INSUI~ANCE
CO., LTD.
be not commenced within three months after such
V.
rejection
this policy shall be forfeited."
TilE
JAPAN
It was held in the case of G. Rainey and one v.
C0T10N
TRADI;-;G CO.,
The Burma Fire and Marine Insurance Co., Ltd.
LTD. AND
ONE.
(1), that such a condition in a policy was a valid
condition. But, for the condition to be operative
RUTLEDGE,
C.J. AXD
it
must be shown clearly that there has been a
BI/OWN, J.
repudiation, and, from a perusal of the correspondence
that took place between the parties shortly after the
fire, it seems to us quite clear that, at any rate, so
far asChotani's claim was concerned, there was no
such repudiation. His claim was put in to the
Insurance Company soon after the fire. The I nstlrance Company obtained an assessment of the damage
from Mr. Nelson of Sleel Brothers. But, after receiving the assessment, the Company did not proceed
to pay up the claim. Chotani wrote to the I nsurance Company and asked them to pay to the Japan
Cotton Trading Co., Ltd., and the Japan Cotton
Trading Co., Ltd., also wrote on the subject. On the
19th April the Insurance Company wrote to Chotani
saying that they doubted whether Chotani had any
right in the matter and that the matter would be
fully investigated. On the 11th June, in the letter
Exhibit AF (this is the letter on which the appellants particularly rely) the lawyers of the appellants
wrote to the Japan Cotton Trading Co" Ltd. ,and
stated that, from the correspondence and other documents before them, it would appear that they had'
never legally acquired any interest in the premises
1926
THE

(1) (1915) 3 Ran. 383.
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insured. The letter concluded as follo\\'s: "Apart,
1926
therefore, from any other considerations which need
THE
not be discussed, our ell' ents do not appear to be UNIVERSAl.
FIRE A~D
under any liability towards you." Further COlTes· GE~ERAL
INSURANCE
pondence followed, and, on the Lth of June, the co" LTD,
appellants' lawyers again \\Tote and said "As reg~rds
T~'E
your client's claim it is obvious, apart from other d~~~~N
considerations, that our clients must have furtller TRADIIl:G co"
'
b e fore, fi na II y c1eel'd'mg LTD.
AND
corrtsponc1ence \VI"t11 1Y.,rl),mgyan
OKE
on the claim." There is no other letter produced of RUTLEDGE,
date prior to three months before the institution of BROWN,
c.r·, ANDJ.
the suit in which any repudiation of the claim appear
and, it seems perfectly clear to us that the letter of
the 11th June did not repudiate 1he claim at all.
The most that they said in that letter was that the
right of the Japan Cotton Trading Co., Ltd" to claim
the insurance money was disputed.
It has been suggested that before this fire Chotani
had entirely dropped out of the negotiations and
made over all his interests to the Japan Cotton Trading
Co., Ltd. vVhether this is correct or not, it is impossible for us to read the letter of the 11th June
as a repudiation of the claim and before so
stringent a condition as condition 13 of the polley
can be enforced it is clear that there must be very
definite or clear e\'idence of the repudiation. At the
time that this correspondence took place the criminal
prosecution of Chotani was proceeding and it appears
clear that the appellants wished the matter of the
claim to be kept in abeyance until those proceedings
were finished, and that it was not till after the conclusion of the criminal proceedings and within three
months of the filing of the present suit that the
claim made by the plaintiff was definitely and finally
repudiated. We are of opinion that there is no force
at aU in this suggestion.
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APPELLATE CIVIL
Before Sir Guy 1?1Itledge, Kt., [{.C., Chief Justice, ami Mr. Justice Bl'oUJn.

lY27
'/<1/1..

11.

MUNICIPAL CORPORATION OF RANGOON

v.
THE SOORATEE BARA BAZAAR Co., LTD.,
AND FOUR OTHERS.'*'
Cit Y of Rangoo!! Muuicipal Act (Burma Act VI of 1922), seetiOtls 178,230,235.
Rille 2. Chapt",' XV, Schedule 1I ultra vires-No power to exact lice1'!sefee
of any amoll/l.t- Effect of sanction by Gover11ment-Tax and a license fee.
H ctd, that under the provisions of the City of Rangoon Municipal Act, the
Corporation has no power to make rules regarding the rate or amount of
license fees to be levied for private markets and to insert such rules in the
Schedules of the Act. Consequently Rule 2, Chapter XV, Schedule II of the
Act is ultra vires ,md inval id. The fad that the Corporation had the sandion
of the Local Government, did not render the rule immune from the control
of the Court as to its validity or reasonability.
Held, alSO, that the intention of the Legislature was not to give tbe Corporation power to impose on owners of private markets a charge for a license
wldch might extend to any amount for which the sanction of the Local
Government could be obtained, but to limit it to charge a fee 'which would
cover the expenses of the Corporation in carrying out the duties impo,ed on
it by the Act, of the supervision and regulation of private mal kets.
Imma11lba1ldi v. Mui saddi, 45 Cal. 90~ ; Kruse v. Johnson. (1898) 2 Q.B.D.
91-refc1'1'ed to.

N. M. Co-wasjee-for the Corporation.
Leach, McDonnell, Keith and Doctor-for

the

Respondents.
The facts of the case appear in the jlidgment of
t.he Original Side, which \\'as delivered byCUNLIFFE, J.-This is a group of cases which
contain a common point for decision, and, by consent,
they have been tried together. The point raised in
them is of considerable importance and of no small
difficulty, and I am indebted to the careful and

* Civil First Appeals Nos. 96, 97, 98. 99. 104 and 124 0f 1926 against the
judgment on the Originai Side in Civil Regular Suits Nos. 448,479, 480, 481.
482 ;mel 502 of 1924.
'
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exhausti ve arguments of counsel given before me at
the hearing.
The plaintiffs are respectively the owners of the
Sooratee Bazaar Co., Ltd., the Poozoondaung Bazaar
Co., Ltd., the Golam Ariff Estate Co., Ltd.,ihe Bogalay
Bazaar Co., Ltd., the Kemmendine Bara Bazaar CQ.,
'h
L t d ., and the Rangoon I ron B azaar C0., Ltd . l e
defendants in each case are the Municipal Corporation
of the City of Rangoon.
By sedions 79 to 86 of the Rangoon Municipal
Act I 1922, the Corporation of the City of Rangoon
are empowered to levy Mllnicipal taxation. Such
powers include the taxing power on property and
on vehicles.
Section 80, for example, deals with a general tax,
a lighting tax, a conservancy tax and a water tax,
leviable on buildings and lands.
By sections 178, the Corporation of the City of
Rangoon are empowered to impose licenses. By
sub-section (3) of that section a fee is permitted to
be charged for a license. The actual wording of subsection (3) runs as follows ;-" For every such license
or permission a fee may be cbarged at such rate as
shall from time to time be fixed by the Corporation.
Chapter 16 of the Rangoon Municipal Act, 1922,
deals with schedules and rules.
Section 229 reads as follows :-" The schedules
attaehed to this Act as from time to time amended
in accordance with the provisions of this cbapter
shall be deemed to be part of this Act and all
references in this Act to the said schedules shaH be
construed as referring to such schedules as so
amended."
Sec ion 230 runs :_ll The Corporation may add to
Schedules I, II, III and IV rules not inconsitent
with the provisions of tbis Act (which expression
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shall in this section be deemed not to include
the said schedtJles) to provide for an'y of the matters
dealt with in such schedules, or for any of the purposes
'HON OF
RAl'GOON
specified in section 235, and may, subject to the
TI.
THE
same limitation, amend, ~ alter, or annul any rule
SOORATEE
BARA
in the said schedule."
BAZAAR CO.,
Section 232 runs as follows :-(1) The power to
LTD. ANI>
FOUR,
make, add to, alter or rescind rules under section
CrNLlfFE. J. 230 or
231 is subject to the sanction of the Local
Government and to the condition of the rules being
made after previous publication.
The power to grant a license for a private
market is contained in section 125 which runs as
follows :"No person shall, without, or otherv.:ise than in'
conformity \-vith the terms of, a license granted by
the Corporation in this behalf,(a) keep open, or
(b) newly establish, or
(c' remove from one place to another, or
(d) re-open or re-establish after discontinuance'
for a period of not less than one year or
(e) enlarge the area or dimensions of, a
private market."
By virtue of Rule 2, Chapter XV, Schedule II of
this Act "Every person, firm or company to whom
a license is issued under sectiOn 125 shall pay each
year to the Corporation for such license a fee
calculated in accordance with the follo\Xling scale:
(a) for private markets which were in existence on "
the date when the Act came into force Rs. 10 for
every 100 sq.ft. of the floor area of such market."
The last rule was published in the Burma Gazette
on the 26th May 1923.
All the plaintiffs' markets were established before
the passing of the Rangoon Municipal Act, 1922.
MU=-<JC1PAL
CORPORA-

I
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Under Chapter XV, Schedule II, Rule 2 referred
to abo\'e, the bazaar licer:se fee, imposed on the
Sooratee Bara Bazaar Co., Ltd., amounts yearly to
the sum of Rs. J 3,900 ; on the Poozoondaung Bazaar
Co., Ltd" I~s. 5,130 ; on the Golam Ariff Estate Co.,
Ltd.) Rs. 670; on the Bogalay Bazaar Co., Ltd.,
Rs. 1,090 ; on the Kemmendine Bara Bazaar Co., Ltd.,
Rs. 5,140 ; and on the Iron Bazaar Co., Ltd., Rs. 2,970.
Such license fees taken as a \yhole amount to aFl
annua~ sum of Rs. 28,900.
The attitude taken up by the plaintiffs with
regard to this matter is that such large sums taken
both collectively and individually amount to a form
of unauthorised and illegal taxation. The plaintiffs
s'eek, inter alia, a declaration from this Court that
Rule 2, Chapter XV, Schedule II, is unreasonable
and ultra vi1'es, and they further seek an injunction
restraining the Corporation from levying the fees
under the rule and a return of the last annual fees
obtained from them as license fees.
The issues framed by me were as follows:0) Has the Court any jurisdiction to declare
the reasonableness or unreasonableness of the
bye-law?
(ii) If so, is the said bye,law ultra vires or
unreasonable?
(iii) Are the plaintiffs entitled to an lllJunction, and if so in what form ?
It is contended first on behalf of the defendants
that this Court has no jurisdiction to declare the
rule in questions ultra vires because of the peculiar
wording of the Rangoon Municipal Act.
It is alleged that the rules contained in the
schedules attached to this Act by virtue of the
previsions of sections 230 and 232 are not bye-laws
of an ordinary character but are, in fact, once they
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have been duly published and sanctioned by Government, no less than statutory enactments which cannot be scrutinised. Ordinary bye-laws made under
ordinary Acts of Parliament are subject to interference
and control by the Courts if they are unreasonable
on various grounds. Such rules or bye-laws may be
held to be ultra vires, for example, on the ground
of unreasonableness if they are found to be partial
and unequal in their incidence as between different
cbuses, if they are manifestly unjust, if they disclose
bad faith, if they involve such personal interference
with the rights of those subject to them as no unreasonable person could justify. [See the leading case
of Kruse v.]oh:nson (1).J
It has also been said that the Courts look benevolently upon such a class of bye-laws, when it emanates
from a Municipal Authority or Government Depart:ment unengaged in trade and functioning merely
for the control and the well-being of the citizen;
more benevolently indeed than they would regard
bye-laws. issued by Corporations who are engaged
primarily as traders, such as docks and harbours,
railway companies, etc., and also one assumes even
those authorities which are not primarily engaged in
trade but who in fact, have a trading side to their
aclivitie1'.
The type of bye-law contained in the schedules
to this Act is a not uncommon one and a similar,
although not quite similar, class of rule was dealt
with exhaustively in the case of Tlze Institute of
Patmt Agents v. Locku'ood (2). The bye-laws in that
case \;\,,'ere made by the Board of Trade under the
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act of 18t)8.
This Act, section, sub-section (2), contains the
(1) (1898) II Q,B.D. 91.

(2) [1894] A.C. 347.
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following words: "The Board of Trade may from time
1927
to time make such general rules and do such things MUNICIPAL
CORPOIlA'
as they think expedient. Their general rules may TION OF
be made under. this section at any time after the RAN~.OON
passing of this Act and shall be of the same effect sOORATEE
THE
as if tney were contained in this Act and shall be
BARA
.JU d"lC1a
" 11 y notice
. d"
' B A Z A A R CO"
.
LTD. AND
Commenting in the course of his judgment upon
FOUR.
this proviso, Lord Herschel] said "I ha"te asked in CUNLlFFF,J.
vain fCir any explanation of the meaning of those
words or any suggestion as to the effect to be given
to them, if, notwithstanding that provision, the rules
are open to review and consideration by the Courts.
The effect of an enactment is that it binds all
subjects who are affected by it. They are bound to
conform themselves to the provisions of the law so
made. The effect of a statutory rule if validly made
is precisely the same, that every person must conform
himself to its provisions, and, if in each case a
penalty be imposed, any person who does not comply
with the provisions whether of the enactment of the
rule becomes equally subject to the penalty. But
there is this difference between a rule and an enactment, that whereas apart from some such provision
as we are considering, you may canvass a rule and
determine whether or not it was within the power
of those who made it, you cannot canvass in that
way the provisions of an Act of Parliament."
In further passage he said "I felt very great
difficulty in giving to this provision, that thay shall
be of the same effect as if they were contained in
this Act, any other meaning than this, that you shall
for all purposes of construction or obligation or
otherwise treat them exactly as if they were in the
Act. No doubt there might be some conflict between
a rule and a provision of the Act. Well, there is

.'
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a conflict some time between tv\'o sections to be found
MUNICIPAL in the same Act.
You have to try and reconcile
CORPORATION OF
them as best you may. If you cannot, you have to
"RA~~OON determine which is the leading prevision and which
THE
the subordinate provision and which must give way
SOORATEE
BARA
to the other. That would be so \vi tll regard t6
Bt:;'~:~·' the enactment and with regard to rules \\'hich are
FOUH.
to be treated as if within the enactment. In that
CUNLIFFE, J. case probably the enactment itself would be treated
as the governing consideration and the rule as subordinate to it."
It is on this view of the law expressed by Lord
Herschell that Mr. Co\\'asjee for the defendant
Corporation bas based his argument that it is not
open to this Court to examine the disputable rule
in this case because words similar to the words in
the Patents Dcsigl1s, and Trade Marks Act, are used
in connection with the status of the rules and byelaws, in the Rangoon Municipal Act in section 232.
Apart however, from Lord Herschell's opil1ion \vith
regard to the prevalence of the leading section in
distinction to the subordinate statutory rule, it is to
be noticed that there is a distinct and very real
difference between the provisions of section 230 of
the Rangoon Municipal Act and sub-section (2) to
section 1 of the British Act of Parliament. The
difference is this. The Rangoon Act contains the
words" 110t inconsistent with the provisions of this
Act." Such words, in my opinion, signify that
whereas provided a statutory rule under the Rangoon·
Act is consistent with the deriving section contained
in the body of the Act no attack can be made upon
it for unreasonableness or imperfection and, furthermore, after the necessary formalities of sanction and
publication have taken place, it is a regulation \\Thich
has full force of law just as much any original
1927
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section in the Act ; at the same time supposing such
a rule, having received the sanction of the Local
Government and having been duly published, is in
fact, found to be inconsistent with the provisions of
the Act, what is the position that arises ? Can the
Courts interfere? I am quite unable to understand
why such words are inserted unless the safeguard of
the supervision of the Courts was in contemplation.
It is clear from a number of authorities that it is a
general principle of construction that the sanction
of Government does not render rules or bye-laws
immune from the control of the Courts as to their
validity.
Here, in my view, the only question that I bave
to consider is whether Schedule II, Chapter XV,
Rule 2 is con,;istent or inconsistent with the provh;ions
of the Act, and when I say provisions I am of
opinion that such expression means the provisions
of the Act read as a whole.
I would indeed go a step further and say that
they must be consistent with the aim, scope and
object of the Act as shown by its provisions.
As has been seen by sections 79 to 86, the framers
of the Act provided specifically for taxation to belevied
by the Municipal authority. Is there any difference in
law between a tax and a license fee? In my opinion
there is a difference. A tax is derived from a well
defined power given to Parliament, or, in such cases,
to public authorities. A license is merely a permission
granted to a particular person to do a particular thing
at a fixed place during a determinate period. The fee
attached to such a permit is a specific sum of money to
be collected from the licensee for the purpose of covering the expenses of the licence, its registration, inspection and supervision. Fees levied on licenses of
premises ought not to be greater than a sum to cover

1927
MeNICIPAL
COUPORATION OF
RA:\GOON

,.
THE

SOORATEE
BARA
BAZAAR Co"
LTD,AND
FOUR.
CUNLlFFE,J.
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the costs of the regulation. Re.venues are raised by
MUNICIPAL virtue of the taxing power, and the taxing power alone.
COHPORAT10:-; OF
\Vhat the American Corporation Lawyers call the
HAN~~ON police power cannot be invoked or exercised as a
THE
general means of raising revenue.
SOONATEE
BARA
The defendant Corporation in this case call no
BAZAAR
cO"'ct
LTD. AND
eVl ence wh atever b e f ore t h e C ourt.. Th ey d 0 not
FOUR.
attempt to put before me the method by which the
CuNLIFFE, J. license
fees amounting as I have said to some Rs.
28,000 per annum, cCllected from the plaintiffs, were.
expended. It is obvious that, as there are only. six
private markets uncleI' the juri~;diction of the I:<angoon
Corporation, there can be no substantial expense con"
nected vvith a registrar, a controlling officer or any
heavy clerical staff. Further morc, it is also in evid ence
for the plaintiffs thai. very large sums in water tax,
lighting charges, scavenging charges and charges for
inspection are collected annually from these private
markets. We also know that the Corporation of
Rangoon are themselves owners of what are known as
public bazaars. The policy of public ownership of
markets, although ancillary to the main activities of
the Municipality, is apparently on the increase. The
Rangoon Corporation are thus in the less favourable
category of construction towards themselves which has,
been referred to by Lord Russell of Killowen in the case
of Kruse v. Johnson (sup1'a).
.
During the course of cross-examination of the only
witness in the case called by the plaintiffs, counsel on
behalf of the defendants elicited the fact that the'
plaintiffs are all companies of considerable wealth and.
resources and this fact was subsequently used in argument to support the point that they are well able individually and collectively to pay license fees at this
very high rate. Th is may very well be so but to my
mind the argument based on instructions is a tacit
1927
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admission that the intention of the Corporatian in fixing
the license· iees at the rate they have done was to obtain Ml:NICIPAL
CORPORATION OF
money not for the financing of the licenses but as an RANGOO~
unofficial tax upon the plaintiffs' property thereby
Z'.
THE
infringing not only the principles of this statute bu t the SOOIHTEE
RARA
principles of the general common la\\'.· It is quite BAZAAR
CO.,
certain that the Corporation only exercises the right LTD. AfIlD
FOUR.
of imposing license fees by virtue of the Statute. The
Corporati.on is itself merely the creature of the Statute. CUNLIFFE, J.
The Act has defined its powers. Any order beyond
those powers and not authorised by the common
law of· the land must be to my mind inconsistent
with the Act and therefore ultra vires; for the municipal powers conferred by Statute are limited to what
is expressly or by necessary implication conferred
by the wording of the Act, and; if the power conferred by section 230 read with section 178, subsection (3) is an absolute one add is subjected to an
extreme test, the Corporation, by imposing an impossibly· high license fee, would be able to close any
private market at will for it could no longer be a
commercial advantage to· keep sUcl) ·a private market
open. Taking the provisions of this Act as a whole
I am of -opinion that the' rule levying such a high
licensip,g f.ee upon the plaintiffs for the occnpation of
their bazaars amounts not to a proper and reason tble
fee such· as was contemplated but does· in fact
amount to the infliction of an unauthorised tax. In
holding this view it remains only to consider whether
the action of the plaintiffs in asking for a declaration
and injunction is the proper remedy as opposed to
an action against the Corporation for demanding an
ilIegaf Jpayment for them. I do not think that the
facts of this case could possibly warrant an action by
the plaintiffs in thelcitter form. There are· certain
necessary requirements in such an action which are·
18
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here partly absent. The proper remedy is, in my
opinion, on the lines of first a declaration and then
an injunction based Oll that declaration. The declm'a-.,
RANGOON
tion to 7e:hi( h the plaintiffs are entitled ift rny opinion
V.
THE
is asfollo7.t·s :~
SOORATEE
That Rule 2, Chapter XV, Schedule II of the
BARA
BAZAAR CO .•
Rangoon Municipal Act, 1922, is ultra vires and
LTD.AND
FOUR.
illegal.
CUl'1LlFFE, J.
The injunction to which the plaintiffs a1'e' entitled
is as follows :A permanent injunction restraining the defendant
Corporation from collecting license fees on the scale
laid down by Rule 2, Chapter XV, Schedule II, or
on any scale otherwise than the bare scale necessary
for the proper financing of such licenses. I order a
return to each individual plaintiff of the last annual
sum collected from them by the defendant Corporation under Rule 2, Chapter XV, Schedule II (in the
case of the Sooratee Rara Bazaar the sum mentioned
in their plaint). The plaintiffs are entitled to the
costs of this action, advocate's fee 20 gold mohurs
for the first day for each plaintiff, 15 gold mohurs
for any further day or part of a day plus taxed
costs on the basis of the amount recovered.
MUNICIPAL
CORPORATION OF

The Appellate Court judgment was delivered byRUTLEDGE, C.J., AND l3.ROWN, J.~These six appeals
have been tried together and are brought by the
Corporation of Hangoon from a judgment of the
Original Side of this Court declaring that Rule 2,
Chapter XV, Schedule II of the Rangoon Municipal
Act, 1922, is ultra vires and illegal and granting a .
permanent injunction restraining the appellant Corporation from collecting l~ce.nse fees on the scale laid
down by the said n~le or any other scale otherwise
than the bare scale nece~sary for the proper financing
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of such licenses, and' ordering a return to each of
the resp ondents of the last annual sum collected from
them under the said rule.
Before going into the questions urged for and
against the decision of the learned trial Judge it is
necessary to deal with a point raised by Mr.
McDonnell on behalf of the respondents in the second
of the appeals. That point may be stated as follows.
Rule 2 (the rule complained on purports to be made
under section 230 of the Rangoon Municipal Act, 1922
but in fact cannot be made under that section \vhich
runs :-" The Corporation may add to Schedules I,
II, III and IV rules not inconsistent with the provisions of this Act (which expression shall 1.n this
section be deemed not to include the said schedules)
to Pi'ovide for any Of the matters dealt with in such
schedules or for any of the purposes' specified in
section 235, and may subject to the same limitation,
amend, alter or annul any rule in the said sctedules."
The schedules that may be added to are the schedules
appearing in the Act when it was passed and published
in the Burma Gazetle on 22nd July 1922. In those
schedules markets and the license fee to be charged
in respect of private markets are not matters which
have in any way been dealt with. Consequently a
rule cannot be made under this part of the section.
Neither can it be made under "for any of the
purposes specified in section 235," as, though a
number of purposes are specified in section 231:)
(xxxiv) (a) to (h) the prescribing a license for
private markets and the fixing of a fee therefore is
not one of them. A reference to the definition of
. rules in section' 3 (xxxviii)-" rules" means " rules
and forms- contained in SChedules I, II, III ot IV
or made under sections 230, 231, 233 or 236"
indicates that there was no intention of the Legislature

1927
MmaCIPAT.
CORPORATION OF
RANnooN

v.
THE
SOOHATEE
BARA
BAZAAR Co.,

LTD.

AKD

FOUR.
I~UTLEDGE

C.}.
AKD BURMA,
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to make rules under any part of section 178. Conse-·
MUNICII'AL
quently Rule 2 is ultra vires and invalid.
COllPORATION OF
For the appellants it is contended that the pro..:.
RANGOON
visions of section 178 should be read with section
v.
235 (xxxiv) (b)
• . ." regulation
of
BARA
private markets" and (d) I( the supervision of
BAZAAR CO.,
•
thO1S IS
. d one th ere IS
. ample
LTD. AND
pnvate
rna kets " an d'f
~ 1
FOUR
power to marke a rule like Rule 2. Further that clause'
RUFLEDGE
(iii) " generally for carrying out the purposes of
C J.
" gives an unfettered power to make such
AND BuRMA this Act
J,
a rule.
I t could not be successfully contended for the'
appellants that the fixing of the fee for licenses of
private markets was a matter dealt with in any of
the original schedules. And we are clearly of opinion
that it is the original schedules as they stooel When
tht: Act was first published in the Burma Gazette .on
22nd July 1922 that are referred to in section 230.
The rest of the context of section 235 (xxxiv) (b)
indicates in our opinion that the word" regulation"
cannot be extended to include licensing much less
the settling of the license fee in respect of such
private market. The. same applies to the word
"supervision" in sub-clause (d). As to the general
clause (Iii) when there is a long detailed list of matters·
dealt with it is usual to construe the general words
ejusdem generis.· If it appeared that section 178 (3);
contemplated a rule being made there might be virtue
in the general clause. We do not think that it
contemplates any rule. The wordi!ng in our opinion
rather indicates that the Corporation by resolution
from time to time should fix the rate of fee for CIi.
license or permission as it may think fit.. W'e areconsequently of. opinion that the objection raised by'
Mr. McDonnell must prevail and on this ground the
appeals must fail.
1927
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This in ordinary circumstances would be sufficient
for the determination of the appeals. We have been
:asked however as this ground was not brought to
the notice of the trial Court to decide whether the
rule is unreasonable as on o·ur decision above there
1S nothing to prevent the Corporation fixing the same
rate by resolution and the parties would again be
put to the same expense and trouble in testing its
legality. We shall accordingly deal with the main
grounds of attack and defence of the judgment
~ppealed against. By section 125 no person shall
keep open a private market except in conformity
with the terms of a license granted by Corporation.
By seeti-o:R 126 no person without a license from
the Corporation shall sell a four-footed animal or meat
'Or fish intended for human food at any place other
than a municipal or licensed market.
Section 178 has various provisions relating to
licenses or permissions and sub-section (3) states:
For every such Jicens'e or permission a fee may be
<:harged at such rate as shall from time to time be
fixed by the Corporation." By rule 2 in issue, the
'Corporation fixed a license fee for private markets,
which were in existence when the Act came into
force, at the rate of Rs. 10 for every hundred square
feet of the floor area of such market.
The sum of license fees charged to the respondents in the first appeal amounts to Rs. 13,900 and to
:all six respondents Rs. 28,900.
It is admitted that if the rule was fully enforced
in respect of the floor space the amount in respect
-of the 1st respondent would be about R. 24,000
but that it is only enforced in respect of space
used for the sale of food and not piece-goods. For
the respondents it is urged that this exemption may
not be permanent and that it brings out all the
",I
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clearer that the objeGt of the rule is to fix a measure
MUNICIAL
of protection or preference to the.· Municipal Bazaar
~~~~o~~- which at present only deals in food and that the
HANGOON
fact that the fee is levied per 100 square feet clearly
11,.
THE
indicates that it is a tax and not a fee. It is further
SOORATEE
BARA
urged that the respondents pay as property taxes at
B~::RA;DO" the rate of 23t per cent. on their valuation which
FOUR,
in the case of the 1st respondent comes to Rs. 1,38,000
RUTLEDGE, per annum of which the conservancy or scavenging
D~~'\~'~~J, tax of 8t per cent. amounts to Rs. 48,342 and that
consequently the Corporation cannot contend that
the large license fee is necessary to meet the
expenses of conservancy.
The main argument on behalf of the C~rporation
that this Court was not competent to decide whether
the rule was reasonable on the ground that section
229 made it part of the Act falls to the ground
by reason of our holding that it is not a part of the
schedules and cannot be made a rule under section
230. And there is nothing in law to debar us from·
deciding if it were made by a resolution of the
Corporation whether it was reasonable or not.
We do not think that the fact that pawn-brokers'
licenses are put up to auction and sold to the highest
bidder for whatever they will fetch helps the Corporation very much as the express language of the Act
clearly contemplates such a course of procedure.
Section 235 (xxxv) states "rendering licenses
necessary for pawn-brokers and determining, by
public auction or otherwise, the amount to be paid
for such licenses." If analogous words "and determining by rate per square foot of floor area or otherwise
the amount of fee to be paid for such licenses" had
been inserted with regard to private markets, we
might have no difficulty in holding that the Corpora~
tion's action was sustainable. vVe are aware that
1927
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192i
the Court ought to support if possihle the bye-laws
and we might say the administrative acts of a public MU~ICIPAL
COHPORA·
representative body. As Lord Russell, C.]., observed nON OF
in the case of Kruse v. Johnson (1) : II They ought to RANGOON
..
THE
be as has heen said "benevolently" interpreted and SOORATEE
BARA
credit ought to be given to those who have to
BAZAAR Co.,
administer them that theY will be reasonably adrnini~. LTD. AND
FOUR.
tered." At the same time in this case \x,'e have not
merely the bye-law or Act before us but also the HUTLEliGE,
C.J.,AI>;D
administration of it. And we cannot forget that the BROWN, J.
public authority are themselves the proprietors of
bazaars and the respondents are consequently competitors with the Corporation. "It is a well settled rule
of law that all charges upon the subject must be
imposed by cl~ar and unambiguous language because
in some degree they operate as penalties~ The subject
is not to be taxed unless the language of the Statute
In a
clearly imposes the obligation
case of reasonable doubt the construction most beneficial
to the subject is to be adopted." (Maxwell's Interpretation of Statutes, 6th edition, pages 503-4). For
the respondents Dr. Dillon's wel1~kno\Vn book on
Municipal Corporation has been quoted before US as
\yell as in the trial Court. While the development
of American Law is always a matter of interest to all
jurists, American decisions are not binding on our
Courts. And as their Lordships of the Privy Council
observed in Im111al/lbandi's case II However useful in
the scientific study of comparative jurisprudence,
judgments of Foreign Courts, based often on considerations and conditions totally differing from those,
applicable to or prevailing in India, are only likely
to confuse the administration of justice" (2).

(1) [1898] 2 Q.B.D. 91 at p. 99.
(2) (1918) 45 Cal. 904.
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The question must be decided by the intention
of the Legislature. \Vas it the intention to give the
Corporation po\ver to impose on the owners of private
markets a charge for a license which might extend
2:.1.
THE
to any amount for which the sanction of the Local
SOORATEE
BARA
Gbvernment could be obtained? Or was the intention
BAZAAR CO.,
merely to giYe power to charge a fee which would
LTD. AND
FOUR.
save the Corporation from being out of pocket by
RUTLEDGE, reason of the duties and liabilities imposed on it by
C.J .• AND
BROWN, J.
Act of the supervision and regulation of private markets?
In our opinion some more definite words than the
general words of section 178 (3) are necessary before
we can read into the words the former intention. It is
urged onuehalf of the Corporation that this rule has
been in existence since 1910 so far as new private
markets are concerned and that the Legislature should
be taken to have intended to give power to apply it to
private markets. We cannot so hold. Todo so would
be to add not a small but a possibly prohibitive burden
upon a class of subjects who have exercised tht~ir legal
rights for a great number of years. If such had been
the intention of the Legislature, that power should hav~
been expressed in unmistakable terms. In the
absence of such terms we must hold that the rule is unreasonable.
The appeals are accordingly dismissed with costs
MUNICIPAL
CORPORATION OF
RANGOON
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Sir Guy Rutledge, Kl., K.C., Chief Justice, and Mr. Justice Bl'o'wn.

THE OFFICIAL ASSIGNEE

AND TWO OTHERS

1927

Feb. 29.

7).

N.P.A.K. CHETTYAR FIRM. *"
-,"

Presidency-Towns Insolvency Act Act (Ill of 1909), sections 17, 52 (2) (a), 56Transactions of insolvent before his discharge, with bona fide dealers when
binding on Official Assignee-Fraudulent preference, burden of proof of.
In 1912 S was a<,ljudicated an insolvent. He did not obtain any discharge
and went on doing b~lsiness in partnership a"d in speculating and landed
property. The partnership was dissolved in 1.922 and the 2nd and 3rd appellants filed a suit against S in June 1923 claiming a large sum as due to them in
respect of the partnership. They also obtained an attacbment before
judgment in Tuly 1923 on certain immoveable properties of S. These properties
were mortgaj!ed to the respondents who subsequently by an agreement Of sale
dated :27th April 1923 became purchasers of the said properties in satisfaction of
their debts, the agreement was registered on 15th August 1923 and two days
later the respondents obtained a registered conveyance of the properties. On
·4th October 1923, S was again adjudicated insolvent. The respondents
daimed the properties free from any claim by the Official Assignee and the
'other appellants.
Held, that a transaction between an undischarged insolvent and a third
party who in good faith without knowledge of the insolvency and before the
intervention of the Official Assignee has completed it giving fuJI consideration
'for what he purports to buy from the insolvent, is binding on the Official
Assi~nee. Held. also that on the facts of the case there was no fraudulent
'preference in favour of the respondents, the agreement being the result of
pressure on their part, without any collusion, and that the onus of prOOf of
fraud lies on the person who allegt:s it.
Alimahmad Abdul Hussein v. Vadilal Devchand,(1919) 43 Born. 890 : Chote
Lal v. Kedar Nath, (1924) 46 AlI. 565; Cohen v. Mitchell, [1890J 25 Q.B.D.
262; Dasarathy Sinha v. Mahamulya Ash, (1920) 47 Cal. 961; Nripeudra
Nath Sahu v. Asutosh Ghose, (1914) 19 C.W N. lSi-followed. ilia Pltaw v.
Maung Ba Thaw, 4 RaIl. 125; In re New Land Der'elopment Association and
-Gray, [1892] II eh. D. 138-distinguished.

S N. Sen-for Appellants.
Leach-for Respondents.
• Civil :MisceIlaneous Appeal No. 244 of 1925, from the Original Side in
Insolvency Case No. 203 of 1923.
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The facts of the case are set out in the judgment dated the 23rd November 1925 of the Original
S'd
.
.
1 e WhIch was delivered byC UNLIFFE,' J.-This is a petition ~'itbin. the
Insolvency jurisdiction of this Court put forward in
the following circumstances :M. A. Salam was first adjudicated insolvent in
Rangoon in the year 1912; His liabilities were then
stated to have been Rs. 12,000. Shortly after this
adjudication he entered into a business in partnership
with others for the purpose of taking up and carrying out Government Supply Contracts. He put no
capital to this business; but it is said, that from the.'
very first year he derived large prontsfrom his share'
in the concern. He stated on oath that shortly after
entering this business he paid all his creditors in full,·
but that in fact he never applied for his discharge.
He appears to have expended large amounts on a
somewhat curious combination of running a stable of
racing ponies and gifts to charity. In addition to·
these activities he commenced from the year 1920 to
speculate in real property. He bought tOWIl Iostf; and
town houses, and in all the transactions which he
undertook he made his purchases in the name on
his wife Zainab Bi Bi, a purdanashin lady. In almost
all of these speculations the money for each purchase
was borrowed from a Chetty Firm, but the interest on
any loan was paid. not in the name of the wife but
in Salam's name from his own" current banking
account. At the end of 1922, or the beginning of
1923, a somewhat ambitious venture was eI1tered
upon by the purchase and subsequent rebuilding of
Nos. 46 and 47, Mogul Street; but about this time
Salam appears to have become on bad terms
with his partners and indeed to have become
also somewhat lower in his financial positions..,

-:'io~.
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Rumours of a possible future crash came to the care
of the members of tht Chetty Firm of N.P.A,K. who
had advanced various sums previously to Salam and
who were the lenders in the 46 and 47, Mogul Street
deal. The actual mortgage deed with reference to
these premises was executed on the 25th of November
192 L Having regard to the suspicions entertained
by the Chetty Firm, a meeting was held between the
Firm's representative, Salam, Zainab Bi Bi and legal
advisers, and an additional agreement was entered into
that, in consideration of further loans, Salam and his
wife agreed to transfer to the Chetty Firm the title
deeds and legal property in in Nos. 46 and 47, Mogul
Street. On the 17th of August a formal conveyance
was made by Salam and Zainab Bi Bi of 46 and 47,
Mogul Street in favour of the Chetty Firm in accordance: with the agreement at the April interview. In
October 1923, Salam again became insolvent.
In these circumstances the N.P.A.K. Firm petitioned the Court for a declaration claiming the
following reliefs :(1) a declaration that Zainab Bi Bi purchased in
her own nam" frem her own moneys or alternatively
that the husband purchased the properties in her name
with her money for her benefit and ad\'ancement and
thereby she has become the o\vner of all the said
properties;
(2) that the series of transactions above referred
to are binding on the in terest of the said Zainab Bi
Bi; on the interest of M.A. Salam and on the
Official Assignee;
(3) that the series of transactions having been
entered into by the insolvent as one of the parties
thereto, the said transactions are valid and operative
even against the insolvent and do not offend any of
the provisions of the Insolvency Act;
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(4) for a declaration that the Official Assignee
has no interest or claim against the properties conveyed to the petitioners.
There were three respondents to the petition: (i)
Hajee Rahimatulla Hajee Abdulla, (ii) Hajee Tar
Mohamed Tayoob and (iii) the Official Assignee.
The first two respondents intervened and represented
by counsel were heard, having .filed a joint written
statement. But the Official Assignee was'· not
represented before the Court.
Whilst denying most of the averments in' the
petition and denying that the petitioners are entitled
to the declarations for which they pray, the intervenors contended that the properties were benami in
Zainab Bi Bi's name and the insolvent in most. of
these dealings was in fact, the beneficial owner of
the properties and that the said properties must be
handed over to the Official Assignee as assignee of
the insolvent's estate.
The first point, therefore, which has to be decided
is, whose property in law were the particular houses
in Mogul Street? I have come to,the conclusion that
the benficial ownership of these properties was
always in the insolvent. It is true that they were
placed in his wife's name. It is true that he took
the precaution to obtain a power of attorney from
her to act on her behalf; but the interest on the
mortgage loans of this and on the previous transactions was, in the main, paid out of the insolvent's
current account. The evidence of the representative
of the CheHy Firm convinced me that, throughout,
the chetties relied upon Salam to carry out his
bargain to keep up his payments and finally to repay
the different Sums advanced. The eyes of the
Chetties were always kept upon the m:tnner in which.
Salam's financial affairs were prospering or the reverse.
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An attempt was made to show that the foundation of the whole of these transactions came from
an advance of Rs. 12,000 made by Zainab Bi Bi to
her husband in the form of cash said to have been
entrusted to her by a brother who had lived in her
house in Rangoon but who afterwards went to Calcutta ~md there died. I reject this evidence which
was put forw?rd· by Salam, in my vjew, for the
purpose of misfeading the Court. I am strengthened
in my opinion that all these properties were pur chased
by Salam under his wife's name- for his own use
when I consider that each one was highly speculative, a.nd that Salam was well-known as a man devoted
to speculation and gambling.
\Vhat .legal effect then derives from the agreementmade in April and e'l(:ecuted in .August upon
these two valuable properties in respect of the
Official Assignee and any other creditor; It is a wellknown principle of Bankruptcy Law that both in the
United Kingdom and in British India,bona fide
transfers of property before the actual insolvency
takes place, provided, they are for valuable consider4 tion
and provided further, as far as British India is concerned, that, at the time of the transfer, no notice of the
presentation of any insolvency petition, either by or
against the debtor, has been brough t to the' notice of
those who benefit by such transfers' are valid~ If
fraud. is alleged the orius of proving the fraud lie heavily
upon those.persons who put the suggestion forward.
It w~s stated by the learned Judges in the well.known
case of .the Official Assignee of Madras v. T. B. Mehta
& Sons (1), that to 'bring a transaCtion within section
56 of the Presidency.Towns Insolvency Act (a section
with which we are concerned in this case) the
(l)42 Mad. 51.0.
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-transaction must have been enterC'd into with the
dominant view of preferring a particular creditor.
There are similar sections which need not here be
referred to in detail in the English. Bankruptcy Acts,
and it is quite clear to me that if on examination one
·finds that the particular creditor who has received the
benefit under the transaction which is sought to be set
aside, has, on his own initiative, commence~ pressing
and forcing the insolvent to complete and fulfil his
obligation, applying a form of duress, than it can never
be said that such a position of affairs is brought about
by the insolvent with a view to preferring that particular
creditor. On the actual facts of this case I am convinced
that a preference to th~ Chetty Firm or indeed to any
creditor was the last thing which would have entered
Salam's mind. The whole of his evidence showed me
that he was struggling to make a profit by the sale of
Nos. 46 and 47, Mogul Street after they had been
remodelled and re-equipped, and he was ~triving as
strongly as he was able to raise money up till the very
last to free these properties from incumbrance and to
carryon still further his career in speculation.
A further argument was put forward on behalf oUhe
interveners by Mr. Sen that, on the strength of two
English cases, to wit In re New Land Development
Association, and Gray (1) and also another case, Official
Receiver v. Cooke (2) the corresponding rule in
the British Bankuptcy Acts has been held notto apply
in analogous circumstances to transactions involving
real property. The first decision was. one of the late
Mr. '. Justice Chitty's and was a variation . 'of the rule
laid down in the case of Cohen v. Mitchell '(3):. The rule
laid down in that case was stated' ;by', 'Lord Esher;
~

..

(1)[1892] II Ch.D. 138.
(2) [1906J IT Ch.D. 661.
(3) [1890]25 Q. B.D. 262.
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. M.N., on a principle deduced from the earlier
.authorities on this point. It runs as follows : « Until the trustee intervenes, all transactions by a
. bankrupt after his bankruptcy with any person dealing
with him bona fide and for value in repect of his after
:acquired property whether with or without knowledge
of the bankruptcy are valid against the trustee."
Chitty, J., replying (In the strict wording of the
Act distinguished in In re New Land Developme1'lt
Association and Gray between" property" and (I real
property" mainly as the Court of Appeal, subsequently
.su~gested on the ground that a title to such real
property ought not to be forced upon a purcha.ser on
the principles of equity because, in all probability,
the title would be a defective one and bound to be
.attacked by litigation. It 'would be repugnant in the
view of the Court of Appeal on principles respected
by the Courts of Chancery to force such a title upon
:any purchaser.
Neville, J., in the second case of the Official
Receiver v. Cooke, (1) followed the ruling in In 1'e New
LandDt'velop1'JuntAssociation a11d Gray(2),as confirmed
by the Court of Appeal but with some doubt and he
t'efused to exclude, on the basis of real property,personal
estate consisting of leaseholds.
I have been informed by learned counsel that this
doctrine of exclusion of real property laid down in
the cases I have mentioned has been rectified in a
recent amendment to the Bankruptcy Acts in Great
Britain; but I regret that I have not been able to
verify the reference from my note. Be that as it
may, however, I do not think that such an exclusion
was ever contemplated or even given effect to by a
-Court in British India.
(1) [1906] II Cil.D. 661;

(2) [1892J II Cil.D. 138.
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In the case of Alrmahmad Abdul Hussein Vuhora v.
Vudilal Devchand Parikh (1), the general principles Of
transferance for value and bona fide before the intervention of an Official Assignee were given effect to
without comment in relation to both moveable and.
immoveable property.
Various other cases could be cited but I am
convinced, as I have said 1 that the prinCiple of the
exclusion of real property in England bas never applied
in British India probably because the deed of transfer
of immoveable property is not regarded and has' never
been so regarded in British India with the amount ot
sanctity which the old Courts of Chancery did soregard such transactions in days gone by.
Accordingly I shall give effect to the petitioners"
prayer as follows : (1) that the series of transactions in suit are
binding on the Official Assignee and the,
interveners in favour of the petitioners i '.
(2) that the series of transactions in suit are·
valid and operative against the. iusolveuL
and did not offend any material section of
. the Presidency-Towns Insolvency Act i~
and
(3) that the Officia.l Assignee has no interest or
claim against the properties conveyed to·
the petitioners, nor have the interveners.
The petitioners are entitled to their cost of this.
bearing.
The Official Assignee and the creditors preferred.
an appeal. The judgment of the Appellate Bench wasdelivered byI~UTLEDGE, C.J., AND BROWN, j.-This is an appeal.
from the Original Side of this Court in its Insolvency
. (1) (1919) 43 B.om. 890.
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jurisdiction in which it held that certain transactions,
including a conveyance of certain immoveable property
to the respondents by the insolvent and his wife, were
valid as against the Official Assignee. Thereis a crossobjection that the trial Court was wrong in holding
that insolvent's wife Zainab Bee Bee was a benamidar
of the property in dispute.
The insolvent M. A. Salam was first adjudicated
an insolvent in 1912 and the balance oIhis assets was
about Rs.J2,OOO. It is clear that he never obtained
any discharge for this insolvency. He alleges that
he paid his creditors in full but of this there is no
corroboration, and one would have expected, if he had,
that he would have applied for and obtained his
discharge. He entered into partnership with the
2nd and 3rd appellants carrying on businees as
Government supply contractors and he seems to have
made some money in this business. After the Great
War he seems to have engaged in speculating in
real property. Purchases were made in his wife's
name with money for the most part borrowed from
Chettyar firms. Each transaction was outside the
partnership business. The partnership was dissolved
on the 16th November 1922 and the 2nd and 3rd
appellants filed, on the 26th June 1923, Civil Regular
No. 337 of 1923, claiming a large. amount as due to
them from Salam, and, on the 6th July 1923 obtained
attachment before judgment of, inter alia, the properties
with which we are concerned in the present suit.
The respondents held registered mortgages over the
.properties, Nos. 46, 47 and 56, Mogul Street, and had
entered into an agreement of sale dated the 27th
April 1923 whereby they became the purchasers of
these properties the consideration being the amounts
owing on the mortgaged properties, plus interest,
plus unsecured debt, owing to the respondent firm.
19
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It is admitted that this agreement of sale required
registration and that it was only registered on the
15th August 1923, or some five weeks after the
attachment before judgment. And, on the 17th August
v.
1923, a sale deed of the properties mentioned in the
N.P.A.K.
CHETTYAR
agreement of sale was. duly executed and registered.
FIRM.
By Civil Miscellaneous Case No. 187 of 1923 the
RUTLEDGE,
C.J., AND respondent firm applied for removal of attachment on
BROWN. J.
the 2nd October 1923, and, on the 4th October 1923,
Salam was adjudicated insolvent on his own petition.
We may note that the 2nd and 3rd appellants had
also applied for his adjudication.
It has been contended for the appellants that
the agreement of sale not having been registered at
the time of the attachment cannot effect the validity
of the attachment. On this point, in our opinion,
section 47 of the Indian Registration Act is conclusive
for a registered document speaks from the time
of its execution and not from the time of its
registration.
I t has been further urged on behalf of the
appellants that the ronveyance of these properties
to the respondent firm constituted a fraudulent
preference and as such void under section 56 of the
Presidency-Towns Insolvency Act. No doubt the
convey~nce of the 17th August 1923' was' within
three months of the 'insolvency but the agreement
of sale of the 27th April 1923, which is the important
document in the case, was over five months before
the insolvency, and we agree with the learned trial
Judge that this agreement was the result' of pressure'
from the respondent firm and not due to collusion
on the part of the insolvent with a view to defeat
and defraud his late partners or other creditors.
. We agree with the Calcutta High Court that
,under this section the onus o{proc)f rests on the
THE
OFFICIAL
ASSIGNEE
AND TWO
OI'HERS
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party alleging that the transfer is fraudulent [see
THE
Nripendra Naill S,ahu v. Asutosh Ghose t1)J.
OFFICIAT.
Another question arises for determination in this case. ASSIGNEE
TWO
As we have seen Salam was adjudicated an AND
OTHERS
v.
insolvent in 1912 and never received his disharge N.P;A.K.
under that insolvency, and it was argued on behalf CHETTYAR
FIRM.
of the appell3.;I1ts that, by section 17 of the PresidencyTowns Insolvency Act, the property of the insolvent RUTLEDGE
C.J., AND
wherever situated shall vest in the Official Assignee, BROWN, J.
and that, by section 52 (2) /a), the property of the
insolvent shall comprise; inter alia, of all such property
as may be acquired by or devolve on him before his
discharge. The words of the sections in their natural
meaning are perfectly clear, but, as the learned lrial
Judge observes, the English Courts in a long line of
cases, which ha\'e been summed up in the leading
case of Cohen v. Mitchell (2) lay down that until the
trustee intervenes all transactions by a bankrupt after
his bankruptcy with any person dealing with him bona,
fide and for value in respect of his after-acquired
property whether with or without knowledge of the
bankruptcy are valid against the trustee.
It is true that in the New Land Development
Association case (3), the Court of Appeal upheld the
decision of Mr. Justice Chitty that this rule did not
apply to real property. vVe observe, however, that,
by the English Bankruptcy Act, 1914, section 47 (1),
the Legislature has adopted the rule in Cohell v.
Jfitchell (2) and applied it to real as well as to personal
property. The rule has been adopted by most of the
High Courts in India. No doubt the decisions were
under the Insolvency Act of 1848, such as Indian
Law Reports 8 Calcutta, page 556 and Indian Law
Reports 16 Bombay, page 452. Indian Law Reports
ll) ll914) 19 C.W.N. 157.
(3) [189Z]

(2) [1890] 25 Q.8.D. 262.
II Ch.D 138.
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43 Bombay, page 890, 47 Calcutta, page 961 and 46
Allahabad, page 565, adopt the rule. In the Bombay
THE
OFFICIAL
case a Bench and in the Calcutta case the present
ASSIG:-:EE
AND TWO
Chief Justice, then Mr. Justice Rankin, held that
• OTHERS
the rule applied to immoveable as well as to moveable
v.
N.P.AK.
property.
In the case of Ma Phaw v. Maung Ba
CHETTYAR
FIRM.
Thaw (1), a Bench of this Court beld that, by reason
R"GTLF.DGE, of the word "forthvdth"
in section 28 (4) of the
C.]., AND
Provincial Insolvency Act, the principle of Cohen v.
BROWN, J.
Mitchell \2) could no! be applied to that case. They
also held that even if the principle were applied it
would not avail the insolvent as the transaction seem
to be neither bona. fide nor for value. The word
,. forthwith" does not occur in the Presidency-Towns
Insolvency Act; so the present case can be easily
distinguished from Ma Phaw's case. \Ve confess
that we are reluctant to read into the Act something
which is neither express nor arisf;s by necessary
implication. We admit that it would be inequitable
to render void all transactions between an undischarged
insolvent and third parties who, in good faith without
knowledge of the insolvency, have given full consideration for what they purported to purchase from him.
\Ve can also see that the extension of the rule in
this country, where fraud is rampant and very easy
to conceal, may, in many cases, result in creditors
being deprived of their just rights.
In view, however, of the weight and unanimity
of decisions of the various High Courts of India
applying the rule, we do not feel justified in refusing
to follow it. On this point also we concur with the
learned trial Judge.
One point only remains to be considered and that
is that the learned trial Judge was wrong in holding
1927

(1) (1lJZ6) 4 Ran. 125.
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that Zainab Bee· Bee was merely a benamidar on
behalf of the insolvent. We have carefully considered
the evidence on this point and we are satisfied for
the reasons given in the order appealed from that
the decision of the learned ttial Judge on this point
was correct. The appeal, although in vie\vs of our
decision on the other points, this question does not
arise, is accordingly dismissed with costs. The case
was a heavy one and we alloyv 20 gold mohurs per
day for two days.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Sir Guy Rutledge, Kt., K.C., Chief Ju.stice, and Mr. Justice Browll.

MAMOOJEE MOOSAJEE AND OTHERS

v·

1927

Feb. 14.

N. M. MEERA MOIDEEN BROS.*
Presidency-Towns Insol'lle1l-cy Act (III of 1909), sectio'l29 (4), Rule 15~ of the
Insolt1ellciRuies of the High Court-Court cannot alter substance of
composition scheme-Court nzust rciect scheme. even if approved by
majorit y of creditors. on public ~rounds.
Held, that according to Rule 154 of the Insolvency Rules of the High Court,
it has no power to vary the substance of a composition scheme submiltedto it
for approval or rejection. The Court has therefore no power to substitute the
Official Assignee for the trustee proposed in the scheme for its administration.
Held,further, that the interests of the creditors and their wishes are not the
sole concern of the Court in questions of app~oving schemes of composition j
the Court ought to regard the interests of the public and of commercial
morality. If the insolvent's conduct is fraudulent or grounds exist for framing
charges against him, a composition scheme ought not to be approved.
In re Beer, [1913J 1 K.B. 628; Ex-parte Reed, 17 Q.B.D. 244-jollowed.

Dantra-for Appellants.
·Patel and Sen-for Respondents.

RUTLEDGE,C.L AND BROWN, J.-This is an appeal
from an order of the Original. Side of this Court
•. Civil Misc~l1aneous Appeal No; Z10 ~f 1925.

I
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. approving of a composition whereby the firm should be
discharged on payment of six annas in the rupee of
MAMOOIEE
MOOSAJEE
A"'D OTHERS total liabilities, such. payment to be made in two
v.
instalments.
N.M. MEERA
MOIDEEN
The order is attacked on two grounds. First that
BROS.
the Court made an alteration in the substance of the
RUTLEDGE,
C.J., AND scheme, which stated that the payments should bt:: made
BROWN, J.
through a Trustee, whereas the Court ordered that the
administration of the scheme was to re~nain in the
hands of the Official Assignee, and that this is contrary
to the terms of Rule 154 of the Insolvency I~ules of this
Court. We have read the succyeding rules to see if
there was anything which would affect the rigour of
this rule and give the Court a wider powe(. to vary 1;he
scheme proposed. But we have been unable to find it.
The only question then is this, was the substitution of
the Official Assignee for the Trustee proposed for
the scheme an alteration in the substance of the
scheme? I n our opinion it clearly was. T hat being
the case, the Insolvency Judge had no power to make
such an important variation, but should have adjourned
the matter to enable the creditors to put up a new
composition scheme to be administered by the Official
Assignee. This is sufficient to set aside the order
appealed from.
The second ground is that the conduct of the
insolvents has been so unsatisfactory that it is not in the
interests of justice that they should be discharged
without full and proper enquiry into their dealings with
their business and property.
The learned Judge in insolvency has stated that
"there are very suspicious circumstances in .this
insolvency," but considers that he is bound to carry
out the wishes of the majority of the creditors. The
maj"ority, both in numbers and in amount of debts
proved, is verr clecid,ed. We (e,Ql, hqw~ver, that the
1927
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interests of the creditors is not the sole concern of the
1927
Court in questions of approving schemes of composition. MA;;JEE
As has been said by Lord Justice Romer [In re Beer A~O~A.::;RS
(1)] :" Undoubtedly the Court ought to take into serious N. M.v;IEERA
consideration the position of the bankrupt when it is MBOIDEEN
ROS.
proved that he has been guilty of misconduct, in order
to see whether it is to the interest of the public~h~t the R~J~'~~~~'
bankruptcy should be annulled. In a case ofthiskind BRO\\'N, J.
the Court ought to have regard to the interests of the
public and of commercial morality-to the conduct of
the bankrupt on the one hand and to the interest of the
creditors on the other. And if the Court comes to the
conclusion that however beneficial to the creditors the
scheme may be, yet it is not to the interest of the public
or of commercial morality that the bankruptcy should
be annulled, it is their duty to refuse to annul it."
[See also ex-parte Reed (2).]
We have read the Official Assignee's Report and
compared the part dealing with the conduct of the
insolvents with the evidence on the record which
amply justified the main features of the report. So far
from recommending that the composition be sanctioned,
he asks that charges be framed against the insolvents
under section 103 of the Act. Prima facie grounds for
believing the insolvency to be a fraudulent one seem to
be on the record and the learned trial Judge has not
considered the question whether charges under section
103 could be framed. If such charges are substantiated
then under section 39 (1) the Court is bound to refuse
the discharge and under section 29 (4) in all such cases
the Court shall refuse to approve of the proposal.
Unless the Court was satisfied that there was no justification for framing such charges it seems clear to us
that th~ Court ought not to approve of the composition
(1) [1903 J 1 K.B. at

p. 634.

(2~

17 Q.B.D. 244.
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as such a step effectually bars any enquiry into any
charge under section 103.
It has been urged that great confusion will result as
the surety has already paid fiveannas in the rupee to
the Official Assignee in this case, as there was no stay
of execution pending the appeal. vVe cannot help
that. We arc of opinion that itis not in the public
interest or in that of commercial morality to approve of
this scheme.
The appeal is allowed and the order appealed from
set aside with costs five gold mohurs.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Str Guy Rutledge, Kt., K.C., Chief Justice, and Mr.lustice Brown.
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RM.M.S.T.M. CHETTYAR
v.
THE OFFICIAL ASSIGNEE.*·
Presidency-Towns Itlsolvet%cy Act (III of 1909), section 58 (5)-Penal provisions
of section 58 (5) not apPlicable unless after adJUllicatt01t-POwer Of
Court to commit for contempt-Conduct of the appellant ShOWi11g wilful
intelttioll to olJstruct-Dlscretionary powers. exercise of itt com1llittal
for contemPt wIlen interfered with 011 appeal.

On the application of a creditor to adjudic<Jte the appellant insolvent, the
Official Assignee was appointed interim Receiver to take immediate charge
of the account books and assets of the appellant. Before notice of appointment was served on the appellant, he sent the account books and other valuable
securities to his principals in Pudukottah. There was no legal proof, however,
that. he sent the books alter he had notice of the petition to adjudicate him
insolvent, though there were grounds to suspect that he did so with intention
to obstruct the Official Assignee in discharge of his duties.
Held, that the failure to hand over the books and the securities to the
Official Assignee before the order of adjudication W"I passed, however culpable such failure might be, would not amount to contempt of Court punishable
under the provisions of section 58 (5) of the Presidency-Towns Insolvency Act.
Held, fU1't her t that if there is definite legal evjde~te that the'~ppellanthad
notice of the petition to adjudicate him and of the appointment of the int~ri11l

.. Civil Miscellaneous Appeal No; 51 of 1926..
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Receiver, the r~our1 may be justified in acting under the wide powers it enjoys
Of committing for contempt.
Held, fu; tiler, that where the Court has committed the appellant for con"
tempt nnder section 58 (5) of the Presidency-Towns Insolvency Act and
where it was found that the committal was not justified under that section,
the Appdlate Court may interfere with such committal, el'en though it is
possible that the appellant could have been committed for contempt under
the wider powers of the High Court so to commit.

Cou.:asjee-for Appellant.
P. S. Chari-for Respondent.

RUTLEDGF, C.J., AND BROWN, J.-Appellant R.M.
M.S.T.M. Venkatachellam Chettyar was the agent
of the K.A.S. Chettyar Firm in Rangoon. In July
1925 he found himself in difficulties and his creditors
began to press for payment. On the 18th of July an
urgent demand for payment of a debt within 24 hours
was made and he was unable to satisfy the demand.
On the 20th he paid some of his creditors and
either on the 21st, as he says, or on the 18th as tbe
petitioning creditor says, he left his ordinary place
of business in Mogul Street and took up hi') residence
in 41st Street. From that date payments were entirely
suspended.
On the 23rd of July 1925 the V.E. R.M. Chettyar
Firm filed a petition on the Original Side of tbis
Court to adjudicate the K.A.S. Firm as insolvents.
On the day on which the application was filed the
Official Assignee was appointe,l interim Receiver to
take immediate charge of the account books and
assets, if any, of the K.A.S. Firm from its agent.
The Assistant Official Assignee then proceeded to
the appellant's ordinary place of business, where he
found a safe which he sealed up. He then proceeded
with the petitioning creditor to 41st Street to
find the insolvent. He found there some one, who
said that he was (he cook of the insolvent, but the
insolvent himself was not there. He left word that

1927
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the appellant should be informed of his visit and be
told to come to his office. Notice was then issued
T.!vI.
CHETTYAR
on the appellant but this notice was not served until
'V.
the
30th of July. On the 31st of July the appellant
THE
OFI'ICIAL
appeared before the Official Assignee and, on being
ASSIGNEE.
asked to produce his books, he told the Official
RUTLEDGE,
C.J., AND Assignee that he was unable to do so as he had sent·
BROWN, J.
the books to his principal in. the Native State of
Pudukottah. On the 4th of August the firm was
adjudicated insolvent and on the 8th of August the
appellant left Rangoon for India.
Application \"as then made for action to be taken
against him fOf contempt of Court under the provisions of section 58 (5) of the Presidency-Towns
Insolvency Act. He was finally arrested and brought
back to Burma and he has now been found guilty
of contempt of Court and committed to prison for
six months.
The present appeal is filed against this order of
commitment to prison. The appellant says that he
was short of money, that he wired to his principal
on the 18th for funds, that on the 22nd he reeeh'ed a
telegram in reply telling him to send the books to
the principal and that in compliance with this telegram
he despatched the books on the 28th of July.
It is contended on behalf of the appellant that
the provisions of section 58 (5) have no application
to the present case. Clause (1) of section 58 lays
down that the Official Assignee shall, as soon as may
be, take possession of the deeds, books and documents
of the insolvent and under clause (5) any agent of an
insolvent is bound to make over to the Official
Assignee all money and securities in his possession
or power which he is not by law entitled to retain
as against the insolvent or the Official Assignee.
The clause further lays· down that if the agent fails
RoM. M.S.
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so to do, he shall be guilty of a conh~mpt of Court.
With the books of account on the 28th of July the
appellant also forwarded various securities and admit·
,tedly these books and securities have never been
handed over to the Official Assigm:e.
It is, however, contended that, at the time the
appellant despatched the hooks and securities, his firm
had not yet been adjudicated insolvent, that the provisions of section 58 apply only to what takes place
after tht: adjudication and that, as at the time of
adjudicd.tion the appellant was not in possession of the
books and securities, he was not guilty of contempt of
Court within the meaning of section 58.
The Official Assignee was on the 24th of July
appointed interi1ll Receiver under the provisions of
section 16 of the Presidency-Towns Insolvency Act.
That section laY8 down that when so appointed the
Official Assignee shall have such of the po\ver s
conferable on· a receiver appointed under the Code
of Civil Procedure, 1908, as may be pr.tscribed.
Section 17 of the Act provides that on the making
of an order of adjudication, the property of the
insolvent shall vest in the Official Assignee.
Section 58, clause (1) provides that the Official
Assignee shall, as soon as may be, take possession
of the deeds, books and documents of the insolvent
and all other parts of his property capable of manual
delivery.
Section 58, clause (2) then lays do\\'n that the
Official Assignet: shall, in relation to and for the
purpose of acquiring or retaining rossession of the
property of the insolvent, be in the same position as
if he were a receiver of the property appointed
under the Court of Civil Procedure, 1908, and the
Court mayan his application enforce such acquisition
or retention accordingly.
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The Official Assignee, when appointed receiver
IDI.M,S.
under section 16, has the power as receiver to take
T .•\1.
possession of the property of the debtor. But it is not
'CHETTYAR
lJ.
until the adjudication has been made that the debtor
THE
OFFICIAL
is called in the Act the insolvent; and the proASSIGNEE.
visions of section 58 apply automatically immediately
HUTLEDGE.
an adjudication has been made whether there bas
C.]., AND
BROWN, J.
been any specific appointment of a receiver or not.
H seems to us therefore that there is consider..
able force in the contention that the provisions of
section 58 cannot be held to apply to the powers'
of the Official Assignee prior to the (adjudication
when be is acting, not under the poWers devolving
on him by the operation of the Act itself, but under
the pO\'\7ers specially conferred on him by his appointment as receiver under section 16.
The provisions of clause (5) of section 58 are
penal in their nature and cannot be construed as
applying to any particular case, unless it is quite
clear that no other construction of the section is possible.
Section 16 provides only for an infe1'im procedure
pendiJlg the adjudication and we cannot construe
that section as empowering the Court to invest the
Official Assignee with allY powers not expressly
mentioned in that section.
It is quite clear that, had the Official Assignee
in the present case not been appointed Receiver
under section 16, he would have had no power
whatsoever until the order of adjudication was passed.
In such a case it could not possibly be argued that
section 58 would have given him any power to
take possession of the books of account before the
4th of August; and it seems to us clear therefore
that the powers given by section 58 commence only
when, under section' 17, the property of the insolvent
automatically vests in the Official Assignee.
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In this view of the case, the failure to hand over
the securities to the Official Assignee before the
order of adjudication was passed, however, cUlpable
such failure might be, would not amount to contempt of Court punishable under the provisions of
clause (5) of section 58 .. If this view of the la\'r be
correct, then it is clear that the appellant has not
been guilty of contempt of Court under that section
as at the date of the adjudication the books of
account and the securities were not in his .possession
or power. It has, however been suggested the
apart from the special provisions of section 58, the
appellant has been guilty of contempt of Court and
was punishable summarily by tile Insolvency Court.
It has been urged on behalf of the insolvent that at
the time he sent the books of account and the
securities to his principal he had no knowledge of the
pendency of the insolvency proceedings, and that he
had no intention whatever of interfering with the
due performance of his duties by the Official Assignee,
but was aduated solely by a desire to surrender to
hIS principal all his rights and duties as agent of
the firm. We find it impossible in the circum.
stances of the case to accept this contention. The
appellant admittedly has been acting as agent Of
money lending firms for fifteen years. Admittedly
he was unable to PllY up the debts of the firm on
the 20th July. A chettiar with so much experience
must in the circumstances have been well aware of
the likelihood that insolvency proceedings would be
instituted against him, and it is impossible to believe
that he did not well know what the result of his
action in sending the securities and the books of
account out of the jurisdiction of the Court would be.
lt is clear that his action has obstructed the course
of justice, as it has prevented all investigation
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of the firm's transactions as well as deprived the
interim Receiver and the Official Assignee of taking
possession of the property namely the valuable
CHETTYAR
V.
securities
of the firm, and 110 attempt has been made
THE
OFFICIAL
by the firm or the appellant to restore what bas
ASSIGNEE.
thus been smuggled away. In our opinion the trial
RUTL.EDGE.
Judge was justified in finding that the appellant's··
C.}., AND
BROW~, J.
whole conduct shows that it was his wilful intention to obstruct the Official Assignee and the creditors
of the firm."
We have very carefully considered whether in
these circumstances we should be justified in upholding the order committing the appellant to jail for
contempt of Court. The Court's power to deal with
such matters in a summary way are. very wide and.
must for that reason be used with great caution..
We are not prepared to say that the learned trial
Judge would have been exceeding his powers had
he considered the circumstances of the present case
with reference to the general power of the Court to
deal with cases of contempt, and after such consideration had passed the order appealed against.
But it is clear that it was not after a consideration
of such general powers that the learned Judge acted,
and that he committed the appellant .to jail because
he was of opinion that the appellant was guilty of a
contempt within the meaning of section 58 (5) of
the Insolvency Act. Were we now to uphold the
order appealed against we should therefore in effect
be passing a penal order and committing the appellant to jail for a different offence from that of which
he was found guilty by the trial Judge. Even so
if there were anywhere clear and definite proof that
the appellant had received notice of the insolvency
application and the appciintmen t of the Official
Receiver before taking the action he did, we think we
RM.M.S.
T.ilI.
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should be justified in dismissing this appeal. But
although it seems to us certain that the appellant when
he sent the books of account and securities to India
was well aware of the extreme probability that
insolvency proceedings had been or would shortly
be instituted against his firm, and it is unlikely that
he had no knowledge that that they had actually
been instituted, there is no direct legal proof of any
kind that he had received notice of tfle insolvency
proceedings or had been informed of the visit of the
Official Assignee to his house. In these circumstances
and after the lapse of so long an interval of time we
do not feel justified in employing the summary powers
of the Court to deal with the appellant.
We therefore allow the appeal and set aside the
o~der of the trial Judge committing the appellant to
jail. But in the circumstances we refuse to allow the
appellant his costs either in this Court or in the
Court below.
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ORIGINAL CIVIL.
Before 1If r. lttstice Cftari.
1927

MIRZA HASHIM MISHKEE

Feb. 18.

v.
AGA ABDUL HOOSAIN BINDANEE.*
Shiaft Maliomedan Law-Gift or trust of vested l'emainder in fa1'our of unlont
douee ilwalid-Prit'ale t,'usl not same as wakf.
A Shiah Mahomedan ladyexec.drd a trust deed the effect of which was
to make a gift throl~gh a trustee of the income of all her properties. after
the settlor's death to her husband if he should survive her. and if he did
not, to her children and after their death to theil' children with a gift Of
the proceeds Of the corpus to those children when the youngest attained the
age of 18 years.
Held. that a Shiah can create a life interest and a vested interest to
take effect" after the "expiry of a life interest but he cannot create such a
vested remainder in fa\'our of persons unborn at the lime of the settlement.
The legal incidents applicable to "wakfs" are not applicable to grants Of"
limited interests under a private settlt:ment. A settlement through "a trustee
is nothing more than a gift to the beneficiary through another person and
must conform to all the rules relating to a gift; and therefore a trustee
cannot be an agent of an unborn person for tbe acceptance uf the gift
Plaintiff who was born after the date of the settlement ill suit could not
therefore claim as a beneficiary under the trust.
Ahmed Gulam Mahomed Sadiq v. Maliomed Cassim Makda alld otlters.
7 B L.T. 142 i P.M.P.A.N. Annamalay Chetty v. Shaik MallOmed IsmaIl, 7
B.L.T. 75 : Slleraj Hussain v. Musoof Hussain, 240 C. 32-jollO'wed.
Balloo Begum \'. Mil' Abed Ali,32 Born. 172; Sadik Hussain v. Hashim
.-lily, 38 All. 627-referred to.
Amea Ail'S MaTr0111edan La,,'. 4th t:dition : Bailie's Digest oj ]v[oohflm
I!wdall L'lW : Tyabji's lrJalJomedan Law, 2nd edition-referred to.

Hay-for Plaintiff.
Burjorjee-for Defendant.

CHARI, J.-This is a suit instituted by the plaintiff
who claims to be a beneficiary under a deed of
settlement executed by one Sakeena Khanum, praying
the Court to remove the trustee and to appoint new
* Civil Regular Suit t"o. 41,of 1925.
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trustees in his place and for certain other reliefs in
respect of the trust property. The defence raised
is that no trust wa~ created or intended to be created,
that the trust is invalid and that the plaintiff has no
right to maintain the suit. I raised a number of
issues of which 1 (a), 1 (b) and 1 (c) are as follows:Is the plaintiff a beneficiary under the deed dated
the 6th December 1904? Is he entitled to maintain
the suit? Can Sakeena Khanum create an estate of
the kind created by the deed? I shall deal with
the issue 1 (c) first since if this is answered in the
negative, it follows that the plaintiff though he may
be a beneficiary, is such under an invalid deed of
settlement and cannot therefore maintain the suit·
The first point to consider is the law applicable'
Cnder section 13 (1) of the Burma Laws Act, the
},hhommedan Law \\'here the parties are Mahomedans
is made applicable in certain cases and II gift" is
not one of them. The second clause. to that section
directs .the Courts of Rangoon to deal with and
determine questions in accordance with the law for
the time being administered by'the Original Side of
the High Court at Fort William. By. the Letters
Patent of the Rangoon High Court the Original Side
of. the Rangoon High Coudadministers the law which
had been administered in the Original Side of the Chief
Court of Lower Burma. The Calcutta High Court
in its Original Side had always held that the validity
of a gift by a Mahomedan must be considered
on the principle.s. of Mahomedan Law, P.M.P.A.N.
Annamalay Chetty v. Shaik Mahomed Ismail (1)
and Ahmtd Gulam Mahomed Sadiq v. Mahomed
Cassim Makda and ot-hers (2). The parties in this
case are Shiah Mahomedans and the case must be
(1) VJI B. L. Law Times 75.
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(2) VII Burma Law Times 142.
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considered on' the. principles of their law. Before
considering whether the trust deed is under that
la\v valid or not, I shall give a brief statement of
the effect of t.hat deed.
It is admitted that all the properties comprised
in the trust deed originally belonged to Hajee Mirza
Hashim Mishkee, the husband of Sak\::ena Khanum.
He transferred the properties by a number. of gifts
to his wife. The validity of these gifts is not now
in question. On the 6th December 1904 Sakeena
KhallUl1l purported to execute a trust deed or deed
of settlement. She starts by saying that she wants
to make some provision for her husband, children
and their child or children and therefore makes the
settlement of property. By clause ll) of the deed
she transfers the property to the intended trustee
who is the first defendant in the suit. Clause (2)
of the deed gives the trustee power to sell any property and re-invest the money in purchase of new
or other immoveable freehold property subject to
the condition that during the lifetime of Sakeena
Khanum her consent in writing should be taktn
and after her death th.e consent in writing of Hajee
Mirza Hashim Mishkee, and after the death of
both of them, then at the discretion of the trustee
himself. The third clause provides that out· of the
nett proceeds of the property the trustee should
retain fifteen per cent. as commission for himself
and pay the whole of the balance to Sakeena Khanum
during her lifetime. After her death the whole of
the balance is to be paid to Ha:jee Mirza Hashim
Mishkee if he should survive her. When both are
dead clauses (4) and (5) provide that'· the income
should be held by the trustee in trust for Mirza
Cassim :Mishkee and Khatiza. Bibi, the son and
daughter of Sakeen a Klianum. Twenty-five' percent.'
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-of the income is to be accumulated and the balance in
:the ratio of two-fourths and one-fourth is to be paid
to Mirza Cassim Mishkee and Khatiza Bibi for their
use. After the death of both of them the income
is to be divided among their issue according to the
.doctrines and tenets of the Shiah Imameeah Law.
Two points "vill be noticed here first the trust does
not make any provision as to what is to happen to
the share of the income payable to Mirza Cassim
Mishkee and Khatiza Bibi, if one of them should
die, during the continuance of the life of the survivor. The trust is also ambiguous in dividing the
proceeds among the issue according to the doctrines
and tenets of Shiah Imameeah Law· since it is not
dear whether the children take according to the
share which would have been taken by their parents,
i.e., per stirpes or whether they take per capita but
in accordance with the spirit of Mahomedan Law,
the males taking twice the ~hare of the female.
After the youngest of the children of Mirza Cassim
Mishkee and Khatiza Bibi attain eighteen years the
property is to be sold and the amount realised is to
be divided among the child or children of Mirza
Cassim Mishkee and Khatiza B ibi according to doctrines - and tenets of the Shiah Law. Here again
.there is the same ambiguity as before. It will be
noticed that the effect of this;deed is to make a
gift through a trustee of the income of all the properties,. after the settlor's death to her husband if
he should survive her, if he does not, to her
children, and after their death to their children with
a gift of the proceeds of the corpus to those children
wh~n tI).e youngest attains the age of eighteen years.
It now remains to consider whether this settlement is valid according to the Shiah Law. It
is settled that a Shiah can create a, life interest. Banoo
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of a vested interest after a life estate m favour of
;mborn persons. In view of the fact that the learned
advocate for the plaintiff bases his whole argument
on these passages and relies strongly on the fact that
the authors are themselves Mahomedan gentlemen
learned in the law, I shall deal with the argument
at somewhat greater length than I would otherwise have
done. In doing so, I shall confine my criticism to
the passage in Mr. Tyabji's book, as all my remarks
wilJ equally apply to that in Mr. Amcer Ali's book.
In section 446 of his book the learned author (Mr.
Tyabji) begins the exposition of the Shiah Law relating
to limited interests, and in section 447 he treats of
three kinds of such interest. Then in section 448
the learned author discusses the vesting of their rights
in the donees. This section is not based on any
dIrect text bearing on the point, but on the analogy of
the possession required for the completion of a II wakf. "
He cites in his Commentary an important passage from
Bailie, II, 214, about unborn persons in connection
with a wakf. I shall deal with this later. Then
comes section 449 WhICh deals directly with the
question now before me for decis on. "The grantee
of a limited interest must be in existence at the time
when the grant is made; he must be competent to
own property and must be distinctly indicated j
provided that "vhere a succession of limited interest
is created by the same grant, the grantee of the
first interest alone need be in existence at the time
of the grant and if the succeeding grantees come
into existence when their respective interests open
out, the grants to them are valid." Where does the
the learned writer get his proviso from? In the
notes to the section he says: I' Neither creating a
perpetuity nor giving remainders to unborn persons
seemed to them (the Shiah lawyers) to be objections
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invalidating settlements. This it is submitted will
appear from the authorities that are cited below."
vVhen we turn to see \vhat the authorities are, we
1.'.
Ameer Ali, I, 112. That
AGAABDn. find it is a passage from
HOOSAIN
passage
is
as
follows:
I'
A
grant
may be made to A for
BINDANEE.
life and then to B absolutely or a grant may be made
CHARI, J.
to A for life and then to A's children absolutely.
There is some difference of opinion as to whether
only children living at the time of the grant will take
the remainder absolutely or any children born to A
after the grant, will take also. The approved opinion
seems to be that all the children will take whether living
at the time of the grant or born afterwards." A· careful
study, however, shows that there is no real authority for
this proposition; It seemsto proceed on the assumption,.
a fallacious assumption, that the legal incidents applicable to "wakfs >' are also applicable to grants of limited
interests. The texts merely lay down that any
property which can be the subject of a " wakf II can
also be the subject of a grant of limited interest (see
Bailie's Digest 227 and Exhibits 6 and 8 in Banoo
Btgunl's case). There is no suggestion anywhere in
these texts that the gift of an estate after a limited interest
or a life estate is in any way peculiar or an exception
to \vhich the fundamental conception of a gift' as being
a contract (acquired) in which the consensus of· two
minds is necessary, is inapplicable. It is in the highest
degree unlikely that the expounders of the law did
not realise the fundamental difference between a
I, wakf" in which after the initial seizin \vhen the" wakf ,,. .
becomes perfected, the dedicated property becomes the
property of the Almighty needing no further acceptance
or seizin and a private donation in which each donee
whether immediate or ultimate, must fulfil the requirements of the law and accept the gift, either expressly
or impliedly and directly or through another. More
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over a "wakf is intended to be a settlement of property
in perpetuity, whereas a gift of properlY after the
termination of a life estate is not. The former must
necessarily) some time or other, become operative in
favour of unborn persons, \vhereas the latter need not
I am therefore of opinion that the passages relied on
by the plaintiff are not based on authoritative teAts
and are opposed to the fundamenlal conceptions of
Mahomedan Law.
The point is not without ().~thority. It directly
arose for decision in a Shiah case in Oudh [Sheraj
Hussain v. Musoof Hussain (1)]. The learned Judicial
Commissioner of Oudh, himself a learned Muslim,
discusses the law. He first draws attention to the
case of Sadik Hussain v. Hashim All;' (2), which is
authority for the proposition that a settlement through
a trustee is nothing more than a gift to the beneficiary
through another person and must conform to all the
rul es relating to a gift. The learned Judicial Commissioner then draws attention to the par:sage in Bailie's
Digest at page 203 \vhich shows th;:jt a gift according
to Shiah Law is a contract between the parties which
therefore requires the consensus of minds \vith
reference to the contract. There must be () proposal
to make the gift and there must be an acceptance of
the gift. The learned Judicial Commissioner then says:
"It follows that the absence of acceptance and the
presence of contingency or futurity must be found in
a case where a gift is made in favour of a person
who has not come into existence." He held that the
deed of settlement made in favour of a person not
born on the date when the settlement was made was
invalid. The only difference between that case and
the case before me is possibly the interposition of the
)1

)

(1) 24 Oudh Cases 32, (1921) 65 Indian Cases 132.
(2) (1916) 38 All. 627.
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trustee· In my opinion the interposition of such a
MIRZA
trustee cannot have ~ny effect on the validity of the
. H.~S!HM
deed. A trustee may accept a gift on behalf ot existing
MISHKEE
V.
persons on an authority expressed or implied. But
AGA A13DUL
HOOSAIN
can he accept, a gift on behalf oi persons not in
BINDANEE.
existence at the tirne of the settlement and who
CHARI, J.
may never come into existence at all? In my
opinion he cannot. The only ground on which. a
gift through a trustee can be validated is on the
assumption that a trustee is in a sense an agent of
the dance for the acceptance of the gift and no
one can be the agent of a non-existing person.
I am therefore of opinion that the reasoning in the
Oudh case is applicable to this case and that the
deed of settlen1ent in favour of .a person who was
not in .existence at the time is void and that the
plain tiff who was born long after the deed cannot
claim under it. He is therefore not a beneficiary
under the deed and is not entitled to maintain the
suit. It is accordingly dismissed. As the defendants,
by the execution of the deed, and by leaving it
unrevoked and uncancelled, were directly instrumental in creating a not unreasonable belief that the
minor plaintiff has a valid claim, they have no one
but themselves to blame for the litigation. I therefore
direct that each party should bear his or her own costs.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Brown.

MAUNG KYAW

AND ONE

v.
KO AYE

AND ONE.*

Civil Procedure Code (Act Voj 1908), Order 47, Rule I-Decree passed in one
suit accordi1lg to agreement to abide by the decision oj High Court il/
anot her suit-Effect of ret'erSal oj the High Court decision on aPPealReview.
In an ejectment suit filed in the Small Cause Court, Rangoon,parties
agreed tor keep the case pendini'( and to abide by the decision of the High
Court in another suit between Ithem. The High COllrt decreed the suit in
favour 0 the pl;tintiffs and consequently the Small Cause Court also passed a
decree in their favour in its case. The High Court decision was subsequently
reversed on appeal. Defendants then applied for a review of the Small Cause
Court decree which was gl anted and the ,decree was set asi dc.
Held, that the review was properly granted. The effect of the appell.ltr:
decree was to set aside the original decree (Jf the High Court. The decree
-sought to be reviewed was based on the ass~lmption that the original decree
of the High Court was valid, but which assumption was s .lbsequently provtd
to be wrong. The appellate decree is not a mere subsequent event but has
the effect of voiding the original decree from its inception.
Waghela v.1r/asludin, 13 Born. 330-jollowcd.
Kotagltiri Vel/kata \', Vellanki, 24 Mad, I-distinguished.

Kyaw Zan-for the Applicants.

J.-J do

not think that there is any substance in ihis application. The petitioners filed a suit
-in the Small Cause Court, Rangoon, for ejectment
,of the respondents trom a house. The case was
kept pending until the decision of another case on
the Original Side of this Court. This Court in that
suit finally passed orders in favour of the plaintiffs,
and the Small Cause Court in the suit now under
revision then passed orders decreeing this suit. This
was said to be in accordance with a.n agreement by
the parties that the decision in this case should be
BROWN,

• Ci \'il Revi sion No. 377 of 1926,
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.governed by the decision in the case by this High
Court. Subsequently the. decision of the Original
Side of this Court was set aside on appeal. The
V.
defendants then filed an application in revie\v, and
Ko AYE
AND ONE,
their application was granted and the decree against
BROWN, J,
them set aside.
It is contended that no sufficient ground for review
was made out, and I have been referred to the case of
Kotaghiri Venlwta Subbamma Rao v. Vellanki l!enkatarama Rao (1). In that case it was held that
something which did not exist at the passing of a
decree could not be a good ground for review. But
a review had been asked for then on the ground of
an agreement came to by two of the parties after- the
decree. In the present case it is true that the decree
of the High Court on appeal was passed after the
decree of the Small Cause Court. But the effect of
that appellate decree was to set aside the original
decree of the High Court. The decree sought to be·
reviewed was based on the assumption that the
original decree of the High Court \vas valid and
binding. That assumption was subsequently proved
to be; wrong. The passing of the appellate decree
was not merely an event subsequent to the decree
sought to be reviewed. It had the effect of voiding
the original decree from its inception. That such
circumstances do afford a good ground for review was
the view taken in r·r;"a.ghela Raisangji Shivsangji v.
Shaik Ai asludin (2) and in that view I concur. It
does not seem to me that that decision ,vas or was
intended to be, overruled by the decision of their
Lordships of the Privy Council in the Madras case.
I would further note that one of the grounds of
review in the present case was that the judgment

MAU!"G
KYAW AND
ONE

(1) (1901)24 Mad. 1.

(2) (1889) 13 Born. 330.
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sought to be reviewed was passed \vithout any evidence
.being recorded. In this ground also there would
appear to be some force as I cannot find on the
records an agreemeut to be bound by the High Court
decree whether it were set aside on appeal or not.
I dismiss this application.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
BeJore Sir Guy Rutlt'dge, 1\t., K C.• Chief Justice, alld Mr. Justice Hroum.

C. E. DOOPLY

AND FOUR

OTHERS

V.

M. E. MOOLLA

AND THREE OTHERS.*

Ldlers Patent, Clause 13-Ch'u procedure Code tAct Vof 1908), sec/io11 92
(l11d Oraer I, Rule 1 C-Collsenl of Governmfld ildl'oCale ,('hether 11ec<'ssm'Y
for making parties defendallis-Drdcr ref/lsi11g -to joillt pel'sons as parties
in a suil lmder section 92 i; judgmen ullcler clause 13 of Letters Patell t
Held. that under the provisions of section 92 Of the Civil Procedure Code
persons who are made or added as defendants to a suit under that section
do not require any consent in writing of the Government Advocate, as do the
plaintiffs.
A suit under section 92 operlltes in rem and an order ref'tsing to join
persons as parties. finally adjudiclltes or concludes the matter so far as these
persons are conc.erned and is therefore a judgment within the mellning of
cla!lse ] 3 of the Letters PlItent.
Commercial Bank of India v. SlIbju Sahib and ot hers, :H Mad. 252I'cferred to.

Ormiston-for Appellants.
Munshi-for Respondents.
RUTLEDGE, C.J., AND BROWN, J.-This is an
appeal by five persons who sought to be joined as
defendants in Civil Regular No. 28 of 1925, a suit
brought by the first three respondents against the
4th respondent under section 92 of the Civil
Proced ure Code. If the learned Judge had refused
to join the appellants by the reason of the lateness of
their application \:I.-e consider that he would have
• Chil MisceJl a~eolls Appeal No.1 SO of 1926.

1927
Feb. 21.

r.
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been probably amply justified, seeing that the suit
was filed on the 19th January 1925, and, from the
DOOPLY AND d'
.
f
.',
h b ..
FOUR OTHERS
lary, was . npe
or h eanng
In t e
eglOmng 0 f
M~·E.
1926 and the advocates were getting successive
MOOLLA
adJ'ournments to postpone its hearing in January
A:-ID THllEE
.
OTHERS.
and February of that year, while the application
RUTLEDGE, of
the present appellants was not filed until the
B~~~~:~J. middle of July. The learned Judge, however, has
not proceeded upon that ground, but states that
the provisions of section 92 seem to insist on
persons who are made parties to a suit of this
kind first obtaining the consent in \vriting of the
Government Advocate and this is clearly incorrect,
as it has never been held, nor does. the sectiOn
warrant the Court holding that defendants to become
parties to a suit require any consent from the
Government Advocate, Plaintiffs, no doubt, do.
The learned Judge then referred the appellants to
the Government Advocate to obtain his consent
and stated that if they obtain such consent he
would join them as co-plaintiffs leaving tbe conduct
of the suit to the original plaintiffs the first three
respoudents. The appellants never applied and do
not wish to be plaintiffs and in view of the provisions of Order 1, Rule 10, sub-rule 3 of the Civil
Procedure Code in such circumstances we consider
that the Court is not competent to join a party
as a co-plaintiff without his consent. The' order
appealed from virtually amounted to a refusal to
ioin them as parties at all.
The first point for our consideration is whether
in such a case an appeal lies. In an ordinary
suit in personam a refusal to join a party might
very well be not appealable as the party might not
be bound and probably would noi be bound by
the decree that might be passed. But a suit under
1927

c. E.
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1927
section 92 operates in rem and an order tantamount
C. E.
tn refusing to join persons as parties, in our opinion DOOPlY
A:-:n
finally adjudi~ates or concludes the matter so far as FOUR OTHEHS
v.
those persons are concerned. It is consequently, in
M.E.
MOOLT.A
our opinion, a judgment within the· meaning of ANn
THREE
clause 13 of the Letters Patent. In this view we OTHERs.
are supported by the opinion of a Bench of the RUTLEDGE.
C.J., AND
Madras High Court in the Commercial Bank of BROWN,
J.
India case (1). Th~t, no doubt was a suit in
persona. The principle$ there acted upon apply
with even greater force in the present case. We
accordingly must treat the order as appealable.
A point has been urged on behalf of the respondents that when the suit was filed they were the
only trustees of the Suratees Jumma Masjid, Mognl
Street, and that the first two appellants only became
trustees during the pendency of the suit, that the
plaintiffs invited, them to join as co-plaintiffs, but
they refused, that the will of the majority of the
trustees must prevail and that the first two appellants should not be heard by the Court. There
would be considerable force in this argument if we
could regard this as a suit by the trustees as a
corporation but it seems clear to US that we cannot
so regard it and if not we see no reason why the
minority trustees, if they differ (as apparently they
do) on some question in connection with this suit
should not be allowed to put their views before the
Court· The fact that they are trustees, in our
opinion shows that they are intimately interested in
the matters in issue.
With regard to the other three appellants, they
stated that they are mem~ers of the Rander
Punchayat and as the trusts in question are concerned
(1) (1900) 24 Mad. 252.
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with schools apparently for' the education of
Randerias, they seem to be persons interested m
,DOOPLY AND
in issue. There is no suggestion lil
FOUR OTHERS the matters
V.
the
order
appealed
from that the appellants were
l\I. E.
MOOT-LA
not interested in the subject-matter of the suit
AND THREE
OTHERS.
and in fact the learned Judge's willingness to join
them as plaintiffs, if they obtained the consent of
RUTLEDGE,
C.J., AND the Government Advocate, rather negatives the
:BRO\\':>!, J.
idea that they were not so interested.
In these circumstances, the appeal is allov;ed
and the order appealed fro111 set aside and it is
directed that the appellants be joined as defendants.
Costs three gold mohurs.
C. E.

--

.......

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr.

h~stice

Heald, mId ;lb. Justice CUllliffe.

192i

MA KIN

Feb. 28.

v.
MA BWIN.'·
Lis pendens-Admillistration stlit-At1oidatlce of sale by admiuist ratorLimitation Act (IX of 19081, Article 91.
Held, that a suit in which one of two co-heirs sues the other heir, who is
administrator ofthe estate for his share of the estate and asks for the profits of
the estate, in which a preliminary decree was ghen d,eclaring that the plaintiff
was entitled to a half share of the estate and directing that the usual accounts
and enquiries be taken and made, in which a commissioner was appointed to
take these accounts and enquiries and in' which a final decree was given for
the half share in the estate as found by the commissioner is in fact an
administration suit, whether or not it is such a suit in form, and the doctrine
of lis pendens does not apply to such' suit~.
"
, ,
Held, that a suit to have a sale made by an adminish'atot set aside unde~
section 90 of th.e old Probate and Administration Act (section 307 of the lIew'
,
Success'ion Act) is go\'erned by Article 91 of tlH~ Limit,\tion Act.
BUl'je1/.dra Mo1lan Sarma
Manora1lta Dlisi,'.j9 Cal. 911; Lee Lim Ma
,Hock, Y. Na Saw Mall HOlle, 2 Ran. 4; Tile liastern Mortgage arld,Agency
Co. v. Rabati KlimaI' Ray, 3 C.W.N. 260-l'eferrcd to .

'v:

• Civil First ..\ppeals Nos~

21'S' and 219 of 1925.
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R. Chowdhury-for Appellant.

:vIA K1N

Rahman-for Hespondent.

'i'.

MA BIVDl.

HEALD, J.-In Suit No. 26 of 1918 of the District
Court of Myaungmya, \vhich was instituted by an
application for leave to sue as a pauper on the 13th
of September 1917 and was finally decided on the
7th of August 1922 Ma Bwin, the present respondent \"rho was one of Sinve Aung's two widows. sued
::.\!a Me 0, who was the other wido\v and was administratrix of Shwe Aung's estate to recover her half share
of that estate and she obtained a decree for her half
share.
In Suit No. 51 of 1924 of the District Court of
Pyapon, which is one of the two suits now under
:appeal, Ma Bwin sued the present appellant Ma Kin
to recover possession of half of holding of paddy land
which formed part of the estate, on allegations that
:she had been put into possession of that half of the.
land in execution of the decree in the suit mentioned
.above and that the appellant had forcibly ousted her.
Appellant pleaded that she was not bound by the
decree in Suit No. 26, and that she had bought the
whole holding, of which the land claimed by Ma B\vin
formed half, from Ma Me 0, administratrix of the
-estate, with the permission of the Administration
'Court.
In Suit No. 57 of 1924 of the District Court of
Pyapon, which is the other suit now under appeal the
:appellant Ma Kin sued for a declaration of her title
in respect of the other half of the same holding which
the respondent MaBwin had attached in execution
-of the decree which she had obtained against Ma Me
in Suit No. 26. She said that she had· bought the land
from !\fa ~fe
as administratrix with the permission
-of the Court.

°

°
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Ma Bwin admitted the conveyance by Ma Me 0
but said that it was invalid.
.
v.
The two suits were heard together, the matter in
MA BWIN.
dispute
in them being Ma Kin's title to the holding
HEALD, T.
which was conveyed to herby Ma Me O.
It appears that in March 1915 Ma Mt:: 0 applied
to the Court, which had granted Letters of Administration to her, for permission to sell the bolding which
is now in dispute but that, although the Court gave her
such permission, she did not avail herself of it. Instead
in May 1917 sIle again applied to the Court, this timefor permission to mortgage the land, and sht:: obtained.
permission to mortgage it. She mortgaged it ~t once
to a Chetty for Hs. 1,000 with inetrest atRs. 2 per
cent. per mensem. This waS before the institution
of Ma Bwin's SUit No. 2(,. On the 7th of June 1919'
she sold it, without further permission from the Court,
to the appellant MaKin.
Tvvo questions arise in the cases, (1) whether the
~ale by Ma Me 0 to Ma Kin is void as having been
made pentente lite, and (2) whether Ma Bwin is entitled
to avoid the sale as having been made without tbe
permission of the Administration Court.
On the first of these questions the lower Court
found that the doctrine of lis pendens applied. The
learned Judge distinguished the case of the A.L.A.R.
Chetty Firm v. Maung Thwe, cited, in the case of Lee'
Lin'~ Ma Hock v. Ma Saw Mah Hone \1), on the ground
that Suit No. 26 was not an administration suit. I do,
not accept this view. A suit in whiCh one of two·
co-heirs sues the other heir who is administrator of
the estate for her share of the estate and asks for the
profits of the estate, in which a preliminary decree
was given declaring that the plaintiff was en.titled'
to a half share of the estate and direction tbat the
MA KIN

(1) (1924) 2 Ran. 4.
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usual accounts and enquiries be taken and made, in
'which a commissioner was pointed to take those
:accounts and enquiries, and in which a final decree
was given for the half share in the estate as found by
. the commissioner is in fact. an administration suit,
whether or not it is such a suit in form, and on the
:rulings in the cases cited and the authorities meritioned
;therein I have no doubt that the doctrine of lzspendens
;did not apply, and that the sale by Ma Me 0 to Ma Kin
was a valid ~ale.
It was nevertheless voidable under section 90 of
-the (old) Probate and Administration Act at the
jnstance of any person other than the administratrix who
was interested in the property and Ma Bwin was
:undoubtedly interested in the property. The only ques.
tion which aris.es istheretore whether or not Ma Bwin
is still entitled to avoid the sale. . That question involves
1he question whiGh article of the FiI st Schedule to the
Limitation Act applies to the avoidance of such sales.
·On Hlisquestion ther~ seems to be a remarkable scarcity
·of au thority. We have been referred to the case of The
Eastern Mortgage and Agency Call1pa;ny v. Re'bati
.Kumar Ray (2) but that case merely lays down that a
perSon who is entitled to avoid a transaction ought not
10 be allowed to do so in such a manner as, to recover
'property which would othe·rwise be lost to him and at
·the sa,me time t.o keep the mon'ey or oHler advantages
which he has obtained under'it.
This view we may note was accepted in the case of
.Burjeltdta Mohan Sarma v.McmoramaDasi(3), where
it was said" wmeiil t.he 1\'erson affected by such a tr,m:s·
~riOiq s'eeks to a~oiiCl its consequence, he is in the
j.looition of a person who seeks equity and mu:st do
"ty. Thus'fl'<l>t only-can he not ignore the.transaction,
(1) (1898) 3

21

C.W.N:.160.

PH192~}49 Cat 911.
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but he l11ust offer to reinburse the prior transferee.'7·
I have no doubt that this principle applies to such,
v.
MA BWIN.
cases as the present. But we have not been referred
to any caSe in which the period of limitation \vithin
HEALD, J.
which such a transaction must be avoided has beeIb
laid down. It scen:s dear that the conveyance is good
until it is avoided, and that until it has been avoided
Ma Bwin can have no titie to the property andthere~.
.fore would nqt b~ able either to recover from Ma Kin
the half which she claims to have acquired by reason of
·the execution or to attach the other half ~s belonging
to Ma Me:O, whether.C\s,adtninistratrix or as the other
heir to the :estate.
It is therefore ·necessary for us to decide whether or
not Ma:Bwin: is.still ent~tledtb avoid the conveyance.
, Itseems to. me, that in terms Article 91 of the First
Schedule of the. Limita.tion Act applies to such a case..
I have not beenabJe to find any caSe in which that
article has ac1.l1ally been applied to such a case, but an1
the other h 4 nd I have. not found: any other articlewhich has been so applie.d or any case in which it has.
been held that ArtiCle 91 does not apply to a case of
this nature. it has been said that Arti~le 91 applies to,
suit of the kind mentioned in section 39 of the
,Specific Relief Act and a suit to set aside a\Toidable~
conveyance would undoubtedly lie under that section_
Poliock and Mulla in . their Commentary on that·
sec1.ion say that the period of limitation is three years
as pmvided by Article 91 of. the Limitation Act but
the ~ases which they ,cite as authority, for this PI:OPOS~
tiOl.1 arenooe of them cases similar to .the present case..
In these circumst~pces.it ~e~ms to ,be necessary for
us to. decide Jor o~r~el\'~swliich,ar.ti~l~isappliCable
.a nd in view..of, the fact that no. provision seems to be
made for a sui.t to~ancel or set' asid~ 'such a conveyance,; other.J1:l~n,.\h.at
contain·~d,.
Artipl,e .?1, I am
.
.
MA KIN

.

.,.

.

.
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constrained to hold that that article applies, ctnd that
the conveyance can only be avoided within three years
from the time when the facts entitling Ma Bwin to
avoid it became known to her.
T he question of limitation was not put in issue
in the lower Court and 1 would therefore frame the
following i~st1e and would refer it to the lower Court
for trial. YV:hen did the facts entitlingMa Bwin to avoid
conveyance of the 7th of June 1919 firstb~come known
to
her?"
"
.
,
The Di.striet Court will pr~ceed to h)' that issu~
and will return the' evidence tothisCourt,tbgether with
its finding there~,lr. and the reasons therefor.
'
.

CUNLIFFE,

1927
MA KIN
'Z-'.

MA B\\'lN.

HEALD,

J.

.

J:-I agree.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Be}ore ·Sir Guy Rutledge. Kt .• ~K.C" Chief Just ice, and Mr, Jllltice Brow'l. .

M" E. MOOLLA & SONS:, LTD., AND

ONI!:

v.
THE

CORPOI~ATION OF

Mar. 8.

RANGCJON.*

City of R,mgvon MuniciPal Act CHurilla Act t'lof 1922), seelio'l 3 (i v),· 80, 86j1'Iaelt:'nery and plant to be included in assessing'building-Mtldzinery fi~'ed
tenant-l.iab.lit} of owner for asse"I1:ent •.
Held, that the Corporation has the right to take into consideration the
machinery and plant in any Duilding in ass~ssing the building, and" also to
hold the owner of the building responsible for the tax, a1th01~gh'the machinery
and plant may haye been fixed up by his tenant.
., ;
The, Chetty .Firm of R.M.P.V.M, and one v. The Corporation of Rangoo~,
(19261 4 Ran: 'ii8 ; Maimg Po Yee and BrdherS\'.Thc C;orporaticn of l?at1goo~l
(1927)' 5 Ran. 161"-foUowed. .
,.

b,

. Young-· for-Appellants.
.. N.

M': 'C6'lddsjee';;';"fbr Respondent.'
• Civil Mis(;ellaneous Appeals Nos. 110 and 117 cf 1926.
.:. :. . . -: .

.. .

.'~
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'CORPORATIONOF
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LAW:REPO:Rl'S.

C.J.-These appeals helve been brought
from the judgments of the Chief Judge of the Small
Cause Court confirming the Commissioner's ordel' on
the assessment of the appellants' premises.
The main ground raised by both appellants is that
machinery and plant cannot be taken into account
in ascertaining the annual \'alue of the premises.
Mr. Young admits that this qllestion has already been
decided by this Bench in the The Chetty Firm of
R.M. V.M. and one v. The Corporation of Ra'11goon
(1), and Mau1'lg Po Yee and Brothers v. The Corporation of Rangoon (2), but urges that neither of these
decisions has taken into consideration the definition
of " Building" in the Rangoon Municip;;tIAct, 1922,
section 3 (iv). I was a party to the decision in
both cases, and the definitions of both ,. Building"
and" Land" were present in the Court's mind when
construing section 80 of the Rangoon Municipal
Act. The learned Chief Jndg-e 0'£ the Small Cause
Court h'ls rightly followed. those decisions which are
binding on him as well as on us until they are
modified or overruled by a superio,r tribunal.
A further point has been raised on behalf of the
appellants in Civill MisceUaneous Appeal No. 116 of
1926, namely, tbat the machinery belongs to the
tenant and not to the appellants, and that they,
consequently, should not be rated in resp€-et of it.
Sectl'on 86 of the Rangoon Municipal Act seems to
be concLusive on this poin t, as subwsediQn (1) la¥s
down:c. Property taxes in resp'ect of 11'nybuil~in'g' or
land shall be leviable jointly and s;e.ve,r~.try' ft0IJ,!l·. an
persons who have been e~t4er ow~ers or occ:lWpiers
of the building or land ,at <tny time <;tqring, fh~ p~rjod
RUTLEDGE,

I

VOL. VJ

in respect ot which any instalmel1t 0£ such property
taxes is payable under this Act. "
It may be that the Corporation might have recovered the taxes from the tenant, but they were under
no liability to do so. The Corporation were wi~hin
their rights in fixing the annual value of the premises
as they stood, whatever machinery or plant necessary
for carrying on the business may have been on the
premises, and they were under no obligatjon to make
any further enquiry as to who was the actual owner
of that machinery and plant. It is for the appellants
to make their own arrangements with their tenant as
to who should pay the extra rate due to the premise~
having machinery and plant thereon.
A further objection has been made that the valu
ation is on a wrong basis and excessive. This Court
will only interfere on a question of principle. In
Maung Po Yee and Brothers' case, already referred to,
this Court has discussed the application of the contractor's test as a means of discovering what rent a
hypothetical tenant would give for the premises as
they stand, and I do not propose to go beyond what
was said in that case.
From a perusal of the Commissioner's order and
a consideration of the materials before him, I do not
consider that the basis of his valuation was wrong.
I am consequently of opinion that the judgments
appealed from are correct, and that the appeals
must be dismissed with costs, five gold mohurs in
each case.
BROWN,

J.-I concur.
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19(8), SCHEDULE I, ARTICLE 97-Suit onjailure
of consideration -Time from whIch limitation runs-},fo1&ey
ad<'4'JUd, 01& mortgage-Mortgage dechred void-On August 6,
1907, the apllellant and her h.lsband aclvanced Rs. 10,000 to the
!iTSt rc;;pondent, a Mahomedan woman who purported to be acting
as guardian for her nephew, a minor; she as guardian executed in
presence of the lenders a mortgage upon two oil wells professedly
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the oil wells w.ere sold under a mortgage decree, but in 1918 a
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is dissolved by the death of oue partner or by divorce. Held, also,
that where the interest of a Burmese Buddhist husband in
property which was either tayin brought by !>Jim to the marriage
or was jointly acquired lcllctpwa, is duritlli the sub.dstence of the
marri~ge sold in execution Of a decree against him for a debt
incurred by him in a business carried on by him while he was
living with the wif ., the buyer of that interest does not acq' ire
the right to have thl' property partitioned and to obtain possession
of part of the property as representing the husbano's interest in it.
Held, that eillll:r husband or will.: or both may represent the
palll,e:'ship iu dealing with th.: t1j"d perS0n and that a presumption or.uinari!y arises that dt'bts <.:ontrac!ed by either party bind
the partnership and are recoverable out of the partnership
property. Held, that th<rc is a pr.:ls mption that a suit brol.ght
against either of the partners is a suit :ll!ainst the partnership,
and that in such a suit a partner who is nut joined as a party to
the suit is rejHesenlt:d by the partner who is joined as a party
and a decree against tither partner can ordinarily be executed
again, t any partnership pooperly. I'fOvided the decre'e was obtained against that SpOUSe' as represenlinl! lhe partnership. Dl'endayal
1-111 v. Jugdcep Nara.\'(W, 3 Cal. 199; Gaillet Lal v. BiudbL/sini
Prasad NuraY::l./L SI1I{]./i. L/1U1 others, 47 LA. 91; Kirkwood v.
MaU1lgSin, 21~alJ.6f)3; fda Hnin nlllinv.lTS"We(;ol~.8 L.H.R 1 ;
Ma Ngwe Hllit v. Milling Fa linin, 11 L.B.T~. 52; Ma PI'lt U v.
Po Kyi,/, Civil First Appeal ~5 of 1906, C.C L.B.; Ma Sdn v.
Mutlmkaruppa'fl Chet/y: 7 L. B.I~ 135; Ma Shwe U v. Ma Kyu,
3 L B.I~. 66; J1la Tliallllg \'. Tlta Gywe, 2 U.B.H '1902-03)
ExeCution J ; "fa Tllnv. M" [Ju, S.J. S7B; Maung limon v. Maung
Meik. 2 D.n.R. (1 '04-~(li DivoJ't"c I ; M'lIlll{]. Po '" Ma Me, S J. 19;
Mauul!. Po v. Mau/,g Pyaung, Spe~ial Civil SCl:oncl Appea12640f
1909, C.C L.B ; fdallll~ Po S<in y. Ua Fwa, P.J. 403; Ma Dwe v.
Maml{!, Ttl, S.J. 11 : Mi M"i'/ \'. Nga 1'<iJe. P.B R. (J90 J :O() II 19;
Mi San Shwe v. VlIlliapa Clrelly. 10 B.L.R. 49; Shea Shank,'r v.
Ja:/do Punwar, 36 All. Hl3 ; Tim B,IW v . •\ 'gll Kon, Civil SecOnd
Appea' 343 of 1909, ,T,C.'lT.B.-'-rejerred to. ·c T I'.V. Cltctty firm
v lIla//nr! Tlul fllail/{!" 3 Ran. 322; Ma NYII.,. v. Miss Tei.reI'Ia, 10
L.B.R 36-overruled.
MA PAl:olGV. MAUNG SHIVE Hl'AW ANU ElGIn'
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CONSIDERATION, SUIT ON FAILURg OF, LIM TATION FOR

28 ~

103
CIUMINAL PROCEDTJRE CODE (V OF 1898), SECTIONS 421, 42?-Appeal
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CRIMINAL PIWCEDURE CODE, SECTION

against conviction on more t,,(/./I. oue charl!e-Summary dismissal,
in respect of ol1e CotWlction, of t/ie appeal, whilst admitting it
on t/ie other conviction- Practice undesiraUe but not illc/!,al.

Where. in the aecu~ed's appeal agahst convictions on two
in O'le lrial, the Appcllate C"urt sllmmaril~ dismbsed
the appeal in respect of one chargc whilst admitting Ihe appeal in
Tespect of the other ch'lrge., held that the practice was not il1egal,
though it is undesirable.
L. M. ISMAILV. KING·E~fPEROR
char~es

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE. SECTIOXS

497 AND 498

"DEATH OJ{ TRANSPORTATION FOR LIFE II PHIUSI'; IN SECTION 497,
CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE TO BE CONSTRUED DISJUNCTIvELY...
DECREE AGAl~ST BUDDHIST HUSBAND OR WIFE, EFFECT oto"
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in respect of which any instaln1ent of such property
taxes is paya ble under this Act."
It may be that the Corporation might have recovered the taxes from~he tenant, but they were under
no liability to do ~o. The Corporation v,,'ere within
their rights in fixing the annual value of the premises
as they steod, whatever machinery or plant necessary
for "carryil'g on ·t.he business may have been on the
premises, and they were under no obligation to make
any further enquiry as to \;1,1ho was the actual owner
of that rnachinery and plant. It is for tile appellants
t6m~ke their own arrangements \\'ith their tenant as
to who should pay the extra rate due to the premises
having machinery and plant thereon.
.-\. further objection has been made that the valuation is on a \Vfong basis and· excessive. This Court
will only interfere on a question of principle. In
Maung Po Yee and Brothe1'S' case, already referred to,
this Court has discussed the application of the contractor's tests as a means of discovering ""hat rent a
hypoUletic-al tenant would give for the premises as
they stand, ,md I do not propose to go beyond what
was said in that case.
From a perusal of the Commissioner's order and
a. cC?psideration of the mclterials before him, I do not
consider that the basis of his valuation was wronK
I am consequently of opinion that the judgments
appealed from are correct, and that the appeals
must be dismissed with cost~, five gold mohurs in
each case.
BROWN,

23
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before Mr. Justtce Fratt.
1927

L. M. ISMAIL

Feb. 18.

~'.

KING-EMPEROR.

~

Criminal Procedure Code (V of 1898), sections 421, 422-APPeal against conviction on more than one cha"ge-Surnmary dismissal. in respect of one
cONviction, of the appeal, whilst admitting it on the other convictionPractice unctesirable but ?Wt illega;l.
'Where, in the accllsed'~ appeal against conviction on two charges in one
trial the Appellate Court summarily dismissed the appeal in respect of one
charge whilst admitting the appeal in respect of the other charge, held that
the practice was not illegal, though it is undesirable.

Sanyal-for the Applicant.

Tun Byu- for the Crown.
J.-Applicant was convicted in one trial
on two separate charges of cheating.
On appeal the Sessions Judge summarily dismissed
the appeal on one charge and admitted the appeal on
the other.
The appeal on' the second charge was ultimately
successful.
It is contended that the procedure of the Sessions
Judge in disposing of the appeal piecemeal i~ irregular.
It is certainly unusual, and in my opinion undesirable, but I am not prepared to say that it is illega'..
Accused was tried for two separate offences on
two charg~s in one trial. He could have been legally
tried in. a separate proceeding on each charge.
Each offence was distinct and the subject of a
distinct sentence.
I fail to see that the applicant was in anyway
prejudiced by the procedure adopted.
PRATT,

* Criminal Revision No. 23B of 1927 (at Mandalay).
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The advocate was heard before the appeal against
-the conViction on one charge was dismissed.
Had the appeal been admitted on both charges,
instead of one only, all that the Judge would have
-done would have been to rehear the arguments for
appellant and dismiss the appeal on the one charge
without hearing the advocate for the Crown.
The admission of an appeal on the question of
,~entence only has been held to be illegal, but that
is a different m~tter;
As regards the merits the learned Sessions Judge
has given good reasons, which it is unnecessary to
repeat, for upholding the conviction.
Applicant obtained an advance for purchase of a
motor-car from the Government on the security of a
mortgage of the car.
When he obtained the advance he had already
mortgaged the car to a Chetty.
It is obvious G0vernment would not have made
the advance, had it been aware that the car was already
mort~aged.

The omission to disclose the fact of the mortgage
was clearly a dishonest concealment.
The omission to disclose the mortgage was likely
to cause damage in property to Government, for it
was always possible that Government would be unable
to realise the security.
Even if the applicant intended to payoff the first
-mortgage that does not render his act honest.
The trial Court has considered the extenuating
~ircum~t~nces in passing sentence.
The application for revision is dismissed.
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FULL BENCH (CRIMINAL).
Before Si7-.Guy Rutledge, Kt., K.C., Chief Justice, Mr. Justice MaUtlg Ba, and'
Mr. Justice Doyle.·

KING-EMPEROR

1927

v.

Feb. 21.

NGA SAN HTWA

AND OTHERS.*

Bail-Criminal Procedl/re Code IV of 18981, sectioll 497-"Death or tralls~.
pOI'latio/lfor life" to be interPreted dISJUl/cti,'ely-Discl'etio/1 of M a.gistrate
in cases not punis'table WJth death or trampor/ationfor life how to be
~ercised-Pvwer of tlte Htgh COllrt to {!.mnt bail, alld the Pr'dctice of the
CJurt.
Held, t:lat the phrase '"'"jth (\eath or transportation for life" appearing in
section 497 of the Criminal Procdure Code must be read disj~mctivelyas if it:
ran ., witt. death or \vitb tramportation for life,"
Held. brtber, that the amended section '197 does not limit ·the power of
M;lgistrales in granting bail in case of non-bai'able offences except in cases'
punisluble with Iransportation for life or with death,
Held. alsQ, that the High Court has an absol· te discretion in granting b::iil in
any case but that lhough the discretion is absoI. te, the High Court must exercise,
it judicially, and since the leglslr.ture ha~ chosen to entn;st the initial stilge of·
dealing with questions of hail to Ma~istr2.t.;), ann while giving Vlagistrates an
unfettered discretion of granting of bail in all cases except two classes, i.e.. cases·
punishable with death and cases punishable with tn'.1'sportation for life. theHigh Court ought not to grant bailill such cases except for exceptit,nal and.
very sr,cL'i~1 reasons.
Per RUTLEDGE, C.r .-" But I conL:ur wi til the following conel uding observa.
tions of my brother Doyle in Mohammed Eusoof's case at page 542. 'They (i.e.,
Magistrates) are bo·un<;l, when weighing the problbility of the prisoner
appearing for trial, to consider the nature of the offence charged, the
cha:'actt:r of the evidence against the p"isoner and the punishment which
in the event of conviction is likely to be inflicted on the prisoner.' Again,.
while ILere vague allegations that the prisoner. if releilsed, will tutor
witnesses should not be taken into account, the Magistrate may well refuse
to enlarge 011 baH where the prisoner is of sucl. a character that his presence-at large will intimid;cte witnesses or whe:'e there are reasonable grOlmds for
believing that he willllse his liberly to s'.1born eVidence."
Boudt'ille 'I. [{jng-E",pet'or, 2 Ran. ;;>46 ~ Eusoofand one v. King-Emperor, 3;
Ran. 53S-"eferredJoan I o'l-'erruled in part.
.

This is a criminal reference made by Mr. Justice
Doyle under Rule 13, Chapter XI, of the High Court:
* Criminal Reference No. ':J of
47A of 1927.

1927 arising out of Crimipal Revision No ..
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. Rule and Orders. The facts of the case appear from the
order of reference reported below :I, In Criminal Regular Trials Nos. 162, 163 and 164
of 1926 of the Township Court of Kungyallgor, the
Township Magistrate had allowed hail to the accused.
The District Superintendent of Police addressed a
letter to the pistrict Magistrate, Hanthawaddy, protesting against the release on bail of c~ttle thieves by
the Township Magistrate of Kungyangon. The District
Magistrate 1 Hanthawaddy, in his Criminal Miscellaneous
Trial No. 90 of 1926, has pointed out that the law as
regards bail in non-bailable offences is contained in
section 497, Code of Criminal Procedure, and that in
this connection he should follow the ruling in H. M.
Boudville v. Kin!!,-Emperor (1), which he explained as
meaning that persons accused of non-bailable offences
shall be detained ill custody, except where there are,
in the opinion of the Magistrate dealing with the case,
no reas0nabJe grounds for helieving that the accused
has or have committed the offence charged against him
or them.· He, therefore, ordered the Township Magistrate, Kungyangon, to reconsider his orders allowing
b8il to the accused. The Township Magistrate,
Kungyangon, on application by the Court Prosecutor
remanded the accused to custody.
,I In H. M. Bouddlle v. KinJt-Emperor, Mr. Justice
Duckworth remarked: 'As however, the Legislature
has placed the initial stage of dealing with crimes with
Magistrates, and having, in effect, enacted that persons
accused of non-bailable offences shall be detained in
custody, excert \\'hen there are, in the opinion of the
Magistrate dealing with the case, no reasonable grounds
for believing that the accused has committed the
offence charged against him, a High Court is bound to
follo\\' the general law as a rule * * *'
(1) (1924) 2 Ran. 5~6.
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In Mohammed Eusoof and one v. King-E1'npero r
(2), I held that in the case of all offences other than those
punishable with death or transportation for life, a Magistrate has discretion to enlarge an accused on bail, even
where he believes that the accused may be guilty. I,"
at the same time, laid down certain general rules which
should guide the discretion of the Magistrate in enlarging
an accused on bail. In that judgment I interpreted the'
phrase' death or transportation for life' as referring only
to offences which were pllI1ishable:with death, or, as.
a minor alternative, with transportation for life, and
held that the Magistrate was not precluded from granting:
bail in cases where an accused was charged with offences.
plll1ishable with transportation for life but not in the
alternative with capital punishment. My view at that
time was based on the phraseology of the Indian Penal
Code and on the intention of the Legislature which
drafted the new section, since the phrase, as used in
the Indian Penal Code appeared to have a specially
narrow interpretation. I have since, however, studied
the phraseology of the Cnminal Procedure Code itself,.
to vvhich my attention was not at that term drawn,
and have come to the conclusion that the term' death
or transportation for life' is elsewhere used so loosely
in the Criminal Procedure Code that, whatever may'
have been the intention of the Legislature; the phrase
as it stands, must include offences punishable with
transportal ion for life only, as well as offences punishable
with death or transportation for life. This view is
based on the phraseology of sections 30, 31 and 34 of
the Criminal Procedure Code.
" In section 30 District Magistrates and Magistrates
of the first class may be empowered to try all offences
not punishable with death ; section 31 (3) states that
an Assistant Sessions Judge may pass any sentence
.ct

(2) (1925) 3 Ra~. 538.
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authorized by law, 'except a sentence of death or of
transportation for a term exceeding seven years or of
imprisonment for a term exceeding seven ye~n';
section 34 states that the Court of a Magistrate, spedaliy
empowered under section 30, ma,y pass any sentence
authorized by 'law, 'except a sentenCf;\ of death or of
transportation for a term exceeding seven years or
imprisonment for a term exceeding seven years.'
"It will be seen from a comparison of sections 31
and 34 of the Criminal Procedure Code that, although
it is clearly intended that Assistant Sessions Judges and
specially empowered Magi~trates shall have exactly the
same powers as regards passing sentence, there is a
slight variation in the phraseokgy, the 'of' being
omitted before the word' imprisonment in section
34, on what grounds, other than looseness of drafting,
it is not clear. This in itself would dispose of my contention that in the Crir.linal Procedure Code the phrase
'death or transportation forlife ' is a single inseparable
definition; furthermore, if my former interpretation
were to be accepted, District Magistrates and Magistrates of the first class would be permitted to try all
offences except that of murder by a life convict under
section 303 of the Indian Penal Code-the only offence
under the Indian Penal Code for which the punishment
of death only is provided.
"Wl1ile, on the one hand, the ruling in Mohammed
Eusoof and one v. King-Emperor, was erroneous to the
extent that it held that Magistrates might give bail
in the case of offences punishable with transportation
for life, the ruling in H. M. Boudville v. King-Empc1'or,
does not appear to be in accordance with section
4Y7 of the Criminal Procedure Code as amended.
Mr. Justice Duckworth seems to have had in his mind
section 497 of the old Criminal Procedure Code, which
prohibited a Magistrate, where he considered that there
J
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were reasonable grounds for believing in the guilt of the
accused, from rele~lsing him on bail in the case of a nonbailable offenct, but the modification introduced in
1923 into section 497 explicitly extended tile discretion
of the Magistrates to all offences except those punisha ble
with death or transportation for life. To hold that
implication a Magistrate's discretion is further fettered
would appear to be an incorrect exposition of the law
on the subject.
" As the rulings above quoted are contradictory, and
as both of them appear to be erroneous, I refer, under
section 12, Chapter Xf, High Court Rules and Orders,
for the decision of a Bench the following question : To what extent is the discretion of a Court to
release an accused on bail fettered by the
provisions of section 497 of the Criminal
Procedure Code?"
The reference came up for hearing before a Full
Bench of this Court consisting of Rutledge, C.J.,
Maung Ba and Doyle, JJ., with
.
Eggar, Government Advocate-for the Crown.
E Maz.mg (1 '-for the Respondents.
RUTLEDGE, C.J.-This is a reference by Mr. Justice
Doyle of the follO\,ving question :" To what extent is the discretion of a Court to
release an accused on bail fettered by the
provisions of section 497 of the Criminal
Procedure Code ?"
..
The learned Judge refers to two reported decisions
of this Court : BQud'i:ille v. King-fi,11'lperOr (1) and
Mohammed Elisoof and one v. King-Empe1'or (2), ~Nhich
are codlichng and neitber in his opinion is correct.
As all questions regarding bail are of practical importance tbe question bas been referred to this Full
Bench for decision.

by

(1) (1924) 2 Ran. 546.

(21 ; 1925) 3 Ran. 538.
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I agree \vith the learned referring Judge that the
decision in Mohammed Eusooj's case is erroneous in
so far as it held that the phra$~ "death or transportation for life " was a single inseparable phrase and that
.a Magistrate had a discretion to admit on bail a person
charged with an offence punishable with transportation
for life. For the reasons given in the order of
reference the phrase must he read disjunctively as if
it ran "punishable with death- or punishable with
transportation for life."
With regard to the decision in Boudville's case,
while I agree that the learned Judge exercised his
discretion properly in that case, certain of his dicta
are not happily \vorded. I do not think that the
amended section 497 limits the pO\"'crs of Magistrates
in granting bail in case of non-bailable offences except
in cases punishable with transportation for life or
with death.
The learned Judge goes on to say: "But a High
Court is not limited \vithin the bou!,ds of that
section (497). It has absolute discretion in the
m;:tter." This of course is quite accurate. That
absolute discretion is given by section 498. In the
subsequent passage the learned Judge states: l( a High
Court is bound to follow the general law as a rule."
The word i l bound" is not happy and would seem
to negative the absolute discretion given by section 498.
The more accurate method of stating the prinsiple
seems to be this. Though the discretion is absolute
the High Court must exercise it judicially, and since
the Legislature has chosen to entrust the initial stage
of dealing with questions of bail to Magistrates and
\vhile giving Magistrates an unfettered discretion of
granting of bail in all cases except two classes, i.e.,
cases punishable with death and cases punishable
\\·ith transportation for life, tile High Court ought not
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to grant bail in such cases except for exceptional and
very special reasons.
\Ve have been asked to indicate for the guidance
of Magistrates the lines on which they should exercise
their discretion. Strictly speaking this does not arise·
on the reference before us. But I concur with the
following concluding observcl.tions of my brother Doyle·
in Mohammed Eusooj's case (2) at page 542: !l They
(i.e.. Magistrates) are bound, when weighing the probability of the prisoner appearing for trial, to consider
the nature to the offence charged, the character of
the evidence against the prisoner and the punishment.
which in the event of conviction is likely to be
inflicted on the prisoner. Again, \\rhile mere vague
allegations that the prisoner, if released, will tutor
witnesses, should not be taken into account, the
Magistrate may well refuse to enlarge on bail vvhere
the prisoner is of such a character that his presence·
at large will intimidate witnesses or where r.here are
reasonable grounds for believing that he will use his
liberty to suborn evidence."
DOYLE,

J.-I concur.

IVIAUNG BA, J.-I concur with the Hon'ble the
Chief Justice. The amendment has as a matter of
fact enlarged the po·wers of Magistrates in granting
bail in non-bailable cases, Formerly they had no
discretion but must refuse bail in all non-bailable
cases \vhen there were reasonable grounds for believing
that accused persons had been guilty. The Legislature found that law too stringent and in order to
render it less stringent introduced the amendment
and thereby restricted its applicability only to nonbailable offences punishable either with death or with
transportation for life.
(2) 119251 3 Ran. :38.
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MA HNIT (Plaintiff)

P.C.*

1927

v.
FATIMA BIBI

AND ANOTHER

Feb. 22.

(Defendants).

(On Appeal from the High Court at Rangoon.)
Indian Limilation Act (IX of 1908),Scht'dule 1, Arlicle 97-Suil on failul'e of
consideration-Time from which limitation rU/ls-Money ad~lanced on
mortgage-Mortgage declared 'Void.
On August 6. 1907, the appellant and her h::sband advanced Rs. 10,000 to
the ;;r:t respondent. a Mahomedan woman who purported to be acting as
guardian for her nephew, a minor; she as guardian exe.cutedin favour of the.
lenders a mortgage upon two oil wells professedly belonging to the minor for
the sum adv~nced and interest. In 1913 the oil wells were sold under a
mortgage decree, but in 1911i a decree, made at the suit of the minor, set as ide
the sale and the mortgage. on the ground that the first responc1ent was not his
guardian and had no authority. On August 9,1919, the appellant (her husband)
being dead brought a suit against the first respondent, the plaint submitting
that ?os the mOlley could not be recovered from the minor, the first respondent
was L;~ble, and st.:lting that the caus,; of action arose at the date of the decree
of 1918.
By the Indian Limitaticn Act, 1908, Schedde I, Article 97, a suit for money
raid under an existing consideration which afterwards fails must be brought
within three years of the date of the failure of consideration.
Held, that Article 97 applied to the suit, and that the period of three years
did not tegin to run until the d:lte of the decree setting aside the mortgagt: ;
and comequenlly the suit was not barred.
'
Decree of the High Court reversed.

Appeal (No. 83 of 1925) from a decree of the
High Court (May 12, 1924) affirming a decree of the
District Court of Magwe (May 22, 1922).
The suit was instituted by the appellant on August
9,1919, claiming Rs. 10,000, and over Rs. 11,000, for
interest, from the respondents in circumstances which
appear from the judgment of the Judicial Committee.
The main question arising upon the appeal was
w!~ether the suit was barred by limitation.
• ?rC5cnt :-LORD PHILLIMORE.
:MR. .3.;'EER ALI.

LORD

CARSON, LORD

DARLING

AXD
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The District Judge dismissed tbe suit, holding that·
it was one for a simple debt due on a registered
document, and therefore barred by the Indian
Limitation Act, 1908, Schedule I, Article 146.
An appeal to the High Court was dismissed.
The learned Judges (Godfrey and Duckworth, JJ)
agreed with the view of the District Judge, holding
that the terms of the plaint and the claim for
interest showed that the suit \-vas based upon the
mortgage of 1907, and that the plailltiff was thus
precluded from contending that the cause of action
arose only on March 21, 1918.
E. B. Raikes for the appellant. The plaint
sufficiently indicated that . the claim was upon a
failure of consideration in 1918, not under the
mortgage. The cause of action was gi ven by sectioll 65
of the Indian Contract Act, 1872, and the period of
limibtion was provided by the Indian Limitation Act,
1908, Schedule I, Article 97. The appellant was in
possession at the date of the decree· of 1918 j and
until then the mortgage had been treated as binding.
The period of limitation therefore did not begin to
run until then; Basso Kuar v. Dhl·mz Sil1gh (1) aNd
Harnath J(unwar v. Indar Bahaduy Singh (2). It
is true that in Annada Mohan Roy v. Com' Mohan
Mullick (3), it was said that generally a cause of
action under section 6S arises when the void contract
was made. That case related however to
contract
which by its nature was wholly void, and there were
no circumstances, such as existed here and in the
above decisions of the BO<1.rc, whereby the cause of
action arose only when th c contract was declared
void. In 1907 the parties to the mortgage were

a

(1) (18S~) LL,R. 11 All. 47 ; L.R. 15 LA. 211.
(2) (1922) I.L.R. 47 AlL 179 ; L.R. 50 LA. 69.
(3) (1923) LL.R. 50 Cal. 929 ; LR. 50 LA. 239.
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enhled to assume that the first respondent as de
facto guardian had authority j the decisions of the
BO<ird to the contrary effect w,ere given later:
Ma:a Dinv.AkmadAH (4) and Imatnbandi v. lvIutsaddi
(5). It was establis hed that the money came to the
hands of the first respondent and her husband.
H'allach for ti1e respondents. The evidence did
not show that the first respondent received the money.
But in :ll1Y case the suit is !:Jarred. The mortgage
was Ycio, wben made, and the cause of action, if
any. ;ifose then: A.nnada Mohan Roy v. Gaur Mohan
Mlillid (3). There were no special circumstances
tab:1.£''; the case out of the ·general rule laid down in
that case. It is not shown that the first respondent
was de facto' guardian, or that in 1907 there was
auy misunclerstar;ding of Mahomedan la\'\- as to the
po\yers of a guardian. There \vas really no cause of
action under section 65. 'fhat section relates to cases
in which there has been a complete failure of consideration. Here the failure was only as to the security
given for the debt. The cause of action, if any, '.vas
to recover personally, and arose at the date of the
loan; it was therefore barred. Further the appellant
no t having taken out a sllccession certificate or
letters of administration to the estate of her deceased
husband, could not sue.
E. B. Raikes replied.
The judgment of their Lordships was delivered
byLORD DARLJNG.-This appeal is from a decree
of the High Court dated the 12th May, 1924,
dismissing an appeal from a decree of the District
Court of Magwe, dated the 22l1d May! 1922.
(3) (1923; LL. R. 50 Cal. 929 ; L.R. 50 LA. 23\1.
(4) (1912) I.L.R. 34 All. 213; L.R.39 LA. 49.
'5) (1918) i.L.R 45 Cal. 879 ; L.R. 45 LA. 73.
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The chief question in the appeal is whether the
suit in which it is made was rightly dismissed as
barred by the Limitation Act.
The appellant and her husband, U Po Ya.. on the
6th AtlgUSt,' 1907, advanced Rs. 10,000 to the first·
respondtnt, Fatima Bibi-then alleging herself to
be the guardian of one Ali Hashim Mehter, her
nephe\v, then a minor.
The first respondent is a Mohammedan purdahnash in' woman, and borro\\'cd this money through
her agent and husband, Hamed Ebrahim Madari,
and he at the same time executed on her behalf and
was her constituted attorney as guardian of the minor,
a mortgage of two oil wells, professedly belonging
to the minor, in favour of the appellant and her
husband to secure repayment of tIle money advanced
with interest at the rate of 1i per ct:nt. per mensem.
That the minor had no real interest in any of
the properties dealt with is demom;trated in the words
of paragraph 5 in the sale deed (dated 18th Janurtry,
1912) by Fatima Bibi, her husband, and Mehter,
the minor, which are as follows :,. Although Ali Hashim Mehter's name is included in the
sale deed by which Hamid Ebrahim Manc1ali and wife Fatima
Bibi buy tbe oil and the No. 1416 from Ma Ngwe, he has no
monetary relation or claim in the affairs and he does not
enjoy any possession of the well too, We have bought it
with our oWn money and enjoyed it,· Vole have only mentioned
the minor Ali Hashim Mehtel"s name in it, a way of 'trying
luck.' We guarantee the said well to be free f!'Om. all
encurilbrances. In case of any incumbrance, we, the vendors)
agree to make good any expense incurred by the vendees and
also profits from the well which they may enjoy otherwise."

On the 5th February, 1913, the appellant and
her husband sued the minor (by the first respondent
as his guardian) and the first respondent and her
husband in the District Court of Magwe for the
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,principal and interest due. on the mortgage, and the
first respondent and her husband put in a written MA HNIT
V.
admission of the claim. The District Court on the fATIMA BIBl
AND
-8th July, 1913, passed a decree in that suit as claimed. ANOTHER.
1n execution of that decree the oil wells were sold
by auction and purchased by one, Ma Tok, who
afterwards resold them to the appellant and her
husband, who thus got possession of them.
In or about April, 1915. the minor Ali Hashim
Mehter, by his father, as next friend, sued the
appellant and her husband, Ma Tok, and the first
Tespondent, and her husband in the same District
Court to set aside the sale of the oil wells and for
.a dedaration that the mortgage of the 6th August,
1917, was not binding on him. His suit failed in the
District Court; but the Appellate Court gave him,
on the 11 th March, 1918, the decree that he claimed,
on the ground that the first respondent was not
-legally his guardian and. haG no authority to
mortgage his oil wells or to represent him in the
suit on the mortgage. The appellant had thereupon
to give up possession of the oil wells.
The appellant's husband having died she, on the
'9th August, 1919, brought the suit under appeal
against the first respondent in her personal capacity
.and as one of the heirs of Hamid Ebrahim
Madari (who had also died), and against the second
respondent (his son as his heir) by a plaint, in
which, after setting out the facts already mention~d,
she relied or, the admission of the first respondent
.and her husband that they had received the money
borrowed, and she submitted that as it could not be
recovered from the minor they should repay it with
intere:3t. She further stated that the cause of action
arose on the 11 th March, 1918. when the Appellate
Court set aside the sale.
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The respondents put in 'written statements and.
MA HNIT the
Court raised issues of whi·:h the following are,
FATI~~ BIBI material to this appeal :ANO~~~R.
(1) Is the plaintiff's suit time-barred?
(2) Are the defendants liable for the amount.
claimed?
The appellant gave evidence in support of her
claim and asked for a postpon~ment to produce
further evidence which the District Judge refused.
The responden t gave no evidence.
The D:strict Judge dismissed the suit as barred
by limitation, as being a suit on the personal covenant
in a registered instrument.
The High Court in appeal took the same vie\v :
overruling the contention of the appellant that her
cause of action in the suit only arose on the 11th
March, 1918, on the ground that the frame of theplaint and the claim for interest showed that she had
sued on the covenant in the mortgage.
Fmm that decree, dated the 12th May, 1924, the
a~pellant has appealed to His Majesty in Council.
Although many points were raised on the plead-.
ings, several were abandoned in the course of the
.litigation j and in the course of the arguments of
this appeal it has appeared to their Lordships that.
of the points taken on behalf of. the appellant one is:
in itself conclusive. In. fact the case is reduced to·
the simple question whetber the appeal is so late as.
to be barred by the Indian Limitation Act, 1908.
(IX of 1908). For the appellant it was argued by
Mr. Raikes that the suit in which the decree under
appeal was made was not founded on the mortgage of
6th August, 1907, but is for the repayment of the
money due to her, and that her claim to this sum
arose when the mortgage and sale thereunder '.vere:
set aside, that is to say, on 11th March; 1918; and
1927
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reliance \vas placed on the Indian Limitation Act,
1908, First Schedule, Part VI, Article 97. The effect MA HNIT
of that provision is that the suit is not barred if FATIM~ BIBI
brought" for money paid upon an existing consider_ ANOTHER.
AND
ation which afterwards fails"; provided that suit is
begun within three years from th.:? date of the failure
of the consideration.
This present suit was commenced on 9th August,
1919. For the respondents it was contended that
there never was any consideration for the loan of
the snm' of Rs. 10,000 then advanced by plaintiff
and her husband~as the respondents then had no
interest or property in the subject of the mortgage.
Thus it was contended there was a complete absence
or failure of consideration at and from the very
moment when the money was advanced, i.e., more
than twelve years before this suit was begun. Were
this contention well founded this present claim
would undoubtedly be statute barred. But should
the true date of the failure of the consideration for
the loan of the money be the day on which the
Appellate Court made a decree in favour of Ali
Hashim Mehter (the minor) setting aside the mortgage
and giving him possession of the mortgaged property,
i.e., 11th March, 19; 8, then this sui t would be well
within the three years allowed for taking proceedings
to recover the Rs. 10,000, with interest, for the loan
of them. In the opinion of their Lordships this
contention of the appellant is well founded. It \-vas
proved that respondent and her husband did for
some time pay to the appellant and her husband the
interest agreed by them to be payable on the money
lent. Default in this respect having been m::lde,
appellant and her husband, un 5th February, 1913,
took proceedings, claiming the principal and interest
as due from the respondents, who made written
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admission of the debt. On 8th July, 19J 3, a decree
in favour of appellant was made, and by virtue of
it the property was sold by auction in order to pay
the money then due to appellahtand her husband.
As already stated, this decree was set aside at the
instance, and in favour of Ali Hashim Mehter (the
minor), and on 11th March, 1918, the sale was finally
set aside by the Appellate Court, and the property
on the security, of which appellant and her husband
had advanced Rs. 10,000 was handed over to Ali
Hashim Mehter.
From these facts it appears that the appellant
and her husband were from the date of the loan
(6th August, 1907), down to 11th March, 1918, not
entitled to allege that they had not received arty
consideration for the loan that they had made-"
since for a considerable time they had actually received
interest upon it, paid to them by the respondents.
In 1913 they had obtained, in a suit against the
respondents, a decree under which the property was
sold in order that the appellant's loan might be
repaid .. The fact that they afterwards became
possessed of the same property, by buying it from
the purchaser at the auction, has no immediate bearing on the matter in dispute. They purchased from
one who had bought the property at a sale decreed
by a competent Court, and the price paid by him
had been applied to repay a portion of the money
advanced by the appellant to' the respondents .on
security of the property. mortgaged. It therefore
appears to their Lordships that there was at the time
of the loan no failure of the consideration upon
which the loan of the money and the promise to
repay it with interest were made-since the obligation
of that promise was for sometime observed-~and
it appears to them that the failure of consideration
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for the loan of the money did not occur until 11th
March, 1918. Consequently the suit is not barred
by statute.
TheIr Lordships will therefore humbly advise His
:Majesty that this appeal should be allowed. and that
judgment should be entered for the plaintiff for the
principal sum, Rs. 10,000 with interest at such rafe
and for such period and subject to such allowance,
if any, for mesne profiits during the period during
which the plaintiff and her husband were in possession
of the land as the Courts in India may determine,
and that for this purpose the suit be remitted to the
High Court at Rangoon. Their Lordships will also
humbly recommend that the plaintiff do have her
costs of the stiit here and below.
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Solicitors for Appellant-Bramall and Bramall.
Sollcitors for Respondents-Watethouse & Co.
APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before Mr. Justice Mmmg Ea.

KING-EMPEROR

1927

v.

Mar.!.

WUN NA
Search

AND THIRTY OTHERS.'"

witne~~e~-Criminal

Procedure Code (Act V of 1898). sectioll 103Witneseses whether competent to take part in the actual search.
Ii eld, that a search made with the active assistance of t1:e search
witnesses is in accordance with the provisions of section 103 of the Criminal
Procedure Code.
Iield. that the oltjeet of the section is better achieved by permitting
independent witnesses to assist in the search and "that, by rendering such
assistance, they do not cease to be competent witnesses of the search.
Ti Ya v. King-Emperor, 8 L.8.R. 38-referred to .

• Criminal Appeai No. 1858 of 1926.
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i\lagistrate of Insein in a case where 31 persons were
prosecuted under the Gambling Act. The facts of
the case briefly stated are as follows :The Subdivisional 1\1agistrate of I nsein, on receipt
of credible information that the house of one Wun
Na, a Chinaman, was used as a common gaming-house, .
issued a search warrant in the name of U Tun Win,
Town Inspector of P~)lice. Armed with that warrant
the Inspector raided the house at 9-45 p.m. on the
night of the 29th August 1926. He took with him
two respectable witnesses, Hyder Khatl and Yacoob,
as well as three Sub-Inspectors of Police andhvo
police constables. It was a double-storeyed house, and
lights were seen on the upper storey. Before they
entered the house, the two lugyis, at the request of
the Police Inspector, satisfied themselves that the
Police had noting on their person. As soon as the
Diding party entered the house the lights noticed
upstairs were extinguished. The inmates were unable
to escape and were all found in a room upstairs.
They were the 31 accllsed persons sent up under
sections 11 and 12 of the Gambling Act. The Inspector had a lamp lit and ordered those found in the
room to sit down. When they sat down the Inspector read out the warrant. He then asked the two
lugyis to search the' persons of the accused one by
one. Sub-Inspector of Police Tun Nyun wrote out
the search list as the lugyis called out the articles
found on each person. The lugyis were also asked to
look round the room, and the articles found in the
room were similarly listed. The crowd found was a
mixed one con~isting of 18 Burmans, three Burmese
v,'omen and 10 Chinamen. A small tin box was found
b\."tween the thighs of a Burmese woman. That box
contained some pice al1d bits. The same woman had
in her hands some more money. On the mat \;vere
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found 32 paikkyu pieces and three dice. 111 Chinese
playing cards were also found inside a till bucket
close to the \vall. Some silver and nickel coim \vere
found underneath a mat, and scattered on the floor
were found more dice and silver and nickel coins. Of
course the accused persons were not found actually
gambli;1g. This was to be expected because it took
some time for the raiding party to get upstairs.
People \:\,ho break the gambling law usually take
precaution not to get caught in the act of gambling.
The Legislature has therefore thought fit to provide
a special rule of evidence. It permits a presumption
that a house, enclosure, room, place, vessel or vehicle
entered under the provisions of section 6 of the
Gambling Act, is used as a common gaming-house
and that persons found therein were present for the
purpose of gaming although no play was actually ~een
by the Magistrate or police-officer or by anyone
aiding in the entry. whenever any instruments of
gaming are found. At the same time the Legislature
was alive to the fact that the planting of such instruments of· gaming was possible. To remove such a
pOSSibility, it has laid down that all searches made
shall be made in accordance with the provisions 0 f
sub-section (3) of sections 102 and 103 of the Code of
Criminal Procedure. Section 103 provides that an
officer or other person about to make a search shall
call upon two or more respectable inhabitants of the
locality to attend and witness the search and that the
same shall be made in their presence.
The learned Headquarters Magistrate was of
opinion that the search in the present case was not in
accordance with section 103 and that the presumption
allowed by the Gambling Act should not be drawn.
He came to that conclusion by· certain remarks
made by YounK, J., in the Full Bench case of
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Ti Ya v. King-Emperor (1). The question referred
to the Full Bench was whether ward headmen in
towns, other than Rangoon, were competent witnesses
of searches under section 103 of the Code of Criminal Procedure. In the course of his judgment the
learned Judge laid down this obIter dic/um :-" It is
he \police-officer) and he alone who may make the
search, and the duties of the respectable inhabitants
are confined to looking on while he searches. There
is nothing in the section that entitles them so far as
I can see to lend the officer in charge any assistance
whatsoever in making the search and I conceive that
objection might properly be taken to any such assistance being given whether by actually partici pating
in or pointing out omissions in the search. It is he
and he alone who is authorised by the warrant
to make the search, and they are to attend and
witnes:.> it." With all deference to that learned Judge
I am of opinion that that construction is too technicaL In the present case the search was made in
the presence and under the supervision of the
Inspector of Police. As has already been pointed out.,
the object of the section is to ensure that searches
are conducted fairly and squarely and that there
is no "planting" of articles by the Police. In
order to achieve that object the law makes it compulsory that at least hvo respectable witnesses of the
locality should be present. Before entering the vvitnesses were given an opportunity of satisfying tbeni~
selves that the· Police had nothing on their person.
After the entry in order to show to the accused persons
who were present that everything was above-board
the Inspector requested these elders to look round
the room and examine the persons of the accused.
(1) 8 L.R.f1. 38.
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Gaming instrull1ents and coins were found scattered
in the room and there was nothing to create suspicion that any of those articles were planted. But
the learned Magistrate being influenced by the obiter
dictum abovementioned remarks that the lugyis were
searchers and the police were witnesses. He accordingly held that there was no search in accordance
,,-ith section 103 of the Code of Criminal Procedure.
In my opinion an officer w:~;o conducts a search with
the assistance of the lugyis has made the search in
accordance with that section. I may even go the
length of saying that the object of the section is
more achieved by permitting independent witnesses
to assist in the search. I do not think it is correct
to say that by rendering such assistance the lugyis
ceased to be witnesses of the search. According to
the dich/1'l'l mentioned above, the lugyis must fold
their arms and simply iook on and say nothing.
For the above reasons, I hold that the search has
been properly conducted in accordance with law and
that the presumption under section 7 of the Gambling Act arises. I allow the appeal and set aside the
order at acquittal. I convict Wun Na under section
12 (a), Gambling Act, and sentence him to a fine of
Rs. 100 or three weeks' rigorous imprisonment; and
. the other respondents, except Nos. 5, 13,15,16,17 and
.21, who have not been found, under section 11 (a)
and direct that each of them do pay a fine of Rs. 20
-or do suffer two weeks' rigorous imprisonment.
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FULL BENCH (CIVIL).
Before Sil' Guy Rutledge, Kt., K.C., Chief Justice, Mr. Justice Heald,
Mr. Justice Chal'i, 1111'. Justice Maung Ba, and Mr. Justice Doyle,
1927

MA PAING

Mar. 11.

v.
MAUNG SHWE HPAW

AND EIGHT OTHERS.*

Burmese Buddhist Law-Hl,sband and wife-·Power of husband or wlft: t~
deal with Joint property-Decree against one spouse whet/lei' bindin~ on
t he other-Suit agaill~t Ol1e ordinarilY presumed to be a,gainst bot h
spouses in their partnership capacit y.
Held, that at Burmese Buddhist law, in respect of the properly of the
marriage whether that properly be the payin property of eithe', pa rty or
let tetp11i'a property of the marria;:e, a Burmese Buddhist husband and wife
are partners and all the property of the marriage, whether tayin or lett et twa.
i~ p~,rtnership property.
Held, !t'l·ther, that at Burmese Buddhist law, the partnership between
husband ::lI~d wife is dis,oll'ed only by death or divorce and neither partner is
enti tled to separate possession of any share of the partaership prnpert y or of
the profits of the partnership :.mtil the partnership is dissoh'ed by the death
of one partner or by divorce,
Held, also, that whe"e the interest of a Burtnese Huddhist husband in,
property which was either payin brought by him to the marriage or was
jointly acc:'.'ired lettd pwa, is during the subsistence of the marriage sold in
execution of a decree against him for a debt incurred by him in a busil'ess
carried on by him while he was living with the Wife, the buyer of that.
interest does not acqnire the right to have the property partitioned and to
obtain possession of part of the property as representing the husb,md's
interest in it.
Held. that either husband or wife or both may represent the partner~hip
in dealing with the third person and that a presumption ordinarily arises.
that debts contr~cted by either party bind the partnership and are recoverable cut of t:le parhership property.
H dd. that there is a presnmption that a suit brought against eith~r of the
partners is a s~lit against the partnership, and that in such a suit a partner
who is not joined as a party to the suit is represented by the partner who is
joined as a party and a decree against either partner can ordinarily be
executed against any partnership rroperty, prcwided the decree was obtained
against that spouse as representing thp. partnership,
Deendayal Lal v. Jugdeep Nararan, 3 Cal. 199 ; Gantet Lal v. Bindbasini'
Prasad Narayan Singh and others, 47 I.A."91 ; Kirkwoolt v, Maung Si"n, 2 Ran.
693; Ma Hnin Swin y, U Shwe Gon, 8 L.B.R. 1 ; ],fa Ngwe Hnit v. Maung'

* Civil Reference No. 14 of 1926 arising o'"t of Civil First Appeal No. 132:
of 1925.
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Po Hi/in, 11 L.B.R. 52 ; Ma PYIt U V. 1'0 KYlln, Civil First Appeal 8.5 of 190(),
C C.L.B, ; Ma Seiw v. Muthuk"rllppall Cllclty, 7 L.B.R. 135; Ma SltUle U
v, Ma Kyll, 3 L.B.R. 66; Ma Tllaung v, rita Gywe, Z U B.R (1962.03)
Execu'ion 1; Ma Tlat v. ilia Bu, S.}. 57~; Maung Hmon v. Maung Meik
2 C B R. 11904·061 Divorce 1; Maung Po v. Ma Me, S.}. 19; Mallng La
V. J!aJlng Pyaung, Special Civil S~COIld Arpeal 264 of 1909, C.C.L.B.;
~ Sem
' v. lila PUla, P.}.40 3 ; Ma Dwe v. Mamlg T u, S ..
r 14 : 111'11>''1'
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\', ~ga T7IJe, U.B.R. (1904-(16) II 19: Mi San Sil1c'e v. Vulliappa Chetty, iO
B.L.R. 49 ; Shea Shatir..ar v. Jaddo Punwur, 36 All. 31\3 ; Tun Ba7~ v. NgaKon,
Civil Second Appeal 343 of 1909, ).C.U B.-referred to. C.TI-.V.. Chetty firm
v, Jlaung Tlia Hlaing. 3 Ran. 322; MaNyun \'. Miss Tcireria. 10 L,B. R. 36

-overruled.

P. B. Sen--for the Appellant.
Dhar-for the- Respondents.

This is a Full Bench rdercnce arising out of Civil
First Appeal No. 132 of 1925, which was in the first
ins:ance heard before a DiVisional Bench of this
Court consisting of Heald and Chari, JJ. The facts
leading to the litigation appear fully from tbe order
of reference by Heald, J., reported below :" Po Kaing had five wifes, namely Ma Hnin Si,
Ma Kyaw Me, Ma Pwa Chi, Ma Nyun, and the
present appellant Met Paing. He is said to have
taken Ma Nyun as his \"ife wbile he was still living
with Ma Pwa Chi, with the result that Ma Pwa Chi
left him and similarly he is said to have taken Ma
Paing while he was still living with Ma Nyun, with
the result that Ma Nyun left him and lived ,;\lith
another man as his wife. Ma Paing was the
daughter of Maung Pu, a servant or dependent
of Po Kaing's who lived in a hut in Po Kaing's
compound. She was a girl of about 14 and Po
Kaing would be between 55 and 60, but there is no
reason to doubt that f\Ia Paing actully became Po
Kaing's 'Vyife. Po Kaing had a number of children
by his various wives, and it is probable that some
of them have claims against him in respect of
inheritance by reason of his remarriages. Two of
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them, Ma. Kin Mya and AHng Thein, who claim
to be the survivors of his children by Ma p\\-a
Chi, applied to be brought on the record in this
suit but their application \vas not allo\ved.
"When Po Kaing took Ma Paing as his . wife
he is said to have been already a wealthy man, and
she \vas a penniless girl. He traded as a moneylender and also did business in paddy, latterly on a
large scale. In 1920 he sold forward some five or
six lakhs of baskets of paddy, which he v.'as unable
to (leliver, with the result that a rival speculator,
Pan MatIng, who is one of the respondents in this
appeal, obtained decrees against him for over a lakh
and a half of rupees and other speculators or
traders obtained decrees for nearly a lakh..
"In execution of those decrees a number of
immovable properties V,7ere attached as belonging to
Po Kaing. As usnally happens in such cases Po
Kaing seems to have attempted to save something
from the \Heck by putting up his eldest son Pe Han
and his wife Ma Pa1llg to claim that they had a.n
interest in the properties which had been attached.
The son's claim is said to have been dismissed, and
the present suit deals only \vitI... · the claim of .the last
wife Ma Paing.
" Ma Paing applied for removal of the attachment
on the properties to the extent of her interest in thtm,
which in respect of the paddy lands she alleged to
be one half. T he District Court refused to go into
the question oUhe amount of Ma Paing's interest in
the properties in respect of which she claimed and
contented itself with a finding that Ma Paing was Po
Kaing's wife and that therefore under Burmese Buddhist
law she must have an interest in the properties. On
that finding the Court passed an order releasing 11.a
Paing's interest, whatever it might be, from the
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attachment, and directed that only Po Kaing's interest
in the properties, whatever the interest might be,
should be sold. The sale took place and the pre~;ent
respondents were some of the auction-purchasers,
and obtained possession of certain of the properties.
II Ma Paing
now sues .the respondc{nts for a
declaration that her interest in the properties was
one half, and she clai.ms to recover one half of each
'Of the holdings bought by the respondents from the
particular respondent who is in possession of that
holding.
.. The lower Court h2,s held that all the properties
in suit were the separate acquisitions of Po Kaing,
and that appellant failed tu prove that she had any
interest in any of them.
"1\1a Paing appeals on grounds that the lower
Court was wrong in finding that the properties were
the separate acquisitions of Po Kaing; that even if
they were his separate acquisitions she became
entitled on marriage to a one third interest in them
and that that one-third interest could not be attached
and sold in execution of decrees. against Po Kaing
alone.
II The property which is in the possession of
the
1st respondent as a result of his purchase at the
Court auction is said to be Holding No. 2 of 192021 of Tabye East kwin, <lnd Holding No. 26 Of
1920-21 of C.baungwa {.win. Holdin:~:.J o. 2 stands
in the maps in the sole D(lme of Po Kaing and
according to the extracts from registers which have
been produced has stood in Po Kaing's sole name
since 1919-20 when Po· Kaing's name was substituted
for that of Po Maung. Holding No. 26 is represented ill the map produced by appellant as standing
in the joint names of Po Kaing and Ma Paing, but
the certified extracts from the registers show iI as
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transferred to Po Kaing's sale name in 1920-21 from
the name of Nadisa Pillay and as standing in Po
Kaing's sale name until the sale to the 1st resp \!ldent and appellant's learned advocate cloes not allege
that this was one of the holdings which stood in
the jont names of Po Kaing and Ma Paing. It
\vould appear however that both these holdings were
transferred to Po Kaing's name since Ma Paing became his wife.
"The property which is in the possession of the
2nd respondent is Holding No. 61 of 1920-21 of
Seikkyi kWin, and according to the map and extract
from the register written thereon, stood inPo Kaing's
sole name. According to the history of holdings it
already stood in Po Kaing's sole name in the registers for 191 0~1l which is the date of the earliest·
extract produced, and con tinued to stand in his sole
name until it was transferred to that of the ~;nd
respondent. It would appear that Po Kaing already
ovmed this land before he married Ma Paing.
" The property which is in the possession of the
3rd respondent is Holding No. 47 of 1920-21 of
Thabyukin kwin. According to the map for tbat
year it stood in Po Kaing's sole name, but accordnig to the extract from the register entered on the
map it stood in the registers in the joint names of
Po Kaing and Ma Paing, and according to the history of holdings it was shown as transferred from
the names of Po Aung and Ma Saw Me to those of
Po Kaing and Ma Paing in the registers for 1917-18
and it bas stood in their joint names ever since.
It wenld thus appear that this land was acquired
after Po Kaing had married Ma .Paing.
"The properties in the possession of the 4th
respondent are Holding No. 11 of 1920-21 of
Chaungwa k'lxJin and Holding No. 13 of 1921-22 of
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Peinintaw North k;·eJi1~. Holding No. 11 of Chaungwa
kWin, according to the map and extract from the MA PAING
tI.
register produced by appellant, stands in the joint MAUNG
SHWE HPAW
names of Po Kaing and Ma Paing, having been AND EIGHT
conveyed from Nadisa Pilla)' by the same registered OTHERS.
deed as Holding No. 26 of Chaungwa "'win mentioned
above, in 1920-21. It seems clear therefore that this
holding was acquired by Po Kaing after his marriage
with Ma Paing. Holding No. 13 of Peinintaw ht'in
stands in the sole name of Po K8.ing in both the
map and the extract from the registers produced by
appellant, and according to th e history of holdings it
was transferred from the name of Tun Byu to that
of Po Kaing in 1921-22.
It seems to have been
acquired after Po Kaing married Ma Paing.
" The property which is in the possession of the
·5th respondent is Holding No. 28 of 1920-21 of
Tabye West kwin, and stands in the sole name Of
Po Kaing in both the map and register. According
to the history of holdings it was transferred' to the'
name of Po Kaing from that of Po Po in 1919-20,
and it would therefore seem to have been acquired
while Po Kaing and Ma Paing were husband and
wife.
II The property in the possession of the 6th respond·ent is Holding No. 20 of 1921-22 of Tabye West
kWin, and is shown in the history of holdIngs as
having been transferred from the names of Pan Nyun
and Ma Pan Yon to that of Po Kaing's eldest son
Pe Han in 1921-22. It has been held, on Pe Han's
applic?tion for removal of attachment, to belong to
Po Kaing~ and it seems clear that he acqtlired it
'after hi~ marriage with Ma Paing. It may be noted
that this holding 'was not included in Ma Paing s
'application for removal of atbchm~:nt, presumably
,because it \vas included ill Pe I-bn's.
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"The property in the 7th respondent's possession
is Holding No. 88 of 1920-21 of Tantabin kWi1i,
which stands in Po Raing's sale name in the map
and the extract from the register. Accordirg 10 the
history of holdings it was transferred to Po Kaing's
name in 1919-20, having previously stood in the
names of Pan Nyun, and Ma Mya. It seems therefore to have been acquired after Po Kaing's marriage.
with Ma Paing.
"The property in the possession of the 8th respondent is Holding No. 6 of 1920-21 of Tabye East
kwil1, and stands in Po Kaing's sole name in both
the map and register for that year. According to
the history ot holdings it was transferred from the
na.mes of Nyi Bu and Ma vVaing to that of Po
Kaing in 1917-18 and would thus be acquired
while Po Kaing and Ma Paing "vere husband and
wife.
" In the absence of evidence to the contrary it
would appear that all the lands in suit, except
Bolding No. 61 of 1920-21 of Seikkyi ~win) were
ordinary lettetpwa property of the marriage of Po
Kaing and lVIa Paing, and 'that Holding No. 61 was
payin property of Po Kaing in resped of that marriage.
If so the claims of Po Kaing's children by his
earlier marriages would be confined to Holding
No. 61 and they would have no interest in the rest
of the lands.
II Ma
Paing, as I have said, claims that she is
entiled to one·third of Po Kaing's payin property,
and to half of the lettetpwa property, and on the ca~e
law as it stands at present I think that she would
be entitled to one·third of whatever was Po Kaing's
interest in Holding No. 61 after deducting from
. that holding the shares of his children by. his former
wives, and to half of the other holdings.
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"But I am far from satisfied that the case law is
in accordance with the Burmese Buddhist law on
the subject, and I think that as it stands it is unsatis_
fac~ory and inequitable.
Suppose for instance a
Burmese Buddhist husband, while married to a
wife, makes two forward contracts with the same
person, one to buy paddy on a certain date and the
other to sell paddy on a date a week or a month
or at any time after that date.
Suppose further
that on the first contract th e Burmese Buddhist
husband makes a profit and that the other party
being unable to pay in cash conveys a house or ~
holding of paddy land to him in satisfaction at the
debt. Then on ,the second contract, a week or a
month or some other time later the Burmese
Buddhist husband incurs a loss of the same amol,.nt
as the profit he made on the first contract and reconveys the house or the paddy land to the other
party. His wife then sues for a half share of the
hOdse or land, and on the case law as it now stands
she is bound to succeed. The result is that it is
held that by operation of Burmese Buddhist law the
wife must share in the profits of her husband's contracts, but that she is not liable for the losses. There
is no question of dishonesty in such a case. The
husband is perfectly honest, since he reconveys the
property which he received and it can hardly be said
that the wife is dishonest when she claims only what the
la\v, as at present interpreted, allows her. But the
result seems to be inequitable and in my opinion it is
the law as interpreted by the courts which is wrong.
" The question of the respective rights of a Burman
Buddhist husband and wife in the property of the
marriage was considered in 1874 in the case of
Mau11g Ko v. Ma Me (1) where it was held in
(I), selected Judgments 19.
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respect of lettetpwa property that so long as the ma rriage
!VIA PAING
subsists the Cou~t cannot decree an absolute
:'I.~v~NG
dominion over it to either husband or wife, but the
'SHWE HPAW .husband is entitled to the possession of it in trust
A"lD EIGHT
OTHERS.
for both. In respect of payin property it was held
that the person by whom it was brought to tbe
marriage was entitled to possession of it as against
the other party to tbe InClrriage.
"That decision was considered in 1891 in Case
of Ma Thu v. Ma Bu (2) where it was said that
one of the leading principles of the modern Burmese
Buddhist la\,v seems to be the equality of husband
and wife in all questions connected with property,
and the learned Judge said (it seems to me
that, as Buddhist law has declared that husb:md and
wife to be joint owners of the property acquired
after marriage by the joint exertions of both, it
would not be rigbt in disregard of the express
provisions of section 43 of Book VI of M anugye to
hold that the husband can sell the joint property
without his wife's consent.' He also said: (The
conclusion to which I have come is that the status
created by a Burmese marriage does not give tbe
husband a po\ver of selling tbe joint property of
himself and his WIfe except under circumstalJces
under which it can be said tbat he is acting as ber
agent
It cannot be disputed that in many
instances the husband manages the business of the
family with the assent of his \vife, express or implied
and where this is the case sales effected by him
wii! bind her.'
"In 1893 in the case of Tlza Dun Aung v. Ma
Mi.n AllTi.:~ (3) Wllere a credltor \\'ho had obtained a
decree ag~jinst the husband alone attached the payin
property of wile, and the parties had·· arranged
1927

(:) S:lelL:cl

Jlldg,:~ents Si8.

(31 II.

U.B.l~. (1892·96),41.
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a divorce by mutual consent for the purpose of defeat1927
ing the creditor by assigning that property to the wife, MA PAING
v .•
the learned Judicial Commissioner of Upper Burma MAU!'G
held that by reason of the divorce the husband became S:~~EE~GP:~v
entitled in his own right to one-third of the payin OTHERS
property of the wife, and for that reason allowed
the attachment and sale of the husb,lUd's one-third
share. This case, it is to be noted, is a case where
there had been a divorce and it is no authority for the
attachment and sale of the share of one party in the
property of the marriage while the marriage still
subsists.
((The case of Nyan Gyi v. Ma Tok (4) which was
decided by the same learned Judge in the same year
was somewhat similar except that the property attached
was the ordinary lettetpwa property of the marriage.
In that case also a divorce had been arranged for
the purpose of defeating the creditor by assigning the
property to the wife, and the learned Judicial Commissioner allowed the attachment of the husband's half
interest in the property on the ground that by reason
of the divorce that share had become the separate
property of the husband. That case similarly is no
authority for the attachment and sale of the -interest
of one party to the marriage in the property of the
marriage whilst the marriage subsists.
"In 189+ in the case of 01'1 Swe v. Ma 0 Net
(5) where the husband sold cattle which were lettetpwa
of the marriage and the wife claimed to recover them
because they had been sold without her consent, the
learned Judicial Commissioner of Upper Burma applied
the provisions of section 108 of the Contract Act,
but went on to say 'There can be no doubt that
the husband was in a position to carry out the transaction and to convey a good title to the purchaser
(4) II U.B.R. (1892-96) p. 45.

25

(5) II U.B.R. (1892-96) 303.
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It would be most unreasonable and would present an
intolerable impediment to the ordinary business of
life if no one in Burma' could safely deal with a
Burman about the purchase of cattle or other matters
within the usual province of a man without going to
his wife and making sure that he had her consent
to act '.
He also cited the second of the two passages from
the judgment in the case of Ma TIm v. Ma Bu (2)
which I have quoted above and also another similar
passage \vhich suggests that where the husband,
ostensibly with the wife's consent manages the business or the property on behalf of both, the wife
will be estopped from subsequently denying that
he was authorised to act on her behalf.
,I In
the case of U Guna v. Kyaw Gaufig (6)
where objection was taken to the husband's suing On
his own behalf and as sole representative. of his
deceased wife in .respect of -a mortgage in favour of
them both the learned Judicial C0mmissioner said,
'The property which· is· acquired. . together. by a
husband and wife during coverture belongs according
to Buddhist law to each equally, and there is joint
possession, but it. seems to be held on the principle
of a tenancy in common and not on·' that of a joint
tenancy. It is not only enjoyed equally, but each is
entitled to· half of the principal and can take that
half in the event of a divorce.' . In a later passage
he said 'It might have far-reaching and inconvenient
consequence~ to hold' that such a union invariably
constitutes a partnership, but there is no doubt that
it very commonly does so in effect to many intents
and purposes. In the -present instance the husband'
and wife seem to have been carrying o.n a business
very much. after the character· of a partnership.
(6) 11 U.B.R. \1892-96),

p~

204.
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The same learned Judicial Commissioner, it may be
noted, had already said in the case of Ma Me v.
Maung Gyi, 'Practically a Burman Buddhist husband dnd wife are for many purposes partners';
and the similarity of the relations of a Burmese
Buddhist husband and wife had been mentioned as
early as 1886 in Lower Burma in the case of Ah
Fo",-n v. Mi Anyoe (i). The following passage \vhich
occurs in the judgment in Ah Foon's case may also
be noted, 'There 'appears to be no duubt that at the
present day property acquired during marriage by a
Bunnan Buddhist pair is the joint property of both,
each having rights over every portion of it.'
"In 1897 in the case of Po Sein·v. Ma Pu.'o (8)
where the husband without the consent of the wife
had m~de a gift of property which he had inherited
during the marriage, the learned Judge said 'It is;
I think, settled law that the wife or husband has an
interest in property acquired by the other by inheritance after marriage, when they are living. 'together
and: helping each other,' and went on t6 :say , In
considering what power the husband has of .alienating
property which· he has inherited . after marriage, I
think the Court should'be guided by the rules applicable· toa partition upon. divorce when neither .party
is in fault.'.·· On that basis he held that the husband
had power ·to alienate two-thirds of the property
while the marriage was subsisting, but it may be·
DOted that if as I believe it is a principle of Burmese
Buddhist law that neither husband nor-wife is entitled·
to alienate or to claim ·separate possession of any of
the pro~'erty of the muriage so long as the marriage
subsists, the fact that on divorce by mutual consent
t.he husband would be entitled to receive a certain
(71 Selected Judgments 402.

(8) Printed Judgments 403.
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share is no justification for allowing him to alienate'
that share where there has been no divorce.
"In 1899 in the case of Soobrm1'lonian Chetty
v. Ma Hnzn Ye (<;I) where the husband had sold joint
(probably lettetpwa) property and the wife claimed to
recover it, the learned Judge, referring to the case of
Ma Thu v. Ma Bu, said' It would seem from this
that, where the parties begin by acting jointly in
respect of the property owned jointly by both, it is.
a question of fact as to whether the \vife or husband
was a consenting party when dealing singly with the
same property hereafter. In cases where they are
still living together the presumption would be thatvne was acting for the other,' and after referring to
the case of U Guna v. U Kyaw Gaung (6), the learned.
Judge went on to say' The presumption is therefore
that the wife consents to the acts of the husband as
long as the marriage continues, but this presumption,
may be rebutted.'
,e In 1900 in the case of Maung Twe v. Raman
Chetty (10) where the husband had first mortgaged
and then sold certain lands in which the wife admittedly had an interest this latter dietu1n was considered.
and it was said I We are unable to go so far as this.
For many
remark might lead us . .'
purposes Burmese husbands and wives may be regarded
as partners and, where the husband manages a business.
on behalf of himself and his wife, acts done in pursuance
of the common business would no doubt bind the:
wife, but this principle cannot, we think, be applied
to ~u ch a transaction as the sale of immoveable
property belonging to both. In such a case further'
evidence is required, besides the fact that the transaction was in some way connected with a business,.
in this case pad dy trading, in which it might perhaps
Ie.) Printed Judgments 568.

(10)

1 L.I:l.R. 11.
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be presumed that the wife was concerned, and besides
1927
the fact that the wife made no open protest against MA PAING
the sale.'
MA~NG
"The first case which recognised the right of S::~EE~:H~~V
the holder of a decree against one of a married oTHERS.
~ouple to attach that party's interest in the lettetp7l'a
property of the marriage while tile marriage subsisted
seems to be the case of Ma Thaung v. Tha Gywe (11),
but in that case the right to attach the interest,
whatever it might be, was not disputed, and therefore the question whether or not the husband or
wife has an attachable interest in the property of
the marriage .and what the result of attachment and
sale of that interest would be was not considered.
Il In the case of Ma San Shwe v. VulliaPPa Chetty
(12), which was not officially reported, a Bench of
the Chid Court seems to have held that a Burmese
Buddhist husband could, apparently during the subsis.
tence of the marriage,make a valId transfer of payin
property which he had himself brought to the marriage.
" In Maung T¥eilz v. Shwt Lu (13) where a husband
haa sold land in which the wife had an interest, and
it was claimed that the sale did not affect the wife's
interest, the learned Chief Judge of the Chief Court
()f Lower Burma said ( It is further contended .
. that the sale was at any rate valid as
regards the defendant Maung Sl1\ve Lu's share in the
joint property and that a decree should have been passed
for half the land in suit. No authority for this contention has been produced and I am of opinion that it is
invalid. I am not aware that a husband can without the
consent of his wife alienate half of any land they may
jointly possess. It is not suggested how the land so sold
is to be determined. I think, though the point has not
Ill) II U.B.l~. 11902-03) Execution, p. 1.
(12) 10 Burma Law Reports 49.
(13) 1 L.B.R. 184.
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been argued, that the consent of the w'ife is necessary to
the sale of any part of the landed property jointly owned.
There is nothing to take this case out of the scope of
Mr. Fulton's decision in Ma Thu v. Ma Bu and I
hold therefore that the sale was altogether invalid for
want of the consent of the wife.'
"In Maung Hmon v. Mauwg Meik (14), a question
arose as to the attachlble interest of the wife in the
lettetpwa property of the marriage, and it was held that,
except in a case where the relationship of nissaya and
nissita existed, the wife's attachable interest was one
half. It will be noted that in that case it was assumed
that the wife had an 'attachable interest 'arid it was
merely the" quantum of that interest which was in
dispute, ':, - . ' , ' . '

" In Po Tha v.Shan Gyi (15), ·a, creditor' obtained
a decree, against the wife as her husband's heir and
legal representative, but did not 'make her personally a
party to the suit: . Inexecution he attached joint
property of the husband and \\iife;' The \"ife objected
to the attachment of her interest in the property and
her objection wasllpheld on the ground that it would be
contrary to all principles to declare her prJperty liable
to attachment in execution of a decree in a suit which
she had no opportunity to defend. In that cas~1 it is
to be noted, the marriage had ,been terminated by
the death of the husband, so that no question of
partition or alienation during the subsistence of the
marriage arose.
" Most, of the cases mentioned above were' considered by a Full Bench of the Chief Court in the
case of Ma Shive Uv. Ma Kyu (16) where it was held
that a Burmese Buddhist husband cannot sell or
alienate the hnapazon (lettetpwa) property of himself
(14) II U.BR. (1904·06) Dhorce, p. 1.
(15) II Burma Law Reports 278.
(16) 3 L.~.R. 66.
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and his wife without the consent of the wife, express
1927
or implied, 01' against her will, but that a sale by a MA PAING
'lI
Burmese Buddhist husband of such property without MAUNG
the consent of his wife constitutes a valid sale of S:~~EE~~~~W
his share and interest in the property sold. These OTHERS.
two findings seem to be inconsistent and with all
respect I venture fo suggest that the latter part of
this decision was mistaken.
/I In another case! which was not officially reported
]v[a Pyu U v. Po Kyun (17), the husband sold property
which his wife had inherited during the subsistence
of the marriage, and it was held that the sale was
invalid because the husband had no interest in the
property, but it is to be noted that in that case it
was not contended that the husband had in his own
righ t any transferable interest in the land.
" In' the .case of San Ya v~ San Ya (18), a Burmese
Buddhist wife,' who 'was living with her husband
but was apparently quarrelling with him, mortgaged
her interest in. j·ointly-acquired lettetp'Wa property.
The mortgagee sued .on the mortgage and' it was
held, following the case of Ma Shn'e Uv; Mi Kyu (16),
that th~ mortgage 'of the wife's interest \\'as valid
and that the mortgagee was entitled to a mortgage
decree f.or sale of the wife's interest in the property.
The learned Judge said 'There can be no doubt
that the texts declaring that the husband is lord of
the wife must be construed in the present day in a
strictly limited sense.. Practically in respect of their
respective rights to property the Burman Buddhist
husband and wife occupy a position of equality·
vVe have it then settled that the husband is not at
liberty to alienate joint property without his vvi£e's
consent, but that he may make a valid transfer of
(17) Civil First Appeal 85 of 19C6 (C.C.L.B.).
(18) II U.I:I.R., (1907-09) p.L. Marriage Joint Property, p. 1.
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his share and interest in such property. I think it
MA;PAING folloYrs of course that the same rules apply
to
ft.";J:~NG alienations by the wife. The claim of the husband
S~~~EE~::;v to alienate the whole was based on the texts dec1arOTHERS.
ing him lord of the wife. The wife's rights have
been held in spite of these texts to stand in the
way of such alienation by the husband. A fortiori
the wife cannot alienate - the whole of the joint
property without her husband's consent, express or
implied. But on the other hand the grounds on
which it has been held that the husband can make
a valid transfer of his share and interest are equally
applicable to a similar transfer by the wife. The
authorities relied on are mainly the judgments of this
Court in Mi Me v. Nga Gyi, Guna v. Kyaw Gaung, Mi
Thaung v. Tha Gy..veand N~a Hmon v. Nga Meik in
which the joint property of a Burman Buddhist
husband and wife was declared to be held on the
principle of a tenancy in common and not on that of a
joint tenancy, each partner being entitled to ,a share
(generally a half) i and attachments of the interests of a
husband or a wife in the joint property were upheld.'
II In the
case of Ma Lon Ma v. Maung _Shwe
Byu (19), the dictum in the case of $oobramanian
Chetty v. Ma Hnin Ye (9), was followed to its full extent
- in spite of the fact that it had been suggested in
Mau11.g T-we's case (10) that its terms were unduly wide,
and it was held that where land which was lettetpwa
property had been conveyed away by the husband
d nring the subsistence of the marriage and while
the couple -were still living together, there was a
presumption that the wife consented to the sale. In
that C;1se it was not the wife herself who questioned
the validity of the transaction, but it was questioned
by some of the children after her death. The
1927

119) Civil Second Appeal 289 of 1908 (C.C.L.B.l.
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following passage in the judgment in that case is I
1927
think important. Referring to the case of Ma Shwe MA PAING
U v. Ma f{yu (16), the learned Judge said' That case
MA~NG
however lays down that the husband may without S:~~EE~G~~W
the consent of his """ife make a valid transfer of his OTHERS.
share in the hnapazon (lettetpwa) property of himself
.and his wife. In other words a husband can, \vithout
his wife's consent, alienate a half share and interest
in their joint property, but that is not the same
ihing as saying that he can so alienate the full title
,and interest in one half of their joint property.'
That passage seems to me to indicate one of the
'·chief difficulties of the case law on this subject, the
point being that it is not only in the joint assets,
but also in the joint liabilities that the wife is
iinterested.
"A few months later in the case of Po Lon v.
Sooliman Hajee (20), another Judge of the same Court
ilield that where, while husband and wife were living
-together, the wife mortgaged a house-site which was
jJayin brought by her to the marriage, together with
the house standing on it, which had been built after
the marriage, the fact that the husband consented to
ihe mortgage of" the property raised no presumption
that he consented also to a pc>wer of sale which was
'embodied 'in the mortgage deed and that therefore
although the \vhole property was subject to the
'mortgage only the wife's interest was subject to the
power of sale.
II In the case of Maung Lo v. Maung Pyazmg (21),
it was held that the wife's one-third share of property
inherited by the husband during the marriage was
:attachable. The learned Judge said: 'If there were
a divorce by mutual consent Ma Aung would be
(20) Civil Regular No. 461 of 1909 of the C.C.L.B.
(21) Special Ci'/il Second Appeal No. 264 of 1909 (C.C.L.B.).
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entitled to receive one-third of the garden as property
inherited by her husband during coverture. There
M:~~W remains the question \-vhether Ma Aung's one.third
S:''I\~EE~~W interest is properly (? property) liable to attachment..:
OTHERS.
It is true that Ma Aung could not alienate her share
without her husband's consent [see j"la Shwe U v~
Ma Kyu t16)]. But although a wife cannot alienate her
share in joint property without her husband's consent
it has been held in several Upper Burma cases that
the wife's interest in joint property is attachable [see theUpper Burma cases Ma Thaung v. Maung Tha Gy'lt'c (11}
and Maung Hmon v. Maung Theik (Meik) and another
(14). It may be agreed that property inherited by the
husband or wife is not joint property strictly so called·
But there seems to be no reason why the same rule'
should not be applied as regards liability to aHachment.
The one-third share which the other party, i.e., the
party who has not inherited, acquiresbelong$ to that
party as much as his or her one-half share in the joint
property properly so called. Ma Aing has not
, disposing power which she may exercise for her own, .
benefit over the one-third share
'.
But
the one·third share nevertheless belongs to her and this
is sufficient for the purposes of section 600£ the Civil
Procedure Code.' This may be correct, but the'
question obviously arises as to how, if the wife could,
not alienate her share or enforce partition during the
subsistence of the lllarriage, a creditor who attaches
her interest can have a right to do so.
In the Upper Burma case ,of Tin Baw v. Nga'
[(an (22), a different view was taken and it was said
'There can be no doubt that a Buddhist wife who is
an eindaunggyi may alienate her payin property in any'
way she likes, without even consulting her husband,.
provided she does not give it to a paramour'. This;
J927

MA PAING

l(

(22) Civil Second Appeal No. 343 of 19:J9 (C.C.L B.),
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vie\\" seems to be based on a solitary text In the
Panam Dha/llmathat, read with section 406 of the
Kil1H'Un MinJ!Yi's A ttathankhepa , and it will be remembered that the Kinwun Mingyi's opinion was
considered and rejected in the case of Ma Thu v.
Ma Bu (2).1 doubt therefore if this decision is in
accordance with the Burmese Buddhist la\v.
d In
the case of llfa Nyein Thu v. MurugaPPa
Cizetty (23) where a husband had mortgaged lettetp'w a
(possibly including kan1.£Jin) property of the marriage,
the principle of Ma TInt v.Ma Bu (2) was applied and
it was held that as. the parties were living and
working together and the husband \vas managing the
property. and the· business carried on by bot1) , the
morta,ge by the husband and the mortgage decree,
which :was· apparently against the husbanq.alone,
bound the interest of the wife as well as the husband..
"But, in the case of Ma .Sein IV. Muthucurpan
Chet.ty (24) which w'as decided by another Judge of
the same.'Court a 'few . months Jater and was almost
exactly similar, it was held that because the mortgagee
had failed to join the wife as a party to the suit
on the mortgage, the decree could not affect her
interest in the property, the effect of that decision
being.to allow the mortgagee to bring to sale half of the
property and so to effect partition to which his
mortgagor, the husband, would not have been entitled
so long as the marriage subsisted.
" In the case of Pan Bla v. Tun Nyein (2S), the
wife's creditor attached the wife's interest in jointly
acquired property in execution of his decree, which
was against the wife alone. The husband sued for a
declaration that he was sole owner of the property,
but the Court dismissed his suit on the ground that
(23i Chi! First Appeal No. 111 of 1911 (C.C.L.B.).
(25) 41 Indian Cases 410.

124)7 L.B.R. 135.
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the property was joi.nt, that the wife's interest was
attachable, and that that was all that had been
attached.
ti I
n the case of lVla NyUlZ v. Teixeria (26 ) , the
conflicting rulings on the question whether ·where
one of a married couple has mortgaged property of
the marriage and is sued by the mortgagee without the
other party to the marriage oeing made a party to
the suit, the decree against the party who mortgaged
the property binds the interest of the other who
was not a party to the suit, were considered and it
was decided by a majority of three of the four
Judges that failure to join the wife as a party to· the
suit renders the mortgage decree inoperative as
against the wife's interest in the mortgaged property,
even where the mortgage was made by the husband
with the wife's full knowledge and consent.
"The latest reported case which deals directly
with the subject now under consideration seems to
be the case of Saw RIa Aung v. Ma Ma Nyo (27).
In that case the husband borrowed money for the
benefit of himself and his wife. 1 he creditor obtained
a decree against the husband only, and in exeCll tion
attached a house which was joint property of the
husband and wife. The \vife sued for a declaration
that she had a· half interest in the house and the
High Court decreed her claim. The learned Judge
relied on the case of Ma Me v. Maung Gyi, where,
as I have pointed out, there had been a divorce, and
on the case of Po Tha v. Shall Gyi (15) where, as I
have noted. the husband had died. He also referred
to the cases Ma Seivn v. Muthucurpan Chetty (24)
and ilia Nyu/J, v. Teixeria (26).
I' There is one other recent case to which reference
must be made, namely the Full Bench case of
(26) 10 L.B.R. 36.

.27) 1 Ran. 555.
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C.T. V.P. Chetty Firm v. Maung Tha

Hlaing (28).

,In that case one Po Ka, who had at the same time
two wiv~s of equal status, had died and his creditors
\\'erc- proceeding against his 'estate. He. had inherited
certain property while he was married to the two
wives and the wives claimed that the intere~t which
they had in the property while Po Ka was alive
could not be taken to pay Po Ka's debts. A question
was raised as to 'whether the wives acquired a vested
interest in a share of the property from the date
on which it was inherited, and it was held they
each acquired a vested interest in a one-sixth
share of the property and that that share was not
subject to debts of the husband which were contracted
without the knowledge of the wives and to which
they were not parties. That ruling is of course
binding on us to the extent to which it applies to
the present case, but it clearly does not decide
whether or not what is called the vested interest
of a wife in a share of the property is attachable or
saleable in a case like the present where the husband
is still alive, and it is, I think, unfortunate that it
was taken as' settled law that a wife's share in
lettetpu'a properly is not subject to the debts of the
husband where they were contracted by him without her knowledge and consent and Where she was
not a party to the creditor's suit.'
"T he general res~l1t of the cases seems to be
that in spite of the fact that neither party to a
n~arriage can alienate at any rate lettetpwa property
during the subsistence of the marriage, and neither
party can under Buddhist law claim partition or
separate possession of such property, while the
marriage subsists, nevertheless a creditor of either can
(28) 3 Ran. 322.
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obtain partition and separate possession of a share
of any particular item of such property.
"This seems to me to be entirely contrary to
the principles of Burmese Buddhist law.
"The conditions attaching to the property of a
Burmese Buddhist couple are peculiar and have
been judicially described as unique. The resemblance
of the relationship between them to that subsisting
between partners has repeatedly been commented on.
There is of course no actual partnership bdween
them in any strict sense of the word since the
incidents connected with their o\vnership of property
arise not out of contract but by operation of law,
being incidents attaching under the Burmese Buddhist
law to the relationship of husband and wife.
'I venture to suggest that the result of marriage
between a Burmese Buddhist· couple is' that all the
property which each or either possesses at the time
-of the marriage becomes the property of the marriage,
.and that so long as the marriage subsists neitheris entitled to alienate it or any part of it without the
'Consent, express or implied, of the other. The couple
'become one,' as one of the learned Judges said in
the case last cited. There are, it is true, in the
Dhamrnathats certain exceptions to this rule, such as
property given by the King (minpe), but most of
those exceptions are, I believe, obsolete and for the
purposes of the preserit case at any rate they may be
disregarded. There is a possible exception to the
rule against alienation in the case of pa yin property
brought to the. marriage by one or other of a couple,
both of whom-had be~n married before, but, as I
'have pointed out,· that alleged exception rests on
'very slender authority in the· Dharmnathats and no
question of its application arises in the present case
:since it has been held (though recently doubted)
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that where only one of the parties has been marnccl
before the rules relating to persons both of \yhom
had been married before do not apply. The property
•
•
WhICh each of a marned couple brought to the
ID:1rrage is, as it \vere, labelled, being called the payin
property of the person who brought to it the marriage,
but I suggest that it is so described merely for the
purposes of partition when the relationship between
the parties comes to an end by divorce or death,
and that while the marriage subsists the couple are
regarded as one person owning all the property of
the marriage. The case is rather like that of two
partners one or both at whom bring property to the
Partnership on an agreement that subject to the certain
rules each shall take back the property which he
brought, when the partnership is dissolved, the rules
in the case of husband and wife being of course the
rules of Buddhist law. Under that law the relationship between the parties can come to' an end only
-on divorce or on the death of one of the parties.
While the marriage subsists the parties are regarded
as having equal rights in the profits or losses. arising
from,the .property or business of the couple. Property
which either brought to the marriage is regarded as
ifit belonged to both together, and each is regarded as
being ordinarily entitled·. to equal enjoyrnentof the
profits or losses connected, with it. Similarly property
inherited by either during coverture becomes property
-of the marriage and the profits or losses connected
with it belong to both together. All the acquisitions
or earnings of either of the parties are regarded as
belonging to both and so are debts incurred by either
in connection with the property or business of the
family. If one of the couple engages in trade and
makes a profit, both together by operation of law
enjoy the profit and if the venture proves unsuccessful
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both together bear the loss, the business done by
either being under Burmese Buddhist law regarded
as being done for the benefit of both. It is, I suggest
,~ basic principle of Buddhist law that neither of a
Burmall Buddhist couple can alienate any of the
property of the marriage without the consent, express
or implied, of the other, so long as the marriage
subsists, and that either or both can carryon the
business of the family, the family property being
increased by the profits and decreased by the losses
of either. Neither can say that he has any particular
share or interest in any particul;'tr property so long
as the marriage subsists. What his or her share - will
be can be determined only on divorce or death. It
would seem to follow that if the interest of one of
a married couple is attached, all that can be attached
is the expectancy of receiving a sh-are of the family
property on divorce or death, and since neither of
the parties can claim partition or separate possession
of any part of the property or can alienate any part of it
without the consent of the other it is difficult to see how
a creditor attaching the interest of one of the couplecan enforce partition or alienation of any particular
item of the property, or can attach or bring to sale
more than the expectancy, which his debtor has, of
receiving something on divorce or at the death of
one of the parties. In view of the provisions of
section 6 of the Transfer of Property Act, it may bedoubted whether such an expectancy can be
attached or sold, but if it can be sold it is difficult
to see how such a sale can give the buyer a right to·
do anything more than wait for the divorce or death
and then claim the share of the person whoseinterest he has bought. I recognise of course that
a decision to that effect would tend to hamper trade,.
but it can hardly be more vexatious than the present
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under which as soon as a creditor gets a decree
against the husband and attaches property, the wife
applies for removal of attachment, and either she or
the creditor then has to file a new suit to establish
the right to the property or the right to attach as
the case may be. In any case it seems clear that
the present case law, which gives one of a married
couple an interest in the profits of the other but
relieves him from the losses is wrong, and that
some change is necessary. There seems to be two
courses open, either to say that in every case both
husband and wife should be made parties to suits
which may affect the family property, or to say
that under Burmese Buddhist law the family estate
is available to satisfy the liabilities of either party.
" In the present case it is admitted that Po
Kaing carried on business 011 a large scale. The
. properties which were acquired after he married Ma
Paing were presumably acquired with the profits of that
business. Ma Paing admittedly took no part in the
business, but she vvas living with Po Kaing. She
claims in effect that by operation of law she was
entitled to half the profits but is liable for none of
the losses. The decree in execution of which the
properties were sold was a decree against Po Kaing
alone, so it would appear that unless it can be held
that the assets of the family are liable for its
liabilities, Ma Paing's interest ifl the property, whatever it may be, could not be sold, a.nd that if
Po Kaing's interest was sold the buyers. could not
get possession of the property or exercise any
rights in respect of it so long as the marriage
st!bsisted. Further, as I have suggested above, it
is difficult to hold that Po Kaing or Ma Paing had
any particular share in any particular property
belonging to the estate. They certainly had interests

26
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in the estate as a whole, consisting of liabilities as
well as assets, but it would seem that under Burmese
Buddhist law those interests were neither ascertain.
•
d·
able nor separable until 1vorce or death. If we
follow the rulings which say that in in execution
of a decree against the husband only the husband's
interest in the property, whether payin, inherited
lettetpwa, or jointly acquired l ettetpwa, can be attached,
then it will be necessary to determine what Po Kaing's
interest was in the particular properties which have
been sold and to determine further how far a sale of
that interest warrants a partition of those particular
properties. We might possibly hold that the whole
(or in the alternative two-thirds) of each particular item
of property which was payin or inherited lettetpwa of
one of the two parties to the marriage is liable to be
sold in execution of a decree against that party, and
that the whole (or in the alternative half) of any
particular property which was the jointly-acquired
lettetpwa of the couple is liable to be sold in execution
of a decree against either, or we might say that a decree
against one party to a Burmese Buddhist marriage
cannot be executed by the partition of any property
of the marriage, because under Burmese Buddhist law
neither party is entitled to partition or separate possession as against the other so long as the marriage
subsists.
H On the authorities I am unable to decide what
'.lnswer ought to be given in the present case. It seems
clear that the case law is conflicting and unsatisfactory
and there are practically no rules in the Dhammathats~
Such rules as there are have been mentioned in the
cases cited and are based on the application of the
principle that' the husband is lord of the wife,' which
has been held to be now obsolete. The only rules
relating to payin property seem to be those contained in
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the two extracts from Dhammathats contained in section
252 of Volume 2 of the Kinwun Mingyi's Digest, one of
those Dizammathats being archaic and the other of
doubtful authority.
" In these circumstances the only course open to us
seems to be to refer the matter to a Full Bench, and so
far as the present case is concerned I would refer to a
Full Bench the following questions ; (1) vVherc the interest of a Burmese Buddhist
husband in property which was payin property brought
by him to the marriage, is during the subsistence of the
marriage sold in execution of a decree against him for
a debt incurred by him in a business carried on by him
while he was living with the wife, does the buyer
acquire the right to have the property partitioned and to
obtain possession of part of the property as representing
the husband's interest in it ?
(2) In a similar case, where the property is jointly
acquired lettetpwa and not payin, does th e buyer acq uire
a right to partition and possession of a share?
(3) Can a decree against a Burmese Buddhist
husband be executed against (a) .payin property brought
by him to the marriage and (b) jointly acquired lettetpwa
property of the marriage, to the extent of the whole
of such property or if not to the extent of the whole to
the extent of any part of such property, and if to the
extent of part only to the extent of what part?"
The reference was heard by a Full Bench of this
Court composed of Rutledge, C.J., Heald, Chari,
Maung Ba and Doyle, JJ.
MAUNG BA, J.-This important reference arises out
of a suit brought in the District Court of Pegu by a
Burman Buddhist wife claiming her share in the
properties described as lettetpwa property which had
been attached and sold in execution of decrees against
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the husband alone. The Di5trict Court held that the
suit properties were all payin property of the husband
M.:UNG
and as such were liable for his debts and could be
~H\VE HPAW
AND EIGHT
C1.ttached and soI d in execution of the decrees against
OTHERS.
him, and accordingly dismissed her claim. On appeal
MAUNG EA, our learned brother Heald held that only one of the
J.
suit properties was payin property of the husband, and
that the rest were lettetpwa property acquired after her
marriage. He further held that, on the case law as it
stands' at present, her claim must succeed as she
. would be entitled to one-third share in the payin
property and half share in the lettetpwa property.
However, he was not satisfied with that case law, and
he considered it to be not in accordance with the
Burmese Buddhist law on the subject and to be also
unsatisfactory and inequitable. He then examined the
case law in a most exhaustive manner, and summarized
the general result in these words :It T he general result of the cases seems to be that
in spite of the fact that neither party to a marriage can
alienate at any rate lettetpwa property during' the
subsistence of the marriage, and neither party can
under Buddhist law claim partition or separate
possession of such property while the marriage subsists,
nevertheless a creditor of either can obtain partition
and separate possession of a share of any particular
item of such property."
He, therefore, referred to a Full Bench the fullowing three questions :~
(i) "\Vhere the interest of the Burmese Buddhist husband in property which was
payin property brought by him to the
marriage, is during the subsistence of
the marriage sold in execution of a
decree against him for a debt incurred
by him in a business carried on by him
MA PAING
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\vhile he was living with the wife, does
the buyer acquire the right to have the
property partitioned and to obtain possession of part of the property as representing the husband's interest in it ?
(ii) (( In a similar case, where the property is
jointly acquired lettetpwa and not payil1,
does the buyer acquire a right to partition and pos:,essionof a share?
(iii) (( Can a decree against a Burmese Buddhist
husband be executed against (a) paYin
property brought by him to the marriage
and (b) jointly acquired lettetpwa propetty of the marriage, to the extent of the
whole of such property, or if not to the
extent of the whole to the extent of any
part of such property, and jf to the extent
of part only to the extent of \;\"h2t part?"
Their Lordships of the Privy Council in Kirkwood
alias Ma Thein and others v. Mau11g Sin Cl11d another
(1), have pointed out that "the Burmese Buddhist
law is contained in a series of books entitled Dhammathats which have been composed from time to time
by the expounders of that law ever since the thirteenth
century, if not from before," and that Dhammathats
are (( a collection of rules which are in accordance with
custom and usage of the Burmese people." These
Dhammath,ats are 36 in number and Manugye is No.12
in order of time. In Ma Hnin Bwin v. U Slzwe Gon (2),
their Lordships of the Privy Council !lave regarded
M anugye as of the hig!lest autbority having been compiled during the reign of King Alompra by his Minister
of 'Var and issued by Royal Autl10rity in 1756. Lord
Shaw, who delivered the judgment, observed that
Manugye Dhammathats "obtained tIle commanding
11) [1924) 2 Ran. 093 at p. 776.

(2) (1915-16) tl

L.B.R.1 at p. 10.
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position which it seems to have occupied for a succeeding period of nearly 170 years."
As far back as 1891 in Ma Thu v. Ma Bu (3), effect
was rightly given to the principle laid down in section
43, Book VI, of the Manugye. That section deals with
dominion over property between teacher and pu pil,
parent and child, husband and wife and master and
slave. Th e pertinent portion reads:,e One shall not sell, give away, or barter any of
their property without the knowledge of the other; as
the person who parted with the property by gift, sale,
or exchange had no right to do so, the receiver had no
right to buy or accept it, in gift or exchange, let each
return what he has received.';
The language of this section is plain. Alienation
by one without the kno\\.·eJedge of the other is prohibited. The entire property alienated must be returned.
It provides no exception by saying that the alienQr:s
share can be retained by the alienee. The learned
Judicial Commissioner,after a most exhaustive
examination of the law on the point, came to the
following conclusion (page 582):lC The conclusion to which I have come is that the
status created by a Burmese marriage does not give
the husband a power of selling the joint property of
himself and his wife except under circumstances in
\vbich it can be said that he is acting as her agent.
What those circumstances may be is a question of
proof in each case. It cannot be disputed that in
many instances the husband manages the business of
the family with the assent of his wife, express orimplied, and where this is the case sales effected by
him will bind her. He is said to be lord of the wife
but I think this only means that she ought to be
guided by his authority in matters in which his conduct
(3) lI8i2·1892)

s,J.

578 at p. 581.
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is reasonable and proper. It does not seem to imply
that he is absolute master of her property."
. In my opinion, his conclusion is in accordance
with Burmese Buddhist law. This case law has, however, not been strictly adhered to in later decisions.
Where one of a Buddhist couple dealt with joint
. property singly, it has been held that, in the absence
of express or implied consent of the other party, the
alienation is not wholly void but is still valid so far
as the alienator's share is concerned. Such a decision
is to be found in Maung Po Sein v. Ma: Pwa and six
others (4), decided by the learned Judicial Commissioner of Lower Burma in 1897. The learned Judicial
Commissioner gave his reasons for corning to that
decision in these words :it In considering what power the husband
has of
alienating property which he has inherited after
marriage, I think the Court should be guided by the
rules applicable to a partition upon divorce when
neither party is in fault."
That property is Zdte tpwa property and he has
not been able to cite any authority from any of the
Dlzammathats for that view. He has evidently overlooked the main principle of Burmese Buddhist Jaw
that while marriage subsists neither husband nor
wife is entitled to alienate or claim separate possession
of any of the property of the marriage.
That decision has been followed by an inevitable
result namely that though the marriage subsists, the
interests of either husband or wife are attachable
in execution of a decree against one of them. Such
an attachment was countenanced in Ma Thaing v·
Jiaung Tha Gywe (5). In that case the learned
Judicial Commissioner of Upper Burma held that,
when a decree is passed against a wife alont.:,
(4) (1893·00)

P.T. 403 at p. 404.

(5) U.B.R. (1902-03) II Execution 1.
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attachment by actual seizure of joint property to the
MA PAING
extent of the wife's interest· is lawful. These two
'II.
MAUNG
decisions have been followed in both Provinces ever
SHWE HPAW
since.
Their correctness has now been doubted and
AND EIGHT
OTHERS.
hence this Full Bench reference.
MAUNGBA, .
A marriage among Burman Buddhists is a purely
. J.
civil and consensual contract. As in ordinary contracts, it gives rise to rights and obligations. There
is no religious element in it, though a Burman
Buddhist's life is more or less influenced by his
religion. The husband and wife have to work for
their common weal, and they are partners in life.
In common parlance they are" sharers of both good
and bad." The Dhann-nathats mentioned in sections
208 to 214 of KinwlIn Mingyi's Digest enumerate the
duties of the husband and wife towards each other.
Among these duties we find that the husband must
strive to acquire wealth and entrust it to the keeping
of his wife, and that the wife must save the same..
Owing to the influence of Buddhism the wife attains
a position of equality with her husband and acquires.
an interest in the property of the marriage. The
extent of that interest depends upon the nature
of the property. That property remains joint so
long as marriage subsists. As both are in terested
in that property, both will endeavour to protect it
from waste and to effect an increase if possible. In
other words, considerations obtaining in ordinary
partnership business will apply to a Buddhist couple.
H either of them can dispose. of his or her share
without the consent of the other. it will, no doubt~
undermine the foundation upon which joint property
system of a Buddhist couple has grown up.
For these reasons I am of opinion that the caSe
law laid down in Ma Thu v. Ma Bu (3Lshould.
(3) (1872-1892)

s.J.
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not have been departed from. One may feel inclined
to say that. if we were to adhere to that law, nO MA PAING
Buddhist would be able to· carryon any business.
M:~NG
. I do not foresee any such difficulty. Buddhist law S:~~EEI~~~W
is to be applied only when questions regarding OTHERS.
succession, inheritance, marriage or caste, or any MArNG BA,
J.
other religious usage or institution have to be decided
between parties who are Buddhists. A person dealing with a Buddhist has the ordinary law of contract
. to fall back upon. It has been rightly held from
time to time that to all intents and purposes Burmese
husbands and wives may be regarded as partners.
A partner can bind his partner, and every partner is
liable for all debts and obligations incurred while he is
a partner in the usual course of business by or on
behalf of the partnership. This view is nol without
support by the Manugye Dhammathat. In section
30 of Book III, we find this passage (page 84) :"The case in which the wife, though not aware
of the husband's debt, shall pay, is this; if it has
been incurred for the benefit of both parties, with a
view of making profits;"
In this extract the words" for the benefit of
both parties, \vith a view of making profit ; " are
very significant. Of course, dr-bts incurred otherwise
arc excluded. The ManuJ;!.ye Dhamnzathat refers to
such debts as debts incurred for lustful acts and in
gambling. Accordingly contracts, where consent,
either express or implied, was proved, have been
held binding on either the 11L1sband or wife
In R. M. M. S. Soobramonian Clutty v. Ma Hnin
Ye (6), this principle has been adopted and laid
down thus :" Where a Buddhist husband and wife begin by
acting jointly with respect to the property owned
(6) (1893-1900) P. J. 568.
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jointly by both it is a question of fact as to whether
MA PAING
the wife or the husband was a consenting party
l\f:~NG when dealing singly with the same property thereSHWE HPAw after.
In cases where they are still living together
AND EIGHT
OTHERS
. the
presumption would be that one was acting as
MAUNG BA, agent for
the other. The presumption is that the
J.
wife consents to the acts of her husband as· long
as the marriage continues) but this presumption may
be rebutted."
.
To my mind this law is quite cnrrect. Sometimes
difficulty arose where a plaintiff omitted to implead
one of a Buddhist couple as a party to the suit. In
Ma N:vun v. Miss E. E. Teixeria and others (7j, it
was held that in a suit where the plaintiff failed to
join the wife as a party the decree was inoperative as
against the wife's interests in the mortgage property
even where the mortgage was made by the husband
with the wife's own knowledge and consent. This
decision considered ::;tridly from the point of view
of proc~dure may appear to be correct. It was a
mortgage suit and the procedure to be followed in
sllch suits is laid down in Order 34 of the Code
of Civil Procedure. Rule 1 which is a new rule lays
down that subject to the provisions of this Code,
all persons having an interest either in the mortgagesecurity or in the right of redemption shall be joined
as parties to any suit relating to the mortgage.
Ordinarily the consequence of not joining a necessary
party is that the decree cannot affect his rights. But
that consequence, in my opinion, should not arise
in the case where a Burmese Buddhist couple is
. concerned· The learned Judges who decided the
case have overlooked the peculiar relation in which
a Buddhist husband and his wife stand to each
other· I have already pointed out that they stand.
(7) 10 L. B. H. 36.
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in the relationship of partners. The main consideration is whether the party not joined has not been
represented by the party sued as manager of the
'
B y way a f ana Iogy I may pam
. t au t
par t ners h Ip.
that in the case of Ganpat Lal v. Bindbasini Prasad
Narayan Singh a'nd others, [(1919-20) 47 Indian
Appeals, page 91J their Lordships of the Privy Council
laid down the principle that in a mortgage suit against
the manager of a joint Hindu family all the other
members of the family are represented by the manager. So with all respect to the learned Judges who
decided the case of Ma Nyun v. Miss E. E. Teixeria
and others (7), I dissent from their view that failure to
join the wife as a party to the suit renders a
mortgage decree inoperative against the wife's share.
So in my view in cases where such non-joinder occurs
it ,villEe heavily on the party alleging that the decree
has been obtained against the husband in his own
personal capacity and not as manager of the family
property to substantiate it because the presumption
wiII ordinarily be to the contrary. No doubt it
\vill be safer to add the wife as a party to the suit.
My conclusion therefore is that so long as a debt
is incurred for the benefit of both the husband and
\-rife, their joint property is liable for the discharge
of that debt. Consequently I dissent also from the
view taken by the learned Judges who decided the
case of C.T.P.V. Ch.etty Firm and others v. Maung Tha
Hlaing and others, (I.L.R. 3 Rangoon 322). That case
deals with property inherited by a Burman Buddhist
eindaunggyi husband. It was held that th~ wife
acquired a vested interest from the date of inheritance and that such interest was not liable for any part
of the debts incurred by the deceased husband alone.
Here also the learned Judges failed to consider
(7) 10 L.B.R. 36.
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the relationship in \vhich the husband and wife
gtood to one another. As already pointed out above
except in the case of debts incurred by the
husband. for immoral purposes .the wife should be
held liable for the debts incurred by him for
joint benefit.
The questions referred to us mention jointly
acquired lettetpwa and payin. I may point out that
lettetpwa property is of two kinds-ordinary lettetpwa
property and hnapazon property. Property acquired
by mutual skill and industry of the couple is hnapazon
property; while other properties acquired <.luring the
marriage are ordinary lettetpwa property. In the case
of hnapazon property, the husband and wife are entitled
to half .and half. In the case of lelietpwa property j,
other than hnapazon, the shares are fixed in the ratio
of two to one, where the principle of nissaya and
nisita applies. Nissaya is the supporter and nisita,
is the dependant. Property inherited during marriage
is lettetpwa property and not hnapazon property
while property inherited before marriage is payin.
In the case of payin, a distinction is made between
a couple who have been married before and a couple
who have not been married before. Those who have'
been married before are known as eindaunggyis. In
the case of payin property of emdaunf!.gyis, it bas
been held in the Upper Burma case of Tin Baw v·
Nga Kan (8), that a Buddhist wife, who is an
ei.ndaunggvi, may alienate her payin property in any
way she likes without consulting her husband, provided
she does not give it to a paramour. I agree with
my learned brother Heald tbat this decision does not
appear to be in accoridance with the Burmese Buddhist
law. There is only a solitary Dhammathat, namely~
Panam, amongst the 36 DIzam1nathats to support that
(8) Civil Second Appeal 3-13 of 1909, J.C.U.B.
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decision. That Dhammathat is No. 26 in the list of
the 36 Dhammathats arranged in chronological order.
It was compiled about 30 years after the Manugye.
On the other hand,. we have an older Dhammathat,
namely, Manussika, compiled earlier than Manugye,
laying down a contrary law. It says "The wife shall
not alienate even her o\-\'n property without her
husband's knowledge."
It may be pointed out that, in the case under
appeal, all the properties except one are ordinary
lettetp'iJ.Ja property and not hnapazon property. Maung
Po Kaing carried on business alone, and his young
wife, Ma Paing, admittedly took no part in that
business. The properties were acquired with the
profits of that business. In questions Nos. 2 and 3,
the properties have been described as jointly acquired
lettetpwa, which is hnapazon. It would have been
more correct to describe those properties as ordinary
lettetpwa, or joint property, As Joint property includes
jointly acquired hnapazon, the misdescription would
not affect the answers to be given, Although Burmese
Buddhist law cannot deny its Indian origin, yet no
parallel c~n be drawn between it and the Hindu lav,'.
T he position of a Hindu wife is entirely different.
Also, no similarity exists bet\veen a Hindu joint
family and a Burmese family. Even in the case of
the Hindu joint family, it is only in Bombay and
Madras that an alienation by one member is held
valid to the extent of the alienor's own interest. That
rule is not followed in Bengal and the Punjab in
cases governed by the Mitakshara law.
In view of the opinions expressed by me above,
my answer to questions Nos. 1 and 2 is in the
negative.
As regards question No.3, my answer is that a
decree against a Burmese Buddhist husband can be
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executed against his payin property as well as the
joint property of the marriage to the extent of the
whole of such property, provided the decree was:
obtained against him as manager of the family estate.
RUTLEDGE, C.J.~The

very exhaustive order of
reference clearly shows that the case law upon the
questions before us is conflicting and unsatisfactory.
This unsatisfactory position seems to have arisen by
the Courts too often overlooking the outstanding fact
that a Burmese married couple constituted a partnership firm, and in not always remembering that the
transaction before them was governed by the law of
contracts and not by Burmese Buddhist law. As my
learned brother Maung Ba has pointed out the'
partnership character of Burmese coverture has been
clearly recognised in the Manukye Dhammathat. Book
III, section 30. And this character has been recognised
in a long line of judicial decisions from the early
days of British administration. The legal relation.
created on marriage is in my opinion a partnership
at will and liable to dissolution by divorce or death.
The partnership assets consist of property brought
by either party to the marriage (payin) and property
acquired during coverture (ordinary lettetpwa and
hnapazon). The partnership assets are liable in
respect of all partnership debts and either partner
can bind his co-partner in respect of any contract
or agreement necessary for or usually done in connection
\vith such a partnership. These principles are embodied.
in sections 249 and 251 of the Indian Contract Act
and seem to me to apply to a Burmese married·
couple. I deprecate the use of the word quasi-partnership to denote the legal relationship. All the rules:
laid down in section 253 of the Indian Contract Act
may not a;>ply to the status of a Burmese married
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couple, but this does not render them half partners
any more than when certain ofthese rules are excluded
by the terms of a partnership deed.
Di1Iiculties have arisen with regard to the name
of the firm. And it has been held by a Full Bench
of the late Chief Court in Ma Nyun v. Teixeria (1),
that where a Burmese husband with his wife's consent
mortgages the joint or partnership property failure to
join the wife in the proceedings renders the mortgage
decree inoperative against the wife's share. If the
husband was sued either as the firm name or as agent
of the firm, in my opinion the decision is erroneous.
In none of the judgments is there any indication that
the partnership character of the Burmese couple in
the case was present in the minds of the Court.
The latter remark applies to the Full Bench decision
of three Judges in C.T.P.V. Chetty Firm v. Maunf;;
TlIa Hlaing (2). So far as I can see no enquiry in
any of the judgments was made as to whether the
debts had been incurred by the deceased husband in
connection with the partnership or during the partnership nor is the relation of partnership referred to in
any of the judgments. The matters were no doubt
complicated in that case by the fact that there were
two widows of equal status. So far as the decision
purports to lay down that a husband cannot bind
his wife in contract with regard to partnership property
without her knowledge and consent I consider that
the decision is erroneous. When either the husband
or wife carryon business for the common good in
their own name and incur debts the Court in the
first instance should presume that that name is the
firm name and that a decree obtained operates upon
all the firm assets.
(1) 10 L.B.R. 36.

(21 I.L.R. 3 Rangoon 322,
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I agree with my brother Maung Ba that the ans weI'S
to the first and second questions of the reference,
be in the negative and to the third question in the
affirmative so long as the debt was incurred in the
usual course of business by or on behalf of the firm
consisting of husband and wife.
J.-The questions referred to the Full
Bench are set out in the judgment of my brother
Maung Ba,J.
I have hGl.d the advantage of reading his judgment,
and though I concur in the answers given by him
I have arrived at the same conclusion by a somewhat different line of reasoning. I have therefore
given my views iri a separate judgment. I was led
to do this because of the implication in my learned
brother's judgment that a creditor who has made a
strictly personal loan to the husband or wife and a
decree-holder who has obtained a decree against
the husband or wife personally and individually,
are left without any remedy against the interest of
the debtor in the property of the couple. I have
no 'doubt that the Dhammathat writers never
contemplated a division of the joint property except
on death or divorce nor the alienation, voluntary or
involuntary of the interest of one of the couple in
such property. At the same time it must not be
forgotten that, though the olel time Judges ,;t,Tere
administering a primitive system of law, it ,vas from
the creditor's point of view, a very efficient system
which rendered it unnecessary for those Judges to
trouble themselves with the equitable considerations
with which we are confronted. In a system which
allows a creditor to enslave the debtor, and make
the debtor work out his dehts, it is scarcely necessary
to ~ke special pro~isions for tile protection of the
CHARI,
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-creditor, since one may rest assured that the debtor,
1927
with the prospect of a long spell of slavery before MA PAING
him, is not lik::ly to secrete his property or evade M:~NG
payment of his just debts. It very often becomes SHWE
HPAW
AND EIGHT
necessary tor present day tribunals, adq)inistering OTHERS.
selected portions of an old time law, to confine the c HARI, J•
applicability of the principles of that hnv to narrow
limits in order to avoid obvious injustice. For this
treason the disability of a Burman Buddhist ,. couple
to enforce partition of joint property, except on
death or divorce, must be held to be a personal
disability, which does not affect the remedy of an
execution creditor to pursue their interest in the
joint property. I may also add that I concur in the
answers proposed with a good deal of hesti tation,
since their effect will be to unsettle a long series of
dedsions. This consideration, which, in ordinary
'Circumstances, would have led me, in' spit~ of my
'own opinions, to conform to those decisions, is not
'Of much force now as the codification of Burmese
Buddhist law has already been taken in hand.
For the purpose of answering the questions
r.eferred, it becomes necessary to consider the nautre
:and extent of the interest of a Burmese Buddhist
husband and wife in the various kinds of property
known as I' payin" or" lettetpwa" and from such a
consideration to ascertain whether he or she has an
attachable interest in such property. It may be
taken for granted that to the extent of the power of
,either of the couple to alienate his or her interest
in the property wholly or partly that interest is also
attachable, though the comTerse is not always true,
'as an unalienable interest may still be attachable.
The property of a Burmese Buddhist couple may
be broadly divided into two c.1asses: II payin" or
property brought by the husband or the wife to

27
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the marriage, and" lettetpwa" property acquired aftermarriage, which is of two kinds :(a) property. acquired during marriage by. the
joint exertions of the couple, and
(b) property acquired during marriage by'
inheritance or the special exertions of one'
of the couple•."
.
I shall first consider what, according to the' rulingsi~
is the nature and extent of the interest of a Burm~se"
Buddhist couple in lettetpwa and payin property j an&
thealienability and attachabilityof that interest.
;(1) Jointly acquired lettetpwa.,'-.
(a) .Each is entitled to a vested interest in a.
half share in the property and to Joint
possession of the property ; ordinarily
the husband as the active manager of
the family business and property wilt
be allowed to be in possession of the
property on his own behalf and in trust
for his wife-Maung Ko v. Ma JJle (1) ..
(b) Power of alienation.-Each is entitled to
alienate his or her interest in the property-Ma Shwe U v. Ma Kyu-Full
Bench (2).
(c) Attachability.-The interest of the husband:
or the wife can be attached' and sold:
in execution of a decree obtained against
him or her alone-Ma Thaung v. Tha'
Gywe(3) and Mazmg Hmon v. Maung,
Meik (4).

Authorities are unnecessary for this proposition ..
If the husband or wife can alienate his or her share
in the property, it must necessarily be liable toattachment and sale in execution.
(1) S.J. 19.

(2) 3 L.B.R. 66.

(3).

(4)

U.B~R~ (i902.03) II! Execution

U.B.R. (1904~{j)

1.

II Div.orce 1,.
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(II) Lettetpwa property inherited by '(or acquired
1927
by the sole exertion 00, one of the couple during MA PAIN':;
.
marnageMAUl\G
in
the
SHWE HpAW
(a) The couple take a vested interest
.
AND EIGHT
property-the inh~ritor, (or acquirer), OTHERS.
to the extent of' two-thirds, the other CHARI, J.
party to the extent of one-thirdC.T.P.V. Chetty Firm v. Maung Tha
Hlaing (5)· Though the terms of the
reference in the above case confines the
question referred to the case of property
inherited by the husband, the principle
of· nissiya and nissifa on which the
,decision is "based, makes the ruling
applicable to the other kinds of propertyalso.
(b) Power of alienation.-" It is clear that the
inheritor or acquirer can alienate his
or her interest, (i.e., two-thirds), in the
property-Po Sein v. Ma Pwa (6). In
this" case the alienor was the husband
but the wife would have the same
power of alienation over the property,
since, in my opinion, the texts which
curtail her powers, on the ground of
the lordship of the husband over the
wife, are moral precepts and not legal
prohibitions. The effect of the Full
Bench ruling which holds that the
other party als0 has a vested interest in
the property, would seem to be to put
that party, as regards powers of alienation~ in the same category as the
inheritor or acquirer.
~

(5)3 Ran. 122.

(6) P.J. 403.
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In Ma Pyu U v. Po Kyun (7), where the a,lienation by the husband of the whole of the
property inherited by his \vife after
marriage was set aside, the contention
whether the husband had in his own
right any transft;rable interest was not
raised (see the judgment of Moore, J.).
In Maung La v.Maung Pyaung (8), where
the wife's interest in property inherited
by the husband after marriage was
held attachable, there is a dictum
that such interest is not alienable by
her. The case· of Ma Shwe U v. Ma
Kyu
(2), is given as the authority,
but in that case no such proposition
was laid down. The learned Judge had
in mind probably some case based on
the obsolete conception of the lordship
of the husband over the wife.
Attachability.-It is obvious that the share of
the husband or wife in property inherited during marriage by him or her
is attachable in execution of a decree
obtained against him or her, since the
share of the party who did not inherit
the property is attachable-Maung Lo
v. Mating P1Jaung. This is possibly also
the necessary inference from the Full
Bench ruling of C. T.P. IT. Chetty Firm
v. At aung Tlza Hlaing which held that
such an interest is a vested interest.
(III) Payin Property•....:...The.law cannot even now
be. considered as settled as Iegards this kind of
property. The simple and equitable. rule that payin
(2) 3 L.B.R. 66.

(7) Civil First Appeal 85 of 1906, C.C.L.B.
(8) Special Civil Second Appeal 264:0£ 1909! C.C.L.B.
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property remains the separate property of the party
who brought it to the marrhge, though the profits
are IdtetpUla and is, on divorce by mutual consent,
taken ~way by that party [Mi Dwe v. Maung Tu (9)]
has given place to a more com plex rule based on
distinctiqns t.he significance of which is a matter of
conjecture. The ruling of Sir George Shaw in Mi
!J1yin v. Nga Twe (10), later followed in Lower Burma
in Ma Ngwe Hnit v. Maung Po Hnin (11), has undOUbtedly made the law more difficult of application.
(67 ) Nature and extent of interest in property.1) If both the husband and wife are eindaunggyis, each has an absolute vested
interest in the (( payin " brought by
him or her to the marriage.
(2) If both or either are or is not an eindaunggyi, then the party who brought the
property to the marriage has control
over the whole with an absolute vested
interest in two-thirds, while the other
party has a contingent interest in onethird. The reason for classing this
interest as a contingent one will appear
later.
(b) Power of alienation.-Either of the couple
can alienate the whole of his or her payin without
reference to the other. This is the law as laid down in
Mi San ShUle v. Vulliappa Chetty (12).
Sir H. Thirkell White in his judgment bases the
rule on the Dhammalhat texts collected in section 254 of
the Digest, whereas the rule that the wife takes onethird of the husband's payin on divorce by mutual
consent is based on the Manukye alone. Sir George
Shaw in Mi Myin's case points out that the texts in
(9) S;J.14.
(11) 11 L.B.R. 52.
(10) U.B.H. (1904-06) II 19. (12) 10 B.L.R. 49.
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the various Dhammathats are not clear, whereas t!1e
MA PAING passage in Manukye is,
and also that the former
MA~NG
are not really inconsistent with the latter. The
S~;~E~::~v significant part of his judgment is his admission that
OTHERES. the right of a wife to take a third of the husband's
caART, J, payin on divorce by mutual consent does not
necessary control his power of alienation. His
exact words are :-·"Mi San Shwe's case was not one
of divorce.. The ql,1estion was as to the right of a
husband to dispose of his payin during the suii>sistence
of the marriage. It was hclq that it was not. shown
that a husband has no power to alienate his payin
That question is not affected by the rule of law
\vhich prescribes how· payin is to b~ dealt with
(when it stili exists) at partition on divorce. " This
shows that the interest of the w.ife, at partition on
divorce, in the husb~,nd's: pa)in is contingent on its
existence as family property at divorce. The result
is that when the husband has alienated his payin
the wife loses her share in the specific property,
though possibly in the final partition and taking of
accounts, due allowance will be made for her interest
in the payin alienated by her husband.
I have thus far, in dealing with the powers of
~lienation of the· husband and wife and the existence
of an atiachable interest, dealt only with the alienation
by either, of his or her interest in his or her own.
right, and the attachability of th~ individual interest
of the husband or wife in execution of a decree
obtained against. him or her. How far one of the
two cat; alienate the whole property including the
interest of the other and how. far a decree obtained
against one only can be executed against the whole
property are· questions the answers to which are not
based exc1u~ively on the principles of Burmese
Buddhist law. I shall deal \vith these questions
1927
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when dealing with the relationship between a Burmese
Buddhist couple as partners.
. The effect of the case law seems to me to be
that either party to a marriage can alienate his or
her interest in all kinds of . property during the
-subsistence of the marriage. It is undoubtedly
'correct that neither the husband nor the.. wife can
under Buddhist law claim partition .·,or . separate
possession of their property while .the marriage
subsists.
I shall now consider whether the rulings: which
.recognise such a power of alienation' are consistent
with the fundamental conceptions of Buddhist law
,or the basic conceptions of the idea of partnership
property which is what the joint· property of the
husband and wife actually is. One cannot expect
from the Dha'mmathat writers, in the then state of
legal knowledge, clear enunciations of legal principles
particularly as they were borrowing their legal ideas
from an alien and archaic system of law and trying
to adapt the principles of that system to their own
social conditions. This n'lUch, however, is clear; that
the Dhammathat writers did not consider the o\\'nership of property by the husband and wife as anything
peculiar or as something different from other forms
·of joint-ownership. Thus in the passage of Manukye, Book VI, section 43, cited in Ma Tlzu v. Ma
Bu (13), the joint-ownership of property by husband
and wife is put in the same category as other forms of
joint-ownership and the broad principle is laid down
that one of two joint-owners cannot alienate joint
property without the consent of the other joint-owner.
In the other passage, Book VIII, section 3, the
lordship of tbe husband over the wife is made the
ground for upholding the husband's alienation of
(13) S.}.578.
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j ')int property, except when it is made for immoral
MA PAING
purposes. I may here remark that the texts dealing
MA~NG with the lordship of the husband over the wife, many
S~:DEE~::;v of which are collected in section 251 of the KinOTHERS.
wun Mingyi's Digest are, as a glance through them
CHARI, J.
shows, merely an echo of the rules of archaic Hindu
law in which the wife occupied the position of a:
chattel or slave. Considering the position of Burmese
women at present and what it must have been in
historic times and considering, moreover, that the
equality of the sexes, as regards personal relationship and proprietary rights, runs like a thread through
the Dha11'l1nathats, and is made the foundation of legal
rules, it is inconceivable that even at the time when
the earliest Dhal1'l1nafhafs were composed the condition
of Burmese society was such as to justify the usc of the
archaic conception of the servility of the wife, as a:
.reason for creating special powers in favour of the
husband. The Burmese text-writers in referring to
the husband as thelord of the wife, probably meant
nothing more than that the husband was the dominant
partner and the active manager of the family affairs
whose acts bound the wife. The passage in question
(Book VIII, section 3 of the M anukye) shows that the.
'-Hiter had some such idea, because the wife is merely
debarred from challenging the alienation on the
ground that she did not know of it, i.e., that she was
not consulted in the matter. There are texts (e.g.,
Manukye, Book VIII, section 3) which seem to
countenance, or at all events contemplate the alienation
by the husband of his share in specific property and
there are texts which show that in inerited lettetpwa
and in payin, the inheritor and owner of the payin
have greater powers of control. It is, however, noteworthy, that there are few direct texts bearing on the
husband's or 'wife's power of alienating his or her share
1927
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in the various kinds of property dming the subsistence
of the marriage and the Courts, in the decided cases,
base their conclusions on texts relating to powers of
control over property or to stray re f erences ~ b out
certain property being separate property (an ambiguous
word) and on the assumption that the power of alienation of the husband or wife is co-extensive \vith the
interest he or she takes on a partition by mutual
divorce. This latter is, in my opinion, an entirely
fallacious assumption because it fails to take into
account other fundamental conceptions of Burmese
Buddhist law. To illustrate, it is in all the Dha11lma.
thats clearly implied that the husband and wife are
jointly liable for the debts contracted during marriage
and it is expressly provided that at the time of partition
each is to be made liable for half the debts. An
unrestricted power of alienation of even the alienor's
own share in property is incompatible with this joint
liability and it is hardly likely that the Dhammothat
writers would have countenanced such an easy way of
avoiding the payment of just debts and throwing the
\:!.,hole of the burden on the unalienated portion of the
property.
In my opinion the rulings whic h lay down th":1t the
husband or wife has an unrestricted right of alienation
over property, hnapazol1, inhented lettefp'lC'{l or payin,
are unsound. The extent of such power will now be
considered.
It has been held in very many cases that the relationship between a Burmese Buddhist hllsband and
wife resembles that of partners in a partner::-hip. The
husband and wife do not, it is true, enter into an actual
partnership agreement but they do by the contractual
act of marriage create for themselves a status which
carries with it the incidents of a partnership. These
incidents, therefore, though not directly, are actually
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the creation of a contractual act and in this respect the
position of a Burmese husband and wife is different from
:l-1A~NG that of a co-parcent:r who by birth takes an interest in a
:S:~~EF.~~~W joint Hindu family trading firm. The latter becomes a
oTHms
memberof the firm by birth while the Burmese husband
CHARJ, J.
and wife by contract create a status for themselves
and all the incidents of a partnershir. In the case of a
Hindu joint family trading firm the Indian High Courts
have applied the ordinary rules of partnership except
where the rules of Hindu law make such principles inapplicable. Thus it has been held that the death of a
member of a Hindu joint family trading firm does not
dissolve the firm. We shall not therefore be far wrong
in similarly applying the principles of partnersh ip law
to the relationship existing bet\veen the husband and
wife and to their proprietary rights except in those cases
where the rules of Burmese Buddhist law make those
principles inapplicable. In applying these rules the
following points will have to be borne in mind :(a) The nature of the partnership.-It will be noticed
that the husband and wife are not only partners in the
specific trade if any carrried on by tbem but they (\ re
partners in every single transaction whether such
transaction was entered into by the husband or the \vife.
Each takes a share in the profits acquired by the other
by virture of any such transaction and acquires also an
interest in property thereby acquired by him or her.
It is essential to bear this point in mind in considering
ho,v far the debts contracted by one of the two will bind
the otber.
(b) The partnership property.-In my opinion all
the property of the couple whether hnapazon,lettetp7J.:a
or payin must nec2'ssarily be placed in the category of
partnership property. Even in respect of payin property the DhmNmatltats provide that the profits derived
from it should be consIdered lettetpwa so that the pa)in
11)27
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.cannot be deemed to be absolutely at the disposal of
that party who brought it to the marriage so as to
enable him or her to alienate that property without the
consent o·f the other.
Having shortly stated \'.1hat in my view is the proper
way to approach the subject, I shall now try to deduce
the' principles applicable in respect of the alienation
.of these properties an d the consequences of such aliena~ion. It is settled law that no partner can alienate
·even his own interest in any individual partnershjp
.property. This follows from the liability of the whole
·of the p<l:rtnership property for the partnership debts.
Similarly,in the case of a Burmese Buddhist couple it
is not open to either the husband or the wife to alienate
his or her own interest in any particular property. To
.allow him or her to do so will be to throw the burden
-of the joint debts on t6 the party who has not disposed
·of his interest. Though a partner cannot dispose of
his interest in any particular property he can dispose
of his whole interest in the partnership. Similarly,
I ,vould hold that either of a Burmese Buddhist couple
·can dispose of the whole of his or her interest in the
joint estate. Either of the partners particularly the
managing partner can dispGse of any particular property
for the purpose of the partnership such as discharging
a partnership liability. Such an alienation will be
!binding on the other if it was \\'ithin the scope of the
.alienor's authority and was done in the ordinary course
of business. It will be noticed that except in one
'solitary Dhammathat of not very high authority the
power of either of the couple in respect of his or her payin
'is found among the rulp.s laid down for partition 011
divorce. That rule provides that each takes his or her
payin in the case of eindaunggyis. A different rule
would apply in the case of non-eindaunggyis. These
:rules, therefore, do not show that in the conception of
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the Burmese Buddhist writers the alienability by payin'
property was in any way different from the alienability'
M:~NG of the other kinds of property c1uring the subsistence
SHWE HPAW
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AND EIGHT
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0 f th e'
oTHEHs·partnership.
CHARI, J.
Now I shall consider the consequences of such an
alienation. It is elementary law that a purchase of a.
property from one of many joint-owners takes that parti-·
cular owner's interest in the property and nothing niore..
He can stand in the shoes of his alienor to the extent
of enforcing an immediate partition of the property•.
If the partnership existing betweena Burmese Buddhist
husband and wife be regarded as a partnership at will.
then the alienation of his or her whole interest in the'
joint estate will work as a dissolution and the alienee..
will be entitled to file a suit for an administration
of the estate and for the taking of accounts and a final!
partition and dellvery of the alienor's share to him.
Thus in my opinion the alienee of the whole interest of
a Burmese Buddhist husband or \ovife cannot file an ordinary partition suit but will have to file a suit analogous'
to a suit for dissolution of partnership and winding up
and will get his share only after all the joint debts.
have been discharged after clue administrati.on of the
estate. The purchaser of a specific property from one:
of the couple will have to adopt the same procedure, and
may as a matter of equIty get the property purchased:
by him allotted to the share of his alienor. The real
difficulty, however, lies in the fact that the partnership"
existing between a Burmese Buddhist husband and wifeis dissolved only by death or divorce. It may therefore'
be argued that this partnership is not in the nature of
partnership at will but in the nature of a partnership'
for a fixed term or a partnership wh ich could be dis-·
solved only on the happening of a certain event. In
my opinion, ho\v.ever, these difficulties can be avoided.
1927
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lby holding, as I th.ink it ought to be held, that the
relationship between a Burmese Buddhist couple is
.analogous to a parntership at will though if either of
the couple want to dissolve that l)artnership
they
t
could do so only by divorce. The reason is that unless
:a divorce takes place that incidents attaching to their
status must necessarily continue and they must be
deemed to continue as partners even if they do
·dissolve the partnership at any particular moment.
Wht::n, however, the intefE.st of one of the couple is
.alienated the alienor takes that interest free from such
limitation and he can at once get that interest ascertained in suitable proceedings without waiting for
divorce or the death of one of the parties. The alienee
'of the interest of either the Burmese Buddhist hu~ band
'Or wife will take that interest as on date of the
:alienation. Any property acquired subsequently will
1I10t be claimable by him though he may well be bound
:by all debts contracted till the date of suit. The
ifemarks I have given above will also indicate
what can be attached. A person who has obtained
:a decree personally against only one of the couple
,can proceed against his or her share by following the
procedure laid down in Order XXI, Rule 49, subrule 2 of the Code of Civil Procedure. He cannot
-attach any particular property even the "payin" property
'Of his judgment-debtor. I have th US indicated in a
general way how far the principles of partnership law
;are to be applied to the case before us. They are
merely indications of how the law has to be applied
.and are obviously not exhaustive of the subject.
I have applied these principles as being necessarily
.applicable to the partnership and the alienation of the
partnership property, but, even if there be any doubt in
the matter these principle~ will have to be applied as a
matter of equity.
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I shall make a few remarks, though the point does.
not directly arise, as to the principles which will apply
in the case of debts contracted by one of a Burman
Buddhist couple. These principles are deducible
from the principles of partnership· law and from the
rules of equity which have been applied to cases under
Hindu law and afe equally applicable to the cases
under Burmese Buddhist Jaw :(i) Primarily all debts, whether contracted by
the husband or the wife will be deemed'
to be joint debts, since t:ach party represents, and is capable of· representing the
partnership. If· the debts had been·
coi1tracted for the family business or for
family purposes or for the benefit of the
family, it will be binding on both. If it
had been contracted for immoral or illegal
purpose or for purposes which are clearly
not family purposes, it will be binding
only on the person who contracted the
debt and not on the other.
(ii) The creditor will be entitled to rely on this
presumption, and it will be for the person
challenging the debt to show that the
debt is not one which is binding on him
or her. There is, however, a difference
between the debts contracted by a party
who is the acti ve manager of the business
and the debts contracted by ,;I. party who
is only a dorman t partner. In the former
case, the presumption that the debt was
contracted for the purposes of the partnership or the family is very strong and the
lender will be entitled to assume that the
loan is contracted for such a purpose, and
there is no obligation on him to see to the
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application of the money, but the person
challenging the debt will have not only to
shc)\'v' that money' repre§enting the debt
' d'Ing
\\'as b orrowe d for .purposes not b m
on the partnership or the family, but that
the lender had actual knowledge that the
debt \vas contracted for, and applied to,
purposes not so binding. -In the case,
however, of a debtcontraded by one who
is not the active manager of the business,
though tht::re is·· a· primary presumption
that the debt is a joint debt, it will be open
to the party challenging it to prove that
it was not, as a matter of fact, applied
for purposes. binding on the partnership
or the family. The moment it is.
shown that it was not so applied it
cannot . bind the party challenging it..
The lender cannot assume that it was
borrowed for the purpose of the partnership or the family and on actual proof
that the debt ",vas not for such purposes
the .party who did not contract the
debt will be free from liability irrespective of the kno~vledge of the lender
and irrespective of the fact that the
lender bond {idf. believed that he was
advancing the money for purposes bind-'
ing on the family.. This is the result
of the authority of the manager and his
power to bind by his act the partnership. It is common knowledge, however, that, in the majority of cases, both
the husband and wife are joint mana·gers of the family business and the
family affair. In such cases the debts.
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contracted by either \vould be judged.
by the principles applicable as if he or
MA PAING
v.
she
were the sole manager.
MAUNG
'SHWE HPAW
I shall now deal with the question how far a
AND EIGHT
OTHERS.
decree obtalned against the husband or the wife is
binding on the other. It has been held in many
CHARI, J.
cases by the late Chief Court of Lower Burma, two of
which only I shall mention, viz., lv/a Sein v. Muthuluiruppan (l4), and Mil Nyull \T. Teixcria (15), that
even in cases where the debt in respect of which a
decree has been obtained may be binding on both
the husband and wife the decree itself will 110t be
so binding unless the person whose interest it is
sought to bind has been made a party to th e suit.
These casr;:s do not depend upon any peculiarity of
Burmese Buddhist law but are based on the principle
that no perS0n can be bound by a decree unless he
has been a party to the suit and to the adjudication
which resulted. in the decree. This of course is a
perfectly sound legal principle and these rulings in my
opinion are wrong only because they fail to consider
that there may be cases where a person has been
in effect a party to the suit, and properly and
efficiently represented therein, though his name was
not on the record as a party. Sir Daniel Twomey
in his judgment in Ma Sein's case did realise that
a decree may be binding on the wife t110Ugh she
was not a party to the suit in the literal sense, but he
erred in thinking that she could be deemed to have
been a party only if her husband had been sued in the
capacity of representative of his wife and in his own
personal capacity whereas what had. to be seen \vas
whether the husband though sued in his own name
was intended to be slled as representing the partnership of which he and his wife were the partners. In
1927

(14) 7 L.B.R. 135.

(15) 10 L.B.R. 36.
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this matter, a1. all events, we can, as a Court of
1927
equity, adapt and apply the principles of Partner- MA PAING
v.
ship Law to the partnership formed by the husband
MAUNG
and wife as their Lordships of the Privy Council S:N~EE~:::
did in a Hindu law case: DU'I1dayal Lal v. ]ugdeep OTHERS.
Narayan (l6).
To ascerlain whelher a decree CHA:RI, J.
obtained against the husband alone is also binding on
the wife's share we have to apply the general principles
of law and equity. In order that a decree obtained by
the husband may be binding on the wife the husband
at the time the debt was contracted or the liability
incurred must have been an active manager of the
family business and the family affairs, i.e., he must
have been the accredited representative of the family
partnership. The manager of the family who as an
accredited represelltati ve of the family cc.ntracted
debts, incurred liabilities or dealt with the property
of the family as such representative, must in the
suit also be held to have b~en such a representative
so that the other partner or member of the family
though not a party to the suit in her individual
name was in effect a party having been effectively
represented by the manager. [See the Privy Council
decision of Sheo Shankar v. ] addo Punwar (17). J
Whether the partnership is or is not effflctively
represented in the suit through its representative
depends on many considerations. For this result to
ensue, however, the proceedings must show that
the husband was intended to be sued as the
representative of the family partnership. If it is
clear from the pleadings that he was intended to be
sued solely in his personal capacity then no inference
can be drawn that he represented the family or the
partnership. The fact, however, that he is sucd in
(16) (1876) 3 Cal. 199.

~8

(17) (1913) 36 All. 383,
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his owrn name is no indication that he IS not sued
in his capacity as the manager of the partnership.
M:~NG The question is a matter of construction and of
SHWE HPAW, intention.
The principle al)l)licablc
is as follows.
AND
l'
OTHERS.
A decree passed against a husband who was. the
CHAnI, T.
manager of the partnership consigting of himself and
his wife will be binding on the wife though she
was not a party to' the suit if the husband in fact
r.epresented the partnership and contracted the debt,
or incurred the liability within the scope of his
authority and for the purposes of the partnership,
and if it is inferable from the pleadings that though he
is sued by name he is sued as such representative.
In ~Lrriving at a conclusion on this point the character
of the debt and intention of the parties will be
rhaterial circumstances. In such cases there is also
a distinction between a mortgage and simple money
decree. Where a mortgage is executed by the
manager for necessary purposes and the mortgage
as :>uch is binding on the partnership the decree
obtained on the mortgage against the manager though
in the manager's name will be deemed to have been
obtained in respect of the whole interest affected
by the mortgage, i.e., against him as representing
tbe partnership. This is undoubtedly a rebuttable
presumption but in the case of money decree no such
presumption arises and the decree-holder will have
to establish the facts necessary to enable him to
billd the wife's share. It is hardly necessary to say
that it is always open to the Burmese Buddhist wife
who was not a party to the suit to show either in
execution proceedings or by separate suii that· the
debt in respect of vvhich the decree was obtained
was· not binding on her or that her husband did
not properly and effectively represent her and her
interest~ in the suit.
MA PAI~G

EIG~T
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The decree referred to in the first anc1second
questions under reference is apparently a personal
decree against the husband and the answers are
.
b ase d on t 11at assumption.
For the reasons given above my answers to the
question referred are the same as that of my brother
Maung Ba.
J.-I have had the advantage of reading the
judgments of the Chief Justice and of the· other
Judges of this Bench, and the propositions which I
deduce from them and which we all seem to accept
are as follows ; (a) In respect of the property of the marriage
whether that property be thepayin
property of either party or lettetp7.ca
.property of the marriage, a Burmese
Buddhist husbaud and wife are partners
and all the property of the marriage,
whether payin or lettetpwa, is partnership
property.
(b) In Burmese Buddhist law the partnership
between husband and wife is dissolved
only by death or divorce, and neither
partner is entitled to separate possession
of any share of the partnership property
or of the profits of the partnership until
the partnership is dissolved by the death
of one partner or by divorce.
(c) Either husband or wife or both may repre.
sent the partnership in dealing with
third persons.
(d) There is a presumption that debts contracted
by . either partner bind the partnership
and are recoverable out of the partnership
property.
HEALD,
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(e) There is a pre~umption that a suit brought

against either of the partners is a suit
against the partnership, and that in such
a suit a partner who is not joined asa
party to the suit is represented by the
partner who is joined as a party.
{j) A decree against either partner can ordinarily be executed against any partnership
property.
These findings are I think a sufficient basis for
the following ansWers the questions referred, so
far as the present case is concerned :~
(1) Where property which was payin property
brought by a Burmese Buddhist husband to, the
marriage is during the subsistence of the ma.rriage
sold in execution of a decree against him for a
debt incurred by him in a business carried on by
him while he was living with the wife, no question
of the separate interests or shares of husband and
wife in such property ordinarily arises, because payin
property is property of the marriage and the whole
of the property of the marriage is ordinarily available
for the satisfaction of debts incurred by either
husbi:l.11d or wife.
(2) Where the property is jointly-acquired lettetpwa
property, no such question ordinarily arises for a
similar reason.
(3) A decree against a Burmese Buddhist husband
(or wife) can ordinarily be executed against the
property of the marriage, whether paym or lettetpwa,
to the extent of so much of such property as is necessary to satisfy the decree.
These answers are however neither direct nor
complete answers to the questions referred. They are
not direct answers because the first two questions
contemplated a case where it was' only the interest or
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supposed interest of the husband in payin or leiteipwa
property which bad been sold in execution, and
not the property as a whole. So fat as this defect
. t h e answers is
. concerne
. d I tI'
I t·h a t 1't may
m
1111 (
be left to the Bench \~,. hich will decide the appeal
to apply to the facts of the particular case the
general rules which we have laid down.
Those
general rules are not complete C'.nswers to the questions
referred because it has been necessary to use the word
" ordinarily" in all of them. Cases may possibly arise
in which it may be held that tbe debt is not a partnership debt. Such cases will probably be few since it
seems clear that under Burmese Buddhist law a
husband and wife are partners in practically all the
activities of their married life, but if they should arise
they will, I think, fall outside the scope of the rules
as I have stated them. Since the debt will not be
a partnership debt it will not be recoverable out of
the partnership propert.y, but would ordinarily be
recoverable out of the separate property of the partner
who incurred it. But in my order of reference I
suggested that the provisions of Burmese Buddhist law
which contemplate the separate ownership of property
by a husband or wife during the subsistence of the
marriage refer to kinds of property which no longer
exist. If that view is correct, then it would appear
that there is now no provision in Burmese Buddhist
law for the separate ownership of property by either
husband or wife, and that all property held by them or
by either of them is property of the marriage. It would
seem fo follow that there is no property out of which
a debt due by the husband or wife personally and
not as a partner can be satisfied during the subsistence
of the marriage.
My brother Chari meets that
difficulty by suggesting that the provisions of Order 21,
Rule 49, might be applied in such a case, but there are
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obvious difficulties in applying those provisions to a
partnership in \vhich the profits are not partible until
the dissolution of the partnership and in which the
•
partnershIp
can b e disso 1ved only by death or divorce-.
It seems probable therefore tbat the difficulty will
have to be met in some other way, possibly by the
recognition of a right to separate ownersbip of property
by husband or wife, and it is to be hoped that some
solution will be found in the new Code of Burmese
Buddhist Law which is now being prepared.
So far as the present case is concerned I think that
the answers which we have given to the questions
referred will be sufficient for the decision of the appeal
and that therefore it is unnecessary for us to consider
what view should be taken in a case which falls
outside the scope of those answers, or in a case where
there is more than one wife.
I note that I agree that the rulings of the Chief
Court in the case of Ma Nyun v. Teixeria (1) and of
this Court in the case of C.T.P. V. Chetty Firm v. Tha
Hlaing (2), in so far as they express views which are
not in accordance with tbe propositions which we have
stated or the rules which we have laid down must be
regarded as being overruled by the decision of this
Bench. '
DOYLE, J.-1 agree with the views of the other
members of the curia as sttmmed up by my brother
Heald. I cannot go so far in analogy as my brother
Chari. Burmese custom has invested the relationship Of
husband and wife in respect of their joint property with
the principal incidents of a partnership but that partnership is not complete in the sense of section 239, Contract
, Act., The agreement from which a marriage results is
not primarily concerned with property; marriage
---(1) 10 L.B.R. 36.

(2) 3 Ran. 322.
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imposes on the husband and wife liabilities established
by custom in regard to their property out of which
they cannot contract themselves by agreement at the
time of their marriage. The introduction of the
remedy prescribed by Order 21, r~ule 49, would be a
negation of the principle on which our general conclusions are based that joint property is indivisible during
marriage, its application \-"ould be difficult and would
frequently involve the party whose share was not sold
in great hardship and unnecessary litigation; it would
probably allow it spendthrift husband by a bogus
alienation of a small part of his payin to realise his
share of the joint property; finally it would act
inequitably by lowering the value of the share of the
partner \'\'hose sha.e was not sold up.
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in iss~le is the marriage of the Buddhist Chinese with a Burm"se
But1dhist woman he 1111'St if he de~ires the customary law to aprly.
show that the ;lpplica!iCl1 d the cu,;tom havill).! the force of ];,w
will not work injustice to the Burmese woman. Benjamin v
Bm/amin, 50 Bom. 369; Chetti v. Clietti, L.R. [1909] P.D. 67 ;
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Fone Lan Y. Ma Gyee, 2 L.B.R 95: HongKuv.Ma Thj",S.].135:
iVa Shein v. Kim Seill, 8 L.H.R. 225 ; lila Tin v. Doop Raj Bilrua,
(1894) U.B.R. 60~ : Mall Hatt v. R.M.A.L. Firm, 4 nan. 110 ; .'UI·
Allawruddin v. The Superhttendent RegistTtlr of Marrpges.
Hammersmith, L.R. (1917) 1 K.B. 634 ; Pa Par v Nga Po, Special
C. 1I A. 153 of 1910, C,C.L.B.; Pwa Me v. San HlII, 7 L.B.R. 270:
Saw illa'ullit Gyi v. Tllll Ka, 8 L.B.R. 208 ; Sein I(vi v Ma E, ti
L.B.R 399: Si11l0nin v. MaUna, 29 L,]. (P. and M.)97; Soliomay01'
v. De Barros. L.R 31>.0. 1; Theil! Shin v. Aft Shein, 8 L.B.R.
222-rejerred /0.
1)01 f<E MA YIN' MYA .~ND ONE v. rAN YAUK PU AND TWO
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'CHILD OF DIVORCED PARENTS WHEN ENTITLED TO INHERIT
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'CHINESE CUSTO~IARY LAW, HOW FOR RECOGNIZED

406

V OF 19081, SECTION 47-APPlicabilit~i'
to proceediilgs under Order 21, Rule Stl-Parties to the suit, who
are-Possess10n alone not to be consideretl where section 47 applies.
Ordinarily On app!ications for removal of attachment, Courts do
not go into que~lions of tit e but confine their atlention merely to
the question of poss(:ssion. Btlt where the applicant, whn was a
defendal1t in the cnp; city elf a legal represelltative of a dl:'('eased
debtor, applies for removal of attachment to certain property
which formed part of the deceased's estate on the ground that it
wa" in the applicant's p()s~essiJn. haYing been given to him :IS a
legaCI' and the same perfected by conveyance by the executor. or
administrator of the deceased's estate, held that sec.tion 47 of the
Civil Pracec!:.:r,; Code ;1l1l;llies 1:0 this c.\se ; and the Court mu~t
consider the question of the tith: as well. IswarChander v. Belli
ilIad/mb, 24 Cal. 62: Ratnll.swami Sastrttlu v. Kll.llleswqramm'a, 23
Mad. 361: V',T. Aruil-Il-chellam Chelty v. MaungSan Ngwe, 2 Ran.
168-:rejened to.
.
THE CHETTIAR FIR)I of S.R.M.M.R.M. v. TE() EE SAN
CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE (ACT V OF 19081, OI~DEl~ 21; RULE 26-ColIcUYI'ent Iramjers to tlCJO e.wCllti'll!, Courts whetlter permitted by
law-Collrt passing decree l'etains conirol oj proceedil/gs. It is
clear from the pro\'isions of Order 21, Rule 26 of the Civil Procedure Code that the Court which passed the decree 'retains control
Of the execution proceedings even after transfer of the decree to
another Court. Held, that there is nothing in the Civil Procedme Code to prohibit the sending of a decree for execution to
two Courts at the same time; and that the Court which passed
the decree can after sending the decree to one Court for execution has j;;risdiction to send. it to another Court for execufion .
.MaharaJah oj Bobili v. Narasaraju. 39 Mad 670-refcrred to.
Saroda v. Lachmeeput, 14 M.I.A. 529-follotlJed.
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N. L. CHOWDHURY

CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE, ORDER
CLAUSE 13. LETTERS PATENT

393

397

21, RULE 58 (l},NOT SUBIECT TO

'CONCl'R:RENT TRANSFERS of A DECREE WHETHER PERMISSIBLE

381
397

COURT PASSING DECREE RETAI:"S CONTROL EVEN AFTER TRANSFER OF
SA)fE

397

CREDITOR'S APPLICATIO:oI TO BE BROUGHT ON SCHEDULE IN I:"SOLVENCY

-Limitation Act 1I0t applicable-Laches would bar remedy of
creditor. Held. tbat the Insolvency Acts were intended to be
complete ·Codes and to prescribe their own periods of limit~ti'1l1s
;:Ind that the Limit;:ltion Act does not aprl\'. Held, furtl1e r , that no
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period of limitation bdn):( prescribed for applications by creditors
to be brought on the scheduleof creditors, the matter was intended
to be lett t,) the discretion of the Insolvency Court. li eld,jlJrthcl',
that where the creditor has been l(uilty of unexplained delays
and laches, and his applkation fike! at a time \\'hen,ii the ordinary
rules of limitation appJy, the remedy would be time-barred, the
Court may refu~e to ~rant his appliC1lion. Bcrranashi Kocr v.
B1wlmdeb Chatterjee, 34 C.T....T. 167 ; Dan/odas y. /ltlacltand, 7
Born. 213 ; Rahmall Karim v. Abdul KaY/m, 34 Cal.t72 ;Sit4SlJbramaliio \'. Theethill/,pa,47 Mad. 170 ; Tiluck Singh \'. 1'arsol<111
Pro.'tad, 22 C~1. 924-referred to.
JBAN BAHADUR SINGH V. THE BAILIFF OF
COURT OF TOUNGOO . . . .

THE

DiSTRICT

384

CREDITOR'S REMEDIES ON RRFUSAL OF OFFICIAL ASSIGNEE To APPLY
TO AVOID TRANSFER IS BY WAY 01" ApPEAL TO COURT
DISPOSAL OF PROPERTY IN FORM of A GIFT, WHEN COl\STRUED AS A
WILL

371
359
397
381
371

DIvORC£. CHILD OF WHEN CAPABLE OF INHERITING
FILIAL RELATIONSHIP, WHAT AMOUNTS TO KEEPING UP OF
FIl\AL ADIUDICA'l'IOl\ OF RIGHTS. WHAT IS l\OT
GIFT wHEN CONST/H:ED AS A TESTAME:olTARY D1SPOSI'fION
INJU:,\,CTION WHETHER OBTAINABLE AGAI:olST TRESPASSER TO
TREES AND BI.:I(.l)!1':GS

375

RE~IOVE

404

IN-Selling asidc II tra1zsfer made by
admin'stra!ol'-·-PresidC1lcy·ToWll~llzsolvel/cy Act IIlI Of 1909),
section 1I0-Action under section 36(5)alld 56!,' be at the ins ·ance
of the Official As.,ignee-SectiJns .~6. 55 a1trl56 wl/ell!er appli,:tlble fo
adwiJl1stratioll ill in'olvency-III~oll'encyC)/Irl whet/IC1' c.llllpetcnt
to declare void transf~rs ill adlliinisiratioll m illsoll'C1tcy-Re11ledy
of (rerlitol' on Official A s:;igII ee l'efusini! to take a(l1on tv sd llside
transfcl· by insolvent-Section 86. Held, that transfers m~de by
the administrator of the estate which was administered in
insolvency can be set aside onl" under section 110 of the Pre3idency
Towns Insotve!lC y A':t. fIeld, furlher, that such transfers cannot
be set aside bv th..: Insolvenc\· CO~lrt und~r seetir,n 7, which is not
applicable to· admi nistratiOll in insoh'enc \ and that the only
remedy is by way ·,f a regular suit. Held. further. that action
nnder seclio ns 36 (5) and 56 of the Act must be taken by the
Official Assignee no creditor bdng competent to act. Held, that
jf the Official Assignee refuses to move to have the ;'·amfers set
a.icle the creditor's relief is by \Va\' of appeal to the Insolvency
Conrt under section 86 and not b\' way of an application fl)r leave
to apply to ha' e the transfer set a"id;:. Semble :-Secti ons '6, 55
and 56 of the Presidency. TOWllS Insoh'ency Act are pot app'icable
to administration in insolvency. Ex-parte Official R"c"iver l'e
Gould, 19 Q.B.D. 92; [11 re Surajmal, 26 C.W.N 80:1; Koll/apo/'c
v. Port Co III lIIissioners, 4 Ran. 157; ReHewitf, 15 QR.n. 15'·);
Sitaram v Haribcr.\'. 30 C.\V.:-J. 914; Tile Mercantile Brwk of
I./dill v. Tlte Offi;ial Assigllee, 39 Mad. 3::'0-referrcd to.
I:'\' THE MATTER OF THE ESTATE OF P.A. MOHA~IED GANY,

INSOLVENCY, AmiiNISTRATION

D~CEASED

INSOLVENCY COURT Il\COMPETENT TO VOID TRANSFERs ON AmllNISTI{ATION IN INSOLVENCY
lUDGMENT-Order under Rule 58 11) of nrder 21, Cillil Procedure Code
1I0t final adjudication of ri.!!ltts-:'et ters Palenr, clause 13 flrt
apf>lic'lble. Held, that an 0rder :md~r Hule 58 (1) of Order 21 of
the Chit Pro·:e·dure Code merelv decides that a certain summary
r('meety given by the Code is not available to the appell:1nt and
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375
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that accordingly it is not a final adjudication of the rights of the
partits. Held, that such an order does not amount 10 a judgment
within the meaning of clause 13 of the Letters Patent. Ma Than
Myint v. Maung Ba TIzei71, 4 Ran. 20 ; P. Al:dool Gafoor v. The
Official Assignee, 3 Ran. 605 ; Sabitri Thakumin v. Savi, 48 Cal.
. 4~1 : Yeo Eng Byan v. Be71g Seng & Co., 2 Ran 469-followed.
Sablzapathi CITettf v. Narayanasal7lf .Chetti, 25 Mad. 555-

dissent cd from.
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JAMAL JjROfHERS & CO.,LTD.

v.

381
384'

CHIP MOH & Co.

LACHES BAR REMEDY IN INSOAVENeY
LETTERSPATEt'T, CLAUSE 13, WHETHER APPLICABLE TO ORDER
RULE 58 (1), CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE
•••
•••.
LEX LOCI eONTRACTLS, WHAT IS IN MARRIAGES BETWEEN
l:SUDDHIST AND BUR~IESE HUDDHIST

21,

381

CHINESE

MANDATORY INJUNCTION, BREACH OF AN OBLIGATION 1\ECESSARY FOR A

406·
384·
404·

MARRIAGE BETWEEl\ CHINESE BUDDHIST AND A BURMESE
TilE LAW APPLICABLE TO

400

LIMITATION ACT 1\OT APPLICABLE fO PROC'EEDINGS IN INSOLVENCY...

PARTlEs!TO THE SUIT, wHO ARE. Ut\DER SECTION
CODE

BUDDHIST,

47, CIVIL PROCEDURE
393

PRESIDENCy-Tow1\S INSOLVENCY ACT, SECTIONS 36 (5) AND 56, ACTIOI';
(;NDER, TO BE AT THE INSTANCE OF THE OFFICIAL ASSIGNEE

375:

ACT, SECTIONS 36, 55 AND
WHETHER APPLlCABU; To ADMINISTRATION 1/\ It'SOLVENCY

375·

P~ESIDEl\CY-TOWl\s INSOLVENCY

56

100
PIWVINCIAL SMALL CAUSE ('OUIlTs AcT (IX 01<' 1887), S.Il:COIW
PRESmENCy-ToWNS INSOLVENCY ACT, SECTION

375>

SCHEDULE, ARTICLE 31-511it f01' accounts, wllat ;s-SzlflforProdllce
Of land taken by defendatlt 01' it s value is riot a'll accounts SititSuch sllft does 1z0t come ~cit'lin Article 31. Held, that Ariclt 31,

Second Schedule of the Provincial Small Cause Courts ACt contemo
plates suits ill the nature of suits f61r an account, Held, that a
suit for produce of land taken by defendant or its value specified
in the plaint is not a suit in the nature Of ' an accounts suit and
is of a small cause nature. Antone v.lI1ahadev Anant, 25 Born.
85 ; Maul1f!, Tun E v. Malmg Shwe Tha, 4 U.B.R. 83: Ramasami
Reddi v. Altthi Lakshmi Animal, 24 Mad. 502; Savarimuthu v.
dithllrusu Rowth.r, 25 Mad. 103-dissen.tedfrom. KUn}o Behary
Sit/gh v, Madlwb Chandra Ghose,!23 Cal. 884-followed.
1\IAUKG HLA DIt' 11. MAUNG KYAW GALE
SEP.~I~ATE L1\'J/\G

388'
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SPECIFIC REtlEf' ACT (l OF

18ii i , SECTIO~S 54 Al\D 55-Ma.l1datory

injl/I/ctitm tc'hetiler obtaillalle agaillst trespasser to nnlovc trees
Planted and bllildings I'llt lip-BreaCh of an obligation necessary
for reti,:f. The defendant, ;t11eged to be a trespasser on the
plaintiff's land, had planted rubber trees and erected a hut on a
portion of the land. On the plaintiff filing a suit for a mandatory
injunction directing the remo\ al of the trees and the hut. Held,
that the case was !Terely one of trespass and "s there w<.s no
obligation on the part of the defendant to l'erform the acts
'prayed for, a suit for a mandatory injunction would not lie.
EWIK SIIAUK \VA V. U Po NYUN ,...
WIl; S, WHEN GIFTS A~lOUNT TO •••
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supposed interest of the husband in tayin or lettetp'l1.'a
1927
.....,...
property which had been solei in execution, andMA PAING
not the property as a whole. So far as this defect M:~NG
in the answers is concerned I think that it may s:::;:~:;
be left to. the Bench which will decide the appeal .OTHERS.
to apply to the facts of the particular case the HEALD, J.
general rules which we have laid down. Those
general rules are not complete answers to th e questions
referred because it has been necessary to use the word
II ordinarily" in all of them.
Cases may possibly arise
in which it may be held that the ,debt is not a partner"1hi p debt. Such cases will probably be few since it
seemS clear that under Burmese Buddhist law a
husband and wife are partners in practically all the
aCtivities of their married life, but if they should arise'
,they will, I think, fall outside the scope of the rules
Pas I have stated them. Since the debt will hot be
padnershipdebt it will not be recoverable out of
'1he partnership' property, but would ordinarily be
-recoverable out ·of the separate property of the partner
who incurred it. But in my order of rdefence' I
suggested that the provisions of Burmese Buddhist law
which contemplate the separate ownership of property
by a husba;nd or wife during the subsistence of th.e
marriage refer to two kinds of property which no longer
exist. If that view is correct, then it would appear
that there is now no provision in Burmes.e Buddhist
law for the separate ownership of property by either
husband or wife, and that aU property held by them or
by either ofthem is property of the marriage. It would
-seem to follow that there is no property out of which
a debt due by. the husband or wife personally and
notasa partner 'can be satisfied during the subsistence
of the marriage. My brother Chari meets that
difficulty by sugg·esting that the provisions.of Order 21,
Rule 49, might be applied in such a case., but there are
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imposes on the husband and wife liabilities established
by custom in regard to their property out of which
. they cannot contract themselves by agreement at the
time of their .marriage. The introduction of the
.remedy prescribed by Order 21, .Rule4Q, would be a
negation of the principie on which our general concIusion$ are based that joint property is indiv·isible during
marriage, its application would 'be difficult and would
frequently involve the party whose share was not sold
'in great ha-rds:hip .and unnecessarylit-igation ; it would
prdbab;ly allow a spendthrift husband 'byabogus
aliefla'tion of a·· small part of his payin to realise his
sbareof the101nt property ; finally it ·would act
inequitably by lowering the value of .the share of the
panner -whose share 'Was not saM ··up.

MA PAING
'II•

l\(AUNG

S~WE HPAW
AND .EWHT
OTHERS.

D?YLE,

J.

APPELLATE ·CIVIL.
BelO1'e Mr. Justice Prat.talld Mr. Justice Mya Bu.

MA TINU

v.
'MA MA THAN

AND TWO.

1927

*

Buddhist Law-Illheritance-Child of dil'orcell parents-Child lilJing with
. mater1lal'gratldmother-Separate lilJing not SUfficient to exclude-Main.
tetSance of filial relationship.
The parents of the plaintiff separated without effecting a formal dil'orce,
Later the mother remarried bat the father did not remarry. The plaintiff did
not live with either parent after the divorce but lived wi,th her maternal grand.
mother, who was a cousin of her paternal grandmother. She used ~ visi t her
-father occasionally and expressed ber willingness to live with her cather, if .her
. grandmother agreed. Her father used to give her Fmall money presents.
Held, that separate living would nd be sufficient in itself·to exclude the
plaintiff from her father's inheritance
Held, further. that she not havin~ go.le away with her motherinto her new
-family, and having yisited her father and there being no proof of rupture of
relationship, either by partition of property or filial neglect, the plaintiff was
not exch:ded from inheritance to her father.
• Civil Fir$t Appeal No, 84 of 1926 (at Mandalay).

Feb. 14.
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Kyu v. Zan Pyu, P.J. 299; Ma Pon v. Naung To Chon, U.B.R. (189'7"01)
II, 116; 1IIa SCil1 Nyo v. Ma [{ywe. U.B.R. l1892·96) lI. 159; jl-la. Shwe 'Ge
v. Nga LOll. S.J. 296; Ma 1'i v . .'tIa Gale. 6 L.B.R. 167 ; Mi San Mra Ri v. Mi
Than Da U, 1 L.U.R. 161; Mi Thaik v. ·Ma Tu. S.J. 184-referred to.
Maung Dwe v. Khoo Hatmg Sflei'l, 3 Han. ·29 ; ,MOU'lg Sein Thwe v. ·Ma
Shwe Yr, 10 L.H.R.397-fol1owed.
U Tha Gywe, Conflict of Laws, Part II-referred to.

·A. C..Mukerjee-for the Appellant.
·N. M.Muketjee-for the Respondents ..
PRATT, J.-Plaintiff Ma Tin V,a -minor, sued by
her next friend the Pinya Minthami, ,her maternal
grandmother, for possession of immc..veableproperty
being the estate of her deceased father Ma-ungHla
Baw.
The legitimacy of plaintiff, her right to in herit,and
the fact that the suit properties belonged to Maung Hla
Baw were challenged and in issue.
The trial Court found that plaintiff was the
legitimate daughter of deceased,but that she was the
child of divorced parents, who hCldgone with her
mother's family and was nottherefore entitled to inherit.
The Court further found that the suit property
belonged to and was in possession of first defendant.
The suit was accordingly dismissed.
There can be no doubt on the 'evidence thatt'he
finding that Ma 'rin V was the legitima'hdssue oJ Maung
Hla Baw and Ma Nyo Nyo, born in lawful wedlock, is
correct. The evidence shows that Mating Hla Baw
and Ma Nyo Nyo eloped and a few days later .fir.st
defendant Ma Ma Than, mother of Maung Hla :Baw
approached the Pinya Minthami with 'a'viewto the
union being regularised by marriage.
The Minthami agreed ; butstipnlated that 'there
should be no elaborate ceremony,and :the ;young
couple took up their .residenceat the ;house<:ifnrst
defendant, where pIaintiffwasborna·bolit two'years later.
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It is. clear that there was a valid. wa.n:iage, and
as the learned District Judge pointed out no ceremony
1S necessary under Buddhist law.
The reason for the absence of ceremony was clef\rly
that the bride's mother was not pleased with the match!
but accepted the position, as the contracting parties had
forced her hand by an elopement. It is obvious that had
there been no marriage defendant would not hav~
countenanced her son living with Ma Nyo Nyo in
ller house or even in a separate house in her compound.
The m,ost difficult point in the case i~ wheth~r
under the circumstances Ma Tin U has forfeited her
right of inheritance.
There are a large number of reported cases on the
nght of the children of divorced parents to inherit, but
in none are the circumstances similar to those of the
present casco .
There was no formal divorce.
Ma Nyo Nyo left her husband, apparently· because
she and her mother-in-law could not agree, and took
her child with her. This did not itself constitute
a divorce.
Plaintiff and her mother Ii \'ed \\,jth Pinya Minthami.
l' hey went to India with the Minthami, and resided
with her at Ratnagiri for three years.
They returned to MandalaY.and aboqt three years
later the Minthani look plaintiff to live with her at
Syriam leaving Ma Nyo Nyo at Mandalay.
Somewhere about this time, apparently in 19l6,
Ma Nyo Nyo married a second husband ..
This marriage operat.ed as a divorce and dissolved the
marriage tie betwe~n Ma Nyo Nyo and Maung RIa Baw.
Plaintiff did not go with ber motbt=r on her remarriage,
and n~ver lived with her thereafter, but always with the
maternal grandmother, the Pinya Minthami.
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Plaintiff used to visit her father occasionally in
Mandalay and received small monetary presents from
him.
Her mother died, when she was 14, and she came
to Mandalay for the funeral.
Her father came and saw plaintiff aud asked her to
Ii, e with him. She told him she would ld him.
know after the funeral.
Her paternal grandmother sent for her and advised
her to live with her (plaintiff's) father, and plaintiff
expressed her willingness, but asked her to obtai n her
maternal grandmother's consent.
Apparently this step was never taken. Plaintiff.
returned to her grandmother at Syriam, and lived with
her till her father's death in 1925.
In the interval she paid a visit. to Mandalay and
been to ~·ee her father, who gave hera small money
present
The learned District Judge seems to have. been of
opinion that the marriage between Mating Hla Baw
and Ma Nyc> Nyo was dissolved as from the time of
the final rupture between them, and tl'lat is why he
held that plaintiff went with her mother or her mother's
family.
But it is clear that there was no divC>l"ce in law, until
the further act of volition by Ma Nyo Nyo, when she
took a second husband.
As already pointed out plaintiff did not live with her
mother after the divorce, and it should be noted that
her maternal grandmother with whom she lived, was a
cousin ·0£ Maung Hla Baw's· ·mother.
Mauug Hla Baw never set up a separat.e household
after his wife' left him and did not remarry.
. The rule for partition of property and children on
d,ivorce of separation by mutual consent is given in the
Manugye, Book XU, Chapt.erlII.
.
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There is an equal partition of property, the father
takes the male children and the mother the female.
H is clear that at ~hat time the children. were regarded
as chattels, absolute property of the parents, whose
right to sell them is recognised.
This is not in accordance with modern ideas, but
the general rule holds good that on divorce the sons
follow the father and the daughters their mother, and
ordinarily lose the right of inheritance from the parent
with whom they .cease to live.
In the early case of Mi Thaik v. AIa Til. (1 ) it was held
by the Judicial Commissioner, Lower Burma, that, where
. ~ husband and wife divorced by mutual consent, and
the young daughter remained in her mother's house and
the house of her mother's husband till her father's
death, and did not renew filial connection with her
bther, and there was no special contract to the contrary
at the time of the divorce, the dau,e;hter was not entitled
to a share of tht:: joint property acquired by the father
and the second \\ lfe. A similar view was taken in
ltf a Shlre Ge v. Nga Lan (2).
In Ba Kyu v. Zan Pyu (3), however, Aston, J.e., held
that the fact that the son after the divorce of his parents j
live during his minority with his mother did not deprive:
him of the right to a share in his father's estate, for
whic'l lie sued, when he was still a minor.
Thi." ruling is in favour of pllintiff's. claim in the
presen t. su i t.
In Ma Sein Nyo v. Ma Ky·lt:e (4), howevtr, Burgess,
J.e., held that a daughter, who had gone with her
mother on divorce and remained with her, when she
was remarried, was not entitled to inherit her father's
estate in the absence of. any conduct on the father's
(1) SJ, 184.
(2) s,J. 296.

3) P.J 299.
(4) U.B.R \1892-96) II, p. 1'9.
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part indicating an intention to regard her as one
of his heirs.
In the later Upper Burma case of Ma Pon v. Maung
Po Chan (5), a similar view was taken. In both these
cases the failure of the daughter to: maintain filial.
relations with her father was one of the main grounds
for deciding against her right to inherit.
In the later case it was remarked by the learned
Judicial Commissioner, that the intention of the law
seems to be, that on divorce separate households should
be constituted and that the· members of each household
should not retaifli the right of sharing in the estate of
the other. The drctum of Mr. Jardine in Mi Thaik'scase
(l}, that the' principle applied to an adopted son runs
more or less through the whole law of inheritance was
quoted with approval.
The view of Aston, J.C., in Ba Kyu v. Zan Pyu. (3),
was dissented from, however, by a Bench of the Chief
Court of Lower Burma, in Mi San Mra Ri v. MiThan Da
U (6). In that case the facts were that a son amd
daughter lived with their mother after she hac]' been
divorced from their father.
T het'e was division of property at the time of the
divorce an;d further property was assigned to the children. At the time oBhe divorce the children were six and
eight years of age, and were eleven and thirteen, when
the father died. They did not and could not of their
own accord renew filial relations with their father.
Their father took an a.clive interest in their education
and helped towards their support. He did not take
them into his own family.
.
It was held that bothchil.dren were excluded from
inheriting the father's estate.
It should be noted that in that case nol only was
there a division of property on divorce but property was
(5) U.B.R.

H~l;l7·01)

II, P H6.

(ll) 1 L.B.R. 161.
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assigned to their children, whereas in the present case
there was no division of property, and no provision for
the daughter,nor did the daughter join her mother's
fa,roily after divorce.
It was remarked by Birks, J., in Mi San Mra ~i that
the family tie is severed by divorce, and the rights of
ti:J.e children of a divorced pair seem .to depend upon the
arrangements made at the time of the divorce as to
which branch; of the two families they shall belong to.
The children while minors are bound by the choice
pf their parents, but if brought up by their mother, as
is usually the case, they can r~join the father'sfamily,
\\(hen they attain years of discretion..
.' The value of Copleston, J.'s judgment in that case is
diminished by the fact that it is based upon a mis.
translation of the passage at the end of Manugye,
Book X, which ltd him to state that the children of
separated parents are included among those children
who cannot inherit.
Itispointed outby U ThaGywe at page 191, Volume
II of his Conflict of Authority that the correct translation is "children, who ha\'e separated" and not" the
children of separated pa.rents," and as a matter of fact
the children of divorced parents are not included among
the children not entitled to inherit in the MatlUgye.
In the latter case of Ma Yi v. MaungGole(7), it was
held that the marriage of parents who had separated
was dissolved when the wife remarried, and that
children lose the right to inherit the property of the
parent who has abandoned them unless filial relations
are resumed. It was further held that it is the will of
the parents which decides the disposition of the
children.
The general principles are plain.
(7) 6 L.H.R. 167.
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When there is a divorce the children ordinarily go
with one or other of the parents and lose the right to
inherit from the parent with whom they cease to live,.
unless they maintain or resume filial relations with that
parent.
As pointed out by U Tha Gywe a divorce of the
parents does not per se extinguish the fights of inhtritance of their children.
It is a question of continuance or discontinuance
of filial relations after the divorce '''''hlch is ·the deciding factor in all such cases. lConflict, Volume II,.
page 125.)
On consideration of the passages in Manugye
dealing with the subject, and the principles enunciated
in the various rulings cited, it seems to me impossible
to hold that Ma Tin U has forfeited her right of
inheritance under the peculiar circumstances in
evidence.
.
Plaintiff's mother Ma Nyo Nyo left her hus.band
Maung Hla Baw voluntarily taking her infant. child
with her. There was no formal divorce..
When subsequently Ma Nyo Nyo contrackd a
second marriage her action ipso facto dissolved the
first marriage, but she did not at that tiu1e take her
daughter with her into her ~econd husband's hous-e.
Ma Tin U was already at· the time not living with
her mother, but with lier maternal grandmother.
There can be no doubt that the arrangement was one
which suited both parents.
Ma Nyo Nyo did not want to take the child into
her new household, whilst Maung Hla Baw had
no separate household and doubtless dId not want
the trouble of bringing up a small daughter. The
child's maternal grandmother was his mother's cousin
and loohd upon as an aunt from the Burmese point
of view. The father would naturally regard the
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Minthami as a suitable guardian for his daughter.
The fact that after the mother's death Maung Hla Baw
asked plaintiff to come to live with him and that his
mother made the same suggestion indicates that there
was no rupture of filial relations. The girl's reply
that her grandmother's consent should be obtained
was very natural. She had been living with her
gr:lndmother from infancy and was still a minor.
Maung Hla Baw's failure to ask the grandmother's
consent cannot be construed as indicating a severance
of paternal relations. There is no reason to doubt
that plaintiff again visited her father and maintained
filial relations with him.
The probability is that Maung Hia Baw, a widower,
did not care to take the responsibility of having his
daughter to live with him till she attained her majority,
and was of opinion that her maternal grandmother
was the right person to take care of her during her
minority.
Mere living apart under the circumstances cannot
be considered unfilial conduct on the part of the
minor.
As observed in Maung Sei1t Thu.'e v. Ma Sh'llle Yi (8)
[quoted with approval by their Lord~hips of the Privy
Council in Maung Du:e v. Khoo Haung Shein (9)],
" mere separate re~idence does not nowildays and by
itself prove or even set up an inference of a breach
of filial relations- such as would deprive a child of
his rights."
This is not a case where on divorce the father
abandoned his child, and she v,ent to live with her
mother and joined the new family.
She has been throughout in what might be
described as neutral guardianship.
(8) 10 L.B.R. 397.

(9) (1925) 3 Ran. 29.
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I would hold therefore that plaintiff did maintain
filial relations wiith her father and was entitled to
inherit his estate..
It remains to be considered whether the properties
in suit be-longed to the estate of Maung Hla' Baw.
There is no question that fiItst defendant Ma Ma
Than and her' children, Maung Hla Baw,.deceased and
the 2n~ and 3rd defendants, ex~cuted a. deed of
~ettlement dividing up her property between them
and herself and that the suit property fell to the
s.mare of Maung Hla Baw under that settlement.
Delivery of possession was not necessary to make
title pass.
. The learned District Judge's reasons f?r holding
~hat the property did not pass to Maung RIa Baw
are not sustainable.
.
He remarks that 'e the circumstances under which
the d~ed of settlement came to be executed and
registered indicate that Ma Ma Than was worried
by an undutiful son l\hung Ba Sin and in order to get
rid of him she signed and registered the deed of
settlement. Further Ma Ma Than says, and I see no
reason to do.ubt it that Maung Hla Baw refused his
share saying that the distribution had been inequitable."
The mere fact that Ma Ma Than divided up her
property amongst her children, reserving a share for
herself in order to escape the importunities of a son
who was clamouring for his share, does not invalidate the settlement. The e\'iderce shows that the
document was made after mature consideration and
signed by all parties including Maung Hia Baw.
Ma Ma Than was clefendant and her statement that
Maung Hla Baw refused his share is not worthy of
credit. There was every reason on the contrary to
doubt it.
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Ma Ma Than was a notably untruthful witness.
When called upon to produce the deed of settlement
she filed a statement (at page 21 of the tnal record)
in which she said that she tore it up, because Maung
Hla Baw was dissatisfied with his share and refused
to' accept it. In her evidence she stated (page 52
reverse) the detd \x,·as cancelled in the following
Thadingyut by mutual consent, and later on deposed,
(/ I have looked for the deed but I could not find it."
Obviously no reliance can be placed on her statement that Mating RIa Saw refused his'share.
There is no document alleged to be in existence
cancelling the settlement.
The second defendant admitted that Maung Hla
Bawobtained possession of his share.
, It is noteworthy that in all the maps filed by
plaintiff, with the exception of one, the name of
Maung Hla Baw appears after his mother's, and in
the exception is the name of the original owner.
, His clear that the legal title to the suit property
Was vested in Maung Hla Saw.
Plaintiff as daughter is sole heir as against the
parent, brother and sister.
I would set aside the decree of the lower Court
and grant plaintiff a decree as prayed with costs 10
both Courts.
Bu, J.-The divorce, between Maung Hla
Baw, ;and Ma Nyo Nyo was brought about by the
latter's second marriage after desertion for more than
the .prescribed period of one year. It was effected
.by operation of law. There was no express arrange.
mentas to who should take Ma Tin V, the only child
-of the marriage. Even before the second marriage,
Ma Tin U lived with Ma Nyo Nyo's mother, the
Pinya Minfham'i, who was the first cousin of IvIaung
MYA
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Hla Baw's mother. While they were Hving at Syriam
Ma Nyo Nyo c.ontracted the second marriage at
V.
MAMA
Mandalay and subsequently died tjlere during that
. THAN
coverture without ever having got Ma Tin U to live
AND TWO.
with her.
MYA Bu,I.
While the evidence is silent as to :friendly ,relations
between Ma Tin U and her mother after the second
marriage, it shows that such relation.s subsisted
between her and her father after the mother's death.
The ordinary conception of a child beiRg taken
by one ,parent and abando:Jed by th~otner at -the
time,or inconsequence of, theirdivorc.e is 'entirely
<lobsent, and the circumstances show that :if :Ma Tin
U was abandoned byonc ,of her parents that parent
was Ma NyoNyo. This takes the relation ;between
Ma Tin U and Maung Hla Baw outo£ the .purview of
the case in Ma Yi v. Ma' Gale (1), in 'which divorce
between the parents having beeneffeded ~by separation for more than the prescribed periods and their
respective remarriages the child was taken and bro;"ught
up by one parent in the new family under circumstances justitying the inference of abandonmeht by
the other. As in this case it is impossible to conceive
that there ever was a severance of filial relations
between Maung Hla Baw and Ma Tin Ueither before,
or at the time of, or after, the divorce,-mere separa4:c
residence per se not being such severance, [vide
MaulIg Seil~ Thwe v. Ma Shwe Yi (2) and Maung
Dwe and others v. Khoo Haung Sein and others (3)],
there is no ground for requiring her to show resumption of filial relations between her and her father.
I concur in the view of my learned brother that
the plaintiff-appellant never lost her right of inheritance in her father's estate. She is clearly the only
descendant of Mating Hia Baw and is therefore his
MA TIN U

(1) 6 L.B.R. 167.

(2) 10 L.B.H. 397.

(3) (1925) 3 Ran. 29.
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sale heir. As Maung Hla Baw had acquired legal
title to the property in suit at tbe time of his death
the plaintiff-appellant is entitled to a decree as prayed
for in her plaint.
I agree that this appeal be allow{:d and de~ree
of the lower Court be set aside and pJaintiff's suit
decreed with costs throughout.
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APPELLATE CIVIL
Before ·Mr. Judice .pratt an.lMr. Justice Mya Bu.

MAUNG THU· -1(A:AND ONE

v.
U THUNANDA AND ONE.*
Buddhist Law-Disposal of propert y by a document, in form asofg;ft, u'hetlter
a1td when void as being testamentary in nat tiro-Deferring the vestingo!
the proPerty till tile death of settlor.
Where a document by which property was disposed of under the guise of
eed of gift or trust was in reality an attempt to dispose of the owner's
perty after death in order to defeat the operation of the ordinary laws of
tritance, Iteld,that the document.being a will is void ifexeculed by aptJrson
:~jectto the Buddhist law•

. . ::..<

;'M~::.=~:g~~:;i~::n;;~-f';::':ppellanIS.
Antler-for 1st Respondent.

PRATT AND MYA Bu, JJ.-Plaintiff, U Tbunanda,
a Buddhist monk, sued for a declaration of title with
regard to certain trust property, a bou::.e and land,
for possession, mesne profits and a decree for adminis·
tration of the trust by himself or by the Court.
The property originally belon.gecl to Ma Shin, a
Burmese Buddhist lady who died in ! 924.
* Civil First Appeal No. 49 of 1926 (at Mandalay).
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On the 2nd March 1916 Ma Snincxecuted the
MAUNG
document Exhibit B, which was stamped and
THU KA
AND ONE
registered, in favour of U Wimala,a Buddhist
u TH;~:A:NDA monk.
AND ONE.
By the document Ma Shin purported to. make ;oVer'
PRATT AND the suit property with possession to UWimala, as ,a
MYA BU. JJ. pious offering, with the direction lhatafter her death
he will sell the house and land and with Rs. 2,000
of the sale proceeds payRs. 1,000 to her sister Me
Ni, Rs. 500 to her daughter-iwlaw Ma Shin, and
Rs. 500 to Ma Pyu, mother of Ma'Shin.
The balance of the sale proceeds is to be devoted
to building a pagoda.
'Unfortunately U Wi mala died before he could
carry out the directions in, the document and was
succeeded by U Thunanda the present plaintiff. ,
According to U Thunanda, U Wimala was in
possession of the suif prqperty and made it ov~r to
him as his successor in the monastery. .
",
On the 30th March 1920 Ma Shin executed a
fresh document Exhibit'C in favour of plaintiff.. "
The document recites that U Wimala'died on the
27th July 1917, that before his death he made over
his properties including the house' and land 'in' 'Suit
with possession to his senior disciple U. Thunanda
and that Ma Shio desires for a second time to make
a charitable gift with possession of the house and
land. She announces her intention to use and occupy
the property during her lifetime, and directs that
on her death U Thunanda is to have it sold,glve
Rs. 1,500 to the mother of Ma Shin, .(which is altered
to Rs. 1.;000 in a latter portion of the document) and
devote the balance of the sale proceeds to erection
of a pagoda.
'
The learned District Judge framed an issue as to
whether theE~hjbits Band ;C Were 'an the face of
1927
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them \vills and found that they were not. He held
1927
th4't they v\'ere outright gifts subject to conditions MAUNG
THU KA
that they were irrevocable, vesting the land in the AND ONE
donees immediately, subject to the retentiun of a life u TH;~ANDA
interest by the donor,
and were not wills.
AND ON.E.
.
. .
---. It is to be regrtUed that the J\ldge did not frame PRATT AND
the issue somewhat differently in view of h~s finding MVA Bu, JJ.
that it was clear that Ma Shin was trying to dispose
of her property after her death to prevent the operation of the ordinary laws of inheritance, and that
the two deeds fulfil the definition of a wiI! given
in section 2 (h) of the Succession Act.
.
This is tantamount to a finding that the documents
a,r:e p1'ima facie wills, and the Judge would have been
~ved this apparent contradiction, had he framed the
issue in the form" Are Band C documents of a
testamentary nature."
The two documents must also be taken separately.
The first, Exhibit B, is clearly not a gift. It professes
to make over possession to U Wimala, but gives him
no personal interest therein, the only directions being
for the di,~posal of the property after the death of
Ma Shin. At its most favourable construction the
document creates a trust and makes U Wimala a
t.rusee. . The lower Court was wrong in sayiijg that
Ma Shin retained a life interest under Exhib~t B.
There is no such provision.
The document is, however, obviously a will under
the guise of a deed of gift or trust an.d as the lower
Court saw was an attempt to dispose of the owner's
property after death in order to defeat the operation
of the ordinary laws of inheritance. Regarded as a
trust deed it ceased to have any effect on the death
of the trustee.
If it be regarded as of the nature of a will, then
it was invalid.
.
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Exhibit C is of a similar nature. It gives instrucMAUNG[' tions for the disposal of the property after Ma Shin's

d eat,
h b ut a It h oug h It
. pro £esses to give possesslOn to U
UTH;~ANDA Thunanda, it reserves the right of use and occa pation
AND ONE.
to Ma Shin during her lifetime. It is clear that the
PRATT AND real possession throughout remained with Ma Shin.
MYA Bu, JJ.
T
I t IS not a d ee d 0 f glof t f or t 1le p6ngYi
he (acumen
gets nothing but symbolical possession of the property,
and on the death of Ma Shin he has to 9ispose of the
property in accordance with her directions, himself
receiving no benefit from the estate.
It is in form a deed of trust but is in effect a
will. It complies exactly with the terms of the definition of will in the Succession Act, namely 'I the
legal declaration of the intention of a testator with
respect to his property, which he desires to be carried
into effect after his death."
It is obviously a deliberate attempt to evade the
ordinary Buddhist law of inheritance and as such
invalid.
The attention of the District Court does not appear
to have been drawn to the case of Ma Thin Myaing
v. !IIaung Gyi (1), where the facts are, very similar.
In that case the partid were Buddhists and a
mother made a gift of land by deed of sale to three
of her five children, subject to a condition that the
gift was to take effect on her death. It was held
that the gift was void, as tit was in effed a disposition of property by will, though under the guise of'
a gift.
,
On the view taken by us of the dbcuments plaintiff's
suit was bound to fail.
\Ve set aside the finding and decree of the District
Court and dismiss the suit with cos~s in both Courts in
fa\1our of the appellant-defendants.
THU KA

0

AND ONE

0

(IJ (1923) 1 Ran. 351.
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Before Mr. Justice Chari.
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IN THE MATTER OF THE ESTATE OF
P. A. MOHAMED GANNY, DECEASED. *

Mar. 9.

IJ1so1"ency. ad"ministration in-Setting aside a transfer made byadmillistl'fl_
tor-Presidency-Towns Inselvency Act (llI of1909), sectiol: 110-Actioll
finder sectiolls 36 (5) L1l1d 56 to be at the insftl1lee of the Official A~sign,e-:'
Sections 36, 55 and 56 'whether aPPlicable to administration in insolvency
-Insolvency Court whether comPelent to declare void Itransfers in admi.
nistration in insolvency-Remedy of creditor on Official Assignee refusing
to take fiction to set aside tmnsfer by insolvent-Section 86
Hdd, that transfers made by the administrator of the estate which was
administered in insolvencr l;an be set aside only under section 110 of the
Presidency Towns Insohency Act.
Held, further, that ~uch transfers cannot be set aside by the Insolvency
'Court under section 7, which is not applicable to administralior. in insolvency
and tliat the only remedy is by way of a regular suit.
Held. furt her, that action under sections 36 (5) and 56 of the Act mllst be
1aken by the Official Assignee, no creditor being competent to act.
IIeld. that if the Official Assignee refuses 1:0 move to have the transfers
.set aside the cre:litor's relief is bi way of appeal to the Insohency Court under
section 86 and not by way of an application for leave to apply to have the
transfer set aside.
Semble :-Sections 36." 55 and :;6 of the Presidency Towns Insolvency Act
are not applicable to administration in insolvency.

Ex-parte Officil'l Recerver re GOltld,19 Q.B.D.92 j Itt reSuraJmal, 26 C.W.N.
-803 ; Kolilapore v. Port COmmissioners,4 Ran. 157; Re Hewitt, 15 Q.E.D.
"""159 ; Sdaram v. Haribax, 30 C.W.N. 914 j The Mercantile Bank of India v.
The Official Assignee, 39 Mad. 350-referred to.

Balker-for the petitioning creditor.

t
I
!

CHARI, J.-The matter before me for disposal is
an application by one S.P.S.T.M. Myappa Chettyar
for leave to apply to this Court to set aside a sale
deed. A perusal of the proceedings shows that the
petitioning creditor has been extremely ill-advised and
has from the very beginning misconc~ived his remedies.
The facts are as follows: P. A. Mohamed Ganny died
• Insolvency Case No. 92 of 1925.
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in September 1923. One Abdul Rahman obtained
letters of administration to his estate. On the 20th
May 1925, by which time it may be reasonably assumed
M~H~~~~ that the estate had beel1. fully. administered, the
GAXNY.
petitioning creditor filed an application to this Court
CHARI,J.
for the administration of the estate of the deceased in
insolvency. To support an application for this purpose
it is unnecessary to allege any act of insolvency and it
is sufficient if the yourt is satisfied that it isreasonably
probable that the" estate of the deceased is insufficient
to meet the debts of the deceased. The petitioning
creditor, however, al~eges an act of insolvency in his
application and strangely' th act alleged is not the act
of the deceased, who stands in the position of the
insolvent, but a transfer of immoveable property by the
administrator, presumably in the course of the administration. The object of the application is perfectly
obvious and it is not to get the assets left by the
dE:ceased rateably distributed since the assets had by
that time disappeared but to get this particular transfer
of property dated the 23rd March 1925 set aside. I
cannot imagine, for reasons which I shall shortly give,
a more absurd course than the one pursued by the
'petitioning creditor, a procedure which is entirely
ineffective for the purpose he had in view. The proper
thing for him to do is to avoid the transfer under
section 90 of the Probate and Administration Act which
was then is force, if the transfer was effected without
leave of the Court, and if it was effected with such leave
but the proceeds had been misapplied, to file a suit for
maladministration against the administrator joining
therein his sureties. However that may be,on the 7th
of July 1925 an order was passed by this Court for the
administration of the estate of the deceased in insolvency, On the 3rd of November 1925 the petitioning
creditor applied for the examination of two persons
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under section 36 of the Presidency-Towns Insolvency
1927
Act. That application ought to have been rejected as IN THl!:
•
MATTER of
~echon 36 of the Act does not apply to cases where the THE ESTATE
estate of a deceased person is being administered in ~~H~~~~
insolvency. (So held in England in respect of sections GiNNY.
1.7 and 125 of the Bankruptcy Act of 1883, corres· CHARI, J.
ponding to seCtions 36, 108 and 109 of the Presidency·
Towns Insolvency Act. Re He'witt (1) and see Kolhapore v. Port Commissioners (2). See also as to the weight
to be attached to the English rulings in these cases The
Mercantile Bank of India, Ltd. v. The Official A~si~nee,
Madras (3). The I Ilsolvency Registrar did not
notice the distinction between an ordi!)ary insolvency
and the administration of the estate of a deceased
person in insolvency and issued summons to the
persons mentioned in the application. Certain wit'nesses were as a matter of fact examined. The
advocate of the petitioning creditor then asked the
'Official Assignee to take steps to set aside the transfer
-under section 56 of the Act. The OffiCial Assignee
after careful consideration refused to do so by a letter
-dated 3rd January 1927, The Official Assignee concludes that letter by saying: II It is open to your dient
-to take proceedings himself." This means nothing
-and cannot give th~ petitioning creditor a right which
the law has not given him. On the 12th January 1927
the petitioning c.reditor filed an application to the Court
to annul the sale dated the 23rd of March 1925. That
applicatiori is headed as being made under sections 56
and 360£ the Act. Under neither section is it open to
-a creditor to £lie such an application. Section 36 (5)
-specifically provides that the Court may act" on the
:application of the Official Assignee " while section 56
makes the payments and transfers referred to in that

-

(1) i5 O;B.D; 159.

(2) (192614 Jlan.1S7.
(3) (1916) 39 Mad. 350.
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section tl faudulent and void as against -the Official
IN THE
Assignee " and clearly contemplates the avoidance of
MATTl&R OF
•
•
THE ESTATE such transfers and payments by the Official Assignee
~~i'A:;;D [see In re SU1'ajmal (4) and Sitaram v. Hm'ibax (5)].
CANNY.
On my pointing out to the learned advocate that
CHARI, T.
snch an application does not lie, he withdrew the same
and in view probably of an obiter contained in the:
judgment of Mr. Justice Greayes in Surajmal's case
files the present application praying the Court. togrant him leave to apply for getting the sale dated the
23rd March 1925 set aside.
There is more than one objection to the entertainment of this application and each, of them is fataL
Firstly, though there are no direct Indian rulings on thepoint, it is a matter of extreme doubt whether sections
36, 55 and S6 of the Act apply to caSes where the
estate of a deceased is being administered in insolvency. There are two English rulings which show
that sections 36 and 55 of the Act are inapplicable
rRe Hewitt (1) and Ex-parte Official Receil'er l'eGould (6)] and by parity of reasoning section S6 is
equally inapplicable. Secondly, both sections 55 and
56 of the Act refer to the avoidance of payments
and transfers made by the insolvent himself, who,.
if there ,s any insolvent at all in such. cases, must
be deemed to be P. A. Mohamed Ganny, the;
deceased. They have no application to a transfer
made bya persoll other than the insolvent.. Moreover
there is a special section, 110 of the Act, dealing
with transfers by legal representatives, obviously because
the other sections are clearly inapplicable. In cases;
of transfers or payment by the h:gal representative of
a deceased, the first clause of sect·ion 110 makes such
1927

\4).26 C.W.N. 803 .
. (6J 19Q;B.p:n.
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representative liable to the Official Assignee when the
19.27
payment or tra~sfer:' has been made after notice OfI;;;;E
presentation of application .to administer the estate in T~~TTi~~;E
insolvency. The second clause onhe seCtion provides. of P. AD
th at " save as aforesaid (i.e., in the first clause ) 'MOHAME
. GANNY.
nothing in section,l08 or section 109 or thisseetion (i.e., CHARI, J.
section 110) shall invalidate any payment made, act or
thing done in good faith by the legal representative ".
lt may be assumed, though the section is also capable
of a different construction, that the remedies open to
the Official Assignee or a creditor in the case of mala
fide transfers or payments are left unaffected by that
section. I now come to the third and most formidable
difficulty in the way of the petitioner. Assuming that
it is open to the Official Assignee or a creditor to avoid
the sale under one or other of the sections of the
ACt, under what provision of law has the Insolvency
Court power to adjudicate in the matter? The only
provision of law which gives the Insolvency Court
jurisdiction to decide on questions arising between the
Official Assignee (or a creditor of the insolvent) and
a stranger to the insolvency is section 7 of the Act.
A Full Bench of this Court has held that that section
does not apply to cases where the estate of a deceased
person is administered in insolvency. It therefore
follows that whatever rights the Official Assignee or
a creditor may have must be enforced by a regular
suit and that this Court, 2S an Insolvency Court, has
no jurisdiction to adjudicate on the question.
As regards the point whether, if section 56 is applicable, a creditor on the Official Assignee's refusal to
take action, can with the leave of the Court apply to
set aside a payment or transfer, I am clearly of opinion
that a creditor cannot even with such leave, make such
an application. The point did not arise in the case
decided by Mr. Justice Greaves. He merely said that

-
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even if such an application lies, there \\~as nothing in
IN THE
that case to show that the Official Assignee had reh.lsed
NATTER
OF t a t a k e achon.
.
•
THE
ESTATE
'M y conc '1"
USlon IS b' ase d on the f a 11owmg
~~H~)(~D consideration. A voluntary transfer ofproperty, e.g., a
GANNY.
gift to wife or child and a voluntary payment to a
CHARI, J.
particular creditor are not ab initi6 illegal or in v<tlid.
On the occurring of insolvency, such payments and
transfers, in certain cases, are madt void against the
Official Assignee, T hey are therefore valid and operative till avoided by the Official Assignee and the option
of avoiding the transfer is given to the Official Assignee.
If the Court entertains an application by a credi tor to
set aside such transfers, whether with or without the
leave of Court, it is, in effect, delegating to him the
right given by the Act to the Official Assignee. This,
in my opinion, the Court has no power to do. The
creditor is not hm,vever without any remedy in such
cases. As soon as the Officiill , Assignee refused to
take action, it was open to the creditor to appeal
to the Court against that decision tinder section 86 of
the Act. The Court could then have reversed or
modified his decision and compelled him to take action,
if necessary.
I may add that if such an" appeal had been
preferred, I would in this case have confirmed the
Official Assignee's decision. He could not, as I have
held above, have muved the Insolvency Court to set
aside the sale and he moreover come to his decision
after a careful consi :leration of all the aspects ?f the
. case.
The application is therefore dismissed.

.1.??7
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Sir Guy Rutledge, Kt., K.C., Chief JlIs/ice, and Mr.Justice Browll.

JAMAL BR{JTHERS & CO., LTD.

v.
CHIP MOH & Co.'"
.J udgn:ent -Order under Rule 58 (1) of Order 21, Civil Procedure Code lllit
filIal adjudIcation of rigilts-Lelters Patellt, clause 13, not aPPUcab!e.

Held,that an order und~r Rule .'8 (I) of O;'der 21 of the Civil Procedure
Code merdy decides that a certain summary remedy given by the Code is
I:ota\'ailable to the appellant and that accordingly it is not a fin;.! ac1j~djca.
tiOll of the rights of the parties. .
Hdd, that such an order does not amoullt to a judgment within the
:meaning of dause 13 of the Letters Patent.
Ma Than Myint v. Mallllg Bn Thein, 4.Ran. 20; P. Abdool Gafoor \'. TJte
Official Assignee, 3 Ran. 605; Sai;itri Tlrakuraill v. Savi, 48 Cal. 481; Yeo
Eng Bya1' v. Beng Seng & Co., 2 Ran 469-followed.
SabhalathiChetl1 v. Narayanasami Chetti, 25 Mad. S3S--di-ssent<:d frolll.

Clark-for Appellants.
Keitlz and Maung Tin-for Respondents.
~UTLEDGE, C.J.-A

preliminary objection has been
-taken in the8e cases that no appeal lies.
For the appellants it is urged that the order
appealed from is a final order, in that it determines
·the rights behveen the parties to apply under the
provisions of the Code of Civil Procedure for the
Temov<ll of attachment, and reliance is placed upon a
deciSIOn of the Madras High Court in the case
of Sabhapathi Chetti and others v. Narayanasami
,Chefti (1).
."
;. . .
Acomparisoh of the \'vords of Order XXI;. "Rules
'58 and 63 of. the Code of. Civil Procedure, 'in my
'Dpinion, makes it dear that the order appealed from
* Civil Misedlaneous Appeals 1\os.
(1) (1902) 25 :\lad. 555.

'

27. to ~l

of i927.

1927

May; 11.
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is not a judgment " within the meaning of clau se 13
of the Letters Patent.
The learned trial Judge has rejected the appellants"
application under the proviso to Order XXI, Rule 58,.
sub-rule' (1) of the Code of Civil Procedure, on the
ground that the claim was unnecessarily delayed.
Rule 63 states: Where a claim or an objection,
is preferred, the party against whom an order is.
made may institute a suit to estoblish the right which
he claims to the property in dispute, but, subject to·
the result of such suit, if any, the order shall be
conclusive."
It is quite clear that, if this application had first
been made in the District Court, that Court's order
would not have been appealable to the High Court"
and that the appellants' only remedy would have'
been to file a regular suit.' I t would be .rather,·
anomalous if, in these circumstances, the appellants.
could have' a right of appeal from an order of a.
Judge of the High Court, which they could not.
have in the case ofa District Court.
I may note that, though the judgment of the'
Madras High Court, already referred to, is an authority
in the appellants' favour, that decision has been, in
certain respects, disapproved of by their Lordships of
the Privy Council in the case cf Sabitri Thakuraiw
v. Sa7 i (2).
This Court, on the question of v,,'hat is a "judg~
ment" within the meaning of the Letters Patent, bas
on two occasions had to .differ from the views taken
by the Madras High Court, namely, inP. Abdul'
Gafjoor v. The Official Assignee (3), and in' Ma'
Than Myint and two V. J,;!oung Ba Thein (4). The
decision. of a Bench of this Court in Yeo Eng Byan
(l

(l

(2) (1921) 48 Cal. 4S1.at p. 490.
. .(3) (1925) 3 ;RaIl. 60S.
. (4) (1926) 4 Ran. 20.
.',

VOL. V]

) has b een
v. Beng Seng & Co. and of h ers (5,
uniformly followed, and at page 473, the late Chief
.quotmg
' a passage f
Justice,
rn.m '
a JU d gment a f S'lr
Arnold White, C.J., observed :. " I agree that a decision which affects the merits
of the question behreen the parties by
determining some right or liability may
rightly be held to be a' judgment'; and I
think that an order which merely paves the
way for the determination of the question
between the parties cannot be considered
to be a ' judgment' ; nor can a mere formal
order merely regulating the procedure in the
suit, or one which is nothing more than a
step towards obtaining a final adjudication."
And Mr. Justice Brown at page 475 referring to
the order in that case observed :" It does not purport finally to decide any of the
rights between the parties."
Applying the same criteria to the present case, it
seems clear that the learned Judge has not finally
decided any of the rights behveen the parties. He
has merely held that a certain summary remedy given
by the Code of Civil Procedure is not available to
the appellants, because of unnecessary delay. Tbis
order leaves open to the appellants the right which
is specifically laid down in the Code, namely, the
right of bringing a regular suit and having the
question in issue finally decided. It consequently
.. cannot be a "judgment" within the meaning of
clause 13 of the Letters Patent, as interpreted by
the decislOns of this Court already referred to.
The appeals must accordingly be dismissed with
costs, one gold mohur in each case.
BROWN, J.-I concur.
~
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Before Mr. Justice Heald and .'111'. Justice Cunliffe.
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JHAN BAHADUR SINGH

Mar. 16.

v.
THE BAILIFF OF THE DISTRICT COURT OF
TOUNGOO.*
Creditor's applicatioll to be brought on schedule in insolvency-Limitatton
Act 1/ot aptlica[;Ze-Laches 'would bar remedy oj creddol'.
Held, that the Insolvency Acts were intended to be complete Codes and to
prescribe their own periods of limitations and that the Limitatioll Act does
not apply.
Held, jUl't lier, that no period of limitation being prescribed for applicatiolls
'by creditors to be brought on the schedule of creditors, the matt;r was
intended to be left to the discretion of the Insolvency Court.
Held, further. that where the creditor has been guilty of unexplained
delays and laches, and his application filed at a time when, if the ordinary
rules of limitation apply, the remedy would be time-barred, the Court may
refuse to grant his application,
Baranashi Koer v. Bhabadeb Chatterjee, 34 C.L,I. 167; Da1110das v.
Uttachal1d,7 Rom. 213; Rahman Karim v. Abdul Karim,:4 Cal. 672;
,Swasubra mania v. T/Teet/liaPPa, 47 Mad 170; Tiluck Singh v, Parsotem
Frelstad, 22 Cal. 924-referred to.

P. B. Sen-for Appellant.
S. Ganguli-for Respondent.

J.-On the 5th January 1920 Ram Nath
Singh was granted a decree for Rs. 357 against one
Birju and in execution of that decree obtained an order
for Birju's detention in the Civil Jail.
On the 7th of February 1920, Birju p~titioned from
jail to be adjudicated insolvent, and in spite of Ram
Nath Singh'S opposition he waS adjudicated insolvent
on the 24th of February 1920. It may be noted that
in the schedule of dt::bts attached to his petition he
ente:re~ R.am Nath .§ingh's debt.
HEALD,

* Civil Miscellaneous· Appeal

No. 69 of 1926.
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The Insolvency Court fixed the 15th of March for
framing the schedule of creditors, but neither Ram
Nath Singh nor any other creditor proved any debt or
appeared on the date fixed, with the result that no
schedule of creditors was framed and the case was
(( closed." Birju never applied for his discharge and
is therefore still an undhcharged insolvent.
. On the 19th of December 1925 Ram Nath Singh
applied to be allowed to prove his debt and to be entered
in the schedule of creditors. He also applied to the
Court to seize certain cattle \vhich he alleged to belong
to Birju.
.
Th~ Court appointed its Bailiff to be Receiver and
to take possession of the cattle, and at the same time
issued notice of Ram Nath Singh's application to be
brougbt on to the schedule of cr.editors to Birju. Birju
appeared and admitted the debt but still the Court
framed no schedule.
The cattle were seized by the Receiver and the present
appellant claimed them as belonging to him and not
to Birju. His claim was disallowed and he appeals.
A question was raised in the Insolvency Court
whether or not Ram Nath Singh's application to be
entered in the schedule of creditors was barred by
limitation. The learned Judge on the strength of a
judgment of a Bench of the High Court of Madras in
the case of Sivasubramania v. Theethiappa (1), held
that it was not so barred. He referred also to the case
of Baranashi Koer v. Bhabadeb Glzaterjee (2), which
does not seem to have been officially reported.
It was held in those cases that a debt provable in
insolvency can be proved in the insolvency proceedings
although at the time of the proof a suit in respect of it
or execution of the decree in which it has been merged
would be barred by limitation.
(1) (19Z4) 47 Mad. 120.

(2)66 Madras Cases 758-34 C.L]. 16i.
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I have no doubt that a debt which was not barred
at the date of the adjudication order can in certain
circumstances be proved in the insolvency after a suit
v,
or the execution of a decree in respect of it would be
THE
BAILIFF
time-barred. When the law relating to insolvents' was
-OF THE
DISTRICT
transferred from the Code of Civil Procedure to the
'COURT OF
TOVN.q.OO. Insolvency Acts, Article 174 of the Limitation Act of
1877 was repealed and siIlce that repeal it would
il1EALD, J.
appear that there is no period of limitation for applications by creditors of an insolvent to be entered in the.
schedule of creditors. It has been suggested that such
applications fall under Article 181 of the present
Limitation Act, but since the decision in the case of
Damodas \'. Uttachand (3) which was followed apparently without special consideration in the cases of Tiluck
Singh v. Parsotem Prostad (4) and Rahman Karim v.
Abdul Karhn (5), it seems to have been held that
Article 181 applies only to applications under the Code
of Civil Procedure. This view mayor may not be
correct, With all respect for the learned Judges who
have taken or followed it I would suggest that the
reasoning on which it was based was fallacious and that
it was not true of the Limitation Act of 1877 any more
than it is true of the present Limitation Act that all the
.applications mentioned in the Third Division of the
Schedule are necessarily applications under the Code.
If that DIvision was intended by the Legislature to apply
only to applications under the Code, then the express
reference in certain articles' in that. Division to the
.applications mentioned therein as being applications
under the Code, and. tile omission of such reference
in respect of the applications mentioned in other
articles seems to be inexplicable. But whether or
not it is true that the Third Division of the Schedule
is applicable only to applications made under the Code
JHAN
BAHADCR
SINGH

(3) (1883) 7 Bam. 213.

(4) (1885) 22 Cal. 924.

(5) (1897,34 Cal. 672.
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-of Civil Procedure, I accept the vi~w that it was not
intended to apply to applications mad'e under the Insol-vency Acts because in my opinion those Acts were
-intended to be complete Codes of the Insolvency Law
:applicable to the areas to which they applied, and to
prescribe their own periods of limitation. No period of
:limitation has been prescribed in the Provincial Insol--vency Act for applic~tions by creditors to be brought
-on to the schedule of creditors and therefore I would
hold that the matter was intended to be left to the
-discretion of the Insolvt::ncy Court.
The question then arises whether in the present
'case, where the creditor in question had notice of the
-debtor's petition to be adjudicated insolvent, was
present when the order of adjudication was made, had
notice of the date fixed for the framing of the schedule
-of creditors and took no steps either to prove his debt or
to be brought on to the schedule of creditors, and where
110 creditor proved any debt and no schedule of creditors was or coul61 be framed, the creditor in question
ought to be allowed to prove his debt and to apply to
be brought on to a schedule of creditors after sleeping
over his right for a period of nearly six years. To that
-question I think that there can be but one reasonable
answer, namely, that "Vigilanlibus et non d01'1nienti,bus lex succurrit ", and that it would be inequitable to
allow a creditor who was actually called upon to prove
:his debt within a period fixed-by the Court, who has not
-proved either within that period or within a period of
over five years thereafter, and who has offered no
:explanation of his delay or -excuse for his -laches to
,come in and prove his debt in spite of that _delay
.and laches at" a time when execution ot the decree
in which the -debt has been merged- would be long
:time-barred, except.... for
the equitable - extension of
...
;time which the Insolvency Law allows.
.
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Since in the persent case no creditor proved in
respect of any debt during tIle period of nearly six
years which has elapsed since the adjudication, it
was in my opinion unnecessary and inequitable for the
THE
BAILIFF
Court to order the seizure of the cattle on the appll~
OF THE
DISTRICT
cation of Ram Nath Singll, and the cattle ouglJt to
COURT OF
be returned to the person from whose possession they
TOUNGOo.
were
seized.
HEALD, J.
1 would therefore set aside the lower Court's order
directing the Receiver to take posses~ion of the cattle
and would direct their return to the person from whose
possession they were seized.
As I would decide the appeal otherwise than
on a finding that appellant's ciaim 10 the cattle was
established I vvould make no ord<:r for costs in
either Court.
CUNLIFFE, J.-1 concur.
JHAN
BAHADUR
SINGH
V.

I

APPELLATE· CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Pratt.
1927

MAUNG HLA DIN

Mar. 21.

v.
MAUNG KYAW GALE.*
Provincial Small Cause Courts Act (IX of 1887), Second Schedule. A,·ticle
31-Suit for accounts, what is-Suit for produce of land taken by
defendant or its value is not an accounts suit-Such suit does not come
within Article 31.
Held, that Article 31, Second Schedule. of the Provincial Small Cause'
Courts Act contempl ate suits in the nature of su.its for an ac~ount.
Held, that a suit for produce of land taken by defendant or its value
specified in the plaint is not a suit in the nature of an accounts suit and is Of
a small C;lUse nature.
Antone v. Mahadev Anant, 25 Born. 85 ; Maung Tun E v. Maung Sltw.e
Tha, 4 U .B.R. 83 ; Ramasami Reddi v. Authi Lakshmi Al1Imal, 24 Mad. 502,.
Savarimuthu v. Aitkurus/./- Rowthar, 25 Mad. 103-dissellted from.
[{unjo Behary Singh v~ Madhub Chandra Ghose, 23 Cal. 884-followed.
- Special Civil SecOnd Appeal No. 152 of 1926 (at Mandalay).
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Thin-for the AppelJant.
Ko Ko Gyi-for the Respondent.
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PRATT, I.-Plaintiff purchased certain paddy land Ky~~~NAGLE.
at a Court auction. Subsequently defendant worked
a -portion of the land, claiming to be a tenant of the
original owner.
. Plaintiff accordingly sued for the produce, wldcll
defendant had takl'n from tlle land which he had
entered and forcibly 'Worked or its value Rs. 210.
The suit was decreed in the Township Court but
that det:ree ..vas reversed on appeal to the Di~trict

Court.
. Plaintiff now comes up on second appeal.
A preliminary objection has been taken that no
second appeal lies, the suit being of a small cause
nature.
On behalf of plaintiff it is contended that the
suit is one" for the profits of immoveable property
belonging to the plaintiff, which have been wrongfully
received by defendant II falling within Article 31 of
the Second Schedule to the Provincial Small Cause
Courts Act and as such excepted from the cognisance
of a Court of Small Causes.
The suit is in effect for damages for usc and
occupation and is similar to a suit for mesne profits
th('ugh the actual claim is for the whole produce
removed and not for the mesne profits only.
In Kunjo Be/wry Singh v. Madhub Chundra -Glzose
(I), it was hell _by a majority of a full bench of
the Calcutta High Court that no second appeal lies
from a suit for mesne profits where the value of
the subject-matter in dispute is less than Rs. 500.

(l,l (1886) 23 Cal. 884.

~1
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In order to ascertain whether a suit for mesn~
profits falls within the definition of Article 31 a.bove
quote d Petheram, C.]., considered it nt:cessary
to examine carefully wlnt
a suit for mesne
'
pro,fits was.
'H e Iaid
' d own that i f any person, by forc,e ,or
fraud takes possession of immoveable property which
belongs to another and deprives the true owner of
the possession of his property, he commits atrespass
fot which trespass the owner of. the property may
compel him by civil suit to pay him damages in
the nature of mesne profits. In such a suit the
profits of the property actually received by. the
wrong-doer may not even be the measure of the
damages.
The article on which reliance is placed runs "any
other suit for an account, including a suit by a
mortgagor, after the mortgage has been satisfied, to
recover surplus collections received by the mortgagee
and a suit for the profits of immoveable property
belonging to the plaintiff, which have been wrongfully received. by the defendant. II
Reading the article as a whole it seems quite clear
that the forms of suit described are .included as
being of the nature of suits for an account.
As Petheram, C.J., puts it, "The article, I think,
clearly contemplates cases in which the plaintiff
chims an account of monics, \;l,'hich the defendant
has received, and to an account of which the' plaintiff
is entitled' 'because the monies received belonged
to him. This is not. the ,case in a simple action
for damages, and what is called an action for mesne
profits is nothing more."
A suit for profits of immoveable property wrongfully received is included from the point of Vlew
of a ~;uit for an acco"lntl

VOL, V]
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A contrary view was taken by Saunders, J.C., in
Maung Tun E v. Maung Shw.,e Tha (2), after discussing the conflicting views of the Indian High

1927
MACNG HLA
DIN
V.

MAUNG
KYAW GALE.

Courts.
He was of opinion that the proposition that the
last two sentences of Article 31 are governed by
the first part of the first sentence and that the fact
that Article 31 follows Article 30, which deals with
a suit for an account of property, indicates that it
was the intention of Article 31 to exclude only suits
for an account is extremely doubtfuL
I have studied the Bombay and Madras cases
cited by Saunders, J.C., in his judgment and am still
of opinion that the view taken by the majority in the
Calcutta case already referred to is correct.
It seems to me clear that the first part of the
first sentence governs the last two clauses of
Article 31.
In An/one v. lYIahadew Anan! (3), a bench of the
Bombay High Court held, following the current of
decisions in the Court, that a claim for mesne pf(lfits
by a purchaser at an execution sale, based on the
allegation that he had been dispossessed by the
defendant, cannot be regarded as a claim in which
the defendant rightfully received and wrongfully
retained those profits, and falls within clause 31 of the
Provincal Small Cause Courts Act Schedule.
The judgment is unsatisfactory inasmuch as it
does not discuss the question of whether clause 31
refers to suits of the nature of suits for an account
only.
The Madras Full Bench in Savarimuthu V.
Aithurusu RO'i.C'lhar (4), laid down categorically that
(2) (1921) 4 U.B.R. 83.
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(3) (1901) 25 Born. &S
(4) (1902) 25 Mad. 103,
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a suit for the profits of immoveable property belong.
ing to the plaintiff which·. have been .wrongfully
received by the defendant, who dispossesseclthe
.
f d tcree a f terward s set aSl'd e'
plainti ff in. executIOn
0 a
on appeal, is not cognisable by a Court of Small
Causes, but did not discuss the point referred and
gave no reasons.
This decision cannot therefore be considered as
illuminating.
In the later case of RamaSal1J1. Reddi v. Au/hi
La ksll1l'lt Alllmal (5), it was held that a suit framed
as one for mesne profits \v.as exempted from the
cognisance of the Small Cause Court under clause
31 of the Second Schedule to the Small Cause Court
Act. Here again no reason was given, there was
no discussion, and no authority was cited. The
finding was taken apparently as a matter of course,
and is not helpful.
The plaintin the present suit is not couched in
the terms of a suit for an account.
Plaintiff does not claim an account of maniCS,
which the defendant bas received, and to an account
of which plaintiff is entitled because the monies
received belong to him.
Although he may be said in effect to claim
damages for use and occuption, he does not ask'
for mesne profits.
He does not merely sue for the profits of the
lanel, but for the whole of the produce. He
asks for no account, but specifies what the
produce is.
I am of opinion that the suit as framed cloes not
fall within Article 31, but was of a Small Cause
nature and that therefore no second appeal lies.
The appeal is dismissed with costs.
(5) (1911) 34 Mad. ~OZ,
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Before Sir C'TUY Rutledge, I;t., K C., Chi f Justice, alld illr. J/lsli<:e Browlz.

THE CHET rIAR FIRM OF S.R.M.M.R.IVI.

v.

Mar. 28.

TEO EE SAN;. *
Civil l'roceditre Code (Act Vof 1908), section 47-Applicabilily 10 p'oceedilll;s
uuderOrdcr 21, Rule 58-l'arlies to the suit, wTzoare-Possessio/l alone 110t
to be COllsidered wltere sectiol/ 47 applies.
Ordinarily on applic:l1io!is for remo':al of attachmen!, Courts do not go into
questions of title bl:t confine their at tcnti0n merely to the ljUC;-StiOll of pcssessiol1.
But whc;-rc the applicant, who was a ddendant in the capacity of a legal
repre~entati\'e of a deceased debtor. applies for removal of attatchment to
certain property which formed part Of the deceaged' s estate on the groun d that
it w;;s in the applicant's possession, ha\'inl; been given to him as a legac:i and
the same perfected by cOI1\-eyance by the executor or adminis'rator of the
dece:lsed's eslate, held that section 47 of the Civil Procedure Code applic~ to
this case; and the Court mlJst cO:lsider the question of the title as well.

lswar Cltallder v. Beni Madhub, 54 Cal. 62; RamaslC'amiSaslrulu v.
Katneswara11l1lla, 23 Mad. 361 ; V.T. Artmachellam Cltelty v. Maung San Ngwe,
2 Ran. 16S-rcferred to.

A. B. Banerjee--for the Appellant.
Clifton-for the Respondent.
.:..1

C.J., AND BROWN, J.--This is an appeal
from an order of the Original Side of this Court
setting aside the order of the Deputy Registrar and
directing that the attachment of certain premises be
removed.
The appellant firm, in Civil Regular No.' 40 of
1923, sued six persons including the respondent as
the heir and legal representatives of one Teo Kho Tee
for a sum of nearly Rs. 34,000 on a mortgage suit
and obtained a decree. The mortgaged property not
having realised the decretal amount, the appellants
RUTLEDGE,

• Civil Miscellaneous Appeal No.3 of 1926.
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obtained a personal decree against the deceased
debtor's three executors, of wh(~m the respondent's
CH ~:T'fIAI~
mother, Ma Sein Bye was the only active one.
FII{M OF
S.R.M.M.
A personal decree was not obtained against the
H.M.
v.
respondent
as the estate was in the hands of the
TEO EE SAN.
executrix, his mother.
RUTLEDGE,
In execution of this personal decree, the appellants
e.J., AND
BHOIVK, J.
attached premises known as 8, Tseekai Maung Khine
Street. The respondent applied for removal of the
attachment on the' grollnd that his father had
bequeathed this house to him by his \':ill, that he
had been in possession of it and collectirg the
'rents of it and that his mother, the executrix, had
executed a formal legal con\'eyal1ce upon the' 15th
July 1925 before the date of the attachment.
The learned Deputy Registrar, after recording
evidence, carne to the conclusion that as the
respondent was living in the house with the
executrix and the other members of the family
conveyance to him of the house, like the other
conveyances by the ~xecutrix to her minor children,
was not genuine but merely fraudulent for the
purpose of defeating the creditors of the estate and
that the house consequently was still part of the
unadministered estate of the deceased debtor.
In the order under appeal, the learn'ed Judge
considered that the only point before him for deter_
mination was the question of possession and he held
that at the date of the attachment, the respondent
was in possession.
In an ordinary case of athJchment, no doubt
Courts do not go into question~ of title, but confine
their attention merely, to the question of possession.
But this is not an ordinary case of attachment. A
serious question, which was not considered, is
whether the questions that are raised must be decided
THE
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under section 47, Civil Procedure Cede, or whether
THE
the appellants are to be relegated to a fresh suit.
ClJETTIAR
This has not been considered in the order under 'FIRM Ok'
S.R.M.M.
appeal.
R.M.
v.
For the respondent, it was urged that the section TEO EE
SAN.
47 cannot apply to this case as the· respondent
RUTLEDGE,
applies now in the capacity of a legatee un~er his c.J., Al'lJ
father's will, stengthened by a conveyance of the HIWWN,J.
property by' his mother, the executrix; that he was
not sued in such a capacity in the original suit, Civil
Regular No. 40 of 1923 ; and that if he is a stranger
to the suit, section 47 does not apply.
We are unable to accept this argument. We
must consider the conduct of the parties; both
respondent and his mother, in order to ascertain the
real position.. In this connection, we may refer to
Ral1'laSWami Sastrulu v. Kameswa1'amma (1), which is
the decision of a Full Bench of the Madras High Court
where the facts in their main features do not differ,
very widely from the case before us. At page 366,
the' Court observes: "It \\'as contended before us
that· a defendant in whose favour the suit is dismissed
is not a party to the sliit'·within the meaning of the
section, because there is no decree which can be
executed against him and that the words'· parties to
the suit' in the section must be limited to the
judgment-creditors and judglnent-debtors, because
they are the only persons beh""een whom questions
could arise 'relating to the execution, discharge or
satisfaction of the decree or to the stay of execution
thereof.' We do not think that the words' parties
to the suit' can be limited in the way suggested.
The Privy Council have more than once pointed out
that a narrow construction should not be placed on
(1) (1900) 23 Mad. 361.
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the words of this section-the object of the enactment
being to check needless litigation."
On the same point we may refer to !swar Chander
v. Btni Madhub (2) and V. T. Aruncuhellant Chelfy Y.
Maung San Ngwt! (3).
We are consequently of opinion that the learned
Judge should have decided the question raised in
this case under the provisions of section 47 of the
Civil Procedure Code. The obligation thrown upon
the executrix to pay debts of every description before
paying any legacy is· perfectly clear. Section 325
of the Indian Succession Act, 1885, only states what
has ahvays been the law and section 361 of the same
Act makes it clear that a creditor can com pel a
legatee who has been paid his legacy to refund.
The respondent is the son of the executrix. He
is living with her and he hC\s no .doubt been acting
with her throughout and from their evidence as
recorded by the Deputy Registrar it seems perfectly
plain to us that the executrix conveyed the property
in question to the respondent and other property to
her minor son and her minor daughter fraudulently to
defeat the appellant's personal decree; and that she
knew perfectly well at the time she was conveying
and the respondent knew perfectly well at the time
that it was conveyed to him that the Chettiars' decree
must be satisfied before any legacy mentioned in the
will was given effect to. In such circumstances as
these, the Court is not likely to press technical
consideration so far as to work injustice ..
For these reasons, we allow the appeal, set aside
the order appealed from and restore the order of the
Deputy Registrar. Appellants are entitled to costs'
in this Court and in the lower Court of three gold
mohurs in each.
(2) (1897) 24 Cal.· 62.

(3) (1924) 2 Han. 168.
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Before1lir. Justice Hcaldand Mr. Justice CunW/e.

K. K. DEB

v.
N. L. CHOWDHURY.*
Civil .Procedure Code (Act V of 1908). Order 21, Rule 26-·Collcurrent
tramJers to two e.,·e(uting Courts wltether Permiited by l<1w~ourf
lassilll!, decree retains control of proceedings.
It is dear from the proyisions of Order 21, Rule 26 Of the Civil Procedure
Code that the Court which passed the decree retains control of execution
proceedings even after transfer of the decree to another Court.
Held, that there is nothing in the Civil Procedure Code to prohibit the
sending of a decree for execiltion to two Courts at the same time; and that the
Court which passed the decree can after sendinl! the decree to one Court for
execution has jurisdiction to s"nc1 it to another Court for execution.
Maharajah of Bobili v. Narasar"ju, 39 Mad. 640-ieferred to.
Saroda v. Laclzmeeput, 14 M.I.A. 259-followed.

An.klesaria-for the Appellant.
K. C. Bose-for the Respondent.

J.-In Suit No. 20 of 1916 in the District
Court of Akyab respondent obtained ex.parte a money
decree for over Rs. 5,000 against appellant, the decree
being dated the 31st of March 1916.
On the 10th of April 1916 in Execution Case
No. 82 of 1916 of the District Court of Akyab he
applied for the transfer of the decree to the Court of
the Second Subordinate Judge of Chittagong for execution, and it was duly transferred. Execution Case
No. 315 of 1916 was opened in that Court, and ulti·
mately that Court returned the decree with a certificate
that a writ of attachment had been issued and a sum
of R~. -l50 had been realised, but that because the
original decree obtained by the decree-holder at Akyab
HEALD,

-- -------

* Civil First Appeal No. 123 of 1926.

1927
Mar. 28.
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had been set aside on the ground of fraud by a decree
of that Court passed on the 11 th of February 1918 in
Suit No. 611 of 1916, the execution could notprocecd.
It may be noted that it does not now seem to be
alleged that the decree was actually set aside, and that
the part of the certificate stating that it had been set
aside seems to have been mistaken.
On the 2nd of September 191~ respondent in
Execution· Case No. 138 of 1918 of the District Court
of Akyab again applied for the transfer of the same
decree and this time he asked for it to be transferred
to the First Subordinate Judge's Court at Chittagong.
The decree \;<,'as transferred aild the case in the Akyab
COL1ft\\~.as c1os~d. ~he record of the proceedings of
the Akyab Court does not show that any certi ficate
under section 41 of the Code was received from the
Chittagong'Court, but it does contain a petition filed
by respondent asking whether or not such a certificate
had been received, and a note by the Judge saying that
no certificate had bet:n received and directing that a
letter be written to the Chittagong Court to enquire
The petition was filed on the 30th of November.
1925 and the Judge's note was made on the same
day, but the record does contain any reply from"
the 9hittagong Court. .It appears however from the
register of execution cases in the Court of the First
Subordinate Judge of Chittagong, that the decree
was duly received in that Court, that execution case
No. 610 of 1918 of that Court was opened, the decree
to be executed being that passed on the 3rd of March
1916 by the District Court of Akyab in Suit No. 20
of" 1916, that application for execution of that decree
had previously b.een made in Execution Cases 82 of
016,.315 of 1916 and 1d8 of 1918, that the applicatio~ \-vas dismissed for default on the 27th of
February 1919 and that tht result had been reported,
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presumably to tbe Akyab Court, on the 14th of
March 1919.
On the 1st of November 1921 in Execution Case
No. 56 of 1921 of the Akyab Court, respondent
.applied for execution of the same decree by the
attachment of certain furniture at Akyab which he
alleged to belong to appellant. A warrant of attachment was issued but was returned unexecuted because
respondent had failed to point out the furniture,
and as respondent did not appear his application
for execution ,vas dismissed on the 7th of December 1921.
On the 16th of February 1924, in Execution
Case No. 6 of 1924 of the District Court of Akyab
a fresh application was made for transfer of the
decree to the Court of the Second Subordinate
Judge of Chittagong, and it was transferred. An
Execution Case said to be Nn. 326 of 1925 of the
Second Subordinate Judge of Chittagong was opened
but the application for execu tion was dismissed for
default on respondent's part. A fresh application for
execution in case No. 521 of 1925, was made in
tb e same Court, and in that case appellant raised an
objection that the application was time-barred, and
also that the Court had no jurisdiction becal1se the
First. Subordinate Judge of Chittagong had sent no
certificate under section 41 of, the Code to the
Akyab Court so that the decree was still in the
First Subordinate Judge's Court fur execution and
could not be executed by any other Court. The
Second Subordinate Judge said that it was not for
bim to hold that the District Court of Akyab had
.acted illegally and without jurisdiction in transfering the decree to his Court and he stayed execution
in order to give appellant time to apply to the
District Court at Akyab.
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Appellant then applied to the District Court of
Akyab to recall the decree which it had sent to the
V.
N, L. CHOW- Second Subordinate Judge of Chittagong in ExecuDHUHY.
tion Case No. 6 of 1924 on the ground that after
HEALD, J,
the decree had been sent to the First S.ubordinate
Judge in Execution Case No. 138 of 1918 of the
Akyab Court the Akyab Court had no jurisdiction to
transfer it to the Court of the Second Sub-Judge at
Chiitagong.
The learned Judge held that even if no certificate was sent by the Chittagong Court to the
Akyab Court in the Chittagong Execution Case
No. 610 of 19J 8, nevertheless the Akyab Court
which was the Court which passed the decree had
power to send it for execution to another Court at
Chittagong, and accordingly dismissed the application.
Appellant appeals on the ground that the learned
Judge was mistaken in law in finding that the Court
which passed a decree has power to send the same
decree for execution to two Courts at the same time.
We have heard the learned advocates on both
sides and on the facts I am of opinion that no question
of concurrent execution arose. The register of the
Chittagong Court shows that a report, which was
presumably the certificate reqllired by section 410f
the Code, was sent by the First Subordinate Judge of
the Chittagong Court to the District Court of Akyab
in Execution Case No. 610 of 1918 of the Chittagong
Court, There is a strong presumption that the entry
in the official register of the Chittagong Court was
correctly made, and there is also a presumption that
that Court followed the procedure laid down in the
Code. There is nothing to rebut those presumptions,
except the fact that the certificate was not found on
the record of the Akyab Court's proceedings. I would
tl~erefore hold that the certificate required by section
K. K
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41 of the Code was sent by the Chittagong Court to
the Akyab Court and that therefore there was no
queslion of concurrent execution in two Courts or
of the jurisdiCtion of the Ak}:ab Court, which passed
the decree, to transfer the decree to the Second
Subordinate Judge of Chittagong.
As however the lo\ver Court disposed of the
matter solely on a question of law and the appeal has
been argued in this Court only 011 that question I
think that it is desirable that we should express our
opinion on the point.
It is common knowledge that there has been a
conflict of iudicial dicision on the question whether
the Code allows or contemplates the execution ofa
decree in more than one Court at the same time, and
there is at present before the Indian Legislature a
Bill intended to make the law on this subject clear.
The view that two C6urt~ cannot have concurrent
jurisdiction to execute the same decree is based on
the decision of their Lordships of the Privy Council
in the case of the Maharajah of Bobili v. Narasa1'aju
(1). In that case a decree was obtained ill the District
Court of Vizagapatam and \vas sent to the Court of
the Munsif of Parvatipur for execution on the ground
that the properties against which execution was desired
\i;ere within the limits of the territorial jurisdiction
oUhe Munsif. The Munsif attached certain properties
within the local limits of his jurisdiction, but sub.
sequently dismissed the application for execution.
The Ml1nsif did not send to the Di:>triet Court the
certificate required. by section 41 of the Code. The
decree-holder applied to the Dist:-ict Court for the
sale of the property whicll had been attached by the
Ml1nsif. Their Lordships held that when the applicahon for the sale of the proper~y \\' hich had been attached
._----------..,.
(P \m 6)39 Mad. 649.
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by the Munsif was made to the District Court tt that
Court was not the proper Court to which the
N. L.~6HO\V- application to execute
the decree by sa~e of the
DHURY.
immoveable property which had been attached by the
HEALD. J.
Court of the Munsif should have been made, and
that the proper Court to which that application sbould
have been made was the Court of the Munsif of
Parvatipur, as that was the Court whose duty it then
was to execute the decree so far as it could be
executed by that Court."
That dictuJ11 has since has been regarded as deciding
that when a decree hos been transferred to another
Court for execution, that Court aIr-ne has power to
execute it, but with all respect to the learned Judges
who have so held, I would suggtst that it does not
go so far . The application with which their L0rdships
were dealing was an application to the District Court
for the sale of property \vhich had been attached in
execution by the Munsif's Court. It does not appear
from the report whether the property which had been
attached was or was not within the territorial limits
of the jurisdiction of the District Court, but it may
be presumed that it was. It does not however seem
to me to follow from the fact that their Lordships
held that the District Court was not the proper Court.
to order the sale of property which had been attached
by the Munsif that their Lordships intended to lay
down a general rule that a decree cannot be executed
in two Courts at the same time. Such a rule would
be directly contrary to their Lordships' own dicision
in the case of S(1n:da v. Luchlileetuf (2), \vhere they
said" A more important point involved in the case
is wheth-.:r the transmission could be made to the
three Zillah Courts concurrently, for the purpose of
execution. On consideration of the Code their
1927

K K. DEB
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Lordships can find nothing to prevent this being done.
On the contrary, the procedure IS well adapted to
allow of it, and of its being done most benefiCially
for the creditor, and without injustict:: to the debtor.
If it were not so, the debtor might be able to get
rid of his property before it could be attached. On
the other hand, there is provision for tlie protection
of the debtor, for the issuing of the execution in
more zillahs than one is made subject to the control
of the Judge, who may refuse to do· so, where 'he
saw there was any sufficient reason to the contrary'
(section 286). Again, after the attachments have been
granted, if there should be any ground of complaint,
the debtor and any parties interested may apply, under
the provisions of the Code, to remove or stay
proceedings under them.
"It would, no doubt, in many caSf~S, be a right
exercise of the discretion of the Court not to act on
the power, and t<.J refuse to send a decree for concurrent execution into several places; and when it
did act on it, it would be, in many cases, proper to
impose terms on decn:e.holdeJs, that they shquld n.ot
proceed to sale under all the attachments at once/'.
It is clear from the provisions of Order 21,. Rule
26, that the Court which passed the decree. retains
control of the execution prol.:eedings since it. :can
stay execution or make any other order relating to
the execution which might have been made by it
if execution had been issued by it or if application
for execution had been made to it. There is nothing
in the present Code, any more than there was in
the Code of 1859 \vhich prohibits the sending of a
decree for execution to two Courts at the same time
and as I do not think that the decision of tl.w Privy
Council in the case first cited decides that a decree
~ap' never in any circumstan~es be e~ecuted by two
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Courts simultaneously, I would hold that the lower
Court was right in finding that even if the certificate
N. L. 'lICHOW _ required by section 41 was not sent to the District
DHURY.
Court of Akyab by the Court of the First Subordinate
HEALD, J.
Judge of Chittagong the District Court of Akyab,
which was the Court which passed the decree, had
jurisdiction to send the decree for execution to the
Court of the Second Subordinate Judge of Chittagong.
I would therefore dismiss the appeal with costs.
Advocate's fee to be ten gold mohurs.
1927

K K. DEB

CUNLIFFE,

J.-I

agree.
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Justice Das.

EWIN SHAUK WA

v.

Mllr.29.

U PO NYUN.*
Specific Relief Act (I of ·13771: sectiolls 54 fInd 55-lIfnndatory 1nj/l)l.cli011
wltetller o/Jiainable against. t respassel' to re11l0t'e trees planted alld bull.
din~~ put up-Breach 0/ an obligation necessary fur relief.
The defendant, alleged to be a I.re,;passer on the plaintiff's land. had planted
rubber trees and erected a hut on a portion of the land. On the plaintiff filing
a suit for a mandatory injunction directing the remoyal of the trees and thehut.
Held, that lhe case was merely one of trespass and as there was no obligation on the part of the defendant to perform the acts prayed for I a suit for a
mandatory injunction would be lie.

Kyau! Di1.-for the Appellant.
Young-for the Respondent.

D.'s, J.-The respondl:nt filed a suit for a mandatory injunction directing the appellan t to remove his
rubber trees, a hut and brickpost standing on the
• Chi!

S~cond

Appea! No. 697 Of tn6,
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respondent's rubber land. The respondent's case \vas
that the land in question formed part of bis holding,
and that the appellant had trespassed on it, planted
rubber trees and erected a hut on a portion of the
land. Both the lower Courts granted the injunction
asked for.
It is now argued before me that section 54 of the
Specific Relief Act does not apply to the facts of this
case ; that a suit for a mandatory injunction will not
lie on the facts of this case; and that the respondent
should have tiled a suit for possession of the land
before asking for an injunction. Section 55 of the
Specific Relief Act runs as follows : II \Vhen
to prevent the. breach of an obligation,
it is necessary to compel the performance of
certain acts which the Court is capable of
enforcing, the Court may in its discretion
grant an injunction to prevent the breach
complained of and also to compel performance of the requisite acts."
Before a suit for a mandatory injunction can be
filed there must be an obligation on the part of the
defendant to perform certain acts. In this case it is
not alleged that the appellant has committed a breach
of any obligation on his part. The case was merely
one of trespass) and the respondent's remedy was to
file a suit for possession of the land. I do not think
that a suit for a mandatory injunction can be filed
without suing for possession of the land.
I must, therefore, allow this appeal and dismiss
the respondent's suit with costs in all Courts.

32
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FULL BENCH (CIVIL).
BeJol'e Sir Guy Rutledge, Kt., K.C., Chief Justice, Mr. Justice Das,
Ah. Justice Maung Ba, alld Jllstice Brow 11.

IN RE MA YIN MYA

1927

AND ONE

v.

Mar. 31.

TAN YAUK PU

ANI> TWO.:/,('

Burma Laws Act (XllI of 1898), section 13-Mixcd marriages between ChineS/:
Buddhist a.nd Burmese Bllddhist-Thelex loci contractus is the Burmese
Buddhist Lau/-Chinese Customary Law !tow far recognized.
Held, that the Burmese Buddhist Law regarding marriage is pl'imLl facie
applicable to Chinese Buddhists contracting marriage in Burma as' t:.e lex loCf
contractus.
Hel,Z, that to escape from the application of Burmese Buddhist Law
regardin1l: marriage, a Chinese Buddhist Illust pro';e that he is subject to a
custom having the force of law in Burma and that that custom is 'opposed tb
the provisions of Burmese Buddhist Law applicable to the case.
Held,jurtlw', that in case the matter in issue is the marriage of a Buddhist
Chjne~e with a B.lrm~se Buddhist woman he must, if he desires the
customary Jaw to apply, show that the application of the CLlstom having the
force of law will not work injtlstice to the Burmese woman.
Benjamin v. Benjamin, 50 Bom. 369 ; Clletti v. Chetti, L.R. (1909) P .D. 67 i.
FOlle Lan v. Ma Gyee, 2 L.B.R. 95 ; HOlig Ku. v. Ma Thin, S.J. 135 i M a Shein
v. KimSein, 8 L.ll.R. 225 i Ma Tin 1,'. Doop Raj Barua, (ls94) U.B.R. 608; Man
Han v. R.M.A.f-. Finll, 4' Ran. 110; Mir Anawruddin v. The Superintendent
Rcgistral'of Marriages, Hammersmith, L.R. (1917) 1 K.B. 634; Pa Par v.Nga
Po, Special C. II A. 153 oi 1910, C.C.L.B; Pwa Me v. Sail ala, 7. L.B.R. 270 ;
Saw Jlfaung Gyi v. Ttm Ka, 8 L.B.R. 208; Sein Kyi v. Ala E, 8 L.B.R. 399 ;
Simonin v. Mallace, 29 L.r. (p. and M.) 97; Sottomayor v. De Barros, L.R. J
P.D.l ; TluinShin v. All Shein, 8 L.B.H. 222-referred to.

This reference arose out of Civil Revision No. 55
of 1926 of this Court, where Mr. Ju~tice Maung Ba
being of the opinion that the question involved is
of great importance and far reaching consequence
referred to a Bench or a Full Bench the question,
• Civil
of 1926.

I~e{erence

:\0. 1 of 1927 arising out of Civil Revision No. 55
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which appears, with the facts of the case, from the
In re
order reported below.
MA YIN !I1YA
II This is an
application for revision of the order AND ONE
of the District Judge of Pegll dismissing Suit No. 36 TAN V.YAUK
Pu
of 1925. The order dismissing the suit is obviously AND.TWO
.•
erroneous. The plaintiff died and one .\la Yin Mya,
who claims to be his widow for herself and as next
friend of her minor son applied to the Court to be
added as legal representatives. Her claim was enquired into and the learned District Judge held that
she and her son were not the legal representative"s
of the deceased plaintiff. Wbether that view is
corrector dherwise will be considered later. I
shall for the present confine myself to the question
whether the order dismissing the suit is correct.
The learned District Judge has evidently not paid due
attention to Rule 3 of Order XXII of the Civil
Procedure Code. He should have kept the suit
pending till the period of limitation, that is, 90 days
from the date' of death,expirecl and should then
have recorded an order that the suit had abated.
" I shall now consider the merits of the claim put
forward by Ma Yin !'IIya. The plaintiff Tan Yauk
Su was one of the three sons left by one Tan Bun
So, a Chinese Buddhist, who died intestate at Kyaikto
abJllt 11 years ago. He was the youngest of the
three. In March 1Y24 his mother IVIa Chein died
and the eldest son had predeceased her. About three
months later, the plaintiff Tan Yal.ik Su apparently
quarrelled with his surviving elder brother Tan Yauk
Pu and came away from the family house. He
eloped with Ma Yin IVIya, daughter of Mq Nyein
Shin. He was then a minor. Ma Nyein Shin then
received her daughter back as well as her son-in-law
when they were brought back by some lugyis.
Refreshments were provided and no relations of the
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boy were then present. The learned District Judge
remarked that no particular ceremony was performed
'
.
'
at the alleged
marrIage,
that tnere \vas no
weddmg
procession, which was cllskunary in some of the
Chinese marriages, and that there was no evidence
that the couple ever appeared before the public as
man and wife. He concluded that the whole affair
reiating to the alleged marriage was a hole and
corner matter.
"The law regarding marriage among Chinese
Buddhists is by no means settled. Section 13 of the
Burma Laws Act lays down that where in any suit
or other proceeding in Burma it is necessary for lhe
Court to decide anyqnestion regarding succession,
inheritanct, marriage or caste, or any religiol.1s11sage
or institution, the Buddhist law in cases where the
parties are Buddhists shall form the rule of decision,
except in so far as such law has by enactment been
altered or abolished, or is opposed to any custom
having the f~rce of law. Tht term 'Buddhist 7 is a
wide term and may include any nationality other
than Burmese. So it would appear that ordinarily
irre~pective of nationality when
the parties are
Buddhists, the law to be applied is the Buddhist law.
However some difficulty has been experienced in
interpreting this phrase' Buddhist law.' In the case
of Burmese Buddhists, the Buddbist law applicable
to them is contained in a series of Dharmnathats, 36
in number, enumtrated in Kinwun Mingyi's Digest.
Those Dha11'unathats are collections of rules which
are in accordance with customs and usages of the
Burmese people. I have tried to find out what the
personal b\y of a Chinese Buddhist is. I have only
succeeden m finding the law applic:lble to the Chinese
in general including non-Buddhists. There appears
~o be n0 special law for those Chinese who are
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Buddhists. In the Translations from the Genera
Code of Laws of the Chinese Empire by Jamieson
publis.hed in September and October 1881 in the
Chica Re\liev\', I find the follov.;ing :-" Section 101.Every contract of marriage must be made with the
free consent of the two families interested. As
regards contracting parties, it is said that in all cases
the granclparerits or the parents shall be deemed to
be the principals in a contract of marriage; if these
are dead, the nearest relation shall be deemed the
principal. "
"In his commentary, Jamieson makes the following observation; 'Mariage in China is a civil contract, not between the man and woman, but bet\,1:een
the heads of the two familie~, reckoned according to
the Tule of agnatic succession. The consent of the
bridegroom or bride is not required not even asked;
acquiescence is implied from the parental ~uthority'
It requires no registration or celebration by any public
authority civil or religiom.
" According to the Burmese Buddhist lavv, marriage
is also a purely consenlual contract. No ceremony
of any kind is necessary to validate the marriage
amoI)g Burmese Buddhists. Of course in the case
of a minor girl, the necessary consent is supplied
by the guardian. The effect of the ruling in the
case of ilfa Sein v. Kim Sein (1, is that ill the case
of the Chinese "Iso no ccremoney is es::elltial. It
appears to me that if the law applicable to all
Chinamen alike is to be applied to those Chinamen
who are';Buddhists, the enactment requiring Buddhist
law to be applied to Buddhist Parties will becon:e a
dead lettertin the case of Chinese Buddhists, because
we shall be administering Chine:::e law as tbere is
no spcciallavv governing Chinese Buddhists.
I

(I) 9 B.L.T. 8J.
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In the case Mahomedans or Hindus though there
may be different schools for different sects or castes
there is still Mahomedan law or Hindu law for all
Mahom~dans and Hindus.
But in the case of Buddhists there is no Buddhist law for all Buddhists. I
should think that the most equitabl~ solution of the
difficulty would be to apply th~ lex loci contractus according to the dictum of Sir Charles Fox in the case of Sein
Kyi v. Ma E (2). That dictum was accepted by Sir
Sidney Hobinson in the case of Ma T'lcC v. Lu:e Rain
(3). As the question involved is of great importance, I
am of opinion that it should be decided authoritatively once for all. I therefore refer the following
question to a Bench or a Full Bench as the H on 'ble
the Chief Justice may constitute."
(, In the case of Chinese Buddhists, is the Burmese
Buddhist law regard iog marriage applicable
to them as the' lex loci contI actus 'or, if not,
which is the law applicable j "
The reference was heard by a Full Bench composed
of Rutledge, C.J., Das, Maung Ba, and Brown, JJ.
A. Eggar. Government Advocate-Amicus cU1'i~
at the request of the Court.
(l

Kyaw Zan-for Applicants.
Sha11muga11l-for the Respondents.
RUTLEDGE, C.J.-.This is a reference by Mr. JU5tit~
Maung I3a I)f the following question ;" In the case of Chinese Buddhists, is the Burmese
Buddhist law regarding· marriage applicable
to them as the lex loci contractus, or, if not,
\vhich is the law applicable?"
.
It is a principle of Private International Law
recognised and enforced under the English seystem of
(2) (1916) 8 L.B.R. 399.

(31 13 B.L.T. 105.
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Jurisprudence that the lex loci contractus governs the
formal requisites of a marriage. And the English
Courts have gone so far as to include consent as a
part of the ceremony of marriage and not a matter
affecting the personal capaCIty of the parties to contract a marriage. I.See Simonin v. Ma.llace (1), Sotto1"J'layor v. De Barros (2).J
The only way in which a foreign law or custom
having the force of law can affect the validity of a
local marriage is by the law of the domicile of the
parties creating an incapacity (see Dicey's Conflict of
Laws, third edition, pages 663 and 683).
In this country, however, the question is complicated by the provisions of sectiop 13 (1) of the Burma
Laws Act, 1898 : " 13. (1) V\lbere in any suit or other proceeding
in Burma it is necessary for the Court to decide any
question regarding succession, inheritance, marriage
or caste or any religious usage or institution.
(a) the Buddhist law in cases where the parties
are Buddhists;
(b) the Mahomedan Jaw in cases where the
panies are Mahomedans ; and
(c) the Hindu Jaw in cases where the parties
are Hindus;
shall form the rule of decision, except in so far as
such law has by enactment been altered or abolished
or is opposed to any custom having the force of
law. "
The learned Government Advocate has traced
this provision back to 1772, viz., to Warren Hastings'
23rd rule with regard to civil rights: "that in all
suits regarding marriage, inheritance and caste and
other religious usages and institutions the laws of the
(1) 29 L.J. (P. and ilL) 97.

(21 L.R. 3 P.D. 1 at page 7..
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Koran with respect to Mahommedans and those of the
Shaster with respect to Gentus (Hindus) shall be
invariably adhered to. "
This provision is embodied in section 112 of the
Government of India Act, 1915.
II The High Courts at Calcutta, Madras and Bombay,
in the exercise of their original jurisdiction in suits
against inhabits of Calcutta, Madras or Bombay,
as the case may be, shall, in matters of inheritance
and succession to lands, rents and· goods, and in
matters of contract and cerding behveen party and
party, when both parties are subject to the same
personal law or custom having the force of law,
decide according to that personal law ()r custom, and
when the parties are subject to different personal
la..~'s or customs having the force of law, decide
according to the law or custom to which the defendant
is subject."
The saving as regards Hindu and Mahommedan law
has been embodied in most of the Acts of the several
provinces of India such as the Bengal Civil Courts
Act, 1887, ~ection 37; the Madras Civil Courts
Act, 1873, section 16; customs having the force of
law are prominently recognized in the Punjab Laws
Act, ·1872, sections 5 and 6; the Central Provinces
Laws Act, 1875, sections 5 and 6 andthe Oudh Laws
Act, 1876, section 3.
.
The saving as to Buddhist law first appeared in
the Burma Courts Act,1872, section 6.. It was repeated
in the BurmaCourts Acts of 1875 and 1889and in 1898
removed and incorporated as we have seen in the
Burma La\vs Act, section 13.
The saving of personal laws is not complete and
exhaustive. It is expressly mentioned "except in so
far as it is .opposed to any customs having the force
of law."
.
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Sir Courtenay Ilbert in his Government of India,
second edition, page 329, remarks: ,I It will be observed
the Warren Hastings' rule and the enactments based
upon it apply only to Hindus and Mahommedans.
There are, of course, many natives of India "vho
are neither Hindus nor Mahommedans, such as the
Portuguese, and Armenian Christians, the Parsees, the
Sikhs, the Jains, the Buddhists of Burma and elsewhere and the Jews. The tendency of tbe Courts and
of the Legislatures has been to apply to these classes
the spirit of Warren Hastings' rule and to leave them
in the enjoyment of their own family law, except so
far as they have shown a disposition to place themselves under English law," This tenden cy is shown
by recent case of Benjamin v. Belljan'zin (3), where
the High Court in its ordinary original civil jurisdiction applied the Jewish law of divorce to Jews
resident in Bombay.
Ih the case of Pa Par v. Nga Po (4) Hartnoll,
J., applied Chin custom to a case of restitution of
conjugal rights. Ir.- these caEes both parties belonged
to the same community SO that they do not seem to
gi\'e us much assistance on the present question.
It will be observed that the phrase in section 13
(1) of the Burma Laws Act is-" the Buddhist law
where the parties arc Buddhist," and not the
Burmese Buddhist law. \Ve know tbat there are
Chinese, Thibetan, Sinhalese and Chittagonian Buddhists. The only Buddhist law, however, in my opinion of which the Courts of this province have ever
taken cognisance is Burmese Buddhist law. And for
a fl)reign Buddhist to escape from the application of
Burmese Buddhist law he must show that I.e is
subject to a custom having the force of law in this
(3) (1926) 50 Bom. 369.
Ul Special Civil Second Apl'eal No. 153 of 1910 of the Chief Court.
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country and that that custom is opposed to the prCivilit re
sian of Burmese Buddhist law applicable to the case.
1\1 A YIN My A A d f·
h'
• •
b·l' .
.
A:-lD OSE
n
urLer
10 my opmIOn an 0 19atIon IS thrown
TAN VYAUK
upon the Courts of this province to see that a foreign
AN/~rwo. custom having the force of law upon one party to
the contract is not applied so as to work injustice to
RUTLEDGE,
C.J.
the other party \-vho is a subject of this province.
As Lord Justice Cotton observes in Sottomayor v. De
Ban'os (2), already cited, at page 7: "No COlm try is
bound to recognise the laws of a foreign state where
they work injustice to its own subjects, and this principle would prevent the jlldgment in the present case
being relied on as an authority for setting aside a
marriage, between a foreigner and an English subject domiciled in England, on the ground of any
personal incapacity not recognised by the law of this
country." This principle has been well expressed
by Lord Gorrel in Chetti \'. Chetti (5): II Ought a.
foreigner domiciled abroad, who comes to lhis country
and here marries in due form according to E11glish
Jaw another person domiciled in England, 10 be
allowed to assert that he carries about with him,
while here, the burden of an incapacily imposed by
the la\vs of tbe foreign domicile to do tbat which
he has done voluntarily and· in due form according
to· the la\\'s of England, or to repudiate his marriage
on the ground that he is incapable of doing what he
has done, and ought our Courts to support such an
assertion and repudiation with the consequent effects
on the position of the wife and the legitimacy of the
child? To my mind the answer should be ' No '.
This of course applies \\'ith equal if not greater force
to a British subject domiciled abroad." If for English
and England we read Burmese and Burma, we have
a rule which in my opinion Ollght to be born in
1927

(5) L.R. (1909) P.D. at p. 87.
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mind by the Court of this province. I may observe
that this passage of Lord Gorrel's judgment has
been quoted with approval by Lord Darling in Mil'
Amvaruddill's case (6). As to \-vhether a substantial
injustice has been wrought so as to justify this salutary r~le being invoked must depend on the bets of
the case.
\Ve have been referred to two cases where their
Lordships of the Privy Council applied Chinese
Customary Law to questions of marriage to an I'sip
or secondary wife, L.R. (1920) A.C., page 369 and
(1926) A.C., page 529. We do not think that these
cases have an:f bearing on the question before us.
As Lord Finlay says at page 372 of the earlier case:
"With regard to Chinese settled in Penang, the
Supreme Court recognises .and applies the Chinese law
of marriage." In both cases the parties were Chinese,
whether Confucian or Buddhist is not stated. It is
not suggested that there is a similar provision to
section 13 of the Burma Laws Act in force in the
Straits Settlements where the indigenous inhabit<lnts
are Malay Mohammedans. 'these circumstances in my
opinion prevent us from considering that any useful
analogy can be drawn from these t"vo cases.
I may here observe that if this \vere a question
of domicile it would be found th(1t the vast majority
of Chinese in Burma have a Burmese domicile. The
majority have been born here and many of t 11em
ha\'e had Burmese mothers. Many of them are of
the third generation since their ancestor first migrated
from China.
I may here notice some of the decisions of the
Courts in Burma relating to the question before us.
In Hong Kil'S case (7) Mr. (afterwards Sir John)
(6)
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L.R. (1917) 1 K. B. at 649.

(i) (1881) S.1. 135.
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Jardine, J.C., observes at page 144: "I doubt there..;.
fore whether it is obligatory on our Courts here to apply
the Burmese Buddhist law to Buddhists from Ceylon
or Cbina. The subject teems with difficulties."
In
that case however the question did not arise as
the Court held that it was not proved that the decea:..
sed was a Buddhist. In M a Tin v. Doop Raj Bm'ua
(8), Mr. Burgess, J.C., observes: (( The deceased
came from Chittagong, but he is described as a Mug
of Rajbansi. and a Buddhist, though he is also spoken
of as a Hindu, perhaps because in dre~s ;'lnd some
habits he resembled a Hindu. Prima !aice, as a
Buddhist, deceased would come under the Bud dhist
law of tbecountry at large, and the burthen of proving
any special custom or usage varying the crdinary
Buddhist rules of inheritance would be on the person
asserting the variance." This in my opinion is a perfectly sound rule in keeping with the letter and
spirit of section 13 (1) of the Burma Laws Act. In
Fcne Lan's case (9), Sir Charles Fox prefers the view
of Mr. Jardine to that of Mr. Burgess, though in the
result it was not necessary to decide this point as he
held that the plaintiff failed in either case whether
Burmese Buddhist law was followed or Chinese Customary law. At page 97 on the analogy of the different
schools of Hindu and Mohammecan law, he considers that Chinese customary law may be taken as
the Buddhist law applicable to the Buddhist parties
in the case. I think that this view is not strictly accu"
rate. Earlier in the judgment he admits that there is
no Chinese Buddhist law applicable to sllccession or
inheritance, and later he admits· that Chinese Cl1sto~
mary law is wholly unconnected with the Bucldhist
faith. He later s(lggests that Burmese Buddhist law
IS Iiot connected \\'ith the Buddhist religion.
This
(8) (l894) U.B.l~. 608.

(9) (903) 2 L.B.R. 95.
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'think is going too far. Though its remote ongin
1927
1S the Hindu law of Manu, the connection, between
In re
"the Buddhist religion and Burmese Buddhist law MZ~~~~~YA
is very apparent. One large section of it, the Vinaya, TAN 'II.YAUK
Pu
is as intimately connected with the Buddhist religion
AND TWO.
as the Book of· Leviticus is connected with the
RUTLEDGE,
Jewish religion. And in the secular law of inheritance
C.J.
the influence of Buddhism has been recognized by
the jurists in the tendency towards emancipation of
,vomen and the equality of the sexes. It is to be
noted that the question in Fone Lan's case was not
·one of marriage at all but adoption. The rule in Fone
Lan's case was followed and extended in subsequent
decisions many of. which do not appear in the official
Law Reports. (See 7 L.B.R page 270, 8 L.B.R.
page 208 and page 222.)
While the Courts as a 1"tl1e applied Chine~e customary 1;-l\\' in cases \'.~here the man was a Chinaman
from time to time doubts were thrown upon the
correctness of this vie\v. In lI1a Shein's case (10),
Mr. Justice Ormond at page 226 says II It· may be
open to question whether a foreigner, who contracts
a marriage in a British Dominion, which is valid
according to the law administered in that place, is
entitled to repudiate the marriage on the ground that
certain formalities were not observed which were
requisite for a valid marriage according to his personal
law as admini~tered in the foreign c(Juntry.
In Sein Kyi's case (ll), while Parlett, J., applied
Chinese cust0l11;1ry bw to a marriage or promise to
marry between a Buddhist Chinaman and a Burmese
Buddhist woman, Sir Charles Fox dissented and at
page 403 observes: II The decisions in this province,
which have held: that, in order to constitute a valid
marriaere between a Cbinaman and a Burmese womanl

,'"'.:...-_----------------'.iU) (11)151 II L.B.R. 225.
(11) (1916) 8 L.R.R. 399.
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it must be shown that certain formalities and cereMA t:~\lYA monies enjoyed by Chinese customary ImN were gone
AND ONE
through and that the consent of the parents must
1/.
TAN YAl:K
have been given to the marriage, overlook the
Pu
AND TWO.
rule of British Courts stated in Brool? v. B:-cok,
9 H.L.C. 193, and other cases that the lex loci
RUTLEDGE,
c.].
contractus quod sOle1'rznitalis determines the validity of
a marriage and the lex d01'ni cilzi the question of the
c8pacity of the panics to marry."
In Criminal Revision l'<o. 332B of 1919, Mr. Justice
Robinson (afterwards Chief Justice:) says: " In order to
decide whether there was a valid marriage, it is first
necessary to decide the la-" binding upon the parties in
tbis matter. I'etitioner is a Burman Buddhist and res·
pondent is a Chinese Budclhi~t burn in Burma. I have
no hesitation in agreeing with the dictum of Sir Charles.
Fox in the case of Maung Seitz Kyi v. ilia E, that the
law of the place \vhere it was contracte<l determines
the validity of a marriage and that this question must
be decided by the Burmese Buddhist law." In the
recent case of Man Han v. R.ilf.A.L. Fil'Jn (12),
Mr. Justice Chari, when dealing with the rights of a
Chinese womal1 in the property of her Chinese husband
did not agree that the matter was governed by Chinese
customary la\v which he described as vague, archaic and
unascertainable. At page 11'1·, he observes: " There is
no such thing as Chinese Buddhist lav: and the only
Buddhist law known to the Courts of this country is
the Burmese Buddhist law."
From this summary of the course of decision it \vill.
be seen that though the Courts have in the main applied Chinese customary Jaw to Chinese Buddhists and
even to cases where the question arose between a
Buddhist Chinaman and a Burman Buddhist lNoman
(12) \1926i 4 Ran. 110.
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yet this practice has been doubted and not followed by
several learned Jud ges.
The question has become acute in Burma by reason
6f the large number of Chinamen who marry Burmese
women. Both belong to t.he great Mongolian branch
of the human race, and have many points in common.
But while by reason of a long conservative civilization
the Chinese until recenlly were governed by legal
customs which had crystalized several thcusar.d years
ago, the Rurmans were subject to a law \vhich altered
from time to time to meet the changed circumstances
of the Burmese people, with the result that in matters
of inheritance and property there is no country \\'here
the principle of the equ::llity of the sexes has been
carried further than in Burma, and in regard to marriage where the marriage contract and status rest on
consent alone and both parties to the marriage are
equal partners. The effect of our Courts applying
Chinese customary law to a Chino-Burman marriage is
to deprive a Burmese woman of practically all rights
and in most cases brand ber children as illegitimate.
China has for a good many years been in a state of
revolution. But when order and unity are once more
establi·shed I cio not think tbat any publicist \vould
prophesy that the ancient customs wbich used to
govern inheritance and marriage among the Chinese
will be re-established. Again it must not be lost sight
of that Chinamen have come and settled in Burma in
growing numbers since the first occupation of the
country. And marc than any other race they have
inter-married and joined in the social and rfligious life
of the people of the country, so that the third generation
so far as blood and manner of life are concerned are
much more Burman than Chinese. To apply without
enquiry the ancient customary law of China to these
people seems to be unwise and impolitic unless we are
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forced to do so of necessity. In my opinion not only
are we not forced to do so, but the principles of Private
MA YIN iVIY A I t '
AND O~E
n ernatlOnl1 L aw an d the wor d's oftileB urma L a ws
TAN 'IJ
Act forbid us to do so.
.
YAUK
Pu
My answer to the question referred is that (a) the
AND TWO.
B urmese B' Ll ddl'
. .IS prima"
115t 1aw regar d'109 marnage
RU~LrGEI facie applicable to Chinese Buddhists as the lex loci
contractus; and (bl to escape from the application of
Burmese Buddhist law regarding marriage ;1. Chinese
Buddhist must prove that he is subject to a cu~tom
having the force of law in Burma\tI1d that that custom
is opposed to the provisions of Burmese Buddhist law
applicable to the case j and (c) in case the matter in
issue is the marriage of a Buddhist Chinaman 'with a
Burmese Buddhist woman he must show that the application of the custom having the force of law \vill
not work injustice to the Burmese Buddhist woman.
We have to acknowledge the great assistance which
the Government Advocate has rendered to the Court
by his very learned and careful argument.
1927

.
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r

DAs, J.-1 concur.
BROWN,

J.-I

concur.

MAUNG BA, J.-T have had the advantage of
reading the judgment of the learned Chief Justice. I
concur with him and also in the ans\ver~ proposed.
As the law now stands it has in some cases worked
injustice to the Buddhist women of Burma. The
solution depends upon the correct application of the
law laid clown in sub-section (1) of section 13 of the
Burma Laws Act. According to it "Buddhist Law"
shall form the rule of decision, except in so far as such
law has by enactment been altered or abolished, or is
opposed to any custom having the force of law. But
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the term II Buddhist Law " is a misnomer. H Buddhist" means \vbat appertains to the Buddhist faith
'
h as I'dd
andB u dll
C 11sm
a1
own no 1aw W h'ICh 'IS to b e
applied to secular matters. We have however a
number
of law books entitled" Dhanzmathats
I, which
.
.
aTe primarily intended to apply' to Burmans. The
religion of that race is Bu(;ldhism which was also
the State religion when the Burmese Monarch was
on. the throne. So the Dhammathats in,t~nded for
Burmese Buddhists have come to be known as the
Burmese Buddhist La\ov or the Buddhist Law. Now
there are other races who aha profess Buddhism.
Among those races are the Chinese, some of whom are
Buddhists. So in the case of Chinese Buddhists we
have to find the Buddhist :Law applicable to them.
Unfortunately such a law does not exist. The la'\\which exists is the general customary law apfHicable
to all Chinamen alike whatever creed they may belong
to. A Chinaman may be either a Buddhist, or a Confucian, or a Taoist, or all three. Hitherto such general
law has been held to be applicable. The equity of this
view has been doubted. Section 13, Burma Laws Act,
appears to have been intended to give effect to Warren
Hastings' sound policy of non-interference with the
family laws of the different races under British rule.
It is a principle of Private International L,H\'
recognised and enforced under the English system of
Jurisprudence that the lex loci contractus governs the
formal requisites of a marriage. That principle is no
doubt subject to another principle that the capacity of
each of the parties to a marriage is to be judged by theil
lex donzicilii. In the ma,iority of cases Chinamen have
acquired a domicile in Burma. So far as I am aware
there has been no dispute regarding the capacity of it
Chinaman contracting a marriage with a Burmese
womrtn. The disput~ has been chiefly concerned with
; ~,
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the form of marriage-,-·whether it should be according
to the law of the woman or it should be according to
the customary law of the Chinamen in China.
As
pointed out above tbe form recognised under Private
International Law is to be accord ing to the lex loci C01'ltractus, that is, the form according to the law of the
place where the contract takes place. So far as I
know, the le:c loci contractus of the Buddhists in Burma
is the one to be foulld in the Dhammathats known
as Burmese Buddhist Law. Of course it is but right
to allow the Chinese Buddhist to show that that law
is opposed to any custom having the force of law,
provided that it works 110 injustice to the Buddhist
women, and it should be on him.to establish that
contention.
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LAW-Civil Procedure Code IAct Vof 1<;08), s, 60-Buddlrist
husband's int erest in proterties of the marriage mdetermmate and
therefore not a ~aleable property in e.:recutlon of decree against
husbaild _. Wife's suit for partliion and dectnratiotl of half share
1Iot maintainable-Liability of marriage ploperty to satisfy
fami/y debts-Procedure. In execution of their decrees against a

BUDDHIST

Buddhist husband who was managing the family bu~iness and
had incurr~d the debts, the creditors attached certain properties of
the marria~e between the husband and his wife. The wife
obtaiued from Ule execlltillg COllrt a release of her interest.
whatever it was, in the properties from the attachments. Respondents bought the properties at the execution sale and wer e put in
possession. The wife filed a suit for a declaration that she had
half share in the properties and ask..d for possession of such
share. Held. Ulat the interests of a Burmese BlIddhist husband
and wife are impartibk and indeterminate so long as the marriage
subsists :.nd Ulat where Ule husband man?gt's the business vf
the f;:mily a decree against th.. lhlsband can he execllte-d allaillst
the whole pI operty of the marriage. 'lhe wife's claim to partition
was not sustainable. The husbaud's share too was impartible and
his interest was indetermillate ; sllch an interest therefore is not
saleable proper~~' within the meaninl! of !>ection 6C of the Civil
Procedure Code'; Such a sale has to be set aside, but the whole
property including the interest of both husband and wife was
liable to he atlached and sold in exect:tion d the dtcree-s against
the husband alone.
MA PAING

v.

MAUNG SHWE HPAN AND O'fHF.RS

478:

LAw-ltlhfritance-Wives of fa po/ygamo'lls husband
whether entitled to inherit in one wife's Qncest,'al properlyHusband's vested right in sllch inherit,'d ,property 11vl heritable.
Held. that Ulou~h at Burmese Buddhist Jaw. the husb;md has

BUDDHIST

a vested share in the inherited property of his wife. on his death
his other wives do not take any interest in that property; it
reverts to that wife. whose ir1herited property it originally
was. C. T. P. V. C"etty v. Mau1fg Tha Blaing, 3 Ran. 322-

dist inguislud.
MA GUN

BON ~'. MA ME MI
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458

·CHINESE BUDDHIST WIFE'S DITEREST IN PROPERTY OF THE MARRIAGE

-Bul'mese Buddhist law applicable-Partnership-Liability for
joint debts. Held, that the rule of BU:'meRe Buddhist law that the
husband and the wife are partners in practically all the business
of the marriage and that the acquisitions of either or both are
partnership nrOI'erty is applicable to Chinese Bnddhists in Burma.
Held, accurclingly, that the prO!1erty of the marriage partnership
would be liable for all partnership debts, whether the marriage
has been :Iissolved or not, and whether the decree was obtained
against one or both of the couple. In re Ma Yin lrIya and one
v. Tan Yauk Pyu, 5 Ran. 406 ; Ma Paing Y. Slzwe lIpan, 5 Ran.
29b-followed.
V.R.M.A.L. CHETTY.,m FIRM

v.

443

i\JAN HAN

1922), SS. 80,
81, 194-Burma Land alld Revenue Act (ll of 1876). ss. 43 to 48Recovery of arrears of taxes" as if t/iey &Jere arrears of land
revenue, " meanillg of-Application of ss. 46 to 48 of the Burma
Land lind Revenue Aet to sales by Municipal officer for l't'COvery
of" propel'ty ta:,cs "-Title of pal'chaser at sitch sales whether }ree
from all incltmbmltces-Effect of collusive fraud. Hell, that
section 194 of the City of Rangoon Municipal Act empowers the
Corpol'1tion to recO\er the arrears of its taxes and other dues" as
if they we'c arrears of l;md revenue," but thaI does not
mean that sections 46 to 48 of the Bnrma Land and Revenue Act
apply to all Municipal sales, so as to counter on the auctionpurchaser in e\'ery case a title free from incumbranl·es. Thfse
sections can only <lpply where the dues to the Municipality are in
the nature of bnd revenue or l<lnd rate in lieu of Capitation-tax.
So far as "properly-taxes" as defined in section 80 of the City of
Rangoon M unicipaJ Act are concerned, it is open to the ploperly
authorized officer of the Municipality to direct the reco\ery of
of arrears in the manner lwesc ihed by sections 46, 47, of the
Burma Land and Revenue Act and to a sale held under these
sectionR, the provisions of section 48 of the Act will apply, unless
the purchaser acted in collusion with the owner to c1draucl the
incumbrancer. Chinnasll7C1my 1Iflldl1lay v. TlIirumalai Pi/lay, 25
Mad, 572 i lbraliim Kl~an Y. Rallgasamy, 78 Mad. 428 ; Xadir
Mollideen v.lIluthukrisllan lyer, 26 Mad. 230 ; Mutllia Chetty v.
Sheik ilfo'lamed. C.R 393 of 1925, H.C. Ran; Raml1cliandla v.
Pitchai Kanni, 7 Mad. 434 : Silbid Ali v. Swamintatllan Chetty,
5 R,L.T. 108; Sankarall v. Ramasami, 41 Mold. 691-rcferred to.
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:EXECUTIOX OF D'ECREE ,-Limitalion-Decrecjor annu<ll payments and

jor possession on default -Time at 7CJlJich rig It t to possession arose
_cotlstruction oj decree-Indian Limitation Act (IX oj 1908),
Sch. 1, arts. 181, 182, d. 7. In 1916 the respondent obtained
against theapl'ellant, her husband. a decree in the tern~s of an
award. The dec~'ee provided that certain properlits were to
remain in the possession of the defendant" whQ will pay to the
plaintiff annually the sum of Rs. 2,000 in the month of Kason,on
default of payment of the same (f~s. 2,000 allnl1ally) the said
properties will be made over to the plaintiff." The pa~'l11ents for
1923 and 1924 not having been made the resp0ndentapplied in
1924 to execute the decree In respect of tflem. al'lo by delivery of
posse~sic,n of the propt'rties on the default so lI,ade
There was
no certification under Order XXI. r. 2 of an~' payn'ents fo" the
years before 1923. By the Indiall Liniilation Act, 19('8. Sl'h. I,
art. 182, the period of limitation for ~xecutjn!! a del'r~e is three
years from the date of the decree, hnt, by clause 7. whe"e :lI1Y
payment is directed to be made at a ce~t,.in date, from that date.
By art,. 181, the period for and application lIot otherwise
provided for, is three )'ears frnm thp. date when the dg:ht to apply
accrues. Held, that the applicationwas not harred as to the payments for llJ23 and 1924 hadl'g regard to cl. 7, of art. 182 ; nor
as to delivery of possession since npon the true construction oflhe
decree the right to possession arose on a defal,1t in making any
annual payment. It therefore beca:ne nnnec( s3ary to consider
whether there was any time limit for ce 'tifying und.:r Order XXI,
r. 2 and the effect of an absence of certification.
MAUNG SIN fl. MA TOK
"FRAUD AND COLLUSION' BETWEEN PClICHASETI AND DEFAULTER, EFFECT
OF ON PUHCHASE AT REVENUE SALE

Bv-Dismissal oj
applicat iOI/ to set aside all exparte decree when a bar to suitDismissalllot vn11lertls is I/ot a bnr. Held. that the dismi~sal of
an application to set aside an e....parte decrp.e forfailureto furnish
security does not bar a suit to set asit'e the decree as having been
obtained by fraud. K. E. Musthan v. Bnbll Mollel/dra Nath
Sing II, 1 Rail, SOD-distinguished. Radha Ramall Saha v. Pran
Natll Roy, 28 Call. 475, P.C.-joll wed, M. A. Maistry v. Abdul
AZ1zRahmal/, ':: Ran. 46-set aside.
M. A. MATSTRY '0. ABDUL AZIZ RAHMAN
"JURISDICTIO~-Place in 'which cause oj aclic11 arises-Duty ot debt 01'
to seek ere lit or-Place of payment impliedly fi.red-H1gh COllrt
Charier, cl. 10. bldiilff Contract Act (IX oj 1872), s. 49. Where
there is an obligation to pay money, and, either from the terms of
the contract or from the necessities of ti,e case, a further obligation
is in: plied to find the ('reditor so as to pay him, section 49 of tbe
Indian Contract Act, 18;2, as to the place for performance of a
promise when no plac.e is fixed, does not :ll'ply. Bya contract
made in Calc, tla the appellants agreed to make good to the
respondents defi:.ults in payments to them in respect of sales and
'purchases of grain in Rangoon. where the respondents had a
business branch. By leave of the High Court at Hangoon thp.
respondents sued appt lIants in that Court for money due under
"their agreement. Held, that the appellants were under an
implied obligation to pay in Rangoon and that consequentlv part
of the can,e of action arOse there and there was jurisdiction
under c'. 10 of the High Court Cha..ter. Put taPPa Manjaya v.
"rTimbltadrnPPa, (1908) 7 Bflm. Law Reporter 993-dist i1/guished,
:Dhulliislta ~usserwanji v. A. B.Fjorde, !1887) I.L.R. 11 Bom. 649.
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471

INDEX
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Si1tgh, (1915) I.L.R. 37 All. 557; L.R. 42 lA. 202-foZwwed.
14) that the younger children were not estopped under the Indian
Evidence Ad, 1872, section 115, by reason of certain acts of
acqDiescence. as the plaintiff had not acted on any representatlCln
bv them but on an error common to him and the children.
Kllf;erji v. Babai, /1890) I.L.R. 19 Born. 3N-a#roved.
(5) Consequently thai there should be ... decree (or ejectment
ag:.\inst the widow and the eldest son, and it should be declared
that th~ plainti.was entitled to a third, also a quarter o( two-thirds,
Of the propert,y, and each of the younger children to a quarter of
two-thirds.
VERTANNI!S AND OTHERS V. ROBINSON AND ANOTfHtR

427

'VIVES OF A POLYGAMOUS HUSBAND WHETHER ENTITLED TO SHARE IN
THE INHERITEO J'ROI'ERTY OF ONE of TilE WIVES

448
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Matilal v. Suraj11lal, 1.1904) I.L.R. 30 Born. 167,' and Bansilal
/fbircl/an.d v. Gll1Ilam Jlfnhbltb KI/all, (1925) L.l~. 53. LA. 51!;
I.L.R. 53 Cal. 89-',-eje1'1'ed to.
~O:<:IRAM JEETMULL. A FIRM 71, R.n. TATA & Co., LTD.
LIMITATION ACT (IX OF 1908), SCH. I. ART. 7.-Motor.car driver
whether an artisa1~. A moto;-car driver is an artisan within the
meanin~ of art. 7 of S;h. I of the Limitation Act. He must
therefore sue for his wages within one year from the date when
his wages accrue due.
R. SE\VA1~AM t!. LACHMINAHAYAN
LIMITATION ACT, SCH. I, AIHS. 181, 182, Cr.. 7
POWER OF EXECUTOR AFTER WINDING UP ADmNISTRATION
PRESUMPTION OF BENA~lI AHISES WHEN PROPERTY PURCHASED AT AN
INADEQUATE PRICE AT A SALE FOR ARIlEARS 0.' TAXES OR REVENUE

...

PllOI3ATE AND

AD~lINISTRATION

ACT, SECTION 4

WILL-Constmdion-" Effects'''-Im11l0'llable property-Power oj
e.;-ceculor-Co"/t'IJeyance <lfler estate wound up- Esloppd-La1ll1loi'd's title-indian &'idence Act (I of 1872), ~s. 1 J 5. 116Probate an.d Administrati.:n Act (Voj 1882), s. 4. A Christian
resident in Rangoon by his will appointed his wife executrix and
devised and bequeathed to her ~pecified immovable properties
.. and all my household furniture, carriages, horst:s, chattds and
effects, and all money and debts due and owing to me which
I shall be possessed. of at the time of my de Ith." He died in
1897. p·)ssessed (If lanJ. the K p 'operty, .in addition, to the
immovable properties specified in the \\ill.· The widow proved
the will, sold the specified properties and by 1904 had paid all
the debts inc\udiIlJ'( a mortl'!age on the K property. She and the
childrt:n of the marriage then went to reside on the K property,
and they were ~till in occupation when the present suit was
brought. In 1905 the widow, not purporting to act as executrix,
mortgaged the K property: in l u l6 the property was reconveyed
b) the widow, but it remained equitably mortgaged to the plaintiff,
to whom in 1918 she con,'eyed it in discharge of the mortgage
debt, the plaintiff agreeing to let :he property to the eldest son for
twelve months. In 1920 the plaintiff after notice to qt:it. sued in
ejectment, making defendants the ddest son, the widow, and the
younger children. The children all pleaded that there wr.s an
intestacy as to tht: K property and claimed their shares under the
Indian Succession Act as heirs to their father; the eldest son
further pleadeet that he was not estopped from denying the
plaintiff s title as he had attorned tenant l'nder the belief that she
had power as executrix to transfer the property to the plaintiff.
Held, (II that on the true construction of the will, the word
" effects" did not inc-lude immovable property, and that therefore
here was an inte,fary as to tlle K property. Hogan Y. Jackson.
[I7iS], 1 Cowp. 299 and Attorlley-Generaljor B7'itt~h Hondm'asv.
Bl"istowe, [I880j 6 App. Cas. 143-distilJ{!uished. (2) that the
widow had 110 pow(;rafter 1904 to con\ey the property as
exec,ltrix. as she 'had then complett'ly wound up the estate, except
that she had not transferred to the children their shares ; her
neglert Of that duty did not enable her to give a good title to the
Plaintiff, who knew the terms of the will. Bijra; Nopal1iv. Pura
Sundtll'y Da.,sce, (1914\ I.L.R. 42 Cal. 56; L.R.41 I.A.189distinguished. (3) that the eldest son was estopped under the
Indian Evidence Act, 1872, ~eetion 116, froUl denying the title of
the plaintiff. his lancllord. Bilas Kllnwar v. Desraj Ral1git
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the term "Buddhist Law"
is a misnomer.
" Bud.
' dhist" means what appertains to the Buddhist faith
h
' d d own no 1aw w h'lCll1 . 'IS to·e
b
'
aD.d B U ddl11sm
as iat
applied to secular matters. We have however a
number of Jaw books entitled" Dhammathats"
which
... .
are primarily intended to apply to Burmans. The
religion of that race is Buddhism which was also
the State religion when the Burmese Monarch v.,'as
on the throne. So the Dhammathats intended for
Burmese Buddhist have come to be known as the
Burmese Buddhist Law or the Buddhist Law, Now
there are other' races who also prof~ss Buddhism.
Among those races are the Chinese, some of \dlOm are
Buddhists. So in the case of Chinese Buddhists we
have to find the Buddhist Law applicdble to them.
Unfortunately such a law dges not exist. The law
\vhich exists is the generaf ·customary Ja\\' applicable
to all Chinamen alike whatever creed they may belong
to. A Chinaman may be either a Buddhist, or a Confucian, or a Taoist, or all three. Hitherto such general
law has been held tu be applicable. The equity of tbi s
view has been doubted. Section 13, Burma Laws Act,
appears to have been inlende-d to give effects to 'A'arren
Hastings' sound policy of non-interference with the
. family lawt> of the different races under British rule.
It is a principle of Private International LaW'
recognised and enforced under the English ~ystem of
Jurisprudence that the lex 10. i C01lt,'aclus gov~rns the
formal requisites of a marriage. That principle is no
doubt subject to another principle that the capacity of
each of the parties to a marriage is to be judged by their
lex domiciliT.. In the majority of cases ChinanLen have
acquired a domicile in Burma. So far as I am aware
there has been no dispute regarding the capacity of Cl.
Chinaman contracting a marriage \:l,'ith a Burmese
woman. The dispute has been chiefly concerned with
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the form of marriage-whether it should be according
to the law of the woman or it should be according to
the customary law of the Chinamen in China. As
pointed out above the form recognised under Private
International Law is to be according to the lex loci contractus, that is, the form according to the law of the
place where the contract takes place. So far as I
know, the lex loci contractus of the Buddhists in Burma
is the one to be found in the Dhammathats known
as Burmese Buddhist Law. Of course it is but right
to allow the Chinese Buddhist to show that that law
is opposed to any custom having the force of law,
provided that it works no injustice to the BuddhIst
women, and it should be on him to establish that
contention.

PRIVY COUNCIL.
P.C. •
1927

MAUNG SIN

Mar. 31.

MA TOK.
(On Appeal from the High Court at Rangoon.)

Execution of decree-Limilatiol~-Decree for annual payments and for
possession on default-Time at which right to possession arose -Construction oJ decree-Indian Limitation Act (IX of 1908), 5ch. 1, arts. 181, 182,
cl.7.
'
In 1916 the respondent obtained against the appellant, her husband, a
decree in the terms cf an award. The decree provided that certain properties
were to remain in the possession of the defendant "'who will pay to the
plaintiff annually the sum of Rs. 2,000 in the month of Kason, on default of
payn.ent of the same (Rs. 2,000 annually) the said properties will be made over
to plaintiff." The payments for 1923 and 1924" not havin2' been made
tht: respondent applied in 1924 to execute the decree in respect of them, alsO
by deliYery of possession of the properties on the default so made. There
was no certification under Order XXI, r. 2 of any payments for the years
before 1923.
• PRESENT :-LoRD ATKINSON, LORD CARSON, SIR JOHN WALLIS
SIR LANCE LOT SANDERSON.

AND
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1927
By the Indian Limitation Act. 1908, Sch. I. art. 182, the period of
olimitation for executing a decree is three years from the date of the decree.
but, by clause 7, where any payment is directed to be made at a certain date, MAUNGSIN
v.
i rom that date. By art. 181, the period for any' application not~otherwise
MAToK.
prc,,;oed {or, is three years from the date when the fight to apply accrues.
Held, that the application was not barred as to the payments for 1923 and
1924 having regard to) d. 7, of art. 182; nor as to the deliv()ry of possession
'Since upon the true construction of the decree the right to possession arose on
a default in making any annual payment.
It therefore became ullnece~sary to consider whether there was any time
limit for certifying under Or.dler XXI. r. 2 and the effect of an absence of
·certification.
))eeree of the High Court "ffirmed on a different groand.

Appeal (No. 68 of 1926) from a decree of the
High Court, sitting at Mandalay (July 20, 1925)
reversing a decree of the District Court of Sagaing.
The appeal arose out of an application by the
Tespondent in 1924 to execute a decree made in 1916.
The facts appear from the judgment of the
judicial Committee.
T he District Judge held that the application was
Ibarred by the Indian Limitation Act, 1908.
On appeal to the High Court the decision was
reversed. The learned Judges (Heald and Pratt, JJ.)
.held that having regard to the Indian Limitation Act,
1908, Schedule I, Article 182, Clause 7, the application
:as to the annual payments clearly "vas not barred. \Vilh
regard to the claim for possession they held that during
the years before 1923 the appellant had incurred
expenses which the respondent was entitled toaccept as
payments under the decree. They held that having
regard to Tukaram Babaji (1) and other decisions
those payments could be certified under Order XXI
Rule 2 at any time, and that the applicant "vas
-entitled to have them certified. On that view there
was no default until 1923 and the claim to execute
arose then only.
(1) (1895) I.L.R. 21 Bom. 122.
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Dunne, K.C. and L. R. Dunne for the appellant..
The article of the Limitation Act governing the
application for possession was art. 181, not art. 182,
and the period was three years from the date whell
the right to po~session first accrued· No payments
for the years before 1923, \-vere proved, consequently'
the right accrued in 1917, and that part of the
application was barred even if under art. 182, c1. 7 the
application as to the tvvo annual payments was not
barred· The High Court was wrong in holding that
there could be a certification under Order XXI, r. 2,.
at any time; it is submitted that having regard to
the Indian Limitation Act, 190H, Sch. I, Art.. 181
it can be only within three years of the payment.
Under the last clause of the rule the applicant could
not rely on the tarlier paymtnts even if made·
Their Lordships intimated that they desired that:
the true construction of the decree should first be
argued.
The decree cannot be read as a series of decrees.
openiting in each successive year· The first default in
payn1 ent gave rise to the right to possession given
by the decree· To construe the decree otherwise'
would be to read into it words which are not there,
S· :Moses for the respondent was not called.
upon.
The judgment of their Lordships was delivered.
byLORD CARSON .-The respondent, who is the wife,
of the appellant, on the 30th September, 1916,obtained
a decree in the District Court of Sagaiog in terms'
.of an award which had been previously made by'
which certain properties contained in a list attached.
to the award and the decree were to be left in
possession of the appellant (defendant), who was to-
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pay to the respondent (plaintiff) annually a sum of
Rs. 2,000 in the month of Kason, or in default of
payment of the same (Rs. 2,000 annually) the said
property contained in the said list would be made
over to the plaintiff.,.responde,nt. It appears that ~fter
the making of the decree the parties lived together
until the year 1923, when they separated.
On the 8th October, 1924, the respondent filed an
application in the District Court of Sagaing for
, ,execution of the decree against the appdlant in default
,of payment of t\.vo instalments of Rs. 2,000 each for
the year 1923 and 1924 respectively, and claimed,
,as the judgment-debtor had failed to pay according
'to the decree, that the Court might direct the
·delivery of the lands in the said list by the judgment-debtor to the decree-holder, the respondent.
The respondent also filed an application rendering
:an account' of the sums alleged to have been received
'by her, in pursuance of the decree, up to May, 1922
and requesting that this might be noted in Court.
'The appellant, however, denied that he had ever
made any annual payments, and pleaded that the
execution of the decree waS time-barred,and also
alleged that even if the payments had been made, they
could not be recognised by the Court because they
had not been certified witbinLhe time limit of the
'Court under Order XXI, Rule 2.
The learned District Judge before whom the case
,vas first tried held that as the payments alleged,
even if made, had not heen certified, they could not
'be recognised by the Court, and that therefore, as
no payment had been made from the dat@ of the
,decree to the date of the claim for execution, the
,claim ,vas barred by thelndian Limitation Act.
The High Court, however, decided that, having
regard t6 the provision of clause 7 of Article 182 of
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the First Schedule of the Act, no question of limita··
tion could possibly arise as to instalments, and that
as failure to pay these two instalments was admitted t
the respondent was entitled to execution in respect
of them. It was also held that the respondent was,
entitled to execute the decree for the two annual
payments, Rs. 2,000 each, and also, as she claimed,.
possession of the property to which the decree referred.,
The question whether the alleged payments during
the intervening years between 1916 and 1923 were,.
in fact, paid, or were to have taken as paid accord··
ing to the evidence given, was discussed and considered
at some length in the High Court, as was also the
question whether the claim of the respondent to
have such payments certified was barred by time··
limit. In the view, however, which this Board takes.
of the construction of the original decree, their
Lordships think that it is unnecessary to pronounce
any opinion upon the question of the application of
the Limitation Act to the certification of the pay ments,.,
or as to the effect of the absence of such certification.
Their Lordships are of opinion that upon the'
true construction of the decree each instalment as it
became due was a claim originating under the decree'
from the date when such claim arose, and that the~
provisions of clause 7 of Article 182 of the First
Schedule to the Limitation Act therefore applied.
It was contended, however, on behalf of the'
appellant at the hearing before their Lordships that:
even if a decree could be made for the annual
payments due in 1923 and 1924, nevertheless the
respondent was not entitled in default of each payment
to have the property mentioned in the decree made'
over the respondent, the argument being that as no
claim was made to the possession of the property on
default of payment during the early years after the
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decree, time commenced to run from the date of the
earliest default, and the claim to the land was therefore
time-barred.
Their Lordships cannot agree with this can tention.
They are of opinion that 'upon the construction of the
decree itself, on the occasion of a default in each
payment the right of the respondent to have the said
property made over to her arose, and therefore the
claim to the lands was not time-barred.
Their Lordships will therefore humbly advise His
Majesty that this appeal should be dismissed with
costs.
Solicitors for Appellant-Bramall and Bramall.
Solicitors for Respondents-T. L. f,Filson & Co.
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VERTANNES

AND OTHERS

v.
ROBfNSON

AND ANOTHER.

(On Appeal from the High Court at Rangoon.)
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A Christi<ln resicer t in R, nj!con by his \\ ill arpointfd his wife executrix
and devised and bequeathed to her srecified immovable properties I< and all my
household furniture, can iages, horses, chattels and effect", and alln oney and
debts due and owirg to n1e which I ~hall be prossessed of '.t the time of my
death." He died in 1897. possessed of lar.d, the K property, in addition
to the immovable properties specified in ti'e will. The widow proved the
will, sold the specified properties, and by 11:04 had paid all the debts inc1nding
a mortgage on the K prorerty. She and the children of the marriag:e then
went 10 reside on the K property, and they were still in occupatiQIl when the
present suit was brought. In 1905 the widow, not purportillg to act as
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executrix, mortgaged the K property; in 1916 the proptlrty \Vas reconveyed to
the ''1idoW', but it remained equitably mortgaged to the plaintiff, to whom in
1918 she conveyed it in dischar~e of the mortgage debt, the plaintiff agreeing
to let the property to the eldest son for twelve months. In 1920 the plaintiff,
after notice to quit, sued in ejectmenl. n:aking defendants the eldest son, the
widow, ancl the younger children. The children all pleaded that there was
an intestac~' as to the K properly and claimed their shares under the Indian
Succ~ssion Act as heirs to their father; the eldest ~on furtlJer pleaded that he
was not estopped fI am denying the plaintiff's titles as he had attorned tenant
uncler the belief that she had power as excutrix to transfer the property to the
plaintiff.

Held, (1) that on the true construction (If the will, the word II effects" did
not inclt1<:e immovable property, and that therefore there was an intestacy
as to :he K property.
Hogan v. Jackson, [17751, 1 Cowp. 299 and Attorney-General for British
Honduras v. Bl'istowe. [18~O) 6 App. Cas. 143-distinguished.
(2) that the widow had no power after 19.i4 to convey the property as
executrix, as she had then completely wound up the estate. except that she had
not tranSferred to the chiLJren their shares; her neglect of that duty did not
enable her to give a good tite to the plaintiff, who knf:w the terms of the will.
Bijraj Nopa/li v. PlIra Sundary [)assee, (1914) I.L.R. 42 Cal. 56 ; L.R. 41
I.A. I 'l!9-distingllished.
(3 that the eldest son was estopped under the Indian Evidence Act,
1872, section 116, from denying the title of the plailitiff, his landlord.
Bilas KUllwar v. Desraj Rangit Singh, \1915, I.L.R. 37 All. 557; L.R. 42
LA.202-followed.
(4) tbat the younger children were not estopped under the Indian
Evidence Act, 1872, section 115, by reason of certain acts of acquiescence, as
the plaintiff had not add on any I'epresentati( n by tbem bllt on an error
common to him ,mel the children.
Kuverji v. Babai, (1890) LL.R. 19 Born. 374-approved.
(5) Consequently that there should be a decree for ejectment against the
widoV\' and the eldest son, and it should be declared that the plaintiff was
entitled to a third, also a quarter oftwo-thirds, of the property, and eac.h of the
younger children to a quarte.r of two-thirds.
Decree of the High Court reversed.

Appeal (No.17 of 1926) from a decree of the High
Court (March 25, 1925) reversing a decree of the
District Judge of Insein.
The suit was brought by the first respondent to
eject the appellants and their mother, the second
respondent, from property consisting of about 30 acres
at Kokine.
The appellants' were the children of one Sarkies
Vertannes who died in 1897. They contended that
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under their father's will there 'has an intestacy as to
the property, and that they were entitled to their
shares in it according to the Indian Succession Act.
The second respondent, who was the \,vidow of
Sarkies Vertannes and executrix of the will did not
defend the suit; she had conveyed the property to
:the appellant in 1918 in discharge of mortgage debts
YJith which she had charged it. The first respondent
',had agreed in 1918 to let the property to the first
.appellant for twelve months, and had given him
:notice to quit.
The chief questions arising on the appeal accordingly were: (1) whether the will gave the property
:to the second. respondent; (2) if not, whether she
had power as executrix to convey it to the first
respondent j (3) whether the appellants or any of them
'were estopped from asserting their title as heirs to
their father.
The facts appear fully frum the Judgment of the
Judicial Committee.
The trial Judge held that upon the true construction
'of the wiil there was an intestacy as to the land
:in suit, that the first appellant was estopped under
section 116 of the Indian Evidence Act, 1872, from
,denying the title of the first respondent, but that
.no case of estoppel was made out against the other
:appellants. As a result he decided that 'the first
respondent was entitled to the land in suit, subject
;,to charges for the interests of the children other
:than the first appellant.
U pan appeal to the High Comt by both parties,
~the learned Judges (Robinson, C.J., and Maung Gyi, J.)
.held that the property passed to the testator's widow,
the present second respondent, under the will i further,
-.that all the present appellants (except the third),
'were estopped by their conduct and acquiescence.
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The appeal by the present appellants was dismissed~"
and that by first respondent allowed.
Dunne, K.C.: and E. B. Raikes for the appellants.·
Sir George Landes, K.C., Vaisey, K.C., and Leach'
for the first respondent.
The arguments appear from the judgment of theJudicial Committee.
The judgment of their Lordships was delivered:
byLORD PHILLIMORE.-The narrative in this case is.
to the folIo\ving effect. Sarkies Vertannes was an·
Armenian Christian practising as a solicitor in Rangoon•.
In 1886 he made his will, and the material part.
is as follows :"This is the last \Vill and Testament of me Sarkies Vertannes
of No. 68A, Halpin Road, in the Town of Rangoon".
British Burma. I do bereby arpoint Mary my \-"ife the
sole executrix of this my will. I do hereby revoke al1
wills and dispositions heretofore made by me, and do"
publish and declare this to be my last will and testament
I give and devise and bequeath my three houses
numbered respectively 68, 68A, 68B, in Halpin Road, in,
the Said Town of Rangoon, together with land thereto··
belonging and all the out-offices and buildings standing.
thereon, and all my. household furnitures, carriages..
horses, chattels and effects, and all moneys and debts.
due and owing to me which I shall be possessed of at the"
time of my death unto my said executrix absolutely."

He died in May, 1897. At that time he was:;
possessed of other immovable property besides that
mentioned in his will-namely, certain land at Kokine-·
in a suburb of Rangoon-and it is concerning this.
land that the dispute has arisen.
His widow obtained probate of the will and admin-··
istered the estate, sold the three houses in HalpiIli
Road which are specified in the will, paid all the;
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debts including a mortgage on the Kokine land and
was left finally with this land free from incumbrances
and Rs. 19,000 in August 1904.
The family then moved to the Kokine land and
have resided there ever since, none of them having
married. The eldest son, died in 1917 intestate.
There is valuable brick earth upon the Kokine
land, and the widow embarked on a brick-making
business in v;hich she was assisted, by her eldest son
as long as he lived.
The second son, who is the first defendant in the
suit, came to England and acquired a' call to the Bar,
returned to Rangoon in 1900 and has practised as a
barrister there ever since. The \vidow is the second
defendant. The third defendant i~ the one daughter.
She was of full age before 1904 and carried on a
dairy business on the sahle land.
The fourth and fifth defendants were boys at the
time when the family settled at Kokine. The fourth
defendant was, for a short time, in the Port Commissioners' Office and then volunteered for service in
the war, and was absent from January, 1915, till
February,1922. The fifth defendant is in a mercantile
office at Rangoon. This completes the family.
The widow appears to be a masterful and capable
woman. She is stated to have helped her husband
in his legal work, and she took full control of the
family and of the property. It is probable that she
thought that the Kokine land had been devised to
her hy virtue of some of the general words in the
will; but it may be that she accepted the position
that there was an intestacy as to these lands, and
that her beneficial interests were limited to her
\yidow's share, and that she notwithstanding had as
executrix full power of disposition. Which vie\-\' her
children took is uncertain.
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The first defend;mt, who ought to have known
as much law as his mother, says, in his deposition~
that he always thought that there was an intestacy
as to this land, but that his mother cOllvinced
him that as executrix she had full power of disposition. vVhether this be a correct statement of \vhat
passed between them and of his original view
of the situation, is somewhat uncerta;n.· But the
point becomes immaterial.
The younger children certainly acquiesced in the
assertion by the mother of her full right of disposing
of the property, very likely without minute enquiry
as to the origin cf this right. But they all deposed
that they always believed that they had shares in
the land. Nothing appears as to the view taken by
the decased son.
Though it is said that very good bricks were
made, the business was not carried on at a profit;
or perhaps, it should be stated that it was not
carried on at such a profit as to maintain the widow
and to maintain the children so far as they were
not maintaining themselves; and the widow began
a course of borrowing on mortgage-probably i 11 the
first instance to purchase plant for the business.
On the 3rd November, 1904, she mortgaged the
property to a Chetty to secure Rs. 20,000. The deed
contains no recital of the will or of her title as
executrix. It was made by her as if she were
absolute owner. The first defendant, however l joined
in it as a surety. He thus became aware ot its
contents, and if he really, at the time, thought that
there was an intestacy as to this property, it is
remarkable that he, being a barrister, should have
allowed the deed to take the shape which it did.
On the 15th November, 1905, this mortglge was
paid off, and a iresb mortgage given to the Burmah
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Building and Loan Association Limited for Rs. 30,000.
The first defendant was not req uired to act as surety
in this transaction.
On the 1st February, 1909, the Burmah Building
and Loan Association, Limited ~ 'assigned its mortgage
to the firm of Robinson and Mundy, in 'Nhich the
present plaintiff, Mr. Robinson, was one of the partners.
The firm were engineers and contractors and purchasers of the bricks. The widow was one of the
attesting witnesses to this assignment, and presented
it for registration. Shortly after this, the firm of
Robinson and Mundy were requested by the widow
to make further advances, and bt:gan, en the 6th
January, 1910, with an advance of Rs. 800 j and
seventy-three further receipts for. similar advan~e~
all for comparatively small sums-and certain
promissory-notes were produced at the triaL
Early in 1916 Robinson and Mundy dissolved
partnership, and the debt due from the \vidow was
agreed to be assigned to Robinson.
By deed dated the 17th February, 1916, Robinson
and ,Mundy reconveyed the property to the widow j
but the plaintiff Robinson kept the title deeds to
secure an t:ql.litable mortgage for the debt, which was
reckoned up on the 1st April, 1916, as amounting to
Rs. 1,·1,000. The widow also gave a promissory-note
for this sum to the plaintiff.
On the 21st April, 1917, the plaintiff required his
money, and wrote to the first defendant to say that
he must tell his mother that if the interest due \vas
not paid off he would call in the whole of the loan.
The fir~t defendant states that this came as a surprise
to him, and that he had no idea of the extent of
his mother's borro\Ying till he then came to inquire.
However this may be, negotiations by the first
defendant and his mother with the plaintiff then
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began. They resulted in an agreement of the 9th
May, 1918, between the three, whereby the widow,
described as the mor/gagor, agreed to transfer forthwith absolutely to the plaintiff the land, the brIcks,
and the brick-making plant. The plaintiff agreed
not to sell the property for a year, though he was
to be allo\ved to sell bricks or any part of the
plant. He agreed to convey the property to the
mortgagor or to any person she might name for the
sum of Rs. 1,09,660, which was agreed as the then
existing amount of debt.
The plaintiff agreed to let the premises to the
first defendant, who was described in the agreement
as the bailee, for twelve months from the 1st May
at the rent of R,;. 150 per month. There were some
other provisions not necessary to relate. Of even
date with this agreement was a conveyance of the
property in the ordinary form by the widow to the
plaintiff, the consideration being the release of the
debt.
When the year came to an end, the first defendant asked to be allowed to continue itenant, and
was allowed to remain on for a time from month to
month. Towards the end of 1919 the plaintiff's
representative entered upon the land for the purpose
of making bricks, but the family remained living
there, and the dairy business was kept on.
On the 14th May, 1920, formll notice to quit at
the <;;nd of the month was sent to the first Idefendant, and this was countered by a lawyer's ·letter
sen t on behalf of the three younger children
objecting to the plaintiff manufacturing ibricks and
injuring the property, and claiming shares in
that the land as heirs of their father, stating
further that they .had' been in occupation~since his
decith.
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Thereupon on the 17th September; 1920, the
VERTANNES
_plaintiff brou~ht suit.
AND
By his plaint the plaintiff averred that the OTHERS
tI.
:property hac;l passed to the wido\v by the will of ROBINSON
ANl>
,her husband, that probate of the will had been ANOTHER.
,obtained by her as executrix, that she lived on
ihe land with her children, had mortgaged it and
~finally conveyed it to him. He related the circum:sj:ances of the l~ase to the first defendant and payment of rent up to a certain date, and put the
-other defendants in the position of persons living
·on the premises during the tenancy by the leave
and license of the first defendant, then stated the
"notice to quit and the contention raised by the
ihird, fourth and fifth defendants, and claimed
,·ejectment, possession, rent in arrears, mesne profits
.and costs.
The second defendant put in no defence. The
ifirst defendant by his written statement set up his
'father's intestacy as regards this property and
his claim as one of his sons to a share in it, and
;said that he entered into the agreement of the 9th
May, 1918, under the mistaken belief that his
:!mother as executrix had power under the Indian.
:Succession Act to mortgage and sell the property,
He contended, therefore, that he had attorned tenant
under a mistake as to the plaintiff's legal position
:and that he was entitled to resist ejectment.
The third and fifth defendants delivered a joint
.statement setting up the intestacy, saying that they
and the fourth defendant had lived upon the land
,in their own right and denying all' knowledge of the
transactions behveen the plaintiff, the first defendant
and their mother. The fourth defendant delivered
.a \vritten statement substantially to the same
.effect.
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When the iS,sues came to be settled, the plaintiff
asked for a issue No. 11 in the following words:., Are the defendants or any of them estopped from disputing.
the plaintiff's title by the provisions of sections 115 and
116 of the Evidence Act."

This was allowed on terms that he gave particulars.
of the estoppel which he relied upon; and these
particulars, as will appear later, are of importance.
When the case came to trial, three questions arose :.
the first turns on the construction· of the will ; the
second upon the power of the \"idow if she was not
devisee under the will to sell the property as executrix.
and the third as to the alleged estoppel of the
defendants, or, as it might otherwise be put, their
conduct disentitling them t,) equitable relief.
The District Judge came tothe conclusion that the:
will did not pass the Kokine land, and that the widow
did not cOllvey the land as executrix, but that the:
conveyance was nevertheless valId, subject to the right
of the children if they were not estopped by cond net Of
otherwise to charges on the land for the value of their
shares.
He held that the first defendant was estopped from.
disputing the landlord's title under section 116, but
that none of the defendants were estopped undersection 11 S.
He therefore gave a decree for ejectment of all thedefendants and delivery of possession of the land. and.
premises to the plaintiff, who was to have possession.
subject to charges for such distributive shares under
the Indian Succession Act as the first, third, fourth and.
fifth defendants should be able to substantiate in
properly instituted proceedings j and a decree formesne profits against defendant No.1, with costs.
against defendants Nos. 1 and 2.
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Both sides appealed from thIs. decision, and the
Judges ill the High Court differed in opinion from the
District Judge. They thought that the word I, effects"
in the will WqS sufficient to pass the Kokine land to the
widow, and that if it were otherwise the first, third and
fifth defendants would be estopped by conduct.
They agreed with the District Judge in thinking that
the first defenciant was also estopped as tenant, and
that the fourth defendant was not estopped by conduct.
On the whole, they granted the plaintiff the decree
which he sought for and d,ismissed the appeal of the
first, third, fourth and fifth defendants with costs.'
It is from this decision that these four defendants
have appealed to His Majesty in CounciL
U pan the ·first point-that of the .construction of
the will-their Lordships agree .with the District
Judge and are not of the opinion of the Judges in
the High Court.
~o doubt the word II effects," like many other
words of general 'and indefinite meaning, may be
sufficient in a certain context to pass immovable as
well as movable property. Further, it was rightly
submitted by counsel for the respondent that if this
would be so in .Great Britain, it would be so
a fortiori in India, where there is little distinction
between movable and immovable property when
matters of succession have to be considered.
But the context in this case i3 not capable of
such a construction. After the specific devise of the
three houses in Halpin Road; the will proceeds" and
all my household furniture, carriages, horses, chattels
and effects • '. , . which I shall be possessed of
at the time of my death." It does not say "all
other." The words "which I shall be possessed Of
at the time of my death" refer solely to "the household furniture, carriages, horses; chattels and effects."
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And after the specific reference to the Halpin Road
property, it is not lightly to be inferred that the
testator intended that his other lands, whether then
owned by him or to be acquired thereafter, should
pass by general words, as such general words.
A number of cases were cited by the District.
Judge in which the word II effects " appears in the will
and in some of which the word was held sufficient,
in .others insufficient, to pass land, Primarily no
doubt, the word refers to personal estate Of movabl~s
At their Lordships' bar, cOltnsel fqrther reli~<.i on
two authorities, Hogan v. Jackson (l), for the ~p~cial
expression of Lord Mansfield's opinion (2) ; . and
Attorney· Generalfor I3ritish Honduras v. Bristowe (6)
(App. Cas. 143) for the larigqage (at p. 149). No doubt
in the first of these cases Lord Mansfield did say t,hat
the word" effects"was enough to pass the freehold.
interest in lan,d. But the words of the devise were
"ail the remainder and. r'esidue' of all the effects
both real and personal wbich I shall die possessed
of" ; and the only plausible suggestion for a m.eaning
of" real' effects" if they did not carry freehold land,
was that they sh<;luld be limited .to. chattels real
which in the context was most unlikely. _
In the caseQ( ALtQr.ney-Gtneral for British li'ondu~
ras v. Bristo~ve (supra), one Grant, who, carrieq on
an enterprise called II Grant's Work," cutting- log
wood on a particular piece of land under licence
from the Spanisll Government, ultimately after a
series of circumstances, carne to acquire a holding
title to the land itself. He by his. will, after
denouncing the evil effects of slavery, manumitted
all his negro slaves, making them subject to certain
legacies, and in order that they might be able to pay
these legacies off, left to them " and to their heirs
(1) (1775) 1 Cowp. 299.

(2) (1883)6 App. Cas. 143.
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apd assign$, all my ~ffects of what kind soever I may have
in the Bay Honduras, money in Great Britain or e1se~
wh~re ; my lan<:l$ anli effec;:t~ in ]aJIlaica excepted."
lie proc;eedeq· to establish regul<\tions for the government of tn.~ slaves as a community, and, in the opinion
<)f th~ir Lordships, evidently intended that the slaves
"should enjoy the land and undertaking as a community
under the fegu1ati9P~ which he laid down by his will.
Thi!, case is far removed from that which their Loreships now have under consideration and cannot help
the respopdent.
" Their L.ordsl:1ips can accept the view of the High
"Court that effects lllight include real estate, and that
. the wOrds ., due and owing to me" only qualify the
worcJs "pl(:>ney~ flnd debts Ii and may be omitted for
th~ purpose of c;:onstr\lction. E\lt even so,they
q U =J.J1othplg that there is any irtd~<;:fltion of the
testator's int~p.tion to cievise any land which he had or
might hert.>!lfter have beside the Halpin Road property.
"The first point being, therefore, disp()s~d of in
."favQ\.l.fof the appelhmts, the next question turns on
the power of the widow to convey this property as
.. ,·~~ec1,ltrix. l3y sec;:tiQn 4 of the probate and Adminis ..
·.. tra,tjOlJ. Act, all the property of the'deceased vested in
·the executrix as such, and if it had been necessary in
the course of winding up the estate to part with or
charge this property, the executrix could have made a
.good title, But the estate had been wound up by the
year 1904, completely wound up, unless it be said that
the executrix had not discharged her duty by trans.
ferring to the children their various shares. Her
neglect to discharge that duty did not confer on her
a title por give "a" good title to one who took from her
with knowledge of the circumstances, and in;:tsmuch as
the plaintiff kn~w of tlle will and had taken legal
advice upon its Gonstruction, he Plust be deemed to
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have been aware of the infirmity' of the title of the
widow.
''
" ,
OTHERS, ~
The case of Bijraj Nopa111 v. Pura Sundary' Dassee
ROBI~SON (3),· was cited on behalf of the plaintiff; but in that
AN~:ER. . case the property was charged with twoannpities and
had then been mortgaged to pay the cost' of past
litigation, and the mortgage was being called in, and so
the property had to be sold, and the executor was the
proper person to makea good title. The doubt in the
case arose because it happened to be the fact that the
executor was one of the sons of the daughter of the
testator, and that both his two brothers were also
parties. to the conveyance as grantors to. the execusion
of their sisters, while in law the.sonsof the test::J.tor's
daughter were not the heirs, and had rio' interest to
convey, because the daughters took their mother's
stridhan. The conteniton raised against the ~Talidity of
the conveyance was that it was made by 'people w'ho
had no title, but their Lordships thought that whatever might be the impression under which the vendors
conveyed, the one of them who was executor could
make a good title to a purchaser for value. The head
note of the report in the Indian Appeals is unfortunately
inisleading. It describes the executor and his brothers
as having beneficial interests in the property, whereas
in fact they had no such interest.
In their Lordships' view the plaintiff cannot here
rely upon the conveyance by the executrix being more
th m a conveyance 6f her own share or as passing the
beneficial interests of the children.
The question of estoppel remains.
As' regards the first defendant, his case seems
concluded by section 116 of the Evidence Act; which
is as follows:

VERTANNE~,
~D

" No tenant of immoveable property, or person claiming
throngh such tenant, shall, during the continuance of the
(3) (1914) I.R. 4t LA. 189; I.L.R. 42 Cal. 56.
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· tenancy, be permitted to deny that the landlord of such
· tenant had, at the beginning of the tenancy, a title to
such immoveable property jand no person who came
upon any immoveable property by the license of the
·person· in possession thereof shall be permitted to deny
that such person had a title to such possession at the
time when such license ""as given."

Upon this point both Courts belO\v have· come to the
co.nclusion which commends· itself to their Lordships:
. The case of Bilas Kunwar v. 'Desraj Ranjit Singh
(4), i~ an authority, if any were necessary, in support
of Hie view that has been taken.
Their Lordships are therefore relieved from the
necessity of co'nsidering wnether this 'defendant might
also' b'e'lieldestopped'under'the genera~ provisions of
sectibn 115; 'or -whether, as counsel for ,the plaintiff
prefe'i-red to p~t it, he was deprived by his conduct of
a daiillto equitable relief.
.' ,
,
The case oi the"Third, fourth and fifth defendants is
ditfer:~'nt. 'It~as. indeea~, suggested that they also
can'le unders~'ctibn 116, be'cause they were in 'occupa-'
tion under the lea\'e and license either of the' plaintiff'
or of his tenant, the first defendant 'Btiftheir Lord"
,
ships"db not take this vie\v of the facts. '"
As regards estoppel properly speaking, when 1he
particulars given by the plaintiff come to be considered,
any such case disappears. There was no representation by these '. defendants to· the plaintiff that the
pfoperly was wholly their mother's, or that she had the
title' to dispose of it as executrix. If the plaintiff
supposed that the property was the mother's, it was not
by'reason of any representations made by these defendants:' '!twas' a common error. He had as long ago
as May I 1909, taken th e opinion of counsel' upon the
construction of the will and had unfortunately received
l4) (1915) ~.R. 42 I.A. 202; I.L.R. 37 All. 557.
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erroneous advice. Moreover, the dates given in the
part,iculars for the supposed representations are too
OT~~~S late. The plaintiff made no change in his position at
ROB~~SOS ot after W.ose dates. He had committed himself to the
':lND
.', adVances to the Widow long' hefore.
The case of
ANOTHER.
Kuverji v. Bczbai (5), which \va~cit¢d.itt the cburse of
the argurnentlis a useftila\}thbtity. .
'
, Counsel for theplaihH,rfapPtedatcd thisPd~Hibt1)
and. subrfiated that it wash6l so 'fnuch a case of
estoppel as a case of p~tties $ecUitlg equ,Habte relief
who ml,lst do equity. In their Lbrd~hips' 'vie\\r ,however, these der~ndants.~re ~lol ~eek1l)g eqtiit~bjete1ief,
but, stand.ing on th~ir benefidai tttle.N6 .d'oubt, to
perfeCt their thie, theY1 in sttldrtess, might'requIr.e
c6nveyat1c~.s of their shares [rbm the ~xecuttix(sediofi
113 of the Probate aiid Admini~t~alibfi Aet not a'PP11in8). ,But Jt ,is wdlk.,no\Vp t~~t,~x.'c~~tj pethaps.htlhe
61p PtesideI)cyt6\v~s, s~ch fii~etje$ of con.veyai,le1ng "~s
tta.»§fetsPY~~~t:cut~r.S6t sh.ar¢$ of 1~f1dS .ad 'jibl lit,
£a~ma.r 1Jse,' ~h<f th~.6~ppelbu1ts t~ti ,at'~tiy' -rate' ~~
c;lelenp~nts t¢.tY oil i:~~it b,e:f.iefic~~l HiM. ' ""
"~" ",r
In thdr Lotds~j,ps\ view, these three d~tend.ant$
~re entit~ed to sli'cdeed; but thenrst d~t.et)daht l~ ili>l So
enHp¢d.
"
"
" , . , "",
",
, ' The,ir Lb.tdships wtll h~,tnbly recotfimend Hi~
Majesty that the' judgments of H1,e blstrict Judge a~d
QHheil~gh Co~rt shQuidoe discba~ged; ,al}dthat l.n
Heu'thi:r~oJ th~ pl;aihtiffshotild1av~ it a~etee fbtejebf...
~ent agains,t the nrst~nd second defendants, and th~t
it be qec1aredthat he (the plaintIff) 1s entitled tool'l,e~
third and one~quarter of the rpm~iillng two-third~t>f
the property it! s~1t.; and that the third, fourth and
fifth defendants are each entitled to one-quartet of the
'two-thirdS, with liberty to the piaintitf ortb arty one bt
these last' threedef~ndants to apply fOf
apartitioh ;
.... , ..'
,_19_27

VERT,ANNES

.

... ......." ,. ....•... "

..... ,......... ...
~

f -,....-

t··~~--

,_.

4~._""~·

(5) (1890) I.L.R. 19 Born. 374.

""~
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that the plaintiff have judgment against the first
defendant for his costs before the District Judge and
in the High Court, and against the second defendant
for his costs before the District Judge j and that the
third, fourth and fifth defendants have their costs in
the Courts below and the whole costs of this appeal
befor their Lordships. Their Lordships d~ not con. sider that the joinder of the first defendant has
increased the costs of the appeal.
Their Lordships will further recomIfiend that the
cause be remitted to the High Court at Rangoon to act
in accordance with these directions. with liberty tothe
parties ,to apply ·as they may be advised.
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Solicitors for A,ppellant-Brammal and Bram11lal.
. Solicitors tor Respondents-Uaterholfse '& Co.

APPELLATE

Ova.

V.RJ\'LA.L. CHETTYAR FIRM

.April 6.

v.
MAN HAN.""
Chitz'cse Buddhist wi/e's interest in prop,rty of the marri••gc........Burmese
Bud,Urist raw aPPlicabh-Pilftnership-Liiz;liilit y to(} 10i"t debts.
Held, that the rule of Burmt"se Buddhist law that the husband and the
wife a"e partners in practically all the business of the mani Ig~ and that tlie
acqtifsitioos of eitht:r Or both arc partnershi'p p. op'erty f; 31'plkable to ChineSe
attddilist& ill Burma.
Hl1d,<lcc.Jrdiflgly, that the property of the marriage p.1rtnership would be
liable for aU partnership debts, whether the marriage has been dissolved or
n'1t, and whether the decree waS obtain·ed against orie or both of the couple.
in re!.fa Yin Mya and oue v. Tan Yauk PYlt, 5 Ran. 406; lola Pamg v.
Shive Htaw, 5 Ran. 296-followed.
. '. Letters Patent Appeal No.

1927

5~

of 1926.
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This is a Letters Patent appeal arising out of the
decree of. this Court in Special Civil Second Appeal
No. 205 of 1925, which is reported in this series at
page 110 of the 4th volume.
Aiyangar with Balker-for the Appellants.
Janab Ali-for the Respondent.
HEALD, J.-Tn Suit No. 929 of ·1923 in the

Sub.
divisional Court of Pyu the present appellant obtained
a money decree for about Rs~· 2,000 again~t one Han
Chin Va, a Chinaman, and in execution of that decree
he applied in Execution Case N o~ 368 of 1923 in the
same Court for execution of his decree by the
attachment and sale. of a ..house and its site and
appurtenances,.which, :he said were already mortgaged
to him by two deeds, one for Rs. 3,000 dated the
4th of July 1921, and the other for Rs. 1,500 dated
the 17th of July 1922) the mortgage debt amounting
at the time of the application to over Hs. 5,200.
The present respondent, who was Nan Chin Va's
wife and is half Chinese and half Burmese and was
born in Rangoon, filed the pres~nt suit for a declaration that the propertie!'1 which .had .l?,e~t;l attached
", were her absolute properties and \-vere not liable to
attachment in execution of any decree against Nan
Chin Ya. It may be noted that in her plaint she
made no Plention of the mortgages alleged by appeL
lant in his application for attachment.: She said th~t
she and Nan Chin Ya were 'divorced on the 5th of
June 1922, and that at the partition of prcperties,
which was then made between them, she received
the properties. in suit as her share. She also pleaded
.that, apart froni the divorce, she was entitled in her
own right to a half interest in. the properties because
they were acquired by herself and Nan Chin Ya
jointly,with the money and earnings of both.
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Appellant replied that the divorce and partition
were a mere fraudulent device on the part of respond- V.RM.A.L.
ent and Nan Chin Ya to defeat their creditors, that CHETTYAR
FIR1\[
the deed of divorce, being unregistered, could' not MANV.HAN.
affect title to immovable properties, that a Chinese
HEALD) J.
wife cannot own property during her marriage, that
respondent. was:' not entitled in her own right to ~
half interest in the properties, and that the properties
.belonged. solely to Nan Chin Va.
The trial ·Court held that. the divorce between
respondent and Nan Chin Ya was proved, . that the:
fraud alleged by appellant was. not e:stablished, that
the Teason of the divorce was that Nan Chin Ya was
leciving Burma. for: Singap.ore and respondent was
unwilling to go with him, that' Nan Chin Ya had
left.:,Bllrma,. ,that: .the·.deed· of' div<;>l;ce. could .':not
affect·title to immovahleproperties, but that respond- .
ent had in her own right >a half interest in .t,he
prope'rties,in 'stiit . Itacco.rdingly. gave respondent
:a debree'declaring that respondent h~d a haIr' interest
in the prope·rHes.· ....:. .
."
,.
T;he:first Appellate Court held that respondent,
being:.subject·to .the Chinese customary law (IS applied
in'lBllr:lnai cOuld: have no interest in the properties
whilst she was' married to Nan· Chin Va, that she
acquired no .title to the properties by .the deed of.'
divorce, and that she had no interest in the property.
It. therefore dismissed the suit.
. ,It is to. be noted, that. respondent did not appeal
agains~ the trial Coures decree in . so far as it
dismissed her claim in :respect of.a half inter,ysL in
the properties.
.
.
Respondent appealed against the lower Appellate
Court's decree dismissing her suit 'in its entirety,
and the learned Judge of this Court who dealt with
the case in second -appeal .. came to' the following
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conclusions, namely that the case should be decided
on considerations of justice, equity and good conscience,
and not of the rules or supposed rules of the Chinese
Customary law, that as a matter of fact the property
was acquired with the moneys of both respondent
and Nan Cbin Va,' that therefore -respondent and
Nan Chin Ya were joint owners of the l'ropetty, that
the partitbrt of properties, which took place at the
time of the divorce, was valid without registeredde:ed,
and,that thereby respondent' became' sale bWhet, of
the properties ,then 'a.llotted
het. fie accotdlngly'
ga\Te respondent a dec1atati6rt,thMsheWas the absolute
owner of the whol~ of the properties anti that they
'.\'erc hot attachable .in executiono£ anydectee ag~inst
Nan Chin·ya.
'
Appellant ~pplied for a certificate that the case
was a fit one for a futtherappealafidtheleatned
Judge gave such a cettificate.
'The alJpeal was therefore heard by this Bench,
but We deferred passing judgment until the d'ectslort:
of a Full Bench Reference in which the que!\HOl1
of the application' of wh~t is kho\vll as Chihese

to·

CuStotnaryLa\\T to Buddhists of Olllnese nati-onaHty
living in lB1)tma \vasto he ·considered. In t-bat' ','Case
[In're 1I1a Yin Mya and one Vi Tan 'tziuk Pyu
(l) ] , the qliesti'on \\thkh was undet cOl1sideranortvias
what :laW regarding marriage is apPlicable to Chihese
Buddhists,~nd it was decided' that the BurttH::s6
Buddhist law regardit1g' m~rti,a,ge . isp1·itmi facie
applicable to Chinese 'Buddhists as being the lex foci
contractus, and that in order tb escape from the

application of the Burmese Buddhist la\v tegartfitig
marriage a Chinese Bllddh ist- must 'prove that he ,is
subject to a custom having the for~ of law in . Btittha
and
that .
that custom is opposed to the provisi6n~of
_

_.

(1) (1927)

.5 Ran. 400.

'

-
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Burmese BudcHiist law ~\Jpllcable to the C,tSC', and
..L. '
if the wife is 'a Burmese Buddhist \vormin, the Chinese V.R.M.A
Cl-tETT\'AR
FlRM
husb~rid' I,llust show further that the ~pplication of
'V.'
that ct.1stdrnwHl not work il\justice to her.
'
MAN t-lA~.
, It is part of the Burmese BuddJ;1ist Jaw of marri~ge HEAW,J~ ,
thatht1~bab.d ~nc1wile ate partners in practically all
the business of themarI'iage and that the acquisitiohS '
of ~itl1er, or both are partherShip property. ' Such a:
partnership is dissolved by divorce, and a partition
of tfte partnership property tollows as' a matter of
course and would have legal effect without any
registered conveyance of the property from the
partnership to th~ individua,l partners. But every
partner is Hable for nIl debts llnd obligations incurred
while he is a partner in, the usual course of business
and the di~soluti6n' 01 thepartnetship would not
affect his liability. 'Theprbperlyof the pal tnership
whether before or aft~r ,dissolution of the partnership
would be liable fortbe pa,ttfiership debts. In the
present suit it is thewi£e's :OWO Case that the properties
were joint property,btitshe claims that the sh~re
whi~hshe received 'O,n divorce is not Hable to b.e
taken in ,saH~racH()nQf.the 'd¢cree Which was p~ssed
~ainst her husband 'only. Th;lt is not' the'view
which \wS' taken' in ,'the fuHbeilch case of Ma
Pding v. $)zWt HPliW (2). The conclusion which I
draw ftomthejudgments in that case IS thatcrdirtaf~ly
a decree against either husband or wile, who are
subject to the Burmese Buddhist law of marriage
and are comequently partnefs, cah be executed ngainst
allY part of. the partnership property, that is, the
property of the marriage.
1 accept that view and as there is nothing to take
this case out: of the ordinary rule, t would hold
that the ap?.e~l~nt's, de~ree coul? be e,;ecuted by
(2) (1927) 5 Ran. 299.
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. attachment and sale of the property in suit in spite
of the fact that it Was received by the wife as her
share of the partnership property, and that therefore
the suit was rightly dismissed in the first Appellate
Court.
.
....
.
I would accordingly set aside. the decree of this
Court. in Special Civil Second Appeal No. 205 of'
1925 a~d restore thedec~ee of the District Court'
of Toungoo in Civil Appeal No. f69 of 1924, with
costs for.appel1a~t throughoutjadvocate's 'fee in
this appe;:LI to be five gold mohurs;..
CUNLIFFE,

l.-.I

concur,?

. Bejore¥r. Justice Pratt.

MA GJIN'BON

1927
Mar. 22~

....

MAM~

MI.:lti

Buddhist Lll'w-b~heritance-Wives .of·'a polygal1lou~ husband whether'
. entitled to 'inherit ·in .One wife's ancestral p,operty-H~/sband's .'vested
right
such inherited p,-oper! y IIot heritable.'
,.
H.tid, that though at Burm~$e Buddhist law, the husband has a vested: .
share· in the inherited property of his wife, on his'. death . his 'other 'wives (jo .
not take any interest in that property; it reverts to that wife"whose inh~rited
property it ~riginally was. .
.
. .'. •.. ; .
C.T.P.T!. Chetty'v. Matlllg Tha Hlaillg, 3 Ran. 3?2-distinguished.

in

Mitter--for t,he

Appel~ants.

Ko lio Gyi-:-for the Responc1ent.
I.-Plaintiff Ma Gun Bon obtained a decree
ejecting defendant Ma Me Mi from the house of
which she claimed to be .sole owner but the decree
was reversed on appeal to t~e District Court.
PRATT,

• Special Civil Second"A~peal·No.160of1926•.
.'

,

.~?
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Plaintiff' ,married Maung Myin in 1885 and inhusband
MA
GUN
Bo~
herited the house, in which she and her
v.
MA ME MI.
were residing, trom her parents in 1920.
In 1922 Maung Myin[ married a junior wife Ma. ,PRATT, J,
Me Mi, the defendant.
. In 1924 defendant left the house but returned
just before Maung Myin's death in 1925 and refused
to leave, when requested by plaintiff.
T4e trial Court held that the house was the
.thznthi or separate property of Ma Gun Bon and
. was not hnapazon and gave judgment accordingly in
favour of plaintiff.
The District Court held on the authority of
C.T;P. V. Chetty v. Maung Tha Hlaing (1), that
property inherited by a wife from her parents during
marriage becomes joint, and that the husband
. acquires a vested interest to the extent of one-third.
On Maung Myin's death therefore this one-third
would have to be divided between the wives.
On this view defendant had an interest in the
.house by inheritance from her husband and would be
entitled to possession jointly with plaintiff.
It seems to my mind somewhat inequitable to
press the decision in C.T.P. V. Chetty so far as to
hold that, when a husband, who has a senior and a
junior wife dies, the junior wife will be entitled to
inherit a portion of the property inherited after
marriage by the senior wife because her husband
had a vested interest in it.
In the case quoted the husband married two
wives and inherited' immoveable property from his
father after the second marriage.
. It was held by the full bench that the two wives
acquired a vested interest hetween them to the

(1) (1925) 3 Ran. 322.
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extent of· one-third from the date on which· it was
inherited by the husband.
MA M~ MI.
The two cases are not therefore pa~all~l ~s in
the present instance the pqrty inheritt"ng-.· the proP~TT.J.
perty from her parents has not died, but her huspand
has, and it is held that the lesser wife inherits a
share in the property inherit¢d by the. head wife
through the husband of both.
For the cases to. be parallel it should have been
the wife, who inherited the property, who died, wh~n
the other wife's claim to inherit from her would not
be easy to sustain.
The decision of the learned. District Jt,ldge is· not
in my opinion in accordance. with th~··spifitof
Buddhist Law.
.
In section Z86 of the Digest, dealing with, the
partition betw~en wives Jiving with th~· h\1sband,
. Ma:nugye is cited to the effec.t that, wh~re ~everal
wives live together in the same hous~ flnd eat opJ of
the same dish as the husband, each shall retain the
property acquired by inheritance from. her parents
subsequently to the marriag~.
I have no doubt this is sound law.
Even conceding th;1t defendant was living with
the husband and had not broken off conjugal relations at the· time of his death, sbe would hav~. no
interest in property inherited by the senior wife
during coverture.
This certainly appears the eq1,.litabl~ view.
Defendant has, however, consented to leave the
hO'use, if no order for. costs is· passed against her,
and plaintiff has agreed to these h:rms.
By consent the decree of the District C<:>Urt is
set aside and plaintiff is granted a decree. ejecting
defendant from the house in suit.
Each party to pay their .cost~ throughout.
··19Z7

. MA GU~ BON

>
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PRIVY COUNCIL.

SONJ RAM JE~TMULL,

A FIRM

v.
R. D. TATA & CO., LTD.
(On Appeal from the High Court at Rangoon.)
lurisdiction-l'lace i~ which cause of. action arises-Dut Y 01 debt or to seek
. crediior-,Place ·of payment impliedly ~ed-High Court Charter, cl. .10,
I"dttln COlltra.ct ActllX of 1872),·$. 49.
Where there is an obligation to pay money, anli ~ither from the t~rll)S of
the contract or from the necessities of the case, a further obligation is implied to
find the creditor so as to pay· hiin, section 49 of the IndianContraet Act, 1872, as
to the place for perfQrmilPceDf.a promise:when no pla<;e IS fixecl.dpcs not apply.
Bya c()ntract made in Cal~utta tIlt: appellants agreed to make good to the
'respondents defaults in payments to them in respel t of salcs and purchases
of ~rain in. Hailgoon. ~"herethe responetents had a business branch. By leave
of the ,-ligh Court at Ranj:(oon the respondents sued appellants in that Cllurt
or money due under their agre~ment.
Held, that the appellants were under an implied obligati. n to pay in Rangoon
and that consequently part of thi: cat-se ·of actjon arose there ;,nd there was
jurisdiction under d. 10 Of the High Court Charter.
Puftappa Manjaya v. Virablladrappa, (1908) 7 B(.m. L:lw Reporter-dis.
t inguished.
.
Dhunjisha Nusserwa1zji \". A. B. Fforde, (l8Bi) I.L. R. 11 Born. 649,
Motilal v. Surajmal, (1904) LL.R. 30 Born. 167, and Bansilal Abirchand v.
Ghulam Mahbul Khan. (1925) L.B. 53 LA. 58; I L.R. 53 Cal. 89-rejerred to.
· Decree of the High Court affirmed·

Appeal (No; 123 of 1926) by special leave from a
qecree of the High Court in its Appellate Jurisdiction
"(February 8, 1926) affirn:ing a decree of that Court in
its Original Jurisdiction. The appellants were a firm
carrying on business in Calcutta. T he respondents were
a limited Company whose registered office was in
·I3ornbay, carrying on business at Calcutta, Bombay,
Rangoon, and elsewhere; in 1919 they had taken
over, and had. since continued, the business of Tata,
· Sons & Co.
..
.
• PRESENT :-VISCOUNT SUMNER LORD ATK1XSON AND LORD CARSO:-<.

P.C.* ..
1927

Mar. 29.
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By a contract made in Calcutta in 1911 the appelJants agreed to assist Tata, Sons & Co. in securing
/ .
."
t
constItuents to purchase and or sell gram 10 Rangoon,.
t ' t ' accounts, as common agents on 1·
&RD'l'ATA
'co:, LTD. on cons"luents
y ; an d
that they would make good any" undisputed claim
which Tata, Sons & Co. might lose owing to the failure
or suspending payment of constituents j in consideration
Tata, Sons & Co. agreed to pay the appellants onequarter of the commission they received.
In '1924 the respondents sued the appellants in the
Higl-i Court at Rangoon to' recover under the agreement
the amount of two unsatisfied judgments which they
had obtained agaipst a Calcutta firm.
The High Court, on an ex parte application,granted
leave under d. 10 of the Charter to bring the suit."
Underthat clause the High Court has jurisdiction where
a defendant does not reside or carry on business within
the local limits of the jurisdiction, if the cause of action
arises wholly, or, with leave of the Court, in part within
those limits.
The appellants by their written statement objected
that the rule did not give jurisdiction in the suit j that
'question was directed to be tried as a preliminary issue.
Chari, J., overruled the objection and his judgment
was affirmed on appeal by Rutledge, C.I" and
Maung Ba, J.
Dunne, K.C., and E. B. Raikes for the appellants.
The only part of the cause of action which it can be
suggested arO$e in Rangoon was failure to pay there.
The High Court appears to have based its judgment on
English rule that a debtor must seek his creditor.
That rule however does not apply in India, section 49
of the Indian Contract Act, 1872, having been su1?stituted for it, Puttappa ManjaYQ v. Virabhadrappa (1).
1927

SONIRAM
JEETMULL.
l•

(1) (1908) 7 Bom. Law Reporter993.
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The steps prescribed by that section were not taken to
fix.lie place of payment.. Lorrl Sumner referred to
Dhunjisha Nusserwanji;v. A. B. Fforde (1), lvIotilal
v~ Sutftjmctl (2).
Those decisions were earlier than those relied on
and were each by a single jud~e ; the secund is com:'
mented on in Pollock and Mulla's Indian Contract Act
at p.:. 301. . The recent judgment of the Privy Council
in Bansilal Abirchand v. Ghulatn lvIahbub Khan (3),
did not decide whether the English rule applies in India.
Further. the respondents' registered office was at
Bombay, and having regard to section 72 of the Indian
Companies Act, 1913, if there was any implied contract
as to the place of payment, it was to pay at Bombay.
Sir George Lowndes, K.C., and Kenelem Preedy for the
respondents were not called upon.
The Judgment of their Lordships wasdelivered by. VISCOUNT SUMNER.-This is an appt:al by special
leave from the High Court of Rangoon, which <:thrmed a
decision of the Court below, overruling an objection to
the jurisdiction taken by the appellants. It was imposed
upon the parties, as a term of the special leave, that
the pleadings· between the parties, the judgments
and the order of the Court in India should be the
sole material for this argument. The appellants were
sue~ri~ Rangoon by R. D. Tata & Co., Ltd., who
have a business branch there, for payment of sums of
money, due upon the failure of constituents to satisfy
debts du~o Messrs. Tata, Sons & Co. which sums the
defendants had underfaken to make good to them.
~..s~ent had been obtained, and there was no dispute
about the amount or validity of these debts or about
(1) (1887) I.L.R. 11 Born. 649.
(2) \19(») l.L.R. 30 Born. 167.
(3) (1925) I.L.R. 53 Cal. 89 ; L.R. 53 1.A. 58.
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their being due from the original debtors, but Mes~rs.
Jeetmull, who carryon business in Calcutta, contend
that they cannot be sued for this Illoney in Rangoo!?
The tra.nsactions between these parties wer,e a copti~
nuation of dealings which had existed for a number of
years before the present plaintiffs became an· incorporated company and had been carried on under
a memorandum dated the 10th December, 1911, and
signed in Calcutta. It is clause 2 of that contract
that expresses Messrs. Jeetmull's obligation to pay
in the present case, and it s~ys that Messrs. Jeetmull
are to make good any undisputed claims that Messrs.
Tata & Co. might lose o\ving to the failure or
suspension of payment of constitutents. Accordingly,
one point only arises, namely, whet.herthe part of this
contract relating to payment was performable by
M.essrs. Jeetmull in Rangoon. If it was, there was
jurisdiction in the Court to entertain the suit and
the objection of the appellants was rightly overruled.
The point, at first sight appears to be exceedingly
short. It is quite true the contract does not say
where Messrs. Jeetmull are to pay, but it does say,
by an implication which is indisputable, that they
are to pay Messrs. Tata, Sons, Co. and it follows
that they must pay where that firm is. Hence
one would think that, upon the face of his contract,
not indeed in express terms, but by the clearest
implication., payment is to be made in Rangqon.
In respect of the whole of this business it is not
disputed that the business transactions, outof which
the outstanding debts arose, took place in Rangoon,
and for this purpose the branch of Messrs. Tata;
Sons & Co. there Were the Messrs. Tata, Sons &
Co. concerned. It was objected, however, in the High
Court of Rangoon, that· this constituted an importation of a technical rule of the English Common Law
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into the jurisprudence of India, namely, the rule
that the debtor must seek out the' creditor. The
simple answer to that wou.1d have been that, on the
<:ontrary, it was a mere implication of the meaning
~f the parties. The appellants, however, rely upon
section 49 of the Indian Contract Act, which is
in these terms :---:
"When a promise is to be performed without application by
promisee and no place is fixed for the performance of it, it is
the duty of the promisor to apply to the promisee to appoint a
re:lsonable place for the performace of the promise and to
perform it at such place."
~he

Then it is said that no place was fixed by the
.contract or prior to the institution of this suit for
the performance of the obligation of payment, and no
application has been made by the .promisor· to the
promisee to appoint a reasonable place and therefore
there is no place of payment. ConsequentlYI this
section, which, it is said, replaces any rule of law
with regard to the obligation of the debtor to seek
·out the creditor, has not been satisfied, and so there
is· no part of the contract, whiCh is performable in
Rangoon. The submission seems a strange one. It
is quite certain that, if the application had been
made, the place appointed would have been Rangoon
and all would then have been well for the plaintiff~
Also it is plain that the section makes it the duty of
the promisor to apply for the appointment of a
reasonable place, a duty which in this case the
promisor has entirely disregarded. It is not easy to
reconcile with the ordinary rules of law a construction
which enables the promisor to better his position under
his contract by neglecting to perform a statutory
duty imposed upon him with regard to its performance.
The matter, however, is said to be covered byauthorih'
in India, and it therefore becomes necessary

t;
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consider 'What the authorities are. They do not appear
to hear out the view \V hich has been presented .to
their Lordships. In 1904., in the case of Motilal v.
Surajrnat (1), Tyabji, J., held that" where no specific
contract exists as to the place where the payment of
the, debt is to be made, it is clear, it is the duty of
the debtor to make the payment where the creditor
is." This follows the principle of Dhunjisha Nusserwanji v. A. B. Fforde in 1887 {2), where it was
held that, "In the absence of stipulation in the
contract itself, the intention of the parties to it was
to guide the Court in determining the place of its
performance, " and upon that principle the suit, which
was one relating to leave under; clause 12 of the
Letters Patent, was decided against the jurisdiction
of the Bombay Court. Then shortly after the former
of the above cases, in the case of PuttappaManjaya
v. Virabhadrappa (3), the High Court of Bombay had
the matter before it on appeal. No authority what-'
ever appears to have been cited, but there being an
objection that the Court had no jurisdiction to
entertain a creditor's suit for recovery of payment
from the debtor, Sir Lawrence Jenkins says:"This argument rests upon the assumption that the Common
Law rule applies that a debtor must seek out his creditor. We
think, however, in India the rule as to the place of performance,
whether it be payment or any other mode of performance, is to be
determined by section 49 of the Contract Act j and applying that
section to the facts of this case, we think, it is impossible to hold
that the payment was to be made within the limits of the jurisdiction of the Sirsi Court, for no such application has been made or
place fixed as section 49 prescribes. Therefore we are of opinion
that the Sinli Court had no jurisclicti0n."

What the contract precisely was does not appear,
but the suit was to recover any balance that might
(11 (1904) I.L. R. 30 Born. 167.
(2) (1887J I.L.R.ll Born. 649.
(3) 11905) 7 Born. L. Reporter 993.
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be found due on taking accounts with interest, and
the facts of that case differ from the facts of
such a case as the present. Finally, this Board had
the matter before it in 1925, in Bansilal Abirchand
v. Ghulam Mahbub Khan (1), and there, the English
rule having been urged in terms upon their Lordships on the one side, and Puttappa's case on the
other, Lord Blanesburgh for the Board says:"

,'?"

','.1

"There is no promise either by the principal debtor or the
surety to make any payment at Secunderabad, and, so far as the
principal debtor is concerned, the bond above abstracted is the
Only promise on his part which is forthcoming. It is quite true
that, on failure of any instalment, there is doubtless an implied
promise by him to repay the loan. But there is no implied promise
to repay it at Secunclerab:lel. Even by British hw the duty of a
debtor to finel and pay his creditor is only imposed upon him when
the creditor is within the realm. And the plaintiff has not contended lhat if there be any such duty at <tlJ imposed by Indian law
upon a debtor, it extends in this respect further than in England.
Accordingly, so far as the principal debtor is concerned, there is
no obligation upon him either express or implied to make any
payment to the plaintiff at S;:cunc!erabac1."

Their Lordships do not think that in this state
of the authorities it is possible to accede to the
present contention that section 49 of the Indian
Contract Act gets rid of inferences, that should justly
be drawn from the terms of the contract itself or
from the nec;ssi~ies of the case, involvin~ in the
obligation to pay the creditor the further obligation
'Of finding the. creditor so as to pay him. The rule
in section 49 is one which it was intended should
apply both- to the delivery of goods and to the payment of money, to which obviously different considerations apply from those applying in a case like
.the· present, where the qu~stionis one of jurisdiction,
and their LordshipS" are satisfied that an intention
(11(1925) L.R. 53; l.A.58 I.L.R.53 Cal. 89.
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is shown in the contract that payment should be
made in Rangoon. Accordingly part of the contract
was performable in Rangoon so as to satisfy 5ection
''lJ
R. D. TATA
49
of the Indian Contract Act, and there was juris& Co., LTD.
diction to entertain the suit.
Their Lordships will humbly advise His Majesty
accordingly that this appeal should be dismissed
. with costs.
Solicitors for Appellants-Bramall and Bramall.
Solicitors for Respondents-Stonehan'l & Sons.
SONIRAM
JEETMULL

ORIGINAL CIVIL.
BejoreMr. Justice Chari.
1927

Mar. 29.

RM.V.V .M. 'CH ETTYAR FIRM
ott.

M. SUBRAMANIAM

AND ANOTHE~.*

City of Rangoon MUlliciP1l1 Act. (Bur11laAct VI of 1922), 55. 80, 8I,194-BU1"11l~
Land and Revenue Act (Il of 1876), ss. 43 to 46-Reco'lJery oj arrears of
taxes II as if they werearrears'of lalld revcm~e." meaning oj-.4Ptlication
of s,;, 46 to 48 ojthe Burma Land a1~d Re'lJe'IIIC Act to sales by Mllnicipaf
officer for rec':'lJery 0.'" propert y-taxes "-Title 0/ pur'haser at such saleswhether free/rom all incumbrances.....Effect oj collusive fraUd.
Held, that section 194 of the City of Rangoon Municipal Act empowers the
Corpora~ion to recover the arrers oUts taxes and other dues'" as if they we earrears of land revenue, " but'that does not mean j' '{t sections 46
48 of the'
B-urma Land'and'Revenue Act apply to all MunicipaJSales, so as to coder on
the auction-purchaser in every case a title free crom incumbrances. These
sections can only apply where the dues to the MuniCipality are in the nature of
land revenue or land rate in lieu of Capitation-tax. So far as " property-taxes ~.
as denned in section 80 of the City of Rangoon Municipal Act are concerned, it
is open to the properly authoriz~d officer of the Municipality to - direct the
recovery of arrears in the manner prescribed by sections 46, 47 of the Burma
L:\nd and Revenue Act and to a sale held under these sections, the provision~
of Se ~tion 48 of the Act will apply, unleSs the purchaser acted in collusion with
the owner tn defraud the incumbrancer.
Chinnasami Mudtllay v. Thirumalai Pillai, 25 Mad. 572; Ibrahim Klum v;
Rangasamy,28 Mad. 428; Kadir Mohideen v. Muthukrishna Iyer, 26 Mad.

to
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230; Mtttlda Cheiiy v. Sheik Mohamed, C.R 393 of 1925, H. C. Ran.; Rama1927.
chandra v. Pitcltai Kattni, 7 Mad. 434; Sabid Ali 'II. Swan/inai !ran Cltetty,
R.M.V~V.M.
5 1:l.L,T. lOll; Sankaran v. Ramasami, 41 Mad. 691-referred to.
(,HETTYAR

Kalyanwala-for the Plaintiff.
A. H. Paul-for the 2nd Defendant.
J.-The plaintiff in this case files a suit to
enforce a mortgage dated the 7th of September 1925
. \vhereby the mortgagor, the first defendant, mortgaged
·a house tn Dalla as security for the repayment of
Rs. 2,bOO and interest thereon. The mortgagor failed
to pay the Municipal tax of Rs. 10-7-0 for the very
next quarter of 1926. I t is significant that a mortgagor
who calls himself a contractor should allow this paltry
tax to remain unpaid. This tax of Rs. 10 7-0 is made
up of two sums general tax Rs. 8-10-0 and lighting
tax I~s. 1-13-0. The tax for the succeeding quarter
Hs. 18-7-0 includes an additional conservancy tax vt
Rs. 8, but we are not concerned with this.
Proceedings were taken in respect of this default
\\7hich hecame rather elaborate and may, when evidence
is taken on the issue of fraud, turn out to be an
elaborate farce.
Un ~he 31st of iI[;lrch 1926, the Municipal Thugyi
hhe coIlectcr of revenue) applied to the Revenue
Officer ior elIl execution against the defaulter. The
ex, cution application prays for an attachment and
sale of the moveable property of the defaulter and
the notice issued to him in respect of the same is
headed as notice of proceedings of execution under
section 45 of the Burma Land and Revenue Act to
which I shall refer later. Execution \\'~s granttd and
it pllr~)Orts to have been granted under the same
section,· namely, section 45 of the Bunna Land arid
'Revenue Act.
On the 29th of April 1926 the Thugyi made a
report that the defaulter had no moveable property
CHARI,

FIRM

v.·
M.SUBRAMANIAM Al\'D
ANOTHER.
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and prays for proceed,ings against the· house ·itself.
The Thugyi' with praiseworthy zeal asked in effect
CHETTYAR
that for the non-payment of Rs. 10-7-0 the house,
FIRM
21.
whose rateable value according to the Municipal tax
M. SUBRAMANIAM AND itself is Rs. 41 monthly and which at that rate even on
ANOTHER.
a ten-year's purchase would be worth nearly Rs. 5,000,
CHARI, J.
'should be brought to sale for this paltry' sum. In
accordance with the procedure prescribed in the rules
and directions of the Burma Land Revenue Manual
in respect of proceedings against property, the l~evenu~
Officer issued a prohibitory order to the defaulter and
the hotise was proclaimed for sale. The proclamation
of sale was issued under section 47 of the Burma
Land and Revenue Act. The house was sold on the
7th of June and a sale certIficate was issued
to the
.
.
purchaser who is the 2nd defendant in the suit on the
14th of July 1926. He bought the house at the Sale
for Rs. 200.
In the plaint it is alleged that the sale was a
collusive and a fraudulent sale and that the Znd
defendant is only a belli1midar of the first. When the
case came on for hearing, the learned advocate for the
plaintiff contended that a sale for arrears of Municipal
tax does not vest the properly in the purcba8er free
from encumbrances apd that irrespective. of col1usi~n
and fraud the 2nd defendant canllot take the property
free of the plaintiff's prior mortgage. I heard arguments on this question because, if I uphold the
contention of the advocate for theplaintiff,he will be
entitled to a decree irrespeclive of the que"tion of
fraud.
The simple question I have to deCide at this stage
of the case is, as I have indicated. above, whdher a
purchaser at a sale for arrears of Municipal taxes
payable tu the -Corporation of -Rangoon takes. the
property free of encuxpbrances. The City of Hangoon

R.M.V.V.M.
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Municipal Act (Burma Act VI of 1922) provides in
section 194 that any arrears of tax or any fee or other
money c Iaima b Ie by the Corporation under that Act
may be recovered ,t as if they were arrears of land
revenue." Land revenue in this Province is recovera. . .
hI e 10 the manner provIded by Part IV of the Lower
Burma Land and Revenue Act. Section 43 of this
Act provides generally that every sum payable under
the Act whether on account of any revenue, tax, fee,
duty or compensation shall fall due on such date and
shall be payable at such place and by such person as
the Local Government may from time to time direct.
Section 44 provides ioran issue of notice and ten days
after the service of such notice the sum due is deemed
to be an arrear and the person liable is deemed to
be a defaulter. Then we come to section 45 which
provides that the arrear so dne may be realised as if
it were the amount of a decree for money passed
against the defaulter in favour of the Revenue Officer
empowered to take proceedings before any other
Revenue Officer appointed by the Local Government
for its realisation. The Revenue Officer before whom
proceedings are tal~en is directed to conform to the
rules of procedure prescribed for a Court executing
a decl,"ee by the Code of Civil Procedure. Then instead of and in addition to the above procedure the
Revenue Officer properly empowered is also given
authority to proceed against the land on which such·
arrear accrued. If in respect of such land there exists
any permanent heritable or transferrable right of use
and occupan€y such an officer can sell the same by public
auction (Section 47). .Section 48 provides that the purchaser at such a sale shall be deemed to have acquired
the nght free from all encumbrances created over it and
all subordinate interests derived from it except such as
are expressly reserved by the Revenne Officer at the
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time of the sale. I may remark that in the case
before me in the proclamation of sale no encumbrance
or subordinate interest was reserved and it is expressly
stated that the right offered w'ill be free, from all
encumbrances created over it and all subordinate
interests derived from it. The question for decision'
now is whether the words "may be recovered as if
they were arrears of land revenue" merely refer 'to
the, procedure to be followed by the officers ,of, the
Municipality claiming the arrears and directing the
proceedings in execution or whether these words:
attract the provisions of section 48 of the Lower
Burma Land and Hevenue Act to such sales. The·
mere fact that the officer of the Municipality directing the sale and the officer who actually conduded it in
the sale proclamation refer to ~eetion 4·7 of the above
Act and the fact that the sale itself is purported
to be conducted under that Act, and the inclusion
in the proclamation of a statement to the effect that
the rights ;sold are free of encumbr'lnces cannot
affect the prior mortgage or create rights in favour
of the purchaser unlu;s the provisions of~~ction
194 of the Municip,ll Act by implic"ti011 extends to
such sales the pruvif.ion of sedion 48 of the Lower
Burma Land and Revenue Act.
'
In shall now shortly rdtT to the authorities on
the point arid then giverilyownconclm·ioils.
In the case of Rarna(!zaild,'a v. Pdchai Kanni C1},
the sale \vas held under the Madras Abkari Act
(Madras Act III of 1864). Section 7 of the Abkart
Act enacted that ColleCtors may proceed a'gairisi
abkari renters or other rersons liable undetthe
Act for the recovery of arrears due by them in like
manner as for the recovery of arrear of land revenue·
(1)

(1883) 7 Mad. 434.
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The Revenue Recover\' Act (Madras Act ]I of 1864)
governed the procec;ure to be adopted whcn reven\le
was being recovert'd; Section 42 of tlMt Act
declared that all lands brough t to sale on account
of arrears of revenue shall be sold free of all
encumbrance. The learned Judges ",\'110 decided the
cases were of opinion that the words " in like manner
as for the recovery of arrears of laI~d revenue"
indicated only that the same procedure as for recovery
of land revenue should be followed and nothing
more. They drew attention to the fact that arrears
of abkari revenue is not due upon any specific land
owned by the abkari renter. In Chinnasami Mudaly
v. Thinmwlai Pillai (1), the same question arose in
regard to a sale under L md Improvement Loans
Act (Act XIX of 1~83). Clause 1 of section 7 of
that Act contains four sub-clauses but the particular
sale in question was made under clause (la) of that
Act. That clause provides that the loan, interest t
costs, etc., shall be recoverable from the borrower as
it they were arrears of land revenue due by him.
and it will be noticed that the \\'ording is practically
the same as the words in the City of Rangoon
Municipal Act. The learned Judges followed the
earlier case of Ramachandra and held that the
difference in the wording of the two Acts did not
in<;licak any real difference and they therefore held
that the sale in question did not convey the rights
sold free of encumbrance. The next case is Kadir
Mohideen v. Muthuk1'ishna Iyer (2), where a sale for
the recovery of arrears of income-tax was held not
to convey the property free of encumbrances.
Section 30 of the I neome Tax Act (II of 18861
enacted that the Collector may in default of the
(1) (1901) 52 Mad.572.

(2) (1902) 26 Mad. 230.
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payment of tax recover the amount as if it were
~~i~~~:i·arrears of land revenue or by any precess applicable
FIRM
to the recovery of Municipal or local tax or may
M, S~~RA- pass an order for recovery of the amount from the
:ld~:~~~::.D defaulter which order may he executed as l'a decree
for payment of money under the Code of Civil
CHARI, J.
Procedure.
In the case of Ibrahim Khan v. RengaSa1'1lY (1),
which was a sale for arrears of abkari revenue,
under a later Abkari Act (Madras Act I of{~1886), it
was held that such a sale did not have~ the effect
of discharging the encumbrances created prior to
the sale. The words of, the new Act were " as if
they were arrears of land revenue "and the learned
Judges held that it had the same meaning as the
words in the earlier Act "in like manner' as for the
recovery of arrears of land revenue."
In a still later case of Sankaran v. Ramasami \2),
the sale was under section 7 (I) (c) of the Land Improvement Loans Act (Act XIX of 1883); and the learned
Judges of the Madras High Court heIdi that the sale
conveyed to the purchaser the rights sold free of
encumbr~,nces. This ruling shows that the words
.", as if they were, arrears of land revenue II do not
by itself show that the intention of the Legislaturt:: was,
merely to regulate the procedure to be followed in
:such cases and that whether it was intended to
.attract also the proVision relating to the substantivt:
'fight of a purchaSer depends upon a consideration
of the wording of the Act and the' nature of the
tax. This is made clear in the judgment of Mr.
Justice Seshagiri Aiyar at page 698 where, after
.l"eferring to the passage in Ramachandra's case, I
.have already cited, the learned" Judge says that to
1927

(1) (1904) 28 Mad. 428.

(2) (1918) 41 Mad; 691.
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his mind· that passage is.the key-note to the construction of similar provisions in other Acts, i.e., that R,M.V.V.M;.
CHETTYAR
the fact wheJher the tax is payable out of any . FIRM
11.,
particular or specified land must have a material M.SUBRAMANIAM ANI)
bearing on the copstruction of the words.
ANUTHF.~.
..
There can be no doubt, whether the distinction CHARI,J •.
thus drawn in the Madras c~se does or does
not apply to other Acts, that it does apply, as
can be seen from the wording of the Acts themselves, to the two Acts which are· now under·
consideration. . Some such distinction must obviously
be drawn.
Section 45 of the Burma Land and Revenue Act
applies to the recovery of all arrears due· to the
Government of whatever kind they may be.
Section 46 of the Act only applies to arrears of
land revenue or land rate in lieu of capitation-tax;
that is, they are inapplicable to the arrears due to
the Government other than the two specified in the
section. If the words in the City of Rangoon Municipal Act, " as if they were arrears of land revenue"
be construed as attracting the operation of sections
46 to· 48 of the Burma Land and Revenue Act to
all Municipal sales then the anamalous result would
be that the Rangoon Municipality is in a position
to recover its dues in a manner, in which, under
the Revenue Act itself, ordinary revenue officers
cannot recover j that is, the operation of section 46
of the Act will be enlarged in the case of sales under
the Municipal Act. I am certain that this was not
the intention ·of the Legislature and that section 46
can only apply where the dues to tht:: Municipality
are in the nature of land revenue or land rate in lieu
of capitation-tax. The distinction drawn by the
Madras High Court is, therefore, sound so far as
these Acts are concerned. Bearing this distinction
_.

_
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in mind, I turn to the City of Rangoon Municipal
Act (Burma Act VI of 1922), and there I find that'
section 80 provides for the levying of what are called
" property-taxes." That section begins as follows:
"The following taxes shall, subject to the limitation
hereinafter provided, be levied on buildings and lands
and shall be called' property-taxes'. "
Section 81 provides that out of the four taxes
classed together as ,( property-taxes" in section 80,
the" general " tax shall be levied itl respect, of aU
buildings and lands. Similarly the . succeeding sections provide for the levying of the other kinds of
" property tax," and prescribes when' they are so'
leviable.
.
Section . 86 provides that "property-taxes" in
respect of any building or land shall be leviable
jointly and severally from all persons who have been
either o\\'ners or occupiers of the building or land at
any' time during the period in respect of which any
instalment of any property-tax is payable under the
Act. There is no special provision anywhere in the
City of Rangoon Municipal Act that any property
shall be deemed to be charged with any tax j nor
Joes the wording of the sections above. referred to
lead to such an inference. At the same time, those
sections show that in the contemplation ofthe Legislature th'e so-called" property-taxes" were a special
kind of tax leviable on lands and buildings.
I am therefore, of opinion that, so far as ( property' .
taxes," as defined in section 80 of the City of
Rangoon Municipal Act, are concerned, it is open to'
the properly authorised officer of the Municipality
to direct the recovery of arrears in the manner
prescribed by sections 46, 47, of the Burma Land
and Revenue Act and that to a sale held under these
s~ctions, the provisions cf.· section 48 the Act
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will apply. 1 am strengthened in the conclusion I
have arrived at by the fact, to which my attention RM.V.Y.M.
CHETTYAR
. has be~n drawn by the learned advo.cate for the 2nd
FIRM
defendant, .that the provisions of the Burma Munici- M. S~BRA.
pal Act and Burma Town and Village L,mds Act MA:~~~H:~.D
whereby lands paying Municipal taxes are exempted
CHARI, J.
from land tax, in lieu of the capitation-tax, show
that the Municipal" property-taxes" were meant as
a kind of substitute for land tax, and that the Legislature intended to put U~e Municipal property-taxes"
in the ~ame position as'land taxes.
I shall now refer to the two Burma cases tci
which my attention was drawn.
In Sabid Ali v. SWllminathall Chetty (1), it was
found that there was fraud and collusion between the
purchaser and the person who allowed the property
to be brought to sale. It is assumed in that case
that but for the fraud the purchas.er would have
taken the property frte of encumbrances. This is an
~ssumption merely and was not necessary for'the
decision cHhe case.
In Civil Regular No. 393 of 1925 of this Court
.
Muthia Chetty v. Slzaik Mohamed, Mr. Justice Das
held that a purchaser at a Municipal sale for arrears
of Municipal revenues does not take free of encum..
brances. The sale was apparently one under section
45 of the Lower Burma Land and Revenue Act ;
whereas, in the present case the procedure prescribed
in sections 46 and 47 was followed. The sale proclamation itself shows that tIle prcperty was being
sold under the provisions of section 47. The tax in
respect of which the present sale \\"8.S held was, l1ndo~lbt.
eJly,as can be seen from the revenue receipt, a propertytax, and it was, therefore, within the competence of
(l

,

(1) 5 Burma Law Times 103.
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the Revenue Officer of the Municipality. to direct
R.M.V.V.l\I. the sale of the property under that section.
CH:i:~AR
Referring to the Notitications by the Local Govern. M.S~~RA. Inent, I find that in No. 80, dated the 13th Febrllary
MANIAM AND 1908, the President of the HangoonMunicipality
is
ANOTHER.
h"
.
b
-""aut onzed to do the acts reqUIred to be done y
C::HARI, J.
revenue officers under various sections of the Burma·
Land and Revenue Act. One of the sections
specifically mentioned in that Notification is section
of the Act which clearly indicates that the Legislature contemplated the applicability of that section
48 to some of' the sales held by the officers of
the Municipality, under the powers conferred on
them.
It is not without a great· deal of hesitation and
reluctance that I have come to the above conclusion..
It is a matter of common knowledge. to persons
connected with the administration of law that section
48 of the Burma Land' and Revenue Act is a fruitfUl .
source of fraud. The extension of the applicability
of that section to sales under the local Acts means
f,lOthing more than increasing the opportunities for
fraud. The remedy, however, is in the hands of th~
Legislature, and I have got to administer the law as
I find it. One would have thought that the interests
of public revenue would be sufficiently safeguarded
by a provision that such revenue should bea first
charge on the land.
It thus becomes necessary to raise an issue Oil, and
decide, the question of fraud alleged in the plaint.
The plaintiff will have also to call an attesting witness
to prove the mortgage and will also have to prove
his daim since, though the 1st defendant has confessed
judgment, the 2nd defendant has put the plaintiff to
proof of the mortgage and the amollnt due.
1927
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On' the evidence . the learned Judge held that
was to defra.ud the mortgagee
and that the purchaser bought the property in colIusion with Subramaniam and on his behalf. The
remained subJ'ect to the mort1'>c1 age.
Pr.operty therefore
.
The plJfchaser appealed.* The Bench composed of
Heald andMya Bu, JJ., summarily dismissed the
appeal. The judgment of the Benet.: was delivered
bySubraamniam'~ object

J.-On the 7th of September 1925, one
Subramaniam mortgaged his house to respondent for
Rs. 2,000 with interest at Rs. 1-8-0 per cent. per
mensem. The house was subject to Municipal taxation, and the taxes for the first quarter of 1926
\vhich were payable on the 1st of Ja.nuary 1926,
amounted to Rs. 10-7-0. Subramaniam failed to pay
that amount and on the 31st of March the Municipal Tax Collector applied to: the Revenue Officer
for recovery of the taxes by the sale of the house.
Notice of the application; was duly served on
Subramaniam but he took no action, and the Revenue
Ofucer ordered execution to issue for the amount
due., which including :the costs of the appiication
was then Rs. 11-7-0. The tax collecter then
reported that Subramaniam had no moveable
properties whatever in his possession which could
be attached and applied for the attachment of the
house.. which, it may be noted, he valued at Rs. 500.
The attachment was effected and sale 'was ordered.
The house was sold to appellant for Rs. 200 and
a sale certificate was granted to him.
Under section 48 of the Burma Land and Revenue
Act the purchaser at a revenue sale is deemed to
HEALD,

• Civil First Appeal ~o. 181 of 1927, Mollmned Salay
Cheltyar Firm.
.
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have acquired the right offered for sale free from all
encumbrances except
such as may ·have
been expressly
. .
.
'V..
reserved by the Revnue Officer at the time of the
RM.V.V.M.
1
d as n0 encum b ranees were reserve d an d t h e
CHETTYAR sa e, an
.l'~
house was sold as being the unencumbered property
HEALD, J.. of Subramaniam,prima facie appellant become owner
. of a· house which wa~ probably. worth at least
Rs. 4,000 for Rs. 200 and. respondent .·lost the
benefit of his mortgage.
Respondent however filed a suit on his mortgage
against Subramanian and impleaded appellant on
allegations that Subramaniam's default in payment of
the Municipal tax~s was deliberate and Vias a mere
device to defraud him of the benefit of his mortgage,
and that-appellant was a party to that fraud.
We who spend our days in the Cqurts know that
deliberate default in the paymen t: of revenue with the
intention that property may be sold free of encumbrances is a common dedce to· defraud mortgagees,
and it is obviously essential to the success· of that
device that the purchaser should a mere benamidar
for the defaulter, since no man is likely to allow his
property to be sold for an inadequate price except
to himself or to some person representing him. J
have seen a considerable number· of such cases and
I have never seen one in which the purchaser did
not in fact represent the defaulter. When therefore
it is proved· that this device has been adopted I
rhink that there is a fair initial presumption· under
section 114 of the Evidence .Act that the purchaser
represented the defaulter.
In this case there is no possible room for doubt
that Subramaniam deliberately adopted this device,
and that he \vould not have allowed the house which
presumably was worth well ove! Rs. 2,000 to be
sold for Rs. 200 unless he had already arranged that
1927

MOHAMED
. SALAY
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it should he bought on .his behalf. There is there·
fore a presumption that appellant was a party to the
plot and that he bought on Sl1bramaniam's behalf.
There is also in the present case direct evidence
that this was so, and there was nothing tb rebut
either the evidence or the presumption except appe1hint's bare word.
.
In these cfrcumstances 1 have no· hesitation in
finding that the learned 'Judge on the Original Side
"vas right in holdirg that appellant was a party to
the fraUd and bought the house on Subramaniam's
behalf, and that since the house still belonged to
Sllbramaniam it . \';as still subject to respondent's

_.19~7

:\JOH ..U 1EiJ
SALAY

v.
R.l\J.V'V.?lJ.
CHETTYAR

FIR.'r.

mortgage~

I ,would tberefore dismiss the appeal summarily.
l\1YA

Bu,

J.-I

concur.

APPELLATE ClVIL.
Before Sir Guy Rutledge, Kt., K.C., Chief Justice,. alld JJr. Justice Brow',.
1927·

M.·AMAISTRY
.'0.

ABDUL

Aztz

RAHMAN.*

Fraud,suit to set aside dercee as obt,lined by-Dismissal of application to set
a#4e an ex-parte decree when a bar to suit-Dismissalllot 011 merit s is IIct
a .bar..·
.
Held; Uiat the dismissal of an application to set aside an e.\'.partc decree for
failure to furnish security does not bar 'a ·s·.it to set aside the decree as having
been obtain~d by fraud.
. K. E. Mustha'l v. Babu ;l/oheoora J'vath Singh, 1 Ran. SOO-distinguished.
. Radiza Raman Saha Y. Prall Hath Roy, 28 Cal. ~75, P. C.-followed.
],f. A. Maistry v. Abdul Adz Ran;nall, 5 Ran. ~6-set aside.

* Chi! First Appeal No. 18 of 1927.
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N. N. Sen,-for tbe Appellant.
Robertson-for the Respondent.

1927
M.A.
MAISTRY

V"
ABDUL AZIZ

RAHMAN

RUTLEDGE, C.J., AND BRO\;I,1N, J.-.The respondent
Abdul
, Azjz Rahman obtained a decree in the Sma1l\
Cause Court, Rangoon, on a promissory-nott: against
the appellant, Munshruff Ally Maistry. The decree
was passed ex-parte. The appellant filed an application before the Small Cause Court to have the ex-pa1~te
decree set aside on the ground that he had never
been served with a summons. He was required to
, fum ish security in accordance with the provisions of
Rule 78 in SChedule 1 to the Rangoon Small Cause
Court Act, but failed to do SO and his application was
finally rejected for default. He then filed a suit, out
of which this appeal has arisen. The learned Judge
on the Original Side of this Court has held that the
suit as framed does not lie and has dismissed it without
going into the merits.
It is contended on behalf of the appellant that this
decision was wrong. For the purposes of this appeal
it must be assumed that the facts as alleged in the
plaint are correct. The plaint sets forth that. the
plaintiff never executed the promissory-note on which
the decree was based, or borrowed any money from
the defendant, and that the suit was absolutely false.
The plaintiff further alleges that he was never served
with a summons, and that the defendant's affidavit to
the effect that the plaintiff had accepted the said
summons was false. He therefore prayed for; a d~cla
ration that the decree of the Small Cause Court' was
obtained by fraud, and for an injunction restraining
the defendant from proceeding \vith the execution
thereof. The learned trial Judge was of opinion that
the suit \-vas an an atttmpt to evade the provisions of
'Rule 78 in Schedule I to the Rangoon Small Cause
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Comt Act, and after discussing various authorities
·came to the conclusion that the suit did not lie.
\tVith many of the observations of the trial Judge we
.are in entire agreement and we agree with hilll that
the mere fact that perjured evidence has been given
in the case is not sufficient cause for bringing a suit
to have the decree in that case set aside. But the
giving of perjured evidence at the trial is not the
-only fraud alleged in the present case.
It is further alleged that the fraudulent c')nduct
-of the defendant prevented the plaintiff from appearing
to contest the suit. This is cle~r1y fraud extrinsic to
the facts of the original case, and the question is
whether this fraud is sufficient to give him a cause of
action. A somewhat similar case was dealt with by
Mr. Justice Beasley in the case of K. E. klustlzan v.
Babu Mahendra Nalh Singh (1). In that case an
,ex-parte decree had been passed by the Small Cause
Court. The deiendant applied to have the ex-parte
decree' set aside and failed, and then brought a regular
suit to have the decree vacated. It was held that the
'suit did not lie. The c;ircumstances of that case how'ever differ from those .of the present case in one import:ant particular. In that case the plaintiff's application to
Jhave the previous decree set aside was dealt with on the
merits by the Small Cause Court which Court found
that the summons had in fact been served. That is
not th'e case here. There has been no adjudication
in the· present case on the question whether the
'Summons was or was not in fact served. On this point
the learned trial Judge observes ,e That application
was not tfied on the merits so that, though it may
be argued that it is not res judicata, still having
moved the Small Cause Court for the purpose of
(1) (1923) 1 Ran. SOO.
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setting aside the ex-parte decree on the ground that
M. A.
summons ",as: not tendered or sen'ed on him and
MAIS:IRY
t'.
having be~n given an opportunity of establishing his
ABDUL
AZIZ
l' t'ff
'th tl
RAHb1AX.
case, th e pam
1 b ynon"comp 1"lance Wile
con d'1·
tion imposed.b'-'J the Small Cause Court failed to '-'e:et
Ru fLEDGE.
C,J•• AND an adjudication on that point in that Court. . It is
BROWN. J.
therefore not open to him to come to this Court and
ac;k for an ~ldjudicationon the. same point.: The'
result of allowing the plaintiff to prove these facts in
this case\\'ould be merely to enable him to evade a
statq.tory, provision."
It does not, hO\rever, appear that the attention 9£
the learned Judge was drawn to the deCision of the
.Privy Council in the case of Radha Raman Shalza
and others v. Pran Nath Roy and others (l). That
case was an cippeal from a decision of the High Court
of Calcutta which is; reported at page 546, Calcutta,
Volume 24.' An ex-parte decree had been obtained
and the judgment-debtor had applied to geUhe e.t··parte
decree . set~.side under section 1080.£ the Code of
Civil Procedure (corresponding to Rule 13, Order 9
.of the present Code), . His application was unsuccessful. Hiscas€.·was·,that the decree was obtained by
fraud, and that he had never been· served with summons,·1t was 'held by the High Court that there·\was
nothing to 'prevt:nt the unsucc.essfuJ· defendanHrom
bringing a regular suit to .. set aside the decree on
the ground· of fraud-, and that:'the fad that lie had
failed· in his: application under section 108 made. no
difference.· ) In tbe,·course of: their judgment :their
Lordships remarked· "I.cthe~:Ie:cree was obtained by
fraud, and, .the ,plaintiff was in consequence.deprived
ofbis property, the Court has. full power to set 'aside
the dei:ree atrdrestore:: his property, .unless, its
1927

(1) (1901)

z::; C'aI.475..
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jurisdiction in the case of ex-parte decrees is taken
1927
a\vay; but there is nothing in sections 108, 244, 311,
M. A.
or any in other provisions of law to which we. have MAI~~RY
bee.n referred w.'hich does take it av..a Jv • Section 13 ABDUL
AzIz
NAHMA:\'.
of the Code clearly offers no bar. The i.ssues
RUTLEDGE.
which arise are not the same the parties are not all C.l., ANfJ
the same and the Court which decided that the ex-parte BROWN. J.
suit has no jurisdiction to decide this suit. The
n~ere fact that th e· plaintiff failedto obtain relief on
the 'narrow ground on\:rhich he might have obtained .
it under section 108 cannot prevent him from getting
relief on the much v,ider grounds now put forward."
Their Lordships of the Privy Council in a short
judgment approved this decision. Lord Hobhouse
who delivered the judgment remarked ., Their Lordships are all agreed that the preliminary' objection
cannot be sustained, and that the High Court were
right in overruling it. We have nothing before u's,
but the bare fact that the plaintiff endeavoured to
get an ex-parte decree set aside under section 108 of
the Code of Civil Procedure, under which' the Court
may try whether the summons was served or whether
the, plaintiff was prevented by· any sufficient cause
from appearing. We are not: told what went on
before the Court upon that occasion, and' 'it is impossible to say that the matter now alleged as fraudulent matter came in any way before the Court under
the application which was made by virtue of section
108." In view of this pronouncement of their Lordships of the Privy Council we are unable to see how
it can be held in the present case that the appellant's
suit did not lie. There was not here, as in K. E.
Musthan's case (1), any decision on the merits by
the Small Cause Court, and it is clear from the
judgment of their Lordships that the mere fact of
an application to set aside the decree hadllg been

, [VOL.V
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made under the provisions of Rule' 13, Order 9,
cannot deprive the plaintiff of his right to have the
matter adjudicated In the regular suit. It was open
' In
. t h e fi rs t Instance
'
to 1.
11m t 0 fil c t h
e regui
ar smt
without making his application to the Small Cause
Court at all. He chose in the fi rst instance to make
an application under Rtile 13, but his subsequent
failure to furnish security. amounted to failure on his
part to proceed with that application. We are unable
in the circumstances to hold that he was debarred
from bringing the regular suit, and we are of opinion
that the decision of the learned trial Judge was wI'ong.
It has been sug~ested on behalf of· the respondent
that tht:: procedure adopted in coming before the
High Court and asking for an injunction, instead of
filing a suit in the Small Cause Court was wr6ng~
This point has not yet been considered by the trial
-Court, and. we leave it forothe learned trial Judge·to
decide.
We set· aside the decree of the trial Court and
remand the case fm',' decision by the trial Court on
the merits. The respondent will. pay the appellant
his costs this appeaI.-> The appellant will be entitled
to a refund of the,court fees paid by, him.
;

;
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Bejore Mr. Justice Mauug Ea.

R. SEWARAM

1927

v.
LACHMINARAY AN. *

May 20.

Limitatio11 Acl ilX of 19081, Sell. I, art. 7-Moto-r-car driver whether an
artisan.
A motor-car driyer is an arti!an within the meaning of Art. 7 of Seh. I
of the Limitation Act. He must therefore sue for his wages within olle year
from the date when his wages accrue due.
Co'

Bhogee Ram-for the applicant.
S. M. Bose-for the Respondent.

J.-The main argument in this case
is that a motor-car driver is an artisan within the
meanIng of Article 7 of the Limitation Act and that
part of the claim was time-barred. According to
Webster's Dictionary an artisan is one trained to
mechanical dexterity in some mechanical art or trade.
A mofor-car driver is required at least to know how to
start the car, how to steeritand how .t~. stop it For
such purposes he must possess some skill in manipulating the different parts of themechanism; I think he
should be -:included in the category of an artisan. I
also cannot ·:see any reason why he should be treated
differently from a household servant or lab0urerand
given the benefit of a longer period under. Article 102.
In their case· the period of one year is in my opinion
long enough for them to assert their claim against
their employer_ It would seem unreasonable to keep
their employer un<,:ertain for a longer period whether
such claim would be made or not.
MAUNG BA,

• Ciyil Revision No. 283 of )926.
284
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Applying this Article to the case the wages other
than those for February and Dect:mber 1924 would
become time-barred. The amount of Rs. 300 has
been held to be a part payment to\vards the wages
and so the respondent would be at liberty to apply
the same towards wages for previolls months.
As regards the counter claim no sufficient ground
is made out for interference in. revision \vith the
finding of the 100yer court.
I therefore modify the, decree by reducing the
amount to Rs. 160 with costs on that amount in
both Courts.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Heald, and Mr. Justice Chad.

192;
lime!.

MA PAING

v.
MAUNG SHWE HPAN

AND OTHERS.*

Budd/Jist Law-·Civil P"ocedttl"e Code (Act V ofI90lS). s. 60-Bltddhist hu~band's
, inter'est ill pro'/Jel'lie.< of tire marriage iI/determinate and the1'efol'~not a
saleable property ine).'ecutioll 0/ decree agail/st Imsbaud':""'Wife's suit for
partition and declaration of half share not mail/tainable-Liability Of
marriage property to satisfY family debts-ProceduI'e.
In execution of their decrees against a Buddhist husband'who was
mana.~ing the family business and had' incurred the debts,' the creditors'
attached certain properties of the marriage, between the husband and his wife.
The wife obtained from the executing Court a release of her interes t,. whate\'er
it was, in the properties from the attachments. Respondents bough~ the
properties at the execution sale and were put i 11 possession. 'The wife filed a
s\dt for a declaration that she had half share in the properties and asked for
possession of such share.
Held, that the interests of a Burmese Buddhist husban'd alid wife are
impartible and indeterminate so long as the marriage sub,;ists alld'that where
the husband manage;;s the business of tile family a decree against.the husband
can be executed ag;tinst the wl101<: property of the marriage. The \tire's claim to
partition was not sustainable. The husband's share too \\"as impaJ tible and his

• Civil First Appeal ~o. 132'of 1925. For the Ful1 Bench Reference in
his Case and Judgment, sec (192;)5 Ran. 2";"6.
'
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192;interest was indeterminale ; such an interest therefore is not saleable properly
within the meaning of section 60 of the Civil Procedure Code, Sach a sale
MA P.~ING
has to be setaside. hut the whole property including the interest of both husband
v.
and' wife was liable to be attached and sold in eAecutfon of the decrees
!II Al'KG
against the husband ;<1one.
SH\\'E HPAN.
Al\D
oTHERS,

P. B. Sen-for the Appellant.
Dhar--for the Respondents.'

HEALD AND CHARI, JJ .-Po Kaing tlnd the present
appellant Ma Paing are husband and \\"ife .. Po K<ting
managed the family business and incurred very
beavy debts. A number of creditors sued Po Kaing
without joining Ma Paing as a defendant and obtained
decrees against Po Kaing alone. In execution,
certain properties of the marriage between Po Kaing
and Ma Paing were attached. Ma Paing applied for
removal of the attachment to the extent of her interest
in them The executing Court found that Ma Paing
as Po Kaing's wife had an· interest in the properties
as being properties of the marriage, and· released
her interest, whatever it might be, from the attachment. . The properties, le.ssMa Paing's supposed
interest, were sold and· respondents were the
purchasers. Respondents were put into possession
of the properties.
Ma Paing sued respondents for a declaration that
her interestin the properties is a one half share and
.for possession of tha t share.
The trial Court dismissed her suit.
She' appealed to this Court anel there' was. a
reference to a Full Bench on questions whether the
interests of a Burmese Buddhist husband and wife
are partible while the marriage subsists i anel \\'betber
a decree against a Burmese Buddhist husband can
be executed against the whole' of the property of the
marriage or only against the husband's interest or
supposed interest in that property.
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The Full Bench decided that .the property of the
marriage ofa Burmese Buddhist husband and wife
is not partible so long as the marriage subsists,
and that where the husband manages the business
of the family, a decree against the husband can be
executed against the whole of the property of the'
marriage, includillg the wife's interest in such
property (1).
We have now to apply those findings to the facts
of the present case. It is clear that what was
actually sold to the respondents \1,'as the husband's
supposed interest in the property. Appellant's claim
is that her interest, which was not sold, was one
half anel that she is en ti tIed to partition of the
property and possession of ber half shart. The Full
Bench has held that the interests of a Burmese
Buddhist husband and wife are impartible so long
as the marriage subsists and therefore it is clear that
appellant's suit in so far as it is a suit for partition
must be dismissed.
Further, it would seem that during the subsistence
of a Burmese Buddhist marriage the separate interests
of the parties to the Inarriage in the property of the
marriage are not only Impartible but ate also
indeterminate and indeterminable, since they Can be
determined only on divorce or on the death' of one
party. The shares taken by the p:l.rtieson divorce
vary' according as the divorce is by consent or as by
consent or is a divorce for serious misconduct on
the part of one of the parties, and the interest of
,either party, whether at death or divorce, is' he,t an
interest in any particular item of property, but is an
interest in the estate as a whole, including liabilities
as well as assets, so tha.t if the liabilities equal or
(I) Rep()rted at p. 296, (1927) 5 Ran.
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exceed the assets the interest may be nil or even a
minus quantity.
The question seems to ari~e whether or not such
an impartible and indeterminate interest, which is an
interest not in particul ir propertits but in an estate
as it may exist on the happening of certain
contingencief., \vhich is not certain but varies ~ccord
ing 10 certain contingencies, and which in certain
cases may be valueless, is saleable property belonging to the judgment-debtor or over \vhich or the
profits of which he has a disposing power which he
may exercise for his own benefit.
The present case shows the inconvenience of
holding that such an interest is saleable, and I would
hold that such an interest is not saleable property
within the meaning of section 60 of the Code of
Civil Procedure.
I have already said that appellant is in my
opinion not entitled to partition and possession of
her share of the properties in suit and she is certainly
not entitled to the declaration, which she claims, that
her interest in the properties is a one half share.
But it seems clear that she has an interest in the
properties, and I think that in spite of the fact that
we cannot give her the particular declaration which
she claims we have power to give her such a
declaration as the facts of the case warrant. The
difficulty is to decide on the form of the declaration
to which she is entitled.
The position is that her husband's interest in the
property, which interest I hold to be unsaleable, has
been sold to respondents, and that appellant has
been left with an interest which in my view is equally
unsa1eable. The sale of the husband's unsaleable
interest to respondents was in my opinion no sale
and I think that the only declaration to which
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appellant can be held to be entitled is a declaration
to that effect. The result of such a declaration "'''auld
M.:UXG be that the property as a whole, including the inter:SH\\'E HPAN ests of both appellant and ber huslland Po Kaing
AND
OT,HE~S.
would still be liable to attachment and sale in
HEALDAND execution of the decrees against Po Kaing.
But in
CHARI.H.
view oJ the fact that the defect irithe sales to
respondents was due to appellant's unsustainable
claim that her interest be excluded I think that we
should not be justified in giving appellant a declaration that the sales were invalid without protecting
the interests of the respondents ">y directing appellant
to give security for tbe payment to responden ts of
any amount by which the prices realIsed on a resale
may fall short of the amounts which th~y paid for·
the properties. It is of course unlikely that properties
sold with a clear title will realise less thau the same1>
properties realised when sold with an interest reserved,
but there is a possibility that they may realise less
and I do not think that respondents sbould run any
risk of loss.
I would therefore direct that on appellants giving
a bond signed by herself and two suretie~, to be
approved by this Court on the report of the Bailiff.
of this Court or of the District Court of TOtlllgoo, for
the paymenUo the several respondents of any amount by
which the price realised on the resale of any particular
property may after payment of the expenses of the
sale fall short of the price which may have been paid
for that property by the· respondent who bought it,
appellant shall be entitled to a decree declaring the
sales to respondents null and void.
The proceeds of the resale of each particuJar
property, after payment of the expenses of the sale
will be used in the first instance to pay to the
respondent who bought that property the amount, if
MA P.m;:G
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any, which he paid for it. Such of the respondenls
as were decree-holders and were allowed to set-off
the price against the amount of their decree will of
course receive no payment on this account. The
balance of the sale procee~s, aiLer pay men t to such
of the respondents as under this order are entitled
to payment, will be available for satisfaction of the
decrees.
In view of the fact that this litigation has arisen
out of appellant's claim to the exclusion of her
interest from the attachment and sale, appellant will
pay the respondents' costs in all Courts in respect
of this suit.

G.U.B.C.P.O.-No. 69, M. of Infm, 25-11·57-600-1X.
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LAw-Desertion-Divolee whether automatic after tilC lapse
of three years or one year-E:rpr~ssed act Of flotitiOtl whether necessary to effect dissolution. Held, that where a Burmese Buddhist

BUDDHIST

husband deserts his wife and for three ye.lrslleither contributes to
her maintenan::e nor has any co:nmunication with her, the marriage is automaticallv dissolved on the expiration of three years
from the date of desertion; neither is any furthp.r and expressed
act of volition on the part of the deserted pady necl-ssary to efJ ed
such dissolution. Hurpurshad v. Shco Dyal, L. I-:. 8 LA. 259; Ma
Hnin Bwin v. U Shwe Gon, 8 L.B.I{, 1 ; Ma Thet v. Ma Salt all,
.2 L.I3.R. 85; Ma Thin v. Mau1lg Kyaw Ya, 2 U.B.R., (1892·96156;
Mattng Ko v. Ma Me, S.J. 19; Maullg Po Maung v. L.H.R.L.
P. Nagalingam C!let ty, 2 lJ .B.R _, IJ 892·\16 53; Maullg Since Sa v.
MaMo an:t one. C.M.A. 8 of 1921, C.C.L H.: MiKinLat v. Nl!aBa
SO,2 U.B.R., '1904-06), Buddhist Law. Divorce, 3 i Mi ,Vu v.
Maung Saillg S.J. 28; Nga Nwe v. Mi Su Ma, S.J. 391 ;
Ramalakshmi Ammalv. Siva1lf,t!la Pcrllmal SethuraYQI', 14 M.I.A.
570-referred to. Thein Pe v. U Pet, 3 L.B.R. 175-overruled.
MA NYUN
MA SAW AYE

MAUNG SAlol THEIN
fl.

U SHWE SOE AND SIXTEEN

PRooF-Admtssion by defendant Of his si.~ntlture on blank
paper containillg figures only, effect of-Issues-Denial by
defelldatlt of material fact s alleged atld relied 011 by plantiff,
suggesti11p incidentally fraud on his part does not shift burden of
proof on defendant-Hes judicata-Dechi01I of inferior CourtNo adjudication of clai m trcferr,d ill tile [resent suit ill tlte
former suit. In a suit on a promissory-note, defendant admitted

BURDEN OF

his signature but denied the claim of the plaintiff for Rs. 1,300
and interest thereon. and stated that he had signed a blank note
with only the figures Rs. 300 written at the top of the paper. The
trial Cuurt gave a-decree in favour oflheplaintiff not 011 the ground
that the plaintiff had proved his claim but bp.cause it held that the
defendant failed t'l discharge the burden of prOOf laid on him of
plaintiff's fonH ry. -Held. reversing the judgment, that the
defendant had specifically denied that he had promised to pay the

537
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plaintiff the sum named with interest, so th,~ burden of proving
the loan rested on the plaintiff. The admission of the defendant
of his signature under CirCl\111stan'es of the case and the incidental
charge of fraud made by him a~ainst the plaintiff did not shift the
burden of pro ',f on defendan!. The defendant by his pleading had
never admitted the material facts on which the plaintiff's case
rested. nor had tne defendant made a substantive claim on the
ground of fraud. Held. on the evidence that the plaintiff failed to
prove the loan as claimed by him. Held, also, that as the
transaction in suit was incidentaIlv referred toby the appellant in
his written statement in a Small Cause Court suit between the
parties, but not decided in that suit. and moreover as the Small
Cause Court was not competent to decide tile matter,the principle
of res judicata did not apply at all.
HOE MOH V.

I.

527

M. SEEDAT

1908), ss. 2 (2), 47-01'der for
stay oj execution or fOl' securit y for stay of e.vt cut ion is lui/hel' a
decree nor an appealable order. Held, that an ordlr for s<.:curity
to stw execution is not an order ddermining any rights of the
parties and is neither an order under section 47 of the Civil Procedure Code, nor is it a decree, and is the"efare not appealable.
Husainbhai and another v. Beltie S//aft Gilani, 46 AIl. 733;
Janl1rdan Triumbak Gadn v. 1I1m'talld Tl'iu11lbak Gadre, 14 !:lom.
241 ; Mukhtar Ahmad v. Muqa1'rllb Husain, 34 All. 530; Rajendra
Kishol'eChoudhllrY V. Mathura Mahan Choudhury and ot/lers,
25 C.W N. 555; Sarasvathi Bar11lania \, Galai' Das Barman,
41 Cal. 160-referred to.

CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE (ACT" OF

PADAYACHI AND ONE

v.

RM.K.M.S. CHINNAYA CHETTIAR •••

CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE. SECTION 145, ITS OBJECT
CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE (ACT \' of 1908), O. 21, r.

•

534·
494,

90-Whether a'l
auction-purchaser is a person whose interests are affected by the
sale. Held, that an auction-purchaser is a person who is entitled
to make an application under Rule 90 of Order 21 of the Code of
Civil Procedure, to set aside a sale on the ground that he was
misled by the sale-proclamation and conseql1entlya snit by him
will not lie. Bil'j Mo/Jun T/la~ur a,td another v. Raj Ull'anath
Chotlli/wyand others,20 Cal. 8 j R.1vinan~ia11 Prasad v.Jagarllath
Sa/HI. 47 AlI. 479-referred to.
S.N.V.RS. SUBRAMANIAN CHETTYAR
FIRM AND TWO

v.

CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE, ORDER 38, RULE 9 ...
CO.IMISSIONERS TO HEA~ ELECTION PETITIONS.
PUBLIC oFFICE
COMPA:olIES ACT

N.L.N.

CHETTYAR
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492
PERSONS HOLDING

504,

(VII OF 1913), s.163 (1)-Creditor's demand "ullder

his italld"-Whdher demand byadvocate of cl'editor sufficientWhetltel' statutory rig/it call be exercised by means ojan agent. In
order to make out that a right conferred by statute is to be exerdsed
personally and not by an agent, there must be something in the
Act, either by way of express enactment or necessary implication
which limits the common law right of any person who is sui juris
to appoint an agent to act on lli~ behalf. Held, that an advocate's
notice of deman d on behalf of a creditor does not satisfy the requirements of the Indian Companies Act, section 163 (1) and is not a
demand" under his hand." Hyde v. Johllson, 2 Bing N.C. 776:
Jackson Co. v. Napier, 35 Ch. D. 162; Reg. v. Justices of Kent,
L.R 8 Q.B 305 ; In re Whill~y Partners Ltd., 32 Ch.D. 337;
Wilsoll v. Wallani, 5 Ex.D. ISS-referred to.
MANJEEBHAI KHATAW & CO. v. JAMAL BROTHERS & Co., LTD.

483
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1898), s. 476B-Seco/:dapftral
whether maintainable against order for comPlaint by lower
appellate COUt·t. Helel, that when: the trial Court reft:sed to
lay a c01lJ::,laint under the provisions of sedion 476 of the Criminal
Procedure Code and the lower al'pellate Court on appeal ordered
such complaint, an appeal c10es not lie to the Hight Court against
stich order. Muhammed Idris v.·The Crown, 6 Lah. :6 ; Somabhai
Vallavbhai v. Adibhai Pursh.:ttam, 48 BOm. 401-followed.
Faujdar Rai v. Empelor, Criminal Revision No.5 of 1925 (!Jatna
High Conrt: "7"disse/lt erl from.

CRIMINAL PRCCEDUl<E CODE (ACT V OF

523,

MA ON KHIN 11. N.K.M. FIRM
CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE (ACT V O~·

1R98, s. 520-High Court
whelher competent to order restitution of pro p, rtYl'eturnfd fIIldel'
section 517-l'roperly ill the possession of third party-Procedure
to be adopted before orderiilg return under section 517. Held,
that where the question of right to possession is not one between
the complainant and the accused but between the .:omplainant
and a third person, an order for the restoration of t he propel ty to
the complainant should not be made without first giving the third
party an opportunity of being heard. Held, furl her, that the
High Ceurt on arpeal can order restitution of property, restored
to one party under section 517 of the Criminal Procedure Code.
Kyiu Ta'll v. ECho, 4 L.B.R.14-dissentedfrom. Ma Thein Nu
v. Ma The HlIit, 12 S.L.T. 266-followed.
SHWE "VA 11. C. I. MEHTA AND O~E

DEMAND BY CREDITOR'S ADOVCATE NOT sUFFICIENT FOR PURPOSES OF
SECTION 163 (1), COMPA:i:IES ACT
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VOLITION UN/(ECESSARY FOR .. ,
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I;XI'I.:ESSED ACT OF

(T OF 18721, S. 92-01/ demand pr017lissorY-1/oteL'efe1lce that 7l is a matter of partllel'ship transaction and
accounts when inadmissibte-U!Jlquldated claim catmot be set-off
against claim 0/1 tromissory-note. Where the defendant pleaded
that he had given the on delLand pron.issory-note in suit to the
plaintiff not for a loan, but for a'i advance 011 account of a partnership to be accounted for when the partnership account was gone
into, held, that such a defence cannot be allowed. This is not a
defence of no consideration or a condi tion prec<:dent to the
attaching of an ohli~ation, but an at!empt tn set-off allllnliquidateQ.
claim against a claim 011 a promissory-noie which is not permissible. J .•~f. Maneck1ee v Mau1Jg fo Hal/,2 Ran. 482-,listillguished Vallamkondu SUbbiah v. Mall/perldi Vetlkataramiall,
31 Mad. 342-referrrd to.
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HIGH COURT, POWERS OF TO ORDER RESTITUTION OF PIWPF.l<TY
RETURNED UNDER SECTION 517, CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE...
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REDEMPTION SUIT, VALUATIO:-l OF, os THE BASIS OF VALUE OF LAND
AND NOT ON THE MORTGAGE MONEY

449

RESTITUTIOX OF PROPERTY RETURXED UNDER SECTI N 517, CRIMI~AL
PROCEDURE CODE, POwERS OF HIGH COURT TO ORDER

553'·

1877!, s. 45 (b)-Commissioners appointed
to hear Council election pelitiolJS are per.<ons holding Public officeBona fide interpretation of election tItles by Commissioners whd/le,.

SPECIFIC RELIEF ACT (l OF
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High Court cal~ que.itiol~. Held, that the l'o:nmissioners appointed
by His Excellency the Governor to hear Council ele.;tion petitions
under the B ,lI"ma Electoral Rules are persons holding a public
office of a temporary nature and if they r.:fuse to do a specific act
clearly incumbent on them, affecting the property, franchise or
personal right of a per,on, the High Court can enforce the action.
Under those n les, however, tbe CommiEsioners are the sole
authority to interpret any question arising on the construction of
the rules. and those rules do not give any other anthority ,power
to qUestion that deci~ion, whether it be' right or wrong, so long
as it is bonii fide. The High Court can only interfere if slIch
decision was so wrong and s~ l'erverEe as to amount to a refusal
to exercise a jurisdiction clearly given by the rules. Neither the
rules nor any general provision of lawgive the High Court either
by way of revisioll or appeal any power to review the Commissioners' decision. Consequently the Commissioners' decision on
their construction of the rules that subs:ituted parties in place of
the returned candklate whose election was challenged by an
unsuccessful candidate, could not show that sllch candidate himself
was ~uilty of corrupt practices, could not be questioned by the
High Court, wheth~r right or wrong. Alock Ashdown & Co. v.
Chief Revenue Authority of Bombay,47 Bom. 742 i M. C. Nandi
v. P. C. Mittel', 51 Cal. 279-referrcd to.
U Po THIN AND FOUI~ v. N. N. BURJORJEE AND TWO
:STAY OF EXECUT10N. ORDER FOR. NOT APPEALABLE

504
534

WIT-Mortgate 11l0ne:v
not basis of valuatiol1 for jurisdiction-Suits Valuation~Act iVIl
of 1887), s 1 Ii..). Held. Illat in a redemption suit. where the
mortga);!;ee is in pMsessic.n, the sJbjeet malter is the land sorght
to be redeemed and the valuation of such suits for the purpose of
jmisdictinn should be based on tl-.e value of the land Kalee Kumar Nag Y. N. lo-fayappa Chetty, 5 L.H R. 208; Kyaw DUll v.
Matmg KYilW, 1 L.B.R. 96-followed.

SUBJECT-MATTER, VALUE OF. IN A REDEMPTION

MA HLA SAING AND ONE 'II. MA Su WE AND THREE
.\ SUIT" WHETHER TO INCLUDE" APPELLATE PROCEEDINGS"
SUITS VALUATlOlol ACT. SECTION 1 (ix)
SURETY'S LIABILITY FOR SATIsFACTION OF A DECREE SOUGHT TO BE
SET ASIDE BY JUDGMENT· DEBTOR-Decree set aside by trial Court

but restored by Appellate Court-Effect oIHurety'sli4bility. The
surety uf a j·Jdgment·debtor undertook to satisfy a decree against
the illdgment~debtor which decree the joJdgment·debtor sought to
set aside in a suit. Execution was accordingly stayed. The trial
Court sel aside the decree, but the Appellate Court restored the
decree. Held, th1t the surety was liable on his bond to satisfy
the decree. D, Malla,k,iee v. R.M.N. ChcttYal' Firm (ll, 5 Ran.
492-distinguished.
D, MANACKJEE v. RM.N. CHETfYAR FIRM (No.2)
SURETY'S LIABILITY UNDER O. 38 OF THE CIVIL PROCEDURE COPE
(ACT V of 1908) WHEN IT CEASES-O. 38. r. 9_" Suit" whet/ler
mcludcs apPellate proceedings. Held, that when security is givtn
to obtain removal of attachment before j.ldgment under Order 38
of the Ci vit Procedure Code, the liability of the surety ceases as
soon as the suit is dismi~sed in the first Court. The 'plaintiff
succeeding on appeal in his suit cannot hold the surety liable.
In this case the word" suit .. does not include appellate proceed·
ings. Ma Bi I'. S. Kalidas, 5 L B.R 156-followed.
D. MANACKJEE 'II. R.'.1.N, CHETTYAR FmM (No.])
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ADDENDA.
(1927) I.L.R. 5 Ran. 73.
IN THE MATTER OF SYED KAZIM, DECEASED
INSOLVENT.

1927
April 29.

This decision was reversed on appeal (Civil
Miscellaneous Appeals Nos. 230 of 1925 and 9 of
192i) by a Bench composed by Rutledge, C.J., and
Mya Bu, J., solely on the ground that [as held by the
Full Bench in Kolapore v. The Port Commissioners,
Rangoon, (1926) 4 Ran.iS7] se::ction 7 of the Presidency
Towns Insolvency Act (III of 1909) did not apply to
cases of the administration of the estate:: of a deceased
person in insolvency, the Insolvency Court had no
jurisdiction to pass the order, and it should have
. referred the claimants to a regular suit. .

26-8·27

ADDENDA.
. (1926) I.L.R. 4 Ran. 350.
M. E.

MOOLA V. THE COLLECTOR OF RANGOON.

This decision was upheld on appeal (Civil First
Appeals ·Nos. 216 and 217 of 1926) by a Bench
composed of Rutledge, C.}., and Brown, J., who took
the same view of the law as the trial Judge, but
reduced the compensation awarded to Rs. 3,500.

26-8-2.7

1927
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exceed the assets the interest may be nil or even <;l
minus quantity.
The question seems to arise whether or not such
an impartible and indeterminate interest, \vhich is an
interest not in partiql1ar properties but in an estate
as it· may exist on the happening of certain
contingencies, which is not certain but varies according to certain contingencies, and which in certain
cases may be valueless, is saleable property belonging to ~he ju.dgment-deQtor or over which. or the
profits of which he has a disposing power which he
~cise'for his own benefit.
~l;e present case show~ the inconvenience of
holding that such an interest is saleabie, and I would
·hold that such an interest is not saleable property
within the meaning of section 60 of the Code of
Civil Procedure.
I have already said that appellant is in my
opinion not entitled to partition -and possession of
her share of the properties in suit and she is certainly
not entitled to the declaration, which she claims, that
her in terest in the properties is a one half share.
But it seems clear that she has an interest in the
properties, and I think that in spite of the fact that
we cannot give her the particular declaration which'
she claims we have power to give her such a
declaration as the facts of the case warrant. The
difficulty is to decide on the form of the declaration
to which she is entitled.
The position is that her busband's interest in the
property, which interest J hold to be unsaleable, has
been sold to respondents, and that appellant has
been left with an interest which in my view is,equally
unsaleable. The sale of the husbnnd's unsaleable
interest to respondents was in my· opinion no sale
and I think that the only dec1antion to \\'hich

~",~" ~

;'.,

j'h
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1927
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V.

l\!AUNG
SHWE HPAN
AND
OTHERS.
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HEALD AND
CHARI, JJ.
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appellant can be held to be entitled is a declaration
MA PAING
to that effect. The result of such a declaration would
l\I1.:~NG be that the property as a whole, including the interSH\V~N~PAN ests of both appellant and htr husband Po Kaing
O'fHEHS.
would still be liable to attachment alld s"lle in
HEALD AND execution of the decrees again8t Po Kaing.
But in
CHARI, n.
view of the fact· that the defect in the sale to
respondents was due to appellant's unsustainable
e1aim that her interest be excluded I think that we
should not be justified in giving appellant a declaration that the' sales were invalid without protecting
the interests of the respondents by directing appeU~.
to give security for the payment to respondents of
any amount by which the prices realised on a resale
may fall short of the amounts which they paid for
. the properties. It is of course unlikely that properties
sold with a dear title will realise less than the same
properties re3.1ised when sold with an interest reserved,
but there is a possibility that they may realise less
and I do not think that respondents should run any
risk of loss.
I would therefore direct that on appellants giving
a bond signed by herself and two sureties, to be
approved by this Court on the report of the Bailiff
of this Court or of the District Court of Toungoo j for
the payment t6 the several respondents of any amount by
which the price realised on the resale of any particular
property may after payment. nf the expenses of the.
sale fall short of the price which may have been paid
for that property by the respondent who bought it,
appellant shall be entitled to a decree declaring the
sales to respondents null and void.
The prol..:eeds of the resale of each particular
property, after payment of the expenses of the sale
\vill be used in the first instance to pay to the
respondent who bought that property the amotint~ if

VOL. V]

RANGOON SERIES.

any, which he paid for it. Such of the respondents
as were docree-holders and were allo\ved to set-off
the price against the amount of their decree will of
-course receive no payment on this account. The
balance of the sale proceeds, after payment to. such
of the respondents as under this order are entitled to
payment, will be available for satisfaction of the decrees.
In view of the fact that this litigation has arisen
out of appellant's claim to the exclusion of her
-interest from the attachment and sale, appdlant will
pay the respondents' costs in all Courts in respect
-of this suit.

192i
MA PAING
'11.

MAUNG
SH\\'S HPA~

AND
OTHERS.
HEALD AND

CHARI,

JJ.

ORIGINAL CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Chari.

•
MANJEEBHAI KHATA V\T & CO.
v.
JAMAL BROTHERS & Co., LTD.*
'Companics Act (VIl of 1(13) s. 163 (ll-Creditor's demand ,. under his !land"
- Whet her demand by at/vocat e of creditor sufficieut-W!let !I er st atutory
right can beexercis"d bymealls of <711 agent.
In order to ml1.ke out that a right conferre.d by statute is to be exercised
,:personally ancl by an agent there must be something h the Act, either by
way of exprtcss enacbnent or necessary implication which limits the common
.law right of any per$On who is sui juris to app.,int an agent to act on his
behalf. Held, that an advocate's notice of demand on behalf of a creditor does
not satisfy the requirements of the Indian Companies Act, section 163 (1) and
'is not demand" l\I;der his hand."
Ilyde v. Johnson, 2 Bip.g. N.C. 776; Jackson Co. v. Napier, 35 Ch.D. "162 ;
Reg. v. Just ices of Ke1lt. L.R. 8 Q.B. 305 : Itt re Wllitl.:y Partners Ltd., 32
·Ch.D. 337 ; Wilson v. Wallan.i, 5 Ex.D. ISS-referred to.

N. M. C:Jwasjee-for Petitioners.
Keith-for Respondents.
CHARI, J.-This is an application by Manjeebhai
Khalaw & Go. for an order to wind up Jamal
• Chi! Miscellaneous No. 87 of 19:25.

1925

JUlle 25.

484
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Brothers & Co., Ltd. The petition states that
MANJEEDHAI Messrs.
Jamal Brothers & Co., Ltd., are indebted
KHATAW &
t
1
...
fi rm III
. th'e sum 0 f R s. 99',32 O· -14-3.
CO.
0 tIe petItiOmng
JA~AL
A notice was issued on the 21st of March 1925
&Il~~T.H~~~. demanding the sum of money due to the petitioners
and requiring payment within three \veeks from th e
CHARI, J.
date of service of the latter and notifying that if the
payment is not made the petitioners will apply to
the High Court to have the Company wound up.
This notice was written and signed by Mr. Higginbotham under instructions from his clients, the
petitioners. After the filing of the application the
necessary notices and advertisements were ordered
on the 12th of May, 1925 and the matter was fixed
for hearing on the 12th of June, 1925. It 'was
also ordered that the petition should be advertised
•
in the Rangoon
Gazelte, Rangoon Times, The BU1'ma
Gazette, The Rangoon Samachar and The Sun. The
advertisement though ordered on the 12th were
not issued till the 29th May, 1925 and the ad vertisements actually first appeared on the 2nd of June.
Two preliminary ob.iections were taken before me
in respect of this application. The first objection
relates to the form in which the notice of demand
was issued. The objection turns on the wording of
section 163 of the Indian Companies Act. Section
163 provides that a Company shall be deemed to be
unable to pay its debts if a creditor by assignment
or otherwise to whom the Company is indebted in
sum exceeding Rs. 500 then due, has served on the
Company by leaving the same at its registered office,
a demand uttde1' hzs hand requiring the Com pany to
pay the sum so due and the Company has for three
\~'eeksthereafter neglected to pay the sum or to
secure or compound for it to the reasonable satisfaction of the creditor. The objection turns on the
1925

a
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words "a demand under his hand." It IS argued
that the section contemplates a demand under the
hand of the creditor, that is, a demand signed and
issued by him personally and· the demand by
Mr. Higginbotham, as advocate for the creditors,
acting on their instructions, is not a demand which
satisfies the requirements of the section. Before
dealing with this objection 1 may draw attention to
the fact that it is not a fatal one. The grounds for
ordering a Company to be wound up are given in
section 162 and one of such grounds is the inability
of the Company to pay its debts. Section 163 of
the Act merely provides when a Company is to be
deemed unable to pay its debts and according to
the section, besides t he ordinary modes of proving
the inability of the Company a special rule6)f evidence
is introduced, the effect of which is, that if the
notice provided for by clause (1) of section 163 is
. given and default is made, then the Company is
conclusively presumed to be unabl~ to pay its debts.
Oncl.: ::I. notice is properly given and default is made
it is not open to the debtor to show that in spite of
the non-payment of the debt he is in a position to
pay his debts, as, for example, where on account of
a temporary embarrassment. he is unable to meet the
particular liability, though he has ample assets in his
hands. Thi~, to my mind, is the whole effect of
section 1(;3 of the Indian Companies Act.
Dealing with the objection raised, the argument,
as I have stated before, is that the wording of the
section requires that the demand must be made
under the hand of the creditor. Mr. Higginbotham
when he issued the notice and made the demand
was l1'1doubtedly acting as the agent of the creditor
and the question for decision is \vhether when
th e demand is made not under the hand of t!J e

1925
MANJEEBHAI
KHATAW &

c.o.
v.

JAMAL
BROTHERS
&
LTD.

co.,

CHAHI,

J.
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1925

creditor but under tbe hand of an advocate as the
MANJEEBHAI agent of
the creditor, such a demand fnl£111s the
KHATAW &
conditions
of the section. It is true that the words.
CO.\
II,
" under his haGd" are peculiar and \-vould seem toTAMAL
BROTHERS
imply that the notice must l:-e issued under the hand
& Co., LTD.
of the creditor himself but the real question is
CHARI, J.
whether a notice of demand by an agent is not a.
sufficient notice. There are not many autborities on
the point and the earliest case seems to be the case·
of Hyde v. ]ohnson(l). In that case it was decided
that the words II signed by the party chargeable
thereby" \,-hich occurred in the provisions of the
Statute of Limitation did not include an acknowledgment by his agent.' The gronnd however on which
that case \\'as decided was that, in the statutes of
. limitation Qther than the one I.hen in' consideration
and in several sections of the Statute of Frauds,.
. whenever an acknowledgment by an agent is included
such an intention is plainly indicated. It must alw
be remembered that as that particular statute was
dealing with an acknowledgment which deprives the
party of the valuable plea of limitation it is only
right that the words should be strictly construed not
only for the reason given in the judgment but also
on the general princip!es applicable to the construction of statutes. I n Reg. v. ] ustices of Kent {2), it
was held th,(t the Common La\v rule that the
signature by a person who is authorised to sign
ahother's nc.me must be presumed to be the signature
of the authorising person, cannot be restricted unless
the statute makes a personal signature indispensable.
In the case of The Whitley Partners Ltd. {3), which
was a case which turned on the construction to be
(11 2 Bing. K.C. i76.

(2) L.R. 8 Q.B. 305, 307.

(3) .t2 Cll.D • .337.
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placed upon the following words "shall be signtd
'by each subscriber in the presence of and attested
by one witness at the least," it was held that a
signature by a person verbally authorised on behalf
of one of the subscribers was a sufficient signature.
In the case of Jackson Co. v. Napier (1), \vhere an
application for registration under the Trade Mark Act
of 1883 was made by an agent it was argued that as
the rules under the Trade Mark Act, 1883, contain
no provision enabling a person to apply for registration by an agent such an application \vas an invalid
application. Sterling, J., in that case says" I take it
that subject to certain welI-known exceptions every
person who is sui juris has a right to appoint an
agent for any purpose whatever and that he can
do so when he is exercising; a ~tatutory' right no
less than when he is exercising any other right "
Later on he says "I understand the law to be that
in. order to make . out tIJat a right conferred by
statute is to be exercised personally and not by an
agent you must have something in the Act, either
by way of express enactment or necessary implication
which limits the common law right. of any person
who is sui juris to appoint an a,gent to act on his
behalf." Mr. Keith for the respondents argues that
such an intention is expressed by the form of the
word used and cites the case Hfilson v. rrallani (2).
A trustee under the Bankruptcy Act of 1869 was
allowed to disclaim an onerous lease by writing
"under the hand of the trustee-." It was held in
that case that a disclaimer in writing signed by the
trustee's solicitor was not a valid disclaimer.
Mr. Cowasjee contends that this provision of the
Indian Companies Act inust be reasonably construed
(1) 35 Ch.D. 162.

(2) 5 Ex.D. 155.

1925
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and that if the contention of the respondents' advo,.
cate is to prevail, it \\'ould mean. that a person living
in England and having a place of businec,;s in
Rangoon and conducting that business by an agent
under a power of attorney, will have 1 for the purpose
of section 163 of the Act, to send a notice signed
by himself all the way from London. It is a rnaxim
in the construction of statutes that a statutory provision should be so construed as not to lead to
inconvenience. There is a presumption that the
legislature could not have intended anything inconvenient or unreasonable but, at the same time, there
is a distinction between the signature of an agent
and the signature cif an advocate. Where an agent
signs on behalf of a principal he signs the principal's
name as b~ his attorney. Thus, John Smith residing
in England and carrying on business through his
agent James Brown at Rangoon will have his notices
signed John Smith by his attorney James Brown,i.e.,·
the notice is issued and the demand made under
the hand of the principal though the actual hand
which signed his name is not the hand of the agent.
By virtue of the authority vested in him as agent
he signs the name of the principal and in law the
demand must be intended to have been issued under
the hand of the principal by. the substituted hand of
the agent. Does the same reasoning apply when a
solicitor issues a notice? The solicitor does not sign
the name of the principal but signs his own name~
The notice therefore is issued under his hand
and not under the hand of the principal. But since
the law allows a person to authorise another to do
acts which he could do for himself it must be
presumed that he could authorise his solicitor to
make a demand under the hand of the solicitor
which will have the same effect as a· demand by the
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creditor issued under his own hand unless such a
delegation of authority is expressly or by necessary
implication prohibited by the statute. It will be
. noticed that in the case of TVilson v. r'Valiani, the
learned Judge in his judgment after distinguishing
the case of Reg. \'. Justices of Kent) says) "I think that
to hold this sutllclent would be to mudify the language
of section 23 by reading for "under his band)"
~ under his hand or under the hand of his agent."
This reasoning shows that the learned Judge was
laying stress not on the word" hand ., but on the
words" his hand" and held that those words were
restrictive and could not have meant to include the
hand of the agent. If his reasoning is sound a
similar reasolling WJuld. apply where the words used
are" signed by him)) as in the case of The 'r,Vlzitley
Partners Ltd. But in this latter case the learned
Lord Justices held that a signature by an agent is
sufficient. The person verbally authorised actually
sIgned the name of the subscriber, without even
indicating that the signature vI'as made by the agent
and not by the principal himself.
-It seems to me that the real test to apply is the
one indicated in the case of The fiIThitley Partners
Ltd., that is, to see whether is anything in the statute
which leads to the conclusion tlJat the ordinary
right of every person to do through his agent '.,'hat
he could do himself is expressly or by necessary
implication restricted by the statute and (2) whether
under the particular circumstances of the case, a
notice of demand issued by the ad vocate under th e
hand of the advocate can be deemed to be E'qui\'alent to a notice of demand issued by the creditor
under his own hand, for the purpose n f sestioll 163
(1\ of the Indian Companies Act. In the Act uuder
consideration there is no express restriction and is

J925
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there no restriction by necessary implication? In
MANJEEBHAI favour
of the construction contended for by Mr~
KHATAW &
co.
Cowasjee is the undoubted inconvenience and the
JA~~L
presumption that the legislature did not inten d any&B~o;,~L~~D thing inconvenient or reasonable. I have already
indicated my opinion that if an agent signs the
CHARI,J.
principal's name it \vould fall within the provisions
of the enactment and that particular inconvenience
(loes not arise. The matter stands on a different
footing when the solicitor or advocate issues the
notice of demand instead of the party himself. There
is to begin with the very peculiar words used in -the'
enactment" under his hand" which would seem to
exclude any notice issued by any person other than
the creditor under his own hand' When an advocate
issues a notice of demand on behalf of his. client, he'
certainly acts as the agent of his client, but his
authority extends only to the making of demand.
He can send 'a notice under his o"Ynhand, as his'
client's advocate and nothing more. He cannot
unless flpecially authorised, sigh his client's name
nor .can a notice under his hand be conside~'ed as·
equivalent to or an efficacious substitute for a notice'
under the hand of his client. It is not open to:.
Courts to speculate on the intention of the legislature
except so far as that intention is expressed in the
words of the enactment but in this case it is reasonable
to see what the ubject of the legislature could h<ive
been. It is suggested that in all probability that
object was to enable the debtor to be quite sure of
the authenticity of the notice, and to bind the creditor
to the particulars on which he relies. If so, it follows
that a notice by a solicitor whose authority is always
open to question cannot satisfy the requirements of
the Act. Apart from this, this provision .of the Act
creates for the creditor a privileged position in that
t925
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it raises a conclnsive presumption of law in his favour
that the debtor is unable to pay his debts and shuts
out all evidence en the debtor's part to prove the
contrary. Where a particular right is created by
legislative enactment in favour of one party which
is restrictive of the rights of another party the words
of the Act must be strictly construed. TIl e party
relying upon the provision. of the statute will a~so
have to show that he has strictly conformed to the
statutory provisions.
After giving due consideration to all the arguments adduced I think that an advocat~'s notice of
demand does not satisfy the requirements of the
section. As I have stated above, the ca!'e of Wilson
v. r-Vallani is a direct authority. I have however
come to this' conclusion with a great deal of hesitation as the point is not free from doubt and as
there is a great deal to. be said in favour of the arguments ac1dtlced on bd:alf of the petitioner.
The objection, <1S I have s:lid before, is net a
fatal one. It is for the petitioner to decide whether
he "dll withdraw his petition or \\'Lelher he win prnceed
with it, proving by evidence that the Company is
unable to pay its debts [section 163, clause tiii I]'
The second objection is that there was not a cleaf
interval of fourteen days between the date when the
advertisement appeared and the date fixed for hearing as required by Rule 40 of our Rules. The order
to advertise was passed in ample time, and the fauit
is the petitioner's in paying the charges late. If the
petitioner decides to proceed with his petition a
fresh dak for hearing will be fixed by the Registrar
a.nd the petitioner '~"ill have tn re-advertise his application in the papers mentioned in the Deputy
Hegistrar's order.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Bef.;l'e Mr. lListicc Maung Ba and Mr. Justice Brown.

1926

D. MANACKJEE

,JulY~13.

v.
RM.~.

CHETTYAR FIRM. (1)*

Suretj"s liability under O. 38 of tile Cidl ProCedUl'f! Code (Act V Of 1908)
wltf!'~ it ceases-G. 38. r. 9-" Suit .. whether includes apPellate
p,'oceedin gs.
Held, tbat wben security is gh'en to obtain rCIlJoval of attachment before
judgment under Order 38 of the Chil Prdcedure Code, the liability of the
surety ceases as soon 2S the suit is dismissed in the first Court. The
plaintiff succeeding on appeal in his suit cannot hold the surety liable.
In his case the word "suit" does not include appellate proceedings.
Ma Bi Y. S. Kalida$. 5 L.B.R. 156-foUowed.

Mitter-for Appellant.
Sanyal-for Respondents.

MAUNG BA AND BROWN, JJ.~In this case the
respondent Chettyar firm filed a suit against one Ma
Ywet and, before the decision of that suit, applied,
under the provisions of Order 38 of 1 he Code of
Civil Procedure, for attachment of certain property
before judgment. The property was attached, and
the appellant then offered himself as surety for
removal of that attachment, and the attachment "vas.
removed on his executing a security bond. The
trial proceeded and t:ventually the suit was dismissed
in the trial C'bmt. The plaintiff respondent appealed
and bis appeal was successhll. He then sought to
the Appellate Court
execute the decree he obtained
against the surety, the present appellant. The trial
Court held that he \vas entitled so to execute his
decree, and it is against this finding that the present
appeal has been filed.

in

* Civil Miscellaneous Appeal No. 13 of 1926 (Mandalay\.
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It \vas held in almost precisely similar circum1926
stances in the case of 111(1 Bi v. S. Kalidas (1), that
D.
MANACJO EE.'
the .liability of tbe surety ceased as soon as the suit'll.
was dismissed in the first Court, and we find our- c~~~;~;R
selves in entire agreement with the view taken in FIRM (1).
that case.
MAUNG BA
Under the provisions of Rule 9 of Order 38 of AND ~fOWN ..
the Code of Civil Procedure, when property has
been attached before judgment that attachment must
be removed immediately the suit is dismissed. If,
then, the Court had refused to accept the security
of the appellant and the property had remained
under attachment, the dismissal of the suit would
have put an end to that attachment. The removal
of the attachment on the furnishing of security by
the appellant has, therefore, not affected the decree.
holder adversely in any way whatsover. He is in
exactly the same position as though the security had
neve been given.
In these circumstances it seems to us only
reasonable to hold that the intention of the appellant
in executing the bond was not to make himself
liable after the dismissal of the original suit, which,
by itself, would have put an end to the temporary
attachment.
In the recitals of the bond reference is made to
the defendant having to produce the property attached
before judgment whenever called upon by the Court
\vhile the said suit is pending. and until execution
or satisfaction of any decree that may be passed
against her, and similar words occur in the operative
part of the bond.
.It is argued that the appellate proceedings were
merely a continuation of the original suit, and that,
therefore, the said suit was included the. appellate
.
(1) 5 L.B.R. 156.
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proceedings. It is trne that for certain purposes
proceedings have been held to be a conti:MANACKJEE
v.
nl1ation of the trial Court proceedings; but that
C:~r:;.;~~R is not a universal rule, the word "suit·, 110t being
FIRM (II.
defined anywhere in the Code of Civil Procedure.
lVlA;; BA
Having regard to the circumstances under which
•.AND BROWN,
tl
d' ''h"
JJ.
'1e b onm
( IS case was exec;u t e d ,we d a no't t1'
lIn k
that we can read the word "suit" in this sense.
No authority has been shown to us wbich really
suggests that the view taken in lvla Bt's case was
wrong, and \\-"e accept that view as correct.
We accordingly set aside the orders passed by
the District Court, and direct that execution in this
case cannot be taken out against the appellant.
The respondent will pay the appellant his costs
in this Court, advocate's fee two gold mohurs.
1926

D.

appe~late

*

1927
.Julie 4.

'*'

*

'*'

'*'

A very similar case arose in Maung Po Aung
V.
Ma Thet Pon* when Brown, J" folloWing
the above case held that when security is given -to
obtain removal of attachment before judgment under
Order 38 of the Civil Procedure Code the liability
of the surety ceases as soon as the suit is dismissed
in the first Court. The learned Judge then proceeded
as follows : It was been urged on behalf of the appellant
that the law on the question has been altered by the
latest amendment to section 145 of the Code. It has
been urged -that the sechon, as now drafted, is very
wide in its terms and is sufficient to cover a case
of this kind. I am unable however to see how
section 145 can affect the present question, Section
145 does not profess to define in any way the liability of a surety. It merely describes a procedure
when the surety is liable, for enforcing his liability.
• Civil Second Appeal No. 442 of 1926.
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The question· in the present case is not how the
surety's liability is to be enforced but whether he is
liable at all. It is urged that in the present case if
the security bond had not been given, when the suit·
was di:;missed in the trial Court, although the attachment must necessarily have been removed, the
plaintiff might have taken early steps to have it
renewed by the Appellate Court. This seems to me
to be a very problematical eventuality. The view
we took in Manackjee's case was that in any event
the attachment must have ceased when the trial
Court passed its decree, and that the plaintiff W,tS
therefore in no way in a \vorse position than he
would have been if the attachment had not been
removed. That view still seems to me to be correct.
In the persent case in the bond Ma Thet Pan says
that at any time the Court may require she will
deposit the value of the logs in Court. This terms
.are very general and might, if interpreted strictly, be
held to impose a liability on her to deposit the
money in Court in any case decided by that Cl,Jurt
when required whether that case had anything to do
with the persent one or not. It is quite clear that
that could not be the intention of Ma Thet Pan.
In interpreting the terms of the bond the provisions
of law, under which it was executed, must be considered. I do not think it can be presumed that Ma
'Thet Pan intended to bind herself to do anything
more than to secure the plaintiff from loss against
the removal of attachment. As the attachment had
to be removed in any case after the dismissal of the
suit, I do not consider he has suffered any loss from
the previous removal. I see no reason to differ from
the opinion expressed by me in Manackjee's case.
I dismiss this appeal with costs.
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APPELLATE eIVIE.
BeJol'e MI', Justice Maung Ba and Mr,

1926

!lIStiCC

Brown'.

D. MANACKJEE

July 13.

v.
RM.N. CHETTYAR FIRM~ (II)*
Surd y's li,1bilit Y Jar satisfact ion of a decl'ee'souglit to be set aside by judg1ncntdebtor-Decree set aside by triaiCourt but restored by Appellate Court
-Effect 012 surety's liability.
The surety of a judgment-debtor undertook to satiSfY a decree against the
judgmellt-deblor which decree tlJe jlldgment-debtor sO"gh\ tl) ~~t ~sicle in a'
suit. Execution was accordinfi(ly' st"yed. TlJe trial Court set aside the
decree. but the Appdlalc Court restor~d the dec:'ee, Held, th:lt the surety
was liable on his bond to satisfy the decree,
D. Mal1ackjee v. R.M.N. Chettyar firm :1) 5 Ran. ,~92-distil1gllis1Jeti,

Milter-for Appellant.
Sanyal-for Responden is.
MAUNG BA A!\D BROWN, JJ.-In this case the
respondent Chettyar firm obtained a decree against
one Ma Ywet and took steps in execution of that
decree. Ma Ywet then filed a suit for cancellation
of the decree passed against her, and execution
against her was stayed on the appellants furnishing
security. In the bond signed by him he undertakes =
"If th~ said judgment.debtor, Ma Ywet, shall duly
restore any property which may be taken in execution
of the decree in the said suit which under the decree
of this Court she may be bound to restore (or if she
shall pay into Court the value of any property which
may be taken in execution of the decree in the said suit)
and if she duly perform, comply wit,li, and satisfy the
decree of this Court, then this obligation shall be void,

* Civil

Mis~ellalleo:ls

Appeal No. 14 of 192 6
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othenvise, it shall remain ill full force, and I shall pay
1926
into the said Court the said sum of Rs. 1,211-12-3 as
D.
directed by the Judge of the said Court in and towards MAN~~IO~E
satisfaction of the decree of this Court."
R.M.N.
,
CHETIYAR
On the execution of this bond the execution of the FIRM. (11)
decree was stayed and the trial of the suit brought by MAUNG BA
Ywet for cancellation of the decree proceeded. AND J~~OWN.
Ma Ywet was successful in the trial Court in obtaining
a decree' for cancellation of the earlier decree j but the
Chettyar firm appealed and the Appellate Court reversed
the decree of the trial Court. The result of the Appellate Court's decree is that the original decree passed
against Ma Ywet is now in full force and effect and the
Chettyar firm wish to execute it against the surety.
The surety, however, objects that his liability ceased
when the original decree was set aside by the trial
Court, and that he is no longer bound by the
original d e c r e e . ' ,
We are unable to uphold this contention. The
wording of the bond signed by him seems to us to
be clear. He undertakes very definitely that the
judgmenl-debtor shall comply with the decree of this
Court. There is no limitation as to his liability in
any way, and nothing to suggest that he should be
liable only if the trial Court were to dismiss the suit
brought by Ma Ywet.
The result of the orders passed by the Appellate
Court is that Ma Ywet's attempt to have the decree set
aside has failed.
The circumstances of this case appear to us to be
very different from those in Civil Miscellaneous
Appeal No. 13 of 1926,* where we have held that
the appellant's liability as surety has ceased. In that
case security was given. in order to have a merely
temporary attachment released, and that temporary

Ma

* (1927) 5 Ran. 492.

39
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attachment would in anv., case have ceased at the
conclusion of the suit, by dismissal.
j\fAN.~C.KJEE
Here security has been given for the satisfaction of
c~::~~~R a permanent de<.:ree. The result of the giving of
Fm!. (Ill security was that the decree-holder ceased to take
MAUNG BA any
further steps in execution, and it is quite
WN
AND
, impossible to say that he will not have been
very
seriously prejudiced by not being allowed to proceed
with the execution in the first instance if the present
appellant is not now held liable on his bond.
There is, to our minds, nothing in the security
bond itself to suggest that the obligation of the surety
was limited in the manner suggested. Nor do we
think it reasonable to hold that that could have been
his intention when he executed the bond.
In our opinion the District Courf was right in
holding that the surety, D. Manackjee, is still liable
on his bond. We therefore,dismiss this appeal with.
costs, advocate's fee two gold mohurs.
1926

D.

fr
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APELLATE CIVIL
Before Mr. Justice Heald and Mr. Justice Cunliffe.

MA HLA SAING

AND ONE

v.
MA SU WE

AND THREE.*

Subject-matter, value oj, ill a redemptiOtL suit-Mortgage mOl/ey /lot basis oj
valuation jor jurisdictioll-Suits Valuatioll Act (V II oj 1887), s. 1 (ie).
Held, that in a redemption suit, where the mortgagee is in possession, the
subject-matter is the land sought to be redeemed and the valuation of sllch suits
jor the purpose of jllrisdiction shollld be based on the value Of the land.
Kalee Kumar Nag v. N.lrlayappa Clzetty, 5 L.B.H. 208; Kyaw Dun v.
Kyaw, 1 L.B.R.96-followed.

J1Iauug

Maung Ni-for Applicants.

J.-.The

1st applicant, Ma Hla Saing,
claimed to be the granddaughter and sole heir of
Ma Min Le, who was admittedly the mortgagor of
the property ia suit, and she and her husband, the
2nd applicant, Po Va, claimed to redeem that property,
which they valued at Rs. 13,000 from the respondents
for Rs. 800, the first three respondents being, as
applicants alleged, the sole heirs and legal representatives of the mortgagee, one Pwa Gyi, while the
4th respondent· was admittedly a mortgagee of the
property under a mortgage made by the first three
respondents.
The 1st respondent, Ma Su We, alleged that her
late husband, Hla Baw, who was, it maybe noted,
a grandson of Ma Min Le's brother, Kywet Pyu,
had been adopted by Ma Min Le as her son, so
that although Ma Su We herself would not be one
of Ma Min Le's heirs, because her husband Hla
Baw died before Ma Min Le, her children by
HEALD,

• Civil MIscellaneous Application No. 127 of 1916.

1927
April '27.
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Hla Baw would be grandchildren of Ma Min Le, and
would be her sole heirs, since the 1st applicant was·
MA Hr.A
SAING
not, as she claimed to be, Ma Min Le's grandchild
AND ONE
V.
either natural or adoptive.
MA S-u WE
AND THREE.
The position was thus that the 1st respondent
Ma Su \Ve was admittedly the sole heir and legal
HEALD, J,
representative of the mortgagee Pwa Gyi, and that
if her husbaridHla Baw's adoption by Ma Min Le·
was established and Ma Hla, Saing's claim, which
as it turned" out was based on her alleged adoption
by .Ma Min Le's daughter M~ Nan Thu, was not
established, then Ma Su We's cl-iildren the 2nd and.'
3rd respondents·would be' the sole' heirs and legal
representatives of Ma Min Le, the mortgagor, and
thp, later mortgage made byMa Su We and· her
children would be in effect a mortgage made by both
the parties t6 the original mortgage.
.
, The main dispute between the parties centered
round the two alleged adoptions, namely thatof the
1st applicant M~ Hla Saing by Ma Min Le's daughter
Ma Nan Thu, and that of the 1st respondent's husband'
Hla Baw by Ma Min Le herself.
The trial Court found that Ma Hla Saing failed
to establish the relationship which she alleged and.
that the applicants' suit must be dismissed on that
ground. Halso carne to the conclusion that the
alleged adoption of Hla Baw by Ma MIn Le was,
establi shed.
,.
A bench of this Court on appeal held that both
tbe alleged adoptions were established. It found
tllerefore that the 1st applicant Ma Hla Saing and.
the 1st respondent's children, the 2nd and 3rd
re'spondents, "..'ere the. heirs and legal representatives
of the' mortgagor Ma Min Le, and that the '1st
respoJ:lQ~.11t ,herself.' }\'as _th~ representative ,of the
mortgagee, pwa Gyi, the, 4th .re~spondent being a
192i
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sub-mortgagee of all the mortgagee's rights and a
mortgagee of the rights of two out of the three repre'sentatives of the mortgagor. On the strength of the
decision of a full bench of this Court in the case of
Po Thu Daw v. Po Than (1), the learned Judges found
thatthe applicants were entitled to a one-third share of
the land, the 2nd and 3rd respondents being each
,entitled to one-third and they accordingly gave the
applicants a decree for redemption of one-third of the
land on payment of one-third of the mortgage money,
the mortgage being of course, as is usual in this country,
a possessory mortgage.
The applicant applied for review of that judgment,
but review was refused. They n'ow apply for leave to
appeal to His Majesty in Council. For the case to fall
within section 110 of the Code the amount or value of
the subject-matter of the suit in the Court of first
instance must be ten thousand rupees or upwards and
the amount or value of the subject-matter on appeal to
His' Majesty in Council must be ten thousand rupees or
.upwards, Or else the decree or final order must involve,
·directly or indirectly, some claim or question to or
respecting property of like amount or value.
. A question thus arises as to what is the amount or
'value of the subject-matter of a suit for the redemption
and recovery of land held by the mortgagee under a
possessory mortgage.
-. The practice of this Court isto regard the value of
the property sought to be recovered as the value of the
subject-matter of such suits for the purposes of pecuniary
jurisdiction. It may be noted that it is laid down in
·the Rules of this Court regulating Advocates' and
Pleaders' Fees that for purposes of those rules II the
-valuation of suits and appeals ~hall be determined
.according to the rules laid -down in the Court-Fees Act,
(1) (1923) 1 Ran. 316.
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provided that in cases falling within section 7 (V), (vi),
(ix) and x (d) of the said Act the value of the property
IlIA HLA
SAING
shall be taken." Suits against a mortgagee for the'
AND ONE
V.
recovery of the property mortgaged fall under section 7
IliA SUWE
AND THREE. (ix) of the Court·Fees Act and therefore fall within the
proviso to the above rule, so that for the purposes of
HEALD, J.
those rules the valuation of such suits is the value of
the property. Section 8 of the Suits Valuation Act exdUdes suits under section 7 (ix) of the Court-Fees Act
from the category of suits in which the value as determinable for the computation of court-fees and the
value for purposes of jurisdiction shall be the same, but
does not say what is to be the valuation of suits under
section 7 (ix) for purposes of jurisdiction. It would
thus appear that although for purposes of court-fees
the value of suits for the recovery of the property
mortgaged is "the principle money expressed to be
securt:d by the instrument of mortgag~ " it was not the
intention of the legislature that the mortgage money
should be the basis of the valuation for purposes of
jurisdiction.. There seemSt hov,'ever, to be little judiciol
authority as to what ought to be the valuation of such
suits for purposes of jurisdiction, and not a single'
case on the subject has been brought to our notice.
There is an obiter dictUt1'l in the case of Kalee Kumar
Nag v. N. Mayappa Chetty {l}, where the learned
Judge who made the rderence said: "In my opinion
where the mortgagee is in possession of the mortgaged
property, so that the success of the redemption suit
involves the recovery of its possession by the mortgagor ~
the subject-matter of the suit may be taken to be
the mortgaged property." The case of Kyaw Dun!
v. Maung Kyaw (2), which was cited by the learned.
Judge in the case mentioned above was, like Ute
present case, a suit for redemption by a mortgagor
1927

(11

~

L.B.R. 208.

(2) 1 L.B.R. 96.
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where the mortgagee was in possession of the mortgaged property, and the Court .held that "In a
redemption suit the subject-matter of the suit is the
land sought to be redeemed." That is the only
direct judicial authority on the poin t which J have been
able to find and I accept it.
I would therefore hold that the value of the subjeetmatter of the present suit in the Court of first ll1stance
was Rs.· 13;000. Further it appears that similar
questions arise b~tween applicants and the first
respondent in another suit which was instituted at
the sarre time as the present suit and in which the
valuation of the property sought to be redeemed was
Rs. 12,000. That suit has been remanded to the trial
Court by this Court in Civil First Appeal No. 202 of
1925 on the basis of the findings in the judgment
against which applicants now desire to appeal to His
Ivlajesty in Council. Also it is alleged that similar
.questions are likely to arise between the parties in
-respect of a large number of other lands, which were
mortgaged by Ma Min Le. It appears therefore that
the decree against which applicants wish to appeal to
His Majesty in Council involves a claim or question to
or respecting property of the value of more than
Rs. 10,000.·
I would accordingly grant leave to appeal to His
Majesty in Council.
CUNLIFFE, J.-:-I concur.
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APPELLATE CIVIL..
Before Sir Guy Rutledge, Kt., K.C., Chief J~stice, alia Mr. Justice Bro~IJJ1Z:·
1927

JUlie 4.

U PO THIN AND FOUR
v.
N. N. BURJORJEE AND T'NO.*
Specific Relief Act (1 of 1877), s. 45 (b)--"Com11lissioners apjJoillted to h.ear
Council election petitions are persons holditlg public office-Bona fide
interpretation of election rules by Commissoners whether High Court can
question.
field, that the CotnnJissioners appointed by His Excellency the Governor
to hear Council election petitions under the Burma Electoral Rules are personS
holding a public office of a temporary nature and if they refuse to do a.
specific act clearly incumbent on them, affecting the property, franchise or
personal right of a person, the High Court can e~force the action. Under
_those rules, h<lwevar. the Commissioners are the sole authority to illterpret
any question arising. on the construction of the rUles, and those rules do not
giye any other authority power to question that deci~ion, whether it be,.right
or wrong, so long as it is bowl fide. The High Court can only interfere if such
decision was so wrong and. so perverse as to amount to a refusal to exercise a
jurisdiction clearly ghen by the rules. :Neither the rules nor any general
provision of law give the High Court either by way of revision or appeal any
power to review the Commissioners' decision. Consequently ~he ,Coromis..
sioners' decision on their construction of the rules that substituted parties in
I'la<;:e of the returned candidate whose election was challenged by an
unsuccessful candidate, could not show that such candidate himself was
guilty of corrupt practices, could not be questioned by the High Court,
whethe·r rIght or wrong.
Alcock Ashdown & Co. v. Chief Revenue Authority of Bombay, 47 Born
742 ; M. C. Naltdi v. P. C. MUter, 51 Cal. 279-referred to.

The facts of the case are set out in the judgment
of the Bench reported below.
May 13. Mr. Justice Chari, dealing with the case
on the Original Side, stated in his judgment, inter alia,
that in England the Courts do not issue a mandamus
to the Crown, nor will they issue a mandamus to a
servant of the Crown unless there is a legal duty
imposed on him to perform acts, the performance of
which the applicant seeks to enforce. Queen v.
• Civil First Appeal No. 163 of 1927, arising of Civil Miscellaneous Case

No. 80 of 1027 on the Original Side.
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19Z7
Secretary of State for Hl'ar (1). So far as the Indian
High COl1rts are concerned, the prerogative writ of U Po THIN
mandamus has been abolished and they can only act AI\Dt',FOUR
N.N.
by virtue of the statutory powers conferred on them. BV!<JORJEE
It is incumbent on the Court to see how far an A!'(D TWO,
order, though
issuedtoa subordinate servant of the
HCTLEDGE,
.
.
J,j AND
Crown, does, in effect, though indirectly, seek to c.
HROWN, J.
bind any of the high officers of the Crown who are
exempted from the jurisdiction of the High Court by
virtue of clause (j) of section 45 of the Specific Relief
..Act, This Court is precluded from issuing an order
that would bind the Governor in Council indirectly, for
instance by issuing a contrary order to a Govern
ment officer who has received a specific order from
the Governor in Council. But not so where the
,officer is acting in discharge of legal duties of a
public nature in which the public or mdividual
members of the public are interested.
The Government of India Act places all election
matters under the control (\i the Governor as a
persona designata-as a high officer of the State fit
to be entrusted with such functions-and not as
Governor in CounciJ,the representative of the CrowD'
But even assuming that the Governor is the representative of the Crown in electiOn matters, the ejection
.commissioners appointed by him are judicial officers
to form a tribunal for a special purpose, who as such
have to perform judicial functions exercising their
own judgment and independent discretion Clnd they
hold a lC public" office. Hence, but for the circumstance that the election commissioners form a superior
tribunal, an order can issue from the High Court to
.-them if the other conditions specified in the Act are
:satisfied.

(I) [1891] 2 Q,B,D. 326.
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Assuming that the election .commissioners are
amenable to the jurisdiction of this Court, is the
act complained of one which calls for interference on'
fi.
N.N.
the part of this Court? It is well settled that where
BURJORJEE
AND TWO.
an inferior tribunal bas a discretion and refL1sed toRUTLEDGE, exercise that discretion it can be compelled to use
C. J. AND
its discretion in a fair and impartial mannu thotlgh
BROWN, J.
it cannot be compelled to exercise it in a particular
way. In this case, as the question to be decided
was the construction of certain rules in the course
of inquiry, it was within the jurisdiction of the commissioners. Where it was alleged that on a wrong
construction of the provisions of the rules a returning
officer rejected the nomination of a candidate and an
application . \~'as made to the High Court to direct
the returning officer to include the petitioner's name
as a candidate, the Court refused to interfere with
the returning officer's decision as he had applied his
-mind and decided the point. M. C. Nandi ". P. Coo
MUter (1). That case is distinguishable from the
present case in which as a result of the construction
put upon the provisions of the rule the election
commissioners have refused to proceed with a portion of the enquiry and so in effect declined jurisdiction. If an inferior tribunal declines jurisdiction
taking a mistaken view of its own powers then it is
certainly open to this Court to ~ee if that tribunal
has rightly declined jurisdiction and for that purpose
to consider whether the rules have been rightly
construed. The election commissioners have not
given any final adjudication as the returning officer
did in the Calcutta case but have in the course of
the enquiry refused, in effect, to exercise a jtuisdiction on the ground that they had none. The Court
U Po

THI:-l
AND FOUR

. (1) (1923) 51 Cal. 279.
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would construe the rules itself to see if they have
U Po THIN
properly declined jurisdiction.
AlS'D FOUR
V.
His Lordship declined however to interfere with
N. N.
the decision· of the election commissioners on the BURI0RJEE
ground that they were a suptrior tribunal against AXD TWO.
whom it was not proper for this Court to exercise RUTLEDGE,
C. J•. AND
its discretionary po\vers. The tribunal could claim BROWN, J.
no superiority or even equality with the High Court
created by His Majesty's Letter~ Patent, but its
superiority would be judged by the functions it
performs, the powers with which it is entrusted and
the personnel of which· it is composed. It can only
be composed of persons who should bt:: eligible for
the office of a Judge of the High Court or who
-is such Judge. It has been held that the Central
Criminal Court, in which sometimes Judges of the
High Court and sometimes Recorders and other
inferior Judges preside, is a· superior Court to which
the King's Bench Division will not issue a mandamus.
Reg. v~ Judges and Justices of the Central Criminal
Court (1).
The judicial interpretatien of the words "franchise," "personal right" and the words occurring in
section 45 of the Specific Relief Act, was neither clear
nor consistent. His Lordship was of opinion that
nejther the "franchise" nor any "personal right"
of the petitioners was injured by the act of the commissioners. The petition was dismissed.
Petitioners appealed.

Munshi for the appelJants. Tht:: election commissioners have refused to exercise a jurisdiction
vested in them. The commissioners' decision come
to this-that if a person was second· at a poll, he
(I) (1883J 11 Q.B.D.479.
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could accuse the successful candidate of corrupt
U Po THIN practices and, if he proved it, get his seat, although
AND FOUR
he himself was guilty of corrupt practices. If' the
v.
-N.N.
commissioners construed the rules wrongly, the High
BUR.l0RJEE
'AND ,'WO.
Court could set them right. Petitioners h~d a right
to have a voice in the selection of their representative
lIUTLEDGE,
C. J., AND
in the Legislative Council, and the electoral rule 41
BROWl', J.
was framed with a view to preserve and fortify such
right. The High Court's decision would not affect
any prerogative of the Governor.
A. Eggar (Government Advocate) for the res·
pondents. The ,( franchise" of the appellants alleged
to be endangered is the franchise of voting for the
election of members of the Legislative Council,
which was not affected by the proceedings. The
"personal right II of the appellants was presumably
their claim as parties substituted under Rule 41 to
have the benefit of the recriminations and the
deposit made by their predecessor under Rule 42.
The right (if any) is subject to the Burma Electoral
Rules which give exclusive jurisdiction to the commissioners. The claim depends on the construction
of the rules. 1:he commissioners were asked by
the appellants to construe the rules and they have
done so. ,They have not refused to exercise their
jurisdiction; they have construed the rules and have
decided against the appellants. There is no appeal
against that decision. Rule 36 (2) (a) read with
Rule 31 gives the commissioners exclusive jurisd ietion
to deal \\'ith all matters arising out of tbe 'election
petition which is under enquiry i and Rule 48· indi,cates that the construction of the rules relating to
such enquiries is' within the power of the commissioners. There is no ground for action by the High
Court by way of 11za11,da11'lus.
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C.}., AND BROWN, }.-This is an appeal
from a judgment of the Original Side of this Court U Po THIN
AND FOUR
rejecting the appellants' application for an order
fl.
N.N.
under section 45 of the Specific Relief Act, 1877 BURJORJEE
directirig the respondents, who are Commissioners AND TWO.
for the hearing of an election petition filed by Mr. Ba RUTLEDGE.
c. J.,AND
Tin, Advocate, against the return of Mr. Maung Gyee BROWN, J.
Advocate, at a bye-election on the 23rd November
1926 for the West Rangoon Urban General Constituency, to do a certain act.
We are satisfied that the Commissioners are persons holding a public office of a temporary nature
and as their place of sitting is in the City of Rangoon,
the specific act which the appellants require to be
done falls within the local limits of this High Court's
ordinary Original Civil Jurisdiction.
Section 45 lays down five requisites or conditions
precedent to the grant of the order applied for.
For the present case, we are only concerned with
the first two of those requisi tes : /I (ci) that an
application for such order be made by some person
whe~e property, franchise or personal righ t y\"ouJd be
.injured by the forbearing· or doing (as the case may
be) of the said specific act j (b) that such doing or
forbearing is, under any law for the time being in
force, clearly incumbent on such person or Court in
his or its public character or on such corporation in
its corporate character."
From the second of these conditions precedent,
the appellants must satisfy us that' it was clearly
incumbent on the Commissioners to do the specific
act which they ask this Court to order them t6· do.
H 1t is not clearly incumbent on the Commissioners
by reason of the ambiguity or uncertain ty of the
Burma Electoral Rules, then 'we are clearly of opinion
that appellant's application must be dismissed. These
RUTLEDGE,
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rules have been framed by the Governor-General
in Council with the sanction of the. Secretary of
'AND FOUR
State in Council under the powers conferred by sectI.
N.N.
tions 72A and 129A, of the Government of India Act.
BURJORJEE
AND TWO.
As mentioned in the judgment appealed from, there
were only two candidates at the election which took
RUTLEDGE,
C.J., AND
place
on the 23rd November 1925. On the 3rd of
BROWN, J.
January 1927, the unsuccessful candidate, Mr. Ba Tin,
presented a petition under Rules 32 and 33 praying
that the election of Mr. Maung Gyee be declared void
and in the same petition under Rule 34 claiming a
declaration that he himself had been duly elected.
On the 5th February, Mr. Maung Gyee gave notice
to the Commissioners in pursuance of Rule 42 that
he intended to give evidence to prove that the election of Mr. Ba Tin would have been void if he had
been the returned c'andidate and a petition had been
presented complaining of his election, and it has
been found by the trial Judge that he complied with
the conditions prescribed by the rules, the most
important of which are the particulars with names,
dates and places prescribed by Rule 33. On the
19th of February, Mr. Maung Gyee gave notice to
the Commissioners that he would take no part in
the proceedings before them. The Commissioners;
regarding this as a notice that he did not intend
to oppose the petition, gave notice of this fact in
the Bunna Gazette on the 12th of Marcli last. The
present appellants then applied to be substi uted in
place ()f Mr. Maung Gyee, and the Commissioners
on the 28th March passed an order to lhat effect.
An issue then arose between the parties as· to
whether the appellants had merely the right to
oppose the petition to render Mr. Maung Gyee's
election invalid, or could also give evidence to proVe
that the election of Mr. Ba Tin would have been
1927
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void if he had been returned candidate and a petition had been presented complaining of his election. U Po TllIN
-On the 4th of April, the Commissioners passed an AND 'V.FOUR
N.N,
order drawn up by Mr. Mosely and concurred in by BURI0RIEE
the President and Mr. Kyaw Htoon and after a AND TWO.
-consideration of the several rdevant Rules 41, 42 RU'l'LEDGE,
C.J.• AND
.and 34, they came to the conclusion that the appel- BROWN.
J.
lants could not give eY'i:dence to prove that the
.election .of Mr. Ba tin would have been void
if he had been the returntd canditidate and if a
petition and been presented complaining of his
election.
We are satisfied from reading Rule 48 and Rule
36 (2) (a) together that the Commissioners \-vere
the sole authority to interpret any question arising
,on the construction of the rules and those rules do
not give any other authority power to question that
decision. Neither do the rules nor any general
provision of law gi~e this Court either by way
.of revision or appe'ai--any power to review that
decision.
In these circumstances, we are in full agreement with
the late Chief Justice of Bengal (Sir L. Sanderson) in
the case of M. C. Nandi v. P. C. Milter (1) :-" The
Returning officer in my judgment considered the
.question which was for his determination and in
<:onsidering that question, he had to put an interpretation upon the rules to which I have referred. He may
have put a wrong interpretion upon them or he may
have put a right interpretation upon them. In these
proceedin~s it is not for us to say whether he was
right or whether he was wrong. To my mind it is
clear that he did not usurp a jurisdiction which
he did not possess. He did not refuse a jurisdiction
which was vested in him. Nor is it suggested that
(I) (1923) 51 Cal. 279 at p. 292,
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he Was actutated by any mala fides or. extraneous
circumstances.' The result is that in' may judgment
this Court should not interfere in these proceedings
and under those circumstances. In my opinion, that
p'oint alone is sufficient for the disposal of the
appeal."
Applying these remarks to the present case, it is
not for us to decicte whether the Commissioners'
ruling was right or wrong. On that question we
express no opinion. But was it so wrong and so
perverse as to amount to a refusal to exercise a
jurisdiction clearly given by the rules? To . decide
this question a more detailed reference tathe rules
is necessary. Rule 41 on which the appellants base
their claim runs as fo11o\1>'s :-' C If before the conclusion of the trial of an election petition the respondent
dies or gives notice that he does not intend to
oppose the petition, the Commissioners shall cause
notice of such event to be published in the' Gazette,
and thereupon any person who might have been a.
petitioner may, within fourteen days of such publication, apply to be substituted for such respori'dent
to oppose the petition, and shall be entitled to:
continue the proceedings upon such terms as the
Commissioners may think fit." There is nothing in
this rule nor in any of the preceding ones Which
gives the right of bringing cross charges against the
petitioner. This right is given in the next Rule 42,
the side title of which is "Recrimination when seat'
claimed." The rule runs :"42. (1) Where at an enquiry into an election
petition any candidate, other than the returned
candidate, claims' the set for himself, the returned
candicate or an yother party may give evidence to
prove that the election of such candidate would' have
been void if he had been· the returned candidate

VOL.

V]

and a petition had been presented complaining of his
election.
"Provided
that
the returned crmdidate or such
.
other party as aforesaid shall not be entitled to give
such evidence unless h~ has, within fourteen days
from the date of the publication of the' election
petition under clause (b) of sub-rule (2) of Rule
36, given "notice of his intention to the Commissioners
and made the deposit and procured the execution
of the bond referred to in Rules 35 and 36 respectively.
" (2) Every notice referred to in the proviso to
sub-rule (1) shall be accompanied by the statement
and list of particulars required by Rule 33 in the
<;ase of an election petition and shall be signed and
verified in like manner."
This rule lays down certain stringent limitations on
the right of recrimination. The words" any other
party" in the rule might at first sight mean any
elector. Both learned advocates, however, say that
the reading of this rule with Rule 34 confines it to any
other candidates who were nominated at the election
and who have to be joined as respondents in case
the petitioner petitions under Rule 34. The further
conditions on \yl1icb recrimination is permitted are
that notice must be given to the Commissioners
within fourteen days from the date of the publication
of the election petition. a deposit must be made and
a bond executed in accordance with Rules 35 and
36, and the notice must be accompanied by a statement and list of particulars such as is required by
Rule 33 in the case of an election petition. No
provision is made in Rule 42 the giving persons subsituted under Rule 41 the right of recrimination
without having observed the several cond~tions
prescribed in Rule 42 and it is obvious that persons
40
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substituted at a late stage of the proceedings could
not possibly fulfil the conditions prescribed in Rule
42.
It would be impossible to contemplate that the
'IJ.
N. N.
intention was to compel the successful candid ate, or,
BURJOIIJEE
AND TWO
as the case may be, his fellow respondents, to give
RUTLEDGE,
at an early stage very precise particulars with name,
,C;J., AND
date and place of the incidents complained of and
BROWN, J.
relieve those substituted at a late period from any
such obligation and so enable them without notice
to spring upon the petitioner any evidence that they
might cheose. This was apparently the contention
put before the Commissioners on behalf of" the
appellants. The only reasonable \ray that the appe:.
1ants' argument could be urged on these rules is
that Rule 41 comtemplates their being allowed to
step completely into the shoes of the respondent fot
all purposes and to take advantage of all that he
has already done. This argument is in keeping
with the vague general terms of Rule 41, but in'
order to fit in with this reading, Rule 42 needs to be
considerably stretched. We know that the respondent, Mr. Maung Gyee, has demanded the return
of his deposit. If this has been returned, there is
clearly no provision for allov,:ing substituted parties
to make a fresh deposit. The same thing applies'
to the execution of the bond referred to in Rules 35
and 36, and, most important of all, the statement
and list of particulars accompanying the respondent's
notice have been signed and verified by him and
on his withdrawal are in fact withdrawn, and there
is no provision for their being signed and verified
afresh by the appellants on their being substituted.
It has been urged that it would be ludicrous to
allow electors to be substituted as respondents
merely to oppose a petition to declare an elec1ion
void and not al1o\v them to show that the petitioner

U Po

THIN
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himself had been guilty of corrupt practices. There
is a good deal of force in this contentiOll, and the
answer to it may be th<l.t the rule-making authority
did not contemplate a case where the eleCted
member, after having filed particulars of recrimination, withdraws entirely from the prcceedings. But
whatever the reason may be, we are not concerned
\vith what the rules ought to be, but only with the
rules as they now exist, and while on a broad
reading of the rules it might not have been impossible
for the Commissioners to have allowed the appellants
to recriminate and put them on such terms as to
signing and verifying the several particulars given
by the respondent and making the necessary deposit
and executing the necessary bonds contemplated by
Rule 42, we cannot hold, as the rules now stand,
that the construction put upon them by the
Commissioners was unreasonable, much less so
perverse and wrong as to amount to a refusal to
exercise a jurisdiction clearly given.
This is sufficient for the purpose of disposing of
this appeal. . Had if not been so, a grave question
would have arisen under proviso (a) of section 45
as to whether the petitioners had a franchise or
personal right in the matter, but in the view we
take, it is not necessary to decide this matter.
With regard to the ground of the learned trial
Judge's decision we need only S2)' this; Had we
been satisfied that the Commissioners refused to do
what was clearly incumbent on them and that the
appellants' franchise or personal right was injured
by their refusal, we would not have hesitated to
have issued the order applied for, by reason of
their status or eminence. We think that the learned
Judge in bis distinction bet\yeen the Governor in
Council and the Governor ill his personal official
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capacity has not clearly borne in mind the provisions
of section 110 of the Government of lndia Act, but,
while lhis Court could not issue an order in the
'U.
N. l'\.
nature of a mandantus to Governor,there is, in
RURJORJEE
AND TWO.
our opinion, nothing to prevent it issuing such an
RUTLEDGE,
order to persons, though eminent, holding a public
C.}.• AND.
office (see Alcock Ashdo7.~:n & Co. v. Chief Revenue
BROWN, J.
Authority of Borl1bay) (1).
For the reason given we consider that the appeal
fails and must be dismissed, with costs ten goldmohurs~
U Po

THIN
AND FOUR

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Brou:n.
1927

S.N.V.R.S. SUBRAMANIAN CHETTYAR

v.

ltme 6.

N.L.M. CHETTYAR FIRM

AND TWO.'*-

Civil Procedure Code (A cl V of 1908). O. 21, r. 90-Whether an auctionpurchaser is a persall whose illterests are affected by the sale.

Held, that an auction-purchaser is a person who is entitled to make an
application under Rule 90 of Order 21 of the Code of Civil Procedure, to
set aside a sal~ c,n the, ground that he was misled by the sale-proclamation
and consequently a suit by him wiII not lie.
Birj Mohun 1 hakur and another v. Rai Umanath Chowdhr} and others,
20 Cal. 8; Rawillalldan Prasad v. Jagarnath Sahu, 47 All. 479-referred to.

Banerji-for Appellant.
Patke1'-for 1st Respondent.

J.-The 1st respondent to tbis appeal
obtained a mortgage decree against the 3rd respondent and in execution· of that decree a certain
BROWN;

IIi (1923) 47 Bom. 742.
• Civil Second Appeal No. 497 of 1926.
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piece of land 'was put up for sale and purchased by
the appellctnt.
The appellant has brought a suit to set aside the
sale on the ground that he had been misled by the
sale proclamation and by the explanation of the
Bailiff at the time of the sale to believe that the
. land was being sold free from incumbrances; whereas
he subsequently found that the land was subject to
a prior mortgage to another party. The suit was
contested on various grounds and has been dismissed
by the trial Court and the lower Appellate Court.
The plaintiff has corne to this Court in second
appeal. Various points arise in connection with the
case but the only point that has at present been
. argued before me is as to the maintainability of
the suit.
It is contended on behalf of the respondents that
the appellant's remedy was to make an application
under the provisions of Rule 90 of Order 21 of the
Code of Ci\'il Procedure and that, as that remedy was
available to him, he is precluded by the provisions of
Rule 92 from bringing this suit. It is admitted that if
the appellant was entitled to apply under the provisions
of Rule 90 then his suit must fail; and the point for
determination therefore is whether an auction-purchaser
is one of the persons who can apply to the Court to set
aside the sale under the provisions of Rule 90. Dnder
the Code of 1882 the auction-purchaser was not so
entitled. That was definitely decided by their Lordships of the Privy Council in the case of Birj Mohun
Thakur and another v. Rai Umanath Chowdhry and
others ~1). The section of the old Code corresponding
Rule 90 \\'as section 311 and under that section the only
pO$sible category into which an auction-purchaser
coud have come was a "person whose property had
(1) (18-02) 20 Cal. 8.
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been sold "; but by the Code of 1905, section 311 was
S.N.V.R.S. amended and now amongst the persons entitled to make
SUBRAan application under Rule 90 is any person" whose.
MA.NIAN
CHETTYAR
interests are affected by the sale."
The question to be
'U.
N.L.N.
decided now is therefore whether an auction-purchaser
CHETTYAR
FIRM
is a person whose interests are affected by the sale.
AND TWO.
r have been referred on behalf on the respondents
BROWN, J.
to the case of Khetro MohunDattav.S~eikhDilwar{l).
It was there held that it "vas not openJo a party who
purchased at an auction sale to impugn the validity of'
his own purchase when he found that he. had bought
a property which was not worth as mnch as he expected
at the time of his purchase;:': But. this is not an
authorised report and the judgment .contains no discussion as to the meaning of the present Rule 90.
No authorised report has been cited before me in
favour of the construction which the appellant wishes
to put on this rule. The High Court of Allahabad
has held definitely that the e~pression"any p'erson
wbose interests are affected by the sale" includes an
auction-purchaser in the case of Ravil7andan Prasad
v. ] agarnath Sahu (2). There are a number of cases
dealing with. the point prior to 1908 but as pointed
out by Walsh, J., in Ravinandan Prasad's case these
. decisions have no bearing on the interpretation of the.
very different words to the present Rule 90 of the
Code. The learned Judge remarks" I' find myself
compelled to hold as a matter of law that a person
who is the highest bidder, whose bid is accepted
v.'ho is compeUed by law to pay a deposit, and unless
something intervenes, is compelled by law to coil1plete his purcha5e, is a person' whOse interests are
affected by the sale.'
It is impossible to use a wider
term than 'a person's interests,' In the ordinary use
of the word in the English language it is a term
(1) Patna Law Journal, Vol. III, p. 516.(2) (1925) 47 All. 479.
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convering every sort of interest recognised by law,
such as, in the case of an auction-purchaser, liability
to pay the money, liability to complete and take a
transfer of the· property, and from his own point of
view the necessity of finding the necessary funds, and
also the necessity of carrying through to fruition the
provisional contra.;t into which he has entered. If
the expression were (interests in the property,' it
would of course be confined to an interest in the
property sold, antecedent to the sale. If the word
were merely (interest' \vithout the plural and without the words (in the property,' it might be possible
to hold that the word 'interest' was confined to
interest in the thing itself at the tirneof the sale.
But that· is not the expression, and to my mind the
.actual expression in the rule is free from ambiguity
or difficulty of any kind and ought to be construed
as meaning what it says." This appears to me to be
an entirely convincing exposition of the law. The
fact that in Rule 91 an action-purchaser is specifically
mentioned might be a matter for consideration if
there were any ambiguity in the wording of Rule 90
by itself. But to my mind there is no such ambiguity
and it is impossible to SdY that an action-purchaser
is not a person whose interests are affected by the sale.
r do tl at think that any reference to certain other
authorities which have been cited and which bear
more or less indirectly on the point for consideration is
necessary. The reasoning in Ravhzandan Prasad's
case appear to me to be incontrovertible. I am therefore of opinion that an auction-purchaser is a person who
is entitled to make an application under Rule 90 of
Order 21 of the Code of Civil Procedure. It follows
that the present suit did not lie and has been rightly
dismissed.
.
I therefore dismiss this appeal with costs.
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Before Mr. Justice Bl'own.

MAUNG KYAN NGA

1927

v.

June 7.

M.A.R.T.A.R. ARUNACHALAM PILLAY.*
Eddence Act (I of 1872), s. 92-0n demand promissor'-llote-Defence that if
is a matt &r·of Pa,·tnership transaction a1Jd accounts wIzen inadmissiblcUnliquidated claim catlnot be set off against claim on promissorY-1zote.
Where the defendant pleaded that he had given the on-demand promissorynote in suit to the plaintiff not for a loan, but for an ad\"ance on account Of a
partnership to be accounted for when the partnership aCCO~mt was gone into.
held. that such a defence cannot be alloYoe:l. This is not a defence of no
consideration or a condition precedent to the attaching of an obli~ation, but an
attempt to set-oB an unliquidated claim against a claim on a promissory note
which is not permissible.
J. M. Maneckjee v. Maun!! Po Hau, 2 Ran. 482-distinguished, Vallamkondu Subb.iah v. MaluPeddi Venkataramialz. 31 Mad. 342-rejerred to.

Ba Thein (1 )-for Appellant.
Shanrnugam-for Respondent.
J.-The respondent sued the appellant for
money allt:ged to be due on a promissory-note. The
execution of the note was admitted. The appellant
pleaded that the rate of interest had been added
subsequently to the execution of the n()te, but on
that point , the trial Court has held against him and
the correctness of this decision of the trial Court"s
decision is not now in dispute.
The sale question in dispute is whether the
defendant could raise the other defence put forward
in the suit. His case briefly was that the money
was advanced to him for the· purchase of paddy
in pursuance of a parternership and agreement and that
there was really no loari at all. On the face of
BROWN,

• Civil Second Appeal Nc>. 473 of 192t:.
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the document, there is a clear promise to pay the
money due on dem md, and, under the provi5ions
of section 92 of the Indian Evidence Act, no evidence
is admissible to vary the term of this contract.
In the case of ]. M. Maneckjee v. Maung Po Han
(1), it was held that, where a def{'ndant had signed a
promissory-note in favour of a plaintiff, it was open to
him to bring oral evidence to show that there was
an agreement that no obligation should attach to him
except on the failure of another person (Po Nyein)
to complete the contract. Oral evidence in that
case was held to be admissible under proviso 3 to
section 92. The conditions of the present case are,
however, different. The written statement does not
allege that there was a separate oral agreement substituting a condition precedent to the attachment of
any obligation under the contract.
PL!ragraph 1 sets out that the contract was not.a
loan but an advance for the purchase of 20,000
baskets of paddy in pursuance of a partnership
agreem~nt. It thus sets forth the purpose for which
the money was paid. But it does not go on to state
that it was agreed between the parties that no liability under the contract should arise until something
further had been done in connection with the partnership. It is, in effect, an allegation that the terms
of the contract as set forth ill the note are not
correct and that the defendant never promised to
pay on demand but that he received the money on
account of the partnership to be acc0unted for vvhen
the partnership account was gone into.
In the case of Vallamkondu Subbiah v. Malupeddi
Venkataranziah (2), the promissory-note had admittedly been executed by the defendants. The h\"o
defendants and the plaintiff were partners and it was
(1) 11924)2 Ran. 482.

(2) (19081 31 Mad. 343.
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contended on behalf of the defence that tl1e promissory-note \vas given in repayment of an advance
made by the pl.-!intiff to tbe partnership with interest
M.A.R.T.A.R
and that the money due could not be claimed withARUNACHALAM
out going into the general accounts of the partnerPILLAY,
shIp. It was held that this was not a good defence
as it was not contended that the note was without
consideration, or that the consideration had failed
but that when the accounts were taken it might
appear that there was nothing due to the pl~intiff.
That seems to me to be In fact the connection of
the defendant here thuugh the defence is not very
clearly worded.
It ",vas pointed out in Vallamkondu Subbiah's
case that the defendants were not entitled to set-off
an unliquidated claim against a claim on a promissory-note. On the face of the document the defendant is liable to pay the sum due on demand. He
does not allege that there was no consideration for
the promissory-note; nor am I a,ble to hold that he
. alleges that there was any condition precedent to the
attaching of an obligation under the note. He cannot set up against the amount due on the promissory~
note a sum which may become due to him on the
partnership he alleges. Even if. there is a partnep
ship this lo:m must be looked upon as a separate
transaction.
In my opinion the lower Courts have rightly
held that defendant should not be .allowed to adduce
evidence of the facts alleged by him in the defence.
I dismiss this appeal with costs.
MAUl;G
KYAN ~GA
~,
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Ai»PELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Jmtice lrftlung Ba.

MA ON KHIN

June 8.

v.
N.K.M. FIHM.:+f
·(;riminal Procedure Code' IAct V of t 898); s. 476B-Second aPPeal whether
ma'intainable ag,rillst order for comP.taint by lower appellate Court.
Held, that where Ule trial Court refl1sed to lay a complaint under the pro-visions of section 476 of the Criminal P:-ocedure Code and the lower appellate
-Court on appeal ordered such complaint, an appeal does not lie to the High
·Court against such order.
Muhammed Idris v. The Crown, 6 Lah. 56; Somabha·i Vall{/fIVlltli v. Adilbhai
"Purshottam, 48 Bom. 4oi- fJllowed.
Faujdar. Red v. Emperor,. Criminal Revision No.5 t;f 1925 {Patna High
·Court)-dissented from.

Tun AUl1g-for the Appellant.
P. B. Sen-:--for the Respondent.

BAr J.-This is an appeal under section
476B of the Criminal Procedure Code to direct the
withdrawal of the complaint made by the learned
District judge of Pyinmana in relation to Civil Regular
Suit No. 77 of the Subdivi:;ional Court of pyinmana.
In that suit N.K.M. tirm sought to recover the
ib.llance of principal and interest due on a promissorynott> executed by Ma On Khin and her husband.
Ma On Khin conte~ted the suit and pleaded payment of a certain sum of money. In support of her
·defence she produced a document, Ex. 1, showing
entries of different payments made on different occasions. The last entry relates to an alleged payment of
Rs· 550, on the 17th November 1924-. But the Chettyar
contended that the amount paid on that occaSIOn
MAtiNG

• Civil

Mi~cel1aneous
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was Rs. 50, only and that the entry had been altered.
The document bears clear evidence of alteration.
The plaintiff's clerk Supaya Chettyar deposed that
the entry was made by him, that he wrote Rs. 50 in
words and that the entry had been erased. He also
deposed that the "'date entered by him was 17th and
that it now appeared as 2nd.
The Subdivisional Judge, who tried the suit, held
that the last payment was only Rs. 50 and not Rs. 5:0.
The Chettyar in consequence applied to the Subdivisional Judge to make a complaint under section,
476, Criminal Procedure Code. The learned Judge
declined to do so, although he was of opinion that
the entry appeared to -have been forgedOr.fabricated.
The reason given for his refusal to make such a complaint was that the Chettyar appeared to be dishonest
in that he retained a promissory"note which had
already been discharged. I quite agree with the
learned District Judge that the reason given by the
Subdivisional Judge was not sufficient.
A legal objection has been raised that the present
appeal does n6t lie. On examining the language
section 476B, I am of opinion that the objection is
well founded. That section provides for an appeal
from an order passed under section 476 or section 47cA.
Section 476 refers to the original Court and 476A to
a superior Court to which an appeal lies from the
abovementioned Court. Section 476B does not provide for an appeal from an order passed by the
su perior Court on appeal.
In the present case the complaint was made by
the learned District Judge on an appeal preferred to
him under section 476B. If he had made a complaint
on his own motion, his order would come under section
476A and from such an order an appeal would lie to
this Court under section 476B. This view has also
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been held by the Bombay and Allahabad High
Courts III Somabhai Vallavbhni v.
Aditbhai
Parshottanz (1) and Muhammed Idrzs v. The Crown
(2); respectively.
The Bombay case was heard by a Bench of two
Judges. In that case the Subordinate Judge of Umreth
made a complaint under section 476, Criminal Procedure Code, but on appeal the complaint was withdrawn
by the Sessions Judge of Ahmedabad. There was a
second appeal to the High Court and their Lordships,
Sir Norman Macleod and Mr. Justice Shaw, held that
"an order passed by a lower appellate Court under
section 476B of the Criminal Procedure Code is
not appealable to the High Court. "
The Lahore case was also decided by a Bench
,of two Judges where the facts were almost parallel to
those in the present case. The Subordinate Judge
of Delhi declined to make a complaint. On appeal
the District Judge as in the present case made a
complaint. The matter went before the· High Court
and their Lordships, Mr· Justice Martineau and Mr.
Justice Zafar Ali, held that "no app~al lies under
section 476B of the Code of Criminal Procedure to
the High Court from an appellate order of the
District Judge making a complaint under sectioll 476,
which the Subordinate Judge might himself have
made but refused to mak<::· "
It is true that a single Judge of the Patna High
Court in Criminal Revision No. 5 of 1925 (Faujdar
Rai v. Emperor) held a contrary vie\\'. The learned
Judge, Sir B. K. MulIick, held that" section 476B
of the Criminal Procedure Code contemplates that if
an Appellate Court sets aside the order of the Original
Court, the party prejudicially affected by the order
of the Appellate Court has a right of appeal to the
(I) (1924) 48 Born, 401.

(2) (1924) 6 Lah. 56.
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Court to which appeals from such Appellate Court
ordinarily lie. "
vVithdue deference to that learned Judge I dis-agree \~:ith him. Section 476B does not seem to
provl°d e f or a secon d appea1. Of course a H'19 h
Court in cases \vhere justice demands can exercise its,
revisional powers j but that pm.veT \vill not be exercised
except on exceptional grounds.
In the present case the record of Civil Regular
No. 77 of 1926, is not quile complete. No al tempt
has been made to find out when the alterd.tion took
place. The document was produced by Ma On Khin's·
pl~ader on the 9th of August. Several adjournments
idervened before the trial commenced and when Ma
On Khin was examined, she simply said that she
could not say who made the erasures. It is essential
that it should be established that erasures existed at
the t.ime when the document was produced. Unless
that point is made certain, it is not possible to say
what may have happened after its production. Such
matters should be left to the Criminal Court whiCh
may have to try the case. As matters stand I do
not think that any good case is made out for interference in rev.ision although, i.f necessary, I can convert
the present appeal into one of appl~cation for revision.
For the above reason. the appeal is dismissed,
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Before Sir Guy Rutledge, J(i., K.C., Chief Justice, aud Mr. Judice Brown'

HOE MOH

1927

v.

June 8.

L M. SEEDAT.*
BUI'den of proof-Admisssion by defendant of his sigllature on bl,lnk paper
containing jigttresonly, effeclof-Issues-Denial by defendant Of material
facts alleged and relied on by plaintiff, suggesting incidentally fraud on
his part does not shift burden of proof o"n defendant - Res judicataDecision of inf~rior Court-No adjudication of claim preferred in I he
prese"t suit in thejcrmer suit.
In a suit on a promissory- note, defendant adlr.itted his signature but denied
the claim of the plaintiff for Rs. 1,300 and interest thereon, and stated that he
had signed a blank note with only the figures Rs. 300 written at the top of the
Paper. The trial CO:lrt gave a decree in favour of the plaintiff not on the
ground that the plaintiff had proved his claim but becat:se it held that the
defendant failed to discharge the burden of proof laid on him of plaintiff'sforgery.
Held, reversin~ the Judgment, that the defendant had specifically denied
that he had promised to pay the plaintiff the: sum named with interest, SG the
burden of proving the loan rested 011 the plaintiff. The admission of the
defendant of his signature unlder the circumstances of the case and the incidental
c~arge of fraud made by him against the plaintiff did not shift the burden Of
proof on defend,mt. The d~felldant by his pleading had n<:ver admitted the
material facts en which the plaintiff's case rested, n:>r had the defendant made
a substantive cldm on the ground of fraud. Held, On the evidence that the
plaintiff failed to pr,'ve the loan as claimed by him.
fIeld, also, that as the transaction in s lit was incidentally referred to by the
appellant in his written st;;tement in a Small Cal:se Court suit between the
the parties, but not decided" in that snit, and moreover as the Small Cause
Court was not competent to decide the matter, the principle of res judic'lta did
not apply at all.

N. N. Burjorjee-for Appellant.
N. N. Sen-for Respondent.

C.}., AND BROWN, J.-The respondent
sued the appellant for a sum of Rs. 2,236 which he
alleged to be clue to him by the appellant on a
RUTLEDGE,

• Civil First Appeal No. 293 of 1926 from the jlldgment of the O,"igina
Ride in Ci\ iI Regular Suit No. 409 of 1925.
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promissory-note. The defendant denied taking the
HOE MOB
principal sum mentioned in the promissory-note, and
'II.
denied signing the promissory-note in th e form
I. M.
'SEEDAT.
it had assumed when the case was brought. He
RUT-LRDGE, admitted that his signature appeared on the note,
C.T., A~D
but said that when he signed it, the only entries
iBROWN, J.
were the figures Rs. 300 a.t the top of the paper, and
his signature at the bottom. All the other spaces
in the fonn he alleges were left blank. The learned
trial Judge has given the plaintiff a decree, and
against this decree the appellant has now appealed.
The judgment appealed against contains a -very -care·
ful discussion of the evidence, and had the trial
Judge come to a definite conclusion that the plaintiff
had proved that he had lent the sum of money
alleged by him, we should have been -exceedingly
chary of questioning the correctness of his decision.
But as \ve read the judgment no definite conclusion
of this nature was arrived at. The judgment sets forth
at the commencement that as the charge of fraud has
been raised by the defendant, the burden of proof in
the case rested on him, and he was made to begin.
In a. later stage of the judgment the learned Judge
remarks 'I The defendant has taken upon himself the
burden of proving a grave charge of forgery as
against the plaintiff. and the question for me is
whether I am satisfied beyond reasonable doubt
that this charge has been proved." And near -the
end of the judgment the following passage occurs
"In considering the whole matter I _have before
me the pro-note which upon the hce of it 1
cannot hold is a forgery. I have the evidence
that the consideration appearing upon the note has
passed to the defendant. It is for the latter th erefore
to satisfy ri1e that the document is a forgery and
after careful consideration 1 have come to the
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conclusion that. I am not satisfied on this point." The
case has therefore been decreed in favour of the plaintiff
not because the Judge was satisfied that the loan alleged
had been made, . but becaus~ the defendant had not
sucGeeded in proving affirmatively that the note in its
present form was a forgery. In deciding the case
011 these grounds we are of opinion that the trial
Judge took .a mistaken view of the law. The plaint
sets forth that by the promissory-note filed the
defendant promised to pay to the plaintiff the~um of
Rs. 1,300 with interest thert:'On at Rs. 3 per cent. per
mensem. T his allegation as to the promise to pay
was entirely denied in the written statem'~nt, and
unless he could prove the promise tre plaintiff
was clearly bound to fail. Now can we see' that
the admission of the defendant that his signature
did appear on the document was sufficient to alter
the initial burden of proof. Rule 1 of Order XIV
of the Code Civil of Procedure lays down that" Issues
arise when a material proposition of fact or law is
affirmed by the one party and denied by the other, "
and claus~ 2 of that rule explains that "material
propositions are those propositions of law or fact which
a plaintiff must allege in order to shew a right to
sue or a defendant must <\llege in order to constitute
his defence." All that the defendant admitted in
this case was that his signature appeared on the
document filed. Now it is quite clear that if the
plaintiff had merely set forth in the plaint that the
defendant's signature appeared on the document without any further allegation of bet his plaint must
have been rejected as disclosing no cause of
action. It was a necessary averment to state that
the defendant. had promised to pay him the sum
named. with interest. The admission made by the
defendant did not establish the plaintiff's case, and
41
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if there had been nothing on the pleadings besides
the plaint and the defendant's denial, the suit must
HOEMoH
v.
have fail~d. It is quite true that the fact that the
1. M.
SEEDAT.
defendant's signature appears on the note is of very
RUTLEDGE,
great evidentiary value, and in many cases of this
C.l., AND
BROWN, J. nature it might be sufficient corroboration of evidence
given by the plaintiff himself to establish the plaintiff's
case. That would depend on the circumstances of the
particular case.. But the defendant did not and never
has admitted the material propositions of fact which
would give the plaintiff a right to sue, and the burden
of proving the loan in our opinion rested on the
plaintiff. The pleadiugof the defendant does
incidentally involves a charge of fraud against the
plaintiff. But 'exactly tire same implication would be
conveyed if. the defendant had denied signing the
note at all, and quite clearly in such a case the burden
of proof would rest on the plaintiff. vVere the defend::'
ant making a substantiveclairn on the ground of
fraud then it would undoubtedly be incumbent OJ:}
him to prove that fraud. But that is not the case
here. The case to be decided in the present case is
not whether the plaintiff has been proved to have
committed forgery but whether the plaintiff has proved
that he lent the Rs. 1,300 to the defendant as he
alleges t and. the burden of proving this loan in our
opinion dearIy rested on the plaintiff. To prove the
loan he has given evidence himself and has called
one \vitness Maung Po Van. Maung Po. Yan is
giving evidence as to what is alleged to have taken
place some four years before, and gives that evidence
in consid~rable detail. Had he been definitely believed
by the trial Judge it would have been difficult for us
to discard his evidence as unreliable. But it does
not appear to us that the· trail Judge has placed any
particular relia·nce on his evidence. He has pointed·
1927
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out one sotnewhat s~rious discrepancy between the
evidence of Po Van and of the plaintiff. Po Van says HOE MOH
21.
that the defendant protested against the rate of interest
I. iII.
whereas as the plaintiff says he thanked him for making SEEDAT.
:the loan. vVere the evidence of Po Van entirely un- RUTLEDGE,
c.l.,' AND
:contradicted we might be able to accept it, but it is BROWN, J.
-contradicted by the evidence of the defendant himself
and of two witnesses. The evidence of these two
witnesses does not impress US any more favourably
than the eVIdence of Po Van. As is only to be
expected in the case of oral evidence of this nature
given after an interval· of four years, we do not consider the direct oral evidence on either side as very
convincing. There are howe,,'er other features of the
case which help us in coming to a conclusion. The
defendant's case is that when he signed the Ex. A it
was signed merely as a receipt for Rs. 300, and on
the face of it the figure 1 before the 300 does seem
to us to be somewhat suspicious and to be so pif-ctd
that it might easily have been inserted at a later date•.
The plaintiff at first denied that he had ever made an
advance to the defendant on a promissory-note form
drawn up in blank, but subsequently he had to admit
that an exactly similar document was given to him by
the defendant. That document is Ex. 2, in which
everything is blank except the figures and the signature
and that is what is claimed by the defendant to have
been the case with the document in suit.. The figures
shewn in that document is Rs. 600, and it is to be
noted that the \Oacant space before the 6 in that note
is just as large as the space to the left of the figure
3 in the document in suit,and that a figure 1 could
have been inserted with ease in Ex. 2.
The story of the plaintiff is further on the face of
it somewhat improbable. He admits that he is not a
professional money-lender. In his own words" I did
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not do any money-lending business. I did not do
money-lending as a profession. I sometimes lent out.
HOE ·MOH
'lJ.
to
my friends and acquaintances on interest." That
I.M.
SEEDAT.
being so it is somewhat extraordinary that he should
RUrLEOGE, suddenly lend a sum of this sort to a man who ha.d
C.]., AND
BROWN, J. a comparatively small contract with him involving'
Rs. 2,500. According to the plaintiff, quite apart from
this particular note the defendant has received from
him more than Rs. 1,000 in excess of \vhat was due,
on the c.ontract. The story of the defendant thata.
sum of Rs. 300 only was advanced to him towards what
might be found due on the contraCt is p,'ima facie'
much more probable..
Stress has been laid on behalf of the appellant on
the fad that the plaintiff did not file his suit on this.
promisso['y-note until a day or two before the pedodof
limitation had expired. This contention loS!es most of .
its force o\ving to the fact that a few months after the
note is alleged to have been signed the appellant sued
the respondent for money due on the contract, and
although the matter of this particular note was not
then decided, similar matters were in dispute between
the parties in that litigation.
One result of the long delay however is that it is now
exceedingly unsafe to trust oral evidence on either
side and as the burden of proof rests on the plaintiff,.
the delay must effect his case injuriously.
The learned trial Judge laid considerable stress on
the fact that the defendant did not produce his account
books in the previous case in the Small Cause Court.
It certainly is somewhat curious, if those books were
then in existence, that they were not produced, but
they were definitely referred to by the appellant in the
pleadings in that case and the fact of their existence
does not appear to have been called in question by the
other side.
1923
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As to the demeanour of the parties in the witnessbox, the learned trial Judge remarks with regard to
the defendant" I had occasion to observe closely th~
., -demeanour of the defendant, an.d he appeared
'to me to give his evidt:nce with apparent sincerity."
And, later on, he says II The defendant himself is a man
'whose appearance is somewhat against him but on
the whole he was 'not to any extent, shaken in cr()ss'-examination." The defendant's demeanour clearly
therefore was not one of the deciding factors against
him. In all the circumstances of the case we are
not satisfied that the plaintiff proved that he had
. lent the sum of Rs. 1,300 to the defendant as he
:alleges. The explanation of his signature on the
promissory-note given by th e defendant is shewn by the
production of Ex. 2 not to be an incredible one. It
was undoubtedly vt:.ry foolish conduct on his part to
sign a document in such a form and he largely has
himself to blame for the position in which he now is.
:But it is a matter of common knowledge that receipts
:are freqnently given in forms like this in Rangoon. And
after a review of all the circnmstances of the case we
:are of opinion that the appearance of the' 'defendant's
signature on the note is not conclusive against him but
that on the contrary the probability is that the account
., given by him of the transaction is the true one. \iVe
:are unable toholcl that the plaintiff has proved the loan
On whi~h he sues.
It has been urged that the defendant is barred from
pleading his present defence by the principle of res
judicata. The case relied on as having prejudged this
point is the Small Cause Court case in which the
appellant sued the respondent for money alleged to be
due for work done. But quite apart from the fact that
that case was decided by a Court of Small Causes and
the present <;ase is not one which that Court would be

1927
HOE "lOR

v.

I. i\I.
SEEDAT•
RUTLEDGE,

C,}"AND
BROWN,}.
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competent to try, it is quite clear that the transaction
relating to the document in issue in the present suit.
was not decided on in the earlier litigation. It was
referred to by the present respondent in his written
statement, but although claiming a set-off with regard
to other items, he did not do so with regard to this note
\.vhich he left for adjudication in ~ separate suit. We
are clearly of the opinion that no question of t'es judicata arises.
The plaintiff's suit must therefore fail.
We set aside the decree of the trial Court and pass,
a decree dismis5ing the suit of the plaintiff-respondent
with costs in both Courts.
APPELLATE CIVIL.
Befof'e Mr. JI/stice Heald and Mr. Justice Mya BlI.

PADAYACHI

1927
JuIU

AND ONE

v.

9.

RoM.K.M.S. CHINNAYA CHETTIAR··
Civil P,-ocedl/l'e Code (Act Jf of 1908), 55. Z (2" 47 -Order for stay oj'
e.,'ecl/tion or for security jor staY of e,retttliolt is ",either a'decl'ee nor an
appealable ord-er.
Held, that an order for $ecurity to sta.y execution is not an order de,ter-

any rights of the parlies and Is neither an order under section 47 ot
the Civil Procedure ,Code, nor is it a decree, and is therefore not appealable:
Hllsambf'ai and allot!1eI' v. BelUe Shah Gila rl i, 46 All. 733 ; JanardiJlt
Triumbak Gadt'e v. Marland Trmmbak Gadre, 14 Bom. 241 ; Mukhtal' Ahl1iad
\". Muqal-rttl; Hnsai1Z, 34 All. 530 ; Raiendr/J KisT/ore Choudhury v. MathUl'(!
Mol/em Clltjudhuryami IJtllcrs, 25 C.W.N. 555 : Sal-asl'atf/i Barmania v. Golap
Vas Barman, 41 Cat. 1M-referred to.
minin~

Sastry-for Appellants.
Doctor-for Respondent.

Bu, JJ.-In Civil Regular No. 11
of 1926 of the District Court of Hanthawaddy, the
HEALD AKD MYA

" Ci\'il l\liscel1aneolls Appeal No. 56 of 1927,
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respondent sued the appellant for recovery of a certain
1927
of 'money being the value of rental paddy PADAYACHI
alleged to be due to him by the appellant.
AND ONE
7).
On the 4th of October 1926 the suit was dis-' R.M.K.M.S.
.
CHINNAYA
missed and the respondent was ordered fa pay the CHE1TIAR.
appellant a certain sum of money as costs of the HEALD AND
suit. The respondent obeyed the order and deposited MYA Bu, II.
the amount in Court. It appears from the explanation of the learned counsel for the respondent that
on or after the making of the deposit, the respondent
applied to the Court that in view of other suits
which he instituted in respect of the subject-matter
of the unsuccessful suits the appellant might not be
permitted to withdraw the amount in deposit withouit
furnishing security. The District Court made an
order on the 10th December 1926 granting thee
respondent's prayer.
The appellant has now appealed objecting to this
order.
The first and foremost question for determination
is whether an appeal lies from an order such as this.
The learned' counsel for the appellant relies on
the provisions of section 47 of the Civil Procedure
Code and contends that the order under appeal
relates to the execution of the decree in the suit
between the appellant and the respondent and is a
decree within the meaning of section 2 (2).
It should be noted that there was, in fact, no
application for execution. The money was paid into
Court under the Court's order ('If the 27th July 1926,
so that no application for execution \vas necessary.
In any case, the learned counsel's contention
appears to us to be quite untenable..
In Sarasvathi Bar111ania v. Golap Das Bannan. (1),
it was pqinted out that every order passed in relation
sum

(1) (1914) 41 Cal. 160.
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to execution need not necessarily be deemed to corne
PADAYACHI
within the scope of the definition in section 2 (2)
ANDv~NE of the Civil Procedure Code and held that "an order
~~;:~~~. for security to ::;tay e1{er.:ution is not an order deterCHETTIAR.
mining any rights of the parties, and is neither an .
HEALD AND
order under section 47 nor it is a decree."
MYA Bu, JJ;
In 1921 a Bench of the Bombay High· Court
held that an order for stay of execution could not in
anyway be considered as in the nature of a decree and
should not therefore be deemed to be included within
the term (( decree" and ruled that an order for stay of
execution of a decree was not an appealable order
[J anardan Triumbak Gadre v. Martand Triumbak··
Gadre (l).]
The decision in Rajendra Kishore Choudh~try v.
.Mathura Mohan Cho.udhury aJ,ld others (2), is also
to the same effect.
In Husainbhaiand another v. Beltie Shah Gilani
(3), a Bench of the Allahabad High Court following
the principles laid down in an earlier case of the
same Court Mukhtar Ahmad v.lvJuqarrub Husain (4),
held that 1/ 110 appeal will lie from an order staying
execution of a decree for a definite period therein
specified."
In our opinion an order such as the one under
appeal merely determines an incidental' question as
to whether execution is to be carried out in a certain
way and does not amount to one which conclusively
determines the rights of the parties with regard to
any matters in c.ontroversy in the proceeding.
We therefore hold that the order sought to be
reserved is not appealable.
The appellant's advocate urges that the case may
be regarded as a revision and the order in .,question
.1927

(1) (1890) 14 Born. 241.
(2j 25 C.W.N. 555.

(3) (1924146 AU. 733.
(4) (1912) 34 AlI. 530.
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set aside .by us in exercise of our revisional
powe·rs.
The respondent's advocate exp)ained to us how
the District Judge came to make the order, and \ve
. think that the explanation is correct. It appears to us
that though the order is not strictly justifiable by the
rules of procedure it is not at all improper, unjust
or inequitable in substance. In these circumstances
we do not feel called upon to exercise our discretion ~o
interfere with it in revision.
In the result we dismiss the appeal with costs,
advocate's fee two gold mohurs.

1927
PADAYACHT
AND ONE
't!.
I~.M.K.M.S.
CHINNAYA
CHETTIAR.

HEALD AND

MYA Bu,

n.

FULL BENCH (CIVIL).
Befere Sir Guy Rutledge, Kt., K.C., Chief Justice, Mr. Justice Carr,
Mr. Justice Mall~Jg Ba, Mr. htst·ice Mya Bu, and lJJr.Just ice Brown.

MA NYUN
MA SAW AYE
/

v.

MAUNG SAN THEIN
U SHWE SOE AND SIXTEFN. *

Buddhist La~IJ-Desertion-Divorce whether autoll/dtic after tlle lapse of
three years or one year-E~pressed act of void ion wlletller necessary to
effed dissolution.
Held, that where a Burmese Buddhist husband deserts his wife and for
three years neither contributes to her maintenance nor has allY communication
with her, the marria~e is automatically dissolved 011 the expiration of the
three years from the date of dtsertion ; neither is any further and expressed
act of volition on the part of the deserted party necess;lry to effect such dissolution/
Hurpursllad v: Slteo Dyal, L.R. 8 LA. 259 ; ilia Hnin Bwin v. U SInN

GOIl,

8 L.B.R. 1 ; ilIa Thet v. lIfa San On, 2 L. B.R. 85 ; Ma Thin v. Mallng Kyaw Y,t,

2 U.B.H., (1892-96) 56; Mallllg Ko v.MaPle, S.}. 19; MaulIg Po Me v. L.li.R.L.
'. Civil Reference No.2 of 1927.

1927

June 10.
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P, Nagalingam Chetty. 2 V.B.R., (1892-96) 53; ltb KinLat v.NgaBa So, Z
U,B R.. (1904·06) Buddhist Law, Divorce 3; !t1i Xu \.. lt1aung Sai1lg, S.J. 28 ;.
Nga NWe v. Mi Su Ma, S,J. 391 ; Ra11lalakshmi Ammal v. ·Sivallathr. Per1t11lal
Set.%urayar, 14 M.I.A. 570-referred to.

Thei1: Pe v. U Pet, 3 L,B.R. 175-overruled.

This reference arose out. of Civil Miscellaneous
Appeals Nos. 56, 57 and 73 of 1926, where Carr and
Maung· Ba, JJ .,not being satisfied that the law
relating to divorce by desertion of one party laid
down in Thein Pe v. U Pet, 3 L.B.R.175, was correct r
referred the matter to a Full Bench. The fads.
appear froIll the order of reference below : "The facts necessary for the purpose of this
reference are short and open to very little doubt,
though the evidence is so indefinite that precision
in details is impossible.
Maung San Thein was at one time a P611~yi. He
left the priesthood and lived in the house of Ma.
Bpaw, a widow very much older than himself. After
a time San Thein and Ma Hpaw openly lived together as husband wife in Ma Hpaw's house at
Toungoo. How long this coh,abitation continued· it
is impossible to say, but it must have lasted for some
fairly considerable time. Both parties had been
married before and we are satisfied that the circumstances of the cohabitation were sufficient to constitute a valid marriage.
Then San Thein left Toungoo and wen't to Hye'
in Rangoon where he remained until a short time
after Ma Hpaw's death, when he returned to Toungoo,
and claimed to be Ma Hpaw's husband and sol'e
heir. San Thein himself alleges that \vhile he was
in Rangoon Ma Hpaw frequently visited him there,
but he admits that he can adduce no evidence in
support of this allegation.. He also says that on one
occasion· he met Ma 'Hpaw at Toungoo and they
went together to the funeral of the Ledi Sayadaw at

·
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Pyinmana, but this also is not proved. The time of
19Zi
San Thein's departure from Ma Hpaw's house can- MANYUN,
'h any accuracy b u t'1t was cert am
. I y M A SAW
AYE
not b e fi xe d WIt
v.
not less than four or five years' before Ma Hpaw's M~~~~N~AN
death, and probably very much more than that. USHWE
SOB
AND
There is no evidence of intercourse of any kind SIXTEEN,
between San Thein and Ma Hpaw during at least that
period.
The evidence as to the reason for the separation
is also very scanty. San Thein himself says that he
set up a shop for the sale of medicines in Toungoo but
found trade there bad so removed to Rangoon and set
up a similar shop there~ He does not say that this
was done with }\Ia Hpaw's approval, but seems to
wish to imply that it was. There is no ether evidence
on this point. The witness Maung Zaw (p. 105), a
halfbrother of Ma Hpaw, says that he and her other
relatives disapproved of her union with San Thein
and during its continuance had no intercourse with
her. After San Thein's departure intercourse was
resumed. His deposition closes with the statement
that Ma Hpaw said then that she had made a mistake in taking San Thein as her husband.
On the evidence \ve can only find that San Thein
left Ma Hpaw at least four or five years ago and
removed to a distant place and that since then there
is not shown to have been any kind of intercourse
or communication between them.
The question arises whether on these facts San
Thein was still Ma Hpaw's husband at the time of
her death. The leading case on this subject is Thein
Pe v. U Pet (1). It was decided by a Full Bench
of three Judges but was a majority decision. It overruled an earlier decision of a Bench of two Judges.
in }"fa The! v. }"fa San On (2), and decided that
(1) (19061 3 L.B.R

is.

(Z)

(1903) 2 L.B.R. 85.
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desertion for the period mentioned in Manugye V,
17, does not of itself dissolve a marriage, but that
some further and expressed act of volition on the
part of either party to the marriage is required to
effect such a dissolution.
.
This decision has not met with unqualified acceptance. The late UMay Oung in his Leading Cases
(1st edition, pp. 80 and 90 to 94) seems to accept itBut U Tha Gywe in his Treatise on Buddhist
Law (1, pp. 118-127) very strongly supported the
dissentient judgment of Fox, J. In his Conflict of
Authority in Buddhist Law (pp. 114-'120) he seems
to turn to tilt: opposite view.
In Maung Shwe Sa v. Ma Mo (1), HobinsoTI, C.J~,
and Maung Kin, J. said that they were strongly inclined
to the view 'that. thepositioTI taken by Sir Charles
Fox in his judgment was a correct exposition of the
law.' We are ourselves inclined to agree with them.
The judgment in Thein Pe's case. (1) is not absolutely binding on us, but the question is one of such
frequent occurrence and of such great importance
that we think it should be definitively settled by a
Full Bench of this Court.
We therefore refer the follm:ving question for
decision by a Full Bench ;. "When a Burmese Buddhist husband deserts his
\vif~ and for three years neither contributes
to her maintenance nor has any communication with her is the marriage automatically
dissolved on the expiration .of the three
years from the date of desertion, or is some
further and expressed act of volition on the
part of .one party to the marriage necessary
to effect such dissolution ?"
(1) Civil Miscellaneous Appeal ~o; 8 of 1921.
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The reference came in due course before a Full
Bench consisting of Rutledge, C.J., Carr, Maung Ba,
Mya Bu and Brown, JJ.

541
1927
MA NVl"N,

MA SAW AYE

v.

MAU~G

Maung Gyee and Leong-for Appellants.
Thein M aung-for Respondtmts.

MAUNG BA, J.-The question referred to this Full
Bench is as follows : (( When a Burmese 13uddhist husband deserts his
wife and for three years neither contributes
.to h.er maintenance nor has any communication with her is the marriage automatically
dissolved on the expiration of the three
years from the date of desertion, or is some
. further and expressed act of volition on the
part of one party to the marriage necessary
to effect such dissolution? "
This reference was made by Carr, J. and myself
as we doubted the correctness of the majority decision in the leading case of Thein Pe v. U Pet (1).
That decision was that "desertion of the husband
by the wife for one year or of the wife by the
husband for three years, does not ipso facto, and
without any further and expressed act of volition on
the part of either party to the marriage, dissolve
the marriage tie."
In that case the dispute was between U Pet and
his grandson Thein Pe as to who should be granted
letters·of-administration to the estate of U Pt::t's
. deceased wife,Ma Min Gon. It was contended that
the marriage tie between U. Pet and Ma Min Gon
had already been severed before Ma Min Gon's
death.
1 (19061 3 L.B.R. 175.

SAN
THEIN,
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U Pet and :Ma Min Gon were husband and wife
and lived together in Tavoy up to 1872. I n that
year U Pet was appointed My06k of Thayetchaung.
Ma Min Gon accompanied him there, but, as she
did not . like the place, she returned to Tavoy.
U Pet being left alone took a lesser wife. Ma Min
Gon was much incensed at this marriage and refused
to have any intercourse with her husband. She lived
on her oWn means in her own house at Tavoy and
U Pet did not provide for her maintenance. She
deClined to go to his house or to receive him at
hers. These relations continued down to the time
of her death.
The Full Bench which considered that reference
was constituted by Sir Harvey Adamson, Chief
Judge and Fox and. Irwin, JJ. The learned ·Chief
Judge admitted. that among the Dhammathats the
most authoritative provision is contained in section
17 of Book V of the Manugye, \vhich is translated
by Mr. Richardson as follows : .. Any husband and wife living together, if the husband saying
he does 110t wish her for a wife, shall have left the house, and
for three years shalt not have ~iven her one leaf of vegetable
or one stkk of firewood, at the expiration of three years let each
have the right to take another wife or husband. If the wife not
having affection for the husband shall leave the honse where they
were living together, and if during one year he does not give her
one leaf of ve~etabre or one stick of fil'ewood, let each have the
right of taking another husband and wife. They shall not claim
tl3.ch other as husband and wife. Let them have the right to
:separate and marry again."

In his view this section does not in anyway
support the proposition that desertion is ipso facto a
dissolution of marriage. In expressing that view he
<>bserved . "It merely asserts that desertion gives a right to di:;soh'e

marriage. I am unable to follow my learned colleas,!ue Mr. Justice
Fox in regat'din~ the section as conhining a mandate of the
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law giver enjoining a husband and wife who conduct themselves
in the manner stated in tht: section not to consider or claim one
another after the periods stated as husband and wife. In my
view the section merely directs that the party in fault shall not
claim the other against the other's wish.
..
;<'.,
The
right given is first to divorce and then to marry ;lgain. The right
to marry again appears to have been introduce.d illto the section
merely as a visible symbol of the fact that the marriage tie has
been dissolved. Whether the dissolution can be accomplished
by a mere act of volition, as the section seems to imply, or
whether it would requil'e some more formal action, is a question
which in the present case does not concern us. Butit appears to
me that the letter of the law requires that there shall be at least
an act of volition. *
..
.. In determining question:; that
come within the purview of section 13 of the Burma Laws Act,
1898, it should never be forgotten that the texts of the Dha11lllla.
thats are no t the sole guide. These form the rule of decision
only in as far as they are not opposed to any custom having the
force of law. .. .. * To my mind it brings an irresistible
inference, that the dissolution of a marriage tit: by desertion
alone, without any act of volition on the part of one or other of
the parties to the marriage, is inconsistent with the beliefs and
customs of Bnrmans. I think therefore that even if the actual
texts of the Dltammathats supported the proposition thatrnarriage
is dissolved by desertion without any further ad of volition.
we would, on the inferencelO that arise from the evidence, be
required by the provisions of section 13 of the Burma Laws Act
to pause before deciding in accordance with the text."

Mr. Justice Irwin, in accepting the view of the
learned Chief Judge, observed "I agree with the
learned Chief Judge that in section 17 of Chapter V
of the Manugje the true translation of the most
important sentence is 'Let them have the right to
divorce and marry ag<lin,' and that part of the
section at any rate neither indicates that desertion
for a specified time operates to dissollJe the marriage
nor authorises a wife to marry again while the first
marriage subsists."
Mr. Justice Fo" held a different view. While
admitting that any custom having the force of law
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would supersede the previous Buddhist law, he expressed his opinion that there was no such custom
either proved or which otherwise could be taken
notice of. He then quoted the views of their Lordships of the Privy Council in two cases to show
what was meant by the words "custom having the,
force of law" and how such custom needed to be
proved.
In Hurpurshad v. Sheo Dyal (1), their Lordships
say at page 285 : "A custom is a rule which in a particular family or in a
particular district has from long US:lge obtained the force of law.
It mllst be ancient, certain, and reasonable, and, being in derogation of the general rules of law, must bt construed strh:tly."

In Rarnalakshmi Anu1'lal v. Sivanatha Peru111ar
Sethurayar (2), their Lordships say :"Their Lordships ate fully sensible of the importance and
justice of giving effect to long established usages existing in
particu1:lr districts, and families, in India, but it is of the essence "
of special usages, modifying the ordinary law of 'succession, tilat
they should be ancient and invariable and it is further essential
that they sbould be estabHshed to be so by clear and unambiguous.
evidence. It is only by means of such evidence that theC6urts
can be assured of their existencp, and that theY possess the conditions of antiquity and certainty on which alone their legal title
to recognition depends."

In my humble opinion such a custom does not
exist in Burma, which should supersede the law expressed in the Manugye. I agree with Fox, J., that
there being rio such custom the decision must rest
upon the proper construction of the text of the
DhCllllJJlathats. Among the Dhammathats the' paramount authority of the Manugye has been recognised
by their Lordships of the Privy Council in the case
(I) (1876 L.R. 3 LA. 259.

(2) (1872) 14 Moore's LA. 570.

RANGOON SERIES.
of Ma Hnin Bwin. v. U Shwe Gorz tl), their Lordsnips held:"Th

.

.
e Manztf!ye has held a commanding position since the
time of King Alompra and is still to be regarded as of the
h'ighest anthority. Where it is not ambiguous other D hmm~athats
do not require to be referred to."
.

The. law in section 17 of th.e Manugye is clear:'
and unambiguous. Though I will not go the length
of saying that Richardson's translation is incorrect',
yet I would like to say that some of the words have
not been given the force which they convey. For
instance, the word 'separate' for the Burmese word
, roE:' is wanting in force. T be more appropriate trans·
lation will be 'sever.' The heading of section 17
should be translated thus "Law of severance of
marriage tie between husband and wife for want of
love." The word' rot:' does not appear in the heading
of section 16. That section Jeals with cases where
the husband goes away for trading purposes and in'
search of. knowledge. Ill' those cases the wife is ex~
pectedto wait for eight years before she takes another'
husband. Even in those cases a duty is imposed
upon the husband" to send her a letter with some"
thing for food and clothes once in every three years."
But in section 17 the case is much stronger. At the
very outset one of the couple must have ceased to
love the other. After that party had deserted the
other, there must have been no further intercourse
between them~ The husband upon whom the'
Dhal'nmathats impose the duty of maintaining his wife
must have refused or neglected to send her any main'
tenance. In such circumstances the law treats the
retaHonship between' them to have come to an ent1~
The words used are as plain as can be. They read II At
(1) 11914) 8 L.B.R. 1.

42
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"

the expiration of three years, let both. the hqsband and
wife be at liberty to take another wife and husband."
M"sAWAYE
' 'I ar ',vor d s occur. F".urther 'on
.. ' v . . Af ew I'mes 1ater SImi
M~I~:;;~N emphasis is given by the use of such other words
U SHWE:·.SOE as I'They are not to say 'my husband-my wife.'
SIX~~~N. Let them have the right to divorce and marry again. p
MAUNG BA, As regards the last phrase" let them have the right
J.
to divorce and marry again." I do not agree· with
the learned Chief Judge that it implies that either
party has still got to do something to sever .: the'.
marriage bond. In my opinion it simply means that
dissolution of marriage has resulted and that they
can take advantage of it.
The learned Chief Judge was also influenced by
the consideration that. the relationship should
corne to an end by mere desertion though one of
the couple might not wish it or might not wish. a
divorce. The L~1anugye is not withcH.1t a remedy for
such cases. It penalises the party who wishes to
separate, when there is no fault on either side.
(Section 3 of Book 12.) The Dhan'lmatlzats expect
the wife to remain faithful to her husband, but they
do not expect her to wait for hill1 for an unreason,:,
able period of time, even in cases where there is
separate living 110t amounting to desertion. In sectipn. 301 of the Kinwun Mingyi's Digest, .the 13
Dhammathats mentioned therein are unanimous that
t~le wife is free to marry again after three years'
absence of the husband at his parents'. house.
Kaingsa, one of those Dltanmwthals, .even saystb.at
the wife is at liberty to marry again at the end of
three years, although the husband, before he weI1t
back to his parents, had promised to come back and
had also "accommodated her with a house and pr(),:,
v:ided her with property, slaves, food, etc., for her
maintenance." From this it will be seen that even
lQ27
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where the husband left his wife not because he had
1927
no affection for her, still the wife acquired the right MA.N~U~,
•
•
MASAW AVE
to marry agam after three years, because m the .)' f!. ','
words of another Dha1'Jl111atlzat Vannadhamma1 "for ,~~~~~:.AN
those th1 ee years she has shown much pa,tience." t ~~~~ SOg
, The case dealt with in section 17 of the Manugye' SIXTEEN.
is much stronger. The party deserting has done'so MAUNGBA,
because he or she no longer loves the other and
J.
moreover the husband, \vhose duty it is to maintain
his wife, has refused or neglected to maintain her·
. That such is his duty is to be found in the Dharnrnathats mentioned in sections 208 and 210 of the
Digest.
So far I am dealing only wi th the 111fJl1ugye. I
may say that the llfal1ugye is not the only authority
on this point. Some of the Dlimnmathats mentioned
in section 312 of the Digest support it. So the
Dhammathats plainly show that desertion ipso facto
dissolves the marriage tie and no further expressed
act of volition is l~eceS::;(lry. This principle was
recognised as far back 85 11:574 by the special Court
in the case of Maung Ko v. ]It!a Me \ 1). Mr. S£lnford,
Judicial Commissioner, in the course of his judgmeI;1t at page 20, says "The law, when separation is
to be inferred from absence, is to be found in the
5th book of Dham17'lathat, paragraphs 14 to 17. Ii
will be seen that three years' absence with neglect
on the part of the husband to provide the wife with
the means of subsistence, is required to give the wife
the right of remarriage."
This principle was again recognised 18 years later
by a bench of the Calcutta High Coult in the
case of Maul1g So Min v. JJ1ah Htah (2). The learned
(1) Selected Jud~;!llents and RUJilli!S, (1872.1892) 19.
(2) II Upper Banlla Rlllil1gs, (1892-18<)6) 53.
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Judge after reproducing Richa.rdson's translation of
section 17 of Book V of the Manugye says :_
II It will be observed that in the case of a wife h~avin~the
house of her husband, and in the event of the husband not
supplying her with anything for one year the right to separate
and marry again is crealed in either of the parties."

Two years later in 1894 ill the Case of Maung Po
Maung v. L.R.R.L.F. Nagalinga1'1t Chet~y (1), Mr.
Burgess, Judicial Commissioner, who is one of the
recognised authorities on Buddhist Law, adopted
the same principle. At page 55, he says : "The rules of Buddhist law on the subject are to be found
ill section 17, Chapter Vof the Ma1zugye Dhammathat and in
section 291 of the Attathankepa,and these rules have been dis·
cussed more or less, iri the fonowing cases, 'Maung Ko v. Ma
Me (2), Mi Nu v. Maullg Sain.!f (3) andNga Nwe v. Mi SuMa
(4). But the precise point which might arise here hasl10t been
definitely dealt with, though it seems to be implied that the
union is naturally dissolved at the end of three years. The
Dha1lt1llothats give liberty to take another wife or husband at the
expiration ':0£ three years, and they make no provision for. any
communication with the former husband or wife, or for the
laking of any formal proceedings for declaring the di1:solution
of the marriage bonel. Appal'ently the severance of the connubial tie is deemed to be sufficiently manifested by open
separation for such [l length of time. The actual taking of
another wife 01' husband would, of course, make the state Of
affairs clearer and more public, hut it does not appeal' to,be
absolutely necessal'y that this, 01" anything else, should .he done'
to renclel' the separation a complete divorce."

This interpl elation of Mr. Burgess was accepted
by Sir George Shaw, who is another authority
on Buddhist Law. In the case of Mi [{in LaiN,
Ng~l Ba, So \5), the learned Judicial Commissioner
at page 12 made these remarks:.
" I think it may fairly be argued that divorce by mutual
consent is almost, if not, quite as much opposed to the rigid
(1) II U. B.R. (1892·-1896) 53.
(3) S.J.L.B. 28.
(4) S.JIL;B. 391.
(2) S.l.L.B. 19.
(5) 2 e.B.R. Buddhist Law, Divorce,p. 3 (1904·06).
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moral r~le. So is the rule which provides for the dissolution
1927
of the marriage bond, by three (or one) year~' (~escrtion by the ~A NYUN,
husband (or wife) without any communication or tender of ,MAo SAlV.AYE
maintenance. The texts are to be found in section 312 of the MAU:~ SAN
Kinwun Mingyi's Digest. This rule in my opinion, furnishes
'tHEIN,
U SHWE SOE
an important analogy, alld sets in a clear light the attitude of
'(\ND'
the Buddhist law-givers towards divorce 'without <:ldequate &IXTEEN.
cause. Desertion is highly reprehensible, but having regard to Mi\UN(l BA,
the weakness of human r;lature, they provide fer and allo\\' it
'J.
• subject to restraining conditions.' "

The same principle was accepted by Sir Herbert
Thirkell While and Fox, J., in the case of Ma
Thet v. Ma San On (1). The judgment of the bench
was delivered by Fox, J. The learned Judge relied
upon section 17 of Book V of the Manugye and held
that II a divorce maybe effected by the voluntary
departure of the wife from the husband for a period
of on e year. I,
From the above it will be seen that many distinguished Judges have one after another interpreted
section 17 vf Book V of the Mallugye to mean that
desertion alone automatically dissolves the marriage
tie. The first dissentient note was sounded by Mr.
Cvpleston, Judicial Commissioner, in 1895 in the case
of Ma Thin v. Maung Kyaw Ya (2). In that case
the wife left her husband and the husband did not
provide her with any maintenance for over a year.
The learned Judge observed :II According to the strict letter of Manugj'e, V, 17, it may be
argued that she can claim a divorce j but I am not inclined' to
so interpret the law First, it may be noted that the heading of
the section states that this is the law when neither party have
affe,cHon for each other, an d there is no reason to believe that th e
husband has ceased to feel affection for the plaintiff. However,
even if this be a straining of the meanillg of the heading, so I think
wouldit be a straining of the meaning of the section whichfoIIows
to say that desertion by the wife without fault or cause given by

(1) (1903), L.B.R. 85.

(2) 2 U B.R. (1892-96) 56.
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the husband, he not having given her a slick of firewood or a
leaf of vegetable during a year, shall entitle her to a divorce
against his wilL"

M~TAUNGSAN

. With all deference to the learned Judge the head- .
U SHWE SOE mg of that section does not imply that both the
SI:::EN. husband and wife mmt have ceased to feel affection
.. MA~ BA, . for each otber.
This view of Copleston, J.c., was
.J
accepted by two of the Judges, in the leading case
of Thein Pe v. U Pet (1).
The late U May Oung as well as U Tha Gywe'
who have published Treatises on· Buddhist Law, are
. in favour of the view taken by Fox, J., in that
leading case. U May Oung, in his Leading Cases
on Buddhist Law at page 86, says "Where a wife
leaves her husband, and remains away for over a
year, during which period the husband does not
communicate with or maintian her, he is entitled to
treat the marriage as cancelled. Similarly, where a
husband has lived apart from his wife for the three years
and during tbat period neglected to maintain her, the
circumstances may give the wife the; right to marry
anolher." But the learned author feels inclined to
think that it rests with the party left behind to take
advantage or not as he or she. pleases of the permission to treat the marriage as dissolved. VVith
due respect to the learned author I do not think
that this interpretation is permitted by section 17 of .
Book V of the Manugye which he himself quoted.
The sections plainly says that both parties are free
to marry again.
U Tha Gywe expresses his approval of the view
taken by Fox, J., in the leading case" in Volume I
of his Treatise on Buddhist Law at page 127. There
he remarked ;~
. HEIN,

"Perhaps, enough has been said and quoted to show that
there is ample :mtllurily, both judicial and textual, for holding·
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that the union is dissolved ipso facto at the expiration of the prescribed periods."
.

But later in his Conflict of Authority on Buddhist
Law, Volume I, at page 119 he appears to have veered
round to the other view. He made these remarks : II

SSt
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It will thus be seen that although the view of the law taken

by Fox, J., in his dissenting judgment seems to be in accord
witll. the Dhammathats it is repudiated by two of his learned colleagues who clifferfrom him regarding the interpretation to be
placed on the texts bearing on the subject. But the ratio decidendi
upon which the ruling of the majority of the Court proceeded rest&,
as has been seen, mainly on the fundamental principfes bf the marriage c0ntract and the coneluct of the contracting parties, and One
ventures to think that it lays dO\\'n' a sound principie of law~ The
question, however, is one which is far {rom being free fro~ doubt
and difficulty. But notwithstanding these difficulties the liberal
interpretations which the learned Chief Judge and Mr. Justice Ir;'vin
have put upon the Dham1l1athats a;'e so consistent with the general
principles upon which the matrimonial law in civilised countries
should proceed that one has ventured t.) adopt their views, though
not without hesitation"

His doubt I may say appears to me quite justified.
This doubt was shared by Sir Sydney Hobinson and
Mr. Justice Maung Kin in Civil Miscellaneous Appeal
No.8 of 1921, Mau11g Shwe Sa v. Ma Mo and one..
The learned Judges expressed their opinion in these
words :" We have been refel'redl0 the well· known case of Thein Pe
v. (, Pet (1), which lays down that mere desertion without any
further or expressed act of volition \vould not be sufficient to
dissolve the marriage tie. We do not think in this case that it
is necessary for us to proceed on the grounds set down by' the
majority in that case, as we are strongly inciined to the view that
the position taken by Sir Charles Fox in Ids judgment was. a
correct exposition of the law."

For the reasOns given above I am of opinion
that the principle adopted by Mr, Sanford, Judicial
Commissioner, in 1874 is the correct one and is
also in accordance with section 17 of Book V of
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the ,Manugye and other Dhamuzathats already
mentioned.
v.
My answer to the question referred is therefore
~;::;;~N that the marriage is automatically dissolved on
U'S'IfWESOE the expiration of the three years from the date of
AND'
SIl('l'EEN.
desertion and no further expressed act of volition
MA1JNG'BA. is necessary. /
1927

)

M'A NYUNi
M'A SAtNAYE

J.

RUTLEDGE,

CARR,

C.].-I concur.

J.-'1 concur.

MYA Bu,

J~-I

concur.

BROWN, J.-I agree in the answer proposed to the
reference by my learned brother Maung Ba, and in
his interpretation of section 17 of Book V of the,
Manugye. Reference was made in the course of the
argument before us to the case of U Tun Aung Gyaw
v. Ma Saw Kin and two (Civil First Appeal No; 192'
of 1923). I was a member of the Bench which decided
that case, and we held that no divorce had taken
place though there was evidence that the parties to
the marriage had lived apart for more than three years~
But the reason which led me to that conclusion was
that in my opinion no desertion had been proved, my'
view being that mere living apart for the prescribed
period would not necessarily prove desertion by either
party. vVhat amounts to desertion is not a question
which arises on the present reference.
! I agree that when there has been a desertion for
the prescribed period, no further act of volition is
necessary to affect a dissolution of marriage.
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SHWEWA

June 13.

'l!"

O. 'I. METRA AND

ONE. *

'

Ct;iminfJ~ Proced~re Code (~ct 'V,oJ)89~)!s. 520-Iijgh Court,whether compe~
., tent to order restitution of property re'turnetl 'tinder section 517-Property
:' ? -t~ the POSsessu)n of tilird part y-,Procedure. to be adoPted bejore ordering
"':Ii'~turn tinder sectioll 517. ,
'

Held, that where theqitestiori of ~ight to PQssession is not one bd\veen the
complainant and the a,ccasec;l but between the complainant and a third person"
an order for the restoration oi'the property to the complainant should not be
made without first giving 1:he third party' an6pportunity of being heard.
Held; further, thattI:1e aighCourt 011 :appealcan order. restitution of,property" restored to Qne party ,unpeI:~ection 517 of the Criminal Procedure Code,
KyinTan v. E Cho.4 L.E.R. 14-dissentedfrom.
Ma Thein Nu v. Ma The Htl!t, 12 E,I..:T.-jolloW£d.
,

'

,

Turl. Aung-for Appellant.
Gregory-for Resp'ondents~
.~;

i

.

~

.:

'CA~lZ'

J.-:-The .fa~ts p{ these two cases are very
~imilar J,nd qilite .'straightforw'ard. , In each case the,
respondent entrus,tid ,certain art~.cles of jeweller'y with
one Ma\1ng Shwe Yi1hWho corn,rD:ittedcriminq.l breach
6f trust.', in respect of them' an9P<twned the' artiCles
now' in, d~spute at the pa~'nshop of theappeIlflnt.
These ~rtic1es were seizedby'thepolice and produced
before the Court on the trials of Shwe Yi,n under,
section 406, Indian ,P~nal Coq~. Shwe Yi~, ,vascon-'
victed in both cases 'on the ,2ind' March 1927, and
at' the. 'ti~e of pas'~ing j~dgm~'ritthe Mtigisti;a·te dir'e~ted
that ,the articles in'questipn 'sh9uldbe returIled to the
comp}ainant in the.c~$e, i.'e~i,totb.e present respop,4ent.
•

Crimina~

Appeals Nos. 594 and :595,of 192i.
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As required by section 517 (3) of the Criminal Procedure Code these orders were not carried out until one
month had elapsed. The articles were delivered to
the respondents on the 25th and 26th April.
After this. on the 29th April, the appellant applied
for the return of the articles to him. His applications
were rejected on the ground that the articles had been
returned to the complainants. and he now appeals.
I am by no means sure that under the terms of section
520 of the Code an appeal lies; but the matter is one
which can properly be dealt with in revision, so I will
not discuss this question further.
Probably the Magistra.te's laSt order in the c~se
was corred, since· he himself was fundus vfficio aDd
had no further iurisdictio~J. But his first order seems
to me clearly wrong. In the first place, in such a
case as the present, in which th.e question of the
right to possession is not one between the complainant
and the accused but one between the complainant
and a third person, an order for the restoration of the
property to one party should. not be made without
first giving the opposite party an opportunity of being
heard. The present appellant was not a party to the
criminal proceedings but was merely a witness in
them. He could hardly be required to keep in such
close touch with the proceedings as to be aware at
onc"e of their conclusion, but unless he does so he is,
in the absence of notice, liable to suffer through
his i\f1terests not being brought to the notice of
the Court.
Secondly the Magistrate"s order was wrong on the
merits. The cir<;unistances were such that under
section 178 of the" Contract "Act the pledges to the
~ppel1arit were valid, if in accepting them he acted
in good faith. It has not been suggested in this Couft
th<lt he did not act in good faith, nor does there Seem
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to be anything in the trial record to suggest absence
1927
of good faith. So far as the record goes therefore, the SHWE \VA
pledges were valid as against the owners of the c. I. MEHTA
property and the appellant was entitled to retain AND ONE.
possession of the property until the amounts due on CARR, J.
pledges were repaid.. The Magistrate should therefore
have returned the properties to the appellants and not
.to the complainants..
'
This is a well-established principle. See the cases
of S. Aviet v. K.E. and D. Manuel (1), R.M~P.A.
Anamale Clutty 'v. Mrs. Basch (2), and K.E. v·
. Po Chit. (3).
The properties have, however, been. actually
returned to the complainant-respondents ,lOd for them
it is argued by Mr. Gregory that this Court has now
no power to deal with the matter and has no power to
order restitution. For the first part of this contention
he relies in the words in section 520 of the Code(, Any Court of 'appeal . . . • may direct any
order. under section 517 . . . . to be stayed
pending consideration by the former Court." His
.argument is that when the. order has been carried
out it dearly carmot be suspended and the Court of
appeal has no jurisdiction at all. I am. unable to
accept this contention or to hold that the suspension
of the order is a necessary preliminary to the exercise
by the Court of appeal of the powers conferred by
the last words of the section, viz., "and may modify,
.alter or annul such order and make any further
orders that may be just."
.
For the contention that the Court has no power
to order restitution Mr. Gregory relies on the case of
Kyin Tan v. ECho (4), in which it· was held by
(1) 4 L.B.R. 25.
(2) 11 L.~.R. 217.

(3) f1923}1 Ran; 199.. i .
(4)4 L.B.R. 14.
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Hartnoll, ]" that the Bigh Court had no stich power.,.
That decisiqn was' re"it;lwed by the. present Chief·
Justice of this Coiut in M:l Thein N u v. MaThe H nit
(1), in which the learned; Judge held, following the,
cases of Kirpal, Singh v.' Labhu (2) andSheona nd(1f1;
Singh v.Bholanath (3), that the High Court has power:
to order restitution.,: ,This decision was in fact obilo't
but the reasoning contained in the ju4g~ent an.d im
the cases relie'a upon commends itself to me as correct.
In my opinio~ the' .(iecision in Kyin Tan's case·w~s.
wrorig.. The learned)~dge seems'to have over1ook~d,
the last words" of section 520-"may .
: '"
make any further orders that may'l;>e jm,t!' It is
clearly' just that when.' a Subordinate Court has made
over property to a personw110 is nof entitled to its
possessiori ~he High,Coprt should remedy the eno'I:
by restoring, the property' to' th~ p~rson properlY:
entitled; to its p.0ss~ssiori: ,No' doubt the~'isputli
between the' parties cannCt be finally settled 'by',tl1e
Crimina:! Courts, but' mt-1st, unless the parties Cbme
to a private agreement, be decided bya Civil' q~urt.
But even so it is unjust. to' the" appellant thalhe:
should be deprived of the posses'sien to ,·.which he is
entitled and should,'be placed in such a position that
he must .himself institute the" civil proceedings or
else suffer the loss Of his money.
Section 561A of the Code. supports~he view that
this Court has the po\.ver to order restHution and I
have no hesitation in 'holding that it hassuch -po.wer~'
The case is somewhat complicated' by the fact r
stated by Mr. Gregory! that the complainant in. one
case has 'already returned to the actual o\yner some
diamonds which were returned 'to him' under the
Magistrate's order.' These diambnds were, he Says,
(1) Cr. Rev. No. 235B of 1919.
..
'. ,.(3) 18 c.w.N.1l47.

(2) 30 P.R: (1&95).
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made over to the complainant, who is a jeweller, to
be set as buttons. Complainant passed them on to SHWEWA
tI.
Shwe Yin to do the work. On return of the diamonds C.!. MEHTA
to him by the Court he has made them over to the AND ONE.
actual owner. The owner is not before the Court and C"'RI~, J.
I do not think that any order binding on him can or
should be passed. But it is necessary to place the
appellant as nearly as possible in the position in which
he was before he was deprived of the property by its
seizure by the police and the subsequent erroneous
order of the Magistrate. To attain that end I pass
the following order.
I direct that each of the respondents do return to
the appellant, through the trying Magistrate, such of
the articles returned to him by that Magistrate as are .
still in his (respondent's) possession. I further direct
that in respect of such articles as are not now in his
possession each respondent do similarly pay to the
appellant such sum of money as may be due on the
pledges of such articles.
The order of the Magistrate directing return
of the artic1e:ii to the complainant-respondents is
set aside.

G.U.B.C.P.O.-No. 70, M. of Information, 29-12-57-600.-IX-
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ADMISSION of A DEED WH&THER SUFFICIF.NT 1'0 VALIDATE TRANSACTION KOT DULY ATTESTED
ADVERSE POSSESSION WHAT IS NOT
AGREED RATE OF HIGH INTEREST WHEN ALLOWED
APATITHA CLAIM BARRED BY PREVIOCS cLAIM OF KITTMA STATUS
'ATTACHING CREDITOR WHETHER COULD SUE ON HIS OWN BEHALF
ONLY
~

561
576
619
565
588

BUDDHIST ECCLESIASTICAL LAW- Phongyi whetlter competent t.o wgage

in sale or purchase of praperty-Such transactioll immoral within
the meaning of s. 23, Contract Act (IX of1872). Where a Buddhist
monk claimc:d to have purchased a house and sued for possession
thereof, held that the personal law of the monk, as defined by the
Vinayas, prohibited sale and purchase of property by Buddnist
monks and that therefore the purchase alleged by him was
unlawful within the purview of section 23, Contract Act, and his
suit must be dismissed. Ma Pwe v. Maung Myat Tha, 2 U .B.R.
(1l!97~OI),54 ;Po 1'hinv. U Thi Bla, 1 U.B.R (I9iO-13) 183 jShwe

Ton v. Tun Lin, Q L. B.R. 220 F.B.-referred to. U Tilawka v.
Nga Sh'll'e Kan, 2 U .B.R. (1914-16) 61-"-followed.
U TEZA

V.

MA E GYWB: AND OTHERS ...

CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE, SECTION 11, EXPLANATION IV: See RES
JUDICATA

626
565

CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE (ACT V OF 1908!. s.47, O. 21, RR. 90. 92-

No suit lies against order made under O. 21. R. 92 of the Code'No suit (if any, lies agaimt auctiOI/-purchaser without addillg
decree· holder to set aside sale on ground ojfraud. Appellant who
was one of the judgment-debtors unsuceessf,llly applied to have
the sale Of a piece of paddy land set aside on the grouod of fraud.
She then filed a suit against the auction-purchaser alone to have
the sale set aside. Held, that even if the provisions of section 47
of the Code did not apply as between an auction.purchas.:r and a
judgment·debbr (which was doubtful) the suit could not be set
aside against the auction-purl-haser alone without being alsv set
aside against the decree-holder. Held. also. that the judgn:entdebtorhavjn~ failed in her application under the provisions Of
Order 21, Rule gO of the Code, no su;t could be maintained by her
under the provisions uf Rule 92, clause 3. P. K. Sanyal v. K.D.
Sanyal, 19 Cal. (P.C.) 683-referred to.
MA SAW

fJ.

MAUNG KYAW GAUNG

606

iii

INDEX

PAGE
CONTRACT ACT(IX OF1892),s. 74-Reduction ofinterest ilPaidmontltly
in advance not a penalty. A debtor promised to pay his creditor
the principal sum "with interest thereon at one per cent. per
memem, or if paid monthly in advance at 1l! annas for each
Rs. 100 per rcensem ... Helct, that such an arrangement is valid
and not pellal. /rIoti Lal Das N. The "Eastern Mortgage and
Agency Co., Ltd., 26 C.W.N. 271 P.C.-followed.
ADMINISTRATOR' GENERAL OF BURMA t'. M. E. MOOLLA

573'

CREDITORS. INTENTION TO DEFEAT ALL, WHEN TO

588

BE

INFERRED

CREDITOR, ATTACHING WHETHER CAN DUE TO SET ASIDE Io"RAUDULENT
TRANSFER ON HIS OWN BEHALF ONLY
EQUITABLE "IORTGAGE W:IETHER IMPORTING A"PERSONAL COVENANT TO
REPAY
GIFT AND PARTITION DISTINGUISHED

-

KITTIMA. CLAIM TO STATUS OF, BARS A FRESH SUIT CLAIMING APATITHA
STATU
LIMITATION ACT (IX OF 1908), s.14-5a1lle cause of action-Good/aillt

588
558

576565-

-SlIit on loan cannot be converted into one on a promissory·note
On the last:day of limitation a suit was filed against the respond
ent on an alleged loan at Thonze. The transaction, to the lmowledge of the agent who verified the plaint, took place at Rangoon
and was in fact a conditional guarantee by the respondent lor the
debt of another person. Respondent had signed a promissory·not~
in favour of the plaintiff's firm, but which was not sued upon.
The plaint was returned to be filed in I<angoon. Plaintiff now
purported to sue on the promissory-note and claimed exemption
from the hw of limitation. Held, that the present claim of the
plaintiff was totally a distinct cause of action from the former and
could not be allowed, and as it was already barred he could not
claim exemption under the provisions of section 14 of the Limita.
tion Act, as it was not the Same cause (>f action, and as the suit at
Thonze was based on statements of facts and of jurisdiction which
were false to the knowledge of the person filing it. Ma 5hwe
MYa v. Mo Hltaung, 4 U.B.R. 30 P,C.- followed.
KADESAN CHETTIAR v. SHANKARAN CHETTrAR ..,
LIMITATIONAcT fIX OF 1908), SCHED I,ARTS.123,144-Co·heir'ssuit

600-

for a share in the corpus ofan inheritance governtd by Article123
-5ltit for distriblttionof estate where one peron holds prop"'ly/or
bet/eftt of all the heirs by consent, governned by Article 142 cr 144
Held. that the appropriate article for suits, instituted by co·heirs
for 2 share in the corpus of an inheritance is Article 123 of the
Limitation Act. But where a person holds the property with the
consent, express or implied, of all the heirs on behalf of them all
then <'I suit for distribdion oEsuch an estate is governed by Article
142 or 144 of the Limitation Act. The descendants of a persoll by
his former wife had a right to claim partition f)f his estate as his
heirs against his second wife and her children on that I-erson's
death. They did not do so and allowed the estate to remain in
the hands of the second wife for more than thirteen years and
she as the evidence showed, did not recognise the rights of the
descendants and did not hold the estate joiutly for herself and the
descendants. Held. that Article 123 of the Limitation Act
applied and their claim was barred by Iirriitation. Maullg Po
Kitl v. Maung 5hwe Bya, 1 Ran. 405; Ma Tok and nine v. Ma Yin
and seven, 3Ran. 77; Tun Tha v. Ma Thit. 9 L,B.R. 56-

referred to.
MAUNG SSWE AN AND ONE v. MAUNG TOK PYU AND ONE...

58?
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CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE (ACT V OF 1908). O. 21. RR. 16, 53-:-Rights oj

a trallsferee 0/ a decree-Code regulates procedure, does flat affect
.ubstantive rights-Dec,'ee realised by a Judgment creditor of
decree-holder by execution before -tra1ls/erre takes act ion, effect 01Trunsferee'sright against judgmmt-creditor. The Civil Procedure
Code regulates procedure, lays down the method by which substantive rights can be enforced, but does not ordinarily affect or
confer sllchrights. A decree can bv transferred by assignment in
writing and the completion sf such transfer, just as transier of any
other kind of property, does not depend upon any recognition by
the Court. Order 21, Rule 53 of the Code allows a judgmentcreditor of a decree-holder to attach and realise the latter's decree,
but it does not follow that he would be necessarily entitled personally to the beneficial interest of his execution if in fact at the time
of his execution the attached ·decree had ceased to be the property
of his judgment-debtor who had, prior to the attachment, validly
transferred and assigned the decree to another person. The
transferee could either apply in time for removal of attachment on
the decree or else, if the decree is realised, file a suit against the
judgment-creditor to recover the money. Sadagopa Chariar v.
Ragll'UlIatha Chariar and others, 33 Mad.62-Jollowed ; Put h'i4mdi.
Mammed v. Av.alil Moidin, 20 Mad. 157-dissented from. CoopeNlive Town BankofPadigon v. S.V.K. V. Rarman Chcttyar and
one, 4 RAN, 426-set aside.
.
CO-OPF:RATIVE TOWN BANK OF PADiGON v. S.V.K.V. RAMAN

CHETTYAR AND oNE
CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE (ACT V OF 1908), s.39, O. 21, RR. 5,6-TransfC7'

595

ofdecreefor execution-Same 114dge presiding oter the two Courts in
one Place, effect of. Held, that where the same Judge presides over
two Courts in the same place and has only one common clerical
establishme.nt, it is not material irregularity if the Judge without
transferring a decree for execution from one such Court to the
other in accordance with the provisions of 0;'r1l0r 21, Rule 6 of the
Civil Procedure Code, attaches property in execution of the decree
of the former Court situate within the jurisdiction of the latter
Court. Prem Chand Dey v. Mokltoda Debi, 17 Cal. 699-distinguished.
Ko SIT KAUNG AND ONE V. PERIAKARUPPAN
CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE (ACT V 010' 1908), O. 47-Gl'ounds for review

611-

-When a,~ error of law call bt reviewed. Where a Court wrongly
applied in a case the principle of res jUdicata and then entertained a review iu respect thereof. Held, that the word "error"
in Order 47, Rule 1 of the Civil Procedure Code, is not confined to
an error of fact but also to an error on a point of law apparent on
the face of the record, and therefore the lower ('ourt was justified
in reviewing its previous order. Chha]ju Ram v. Neki, 3 Lah.
137 P.C. ; Jatra Mohan Nedhu v. Aukil Chandra, 24 Cal. 344;
SharuP Chand v. Pat Dassee 14 Cal. 627 -referred to.
.

MA HTA YI V. MAPWA H N I T 6 1 0 '
CoMPANIES ACT (VII OF 1913),s.109-Non-reglZstrationo,f 11/ortgage by

Company, effect of-Security void against liquidator or creditor,
but 110t ag Gins! t he Company. A mortgage created by a Company
registered under the Companies Act on its landed property if not
registered with the Registrar as required by law is void only as
agains t the liquidator and any creditor of the C~mpany,~ut ~a~not
be repudiated on that ground by the C~mpany Itse~f while It IS a
going concern. The section makes VOId th~ sec,untv and not the
debt, and tbat too only against the liquidator and the creditor, not
the Company-grantor. In re ldonolithic Building Co., Tacon v.
The Company, [1915] 1 Ch. Div. 643-followed.
AUNGBANZAYA Co. LTD.

v.

C.R.M.A. CHETTYAR FIRM
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RES

JUDICATA-Civil Procedure Code (Act Vof 190Rl, s.11, Expltlllatioll
IV-Previous claim as kittima whether operati-ve as bar to further
claim as apatitha. Where a previous claim as a kittima child has
been adjudicated upon, a subsequent claim as an apatitlla is
barred under the provision~ of section 11, Explanation IV of the
Civil Procedure Co.de. Fateh Singh and others y. fagannath
Baksh Singh and another, 52 I.A. 100, Guddappa v. Tirkappa, 75
Bom. 189 ; Kameswar Pershad v. R"jkumari Ruttan [(oer and
others, 20 Cal. 79; Ma Mya Me v. Malmg Ba Dun, 2 L.B.R.224 ;
Masilamauia Pillai v. TJtirulIcngada Pillai and vt Tzers, 31 Mad.
385-refel'red to. Maung 1'!la So v. Lu Pc, C.M A. 100 Of 1926,
C. C. L.B.-dlstinguished.
MAUNG BA THEIN

v.

MA THA MYINT AND TWO

565

FOR-Court's
power to fix date fIJI' performance and its discretion to extend
time-Order grantinl! extension not appealable. Held, that if no
date has been fixed in a decree for specific preformance of a
contract of sal~, such a date may be fixed by the Court which made
the decree after the decree has been passed, and that, whether
the date is fixed in the decree or in a subseqm,nt order, the Court
which made the decree has a discretion to extend the time. Such
an order is not appealable. A bdul Shaker v. Abdul Rahiman,
46 Mad. 148 ; Rl1mbllatlu v. Anuniabhatlu, 90 I.C. 605; Thirukona
v. Nak~nda, 49 Mad. 691-referred to.

SPECIFIC PERFOUMANCE OF CO);TRACT FOR S\LE, DECREE

Ko BA CHIT AND THREE

V.

Ko THAN DAII\G AND ONE

615

1882), s. 53-,.Iutention to defeat
all creditors, When to be inferred-Attaching credi/orwhet her C,11I
sue on his Oum behalf only. Defendant's sister transferred aU
her landed property to defendant. with whom ~be was living. The
alleged consideration was only about half the value of the
properly. The alleged object Of the sale was to payoff the sale
proceeds to some creditor who had made no demands, and for
whClse debt the defendant's sister was said to be only liable jointly
with her two sisters. The sale was effected during the pendency
of a monetary suit by the appellants against defendant's si~ter and
her husband who was living separately from his wife. She got
the suiI postponed on the grounrl of illness, but really to gain time
to effect the transfer of land, and then allowed the suit to go
ex-pal'te. An ante-dated agreement between the sisters was also
effected to make the sale appear genuine. Appellants attached
tHe property if' execution of tho:ir decree, but the re~pondent
caus~d the attachment to be removed on the strength of the sale
deed. Aprel1ants filed a declaralory suit against her undcr the
provisions <}f Order 21. Rule 63 of the Civil Procedure Code.
Held, that under the cir;;umstances of the case, the debtor's
intention must be taken to defeat and delay not only the appp.l1ants,
but all other creditors as well, and that the respondent being not
a bona fide purchaser, the sale must be set aside. Held, also, that
a creditor whose attachment has been raised and who avails
himself of the right given by Order 21, Rule 63 of the Code can
sue on his own behalf alone for having the alienation declared
void. without mention of any other creditors or their debts. K. P.
Pokker v. B. P. KUl1!1amad,42 Mad.143-followed.

TRANSFER of PROPERTY ACT (IV OF

RR.O.O. CHETTYAR
USVRIOl;S LOANS ACT

FIRM V. MA SEIX

YIN

588
619
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(IX OF 1908), Sell ED. I, AIlT. 144-Time runs only
011 possession becomingadverse-Fatller's possession not necessarily
adverse to his children-Gift d:stinguishedfrom partition-Mesne
profits wilen recoverable. A father on his remarriage made over
by registered deed the land in suit to his four children by his
deceased wife towards their mother's share of inheritance in full
satisfaction. He continued to be in possession but the property
was managed for the joint benefit of the co-owners. Held, that
such possession was not adverse to the claim of the heir of one of
his children tor partition, made after twelve yeaTS from the date
Of the deed. ,\1.esne profits are claimable only when the
posse-sion of the defendant is wrongful. Held, also, that a dis·
position of property by way of gift by a Buddish intended to take
effect after his death. is void, but a partition Of property by a
father with his children on his remarriage is not such a gift. Ma
Thein Myaing v. Maung Gyi,l Ran. 3S1-distinguislled.
MAUNG AUNGToN v. MAUNG SAN Ny UN AND OTHERS

LIMITATION ACT

576

ATTESTED-Admission of Ihe deed whether
sufficiel%t-,-Evidence Act (1 of 187l). s. 70-Admission cannot
validate mortg,.,ge deed insufficiently attested-Transfer of
Property Act (lVof 1882), s. 59. Held, th~t section 70 of the Indian
Evidence Act applies only to a document which is duly attested
and that a mortgage deed not duly attested is invalid, in spite of
the admission 01 the deed by the mortgagor. dung RIIi v. Ma
Aung Krwa Pru aI/done, I]Ran. 557-dis!ingllished. Nira Bibiv.
He,ri Lall. 5 Pat. 58 P.C.-followed.

MOTRGAGE DEED NOT DULY

MAUNG Po GYI AND ONE V. MAUNG MIN DIN

561

.MORTGAGE-Personal cOvetlant to pay not alwa.vs implied-Equitable
mortgage by deposit of title deeds-Personal cove/lant~ wilen
excluded-Personal decree when granted. Held, that a personal
covenant cannot be implied in an anomalous Il:ortgage, where no
personal obligation to repay is provided for. Held, further,
that whilst in an ordinary ease of an equili\ule 11J:.lrlgagt: th~re
wOlild he a personal convenant to repay, where the ransaction
was contemporaneous with a registered mortgage which
determines the terms of the contract between the parlies, the
personal liability is not always presumed but wOlild follow the
registered mortgage. Held, also, that unless a personal·
covenant to repay appears in the mort~age (transaction, a
personal decree may not be grant~d. Pen \'. Gregory, S2 Cal.
860-referred to.
GUPTA

v.

ADMINISTRATOR-GENERAL of'BuRMA

.558

PERSONAL COVENANT :-lOT IMPLIED IN AN ANOMALOUS MORTGAGE

558

p'HONGYI wHETHER COMPETENT TO ENGAGE IN SALE OR PURCHASE
OFPROPERTY
.

(26

1920), s. 56. SUB-SEC. (2) Ib)_
Remuneration of receiver on sale of mortpaged property-Value
Of equity of redemption. only to be taken. Where an insolvent's
properly subjec. to a mortgage is sold free from the mortgage
and the receiver realises the pl1rchase money" the whole of it is
not assets available for distribution but only such part as remains
in his hands after paying off the mortgage and it is only on such
part that the receiver is entitled toreinuneration~ II/ re Official
Assignee's COJII,ilissfon. 36 Cal. 990; S. Narayan v. Atmaram
Govind, 7 Born. 455; S. Narayan v. K. T1itlloji, 12 Born. 272referred to.
'

PROVINCIAL' INSOLVENCY ACT (V of

R.\I.M.

CHETTYAR FIRM 'lJ.

U
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623
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of 1855), s. 2~Usurious Loans
Act (X of 1918)-Agl'eed rate of interest ~I!lten must be allo~!!ed
fl (11' s1l. and u1/conscionable bargllin-1'l'anSflcf ion becoming lim'sh
by debtor's foolishness, effcct of. Under the plovisions Of the
Usury La \\"S Repeal Act. ill any suit in which iilterest is recoverable
the Court is bound to give interest at the rate agreed upon
between the parties. In order that the Usurious Loans Act
may apply, the terms must be shown to be so harsh and
unconscionable as to indicate undue influence. A Mohamedan
woman and her son aged 45 gave a bond for l~s. 827 repayable
within a year with interest at 25 per cent. per annt m, and as
security mOl tgaged their properly worth much more than the debt.
If the debt was not paid within the year, interest was to be
compounded yearly. By non-payment and by not selling a part
of their property to pay olf the debt, the debtors allowed the debt
to grow into upwards of Hs. 6,000. Held, that the creditor was
entitled to recover his full amount as the transaction was not in
itself harsh or unconscionable, and its operation became harsh
sillJply through the foolishness and delay of the debtors.

USURY LAWS HE PEAL ACT (XXVIII

NABIN CHANDRA DEB 'Ii. MI ROBEYA AND ONE

619
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made over to the complainant, who is a jeweller, to
192i
be set as buttons. Complainant passed them on to SBWE WA
Shwe Yin to do the work. On return of the diamonds c. I. vMEHTA
to him by·",the. Court he has made them over to the AND ONE.
actual owner. The owner is not before the Court and CARR, J.
I do not think that any order binding on him can or
should be passed. But it is necessary to place the
appellant as nearly as possible in the position in which
he was before he was deprived of the property by its
seizure by the police and the subsequent erroneous
order of the Magistrate. To attain that end I pass
the following order.
I direct that each of the respondents do return to
the appellant, through the trying Magistrate, such of
the articles returned to him by that Magistrate as are
still in his (respondent's) possession. I further direct
that in respect of such articles as are not now in his
possession each respondent do similarly pay to the
appellant such sum of money as may be due on the
pledges of such articles.
The order of the Magistrate directing return
of the articles to the complainant-respondents is
;·set aside.

4S

558

INDIAN'LAW REPORTS.

( VOL. V

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Sir Guy Rutledge Kt., K.C., chief Justice, and Mr. Just ice Brown.
1927

Feb. 28.

GUPTA
'[7.

ADMINISTRATOR·GENERAL OF BURMA,*
Mortgage-Personal Cl'venant to pay 110t always implied-Equitable mortgage
by deposit of title deeds-Perso,~al'co'IJcnants when excluded-Personal
decree 1CJhen grant edt
Held, that a personal covenant cannot be implied in an anomalous mort.,
gage, where no personal obligation to repay is provided for.
Held further, that whilst in an ordinary case of an equitable mortgage
there would be a personal covenant to repay, where the transaction was
contemporaneous with a registered ll10rt~age which determines the terms of
the c"lntract between the parties, the personal liability is not always presumed
but would folioN the registered mortgage.
Held also, that unless a personal covenant to repay appears in the mortgage
transaclion, a perianal decree may not be granted.
Pell v. Gregory, 52 Cal. 860-referred to.

Halkar-for Appellant.
Dadachanji-for Respondent.
RUTLEDGE, C.J., AND BROWN J.-This is an appeal
from an order of this Court on the Original Side
refusing to grant a personal decree to the appe 11ant on
a mortgage which her late husband had obtained from
one Maricar, Rangoon. The mortgage is registered
and dated the 24th March 1921. There is a covenant
by the motgagor to pay interest at R8. 1-8 per cent. per
mensem, but nowhere in the mortgage deed is there
any covenant to repay the principal. On the same day,
but subsequent to the execution of the mortgage deed,
the mortgagor deposited certain title deeds not mentioned in the mortgage deed as further security, thus'

, * Civil Miscellaneous Appeal No. 176 Of 1926.

VOL. V]

. RANGOON SERIES.

<:reating an equitable mortgage in respect of the ~~id
sum.
It has been urged on behalf of the appellant that the
learned trial Judge was wrong in considering that. the
mortgage deed created a mortgage by way of conditional
'Sale, that the Court should have held that there was a
clear implied covenant to pay, and, further, t hat if an
express covenant to pay was necessary in order to
obtain a personal decree, au equitable mortgage in
respect of the same transaclion is in fact a simple
simple mortgages there is an
mortgage and in
express covenant to pay. Further, he relies upon the
preliminary decree which gave the mortgagee power
after the property mortgaged had been sold to apply for
. such decree.
With regard to the latter point, we do not think
that it helps the appellant in any way. There is
nothing to prevent the mortgagee applying for a
money decree, but, in the words of Mr. Justice Mukerji
in the case of Pell v. Gregory (1): ,e When such application is made, the question whether such a decree
should or should not be passed has to be decided. It
is not as if the latter decree has to be passed as a
matter· of course. It has to be found that the net
proceeds of the sale held under the decree under
Rule 5 are insufficient and that the balance is legally
rf.coverable and this may give rise to such question
as whether the mortgagor is under a personal Jiability
or whether the mortgagee is not precluded by the
terms of the mortgage from realising his dues
otherwise than out of the property sold, or whether the
right to enforce such liability has been extinguished
by the statute of limitation at the time the suit was
instituted. "

all

(1) (1925) 52 Cal. at p. 860.
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It seems clear to us on an examination of the
mortgage deed that it is not a simple mortgage nor an
English mortgage, because in both instances according
to section 58 of the Transfer of Property Act, the mol'•
•
gagor bmds hImself personally to pay the· mortgage
money. We are not prepared to say that it satisfies the
definition of a mortgage by conditional sale and it is
clearly not a usufructuary mortgage. That being the
case, we can only style it an anomalous mortgage.
In the several cases cited on behalf of the appellant~
the one that goes furthest to help him seems to be
I.L.R. 30 Allahabad, p. 388, but in this case the mortgage is not set out in the report, but the judgment
states that "the appellant executed a deed of simple
mortgage in favour of the respondent. The money was
payable on demand." If the money was payable on
demand there seems clearly an admission of liability
to pay it. This fact would clearly distinguish that
decision from the facts of the present case. As the
present Chief Justice of Bengal observes at page 843
of Pell v. Gregory (1): "In India a mortgage does
not necessarily import a personal obHgation to repay.
Prima facie, this obligation is present in simple morgages and of cot1.l'se in English mortgages. Prima
jacie, it is not present in mortgages of conditional sale
and in usufructt1.ary mortgages, In each case, the
question is one of construction of the mortgage instru·
ment and the personal liability to repay may become
barred before the right of recourse to the mortgage.
property is barred."
On our con~truetion of the mortgage deed before'
us, we are of opinion that a personal decree cannot
be obtained in respect of the balance due. But it
has been urged for the appdlant that we must presume
a personal covenant to repay in the equitable mortgage
by" deposit of title deeds. In an ordinary case of an
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equitable mortgage, there is usually some contemporaneous acknowledgment such a promissory note,
. which would clearly amount to a promise to repay,
butin altransaetion like the present, which was almost
'Contemporaneous with the executioll ot the registered
mortgage, we can only look to the terms of the
registered mortgage to ascertain the contract between
the parties. There is absolutely no evidence on the
record to show that there was any separate agreement
in respect of the deposit of tiUe deeds.
In these circumstances we are unable to imply
such a covenant to repay as would enable us to grant
a ~personal decree. In these circumstances, we think,
that the judgment appealed from is correct and the
appeal must be dismissed with costs.
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Before Mr. Justice earr and Mr. Justiee Mya Bu.

MAUNG PO GYI

AND ONE

v.
MAUNG MIN DIN. *
Mortgage deed 1/ot duly atte.ted-Admission of the deed whether sufficient,Evidence Act (1 of 187:'), s. 70-Admission cannot validate mortgage deed
ill sufficiently attested-Transfer of Property Act (IV of 1882), s. 59.
Held, that section 70 of the Indian Evidence Act applies only to a document
which is duly attested and that a mortgage deed not duly attested is invalid, in
spite of the admission Of the deed by the mortgagor..
.Atmg Rhi v. Ma Auitg Krwa Pru and one, 1 Ran. 557-distinguished.
JUra Bibi v. Harz Lall, 5 Pat. 58 P.C.-followed.

Ba Han-for Appellants.
Tun Aung-for Respondent.
CARR AND MYA Bu, JJ.-On the 19th September,
1924, the respondent filed this suit on a mortgage
• Letters Patent Appeal No. 109 of 1926.
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deed' executedQn the. 10th March, 1919, by the
MAUNG
defendallt'appella~ts; The defendants admitted exePo GYI
AND ONE
cution of the deed and raised certain contentions with
M:~NG
which we are not now concerned. But in paragraph
MIN
DIN.
2 (c) of their wriHeR statement they also said: "The
............
C,fRR',:AND
deed produced by the plaintifi not having been executed
MYA Bu, If 'according to law should not be admitted in evidence.'~
The mortgage deed itself was attested by only
one witness and so did' not comply with the provisions of section 5'9 of the Transfer of Property Act,
which has been in force in Upper Burma since the
year 1914.
Certain issues of fact were framed and tried and on
these the TownshipJudge found in favour of the plain- .
tiff. Then, it appears, during the final argument, the
pleader for the defendant contended that the deed was
invalid as a mortgage for want of due attestation.
On this the Township Judge fr~.med the curiously
general issue "Is the plaintiff entitled to get a decree
as prayed for in the plaint?" After a short adjournment he heard arguments on this issue and finally
di5missed the suit on the ground that the deed was
invalid as mortgage.
On appeal to the District Court the decision wasreversed and the plaint.iff obtained a decree. The
District Judge said: /( It appears to me that the learned
Judge has overlooked that fact that the mortgage'
deed in question has been admitted by the only
hvo defendants who remained joined, and thus the
document does not need proof. In such a case
imperfect attestation does not arise."
The defendants appealed to this Court in Civil
Second Appeal No. 514 of 1926.. Curiously enough
. they did not in their grounds of appeal raise the
question. of the i.nvalidityof the mqrtgage. But this
question was dearly argued and the learned Judge
1927

a
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agreed on it. with the Judge of the District Court.
He said: Except on the question of the· effect. of
inadequate attestation of the mortgage deed in suit
the lower Courts came to concurrent ·findings of fact
in. favour of the respondent-plainitiff Maung Min Din.
On the question of attestation the lower Appellate
[h
f A ung.1,
Rh'
·
I I
.
Court
wa~ c ~ar y nght see t e case 0
v. Ma Aung l(rwa Pru and one (1).]"
The defendants then applied under section 13 of
the Letters Patent· of this Court for a certificate that
the case was a fit one for appeal. The learned Judge
granted a certificate and this appeal results.
Substantially the only ground taken is that the
mortgage deed was not attested as required by section
59 of the Transfer of Property Act and was therefore invalid as a mortgage.
Appellants rely on the case of Hira Bibi v. Ram
Hari Lall (2), which is a very recent decision of the
Privy Council. In that case the mortgagor had
admitted execution of the mortgage but denied its
validity. On the evidence it ,vas shown that although
the deed purported to be attested by two witnesses
those witnesses were not present when she signed it
and did not see her sign. It was held both by the
High Court of Patna and by the Privy Council that
this was not due attestation of the deed as required
by section 59 of the Transter of Property Act. This,
it may be noted, is well settled law under numerous
decisions' but the law has been somewhat modified
by Act XXVII of 1926.
The High Court held, however, following previous
decisions that the deed was good as against the
mortgagor because she had admitted having signed
it. This decision is published in 6 Patna Law Journal,
page 465-though the name of the defendant as
l(

(11 (1923) 1 Ran. 557.

(2) (1925) 5. Patna 58.
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there given is somewhat· different. It was one of
MAUNG
the decisions relied "upon in Aung Rhi's case.
Po GYI
AND ONE
The Privy Council reversed this decision. Their
M:~NG - Lordships held" that section 70 of the Indian EviJMl~_~N. dence Act, 1872, applies only to a document which
"CARRB"ANJD
is duly attested, and that as the mortgage deed was
u, J.
M YA
not attested within the meaning of section 59 of the
Transfer of Property Act, 1882. it was invalid as
against her (the mortgagor) in spite of her admission."
That decision is sufficient to conclude the present
case and to show that judgments of the District Court
and of this Court were wrong and must be reversed.
Here it may be noted that Aung Rhi's case is not
really an authority for the deCison under appeal.
What was held in that case was ., that where the"
executant of an instrument admits its execution it is
not necessary to prove due attestation of the same."
That is a very different thing from the proposition that
admission by the executant of execution is sufficient to
validate a mortgage deed which has not been duly
attested as required by section 59 of the Transfer of
Property Act, which is in effect the proposition upheld
in the judgment under appeal. It may be added that
the ruling in Aung Rhi's case was obiter, since the judgment shows that the learned Judge had found that
the deed in question had in fact been duly attested.
We allow this appeal, set aside the judgments
and decrees of the District Court, and of this Court and
restore the judgment and decree of the Township
Court. The respondent will also pay the costs of the
appellants in all three appeals.
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Before Sir Guy Rutledge. Kt •• K.C., Chiej Justice, and Mr. JUltice Brown.

MAUNG BA THEIN

v.
MA THAN MYINT

AND TWO.'"

Res judicata-Civil Procedure Code (Act V oj 1908), s. 11, Exjlanatiot~ IVPrevious claim as kittima whether ojcrative as bllr to jurther claim as
.apatitha.
Where a previous claim as a hittima child has been adjJdicated upon. a
subsequent claim as an apatitha is barred under the provisions of section 11.
Explanation IV of the Civil Procedure Code.
FdtehSit~gha/~dothers v. Jagannath Baksh Siugh and another. 52 LA.
100; Gudaappa, v. Tirkappa,25 B01U. 189 ; Kames'war Per>hadlv. RaJkumari
Ruttan Ka:rand others, 20 Cal. 79; Ma My.~ Me v. Malll/g Ba Dun, 2 L.B.R·
22~ ; Masilamnia Pillai v. Tltiruvengada Pillai and otne/'s, 31 Mad. 385referred to.
I1faung rita So v. Lu Pe, 8.\1.A. 10) uf 1926, C.C.L.B.-distillguislted.

Kyaw Din-for Appellant.
Eggar and Tun Byu-for Respondents.

C.J., AND BROWN, J.-In Civil Regular
No. 423 of 1923 of this Court, the appellant Maung Ba
Thein, sued the respondents for the administration
of the estate of the deceased U Myat San and Daw
Lay and for possession of the entire estate. He
claimed in that suit that he was the kittima adopted
son of U Myat San and Daw Lay and as such kittima
adopted son that he was the sole heir. The adoption was denied and evidence was taken at length
on the point. It was decided that he bad failed to
prove his adoption ~and his suit was dismissed. He
then file:! an appeal aga.inst this decision and in his
appeal he practically abandoned his claim as kittima
son, but asked to be allowed to amend his plaint
RUTLEDGE,

• Civil First Appeal No. 178 of 1926.
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and to claim as an apa titha son. It was held
that the amendment could not be allowed and the
BA THEIN
appeal was dismissed. The decision of the Court on
V.
MA THAN
this point is to be found at page 483, Volume III"
MYINT
AND TWO.
Indian Law Reports (Rangoon Series).
RULTEDGE,
Having failed in his previous litigation, the
C,J., AND
appellant
then filed another suit for administration of
BROWN. J.
the same estate in which he claimed to be the
apatitha adopted son and asked for a half of the
estate. Objection was taken that he was debarred
from bringing this second suit by virtue of the·
previous litigation. On this point, the learned Judge'
on the Original Side held in favour of the appellant,.
but after taking evidence afresh, he came to the
conclusion that the claim as apatitha son was not
made out and dismissed the suit.
The appellant has now appealed against this
decision. The merits of the case have been argued
before us at some length, but if the contention that
the appellant was debarred from bringing the suit
is correct, then the consideration of the merits of
the claim is clearly unnecessary and we propose thcre-· .
fore to deal with this point first.
The learned Judge on the Original Side dealt with
the point entirely under the provisions of Rule 2 of
Order 2 of the Code of Civil Procedure and held that
the causes of action in the 1\;vo suits were different and
that this Rule therefore did n'ot bar the bringing of the
present suit. But it seems to us ttat tht question
should have been considered on wider grounds.:
Does the bringiI}g of this second suit offend against
the general princ1ple of 1'es judicata? It is true that
Rule 2 of Order 2 of the Code of Civil Procedure
is no bar to the present suit if the causes of action are
distinct in the two suits, but the term Ie, cause of action.",
has never been definitely d.efinedand has at different
l\!AUNG
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times been given difterent meanings. It seems to us
that the matter should be consid-ered wit'h reference to
the provisions of section 11 of the Code. That section
lays down that" no Court shall try any suit or issue in
which the - matter directly or substantially in issue
has been directly or substantially in issue in a
former suit between tht: same parties or between parties
llnder whom they or any of them ciaim, litigating
under the same title, in a Court competent to try
such subsequent suit or the suit in which such issue
has been subsequently raised, and has been heard and
finally decided by such Court." And in accordance
with the provisions of Explanation IV of that section:
" Any matter which might and ought to have been
made ground of defence or attack in such former
suit shall be deemed to have been a matter directly
and substantially in issue in such suit."
Now the matter directly and substantially in issue
in the previous suit in this case was the plaintiff's
claim to a right to administration of the estate of
the deceased. He did not in that case actually raise
his claim as apatitha and his claim as apatitha was
not therefore in fact actually decided by the Court,
but the question for decision now is whether his
claim as an apatitha was a claim which he might and
ought to have made ground of attack in the former
suit If that is the case then it must be held that
by its decision in the former suit, the Court has
impliedly decided this point.
The interpretation of the corresponding section
of the Code of Civil Procedure of 1882, section 13, waS
considered by their Lordships of the Privy Council
in the case of Kameswar Pershad v. Rajkumari
Ruttan Kaer and others (1). After st:t1ing- out the
wording of the section and the explanation in question,
{ll (1892l 20 Cal. 79.-
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the Lordships proceeded at page 85 of the judgment as foHows :_IC Their Lordships think that the
..
present ground of attack was a good ground of attack
MA THAN
in the suit of 1876, because the money had not been
MYINT
AND TWO.
paid in September 1875, the date named in the bond.
RUTLEDGE, That it ' might' have been made a ground of attack
C.J., AND
is clear. That it' ought' to have been appears to their
BROWN, J.
Lordships to depend upon the particular facts of each
case. Where matters are so dissimilar that their union
might lead to confusion, the construction of the
word' ought' would becomeirnportant j in this case
the matters were the same. It was only an alternative
~ way
of seeking to impose a liability upon Run.
Bahadur, and it appears to their Lordships that the
matter' ought' to have been made a ground of attack
in the former suit, and therefore that it should be
'deemed to have been a matter directly and substantially in issue' in the former suit and is res
MAUNG
BA THEIN
~

judicata."

There are therefore two questions for usto consider.
Firstly, might the present claim have been made a
ground of attack in the former suit j and secondly,
ought it to have been so made?
We do not think that there is any great difficulty
in answering the first question. The causes of
action in the two suits may not have been identical,
but there is no provision in the Code which forbids
the joining of causes of action in several suits. Rule
1 of Order 2 lays down that II every suit shall,
as far as practicable be framed so as to afford ground
for final decision upon the subjects in dispute and
to prevent further litigation concerning them." And,
under Rule 3, II save as otherwise provided, a
plaintiff may unite in the same suit several causes
-of action against the same defendant, or the same
.defendants jointly." It was held in the case of Ma

RANGOON SERIES.
Mya Me v. Maung Ba Dun (1), that" an alternative claim
_to the status of adoption either by the kitti1na or
by the apatitha mode may be made," and we see
no reason to differ from this decision. It is true
that it has since been held tnat the kitt1ma and
the apati.tha are two distinct forms of adoption to
which entirely different considerations apply [Maung
Tha So v. Lu fe (2)], but in that case the question
at issue was as to whether an amendment to include
a claim as apatitha'should be allowed in appeal, and
it is clear that different considerations would apply
in such a case from those applicable to a decision
as to whether the two different claims might have
been joined together in the first instance. We are
of opinion that this claim as an apatitha son might
have ibeen joined in the first case if it had been
raised in the plaint. 'fhe Appellate judgment of
this Court already referred to on the case contains
nothing at all inconsistent with this vie\v.
The point next for consideration is whether an
apatitha claim ought to have been made a ground
of attack in the previous suit. In the case of
GuddapPa and another v. Tirkappa (3), the plaintiffs
had su ed to recover certain Ian d alleging that on
the death of the widow of the former owner they
became entitled as reversior.ers. They had previously
sued the defendant for the same land claiming
as the surviving members of the joint family to
which the former owner belonged. That suit had
been dismissed, and it was held that the second
suit was barred by the principles of 1'es judicata.
Sir Lawrence Jenkins in his judgment in that
case, after referring to the words of their Lordships.
of the Privy Council in Kanteswar Perslzad's case

---------------------(1) (1904) 2 L.B.R. 224.

(2) C.M.A. p. 100 of 1916, C.C.LY.

(3) (1900) 25 Born. 189.
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already quoted, went onto say: "The· test, therefore, proposed whereby to determine whether it
BA THEfN
ought to have been matter of attack is this ; are the
V.
MA THAN
matters so dissimilar that their union might lead to
MYINT
AND TWO.
confusion? ", and he came to the cOIJclusion that in
RUTLEDGE,
the circumstances of that case, the answer to the
C.r., AND
question
must be in the negative.
BROWN, J.
Now it has been held that the causes of action
based on an apatitha claim and based On a kitthna
claim are distinct, but it by no means necessarily
follow that the matters are so dissimilar that their
union might lead to confusion and we do not think
that there is such a dissimilarity. There is no
suggestion hear of any documentary adoption. In
both cases the plaintiff has tried to establish his
claim by evidence of the original making over in
adoption and by evidence ·of his treatment as an
adopted child after. the original alleged adoption.
Had the claim as apafitha been raised in the
previolls sllit 1 it may be that the previous suit
would have been slightly prolonged, but the
inconvenience thereby caused is not in any way
comparable to the inconvenience caused by the
trying of two separate suits, nor can we see that
that joining of the two claims could have led to any
confusion. In both cases, the matter for· decision
was first of all whether the plaintiff was entitled to
administration of the estate. He claimed in the first
case that he was entitled to the whole estate as
kittima son. He might have made an alternative
claim that he was entitled to half the estate as
abatitha son and we are unable to hold that the
joiping of the two claims would have led to. any
serions confusion at all. The present case seems to
us to be at least as strong as the Bombay case we
have referred to. The High Court of Madras in the
l\'!.~UNG
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-case of Masilamania Pilla'; v. Thiruvengddam Pillai
and others (1), came by a rnajority·· to a similar
decision in a case in which the circumstances \vere
not dissimilar to those of the present case. In that
-ease, the question for decision was whether a person
who has sued to recover property as the reversionary
heir of the deceased on an alleged relationship to
. the deceased, is, when such suit is dismissed,
debarred by section 13, Explanation II (corresponding to section 11, Explanation IV of the present
Code) of the Code of Civil Procedure from bringing
another suit for the same property as reversionary
heir under a different kind of relationship. The
learned Chief Justice, Sir Arnold White, held that
in such a case there was no bar, but the majority
of the Court was of a different opinion, and, in our
view, the judgment of the majority of the Court
was the correct one. Mr. Justice Miller at page 391
-of the judgment) makes the following remarks: "I
am unable to see any hardship or injustice in
requiring a plaintiff suing to recover possession of
land on the ground of beirship to state all the facts
on which he bases that claim even though that
may amount to the presentation of an alternative
case. I agree with the remark of Jackson. J., in
De1'l.obundhoo Chowdry v. Kristomonee (LL.R. 2 Cal.
152) that 'the balance of public convenience is
very much in this country at least in favour of a
stringent rule '. Holloway, J'J also in Chinniya
Mudali v. Venkatachella Pillai (3 M.H.C.R. 320)
expresses the opinion that 'it is most desirable and
very commendable for a Court to compel the bringing
forward of every ground of relief and, by deciding
upon it, to put a check upon consb:i.t litigation '. I
.am inclined to think the ends of convenience and
(II (1908) 31 Mad. 385.
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justic'e will be found best served by a rule which
requires a plaintiff if he sues for possession of land;
relying
on a title as owner, to put forward all the
fl.
MA THAN
grounds availahle ,to him and within his knowledge
MYINT
AN'DTWo,
at the date of his plain t, on which can honestly
RUTLEDGE, support that title, even though some of them may
c.J.t AND
have to be stated as alternative to others."
BROWN, J.
\iVith these remarks we entirely concur and although of course the fact that it is desirable that
a certain course should be taken is not the same
thing as the proposition that in law such a course
must be taken, nevertheless we think that there is
ample authority in the provisions of Explanation
IV to section J 1 of the Code of Civil Procedure for
holding that in the, present case, this claim of
apatitha should have been made in the earlier case
and therefore cannot be adjudicated on now.
In a recent case before their Lordships of the
Privy Council, Fateh Singh and others v. ] agannath
Bakhsh Singh and another (1), the appellants brought
'a suit to set aside a gift made by Hindu widow out
of her husband's estate. They alleged that that they
were presumptive heirs. After the death of the
widow, the appellants applied to, amend their plaint
by setting up a family custom of inheritance, and
be claiming possession of a share in the whole
property. Upon that application failing, and the
plaintiffs admitting that apart from the alleged
custom they could not succeed, the Subordinate
Judge dismissed the suit, but gave them liberty to
file a fresh suit for possession. Subsequently the
appellants brought the suit to recover from parties
to the former suit a share in the property, basing
their clam upon family custom. Their Lordships
of the PriVy, Council held that the suit was barred
MAUNG
BA THEIN

, (1) (1924) 52 LA; 100.
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by resjudicala under the provision of section 11
Explanation IV of the Code of Civil Procedure:
The circumstances of that case were not very similar
to those in the present case, but we quote the case
as an authority for a broad construction of the
provision in the explanation.
In our opinion, the 'present suit was barred by
the principles of res judicata. That being so, the
suit must fail and it is unnecessary for us t'o discuss
the merits of the case.
We dismiss this appeal with costs.
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Before Sir Guy Rutledge. Kt., K.C., Chief Justice,'and Mr. Jus/ice Brown..
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Contract Act (IX of 1892), s. 74-Re4uction of interest .if paid monthly in
advance not a penalty.
A debtor promised to pay 11iscfeditor .the principal sum II with interest
ltlereon at one per cent. per mensem, or if paid monthly in advance at 11!
annas for each Rs. 100 per mensem." Held, that. such an arrangement is valid
.
:.;.'......
.
and not penal..
. MotiLal Dasv. The EasteriiMortgage and Agency C.o. L.fd.,126.C.w'.N.271~
P.C...:.followcd.
.. .

Dantra-for the Applicant.
;) BUijorjee-for the Respondent.

RUTLEDGE, C.J.,·AND BROWN, J .-:-Mr. Burjorjee
raised a preliminary obje¢tion on the ground that
this was in facfa cons~n,t decree and that c?nsequeptly
no.appeallay..
_
_.
• Civil 'F'ifst APP~~I·No. 11 of 1926.
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\Ve. have .p~ru~ed th.e :record~, :~!;1 tJ1!~.f:~se~nd.it
\Seems clear :to us that while· ,all oth~r points were
TRATOR-··
•
'.'
•
GENERAL OF 'settled between the partles.,
questl()n ·.of the rate
BU;~A of interest was . .left to the d,ecisi'on of the Court.
E.M.
not, as Mr. Burjorj.ee
would have
it, as an arbitrator
MOOLLA.
• .
.
• .
. .
or persowa deslgnata, but. the Court exercIsing its
R'UTLEDGE,
. d iction. T hat .being so, an
C.J"AND
ordinary Original. Juns
BROWN, J.
appeal lies in the ordinary way from the Court's
decision.
The written statement, we may note, was filed
after the parties had entered into theiragrtemen t of
21st November 1925. The promissory notes in suit
have the following provision "On demand I, the
undersigned, Mahomed Ebrahim Moona promise to
pay Mr. S. T. Ar;drews or order the sum of Rupees
One hundred thousand bearing interest at one per
cent. per m~n~em" or, if paid .montl),ly in advance,
at 11 f annas for each Rs. 100 per mensem."
The learned Judge has held ·thatthe higher rate
of interest amouts to a penalty within the meaning
of section 74 of the Indian Contract Act and relies
on a decision of the Calcutta High Court, 22 C. W .N.,
page 226. It· was not pointed out to the learned
Judge th~t that decision had been overruled by
their Lordships of the ;Privy Council very distinet~y, in
Moti Lal Das v. The Eastern Mortgage and Agency
Co. Ltd. (t), :Where Sir John Edge observes at p~ge
271 = "The trial JUdge rightly held that the 9t per
cent. interest was not penal interest. Thedecr.:ee of
the High Court must be varied in the manner hereafter mentioned." The 'final decision, tnerefore, in
that case, so f 4 r f~om supporting t~e ICq,rned Jtldge,'
was a clear decision to the contrary.
Reliance has been pl<1-ced on ihecours.e of. conduct
between. the parties in that Andrews n,evercqar:g~d
1927
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(1) (19~O) 25 C.W.N.. .26~, .
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the higher rate of interest through default had been
made in payment ancl that Andrews by his letter to
the respondent dated the 5th May 1920 states: "I
will not require· Ybt.l it> pay interest at the higher
rate if you pq.y ,it ~omy credit· to Messrs. T hos.
Cook & Sons, Rangoon Q,ranch, within five days of
the due date of paym~nt at the lower rate." In
order, however, to avail himself of this concession
·;by· ,the creditor, respondent would have to show
that he h~d jp. fact't;:o~p.lie.dwith th~ condition,
which he manifestly did not do.
hi our opinion, :section 74' ,does not apply to the
JransactiOll at all. R.espondent prpmised to pay
interest at 12 percent. Onthf.doan. btlt he had the
·option of paying the interest in a,dvancemonthly
and in ~uch case a lower rate of interest would be
charged. We can see nothIng in the nature of ;i
::penalty in this arrangement an..d while a .c;re.ditor
likeMr. Andrews can make any concession .to his
·debtor which hernay choose, a person in a fiduciary
relationship like the Administrator-General has no
power to make such .CQm:ession.
For these reasons, we consider the deGi~ion of
the trial Court wrong. We accordingly allow the
appeal and declare the interest to be 12 per cent.
per annum. The appellant is entitle,d to co~ts ten
gold qIohurs.

(
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MAUNG AUNG TUN

v·
MAUNG SAN NYUN

AND OTHERS.*

Limitation Act (IX of 1908). Sched., I. Art. 144:-Time runs olily on
possession becoming adverse-Father's possessIon not necessarily adverse
to his children-Gift distinguished from partition-Mesne profits when
recoverable.
A father on his remarriage made overby registered deed the land in suit
to his four chilclren by his deceased wife towards their mother's share of
inheritance in full satisfaction. He continued to be in possession but theproperty was'managed for the joint benefit of the co-owners.

H eid. that such possession was not aclverse to the claim ofthe heir of one of
his children for partition. made after twelve years from the date of the deed..
Mesne profits are claimable only when the possession Of the defendant is
wrongful.

Held, also, that a disposition of property by way of gift by a Buddhist.
intended to take effect after his death. is void, but a partition of property by
a father ,with his children on his remarriage is not such a' ~ift.
Ma Thin Myain[!, v. Maung Gyi. 1 Ran. 351-distinguished.

KalayaHwalla<~~,,·for,Appellants.

SUl'ty-for 1st Respondent.

.'I'1m Au!!g-for 5th Respondent.
BROWN, J.-The 5th defendant respondent) U Po;.
a Burman Buddhist, by his wife Ma Pu Lay haci
four children 1 Ma E Mai, Ma E Tin, Maung San Nyun
and Ma E Mi, Ma E Mai, the eldest child is still
alive and has given evidence in the case. Ma E Tin,.
the second child, was the wife of the plaintiff~appellant
Maung Aung Tun. She died childless in the year
1921. Maung San Nyun is the 1st defendantrespondent. Ma E Mi, the youngest child is dead,
and her heirs are her husband, the 2nd respondent~
• Civil Second Appeal No. 544 of 1926.
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Maung Ohn. Pe, and her children the 3rd and 4th
respond'ents. After the death of. Ma Pu Lay,U Po
married again and, about the' time of the remarriage
he executed a registered deed whereby he ~ade
over the land, i,ll suit outright to his four children
byMa Pu Lay -towards their mother Ma Pu Lay's
share' of inheritance in full satisfaction. Originally
only" Maung S~n Nyun. and Maung Ohn Pe were
joint as defendants the plaintifes case being that
since the death of his. wife these two defendants
have refused to allow him any, share of ,the profits
'Of the land and he sued 'for partition and mesne
profits. Subsequently he added U Po as 3rd
defendant on the ground that he had been told
that U Po was in possession of the land.
The execution of the registered deed is not
denied. The defence is that the claim is barred
by limitation and that U Po never intended to
make an outright gift of the land but merely intended
to p~ovide for the disposal of the land on his death .
. The trial Court held on the merits that plaintiff
had failed· to substantiate his case and dismissed
his suit.
The lower Appellate Court did. not consider the
merits of the case but dismissed the suit solely on the
ground that it was barred by limitation.
The plaintiff has now come to this Court in second
appeal.
I am unable to agree with the finding of the
District Court on the point of Hmitation. The learned
Judge remarks that the article of the Limitation Act
applicable is admittedly Article 144 and then goes o~'
to say that as it is twelve years since the deed was
executed the suit is barred. He appears, however, to
have overlooked the fact that limitation under Article
144 does not begin to run tlntil possession becomes

1927
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adverse' to fhe plairitiff. E\ren if it were aU1!niffed
that U Po had been in uni'nfetI'upte&possessiion 6f the
AUNG.TuN
land
since the date of executioI1ofthe d'eed1!hat
... v.·
MAtlNG'
would rtot"' necessarily .conClude the case. 'Fhere
SAN NYUN.
would" be nb necessary pres'umpt'ion ftorrr this
BROWN, j.
possession that his possession wasad\tetse to the claim
6f his children, and" in a suit undetAtficfe t44t, the
Durden of proving: thaf pbs'Sess'i611' is a'dvetse" tests: on
the ctefendiant.
it has beensugg'ested lJ'd6re me that'the attidc
applicable is Article 127. It seems to me at least
dou'btful whether the property in fhe present suit carr
be called a" joint family property within the meaning of
that article. But, even if the article were applicable~
limitation under it does not hegin to tun until the
exclusion from the property becomes known to the
plaintiff. There is no evidence that plaintiff Was in
any way excluded from his rights' t'O the p-tdperty,
at any rate, prior t'o the death of his ~~ife in 192r.
As regards poss~ssion SInce" the execution of the
deed, the evidence 1's conflicting.
His Lordship after discussitlg the evidence' held
that the land was managed for the benefit of' the
co-owners and that U Po was not in: uninterrupted
?ossession of the land ftom the date of the deed
until the filing of the suit. Ma E Mai the first
d:aughfer had conveyed afl her share in the lau'd toher
brother and sisters]. His Lordship proceeded :The present app'eal is filed under the provisions of
section 100 of fhe Code of Civil Procedure, and this
Court cannot, therefore, interfere 011 a pu're question.
of fact. But it does not appear from the judgment
that the Additional Distrkt Judge really considered
fl\eevidence on this poirtt at a:Il. All that' he remarks:
Po has
is " Ftom the evidence it would appear that
been in un'ititertupted posse'ssibIl of th~ land from the
M~UNG

e
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date of execution of thedeecl, and his cnildren had
.terived; no benefitItom the lan'd." It is impossible to
held, on a bate stat'errietit of this 'sort made simply in
connection With a point of l'imitation, that the evidence
on this point of possession was really considered by
the learned Judge. I am' of opinion that the suit waS
. not bafred by lhiiitati:on.
.It is, however, urged on behalf of the respondent
that even sa the suit must fail. The deed on which
the plaintiff relies is merely a deed 0·£ gift, and it
is contended' that the gift was never accepted by the
donees. I think, however, that there is' sufficient
. on the reGord to justify the view that it was accepted.
Five years after its execution Ma· E Mai executed
a registered deed whereby she purported to convey all
het tights in the land to her brother and sisters,
thereby clearly recognising that she had a right to the
property; arid i see no reason to d'iscard all the evidence
as to Ma E Tin's having at least had some share in the
profits of the land. I do not think tire case can fail on
this ground. There may, however; be a somewhat
more difficult question as to whether the gift was valid
at all. U Po urges that it was never his intention
to make' an outright gift and that his intention was
merely that the property should go to his children on
his death. If this· intention of his is absolutely clear
from the subsequent conduct of the parties then, on
the authourity of Ma Thin Myaingv. 1ftaung Gyi (1), it
might be necessary to hold that evidence of intention
contradictory to the terms of the document was admissible that the dispcsition of the property was
really in the nature of a will and that, therefore It WlIS
invalid. But I think the circumstances of the present
caSe can clearly be distinguished from those of
Ma Thin Myaing's case. In that case the transaction
(19~11

Ran. 351.

1927
1\f~t1NG
;'AUNG TUN
•. ' 11.

··lltfAUf\G
SAN~~YUN.

BROWN, ].
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was a gift pure and simple. In this case it partakes at
the nature of a partition by a father with his children
on his remarriage. U Po himself says that he had no
v.
MAUNG
SAN NYUN• .other property at the time j but, on this point, the
.evidence seems to be against him. His witness Kya
BROWN, J.
:Zan says that there is another land measuring about 25
acres which belongs to U Po and Ma Pu' Lay.. Po
Mya, a witness for the plaintiff, says ~hat at the time of
the execution of the deed the land lying northo£
D~bein was in UPo's iand, which land was apparently
distinct from the land in suit. There". is nO,thing,
therefore, on the record to justify the contention
that
·
.
U Po had parted with. all his property, and the
transaction was really in the nature of a parti tinn on
remarriage. Further the evidence that U Po merely
intended that this document should operate as a will
is unconvincing. U Po Shan the brother of Ma Pu
Lay says that U Po at first did not want to make over
the land but yielded to persuasion on the l;1nderstanding that the children were to take the land only after
his death. Kya ~an merely says that U. Po was not
·willing but yielded as pressure was put upon him and
on his being told that he would not have to part with
the land forthwith. Kya Zan definitely says there was
no ~nderstanding when he was to part with the land.
·Maung Ba Thein, one of the attesting witnesses,
merely says that the deed was executed in order that
the children might get the land. Even Ma E Mai,
U Po's daughter, says in her evidence "Nothing was
.said about when the deed was to take effect." It
seems to me to be impossible, therefore, to hold that
U Po's intention was that the gift should have no effect
until his death. The children may have agreed to his
working the land for a time but there is nothing to
show that they agreed that he should treat the )and as
his own. The wording of th,e document is. on the
1927
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face vf it very clear, and even if oral evidence is
admissible to show that it was not in fact an outright
gift that evidence would have. to be clearly convincing.· It does not seem to me that convincing
evidence on the point has been produced. ·The result
of the gift if valid is that the property vested .in Ma
'E Tin before her death and now goes to the plaintiff
as her heir. \Vere the gift not valid the property of
tJ Po would go to his surviving chIldren on his death
to the exclusion of th e plaintiff. Ever since' the gift
,the land has stood in the names of the children and
land revenue has been paid in their names. The
eldest daughter Ma E Mai has definitely recognised the
gift by a deed of conveyance of her share in the
,Property. In all the circumstances I am unable to hold
that the deed was not what it appears on the face of it,
a deed of outright transfer. That being so the
plaintiff is, in my opinion, entitled to the one-third of
the property that he claims. He is of course not
entitled to mesne profits for more than three years
before filing the suit. Nor am I satisfied that he has
made out his claim for mesne profits prior to the
institution of the' suit -- at all.· Mesne profits are
claimable when the possession of the defendant is
wrongful. The original, plaint speaks of a notice as
to partition having issued to the then defendants
(amongst whom U Po was not included) in February
'1925. But prior fa that date it is not shewn that the
.plaintiff did riot acquiesce in the lands being managed
by U Po. There is evidence to which I have already
'alluded as to documents having been handed over
to U Po after Ma E Tin's death, and it would appear
to have been recognised that so long as the property
remained undivided the plaintiff was not the proper
person to look after the property. Ma E Tin as the
eldest child was in a different position. It must I

1927
MAUNG

AUNG TuN

v.
MAUNG
SAN NYUN.
,BROWN,

J.

·fVot. V
19~7

think· be held that the plaintiff did:' not insist on
AUNd;tUN partition at the time, and allowed the ptoperty. to
'0;
be managed as a whole for- the joint' oenefit of the
M'AllNG
There was no wrongful possession alid
S-A'N N'ltUN. CO·owners.
no
questIon'
of
mesne profits prior to' Febtuaty f9ZS
BR6WN, J.
arises. The suit waS institut'ed in' JUne' 1'925 ~md it
does riot appear that any claim was niade from
U Po before then. The plaintiff has' madre no cl'aim
in this surt for mesne profits subsequent- to the
institution of the suit.
I set aside the decrees of the lower' Coiltts, and
paSs a decree directing fhat the land De partitioned
and the plaintiff-appellant. be given" possession of a
one-third portion thereot The" claiIh as to mesne
Profits prior to the institutron of the snif is dismissed.
The' defendants Maui1g San NyUll aild tJ Po will
pay the appellant his costs throughout on l1is claim for
partition and possession only.
MXtlNG

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Browl1.
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June 14.

MAUNG SHWE 1\N

AND

ONE

v.
MAUN'G TOR PYU AND ONE.*
LImitation Act (IX of 1908), Sched. 1. Arts'; 123. 144;....Co-heit·s suit for a
share in the corpus of an inheritance governed by Article 123-Suit for
distnlJutioft of estate', where one fer son holds property for benefit of all
tlte lleirs by call sent , goverrled by·Article 142 or 144.
Held, that the appropriate article ror suits, in~tituted by co-heirs for a.
share in the corpus of an inheritance is Article 123. of the. Limitation Act.
But where a person holds' the properly with the consent, express or implied,.
of all (he heirs on behalf of them all, then a suit for distribution of such an
eotate is governed by Article 142 or 144 of the Limitation Act.
The descendants of a person by his former wife had a right to claim
partition of his estate as his heirs against his second wife. and lief children on
• Civil Second Appeal No. 373'0£1926.

th;rl pers~n'~d~li, Shey <lid nbtdo so andallo\\"edthe estate to remain in
the hal1d~ of the second wife {or more than thirteen years-. and she, as the
evidence showed, did' not recogniSe the rights of the descendanbUirid did not'
hold the estate jointly ror fierself and the descendants.'
Held, that'Article 12i3 of the Limitation Act applied and their claim was'

barred by limitation..
. . Maung·po Ki1J, v. Mau.ng ShweBya, 1 Ran. 405 ; Ma Tok and nine v. Ma
Y~n and seven, 3 Ran. 77 ; Tun Tha v. Ma Thil, 9 L.B,R. 56-referred to•
.;:

Ko Ka-fot Appellants.

Loo· Ni--for ResJPo'ndents;

BROWN'j },.JoJ:..The plaintHi.tespondent's Maung Tok
r>yu and' Ma· Me Ma', are fhe grandchildren: 0f one U
Kadoot, dec'eased by his first wi'fe Ma G-ya 1J. Their
parents are dead1•. Ma Gya U died many years ago
and U RaG{)of then inarritd one Ma Suo By Ma Su he
had three chifdren a:rtd he died about 25- years before
the pre:seilt suit was Drought. The respondents fiXed' a
sait for partition- of his; estate. They joined as defendants, Ma Su an'd her chi:ldren or gr~ndchildren and
others who ate Of have been in possession of the estate
property. The Sli'it was contested by Maung Po Sein a
scm of Ma Sh and by other defendanfs. 1!he trial
Court gave the plaintiffs a decree and Ma' gu, l\-raung Po
Sein and the present two appellants appealed to the
DIstrict Court but Were unsuccessful. The original
defendants who are des'cendants of Ma Su have not
appealed in this Court, this appeal having been filed by
Maung Shwe An and Ma Zin, WI10 are in possession
of a major part of the property, a piece of paddy land.
'Fhe main objection taken to the suit in the lower Courts
was that the stilt was barred by limitation. Both the
lower C6utfs'h<i've found in favou'r of the plaintiffs on
this' point, hue, unfortunately, l1either Court seems to
have app.reciated fully what the law of.limitation on the
point is.

MAUNG
SitwENN
AND ON-E

v.
Iif'AUNG'
TOK PYU
AND' ONE •
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It was held-in the case of Maung Po Kin v. Maung
Sh1iJe Bya (1), that the appropriate article for suits
instituted by co-heirs for a s'hare in the corpus of an
v.
inheritance was Article 123 of the Limitation:Act. This
MAUNG
T~KPY1:J'
was based on a previous decision by their Lordships
AND ONE,
of
thePrivy'Council in the case of Tun Tlza v. Ma Thit
BROWN, J.
(2), and'the ruling h'as been followed in the case of
Ma Tok and nine v. JI.1a Yin and seven (3). It may
therefore be taken as settled law that ordinarily such a
suit as the present is governed by the provisions of
Article 123 of the Limitation Act.
'As pointed out by Lentaigne, J., in Maung Po Kin's
case, however, there is an exception in a case where the
co-heirs.. including, the plaintiff claiming a share have'
gone into possession and theplajntift is subsequently
ousted and refused his share. Similarly, if the heirs
agreed amongst themselves that one of the heirs should
hold the whole estate on behalf of them all, they might
then sue for a distribution of the estate and claim that
the provisions of Article 142 or 144 of the Limitation
Act applied. But, unless it can be shown that whoever
holds the property is holding it with the. consent,
express or implied of all the heirs on behalf of them all
then the article applicable is Article 123. The Court
below have found that the defendants did not establish
the 12 years' ,a<;lverse possession of the land; but they
assumed that the article applicable was Article 144. If
Article 123 is applicable then it is quite clear that the
.suit has long been barred by limitation., The question
for decision, therefore, is whether after the death of U
Kadoot the land has been held by Ma Su or anyone
else jointly on behalf of all the heirs recognising their
claims as heirs. The descendants of U. Kadoot by his
former wife undoubtedly had a right to d<limpartition
MAUNG
S~WEA~
AND ,ONE;

(I) (1923) 1 Ran. 405.
(2) (1916) 9 L.B.R. 56.
(3) (192S) 3 Ran. 77.
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as heirs of U Kadoot against Ma.Su and the sU'tviving
children by her on U Kadoot's death.

*

'"

*

1925
MAUNG
,SHWE AN

*

On th~ evidence his Lordship held that Ma Su did
not hold the property jointly on her own behalf and on
that of the plaintiffs. U Kadobt's children by his former
wife could have sued for partition of the estate on U
Kadoot's death. But it was a~so open to them to allow
·the estate to remain undivided in the hands of Ma Su
and to sue for their share of the estate as vested in !\fa
Su on her death.. But the evidence did not show that
Ma Su recognised the vested rights of the plaintiffs in
the land. Article 123 applied and the period of 12
years allo\ved expired some 13 years befor~ the suit
was brought. His Lordship set aside the decree of the
lower Courts and dismissed the suit with costs.

AND ONE
V.

MAtiNG'

TOK PYU
AND ONE.
BROWN,

J.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before M,', l1eslice Heald and Mr, Justice

M~la

Bu.

AUNGBANZAYA CO., LTD.

v.
C.R.M.A. CHETTYAR

June 15.

FII~l\L*'

Companies Act (VII 011913), s.109-Non-registratiOn of mortgage by Company
effect of-Security 'Void against liqrtidator .or creditor, but not again.s;
the Company.
A mortgage created by a Company registered under the Companies Act on
its landed property if not registered with the Registrar as requIred by law is
void only as against the liquidator and any creditor of the Company, but cannot be repudiated on that ground by the Company itself while it is a going
concern. The section makes void the security and not the di:bt,and that too
.. only a!'(ainst the liquidator and the creditor, not the COlllpany-grantor.
In re Monolithic Building Co., Tacoll v. The Company, [1915 J 1 Ch.Div;
643~ followed.

Kirkwood-for Appellants.
Aiyi:mgar-for Respondents.

1927

· HE~LD AND MVA:,Bu, JJ.-.The );espondents, . a
Chettyar firm, sued petitio.ner~, who aJe .a Company
ZArT~~" registered under the Indian Companies Act, to recover
'P.
'a sum of over Rs: 60,000 as being due on mortgage of
C.R.M;A.
CHETTYAR
the Company's mill and other properties. PetitioneFs
FIRM.
1
admit the de b t::m d" the mortgage, b ut pead
that respondents are not entitled to a mortgage decree, because
section 109 of the Indian .Companies Act says that
;every mortgage created by a ;Company and being a
mortgage on immoveable property shall so far as
any security on the company's property is thereby
conftlrred be void against the liquidator and any
-creditor of the company uIllessthe prescribed
particulars of .the .mortgage together with the
instrument by which the mortgage is evidenced
or a copy thereof are filed with the Registrar for
registratJon, . and because this mortgage was not so
registered..
. .'
The trial Court rejected this defence on the ground
that section 109 had ,no application :tothe case,
becallse no question of <:loy.claim by a liquidator or
any creditor of the company arose, and gave respondents a mortgage decree.
Petitioners appealed to this Court and the Bench
before which .the .~pp.eal was heard dis.miss.ed it summarily.on the same .ground.
.
Petitioners now apply for .leave to appeal to His
Majesty inC-ouncil .on the ground th\1t .the appeal
involves a sUbstantial question of law.
.
Petitione,rs' learned advocate adiuits that h~ cannot
refer us ;to any Indian authQritywhich ~.u,pp.Qds h~~
<;ontention that a ·.mortgage 'which iSllOtr.e.gistc,J:"-ed
in accordance with the provisions of section '109 can
be repudiated by the Company ,itself while it js a
going concern, but he has suggested-that-th:~ (E~glish
case In .r~ MQ,flaJithi.c J~u.flding ..CPt, Xa:~lJn v. The'
19.27
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Company (1), supports his contention. A refert:nce
to that case shows that there 'the question of the
validity of ,the unregistered .mortgage arose behveen
the mortgagee and.another creditor of the company
and that there was no 'question of' repudiation by the
company itself. The learned Master of the Rolls
said in his judgment: "Of course the deed is not
void to all intents and purposes. It is a perfectly
,go.od 4~~qagainst the cO,mp(iny s9. lqng p's .i tis
a .g oing ,concern." Similarly Phillimore, L.J., said
·11 W e haw~ to c.onstrue
s,ection 93 of the Statute.
Jt makes void :a security jnot the debt, not ·the
cause ofadion, but the security, and not as against
.everyhodYJ not as against the company-grantor, but
.against the 'liquidator, and against any creditor, and
it leaves the security to stand as against the company
while it is a going concern." The .relevant words of
the English Statute [section 93 of the Companies
{Consplidation) .Act, 1908J are identical with those of
section 109 of the Indian Companies Act, and it was
ona cQns.ide~atio11 of the law as stated by those
:learned Judges that we dismissed the petitioners'
appeal summarily.
Weare of opinion that the law on the que~tion
which petitioners wish to raise is :perfectly plain,' and
therefore we find that the propos.ed appeal to His
Majesty in Council does not involve any substantial
question of law,arid that therefore tbe case does ·net
fulfil the requirements of section 110 of the Code.
The petition is according~y .dismissed with costs.
Advocate's fee to be fivegoJd mohyr~.
(1) [1915J 1 Ch. Div, 643 .
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. Before Sir Guy Rutledge, Kt., K.C., C;;iej Justice, and Mr. hstice Bl:~wn.
1927

June 15.

.RRO.O. CHETTYAR FIRM

v.
MA SEIN YIN.*
Transfer of Property Act (IV of 1882); s. 53-Intention to dejeat all creditors,when·
to be injerred-Attachiug creditor whether can ·sue on his own behalf only.
Defendant's sister transferned all her landed property to defendant, with
whom she was living. The alleged consideration was only about hal{ the value
of the property. The alleged object of the sale was to payoff the sale proceeds
to some creditor who had made no demand~,andfor whose debt the defendant's
sister ,was said to be only liable jointly with her two sisters. The sale· was
effected during the pendency of a monetary suit by the appellants against
defendant's sister and her husband who was living separately from his wife.
She got the suit postponed on the gr,lund of illness, but really to gain time to
effect the transfer of land, and then allowed the suit to go ex-Parte. An
~ntedated agreement betWeen the sisters was also effected to make the sale
appear gneuine. Appellants attached the property in execution· of their decree.
but the respondent caused the attachment to be removed on the streegth Qf
the sale deed. Appellants filed a declaratory suit against her under the
provisions of Order 21, Rule 63 of the Civil Procedure Code.
Held, that under the circumstances of the case, the debtor's intention must
be taken to defeat and delay not only the appellants, but all other creditors
as well, and that the respondent being not a boni! fide purchaser, the sale must
be sd aside.
.
lIeld. also, that a creditor whose attachment has been raised and who avails
himsdf of the right given by Or.der 21. Rule 63 ofthe Code can sue on his own
behalf alone for having the alienation declared void, wiihout mention of any
other creditors or their debts·.
.
,
.

K. P.Follker v. B.. P. Kllnhamad, 42 Mad.

143~jotlowed.

Naidu-for Appellants.
Paw Tun-for Respondent.

C.}., AND BROWN, J.":-'The appellants
brought a suit in the Township Court of Thongwa
under Order Zl, Rule 63, Civil Procedure Code praying
RUTLEDGE,

" Letters Patent Appeal No. 77 of 1926.
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1927
that a certain transfer to the respondent-defendant
dated 4th March 1924 may be declared null and RR.O.O.
CHF.TTYAR
void and that an attachment by the appellant in . FIRM
Civil Execution No. 23 of 1924 may be restored. MA 'Ii.SEIN
YIN.
The Township Judge dismissied appellant's suit finding
that the transfer was a genuine une and not fraudu- RUTLEDGE,
C.J.,. A!\D
lent or benami.
BROWN, J.
On appeal, the District Court found that the
transaction was void under section 53 of the Transfer
of Property Act, being made with intent to defeatef and
delay the transferor's creditors.
On appeal to this Court, the decision of the
District Court was reversed and that of the. Township Judge restored, but the learned Judge gave a
certificate under the Letters Patent, one of the ques~
tions for further consideration being whether he was
right in holding that the plaint was merely one to
avoid a sham transaction. Clause 5 of the plaint
runs as follows: "That the alleged sale was a
fraudulent and benami transaction deliberately made
up by 1st and 2nd defendants with a VIew to defraud
the creditors and to defeat the execution of the said
. decree by rendering the attachment of the said land
ineffective."
It cannot be alleged that this paragraph is artistic,
but in dealing with pleadings. in this country and
especially in the districts, we must bear in mind the
advice on more than one occasion given by their
Lordships of the Privy Council that pleadings should
not be construed too strictly, and construing this
paragraph in its broad general meaning, vve are of
opinion that two claims are made in it: (a) that the
transaction was fraudulent and without consideration',
and (b). ·that it was entered into with the vie\v· of
defrauding and defeating the creditors and is thus
void und~r section 3 of the Transfer of Property Act.
.
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The Township Judge did not direct his attention
to
the
second ground and we consider that the District
CHETTYAR
FIRM
Judge was perfectly justified in going into this quesV.
MAo SEIN tion. Section 53 runs as follows: "Every transfer
YIN.
of immoveable property made with intent to defraud
RUTLEDGE,
prior or subsequent transferees thereof for con sideraC.}., AND
.BROWN, J.
tion, or co-owners, or Jther persons having an interest in such property or to defeat or delay the crediturs
of the transferor is voidable at the option of any person.
so defrauded. defeated or delayed.
" Where the effect of any transfer of immoveable
property is to defraud, defeat, or delay any such
person, and such transfer is made gratuitously, or for
a grossly inadequate consideration, the transfer may
be presumed to have been made with such intent as
aforesaid.
" Nothing contained in this section shall impair
the rights of any transferee in good faith and for
consideration."
One Ma Ko, together with her sister; Ma Sein Yin
the respondent, and another sister and brother \vere
the surviving co-heirs of their parents, the estate
consi&ting of certain paddy land at Th6ngwa in the
Hanthawaddy district. Ma Ko was the wife of a
village headman Maung Ba Scin and it is clear that at
the time of this transaction, Ba Sein was jointly interested with his wife in the land in question, which
accrued to them partly by inheritance during coverture
and partly by purchase of the shares of other co-heirs.
At or before the dates material to this case they
had separated but were not divorced and Ma Ko
was living with her unmarried sister, the respondent
Ma Sein Yin.
The appellants sued Ba Sein and Ma Ko in the
Township Court for a debt of Rs. 580 with interest.
Ma Ko obtained an adjournment on the plea of
RRO.O.
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illness, but did not defend the ,suit which was decreed
e.~ parte and' in execution the land in question was R.R.ao.
CHETTYAR
attached. Ma Sein Yin applied for removal of the
FIRM
attachment and produced a registered s'ale deed dated MA 'IJ.
SEIN
YIN.
the 4th March 1924 purporting to be a conveyance
by Ma Ko to her. of the attached property for Rs. 2,000. RUTLEDGE,
C.J., AND
On the strength of this, the attachment was raised, BROWN, J.
hence the present suit.
We may here mention that the husband Ba Sein
filed a suit in the Subdivisional Court of Kyauktan,
Civil Regular No. 31 of 1924, attacking this transfer
as collusive and claiming in any case that his interest
in the suitland had not. been affected therehy. This
suit was finally determined in his favour and a certain
portion of the land was partitioned and handed over
to him.
It is not alleged that after the conveyance of
this property, Ma Ko had any other assets with
which to pay her debts and it is not alleged that
she was in any way indebted to her sister, Ma Sein
Yin. So far as this transaction is concerned, Ma
Sein Yin was a mere volunteer. The sister's case is
that Ma Ko sold this land to pay her debts to one
Yan Nga. The sisters are evidently very interested
witnesses and a perusal of their evidence does not
favourably impress us.
Yan Nga is the only outside witness that they
have called and he does not corroborate them. He
states that he lent Rs. 1,500 to the three sisters, Ma
Ko, Sein Yin and Ma Suo They did not tell him
for whom the money was borrowed. Sein Yin,
Ma Ko and Ma Su came and repaid the money."
The learned Judge in second appeal concludes that
the sisters Sein Yin and Ma Su were merely sureties
for Ma Ko. We do not consider that Yan Nga's
evidence gives any basis for this presumption.
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We may also note that this witness. who is a
large land-owner, values the land sold at Rs. 200 at.
CHETTYAR
Rs, 250 an acre. This for 18 acres would indicate
FIRM
v.
the
value as from Rs. 3,600 to Rs. 4, SOOt He is not
MA SEIN
YIN,
likely, being a witness for the respondent, to overRUTLEDGE, value the land and. if we take the mean figure, it
C,]., AND
will indicate that the land was sold at half its value.
BROWN, J.
No satisfactory explanation has been given why Ma
Ko should discharge a debt which her sisters, who
are apparently much better off, were equally responsible for. We are in agreement with the DIstrict
Judge when he says: "Consequently, even if it be
held that the consideration - money obtained by Ma
Ko from Ma Sein Yin was used for this purpose, the
facts are that Ma Ko paid off the whole of the debt
for wbich she was only jointly responsible with two
others and a debt of which there is not a tittle of
evidence that any demand for payment had ever been
made."
\Ve are also in agreement when a little further
on the same learned Judge remarks: "The facts
therefore are that Ma Ko obtained an adjournment in
the original suit which she never intended to contest
and so postponed the date on which an ex parte
decree was passed and then utilised the period of this
adjournment to make a conveyance of her property
to her own sister with whom she was living at the
time. The inference that this transaction was entered
into for the purpose of putting this property out of
the reach of the appellants-is very strong." Ma Ko's
object may not have been solely to defeat and delay
the appellant's claim. She was, a,t the time on b,ad
terms with her husband and hvmg apart from hIm
and the second motive may have been and probably
~as to deprive him of his .rightful share i~ the joint
property. This, in our opinion, does not affect the
R.R.O.O,
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question. When we find a person without pressure
conveying all her property away to a sister with whom
she was living under circumstances like the present,
the intention must be taken t6 defeat and delay not
only the creditor who has taken proceedings against
her, but all other creditors as well. The learned
District Judge comments with regard to Ma Sein Yin's
. knowledge as follows: 'I Ma Sein Yin and Ma "Ko
were living together. She must have known of the
suit against Ma Ko and she must have kn?wn of the
application for an adjournment, for her own brother
(it" ought to have been 'cousin ') San Nyun made
the application. She must also have known that
Ma Ko did nbt intend to defend the suit, yet between
the date of adjournment and the date fixed for hearing
she purchased Ma Ko's. property. The agreement
Exh. A written on old stamp paper shows the mala
fides of Ma Ko and Ma Sein Yin. It alleges to
be dated in January, yet Maung Po Yu, from whom
the stamp paper was purchased, says it was not
purchased from hini until April. Peria Pillay has
also given evidence that an attempt was made to
purchase an old stamp sheet from him. It therefore
. appears that this agreement was not executed until
after the deed of sale had been executed and" that
the agreement was purposely ante-dated in order to
make the sale appear genuine."
On the evidence, we consider that these observations of the Districe Judge are justified. For these
reasons we consider that. the transfer of the 4th of
March by Ma Ko to the respondent was made with
intent to defeat and delay Ma Ko's creditors.
A point is mentioned in the reasons for the certificate of the learned Judge that in this case the
intention proved was merely to defeat the appellants
and that according to certain decisions of this Court
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and its predecessor, this is not sufficient. As we have
R.R,O.O. already remarked, however, the only inference that
CliF.TTYAR
we can draw from the transfer by a debtor of all her
FIRM
v.
property in such circumstances is that she did it not
MA SEIN
YIN.
merely to defeat the creditor who has taken proceedRUTLEOGE.
ings, but to defeat all creditors in general.
C.]., AND
A further point was urged that a creditor ~nust sue
BROWN, J.
not merely on his own behalf but on behalf of all
other creditors.· There is no doubt a considerable
body of legal authority to that effect. This may well
be in the case of a creditor who has not obtained a
decree or effected execution by attachment, but, in
Our opinion, it cannot apply to a case of a creditor
whose attachment has been raised and who avails
himself of the right given by Order 21, Rule 631 see
K. P. Pokker v. B. P. Kunhal11ad (1)J. The English
rule on which the contention that a creditor must sue
in a representative capacity rests is set out in Halsbury's
Laws of England, Volume XV, at page 89: "In an
action to set aside an alienation under the Statute 1:)
Eliz. C. 5, a creditor could sue on behalf of himself
and all other creditors of the grantor, except where
he has recovered judgment for his debt, in which
case he could obtain an order declaring the alienation
"as void against him and containing consequential
directions for the satisfaction of his debt alone without mention of any other creditors on their debts. !I
For these reasons, we set aside· the judgment
appealed from and restore the judgment of the District
Court. Appellants are entitled to costs throughout.
(I) (1918) 42 Mad. 143.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Sir Guy Rutledge, Kt., K.C., Chiej ]~stice, and Mr. Justice Brown,
1927

CO-OPERATIVE TOWN BANK OF PADIGON

v.
S.V.K.V. RAMAN CHETTYAR

AND

m\E.*

Civ,it Procedure Code (Act Vof 1908), 0.21. rr. 16, 53-Rights of a transferee
Of a decree-Code regulateS procedurr, does not aff~ct substantive rightDecree realised by a judgment-creditor of decree-holder by e~'eculion btfor e
tr,tnsferee takes action, effect oj-Transjeree's r;'g/it against judgmentcreditor.
The Civil Procedure Code regulates procedure, lays down the method by
Which substantive rights can be enforced, but does not ordinarily affect or
confer such rights. A decree can be transfer'red by assignment in writing and
the completion of such transfer,just as a transfer of any other kind of property,
does not depend upon any recognition by the Court. Order 21, Rule 53 of the
Code allows a judgment-creditor of a decree-holder to attach and realise the
latter's decree, btlt it does not follow that he would be necessarily entitled
personally to the beneficial interest of his execution if in factat the time of his
execution the attached decree had ceased to be the property of his judgmentdebtor who had, prior to the attachment, validly transferred and assignect the
decreeto another person. The transferee could either apply in tim~ for'
removal of attachment 'on the decree, or else, jf the decree is realised. file a suit
against the judgment-creditor to re-:over the money.

Sadagopa Chariar v.Rai,lltlnatTla C!tariar and others, 33 ~Iad. 6Z-jollO'"J.led.
Puthiamdi Mammed v. AvaUl Moidill, 20 Mad. 157-di;senl,'d from.
Co-oPerative Town Bank of Padigon v. S.V.K.Tf. Ramall Citellya" and one,
4 Han. 426-sel aSIde.

Thein Maung-for Appellant.
Chari-for Respondents.
RUTLEDGE, C.]., AND BROWN, J.-The second respondent Maung Myo obtained a money decree against
one Maung Po Hlaing. This decree was attached by
the 1st respondent S.V.K.V. Raman Chettya,r in execution vf a decree against Maung Myo. After obtaining
the attachment the Chettyar applied to the Court under
• Letters Patent Appeal No, 156 of 1926 arising out of Civil Second Appeal
No. 589 of 1925-(1926) 4 Rail. 426.
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the provisions of Rule 53 of Order 21 of the Code of
Civil Procedure and was allowed to execute the decree
nVE TowN
against Po Hlaing. A sum ofRs. 2,700 had been·
BANK OF
PADlGON
deposited in Court towards the satisfaction of the decree
".
S.V.K.V.
against
Maung Po illaing and the respondent Chettyar
RAMAN
CHETTYAR
withdrew this sum in execution of that decree. The
AND ONE.
plaintiff-appellants, the Co-operative Town. Bank of
RUTLEDGE.
Padigon, claimed that prior to the attachment of the
C.J.,AND
BROWN, J.
decree by th.e Chettyar Maung Myo had transferred the
decree to them. They say that the Chettyarexecuted
his decree and the decree against Maung. Po Hlaing
without their knowledge, the transfer having been made
to them before the attachment. The Chettyar had no
right in that decree, and they therefore claim to recover
Rs. 2,790. The Chettyar did not admit the (l.ssignment
to the Bank,andpleaded thatin any case the plaintiffs
were estopped from making this claim for this money
now. These q'Uestions have not yet however been
adjudicated upon. The suit was dismissed on the
ground that, the respo~dent Chettyar having executed
the decree in accordance with the provisions of the
Code of Civil Procedure, the mere fact that the Bank
had a: previolls assignment of the decree would not
give them any right to follow the money in the hands
of the Chettyar. The suit was dismissed by the trial
Court and by the District Judge in appeal, and these
decisions were affirmed on second appeal by.a single
Judge of this Court. *
. ..
The point raised .is a· difficult.point of. law, on
which we have bee~ unable to. find any c:;lear judicial
pronouncement, and has, in our opinion, been quite
rightly certified as a. fit case for appeal under clause
13 of the Letter:s Patent. . A number of cas~s have
been cited in favour of the respondents to the effect
. ~hat the only person entiH~d.to execute .a q.ecn~e is
CO-OP ERA-

* See (1926) 4 Ran; 426.
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the person who ha·s followed the procedure laid down
in Order 21 .of the Code of civil Procedure. We do
not ·hOwever think that these decisions necessarily
-conclude the matter. The Code of Civil Procedure, as
the term implies, regulates procedure, and does
not ordinarily affect substantive rights, and although
the executing Court was bound to allow the Chettyar
to' execute his decree, H does not necessarily follow that
the Chettyar was entitled to' retain the benefit of that
decree for his own purpose. The holder of a money
decree acquires no right, title or interest in the
property of his judgment-debtor merely by virtue of
that decree, and he has no right to execute this
decree against any property that is not the property
of his judgment-debtor at the time of attachment.
If then at the time of the attachment of the decree
in this case the Chettyar's judgment-debtor had no
longer any rights in the decree attached, the Chettyar
could obtain no rights in that decree and could
not utilize that decree for the purpose of satisfying
his debt. Rule 16 of Order 21 provides for the
application by the assignee of a decree to the Court
to be allo\ved to execute the decree. The rule does
not however say, and we know of no other provision
of law to that effect, that the assignment has no legal
force until the assignee is brought on the record under
the provisions of Rule 1u. It was held in the case
of PutlZ1'a'mdi Mammed v. Avalil Moid1'n (1), that all
that the transferee of a decree gets in law -for the
money paid by him to the decree-holder for the
transfer of his decree
is an agreement to transfer it,
'.
nota complete transfer until recognised by the Court.
If this decision is sound law, then we think this
appeal is bound to: faiL But this decision has been
<lissent~dJ~()lTI. by. another Bench ()f. the same Court
(i)(1896l 20 Mad; 157.
' .
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in the case of Sadagopa Chariar v. Raghunatha
Co-oPERAChariar and olhe1's (1) .. The learned Judges who
TIVE TO\VN
decided that case remarked. intheir judgment: " There
BANK OF
PADIGON
is nothing in section 232, Civil Procedure Code, to
v.
S.V.K.V.
suggest anything of the kind. On' the other hand
RAMAN
CHETTYAR
it can be gathered from the section itself that the comAND ONE.
pletionof the transfer does not depend upon any
'RUTLEDGE,
recoguition
by the Court, for it begins by saying' If
C..T.,AND
BROWN, J.
a decree be transferred by assignment in writing/
thus a~suming that there has been a complete transfer."
With these remarks we agree. We see no reason
why the transferbya decree-holder of his rights in the
decree should not operate on the date of transfer any
more than in the case of the transfer of any other
kind of property. The Code of Civil Procedure lays
down the method by which the rights can be enforced"
but does not itself confer the rights, and it seems to
us that the transferee of a decree purporting to contract
would put in an application under Rule S8 of Order
21 of the Code of Civil Procedure to remove an attach··
ment of the deree made subsequently to this transfer
whether he has himself taken steps to be entered on
record in place of the original decree·holder or not.
It is suggested on behalf of the respondents thatthe
rights of a transferee of a decree are set forth in Rule
16 of Order 21 ~nd the rights of an attaching decreeholder in kule 53, and that whichever party enforces
his rights to his decree is entitled to, the benefit of
those rights. It has been pointed out that clause 3;
of Rule 53 lays down that the holder of decree sought
to be executed by the attachment of another decree
of the nature specified in sub-rule (1) shall be deemed
to be the representative of the holder of that decree"
and that no such words occur in Rule 16 dealing with
the transferee by assignment. It is clear that so far as.
(1) (1909) 33 Mad. 62.
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the executing Court is concerned the provIsIons of
1927
Rules 16 and 53 must be followed. But we are unable
CO-OPEHA•
TIVE TOWN
to agree that it further follows that, when the attachmg BANK OF
.
,
PADIGON
decree-holder has executed the decree; he IS neces71.
sarily entitled personally to the beneficial interest of s~~~.
his executionit·ln
fact at the time of the execution
CHETTYAR
..: , .
' A N D ONE
he had no legal right to execute iton his own acc<?~nt.
.
In such circemstances it seems to us that he n1l1st RCUTJLEDGE.
, "AND
. be regarded as the trustee of th~ p~rson beneficially BROWN, J.
entitled to the profit of the decree. In this view of
the law the order dismissing the suit in the present
case cannot be confirmed. The Chettyar raised in his
written statement, amongst others, the defence that the
appellants were estopped from claiming the money
no\1,'. That mayor may not be so, but that will depend
on the facts of the present case which have not yet
been tried.
We accordingly set aside the decrees of the lower
Court dismissing the suit, and direct that the suit of
the plaintiff-appellants be readmitted and heard on its
ments. The costs of this appeal and of the appeals
before the District Judge and the single Judge of this
Court will be borne by the respondents. The appellants
will be entitled to a refund of the court-fees paid
by them in the three appeals.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. justice lieald, and Mr. Justice Mya Bu.

192;

June 2'3.

NADESAN CHETTIAR

v.
SHANKARAN CHETTIAR.*
Limitation Act (IX of 1908), So' 14-Same cause of action-Good faith-Suit
on loan cannot be converted into One on a promi~sory.note.
On the last day Of limitation a suit was filed against the respondent on an
alleged loan at Thonze. The transaction, to the knowledge of the agent who
verified the plaint, took place at Rangoon and was in fact a conditional
guarantee by the respondent for the debt of another person. Respondent hact
signed a promissory-note in favour of the plainttff's firm, but which was not
sued upon. The plaint was returned to be filed in Rangoon. Plaintiff now
purported to sue on the promissory-note and claimed exemption from the law
of limitation.
Held, that the present claim of the plaintiff was totally a distinct cause of
a.:Iion from the former and could not be allowed, and as it was already barred
he could' nol c1:l.im exemption under the provisions' of section 14 of the Limitation Act, as i I was not the same cause of action, and as the suit "t Thonze was
based on statements of facts and of jllrisdiction which were. false to the
knowledge of the person filing it.
.
Ma

ShlllC

Mya v. Mo HIIClIIng, 4 U.J3.R. 30 P.C.-followed.

Halkar-for Appellant.
Mani-for Respondent.

HEALD AND MYA Bu, JJ.-The Chettiar firm of
M.T.T.K.M. which was a partnership of three partne1"s,
namely, Somasundram, Arunachellam and the present
appellant, Nadesan, carried on a money-lending
business at Thonze by an agent Ranganathan. It
had made advances to one M. A. Mamsa of Rangoon
and when accounts were settled between them it was
found that Mamsa owed them Ri. 895. Respondent
Shankaran Chettiar, who was clerk to a Chettiar firm
• Special Civil First Appeal No. 45 of 1926.
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in Rangoon, guaranteed payment of this a;mount to
the M.T.T.K.M. firm and gave their agent Ranganathan a document the effect of which was as follows :" I promise to pay M.K.M. Ranganathan Chettiar the
sum of Rs. 8eJ5 received by me in cash with interest
at 1 per cent. per mensem from this date, namely
the 14th of February 1921."
On the 14th of February 1924 Soma~undram and
Arunachellam, two of the three partners· in the
M.T.T.K.M·. ~firm sued respondent to recover Rs. 895
with interest in respect of this transaction, their plaint
being verified by Ranganathan. They instituted the
suit at Tharrawaddy and they alleged that respondent
had borrowed the sum of Rs. 895 from their firm
at Th6nze., which is within the jurisdiction of the
Tharrawaddy C01.lrt. In their plaint they did not
refer to the document mentioned above but they
mentioned it in an annexure to their plaint as one
of th.e documents on which they relied. They
filed the suit as two of the three partners in the
M.T.T.K.M. firm and they impleaded the present
appellant Nadesan, the third partner, as a formal
defendant on the ground that the firm had ceased
to do business and that he was unwilling to join as
a plaintiff. The suit, as has been said, was filed on
the 14th of February 1924, that is on the last day
of limitation, and appellant, though he was a a formal
party, was not a plaintiff in the: stlit. On the 21st
of YIarch 1924 appellant appeared asa defendant
and said that he was willing to be joined as a
plaintiff. Somasundram and Arunachellam applied
fpr leave to amend their plaint, afld on the 1st of April
1924 on amended plaint, was filed in which all the
three po.rtners were made· plaintiffs and the present
respondent was made the sple defendant, the statement
of claim being the same as in the earlier plaint. This
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amended plaint was signed and vetified· by Ranganathan as agent for Somasundram and Arunachellam
'IJ.
and by Vengadasalam as agent for appellant.
s~~~~~~:.
Respondent then filed a written statement in which
HEAtD AND he pleaded that the transaction which was the basis
MYABu, JJ. of the suit took place in Rangoon and not within
the jurisdiction of the Tl-{arrawaddy Court, that it
was not true that he had borrowed Rs. 895 from
the M.T.T.K.M. firm, but that the truth was that
he had guaranteed that M. A. Mamsa would pay
that sum to the firm and for that purpose had given
to the firm the document mentioned in the list
appended to the plaint. He said that it was agreed
as a condition precedent to the attaching of any
obligation under that document that the firm should
first apply to Mamsa for payment, and he pleaded
that because they had not applied. to Mamsa he was
not liable to pay the amount.
The Tharrawaddy Court framed a preliminary'
issue as to whether or not it had jurisdiction, that
is as to whether the cause of action arose at Thonze
or at Rangoon.
Appellant then filed an application for the examination of the partner Somasundram and the agent
Ranganathan on commission at Devakota, they having
left Burma and gone to that place. The commission
was issued and Ranganathan, who it will be
remembered had himself verified both the plaints
said that while he was agent of the M.T.T.K.M.
firm the present respondent undertook. to pay to the
firm Rs. 895 due by another (clearly Mamsa), and gave
him the document. which was written in Rangoon.
He said however that the money was payable at
Thonze. On Ranganathan's admission that the document was given in Rangoon, coupled with the evidence
of resp,ondent and his witnesses; the Tharrawaddy
1927

NADESAN
CHETTIAR

·RANGOON SERIES.
Court found that the cause of action arose in Rangoon
and that it had no jurisdiction to try the suit.
The plaint and the amended plaint were accordingly returned to the plaintiffs, that is to the three
partners, for representation inthe proper Court. They
were presented in the Small Cause Court of Rangoon
without delay, but before the case came on for trial
there appellant filed an amended plaint in which he
claimed to sue a1orie, as one of the partners of the
M.T.T.K.M. firm. on the basis of the document as a
promissory-note. He claimed exemption from the law
of limitation on the ground that he had been in
good faith prosecuting against the respondent another
suit on the promissory-note in the Tharrawaddy
Court.
An issue was raised as to whether or not appellant was entitled to the benefit of section 14 of th.e
Limitation Act, and the learned Judge held that
because the cause of action in the Tharrawaddy Court
and that in the Rangoon Court v,rere not the same,
the one being an alleged loan and the other a claim
on a promissory-note, and because the suit was not
prosecuted in the Tharrawaddy Court with due
diligence and in good faith since Ranganathan who
filed it knew that there was no question of a loan
and knew also that the transaction took place in
Rangoon, appellant was not entitled to the benefit
of section 14 of the Act. He accordingly dismissed
appellant's suit.
Appeliant appeals on the grounds that the cause
of action was the same throughout and that the
date which ought to have been considered for
purposes of limitation was the date on which the
suit was filed in the Tharrawaddy Court.
In view of the fact that there was no delay
bp,tween the return of the plaints and their being
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filed in the Small Cause Court, we are of opinion
that if it could be held that appellant was prosecuting
the suit or proceedings in the Tharrawaddy Conrt
'Ii.
SHANKARAN
with
due diligence and in good faith from the 14th
CHETTIAR,
of February 1924, that is from the date on wpich the
HEALD AND
MYA Bu,II. period of limitation
for the suit came to an end,
and if the cause of action waS the same in the
Tharrawaddy Court as it was in the Rangoon Court,
then appellant would be entitled to the benefit of
section 14.
As a maHer of fact appellant did not actually
. become a plaintiff in the Tharrawaddy Court until
the 1st of April 1924, that is until some considerable time after the expiry of the period of limitation
for the suit, and therefore it would be diffic,uIt to
regard him as having been prosecuting the suit from
the 14th of February 1924, but supposing that
it is possible to regard the suit whicp w~s instituted
on the 1+th of February 1924 as a suit by the
partnership, and to regard appellant as having been
added as a plaintiff on the 1stof Apri11924 merely
as an additional representative of the partnership, even
then it would in our opinion be impossible to regard a.
suit \vhich was instituted by two other partners on
the last day of limitation and in which appellant was
not at that time a plaintiff as having been prosecuted
by appellant with due diligence andin good faith so.
as to give appellant the benefit of section 14 after
the two other co-partners had withdra\vn 'from the
suit, as apparently they did, in a case where the
suit was based on a statement of facts which was
false to the knowledge of the person who filed it,.
and was fi.1ed in the Tharrawaddy Court. when the
person who filed it knew that the cause of action
arose in Rangoon, and when further the' present
cause of action, which is based on the docur.lent· as a
NADESAN
CHETTIAR
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prf)missory-note, was nQt the cause of action m the
suit as originally instituted.
NADESAN
CHETTIAR
We are of opinion that the Small Cause Court was
v.
right in holding that appellant's present claim to sue~::~~~
on the document as a promissory·note was barred by HEALD AND
limitation at the time when it was made, and we may MYABu,JJ.
add that in our vie\v the amendment which appellant
proposed to make by his latest plaint was an amendment \vhich he was not entit~ed to make since, as
their Lordships of the Privy Council said in the case
of Ma Shwe Mya v. Mo Hnaung (1), "no power has
yet been given to enable one distinct cause of adion
to be substituted for another, nor to change by means
of amendment the subject-matter of the suit." The
claim which was embodied in. the original plaint and
in the first amended plaint has now been abandoned
and.. could not have succeeded and since the c;laim
whkh appellant now wishes to make' is long time·
barred and is a claim which in any case he ought not
to be allowed· to make in the' suit, we have no
hesitation in finding that his suit was rightly dismissed
and we dismiss the appeal with costs.
.
(1) (1920) 4 U.B.R. 30.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
. Before Mr. Justice Brown.
1927,

MASAW

v.
MA.UNG KYAW GAUNG.*
Cidl Procedure Cade (Act V 011908), s. 47, O. 21, rr. 90; 92-Nosuit lies
against order' made under 0.21, R. 9Zoj the Code-No suit (i!, any) lies
against a~tian.purc!laser witho:ut'additM decree-hoJd.w to seJ· asidt< sale
on ground of fraud.
Appellant who was one of the iudgment-debtor~ unsuccessfully applied to
have the' sale Of a piece of paddy land set aside on the grol;Il d of- fraud. She
then filed a suitagainst the. auction-purchaser' alone. to have the salt: set aside..
Held, that even if the' pr'ovisionsof section 47 of the Code did not aPBi y
as between an auction-purchaser and a judgme;jt-debtor (Which was doubtful)
the suit. could not be set aside against the. auction"purchaser a.lone without
being also set aside against .the decre.e-holder..
Held, also, that the judgment-debtor having failed in her application under
the provisions of Order·21. Rule 90 of the'Code, no suitcould'be maintained 'by
her under, the, provisions of Rule 92. clanse 3.
P. K. Sanyal v. K. D. Sanyal, 19 Cal. (P.C.) 683-rejerredto.

Robertson-for Appellant.
Khoo-for' Respondent.
BROWN, J,-:-The appellant, Ma Saw, was one of
the judgment-debtors in a decree passed in Civil
Regular No. 26 of 1923 of the Subdivision~J Court
of Tavoy. In execution of that decree a piece of
paddy land was attached and sold. Ma Saw applied
to the executing Court to have this sale set aside on
the ground of fraud and material irregularity, in conducting the sale; but her application was dismissed.
Some ten months later she filed the suit out of
which this appeal has arisen. In that suit she has
not made the original decree-holder a party but has
* Civil Second Appeal No. 541 of 1926.
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BaIlled one defendant cnly, Maung Kyaw Gaung, the
auction~purchaser. She asked to have the sale set
aside OR the grounds of- various ineguladties and
fmud in connection with the sale. The trial Court
dismissed the suit on the ground that the matter in
issue· fell within the scope of section 4'7 of. the
~ivi:l Procedure Code and that no separate suit
therefore lay. On appeal; the District Judg,e confirmed
the decree of the trial Court holdingt,l1at the suit
Was not maintainable under the provisions: of section
47 read. with those of Rule 92' of Otdier 21 of the
Code of Civil Frocedure. Ma Haw has now come in
seeond appeal to this Court.
I have been referred.· to a number of conflicting
decisions on the point whether a clai·m between an
auction-purchaser and a judgment-debtor cart be
adjudicated on by the executing Court unde.r
the provisions' of: section 47 of the Code of Civil
Procedure. But 1 do not think that it is necessary
to decide this' doubtful point as in any cast:: I do
not think that the present suit, as framed, lies. As
I have said, the decree-holder has not been joined
as a party to the suit; but it seems to me that
without the decree-holder being joined as a party,
the points at issue cannot be decided as the decreeholder is quite clearly very much inter·ested in the
sale of, the property; and the sale cannot be set
aside as vegards the auction-purchaser without also
being set aside as regards the decree-holder. For
the: suit to succeed, it seems to me therefore neces'"
sary that, the de,cree-holder also' should have been
added as a party and in the case of Prosul1no Kuma l'
Sanyal v. Kali Das Sanyat (1), their Lordships of
the Privy' Council held that a case for setting aside
the sale by a judgment-dehtor against the decree(1)

(l892) 19 Cat 683.

1927
MK-SAW
.-'lI.

MAUNG

KYAW
GAUNG.
BROWN"

J.
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holder and the auction-purchaser did' fall \vithin the
scope of section .244 of the old Code of Civil
'P.
Procedure corresponding with the present section 47.
MAUNG
KYAW
On
this ground alone it could be held in the present
GAUNG,
case that the present suit did not lie. But On
BROWN, J.
another ground also I think it clearly does not lie.
Ma Saw was a judgment-debtor in the earlier
.case and she made an application under the provisions of Rule 90 of Order 21 to have the sale set
aside. Orders were passed against her under the
provisions of Rule 92 of that Order and the sale
was confirmed. 'Clause (3) of Rule 92 clearly provides
that no suit to set aside. an order made. under this
rule shall be brought by any person against whom
such order is m a d e . . .
It has been suggested thatMa :Saw has come to
Court in this case in a differen:~capacity from that
in .which she came. in the execution proceedings.
She claimed in her plaint that she "was. one of the
co-owners of the land and as such. intended.. purchas..
ing the. land. If what slle means is that she merely
wanted to exercise the rights of any member of the
public to purchase at the auction sale,:then it seems
to me that her suit must fail as she Vv'ould have no
cause of action, no .material interest of hers having
been affected j if, on the other hand, her claim is
that as a co-owner she had a special right to purchase
the whole land then clearly she. comes within the
scope of Rule. 90 .of: Order ~1 under which any
person whose interests are affected by the sale may
apply. In these circumstances -it se.ems to me to. be
idle :to deny~that she: did not in her: personal capacity make an application under Rule 90. and that~.the
chi.im she now· makes is not also one" which she
could have made under Rule 90.. The facts, which
she alleges in her pla.int, are that she went to the
MASAW
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,place of sale on the date and time appointed, that
DO one appeared, that finally she left the place and
that the sale took place after her departure without
any information 'whatever. This' was in substance
what she alleged ill: 'her application for setting aside
the sale before the executing Court. She makes a
her present plaint
vague allegation in;,pare:tgr~ph 8
that II plaintiff furthetavers that there was fraud and
,collusion between the.B,ailiff, and .the . purchaser as
the whole matter was arranged between ,. them so
.that thepurcha.ser would get.theproperties, cheap."
This ground is so vague as ,really to constitute no
cause of ,action wh'~t~oever.
, .. " ,,',
"
..
.
It has been contended that 'iLtheprovisions of
Rule 92 be rigorously enforced;' 'grave injustice may
be done .in a case-'of fraud~which is, only discovered
at 'asubseqilentdate. The':"riiere: fid': that the
application of a rule of law may work injustice is
not by itself a sufficient reason for' not following
that rule of law if it is clear and unmistakable. But
in the present case there is no allegation that any
fraud has been committed which' was not' capable
Df discovery in time to make the necessary' application under Rule 90. The fraud now, alleged if any
is fraud in conducting the sale and there is no real
allegation of fraud in the present suit beyond the
allegation made in the ,previous execution proceedings. The suit is merely an attempt to· have a
furth'er adjudication on the point decided In those
' ",'
proceedings.
I am of opinion that the present suit was barred
by the provisions of. Rule 92 of Order 21.
I dismiss t~is appealw(th costs.'

,or

. '

.

. '

.
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APPELLATE CIVIL'
J3efore Mr. Justice Maung Ba.
-1927

MA BTA YI

,.,..,..",..

1une 28.

v.
MA PWl\. HNIT.*
Civil Procedure Code (Act' jr of 1908) , O. 47-Grounds for reView-When OJ
el'Yor ,of law cin l:e reviewed,.
Where a Court .." rongly applied hi a case the principle of res judicata and
then entertained a review in respect thereof.
,
Held, that the word" error" in Order 47, Rule 1 of the Civil ProcedureCode, is not confined to an error of fact but also to an error on a point of
law apparent on the face of the record, and therefore the lower Court wasjustified in r~view:ing ,its previo1;1s order.

, Chnajju Ram v. Nelli, 3 Lah. 137 P.C. ; Jatra Mohal~ Nedhu v. Aukil
Chandra, ~4 Cal. 334; Sharup,Chand v. Pat Dassee, 14 C.\I. 627...-rejerred to.

Po Aye~for Applicant.

J.-This revision application arises out
of an application for leave to sue as a pauper.
Applicant, Ma Pwa Hnit, applied to the Subdivisional Court of Kyaiklat for leave to sue as a pauper
for the recovery of a share of inheritance in the estate of
her deceased husband. The learned Judge dismissed
her application on the ground that she had no chance of
succeeding in her claim. The learned Judge came to
that finding in deciding the preliminary issue whether
her petition disclosed any cause of action.
I shall not, however, go into the question Whether
the learned Judge's finding is correct ornot, The point
which I am called upon to'decide is whether the order
of the learned Additional District Judge, who reviewed
his own order passed on appeal, is correct or not.
MAtiNG BA,

• Civil Revision No. 122 of1927.
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About a year after the dismissal of that application,
applicant flIed a similar application in the District Court
of Pyap-on. An objection was taken that the second
application was barred by resjudicala by reaSon oHhe
previous application, which had been dismissed by the
Subdivisional Condo ·The learned Additional District
Judge allowed the objection to stand and held that het
second application was barred by res judicata. The
learned Judgewasthen asked to revie'wthatorder passed
by him. He decided that the law of f'es judicata was
not applicable but that he shoold have dealt with the
second application under Rule 15 of Order 33, Civil
Procedure Code. He further held that a review could
be granted where' an error on a point of law was apparent on the face of the judgment.
From that order granting the review, the present
application for revision has been filed. It is urged
that a review cannot be granted on the ground that
a previous interpretation of law was erroneous.
It is necessary to examine the language of Order 47,
Rute 1 which defines the limits within \vhich review
of a decree or order is permitted. Those limits are
three in number:(1) discovery of new and important matter or
evidence, which, after the exercise of due
diligence, was not within his knowledge or
could not be produced at the time when the
decree was passed or order made;
(2) some mistake or error apparent on the face
of the record, and
(3) for any other sufficient reason.
With regard to the first two cases, the language is
plain enough, but with regard to No. (3) it is somewhat
difficult to determine what reason should be considered
sufficient. In the case of Clzhajju Ram V. N eki ~1), a
(1) (1922) 3 Lah. 127.

1927
MARTA YI
v/

MA PWA
HNIT.
M:AUNG BA.

J.
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Full Bench of the Privy Council has defined what that
reason is. Viscount Haldane, who delivered the
judgment of the Bench, at .page q} observed:~
" For it is obvious that the Code conteJ;Ilplates pro·
cedure by way of review by the Court which pas already
given judgment as being different from that by way of
appeal to a Court of Appeal. The threeca~esjnwhich
alone merereviewis permitted are thOSe ofnew material
overlooked by excusable misfortune, mistake or error
apparent all the face of the record" or' any·· other
sufficient reason '." At page 135, h1sLordship'further
observed :-" They think that Rule 1 of Order XLVII
must be read as in itself definitive of the limits within
which review is. t9~day permitted, and . 'the r~Jerence
to practice under former and different statutes is misleading. So construing it they interpret the words' any
other sufficient reason ~. as meaning a reason sufficient
on grounds at least analogous to those specified
.
immediately previously."
So it is clear that out of the three grounds justi-.
fying a review, No. 3 is at least analogous with grounds
1 and 2. In the present case, the Additional District
Judge in the first place applied wrong law. It therefore follows that there was an error of law apparent
on the face of the record. It has been urged that
the word "error" in Rule 1, Order 47 is restricted.
to an error of fact. The rule itself does not mention
whether the word is to be thus restricted, so I do not
think that the argument is maintainable because it
would involve an importation of some words which
do not appear in the Rule. That a review is allow~
able where an error on a point of law was apparent
on the face of the record has been adopted in the
case of Sharup Chand v. Pat Dassee (1) and ]atra
Mohan Nedhu v. Aukil Chandra (2).
(2) (1896) 24 Cal. 334.
(1) (1887) 14 Cal. 627.
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I therefore hold that the construction put by the
learned Additional District Judge on Rule 1, Order 47,
is correct and this application for revision must be
dismissed.
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Before Mr. Justice Maung Ba.

KO SIT KAUNG

1927

AND ONE

...v.
PERIAKARUPPAN.*
Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 1908), s. 39, O. 21, rr. 5, 6-Transfer of decree far
execution-Same Judge presiding over the t~o Courts in one place, effect of.
Held, that where the same fudge presides over two Courts in the same place
and has only one common c1~rical establishment, it is not material irregularity
if the Judge without transferring a decree for'execution from one such Court to
the other in accordance with the provisions of Order 21, Rule 6 of tile Civil
Procedure Code, attaches property in execution of the decree of the former
Court situate within the jurisdiction of the latter Court.
l'rem Chand Dey v. Mokltoda Debi, 17 Cal. b99-disting uisltcd.

Surti-for Applicant.
MAUNG

BA, J.-In this reV1SlOn case an inter-

-esting point of law has arisen.
The Subdivisional Judge of Twante in execution
-of a decree passed by him as Subdivisional Judge of
Twante attached property which is situated within
the local limits of the Subdivisional Court of
Kyauktan without a previous transfer of the decree
under Order XXI, Rule 6.
The SubdivisionalJudge was asked to remove
the attachment on the ground inter alia that the
attachment was bad for want of jurisdiction. The
* Civil Revision No. 95 of 1927.

June 28.
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Subdivisional Judge overruled the objection. The
. present application· has been made to revise that
decision. Section 39 of the Civil Procedure Code
'II.
provides how a decree may be executed where a.
PEmAXARUPP"AN.
person against whom the decree is passed has.
MAUNG BA, property within the jurisdiction
of another Court.
J.
The Court may in such a case transfer the decree
to the othel' Court. On making such a transfer,.
Rule 6 of Order XXI mentions three documents
which should be transmitted.
A Full Bench of the Calcutta High Court in the
case of Prem Chand Dey v. Mokhoda: Debi (1), has
held that a Court has no jurisdiction, in execution
of a decree, to sell property over whitehilt had no
territorial jurisdiction at th'e time it passed the order
-of sale and that such a sale must· be set aside as
being without jurisdiction.
It has been urged that the same principle should
ordinarily apply to the present attachment. No
difficulty would be experienced in applying that
principle if the Subdivisional Court at Twante and
the Subdivisional Court at ~yauktan were presided
over by different Judges. But in the present case
the two Courts were presided over by one Judge
who sat at Rangoon. No doubt it might appear
ridiculous for the Judge to transfer the decree to
himself with all the necessary doculnents. Actually·
. the Judge sat in one office and had the same
clerical establishment. The object of trarismitting
those documents is to convey the necessary information to the Jtidge of the other Court. In the
present case there was no necessity to transmit such
information because the same Judge sat at the same
place as Judge of the two Courts. Possibly the system
of one Judge presiding over more than one Court is
Ko

SIT
KA:1JNG
A"ND ONE

(1) (1890) 17 Cal. 699.
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peculiar to Burma and not 1q}own in India. The
Cl viI Procedure Code has made no provision for
. such exigency. Rule 5 of Order XXI says where
the Court to which a .decree is to be sent for
execution is situated within the same district :as the
. Court which passed such decree, such Court shall
'. send the same direct to the former Court. As the
.two Courts are situated in t~e same district and if
the law,' as it stands, is to 'be literally enforced, the
Subdivisional Judge might as well pass the record
from one hand to the other. It must be conceded
that the omission to make a formal transfer in the
present case amounts b an irregularity but in my
opinion that irregularity is not a material irregularity
affecting the jurisdiction of the Court.
I therefore hold that it is not a fit case to
exercise the powers of revision under section 115
seeing that there has been no material irregularity
accompanied by substantial failure of justice·
The application is dismissed with costs.

1927
·Ko SIT'
'KAUNG
AND ONE
V.

'PERlA·KARUPPAN •
MAUNG BA,

J.'

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr, JI/stice Heald and Mr. Justice Mya Bu,

KO BA CHIT

AND THREE

June 28.

V.

KO THAN DAING

1927

AND ONE. '*

Specific performance of contract Jar sale, decreefor-Collrt's power to fix date
for performance mui its discretion to extcnd time-Order granting
extension not aPPealable,
Held, that if no date has been fixed in a decree for specific performance of
a contract Of sale, such a date may be fixed by the Court which made the decree
after the decree has been passed, and that, whether the date is fixed in the
decree or in a subsequent order, the Court which made the decree has a
discretion to extend the time. Such an order is not appealable.

* Civil First Appeal No. 114 of 1927.
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Abdul ShakeI' v. Abdul Rahtmal/., 46 Mad. 148 ; Rambhatlu v. Anuniabhatlu,
Xo fuC'HIT 90 I.C. 605 i, Thirukolza \0. Nakonda, 49 Mad. 691-referred to.
AND THREE

v.
Ko THAN
DAING
AND ONE.

Tambe-for Appellants.
Theln Maung-for' Respondents.

J.-Respondents sued appellants (c,r
specific performance of a can tract to sell certain lands
to them for Rs. 14,389, of whi'ch Rs. 700 had already
been paid as earnest money. The Court granted the,m
a decree directing that on respondents' paying to th~
appeUan,ts the balance of the purchase money, viz.
Rs. 13,680, the appellants should convey and transfer
the lands in suit to the respondents. ,
The third appella~t then applied to the Court to fix
a time within which payment should be made and the
Court after hearing both sides said that" by all
accidental omission the period, within which the
purchase price was to be paid had been omitted from
the judgment and decree and that under theprovisions
of sllction 152 of the Code and by consent of the
parties the date, is now fixed on the 3rd of January
1927." The decree was amended accordingly.
On the 3rd of January the 1st respondent asked for
an extension of the time up to the end of January and
after hearing both sides the Court extended the time
up to the 24th of January.
On the 24th of January the 1st respondent asked for
a further extension of time up to the 31st of January.
Appellants did not oppose the extension but left the
matter to the Court and the Court g~anted an extension
up to the 31st of January but said that no further time
would be granted thereafter.
The money was not paid by the 31st and the' Court
granted a further extensio l1 up to the 1st of March.
HEALD,

VOL.
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On the 14th of February respondents. paid the full
amount into Court and the Court called on appellapts Ko .BA CHI'\!
~ND ,-HREE
to register the conveyance· by the 9th of March.
II.
KoTHAN
On the 1st of March the appellants filed the present . DAING
appeal on the grounds that the Court was wrong in ~ND ONE.
granting any extension, and should have held ~hat the HEALD, J.
contract was rescinded when respondents .failed to pay
on the date fixed.
It is clear that the only extension of which appellants
could complain was the last, since the· extension up to
the 31st of January was granted by consent.
The first question which arises is whether or not the
learned Judge's order of the 4th of February whereby
the last extension ()f time was granted is appealable.
The powers of the Court which at the instance of
the purchaser passes a decree for specific performance
of a contract for sale, t6 fix a time within which the
contract should be performed and in its discretion to
extend that time were considered in the case of Abdul
Shaker v. Abdul Rahirnan (1), and it ,vas held that
decrees for specific performance are anomalous and are
in the nature of preliminary decrees, that in tIle case of
such decrees the Court which made them retains
control of the suit after the passing of the decree and
that the Court has power to fix a date for the
performance of the contract and in its discretion to
extend that time. In a more recent case in the same
High Court, namely, the case of Thirukona v. Nakonda
(2), it was suggested that the power to extend the
time for payment in the case of decrees for specific
performance is an inherent power of the Court, and in a
still more recent case, Rambhatlu v. Anuniahbhatlu (3),
which does not seem to have been officially reported,
the decision in Abdul Shaker v. Abdul Rahiman (1),
0) (1922) 46 l\1:ad. 148.
(2) (1926) 49 Mad. 691.
(3) 90

I.e. 605.
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was followed. I would therefore hold that if no date
Ko BA CHiT has been fixed in the decree for performance of the
AN'D THREE
contract, sl1<::h a date may be fixed by the. Court which
v.
KoTHAN
made the decree after the decree' has be.en passed, and
DAING
AN'O ONE.
that, whether the date is fixed in the decree or in a
subsequent order, the Court which made the decree
HEALD, J.
has a discretion to extend the time.
The question then arises whether an order granting
an extension of time in such a; cas'e is appealable. In
the case last cited an objection to the trial Court's order
refusing an extenRion of time 'was .taken by way of
revision, which suggests thatthe order was not regarded
as being appealable. An orderrefusinganext¢nsion of
time for the payment of mortgage, money is specially
made appealable asan order by Order 43,.Rule 1 (0) and
that fact seems to show that the Legislature regarded
such an order as not being appealable as a decree
as being the determination of a question within
secti:on 47 of the C.ode. An order allowing an
extension of time for the payment oJ mort§c1:g.e
money is not speciall¥ made appealable as an
order and therefore is not appealable at aU unless it is
appealable as being the determination of a question
under section 47 of the Code. But if an order refusing
an extension is not stich a determination, it would be
difficult to hold that an order granting an extension is
such a determination, and I have no doubt that an
'Order granting an extension of time in the case of
mortgage money is not appealable. But if neither an
order refusing an extension of time nor an order
granting an extension of time for the payment 6f
mortga~e money can be regarded as being the
determination of a question under section 47 of the
Code"it.\Yould.alearly becliflkult'to' hold that an order
granting or refusing an extension in the case of a decree
tor specific performance su~h,asthat in,the. present case
1927
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is the determination of a question under section 47, and
if it is not· sudi a dekrmination it is' certainly not KoBA. CJIIT
AND'tI;lREE
appealabLe. ' I would therefore hold that the· order
'D.
against which appellants desire to' appeal is not KoTHAN
DAING
AND D:'IE.
appealable.
I may however add that if the order in. this case HEALD, J.
were appealable, or if the present applic~tion. had been
·.an application for revision, I should still refuse to
interLere. The lower· Court undoubtedly ham a
discretion to· extend the time for payment and an
Appellate Court is always reluctant to interfere with the
ex.ercise (ilf discretion by a lowe-r Court unless it is
dearl¥shbwn that the. discretion has been~improperly
exercised. lin this cas.e r see no reason to helieve that
the lower Geurt exercised its discretion impropedy~
I would accordingly dismiss the appeal with costs.

MYA

Bu,

J.-I concur.
APPE:LLATE CIVIL.

Before Mr. Justice Heald and Mr. Justice Mya Btl.

NABIN"CHANDRA DEB

1927

~I.

July 4.

MI'ROBEYA

AND ONE.*

Usury. Laws Repeal Act (XXViII of 1885), s. 2-Usurious Loam Act (X Of
1918)-Agreed rate of interest when must be allowed-Harsh and
ultconscionable l'argain-Transaction becoming harsh by debtor's foolishness, effect of.
TTnder the provisions of the Usury Laws Repeal Act, in any suit in which
i.nterest is recoverable the Court is bound to give interest at the rate agreed
upon between the parties. In order that the Usurious Loans Act may apply,
the terms must be shown to be so harsh and unconscionable as to indicate
undue influence. A Mohamedan woman and her son aged 45 gave a bond for
Rs. 827 repayable within a year with interest at 25 per cent. per annum, and
as sec:urity mortgaged their property worth much more than the debt. If the
debt was not paid within the year, interest was to be compounded yearly. By
• CiviL First Appeal No. 299 of 1926.
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non-payment and by not selling a part of their property to payoff the debt, the
debtors allowed the debt to grow into upwards Of Rs. 6,000.
Held, that the creditor was entitled to recover his full amount as thetran..
saction was not itself harsh or unconscionable. and its operation became
harsh simply through the foolishness and delay of the debtors.

Banerjee-for Appellant.
K. C. Bose-for Respondents.

J.-The respondents Ma Robeya and Abdul
Hakim are an elderly Mahomedan woman and herson, the son being 45 years of age.
In 1916 they owed to appellant Rs. 596 under a
decree and Rs. 231 on a promissory note and in,
order to secure payment of those debts they executed
a mortgage bond in appellant's favour for Rs. 827~
The bond recited the details of th~ debt and contained an undertaking on the part of respondents to pay
the debt within a year, with interest at 25 per cent.
per annum, and a stipulationthat if the debt was not paid
within the year, interest should be compounded yearly.
The debt was not paid within the year and has
admittedly not yet been paid in full, and' appellant
sues respondents on the bond. He gives credit for
Hs. J ,600 received as interest and sues for Rs. 4,224-4
further interest as well' as Rs. 827 the original
' '
'
principal.
Respondents plead that the' transaction was unusual
and usurious and that they are entitled to the benefit
of the Usurious Loans Act.
The learned Judge held that the suit was not a
suit to wbich the Usurious Loans Act applied, but
'he was nevertheless, of 'opinion that he had a dis~
cretion to give equitable relief, and he allowed simple
interest only.
Appellant alleges in appeal that in the absence of
any pleading of undue influence the Court waS not
HEALD,
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entitled to allow interest otherwise than in accordance
with the terms of the bond.
Section 2 of the Usury Laws Repeal Act (XXVIII
of 1855) says expressly that in any suit in which
interest is recoverable, the amount shall be adjudged
or decreed by the Court at the rate agreed upon by
the parties. Vnless therefore the terms of the agreement between the parties were so harsh and unconscionable as to show that consent to them must have
been induced by undue influence, the Court was
bound to decree interest at the contract rate.
. The circumstances which, it is suggested, indicate
undue influence are(1) that one of the parties to the contract was
an elderly Mohamedan \;yoman j
(2) that the value of the property given as
security was out of proportion to the
amount of the debt;
(3) that in view of the value of the security
the interest was unduly high j and
(4) that the result of the transaction is that for
a debt of Rs. 827 respondents have to pay
Rs. 6,651-4-0.
It seems to me that these considerations, even
taken together, are not sufficient to \varrant an inference that the relations subsisting between the parties
were such that appellant was in a position to dominate
the will of the respondents. The debtors were mother
and son, and the son was some 35 years of age. There
is nothing to suggest that the son was not then in a
position to assist and advice his mother in the management of her affairs, as he is admittedly assisting and
. advising her now. The debt, in comparison with the
value of their property, was very small, the property
which they gave as security being, according to the
:lower Court worth about· Hs. 9,000 while the debt
49
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was only Rs. 827. Respondents could therefore have
rid themselves of the debt forthwith by selling a
mere fraction of the property which they admittedly
V.
It is true that the security given was
MI ROBEYA possessed.
AND ONE.
unnecessarily large, but they need never have given
HEALD. J.
security at all, and the only presumption which can
be drawn from their giving it is that they desired to
keep their property and had no doubt that they would
be in a position to payoff the debt without selling any
of their lands. If they had paid the. debt within a
reasonable time they would not have been adversely
affected by the fact that they had givenas security more
property than was necessary, and I do not think that
the fact that they gave so large a security for so
small a debt indicates in the circumstances of the
case that appellant was in a dominant position and
used that position to obtain an unfair advantage.
The unfairness of the advantage which appellant
actually gained was due not to appellant's being in a
.position to dominate the will of respondents but to
respondents' disregard of their own interests, and is
therefore no indication of undue influence. As for
the rate of interest, which works out for the first
year at slightly over Rs. 2 per cent. per mensem, it
is certainly not unusually' high for this country even
when the security is good, and respondents doubtless
thought that the stipulation that interest should be
compounded yearly would not affect them as they
intended to repay the debt within the first year.
I am of opinion that the tran~action was not in
itself harsh or unconscionable and that its terms are
not such as to indicate that it was induced by undue
influence. Its operation has become harsh by reason
merely of the foolishness of the debtors who when
they could have paid off the debt by the sacrifice
of a small portion of their l)rOperty preferred to pay
·NABIN
CHANDRA
DEB

VOL.
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interest on it and to give security which was unnecessary, and who in spite of the fact that they had
agreed to pay compound interest neglected to pay
the debt, for many years, with the result that after
some years the amount due as interest yearly was
more than the amount of the original debt. It is of
course a hard case, but I think that the learned
Judge in the 100ver Court forgot that it is hard cases
that make bad law, and that his reasons for giving
relief were sentimental rather than judicial.
I would therefore set aside 'the· judgment and
decree of the lower Court and give appellant a decree
for the full amount claimed with costs.
MYA
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Bu, J.-I concur.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Heald and Mr. Justice lily" BII.

R.M.M.

CHETTYAi~

FIRM

v.
U HLA BU.·
Provincial Insolvency Act tv of 1920). s. 56, suh-sec. (2) (b)-Remulleratiott
of receiver Otl mle el mortgaged property-Value of equity III redemptioll
only to be taketl.
Where an insolvent's property subject to a mortgage is sold free from the
mortgal!:e and the receiver realises the purchase money, the wIlDIe of it is
not aSsets available for distribution but only such part as remains in his
hands after paying off the mortg:lge and it is only on such part that the
receiver is entitled to remnneration.
In re Official Assignee's Commission, 36 Gal. 990 ; S. Narayal1 v. Atlllaram
Govind,7 Bom. 455; S. Narayan v. K. Vitlloji, 12 Hom. 27Z-referred to.

P. B. Sen-for Appellant.

U Thein Maung-forHespondent.
* Civil Miscellaneous Appeal No. 216 of 1926.

1927
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HE!\.LD AND MYABU, JJ.-The respondent,a pleader
of Pyinmana, \vas appointed l~eceiver of the estate
of Maung Po Tok, who on his own application was
adjudicated insolvent in. Civil Miscellaneous 49 of
1925, As Heceiver, the respondent took possession
of certain articles of jcvvellery and immoveable
property set out in bis list filed at page 16 of the
record. All the properties were mortgaged or pledged
with the appellant Chettyar firm. Most) if not· all
of these properties, were sold by the respondent,
who filed his accounts on the 6th July 1926 (page 23)
which shows a sum of Rs. 3,686·10·6 as having
been realised, from which two sums, namely, 1<s. 10
bei ng the cost of notices for the sales and Rs. 36~
being the Receiver's commission \i\'ere deelucted.
On the 21st August 1926, the appel1<::nt firm
tendered a proof of' debts due to them by the
insolvents amounting to Rs. 20,413-8-0 out of which
the Court admitted Hs. 12,641-6-0. Subsequently the
appellant on finding t.hat a sum of Hs. 378 bad been
deducted from the proceeds of sale conducted by the
Receiver applied to the Court objecting to the
deduction and pointing cut tllat the appellant firm
were the insolvent's secured creditors and that the
amount realised by the Receiver was the proceeds of
sale of properties pledged or mortgaged to them. By
an order dated the 30th September 1926, the Court
dismissed the appltcation cmd it is against this dis'
missal the appellant firm !lave appealed.
The Court appointed the Receiver under section 56
of the Provincial Insolvency Act; 1920. Under sub_
section (2) : b) the Court could fix the amount to be
paid as remuneration for the services of the Receiver
out of the assets of the insolvent. This remuneration was fixed in the shape of a commission at 10
per cent which is an excessive rate. However the

VOL. V
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District Court bavin!!
fixed the remuneration at that
c'
rate the Receiver was entitled to get his rcmuneratlOlJ
at the rate so fixed but only oui of the ;,ssets of the
insolvent. Vi/here any part of the insolvent's properly
is sl1bJ'ect to a morte-a0'c,
it i~; onIv tiw v:Juc of the
.
insolvent's right to redeem 1llat property whicll em
be his assets available for clisLributiol1. A Receiver
is bound as ,I. coriditi:m uf dealing with lilortgagC:'d
property to payoff the mortgage. The unly interest
the insolvent had and which vt.sts in the l<eceiver
was the equity or redemption I see Shridl:ar Narayaj'l
v. Atmaram Goz.'ind (1) and Sfuidhar Naroy.in v·
Krishnajt Vithoji (2)]. Thus if U1G property that
vests in the Receiver is subject to a mortgage or incumbrance, it is only the equity of red~;mptioll which c~!U
be counted as assets going into the Heceiver's hands.
Where therefore any part of the insolvu;t's property
~ubjeet to a mortgage i~ sold frec from the mor1gagt;
and the Receiver realises the purcb~~~·:( HlJllCY, the
whole of it is not ;i.sscts ~:\:atlc;.bJ.t.: Lr dis:riL;ulic'n bUL
only such part as remains in his hands:l :~-r i';lyin.t;
off the mortgage and it is only 0:1 such part UJal
the l~eceiver is entitled to rem'.lI1eratiol1, TlJis vic\\' is
supported by In re O.tJicial Assigl'lee,s COlllmission (3).
The learned counsel for the rc~poI:Clt:nt Zlrguc:.s that
this case is· inapplicable to t!~e aIle:' ulJc:er consideration because the Official Assignee is governed by a
special Act with which ,I:e are not concerned. vVe
are unable to acccjJt tbis ClrgmnC'nt inasmuch as the
principles underlying the decision are the same as
those upon which we are to proce;;;d to decide the
case. Even apart from tlle authority of tbi~) ruling
we are satisfied that the Heceiver is not entitled to
remuneration on the whole of the proccr;;ets of sale
~)~;

~

(1) (1883) 7 130m. 455 at p. 458
(l) (1387) 12 Bom. 272 at p. 273.
(3) (1909) 36 Cal. 990.
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of property which is subject to a mortgage and that
R.M.M'I
his remuneration should be calculated only on the
CHETTYAR
portion of such proceeds remaining in his hands
FIRM'
V.'
after
satisfying the mortgage debt. Moveable property
V HLA·Bu.
held by a creditor in pledge must obviously be on
HEALD,. AND
MYA Bvv, JJ. the same footing as property subject to a mortgage
for the purpose of the question before us.
[The case was remanded for calculation of the
Receiver's commission. The Court noted also that
the ordinary commission of a Receiver and also under
Rule 20 of the Insolvency Rules is five per cent.]

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Maung Ba.
1927

l,dy 21.

U TEZA

v.,
MA E GYWE AND

OTHERfS.*

Buddhist Ecclesiastical Law-Phongyi whether compote/It to engage itl sale or
purchase of property-SI~cll transaction in/mortll withill t TIC meaning of
s. 23, Contract Act (IX of 1872).
Where a Buddhist monk claims to have purchased a house and sued for
possession thereof, held that the personal law of the monk. as defined by the
Vitlayas, prohibited sale and purchase of property by Buddhist monks; and that
therefore the purchase alleged by hIm was unlawlul within the purview of
Section 23, Codract Act, and his suit must be dismissed.
Ma "'we v. MaulIl{ Myat Tha, 2 U.B.R. (1897-01) 54 ; Po Thin v. U Thi lIla,
1 V.B.R. (1910.13) 183 i Sfm'e Tonv. TUIl Lin, 9 L.B.R. 2Z0 F.B.-.referred to,
U Tilawr.a v. Nga Shwe Kali, 2 U.B.R.0914-16) 61-followed.

Myint Thein--for Appellant.

Ba Tun-(2) for Respondents.
MAUNG BA, J.-In this appeal an interesting point
of Buddhist Ecclesiastical Law is involved.
• Special Civil Second Appeal No. 582 of 1926.
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Appellant U Teza is a Buddhist monk who has
been in the order for over 23 years. He brought a U'l'EZA
suit against the children of Ma Oh to get them MA lGYWE
ejected from a house alleging that he had bought OTHERS.
it by a registered deed from tho~e defendants for
MAUNG BA,
Rs. 100 with borrowed money. The deed of con.
J.
veyance was signed by defendants 1 and 2 for themselves and on behalf of their minor brothers. It
transpired later that defendant 2 also was a minor
at the time. The validity of the sale deed has been
attacked on three grounds, viz., (i) that plaintiff
fraudulently induced them to sign it by misrepresenting that it was a mortgage deed, (ii) that defendants
3 to 5 were minor pupils of the plaintiff and were
not aware of the transaction, and (iii) that plaintiff
being a phongyi is divested of all worldly things
which are not meant for religious- purposes and so
has no right of possession over the suit house and site.
As regards the first ground the learned Township Judge held that no fraud has been proved. As
regards the second ground the learned Judge ex.
pressed an opinion that there is no law at the present
day which says that monks are not allowed to buy
and sell houses though the ideal bikkhu would shun
to do such things. As regards the third ground the
learned Judge was of opinion that the sale was for
the benefit of the minors and so was binding on
them. He accordingly decreed the suit.
On appeal to the District Court of Amherst the
learned Additional Judge accepted the findings of
the lower Court regarding the first and the third
grounds of attack, but as regards the question of
minority, the learned Judge, relying upon the Privy
Council ruling of Mohori Bibee v. DhurI"nodas Ghose
(1), held that the contract was voiJ so far as the

-"'D

(II (1903) Cal. 539.
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minors were concerned. He therefore m.odified the
decree of the lower Court by granting a decree to
the extent of a fifth share in the suit· house and
land. Against that modified decree this second appeal
has been filed.
As regards the question of fraud and minority. I
need only say that the decision of the lower Appellate
Court on those points is perfectly correct. As
regards the remaining question as to whether· a
Buddhist monk is prohibited by his perso nal law to
engage in worldly transactions it is one which entails
some difficulty in ans\;l.Tcring because the case law
as it now stands is that a Buddhist monk can possess
property.
It is necessary. to ascertain the consequences of
joining the order. It is needless to say that it has
generally been accepted that a Buddhist layman
.embracing religious life dies a civil de?tb.; in other'
words he is divested of all his property of \vhich he
is possessed. 'That principle has been adopted by the
late Mr. Burgess in the case of Ma p.·we v, Maung
lI1yat Tha (1). The learned Judicial Commissioner
·referred to the Bucldhist Scriptures. At the same
time the learned Juelicial Commissioner admitted
that in modern .days Burman Buddhist monk's vows
of property sit lightly on them. He further observed :
"Tbere can be no. doubt that such relaxation of
ancientansterity has to be confinecl with in reasonable
limits, and that it does not extend to the renunciation of the "vorld involved in the formal adoption of
religions life. The service of God and Mammon
cannot be combined. To ref;1 in the sensual enjoyments of the secular and at the same time to
.pretend to the sanctity of the· sacred life wO'l11d
be to turn the whole thing into a sham and farce,
(1) 2 U.B.R. (189'7-01)54.
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and woultl be unquestionably offensive to' popular
sentiment. P,
U l;lzA
I fully endorse his' view. However it cannot be M:A E'!J'GYW'E
denied that a Buddhist monk can receive gifts evericih' OT~~~S,
the form of pogg,qlika as dlstinguishe~ ,hom sangJii~·ti M'~UNG B~.
A sanghika gift is a gift made to; the'order in general
J.
or to the Sangha residing in a particu1(l.r l09a1Hy,
A poggalfkagif( is a gift made to an individual mori.k.:
It is a personal gift, but it nnlsfbe remembered that'it','
is a religious gift made with' a view to providIng the
monk with his requirements as a monk.' So if has
been held that a'monk can possess property; but', this;
in my opinion, should not be, taken to mean that amohk
can enter into \\'orldly' tra'nsactlons' as an ordinary
layman for his personal profit. ' It is true that section
409 of the Kinwun Mingyi's Digest lays 'down a fufe of
disposal regardin'g property acquired by a monk by
agriculttire or trade, or by usury. But this dqes not
mean that such acquisition is in accordance "vith' his
personal law. In my opinion Jurists anticipated such
cases where monks might disregard their own personal
law and acquire 'property by employing tllemselves. as
laymen. The Jurist accordingly laid down that
property which was of a non-religious character should
go to the monks' own relations and not to the Order.
Evidently the Jurist treated such rahans as ordinary
laymen so far as the property was concerned because
a true rahan ceases to have any relations in the world i
he no longer addresses his parents as father ~nd 'mother
but would address them in the same way as'he would
any other layman or laywoman by such epithets as
" taga " and Cl,tagama. "
Evidently, the case of U Tila7.0ka v. N ga Shwe [{an,
(1), decided by the late Mr. McColl, Judicial Commissimler, Upper Burma, has not been brought to the notice

such

(1) 2 U.B.R. (1914-16) 61.
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of. th~ lyarped AqQjUpn41 Pi~trict J\l4ge. In, that c~s~
a Buddhist monk brought a suit for redemption of ~
pi~c~ of p~dqy J~ijq aH~gecl to p~V~ b~ep nlQrtg(l.g~d by
him ~s a monk, Tpe l~arned JUAg~ rightly ~pplied tlw
p~rson<:ll ~aw qf th~ mo.nk an,l;l that P.e.f~9Qpl law i~ th~
Vi1'1aY4. T.h~ Vinqya, po doupt, prO,i1ipit~ a monk from
epgagipg jn worldly tranl)a&:tioJl§ f\~ a~ Or4lQary layman
as will b~ s~~m frow §~cth)n!) H~, 19 ~nq ~Q of Fa timQkkha .
Nis$agiya Pflllittiyq, Dh.arnn~(t: They ar~ a~ follows :..,..(i) "W4at§o~v~r bJ#k~u ~4(,!,n r~'ceive golg or silver·
or get sQq1eope to rec~ive it fPT hiw Qr allow it .to be
kept in d~posit fQr him-th~t i~ !?qktttiya, offepce involv·
ing forfeitu.re. "
.
(ii) 1/ Whatsoever bhikku sha.1l e1.1gage in an y one
of the various transactions iI1 which silver is used-':-that
is Pakittiya offence involving fQrfeitun~. "
(iii) I' Whatsoever bhikku shall ~ngage in anyone
of the various k~nds of buxing alld selling-that is
Pakittiya offence in volving forf~iure. "
There can be no doubt that monks shoqld regul(\tl;i
their lives accorqing to the Vinay4 and backslidings
should be discouraged. In the case of S/1we 1. em v. Tun
Lin (1), the Thathanabqing of Mandal~y ~xpressed the
opinion that when a matter cQncerning r~hansinvolv~d
a" dispute abput property between Plon~s themselves
or between monks and laymen, the Ciil,se cOJ:Iling befQr~
an ecclesiastical tribunal, the case is de<::Jd,ed ~ccording
to the rules laid down in the Vi~aya. It is.9Pserved in
Po Thin's case (2), that although in a,n.y Case the strict
rules of Vinaya are sometimes departed from by many
monks yet there are other monks who try to conform to
them as well as the times wO\lld permit. It is ah~Q
observed in Shwe Ton's c~s~ that members of the Holy
Order in Burma still profess to regulate their lives by
the strict rules of the Vinaya althoug~ backslidings
J

(1)

9 L.B.R. (1917-18) 220.

. .. (.2) i U.B.R. (1910-13) 183.
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~d l:;cc<;:ptric;itie$ on the. part of individual monks
~ ~ometiJll~S tQleratQd.
.
As regards thes~ backslidings and eccentricities of
som~ in<.lfvidllalmc;>uks, I agree with the late Mr. McColl
that W~ should enforce the resolution of the venerable
Ijhikkus passed at the first Council held after the death
of Buddha. Th.e resolu.tiop was that none of the precepts
laicl dowm by Lord Buddha should be abolished or
alter~d. A~ait1 at the subseqt.ient Council held at
Ve&ali wh~re 70Q 8htkkus were present it was resolved
~hat the rule as. to gold and silver should not be rela.xed
and th.at a precedent was no excuse for doing what was
fo:rbidd~n. In the cQurse<1f his judgment the learned
Judicial Commissioner mentioned ~ case as showing to
what length some monks are willing to go in disreg~rd of
their vows. He referred to a case where a Buddhist
monk brought. a suit in the District Court of Mandalay
for restitution of conjugal rights, though sexual inter.
-course is the first of the four ca.rdinal sins which a
monk can commit. The learned Judge also made the
following pertinent remark:II A Buddhist monk who has taken vows of poverty
:and who professes to have abandoned the pleasures of
:the world, bringing a suit for his own personal profit is
not an edifying spectacle, and I do not think such monks
have any cause for complaint, if their vows are regarded
·by the Courts in a more serious light than they regard
them themselves. "
From the texts already quoted above it is clear
that a bhikku shall not engage in any transaction in
which silver is used, and he shall not engage in any
transaction of buying and selling. The case here is that
the monk borrowed Rs. 100 and bought the house; he
then brought a suit out of which this appeal has arisen
:to recover possession of the house. His conduct is
what is prohibited by the Vinaya, his personal law.
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We have seen that a layman on entering the

Order
dies a civil death and becomes divested of all his property possessed by him as a layman. This is because
he has renounced the world. How can it be logical to
hold that a person civillidead can emp oy himself as. a
layman and enter into worldly transactions v(rhile he 'is:
still in the Order? He professes to regulat~ his life in
accord3nce with the Vi-naya, a code of discipline for the'
Sang ha and that Vinaya clearly prohibits sucn conduct~
Section 23 of the Contract Act'lays'down tha't the
consideration or object of an agreement is lawful unless
forbidden by law or is of such a nature that, if perrnitted~
it would defeat the provisions of any law, or if the
Court 'regards it as i'mnioral, :or opposed t6 public
policy; and that every agreement of which the object
or consideration is unlawful is void.
I am of opinion that the transaction in the present
case falls within the scope and purview of this section..
There can be no doubt that the transaction offends the
personal law of Buddhist monks and is immoral. I
therefore set aside the decree of the District Comt and
dismiss the suit j each party to bear his:own costs.

G.B.C,P~O.-No.
71, M of Inforlil'ati~n,·8-1-58-600-IX.
.
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1872 ; See EVIDENCE ACT.
AcT IX OF 1872 : Sec COXTRACT ACT.
AcT I of 1877 ; See SPECIFIC RELIEF ACT.
ACT IX OF 1878 ; See ARMS ACT.
ACT I OF 1879: See STAMP ACT.
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ACT 10F

Io

ACT,

ANY OTHER SUFFICIENT REASON," MEANING OF, IN ORDER 47, RrLE
1, CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE

1878), SSt 4, 19 (c)-Primary purtose of the
.
implement the criterion-Clasfkuife tlot n£cessarily e~cluded
CrulIillal Proc(aure Code IAct Vof 1898/, s. 412-Fractice ill
appeal against acquittal without Jurisdiction by lower Appellate
Court. Held, that the criterion for determining whether an
implement is or is not II arms" is the purl'CSe [or which it is
primarily inte~{'ed. Held, that a large cl;;spkniCe with a blade
5~ inches long, with a pointed end fitted toa long handle into wh:ch
the blade turns on bein~: clcsed, falls within the meaning of
arms. Where the accu~ed was convicted by a iiI sl class M3gistrate on his plea Of guilty ~nd the S~ssions Court without
jurisdiction entertained an appeal against the conviction and
set it aside, the High Court on appeal agdnst sl:ch acquittal
would consider the propriety of the co"viclion, I:efore re-imposing
sentence on the accused. Bi.~1le11 Singh v. E11Iperor, 51 Cal. 5i3 ;
Croum v. Hmat Kyatz, 1 L.B.R. 271 ; Ebrahim DmfJoodji Eati
Bawa v. Kil/{!.-Emperor 3 L.B.R.l-Ylferrtd to.
KING-EMPERoR ,I, KGA Lu GALR
BARE DECLARATION UNDER ORLER 21, RULE 63, CIVIL PRCCEDCRE

675

ARMS ACT (IX OF

CODE WHEN PER}I!S8IBLE
BURDEN OF PROOF, WHERE 8D1PLE MORTr.AGE IS ALLEGED TO BE
ALTERED INTO O~E WITH POSSESSION

1908), S8. 2 (2', 47-0rder for
security to withdraw amount depodted by fl/dgme1/t-rtcbtor
whether aPpealabl,;-Deter11lining the rig I. t s of tarlie s to executiOIl, when a-IZ order is I/ot. Held, that an order directing the
decree-holder to f'lrnish security on withdrawin!! the costs
deposi'ed in Court by the j ..dgment debtor is an order mertly
determining an incidental question as to whe~her execu!inn
is to be carried out in a .:ertilin way and does net amount to an.
order which cOt;clusively detelrnines the rights cf the parti~!j:

CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE (ACT V OF

710
699
668
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PAGE

witll regard to any n~atters in controverJyin the prcceeding,.
Held, accordingly that such an order is n::lt a decree wiUlin the
meaning of section 2 (2) of [he Civil Procedure Code and is not
appea]«ble. Husain BItai and anotlzer v. Baltie Shalt Gilani,
45 All. 733; lanal'dan Tdumb Ik Gadre v. Martand Triumbak
Gadre, 14 Bo:n. 241; Mukhtar Ahmed v. Muqarrub Husain, 34
All. 53); Rajwdra Kislzol'e Chotldhul'jl v, MrdTmra Mohan
Choudhury and others, 25. C.W.N. 555; Sal'aswali Bm'mania v.
Golap Das Barman, 41 Cal. 160-refcl'red to.
H. JAGANATHAN PADAYACHI v,

R.M.ICM.S.

CHINNAYA

6-l t

CH:6TTIAR
CiVlLPRO:EDURE CoriE (ACT V OF 1QOS). s.

47-Judgl1Jent.debtor's legal representtltiuec!aimin,!!.altaclted propel·ty whctller a question
bet'wicil parties, Held, that where a person is s ed as a legal
represer,tative of a d ceased person and he objects to the attachment of c~rtain prope·ty in exec.1tion of the decree, claiming it
as his 0IVn prore~ty, the qnestion is one between the parties and
their representatives ann falls within the scope and purview of
se~tio:l 47 of LIe Civil Proced:lre Code.
Punchantin Blmde.
prdhY'T v. Rabia Blbi, 17 Cal. 711-r4el'red to,
IlIA SHWE !\1RA PRU Al'D ONE

v. MAUNG BA ON
63, sun UNDER REQUISITES

CIVIL PHOCEDURE CODE, ORDER 21, RULE
FOR

659·
699

3-COmpl'011lisc
decree, its contents. An agreement of c0tllp'omise arrived at
between parties to asu:t, in whole and notin part, is to be recorded, and the decree is then to confine its ope'ration to so much of
the s:.lbjec:-matter of the s:lit as is dealt with by the agreement.
An effecbalmethod wouB be for the decree t0 recite the whde
of the agreement and then to conclude with an order relative to
that part that was the subj~ct-matter of the suit or i: coul:i introduce the agreement in a schedule to the decree j but in either case.
~lthO·.\g:1 the operative part of the decree wr)uld be properly conl1ned to the aetnal r.u~ject-matter of th~ then exl-ting litigation,
the decree taken as a whole would incbde the agreement.
If ema/lta Kl/mari Debi v. Mirln'lpur Zamindari Co" 47 Cal.
485-refcrred to.

C[VIL PROCEDURE CO!)\<; (ACT V OF 19:)8), O. 2.1, r.

D Po

662

NYUN AND ONE 'Ii. !\fA PAN ME

47. R.l-" 411Y otJw'
sufficient reason," meaning of-" Ej .Is"dem generis," meaning of,
The words" any other nfficient rea~O.1 " occurring in Order 47,
R l~ 1 of the Civil Procedure Code, mean a reason sufficient on
grounds at least analoj{oas to those specified immediately previously. The Latin phrase ,. ejusdem generis" which means I, of
the same khd" is more restricted than the word" analogous."
ChhajJlI Ram v. Neki and otlters. 3 L1h. 127 (P.C,)-followed.

CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE (ACT.V OF 1905), O.

675

K,K.S.A.R. FIRM V. MAUNG KYA NYUN AND ONE

710

CLASPKNI FE MAY FALL WITHIN THE DEFINITION OF ARMS
COERCION, WHAT AhlOllXTs TO, UNDER SECTION
COMPANIES ACT, ss.

72; CONTRACT

653

ACT

It 2, 163, 174

COMPROMliE BETWEEN ADJUDICATING CREDITOR AND DEBTOR
GROUSU FOR WITHDRAWIr;G ADJUDICATlI-;G PETl'CION

685
NO

688
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I~DEX.

662

COMPRO)l!SE DECREE, WHAT IT SHOUI,D SHOW...
CONDITIONS REGARDING DECREE TO BE PASSED NOT EMBODIED IN THE
DECREE CANNOT BE CON81DERED BY EXECUTING COURT- Valua-

lIon I f a scwred creditor of hi~ SfC!lrit y under Presidency-Towns
Insolvency Act WI of 1909) s. 12 (2)-sLrdce of notice of
pro:,ibitory order OIl agent of mal/aging director of a primtc
company whether sllfficient-Compromise l'etwcen adjudicating
creditor and debtor 110 ground for wit "drawing adjudIcation
petition-CoJmpanies Act (Vll 1913), 5S. 162, 163, 1i4-Grollnds
for '/l'iuding-up a company. Held, that an alleged agreement
between parties, prior to the passing of the decree and relating
to the execution oi that de;;ree and not embodied in the decree
c'lnnot b~ entertained by the executing COllrt. 111 ul/a Ram~al1 \".
Maung Pv Kaing, 4 Ran. 118- follo'wed. Held. that where a
secured creditor l!iVl:s an e~timate of his security, under tlle
provisions of the Presidency-Towlls !nsolvem'y Ad, ~ection 12 (2/,
the COurt will not enquire into its corret'll'ess if it j, a genuine
·estimate. Held, that a prohibitory order served on an altorIley
of the managiu~ director of a pdvate company which had no
secretary wa~rluly st-rved, though it was addr, ssed to the secretary
of the. Company. Held, that where there are othcr creditors
whose consent has not been oLtainecl, the Court caTlnot aI/ow
the petition of a Ijudication to be withdrawn on the insolvent
offering to pay the full amol;nt due by him to the adjudicating
creditor, as t'lat mi~ht result In a fraudulent preference in favour of
one creditor to the detriment of other creditors. Held, th<'.t
having regard to the facts of the case, the large personal Iiabilitv
Of the insolv.:nt, his pred,)minant holding of shares in the
Company whose assets are mainly the pdvate property of the
insolvent transferred to the Company, it was just and equitable to
wind-up the Company.
M. E. MOLLA AND M. E. MOOLtA & SONS, LTD.
BANK OF INDIA, ACSTR;\LIA & CHINA

'V.

CHARTERED

CO)/SIDERATION, PAYMENT OF, WHETHER NECESSARY TO COMPLETE
SALE

685

636

15,72-" Coercioll "-Suit to recover
moneys paid to remove wrvngfl.l altacT/menl. The Chettyar firm
obtained a money deere.: against two per~ons personally. though
they we-e decribed in the plaint as partn~rs of a firm. In
execution of the decree the Chetty firm attached the ,goods of the
api'ellant as partnership property of its judgment-debtors and
alleged that appellant was also a partner, bnt the procerlure laid
d')wn in Civil Procedure Code, Order 21, Rule 50 (2) was not
observed. Appellant paid the decretal amount to prevent his
gl")ods being seized and, on failing to remove the attachment,
filed a suit for the recovery of his money against the Chettyar
firm to whom it had been paid. lIeld, that the \\'ord •• Coercion ..
in section 72 Of the Contract Act is used in its ~eneral sense and
that if a third party was coerced into payin~ the money in
satisfaction of a decree again"t a j'tdgement-debtor and W3snot
himself liable for the money, the money was paid by him under
coercion within the mean:l1g of section 72 of the Act, and a s..it
did lie to recover that money. Setlt Kanhaya Lall v. The
National Bank of India, Ltd.• (191 ,) 40 LA. 56 P.C.-followed.

CONTRACT ACT (IX OF 1872), SS.

AH CHOON

'V.

653
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697

CONSEQUENTlAL

RELIEF

WI:EN

69<}

DETERMINATION OF RIGHTS OF PARTIES TO A\' EXECUTION,
NOT A

WHAT IS

641

EJUSDE~l GENERIS, MEANING O~·

675-

EVIDElI:CE ACT, SECTION 91, WHEN SECONDARY EVIDENCE OF A PALM
LEAF DOCUMENT EXCLUD~:D

650

EVIlJENCr. ACT, SECTlO,; 91, PROOF OF MORTGAG2 I~VALID FOR WANT
OF REGHJTRATION HOW FAR EXCLUDED

679

(1 O'F 18i2), s. 92- Oral agreement on a matteran 7IJhich
Iilcdeed is silel1t-Sale-Registmtilmo(sale deed wIthout tayment
,'I c<Yn$i£lerat ion-Purchasa's ·td Ie. The defen dant-"endor of a
pie:e of land pleaded that he a~recd to sell the lmd to th'~
phintif{~ for Rs. 480 on ,ondition that they paid the interest on
the purchase-money paid by him at the ~lIction :~rnountil1g
ap,'roximately to Rs. 300. The ciocument w::s silent as to any
p.lyment of Rs. ~()I) as pu', h~IS(;-money or otherw,se and there
was no recital of receipt of consideration. Helel, that section 92
of the Evidence Act do~s not bar oral proOf of the <!g'eem~nt as a
prdi:dnary to a Slle for Rs. 4~O. Held, further, that, if the
purch;\se prIce: has not been paid, registration of a sale deed
would entitle the vendee to a decree for posse$~ion only on
payment of the purcha.se price. Baijnatlt Singhv. Palttt,. 30 ~Il.
125; POlllla.yya GOlmc!on v. lifuthu GOlt1/dJ1t, 17 :'dad. 146;
Ramalinga lrfudali Y. Ayy !dOral Nainar, 28 M .d. 12~-refJrl'ed to.

E\'lDENCE ACT

MAUNG MON

v.

636

MA KIN OH AND ONE

1872), s, 92-0ral eridence to prove 0'1 outright
sale by deed to le f1 1110' tgage l1ladl/lissible. 'Wnere a regj;tered
instrull1ellt clearly showed a transadion between the I arties to be
a sale. oral evidence to show that it Was intended to be a mortgage
or that lhere was a contell1pOlaneous oral or unregistered
agreement, formin:,! part of the s,me transaction, to re-sdl the
property is inadmhsible in evidence. It is otherWIse. when
the agreement to T\ -sell's a distin~t transaction. Seetioll92 of fle
Evidence Act will not allow oral evidence of intention oi parties
to a deed to construe ~u,:.h deed. Balkishctt Das v. / eggc, 22 All.
:49, iliri.ung Bilt V. ilia Hlai1t'!., 3 L B.R. 100, Maung IVala v.
Maung SlmJe Gon. 1. Ran. 472 j Ma Thallng v. Ma Than, 5 Ran.
17'\; Nortlt Ellstem RailllJav Co. v. Lont Hastings (1900) A.C.
270; IVatellellt v. Attorney-Genel'al of East Africa Protcctom/e,
(1019) A.C. 533-referred t<Y, Bajinath Sil/gh v. Hojee VlIlley
j'rlaho11'1ed Bojee Atba, 3 Ran, 10"-dist inguislled

EVIDENCE ACT (I OF

MAUNG SHWE
THREE

HPoo

EVIDENCE OF AN INVALID
CONTRACT TO SELL .. ;

Al'W EIGHT V. MAUl\G TUN SHIN AND

644
~IORTGAG1':

PERMISSIBLE TONFGATI\'E A

679

EXECUfED AND UNEXECUTED DOCl:MENTS, SECO:-\DARYE\'IDENL'E OF .,.

650

INNOCENCE OF PLAINI'IFF WHETHET{ NECESSARY TO
FOR MALICIOUS PROSECUTION

;05

PiWVE IN SUIT

JUDGMENT-DEBTOR'S LEGAL HEPRESENTA1'1VE CUIMING ATTACHED
PROPERTY WHETHER FALLING UNDER SECTIOX
47,
CIVIL
PROCEDURE CODE

656

v

INDEX

PAGE
MALICIOUS PROSECUTION, WHAT MUST BE PROVED IN SUIT FOR DA)IAGE
FOR
•••

70S

MORTGAGE, OHIGINATING IN SIMPLE FORM, BURDEN OF PROOF TO
EXPLAIN NATURE OF POSSESS:O~ OF MORTGAGEE

668

MORTGAGE, PROOF OF AN I:>IVALID ORAL USUFIWCTURY, WHEN AND
.,
HOW FAR PER)IISSIBLE

676

MOVABLEs-Sale by mortga:;or in
possession-Title of purchaser taking in good faith. Held, that
the purchaser from the mortgagor in gOOd faWI of movables
mo ·tgaged without po>session takt:s the same free from the
mortgaget:'s lien. DearIe v. Hall, 38 Eng. Hep.47S ; Manacklee
PallanJee v.S. A. Meyappa Cnetty, 7 L.~.R. 336; Narasiah v.
Venkataramiall, 42 Mad. 59 ; 00 Tha Way ancltwo v, KJ Aung
DOJn and one, I R.L.R. 18-referred to. }{o Kywet Nee v. go
Koung Bone,S \V.l<. 189 ; Tatham v. Andree, 1 Moo. P C. 3~6;
The Orient Bank of India, Ud. lin liquidation) v. Mussamat
Ghulam Fatima and Otle, 1 Lah. 422- distinguished.

MORTGAGE WITHOUT POSSESSION OF

MOVABLES, MORTGAGE OF, SUBSEQUENT PURCHASER'S TITLE

633
633

PRACTICE IN APPEAL AGAINsT ACCQUITAL WITHOUT JURISDICTION BY
LOWER ApPELLATE Coma

710

PRESIDENCY·ToWNS INSOLVENCY ACT, SECTION 12 (2), VALUATION OF
SECURITY BY SECURED CREDITOR

685

BACKER KHORASANEE V. AlIMED E:SMAIL JAMAL

(XVI of 1908), s. 87- Whether registration valid if
a bond is written Otl stamp o/wrong kind. Held, that registration
of a mortgage bond was not invalidated by the fact that it was
written on a stamp of the wrong kind. Sarda Nath Bhtlttacharya
v. Gobinda Chandra Vas, 23 C. W .N. 534-follollJed.

REGISTRATION ACT

S.R.M.M.A. CHETTYAR FIRM li. MA PWA MAY AND O;l1E

666

oi-Specific enactment and not llenel'a{
princiNe-Critllinal Proc,dnre Code (Act Vof 1898), s.488-Previous dismissLlI whether a bar to fresh application, Held, that re;
judicata does not bar any proceedings by general principle
but only by specific enactments and that disllJissal for d~fault of
of a fo~mal application under section 488, Crimir.al Procedure
Code, would not bar a fresh application. Ma Su v. Paul Sassoon,
1 V.HR. '1892-96) M-referlCd to. Po So v. Ma Kyin Ma, 4
L.B.R. 337-followed.

RES JUDICATA, DOCTRINE

MAUNG HLA MAUNG

V.

MA ON KIN

...

MORTGAGE-Subsequent transfer of pos;ession to mort gageeBnrd~11 of proof to explain natllre of possessi01l. In 1905 the
owner of the land in sait effected a re!ister<:d simple mortgage in
favour 01 the 1st defendant-appellant and his wife (since decezsed)
to secure repayment of Rs. 1,500 and inte' es t. A year later the
mort~agor gave posse>sion of the property to the 1st d<:fend:mtappellant. In 1926, respondents who are Ihe heir~ ofthe original
rr.ortgagor sued appellants for redemption ofthe property alleging
that poss<,ssion was given for securin: interest. Appellants stated
that the land was made over to them by way of sale in fuJI satisfaction Of the m'lrtage debt and interest. The trial COtlrt placin~
the burden of poof on the appellants, decreed the suit. Held,
reversing the judgment. that the burden of pro:>!, under the
circt1mst~nct:s,)f tlh: case, lay on the respondents to show the natvre
of the possession, and they having failed to prove how possession

SIMPLE

697

vi

INDEX
PAGE

passed, nO presumption that the possess:on of the delendants
Wi<S ne,t adveHe could be dr;~\\"n. Pel' I~UTLEDGE, C.J.-Where
lanel is mortgaged without rosse~slon and °1 ass ssiun is
su\:seqacntly given to the mOl tgage~, \\Oho alleges it to be in
virtue of an outright sak, the "11l:S oi ,howing the n .ture of the
transac~iol1 is .nn the part?' out 01 ros,e;,jon in cases of long
possessIOn. 'A hen POSSt,slilon has been It·ss than 12 yeats and
wh~re the title of the previOl:s owne,. is ;l.c1mitted, then the onus
lies en the person i~ possessic n \\ ho allrgrs an outright sale.
A T A.R.M. Chetty FIrm v. M.1l .M. ltla/.omedKasil1l and t/drt, en,
3 l~an. 367; MaIm!! Ok Kyi anc! fOll/" v. foia jJu and two, 4 Ran.
368-referrcd to and e.rpJail1ed. lilaullg San Mill and one v.
J1l(/un~ 1'0 Hlaing and otllcrs, 4 Ran. 1-1'efel'redto. MaDurI v.
Lu 0 ,mel Olle, 5 L.B.l<. 40-disscnted frum.
MAU:-;rG PWA

AND OTHERS v. MAUXG Po SA AND OTHERS

668-

1877', S 42-Declaratory suit without
cOllsequentialrelief-Harcdeclaratory,uit under O. 21, R 6,ofthe
Civil Pl'owdul'e Code fAct IT of 1908)1IJ!Len permissible. Heid, that
a person is b0und to make a claim or objection under 0 2;, R. =-8
if he desires to sue for a bare declaration under O. 21, l~. 63, of
th::: Civil Procedure Code and that, all hough the provisions of O.
21, R. 63, would not debar him, in case he failed to make a claim
or objection under 0.21, R. 5~, from suing for allY relief to which
he might be enlitled, his suit, if it was a suit for a bare de~laration,
would be b:J.rred by the prov'so to section 42 of the Specific Re'ief
Act if he was able to seek further relief than a mere declaration
and omitted to do so. Chan Tat Tltai v.Ma Lat, Civil 2nd Ap.
126 of 1915, Ch. Ct. ; Krishnam Sooraya v i'at/lIIa Bee. 29 Mad.
151; K.R.M.A.·v. Po Thein, 4 Ran. 22; Ragunath Mukund v.
Sarosh Kama, 23 Born 266; Societa Colonia Ie ltaliana v.
S!LweLe,4 L.B.R 251; WLlman/,ao Damodar v. Rustomji Edalji,
21 Bom. 701 -distinguished.

SPECIFIC RELIEF ACT (I OF

U po THEIN AND oTHERSV. O.A.O.I{:R.l\L FJRM
ACT (II

699

1899 A;ND I OF lS79)-Evidence Act (I of 1872),
s. 91--Secondary ev~dence Of ul1stal11ped document whether
lIdlllissible-E.\,uuled and uuexecllfrd documents. \Vhere a
mo tgage tran~aetio1J h~s .not been .reduced to the .form of a
document withll1 the meanIng of sectlon 91 of the EVIdence Act
and where the Transfer of Property Act did not apply, then
secondary e\"idence of a note thereof and oTal evidence of the
transaction of mortgage which was itself oral is admissible. And
where a formal deed of mortgage is C1rawn up on ;,n ulJstamped
palm leaf, so long as the ~ortgagor ~a~ not sign~d it, secondary
e\idence of its contents WIll be admIssIble, but If the deed has
been executed by signing, secondary evider.ce is inadmissihle for
Jack of stamping. In re Chef Po, 7 L.B.R. 77; Ma Ein Uv.Maung
Aung Hmwe. 2 U.B.R. (1897-01) 365 i M,~ IlIa Uv.Ma Hta, L.P.
Ap 131 of 1926; Maung N~t v. Mnung Hmo Zan, 2 B •R • 367followed.Jii T<l v.•V ga Sem, (1907-09) U .B.R. 5-dlssented from.

STA),oIP

OF

.u.

l\IA SA\\' V. yIAUNG BA

points plaintiff 11Iust ~rove
-P,'oof of plaintiff's InnOceme 1chetlter lJeCessal'Y· In a sml for
damages for maliciouS prosecution the pl;'inliff should prove. (II
that he was prosecuted by the defendant; (2) that the proce.-dmgs
complained nf terminated in favour of the plaintiff, jf from their
nature the" we,'e capable of so terminating; (3) that the p··osccution was instituted against him without any reason~.hle and

SUIT FOR MAUCIOUS PROSF:CUTION- What
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probable cause; and (41 that it was due to a malici,ous intention of
the defendant and not with a mere intention of carrying the law
into effect. Balbhaddar Singh v. Badri Sah, 30 C.W.N. 366 ; 1
Lucknow 215 (P.C.I-jollowed. Padashin andonev.MmmgLlIn
and one, 8 L.B.R 78-disselltedJrom.
U SOE V. MAUNG NGWE THA AND EIGHT

705

SUIT TO RECOVER POSSESSION OF LAND BASED ON TITLE MAINTAINABLE-

Suit to redeem a usuJruduary mortgage without registered illstrtlment not maintainble-Evtdence Act (] oj 1872), s. 91-EvidetlCe
not to prove mortgage but to negative evidence oj contract of sale
admissible-Pyalpaing whether a document recording terms oj a
contract. In 1917 respondents recloived Rs. 500 from appellants
and made over possession of their land to appellants. No registered document was executed, and in the revenue registers the
transaction was entert:d as a sale, the parties having ~igned a
pyat Paing. Se\"en vears later the respondents sued appellan ts to
recover possession of their land as the land was agreed to be returned on repayment of Rs.500. Appellants plead@d that they were
in possession of the land by virtue of a contract of sale, that the
respondents' suit was virtually for redemption of an usufructuary
mortgage and that it should fail for want of a registered instru~.
men!. and that as the terms of the contract between the parties'
were contained in their report to the revenue surveyor (pyatpaing),
oral evidenct to contradict the tern.s of the report was inadmissible.,
The trial Court and. the Appellate Courts held that the respondents'
verMinn was correct and gave them a decree. Held, that had the
suit of the respondents been one for redemption of an USUfructuary
mortgage, it would have failed, but the suit as framed was one
for recovery of possession based on title and, there being no'
allegation of existence of an l1snfructnary mortgage in the plaint,
was therefore maintainable. Held. also, that the respondents
were entitled to bring rebutting evidence to ne!!ative the eyidence
prod'uced by the appellants as to the existence of a contract of sale.
Such evidence is not in contravention of section 9 J of the Evidem:e
Act nor for the purpose of proving the terms of a mortgage. A
pyatpaing is a report of an actual sale, and does not purport to
record the terms of a contract for sale, and is therefore not a
document within the meaning of section 91 of the Evidence Act.
so as to bar the production of oral evicience. Maunp,SanMin and
one v. Maung Po Hlaing and others, 4 Ran. 1 ; Ma Htwe v. Maung
Lun, 8 L.B.R. 534-reJerred to.
MAUNG KIN LAY AND ONE

v.

MAUNG TUN THAING AND ONE ...
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CORRIGENDA.
I.L.R. (1927) 5 Ran. 488.-Delete

II

not " in line 22.

I.LR. (1927) 5 Ran. 573.-Reference to Mati Lai
Das's case in the headnote (page 573) and at page 574,
in the Table of Cases Cited (page ii) and in the
Index (page iii) read Il Mati, Lal" instead of " Mati
Lal" and read" 25 C.W.N. 265 P.C."
I.L.R. (1927) 5 Ran. Part 9 : On page of Index, delete the seventh line from
the top (viz. A.;t X of 1918 : see Usurious Loans Act).
On page v of Index, delete bottom line (viz-.
Usurious Loans Act· . . ·619).
On page vi of Index in lines 1 and 2, delete the
words "Usurious Loans Act (X of 1918) ,. ; in line 7
insert a comma after the word " parties." Delele the
words "In order that the Usurious Loans Act may
apply, the terms must" and substitute the words (( unless
the terms can."
On page 619 similar alterations to be effected in
the head notes to the case of Nabin Chandra Deb v.
Mi Robeya and one.
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APPELLATE CIVIL,
Before Sir Guy Rutledr,e, Kt., K.C., Chief Juslice,

a1~d

MI'. Justice MJ'a Bu.
1927

BACKER KHORASANEE

v.
AHMED ESMAIL JAMAL. '"
Mortgage without possessi,m of m07lab/es-Sale by morl gagor ill pJssCSS;OtlTitle Of purchaser taking in goodfaUh.
Held. that the purchaser from the mortgagor in good faith of movables
rnort~aged without possession takes the same' free from the mortgagee's iien.
DeLlI Ie v·. B"ll, J8 Eng. Rep. 475 ; Manackjee Pallaulee v. S .A. 1I1eyappa
ellel t Y. 7 LB. R. 336; Narasiall v. Venkal aramiah. 42. !\lad. 59; 00 Tha Way
and two v. Ko Aung'Doonaudpne, 1 B.L.R.18-referred to.
KvKywetNce v. KoKol~ng Bone, 5 \V; R 189; Tatha11l v. Atldrce, 1 Moo.
PC. 386; The Orient Ban.~ of India. Ltd.(iflliquidaliotl) v. Mtlssal/lat GhulLl11t
Fq.tima and olle,·l. Lah. 422-di.,tinguished.

M. M. ]awad-for Appellant.
Young-for Respondent.
RUTLEDGE t C.}"
AND MYA Bu, J.-This is an
~ppeal from the Original Side of thi~ <:;ourt giving the
respondent a decree, dec1aring that he has a lien on
the stock-i~-trade ill shop No. 283,' Dalhousie Street,
Rangoon, for Rs. 2,200 beiT'g the balance due on a
mortgage, Exhibit A, dated i1'e 22nd of March 1926.
The sole question in the cc.se is whether the appellant, when he purchased, on the 9th of July 1926, the
sto'ck.in-trade of the first defendant Parekh, purchased
it subject to the respondent's mortgage. It is admitted
that the respondent was never in possession of the
stock-in-trade and it is al50 admitted that the appellant
was not aware of the respondent's mortgage \vhen he
purchased the stock-in-trade.
• Civil First Appeal No. 251 of 1926 from theljudgment oHill: Original Side
. in Civil Re~ulan No. 351 of 1926.

51

AprzI25,.
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Section 108 of the Indian C,ontract Act states:-

"No seller can give to the buyer of goods a better title to
these goods than he has himself, except in the following cases : Exception.- V,rhen any person is by the consent of the owner
ESMAIL
in possession of any goods . . • . . . he may ~ransfer the
JAMAL.
ownersbip of the goods of which he is so in possession. .
RUTLEDGE, to any' other person, and give such person a good title thereto,
C.J., AND
MYA Bu, J. notwithstanding any instruction of the owner to the contrary:
.Pl'ovided that the buyer acts i . good faith and' under such
circumstances which are not such as to raise a reasonahl~"
presumption that the person in possession of the goods or
documents has nb right to sell the goods."

BACKER
KHORASANEE
V.
AHMED

Admittedly, the buyer in this case acted in good
faith, and, though the respondent's mortgage was
registered, as mortgages of movables are not required
to be registered, there was no duty cast on the buyer
to make a search in the Registration Office to see if
there was any encumbrance. The respondent, however, urges that the ~xception only applies where a
. person is in possession of goods by the consent 'of the
owner and that in this case the mortgagor was owner in
his rights; and that the exception would riot cover him.
On this point we are in agreement with the Madras
High Court in Narasiah v. Venkataramiah (1), where it
was held thatI' Under section 108 of the Indian Contract Act a person
in possessisn of movables, although not the owner, can pass the
property in the goods to an innocent purchaser. Much more
then would it appear that the real owner could pass the property,.
which was only subject to an undisclosed hpyothecation . • .
When goods were left in the possession of the mortgagor, a
wiele door is opened for fraud j when· the equities between the
innocent purchaser and the mortgagee have to be ~;eighed, the
preponderance must be given to the pm'chaser, for the mortgagee
has by his omission to seCUl:e p::>ssession of the goods facilitated
the commission of the fraud. In this view we think that a
bona fide purchaser ofhypothec1ted goods without notice of
the encumbrance takes the goods free of it.

(1) (1918) 42 Mad. 59.
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There is a decision to the same effect by the
1927
Recorder of Rangoon, Sir William Agnew, in 00 Tha BACKER
. .
KHORASANEE
lVay and two v. Ko Aung Doori and one (1).. In that
v.
case the learned Recorder followed the principle ~:::i~
·of the English case of Dearie v. Hall (2)
JAMAL.
The learned trial Judge has relied upon a deci.$ion RUTLEDGE.
of the Lahore High Court in The Orient Ban!? oj India,
Ltd" (in liquidation) v. Mussamat Ghulam Fatima and
.ane (3). That case, however, is clearly distinguishable from the present case, in that the purchaser had
knowledge of the prior encumbrance. With regard to
,two of the cases cited by the Lahore High Court, viz.,
~n Ko Kywet Nee v. Ko Koung Bone (4), the purchaser
had 'notice of the prior lien and in the Privy Council
,case from Ceylon, Tatham v. Andree (5), the case was
decided under Roman Dutch Law, which has no
.application in British India.
We may note that a Bench of the late Chief Court
held in Manackjee' Pallanjee v. S. A. Meyappa Chetty
'(6) that: U It is settled law that a bona fide incum.
.brancer without notice who is in possession of movable
property is to be preferred to an incumbrancer whose
security is of prior date, and in this case it is not
disputed that the appellant obtained possession of the
. launch through. the Court and is now through the Court
in possession of the sale proceeds. If Manackjee had
notice of the S. A. Firm's earlier incumbrance, the
latter is entitled to priority and not otherwise."
The principle stated in section 108, Exception 1,
-of the Indian Contract Act, in our opinion, applies
.ajortiori to the present transaction.
The appeal must accordingly be allowed, and the
:plaintiff-respondent's suit dismissed with costs in both
Courts.

r.

!l'f;b::'

(1) (1895) 1 B.L.R. 18.
(3) (1920) I Lah.422. (5) 1 Moore (P.C.) 386.
.(2) 38 English Reports 475. (4) (1866) 5 W.R. 189. (6) 7 L.B.R. 336.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Bcfol'e Mr. Justice Pratt alld illr. Justice Ott er.
1927

May

MAUNG MON

v.

12~

MA KIN OR AND ONE.*
Evidence Act (I of 1872), s. 92 -Oral agreement on a 111 at t er on which t he deed"
zs silent-Sale-Rcgistration of Sale deed 2IJit hout payment oj (ons·idel'ation
-Purchasel"s title.
The defendant. vendor of a piece or land pleaded that he a"reed 'to sell the
land to the plaintiffs for Rs. 480 on condition that they paid the interest On the
purchase money paid by him at the auction amounting approximately to Hs. 300•.
The document was silent as to any payment of Rs. ;'OO'a, purchase rnoney or
otherwise and there was no recital of receipt of consideration.
: Beld·,"that section 92 of the Evidence ACt does not bar oral proof Of the
agreement as a preliminary to a sale for Rs. 480.
Hel,f~~,'ther, that,if
purchase price has ilOt been paid, registration ofi
a s,tle deed would entitle the vendee to a decree for possession only on payment
of the purchase price..
BaiJnatil Sillgh v. Paltu, 30 All. 125 ;-Folmaj!ya Goundon v. Multu GOlIIZ
dOll, 17 Mad. 146 jRamalinga Mudali v. AYYado/;ai Nainal', 28 Mad. 12~
referred to .

the

.Aung Tliin-forAppellant.
.
.~ R. K. Baneijee-for Respondents;
PRATT AND OTTER, Jf-Ma Kin 0 on bel' own
behalf and as guardian ad litem of her minor son
Maung KyaW Zan sued to evict Maung Mon from a
piece of paddy land purchased from him by a registered
deed (Exhibit A in Civil Regular Suit No.8 of 1926
of tile Township Co,urt, Myitt.ha) and for mesne profits..
. The suit was originally instituted in the Town ship
Court, but the Judge, after framing issues, hearing
evidence'in fuJi, and the arguments of the pleaders~.
decided that he had no jurisdiction and return(; d the
plaint for presentation to tbl:: proper Court.
The plaint was accordingly presented to the District
Court.
.
By consent the Judge of that Court decided the·
case on the issues framed and evidenq~ recorded' by the
• Civil Firl't App~al

"0. 80 of 1<)26 trvlandaJay).
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1927
Township Court, after hearing the arguments of the
~dvocates. .The evidence was not transferred to the MAUNG Mo:.1'
V.
record of the District Court as it ought to haye MA KIN OH
Ar<D Ol\E.
been.
AND
Plaintiffs' case as disclosed in evidence was some- PRATT
OT'fER, J.Twhat different to that set forth in the plaint. In the
plaint it was stated that the land had been purchased
for Rs. 480 as set au t in the deed of sale.
In the written statement defendant admitted ex·ecution of the deed of sale, but alleged that he refused
·to register it, be cause the consideration was not paid.
In evidence plaintiff Ma Kin 0 admitted that she
:had only paid Rs. 300 out of the Rs. 480 specified in
the deed of sale and expressed her willingness to pay
the balance of Rs. 180.
She also admitted that she actually only bought
from defendant two.thirds of the land as alleged by him
1n his written statement. The one-third was already in
;possession of plaintiff and is not in dispute.
The two-thirds in question had been bought by
,defendant at an auction for Rs. 480.
Defendant's whole case was consequently not dis(closed till U Man himself gave evidence as first witness
-cited by plaintiff.
His case briefly was that he agreed to sell the land
'to plaintiffs for Rs. 480 on condition that they paid the
interest on the purchase money paid by him at the
;auction for 16 months at 4 per cent per mensem,
which approximately amounted to Rs. 300.
Plaintiff agreed to do so and paid Rs. 300 on account
-of interest on the price originally paid by defendant,
and defendant gave her the conveyance for Rs. 480
.the same day.
. Plaintiff agreed to pay the purchase money Rs. 480
at the time of registration ; but as she failed to do so,
,defendant refused to register the sale deed.

638
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The document was ultimately registered by order'
of the Registrar under section 75 of the Registration

K~~ OH Act.
The District Court found that, as defendant had
PRATTAND
not mentioned in the sale deed that Rs. 300 had been
OTTER, n.
paid as interest on the previous, purchase money,
evidence of the agreement to that effect was inadmissible under sectic'll 92 of the Evidence Act·
It held that by virtue of the sale deed plaintiff
became legal owner of the land and was entitled to,
eject defendant and to a decree for mesne profits.
It is difficult to follow the reasoning of the learned
Judge of the District Court.
The document was silent as to any payment of
Rs. 300 as purchase money or otherwise.
There was no recital of receipt of consideration.
There was therefore no reason why defendant
should not prove that there was an agreement that.
plaintiff should pay him Rs. 300, on account of
interest on the money originally paid by him, as a',
preliminary to be given a conveyance for Rs. 480.
Defendant was also equally entitled to prove an'
agreement that the 'sale should not be completed by
registr<l.tion until the purchase money had been paid
and that non-payment was his reason for refusal to
register.
The lower Court seems to have forgotten the 2nd
and 3rd provisos to section 92. Defendant was
enlitled to prove failure of consideration. This point
is not disputed. ,Plaintiff admitted failure to the
extent of Rs. 180 and defendant alleged tolal failure.
The main question for decision is therefore whether
the Rs. 300 paid on the day the conveyance· was
executed was part of the Rs. 480 specified as consideration in the deed of sale or was a preliminary payment
On account of interest as alleged by defendant, made

MA

AND ONE.

VOL. V ]

as a condition of granting the conveyance for a further
sum of Rs. 480.
We have no hesitation in holding on the evidence
that defendant has established his allegation that
Rs. 200 was a preliminary payment and that no part
of the consideration specified in the sale deed has
been paid.
It is however, argued that, even if it be conceded
that the purchase money has not been paid, nevertheless the transfer has been completed by registration, the
title to the property is which plaintiff and she is still
entitled to a decree as prayed.
The authorities cited on behalf of plaintiff do not,
however, support the contention that she is under the
circumstances entitled to evict defendant unconditionally and to recover mesne profits~
In Ponnayya Goundanv. Muttu Goundan (1), it was
undoubtedly held that registration constitutes a sufficient delivery to pass the interest in the land sold.
That was a case where earnest money had been
paid. But the importapt point is that plaintiff was
merely given a decree for specific performance on
payment of the balance of the purchase money.
In Baijnath Singh v. Paltu (2), it was held that in a
sale of immoveable property. nQn-payment of the purchase money does not prevent the passing of the owner·
ship of the purchased property from. the vendor to the
purchaser, and the purchaser can, notwithstanding
such non-payment, maintain a suit for possession.
In that case similarly a decree was given for
delivery of the property on payment of the purchase
money.
Assuming . therefore for the purposes of the
argument that the effect of registration of the sale deed
(1)
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(1893) 17 Mad. 146.

(2) (1908) 30 All. 125 at p. 127.

1927
MAUNG MON
'IJ.

MA KINOH
AND O:-1E.
PRATT AND
OTTER,

JJ.
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was to pass the title in the property to plain tiff, she
MAU~G MON would only be entitled to obtain possession of the suit
MA I~'N OH property on payment of the purchase money agreed
Al\D ONE.
upon, Rs. 480.
PRATT AND·
It should, however, be observed that there is
OTTER, JJ.
authority for the proposition that where a transfer is
intended to be effected only in the event of a certain
condition being fulfilled and, that condition not being
fulfilled, effect is not given to the intention to transfer,
no property passes.
It cannot be laid down as an invariable rule that
mere registration of an instrument without reference to
other circumstances operates to transfer the property;
vide the Madras case of Ramalinga Mudali v.
Ayyadorai Nainar (1).
.
.
The advocate for plaintiff expresses his willingness
to pay Rs. 480, if we find against him on the facts, and
'the advocate for defendant admits that plaintiff is
entitled to possession ,on payment of Rs. 480.
The decree of the District Court \\'ill therefore
be set aside and plaintiff will be given a decree
for possession on payment of l~s. 480 within one
month of the date of the decree.
Plaintiff to pay the costs in both Courts.
If plaintiff fails to pay the purchase money within
the specified period the suit will stand dismissed with
costs in both Courts.
.
(I) (1905) 28 Mad. 124.
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APPELLATE CIVIL
Before ],fro Justice Heald and Mr. Justice ],fya Bu.

R. JAGANATHAN PADAYACHI

1927

v.

June 9.

R.M.K.M.S. CHINNAYA CHETTIAR.*
··Civil Procedure Code (Act Vof 1908) .ss, 2 (2). 47-0rder for security to with·
draw amount deposited by judgment·debtor, whether appe'llablcDeterminillg the rigMs of Parties to e.remtion. when an ordet' is 'lot.
Held, that an order directin;,( the de:ree-holder to furnish security on
·withdrawing the costs de-posited in Court bv the judgment-debtor i; an order
·.merely dctern:ining an incidental question, s to whether execdion is Lo be
·carried OJt in a certain way and does not amount to an o'der which cr'n·
·clusively determines th~ rights of the parties with regard to any matters
·in controversy in the proceedings.
Held, accordingly that such an order is not a decree within the me?ning
of section 2 (2) of the Civil Procedure Code and is not appealable.
Husain Ehai and another v. Baltie Shah Gtlalli, 45 All, 733 ; Jallardan
Triul1lbak Gadre v. Martand Triumbak Cadre, 14 BOIr. 241; MIIRldal' Ahmad
v. ],fuqarrub Husain, 34 All 530: Rojendra Kisi!ol'e Choudhury \'. Mat/Iura
.Mohan Cizoudlzm'y ami others. 25 C.\V.N. 555 j Sal-awati Bal'l::Ol1ia v.
·Go]ap·. Das Barman, 41 Cal. 160-refen-ed to.

Sasf1'y-for Appellant.
Doctor-for Respondtmt.

Bu, JJ.-In Civil Hegular No. 16
·of 1926 of the District Court of Hanthawaddy, the
''respondent sued the appellant for recovery of a certain
sum of money being the value of rental paddy
alleged to be due to him by the appellant.
On the 5th of October 1926 the suit was dismissed and the respondent was ordered to pay the
-appellant a certain sum of money as costs of the
·suit. The respondent obeyed the order and deposited
the amount in Court. It appears from the explanation of the learned counsel for the respondent that
·on or after the making of the deposit, the respondent
HEALD AND MYA

* Civil Miscellaneolls Appeal No. 57 of 1 1 27.
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applied to the Court that in view of other suits
which he instituted in respeCt of the subject-matter
of the unsuccessful suits the appellant might not be
v.
R.M.K.M.S. permitted to withdraw the amount in deposit withCHINNAYA
out furnishing security. The District Court made
CHETTIAR.
an order on the 10th December 1926 granting the
HEALD AND
MYA Bu, JI. respondent's prayer.
The appellant has now appealed objecting to,
this order.
The first and foremost question for determination
is whether an appeal lies from an order such as
this.
The learned counsel for the appellant relies on
the provisions of section 47 of the Civil Procedure
Code and contends that the order under appeal
relates to the execution of the decree in the suit
between the appellant and the respondent and is a.
decree within the meaning of section 2 (2).
It should be noted· that there was, in fact, no
application for execution. The money was paid into
Court under the Court's order of the 27th July
1926, so that no application for execution was
necessary.
In any case, the learned counsel's contention
appears to us to be quite untenable~
.
In Saraswati Barmania v. Golap Das Barmdn
(1), it was pointed out that every 'order passed in
relation to execution need not necessarily be deemed
to come within the scope of the definition in section
2 (2) of the Civil Proct:dure Code and held that
"an order for security to stay execution is not an
order determining any rights of the parties, and
is neither an order under sectiont 47 nor is it a
, decree.' "
R.

JAGANATHAN
PADAYACHI

(1) (1914) 41 Cal. 160.
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In 1921 a Bench of the Bombay High Court held
the view that an order for stay of execution could
not in anyway be considered as in the nature of
a decree and should not therefore be deemed to
be included within term "decree ,/ and ruled that an
order for stay of execution of a decree was not
an appealable order I:Janardan Triu1nbak Ca,dre v·
Martand Triumbak Cadre (l )].
The decision in Rajencjra Kishore Choudhury v.
Mathura Mohan Choudhury and others (2)~ is also
to the same effect.
In Husain Bhai and another v. Bettie Shah
Cilani (3), a Bench of the Allahabad High Court
following the principles laid down in an earlier case
of the same Court [Mukhtar Ahmad v. Muqarrub
Husain (4)"1, held that "no appeal will lie from an
order staying execution of a decree for a definite
period therein specified."
In our opinion an order suc.:h as the one under
appeal merely determines an inddental question as
to whether execution is to be carried out in a
certain way and does not amount to one which con~
elusively determines the rights of the parties with
regard to any matters in controversy in the pifOceeding.
We therefore hold that the order sought to be
reversed is not appealable.
The appellant's advocate urges that the case may
be regarded as a revision and lhe order in question
set aside by us in exercise of our revisional powers.
The respondent's advocate explained to us how
the District Judge came to make the order, and we
think that the explanation is correct. It appears
to us that though the order is not strictly justifiable
by the rules of procedure, it is not at all improper
(1) (1890) 14 Bam. 241.
(2) 25 C. W.N. 55~.

(3) (1924) 46 All. 733.
(4) (1912) 34 All. 530.

1927

R.

rAGANATHAN
PADA\'ACHI
tJ •.

R.M.K.M.S,

-_.

CHr"'NAYA
CHETTIAJ<.
HEALD AND

MYA Bu,

II..
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unjust or inequitable in substance. In these circumstances \\'e do not feel called upon to exercise
our discretion to interfere with it in rev1sion.
In the result we dismiss the appeal wit h costs,
advocate's fee hvo gold mohurs.

:HEALD AND
,MYA Bu,

JJ.
APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice, Heald alld Mr. Justice Mya Bu.

1927

IVIAUNG SHWE PHOO

AND EIGHT OTHERS

1)•

.Iu-ne 27.

l\IAUNG TUN SHIN

AND THREE OTH£RS.*

Evidence Act (I Of 1872), s. 9Z-0ral el:idellce to prove nil outrig'lt sale by deed
to be a 1?lodgage ilTad11lissible.
\Vhere a registered instrument clearly showed a transaction between the
parties to be a sale, or;l1 evidence to show that it was intended"to be a mortgage
-or that there was a contemporaneous oral cir unregistered agreement, forming"
part of the same transaction, to resell the property is inadmissible-in evidence.
It is otherwis~. when the agreement to resell is a distinct trasnaction. Section
92 of the El'idence Act will not allow oral evidence of intention of parties to a
'deed to cOl)strue such deed.
• Balkisllell Das v. Legge, 22 All. 149; Malmg Bin v•.Ma Hlain!!, 3 L.'B.R .1eO;
111aung Wala v. Maung S!twe GOII, 1 Ran. 472; 1I1a Tltalmg v. !of a Than, 5 Ran.
~7S ; North Eas/em Railway Co. v Lord Hastings, (1900) A.C. 260; Watchcm
v. Attorney-General of East Africa Protectorate, (19191 A.C. 533-referred to.
Baijnath Sitlgh v. HajeeValley ftfahomed Hajee Abba, 3 Ran. 106,dist illguished.

Loo Nee-for Appellants.
Thein 111aung-for Respondents.

JJ.-Thc plaintiffs-appellants
Nos. 1. 2 and 3 are the children of a deceased Karen
couple named U Shwe Kyay and Ma No. Ma E Byu
(plaintiff-appellant No.9) is Ma No's sister. The
plaintiffs-appellants Nos. 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 are the children of Ma E Byu.
HEALD AND MYA BUt

* Civil First Appeal No. 203 of 1926.
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There are two pieces of land in dispute. They are
1927
Holding Nos. 41 and 52 of 1921--25 situate in Tawnyo
MAUNG
•
SH\\'E PROD',
KWIll, Kyaunggon Township, Bassein District, measur- AND EIGHT
ing 27'63 acres and 16'37 acres respectively.
MAUN~;' TUN:~
It is not
disputed
that
Holding
No.
41
originally
SHIN
ND
. ,
THREE
belonged to U Shwe Kyay and Ma No and Holding
~
No. 52 to Ma E Eyu, and that prior to 11)21 these lands ::AAl~U~r:;{J.
. were conveyed by U Shwe Kyay, Ma No, .Ma E Byu
and Maung Shwe Hla 'tun (plaintiff-appellant KQ. 4) in
favour of R.,M.A.R.M. Letchamanan Chettiar by
means of a registered deed of sale.. It would have
been much more satisfactory to know when and for
\\'hat sum of money that conveyance was made, of
Which the record of the trial Court can tains no information, But fortpnately this information is rot essential for the proper adjudication on the pOlOts for decision ..
It is also riot dbputed that on the ] 7th May 1921
RM.A.R.M. Letchamanan Chettiar sold the lands to
the. plaintiff$~appellants for Rs. 1,700 by a registered
aced ofsaie that the plaintiffs-ap~~ellants 111 turn conveyed the same to the defendants-respondents Nos. 1
and 2 on the same day by allfJther registered deed of sale
tor R~. 3,000 that the former had to pay to the Chettiar
altogether Rs. 3,400 for the land as \vell as in discharge
of debts, that they paid up this amount by adding
Rs. 400 to the sum ofRs. 3,000 recci\'ed from the defen-'
dant-respon:dents Nos. 1 and 2, and that the latter sold
theSe two pIeces of land along with another piece (not.
in suitl to the defendants-respondents Nos· 3 and 4 on
3rd July 1924 for a sum of :Rs. 11,000.
The plaintiffs' suit is for a decree directing the;
defendants Nos. 3 and 4 to reconvey the plaint lands to
them. The plaint is so defective that it does not even.
declare the plaintiffs' readiness and willingness to pay
the sum of Rs. 3,000 or any other sum; and in order to
understand the true purport of their allegation referenc';

INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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has to be made not only to the plaint but also to the first
M~G plaintiff's examination for the purpose of framing issues
~SHWE
Plioa
d 1JIS
. an d Maung Sl
AND EIGHT an
,1we HI a l' un ,s d eposl't'lOns.
MAUN~ 'fUN
The allegations in the plaint are to the effe ct that
SJiIN AND
though the transfer by U Shwe. Kyay, Ma No, Ma E
THREE.
B
.
yu and Maung Shwe HI" Tun 111 favour of the
HEALD AND C
:MYA Bu, TJ.
'hettiar was by means of a registered deed of sale, it
was merely l'a temporary transfer on account of debts··
due to the Chettiar ; that the sum of Rs. 3,000 mentioned in the deed of sale in favour of the defendants
Nos, 1 and 2 was not the price paid for the land but
was money lentto them by the latter on the understanding (a) that the lands would be temporarily transferred
by the execution of a deed of sale, (b) that the transferees were to reconvey the land at .any time on .P<.l-Yment of Rs. 3,000 with interest at the rate of Rs, 2 per
cent. per mensem and (c) that the plaintiffs would pay
up the interest regularly once a year. The plaintiffs
further alleged that the 3rd and 4th defendants
purchased the plaint lands with notice of this arrangement between them and the 1st and 2nd defendants.
The defence is denial of the alleged arrangement.
The defendants contend that the transfer by the
plaintiffs to the 1st and 2nd defendants was nothing but
an out-and-out conveyance.
When examined for the purpose of framing issues,
plaintiff No.1 stated" we borrowed Rs. 3,000 from
him (defendant No.1) to payoff the· debts and transferred the two pieces of land lo him by a registered
deed of sale. At the tirne of the transfer there was an
agreement that the land would be conveyed to us
at any time on payment of Rs. 3,000 bearing interest
at 2 per cent. per mensem.
Issues were then framed. The learned Additional
District Judge, apparently losing sight of the importance
of the distinction between prior, contemporaneous
1927
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1927
and subseqent agreements with reference to the
provisions of section 92 of the Indian Evidence MAUNG
SHWE PHOO
Act, worded the first issue in a very general way as AND EIGHT
follows:-" Was there an agreement between the MAUN~ TUN
AND
Plaintiffs and defendants N. os. 1 and 2 that the latter SHIN
THREE.
would return the plaint land at any time on payment
HEALD AND
of Rs. 3,000 with interest at 2 per cent. per mensem ?" MYA Bu, JI.
It was then pointed out on behalf of the defendants
that the plaintiffs were seeking to prove by oral
evidence that the sale effected by the registered deed
was in effect only a mortgage or conditional sale and
that such evidence was excluded by the provisions
of section 92. Reply given on behalf of the plaintiffs was that the agreement relied on by them was an
agreement to resell or allow repurchase and that
section 92· did not shut out oral evidence in proof
of it. This gave rise to a preliminary issue which
was decided in favour of the plaintiffs. Thus it
was open to the plaintiffs to lead evidence to prove'
the agreement relied on.

Maung Shwe Phoo (plaintiff No.1) stated:" We owed the Chettiar Rs. 3,400. Then we went to Ma
Shwe Me who had dealings with the 1st defendant and asked
her to see if I could raise a lean from him. Tun Shin (1st
defendant) said he would do business and made an appointment
for the 11th Lazan Kason 1283 B.E. (17-5-21) at Kyaunggon.
On that date we kept the appointment and met him. . . . .
Shwe Hla Tun, Kya Tun (3rc1 plaintiff), the c1efenc1antOst defendant} and I went to the Chetty. I asked· the Chetty to return our
lanel in a~cordance with the promise. He agreed and made up
the acco~nts and found that we owed Hs. 3,400 altogether. Tun
Shin said he wouid pay this sum and we went to theregistration
office. The Chetty t.hen got a deed drawn up conveying the land
hack to us. I the said to Tun Shin that I would get a mortgage
deed··:c1rawl). up but the defen~lant said 'No, let it bea deed of sale,
simibr to the .Chetty's.' Transactions. of this kind are common
in Our p.1rt ofjthe world. Tun Shin promised that he would
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MAU~(;

SHWE PHOO
AND EIGHT

V.

retnrn the land to
of sale."

u~

on payment cf Rs. 3,000 inserted in the deed

The only other plaintiff who gave evidence is Maung,
Shwe Hia Tun. He said :-

MAUNG TUN
SHIN AND
THHEE.

"Then accounts wet'e settled and Rs. 3,403 was found
due. ~.raung Tun Shin said to the Chetty that he would pay
HEAI.D 'AN'i) this amount.
Then we went cff to the registration office. First
MYA Bu, JJ. of all the Chelty signed a deed of a sale, reconveying the land
to us. Tun Shin said, 'You ~lUst sell outright. Mortgages are
tOO troublescme. You must (10 the same ferme as Y0U did for
the Chetty.. I cion 't want your lands. You can have them back
when you can redeem them, We agreed."

The above accounts of the transaction clearly
show that t11e plaintiffs' case in reality was tbat the
transaction contained in the deed of sale in favour
of the first and second defendants was not a sale
but a mortgage or a condition~l sale by virtue of
a contemporaneous oral agreement between the pa,rties
to the transaction. The learned counsel for the
appellants alfo made his position clear to us by
stating tha.t he relied I)n contemporaneous oral agreement and the surrounding circumstances and conduct of
the parties to' tbe t"r:l"nsaction to' sho'wthatthe
transaction was in reality a mortgage or a sale with
a reservation in favour of the vendors for. repurchase.
In these circumstances it is clear that the' evidence
adduced by the plaintiffs is obnoxious to the provisions
9£ section 92 of the Indian Evidence Act. See Maung
Wala v. M aung Sh'U'e Gon and one (l) which followed
Maung Bin v. Ma Hlain~ and others (2) and Balkishen
Das and others v.W.F. Legge (3). For the appellants
reliance is placed on the decision of the Pnvy Council
in the case of Baijnath Singh v. Hajee Vally lvlohamed
Haiee Abba (4), wherein their Lordships observed
(1) (1923) 1 Ran. 472.
(2) (1905) 3 L.B.R.C1oo.

(~) (1899) 22 All. 149.
• (4) (1925) 3 Ran. 106.
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II section 92 merely prescribes a rule of evidence j it
1927
does not fetter the Court's power to arrive at the true
MAU:-iG
.
' . .111 th e l'19 h t 0 f SHWE
PHOO
meanIng
an d e ff ect 0 f a transactIOn
AND EIGHT
all the surroun'ding' circumstances." This case is MAUN~ TUN
distinguishable from the one before us and also from SHIN AND
THREE.
the cases cited above. vy"..hat was sought to be proved
HEALD AND
in Baijnath Sillgh's case t!) was that the bought and MYA Bu, JJ.
sold notes did not represent the contract between
the parties which h)ok place apart from the notes.
In the case before us the plaintiffs are seeking to
prove that the real nature of the transaction was
different from that expre,ssed in the deed. With
ref erence . toorl\l evidence of surrounding circumstances and' .conduCt of the parties in contradiction to
the terms ·of. a 'written contract, the law appears to
be as folfows.'.
::...:~" If
the terms of the conti'act are a~bi. ",
guo us, ~be ..ri.gpts:ofthe parties may .9~ determined
with reference :to ::such circumstances and conduct
as pointed out bY.their Lordships ()f the Privy CounCil
in Ma ThaU1'ig v. Ma Than (2) and as rtlled
tVa/cham
v. Attorney-General of tlze East Africa Protectorate
(3). But where the terms of the contract 'are unambiguous no such evidence can be given in contradictiontb the terms of the contract." See The
North Eastern Railioay Company v. Lord Hastings (4).
The terms of the deed Exhibit I are clear and un~
equivocaJ ahd they·express anoutl'ight sale. We have
no doubt that the evidence relied on by the plaintiffs
and tende'red by them is excluded by section 92 of
the Indian Evidence Act. For these reasons it is not
open to the plaintiffs to prove that the transaction was a
mortgage or that there was a contemporaneous oral
agreement to resell. The plaintiffs' suit therefore fails.
In the result the appeal must be, and it is hereby, dismissed with costs.
-"

:'"

"

in

(1) (1925) 3 Ran. 105.
(2, (1927) 5 Ran. 175 at p. 183.

52

(3) (1919) A.C. 533.
(4) (1900) A.C. 260 at p. 263.
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APPELLATE CIVIL,
Before Mr. Justice Pratt.
1927

MASAW

June 30.

v.
MAUNGBA.*
stamp Act

(II of 1899 and 1 of 1879)-Evidence Act (1 of 1872), s. 91Secondary evidC1tCe of umtampeddocument whether admissiblc-Execut(d
and unexecuted documents.

Where a mortgage transaction has not been reduced to the form of a
document within the meaning of section 91 of the Evidence Act and where
the Transfer of Property Act did not apply, then secondary evidence of a note
thc::reof and oral evidence of the transaction of mortgage which was itself oral
s admissible. And where a formal deed of mortgage is drawn up on an
unstamped palm leaf. so long as the mortga~o.r has not signed .it, secondary
evidence of its contents wil.l be admissible, but if tbe deed l;la.s been executed
by signing, secondary evidence isinadmissibic for 'iaCk of stamping.

In rc enet Po, 7 L.B.R. 77 ; Ma Ein U v. Maung Aung Hmwe, 2 U..8. R.
365 ; Ma Hla U v. Ma Ria. L.P. Ap.13J 0'£ 1,9Z6; MaU1tg Net v
ltfaung Hmo Za/'l,2 U.B.R 367~follow.ed.
. Mi Ta v. Ng.a Sein, (19)7-09) U.B.R. 5-:-.d.isse'tted from.
Wl97~OI)

Sanyal~for. Appellant.

Mukerjee-for Respondent.

PftATT, J.-. Plaintiif sued for redemptiqn qf certain
,lands. He asserte<:i that at the time of the ty.ortga.ge
which was in 1891 or 1892, ~ome r,ecord hasI be.~n
made on a palm leaf of the original l11Q.rtg?ge and
subsequent advances. He called upon the l:?t defendant in whose custo<;ly he alleged it to be to produce the
document, bllt the latter declined to do so and denied
its existence.
He produced a copy or precis, it was not clear
which, made by him of the original record and subse_quent memoranda and asked to be allowed to give
secondary evidence of the contents of the docUlpent.
* Civil SecOnd Appeal No. 210 of 1926 (Mandalay.)
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Both Courts have held that secondary evidence of
an unstamped document is inadmissible and the suit
has been dismissed.
In the Upper Burma cases of Ma Ein U v. Maung
.Aung Hmwe (1), Maung Net and Maung Hmo
Zan (2), Thirkell White, J.e., undoubtedly held that
.secondary evidence of a document nol produced, which
:ought to have been stamped, but was not, is inadmissible.
In the latter case of Mi Ta v. Nga Sein (3), Shaw,
C.J., went further and held that a parabailc mortgage
-dated 1894-95, though not signed, was executed within
the meaning of the Stamp Act of 1879 then in force,
.and that secondary evidence of the unstamped parabaik
,document which defendant was alleged to be with'holding was not admissible.
The correctness of this view was not accepted by a
Bench on which I sat in Rangoon last year. (Vide Ma
.Rta U v. Ma Hta, Letters Patent Appeal No. 131 of
1926.)
In Chef Po's case (4), it was held by a Full Bench of
the Chief Court that as under section 2 of the Indian
.stamp Act, 1899, 'Execution' means sig.nature, an
instrument which becomes chargeable with stamp duty
,only on being executed is not liable to stamp duty until
,it is signed.
It was furiher pointed out that in accordance with
'universal custom formal documents on palm leaf and
parabaik have hitherto been treated by Upper Burma
-Courts as completed documents and admitted as
evidence as such though not signed. The judgment
concludes "OUf decision that these unsigned documenis
are not liable to stamp duty does not necessarily imply
that they must henceforward be regarded as incomplete. The effect of the present decision is only that
(1) U.B.R. (18<J7·01) Ii 365.

(2) U.B.R. (IS9i·Oll II 357.

(3) V.B.R. (1907-09) EXtcution 5.
(4) (1913) 7 L.B.H. 77.
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the Courts cannot refuse to admit any such document
in evidence merely on the ground that it is unstamped. ".
v.
With this ruling I wholly agree.
MAUNG BA.
At the time of the palm leaf document now in
PRATT. J.
question the Stamp Aetof 1879 was in force.
That Act contains no definition of execution, and I
am unable to agree with the view taken in Mi Ta'$.
case (1) by the learned Judicial Commissioner that an
,unsigned parabaik .document was liable to stamp duty
. under the law iri force prior to the introduction of the
Stamp Act of 1899.
I have no doubt that I execution' under the old
Stamp Act ordinarily connoted signature, though theI:e
may have been special. instances where ado<':l1ment
was executed other th'm by signature.
From .the extract. or copy taken from the palm leaf
,do.cllrrient in the;suit under appeal, however, it does no:t
appear h}.have been.aninstnlment of mortgage at. all,
but merely a note that a mortgage had taken plaf:e~
'Unless the extract is extremely me;:t.gre t it seems
:cJear . that thf:. mortgage t.ransaction has :not byep.
<reduced to :the form of a document within t.hemeaniIlg
of section 91 of the Evidence Act..
Iftllat is so, then secondary evidence of the note
and oral evidence of the transaction of mortgage,.
which was itself oral, is admissible.
.
. It will therefore be necessary to take evidence for
plaintiff as to ·the actual form of the so called mortgage
document and whether it amounts to an instrument
of mortgage.
If there is evidence that a formal deed of mortgage'
was dra\\'n up on a palm leaf, then secondary eVIdence
of its contents will be admi:ssible, unless it was signed~
by the mortgagor, which is not alleged,
MA SAW

.

(lU.B.R. (1907-09) Execution ,;.
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If it should transpire that a formal deed was drawn
up and executed by signing, then secondary evidence
will be inadmissible for lack of stamping.
I set aside the finding of the lower Courts on the
.preliminary issue of law and remand the suit for
-disposal on its merits in view of these considerations.
'
Costs to follow final disposal.
Appellant is entitled to a refund of the court-fees
in this and the lower Appellate Court.
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1927
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'II.

MAUNG BA.

PRA1T,

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Brown.

AH CHOON

1927

v.

July 4.

T.S. FIRM.*
-Contract Act (IX of 1872). 55. 15. 72-'-" Coercion "-Suit to 'rec·)f·er moneys
paid to remove wrongful attachmeut.
The Chettyar finn obtained a money decree against two persons personallY
though they were described in the plaint as partners of a firm. In
-execution of the decree the Chettyar firm attached the goods of the appellant as
;partnership property of its judgment-debtors and al1eg~d that appellant was
,also a partner, but the procedure laid down in Civil Procedure Code, Order 21
RuleSO (2) was :lOt observed. Appellant paid the decretal amount to prevent his
:goods being seized and, on failing to remove the attachment, filed a suit for the
recovery of his money against the Chettyar firm to whom it had been paid.
Held, that the word II Coercion I t in section 72 of the Contract Act is used
in its general sense and that if a third party was coerced into paying the
money in satisfaction of a decree against a j~dgment.debtor and was not himilelf liable for the money, the money was paid by him under coercion within
i:he meaning of se'ction i'2 of the Act, and a suit did lie to recover that money. '
Seth Kanhaya Lall v, Tile National Ban.~ of India, Ltd., (1913) 40 LA. 56
l',.C·-followed.

J anab

Ali--for Appellant.
Eka111.baram-for Respondents.

BROWN, J.-The respondent T.S. Firm in Civil
Regular No. 122 of 1924 of the Township Court,
• Special Civil Second Appeal No. 657 of 1926.

J•
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Pyapon, fih:d a suit against two persons; Maung.
AH CHOON
Sit Pin and Ah Kwin, whom they called in the
'lJ.
T. S. F'IR~I. plaint managing partners of the firm of Ho Ho
Company, Pya-pan, for money due on a promissory-note..
BROWN, J.
The defendants admitted the execution of the promissory-note and a decree was passed against themNothing was said in the decree as to their being~
partners of the Ho Ho firm. The decree was passed
on the 20th May 1924. On the 4th June the'
Chettyar firm applied for warrant of attachment of
property in execution of the decree and the property
attached \vas the property in the possession of the'
present appellant, Ah Choon, who was carrying on the'
business in the shop. The Deputy Bailiff tlaimed
to effect the warrant of attachment. Ah Choon, in
order to. prevent all the goods in his shop being
seized, paid the decretal amount Rs. 894 to the
Deputy Bailiff. The next day he made an application
in the Court to the effect that the goods were his
and were not Ilable to attachment and asked for the
removal of the attachment. But this application
was unsuccessful and the money was paid to the
decree-holder. Ah Choon then brought a suit out.
of which this appeal has arisen for recovery of the
money which he alleges was paid by hiin under
coercion to the Deputy Bailiff. The trial Court held
that the money was paid under coercion and gave'
Ah Choon a decree. The' District Court in appeal
set aside this decree on the ground that whatever the
motive of the payment it was clear that the Deputy
Bailiff had t~O power to accept security for the
decretal amou:nt; that· the money must have been
held to have been paid in satisfaction of the decree
and that Ah Choon's remedy, if any, was against the
judgment~debtors. It is against this decree' of the'
District Court that the present appeal has .been
1927
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filed, and I think that the view of the law taken by
the learned Judge of the District Court was wrong.
It was held by their Lordships of the Privy
Council in the ca.$~ of Seth Kanhaya Lall v. The
National Bank of India Limited (1), that the word
II coercion 'J
in section 72 of the Indian Contract
Act is used in its general Sfnse and that, if a third
party was coerced into paying the money in satisfaction
of a decree against a judgment-debtor and was not
himself liable for ~he money, the money was paid
by him under coercion within the meaning of section
72 or the Contract Act, and a suit did lie· to recover
that money.
The question then for consideration is whether
the appellant was acting under coercion when he
paid the money and whether he was liable to pay.
It is quite clear that when the Deputy Bailiff went
to execute the warrant of attachment there was no
decree at all against the appellant under which he
could be held liable. It is contended that this is
simply due to a mistake which V·las rectified later. But,
even if this were so, it seems to me clear that the
attachment was ille·gal.
The Chettyar's case is that Ah Choon, Sit Pin
and Ah Kwin were the three partners in the firm of
Ho Ho & Co. ; that it was the firm of Ho Ho & Co.
.who borrowed the money and that it was against
that firm that they got the decree. Admittedly no
personal decree has· been passed against Ah Choon.
The property of the partnership, therefore, can only
be attached under the provisions of Rule 50 of
Order XXI if the decree were against the partnership; and if the property in the shop were the
partnership property, then the attachment ,vas
(1) (1913) 40 LA. 56.
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perfectly legal. But it is clear that the property
said to be attached was not the property of the
V.
T. S. FIR)/, partnership of these three men, as it has been abundB>:OWN, J. antly proved that this partnership was dissolved long
before thl:: decree was executed; and if the decreeholner w;shed to proceed against Ah Chbon personally
it was incumbent on him to take action under sub- .
rule 2 of Rule SO. This he clearly did not do.
The attachment was therefore an illegal attac hmeIlt.
The respondent Chettyar alleges however that even
if the attachment were illegal Ah Choon paid up
the money perfectly willingly.
Karapaya Pillay in his evidence says that when
the Deputy Bailiff was going to attach the property
Ah Chaon said he was liable and paid the money.
He is supported in this by 1\1 uthu Raman Servai·
But I think that the trial Judge was perfectly correct
in holding that these witnesses were not speaking the
truth.
Ah Choon's witnesses state that it was only after
considerable persuasion and in' order to prevent his
business being closed that he consented to pay the
money. And the Deputy Bailiff who was called
as a witness by' the Chettyar says that plaintiff, that
is, Ah Choon, said that he did not know the decretal
amount and that he was never sued before, and
then he (the Bailiff) directed the plaintiff to go to
Court. He further says that he was first of all
asked to take security and finally that it was
only after about an hour of speaking that the money
was paid. His evidence alone makes it fairly clear tbat
the payment was not freely and willingly made j
and Ah Choon's action in going to the Court the
very next day and complaining about the matter
confirms his story that he paid only under compulsion and in order to prevent a very seriou!')
Al'I 'CHOON
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interference with his business. In such a case
he can justly claim that he was induced by
coercion to p<.A.y the money, (l.nd. on the authority of
Seth Kanhaya La/l's case, he is entitled to recover
that money unless he himself is liable for the debt.
1 do not consider that the Chettyar has satisfactorily
proved his liability. The Chettyar claims that the
money was advanced to the partnership. That is
~ntirely denied by Ah Choon himself and also by
one of the executants of the note, Sit Pin. Sit Pm
says that the money was borrowed by him and Ah
Kwin personally and that the money was used by
Ah Kwin on his own personal account. The note itself
reads ""Ve, Maung Sit Pin and Ah Kwin, of Ho
Ho & Co., 1st Street, Pyapon, promise to repay
the Rs. 650." It does mention Ho Ho & Co. but
the persons who promised to pay are Maung
Sit Pin and Ah Kwin, and I do not think it is
possible, on the face of the note, to say ddi.nitely
that the money was borrowed on behalf of the
partnership or that the promise was made to
repay on behalf of the partnership. It is true that
there is the seal of the partnership on the document,
but, Sit Pin denies that this was put on at the time
and denies that the seal was the one ordinarily used
on surh promissory-notes taken out for the partnership. And Suit No. 122 was not really ~filed against
the partnership at all. It was filed against Maung
Sit Pin and Ah Kwin as managing partners of the
firm· It was not filed against the firm by their
managing partners and there is no mention at all
in the proceedings of Ah Choon.
At the time this suit was filed it would appear
that the partnership had been dissolved and that
the assets and liabilities of the partnership had been
made over to Ah Choon. In these circumstances it

1927
AH CHOON

T. S.
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FIRM.

BROWN,

J.
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is very curious that Ah Choon's name should have
been left entirely out of the plaint if the plaintiff did
'0.
T.S. FIRM. really mean to sue the partnership. Ah ChoDn has.
shown that at the time of the dissolution a number of
BROWN, J.
debts owed by the partnership were shown including.
a debt to the T.S. Firm, but the debt now in,
dispute was not included. Of course an agreement
of this kind between the partners would not be
binding on the Chettyar, but it does lend corro~·
boration to the story of Maung Sit Pin and Ah Kwin
that this money was never borrowed for or on.
behalf of the firm at all.
In these circnmstances I am not satisfied that it.
has been shown that Ah Choon \vas liable for this
debt and as in my opinion the attachment was.
clearly illegal he is entitled to recover the sum paid\
by him.
I accordingly set aside the decree of the District:
Court and restore that of the trial Court for paymentr
by the T.S. Firm of the sum of Rs. 894 to the~
plaintiff Ah Choon. The Chettyar respondent will.
pay the costs of the appellant throughout.

All eHOON
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APPE LI ATE CIVIL.
B~fore

Mr. Justice MaZIng Ea.

MA SHvVE MRA PRU

AND ONE

v.
MAUNG BA ON.*
Civil Procedure Code IAct V of 1<;08), s. 47-Judgment-debtoY's legal repre.
se1ltative claiming attached p,operly whether a question betweetl parties.
Held, that where a person is su~tI as a legal representative of a deceaEed
person and he objects to the attachment c£ certain property in exec! tion of
the decree, claiming it as his own property, the question is one between the
parties and their repreEentatives anti falls within the scope and purview of
section 47 of the Civil Procedure Code.
Punchattun Eutuiopadhya ~. R;1bia Eibi,17 Cal. 71 I-referred to.

Sein Tun Aung-for Appellants.
R. ill. Sen-for respondent.

BA, J.-This second appeal arises out of an
execution case involving an important point of law
whether the objection raised to an attachment of the
deceased's property by the judgment-debtor, against
whom a decree was passed as a legal representative,
alleging that the property is not liable to be attached
as it belongs to him by virtue of a gift made to him
by the deceased prior to the suit or decree, is a
. matter which falls within the scope of section 47 or
within the purview of Rule 58 of Order 21, Civil
Procedure Code.
The Subdivisional Judge of Kyauktaw treated the
objection as an ordinary application for removal of
attachment under Order 21, Rule 58. If that proce
durc were correct, no appeal would lie from an order
passed by the Subdivisional Judge. The learned
MAUNG
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District Judge of Akyab was of opinion that the
objection was a matter falling \vithin the scope of
section 47, and that therefore an appeal lay.
It is now urged that that view of the learned
District Judge is incorreCt, and that section 47 is not
applicable. Maung Ba On was one of the defendants
sued as legal representatives of the deceased U Kyaw
Khine in the original suit. In execution of the
decree passed against him and the other legal representatives, certain property was attached as forming
part of the deceased's estate. Maung Ba On preferred
a claim to one·half of the property, alleging that the
same had been gifted to him by gift made about
four years previously. The qllestion to be decided
therefore· is whether that portion. of the property has
descended to him as the representative of the deceased
and is liable to be attached in execution of the decree
against him as such representative or whether it
belongs to. himself and not in such representative
charactt:r. Surely this is a question arising between
the partie::. to the suit in which the decree was passed
relating to the execution of the decree. That being
so, the question is one falling within the scope and
purview of section 47.
The learned Advocate wishes to draw a very fine
line between a case where a' legal. representative
bases his claim upon a title acquired. before the
decree and that based upon a title acquired after
the decree. He urged that section 47 \vould be
applicable only in the case of a claim based upon
title acquired after the decree. I' do not see any
reason for drawing such a di~tinction. Ba On is no
doubt a party t6 the suit, and the question whether
the property attached is attachable as being partof the
estate or not attachable as being his own property
is a question. relating. to the execution of the decree

a
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passed against him as a legal representative. If he
were to bring a regular suit to decide that dispute,
it would have to be decided in that suit \vhetller
the property in dispute was liable to be attached as
part of the deceased's estate or tbat it ""vas not liable
t.o be attached as it belonged to Ba On. The matter
to be decided in the regular suit undt:r Order 21,
Rule 63 is therefore practically the same as that to
be determined under section 47. Since it is a matter
that may as well be determined by the Court executing the decree, the Legislature has laid down that
in such circumstances that matter should be deter_
mined by the Court executing the decree and not by
a separate suit. The Judicial Committee has pointed
out that it is of the utmost. importance that all
objections to execution should be disposed of as
cheaply and: as quickly as possible .. Consequently in
order to. attain that object a wide and liberal construction has always been placed on section 47 in
order that all questions which can possibly be determined in ,execution proceedings should be so determined. A Full Bench of the Calcutta High Court in
the case of Punchanun Bundopadllytl v. Rabia Bibi and
others (1), has put the same construction upon section
244 of the old Code (now section 47 of the new
Code). The Full Bench held that an objectioiltaken
by a person who has become the representative ot
the judgment-debtor in the course of the execution of a
decree to the effect that the property attached in
satisfaction thereof is his own property, and not held
by him as such representative, is a matter cognizable only under section 24+ of the Code of Civil
Procedure, and not the proper subject-matter of a
separate suit.
(I) (1890) 1i Cal. 711.
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The learned District Judge in allowing the appeal
has not expressly declared that the claim is to be
allowed only in respect of half of the property.
The appeal is accordingly dismissed with costs,
but I note that in the decree it should be clearly
stated that the attachment is to be released only from
half of the property.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Maung Ea.

U PO NYUN

1927

AND ONE

v.

-luly 11.

MA PAN ME.*
Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 1903), O. 23, r. 3--Compromise decree, its
COlden! s.,
An agreement or compromise arrived at between parties to' a suit, in
whole and not in part, is to be recorded, and the decree is then to confine its
operation to so much of the subject~matter of the suit as i,~ d,ealt ,with by the
agreement. An effe ;tual method wOLlld be for the decree torecite ,the whole Of
the agreement and then to conclude with an order relative to that part that
was the subject-matter of the suit, or it conIc! introduce the agreelllent in a
schedule to the decr,ee; but in eithercabe, although the QP~,I,\Itive part of the
decree would be properly confined to the actual sUhject-matt~r
the then
existing litigation, the decree taken as a whol} would include the agreement.
Hemflnta Kumarl Debt v. Midnapur Zamilldari Co., 47 Cal. 485:referred to.

of

Kyaw Din-for Applicants.
Guha-for Respondent.

BA, J.- This reVIsion arises out of Civil
Regular Suit No. 51A' of 1926 of the District Court'
of Tharrawaddy. In that suit applicants, U Po Nyun
and his second wife Ma Ohn, brought. an action
against his adopted daugh ter Ma Pan Me to have a
deed of gift executed in her favour set aside on the
MAUr-;G

* Civil Revision No.l:7 of 1927.
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ground of fraud and misrepresentation. It appears
1927
that U Po Nyun had adopted Ma Pan Me, her sister u po NYUN
AND oNE
Ma Pan Thwe and her brother Maung Po Hman,
v.
before he married the second wife; that there were MA PAN ME.
other suits between V Po Nyup, his two adopted MAUNG BA,
J.
children and grandchildren, S~w Thein and Than
Mya; that all these suits were compromised and
ihat the terms were embodied in one agreement'
So far as this suit is concerned, the agreement
between the parties was that the suit should be
·dismissed without costs except that V Po Nyun was
to have a decree for the pucca building and the
granary, which were covered by the said deed of
gift and also that the defendant, Ma Pan Me, as
well as Maung Thu Daw, Maung Po V, Maung Saw
'Thein, and Ma Than Mya were to be allowed to live in.
the pucca building and store paddy in the granary
The agreement was signed by U Po Nyun and Ma
Ohn on the one part and Maung Thu Daw, Ma
Pan Me, Melung Po U and Maung Po Hmon on the
other.
The learned Judge did not write any judgment
embodying the terms of that agreement but in his
diary order dated the 9th December 19-26 ordered
that there would be a decree in terms of the agreement so far as it related to the suit. That order
was followed by a decree, which ordered that the
plaintiffs U Po Nyun {nd Ma Ohn were to be the
owners of pucca building and granary; that the
registered deed of gift made in favour of Ma Pan
Me was to stand except that the plaintiffs were to
have the pucca building and the granary and further
that the suit be dismissed without costs as regards
the rest of their claim.
Ma Pan i\le thought that this decree was not in
acc0rdance \vith the terms of the compromise and
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applied to the District Judge for an amendment of
the decree. The learned Judge then ordered that
Ma Ol1n's name should be omitted and that the
right of Ma Pan Me to live in the pucca house and
store paddy in the granary should be mentioned.
As regards the first pomt about the inclusion of
MOl Ohn's name, it may be pointed out that she was
a party to the agreement of compromise and that she
was a co-plaintiff in the suit. It may also be pointed
out that, as second wife, she has an interest in the
Subject-matter according to Burmese Buddhist Law.
Therefore the first part of the order is quite wrong.
Her name should be included.
.
As regards the second point, the learned Judge
was of opinion that this. l~ave to live in the house
and store paddy in the granary formed part of the
cons~deration. He has overlooked that fact that U Po
Nyun and Met Ohn agreed to allow notonly Ma Pan
Me. but also fom olhers to have such a right. :No
doubt it is a matter of some· difficulty in finding
which matters relate to the suit and which matters
do not relate to the suit within the meaning of Rule 3.
In Hemanta KU11lari Debi v. Midnapur Za1'nz'ndari Co . .(1), their Lordship of the Privy Council
indicateq how th;:1t phrase "matters relating to the
suit" should be interpreted. At page 495 their
Lordships observe:~ "The tenris of this section
need careful scrutiny. In the first place, it is plain
that the agreement or compromise, in whole and
not in part, is to be .recorded, and the decree is
then to confine its operation to so much of the
subject-matter of the suit as it dealt with by the
agreement. Their Lordships are not aware of the
exact system by 'A'hich documents are recorded
the Courts in India, but a perfectly proper and effectual
(1) (1919) 47 Cal. 485,
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1927
method of carrying out the terms of this section would
be for the decree to recite the whole of the agreement u Po NYUN
•
AND ONE
and then to conclude with an order relative to that part
to.
that was the subject of the suit, orit could introduce the MA PAN ME.
agreement in aschedule to the decree; but in' either MAUNG BA,
T·
case, although the operative part of the decree
\voilld be properly confined to the <l;ctual subjectmatter f)f the then existing litigation, the decree taken
as a whole would include the agreement."
In the present suit U Po Nyun and Ma Ohn
sought to have the deed of gift, whereby U Po Nyun
had given away all his immoveable property to Ma
Pan Me, cancelled, alleging that his intention was to
give her only 100 acres of land whereas the deed
covered nearly 800 acres as well the house and
granary. The effect of the agreement was that Ma
Pan Me consented to have the deed caucelled so
far as the house and granary \-vere concerned. It is
'not quite correct to give a decree declaring that U
Po Nyun is the owner of that property. The decree
should be in favour of U Po Nyun and his \vife lo the
effect that the suit be decreed so far as the house
and granary are concerned. Therefore it is questionable whdher the permission to live in the house
and store paddy in the granary is a matter relating to
the suit. It appears that Ma Pan Me ~nd the other'
children bavt: been living with U Po Nyun all the
time. No doubt after this litigation the relationship
between them must have become
strained. However ,
.
this permission to Ma Pan Me and others to live in
the house and store paddy in the granary is part Of
the agreement \ivhich can be enforced if m·cessary.
There is a conflict of judicial opinion whether such
enforcement can be done in execution or hy a
separate suit. , The Court is informed that U Po
Nyun has even filed a suit to get the dispute
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regarding the nature and extent of this permISSIon
settled. So far as thissllit is concerned, this permission,
which is in favour of several persons including Ma
Pan Me, should be left out and not embodied in the
decree.
I therefore set aside the amended decree of the
District Court and direct that the first decree do
stand.
The applicants are entitled to costs in this .Court,
three gold mohurs.
APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before JjJr. Justice Heald alld Mr, Justice Mya Bu.

1927

July 15.

S.R.M.M.A. CHETTYAR FIRTvf

v.
MA PWA MAY

AND ONE.*

Registration Act (XVI of 1908), s. 87-!Vlletiler registratio1l t·alid if a bond is
written 011 stamp of wrOllg kind.
H elef. that registration of a mortgage bond waS not inV<lJidated by the fact
that It was written on a stamp of the wrong kind.
S"rd,l Naill Bhattacharya v. Gobil1da Cll(flldm Das, 23 C.'h'-.N. 534followed.

Anklesaria-for Appellant.
Clark-for Respondents.
HEALD, J.-Respondent sued Po Saung and Ma
Twe Mi, who had purported to mortgage certain oil
wells to them, to recover the amount alleged to be
due on the. mortgage. The date of the mortgage
bond was the 13th of March 1924, and the suit was
instituted on the 10th of June 1924, The mortgagors confessed judgment, but the present appellant,
who in a suit instituted on the 20th of March 1924
• Civil Fint Appeal

~o.

213 of 1926.
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bad on the btb of May 1924· obtained an attachment of the mortgaged property, claimtd to be joined
as a defendant and on being so joined pleaded that
the mortgage was made fraudulently without
consideration and by collusion between the parties to
it, those parties being closely related to each other,
in order to defeat the· claim which he made in the
suit. He brought to notice the fact that the mortgage
bond \vas written on a court-fee stamp and not on
a uon-jndicial stamp and suggested that the use ofa
wrong stamp was an indication of the haste which
was necessary if the mortgage was to be executed
before his suit was filed and his attachment effected.
The Court framed issues as to whether the
mortgage bond represented a genuine transaciion and
was executed for valuable consideration, or was
executed by the parties to it in collusion fur Elf
puq~ose of defrauding appellant. There was also an
issue as to whether the mortgage bond could be
.admitted in evidence on payment of duty and penalty.
The COlIrt came to the conclusion that consideration
was paid, and although it found that tbe transaction
was ". highly suspicious," it held that it was not
proved to be collusive or fraudulent. As for the
mortgage bond, the stamp duty and penalty were
pclid and it was certified by the Collector to be duly
stamped, and it was admitted in evidence. In the
result a mortgage decree was given in favour of
res pan dents.
Appellant appeals and bis learned advocate says
~hat he wishes to raise two questions only:(i) whether the fact that the mortgage bond was
written on a. wrong stamp and was
therefore not properly stamped at the
time when it was registered, invalidated
the registration, and
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{ii) whether or not the mortgage was fraudttS.R.M.M.A.
lent and collusive.
~HETTYAR
On
the
first
of these questions no authority has
FIR~l
'II.
been cited in this Court which· casts any doubt on
MAPWA
MAY AND
the correctness of the ruling of the High Court of
ONE.
Calcutta in the case of Sarda Nath Bhattacharya v.
HEALD, J.
Gobinda Chandra Das (l), and we are of opinion
that the provisions of section 87 of the
Registration Act cover the case. We hold therefore
that the registration of the bond was not invalldated
by the fact that it was written on a stamp 'of the wrong
kind.
[On the evidence his Lordship held the mortgage
to be a fraudulent and collusive transaction and set
aside the mortgage decree.]
MYA Bu, J.-l concur.
APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Sir Guy Rutledge, Kt., R.C., Chief Justice, and Mr. lusl ice B,'0101Z.
1927

MAUNG P'WA AND

OTHERS

v.

JlIly 18.

MAUNG PO SA

AND OTHERS.*

Simple mortgage-Stlbsequent trans!e1' of possessiolll0 11I0rtgagee--BurdCll of
proof to explain natureof possession.
In 1905 the Owner of the land in suit effected a rel!istered simple mortgage
in fayour of the 1st defendant-appellant and his wife(since deceased) to secure
repJyment of Rs. 1,500 and interest. A ye'tr later the mortgagor gave
pos5ession of the property to the 1st defendant-appellant. In 1926, respondents \yho are the heirs of the original mortgagor sned appellants for
redemption of the property·alIeging that possession was given for secnrinl!;
interest. Appellants stated that the land was made over to them by way of
sale in full satisfaction of the mortgage debt and interest. The trial Conrt
placing: the burden of proof on the appellants, decreed the suit.
He/d, reversing the judgment, that the burden of proof, under the
~ircumstances of the case, lay on the respondents to show the nature

-------

(l) (i919) 23 C.W.N. 534.
• Civil First Appeal No. 285 of 1926.
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of the possession, and they having failed to proof how possei:sioll paseed, :no
presumption that the possession of the defendants was riot adverse could be
drawn.
Fer RUTLDEGE, C.].- Where land is mortgaged without possessicn and
possession is subsequen tly given to the rnortgaiSee, who alleges it b be in virtue
of an olltright sale, the onus of showing the nature ofjthe transaction is on the
party out of possession in cases of long possession. When possession has been
less th:m 12 years and where the title of the previous owner is admitted, then
the onus lies on the person ill possession who alleges an outright sale.
A.T.A,R,M. Cllclty Firm v. M. A. M. Maltomed Kashi11l and thirteen, 3
Ran. 367 . Mating Ok Kyi a1$d four v. Ma Pu I:nd two 4 Ran. S68-referred
to and explawed.
Maung San Min and one v. Maung Po Hlaing and otllers, 4 Ran. 1referred to.

Ma Dun v. Lu 0 and Olle, 5 L.B.R. 40-dissented from.

Thein Maung-for Appellants.
Hay-for Respondents.
BROWN, J.-The land in suit originally belonged
to one Ma Sa Pa. In the year 1905 Ma Sa Pa
effected a simple mortgage of the land in favour of
the appellant Maung Pwa and his deceased wife,
Ma Shwe Hnit, by a registered deed. The principal
amount secured by this registered instrument was
Rs. 1,500 and the rate of intf'rest Rs. 2-8-0 per cent
per mensem. About a year later Ma Sa Fa was
unable to pay the interest on the mortgage and
possession of the land \vas given to Maung Pwa.
The re8pondents, who are the children of Ma Sa
Pa and her legal representatives, have sued for
redemption of the mortgage of the land, and have
been given a decree. Against this decree the
appellants have now appealed.
The original simple mortgage is admitted and it
is also common ground that possession of the land
was given to Maung Pwa a year after the mortgage.
The plaintiff-respondents say that, when possession
of the land was made over, it was made over simply
as securIty for payment of the interest under the
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mortgage, the annual rent for the land being
MAUNG PWA accepted
in lieu of interest. The defendant-appelAND OTHERS
II.
lants say that the land was made over to them out.
M~~:~;O right by way of sale for the sum of Rs. 1,900 made
OTHERS.
up of the principal and interest due on the
BROWN, J.
mortgage.
The trial Judge held that the burden of proving
the outright transfer or rather the contract to
transfer outright rested on the appellants and that
the appellants had not discharged that burden.
It is contended on behalf of the appellants that
th~ simple mortgage of 1905 is no longer in existence
and that the suit is therefore not maintainable. If
the simple mortgage was extinguished in 1906, then
quite clearly there is no mortgage now in force, as
at the time 6f the making over of the possession of
the land section 59 of the Transfer of Property Act
was in force and there is no suggestion that any
registered deed was executed at th~ time of this
transaction.
We have been referred to the decision of a
Full Bench of this Court in the case of Maung Ok
Kyi and jOz,w v. Ma Pu and two (1). The facts of
that case were very similar to those of the present
case. In that case (:lIsa there had been (l simple
mortgage of land by a registered deed and p()~session
.had been made over to the mortgagee about a year
after the mortgage. The original owner of the land
sued for redemptfon of the mortgage and the
defendants pleaded that the land had been made
Over to them outright ; but there was admittedly no
registered instrument for the subsequent transaction.
It was held that in such circumstances it was open
to the defendants to plead the invalid sale to them

--------------------(1) (1916) 4 Ran. 368.
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as a defence to the mortgage claim. That point is
not now in dispute. Nor did the trial Judge take a
contrary vie\". His view was that the burden of
proof in suc h circmstan ces lay on the defendants.
But in the course of the judgment in the case of
M aung Ok Kyi, the learned Chief Jtlstice expressed
the view that the onus of proving what the subsequent
transaction was tay on the person who was not in
possession. A somewhat similar point was considered
by us in the case of A.T.A.R.M.M. Chetty Firm. v·
M. A. M. Malzol1ud Kasim aud thirteen (1). In that
case we accepted the law as laid down in Ma Dun
v. Lu 0 and one (2), that when land \vas mortgaged
without possession· and possession subsequently
passed to the mortgagee, the burden of proving that
the transfer in which possession was given "vas an
outright sale lay on the person alleging it. . We held,
hQ\vever, that, in considering whether the burden of
proof had been discharged, all the circumstances of
the case including the conduct of the parties must
be borne in mind. The result of that case was that
we held the outright sale to have been proved.
Our decision accepting the view as to the burden of
proof taken in Ma Dun's case was therdore merely
obzter and I ftel doubtful whether that decision· waS
correct.· But it is unnecessary now to· pronounce
definitely on the general proposition. In the present
case the plaintiff Maung Po Sa says as to the subsequent transacticn : " U Pwa and Ma hnit agreed to reduce
Rs. 50 out of interest Rs. 450 and agreed to keep
the suit land with them for Rs. 1,900 by way of
(GgGu: COoSGu:) usufructuary mortgage." This alone
suggests the entering into a new contract. As
pointed out by the learned C!Jief Justice in Maung
O~ Kyi's case, the outstanding characteristic of a
(1) (l925) 3 Ran. 367.

(2) (190915 L.B.R 40.
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simple mortgage is that posseseion remains wi 1h the
MAUNG PWA mortgagor.
And if pm'session subsequently passes to
.IIND ~~HERS the
mortgagee that possession is not explained or
MAtiNG Po
accounted for by the simple mortgage instrument
SA AND
.
•
OTHERS.
The land in dispute in the present case has been
BROWN, J.
in the possession of the defendant for 20 years and
the principal point in dispute in the present case is
as to the possession of this land .. An action for
recovery of possession could not possibly arise on
the contract of a simple ~ortgage. \Ve think it
is clear that what t~e .plaintiffs are really su i£1g on
is not a'simple mortgage at all but the alleged
usufructuary mortgage and that, whatever the
nature of tht: transaction iIi 1906, it had the effect
of extinguishing the previous sitDple mortgage. Tha~
being so, it follows that there is now no legal
mortgage in effect and in accordance with the
J:uling of a Fuil Bench of this Court in the case aiM aung
$all Min and one v. Maung po Hlai1'1g and othe1'S (1),
the suit, as framed, for rede~ptiol1 of t\1e la.nd Will,
not lie. The plaintiffs might have been' able to SU~
fOr possession based on t~tle. Btlt even if they were
allowed no\v to change the suit' and su~ 9tl th~ title,
I do not think that they qq1· be' held to have
succeeded. There is no niortgage of the land and,
the defendants have been in possessiot:l for 20 years: ,
The suit, if based on title, must qe a'suit' under the
provisic>Ds 'of Art~cle 142 of the iimitation ACt and,
in suits under that Article the 'burden 6f provi.tJg
that the possession of·· the defendant i$ not Cl;qver'se
lies on the plaintiff. In tbis case the defendants
clearly plead that their possession was ad verse from
the first. In order to succeed in the case,· it was
therefore
clearly necessary tha-t the plaintiffs
should.
,
..
1927

(1) (926) 4 Han.!.
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show how the defendents came into possession of
the land and that that possession was not adverse.
It follows from this that the burden of proof as to
the nature of .the original transaction r~sts on the
plaintiffs. If they cannot prove how possession
passed, no presumption that the possession \-vas not
.adverse can be drawn.
For these reasons I am of opinion that the trial
.J II dge was wrong in placing the burd en of proof in
the· case on the defendant; and, it is clear from his
judgment that his decision in 'favour of the plaintiffs
W:1S not based on any special belief in the plaintiffs'
·evidence but nn the view that the defendants had
not satisfactorily proved their case. As is only to be
expected after so many years, the oral evidence as
to what took place when handing over the land is
not satisfactory on either side.
The defendants have produced an unstamped and
unregistered deed, which is certainly not on the
face of it convincing. vVhat is, howe\'er, quite clear
.and is not clenied by the plaintiffs is that in the
year: 1907 the Deputy Commissioner gave a certificate
that they. had acquired the status of landholders In
respect of the land to Maung Pwa and his deceased
wife. The defendants have tried to prove that Ma
Sa Pa hq.d notice of proceedings and agreed to
the grant of this certificate. The oral evidence on
ihis point may not be very satisfactory but the undoubted fact remains that this certificate was issued
and that no objection was taken to its issue at the
time. In the ordinary way notice should have issued
and the plaintiffs should have heard of the prcceedi.ngs before the certificate was granted. The fact
that this certificate was issued to Maung Pwa without
-objection does lend strong support to his story that
he was in possession as owner of the la~d.
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Ido not think it necessary to' discuss in detail
MAtiNG P\VA the oral evidence adduced by the plaintiff on which
AND OTHERS
fl.
the trial Judge obviously did not place any great
M~~~~;O reliance. Some of the witnesses are related to the
OTHERS.
plaintiffs and they are all But"mans as are the
BROWN, J,
plaintiffs themselves; whereas the defendant is a.
Karen.
I do not consider tbat evidence is convincing
or in any way sufficient to establish the claim for
possession of the suit land \\"orth about Rs. 10,000
on payment of Rs. 1,900 from persons \'\'ho have been
in peaceful possession for 20 years.
I am of opinion that the suit must fail. I would
set aside the decree of the trial Court ar~d pass a
decree dismissing the suit of the plaintiff-respondents
with costs in both Courts.'
192'

RUTLEDGE, C.J.--I have had the advantage of
reading the judgment of my learned brother and I
entirely agree. with his conclusion. - I only add
these observations in respect of certain obiter dlcta
iri a joint judgment of his and mine in Indian Law
Reports, III Rangoon, page 367, and in my judgment
in Indian Law Reports, IV Rangoon, page 368. In
Ma Dun's case (1), Mr. Justice Irwin stated that he
was bound by the decision of a Bench in - Ko Po Win's
case (2), the effect of which was that,' when land is
mortgaged without possession and possession is subsequently given to the mortgagee, the burden of
proving that the transaction 'in which possession was
given was an outright sale lies, in the' first instance;
on the mortgagee. 1 am not prepared to accept this.
statement as correct, as, in cases oflong possession~
I am clearly of opinion that the onus should be on
the party. out of possession. In cases, however l>
(1) (1909) 5 L.B.R 40.

(2) 11 B L.R. 3i.
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where the possession. has been less than twelve
years and where the title of the previous owner is
admitted, the onus may properly be put on the
persorl in possession \'v'ho alleges an outright sale. I
add this by way of qualification of the remark made
in my judgment in Indian Law Reports, IV Rangoon,
at page 372.
The appeal is allowed and the suit dismissed with
costs in both Courts.
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BnoWN, J.,

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Beflire Mr. Justice Mau1lg Ba,

K.K.S.A.R. FIRM

JulY,1<). ,

v.
MAUKG KYA NYUN

!()27

AND ONE.*

Cil'il Procedure Code (Act Vof 1908), O. 47,1'.1-" Anyothel' sufficient rensoll
meaning of-f' Ejusdt'n generis." meaning of.
The \\'o~d "any other sufficieJ,t reason " occurrin~ in 0.47. rule 1 of the
Civil Procedure Code. me,m a reas(.n sufficient on ground" at It33t analogo' s to
those specified immediately predolls!y. Thtl Latin phrase" ejusdem generi,"
which means" of the same kind" is more restric ted than the word ·;analo.~,:n:s '.
ChhaJju Ram \'. Neki and others, 3 Lah. L2i IF- C )-!oll<r.,·ed,

Ga11/!.u[i-· for Appellants.
Qasu-for Respondents.

This is an application for a certificate under Clause
13 of the Letters Patent that it is a fit case for appeal.
As the point involved is one of construction to be
put upon the phrase '(any other sufficient reason ,.,
used in Rule 1 of Order 47, Civil Procedure Code, I
have allowed both sides to argue that point. The
applicant Chettyar firm brought a suit against the
respondents on a promissory-note, ar.d the respondents'
denied execution of that note. In the evidence
• Ci·.. il Mbcellaneous Application No. 5ll of 192i.
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tendered by the applicants it was alleged that the
writer of the note was one Ma Tin U~butthe applicants
made no attempt to produce her. Consequently the
respondents applied to the trial Jugde for an adjournment to enable them to rroduce her in order to rebut
the evidence tendered against them. -The, learned
Judge accordingly adjourned the case. The respondents took out a summons, but as tbe witness was not
to be found at her old address the summons was
returned unserved. The respondents then applied to
the Judge to give them another adjournment to enable
them to make further efforts to secure that witness.
But the Judge. who was presumably actuated by a
desire to show short duration, refused to grant any
more adjournment an d proceeded w;th' the trial which
resulted in a decree beIng passed against the respondents. The respondents subsequently succeded in
finding the witncss and applied to the trial Court for a
review. The Judge granted the review and gave the
following reason: "I see every effort was mad e by the
applicants to bring Ma Tin U into the \vitness- box but
as she could 110t be found applicants were ubligetl tu
dose their case as no further adjournment was allowed.
The reason why this Court dec1iIled t9. allow any
further adjournment by that time was to save to case
pending idly for many months and not with reason to .
object to the examination of Ma Tin U. Since the
Court has no objection to examinaUon of Ma Tin U, I
consider this application on this groun~ is a fit one to
be admitted." Against that order the applicants went
upon appeal to the District Court.Thc learned
District Judge dismissed the appeal recol,"dirig the
following reasop: "The lower Court was saVsfied that
respondents had made every effort to bring Ma Tin U
to Court. There was documentary evidence on the
record showing how responqents had taken out a
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summons and how that summons was returned with a
1927
report that Ma Tin D's whereabouts were unkno\vn. KKS.A,I<.
FIRM
In my opinion the provisions of Order ~7, Rule 4,
v.
sub-clause (2) (b) have been complied with and so MA;~.~:YA..
there is no cause for interference." The Chettyarfirm AND ONE.
were still not satisfied ~lDd came up to this, Court on
revisicm. I dismissed that application for revision
saying. "On taking account of the circumstances
under which the respondents were not given an
opportunity of producing the rebutting evidence, I
consider that those circumstances constituted a
( sufficient reason' within the meaning of Rule 1 of
Order 47, Civil Procedure Code. That reason need
not be ejusdem generis with the other two specific
grounds mentioned in that rule. It must be one
sufficient to the Court or Judge dealing with the
application for revie\v. The question of the sufficiency
. of <:tHy reason must depend upon the circumstances of
each particular case."
It is now contended that my dew, namely, "that
reason need nc,t be ejusdem gweris with tlle other t\\'O
specific grounds," is incorrect, In support of this
contention the case of Chlzajju Ram \'. Neki alld o:hers
(1), decided by a Full Bench of the Pri\'y Council has
been quoted. Viscount Haldane, \\'ho cleli\'ered the
judgment of the RCtard, cOllstrued th e phrast " any
other sufficient reason " in the follo\\'ing \\'ord~: " Their
Lordships think that Rule 1 of Order XLVII must
be read as in itself definiti\'e of the limits within
which review is to-day permitted, and the reference to
practise under former and different statutes is
misleading. So construing it they interpret the words
(any other sufficient reason' as meaning a reason
sufficient on grounds at least analogous to those specified
(I) (1922) 3 Lah. 127.
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immediately previously." In my opinion there is a
distinct difft:rence between the words llei14Sde1'1l generis"
and" at least analogous." The Latin phrase II eiusdern
generis II according to Chambers' Twentieth Century
Dictionary means "of the same [kind." The same
Dictionary defines II analogous" as 1/ bearing same;
correspondence \vith; or resemblance to; similar in
cp.rtain circumstances or relations." So in my opinion
the phrase" ejusdt11'l gtneris" is more restricted than
the word 1/ analogous." In Byrne's Law Dictionary
"ejusdem generis II is defined as follows: II His a rule of
legal cr)Ustruction that general words following enumeration of particulars are to have their generality limited
by reference to the preceding particular enumeration
and to be construed as including only all oiher articles
of the like nature and quality." So I am of opinion
that my stakment that "the reason need not be
ejusdem generis with the other two specific grounds "
is not inconsistent with the construction put by their
Lordships of the Privy Council, viz: II that the reason
must be suffici ent on grounds at least analogous to
those specified immediately previously." I therefore
still hold that the particular circumstances of the
present case constituted a reason analogous to the other
two reasons previously mentioned in Rule 1, namely,
discovery of new and important matter and error
apparent on the face of the record.
For the above reasons I do not consider that a case
is made out for granting the certificate applied for
under the Letters Patent. The application is accordingly dismissed with costs-advocate's fee three gold
mohurs.
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APPELLATE CIVIL,
Before Sir Guy Rultedge, Kt.,

[{.c., Chief JI/sliee.

MAUNG KIN LAY

a11d Mr. Jus/ice Browu.

A!\D ONE

v.
MAUNG TUN THAING

1927
July 18.

AND ONE.*

Suit to reCOller possessionof land based on tit I,: main'm'nacle-Suit to redee11l a
usufructuary mortga[!,e without registered instrument not 111aintainabteEvidence Act (I of 1872 , s. 9C-Etlidence 1I0t to p/ove mortgage but to
1ugnti.ve evidence of contract of sale adnzissible-Pyatpaillg wltcllter Cl
dOCl/ment recording terms of a COt/tract.
In 1917 r~spondellts recdved Rs. 500 from appel1ants and made over
possession of their lanel to appellants. Ko registered docl:ment was executed,
and in the revenue registers the transaction was entered as a sak, the parties
having ~igned a pyatpaing. Seven years later the respondents sued appellants I,) recover possession Of their land as tile land was agreed to be returned
Qn repayment of Rs. SO:>. Appellants pleaded that they were in Pos$~ssion of
the land by virtue of a contrad of sale, that th .. respondents' suit was virtually
for rec1emptiOli of an usufructuary mortgage and that it should fail for want Of
a regi$terd instrument, and that as the terms of tbe contract between the
par:ies were contained in their report to the revenue surveycr 'pyat pamg , era!
evidence to contradict the terms of the report was inadmissible.
The trial Courl and I.he Appellate Courts held that the respondents' \'ersion
was correct and gave them a decree,
Held, that had the suit of the respondents been one for redmtmption of an
usuiuctualy mortgage, it would ha\'e failed, but the suit as framed was onefor
recovery of possessi<.n based on title and, there being no allegalion of the existence of an usufructuary mortgage in the plaint, was therefore maintainable.
Held,tllsu, that the respondents were entitled to bring rebutting evidence
to n~galive the evidence produced by the appellants as to the existence of a
contract of sale. SJch evidence is not in contravention of section 91 of the
EYidence Act nor for the purpose of proving the terms of a mortgage. A
pyatpaing is a report of an actual sale, and does not purport to r, cord the
terms of a contract or sale, and is therefore not a dOCument within the
meaning of section 91 Of the Evidence Act, so as to bar the production of oral
e\·idence.
Maung Sa'J Mill and one v. Mazwg Po Hlaing tlnd others, 4 Han. 1 ; Ma
Htwe v. M<lung Lun, 8 L.K.R. 534-referred to.

Kyaw Myint-for Appellants.

S. M. Bose-for 1st Respondent.
• Letters Patent Appeal No. 62 of 1926.
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BROWN, J.-The land in suit was admittedly at one
time the property of the respondents. In the year
1917, they inti-deaver possession 6f the land toappellants and received from the appellants the sum
of Rs. SOD. The transaction was entered in the
land revenue registers as a sale, but it is adlnitted
that no registered document was executed. The
respondents say that the Rs. 500 was given by way
of loan on the understanding that the land would
be returned when the loan was repaid. The appellants say that the land was made over under a cun"
tract of sale.
The trial Court held that the respondents' account
of the transaction was the true one and decreed the
suit, which was a suit f<.ir recovery of possession of
land on payment of Rs. 500. The trial Court's
judgment was confirmed in. appeal by the Disrtict
Court and \vas subsequently again confirmed by a
single Judge of this Court in second appeal. The
appellants have been given a certificate under section
13 of the Letters Patent to file a further appeal
before a Bench of this Court and it is this appeal
which is now before us.
H is not sericusly contended that on the question
of fact we can go behind the concurrent finding of
all the three Courts \~,Thich dealt with the case.' But
this appeal is argued on two grounds: firstlY,it is
urged that the suit was in fact a suit to redeem a
mortgage and must fail because of the want of any
registered document; and secondly, it is contended
that even if it be held thattbe suit should not fail
on this ground, the. terms of the contract between
the parties were reduced to the form of a document
in their report to the revenue surveyor and therefore
no oral evidence contradicting the terms of that
report \vas admissible.
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As regards the first point, reference has been made
to the ruling in Maung San Min and 011e v. Mau11g
Po Hlai1'1g and others (1), by a Full Bench of which
I was a member.· In that case we held that when a
plaintiff alleges that possession of immovabJe prorerty
has been given to a defendant as security for a loan
of Rs. 100 or upwards but without the execution of
any registered instrument, oral evidence. is not
admissible to prove the transaction. In that case we
were following a previous decision of the late
Chief Court of Lower Burma in (he case of Ma Htwe
v. M aung Llln (2). It had been found by the learned
Judge who made the reference to the Bench that the
plaint in Maung San Mi1'1!s case was based on a
usufructuary mortgage, and it '."as on that asstlmption
that we came to our finding in the case. In his
judgment the late Chief Justice remarked "Had the
plaintiff brought a suit merely alleging that she was
the owner of the land and that the defendant was in
wrongful possession thereof and claiming a decree
for possession based on her title alene there would
be no objection to such a suit lying." That was, of
course, merely an obiter didum but it was an obiter
dictum with which! expre~sed agreement in my
judgment and which still seems to me to be correct.
The same view was suggested in Ma Htwe'scase
also. The question for decision is therefore whether
the suit in the present case was a suit for recovery
of possession based on title; cr whether it was, in
fact, a suit fot redemption of the usufructuary mortgage. The plaint in the· suit is headed "Suit for
recovery and confirmation of possession of land." It
then goes on to recite that the plaintiffs are the
owners of the land and that in 1917 they borrowed
\1)

54

(1926) 4 Ran. 1.

(2) 8 L.B. R. 334.
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Rs. 500 from the defendants and delivered possession
of the land to them on the condition that they should
KIN LAY
pay Government revenuG and enjoy rents and profits
AND ONE
of the same in lieu of interest and that they would
MAUJ'G TUN
THAING AND deliver possession of the saine back to them on payONE.
ment of the said sum of Rs. 500 but that the transacBROWN, J.
tion was not effected by registered instrument. They
finally ask for a decree for possession on payment of
Rs. 500. It is true that the giving to thenl of a
decree in the terms they ask would have the same
effect as a decree for redemption of a usufructuray
mortgage. .But it is cleal' that the plaintiffs do not
allege in the plaint the existence of any usufructuary.
mortgage. They definitely say that there was no
registered instrument and it follows from that no
mortgage was effected.
The defence is that the intention of the parties
was to effect a sale and that,the plaintiffs had agreed
to execute a registered instl'Ument of sale. The position on the admitted facts was, therefore, this :The plaintiffs \\'ere the owners of the land
and no title has passed either by way of sale
or by way of mortgage because no registered
intrument has been effected. The title therefore
vests in the plaintiffs and ordinarily the person
who owns land is entitled to possession thereof.
On the facts alleged no mortgage was effected; the
plaintiffs could not sue for redemption of the
mortgage but they could sue for possession of the
land based on title and I do not consider that the
mere tact that they stated in their plaint what they
allege to be the true facts can debar them from
enforcing their title. It may be that they could have
sued for possession of the land without any mention
as to the claim of Rs. 500 and have treated that sum
m~fely as a personal debt. They have however·
MAUNG

~I.
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expressed their willingness to pay Rs. 500 as a condition
1927
precedent before obtaining their decree. If the MAUNG
• fiIi cult to see KIN
LAY
presen t suit is bound to fail then it is oi
AND ONE
ho\\' any plaintiff who had made over his land to a MAUN~ TUN
defendant on similar terms could ever recover THAING AND
possession of that land. In my vie~v of the case,
ONE.
on the pleadings of the parties, the plaintiffs were BROWN, J.
owners of the lapd and the. defendants were in
possession and. the plaintiffs were therefore entitled to
possession unless the defendants could she\'; that they
had a good right to resist their claim. The transaction took place only about seven years before the
suit was filed, and no question. of limitation therefore
arises. In such a case I consider that the position
is as indicated by me in my judgment in M aung San
.Min's case; that is to say it was open to the defendants
to bring evidence to show that they v,ere in possession
under a contract of sale. But if they failed to prove
·this then the plaintiffs would be entitled to a
decree.
The District Court in appeal held that the plain:tiffs were entitled to plead a contract of mortgage;
.but in my opinion it is quite unnecessary to decide
that point. The burden of proof lay on the defend.ants and on the defendants' bringing evidence of a
contract of sale the plaintiffs were dearly ehtitled
to bring rebutting evidence to show that no such
-contract was entered into. By doing this they
would. in no way be contravening the provisions
of. section 91 of the Evidence Act, as their evidence
-could not be produced to prove the terms as
·to a contract of mortgage but simply to negative
,the evidence produced by the other side as to the
existence of a contract of sale. There has been
:a clear finding by the Courts that the defendants
.failed to prove their contract of sale and that being
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SO, I am of opinion that the plaintiffs were entitled to
a decree.
It remains to consider the second point raised ,.
MAUNr;; TUN which is to the effect that the parties having admittedly
THA~=:. AND signed on a pyatpaing that pyatpaing contains the terms
-'of their contract and that no oral evidene is admissible.
BROWN,J.
T
to contravene the written document.
his is a some~
what revolutionary doctrine which, if accepted, would
have a far-reaching effect. These reports to the revenue
authorities are of almost daily occurrence, but
so far as '1 know, no such claim has been made with
regard to them before.
Section 91 provides that when the terms of a:
contract have been reduced to the form of a document
nO other evidence shall be given of these terms except
the document itself. Now in the first instance what the
plaintiffs desired to prove in this case \vas not a sale
-that they cannot possibly prove-but a contracto£
sale. Looked at in that light it is clear that the pyat..
paing relied on is evidence of no such contract. It
purports to be a report of an actual sale. Further, I do
not consider that in the pyatpain{!, the terms of the
contract have been reduced to the form of a document
within the meaning of section 91. A document is.
described in section 3 of the Evidence Act as any
matter expressed or described upon any substance by
means of letters, figures or marks or by more than one
6f those means, intended to be used or \vhich mav. be
used, for the purp03e of recording that matter. The
paytpaing is signed not for the purpose of recording a
contract but for the purpose of reporting to the revenue
authorities for revenue purposes what has been done. It
is true that such documents are referred to as evidence
of what actually bas taken place. But they do not
purport to record in a formal manner the terms of the
contract. In the present case all that the pyatpaing
1927
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suggests is that the land is sold outright for Rs. sao.
No terms of a contract beyond this are given in the
pyatpaing, and admittedly the statement in the report
1S not legally correct.
In these circumstances I do not consider that the
pyatpaing can be considered asia document recording
the terms of the contract. In my opinion the
-contents of the pyatpaing in the present case do not
bar the production of any oral evidence And if it
had debarred s\Jch evidence then it would have been
fatal to the appellant's case.
.
I therefore think that no good reason has been
made out for interference in this appeal and I
would dismiss it with costs.
RUTLEDGE, C.J .-1 concur. The appeal is dis·
missed with costs.
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Before Str GllY Ruttedge, Kt., K.C., Chief Justice and Mr. Justice Carr.

'M. E. MOOLA and M. E. MOOLLA & SONS LTD.

1927

v.

Aug. 1.

CHARTERED BANK OF IN DIA, AUSTRALIA,
AND CHINA.*
-Conditions regarding decree to be passed not embodied in tire decree cannot be
c01lsidered byexewting Court-Valuation of a secured creditor of his
security under Presidency Towns lllsolv ency Act (Ill of 1909), s, 12 (2) ;
service of notice of prohibitory order on agent of managing direetorof a
private company whether sufficient-Compromise betu:een adjudicating
creditor and debtor no ground for withdrawing adjudICation petitionC,mpanies Act (VII of 1913), ss. 162,163, 174-Grounds for winding-up a
company.
Held, that an alleged agreement between parties, prior to the passing of
the decree and relating to the execution of that decree and not embodied in
the decree cannot be eutertained by the enecllUn~ Court.

* Ch'i! First Apreal No. 185 of 1927 and CivU Miscellaneous Appeals Nos.
HZ, 127, lZ3, 1290[ 1927 from the Ofiginal Side.

J.
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Mulla Ranizall v. Mating PoKaing, 4 Ran. lIS-followed.
Held, that where a s'ecured creditor gi ves an estimate of his ~ecurity, under'
the provisions of the Presidency Towns Inslo\'ency Act, section 12 (2) the
Court will not enquire into its correctness if it is a genuine estimat~.
Held, that a prohibtory order served OD an attorney of the managing
director of a private company which had no secretary was duly served, though
it was addressed to the secretary of the Company.
Held, that where there are other creditors whose consent has, not been
obtained, the Court cannot allow the petition of adjudication to be withdrawn.
on the insolvent offerin:; to pay the full amount due by him to the adjudicating creditor, as that might result in a fraudulent prefence in favour of one
creditor, to the detri men t of other creditors.
Held, that having regard to the facts of the case, the large personal liability
of the insolvent, his predominant holding of shares in the Company whoseassets are mainly the private property of the insolvent transferred to the Com·
pany, it was just an equitable to wind up the Company.

N. M. Co'wasji, Keith, Munshi-for Appellants.

Leach. Clil1'ke-for the Respondent Bank.
Dhar, CI1/ton, Campagnac-for creditors.
,

'

'

a

RUTLEDGE, C.J., AND CARR, J.-'These are
groupof appeals from Orders on the Original Side adjudicatingMr. Moolla an, Insolvent ai1cl winding up M. E.
MooHa & Sons l Ltd., a private Limited Company of
which, he is the Managing Director and in which he
holds a vast majority of the shares. As the questions
in each are intimately connected, we sball deal with
them in the same judgment.
Mr. Moona was possessed of a very large estate
of immoveable property, and in about 1920 floated
a Company called The Ally MooHa Industrial
Corporation, to which he transferred inter alia 46 acres·
of land with a rice mill at Pazundaung, and in which
he held a large number of shares both Prefer'ence
and Ordinary.
Early in 1921 he promoted M. E. MooHa & Sons"
Ltd., to which he transferredznost of his immoveable
property and in which he admittedly holds by farthe great.er number of shares.
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The Ally Moolla Industrial Corporation by an
ord er dated the 11th April 1924 was compulsorily
wound up and Mr. J. A. Robin, Chartered Accountant, appointed Official Liquidator. The winding"up
· 1ete d .
Ilas not yet b een comp
We shall now proceed to deal with the individual appeals.
Civzl First Appeal No. 185 of 1927 :-Respondent
Bank advanced to the appellants a large sum of
money and as security held a mortgage dated the
19th January 1923 over the premises known as No.
7, Merchant Street, Rangoon, and the western half
of First Class Suburban Allotment No 31, Rangoon,
The Bank had a further security in that 9,900
Preference shares in the Ally Moolla Industrial Corporation were transferred to the names of the Agent
and Sub-Agent of the Chartered Bank and the script
lodged with the Bank. The Bank filed a mortgage
suit being Civil Regular No. 360 of 1924' against the
appellants and obtained a preliminary decree on the
24th August 1925 for over Rs.9,00,000. The Bank
then applied for a personal decree against the appellants in respect of balance outstanding after the sale
of the mortgage property. This was on 15th January
1927. The appellants asked for time to file objections
and time was given till 31st January 1927. Objections
were not filed by 31st January 1927, but the
appellants seem to have verbally pressed the· pbjection
that the Bank was not entitled to a personal decree
. until they had sold the 9,900 shares in the' Ally
MooHa Industrial Corporation . . . . [Eventually,
on the 3rd February 1927 a personal decree for
Rs. 3,22,862-9-4 with interest was passed \vith the
consent of the defendants' attorney.]
On the 24th February, 1927, the Bank filed an
application for execution and on the 9th March, 1927.
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a prohibitory order was pa3sed attaching 15;348
M. E.
Ordinary shares belonging to the 1st appellant in
MOOLLA A:-lD the 2nd appellant Company
\vhich were in the
MOOLLA &
. ,
SONS, LTD.
custody of the Bank's advocates, Messrs. Ormiston
CHA:~ERED and Leach, in respect of another creditor of the
BtN~~~.F appellants. Then on .6th April 1927, the Bank
A~~s~n;Ir;:. applied to adjudicate the 1st appellant an insolvent
and not until 25th April 1927 did the appellants make
RUTLEDGE,
C.]. AND
the application before us, which is one under Order
CARR. J.
21, Rule 2, of the Code of Civil Procedure to record an
alleged agreement between Mr. Ormiston, the Bank's
advocate, and Mr. Burjorjee, adv0cate for the appellants.
Mr. Burjorjee, in his affidavit in support, states that
Mr. Ormiston promised that the Bank would never take
any step to have M. E. MooHa adjudicated an insolvent, or to wind up M. E. Moolla & Sons, Ltd., nor
take any steps to enforce the personal decree unless
for the purpose of obtaining the rateable share of the
Bank of any assets realised by any Court belonging
to either of the judgment-debtors, and that on the
strength of this promise the draft objectio'ns were not
filed and that Keshavlal would attend before the Court
and consent to the personal decree being passed.
[Their Lordships held on the affidavits that there
was no such agreemtnt and proceeded.)
We therefore agree with the learned. Judge on
the Original Side that the appellants have failed to
prove any such agreement as that alleged and we
are satisfied that the appellant's attorney, Keshavlal,·
was himself fully aware of what transpired on the
2nd February and was in no way induced to consent
to the personal decree though thinking that Mr.
Ormiston had made any such promise as Mr. Burjoriee
alleges in his affidavit. The application was not in .
our opinion a bona fide one, but made with the
object of gaining time. \Ve have dealt with this
1927
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matter on the facts because it was so dealt with by
the learned Judge on the Original Side, and because
the facts are of importance in relation to the other
appeals on the question as to whether there was any
bono fide dispute as to the fact of the debt being
due to the Bank. But we are also of opinion that
the application was not one that could be entertained
under Order 21; Rule 2, of the Civil Procedure Code
'or could be dealt with by the executing Court under
'section 47 of the Code. The case set up is ~imilar
to that of Mulla Ramzan v. Maung Po K)'ain~ (1)
,and we agree with the decision in that case and
\"ith the reasoning on which it is based.
The appeal must therefore be dismissed with costs,
ten gold mohurs.
Civil Miscellaneous Appeal No. 112 of 1927:-This
is an appeal by Mr. MooIla against the order of
7th May 1927 adjudicating him an insolvent, and
:a complaint is made that the learned Judge acted
unreasonably in not granting time to the appellant
:and in not holding an enquiry to ascertain the
value of the shares in The Ally Moolla Industrial
Corporation, which the Bank held as security.
[Their Lordships held that as the petitioner,
though well known, had to De served by substituted
service and had, made several efforts for adjournment., one being to go on pilgrimage to Mecca,
the Judge on the Original Side was justified in
.treating the matter as urgent and in disposing of the
:same ,on a Saturday.] Their Lordships proceeded:
An objection is urged that the Bank put a
fictitious value, namely Re. 1, on the shares held
by them as security. The law no doubt requires
the decree-holder to value any security in his hands
before applying to adjudicate. According to section
(lJ 11926)4 Ran 118.
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12 (2) of the Presidency Towns Insolvency Act:
II If the
petitioning creditor is a secured creditor"
he shall in his petition either state that he is willing to relinquish his security for the benefit of
the creditors in the event of the' debtor being
adjudged insolvent, or give an estimate of the value·
of his. security. In the latter case, he may be
admitted a petitioning creditor to the extent of the
balance of the debt due to him after deducting:'
the value so estimable in the same, way as if he
were an unsecured creditor." And Mr. Chamier (2nd
Edition, page 30), states in his notes under this
section: 'C Where, however, a creditor gives an
estimate of his security, the Court will not enquire.
into its correctness if it is a genuine estimate." The·
Bank's Agent. has in fact, valued the shares at the'
nominal sum of Re. 1, stating that there is no market
for the shares, and we are satisfied for the reasons
given that the estimate was genuine. Mr. Rahman
stated that the Official Assignee had lately sold 100'
Ordinary shares for Re. 1 a share and 50 for Rs. 1-1.
In our opinion, these sales were not a genuine proof
of the market value and were probably merely made
in view of the present proceedings. The Court was
entitled to accept the statement of the Bank's Agent.
without requiring any further proof and the accuracy'
of this valuation, as we have already seen in th@
previous case, is borne out by the Official Liquidator's:
evidence that the shares are worth nothing. He is
corroborated in this by the affidavit of a partner in'
Messrs. Mahony & Co., a firm of Stock and Share
Brokers of standing.
The main question argued in this case, however,.
was that there was no valild attachment on either
Mr. Moolla or the Company. Service of notice was
accepted by Mr. S. M. Rahman Chowdhury, referred.
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to in the argument as (( Rahman." The power of
attorney is dated the 12th July 1921 and is in favour
of three persons, Keshavlal, Rahman and one Cassim
Nacooda. It is not a full power, but from a careful
perusal, the intention was obviously to make it as
full as possible with regard to suits, legal proceeding or any case of whatsoever nature in any Court
or public office or tribunal" and generally to do all
acts and things for the said Mahomed Ebrahim
MooHa in relation to the premi~es aforesaid as the said
M. E. Moolla could do if personally present." It
was urged that although this power gave the three
persons named power to take any action with regard
to the institution. prosecntion or defence of a suit,
it did not empower them to accept notice for Mr.
MooHa in an execution rriatter. In view of the
words quoted, and the whole tenor of the instrument
we consider that this argument is unsound and we
are of opinion that Mr. :Rahman had full power
to accept notice for Mr. lVloolJa. The question of
his power to accept on behalf of the Company
requires some further consideration. The attachment
of the shares was by way of Prohibitory Order.
According to Order 21, Rule 46, "(1) In the case
of
. a share in the capital of a corporation
the attachment shall be made by written
order prohibiting .
. the person in whose name
the share may be standing from transferring the same
or receiving any dividend thereon
(2) A
copy of such order Shall be affixed on some conspicuous
part of the Court-house, and another copy shall be sent
. to the proper officer of the corporation

"
We may mention that Mr. MoolIa as Managing
Director gave the three persons above-named and almost identical po\ver on behalf of MoolIa & Sons, Ltd.
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The order was sent to the officers of the Company
and was received by Mr. Rahman, the attorney of the
MOOLLA AND
.
•
•
MOOLLA &
appellant, who was ManagIng Dlrector,of the Company.
SONS~.LTD, A point is made' that it was addressed to the
CHARTERED Secretary of
the Company. The Company I being
BANK OF
INDIA,
a private one, had no Secretary, Obviously, in such
AUSTRALIA,
t'
.
D'lrector was the
'
;AND CHINA. Clrcums ances,
.tlle Managmg
RU~L~DGR, proper officer of the Company within the Rule, and,
C.]., AND
considering the powers entrusted to Mr, Rahman'
-CARR, ],
by his power of attprney, he \vas duly empo\vered
to receive the notice on behalf of Mr. MoolIa.
If the notice had been sent by registered post 10
the offices of Company, the Rule would have
been sufficiently complied with. We therefore
agree with the learned trial Judge in holding that
there had been an effective and valid attachment
of the shares for twenty-one days and that the
appellant had consequently committed an act of
insolvency.
A further point has been urged that at the
'hearing on the Original Side,' an offer was made to
pay down Rs. 2,00,000 of the d~bt and give security
with regard to the balance if the petition was withdrawn and the respondent Bank was willing to
accept this offer if the Court approved. The offer
has been renewed before us in a still more complete
form, namel)' to pay the whole ,amount, and the
position taken up by the Bank is the same. The
learned Judge declined to allow the petition to be
withdrawn on these terms and his reasons, from his
reference to another case, seem to be that to permit
such a thing when there were other creditors might
in fact result in the Court allowing a fraudulent
preference in favour of one creditor to the serious
-detriment of other creditors. There is obviously
great force in this argument. If there were no
1927
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creditors other than the Bank, we would have had
no hesitation in adjourning the matter to give the
appellant an opportunity of fulfilling his promise and
then allowing the Bank to withdraw its petition. We
are in the dark as to the extent of the appellant's indeb·
tedness, for, unfortnnately, he has not chosen to file
his schedule, but from the proceedings before
us in this and the next appeal, we know that he has
several other creditors for large amounts (whose
consent had not been obtained. . . . .
We are consequently unable to accede now, as
to do.so would prima facie be to allow one creditor to
be paid in full and so jeopardise the rights of the other
cl"editors.
For these reasons the appeal must be dismissed
with costs ten gold mohurs.
Civil Miscellaneous Appeal No. 127 of 1927 :-In
disposing of this appeal, we shall at the same time
dispose of Civil Miscellaneous Appeals Nos. 128 and
129 of 1927, as they are on behalf of creditors who
oppose the winding-up of the Company.
In this case the respondent Bank has entered a
petition for the winding.up of the appellant Company
. The learned Judge on the .Original Side
ordered the Company to be wound.up and appointed
Mr. Hormasji, the Administrator·General and Official·
Assignee, as Official Liquidator of the Company.
Hence this appeal.
The petition of the Bank was that they had obtamed
a· personal decree against the Company on 3rd
February 1927 in Civil Hegular No. 160 of 1925 for
Rs. 3,22,862.4.9 2nd interest thereon at 6 per cent. per
annum from 3rd January 1927, to date of payment or
realisation; that by·a demand dated Srd March 1927,
the petitioner required the Company to pay the said
stirn; that the demand was served on the Company at
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its registered offic.e on 4th MCirch 1927 and that the
sum had not been paid. Section 163 of the Indian
Companies Act (1913) states : " A company shall be deemed to be unable to pay its debts(1) if a creditor, by assignment or otherwise, to whom the. company is indebted in a sum exceeding Rs. 500 then due h~s served
on the company by leaving the same at its registerecl office a
demand under his hand requiring the company to pay the sum so
due and the company has for three weeks thereafter neglected to
pay the sum or to secure or compound for it to the reasonable
satisfaction of the creditor".

And section 162 states :"A company may be wound up by the Court

. (vi

1£ the company is unable to pay jis debts."
It was urged that the learned Judge Should have
adjourned the matter under section 170 (1) as there
was an appeal pending in the matter of the adjustment
of the personal decree, that is the matter, which we
have disposed of in the first of this series of appeals.
The learned Judge had already decided this matter and
held that there was no substance in it 'and in our
judgment above we have upheld his decision. As
there \vas no stay, he was under no obligation to
question his own decision and adjou rn the matter. It
is then further urged that he disregarded the wishes of
the majority of the creditors and did not carry out the
spiritof sectioI11740f the Companies Act, which states
that the' Court may as to all matters relating to the
winding-up have regard to the wishes of the creditors
or contributors as proved to it by ariy sufficient evidence
and it is urged that he should have given time to
the various creditors to put forward their objections to
the winding-up, and, to show that the Company was
solvent, a number of affidavits have been filed (most of
them dated 10th June 1927) all slating the amount of
the appellants' indebtedness to them and most of them
asking for time to formulate their objections. As the
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.application was recorded to be ad\1ertised on 9th April
1927, it would seem thal they had ample time to instruct
their advocates as to what their objections were and from
the proceedings it seems clear that their advqcates did
state those objections. We have had an opportunity
of hearing the advocates for the creditors during this
appeal . . . .
There is a great preponderance of creditors in
favour of the winding-up. vVe may here say that for
the reasons already given, we are of opinion that
therb was no bona fide dispute as to the amount of
-.appellant's debt. Various English cases have been
·cited to show that where there was an offer of payment of a debt, the Court granted time, but we do
not think that these cases are of much assistance in
,deciding a case like the present, though no doubt they
might be of great assistance \'i'erethis a public commercial company. But here we have a case of a man
with large estates, who has transferred these estates toa
private limited company in \\"hich he holds, according
to the learned trial Judge, admittedly 90 per cent. of
the shares, over which as Managing Director up till
the winding-up order he had c0mplete control. He
admittedly has great liabilities, as has the Company,
and he has been adjudicated an insoh:ent. We take
judicial notice of the fact, which has not been
mentioned in argument, that there is a decree of
this Court against him for about Rs. 17,00,000. It
is on appeal. to His Majesty in Cou neil and· if not
reversed will go to swell appreciably his liabilities.
Taking all the circumstances of the case into. cansidenition, we are of opinion that reading section 163 (i)
with section 162 (v), the learned Judge was right
in -ordering the Company to be wound.up and in
eonsiderction of the peculiar facts of this case and
of Mr. Moolla's great liabilities and his predominant
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holding' of shares in' the Company, whose assets.
consist of Mr. MooUa's estatts transferred to the
Company, it is also under section 162 (vi) just and
equitable that the Company should be wound-up.
Messrs. Keith and Campagnac complain of the:
appointment of the Administrator-General and Official
Assignee as Liquidator and suggest that there may
be a conflict of interest between Mr. MooUa's creditors.
and the creditors of the Company and that the learned
Judge ignored the wishes of the creditors, as the:
respondent Bank suggested as Liquidator a gentleman
with intimate knowledge of the real property market in
lhngoon. On this point, Mr. Leach, on behalf of the
Bank, states that though he did.suggest this gentleman
as liquidator to the trial Court, he is satisfied with the
appointment made and leaves the matter entirely to
the Court. Mr. Dhar, on the other hand, for his
clients and on behalf of Mr. Clifton, strongly supports
the appointment of the Official Assignee and asks that
the discretion of the learned trial Judge should not be
interfered with and relies on a decision of a Btnch
of the late Chief Court in Noble v. Bank of Bunna
(1), where Sir Charles Fox held that the appointment
of a liquidator was a matter purely in the discretion
of the trial Court and that thatdecisionshoulcl
not be interfered with, except under very special
circumstances.
We are in full agreement with the trial Judge that
in the peculiar circumstances of the case, Mr. Hormasji
is the most suitable person to be Official Liquidator
of the Company. As Official Assignee, he is· the
representative of Mr.. MooHa and consequently the
great bulk of the shares in the Company are vested
in him. He is an officer of greatexperien<;e and
with tl", highest reputation for integrity and \ve
(1)

c.

M. Ap. No. 81 of 1912.
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think that his appointment will elminate opportunities
of obstructing the proper and efficient liquidation Of
the Company's affairs. At any rate, we are satisfied
that it will afford the several creditors an opportunity
of having their debts discharged.
For these reasons, v;e confirm the order appealed
against. The appeals are accordingly dismissed.
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL:
Before Mr. Justice Darwood.

MAUNG HLA MAUNG

v.
MA ON KIN.*
Res judicata, doctrine of-Spaific enactment and not general prineipleCriminal Procedure Code (Ac/ V of 1898), s. 488-PrelJ'ioIiS dismissal
'wltether a bar to fres!1 apPlication.
Hcl,l, that res judicata does not bar any proceedings by genera I principle
b~lt only by specific enactrr.ents and that dismissal for default of a forn':al
application under section 488, Criminal Proc~dure Code, wOl:ld not bar a
fresh application.

Ma Su v. Paul Sassool/, 1 'C .13.R. (1892·96) 64-referred to.
Po So v, Ma Kyill Ma, 4 L.B.R. 337-jollowed.

DARWOOD~ J.-The petitioner has been ordered to
pay maintenance at the rate of Rs. 20 per month
for each of his two sons \.vho are eight and seven
years old respectively now. He complains of the
order on two grounds: one is that it is in the
nature of res judicata by virtue 6f the result of a
similar application which was filed on the 10th
January 1925 and was dismissed for default. The
case of Ma Su v. Paul Sassoon (1), is no doubt an

* Criminal Revision No 310B of 192:7.
(1)

ss

1 U.B.R. (1892-96) 64.
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authority in favour of the petitioner's contention, but
even in that case the learned Judicial Commissioner
ordered a further enquiry on the ground that there
may havt:: been a change of circumstances which
would entitle the applicant to come into Court again
not en the same ground correctly speaking, but on
a new ground.
The case of Po So v. Ma Kyin Me (1) is a
rulIng to the opposite effect and the words of Irwin,
J., on the question are apposite to the present
case : " Petitioner relies on the Case of Laraiti v. Ram Dial (3) in
which Mr. Justice l\olabmood said that on the general principle
of res judicata the Magistrate was wrong in law in re-opening
a matter of maintenance, which had already been adjudic:lted on
by another M8gistrate. The second Magistrate did not know of
the proceedings ot the former Magistrate.
" With all respect I would say that res judicata does not bar
any proceedings by general principle, but only by specific enactments, as contained in section 13 of the Code of Civil Procedure
and section '103 of the Code of Criminal Procedure. It is not
contended that either of those sections applies to the present
,case. I would certainly say that when a Magistrate to whom an
application is made known or has reason to believe .hat a similar
application on the same facts bas previously been adjudicated ont
he OUgtlt not to act on the application without considering the
previous decision. but I am unable to say that he is wron::! in law
when he does so, and that his proceedings are therefore bad and
void regardless of the merits..,

I am in entire agreement with those remarks and
would hold that the former application which was
never adjudicatad uron does not bar the rresent
one which was not filed till the 14th October.
1926.
The next point for consideration concerns the
amount of maintenance payable for the 1\vo minors.
The learned Magistrate has fixed it at Rs. 20 per
(I) 4 L. B.R. 337.

(21 (t8821 5 All. 224.
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mensem for each minor. The petitioner's salary is
Rs. 220 pe;: mensem. The maintenance may be
reduced to Rs. 15 per month for each child for the
present. The Magistrate's order will be varied
accordingly.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Just icc Heald.

U PO THEIN

AND OTHERS

v.
O.A.O.K.R.M. FIRM.*
Specific Relicf Act (I of 1877), s. 42-Declaratory suit without COll ScQllcutial relief
-Bare declaratory suit ulicie, 0.21.r. 63vf the Chi! ProcedureCoddAct V
.of 11908) whe" permissible.
Held. that a person is bound to make a claim or objecti:m under 0.21, R
58 if he desires 10 sue for a bare declaration under O. 21, R. 63 of the Civii
Procedure Code and that, although the pruvisions of O. 21, R. 63 would not
-debar him, in case he failed to make a claim or objection under 0.21 R. 58·
from suing for' any relief to which he might be entitled, hiS suit if it was a suit
for a bare declaralion, would be barred by the proviso to section 42 of the
S.pecific Relief Act if he was able to seek further relief than a mere declaration
and omitted to do so.
C/lall T<lt Thai v. J1Ja Lat, Civil 2nd Ap. 126 of 1915. Ch.Ct.; Krishnam
Sooraya v. Patlllla Bee, 29 Mad. 151 ; K.R.M.A. v, Po Them, 4 Ran. 22 ;
RagulIath l1'[ukulld v. Sclrosh Kallla, 23 Born. 266; Societa Coloniale lIalial1a
v. Shw.e Le, 4 L.B.R. 252; Wamall,ao Damodar v. Rustomji Edalji, 21 Be·tn.
701-dist hlguislled.

U Pu-for Applicants.

J.-The facts of this case are set out in
my judgment in Civil Second Appeal No. 493 of
1926 of this Court. In that judgment I said in
effect that because the present applicants had not
applied for removal of the attac1lment, when the
property which they claimed was attached, they ,yen::
not entItled to institule a suit under the provisions
HEALD,

• Civil )liscellaneous Application No. 99 Of 1927.
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of Order 21, Rule 63 in respect of that property and
that because they v,'ere not in possession of the
AND OTHERS
v,
property and would be entitled to possession of it or
O.A.O.K.R
of part of it in case they established the claim \vhich
!VI, !<'JRM.
they desired to make, they were barred by the
HEALD. J.
proviso to section 42 of the Specific Relief Act from
suing. for a bare declaration of their title or interest
in the property.
Applicants ask me to review my finding on that
point. Their learned advocate contends now, as be
contended at the hearing of the appeal, that a suit
lies under Order 21, Rule 63, even if there is no
application for removal of the attachment and that
the applicants' suit was brought under the provisions
of that Rule.
.::
In support of his contentions he has now cited a
number of cases, some of which were not cited at
the hearing of the appeaL
The earliest of the cases cited is that of Wamant'Qo
Damodar v. RuSt0111.ji Edalji (1). in that case the
mortgagee of certain properties obtained a decree fOr
the sale of the properties. After the decree was
made, but before the sale or proclamation of sale, the
mortgagor's brothers claimed that the mortgaged
properties were owned by them and the mortgagor
jointly. The Court ordered that their claim should
be notified in the proclamation for sale. The mort.
gagee then filed a suit against them for a declaration that his mortgagor was sole owner of the properties. The question arose whether stich a suit lay
under section 42 of the Specific Relief Act and the
Court. held that it did lie. That case is clearly no
authority for the contention that a suit such as the
present lies either under Order 21, Rule 63, or under
U Po THEIN

--_._-----------------:--(1) (1896) 21 Bom. 701.

---~.
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section 42 of the Specific Relief Act, since there \Vas
·1927
in it no question of the application of Order
21,
Rule
U Po THEIN
.. .
AND oTHERS.
63, or the corresponding provisions of thl:::· earlier
v.·
....
d
f
C'
'I
P
d
d
't
d
h
o.A.a.K.R.
Co e 0
IVI. roce ure an 1 oes not appear t at M. FIRM.
the mortgagee \-vas able to seek further relief than HEAI.D, J.
a mere declaration of title against the defendants, so
that the proviso to section 42 would be no bar to
his suit under the Specific Relief Act.
In the case of Ragunath Mukund v. Sm'osh
Kama (1), a number of creditors obtained decree5
ag:linst different persons, each of whom wa~ alleged
to be ov.'ner of a certain mill, and in execution of
their decrees each of them attached the mill as
b~longing to his judgment-debtor. Ragunath applied
for removal of one of the attachments but his application was dismissed. He then filed a suit under
section 283 (now Order 21, Rule 63) of the Code,
I10t merely against the creditor wh,ose attachment he
had opposed, but· against all the crepitors who had
attached the property. It was contended that under
$cction 283 he could sue only the creditor whose
attachment he had opposed but it was held that the
. summary remedy given by section 278 (now Order
21, Rule SS) of the Civil Procedure Code to a
person whose property has been wrongfully attached
~s alternative with the more elaborate one by way of
suit, which he if so minded may adopt, and that the
object of the section is not to deprive a claimant of
his remedy by suit but to give him, if he is diligent,
a more speedy and summary remedy. This may be
true, but if the claimant prefers the remedy by suit
his suit will be subject to the limitations imposed by
law on such suits, and If it is a suit for a bare
declaration it may be barred by the proviso to
section 42 of the ~pecific Relief Act..
(1) (1898) 23 Born. 266
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The next caSe is tbat of Krishnarn Sooraya v.
Pathn(J Bee (1), where it was held that the proviso
AND ~~HERS to section 42 of the Specific Relief Act does not
~\t·?;:\~~· operate so as to take away from a party against whom
an order has been made under section 280, 281 or
·HEALD,J.
282 (now order 2!, Rules 60, 61,62) of the Code the
special rigbt conferred by section 283 (now Oraeli
21, Rule 63) to sue for a declaration of his ti tie so
far
it is affected by the order which he seeks to
impeach.· It is clear that that case cannot be
regarded as an authority on the questions which
arise in the present case since in this caSe it
is admitted that there was no order made under
Order 2l, Rule 60.
Applicants' learned advocate has mentioned also
the case of The Societa Coloniale Italiana v. Shwe Le
(2). In that case the decree-holders attached certain
property and the defendants in the suit applied for
removal of the attachment. While that application
was pending, the decree-holders filed a suit for a
declaration that the property belonged to their judgement-debtor. The decision was in these words "It
is admitted now that Chapter VI of the Specific Relief
Act does n6t apply to the case.
. but
think there is no doubt that plaintiffs have a right of
suit quite independent of section 283, Civil Procedure
Code.· That a person who claims to be the· owner
of attached property has such a right was laid down
in Ragunath Mukund v.Sat'osh Kama. arid there is
no reason why the decree-holder should not have
a like right of suit provided he has attached· the
property and his right to attach it has been disputed.t'
The facts of that case differ from those of the present
case in that in. the present case there has been no
1927
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(1) (1905) 29 Mad. 151.

12) (1909. 4 I.,.B.R. 252.
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application for removal of the attachment, and it
1927
may be mentioned that .a Bench of this Court has u Po THEIN
•
. ,
AND OTHERS
already expressed dIssent from the View taken.· III that
v•
. case that independently of se<;:tion 42 of Specific o!\t-~;~~~~.
Relief Act and of the provisions of Order 2J, Rule HEALD, J.
63, a decree-holder who has attached property and
whose right to attach has been disputed has a right
to sue for a bare declaration of his judgment-debtor's
title.
The decision in the case cited above was mentioned
by a single Judge of the Chief Court in the case
of Chan Tat Thai v. Ma Lat (1), which was not
officially reported but to which the applicants' learned
advocate has referred. In that case a decree.holder
had attached certain property in execution of his
decree but had subsequently withdrawn the attachment, and the learned Judge said that although he
was not entitled to sue under Order 21, Rule 63, for
a declaration of his judgment-debtor's title to the
property·, he \vas nevertheless entitled to sue for such
a declaration under the Specific Relief Act. This
mayor may not be correct, but even if it is correct
it is clear that if the plaintiff sues under the Specific
Relief Act his suit will be subject to the limitations
imposed by that Act and one of those limitations is
contained in the proviso to section 42.·
The last case to which the learned advocate has
referred is the case of K.R.M.A. v. Po Thein (2).
In that case there was no attachment but the decreeholders sued for a declaration of their right to attach
certain properties in execution of their decree and
was held that such a suit did not come within the
purview of section 42 of the Specific Relief Act.
It may be noted that that is the case referred to
(1) Sp. Civil 2nd Ap. No. 126 of 1915.

(2) II 926) 4 Ran. 22.
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above, in which doubts were cast on the correctU Po THEIN ness of the decisiOns in the cases of The Societa
AND OTHERs
.
v.
Coloniale Italiana v. Shwe Le and of Chan Tat Thai
O.AO.K.R.
t I t IS
. CIearIy no aut h·'
M. FIRM. v. M a. L a.
onty f or t 1·1e proPosition that such a suit as the present falls within the
HEALD, J.
provisions of Order 21, Rule 63, or that if it is a
suit under section 42 :1£ the Specific Relief Act it
would not be barred by the proviso to that section.
I am still of opinion that applicants were
bound to make a claim 0r objection under Order
21, Rule 58 if they desired to sue for a bare
declaration under Order 21 i Rule 63, and that although
the provisions of Order 21, Rule 63, would not debar
them, in case they failed to make a claim or objection
under Order 21, Rule 58: from suing for any relief
to which they might be entitled, their suit, if it was
a suit for a bare declaration, would be barred by the
proviso to section 42 of the Specific Relief Act if
they were· able to seek further relief than a mere
declaratioh and omitted to do so. In the judgment
which is· under review I held that they were entitled
to claim further relief and as they omitted to do so,
their suit was in my opinion rightly dismissed as
being barred by that provis0.
The present application is in {'.fleet· an application for the rehearing of the appeal on a point of
law on the ground that that point was not fully·
argued. I do not think that that is a good ground
for review and as I am not satisfied that tll ere was
any ground for review within the meaning of Order
47, Rule 1, I reject the application.
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Before Mr _Just ice BtIIguley.

U SOE

v.
MAUKG NGWE THA

AND EIGHT OTHERS.*

S1Iit for malicious proseculioll- What point s plaintiff mt/st pr01le-Prl:o! of
Plaintiff's innocence wltether necessary.
In a suit for damages fo.- malicious prose~ulion the plaintiff should prol'c
(1) that he was prosecuted by the defendant; 12} that the proceedings
-cl)mplained of terminated ill favour of the plaintiH, if from their nature they
w~re capable of so terminating; (3) that the prosecution was instituted
<lgainst him without any reasonable and probable cause; and (4) that it was

due to a malicious intention of the defendant and not with a mere intention
of carrying the law into effect.
Balbhaddar Sitlgh v. Badri SaIl, 30 C.W.N. 366; 1 Lucknow 215
{P.C.)-followed.
Padashin and one v. Maung Lunand Olle, 8 L.B.R. 78-disswtedft'onl.

Shanmugam-for Appellant.
Thet Tun-for Respondents.'

J.-This

is an appeal ansl11g out of a
:suit for damages for false and malicious prosecution.
The plaintiff-appellant, U Soe, was thugyi of Kyauktan, the most southern portion of Moulmein. This
-quarter appears to have been a hot bed of rice
thieves and special measures were taken against them.
The Criminal Investigation Department with the aid
,of U Soe arrested many of them and they were sent
up for trial. U Soe appeared as a witness for the
prosecution. Many of them were convicted. A.fter
this the respondents, who were some of the witnesses
for the defence in the case against the rice thieves,
filed a petition before the Subdivisional Magistrate,
Moulmein, asking that action should be taken against
U Soe under section 110, Criminal Procedure Code,
BAGULEY,

• Srecial Civil Second Appeal No. 294 of 1927.
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on the ground that he habitually harboured thieves
and bad characters. The Subdivisional Magistrate
opened proceedings \vhich terminated in the release
MAUNG
NGWE THA
ot U Soe. The respondents then made a further
AND EIGHT
OTHERS.
application in revision to the Sessions Judge, and the
BAGULEY, J.
application was dismissed. U Soe then filed the
present case a~ainst the respondents for Rs. 1,000'
damages for false and malicious prosecution. The
Township Judge gave him a decree for Rs. 450.
An appeal was filed to the District Judge, who
allowed the appeal and dismissed the case with costs
in both Courts. It is against this appellate decree
that the present appeal has been filed.
The District Judge allowed. the appeal on one
ground, namely that the appellant had failed to prove
his innocence. In so doing he followed the decision
of the late Chief Court of Lower Burma· in Padashin and one v. Maung Lun and one (1); In this
ruling it is laid down that in a case of this kind
.thc plaintiff has to pruve four points : .
(i) that he was innocent of the crime alleged;
(ii) that his innocence has been pronounced by a
competent tribunal;
(iii) that there was a want of reasonable and
probable cause for the prosecution; and
(iv) that the proceedings against him had been:
initiated in a malicious spirit, i.e., from
. an indirect moti've and not in furtherance of justice.
This is the latest published ruling of the Chief
Court of Lower Burma and no ruling of the Rangoon
High Court OIl the subject has been published.
It can, however, no longer be considered good
law. There is a recent decision of the Privy Councit
U SOE
v.

(1) (1907)" 8 L.B.R. 78.
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Balblzaddar Singh v. Badri Sah (1), which lays down
the points which should really be proved by the
plaintiff. They are :-.
(I) that he was prosecuted by the defendant;
(ii) that the proceedings complained of terminated
in favour of the plaintiff, if from their nalure
they were capable of so terminating;
(iii) that the prosecution was instituted against
him witbout any reasGnable and probable
cause; and
(iv) that it was due to a malicious intention of
the defendant and not \vith a mere intention of carrying the law into effect.
Viewed in this light it is clear that the learned District Judge, who had not the Privy Council ruling
before him, erred in holding that the plaintiff must fail,
because he had not proved his innOCence. There is no
doubt whatsoever that the plaintiff has proved by the
'production of the records of the Subdivisional Magistrate's Court that he was prosecuted by the defendants
and that the proceedings terminated in his favour. It
will. then be necessary to see whether the prosecution
was instituted \vithout reasonable and probable cause,
and that it was due to a malicious intention on the part
of the defendants, and not witb the mere it"\tention of
carrying the law inlo effect. The T0wnship Judge in
his judgment has found both these points in the plaintiff's favour. The lower Appellate Court has not come
to any finding with regard lo them, because in vie\v of
his finding with regard to the second point it I;vas
unnecessary. It seems to me that the trial Court was
quite correct in its findings on these two points. It is
possible, ashas been s:..tggested, that the plaintiff's record
in the past may have contained one or two doubtful
(I) (l926) 30 C.W.N. 866 ; 1 Lucknow 215.

1927
U SOE
71.

111 AUNG
NG\\'E THA.
AND EIGH1'
OTHERS.

BAGt!LEY, J~
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episodes, but at the time that the respond en ts filed their
petition against him before the Subdivisional Magistrate
he had definitely come out. on the side of law and
order. He had been assisting the Police in rounding
OTHERS.
up the rice thieves, who were infesting the village, and
.BAGULEY. J. had procured the conviction of a number of them.
Proceedings under section 110, Criminal Procedure
Code, have got to dtal with a man's existing character
and habits, not with anything he may have done in the
more or less remote past. The defendants themselves
had been witnesses for the defence in the rice theft
case and prhnafacie on~ would look with suspicion on
a case brought by them against one of the principal
witnesses for the prosecution, charging him with being
an habitual harbourer of thieves. In view of the Judg~
ments of the Subdivisional Magistrate and the Sessions
Judge, it was, in my opinion, clearly incumbent upon
the defendants to show that they had reasonable and
probable cause for filing their application to the Sub.
divisional Magistrate. They produced four witnesses
to do so. The first witness, San Po, is a self-confessed
thief, who was an approver in the rice theft case. He
admits that he is on bad terms with the headman and
kicked him in the presence of the Township Officer, for
which he was convicted. He has also been sentenced
to five years' rigorous imprisonment in a da cutting case
and has heen fined for another assault. He inspires
no confidence.
The second witness, Bo Chet, was also arrested in
the rice theft case. He has been convicted for another
theft and confessed in the rice theft case, but apparently his confe'>sion was not believed, for he \vas
discharged in it. He also has other convictions against
him.
The third defence witness, Kawn Sone, also states
that he was one of the rice thieves, although he was
l.l

SOE
V.
MA1JNG
NGWE THA
AND EIGHT
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discharged in th3:t case. He says that the headman
lent him Rs. 50 to buy stolen rice, but there is nothing
beyond his bare statement to prove it.
The fourth defence witness, Po Ti, is another approver in the rice theft case. He says that he does not
know whether the headman knew of the dealings in
stolen rice and he forgets whether he ever paid him
anything in connection with the rice theft case.
In view of the fact that the defendants were all
witnesses on behalf of the rice thieves themselves, I
amquiie unable to ~kce any credence in their
witnesses. I must hold that the defendants bave
failed to show that they had reasonable or probable
cause for filing thtir application against the plaintiff,
and I am in entire agreement with the learned Dis.
trict Judge who, when passing orders as Sessions Judge
in the Criminal Revision case, stated that the action
of t!1e then petitioners came more out of hostility on
their part to the headman than of any interest for
the benefit of the public.
As regards the damages awarded by the Township Court, it seems to me that the Township Judge
fixed them on a very moderate scale. I therefore
set aside the decree of the District Court and restore
the decree of the TOvvnship Court, giving the plaintiff Rs. 450 as d<lmages. The respondents vViU pay
the appeliant's costs on that amount throughout.
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before Mr. Justice Mya Hu.

KING-EMPEROR

v.
NGA LU GALE.*
Arms Act (ix of 1878), 5S. 4,19 (e)-Primary purpose of ti,e implement the
criterion-Clasp kflife 1zot necessarily exciuded-CYimil/al Procedul'e Code
(Act ~, of 1898), s. 412-Praetice ill appeal against acquittal u'ithout
jurisdiction by lower Appellate Court.
Held, that the criterion for determining whether an implement is or is not
.. arms" is the pl\rpOSe Jor which it is primarily int~ndl:d.
Held, that a large claspknile with a blade 5! inches long, with a pointed
end fitted to a long handle into which the blade turns on being clused fal1$
within the meaning of arms.
Where the accused was cOllvicted by a first class Magistrate on his plea of
guilty and the Sessions Court without jurisdiction. entertained an appeal
al!.ainst the conviction and set it aside. the High COurt on a.ppeal against such
acqnittal 'would COli sider the propriety of the conviction, before re-imposing
sentence on the accused.
BisllenSingh v. Emperor, 51 C:ll. 573 ; Crowl! v. HllIat Kyan, 1 L. 8. R. 271 ;
Ehrahim Dawoodji Balli 13awa v. King-Emperor, 3 L.B.R. I-I'eferred to.

Tun Byu, Assistant Government Advocate-for
the Crown.
E. Maung-for Respondent.

Bu, J.-In Criminal Regular Trial No. 51 of
1926 of the Court of the Township Magistrate of
Kayan, the respondent was tried for an offence
punishable under section 19 (e) of the Arms Act
for going armed with a c1aspknife . (Exhibit 1), on
theZnd of April, 1926.
.
The case for the prosecution was that on that
day the respondent \vent to a monkey show near the
bazaar at Kayan carrying the knife opened in his hand
a.nd interfered with the show. When examined by
MYA

• Criminal Appeal No. 1465 of 1926.
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the Magistrate he admitted that he had the knife
with him but stated that it was in his pocket and
was not held open in his hand. On the 'charge
under section 19 (e) of the Arms Act being framed
against him, he pleaded guilty and stated nothing
in his defence. Conseq uently, the learned Magistrate
convicted him of tl-t~ charge and sentenced him to
suffer three months' rigorous imprisonment. From
"this conviction the respondent appealed to the Court
,of Sessions, Hanthawaddy, in Criminal Appeal No. 123
Df 1926, on the ground that ht was too drunk to
know anything on the occasion which gave rise to
,charge, and that the witnesses for the prosecution
<lid not state that he had the knife in his hand.
According to section 412 of the Criminal Procedure
Code, it was obviously not open to the respondent
to appeal against the conviction. The Sessions Court,
however, remarked that the respondent had been
,convicted of carrying a dagger, and that, as the
weapon was merely a large sailor's claspknife, it set
aside the conviction and sentence and acquitted the
.respondent.
As, under section 412 of the Code of Criminal
Procedure, no appeal lay from the con viction, the
-order of acquittal made by the Court of Session was
made. without jurisdiction. Even if the proceeding
was regarded as a revision, the Court of Se~sion
would still have no jurisdiction to set aside the
,conviction. It is this order of the Appellate Court
which is now' appealed against by the Local
·Government.
It is clear that the order of acquitttal under
appeal must be set aside as being made without
jurisdiction. The question now remains T"hether, by
going armed with a knife in exhibit, the respondent
.committed an offence punishable under section 19 (e)
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of the Arms Act. It resolves itself into .a question
whether this knife is "arms" within the meaning·
7/.
of section r} of the Act.
NGA Lu
The definition of " Arms" in the Act runs thus ; GALE.
'" arms' includes firearms, bayonets, swords,
MYA Bu, T.
daggers, spears, spear-heads and bows. and.·
arrows, also cannon and part of arms,and
machinery for manufacturing arms." .
It is not contended in this case that the knife in .
exhibit can be described as a dagger j but tbe abovedefinition does not purport to enumerate exhaustively
all kinds of weapons which are arms, so that it is
clear that, beyond tl1e list of weapons mentioned in·
this definition, there could be arms.
In the case of The Crown v. Rmat Kyan (1), Mr.
Justice Thirkell White, Chief Judge, and Mr. Justice
Fox, held that a claspknife does not fall within the
ordinary natural meaning of the \vorcl " arms ", but it
was pointed out that the purpose for "vhich an
implement is prim~rily intended regulates Whether it
would in ordinary parlance be spoken of as an ::trm,.
and if it is not designed for use as a weapon of·
offence and defence, although it may be used as such r
then it is not an arm.
In the report of the case, the size of the claspknife is not mentioned, but it is apparent that the·
ruling does not purport to lay dovvn as a hard and
fast rule that· no claspknife would fall vvithin the
meaning oUhe word" arms."
The same learned Judges dealt with the same
question in regard to a c1aspknife in the case of Ebrahim·
Dawoody'i Babi Bawa v.King-Emperor (2), wherein
they re-affirmed the criterion laid down in the case
of The Crown v. R11lli! Kyan (1), but held that·
KINGEMPEHOR

(1) 1 L.B.R. 271.

(2) 3 L.B.R. 1.

VOL. V
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dagger-shaped krJives of the kind prcduced in the case
fell within the 'definition of Il arms ", although they
might be called claspknifes. Those knives were of the
following description ;-Tne steel blade was five and
one-fifth of inches long, six~elevenths of an inch
broad, was shaped and pointed as a dagger is shaped
and pointed and was fitted to a long handle: in the
way in which the ordinary pen, and pocketknife
is fitted, that is to say, it turned over into the handle
and when open and shut it was lleld by a spring.
As regards the criterion, it is clear that the purpose
for which an implement is primarily intended ,regulates
whether it should be deemed to be arms. In the
present case, the knife has a blade Sf inches long
with a pointed end, and it is fitted to a long handle
and turnsover,intothe handle, and there cannot be
any room for doubt that the primary purpose for
which such an implement is manufactured is to supply
weapons to persons who \.vant efficient stabbing
instruments. It is extremely difficult to conceive of
any domestic purpose for which such an instrument
would be necessary or usef ul. ' It is a sort of weapon
which, though not called a dagger, would be as
effective as a dagger in its use.
In the case of Bishen Si17gh v. Emperor (1), a
knife with a tapering blade, sharp throughout one
edge and only towards the point of the other, which
is attached to a cross-guard and handle, and \vhich
can be used for stabbing and cutting, was held to be
" arms " within the meanig of the section.
The fact that the blade of the knife in the present
cases appears to be less tapering, and that there is no
cross-guard to it, does not appear to me to make
any real difference to the solution of the question.
(I) (1924) 51 Cal. 573.
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In my opinion, the knife under consideration is an
instrument which does fall within the meaning of
KING.
EMPEROR
the
term "arms" in section 13 of the Act. That
V.
NGA Lu
being so, the respondent's conviction by the learned
GALE.
Magistrate was correct, and I restore the same.
MYA Bu, J.
As regards the sentence I take into consideration
the fact that it is not uncommon to comeacfoss
claspknives of the kind for sale in the bazaars which
might most probably have led the respondent to
think that there was no prohibition against the arming
of himself with such a knife and also the fact that
he was in custody during the trial in the
Magistrate's Court and has been in custody in connection with this appeal. I would therefore restore
orily half of the term of rigorous imprisonment
passed by the Magistrate. In the result this appeal
is allowed and the respondent is convicted and
sentenced under section· 11.) (e). of the Arms Act to
suffer one and a half months' rigorous imprisonment,
the period to be computed from the date of the
Magistrate's sentence and the period of imprisonment
undergone after the Magistrate's sentence should be
counted towards the imprisonment now passed.
1927
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ApPLICATOIN FOR REM<;JVAL OF ATTACHMENT TO IlE MADE BEFORE
SALE

751

ApPORTIONMENT OF LIABILITY UNDER MORTGAGE

764

ATTACHMENT, REMOVAL OF, ApPLICATION TO BE MADE BEFORE SALE
" ATTEST," MEANING OF

•• ,"

ACTs-Damage to private 1'ight s-Creation of nuisancedamage or nuisance flat inevitableExe1'cise of permissive right-Performance of obligatory dutyIntention of ligilsature as regards harmful conseque1lcesE:rcrcisc of option to perform statutory d1tfy- City of Rangoo1l
j"'!1l1~icipal Act (Burma Act VI of 1922), Ch. 3, ss. 25 a1ld 26 ; 5S.
3,113,192, 203-Corporation's power to erect watercl05ets-Duty
not to cause mtisance-Grounrls for it~jUllcti01~-PTotectiOJlof
mere amenities-Provision of compensatiOn in all act not ahmY5
tI bar to suit-C01'poratio1l's liabilities and imm1l/1ities.
Held,
that if the legislature authorises a specific aet (including sepeated
performances of it at different times or at different pl<\ces) to be
done, and if the performance of that act and of every other
subsidiary act necessary for and incidental to the performal:ce of
the main act, creates nuisance or causes damage, the local body
authorised to perform the act cannot be restrained by injuncti:)11
nor made liable for damage except on the ground of negligence,
It follows that if the act can be performed withar.t creating a
nuisance and without causing injury or damage then the local
body perJorming the act would be lia\>le if the aet is ;i'erformed
in such a manner as to create nuisance or cause damage. It is a
matter of construction 'of a legislative Act whether it merc:ly
confers a permissive right (which is optionally excerciable) on a
local body or enjoins the performance of an obligatory duty.
In the former case no nuisance @r infringement of private rights
is authorised. The nature of a duty imposed must be considered
in considering whether the legislature impliedly sanctionec1 t~e
creation of a nuisance or damage to pri\'ate rights when such
nuisance or damage is ineVitable. 'Where in the performance of
an act an option is given to a local body, e.g., in the selection
01 a site or in the deciding of the necessity for the performance of
the act at a particular time, then the bona fide choice of the local
body of either place or time cannot be questioned. The City Of
Rangoon Municipal Act imposes a duty on the Corporation to
erect urinals and water closets for public use, the choice of
of time and place being left to the Corporation. The Act
enjoins that if the acts could be performed Without creating
a nuisance they should be so performed, but if some nuisance
is inevitable, then the least practicable amount of nuisance
must be created. Held. that as the Corporation had acted
bona fide in the selection of the locality in this case for a public

AUTHORIZED

Negligel~ce-Liabilityof

751
772'

11

INDEX
PAGE

latrine, there was no case for an injunction, as the latrine was not
yet. erected and had not become an actual nuisance by misuse or
mismanagement which the Corporation was bound to prevent.
Mere amenities of places co~ld not be protected by the Coust.
Obiter :-The Act in authorizing the Corporation to pay compensation in certain cases,.does not thereby mean to deprive a person
of his ordinary remedies for damages or injunction in a Court of
law in a proper case. The Corporation was notliable to be sued
under the provisions of section 203 of the Act if only it acted
bona fide, and with care and attention, so that not being authorized
to create a nuisance in maintaining a urinal, it did so it cannot be
said to act with due care and caution. Biddulplz v. Vestry of St.
George, 33 L.J. (Ch.) 411 ; Haji Esmail Sail v. Trustees of Ihe
Harbour of Madras, 23 Mad. 389 ; Hammersmith Railway Co. v.
Brand, L.R. 4 H.L. 171 ; London Brighton Raillc'ay v. Truma1', 11
A.C. 45 ; Metropolitan Asyllt11z District v. Hill. 6 A.C. 193; Price's
Patent Candle Co., Ltd. v. London Count y Council,[1908]2 Ch. 526 ;
Sellor s \. Local Boardof Health for Matlock Bath, 14 Q. B.D. 929;
Vel'l101I v. vestry oj'St. James, 16 Ch. D. 449; West v. Bl'istol
Tramway Co" [1908] 2 ICB. l4-referred to.
SOORATEE DARA BARAAR Co., LTD. V. MUNICIPAL CORPORATION OF RANGOON ...
.BASIS OF RATING OF BAZAAR SHOPS
BUDDHIST LAw-Heirs all related in the sanledegree to the propositus
share equally eaclt in II is OWiI right. Ji eld, that not only in case of
grandchildren of the propositus. as his so Ie heirs. but in case of all
heirs who are all related in the same degree to thc propositus they
inherit each in his own right (per capita) equally, and not by
representation rper stirpes). ';l,There the deceased, a Burman
Buddhist. lell survil'i:--g him as his heirs the son of his deceased
paternal aunt, two children of his deceased maternalulOcle and six
chiUren of another deceased maternal uncle, they all shared
equally, e8.eh being er.! itIe:l to a one-ninth share of the estate.
Mal~l1g Po ThuDaw v. Maung Po Than, 1 Ran. 3l6-followed.
MAUNG l::lA GO:-l V. ?>fA PWA THIT
BURMA ACT VI OF 1922 : See CITY OF RANGOON MUNICIPAL CORPORATION ACT
'CIT\' OF RANGOON MU)\ICIPAL CORPolIAnoN ACT, SEcTIONS 3, 25, 26,
113, 192 AND 203
,CI'CY OF RANGOON :\fUNICIPAL ACT (BUR~t.\ ACT VI OF 1922), S. 80Basis and mode of raising ba:::aar shops. The method of
assessment ot bazaar property is to determine the rent which a
hypothetical tenant would pay for such property. In making his
offer for renting on lease, sHe.h tenant WOllld calcuht.:: the gross
rent he woulj receive and then make allowances for (a) empty
stalls, bad debts, (b) cle:ming, protecting and eolkctiol1 charges,
(c) taxes, (d) profit and loss arisiug from the undertaking. In
assessing the property in question it was proper to deduct from
the gross rents, license-fe: s, directors' commission,. lighting
charges, proportionate cost of establishment, interest on thecapital
required bya hypothdic-al tenant, and his '.reasonable profit. and the
occupiers' taxes (lightinj!, COl'S ~rvancyand water taxes amounting
to 16, per cent. of the rental) but not tpe general tax (7per cent.l
payable b~' the Illndlorc1. Sooratee Bara Bazaar Co., Ltd. Y. TIle
Mlmicifoal Co/'po/'atim oj RIIIIg001" 3 B.L.}. 221-referred to.
SOORATEE BARA BAZAAR CO., LTD. v. MUNICIPAL CORPORATIO:<l OF RANGOON ...
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(ACT V OF 1908), s. 73-"Same judg1llent·
debtor," meanfng of-Court to wllicll application for executiol~
should be made-Mode of applicati01~-Meretransfer of records
to execu!i1lg Court whether sufficient. Held, that all the deeret'holders (who ha,'e otherwise complied with the provisions of
section 73 Of the Ciyil Procedure Code), where there are com.
mOn judgment.debtors in all the execution cases, are entitled to
participate rateably in the distribution of the assets ~ccording to
the interest of the respective judgment-debtors in the property
sold. It is not necessary that all the judgment-debtors of alJ the
decree-holders should be identical and also neither more nor
less. Held, also, that the requirements of the ~ection are 1I0t
complied with if no application is made to the Court that i'olds
the assets and merely the records of the cases Of decree-ilolders
of another Court are forwarded to the former COllrt to which 110
decrees are tranSferred for execution and to which no
applications for rateable dititributiOll are made. Chllotalal,·.
Nabihhai, 29 Bom. 528 ; Gone~1: Das v. Sliiva Laksma:l. 30 Cal.
583 ; Krislmasllallkar v. Cllalldras.'lallkar, 5 8'1111. 198 ; Ra11l'l1Iathall Cllettiar v. Subramallia Sastrial, 26 Mad. 179; Sit Saitlg
v. Maung Po Kaing, 1 L.B.R. I21-referred to.

CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE

C.R.M.A. CHETTYAJ< FIR~I"'. K.R.S.V. CHETTYAR Flln!...
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1908). s. 73, O. 38-Depasit of
mOlley illto Court by defendant t~ a:'oid aUad/ment before fudg.
ment, effect of-Rigllt of plaintiff to stich money (n obtail/i1lg
decree-Claims of otller creditors before judgment. Held. that
where money is deposited by the defendanl in Court in orclt'r to
avoid attachment before judgment and he does not contest lhe
suit, the money may taken as paid towards the satisfaction of the
plaintiff's claim who has a lien On it anel is tntitled (0 withdraw
the money in full and has priority over, ther creel't 'TS \\'ho
attached the money in Court before plaintiff o~)t~in",el hi,: dtcrc:t,
Such money was not liable to ratd;lhle c1istrib:ltion. Raw'ali ",
Gopa/ieT, 41 Mad. 1053. Sorabji v. Kala, 3:', Bom. I 56-follo;ced .
MANGANLAL PARBHU"P.A~I v. N. A. Az:z HAll KARIM AND

'CIVJL PROCEDURE CODE (ACT V OF

753

SIX

V OF 1908), O. 21 RR. 58 AND 60ApplicatIon fvr removel of attachment must be made p1'ior to
sale in e.'Cecution. Held. that an application for rem{)val "f attachment under 0 'der 2J, Hulc 58 Of the Ci\'i1 P ..ocedure Code,
should be made befAre the prorerty attached ha, bet'll s'I!d. A
COIlTt act in e.~cess of jurisclktion if it entertains such application after sale. Gopal C/zandra Mukerjee v. Notobar Kondu,
16 C,W.N. 1029: l'uhuP Deo Klier v. Ram Cliaritar Barllir74
I.e. S7-referred to.
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1920), SS. 5,59 (a) AND 68-Civil
Procedure Code (Acl Vol 1908), 0.21, rr. 66 and 89-Wltetl/er sale
by a receiver in bankruptcy governed by 0.21 ojthe Civil Procedure
Code-Grounds for setting aside such sale. Witllin a month from
the date of sale of their property by the receiver appointed under
the Provincial Insolvency Act, the insolvent~ paid into Court
certain S:lms to satisfy their creditors in full and also 5 per cent.
comJ:;ensation to pay the purchaser of the property, and asked that
the order of adjudication be annulled and the sale of their property
be setaside. Held, that the sale by the receiver \vas not a proceeding under the Act (which term was confined to proceerlings in
Court) and that the provisions of Order 21 of the Civil Procedure
Code did not apply to sales under the Insolvency Act.' The Court
has no jurisdiction to set aside a sale made by the receh'er in the
absence of proof of fraud or collusion or material illegality or
irregularity in cond,lcting the sale or misconduct causing inbry
to the estate or unless the receiver acts beyond his authority or in
excess of his powers. Chedalal v. T-achman P,'asad, 39 .0,11.
267-rcfcrred to.
MAUXG THA DUN A~D ONE t'. Po KA AND Or.:-E ...

PROVINCIAL INSOLVENCY ACT (V OF

768715·

HATING, BASIs OF, FOR BAZAAR STALLS
RECEIVER IN INSOLVENCY, SALE EY KOT' GOVERNED EY
CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE

ORDER

21,

768

SUB-MORTGAGE-Pa)'11lent by 11tOrt.~"gorto 1/io,·tga p,cc without knowledge
Of SHb-11101·tgage-Effeci 01/ sllb·morlgagee's I'i.r:,hts. Hdd. that
when a. mortgagee sub-mortgages his mortgage to ar.otber person
\yithrut t'le knowledge of the original mortg~,gor and the original
mortgagor pays off the mortgage "mount to the mortgagee, tbe submortgagee's rights a.gainst the land are extingnisbed. Salladet,
Ra'IJji Bagade v. Shekh Papa M'ya, 29 Bom. 199-referred to..

Po THAW
(XXXIX OF 1925), s. 211 (1l-Decne against person
1l0t the lcga.l,'eprese1llativ"C of a deceased Pel'SOl1 inv'Jlid' and not
binding on estate-Revisiol1al powers when e~;ercisable f hOIl gh ot!lcr
remedy opel/. Respondellts filed a suit against the widow of a
deceased person who was a (non-Indian) Christian, as his legal
representative and obtained an e;.:-parte derree against her on' a
promissory-note and attached in exacution of the decree moneys
due to the estate by an Insurance Company. The deceased had
left a will of which "the widow was notan executrix and letters of
administration with the will annexed 'were issued to the Admin'istrator-General of BUTma.- Held, that'such decree was void and
inoperative as the widow did not represent the estate. Although
the High CouTt as a rule Would not interfere on revision where a
legal remedy was open to the applicant, still in a case like this,
the Court ""ould exercise itsrevisional powers, where the right
was·so clear, and where needless expense of a suit to which there
could be no defence would be saved. Debi Das v. Ejaz Hussain,
28 All. 72 ; Gora Chand Haldar v. Prafullla Kuma/' Roy, 53 Cal.
166; lI1ehdi v. Kulsootll, 12 C.W.N.16 ; Raghunalldall Prasad v.
Ram Charan, 4 P .L.]. 94 ; Sree Krishna Doss v. Chandook Chand,
32 Mad. 334-referred to. . .
.
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82-APPortionmentLiabilit y oflurchaser of mortgaged house who dismantles it, where

TRANSFER OF PROPERTY ACT (IV 'OF 1882), s.
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,."" land and !lollse are ullder mort gage- Whw quest~oll of liability
1Uises. In a mortgage suit against the borrower who had mortgolged to the respondents his paddy land and garden with a hou,e
00 it. the respondents joined the appellants as d«:fendants all 'ging
that the respondents had, subsequent to the mortgage, bought the
house, had dismantled it and removed the matedals, and so the
mortgagees were entitled to a mortgage decree againsL them also.
The trial Court made the usual preliminary mortgage decree
against both, but there was no personal decree. The lower
Appellate Court disallowed the appellants's appeal on the ~r(lund
that the mortgaJ;!ee cannot be compelled to apportion his claim,
the appellants' contention being that if liable they were liable
only proportionately to the extent of the value of house removed
by them. Held, that the appellants could not be made liable lor
the whole amouut of the mortgage-debt, but the question of their
personal and proportionate liability did not arise until the lands
were sold; as they were not compelled to red.eem the mortgaged
property and again the sale proceeds of the paddy and garden
lands may suffice to payoff the mortgage-debt in full. Ragdu
Natll v. Harlal, 18 Cal. 320- distinguished.
MAUNGPOSI AND ONE v. K.P.A.P. FIRM
TRANSFER OF PROPERTY (AMENDM:ENT) ACT (XXVII OF 1926)Repealing and Amendmg Act (X of 1927), Sched. 1, penultimate
item-" Attested," meaning of-Retrospeclive effect o} Act
XXVII of 1926, One of the witnesses to a mortgage deed attested
the deed on the personal acknowledgment by the mortgagor of his
signature. The question of attestatif'n came up before the trial
Court before the passing of Act XXVII of 1926: the 'Court decided
as the law stood then, that such attestation was invalid. The
said Act came into force before the Dis triet Court decided the
first appeal in suit and since them Act X of 1927 came into force.
Held, that Act XXVII of 1926 was meant to be retrospective and
t!lat Act X of 1927 has expressl y made it so; and that such
attestation must he held to be valid. Query.-Where a person
signs a deed only as a writer, before the mortgagor signs, can he
now be regarded as an attesting witness? Can a liub-regi.trar's
endorsement of the mortgagor's admission of execution be
regarded as attestation? RadhaMohan Dutt v. Nripendra Nath
Nandi, 31 C.W N. clx-referred to.
S.M.A.R.L. FIRM

fl.

R.M.M.A. FIRM AND THREE

REPEALING AND AMENDING ACT (X OF
ITEM

...
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dagger-shaped knives of the kind produced in the case
fell within the definition of "arms", although they
might be caned claspknifes. Those knives were of the
following description :-The steel blade was five and
one-fifth of inches long, six-elevenths of an inch
broad, was shaped and pointed as a daggeris shaped
and. pointed and was fitted to a long handle in the
way in which the ordinary pen and pocketknife
is fitted, that is to say, it turned over into the handle
and when open and shut it was held by a spring.
, As regards the criterion, it is clear that the purpose
for which an implement is prim'arily intended regulates
whether it should be'deemed to be arms. 'In the
present case, the knife has a blade Sf inches long
with a pointed end, and it is fitted to a long handle
and turns over into the handle, and there cannot be
ariy room fot doubt that the primary purpose for
which such an implement is manufactured is to supply
weapons to .persons. who want efficient stabbing
instruments. It is extremely difficult to conceive of
any domestic purpose for which such an instrument
would be neCessary or useful. It is a sort of weapon
which, though not called a dagger, would be as
effective as a dagger in its use.
In the case of Bishen Singh v. Emperor (1), a
knife with a tapering blade, sharp throughout one
edge and only towards the point of the other, which
is attached to a cross-guard and handle, and ~hich
can be used for stabbing and cutting, was held to be
U arms" within the meaning of the section.
The fact that the blade of the knife in the present
case appears to be less tapering, and that there is no
cross-guard to it, does not appear to me to make
any real difference to the solution of the question.

Si
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In my opinion, the knife under consideration is an
instrument which does fall within the meaning of
the term arms" in section 13 of the Act. That
being so, the respondent's conviction by the learned
Magistrate was correct, and I restore the same.
As regards the sentence I take i.ntoconsideration
the fact that it is not uncommon to come across
c1aspknives of the kind for sale in the bazaars which
might most probably have led the respondent to
think that there was no prohibition against thearmmg
of himself with such a knife and also the fact that
he was in custody during the trial in the
Magistrate's Court and has been in ctls'tody. in connection with this appeal. I would therefore restore
pouly 'half of the term of rigorous imprisonment
passed· by the Magistrate. In the result this appeal
is; allowed' and the respondent is convicted and
sentenced under section 19 (e) of the Arms Act to
suffer one and a half months' rigorous imprisonment,
the period to be computed from the date' of the
Magistrate's sentence and the period of impri1?onment
undergone after the Magistrate's sentence should be
coupted towards the imprisonment now passed.
l(
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APPELLATE CIVIL!
Before Sir Guy Rutledge, Kt., K,C" Chief Justice, and Mr. hstice Carr.

SOORATEE BAR,A BAZAAR CO., LTD.

v.
MUNICIPAL CORPORATION OF RANGOON.*
City of Rangoon Mlmicipal Act (Burma Act VI of 1922), s. SO-Basis and
11I0de of ratilzg bazaar shops.

The method of assement of bazaar property is to determine the rent
which a hypothetical tenant would pay for such property. In making his offer
for renting on lellse, such tenllnt would calculate the gross rent he would
receive and then make allowances for (a) empty stalls, bad debts, (b) cleaning
protecting and collection charges, (e) taxes. (d) profit and loss arising from the
undertaking.
In assessing the property in question it was proper to deduct from the gross
rent~,license-fees,directors' commission,lighting charges, proportionate cost
of establishment, interest on the captial required by a hypothetical tenant,
and his re"sonable profit, and the occupiers' taxes (lighting, conservancy an
water taxes amounting to 161 per cent. of the rental) but not the gener.al tax
(7 per cent.) payable by the landlord.
Sooratee Bara Ba~aar Co., Ltd. v. The Municipal Corporatioll of Rangooll, 3
B.L.J. 221-referred to,

Ormiston-for Appellants.
N. M. Cowasjee-for Respondents.

RUTLEDGE,C.J., AND CARR~ J.-This is an appeal
from a judgment of the then officiating Chief Judge
of the Small Cause Court of Rangoon affirming the
assessment made by the Commissioner 01 the
Corporation in respect of' the Sooratee Bara Bazaar
Blocks A, B, C, D and E.
The judgment appealed from affirms the order
of the Commissioner for the reasons given by him;
so we have to fall back upon that order to appreciate
the several claims made' by the appellants that the
order is wrong.
• Civil· Miscellaneous ~ppcal No. 153 of 1925.

58
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On page 2 of his order the Commissioner sets
SOORATEE
out the principle on \vhich he bases the assessBARA
BAZAAR co., ment :-" The method of assessment adopted is to
L~~.
determine the amount of rent which \yould be paid
MUNICIPAL by
a 'hvpothetical
tenant 'for the Suratee Bara
CORPORAJ
(r TION
Bazaar Company's property. If we consider a
OFR~OON. (hypothetical tenant' taking the bazaar on lease he
~~[~~;:' would first of all, in making his offer for renting
CARR, J.
the property, calculate the total gross rent which-he
would receive. He would then make allowances
for :-'
(a) Stalls, which would become empty in the
ordinary course of things and be vacant before
being relet, and also for bad debts and irrecov~rable
rents, such as constantly occur from time to time.
(b) He would then have to .consider the
necessary expenses which he would incur in the
way of cleaning, protecting, etc., the bazaar, the cost
of collecting rents and S0 on.
(c) He would then have to consider other
necessary outgoings in the way of taxation.
(d) He \vould then have to consider hO'lN
much actual profit he would exp~ct to put into his
own pockets to reward him for' the trouble of
managing the business and" incurring the risk of
loss, which is inseparable from all business transac-.
Hans.
CI'The preceding paragraph is quoted ~Ierbatim from
the judgment of the High Court in Civil Miscellaneous
Appeal No. 44 of 1923. I assume therefore that
this method of valuation for assessment purposes·
: has the approval of' the High Court. In practice
the method . comes to a calculation of the . gross
·'rents recoverable from. this property and of the
amount· which must be deducted from the gross
in' ,Qrder:to:.arrive.at the valuation of the
1926
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property for assessment purposes. My task has been
1926
much simplified by the fact that the Bazaar Company SOORATEE
BARA
has placed all its books and records at the disposal BAZAAR co.,
of the Assessor and the figures of gross rents, etc.,
LTD.
1/.
have been agreed upon. The only thing therefore MUNICIPAL
left for me is to consider the principles involved C0:Z~~RA'
'h
an d wh at d ed uc.t'IOns from th e gross earnmgs
s ould OF RANGOON.
be allowed. I will first state those deductiOns which RUTLEDGE,
c.}, AND
I am prepared to allow. These are:~
CARR,T.
,
(1). License-fee paid to the Corporation

(2) DireCtors' commission
(3) Lighting

Rs.
13,900 per annum
15.946 per annum
2,332 per annum. "

In the argument of the case this part of the
Commissioner's order was not attacked·
The first point on which the .assessment is
attacked -is with regard to the allowance for the cost
of establishment. The appellants claimed under this
head ~ sum of Rs. 48,800, The Commissioner has
found that the appellants are the largest individual
owners of house property in Rangoon; that they
paid about 1i lakhs of rupees per annum municipal
taxes in respect of this house property as apart from
the bazaar; that, of the appellants' staff, the Secretary,
the Head Clerk, the Cashier, the Assistant Clerk,
the Typist and two Accounts Clerks deal with the
appellants, house property as well as the bazaar
property, and that the Assessor's deduction .. of 25
per cent. from the gross cost of establishment On
account of· the house property was reasonable. He
consequently allowed under the head of II Cost of
Establishment" Rs. 45,350· instead of Rs. 48,800.
. Since admittedly the members of the staff- mentioned
-by- the ComI?issioner manage and deal with a .very
large estate of house property, somededuetion from
the· cost· of establishment is clearly indicated. The
amolln t deducted has not been shown to be unreason-
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able j and, in any case, since a deduction ou~ht to
be made, the exact amount of that deduction is not
BAZ~1:ACO,' a question of legal principle which this Court could
LTD.
go into in a second appeal.
v.
MUNICIPAL
The appellants claimed an allowance of Rs. 43,000,
CORPORAb'
. t
t at l 0 per cent . on th e pal.d up capltal
.
TION
emg meres
OFR:':~GN. of the Company, z'iz.,Rs. 4,30,000. The CommisRtT~E:NG:, sioi1~r I:eld that this claim was .inadm~s.sible as, in
CARR, J.
makmg It, the Company confused Its pOSItion as OWllet
of the bazaar, and the position of a 'hypothetical
tenant '. We consider that he was correct iJi. holding that an allowance was inadmissible on. tbi s basisHe goes on, however, to hold that the hypothetical
tenant requires no capital. It is difficult to conceive
of a person offering to take a tenancy of a vast
business like the Suratee Bara Bazaar without any
capital whatever. We quite agree that cases of
railways, docks and gas companies, where a tenant
has to incur large expenditure on necessary stockin-trade, tools, machinery arid plant, form no guide
whatever in a case like the present. It is llrged
that the hypothetical tenant takes over the large
building with raised concrete platforms, which are
let out to daily tenants at a daily rent, that these sub.
tenants ,provide themselves with whatever furniture or
apparatus may be necessary for the purposes of their .
trade; that the hypothetical tenant consequently
does' not require to expend anything in the way of
fixtures, plant, or furniture, and that, as the rents
come in daily, he will be able from the first day
of his tenancy to meet any liabilities which he
may incur. Even though the· tenant may not have
to incur any expenditure on furniture or stock-intrade, wethirik that it is unreasonable to suppose
that he ,could take on the tenancy of the Suratee
Bara Bazaar without any capital. If a tenant had
1926
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no capital, the landlord would obviously insist on
his rent, being payable in advance. A small sum,
in our opinion, ought to have been allowed suftjcient
to cover one month's rent payable in advance, and
any other expenditure, such as a deposit in respect
of electric light, which the tenant might have· to
incur; and we think that there will have to be
a remand to ascertain the amount under this
head.
Intimately connected with the last point is the
further objection which the appellants take, to the
assessment, in that the Commissioner has taken the
Directors' commission, 'l:iz., Rs. 15,946 as a sufficient
allowance for the profit which would be sufficient
to induce a hypothetical tenant to incur the responsibility of the tenancy of the bazaar. Admittedly a
hypothetic::l tenant, not being a philanthropist, would
require a substantial inducement to make him incur
.a heavy responsibility. It has been pointed out that
the Directors' remuneration might be taken as an
equivalent of the tenant's remuneration for his personal
management, and that in the Commissioner's calculation nothing has been allowed to the hypothelical
tenant for his management beyond the amount
allowed for cost of establishment. We think that
there will have to be a remand for a finding of What,
in the condition prevailing in Rangoon, would. be a
reasonable amount as tenant's profits to induce a
hypothetical tenant to become tenant of· the bazaar
premises after taking into consideration reasonable
remuneration for himself as manager.
The appellants claimed that an allowance of 10
per cent. should have been made on accounf of stalls
which became empty and remained vacant for some
time before being relet, for bad debts, irrecoverable
rents and such other contingencies. It is admitted

1927
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that the Finance Committee, on the' recommendation
of. the Commissioner, ordered that a deduction of
10 per cent. in regard to these contingencies shall be
made on all property let in separate parts. The
tI.
MUNICIPAL
Commissioner has, in our opinion, quite, rightly held
CORPORATION OF
that this order does not apply to the bazaar which
RANGOON.
is being valued on the principle of what rent would
RUn,EDGE,
a
hypothetical tenant be prepared to give for the
C.J., AND
CARli, J.
bazaar as a going concern. The Commissioner bad
held that vacancies are very seldom to be found in
the bazaar, and that the machinery for collecting'
rents "vorks so well that the amount which has to
be written off as "irrecoverable" is reduced to a
minimum. It is objected on behalf of the appellants
that exceptional good management should not be
imputed to the hypothetical tenant, but only ordinarily
reasonable management. There is no' question of
legal principle involved in this point. The CommissIoner has made an allowance under this head; and
. nothing has been adduced before us to lead us to
think that the amount allowed is unreasonably small.
Finally itis claimed that the deduction on account
of municipal taxation should be 23~ per cent. instead
of 16t per cent. and that. the method of calculation
is' wrong and results in a deduction of only a little
more than 14 per cent. instead of 16t per cent. Both
of tho?e questions were decided in Civil Miscellaneous
Appeal No. 44 of 1923 of this Court (1) which was
between the present parties. It is q:mtended that
those decisions were wrong.
We are of opinion that those decisions are con-ect y
but think it desirable to attempt to make the reasons
for them somewhat clearer.
The Commissontr's calCulation up to this stage
h:we determined the gross amount which a hypothet-

SOORATEE
BARA
BAZAAR CO.,
,
LTD.

(1) (1924) 3 B.L.}. 221.
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1926
ical tenant would be prepared to pay for the premi~es.
In addition to the rent the tenant will be liable also SOORATEE
RARA
for certain municipal taxes. If we acid taxes to the BAzAAR co;,
LTD.
gross amount already calculated \ve shall ex-hyjc!hcsi
'V.
arrive at a total greater than the tenant will pay. MUNICIPAL
CORPORAThe rent must, therefore, be less· than that gross TION OF
RANGOON,
amount by a sum equal to the amount of the municipal
taxes payable by the tenant. In this case the gross RUTLEDGE,
C.J.• AND
amount is Rs. 58,402. The taxes payable by the tenant CARR, J.
amount to 16~ per cent. of the rent. The problem
before us therefore isWhat is the sum which with 16~ per cent. of
itself added will equal Rs, 58,402? In other words
\\'e have to solve the equation-

Rent pills 16t per cent, of rent
That is rent Pills 33/200 of rent
Ot 233/200 of rent
Therefore rent

... Rs. 58,402
58,402
.•• "
58,402
... "
58,402 + 200+233
... " 50,130.

This result agrees with that obtained by the Commissioner. using the formula given in the former
case.
Verifying this by working backward we find that
161 per cent, of Hs. 50,130 is Rs. 8,2i1 and adding
these two together we get Rs. 58,401. Fractions
are, of course, neglected. On this it is dear that
the method of calculation adopted is correct.
Coming now to the claim tbat the allo\\"ance should
be 23~ per cent. we find that this is made ·up of
the 16~ per cent. already dealt with and 7 per cent.
which represents the general tax payable by the landlord. As this is not payable by the tenant there is no
reason whatever \vhy it should be taken into account
in calculating the true rent from the gross amount
that the hypothetical tenant would be able to pay.
In the result we remand the case with a direction
tbat the Commissioner do proceed to determine
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the allowances which should be made on account
of(i) interest on the capital required by a hypo.
thetical tenant, and
(ii) reasonable profit of the hypothetical tenant.
The appeal thus succeeds only on two very. minor
points and fails on the more substantial questions.
We direct therefore that the appellant do pay to
the respondent ten gold mohurs as the costs of
this appeal.

ORIGINAL CIVIL.
Bcfol'e Mr. Jus/ice Chari.
1927
April 29.

SURATEE BARA BAZAAR CO., LTD.,

v.
MUNICIPAL CORPORATION OF RANGOON.*
Autllor :red acts-Damage to private I'igllts-CI'ealion of lwisa1zce-Nc[!.ligence-·-Liabilit y of damage or IJUisance no/ inevitable-Exercise of termiSSIVe right-Perfonnance ofobligatol'yduty-Illtentian of legislatllre
a, regm'ds lWl'mful conse:juences-Exel'cise of opillivn to pe1form stat 11tOl'yduty-Cilyof Ra11goon Municipal Act (Bul'1l1aAct VI of 1922), Gil.
3, SS. 25 a"d 26 : SS, 3, 113,192, 203-Corpol'a/ion's POWC1' to erect waterclosets-Duty no/ to c,tUs~ nuisance-Grounds for injunct ion-P-reJlec/icm
Of lllel'e an/mit ies- F,'ovision of compmsation in an act not <l1-<,'uYs a bar
.
to suit-Corporat ion's liabilities and illl1l~unities.
Ii eld, that if the legislature authorises a specific act (includi nJi( repeated
performances of it at djffe~ent times or at differ ent places) to be done. and if
the perfohnance of that act and of every other sllbsidiaryact necesi:!ry fJr
and incidental to tbe performance of the main act, creates nuisance or causes
damage. the lo::al body authorised to perform the act cannot be restrained sy
injunction nc'r made liable fOl' damage exce pt on the g~o;.Jn j of negligence.
It foll.Jws that if the act can be performed without crealin~ a nuisance
and without c.1l1sing injury or damage then the 1::>cal body performing
the act would be liable if the act is performed in s;.Jch it manner as
to create nuisance or cause damage. It is a matter of cO;lstruction of a
legisla!ive Act whether it merely confers a permissh"e right (which is
optionally excerci>able) on a local body or enjoins the I'erform:mce
of an obligatory uuty. In the former case no nuisance or infringement Of
• Civil Regular Suit No. 565 of )926,
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1927
prh'ate rights is authorized. The nature of a duty imposed must be considered
in considerIng whether the legislature impliedly s.ttlctioned the creation of a
SURATEE
nuisance or damage to p:'ivate rights when such nuisance or damage is
BARA
inevitable. Where in the performance of an act an option is gh'en to a local BAZAAR Co.,
'LTD.
body, e.g., in the selection of a site or in the deciding of the necessity for the
'II.
performance of the act at a particular time, then the bot/a fide choke of the MUNICIPAL
local body oC either place or time cannot be questioned.
CoRPORATIONoF
The City of Rangoon Municipal Act imposes a duty on the Corporation to
RAl\GOON.
-erect urinals and waterclosets for public use, the choice Of time and place
being left to the Corporation. The Act enjoins that if the acts could be
performed withont creating a nuisance they should be S0 performed, but if
some nuisance is inevitable, then the leas t pr:lcticable amount of lluisance
must be created,
Held that as the Corporation had acted cOila fide in the selection of the
iocality in this case for a public latrine, there was no case for an injunction, as
the latrine was not yet erected and had not become an actual nuisance by
misuse or mismanagement which the Corporation was boulld to prevent·
Mere amenities of places could not be protected by the Court.
Obiter :-Tte Ad in a:lt!lOrizing the Corporation to pay com pensation in
certain cases, does lIot thereby mean to deprive a person of his ordin<1ry
t'emedits for damages or injunction in a Court of law ill a proper case. The
Corporation was not liable to be sued under the prvvisions of section 203 of
the Act if ani y it acted bOla fide, and with care and attention, so that not
being authorized to create a nuisance in maintaining a urinal, it did so, it
cannot be said t0 act with due care and caution.
BiddulPh v. Vestry of St. George, 33 L.J. (Ch.) 411; Haji Esmail Sail v·
Trustees of the Harbol/. of Madras, 23 Mad. 3:l9 : Hammersmith Railwa}' C~.
v. Brand, L R.4 H.L.1i1 : Londo/! Brighloll Railway \'. Tr II 111 a 11 , 11.~.C. 4$:
1J1e!ropolitallAsylumDi$trict v.Hili,6 A.C.193; Pric~'" P,I!e1lt Cal/dle Co.,
L.td. v. Londo11 Cotmty Council, [1908) 2 Ch. 526; SdlJI's v. Local BO<11'd of
Healthfor Matlock Bath, 14 Q.B.D, 929; Ver1/011 v. VCSt1'y of SI. James, 16
Ch. D. 449; West v. Bris!ol Tramway Co., [190EJ 2 K.B. 14-refe r red 10.

Leach-for Plaintiffs.
N. M. Cowasjee-for Defendants.

CHARI, J.-This is a suit filed by the Sooratee
Bara Bazaar Company, Limited, against the Municipal
Corporation of the City of Rangoon for an injunction
to restrain the defendant Corporation from erecting
or causing to be erected a latrine in Dalhousie Street
on tbe site selected by it, which is the north·east
corner of Dalhousie Street and the 24th Street. The
allegations in the plaint are that the site chosen by
the Corporation is not a proper or convenient site
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and that in the selection of this site the Corporation
SURATEE has not observed the provisions of the Act which
BAZ~AARRAco, enjoin it to cause the least practicable nuisance.
L;~.
The plaintiff-Company claims that the Corpcration
McU~ICIPAL acted negligently in erecting a latrine in a main
ORPORA·
.
TION OF thoroughfare particularly of the type proposed to be
RANGOON. erec t·e d an d'In erec tmg
"t
L
1 c1ose t 0 th·e SilOPS
o\yne·d
CHARI, J, by the plaintiff-Company, thereby causing more
nuisance than is necessary. The plaintiff also alleges
that the latrine proposed to be erected will constitute
a nuisance in that it will obscure the view from the
street of the goods and stock-in-trade of the tenants
of the plaintiff who occupy the shops opposite to the
latrine; that it will obstruct the access of air and
light to such shops, that as a large l1UlT',ber of the
customers of these shops are Burmese ladies they witi
not resort to the shops on account of the presence of
the latrine that the latrine itself will create an offensive
smell and that the persons using the latri ne v,'ill
obstruct the foot-path in front of the shops. The
plaintiff also complains that the rental value of the
premises will be depreciated on account of the above
facts. Three issues were raised and later an additional
one as follows :(1) Is the erection of the latrine in question a
nuisance and if so does it give rise to an
actionable claim against the Corporation?
-(2) Is the defendant-Corporation protected from
liability by the provisions of the City of
Rangoon Municipal Act and if so what
is the extent and result of that exemption
from liability?
(3) To what relief if any is the plaintiff entitled?
Additional issue : Is the plainiff entitled to the injunction c18imed
on the ground that the erection of the
1927
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latrine interferes \yith the enjoyment of
the plain tiffs property by the tenan ts to
whom it had been let?
Before dealing with the revelant provisions of the
Rangoon Municipal Act and discussing the e\'idence
I shall briefly state the principles deducible from the
rulings on the subject. These are \veighty. rulings
and there is no difficuHy jn arriving at the general
principles applicable to'this clas,s of cases thollgh the
application of those principles to any particular case
is a matter of some difficulty. The first case I shall
refer to is the case of Hammersmith Rail'lwy Co. v.
Brand (1). It is unnecssary to deal with this case
at length as it merely reiterated a settled principle.
According to Lord Blackburn in The Metropolilan
Asylum District case which will be considered later,
The Hammerstnilh Railway case settled beyond controversy the principle that, where the legislature directs
that a thing shall at all events be done the doing of
which if not authorised by the legislature \yill entitle
anyone to action, that right of action is taken avyay.
Therefore where lhe doing of an act is expressly
authorised by the legislature, then no liability of any
kind attaches to the person performing that act,
with the result that all the rights of the injured
party, including the right of compensation, unless it is
expressly reserved, are taken a\vay. The next case
to be considered is Vernon v. The Vestry of St. ]a'mes
Westminister l2). This was a case under section 88 of
the Metropolitan Local Management Act the wording of
which is that" it shall be lawful for every vestry and
district board to provide and maintain urinals • • . •
in situations where they deem such accommodation to
be required." The Vestry purporting to act under
(1) LR. [1868] 4 H,L. 171.

(2) [1880] 16 Ch. D. 449.
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the power given by this section erected a urinal in
SURATEE
a mews which was cut de sac. The result would
BARA
'BAZAAR CO' have been that a large number of people would go into
. L;.D. the mews who would not otherwise have done so.
t~~~~~r::r;N Vice-Chancellor Mellins granted the injunction asked for
'OF HANGOON. and I shall refer to one or two passages in his judgment
CH~ J. which have a bearing on the present case. At page
458 the learned Vice.Chancellor says :-" Now if the
question between the parties ,vas merely whether one
situation or another was the more fit, I would be
clearly of opinion that it was a question to be decided
by the Vestry, they being authorised by the Act to
place urinals in situations were they deemed them
necessary." The matter was taken up to th e Court
of Appeal and the following propositions can be
deduced from the judgment of Lord Justice Cotton :(1) Nobody is authorised to commit a nuisance or is
to be held so authorised under an Act of Parliament
unless it appears from express word or by necessary
implication that the act was to be done or might be done
notwithstanding its tending to the creation of a nuisance.
(2) That there is no presumption that no watercloset
or urinal can possibly be erected without being a
nuisance and therefore the mere authorisation by
Parliament of the erection of a urinal does not, by itself·
or by necessary implication, empower the local body
to erect it if it is a nuisance. Lush, L.J., explains the
wordi"ng of the section and draws attention to the fact .
that a Vestry had no power to obstruct any part of a
public street way and the words "it shall be lawful"
with which the· section begins was intended to
legalise such an erection on the part of the Vestry.
n this be so, it follows that the provisions of the
statute does not enjoin a c;tatutory duty on the
Vestry but was merely intended to legalise an act
which would otherwise have been illegaL Sellars
l
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v. Local Board of Health for Matlock Bath (1),
also related to the erection of a urinal which it was
contended was authorised by section 39 of the English
Public HcalthsAct, 1875. That section enacts that
any urbanauthority may, if they think fit, provide and
maintain in proper and convenient situations urinals
~ ~ • • and other similar conveniences for public
accommodation. In that case, it was found as a fact
that the Local Board had erected the urinal on a
portion of private grotmd. Mr. Justice Denman held
on the evidence before him that the urinal was a
nuisance and that the authority to erect a urinal did
not authorise the creation of a nuisance and that
section 308 which empowered the Local Board to give
compensation to any person who sustains damage
under the Act did not take away the right by injunction
since the Board had no power to erect urinals on
private grounds.
It is assumed by Mr. Justice Denman that if there
had been such a power the effect of that section viz.
308 would be to relegate the party to the recovery
of compensation. A similar argument had been
adduced in the case before me and I draw attention
to this particular passage for that reason· In the case
of BiddulPh v. Vestry of Sf· George (2), a urinal was
erected by the Vestry of St· George purporting to act
under powers conferred on them by section 88 of the
Act for the better local management of the Metropolis,
th~ terms of which I have already given. In the trial
Court, Stewart, Vice-Chancellor, granted an injunction.
He was of opinion that a urinal could be constructed
in such a manner and at such a spot as not to be a
nuisance and as there were no compulsory powers in
the Act and as in his opinion the construction of
(1) (1885J 14 Q.B.D., 929.

(2) 33 L.J. (Ch.) 411.
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the urinal would have been' an arbitrary exercise of
power he granted the injunction. On appeal the
BAZ~~:ACO•• injunction was dissolved, Lord Justice Knight-Bruce
LTD.
basing his decision on the ground that the evidence
.'11.
~~:~~:;: did not show that it would be certain or probable
TION OF
that the proposed urinal would be a nuisance· In
RANGOON.
answer to the argument that the powers given by·the
CHARI, J.
Act of Parliament were being exercised unnecessarily
and injuriously to private property,the learned Lord
Justice stated that the Courts will interfere in cases
where there is n at a bona fide exercise of the po\ver
given by Parliament, but if the power is being
exercised bona fide, the Courts will not interfere in
such exercise of the power. I shall now deal with
the important case of Mehopolitan Asylnm District v.
Hill (1). In that case the managers of the Metropolitan Asylum who were incorporated under the
Metropolitan Poor Act for the purpose of providing
hospitals for the sick poor of the metropolis, proposed
,to erect a small-pox hospital in Hampstead. Ai;,
injunction had been granted against them and on
appeal to the House of Lords that body ordered the
appeal to be dismissed. Lord Selborne was of opinion
that there was nothing in the Act which could be
. construed as authorisirig the creation of a nuisance
and that the powers under the Act, which were
optional, were not intended by the legislature to. be
exercised at the expense of or so as to interfere \vith
any man's private right. Lord Blackburn expressed
the opinion that the burden was on the Metropolitan
Asylum to establish that the legislature intended to
take away the rights of individuals and that they had
failed to show that, by express words or neCessary
. implication, the legislature intended to do so Lord
1927

SURATEE

(1) [1881] 6 A,C:,193.·
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Watson after referring to the case of Ha17lmers1nith
Railway Co. v. Brand (1) as Jaying down the
proposition that where a specific act in a specific
place and in a specific manner is directed to be done,
the
public body doing that act cannot be restrained
.
by injunction from doing it though such act may be
a nuisance, except in cases where the act is being done
negligently, stated that if it is proved that the direction
of the Act cannot be complied with at all without
.creating a nuisance, then no injunction could issue,
but the justification in such case depended on the
imperative nature of the command imposed by the
legislature and the impossibility of obeying that
command without infnnging private rights.
If
however, the order of the legislature can be carried
out without nuisance then the protection of the
statute cannot be claimed.
In the case of acts
which are permissive as distinguished from, imperative
duties, the performance of the act being left to the
.discretion of the local body empowered to do the acts,
it is a reasonable inference that the legislature intended
the discretion to be execrised in strict conformity
with private rights and that the legislature did not
intend to confer a license to commit nuisance in any
place selected by the local body. In the case of the
London Brighton and South East Raill.liay Co. v.
Truman (2),the Railway Company which was authorised
to .carry cattle was also empowered to purehase lands
~(in such places as shall be dt:emed eligible for the
purpose. of making and providing additional stations
.~warehouses and other buildings and conveniences for receiving, depositing, loading or keeping
in cattle or any goods
" The Railway
Company erected. some cattle pens and a yard and
'(1) L.R. (1868) 4 H.L.,71.

(2) (1885) 11 A.C., 45.·
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used them for the purpose of la;.:-ding and unloading,
SUBRATEE
daily and nightly the cattle which they were carrying.
ARA
BAZAAR Co., The adjoining occupiers sought to restrain the Company
L~~.
by injunction. In the course of this Judgment Lord
d';~:~~~:r~N Halsbury laid down as undoubted law the proposition
OFR~OON. that a Railway Company created for the purpose of
CHARI, J.
carrying goods, or passengers or cattle is protected in
the use of the functions with which Parliari1ent has
entrusted it, if such use necessarily involves the
creation of what would othef'l,vise be a nuisance. He
was also of opinion that it was not necessary to enquire'
whether the sites were selected with due regard topublic convenience because in his view as the Comnany was acting under it statutory authority the
absolute discretion ot selecting the site was in the'
Company. Lord Selborne in his judgmentl\fter laying:
down the general principle that if the use made
by th.e Company of the land is authorized by
the Act, there is no cause of action against it not
even for neligence if the particular mode of performing the Act is authorised, dealt with the argument
that the Company having option as to' place was,
bound to exercise that option so that no adjoiningland owner shouldsuffer detriment from the subsequent
use of the land for the. authorised purpose. His:
Lordship showed the unsoundness of this argument.
since no matter what site is selected the adjacent.
land owner was bound to be affected and even if a
site without any building on theadj6ining lands were
selected the owner may afte'rwards think fit to build
a house on his property, which will place the'Company
in' the same difficulty.. Lord Blackburn 'laid down
the principle as follows :-" on the true construction
of a statute it appears to be the intention' of the
legislatnre that powers should be exercised, the proper
exercise of which may occasion a nuisance to the
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1927
owners of rieighbourirtt·lafid and that this should be
ftee Hom liability to an acHdfi for damages or an SU~~~~E
injunction to prevent the continued proper exercise BAZAAR Co.•
of these powers, effect must be given to the intention
LT:,.
of the legislature." Whether the legislature had or c~~:~~~:;N
had not such an intention is a matter of construction OF RAl\GOON
of the statute. Later referring to the \vords "in such CHARI. T.
places as shall be deemed eligible; '/ Lard Blackburn
was of opinion that on a true construction of the Act
the legislature intended the Railway Company to be
the judges of this and also that the Company did on
very sufficient grounds bona fide judge it requisite
that there should be further conveniences for carrying
cattle and did bona fide think the spot eligibiie. Dealing
with the Metrotolitan AsylUt/'l District v. Hill (1), his
Lordship pointed out that in that case in the words of
Lord Justice Bowen there was rio element of comptl1sion
hor any indication of an intention to interfere with
private rights. The next case cited befete me is that
of ~Vest v. Bristol Tramways Co. (2). In that case the
Company which was undet an obligation to pave
certain portions of the ,road with wood paving used
wood blocks coated with creosote which caused damage
Lord Alvetstone pointed out that if the doing of a
particular thing was authorised na action \-:dll lie in
the·absence of neligence and Sir Garret Barnes sho\ved
how on the true construction of the statute the use
of creosote Wood was fiot auti10tised expressly or by
necessary irntHication, t.e., either in express terms or
by authorisihg work necessarily involVing its use. In
all such cases if the doing of an act is authurised
and it can be done without ca1.ls1rtg injury, but is done
so as to cause injury,' the person doing that act will
be liable. In the case of PUce's Patent Candle Co.,
(l) (1881 J 6 A.C. i 93.

59

(2) (~908) 2 K.B •• 14.
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Ltd. v. London County Council (1), the Act specifically
provided that the power conferred must be caried out
"BAZ~:~CO" without creating a nuisance. The exact decision thereL~~.
fore has no bearing upon the present case but Cozens
MUNICIPAL
Hardy,M
R laid down certain ~O"eneral principles •
CORPORA. "
(1) The presumption is that a public body is not
. TION OF
RANGOON,
authorised to create a nuisance or otherwise affect
<CHARI, J.;
private rights unless compensation is provided, but (2)
where the language is clear it overrides this presump·
tion and a nuisance can be created even without
compensation, (3) if the statute when conferring a power
. provides that no nuisance must be created it affords
no defence to say that the work cannot be done
without creating a nuisance. I do not propose to
deal with the Indian and Burma cases that have been
cited before me. They lay down no new principle
and are merely applications of the principles deducible
from the authorities I have cited, to the particular
facts of the cases with which the Courts were dealing.
These principles so far as they. are material for the
consideration of the present case are:(1) If the legislature authorises a specific act to
be done, and if the performance of that act and of
every other subsidiary act necessary for·and incidental
to the performance of the main act, creates· nuisance
or cause damage, the local body 'authorised to perform
the act carinot be restrained by injunction nor made
liable'for damage except on the ground of negligence,
and nof even on that ground, ifthe mode of performance
is also prescribed and' the act is performed in the
prescribed manner. This last is merely an application
-of the general principle involved in the first part of
the rule. From this it fo11ows(2) that if the act can be perfromed without
-creating a nuisance and without causing injury or
1927
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-damage then'the local body p~rfoxming the act would
1927
be liable if the act is performed in such a manner su;:;s
.
BARA
:as to create nUIsance
or cause d amage. T1..1'le c Iass BAZAAR
co.,
of cases in which these principles. were applied was
LTD•.
fl.
:mainly Railway cases but the principles themselves MUNICIPAL
CORPORAare of general application. The words" specific act"
TION
.
OF RANGOON.
used by me must not b e construed as meamng a
:single act. It not only includes such an act but also CHARI,J•
.applies to the repeated performance of a series of
acts of the same kind at different times or at different
places. In such cases the legislature contemplates a
.recurrent performance of the act.
(3) Where the legislature in general terms gives
powers to a local body to perform c~rtain acts then
;it is a matter of construction of the Act, whether
the legislature intended (a) merely to confer permissi'Ve
right on the local body or (b) to enjoin the performance
-of an obligatory duty. The examples of the first
.class of cases are where a private person or a local
body is allowed to perform acts for profit. In such
cases the presumption is that the performance of the
·act is not primarily. intended for the public benefit
and is therefore en tirely optional. Even in cases of acts
which are for the benefit of the public, the performance
may be optional. The local body, when exercising
power in the performance of a permissive act is in no
higher position that a private person and must perform
the prescribed acts without creating a nuisance or
infringing private rights. Different considerations
arise in the performance of obligatory duties. It then
becomes necessary to see whether the legisJature
intended the act to be performed even if it does
'create nuisance. No difficulty, of course, can arise
if the legislature expressly says that the act must be
performed wifhoutcreating a nuisance but where
legislature is silent on this point, then the nature of
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the duty imposed must be considered to ascertain
SURATEE
whether the inevitable consequence of the performance'
BAZ~::ACO't of the act is,to create a nuisance or otherwise affect
LTD.
the rights. . of private persons· If it is, it may be
'II.
iMuNICIPAL presumed that the legislature contemplated the creation.
CO;ra~RA- ofa nuisance or the causing of a certain amount of
at RANGOON. damage and injury to private persons, as a consequence
CHARI, J.
of the performance of the duty imposed.
(4) Where in the performance of an act an option
is given to the local body, e.g., in the selection of a.
site or in the deciding of the necessity for the perform~·
ance of the act at a particular time, then the choice
of the •local body of either place or time cannot be
questioned unless the choice has not been made·
bon~1 fide. These are all the principles which it is
necessary to bear in mind in deciding the present
case in the light of the evidence adduced.
The Act which confers powers and imposes duties.
on the Corporation of Rangoon is the Rangoon
Municipal Act (Burma Act VI of 1922). Chapt~r'
III deals with th~ duties and powers of the Corporation
of Rangoon; section 25 of that Chapter provides
that" the Corpora.tion shall make adequate provision
by any means or measures wllich it is lawfully
competent for it to use for each of the folIO\.ving
matt~rs, (i). . . . , (ii) the erection in proper
arid convenient situations on municipal land of waterc1oset~, closet accommodation, urinals arid other con....
veniences for the public, and the maintenance and
cleansing of the same,
" It is instrt.lctive
to refer to the wording of the succeeding section
which runs as follows :_.11 The Corporation may in
itsdiscretiori provide either Wholly or in part for
all or any part of the following matters, viz., • . . . ""
so that without reference to the other parts of the
Act the scheme of this Chapter seems to be to
192:
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Jay down in section 25 of the list of obligatory
1927
duties and in section 26 a list of acts, the performance SURATEE
BARA
·
o f w h ich is permIssive
or optional. The next relevant BAZAAR
Co.,
section is section 113 which runs as follows :-" In
LTD.
v.
carrying out fhe duties imposed on the Corporation MUNICIPAL
by clauses (i), tii) and (iii) of section 25 or exercising cO~i,~:A'
the pow~rs conferred thereon by section 94,95, 96, OF RANGoON.
'97, 109, 111 and 112, the Corporatioll is responsible CHARl,I·
-that the least practicable nuisan~e. i's created.,,'J
have already given. above clause (ii) of section 25
'in full. Clause (i) of section 25 relates to the
construGtion orlaying out of drains and the maintenance,
flushing and cleansing of the same, and clause (iii)
-refers to the collections, removal, treatment and disposal
·of sewage, offensive matter and rubbish. The word
-ll nuisance"
is defined in section 3 clause (xxix)
:as follows :-" Nuisance" includes any act, omission,
place or thing which causes or is likely to cause
injur~ danger, annoyance or offence to the sense
·of sight, smell or hearing or which is or may be
,dangerous to life or injurious to health or property."
Section 192 runs as follows :-" In any case not
otherwise expressly provided for in this Act the
'Corporation may pay compensation to any person
who sustains damage by reason of the exercise or
.any of the powers vested in the Corporation or
'vested in or delegated tothe Commissioner or to any
other municipal officer or servant under this· Act."
'Section 203 enacts" that no suit shall be maintainable
'against the Corporation .
. in respect of
anything in good faith and with due care and
attention done or intended to be done under this Act."
'The first point for consideration is as to the intention of
the legislature so far as that intention can be gathered
'from the scheme and wording of the Act itself. Did
ithe legislature intend to enjoin an obligatory duty on
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the Corporation to erect waterc10sets and urinals or is.
such erection a permissive act, which it is open to theMunicipality to perfom or not to perfom, the object of
the legislature being merely to authorise the performace
of an act which without such provision would be untra
vires of the Corporation? I have already drawn atten-t'IOn t 0 th e d'ff
"the word"mg b e t ween sec t·lOns
1 erence m
25 and 26 of the Act and it is noteworthy that in
section 113, in referring to the performance of the
acts contained in clauses 0), (ii) and (iii) of section
25, the legislature uses the words "in carrying out
the duties imposed on the Corporation ", and the'
wording of this section (section 113) and the differencein the wording of section 25 and section 26 give a
clear indication of what the legislature intended to"·
be acts the' performance of which was compulsory
and acts the performance of which was optional. In
the perform,\l1ce of the former, section 113 provides
that the Corporation is responsible that the least prac~
ticablenuisance is created, It is argued by the,
learned counsel for tht:: defendant that this section
shows that the legislature contemplated the inevitable
creation of a certain amount of nuisance in the performance of these obligatory duties and that the
Corporation is responsible only to the extent of seeing
that the least practicable nuisance is created.' On"
the other' hand, it is argued by the learned counsel
for the plaintiff that the plain meaning of that
section is that if an act could be performed without
creating any nuisance i~ should be so performed and
that if it cannot be performed without inevitably
creating a nuisance, but there are more than one
mode of performance some of which create a larger'
amount of nuisance than the others, then the Municipality is bound to choose that mode which creates.
the least nuisance. It seems to me that the contention.
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of the advocate for the plaintiff is correct. The
legislature obviously intended that if the acts could
be performed without creating a nuisance they should
be so performed, but if some nuisance is inevitable,
then the least practicable amount of nuisance must
be created. The words of section 113 of the Act
do not, in my opinion, show that the legislature
contemplated, in the erection for public use of
waterc10sets and urinals on municipal lands, the
inevitability of the creation of a nuisance. On a construction of the relevant pro\'isions of the Rangoon
MuniCipal Act I hold (a) that a duty is imposed on the
Corporation to erect urinals and waterc10sets for
public convenience on municipal lands, (b) that the
choice of the place where it is to be erected and
the time when such waterc10sets and urinals at any
particular place became necessary are left to the
Corporation. In vie\v of this finding, since the
erection of such structures is not merely a permissive
act which it is open to the Corporation to perform
or not to perform, the principles applicable are those
which apply to the carrying out of imperative duties
imposed upon a local body,

*

*

•

*

On the evidence of local sanitary, medical, engineering and health experts His Lordship held that
the proposed latrine would be a nuisance only if
there was bad supervision an d insufficient c1~aning
by the Corporation and misuse by an ignorant public,
but as these defects were capable of being cured,
and urinals could be maintained without becilming
nuisances, the legislature cannot have contemplated
or intended to sanction the creation by the Corporation
of a nuisance. The Corporation chose the site bona
fide and after much consideration, mere amenities of
property or depreciation of the value of property
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owing to loss of amenities could not support a claim
SURATEE
for an injunction. In section 2 of the Municipal Act
BAZ~::ACO., in the definition of ,e nuisance" anything which is
L~~.
or may be injurious to health or property is included.
MUNICIPAL. That definition whether it bl'nds thl'rd persons
so'
CORPORATION
OF RANGOON as
to deprive them of their common law rights
CHARI, J,
or not does undoubtedly bind the Municipality but
the injury to property contemplated in that
definition is not an injury which affects the
value of the property and ultimately touches the
pocket of the owner ot the property. The injury
contemplated by that section is physical injury as for
example where air or light is cut off or where an
erection of an adjacent structure is likely to unsettle
the foundations of a previously existing building and
similar things. Assuming therefore that there is
likely to be a depreciation of the property of the
plaintiff~compan~',it cannot on that account restrain
the defendant by injunction from building the latrine
and can only enforce whatever other remedy the
company may have against the defendant for compensation or damage!).
, An underground latrine was prohibitive in its
cost. The Court could not interfere, if the erection
of the latdne was going to spoil the beauty of a
place, and the suggestion that it should be built in a
side street could not be carried out owing to the
narro\,'ness of the street.
1927

C

.

.

*

.

*

*

'

*

His Lordship continued :Ha.ving disposed of these points, I now turn to
the main question of the tendency of these latrines
to become a nuisance on account of the misuse to
which they are likely to be put by the pu blic. A
threatened nuisance will undotlbtedly give rise to a
cause of action but in that case the, act which is
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threatened must in itself be the nuisance.' The fact
that a latrine need nof, as such, necessarily be a
nuisance, puts the plaintiff at once out of Court. If
the erection of the latrine does not give rise to a cause
·of action , then the obvious namely of the plaintiffcompany is to wait till the latrine is actually misused
-and has become a nuisance when it can ask the
'Court to grant <l. relief on its b<::half. There is no
presumption that the latrine will be misused by the
public at all tilnes, and though this is probable, it
'cannot give rise to a cause of action by anticipation,
nor is there any presumption that the employees of
the Corporation will to the end of time remain
-inefficient. They may surprise the Rangoon public by
,thyir efficiency in keeping the latrine clean and free
,of smell so as 110t to give the plaintiff or the public
'any cause of complaint. I hold tllerefore that there
-is no certainty or even a high degree of probability
'that the latrine will be a nuisance later. If, however,
,on account of the misuse to which the latrine is put
it becOlUes a nuisance than it is always open to
'the plaintiff to move the Court to restrain the defendant
'by injunction from allowing the public to use the
Jatrine or to compel the Corporation to take such
steps as may be necessary to abate the nuisance.
'The Court will then undoubtedly, if satisfied that the
'nllisance does exist, take such action as may be
'necessary to give adequate relief to the plaintiff. •
I have thus dealt with all the objections raised
"on behalf of the plaintiff and I have come to the
-conclusion that the plaintiff-company has at pres~nt no
. cause of action against the Corporation, The plaintiff
is not therefore entitled to an injunction. I therefore
',answer the first issue in the negative.
In the view I have taken above it is unnecessary
-,to give any finding on the two other arguments raised
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by the learned advocate for the defendant. I shall,.
how~ver, briefly indicate my opinion on these points...
BAZ~A:ACO., The first point is that the effect of section 192 of
L~~.
the Rangoon Municipal Act is to 'deprive the party'
MUNICIPAL
inJ'ured of his right to an inJ'unction and leave him
CORPORATION
OF RANGOON. merely with the right to claim and obtain compen-·
J, sation. There is a dictum in one of the cases cited'
above which lends support to this argument but a.
careful perusal of the preceding sections of the Act
itself shows that it \vas not the intention of the
legislature to deprive a private person of his common
law rights, leaving him solely the right to obtain
compensation. Section 189 of the Act provides forthe payment of compensation to an owner whose
immovable property has deteriorated in value on'
account of the exercise by Corporation of the powers:
conferred by certain sections of the Act. Section 190
enables the injured party to move the Local Govern-ment and prescribes' the procedure to be followed
by the Local Government. Section 191 saves the'
right of the injured party to recover damages, i.e.,
his right to have recourse to a Court of law remains
unaffected. Then follows section 192 which provides
generally that in cases not otherwise expressly pro·'
vided for the Corporation may pay compensation to any'
person who sustains damage by reason of the exercise
of any of the powers vested in the Corporation. The
use of the words "exercise of any of the po\~:ers"
makes it doubtful whether the section was intended
to apply to cases where the Corporation is carrying'
out it." statutory duties,' but even if construed asincluding such cases, the seCtion does not support
the contention of the learned advocate for the defend-ant. It is a cardinal prin'ciple of .the construction of
statutes that no legislative enactment should be so'·
construed as to take away the common law rights:
1927

SURATEE
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of private persons, and the intention of the legislature
::::
to do so must be expressly stated or necessarily SURATEE
implied. The primary object of sections 189 and BAZ~1:ACO.,
192 of the Act is to authorise certain payments which
L:~.
but for such authorisation will be ultra vires of the c~~~~~~to~
Corporation. It was clearly not the intention of the OF RA~tGOON.
legislature to deprive private persons of their ordinary CHARI,!J.
rights or remedies. There is high authority for the
proposition that the absence of a provision for compensation "affords a reason though not a conclusive
reason, for thinking that the intention of the legislature was not that the thing should be done at all
events, but that it should be done, if it could be
done without injury to other"s," [ter Lord Cairns on
Hammersmith Railway Company v. Brand (1)J and
if the converse position is also true, then the presence
of such a provision may be a reason though not a
conclusive one for thinking that the legislature
intended that the thing should be done at all events.
However that may be such a provision by itself
does not afford a reason for thinking that the legislature intended to deprive the private citizen of all
his other remedies. The second argument is that
section 203 of the Act bars a suit in respect of anything
" in g<;>od faith and with due care and attention done
or intended to be done under this Act." Similar words
in a Madras Act were considered by Mr. Justice
O'Farrel in the case of Haji Esmail Sail v. Trustees
of the Habour of Madras (2). -It its unnecessary
to dispose of this argument on the ground relied
upon by that learned Judge because sectioQ. 203
requires that the thing should be done (( with due
care and attention." If the legislature did not authorise
the creation of a nuisance and if the Corporation
knowingly creates it, the thing cannot be said to be
(1) L.R. (1868) 4 H.L. 171.

(2) (1900) 23 lVlad. 389.
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done with due care and attention. I am therefore
of opinion that neither section 192 nor section 203
of the Act is a bar to the plaintiffs' suit.
The plaintiffs' suit is dismissed with costs. I grant
special costs. Advocate's fee after the first day
Rs. 340 per day.

J.
APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Mya Bzt.
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ADMINISTRATOR-GENERAL OF BURMA
v.
C.R.V.V.S. CHETTYAR FIRM.*
Succeession Act {XXXIX of 1925j, s. ~11 (I)-Decree agailzst persolZ 110t the
legal reprcsentatit-'eof a deceased persolz inlJalid alld 1Wt binding on estolte
-Revisiollal pO'lllers wTze1z exel'cisable through other remedy open.
:Respondents filed a suit against the widow of a deceased person who was a
fnon-Indian} Christian, as hi" legal representative and obtained an e.1: parte
decree against her on a promissory-note and attached in execution of the
decree moneys due to the estate by an Insurance Company. The deceased had
left a will of which the widow was not an
executrix and letters of admin.
.
istration with the will annexed were issued to the Administrator-General of
Burma.
Held, that such decree was void and inoperative as the widow did no!
represent the estate. Althollgh thl' High Court. as a rule would not interfere
on revisicm where a legal remedy was open to the applicant, still in a case
like this, the Court would exercise its revisional powers, where the right was
so clear, and where needless expense of ·a suit to which there conld be no
defence would be saved.
Deb. Das v. Ejaz Hussailz, 28 All 72 ; Gora Chand Haldm' v. Pl-a!ufla
Kumar Roy. 53 Cal. 166 ; Mehdi v. Kulsoom, 12 C.W.N.16; RaghlMMtulan
Prasad v.IRam C/laran. 4 P.L.J. 94 j Sree Krishna Dass v. Cliandook Chatld, 32
Mad. 334-referred to.

Dqntra-for Applicant.
Ganguli-for Respondents.
MYA Bu, I.-This is an application by the Administrator.General as administrator to the estate of
• Civil Revision No. 275 of 1926.
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P.M. Richardson, deceased, t6 have the decree of the
Township Court of Toungoo in Civil Suit No. 179
61 1925 set aside in revision.
.. The late Richardson was a Christian by religion
and he died On the 20th February 1925 leaving a will.
Be left a widow among other next·of-kin surviving
him. There were executors appointed under the
.will, but they sub~:equent1y renounced their excutorship, and the Administrafor-General on the 10th
July 1926 applied for and obtained on the 12th July
1926 a grant of letters of administration with the
,,\lill annexed. About a year before that and on the
7th May 1925 the respondent Cbettyar firm of
C.RV.V.S. of Toungoo filed a suit (Civil Suit No. 179
6f 1925) in the Township Court of Toungoo for
Rs. 326 due on a promissory-note alleged to have
beeil executed by Richardson on the 12th August
1924, making Richardson's widow residing at Maymyo
defendant in het capacity as legal representative of
her deceased husband, and obtained an ex parte
decree on the 7th September 1925. On the 14th
September 1915 the respondent Chettyar firm applied
for execution of the decree in Civil Execution No.
345 of 1925 of the same Court, and obtained an
otder fot attachment of money due to the estate by
the Oriental Government Security Life lnsurance
Company, Limited. On account of this attachment
the Administrator-General was unable to collect the
money from the Insurance Company.
Ii has beep. urged that the deceased not being
an Indian Christian, the respondents' suit agaiD.5t the
widow was barred by section 112 of the Indian
Succession Act. Sub-section (1) of this section provides: "No right to any part of the property of a
person who has died intestate can be established in any
Court of Justice, unless letters of administration

19Z7
ADMINISTRATORGl!NERAL OF·
13uR~rA
'II.

C.R.V.V.S.
CHETTYAR

FIRM.
MYA

Bu, J.
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have first been granted by a Court of competent
jurisdiction." I do not think that. the case is
G~:~~~~' OF governed by th j s section at all inasm uch as the deceased
BU~A
died testate. In my· opinion what really rendered the
C.R.v.v.s.
suit
bad was the fact that the widow ' who was not
CHETTYAR
FIRM.
one of the executors appointed under the will, was
~MYA Bu. J. sued as a legal represen tative of the deceased when
she did not occupy that position at all, for under
. section 211 (1) of the Succession Act the executor
or administrator of a deceased person is his legal
representative for all purposes, and all the property
of the deceased person vests in him as such. It can
clearly be gathered from the records of Civil
Miscellaneous No. 149 of 1926 that the executors
appointed under the will were one O. D. Smart of
Maymyo and H. M. Lutter of Mandalay. Thus the
suit was prosecuted against the defendant who had
not the legal capacity to repesent the estate, and
the decree passed therein was invalid .
.It may be contended that at the time of institution of the suit neither the respondents nor the
Court had any reason for believing that the deceased
had died testate. This contention will merely confront
the respondents. with the prohibition under section
212, sub-section (1) of the Act according to which
the Court should not have assumed Jurisdiction in
the case.
Tbe learned advocate for the respondents contended
that this Court should not· interfere with the decree
in revision, as other remedies were open to the
petitigner to have the decree set aside. He pointed
out that at present there is nothing to show that the
deceased was not an Indian Christian. He also
mentioned that the attachment on the money in the
hands of the Insurance Company had been' withdrawn, and that therefore there was no necessity for
1927
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.,proceeding with this application. In Debi Das v. Efaz
.Hussain (1), it was held that the exercise by the
High Court of its power,s of revision on the civjl side
will not invariably (though such is ordinarily the
·-case) be confined to matters in respect of which
·no . other remedy is open to the party aggrieved.
According to Mussamut Umatul Mehdi v. Mussamut
.Kulsoom (2) and Raghunandan Prasad Misra v. Rm1t
Charan Manda (3), however the ordinary rule is that
the High Court will not interfere in revision in any case
in which the petitioner has another remedy except in
very exceptional circumstances. The High Court of
Madras in Sree Krishna Dass v. Chandook Chand (4),
held that the High Court will not, as a general rule,
interfere by way of revision, when the party has a
.remedy elsewhere than in the High Court, and
'that the High Court will however interfere where
the right of the party is clear and where the result
·of non-interference will be only to multiply proceedings
by driving the party to a suit, in which there can
.be no defence. The mere fact that the peti.tioner would be able to get the decree set aside
by resorting to other remedies is therefore by itself
no ground for this High Court to refrain from
:lnterfering in revision with the decree, the validity
·of which cannot obviously be defended in another
. proceeding. It is to my mind a case where the
:right of the party is clear and where the result of
..non-interference wiII be only to multiply proceedings
·by driving the Administrator-General to a suit in
which there can be no defence. For these reasons
I consider that, although under the authority of
<Gora Chand Haldar v. Prafulla Kuma1' Roy (5)
(1) (1905) 28 All. 72.

(3) 4 P.L.I. 94.
(2) 12 C.W.N. 16.
(4) (1908) 32 Mad. 334.
(5) (1925) 53 Cal. 166.
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it may be contended that tbe validity of the decree
in question' may evert be challenged in the exectitibn.
GENERAL OF proceedings
the case isa fit one for interference
BURMA.
••
'
v.
In revis10n.
%:~~;~~~.
It is sufficiently clear from the Administrator-.
FIRM.
General's application for letters of administration
MYA l)e. J.
that the deceased was not an Indian Christian, and
I do not think that any hardship will be caused to
the respondents by not requiring the Administrator-·
General to adopt another proceeding, in whkh the
point may be put in issue.
r am therefore unable to accept the argument
on behalf of the respondents that the materials before
me were insufficient to furnish ingredients showing
the invalidity of the decree which, in another
proceeding (if the petitioner is driven to any such}·
would have to be established.
Another objection taken on behalf of the respon-dents is that the decree in question could have
been appealed from. A first appeal would undoubtedly l!e but not to the High. Court, the suit
being one for less than Rs. 500 on a promissory
note. Section 115 of the Civil Procedure Code enables
the High Court to interfere in revision in anycase which has been decided by a Court sitbordihate·
thereto and in which no appeal lies thereto. This:.
is not a case in which an appeal lies to the High.
Court~ There could have been only one appeal to
the District Court and after that there could not.
have been an appeal to the High Court either nnder
the Civil Procedure Code or under the Burma
Courts Act.
As I regard the circumstances appearing in this
case to be exceptional and the decree clearly invalid"
I set it· aside j the respondents to pay petitioner's
costs, two gold mohurs.
~~~~~~s:
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Sir Gtly Rutledge, KI., K.C., Chief Justice, and Mr. Justice Carr.

MAUNG BA GON

v.
MA PWA THIT.*
Buddhist Law-Heirs all related ill the sante degree to Ihe propositus share
equally each in his OW'j right.
lleld, that not only in case of grandchildren of the propositus, as his sole
heirs, but in case of all heirs who are all related in the same degree to the pro.
positus they inherit each in his own right (ttr capita) equally, and not bOy
r.epresentation (per stirpes).
Where the deceased, a Burman Buddhist, left surviving him as his heirs the
,on of his deceased paternal aunt, two children o(his deceased-mafernal uncle
) and six children of another deceased maternal uncle, they all shared equally
each being entitled to a one-ninth share of estate.
'
},[aullg Po TJzu Daw v. Maung Po Thall, 1 Rln. 316-followed.

Ze Ya-for Appellant.
Tun Byu-for Respondent.

RUTLEDGE, C.J., AND CARR, J.-The question
arising in this appeal is-how is the estate of the
deceased Maung Aung Myin to be partitioned among
his heirs, who are :(1) the plaintiff, the son of Aung Myin's deceased
paternal aunt;
(2) and (3) two children of a deceased mat~rna1
uncle;
(4) to (9) six children of another deceased
maternal uncle?
The learned Judge on the Original Side has found
that the estate must be divided among these nine
persons per capita and that each of them is entitled to
a one-ninth share.
* Civil First Appeal No. 262 of 1926.
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The appellant's conte-ntion is that the estate should
be divided per stirpes and that therefore he is entitled
to one-third. Logically he should claim one half
because his connection with the deceased must be
traced through the latter's paternal grandparents p
while all the other eight heirs trace their connection
through the maternal grandparents.
We think that the· question is concluded by the
Full Bench decision in Maung Po Thu Daw v. Mating
Po Than (1) in which it was decided that where the
only heirs· were grandchildren of the pl'Opositus the
division must be per capita. The cases are, of course
not identical, but the principle involved is the samethat when the heirs are all related in the same degree
to the P1'oPOSitu~ they inherit each in his own right
and not by representation and that therefore each
share equally with all the others.
In our opinion, therefore, the decision appealed
from is correct.
The appeal is dismissed with costs.
(1) (1923) 1 Ran. 316.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before 'Mr. Justice Das.

MAUNG SHAN HPYU

v.
U POTHAW.*
S1,b-morlgage-Paymcnt by mortgagor to morfga.gee without knowledge of submortgage-Effecton sub mortgagee's rights
Held, that when a mortgagee sub-.nortgages his mortgage to another
person without the knowledge of the original mortgagor and the original
mortgagor pays off the mortgage amount to the mortgagee, the sub·motgagee's
rights against the land are extinguished,
Sahadev Ravji Bagade v. Shckh Papa Miya, 29 Born. 199-referred 10.

Kale-for Appellant.
Ba Bfa-for Respondent.

DAS, J.-The appellant filed a suit for a declaration
that he was in possession of a piece of land and
that the fifth defendant could not sell the land in
execution of his mortgage decree.
The facts of the case are as follows ;-The first
defendant Ma E Byu mortgaged the land in question
to the sixth defendant Maung Gyi with possession.
Then Maung Gyi mortgaged the land to the respondent
for Rs. 250. Subsequently Maung Gyi executed a
mortgage of the land in favour of Golammadin for
Rs.300 with possession. Then the original owner
redeemed the land from Maung Gyi and Golam~adin
by borrowing money from the appellant and mortgaged
the land to the appellant for Rs. 526 with possession
by a registered document. It is not alleged -that
either the plaintiff or the original owner knew of the
mortgage of the land by Maung Gyi to the present
respondent. Subsequent to the mortgage to the
appellant the present respondent filed a mortgage suit
• Special Civil Second Arpeal No. 43 of 1927.
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against Maung Gyi and obtained a mortgage decree.
He did not make either the original owner or the
present appellant-plaintiff a party to his suit. The
present respondent denied the allegations in the plaint
and contended that his mortgage decree could not be
affected. The trial Court passed a decree in favour of
the plaintiff. The fifth defendant appealed; The
lower Appellate Court dismissed the plaintiff's suit,
and the plaintiff now appeals to this Court.
It is quite clear that, when a mortgagee submortgages his mortgage to another person without the
knowledge of the original mortgagor and the original
mortgagor pays off the mortgage amount to the mortgagee, the sub-mortgagee's rights against the land are
extinguished. The sub-mortgage is only good to the
extent of the amount due on the original security, on the
payment of which the security is released. So when, as
in this case, the original mortgagor paid off his mortgagee
the amouilt due on ilis mortgage, the sub-mortgagee had
no further rights over the property. In this case it is
clear that the original mortgagor did not know anything
of the sub-mortgage when she paid off the mortgage
debt. It· is not alleged by the sub.mortgagee that he
gave notice to the mortgagor of his mortgage. I am
fortified in my opinion by decision. in the case of
Sahadev Ravji Bagade v. Shekh Papa Miya (1), where it
was l~eld that when niortgago,r makes a payment to
the mortgagee in good faith. without knowledge of a
registered sub-mortgage, the payment is not vitiated on
the· ground that it· was made subsequent to the registratiun of the sub-mortgage. I mtist therefore hold
that the sub~mortgagee lost aU his rights over the
property. when the mortgagor paid. off the original
mortgagee. His mortgage decree against themortgagee

a

a

(1) (1904) 29 Born. 199.
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cannot affect the land and he is not entitled to take
any steps against the land in execution of his decree.
The plaintiff in this case is in actual possession of
the land by virtue of his character as a usufructuary
mortgagee. That being so, he is entitled to the
declaration prayed for. I therefore set aside the
decree of the lower Appellate Court and pass a decree
in favour of the plaintiff in terms of the prayer in
his plaint. The appellant will get h}s costs throughout.
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Before Mr. Justice Pratt.

MAUNG PO PE

1927

v.

July 28.

MAUNG KWA

AND ONE.*

Civil ['rocedure Code (Act VOf 1908) O. 21, rr. 58 and 60-Application for
removal of attachment 11iust be made prior to sale ill executioll.
Held, that an applicatil'Jn for removal of attachment under Order 21, Rule 58
of the Civil Procedure Code, should be made before the property attached has
been sold. A Court acts in excess of jurisdiction if it entertains such application after sale.
Gopal Chandra Mukerjee v. Notobar Kundu, 16 C.W.N. 1029 j Pukup Deo
Kuer v. Relm Chal'itar Barhi, 74 I.C. 87-referred to.

Chatterjee-for Applicant.
Milter-for Respondent.

J.--This is an application under section 115,
Civil Procedure Code, to revise the order of the Township Judge, Myaing, in Ciyil Miscellaneous Case No.1
of 1927, ordering the removal of attachment elf land
attached ill execution cafe No. 31 of 1926.
It is contended that the order for removal of
attachment was ultra vires as the land had already
been sold before the application was made.
PRATT,

• Civil Revision No. 32 of 1927 (Mandalay).
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A .reference to the execution proceedings shows
that the land in question was sold on the 17th
.December 1926, and the application for removal of
attachment was not made till the 4th of Janua.ry
following.
It is true the sale had not been confirmed, but I
am of opinion that the contention that the attachment
was no longer subsisting is correct.
I have been unable to find any officially reported
cases on the subject, possibly the rulings on the point
have not been recorded as it \vas considered too obvious.
Mr. Chatterjee for applicant relies on the Calcutta
Bench case of Gapal Chandra Mukeljce v. Notobar
Kundu (1).
It was there hdd that an order under Rule 60 of
Order XXI must be made before the sale has taken
place. It was also pointed out that sub-rule (2) of
Rule 58, which provides for the adjournment of a sale
pending the investigation of a claim preferred under
sub.rule (1) makes it clear that the application for
removal of. attachment and order under Rule tiO
must be prior to the sale in execution •
.The Bench held that the subordinate Court had
acted deafly in excess of jurisdiction and violation of
an express provision of the Code, and that it was a
case in which it ought to interfere on revision.
This case was followed by a Bench of the Patna
High Court recently in Puhup Deo Kuer v. Ram
Charitar Barhi (2).
In the ·Patna case the sale of land in execution
took place after the application under Order XXI
Rule 58 had been flIed ...
Mullick, J" in giving judgment remarked:" I t is obvious that after the sale was held, the
(I) 16 C.W.N. 1029.

(2) 74 I.e'. 87.
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attachment was ipso facto determi~ed and the Court had
no longer any jU,risdiCtion to try the claim case."
I have no doubt that this is sound law.
It is obvious that respondent has a remedy under
Ruie' ioo, if dispossessed, or that he may resist the
auction-purchasers taking possession under Rule 97, if
.he has nb cause of action under Rule 90.
I hold that the order of the Township Churt was
without jurisdiCtion and set it aside llccordingly.
Applicant will be allowed costs.. Adovcate's fees two
gold mohurs.
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MAGANLAL PARBHURAN
V.·

N. A. AZIZ HAJI KARIM

AND SIX.*

!Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 1908). s. 73, O. 38-Veposit' of 1/Ioney into
Court by dejc:nda"t to avoid attachment before jlldgmClll, effect of-RigJ;t
of plamtiff to such money on obtaining decree,- Claims of other creditors
before Judgment.
Held, that where money is deposited by the defendant in Court in order to
avoid attachment beforeijudgment and he does not contest the suit, the money
may be taken as paid towards the satisfaction of the plaintiff's claim who has
a lien on it and is entitled to withdraw the money in full and has priority over
·other creditors Who attached the money in CO:lrt before plaintiff obtained his
,decree. Such money wa, not liable to rateable distribution.
Ramiah v. GopaJier, 41 Mad. 1053; Sorabji ~. Kala, 36.Bom. 156-jollowed.

A. C. Mukerjee-·for Appellant.
S. Mukerjee-for Repondents.

•

PRATT, J.-In Civil Regular Suit No. 313 of
1926 of the Subdivisional Court, Mandalay, Maganlal
Parbhuram sued Maung San Lon for Rs. 1,593.12
principal and interest on a promissory note.
• Civil Second Appeal No. 81 of 1927 (Mandalay).
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On the 31st July 1926 plaintiff applied for attachment before judgment of a sum snfficient to satisfy
the decree from the price of a house due by one
Charan Das to the defendant and for a prohibitory
order restraining the defendant from receiving the
amount.
An attachment order was issued in wholly wrong
form to defendant and Charan Das jointly directing
them to hold the sum of Rs. 1,790-12 subject of the
further orders of the Court.
On the order being served defendant· paid up the
sum of Rs. 1,790..12 and the bailiff returned the warrant
with an endorsement that it had been duly executed.
(Vide Civil Miscellaneous No. 57 of 1926 of the Subdivisional Court.)
Whilst the money was still in Court various creditors.
attached it before judgment.
Plaintiff obtained an ex parte decree on the 12th
August and applied for payment of th~ money paid into
Court by defendants.
Objections were made and ultimately the money
was distributed rateably between various decreeholders.
Plaintiff then in Suit No. 452 of 1926 of the same
Court sued for a declaration that the sum of Rs. 1,790.1 Z.
held in Court to the credit of his Suit No. 313 was not
liable to rateable distribution and that plaintiff alone
was e"ntitled thereto. His suit was dismissed.
Both the lower Courts have held that the money
was attached before judgment and that therefore plain-·
tiff h<td no prior lien.
Their findings are undoubtedly correct, on the
assumption that the money in question was attached
before judgment, but it seems perfectly clear to me that
the money was not attached. As I have already pointed
out the order of attachment was in wrong form.
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There was no order to furnish s,e<;urity as there
should have been under Order 38, Rule 5, anc:l1?one was
asked, neither was there any direction to pay the money
into Court.
Instead o( holdiI1 g the money at the disposal of the
Court as directed, defendant paid the money into Court.
He never' contested the suit. It is obvious therefore
that the money was paid towards satisfaction of plaintiff's claim and order to avoid an attachment before
judgment.
None of conditions necessary to constitute an
attachment under Order 38, Rule 5, have been complied
with.
The money must be considered as a deposit in
satisfaction of the plaintiff's claim under Order XXIV,
Rule I, and plaintiff was entitled to have it paid out to
him in satisfaction of his claim on application without
taking out execution of his decree.
As soon as it was paid to the bailiff the money
ceased to be an assert in the hands.of the defendant.
It must be taken as settled law that under the
circumstances plaintiff had a prior lien on the money
and it was not liable to rateable distribution.
There is a wealth of case law on the subject both
English and Indian.
It is only necessary to refer to two Indian cases.
In Sorabji v. Kala (1), the immovable property of
a judgment-debtor was attached at the instanc~ of two
judgment-creditors and his other judgment-creditors
merely put in applications for execution without
attaching.
•
On the day fixed for sale of the property the
decrees of the two attaching judgment-creditors were
satisfied by payment in Court of the decretal amounts"
(I) (1911) 36 Born. 156.
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and the effect was the withdrawal of the attachment
under Order XXI, Rule 55.
V.
On the day following the payment into Court on an
N. A. AZIZ
ex
parte
application an order was made for rateable
BAH KARIM
AND SIX.
distribution of the money paid into Court.
PRATT, J.
It was held on appeal by a Bench of the Bombay
High Court that the monies, which were paid in to
satisfy the attaching creditors' decrees and to raise
the attachment could not be treated as assets by the
Court and were not distributable among other judgmentcreditors, \vho had merely applied for execution.
The facts here at~ not the same as in the case under
appeal, but the principle involved is.
The whole subject is discussed at length in Ramiah
Aiyar v. Gopalier (1), which might almost be called the
locus classicus on the point. The facts were that the
defendant was arrested before judgment and was
ordered to be released from custody on his paying
into Court sufficient to meet plaintiff's claim. The
money was subsequently attached by a decree-holder
and defendant was adjudicated an insolvent.
It was held by a Bench of the Madras High Court
that the money was paid into Court to the general
-credit of the action and was charged with a lien in
favour of the plaintiff on the latter obtaining a decree
in his favour. It was further held that the attaching-creditors' and the Official Receiver's claims were
:subject to this lien.
As Courts Trotter, J., observed in the course of his
judgment :_11 Where money is paid to the credit of
the suJt or ear-marked for the suit, the Courts have
always held that, when that is gone, the money belongs
to the plaintiff in the event of his success and that it
cannot pass to the general creditors of the person

MAGANLAL
:;P ARBHURAM

(1) (1918) 41 Mad. 1053.
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who pays it III or, to any pe.rson who claims under
him."
The case is clear1y distinguishable from one in
which defendant gives security· "for his appearance:
Such security would be merely conditional for his
appearance in Court and would not be ear-marked
for the purposes of ihe suit.
Plaintiff was on ihis ·view clearly entitled to the
declaration sought and to satisfy his decree from the
money paid in towards his claim.
I set aside the findings and decrees of the lower
Courts and grant plaintiff a decree as prayed wilh
costs throughout.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice M aung Ba.

C.R.M.A. CHETTYAR FIRM

1927

v.

July 28.

K.R.S.V. CHETTYAR FIRM

AND l'HREE.*

Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 190$), s. 73-" Same judgment-debtof,"
meaning of-Collrt to which applicat ion for execution should be madeMode of aPPlication-Mere transfer of records to execut;7lg Court wl/etller
sufficient.
Held, that all the decree-holders (who have otherwise complied with the
provisions of section 73 of the Civil Procedure Code), where there are
common judgment-debtors in all the execution cases, are entitled to
participate rateably in the cJistribution ()f the assets according to the interest
of the re~pective jud~ment·debtors in the ·property sold. It is not necessary
that all the judgment-debtors of all the decree-holders should be ~dentical
and al50 neither more nor less.
E eld, also, that the requirements of the section are not complied with if no
application is made to the Court that holds the assets and merely the records
of the cases of decree-holders of another Court are forwarded to the former
Court to which no decrees are transferred for execution and to v1hich no
applications for rateable distribution are made.
ChhliJtalal v. Nabibhai, 29 B:>m. 528 ; Gottesh DdS \'. Sltit'a LaksIf1un, 30 Cal·
583 ; KriS!l11ashankar v. Cllandras.'iankar, 5 Bom. 198; Ramanathan Chcttiar
v. Subramania Sastrial, 26 Mad. 179; Sit Sai//g v. Maung Po K'ling
1 L.B.R. 121-ref~r·redto.
•

• Civil Revision No. 345 of 1927.
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Thein M aung-for Applicants.
Chari-for 1st, 3rd and 4th Respondents.

MAUNG BA, J.-This application for revision arises
out of Civil Execution No. 19 of 1925 of the District
Court of Prome.
The decree· holder, C.R.M.A. Chettyar Firm,
obtained a decree against Ma Shwe Yin, Ma Bibi
and the legal representatives of their husb<.nds, Meera
Moideen and Muzaffar ROWtlH~r. In execution of that
decree a rice-mill was attached and sold. The decreeholder obj.e,cts to any rateable share being given to
the four respondents, who are also Chettyar
.Firms
,
on two grounds (1) that their decrees are not against
the same judgment-debtor and (2) that those decrees
have not been transferred to the District Court, which
holds the assets.
The mill is supposed to belong to the two deceased
Mahommedans and their wives. In the case of the
applicant his decree is against both the deceased
persons and their wives. In the ca~e of the 1st
respondent, K.RS,V. Chettyar Firm, he obtained a
decree in the District Court only against Ma Bibi
an,d the legal representatives of her husband Muzaffar
Rowther. In the case of the 2nd respondent,
A.P.S.V.R. Chettyar Firm, he obtained a decree only
against the legal representatives of Meera Moideen.
In the case of the 3rd respondent, N.M.R.M. Chettyar
Firm, he obtained three decrees, (1) against both the
widows and the legal representatives of Meera Moideen,
(2) anainst Ma Bibi and her children as the legal
I epresentatives of Muzaffar Rowther j' cll1d (3) against
!vIa Shwe Yin, Ma Bibi and the latter's children as
the legal representatives, of Muzaffar Rowther. In
the case of the 4th respondent, RM .M.R.M. Chettyar
Firm, he obtained a .decree against Ma Sh we Yin,
,
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Ma Bibiand the former's children as the legal
representatives of Meera Moideen. All those decrees
obtained by 2nd, 3rd and 4th respondents were
obtained in the Subdivisional Court of Paungde. It is
true that the decrees of those three respondents
were not against all the judgment-debtors included in
the decree obtained by the applicant.
The first question is whether the phra~.~" same
judgment-debtor" can be applied to all the decrees
obtained by the applicant and the fovr respqndents.
In my opinion it can be so applied. In this view I
am fortified by th~ following autho~ities.
In the case of Ramanathan Cheftyar v. Subramania Sastrial and five others (1), one decree was
against the father alone and the other was against
the father and son. The property sold was the
ancestral property of the family of which t.he father
and son were undivided members. The learned
Chief Justice, Sir Arnold White, held th~t the decrees
w~re against t~ "same judgment-debtor" for the
purposes of section 295 (now section 73). That case
was decided in 1902. In the following year the
Calcutta High Court adopted the same view in the
Full Bench case of GOl1esh Das Bagl'ia v. Shiva
Laksman Bhakat (2). In that case B obtained a
decree against three judgment-debtors, X, Y and Z,
while A obtained a decree against X and Y only.
The property sold was the joint property ofMI the
three judgment.debtors. The Calcutta High Court
even went further and held that in such a case a
proportionate distribution of the assets accorqing to
the shares of the judgment.debtors in the property
was permissible. Three years later the Bombay
High Court adopted the same view in the case of
(I) (902) 26 Mad, 179.

(2) (1903) 30 Cal. 583.
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Chhotalal Harkisha1'ldas v. Nabibhai Mianji and
others (1). It was a Bench ruling. The learned
Judges followed the rulings of the Madras and Calcutta
High Courts mentioned above.
In the present case there are common judgmentdebtors in all the execution cases. So it would
follow that all the decree-holders are entitled to
participate rateably in the distribution of the assets
according to the intere3t of the respective judgmentdebtors in the property. This disposes of the first
objection.
We now come to the next objection namely that
the respondent..decree-holders are not entitled to any
share on account of their failure to apply for execution
of their decrees to the District Court of Prome"
which held the assets. Section 73 is quite clear on
the point. It lays down; "where assets are held by
a Court and more persons than. one have before the
receipt of such· assets made application to the Court
for the execution· of decrees
" The
language is quite plain and the words "the Court rr
no doubt refer to the same Court described as It a
Court" at the beginning of the sentence. In other
words, for the decree-holders to become entitled toany
share in the assets, they must have applied to the
Court which holds the assets for execution of their
decrees. This vie\;>'T has been adopted as early as
1881 in the case Krishnashankar v. Chandrashankar
(2). That ruling was with reference to the old
section, 295. In that section the words used were
It have:; prior to the realization, applied to the Court,
by which such assets are held, for execution of
decrees ". So far as the question under discussion
is concerned there has been no change in the law.
(1) (1904) 29 Born. 528.

(2) (

) 5 Born. 198.
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The construction put by the learned Judges, who
decided that case, was that only those decree-holders,
who had actually applied for execution of their
decrees to the Court holding the assets could share
in the rateable distribution. This view was adopted
by the late Sir Charles Fox in the case of Sit Saing
v. Maung Po Kaing (1). In that case the plaintiff
obtained a decree in the Subdivisional Court, while
the defendants had obtained t\vo decrees in the
Township Court against the same persons. The Subdivisional Court realised some assets by sale of certain
properties. Prior to the realisation the defendants
applied to the Township Court for execution of the
decrees by attachment and sale of the same properties
and in their application they stated that the property
had already been attached by the Subdivisional Court.
They asked that their applications might be forwarded
to the Subdivisional Court so that they might obtain
a rateable share. The Township Court accordingly
submitted the applications to the Subdivisional Court.
The learned Judge held "that section 295, Civil
Procedure Code requires that the persons seeking a
rateable share shall, prior to the realisation of the
assets, have applied to the Court which holds the
assets for execution of their decrees and under section
230 an application for execution of a decree can
only be made to the Court which has passed the
decree or to a Court to which the decree ha~ been
sent for execution under sections 223 and 224. The
decrees of the Township Court had not been sent
to the Subdivisional Court j consequently th~ latter
Court had no jurisdiction to entertain the defendant's
application and the order for rateable distribution
was illegal.' , According to this construction it is
(1) (1901) 1 L. B.R. 121.
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essential that an application for execution has been
made to the Court which holds. the assets. To
determine the rights of the respondents it is now
necessary to decide whether the requirements of
section 73 have been complied with by them.
In Civil Execution Case No.8 of 1926 the application for execution was made to the Subdivision~l
Court. On the 18th June 1926, the Stibdivisional
Judge recorded this order :-" It is forwarded to the
Additional District Judge for rateable distribution as
the' rice-mill attached will be sold by auction on the
1st July 1926." The decree has not been transferred
to the District Court and no.application for execution
has been-made to that Court. I mU$t therefore hold
that the requirements of section i3 have not been
complied with by the 4th respondent.
In Civil Execution No. 70 of 1925, the application
for execution was made to the Subdivisional Court.
On the 9th of March 1926 the Subdivisional Judge
recorded this order :-" The decree-holder filed application to the effect that the attached property is under
proclamation for sale in the District Court and asked
me to send this case to the District Court for rateable
distribution." In this case also the requirements
have not been complied with;
. In Civil Execution Case No.6 of 1926, the application was made to the Subdivisional Court. On
the 2nd June 1926, the Subdivisional Judge recorded
this order :_11 Put up with Civil Execution No.8 of
1916 of the Subdivisional Judge, Paungde" and in
that execution case the Subdivisional Judge on 10th
July 1926 recorded this order :_11 U Than Maung for
Mr. Ahmed present, and says that the attached
property will be sold on the 17th June 1926, in
execution of a decree in the Additional District
Judge's Court and asks me to send this case to

VOL.
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Additional District Judge's Court for rateable
distribution. I accordingly fonvard these cases to the
Additional District Judge for rateable distribution."
By 'these cases' the learned Judge meant Civil
Execution Nos. 6, 7 and 8 instituted by the same
decree-holders, N.M.R.M. Firm. In all these three
cases also the requirements of section' 73 have not
been cQm plied with.
It is urged on bebalf of these respondents that
the submission of the records by the Subdivisional
Court should be considered to be equivalent to. a
transfer of the decree to the District Court; section 63
says that" where property not in the custody of any
Court is under attachment in execution of decrees
of more Courts than one, the Court which shall
receive or realise such property and shall determine
any claim thereto and any objection to the attachment
thereof shall be the Court of highest grade, or where
there is no difference in grade between such Courts,
the Court under whose decree the property was first
attached." It is urged that under this section the
District Court is the Court which shall receive or
realise the assets and \vhich shall determine any claim
thereto and that this section will be in conflict with
section .73. It is doubtful whether this argument
is correct. If the language is strictly interpreted the
phrase, ' any claim thereto' seems to refer to the claim
to the property under attachment and not to the
claim to the assets after realisation. In my opinion
this section c'ontemplates such a claim as is contem_
plated by Order XXI; Rule SO.
For the above reason I hold that in the case of
respondents (2)to \4) they are not' entitled t~ any
rateable distribution and they should be excluded,
and that in the case of the 1st respondent, as his
decree was obtained in the same District Court and
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as he has made the application for execution to that
Court, he is entitled to a share in the assets, although
his decree is not against all the judgment.debtors
against whom the applicant has obtained a dF.cree.
But as already pointed out in the earlier part of the
judgment, his share must be determined according
to the interest of his judgment-debtors in the ricemill.
The order of the District Court is modified
accordingly and the applicant is entitled to his costs
in this Court against. respondents (2), (3) and (4).
This 1st respondent is entitled to his costs in this
Court against the applicant.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice. Heald and Mr. Justice Darwood.
1927
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K.P.A.P. FIRM.*
Transfer 01 Property Act (IV of 1882), s. 82-APPortiomnent-Linbility Of
j,urchaser oj mortgaged house who dismantles it, wIfe re both land and
house are under mortgage-When question of liability arises.
In a mortgage 5uitagainst the borrower who ·had mortgaged to the
respondents his padidy land and garden with a house on it, the respondents
joined the appellants as defendants alleging that the respondents had.
subsequent to the mortgage, bought the house, had dismantled it and removed
the materials, and so the mortgage,s were entitled to a mortgage decree
againsttb,m also, The trial Court made the usual preliminary mortgage decree
against both, but there was no personal decree. The lower Appellate Court
disallowed the appellants' appeal on the ground thlt the mortgagee C.lnno t be
compelled to apportion his claim, thft appellants' contentbn being that if
liable the} were liable only proportionately to the extent of the value of house
removed by them.
Held, that the apellarits could not be made liable fvr the whole amonnt of
the mortgage-debt, but the question of their personal and proportionate
liability did 1I0t arise until the lands were sold, as they were 1I0t compelled to• Civil Second Appeal No. 627 of 1926.
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redeem the mortgaged property and again the sale proceeds of the paddy and
garden lands may suffice to payoff the mortgage-deb t in full.
Raghu Nath v. Harlal, 18 Cal. 32C-distillgui$hed.

Balker-for Appellants.
P. B. Sen--for Respondents.

HEALD, J.--The respondents, K.P.A.P. Chetty Firm,
sued one Po Hmyin to recover Rs. '3,216·6-0 which
they alleged to be due on a registered mortgage
of a holding of over 25 acres of paddy land and of a
garden with the house standing on it. They joined the
present appellants as defendants on the ground that
appellants had bought the house which was subject to
their mortgage and had dismantled it and removed the
materials. They claim that they were entitled to a
mortgage decree against the appellants as well as
against Po Hmyin.
Po Hmyin did not contest the suit.
Appellants said that they bought the house from Po
Hmyin on the 7th of January 1924 that is three months
. before the date of respondents' mortgage, the date
of which was the 9th of April 1924, and that the
mortgage did not affect their title to the house. They
produced a document recording the sale of the house
to them. They admitted that they had dismantItd the
house and removed the materials.
The trial Court found that the house was slill
standing on the land at the time of the mortgage
and was not dismantled and removed until shortly
before the respondents' suit was filed. The learned
Judge said that the documents recording the sale of
the house to appellants could not be rece,i.ved as
evidence of the sale because it was not registered
and needed registration since the house was immovable property. He said further that the document
itself was open to suspicion. He gave respondents
a preliminary mortgage decree for the full amount
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of the mortgage· money against appellants as well as
Po Hmyin. That decree which is in the usual form
merely declares the amount due on the mortgage,
and the costs of the suit, directs that on the defendants
paying that amountinto Court before a certain date,
the plaintiff shall return the documents relating to
the mortgaged property, and that in default of payment the mortgaged property or a sufficien t part
thereof shall be sold.
There is as yet no final decree for sale and no
persona] money decree against either appellants or
Po Hmyin.
Appellants appealed against the preliminary decree
on grounds that no decree should have been passed
against them, that they were no longer in possession of
the materials of the house, having sold them, and that
in any case they could not be liable for more than
the value of the house.
At the hearing in the- lower· Appellate Court the
only matter argued was that the Court ought to have
ascertained the value of the house and apportioned the
liabilities between them and Po Hmyin in accordance
with the principles laid down in section 82 of the
Transfer of Property Act.
The lower Appellate Court following the ruling in
Raglzu Nath v. Harlal (1), said that section 82 had
no application in order to compel the mortgagee to
apportion· his claim amongst the various properties
mortgaged, and dismissed appellants' appeal.
Apr-eHants now come to this Court in second
appeal on grounds that the trial Court ought to have
apportioned the mortgage debt between them and Po
Hmyin, that the value of the house which they
purchased was only Rs. 300 and that the principle
(1) (1891) 18 Cal. 320.
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'which was applied by the lower Appellate Court did
"not apply in the present case because in this case the
properties which the mortgagor sold were 1J1ovable
:properties.
It seems to me that the question which appeIlat\ts
wish to raise does not arise at the present stage of t'he
-case and that their appeal was misconceived. The
preliminary decree gives them the right to redeem the
mortgage if they desire to do so, but does not compel
them to redeem it. If they fail to redeem it, and if Po
"Hmyin does not redeem, a decree for sale of the
mortgaged property will follow but it is clear that the
,house which has been dismantled and of which the
materials have been sold cannot be sold under that
·decree.
The question of appellants' per~onal liability will
n0t arise unless and until it becomes necessary to
make a personal money decree against Po Hmyin and
against appellants. Then it may be necessary for the
'Court to apportion the liability, but at present there is
no such necessity and it is clear that the necessity may
:never ?rise, since the part of the mortgaged property
'which is Jeft, namely the paddy lann and the garden,
.may be more than sufficient to satisfy the mortgage debt.
Although therefore 1 am of opinion that the
judgment of the lower Court was wrong in so far
as it may be regarded as deciding that appellants
~-are liable for the whole amount of the mortgage
·debt, because 1 think that the question of the
amount for which they may ultimately be liable has
"not yet arisen and may never arise and therefore
ought not to have been decided, 1 would hold that
the preliminary decree against which appellants are
.appealing was properly made, and 1 would dismiss
;their appeal with costs.
DAR WOOD, J.-1 concur.
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Before Mr. Jus/ice Heald and Mr. Justice Dal'woed.
1927

MAUNG THA DUN AND ONE

Aug. 1.

v.
PO KA AND ONE. '"
Provincial Insolvency Act (V of 1920), ss. 5, 59 (a) and 68-Civil Procedure'-'
Code (Act V of 19081, O. 21, rr. 66 and 89-Whether sale by a receiver in'
'bankruptcy geverned by O. 21 of the Civil Proced1~re Code-Grounds for-'
setting aside such sale.
Within a month from the date of sale of their property by the receiver'
appointed under the Provincial Insolvency Act, the insolvents raid into Court,
certain sums to satisfy their creditOrs in fuIl and also 5 per cent. compensation
to pay the purchaser of the property, and asked that the Order of adjudication.
be annulled and the sale of their property be set aside.
Held, that the sale by the receiver was not a proceeding under the Act'
\which term Was confined to proceedings in Court) and that the provisions of'
Order 21 of the Civil Procedure Code did not apply to s.lles under the Insolvency
Act. The Court has no jurisdiction to set aside a sale made by the receiver inthe absence of prOOf of fraud or col1usion 01 material illegali ty or irregularity
in conducting the sale or misconduct causing injury to the estate or unless the
receiver acts beyound his authority or in excess of his powers.
Chedalal v. Lachman Prasad, 39 All. 267-referred to.

Aiyangar-for Appellants.
Sein Tun Aung-for Respondents.

HEALD AND DARWOOD, JJ.-In Civil Miscellaneous:
No. 139 of 1925 of the District Court, Pegu, the:
appellants were adjudicated insolvents on the 23rdi,
Septen:tber 1925 on the petition of a creditor. ani
4th September 1926 the Bailiff of the District Court"
Pegu, who had been appointed receiver, proceeded.
to sell the property now in question after the issue·
of a proclamation of sale in accordance with the:
provisions of Order 21, Rule 66, Civil Procedure Code..
The property was purchased by the respondents for'
Rs. 2,650 of which one-quarter was paid at once and~
* Civil Miscellaneous Appeal No. 26 of 1927.
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1927
the balance on 17th September 1926. On 25th
September 1926 appellants filed a petition in \\'hich MAUNG THA
DUN AND.
they stated that they were willing to pay their debts
ONE
V.
in full and that the property was sold for a price much Po KAAND
ONE.
below its real value. They asked to be permitted to
deposit in Court whatever amount the Court fixed HEALD AND
DARWOOO,
.and, on such deposit being made, for the annulment
JJ.
-of the order of adjudication and of the sale. On
.30th September they tendered Rs. 1,525-12-9 to
pay their creditors in full and Rs. 132·8 being 5 per
·cent. on the purchase-money, to be paid to the
.purchaser as compensation for the cancellation of the
sale. The Court ordered the money to be deposited
:in Court.
The receiver and the purchasers-the respondents
--opposed the application to set aside the sale.
On the 13th December 1926 the order of adjudi-cation was annulled but the application to set aside
·the sale was dismissed as the Court held that the
provisions of the Civil Procedure Code did not
;apply to a sale made by a receiver in insolvency.
Appellants have received leave to appeal.
Their grounds of appeal are numerous but may
tbe reduced to two.
The first is that the provisions of the Civil Pro-cedure Code apply to the sale and under those
provisions the appellants are entitled to h;we the sale
:set aside.
.
The second is that in the circumstances· of the
-case the District Judge should not have confirmed
the sale but should have set it aside under the provi'sions of section 68 of the Provincial Insolvency.Act.
It has been argued on behalf of the appellants
-that as the receiver chose to adopt the method laid
down in the Civil Procedure Code in proclaiming
-.the sale the rest of the provisions of Order XXI of
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the Code apply to the sale, and one of those provisions entitles the appellants to have the sale set aside
. con d'1 t lOns.
.
Th e argumen t IS
. not saun d .
on cer t am
Reliance has also been placed on section 5 (1) of
the Provincial Insolvency Act. That section runs
thus -" Subject to the provisions of the Act the
Court in regard to proceedings under this Act shalL
have the same powers and shall follow the same
procedure as it has and f o11o\\'s in the exercise of
original civil jurisdiction. 'I
A receiver's' sale is not. a " proceeding un del' the
Act "_I' proceeding" in this section means a proceed-··
ing in Court: vide Chedl1lal v. Laclm'lan Prasad (1).
This ruling also decided that sales by receivers in
bankruptcy are not governed by Order XXI of the
Civil Procedure Code. Clause (a) of section 59 of
the Provincial Insolvency Act gives general power to
a receiver to sell the property of the insolvent with-·
out the sanction of the Court and no restriction
whatsoever is placed as to the manner in which the
sale is to be conducted. He is to exercise his own;
discretion and may sell by public auction or privatecontract. Nowhere is it laid down that a rt:cciver's
sale is governed by the provisions of Order XXI, Civil.
Procedure Code, and learned counsel for the appellan ts
is unable to quote any authority for the . argument.
he puts forward. It is an untenable one.
The next point for consideration is whether the' .
circumstances in which the sale took place were such
as to justify an order to set it aside. For the purposes.
of this appeal it may be assumed that. the petition.
asking for cancellation of the. sale. was in effect an
appeal :mder section 68 of the Provincial Insolvency·
Act to the District Judge against the sale made by'
. (I) (1916) 39 All. 267

at p. 272.
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the receiver. Bqt in view of the fact that the
. receiver was entitled to sell the property wi-thout the
consent of the Court flie power of the Court to set
aside the sale comes into question.
It may, we think, be taken as settled law that the
Court has no jurisdiction to set aside a sale held or
made by the receiver in the absence of proof of
fraud or collusion or material illegality or irregularity
in conducting the sale or misconduct 011 his part
causing injury to the estate. The sale may of course
be set aside if the receiver acts beyond his authority
or in excess of the powers conferred on him.
In the present case it is noticeable that the
appellants when seeking to set aside the sale made
no allegations of material irregularities in connection
with the sale. This however may have been due to
the fact that if they wished to succeed under the
provisions of Order XXI, Rule 89, Civil Procedure
Code, they were debarred from applying to have the
sale set aside' on the ground of material ·irregularity
in making or ccmducting the sale.
The only alleged irregularity which appella.nts now
bring to our notice is that in the proclamation of sale
the appellants have been described as the "applicants
for insolvency'" instead otas :"ins01vents." ·The term
(, Dewali shoukthu" may mean petitioning-creditor
t as \vell as i~so1vei'1t but unless the text is separated
. from the context insolvents is the ori1y meaning
applicable to it in the proclamation. There· is no
su'ggestion that anyone was deceived by the aUeged
misdescription or that it led to any loss of price at
the auction. The appellants must have been aWare of
the error but took no steps to have it uclified. The
fact that the property fetched only Rs. 2,650 merely,.
indicates that that was its true value. The appellants"
value it at over Rs. 4,000. Neither this, nor the
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misdescription of the appellants 'in the proclamation, ,
,',MAUNG THA' nor both combined, are a good ground for setting
D~~:ND aside the sale which was completed as soon as the
'v.
purchase-money was paid in full. The purchasers
Po KA AND
ONE.
were then entitled to a conveyance even without any
confirmation of the sale by the Court. There are'
'HEALD AND
DARWOOD,
no
grounds for setting aside this sale and the appeal
JJ.
must therefore be dismissed with costs.
1927

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Cary.
1927

S.M.A.R.A.L. FIRM

Aug. 2.

v.
R.M.M.A. FIRM

AND THREE.*

Tl'ansfer 0/ Property.'Amend11le1tt) lAct. (XXVll of 1926)-Repealmg and
Amending Act' (X of 1927), Scfted. It penulttmate item-" Attested,"
meaning of-Retrospective effect of Act XXViI of 1926.
One of the witnesses to a mortgage deed attested/the deed on the personal
acknowledgment by the mortgagor of his signature. Tt.e question of
attestation came up before the trial 90urt before the passing of Act
XXVI of 1926 j the Court decidell;,as the law stood then, that such attestation
was invalid. The said Act came into force before the District Court decided
the first appeal in suit andl Sll1ce then Act X of 1927 came into force.
, Held, that Act XXVII of 1926 was meant to be relr~st=iectiveand that AclX
of 1927 has expressly made it so j' and that such'attestation must be held to
:be valid.
Query.-Where a person signs a deed only as a wr.iter, before the mortgagor
,signs, can he now be regarded as an attesting witness ?' Can a sub-reg-istrar's
-endorsem~Jlt of'the mortgagor's admission of execution be regarded as
.attes tation ?
RadhaMohan Dutt v.Nripendra Nath Nandi. 31 C.W.N. clx-referred to.

Anklesaria-for Appellants.
Barnabas-for 1st Respondent.
0..r.

..

CARR, J.-The most important question in this
:appeal is whether the mortgage deed on \vhich the
* Civil Second Appeal No. 596 of 1926.
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plaintiff sued was duly attested. The deed purported
1927
to be signed by Maung Myin as writer and by Ma S.M.~.l<.A.L.
'Taik and Anamale Chettyar. Their signatures are not
F~~M.
expressed to be those of -attesting witnesses. On ~.~~~~~A;
Maung Myin's evidence it is clear that he signed THREE:
··only as writer and that he did so ·before the mort- CARR, J.
gagor, Maung Pan Tha, himself signed. He says
-that he did see Pan Tha sign afterwards but I do not
think that would make him an attesting witness.
"The wording of section 2 of Act XXVII of 1926 is
not altogether clear on this point, so I will not at
,present give any definite decision on it.
Anamale Chettyar in his evidence said that he did
,not see Pan Tha sign, but that before he signed Pan
Tha admitted his signature.
Ma Taik was not examined, nor was there any
evidence as to the circumstances in which she signed.
As the law stood when the Subdivisional Court
decided -the suit it was clear that neither 1vfaung
:Myin nor Anamale Chettyar had duly attested the
,deed. Consequently the question whether Ma Taik
had done so o~ not was unimportant since her attest.ation alone could not validate the deed. On that.
ground alone the Subdivisional Court was justified in
q-dusing the plaintiff's belated request to -have !vIa
'Taik examined~
:. _ _
But since that decision the law has been changed
by Act XXVII of 1926, which came into force before
:the District Court decided the first appeal on the
.29th June 1926 -but which was overlooked by that
'Court.
.
.
.
Since the decision of the District Courf Act X
-of 1927 has come into force, and it settles the previously disputed guestionwhether Act XXVII of
1926 has retrospective effector not by giving-it
such effect.
.

.

.
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The result of Aet XXVII of 1926 is that as the

1927

s.~.~.R.A.L. law now stands the attestation by Anarnale Chettyar
F~~M

~~~M~NA;
T~.
CAlm,

T.

is certainly valid. Whether that by Ma Taik was also·
valid or not remains to be determined and there is no,
evidence on the record either way.
The first question for decision is whether the law
to be followed is that in force when the Subdivisional
Court decided the suit or . that in forct; now. I
find no definite authority on this question, though thevarious judgments on the question of the retrospective
effect of Act XXVII of 192b strongly suggest that the
law to be applied is the law as it now stands, since alt
that I have seen were appeals from judgments passed
before that Act came into force. The present question
does not seem, however, to have been expressly con-,
sidered.
I think that Act X of 1927 itself settles the ques-·
tion. The amendment made by the penultimate item
of its Schedule 1 provides that the word aLtested shalt
be deemed al~ays to have borne the meaning given to
it by section 2 of Act XXVII of 1926. The effect 0[;
this is that although at the time of the decision of the
Subdivisional Court the law applied by that Court was·
in fact correct it must now be deemed that the law
then was the same as the 'law now in force. It follows.
from the this that it must now bt; deemed that the
Subdivisional Court applied the law incorrectly. The
law 'to 'be applied 'therefore is the law as it now stands.,
I note that a Bench of the Calcutta High Court
has held in Radha Mohan Vutt v. Nripendra Nalh!
Nandi (1), that the signature of the sub-registrar to·
the rt.gistration endorsement to the effect that the
mortgagor bas admitted execution to him now makes
that officer an attesting witness. This goes very far,.
(1) (192i) 31 C.W.N. clx.
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and, without expressly refusing to accept that deci1927
sion as correct , I am not at present prepared to S.M.A.R.A.L.
~u
follow it, the more so that so far as regards this
~.
aspect of the appeal the hearing has been ex parte. :;~~:~
The present situation therefore is that the attest- THREE.
ation by A.namale Chettyar must be taken to be CARR, J.
good and that there is as yet no evidence as to
the attestation by Ma Taik.
[The appeal was dismissed against the 1st respondent for reasons not material for the purposes of
this report, and the case was remanded for the trial
of the issue as to whether the mortgage deed was
duly attested by Ma Taik.l
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judgment-debtor's right to get tbe rent payable by the respondent
at the expiry of the cultivati n~ s~ason, agricultural rent being not
apportiunable, There is a distinction between land itself and
interest in land. The fCIl1c1amental point of the case being miss~
by the lower Court, it was a fit case {or reYisi(ll1.
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be one for divi~ion of inheritance, i.e., all administration suit. A
Burman Buddhist whose suit fer the administration of his deceased
father's estate has been dismissed for default, is debarred under
the provisions of Order 9, rule 9, of the Civil Procedure Code,
from filing a fresh suit, based on the same cause of action, and
cJaimin~ partition of the estate. Atrabanllcssa v. Safatulla, 43
Cal. 504 ; Biseshar v. Rflm Prasad, 28 All. 627 ; Dobee Singh v.
]owkeera1ll, N.vV.P.H .C.R. (18681 3S1 ; DurgaCharan v. J(liunkar,
27 C.L]. 441 ; Madon Molian v. Baikantallath, 10 C.W.~.
839; iHukerjee v. Afzal Beg, 37 All. 155; Mtekunda Lal v.
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MAUNG BA Tu v. MA THET Su A~D THREE
CIVIL PRl;CEDURE CODE (ACT V OF 1908), O. 21. R. 2 (2) AND (3)Whether e;rceuting COUI·t call inquire into adjustment of deerce if
apPliCation by judg11lC1lt.dcbtor wUlti11 tillie, Held, that the:
provisions of Order 21 in rule 2, sub-rule 2 and 3 should be read
together" so that where the decree·holder has applied ior
execulion to the Court that passed the decree and the
jndgment-debtor files in the: execution proceedings an arplication
to record an adjustment of the decree within 90 clays from the
date r f such adj,:stmenl, the judgment-dehtor is t'ntitled to ha\'e
his allt'gation of adjustment of the decree inquired into by such
executing Court.
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806-

DAMAGES FOR TREspASS OR TROVER VARY ACCOIHlING 'ro J!AI/TY'S
INTEREST IN LAND-Lessee from GO~lertJn·C1It not entitled to

remove minerals or eart h- Dtltnages awardable whw eal't h is
removed. Held, that a lessee from Government who has only
grazing and cultireation ri)~hts over a piece of land and is not
entitled to extract any minerals or ea~th therefrom, can1l0t claim
the value Of any earth remon:d. and can only claim dama~es for
deprivation of tile use of part of the surface of the earth, i.e., the
diminution in the value of his land. Damages vary considerably
according to a party's interest in the land.
BURMA RAILWAYS Co.. LTD.

v.

MAUNG HLA TIN

DA~IAGES, MEASURE OF, FOR TRESPASS OR TROVER
DECLARATORY SUIT BY OSTENSIBLE OWNER UNDER A REGISTERED SALE
DEED UNDER O. 21, R. 63, CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE (ACT V OF 1'108)

81:;'·
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married the respondent, both being Burmese, falsely representing
that he had divorced his wife. He deserted the respondent after a
few months and for more than three years before the suit had not
resumed conjugal relations with her, nor given her, any maintenance. The respondent sued for a divorce altd partition of property.
She claimed one-third of certain properties inherited by the
appellant during the marriage, and one-sixth of est.imated profits
the:'efrom during the three years. The High Court affirming the
District· Judge, granted the relief claimed. The right of the
respondent to a divorce was not contested on the appeal. Held,
that the View expressed hy both Courts in Burma th2.t as the
appellant had been gui lty of de~ertion, the respondent was entitled
strictly to the whole of his property, except the interest of the first
wife therein was not supported by any text or authority; but that
the decree granting the partition actuall y claimed, not being unreasonable nor contrary to j~:stice, eq~·,ity and good conscience
s houle! be affirmed.
MAUNG Po NYUN V. MA SAW TIN

841'
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BURDeN OF PROOF ON ATTACHIl\G CREDITOR TO PROVE FRAUDULENT
CONVEYANCE
C(VIL PROCEDURE CODE (ACT V OF 1908), s. 2 (2) (b), 0.
AND 3-0rder of dismissal fOl' dcfault-Wllen ol'dcI' 'is

85Z:

2
appealable
17,

HR.

as a decree. In the absence of appellant and her witnesses. her
advocate applied for an adjournment on the day the case was peremptorily fixed for hearing. The trial Court refused the adjournment and dismissed the suit. Appellant appealed against th~
dismissal of her suit. Held, that appeal lies against the dismissalof
a suit llIlder the provisions of Order 17, rule 3, of the Civil Procedure Code, but that rule only applies when time has ben expressly
grantecl{or aspecificpurpose and the party to whom time has been
so granted has faiIta to do what was necessary for that purpose
which was not the case in this suit. No appeal lies against an
order of c1is:lli~sal for default. But in the appell:lI1t's case it was a
decree, since it was, the final expression of an adjudication which
so far as re.gards the Court expressing it conclusively determined
the rights of the parties with regard to the matters in controversy
in the suit, hence appeal lies.
MA CHON

lJ.

MAUNG l\i1YINT

CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE, SECTIO:-;S 48, 50
CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE (ACT V OF 1908).

0.9, R.9-FresT! suit in
respect of same Calise of action, though mode of nlie/is ,'al'ied,
~villnot lie-Partition suit, wllethel'ruleappliesto-Incidentsoj
the right to claim partition-Buddhist Law and Hindu.LawWhetlier Burmese Buddhist heir can file such partition suit in
respect,- of his ancestor's property. Held that a suit will be harred
under the provisions of Order 9, rule 9, of the Civil Procedure Code,
if the cause of action in thl; suit is the same as that in the previous
suit, that has been dismiss~d for default of appearance of the
plaintiff, though a different relief is claimed in the subsequent suit.
The rule does not apply to partition suits for the right to partition
is a le$al incident of a joint tenancy, and if the parties continue to
be in possession after the first decree, the continuance of the joint
possession after the decree gives rise to a fresh cause of action.
In a partition suit proper, planliff seeks to convert hi.s joint ownership and joint possession of the whole property into separate
property and separate possession of a portion of the propert,,-,
Partition signifies the surrender of a portion of a joint right {n
exchange for a similar right from the co-sharer. A partition suit
lies only if the parties have (1) \mity of interest or title in the
property sought to be partitioned, and (2) unity of possession. The-
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-Burden of proof on attaciling creditor to siloUi sale to be
fraudltlcl/t-Adequacy vf cvnsideratlOlt. Held, that where the
ostensible owner of a property under a registered se-Ie deed
institutes a suit nnder Order 21. rule 63 of the Civil Procedure Code
to establish his right tnereto, the burdenof prool to show that the
sale is a fraudnlent one is on the creditor who has att::( hed the
property for somebodyelse's debt. He may prove that by showing
utter inadequacy of cOlisideration but where, as in this case. the
substantial part of the consideration was proved, the mere failure to
prove a comparatively small part of it as paid in cash cannot lead
to the conclusion that the sale was fraudulent.
V.E.A.R.M. F!R;l-I AND ANOTHER 'II. MAUNG BAKYIN
DESERTION, EFFECT OF AT BUDDHIST LAW ON DIVORCE
,DISMISSAL FOR DEFAULT wHEN APPEALABLE
DIVORCE, PARTITION ON, AT BUDDHIST LAW

852
841
838
841

1872), s. 92-No bar to extrinsic evidence of
circumstances to show relation Of written langltage to e.ris/iug
fads-Whetiler e.vtrinsic evidence admiSsIble to silow n.ature Of
debt when document recites it as cash loan. Held, that whilst
section 92 Of the Evidence Act does not permi t oral evidence to
, ascertain the intention of the parties to a deed, it does not eo;;ct
that no stateinent 6f fact in a written instrument was to be contradicted by oral evidence, nor does it pre\'ent admission Of
extrinsic evidence of cricumstances to show the re1:ltion of ~'1e
written language to existing facts. YVhere the deed in s~it
recited the debt as a cash lo"n, it was opei1 to the defendant
to prove that it was really relit partly overdue and p,1nhfalling due later and that it was paid off. Balakislten D,z$ '-.
Legge, 22 All. 149 (P.C.) : SaIl Lal Chand v. lndarjit, 22 All.
370 (P.C.)-referrcd to. Babl,t R.S.S.J. Ram v. C.R.iI1.R. Chdl_\',
Civil 1st App<al71 nf 1908, C.C.L.B.-distinguislted.

EVIDENCE ACT (I OF

HAJEE LIN AND ()~E 71. lIIAUNG BA AND ONE

822

1872), s, 92-0peratio/l of sectiall li';:iled I"
parties tv all illstrU11lel1t-Trausaclioli. with n tlm'd pa;-! Y Jiot
gJverued by this section. Plaintiff sold his land outrigbt to P b" a
deed in satisfaction of a debt of Rs. 450. He alleged a c')~ tcmporaneous oral agreement thOlt P p;'omised to return I'he l:ind on
payment of this Sllm. P thereafter sold the land to the 1'(_5['on:;;en'ts who agreed with the plaintiff to be bound by his ag;'<:<::~:('nt
with P. On plaintiff suing the respondents 011 the agrt:-e:~cnt to
reconvey the p~operty, the lower Conrts held: th..t the t:,id",nce
was barred by section 92 Of the Evidence Act. Held. r<:\-",-sing
the judgments, that section 92would have applied if the ~\lit \\-a-s
between plaintiff and P but it had no application \,-I1"a tbe
plaintiff Wt.S not suing P and w hen plaintiff was no p;::',y to tbe
sale-deed between P and the respondents against whon, 11<: was
entitled to prove his agreement with them. Malll1!J Kyi'i v. Ma
Shwe La, 9 L.B.R. 114 (P.C.)-jallowed.

EvmExCE ACT II OF

MAUXG THA;o; GYAUNG t'. MAU1\'G PYU AXD aXE

836

EXECUTING ConnT \VHF-THEH COMPETE:01T TO INQUIRE I "TO ALLEGED
ADJUSnIEN'l' OF DEcREE

833

EXECUTION, TRAXSFER OF DECREE FOR, A MINISTERJAL AXD "OT A
JUDICIAL ACT

i75

EXTRINSIC E\'IDElo:CE OF CIRCUMSTANCES TO SHOW RELATION OF
WRITTEN LANGUAGE TO WRITTEN FACTS WHETHER AD)IISSIBLE

822

.l;o;CO)!E.TAX ACT

(XI OF 1922), s. 67-Bar to Ci,'il suit -Plea t Itat

assessee is 1tOt liable for a certain income /lot his Whether suit lies

v
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.on-Remedyof assessee-Statute dealing with total ambit a/rights,
effect of-Section 67 whether ultra vin:s-Govcrnment of Illdia Act
(9 and 10 Geo. 5, c. 101), s. 32. The Income-tax Office called upon
the appellant who was described as proprietor of a certain
.pharmacy to make a return of his income. He returned the form
v·:ithout making any return, alleging that he was not the proprie·tor ofthepharmacy. The Income-tax Officer levied the assessment
in default of the return. Plaintiff filed hi~ suit for the return of the
money. Held, that section 67 of the Income-tax Act was a bar to
·the suit. The assessee's remedy was provided in the Act itself,
.·iz., to apply to the officer to revise his asse~sment to appeal from
his adverse order to the AS8istant Con-.missioner and lrom him to
the Commissioner and then a rderence to the High Court. The
Act dealt with the matter completety and whenever a statute deals
with certain rights it is easy to conclude that it deals with the total
ambit of those rights and leaves nothing standing outside the
:provisions of the statute. The officer did not act ultl'a vi,'es in
assessing the appellant for all income that had arisen in British
India and a mere alleged error of description of an assessee is no
excuse for not .making a return .. Held, also, that section 67 of the
lncome-tax Act is not ultra vires for a suit of this nature would
not have lain against the East India Company, Forbes\'.
Secretary of State for India, 42 Cal. lsl-followed. : Secretary of
State for India v. A. Forbes, 3 P.L.T. 125; STteoba1'al1 Singh v.
KulsllJ/lU1t-1zissa, 49 All. 367 (P.c.)-refcrrcd to.
Haife
Rallenz!ull:l v. Secretary of Slate for 11ldia, 27 Born. L.r;>. 1507:
S:C1'elary ofSttltefo"lndia v. Mo11te1lf, 7 L.B.R. 10 ; SpnOlll:r V.
Juddow, 4 Moore's LA. 353-distinguislied.
DR. R. N. SINGHA 1'. SECRETARY OF STATE FOR INDIA IN
COU~CIL

I:-:SOLVE:-lCY COURT \VHETIlER CO~IPETE:-;T TO RELEASE A
DEBTOR

825
CRO\\'X~06

"INTENTION WHERE BLOWS ON HEAn CAt'SED DEATH

~17

L,\XD ACQUISITJON AcT (J OF 1894), s. 23 (J)-"J/a,.ket-t'allle·' of lmld,

meaning of-No difference between E IIgli,/J {Iud 11Idi£71: tn'lIeiPle of
(lwardilTg compensation. Helrl, that there is no difit::rence between
the English and Indian principle of determining compensation to
be awarded for lancicompuJsorilyacquired. The Court takes into
consideration the market-value of the land which is the price that
an owner willing and not ohliged to sell might reasonably expect
to obtain from a willing pl11'chaser with whom he was bargaining
for the sale 'lncl purchase of the land. There is no intenlion to
compensate foranv attachment by reason of sentiment or family
association. J(ailas Chandralliitra y. Secretary of State for
Illdia in COllt/cil, 17 C.L.}. 34, Narasingh Das v. Secretary of
State for India in Council, 52 LA. 133-,'efer,'C(f to.
•
REDmAR AND ONE V. SECRETARY OF STATE FOR INDIA
COUNCIL

IN

LAND hlPROVElYIENT LOANS ACT, SECTION (1) fa)

799

806

13-Appeat lies agaill.~t finding of Hil,lz
Court that it has hwisdiction to entertain a suit. Held. that an
appeal lies un der the Letters Patent against the finding of the High
Court that it has jurisdiction to hear and decide a suit. although no
appeal lies against asimilar finchng of a Court other than the Hinh
Court, unc1erthe Civil Procedure Code. De Sou~a v. Coles, 3 Mad.
H.C. Heports 384 ; Habbeeb v. JOOSIIZ" 13 Bengal Law Heports 91:
Soolliral/l v. Tata, C.M. Ap. 82 of 1925, H.C Rangoon-fallowed.
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LOWEI'I BURMA LAND AND REVENUE ACT, SECTION

45
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MARKET-VALUE OF LAND, MEANING OF
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ORDER FOR TRANSMISSION OF DECREE FOR EXECUTION, A MINISTERIAL

ACT-Allowillg execl/tion alf.aillst legal representative of deceased
j IIdgmel1 t -debt or wit hout notice whethe r valid-Quest ion whet her
decree is barred when a question for executi1lg COUl't a/ld 110t the
transmittil1g Court to decide-Letters Patent, Clause 13-Civil
Procedllre Code (Act V of 1908), 5S. -18, 50-Limitation Act (IX of
1908).Schcd.l, Ad.18t. A decree of the Chief Court of Lower
Bmma passed in June 1910 was transmitted in July 1910 to the
District Court of Ramnad for executioll. It remained there till
February 1922 when it was rdurned with a certificate of .nonsatisfadion and a letter stating that the decree was returned so as
to enable the decree-holderto bring in thelegal representati ves of
a deceased defendant on the record. The Ramnad Court had
stated in one of its orders also that the request of the decree-holder
to keep the execution petition on the file need not be granted. In
April 1923 the decree-holder applied tl) the High Court to bave
ihe appellant brought on the record :IS the legal representative.
and the order was made ex-parte in July 1923. In January 1926
appellant got the e.,,·parte order set aside. and in December 1926,
she was ordered by the Original Side Judge to be brought on the
record and the decree ordered to n<! transmitted to I\.amnad.
Appellant appealed against the or<k~• .:ontending that the d<:cree
and the application to bring her on the record were both timebarred, Held. that the order was appealable as it finally determined the question of the right of the appellant to ha ve the decision oi this Court on the contentions raised bv her. 'Held, alSO,
tllat an order perniitting e'xecution againstlegaf representatil·es of
a deceased jlldgment-debtor by transmis5ion Of the decl'ee to
::lllotl1er Court can ri!.;htlyby made ex-parte A COllrt tnulsmitting
;-1 decree ac,s ministerially and it is 0l)en to the legal representatives to raise objections on 111e score of limitation befo,'e the
executing: Com!. Having regard also to the fact that it ''''<is
un~ert:lin· whether the original execution proceedings in the
District Conrl of Ramm:.d were opened or closed, and owing to
doubt as to the exactefi'ect of itsor<!ers, it was preferable th,.t the
Ramnad Co"rt should decide the question of limitation. Bankll
Be/wry C/latterii v. Nal'ailldas Dutt, 31 C,W.N. 589 (P.C.)
-followed.
.
NACIHAMMA ACHI v, S.N. SUBH,UIO:\IA)I CHETTY
P,~R'flTJO;:'; SUIT" APPLICAIllpTY OF RULE
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EST.~TE

XIV OF 1860), s. 302-Dcath reslllting' ill a
diffcrcnt way from that expected, effect of-Intwtiol/ ,'0 b.:
premlllcd f,·ol11 blows on Izead with stick-Nature Of weapon. fOl'CC
and lIumber of blo<iis-MII1'der and mallslallghter. If One pers·''!]
causes the death of another, then if his intention was to cause
death or to cause bocliliinjury sufficient in the ordinarycoL1ne oi
nature to cause death, the offence would be murder, even tho~:gh
death resulted in a way differentfrom that expected by the assailant.
As to the intention to be presumed in cases of blows on the head
with a stick, instinct at least, if not knowledge and experien(~ tdls

PE:\AL CODE

(ACT

ii5

iSS

INDEX
every man that to hit another human being any violent blow on
the head may possibly result or is likely to result or will probably
result in .eriOlls injury to the pe,'Son struck, bul knowledge, belief
or expectation of the amount of injury that may be cau~ecl must
depend upon what is used in inflicting the blow and the force
with which the blow is delivered. Repeated blows or even a
single bhw forcibly delivered with a heavy weapon would make
the offence a murder, but where a sudden blow is struck with a
stick that is not heavy, the offence would be culpable homicide
not amounting to murder. Nga Kan v. K.E, 11 L.B.R. 115;
S~we Ei1~ v. K.E., 3 L.B.R. 122 ; Shwe Hln v. K.E., 2 L.B.R.
125-.referred to.
BABA NAYA v KING-EMPEROR
PnoVINCI AL INSOLVENCY ACT (V OF 1920). ss. 2, 23 (1),31,44,61 (1)Land ['Ilj>rovemellt Loans Act (XIX of 18M3l, s. 7 (1) (a)-Lower
Burma Land alld Revenue Acl (II of 1876!, s. 45-Whether InsolvenCY Court has jurisdIction to release or giJC protection to a Crown
debtor Imprisoned under revellue proceedings-Prerogatives and
rights of CroWn not affected by statute unless e."(pressly made so.
Held, that tn.: proceedings of the Collector in recovering loans
under section 7 (J) (a) of the Land Improvement Loans Act" as if
they were arrears of land revenue II is neither a .. suit" nor the
execution of the decree of any C lurt, within the meaning of section
2.(2) of the Pr.wincial Ins('ll vency Act. Consequently a debtor who
is under arrest or imprisonment by reason of an order of a
Revenue officer acting under section 45 of the Land and Revenue
Act, is not" under arrest or imprisonment in execution of the
decree of any Court" and so the Insolvency Court has no jurisdiction to order the release of such a debtor under the provisions of
section 23 (1) of the Provincial Insolvency Act. ntlr can such Court
on adjudication make a protection order under section 31 of the Act
in the absence of express words, so as to extend the protecHon
against Crown debts. Even jf it had the discretionary power to do
so, it would be an improper order to make, because under the Act
Crown debts are payable in priority to other debts, an order of
discharge does not release the debtor from such debts, and it
would be an interference with the proceedings of a revenue officer
to recover such debts. Gattpllt Put :I;;a v. The.CJllector of Kallara,
1 Bom.7 ; Itl re Smith. [! 876] 2 Exch. Dvn. 47-re/e1'red to.
COLLECTOR OF AKYAB V. PAW TUN U AND ONE
l~EVISION, GROUNDS FOR
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TRANSMISSION OF DECREE FOR EXECUTION, A MINISTERIAL AND NOT A
JUDICIAL ACT
TRESPASS, MEASURE OF DAMAGES IN
TROVER, MEASURE OF DAMAGES IN
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plaintiff sued \\'as dulyattested. The deed purported
to be signed by Maung Myin as writer and by Ma
Taik and Anamale Chettyar. Their signatures are not
expressed to be those of .attesting witnesses. On
Maung Myin's evicence it is clear that he signed
only as. writer and that he did so before the mortgagor,' MaungPan Tha, himself signed. He says
tbat he did see Pan Tha sign afterwards but I do not
think that would make him an attesting witness.
The wording 6f section 2 of Act XXVII of 1926 is
not altogetl~er' clear on this point, so I \""ill not at
present give any definite decision on it.
Anamale Cllettyar in his evidence said that he did
not see Pan Tha sign, but that before he signed Pan
Tba admitted his signature.
Ma Taik was not examined, nor was there any
evidence as to the circuinstances in which she signed.
As the law stood when the Subdivisional Court
decided the suit it was clear that neither Maung
Myin nor Anamale Chettyar had duly atlested the
deed. Consequently the question whether Ma Taik
had done so or not was unimportant since her attestation alone could not validate the deed. On that
ground alone the Subdivis.ional Court was justified in
refusing the plaintiff's belated request to have Ma
Taik examined.
But since tbat decision the law has been changed
by Act XXVII of 1926, which came into force pefore
the District. Court decided the first appeal on the
29th June 1926 but which was overlooked by that
:ourt.
Since the decision of the District Court Act X
f;f 1927 has come into force, and it settles the previously disputed question whether Act XXVII ~f
1926 has retrospective effect or not by giving it
such effect.

64
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The result of Act XXVII of 1926 is that as the
S.M.~A.L. law now stands the attestation by Anamale Chettyar
FI~
is certainly valid. Whether that by Ma Taik was also
R.M.M.A. valid or not remains to be determined and there is no
}o'IRM AND
THREE.
evidence on the record either way.
..,-CARR, J.
The first question for decision is whether the law
to be followed is that in force when the Subdivisional
Court decided the suit· or that in force 'now. I
find no definite authority on this question, though the
various judgments on the question of the retrospective·
effect of Act XXVII of 1926 strongly suggest that the
law to be applied is the law as it now stands, since all
that I have seen were appeals from judgments passed
before that Act came into force. The present question
does not seem, however, to have been expressly considered.
I think that Act X of 1927 itself settles the question. The amendment made by the penultimate item
of its Schedule I provides that the word attested shall
be deemed always to have borne the meaning given to
it by section 2 of Act XXVII of 1926. The effect of
this is that although at the time of the decision of the
Subdivisional Court the law applied by that Court was
in fact correct it must now be deemed that the law
then was the same as the law now in force. It follows
from this that it must now be deemed that the
Subdivisional Court applied the law incorrectly. The
law tq be applied therefore is the law as.it no\v stands.
I note that a Bench of the Calcutta High Court
has held in Radha Mohan Dutt v. Nripendra Nath
Nandi ll), that the signature of the sub-registrar to
the registration endorsement to the effect that the
mortgagor has admitted execution to him now makes
that officer an attesting witness. This goes very far,
1927

(1) (1927) 31 C.W.N. clx.
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'and, without expressly refusing to accept that deci~
sion as correct, I am not at present prepared to S.M.~.R.A.L.
M
'follow it, the more so that so far as regards this 1<X:. •
.:aspect of the appeal the hearing has been ex parte.
: ~;~~~~
The present situation therefore is that the attest- THREE.
ation by Anamale Chettyar must be ta~en t<;> be CARR, J.
good and that there is as yet no evidence as to
,the attestation ,by Ma Taik.
[The appeal was dismissed against the 1st respondent for reasons not material for the purposes of
1hlS report, and the case was remande·d for the trial
-of the. issut: as to whether the mortgage deed was
duly attested by Ma Taik.]
APPELLATE CIVIL.
.Before Sir Guy Rutledge, Kt., K.C., Chief Justice, and Mr. Justice Carr.

S.N.

NACHIAMMA ACHI

1927

v.

Aug. 3.

SUBRAMO~IA:-J

CHETTY.*

'Order for trammissi011 of decree for excCIIlioll, a .;:illfslerial <lct-Allowing
e.recution against legal represenlat ive of deceascd judgment debt01'
without notice whether ,'aNd-Questioll w;:ethcr dc:ree is barred when
a que,tiotl for execut.illg Court and lIat tile t rallslliilting Court to decide
-Ltttcrs Patent, Clause 13-Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 1901l), SSe
48, 50-Limitation Act (IX of 1908), Sched. I, Art. 181.
A decree of the Chief Court of Low.er B:,nr,a passed in June 1910 was
'transmitted in July 1910 to the District Court cf Ramnad for ex.;cution. It
remained there till February 1922 when it was returned with a cerlificate of
non-sati;facti.:m and a letter statin g that the decree was returned so as to
-enable the decree-holder to bring in the l~gal representatives of a deceased
·defendant OJ} the record. The Ramllad COllrt had stated in one of its orders
also that the reqllest of the decree-holder to keep the execution petition 011 the
,file need not be granted. In April 1923 the decree-holder applied to the High
Court to have the appellant brought on the record as the legal representative,
and the order was made e.I' parte in July 1923. In Jar-nary 1926 appellant
got the ex parte order set ,(sid;:, and in December 1926, she was orc'ered by

* Civil First Appeal No. 32 oi 1927 arising on! of Civil Execution Case
N{). 3.01 of 1923 of the Original Side.
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the Origlnal Side Judge to be brought on the record and the decree ordered
o be transmitted to Ramnad. Appellant appealed against tilt: order, con-"
tending that the decree and the application to bring her on the record were··
both time-barred.
Held, that tile oreter was appealable as it finally determined the question
of the right of the appellant to have the decision of this court on the contentions raised by her.
Beld, also, that an order permitting execution a~ainst legal representa··
, ives of a deceased judgment·debtor by transn1issioll of the ilecree to another
. Court can rightly be made ex parte. A Court transmitting a dClcree acts
ministerially, and it is open to the legal representatives to raise objections.
on the score of limitation before the executing Court. Having regard also to
the fact that it was uncertain whether tile original execution proceedings in
the District COlirt of Ramnad were open or closed, and owin~ to doubt as to
the exact effect of its orders, it was prpferable that the Ramnad Court should.
dedde the question of limitation.
Banku Behary Cltatterji v. Narai1tdas Dull, 31 C.W.N. 589 (P.C.)followed.
.

N. M. CowQsjee and B. K. B. Naidu-' for Appellant...
Paget-for Respondent.

.
RUTLEDGE, C.J., AND CARR, J.-In Suit No. 308·
of 1909 of the Chief Court of Lower Burma the:
respondent, Subramonian Chetty, obtained a simple
money decree against five defendants, of whom the
5th was K.M.P.R.S. Palaniappa Chetty of Karakuddi t .
in the Madras Presidency.. The decree was passed.
on the 3rd of June, 1910, and in July of that year it.
was transmitted to the DistriCt Court of Rarnnad
in Madras t for execution. There it remained untiL
the 25th February, 1922,. when the Ramnad Court
returned it to this Court with a letter stating that it.
,vas returned " so as to enable the decree-holder to
bring in the legal representatives of the deceased_
defendants on record ". and that no satisfaction
had been obtained by exe.cution in that Court..
Nothing waS done in this Court until on the 20th
April, 1923, the decree-holder (respondent) applied.
to have the appellant, Nachiamma Achi, brought on,
the record as the heir and legal representative of
K.M.P.R.S. Palaniappa Chettyar, deceased. On this
petition notice was issued to the appellant. This.
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was held to have been duly served and as the appel- 1927
]an t did not appear an ex parte order \';as passed NAC~MMA
,directing that the appellant be brought on the record ~~HI
as the legal representative of the 5th defendant. This S,N.
•
•
SUBRAwas done by addlllg her name as legal representatIve ~IONIAN
,in the plaint and the decree in the stlit. The formal c~y.
propriety of this proeedure is at least questionable, Rct:J.~~~GDE
'since the Civil Procedure Code does not provide CARR, J.
for it on the lines of the provisions of Order 2'1 in
-respect of suits. The only actual provision in the Code
-is section 50, which says that the decree-holder may
'apply to the Court which passed the decree to execute
'it against the legal representatives. The point, how'ever, is not now of material importance.
This order was passed on the 4th July, 1923, and
on the 9th of August the respondent applied for re;transmission of the decree to the Ramnad Court for
-execution. This was granted and the amended decree
'was so transmitted.
On the 24th of November, 1923, the appellant
:applied to have these two ex parte orders vacated.
Notice was issued to the respondent, who contested
'the application. After much delay it was decided on
·the 19th of January, 1926, when the learned Judge on
~the Original Side allowed it and. set aside the ex parte
-orders. His order came before this Bench in Civil
'Miscellaneous Appeal No. 43 of 1926, which appeal
we dismissed on the ground that the order ~as not a
judgment within the meaning of Clause 13 of the
Letters Patent of this Court and was therefore not
.appealable.
The matter then went before another Judge on the
'Original Side, whose order on it is now appealed from.
The contention of the appellant was that the decree
was no longer executable, being time-barred under
:section 48 of the Civil Procedure Code, and that the
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appliCation to bring her on the record, or to execute the
decree against her, was also time-barred under Article
ACHI
181 of the Schedule to the Limitation Act. T he res,.
v.
S.N.
pondent contends that there is no bar in either case
SUBRAMONIAN
because
of the various proceedings in execution in the
CHETTY.
.Ramnad Court.
RUTLEDGE
The learned Judge has refused to decide between
C.J., AND
. CARR. J.
these two contentions. The view he has taken is that
the questions raised are questions which ordinarily
should be decided by this Court, but that in the
peculiar circumstances of this case they ought to be"
decided by the District Court of Ramnad, because the'
decision will involve the construction of the previous
orders in execution of that Court.
The appellant urges before us that she is entitled
to have these questions decided by this Court.. Therespondent supports· the order under· appeal and
contends further that there is no rightof appeal against
that order.
.
...
On this last question weare of opinion that an
appeal does lie because the order finally determines so
far as this Court is concerned the question of the right.
of th~ appellant to have the decision of this Court on
the contentions raised by her. In this respect it differsfrom the order in question in Civil Miscellaneous
Appeal No. 43 of 1926, which merely set aside
certain ex parte orders and left the questions raised.
for decision on contest.
A.s regards the first contention this case is strik-·
ingly similar to Banku Belzarv Chaite1-ji v. Naraindas
Dull (1), which was decided by the Privy Council..
The fach, of that case are somewhat more fully stated.
in the judgment of the Calcutta High Court (2}..
From the last-mentioned report it appears that more:

NACHIA~D1A

(1) (1;927) 54 LA. 129; 31 C. W.N, 58.9 •.
(2) 78 I.C. 1001 ..
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1927
·than twelve years after the passing of a mortgage
decree by the Calcutta High Court the decree-holder NACHIAMMA
ACHI
'II.
" applied to the High Court, praying that the (deceased)
S.N.
mortgagor's widow and his two sons
. be
SUBRAMONIAN
. substituted on the record in his place;
and CHErTY.
that .
the decree be transmitted to the
RUTLEDGE
Hoogly Court for execution." This was done \,-ithout C.T.. AND
notice to the widow and sons. The Hoogly Court CARR. J.
issued notice to them under Order XXI, Rule 22 of the
Civil Procedure Code and they then filed objections, not
.in the Hoogly Court but in the High Court itself.
The princi pal objections were that the widow was
not a legal. representative of the mortgagor, and that
. execution was barred by the law of limitation. These
objections were heard by a Judge of the High Court
and a c(imsent order was passed. Of this order
Mr. Justice Richardson says in his judgment: "as it
seems to me, its only appreciable effect was to amend
the order for the transmission of the decree'
by striking out the name of the mortgagor's \yic;o\\"."
Later he says: - " As I regard the matter, the parties
or their legal advisers recognized, \yhen they came
before Pearson, J., that what I may call the sub.
stantial objections of the appellants to the execution of
the decree fell to be decided not by the learned Judge
but by the Hoogly Court to which the decree had
been transmitted. The agreement arrived at related
merely to the form of the order for the transmis~ion of
the decree and not to its substance. When the original
order, made without notice to the appellants, gave
liberty to the respondent to execute the decree o.gainst
them, such liberty was merely a liberty to the respondent to proceed in ex.ecution subject to all just
objections on the part of the appellants and it would,
perhaps, have obviated misunderstanding if some such
words had been introduced."
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Again he says :-." Under the scheme of the Code,
the Court transmitting a decree is not the Court to decide
,objections on the part of the judgment-debtor that the
decree is incapable of execution or that execution is
barred by limitation. Such objections should be taken
before and heard and determined by the Court to wbich
the decree is transmitted as the Court of Execution."
This judgmen t was passed on an appeal from the
Hoogly Court before which the legal representatives
had urged the objections that execution of the decree
was time-barred under Article 183 of the Limitation
·'Act. The Hoogly Court held that the original ex parte
order of the High Court, coupled with the subsequent
consent order, and as amended thereby, constituted a
revivor of the decree. In the appeal the High Court
held that it did not and that execution of the decree
was in fact time-barred.
The decree-holder appealed to the Privy Council,
which upheld the judgment of the High Court. The
judgment of their Lordships was delivered only on the
22nd February in this year, that is, after the order now
under appeal had been passed. They say expressly
that the order of transmission would be rightly made
ex parte and as a ministerial act. And although they
rio not expressly say so it follows by necessary implication from their judgment, in view of the facts before
them, that the order permitting execution against the
legal representatives would also rightly be made ex
parte. On this point we ourselves expressed a contrary
opinion in our judgmentin Ci viI Miscellaneous Appeal
No. 43 of 1926,* but in the face of this judgnientof
their Lordships we Can no longer sustain that opinion.
There are, of course, .differences of detail between
the cases now before us and that dealt with by their
* Subramonian Chetty v. Nachiainma Achi.
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Lordships, but as far as at present conce"ns us the 1927
·essential features of the hvo are the same. The effect XACHwmA
-of the judgment is to show that this Court could rightly .~C.HI
have allowed execution against the legCl~ representati\'e, st;~~~
and have transferred the decree to the Ramnad Court CHETTY.
)IONIAN
for execution, without giving any notice to the appel- > , - . Iler to raIse
. l
. - on t h e score hlTLEDGE
Iant an d Ieavmg
lerb
a 'JectIons
c.r., ANO
,of limitation in that Court. We do not think that the CARR, J.
fad th"t notice has been given to her and that she has
raised the objections in this Court can affect the power
of the Court to act in the same way, which is what the
learned Judge ha!' done in the order under appeal.
, We think also that in the circumstances of the
·case he was right in adopting that course, although we
regret that one result must necessarily be to prolong
'further this already protracted litigation. The materials
on the record are not in our opinion sufficient for a
satisfactory decision of the question. They appear to
'be far from complete. On the other hand the whole
of the previous proceedings in execution have been
'taken in the Ramnad Court and all necessary materials
for a decision are therefore available to that Court.
We therefore dismiss this appeal with costs, ten
~goId mohurs. A copy of this judgment will be sent to
-.the Ramnad Court.
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.APPELLATE CIVIL..
Before Mr. Justice Heald and Mr. Justice Dal"'Wood.

HAJEE TAR MAHOMED

AND THREE

v.
ZULAIKHA BAJ.:i!Letters Patent, Clause 13-Appeallies ae,ainst .finding of High Court that it'
has jurisdict ion to entel'tain a suit.
Held, that an appeal lies under the Letters Patent against the finding ef
the High Court that it has jurisdiction to hear and decide a suit, although no··
appeal lies against a similar finding of a Court other than the High Court,.
under the Civil Procedure Code.
De Sou,a v. Coles. 3 Mad. H.C. Reports 384; Habbeeb v. Jo05ub, 13 Bengal'Law Reports 91; SOOlli"(/.1n v. Tata, C.M. Ap. 82 of 1925 H.C. Rangoon
-followed.
.

Burjorjee-for Appellants.

n.-Respondent, claiming
to be widow of one Esak Vally Mohamed, sued
appellants on the Original Side of this Court) with theleave of the Court for administration of Esak's
estate by the Court. She alleged that Esak and
appellants were partners in a business carried on at
Rangoon and at Kyaukme in the Northern ShanStates and that Esak left property both in Rangoon
and at Kyaukme.
Appellants took a preliminary objection that the
Original Side of this Court had no jurisdiction
because the business ot the partnership, or as they
called it the joint family business, was not carried
on at Rangoon and because Esak left no property'
in Rangoon.
The learned Judge tried as a preliminary issue~
the question whether or not this Court had juris-diction. That question involved a decision on-.
HEALD AND DARWOOD,

• Ch'i1 Miscellaneous Appeal No. 124 of 1927..
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matters of fact, and after hearing the evidence
produced by the parties concerning those matters of
fact, the learned Judge came to the conclusion that
the business was one of selling goods bought in
Rangoon, that there wa~ always a partner or representative of the partnership in R,angoon and a place of
business in Rangoon, that some of the goods bought
in Rangoon were sent for sale to Kyaukme and Hsipaw
in the Northern Shan Stat~s, where Esak lived and represented the firm, that other goods bought in Rangoon
were sold in Rangoon, .that the banking accounts
and the money of the business were kept in Rangoon,
and that therefore the business of the partnership
was carried on partly at least in Rangoon. The learned
Judge therefore found that this Court on its.
Original Side had jurisdiction to he:tr and decide
the suit.
Appellants claimed to be entitled to appeal against
that finding, which vyas a finding on a preliminary
issue) on the ground that it \YJS a " judgment" within
the meaning of Clause 13 of the Letters Patent,
and they allege that the learned Judge's finding on the
facts and his decision on the questions of la\v \vhich
arose were erroneous.
A similar question of the right of appeal arose
in a recent case in this Ceurt, Soonirarn J eelmull v.
R. D. Tala * (Civil Miscellaneous Appeal No. 82 of
1925), which was also an appeal against a finr.ling of
a Judge on the Original Side that this Court
had jurisdiction. The decision On that question was
given in these words :_lC A preliminary objection was
taken that no appeal lay. We overruled this obJection
on the authority of De Souza v. Coles (3 Mad. H
C. Reports, p. ')84) and H.I.H. Habbeeb v. H.M.H.
[* Reported in 5 Ran. 451, but not on the question of appeal.-Ed..]
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]oosub(13 Bengal Law Reports, p. 91)." It would
seem therefore that an appeal does lie against such
a finding under the Letters Patent although it 'vvould
not lie against a similar finding of a Cou rt other
than the High Court under the Code, the reason given
by the learned Chief Justice in Habbeeb v.]oosub
being that "It is not a mere formal order or an
order merely regulating the procedure in the suit but
one that has the effect of giving a jurisdiction to the
Court which it otherwise would not have. And it
may fairly be said to determine some right between
them, viz., the right to sue in a particular Couri and
to compel the defendants who are not within the
jurisdiction to come in and defend the suit or if
they do not, to make them liable to have a decree
passed against them in their absence." It may be
noted that this decision cast some doubt on some
of the reasons given by the learned Judges for their
decision in the case of De SOuza v. Coles, and that
the case of De Souza v. Coles was an appeal not from
finding that the Court had jurisdiction but from
an order refusing to give leave to institute the suit in
the High Court, that order being one which, if it
stood, finally disposed of the suit so far as the High
Court waS concerned. It is however clearly desirable
that an appeal should lie since otherwise much time
and money might be wasted in a Court which might
ultimat.ely be found to have no jurisdiction.
But assuming that an appeal does lie against the
learned Judge's finding that the High Court had
jurisdiction, we are of opinion that on the evidtnce
the ap'peal must fail.
The evidence in our opiIlion clearly St1 pports the
conclusion that the principal pbce of business
was in Rangoon, that the accounts of the business
were kept in Rangoon, and that the part of .the
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business which was carried on by Esak at Kyaukme
and Hsipaw in the Shan States was a branch.
We are therefore of opinion that leave to file the
suit on the 'Original Side was rightly given and that
this Court has jurisdiction.
The appeal is accordingly dismissed.
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ORIGINAL CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Chari.

MAUNG BA TU

1927

v.

Aug. 11,

MA THET SU

AND THREE OTHERS,*

Czt'il Procedure Code (Act Vof 1908), 0.9, r. 9 -Fresh suit in respect of ~a11le
cause of action, tliougllmode of relief is varied, will not lie--Partition
suits, whether rule applies to-Incidents of the right to claim part ilionBuddhist La;o and Hindu Law-Wlletliel' Burmese Buddhist heir ca1l file
sllch partition suit in respect of his allastor's property.

Held, that a suit will be barred under the I'rodsions of Order 9. Rule 9 of the
Civil Procedure Code, if the cause of ae-tioR in the suit is the same as that in
.the previous suit, that has been dismissed for default of appearance of the
plaintiff, though a different relief is claimed in the subsequent suit. The rule.
does not apply to partition suits for the right to partition is a le~al incident Of
a joint tenancy, and if the parties continue to be in possession after the firSt
decree, the continuance of the joint possession- after the deer ee gives rise to a
fresh cat:se of action.
In a partition suit proper, plaintiff seeks to covert his joint ownership and.
joint posse~sion of the whole property into separate I'r operty and separate
posses"ion of a portion of the property. Partition signifies the surrender of a
portioll of a joint right in exchange for a similar right from the co·sJlarer. A
par!l1ion suit lies only if the parties have (1) unity of interest or title in thee
property sought to be partitione d, and (2) unity of posses~ion.
The e~tate of a deceased Burman Buddhist vests in his heirs on his death,
but there is no analogy between their position and th;;! of the co-parcenersof a
joint Hindu family under the Hindu Law, In the former case the e~tate does
not vc·st collectively or jointly, but each heir gets a definite fraction in e\'cry
portion of the estate of the deceased ancestor, which vests inhim separatelv
and individually which he is entitled 10 claim. He caonot b~ deemed to be with
his co-heirs a joint owner 0, joint tenant of the property nor is he entitled to
joint possessi,n of the property with them. A Burman Bllddhistheir is not.

• Civil Hegular Suit No. 163 of 1927.
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entitled to m~jntain a partition suit in the strict sense of the word, and his suit
11ll1st be one for cJidsioll of inheritance, i.e., an administration suit.
A B\1rmanBudcJhist whose suit for the administration of his deceased
father's estate has been dismissed for default, is debarred, under the provisions
of Order 9, rule 9, of the Civil Proc~dl1re Code, from filing a fresh suit, based
on the s"me cau~e of action, and claiming partition of the estate.
Atra/;annessa v. Safatllllalt, 43 Cal. 50~, Biseshar v. Ran Prasad, 28 AIl.
627; Doobee Singh v. lowkeeram. ~:.W.P.H.C.R. (1868) 381; Durga
Charan v. Khundkar, 27 C.L.J. 441; Madon Mohan v. Baikalltanath, 10
C.W.N. 839 ; Ml~kerji v. Af<al Beg, 37 AlI. 155; Mukunda Lal v. Laheireux,
20 Cal. 379; Nandakcshwar v. SUlldarsan. 68 I.C. 804; Nasratullah v.
Mlljibulla, 13 All. 309 ; referred to.
Assafally v. Abdeali, 45 Born. 75; Fu.har Rahman v. Fay"ul' Rah11tal~,
10 C.W.::-\. 677; Mi Mya v. l'rfi Mye, U.B.R. (I897·01) 229; Moideensa I.
Mahomed Cass~m, 28 I C. 895; Nga Po Chein v, Mi Pwa Theil:, U.B.R. (1907
21 ; Pakkiri v. HaJi Mahammed, 46 Mad. 844-distinguislled.

Hallwr-for Plaintiff.
Burjorjee-for Defendants.

J.-The

facts of this case are that one
Maung Ba Tu filed an application to be allowed to
sue in forma pauperis for his share in the estate of
his father, U Taing.
.
The applicant, Maung Ba Ttl, was the son of U
Taing by his deceased wife 1 Ma We. U Taing
married a second time, and his second wife, Ma Thet
Su, was the respondent in the application.
Two persons claiming an interest in the estate
later filed an application to be made parties, and they
were made parties. The application to sue in forma
pau:peris was granted and the application was treated
as a plaint in the suit. Ma Thet Su, the surviving
wido\v 1 was the 1st defendant and the two persons
who applied to be made parties were the 2nd and 3rd
defendants.
Mating Ba Tu claimed a half share of the estate
and valued that share at Rs. 1102 1917. He alleged that
·the cause of action arose on the 31st December 1 1923,
on which day U Taing died. He asked for enquiry
;and accounts in respect of the estate left by U Taing
CHARI,
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and for a decree for his share in the estate. He later 1927
filed an amended plaint which was the same as the MAUNG BA
original plaint except that he made one U Shwe Doung
~~
-4th defendant in the suit, on the allegation that Mal\1~;::~E~u
Thet Su, the 1st' defendant, had by a fraudulent OTHERS.
deed of gift transferred certain properties t~' U CHARI, J.
Shwe Doung. He asked for a further relief, viz., a
declaration that the deed of gift was void and of no
.effect as against his share in the estate. Written
':statements were filed and the parties joined issue and
on the 15th of February 1926 when the case was
·called for hearing neither the plaintiff nor his advocate
was present while the advocates for the defendants were
,present. The suit was dismissed for default and on
the 9th of March 1926 the plaintiff applied to set aside
the dismissal order. On the 3rd of May 1926 the
;.application to restore the case was dismissed. This order
was appealed against but the appeal was also dismissed
,and the order was confirmed by the Appellate Court.
Thereupon on the 29th of March 1927 the plaintiff
'.filed a suit for administration and accounts claiming
.again a half share in the e,state and valuing tis share,
which formerly he valued at more than a lakh of
Rupees, at Rs. 500. Leave under Clause 10 of the
~'Letters Patent was also applied for and obtained. A
preliminary written statement "vas filed in which
Mr. Burjorjee for the defendants challenged the valuation and also contended that by virtue of the Pfovisions
of order 9, Rule 9 of the Civil Procedure Code, the
suit did not lie. The matter was placed before me for
·orders and on the 23rd of May 1927 Mr. Halkar for
plaintiff w:lnted time to apply for an amenc:1ment of
'the plaint. He was allowed to do so and \\'hen the
application came on for disposal Mr. Burjorjee objected
:to the amendment, on the ground that the cause of
.action in the amended plaint wa~different. I held
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that the relief claimed was different, but the cause of
action the same, since the plaintiff relied on the same
'fe
'V.
facts in the amended plaint as in the original plaint,
MA THE'!' Su the only difference being that in the second TJlaint he
AND THREE
1:
OTHERS.
claimed a partition of the joint property insteZld of
CHARI, J.
administration of the estate as in the original plaint. 1
therefore allowed the amendment.
The matter then came up for argument again and
the point whether this second suit, even as amended ,.
would lie has been argued before me as a preliminary
point of law. The question of court-fees has not been,
argued up till now.
The argument of the learned advocate for the
defendant is that Order 9, Rule 9 of the Code is a bar
to the snit. He argues that t!1e cause of action in both
the suits is the same, and though a differen t relief is.
claimed. the suit is barred as being in respect of the'
same cause oi" action. This is obviously correct but
the learned advocate for the plaintiff argues that the'
suit is a suit for partition and that the previous suit
which had been dismis::;ed for default though framed
as a suit for. administration was in effect a suit.
for partition and that the dismissal of a prior suit for
partition dOt:s not bar a subsequent suit. He relies.
upon the case of Biseshar v. Ram. Prasad (1) and.
other cases in' which the same principle was applied~
[Mukcrji v. Afzal Beg (2) j l"1tfadoll Mohan v. Baikantanath l3)j. The reasoning on which these cases are
based is that the cause of actionin a partition suit is a
continuing case of action, and till the joint ownership.
is put an end to the joint owner has a right to get the
property"partitioned. The dismissal, therefore, of asuit.
under Order 9, Rule 8 of tile Civil Procedure Code t
-cannot put an. end. to his right to enforce partition of
MAUNG BA

(l} (1906) 28 All. 627.

(2) (1914) 37 All. 155.
(3) (1906) 10 C.W.N.839.
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joint property which continues after the dismissal and
~ubsist till his statns as joint owner is dertermined.
. 'The following propositions have to be considered :(lJ Is the reason on which the Allahabad case
of Bisesha1' is based sound'?
(2) What are the incidents of the right to claim
partition of immovable property?
(3) What is the position of the heirs of a
Burmese' Buddhist, deceased, and can
they file a partition suit strictly so
called, in respect of the property of their
ancestor?
The case of Biseshar was a case where certain
members of a joint Hindu family ~ed a suit for
partition of the joint assets. The suit was dismissed
tor default and a second suit was field to enforce parlition. It was contended that the second suit was
qarred by virtue of the provisions of section 103 of the
tl1en Civil Procedure Code (Order 9, Hule 9 of the
present Code). The District Court hIed that the fresh
demand alleged in the second suit had not been
proved and was further of opinion that it would not
affect the case even if there had been a fresh demand.
On appeal the learned Judges applying the principles.
of a previous case of their own Court, held that the
'suit was not barred. They were of opinion that the
right to enforce partition is a legal mcident of a
joinf tenancy, and as long as such tenancy sbbsists.
so long may any of the joint tenants apply to the
Court for partition of the joint property. They also
cited a passage from the earlier case [Nasl'qtullah
v. Mujibulla (1)]. The parties in this last case were
Mahommedans and the suit fwas one for partition of
the estate of a common ancestor. They had obtained
a prior decree which was never carried into effect. It
(1) (1891) 13 All. 309.
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was urged that the prior suit for partition operated
MAUXG BA
as res judicata in the second suit. In considering this
Tu
v.
question tbf ;fOlrped Judges made the statement
.~:N~~;F.:U quoted and relicci upon in the 28 Allahabad case.
. OTHERS.
In the case of Muke1ji v. Ajzal Beg (1), the parties
~HARI, J.
were co-owners in a house. The plaintiff had filed a
suit for partition in 1905 wherein a compromise
decree was passed by which the defendant in that
suit agreee to convey his share to the plaintiff for
Rs. 5,750. The then defendant died ·without giving
effect to the compromise decree by transferring the
share and his successors in title were unwilling to do
so. The plaintiff thereupon filed a fresh suits, which
was objected to on the ground that it was not maintainable on account of the previous compromise
decree. The Allahabad I-ligh Court held that the
parties were relegated to their original rights, because
the compromise decree was not given effect to on
account of the laches of the defendants and their
predecessor in title. They then said that the right
to bring a suit for partition unlike other suits is a
continuing right incidental to the ownership of joint
property. "It may be that at one time the desire
for partition may cease. Circumstances may again
arise which may make it desirable or necessary that
partition should take place."
The Calcutta ruling in Madan Mohon's· case is
to a similar effect. All these cases proceeded on the
assumption that the right to partition is incidental
to a joint tenancy and continues to exist till the
joint tenancy is determined .. This reasoning is not
very convincing since in the case of almost every
right, the right continues till it is' determined by
satisfaction or discharge. The provisions of the law
which bar a second suit in certain circumstances,
1927..

(1) (1914)

j7 All. 155.
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like Order 2, Rule 2 apd Order 9, Rule 9 of the
1927
Civil Procedure Code, which in terms apply to all MAuNG BA
suits, will on this reasoning be rendered of no effect.
;~
.
f
tl
d"
.
.
.
.
th
d
f
d
IlIA THET Su
A b ett er b aSls or lese eClslOns IS e groun re erre AND THREE
to In the still earlier case of the Allahabad High OTHERS.
Court, Dodbee Singh v. ] 07.rkiral1z (1). If the parties CHAHI, J.
continue to be in possession after th~ first decree
the continuance of the Joint possession after the decree
gives rise to a fresh cause of action. It is however
unn·ecessary to consider this point any further because
in the view I take of the rights of Burman Buddhist
heirs, they are not entitled to maintain a suit for
partition strictly so called, and it is only in such
cases that the right could, if at all, be a continuing
or recurring right.
The next question to be considered is as 1.0 the
incidents of the right to enforce partition. The
word" partition" is generally used in a loose way
for the division or separation of interest of whatever
·kind in property. But, strictly, II partition" is applicable only to those suits in \\hich the plaintiff seeks
to convert his joint ownership and joint possession
of the whole property into separate o\mersbip and
separate possession of a portion of the. property.
Therefore a partition suit lies only when the plaintiff
and the defendant have (1) unity of interest or title
in the property sought to be partition; and (2)
unity of possession. The incidents of a pal·tit~on suit
were considered in the case of Atraba1'l11eSSa v.
Safatullah (2). (That case is no longer authority for
the proposition laid down therein that a benamidar
·cannot maintain a suit for partition of joint im!novable
property, becase of the hvo propositions on which
that ruling is based, first that the benamidar cannot
maintain a suit for recovery of possession of immovable
(1) N.W.P. H.C.R. (1868) p. 3Sl,

(2) (1935) -13 Cal.S04.
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property, and second, that a suit for partition of
immovable property is in effect a suit for recovery
oJ possession of immovable property, the first proposition is in view of the Privy Coullcil ruling no longer
tenable. The remarks of. the learned Judges dealing
with the essentials of a partition suit are not hO\;vever
affected by the Privy Council ruling)~ They say : " In
our opinion, a suit for partiti0ll' of immovable property
should, for our present purpose, be included in the
same category as a suit for possession of land. The
object of a suit for partition is to alter the form of
enjoyment of joint property by the co-owners or as
has sometimes been said, partition signifies the surrender of a portion of a joint right in exchange for a
similar right from the co-sharer ~ Partition is thus·
the division made beh,veen several persons, of joint
lands which belong to them as co-proprietors, so that
each becomes the sale owner of the part which is
allotted to him; the essence of partition is that the
property is transformed into estates in severally and
one of such estates is assigned to each of the former
occupants for his sole use and as his sole property."
This reasoning was applied and acted upon in the
case of Durga Charan v. Khundkar (1). It was there
held that in' a partition suit the plaintiffs must establish that inresped of the lands in question the plaintiffs are not only joint owners with the defendants but
are also:entitled to joint possession. II It is essential in
a suit for partition that the plaintiffs should establish
that they and the defendants are not only joint
owners but are also entitled to joint possession because
the object of the suit is to transform tbe joint possession into possession in severalty;" Though the
plaintiff must be in joint possessioIl or entitled to
joint possession with tbe defendant, the possession

_...:....-------------"---~-.--.

(1) 27

C,L.J~ 44~1.
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alleged by the pla~ntiff may be actual or constructive.
If the plaintiff i~.not in joint possession, either actual
or constructive, but is entitled to joint possession
Clen he must frame the suit as one for joint possession and partition. This is merely a matter of pleading
and court-fees but the essential requisites are :that
the plaintiff must have a joint interest in the property
and must b~ in joint possession, acually or construciively or, at all events, entitled to such joint possession a'3 could be enforced by suit. [Nandakeshwar v:
Sudarson (1); see also Mukunda Lal v. Laheireux
'(2), where it was held that joint possession without
unity of title is not sufficient to enable a person to
maintain a partition suit.]
Turnmg now to the question of the rights of the
heirs of a deceased Burmese Buddhist it may be
iaken as settled that the estate of a deceased Burman
Buddhist vests in the heirs on the death of the
ancestor. Their position resembles that of the heirs of
a deceased :Mahomedan under Mahomedan Law, and
there is no analogy between their position and that of
the co·parceners of a joint Hindu family under the
Hindu Law. I note that there are cases in which it is
taken for granted that a suit for partition is maintainable by the heir of a Mahomedan against the co-heirs
who are in possession of the estate. Thus in Fuzlia1'
Rahman v. Fayzitr Rahman (3), it was held that
there was no distinction between the heirs of a
Hindu and the heirs of a Mahomedatl so' far as the
right to partitioD was concer.ned and that a partial
partition cannot be allowed in a partition suit between
Mahomedan heirs. In Assafally Alibhai v.' Abdeali
Oulaul Hussain (4), the argument urged before the
·Court was that a partition suit is the only remedy open
(1)68 LC. £04.
(3)(1911) 15·C.W.N.677.
(2) (1892) 20 C.ll. 379. (4) (192J) 45 Bom. 75.
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to a Mohamedan heir and that he could' not file a suit
MAUNG BA for the administration of the estate of his deceased
:~
ancestor. In these cases the words
patition suit ,.,
MA THET Su are used in a broad sense to mean a suit in which a
AND THREE
OTHERS.
division of the inheritance is asked for, and attention
CHARI, J.
'was not directed to the essential requirements of a
partition "suit. If the heirs by an agreement express
or implied, remain in possession of the estate of the
ancestor jointly and continue to enjoy that estate
"jointly, then they have created as among themselves,
by a contractual act, unity of interest and unity of
possession which would enable one of the heirs to file
a suit for partition. But it is doubtful whether a
Mohomedan heir who is, not in joint possession or
joint enjoyment of the property could file a suit for
partition strictly so called. In the casa of Pakkiri
v. Haji Maho11'l11Ud (1), the learned judges held that
a partial partition may be allowed in the case of
Mahomedan heirs because the estate they hold is a
cormnon estate as distinguished from a joint estate.
The learned judges say "we have not be'en shown
any direct authority that a suit for partition of common
property not joint property is liable to dismissal on the
ground that all the common property in respect of which
it might have been brought has not been included. I,
Two things are noticeable in this case :---(1) a distinction
is dravvn between common properties and joint properties and it is assumed that in the case of Mohomedans
the ancestral property is common and not joint and (2)
a division of common " property is styled a partition
of that property. (The case is not very satisfactorily
rep.orted and the facts are not fully set out but I presume
it is a case between Mohomedan heirs.) A Mo homedan
heir takes a fractional share in the estate of his ancestor
1927

l(

l(

l(

(1) (1922) 46 Mad. 844.
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and he does not become a joint owner of the estate nor
is he entitled to joint possession of the estate with his
co-heirs. The legal position is made clear in anotp.er
case, Moideensa v. Moho1'Jzed Cassim (1) where it was
held that under Mahomedan law each heir gets a
definite fraction in every portion of the estate of the
deceased ancestor, and that in the case of Mahomedans
a suit ought really to be an administration suit in those
cases in "~hich, if the parties were Hindus, . the suit
would be a suit for partition. vVhether this is a correct
statement of the position of Mahomedan heirs or not it
is in my opinion a correct statement of the position of
the heirs of a deceased Burman Buddhists. The estate
of the ancestor in the case of Burman Buddhists vests
in the heirs immediately on the death of the ancestor
.but not collectively or jointly. The fractional part of
. the state to which each is entitled becomes ,rested in
each of them. There are no direct authorities on the
position of the heirs of a deceased Burman Buddhists
and the conclusion I have arrived at is men:1y an
inference from the general conceptions of Burman
Buddhists Law and the indication gi\'en in the
Dhammathats as to \\'hat the writers conceiYed to be
rights of the heirs of a deceased Burman Buddhist. A
passage from the Manugye cited in section Sl of Volume
I of Kinwun Mingyi's Digest runs as fo11o\\'s :-"Partition
of inheritance should be made within seven days or within
a month after the obsj;quies of the parents are over when
shares according to the cusomary rules of inheritance
shall be allotted to heirs present as well as those absent
at the time." This alternate period within which
partition should be made is explained unambi§uously in
the Rajabala citied in the same chapter of the digest.
" Claim for partition of inheritance shall be preferred
within seven days (after the burial oUhe parents). If the
1) 28 I.C. SC:>S.
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heir is resident in a not very distant place, claim shall be
made within a month; if resident in a more distant place
Tu
within three months; if still more distant \~'itliina year. "
V.
lilA THET Su To the same or similar effect are passages from
other
AND THREE
OTHERS.
Dhammathats cited in the same section. The first point
to notice is that the claim to be made by the heirs isfor
CHARI, J,
his share according to the customary rules of inheritance.
The lvlanugye states thatthese shares shall be alldted to
the heirs. The second pointis the extreme shortness of
the time within \vhich claims l,avc to be preferred. The
heirs on the spot have to prefer their claims within seven
days and those who are not on the spot within a month.
These pa~sages negative the id.ta that the Dha1'1lmatlzat
writers contemplated the estate of a deceased asvesting
jointly or collectively in the heirs, and they also show
that tbe heirs are not entitled to joint possession of the
estate as against each other. There are certain passages
which may seem at first sight to lead to a different conclusion. Thus in section 85 of the Digest, Volume I, a
rule is laid down from the Manugye that there shan be no
partition of ancestral property'amonggreat-grandchildren. There are similar passages in other Dhammathais
and this may lead one to infer that according to tbe
Burmese Buddhist text-writers the property of an
ancestor vests jointly in the heirs who are entitled to
remain in join t possession of the estate gen erafion aU (r
generation till a division finally takes place. But this
rule is merely an application and not a very logical or
intellige'-lt application of the rule of Hindu Law' that a
co-parcenary exists between the common ancestor or
the last holder of a share down to three generations only
and does not extend any further. The Hindu t.extwriters who conceived the family as a corporate unit
capable of holding propertyh;1.d to fix a limit to the
membership of the fa.mily and they had accordingly
made the rule thata co-parcenary exists only for tb.£ee
1927
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generations and that man and his great-great-grand.
-child cannot be co-parceners in a joint Hindu family.
In a partition of joint family property the }.'re,lt-greatgrandchild v,'hose intermediate ancestors had pre.
deceased the original ancestor, will not be entitled 19 a
·share. But the Buddhist text.writers ne\"er contein·platecl the family as a unit capable of being the joint
owner of property. They apply the rule of Hindu Law
to cases wh~re one heir is, by express implied agree·
ment, put in possession of property \"hich he and his
,descendants hold on their 0';vn bellalf and in trustf or the
co-heirs. Thus the Yazathat says (section 91 of the
Digest, Volume I). The Dlw111mathats lay down a::
follows :-" The parental estate is left in the bands of
one of the co-heirs and no partition is made of it. On
the death of that co-heir the estate is handed down to
,.one of his or her children \vho is a grandchild of the
,owner of the estate and no partition is made then also.
On the death of the grandchild \\'ho acted as custodian
of the estate it is again handed down to one of his or her
·children whois a great-grandchild of the original O\\'ner
,of the estate and then also no partition is made. On
the death of the last named custodian who belongs to
the third of the generations succeeding the ori~inal
owner of the e·state. it is handed down to one of his or
·her children. In the hands ofthelast custodian \\'ho is
·the child of the original owner's great-grandchild the
estate is no more sul?.iect to partition. Therejore it is
'ruled that an estate is -subject "to partition during three
geo.erations succeeding ihe owner of the estate; but
when it gets beyond the third generation it is no
:longer subject to partition."
•
The .Burrnese words translated (( custodian" literally
,mean the person in whose hands the estate was left, and
that which is translated II partition" connotes rr.erely
:the idea of divisi.on or separation.
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across such strange applications of the rules of the
Hindu Shastras and one must be careful to analyse and
ascertain the underly.ing idea which is not ah,'ays the
same as that of the Hindu Law. Thus according to the
conceptions of the Dlzmnmathats writers it is the'
fractional share of each Burmese Buddhist heir \vhich
vests in him separately and individually and he is.
entitled to claim a division of that share on the death of
the ancestor, and nothing more. His right extends no
further and he cannot be deemed to be with his coheirs a joint owner or joint tenant of the property nor is·
he entitled to joint possession of the property with them.
In my opinion, therefore, a Burmese Buddhist heir is
not entitled to maintain a partition suit, in the strict
sense of the word, and his suit must be onefor division
of inheritance, that is, a suit for the due administratiC'n~
of the estate of his ancestor.
I see that .there are .two 'casesdecided by the
Judicial Commission~r of Upper Burma [Nga Po Chei11
v. ldi P'wa Thein (1) and Mi Mya v. Mi Mye (2)] in'
which the rule of the Indian Courts whereby a suit for
partial partition was held liable to be dismissed was
applied in the case of a partition suitbetween Buddhist
heirs. The point wl'lich I am now considering was not
considered in those cases it being assumed that a
Burmese Buddhist heir can enforce his rights by a
partiEo!1 suit. The rule against allowing partial partition~
was applied as a rule of equity. The right of a Burman
Buddhist heir, is not a continuing or recurring right
but one which vests in him on the death ofthe ancestor.
The reasoning adopted in the case in 28 Allababad is,
therefore, inapplicable and when a suit for the c1.ivision·
of inheritance is dismissed for default he is debarred by
(11 U B.R. (1907) II C.P. 21.

(2) U.B.R. (1897.0il II 229.
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the provisions of Order 9, Rule 9 from instituting
a second suit on the same cause of action.
In the case before me the faCt that the second suit
was allowed to be amended into a suit claiming partition
makes no difference in the legal position.. If the heirs
of a Burman Buddhist are joint owners in the estate of
the ancestor entitled to joint possession, then no matter
how the suit are framed, they would always be entitled
to file a second suit as as the right continues till the
joint ownership is determined.
I therefore hold that the present suit is barred by
virtue of the provisions of Order 9, Rule 9 of the Civil
Procedure Code. The suit is therefore dismissed with
costs.
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Before Siy Gry Relledg,·, KI.,

REDDIAR

g.C., Cllief Jllstice at/d Mr. Justice H"OW1l
AND

SAN CHErN

v.
SECRETARY OF STATE FOR INDIA IN COUNCIL
AND THE SPECIAL COLLECTOR OF
RANGOON.*
Land Acquisition Act (If 1894), s. 23 (1)-'1 Marke!-l'allle" of lal/d, 11/eanillt of
-No difference bctween English and I1ldian principle of all l Q1'ding COI/1pen sat iOll.
Held, that there is no difierence between the English and Incli,tr! principle
of determining compensation to be awarded for land compulsorily <'!cquircd.
The Court takes into consideration the market-value of the lancl which is the
price that an owner willing and not obliged to sell might reasonably expect
to obtain from a willing pt:rchaser with whcm he was barg~.ining for the sale
and purchase of the land. There is no intention to comper.sa~e for any
aUachn:ent by reason Of sentiment or family association.
Kailas Chandra M(t ra v. Sec1'etary ofStatcfor India i:l Co/mcil, 17 C.L.].
34; Narasingh Das v. Secretary of State for India in Council, 52 LA. 1331'eferred to.

• Civil First Appeals Nos. 149 ancl 155 of 1926.
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Young-for Appellants.
Gaunt (Assistant
Respondents'

Government

Ac1vocate)-..:for

RUTLEDGE, C.J., AND BROWN, J.- These are two
appeals from the awards of the District Jt.ldge of
Insein in respect of lands acquired ui1der notification,
dated the 10th Junuary, 1923.
The landS are situated outside the city boundaries
between the new Ky;=tikasan Race Course and Kanbe
Village. They are undevelnped garden lands and the
most advantageous way in which they could be
developed is admittedly .as buildine- sites when the
growth of the city beyond its present boundaries might
create a demand for those properties.
Mr. Young, the learned advocate for the appellants,
has argued that Lord Buckmaster's judgment in
Narsingh Dass v. Secretary of State for India in
Council (1), has made a .revolutionary change in the
law of land acquisition. The passage relied on
IS : II Now. the principal upon which valua.tion ofpropertycompulsadly acquired should be measured has been repeatedly laid dUt\vn
before by this Board and by the House of Lords. To use lhe
works to be found in Fraser v. City of Fasetrville (2), 'it is the value
to the selle]' oi the property in its aclual condition at the time of
expropriation with all its existing advan lages and with all its
possibilities, excluding any ac1vant;Jge clue to the ca.rrying out of
the scheme fm" the purpose for which the property is compulsorily acquired'. "
.

This is the broad principle of the English Law
of Compensation as laid down first in the· Lands
Clause~ Consolidation Act of 1845. The \vordsof

(1) (1914) 52 LA. 133 at p.
(2~

(1917) A.C. HJ7 .at p. 194;

13~.
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the Indian Land Acquisition Act, 1894, section 23
(1), run as follows :-

1927
REDDIAR

'l'In det.ermining the amo. unt of compensation, to be awarded AND
SAN
CHEIN
land acquired under this Act, the Court shall take into
v.
consideration:
SECRETARY
OF 1)TATE
first, the market-value of the land at the date of the FOR TNIJIA IN·
publication of the notification under section 4, sub- ;~~~~I~C~~~
section (l) j ':' ':' ':' t" * * " C O L L E C T O R
The rest of the section is unnecessary for our OF I~A"GOON.
£01'

present purpose of comparison.
It is perfectly clear that Lord Buckmaster had no
intention, nor had he any povYer, to repeal or modify
the words of the Indian Act which governed the
case before him. But his ruling is meant to set
at rest the question, which has often been the subject of discussion, whether, in fact, there is any
difference between the English principle and the
Indian, and his answer to that question is that there
is none.
An eminent authority, Sir Lav.Tence Jenkins, when
Chief Justice of Bengal, obsernd in [(ailas Chandra
Mitra v. Secretan' of State for I11dia in Council (1) : 'I· The market-value of land may be rcughJy described as the
price that an O\nler willing and not obliged to sell might
reasonably expect to obtain from a \\'illing purchaser with whom
he was bargaining for the sale and purchase of the land."

The value of land to an owner can only be tested
by· what he would get for it if he was willing to sell
and not compelled to sell ; and there is no intention,.
either under the English or the Indian j\ct, to
compensate him for any attachment by reason of
sentiment or family association.
We are consequently of opinion that thii ruling
does not in anyway affect the primary consideration
in determining the amount of compemation, namely,.
(I) (1910) Ii C.L.

J. 34 at p. 35.

RUTLEDGE,.
e.J" AND
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J..
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the market-value of the land at the date of the
publication of the notification,
AND SAN
u
CHElN
vve
may 0 b
serve thatI
the earned D istrict Judge
v,
has carefully and exhaustively dealt with the evidence
SECRETARY
OF STATE
in this case and stated the conclusions at \\"hich he
FORI:olDlAIN
' d WI'th great c1earness, an d WI'th mos t 0 £ l'
'COUNCILA:-<n arnve
11S
T~~I-~~~~.~~L findings we are in agreement. He has admitted and
OF RA:-<GOON, discussed sales which took place after the notifica]<UTLEDGE,
tion, as be has explained, because there was some
BC~l\~~~DJ, evidence led to suggest that an agreement for sale
in respect of t.he same land had been arrived at
before the date of the notification, and he has also
dealt with the evidence of a certain number of offers.
No doubt, proof of bona fide offers have to be conSidered by a Court, but the probative value of offers
has, for good reasons in this country, been held to
he very low indeed, for the offers alleged in Land
Acquisition proceedings are scarcely ever bona fide,
They can be easily arranged witbout any loss or
inconvenience to either party, and individuals, respectable in their various relations of life, have no
compunction in lending thelllselve.:; to a fictitious
transaction which may assist a friend in extracting
more than his due from Government or a public
body at no cost to themselves.
[After discussing the evidence, their Lordships
dismissed the first appeal and allowed an in crease
,of award in the second case but ,without costs.]
.
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Auc'ti01t sale by Com't, 'What passes i1l-No warranty of title-Distinction
between lattd and, insterest in lattd-Allctiou-purcltaser 1IJhen ent itled tf)
"en! of land purchased-Ground for "tvisiOll.
Applicant bought at the Court auction held in excution of her decree,
'some paddy land, the property of her judgment-debtor. She could not get
immediate possession as respondent claimed to be a lessee from the judgment(Jebtor and remained in occupation till he had reap.ed his crops, Applicant
sued the respondent for the year's rent. The trail Cc'u' t allowed her claim, but
the lower Appellate Court set aside the decree on the gr,)und that, as section 8
of the Transfer of Property Act (IV oi 1882) did not apply t::> execution sales,
applicant must be deemed to have bQl1ght the land only and was 110t entitled
to the rent subsequently accruing.
Held, re\'crsing the judgment. that land as such is not sold at a Conrt auelion,
and there is no warranty of title, All that passes at the Court auction i, the
.right title and interest of the judgment-debtor, i,e., the pnrchaser is placed
exactly into the shoes of the judglller.t·c:ebtor as regards tl.e land sold.
Applicant by her pmchase became the outright 0WIler oj the land but in place
of immediate possession which she could not gd. she g,): the j~lclgment-clebror's
right to get the rent payable by thr r",s~'o:lt~"n: ::: the expiry Of the cultiyating
seasen. agricultural rent being not app.Jrtionable. There is a distinctiOn
between land itself and interests in laml, The bnclame:ltal point Of tl1e case
beil.lg missed by the lower Court. it was a fit c;-·se for revis-ion.

Maung Tin-for Applicant.
Leong-for Respondent.

J.-Ma Hawa Bi got a decree against one
Maung Khin. In execution she attached sorhe paddy
land as the property of her judgment-debtor. At the
Court auction which ensued she bought the property)
with the permission of the Court, and the saJe to her
vvas confirmed on October 12th, 1925. The sale took
place on September 10th, 1925, and her title dates from
then. She applied to be put in possession, but she
BAGULEY,

• Civil Revision No. 74 of 1927.
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failed to get possession immediately, as the defendant
MAHAWA HI claimed to be in possession as lc-ssee from Maung Rhin.
V.
He continued in occupation until he had reaped his
SEIN KHO.
crops and she now sues for the year's rent. The
BAGULEY. J.
defendant claimed that he had p'ai;Qi the ren t in ad vance
to Mallng Khin, but this claim has been rejected
and rightly so in my opinion, by both the lower
Courts.
The trial Court was unable to discover the exact
rent agreed upon between the defendant and Ma!lmg
Khin and has given the sum of Rs. 450, the amount
claimed, holding that that would be a reasonable rent,
The Additional District Judge in appeal set aside the
decree of the trial Court and dismissed' the suit.
Against this appellate decree the present application
in revision has been filed. The point taken by the
Appellate Court was that the plaintiff bought only lhe
lands in question and, as section 8 uf the Transfer of
Property Act does not apply to execution sales, she
was not entitled to the rent subsequently accruing for
the: lease. In my opinion this is a total misconception
of the facts.
I am well aware that the sale certificate only
mentions the lands as being sold. This is a very
common practice in mofussil Courts, but it is quite
erroneous. Land as such is never sold at a Court
auction. It is the fundamental basis of Court auctions
that there is no warran ty of title. . If the Court purported to sell lands outright, and it was subsequently
discovered that the judgment-debtor was not the sole'
olitright owner the vendor could be proceeded against
for brea~h of warranty. All that passes at the Court
auction is the right, title and interest of the judgmentdebtor, i.e., the purchaser is placed exactly into the
shoes of the judgment-debtor as regards the land
sold.
1927
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In this case, so far as it appears from the record,
the judgment-debtor, Maung Khin, \vas the outright
owner of the land, but he had not, at the moment,
uncontrolled possession of the land. He had, as he had
a perfect right to do, leased the land to the defendant.
Therefore, though he was the outright owner of the
land, he had no right to possession of the land until the
end of the current cultivating season. On the other
hand, in place of his inmediate right to occupy the
land as owner he had got the right to receive, in his
capacity as owner, the rent payable by the defendant
at the end of the cultivating season. As the plaintiff
bought the whole of Maung Khin's right, title and
interest in the land, she also became by her purchase
the outright owner of the land, limited by the fact that
she could not lawfully claim immediate possession of
it, but in place of this she had, arising out of the land,
the right to get the rent payable by the defendant at the
expiry of the cultivating season in place of her right to
immediate possession as owner. As agricultural rents
are not apportionable, for they accrue once and for all
at the time the crops are reaped and do not accrue
from day to day there could be no question of
apportionment. The plaintiff was therefore entitled to
the r'ent, quite apart from section 8 of the Transfer of
Property Act, and entirely from first principles. Judges
must distinguish between land itself, and interests in
land.
.
.
The lower Court has not merely made a mistake of
law, it has totally failed to grasp the fundamental point
of the case. I therefore think that I can intorfere in
revision.
I therefore set aside the decree of the lower
Appellate Court and restore the decree of the trial
Court, giving the plaintiff a decree for Rs. 450. The
defendant will bear the plaintiff's costs throughout.
66
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Be/ol'e Mr. JustIce Heald and Mr. Justice Myn BII.

COLLECTOR OF AKYAB

1927

v.

Aug. 30.

PAW TUN U

AND ONE.*

ProvitlCial !lIsa/veney Act tv of 1920}, 5S. 2,23 (1),31,44, nt-Land lmpro;·r;men.t Loalls Act (XIX of 1883), s.7 (I) (a}-Lowel' Burma Land and
Revenue Act (11 of 1876), s, 45-Whether Insolvency Coul't has jurisdiction. to l'elease or gi",'e proteclioll fo a Cro'wn debtor imprisoned under
revenue proceedings-Pre1'ogath'es and right~ of Cro~c'n not affected by
S!atute Il'1lleS5 e:;,;pressly made so.
Held, that the proceedings of the Col!ector in recovering loans under
section 7 (1) (a) of the Land Improvement Loans Act " as if they were arrears
of land revenue" is neither a "suit .. nor the execution of the decree of anyCourt, within the meaning of section 2 (2) of the Provincial Insolvency Act.
Consequently a debtor who is under arrest or imprisonment by reason of an
order of a Revenue Officer acting under section 45 on the Land and Revenue
Act, is not " under arrest or imprfsonment in executioil of the decree of any
Court" and so the Insolvency Court has no jurisdiction to order the release
Of such a .debtor under the provisions of section 23 (1) of the Provincial
Insolvency Act, nor can such Court on adjudication make a protection order
under section 31 of the Act in the absence of express words, so as to extend the
protection against Crown debts. Even if H had the discretionary power to do
sO,it would be an improper order to make, because under the Act Crown
debts are payable impriority to other debts.:111 order of discharge does not
release the debtor from such debts and it would be an interference with the
proceedings of a revenue officer to recover 81.1ch debts.
Gal/pat Putaya v. The Collector of Kallara, 1 Born. 7 i Inl'e Smith, [18761
2 Exch. Dvn. 47-refel'l'ed to,

A. Egga1' (Government Advocate)-for the Collector.
Sein Tun Aung-for the Respondents.

J.-The present respondents, who carried
on a business in partnership at Maungduaw in the
Akyab District , filed a joint petition to be adjudicated
insolvents, and were duly adjudicated.
Among the debts entered in their schedule was
a loan of Rs. 1,800 which they had taken from
Government under the provisions of the Land ImproveHEALD,

• Civil Miscellaneous Appeal No. 211 Of 1926.
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ment Loans Act (XIX of 1883), and they were actually
in the civil jail for failure to repay that loan at the
time when they filed their petition.
At the time when the petition was filed the
Judge recorded that respondents applie4-.to be released
on furnishing security and he released them on their
finding a surety for Rs· 250 each, purporting to act
under the provisions of section 23 (1) of the
Provincial Insolvency Act (V of 1920).
When notice of the petition was served on the
Collector, as representing Government, he protested
against respondent's release on security on the ground
that the order of a Revenue Officer committing a
revenue defaulter to prison under powers given by
section 45 of the Lower Burma Land and Revenue Act
(II of 1876) was not an order made" in execution
of the decree of any Court," and that therefore
section 23 of the Provincial Insolvency Act did not
apply to arrest and imprisonment under such an
order and the Insolvency Court had no jurisdiction
to order the respondents' release.
The respondents replied that a loan made under
the Land Improvement Loans Act was a debt and
that, although Government was entitled to priority in
respect of such a debt, section 26 of the Insolvency Act
applied to it and under that section the Insolvency
Court had power to release them.
T he Court said that
of
. the words "the decree
.
any Court" in section 23 of the Insolvency Act do
not exclude a Revenue Court decree and held that
it had power to release respondents.
The Collector on behalf of Governmeni ~pplied
for leave to appeal against that order and leave was
given.
The learned Government Advocate has accordingly
filed the present -appeal on the ground that section
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23 (2) of the Insolvency Act has no application in the
case of an order for imprisonment made under
section 45 of the Land and Revenue Act because
PAW TUN U
a loan recoverable under section 7 (1) (a) of the
AND ONE
Land Improvement Loans Act is not the amount of
HEALD, J.
a Ii decree of any Court. "
Under section 2 (2) of the Insolvencv Act the
word "decree" bears the same meaning in the'
Insolvency Act as in the Code of Civil Procedure.
"Decree," therefore, means "the formal expression
of an adjudication which, so far as regards the Court
expressing It, conclusively determines the rights of
the parties with regard to all or any of the matters in
controversy in the suit." .
From this definition it is clear that before
there can. be a decree there must be a "suit" in a.
,i Comt."
There is no definition of either" suit" or
" Court" in the Code,· but it seems to me certain
that the lJi'oceedings of theColledor in recovering
loans under the section 7 (1) (a) of . Land Improve~
ment Act" as if they were arrears of lal1d revenue"
is neith€r a " suit" nor the execution of th e d ecre e
of any Court. It is true that under certain Acts,
e.g., .the Bengal Rent Act of ] 859, Rever1ue Courts
are constituted and that such Courts .deal with
" suits" and make "decrees," but there is no such
constitution of Revenue Courts either in the Land
Improvement Loans Act or in thB Land and Revenue
Act, and so far as I know there are no " Revenue
Courts " in Burma.
Section 45 of the Land and Revenue Act, to
which section 7 (1) (a) of the Land Improvement
Loans Act refers, says that an arrear of land revenue
may be realised "as if it were" ~he amount of a
decree for money passed against the. defaulter' in
favour oEany Revenue Officer whom the. Local
COLLECTOR
OF AKYAB
V.
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'Government may from time to tim~ appoint in this
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arrears may be instituted by such officer before any p~~J~~r?
other Revenue Officer whom the Local Govern· HE.UD.}.
ment may from time to time appoint by name or
as holding any office, and that, except in so far
:as the Local Goverriment rilay otherwise by rule
direct, such other officer may exercise all powers
conferred on, and shall conform to all rules of pro·
,~edure ·prescribed for, a Court executing a decree by
the Code of Civil Procedure.
It seems to me clear from the wording of this
'section that an arrear of land revenue is not the
amount of a decree for money and that the revenue
,officer before whom proceedings for the recovery of
such ·an arrear are taken is not a Court although
by virtue of fhe section he exercises certain of the
powers of a Court, including the power of arrest
and detention given by sections 55 and 56 of the
'Code of Civil Procedure.
But since the Revenue Officer is not a tiC ourt "
:and an arrear of land revenue is not the amount of
a "decree," it follows that a debtor who is under
:arrest or imprisonment by reason of the order of a
Revenue Officer rnadeunder the provisions of section
45 of the Land and Revenue Act is not "under
arrest or imprisonti1~nt in ext:cution of th~ decree
-of -any Court" and that the provisions of section
.23 (1)0£ the Insolvency Act have no application to
fhe case of such a debtor. I am of opinion thereJore that the Insolvency Court had no ju~sdiction
to order the release of respondents under that
·section.
But by the time when 'the order under appeal
was made the respondents had already been
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adjudicated insolvent and therefore the questi~n of
the application of section 31 of the I nsolven cy Act
may possibly arise. Under that section the Insolvency
Court can make an order for the pro1.ection of the
insolvent from arrest and cetention and such an
order may apply either to all the debts of the debtor
or to any of them as the Court may think proper.
The question which arises in this case is therefore whether section 3 t gives power to make a
protection order applying to Crown debts.
Debts clue to the Crown are mentioned in the
Insolvency Act in section 44 which says that an order
of discharge shall not release the insolvent from any
debts due to the Crown and in section 61 (1)
which says that in the distribution of the property
of the lllsoh"en t there shall be paid in priority to
all othel debts all debts due to the Crown. Max\vel
in his llltel'pre£ation of Statutes (6th edition, p. 244)
says ii The Crown is not reached except by express
words or by necessary implication in any case
where it would be ousted of an existing prerogative
or interest. It is presumed that the legislature does
not intend to deprive the Crown of any prerogative,
right, or property unless it expresses its intention 1.0
do so in explicit terms or makes the inferences
irresistible." Where therefore the language of the
statute is general and in its wide and natural sense
would divest or take away any ,. prerogative or right
from the Cro\vn, it is construed so as to exclude tha
effect·" The learned commentator cites varioust
English authorities in support of that proposition,
but it is not necessary to refer to them since the
same principle was adopted in India in the case of
Ganpat Putaya v. The Collector of Kal1ara (1), 'where
it was said "It is a universal rule that prerogative
:}

(1) (1875) I Born. 7.
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and the advantages it affords cannot be taken m;ray
except by the consent of the Cro\vn embodied in
a Statute."
In the English case In re Smith (I), it waS
held that the provisions of the Debtors Act, 1869
(32 and 33 Viet. 62), which laid down that, subject
to certain exceptions mentioned in the Act in which
Crown debts were not included, no person should
be imprisoned for making default in payment of a
sum of money. did not apply in respect ofCro\vn
debts and that therefore the power of imprisonment
continued. In that case it was admitted at the Bar
as indisputable that because the Act did not expressly
mention the Crown. it did not bind the Crown.
Applying that principle to the present case it \vould
appear that section 31 (1) of the Provincial Insolvency
Act must be construed so as not to apply to debts
due to the Crown or to affect ariy rights which the
Crown has in redpect of those debts, . and that the
right. of arrest and detention \\'hich is given by
section 7 (11 (a) of the Land Improvement Loans
Act, section 45 of the Land and Revenue Act
and section 55 of the Code of Civil Procedure, if
those sections are read together, continues. It may
be possibly open to doubt whether or not in the
case of a debt due to the Crown the Revenue Officer,
exercising the powers conferred on and being bound
to conform to all rules of procedure prescribed for
a Caud executing a decree, would be bound -to release
the debtor on his expressing his intention to apply
to be declared an insolvent and furnishing security
in accordance with the provisions of sl1b-se~tions (3)
and (4) of section 55 of the Code. but it is certain
that in respect of such debts he has the powers of
(1) [18i6] 2 Exch. Div 47.
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arrest and detention, and it would seem to follow
from the decision, In re Sm.ith cited above, that those
powers v\~ould not be affected by the provisions of
section 31 (ll of the Insolvency Act.
I may add that in my opinion it would on general
principles be clearly inconvenient and improper that
the Insolvency Court should, in the absence of
express statutory powers, interfere with the proceedings of the Revenue Officers of Government in tile
recovery of debts due to the Crown, and that it
seems to me' to be inconceivable that such interference
should have been intended by the legislature when
it framed section 31 of the Insolvency Act. I may
say further that even if section 31 did apply to debts
due to the Crown nevertheless in view of the fact
that even an order of discharge does not re1eaRe the
insolvent from such debts, it would be improper for
the Insolvency Court, which under section 31 has
a discretion in the matter, to make a protection order
which would apply to such debts.
I would therefore hold that the order which the
lower Court made for the release of the respondents
in this case, purporting to act under the provisions
of section 23 (1) of the Insolvency Act was an illegal
order and was made without jurisdiction and that
even if the order under appeal be regarded as an
order made under section 31 of the Act it also was
illegal and made without jurisdiction.
Both those orders should be· set aside and the
Insolvency Court should order the respondents to
be re-arrested and re·committed to the custody from
which they were released .
•,j

M.YA

Bu, J.-I Concur.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justfce Baguley.

BURMA RAILWAYS COMPANY, LIMITED
v.
MAUNG HLA TIN.* "
Damages for tresp.lSS or trover wary according to party's interest s in land"Lessee from Government /lot etditled to remove minerals or eartltDamages awardable when earth is removed.
Held. that a lessee from Government who has ouly grazing and cultivation
:rights over a piece of la~d and is not entitled to extract any minerals or earth
therefrom, cannot claim the value of any earth removed, and can only claim
damages for deprivation of use of part of the surface of the earth. i.e., the
diminution in the value of his land. Damages vary considerably according
to a party's interest in the lanj.

BAGULEY, J.-Respondent, Maung Hla Tin, is lessee
-of some land adjoining the Burma Hailways Company's
line. The Land is apparently a good deal higher
than the line itself. In the course of work in con·
:nedion with the Pegu-Kayan line construction the
Railways Company's servants, while excavating for
,earth, wetlt over the boundary line between the plaintiff's
land and the railway line and dug a considerable
.amount of earth from the plaintiff's land. This waS
;about the beginning of 1926. The plaintiff discovered
this fact and sent a letter, Ex. B, dated the 2nd
February, darning Rs. 3,930as damages. The Railways
Company replied asking for time to go into the
"matter, and, finally they sent him a letter, Ex. K, dated
"the 20th April, admitting that they had enci-oa.ched
upon an area of '16 acre and offering, without
prejudice, the sum of Rs. 100 as compensation·
'The plaintiff was not prepared to accept ihis, and,
'on the 16th June 1926. filed the present suit. An
amended plaint was filed on the 9th. October. It
is headed "sl1it for the recovery of Rs, 1,000 as
• Special Chil Secnd Application No. 296 of 1927.
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1927

damages for earthe removed from the plaintiff's land."

BURMA

It sets out that in January the defendant Ccmpany

RAILWAYS
COMPANY,
LIMITED

trespassed on the land and removed 810 sadrams of
earth, It goes on to value the earth removed at
'II.
MAUNG Hu
Rs. 2,430, but the prayer is for Rs. 1,000 only as
TIN.
damages for earth removed.
BAGULEY, J.
The defendant-Company in their written statement
admit encroachment of '08 acre only and say that
they only removed 43 sadrams of earth. The written
statement further submits that compen-sation cannot
be assessed on the quantity of earth removed,
Evidence was gone into, and the trial Court
dismissed the claim on tIle ground that as tIle plaintiff
was only a lessee of Government, holding the land
under a lease for cultivation or grazing purposes only
he could not claim any compensation. The Township
Judge seems also to have been influenced by the
fact that before he wrote his judgment the land bad
been acquired by Government. The real reason for
his finding not particularly clear·
The plaintiff went in appe'll before the Additional
District Judge and, though he comes to a very definite
conclusion, I am afraid that his judgment is also
not quite as clear as it might have been. He states
definitely that in argument before him the plaintiff
was suing for trover and not trespass. I agre'e that the
claim made is one for damages for removal and
conversion for earth. Nevertheless, having taken up
this sta~dpoint the learned Judge assessed damages
as the value of '49 acre of land at Rs.l ,171 per
acre. It seems to me that) if the claim is aIle for
trover,~damages must be assessed by the ton or
cubic feet. An assessment per acre as this is shows
that the case was regarded as being one of trespass.
However, before me the case was treated as one
for damages in general.
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Tbe plaintiff was a lease-bolder of the land and
the damages to be awarded to him must be for the
damage done to his interests. This is pointed out
in Mayne on Damages at page 424 and tbe following,
pages. "Damages will vary considerably according
to the plaintiff's interests in the land."
On the other side it was contended before m~
that the Courts could not look into the plaintiff's
title, and I was referred to Salmond's Law of Torts,
pages 228 and 229. "In other words, no defendant
in an action of trespass can plead jus tertii-the
right of possession outstanding in some tbird personas against the fact of possession in the plaintiff."
This argument, I think, shows a misapprehension
of the facts of t he case. The plaintiff is suing for the
injury done to him. '\That he had was the right to
go on occupying the surface of this land for about
fifteen years after tbe date of the trespass. If the
aegument is that, I am unable to look at the plaintiff's
interests at all but to hold that because he was
in possession of the land he must be regarded as
the full and outright o\rner. I cannot see my way
to accept it. The plaintiff filed his lease as an exhibit,
and it is impossible for the Court to refuse to read the
plaintiff's documents which he has filed. He being
only a lessee his interest is that of a lease-holder.
He has no right to minerals or to take out and
cart away the earth. He has been deprived of the
use of part of the surface of the earth because the
defendant-Company had removed it and that, so far
as I can see, is the full extent of his damage.
I have been referred to Tili hitwhm1'l v. TJle TtflesL
minister Brymbo Coal' & Coke Company (1), in which
it is laid down in one particular case that the damages
to which the plaintiff was entitled must be assessed

.

(1) [lS96] 2 Cb.Div. 538.

~
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partly with a view to the benefit derived from the
BURMA
trespass of tbe trespasser. The faets:ofJthat~caseare
RAILWAYS
CO~IPANY,
totally different to the facts in the present one. In
LIMITED·
that
case the trespass had gone on for years and the
V.
MAUNG HLA
defendants had been tipping spoil from;'a mine on to
TIN.
the land of the plaintiff. Lopes, L.J"in his judgl'nent
BAGULEY, J.
at page 543 says: ., It is a peculiar case" and it is
dangerous indeed to apply principles given in peculiar
cases to cases in which the facts are totally different.
In the case of a wilful wrongdoer, no doubt, the
gain obtained by him from his trespass would be
taken into consideration in assessing the damages to
be awarded to the plaintiff, but there·is no suggestion
here, I think, that the defendant 'Company was a wilful
wrongdoer. It was a case of unintentionally overstepping the boundary, and, as soon as the fact had
been brought to their notice, they took steps to
remedy the matter ,by acquiring the ~and under the
Land Acquisition Act.
Holding as I do that the plaintiff bad no right to
the earth, any damage payable for removing the earth,
would have to be paid to his landlord. The damage
awardable to the plaint.iff must he assessed on the
diminution in the value of his land. For this we
have to determine the area of land of which he has
been deprived, for, once the Railways Company had
used the land as an ea'rth quarry, there can be no
doubt t~at its value for culti vation and grazing purposes
would be nil.
[The plaintiff's interest in the land cased on the
20th August 1926, on account of the acquisition.
On the. evidence His Lordship found that the plaintiff
was deprived of the use of '2'6 of an acre only, and as
the sum of Rs. 100 offer·ed by the Railways Company
was sufficient compensation, His Lordship allowe.dthat
sum, but made the appellant pay the costs throughout.]
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before Mr. Justice Brown.

BABA NAYA

1927

v.

Aug. 30..

KING-EMPEROR.*
Penal Cvde (Act XIV of 1860). s. 302-Deatli resulting in a differetlt way
from that e).·pected. effect of-Intention to be presul1led from blows 01/,
head with stick-Nature of weapon. force. alld number of blows-Murder
alllim anslaug /it er.
If one person 'causes the death of another, then if his intention was to
ca\lSe death or to cause bodily injury sufficient in the ordinal y course of
nat:.lre to cause death. the offence would be murcler, e\ en though death
resuited in a way different from that expected by the assailant. As to the
intention to be presumed in cases of blows on the head with a stick, instinct
at least, if not knolVledie and experience, tells every man that. to hit another
human being any violent blow on the head may possibly result or is likely to
result or will probably result in serious injury to the person struck, but
knowledge. belief or expectation of the amount of injury that may be caused
must depend upon what is used in inflicting the blow and the force with
which the blow is delivered. Repeated blows or even a single blow forcibly
delivered with a hea vy we apon would make the offence a murder, but where
a sudden blow is struck with a stick that is 110: heavy, the offence would be
culpable homicide not amounting to murder.
Nga Kan v. K.E., 11 L.B.R. 115 ; ShWD Eill \'. K.E .. 3 L.B.R.l:22; Sliwe Hla
v. K.E., 2 L.B.R. 125-referred to.

J.-The appellant, Baba Naya, has been
convicted under section 302 of the Indian Penal
Code and sentenced to transportation for life.
The ca!:ie against him is that on the night of the
19th April last, he ha~ a quarrel with one Tata.,Ya with
regard to the tying up of sampans in the Bassein
River. Tataya and the appellant were both boatmen
working on sampans. Jogalu, the first witness for
the prosecution, says that when he came back to
the sampan that night, Tataya was on his way to
the serang to complain as to the boats and met the
BROWN,

* Criminal Appeal No. 1004 of 1927 from the orde,r of the Sessions Judge
at Bassein in Criminal Trial No. 16 of 1927.
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appellant and said to him II You hit me this morning.
Won't you hit me again." Tataya then hit the
appellant on the face with his hand and the appellant
then hit him with a stick and Tataya fell down.
Tataya was taken to the police-station and then to
the hospital. He was conscious on arriving at hospital
arid his injuries did not appear very serious, but on
.the morning of the 22nd he developed fits and he
died that evening at about 7 p.m.
The post modern examination revealed the fact
that he was suffering from extensive fracture of the
skull, but the brain had not been directly injured.
Death was due to septic meningitis.
As to tb,e main facts of the case, I see no reason
for differing for the conclusion come to by the learned
Sessions Judge. The deceased himself reported that
night to Moung Lwin, station-writer at Athegyi polic'estation, that the appellant was his assailant, and
Jogalu, Dallaya, Dhadraju and Pa\vtiya all say that
it was the appellant who struck the blow on the
deceased's head. These witnesses have exaggerated
the violence of the attack, but there is no reason why
they should falsely accuse the appellant if in fact
he had. nothing to do with the attack at all. The
appellant says that the injury was caused by a fall,
but this is not a very likely story and he brings
no evidence in. support of it. On this ground I can
see no reason for interference with the finding of the
Sessions" Judge.
'
I admitted the appeal to consider the question
as to what offence has been proved to have been
committ~d by the appellant. The learned Sessions
Judge discussed the question of the death having
been caused by meningitis .and not directly from
the fractures themselves and came; to the conclusion that that did not make any difference .to the
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offence committed. With this view, I am in entire
agreement. If one person causes the death of another,
then if his intention \vas to cause death or to cause
bJdily mjury sufficient in the ordinary course of
nature to cause death, the offence would be murdef'
even though death resulted in a way different from
that expected by the assailanl. I think, however,
that the Sessions Judge went too far in holding that
the appellant in the present case must have been
held to have intended to give the deceased such a
blow as would break the bony part of the skull in the
way in which it was actually broken. The question
ot the intention to be presumed in cases of blows on
the head with a stick has been fully discussed in
the cases of Sh'li:e Ela U v. King-Emperor (1) and
Shwe Ein v. King-Emperor (2). In Shwe Hla U's
case, the capricious effect of injuries on the head
was pointed out and it was also pointed out that the
act of the accused in such a case as this must be
judged by the light at the common kno\vledge of
mankind upon the dangers and results of striking
a person on the head. The follow ing passage occurs
in the judgment of Mr. Justice Fox :-" Death from
a blow or blows on the bead is probably as a rule
associated by people unskilled in medical science
only with the breaking of the shull. Ignorance of
the actual causes which may bring about another!s
death in consequenc~ of a blow cannot aftect the
question of the striker's knowledge and intention
when striking the blow. If actual knowledge and
experience do not do so, instinct at least tells every
man that to hit another human being any' violent
blow on the head may possibly result or is likely to
result or will probably result in serious injury to
(1) (1903) 2 L.B.R. 125.

(2) (1905) 3 L.B.R.122.
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the person struck, but knowledge, belief or expectation
of the amount of injury that may be caused must
depend upon what is used in inflicting the blow and
the force with which the blow is delivered,"
In that particular case, the offence was held to
be murder because the blow was repeated. In Shwe
Ein's case, the accused had hit the deceased a blow
on the head in a moment of anger with a piece of
wood 78t tobs in weight and it was held that the
intention to cause death or to' cause bodily injury
sufficient in the ordinary course of nature to cause
death could not be presumed.
The same question was again considered in the
case of Nga Ran v. King.Emperor (3), and concurrence
was expressed with the opinion expressed in Shwe
Ein's case, that, speaking generally, where a man strikes
another on the head with a not very formidable
weapon one blow only, no greater intention can be
attributed to him than that of causing injury likely
to cause death. Nga Kan's case was held to be an
exceptional one and although one blow only was
delivered in that case, the assailant was nevertheless
found guilty of murder. But the weapon used in
that case was a heavy bamboo weighing 116 tolas
and nearly 6 feet in length and the blow was
delivered with such force that the skull had been
practically divided into two parts. Death seems to
have fol,1.owed almost immediatdy.
In the present case, the medical evidence shows
that the factnres were severe and the blow must
have been a hard one, but the weapon produced said
to be tne weapon used in the assault, is a stick
weighing 62t tolas only and measuring 28 inches in
length. The weapon used was thus far less deadly
(3) (19211 11 L.B.R. 115.
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than the weapon in Nga Kan's case and the actual
damage to the skull caused by the wound does not
seem to have been nearly so great as in Nga Kan~s
case. The bIen<\' \':as struck suddenly on the spur of
the mo:nent and in the \vords of the Sessions Judge
himself it seems probable that if the appeliant had any
coherent idea at all, it was more after this style" I
will give the brute a whack on the head. Take that."
I do not think the blow in the present case has been
shown to be so severe as to justify a departure from
the general rule that whell one blow only is delivered
with a stick, the intention requisite for murder cannot
be presumed. I am therefore of opinion that the
appellant in the present case was not guilty of murder
but was guilty of culpable homicide not amounting
to murder punishable under the first part of section
304, Indian Penal Code. That the intention necessary
for this offence must be presumed,· there can be
no question.
I aiter the conviction into a cOl1\'iction under the
first part of section 304 of the Indian Penal Code
and reduce the ~en tence to one of ten years' rigorous
imprisonment.
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Bejor Mr, Justcie Manug Ba.

HAJEE LIN

AND ONE

v.
MAUNG BA

AND ONE.*

Evideitce Act (1 of 1872), s. 92-No bar to extrinsic evidel%ce of circumstances to
show relation of written language to existinsting fact- Whether extrinsic
evtdence adm ssible to show nature of debt when document recites it
as cash loan.
Held, that whilst section 92 of the Evi dence Act does not permit oral
evidence to ascertain the intention of the parties to a deed, it does not enact that
no statement of fact in a written instrument was to be contradicted by oral
evidence, nor does it prevent admission of extrinsic evidence of circumstances
to show the relation of the written language to existing fact. Where the deed
in suit recited the debt as a cash loan, it was open to the defendant to prove
that it was really rent partly overdue and partly falling due later and that it
was paid off.
Balaktshen Das V~ Legge, 22 All. 149 (P.C.); Sad Lal Chand v. Indariit
22 All. 370 (P.C.I-referred t'l.
Babu R,S,S.J, Ram v. C.R.M.R. Chetty, Civil 1st Appeal 71 oL1906 Cllo
ct L.R-distinguished.

s. Mitkerjee-for Appellants.
Lutter-for Respondents.
MAUNG BA, J.-The appellants brought a suit
against the respondents in the Subdivision al Court
of Amarapura for the recovery of Rs. 2,200, being
the balance of rent for a piece of paddy land.
The defence was one of payment. The Subdivisional
Judge held that the plea of payment has not been
established ; but on appeal the learned Additional
District Judge held a contrary view and concluded
that the plea had been established: hence this second
appeal.
It has been urged that on the face of the written
document, the defendant should not be allowed to
prove by oral evidence that the document (Exhibit I)
was not for a cash loan but for the rent partly overdue
• Special Civil Second Appeal No, 108 of 1937 (Mandalay).
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"and partly falling due later. In support of that
objection the learned advocate placed reliance upon
.a Bench decision of the late Chief Court in th-e
case of Babu S. R. S. Ram v. C.R.M.R. Chetty (l}.
tIn that case it was held that oral evidence to show
that the consideration in a deed isin fact different
to that stated in the deed is evidence to vary the
.terms of a written document and is inadmissible
under section 92 of the Evidence Act. On a study
of the facts reported in ,that case, I find that those
facts are not similar to the facts in the present case.
ln that case the consideration mentioned in the
. document was Rs. 7,000, but the defendant contended
that at the time of executing the deed he only owed
rthat other party Rs. 1,000. Mr. Justice Hartnoll who
delivered the judgment of the Bench rightly considered
the question whether the amount of the consideration
was one of the terms of the document or not. He
held that it was, and consequently excluded oral
evidence to prove that the consideration was only
Rs. 1,000. The learned Judge however observed
that the two cases quoted by the lower Court did
not, in his opinion, show that evidence of any oral
·evidence could be admitted to vary the terms of
the deed of assignment, as they dealt with the'
.question of admission of evidence with regard
to the payment and nature of the consideration
and not with the amount of the consideratiotl itself.
:From that observation the learned Judge laid down ,
.by implication, that oral evidence would be admissible
<if it only related to the payment and nature ..of the
consideration. In that judgment reference WaS made
,to the Privy Council Ruling in Sah Lal Chand v.
.Indarjit (2). In that case their Lordships of the
(1) Civil First Appeal No. 71 of 1906.
(2) (1900) 22 All. 370.
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Privy Council expressly stated that section 92 of
the Evidence Act did not enact that no statement
of fact in a written instrument "vas to be contradicted
by oral evidence. So it is clear what construction
should be placed on section 92 of the EvideI~ce
Act. That section only excludes evidence which wilL
have the effect of varying, adding to, or subtracting
from, the terms of a written contract, etc. In thepresent case, the question is whether this dispute
about the nature of the consideration should be
considered as one affecting the terms of an agreement..
Exhibit I evidences the mortgage of certain properties
for Rs. 2,500. The terms were that the amount was
to bear no interest and that the amount should be
repaid on a certain date. In my opinion the recitaL
that the Rs. 2,500 was a loan does not constitute
one of the terms of the contract. In the well·knovm
Privy Council case of. Bal1?ishan Das and others v..
~V. F. Legge t1), it "vas held that oral evidence for
the purpose of ascertaining the intention of the parties
to the deeds was not admissible, being excluded by
the enactment in section 92 of the Evidence Act,.
but that a case had to be decided on a consideration
of the documents themselves, with only such extrinsic
evidence of circumstances as might be required to
show the relation of the written language to existing
facts.
So there can be. no doubt in the present
case thaLextrinsic evidence of cir.cumstances as might
be required to show the relation of the written language to existing facts could be admitted. Here the
defendant only tried to prove what those circumstances
were ; h'~ tired to prove that at the time he executed
the document, he owed Hajee Lin Rs. 1,100 as·
rent for the past year and that he was owing a.
(1) (1899) 22 All. 149.
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';similar amount for the succeeding year, and also
that Rs. 300 was added by way of interest.
The legal objection must therefore be overruled.
[On the evidence his Lordship held the case of
,the defendant proved and dismissed the appeal with
'~osts.]
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DR. R. N. SINGHA
v.
SECRETARY OF STATE FOR INDIA IN
COUNCIL.
Jncome-tav Act (XI of 1922), s. 67-Bar to Civil suit-Plea tllat assessee is 1/ot
Liable for a certain income not his, whethi7r suit lies on-Remedy of
assessee-Statute dealing with total ombit of rights, effect of-Sectioll
67 whet/leI" ultra vires-·government of India Act (9 and 10 Geo. 5,
c. 101), s. 32.
The Income-tax Office called upon the appellant who was described as
'proprietor of a certain pharmacy to make a return of his income. He returned
'the form without making any return, alleging that he was not the proprietor
of the pharm:,cy. The Income-tax Officer levied the assessment in defau~t Of
the retllrn. Plaintiff filed his suit for the retl:rn of the money.
Held, that section 67 of the Income-tax Act was a bar to thc suit. The
assesse's remedy was provided in the Act itself, 'n''''., to apply to the officer to
revise his assessment, to appeal from his adverse order to the Assistant Com.
missioner and from him to the Corr.missiollt'r to them a referenee to the High
'Court. The Act dealt with the matter completely and whenever a statute
deals with certain rights it e~sy to conclude that it deals with the total ambit of
those rights an d leaves nothing standing outside the provisions Of the statute.
'The officer did not act 1tltra vires in assessing the appellant for an income that
had arisen in British Imlia and a mere alleged error of description of an
assessee is no excuse for not making a return.
Held, alSO, that section 67 of the Income-tax Act is not ultra -fftres for a suit
of this nature would not have lain against the East India Company.
Forbes v. Secretary of Slate for India, 42 Cal. 151-jollow(d.
Secretary of State jor India v. A. Forbes, 3 P.L.T.125 ; Sheobaran Sillgh v.
"Kulsum-un-nissa, 49 All. 367 (P.C.l-referred to.
• Civil Second Appeal No. 327 of 1927.
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Hajee Ralze11ltulla v. Secretary of State for l1ulia, 27 Bom. L.R. 1507 ;',
of State for India \'. Moment, 7 L.B.R. 10 i S1'OOl1(r v. Juddow, 4..
WI oore's I.A. 353-distinguished.

Secretal'~

Robertson-for Appellant.
A. Egga1' (Government Advocate)-for the Crown..
BAGULEY J.-The plaint in this case sets out that
the Income-tax (( Officer of Bassein made assessment of
income-tax on (( one Dr. R. N. Singha, proprietor"
Bassein Pharmacy." Plaintiff states that he is not theman mentioned and refused to pay. Nevertheless.
the Income-tax Officer proceeded to levy the amount
of assessment and penalty for non-payment amounting
in all to Rs. 1,745-11. Plaintiff has filed a suit against:
the Secretary of State for India in Council torecover
this money, together with interest. The trial Court·
held that under section 67 of the Income.tax Act no,
suit would lie. The plaintiff appealed to the District
Court but the appeal was summarily dismissed under
Order 41, Rule 11. He now comes to the High Court.
in second appeal.
The facts as given in the plaint are somewhat scan Ly ,.
but they have been amplified by appellant's advocate in
argument.
It would appear that Mr. R. N. Singba is a medical'
practitioner. He bought a chemist's shop known as the
Bassein Pharmacy and held it in his own name for a
time. Afterwards he transferr~d it to his wife's name
and for one or two years his wife paid income-tax on
the incdme accruing from the business. It· was after
this that the present trouble arose. His contention is
that he is Mr. R. N. Singha, Medical Practitioner of 18,.
Myenu ,Road, and that he is not Dr. R. N. Singha,.
Proprietor, Bassein Pharmacy. He admits he has some
connection with the pharmacy but is merely itg.;.
supervisor or manager, and not its proprietor. His
Claim is that the assessment was made on the persoI1i
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whoever it was, who owned the Bassein Pharmacy and
'that as he is not that person the assessment cannot be
made upon him.
On the other hand it is contended that the assessment was on Dr. R. N. Singha, and, although it IS
contended that he is the real proprietor, 'nevertheless
that makes no difference. It was the individual
R. N. Singha on who,m the assessment was made and
.from whom the money was recovered and if he
objected to the assessement he had his remedy under
the 'Income.t~x Act and no suit of this nature would
lie, it being barred by section 6i of the Income-tax Act
It is further admitted that before the assessment
was made a notice "vas served on him under the title Of
Dr. R. N. Singha, proprietor, Bassein Pharmacy; calling
for a return of his income under the Act, It is admitted
that he sent the form back and never made any return,
and the assessment maqe by the Income-tax Officer
was made in default of any return from him. It is
contended, first of all, that a suit for the return of the
money would lie despite the provisions of section 67 of
the Income-tax Act; and, secondly, it is contended that
if section 67 does bar the suit it is ultra vires. These
are the two points that were argued in appeal although
the second one does not appear to have been mentioned
in the memorandum of appeal.
A large number of cases has been quoted but
most of them are only quoted by way 0/ analogy
and are not directly to the point. The appellant relies
almost entirely upon Haji Rahemtulla Haji Tar
llfohamed and one v. The Secretary of State for India
in Council (1). This is a case in which it \vas held
that the provisions of section 39 of the former Indian
Income-tax Act, corresponding to section 67 of the
(1) 27 Born. L.R. 1507.
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present Income·tax Act, had no application to a case
DR. I~. N.
where the assessment is clearly ultra 'l:ires. In that
SINGHA
'/I.
case the Income-tax Collector sought to assess a non.
SECRETARY resident in British India on profits made b'v him at
OF STATE
J
FOR INDIA IN branches which were also outside British India and
COUNCIL.
which were not received by him in British India.
B.~GULEY, J.
It was held that as the assessment was clearly ultra
vires the provisions of se ction 39 did not apply. No
reasons for the decision are detailed, but it must be
regarded as a considered opinion of a Bench of the
Bombay High Court. The ground for the assessment
being ultra vires was that as income for the purposes
of the Income-tax Act must be income accruing or
receiving within British India,the assessment of income
which was not received and did not accrue in British
India was outside the four corners of the Act.
The next case quoted by the appellant is The Secretary
of State for India in Council v. A. H. Forbes (1). This,
in a sense, is against the appellant. But there is this
to be deduced in the appellant's favour from it.' At
the end of the judgment occur the words "I an:.
wholly unable to say that anything has been done ultra
z!ires by the Collector. I therefore holel that the Civil
Court had no jurisdiction over this question and that
ihe Sllit cannot be maintained." From this can be
eleducedthe opinion' that had anything ultra 'lJire s
been done the Court would have entertained the
suit. The appellant has. also qlwted Sell'l1eS v. judge
and another (2), but I cannot see any principle in
this case applicable to the present one. All that
was held was that the defendants were entitled
to notice of action. Itwas a case in which some
surveyors of highways were sued for the return of
money which it \~'asheld they had wrongfully levied.
(II 3 P.L.T. 125,

(2) L.R. [1871] 6 Q.B. 724.
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As l have no means of finding out wnat the powers of
thesuJveyors of highvvays are, I am unable to see how
·this case helps the appellant in the present case. TlJe
question then is, is there anything, on the face of the
'plaint, to show that the Income-tax Officer has acted
ultra vires? There was a business, the .Bassein
Pharmacy. Dr. R. N. Singha was obviously the man
'who had the management of it. As a medical practitioner, a professional man, one can understand that
the Income-tax Officer had his eye upon him as a
'person whose income might be assessable to inco.me·tax. He served a notice upon him. The notice' was
not addressed to the proprietor of tIle pharmacy. It
was addressed to a certain individual who might, on
the face of it, be regarded as this. The fact that the
word" proprietor " was placed after his name instead
of " manager" \vas something not of vital importance.
It may be a mere error of description and it cannot be
contended that an error of description would be a good
cause for refusing to make a return or for invalidating
In assessment made. The whole case has been argued
on . the underlying fallacy that to give anything a
particular name makes it acquire the characteristics of
that name. Here \x,'as a man served with a notice
calling on him to make a return. He made no return.
The Income-tax Officer was then entitled under the
Act to make an assessment upon him. To that
assessment he had ?- right to dispute. But he did not
dispute it in the way prescribed by law, and autOmatically notice of demand followed. It is argued that the
Income-tax Officer acted ultra 'dres because he
assessed Dr. R. N. Singha on the in:come ar-ising from
the pharmacy which was not his. It is argued that he
had a right to assess Dr. R. N. Singha's income but to
'burden him with other income which he had not got
.and to make him pay on income which he did not
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receive was ultra vires. If this were the case every
errer which any Income-tax Officer makes in assessing
SINGHA
v.
. any perSon must be ultJ a vires and the expressionsSECRETARY" ultra
vires" and "erroneous " are by means.
OF STATE
FOR INDIA IN synonymous.
COUNCIL.
There is one case which has come to my notice
BAGULEY, J.
though not mentioned in the argument which seems to·
cast a flood of light on thIS sort of matter. It is
Forbes v. Secretary of State for India (1). Here theappellant was the executor of an estate. The Collector
called on him to pay tax on certain income accruing
in respect of the estate. He objected. The objection"
was disallowed and so there was an appeal against the
order disallowing it and ultimately Forbes filed a suit
to recover the money paid exactly as in the presentcase. The law applicable was the former Income-tax
Act and the barring section was section 39. It was
argued that section 39 was a bar to the suiL
The Calcuita High Court found that the suit was
barred. The headnote states "it is the Collector's
duty to determine what persons are chargeable in,
respect of sources of income other that salaries and
pensions, profits of companies and interest on·
securities." The income sought to be charged in the
present case is income of this description and it was
the Collector's duty, now the duty of the Income-tax
Officer, to determine what person was chargeable for'
it. In the body of the decision Q.n page 158 occurs
the passage: "I have also shown that the Collector has
to determine that the plaintiff is a person chargeable'
and that in so doing he acted within the limits of his
jurisdictiGn." That also fits the present case. Theincome chargeable was certainly income of which taxwas leviable for it was profits and those profits arose~'
within British India so that the principle of the:;
DR. R. N.

(1) (1914) 42 Cal. 151.

j!
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Bombay case referred to cannot be held to
render the action of the Income-tax Officer totally
invalid.
The Income-tax Act provides persons assessed
with a remedy. they can apply to the Income-tax
Officer to revise his assessment. They can appeal from
his order to the Assistant Commissioner and from the
Assistant Commissioner's order to the Commissioner,
. and they can call upon the Commissioner to refer the
matter to the High Court; or, if he refuses to do so,
they can apply to the High Court to direct him to
make a reference. This should provide all the safeguards necessary. There is a bar in section 67, as I
have said before, and when. an Act deals in a complete
manner \-vith any particular matter it is supposed to
deal with it entirely, and, in this connection, I would
quote Slzeobaran Singh v. Kulsum-un-nissa (1). This
is a Privy Council case and o.n pa~e 375 I find the
dictum: "Now whenever a statute deals with certain
rights it is easy to conclude that it deals with the total
ambit of those rights and leaves nothing standing
outside the provisions of the statute." In view of
what I have said and rejying particularly upon the
Calcutta case of Forbes v. Seaefm"y of Stale for India
(2) already mentioned, I would hold that section 67
bars the present case. It is, I note, a case for the
recovery of money but that money has been taken on
on the face of it legally under assessment made in
due form. It is only contended that the assessment is
erroneous, so unless the assessment can be proved to
be erroneous, the money is rightfully taken. I hold,
therefore, that this case comes within the p.,urview of
section 67 for unless the assessment is set aside or
modified no claim to the money for a refund of the
money can be entertained.
(I) (1927) 49 All. 367.

(2) (1914) 42 Cal. 151.
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There remains another question of whether section
DR. R. N.
67 of the Income-tax Act is ultra vires. For thiS
SINGHA
'1:,
proposition section 32 of the Government of India Act
s;~~:~~Y is relied upon: "Every person shall have the same
FOR INDIA IN remedies against the Secretary of Statp. for India in
COUNCIL.
Council as he might have had against the East India
l3A GULEY, J.
Company if the Government of India Act, 1858, had
not been passed." The plaintiff would have therefore
to show that a suit of this nature could have been filed
by a private person against the East India Company
prior to 1858. I believe that before 1858 there was no
such thing as the income-tax but I take it that if it is
shown that a suit for the recovery of revenue wrongly
assessed would have lain against the East India Company before 1858, then, by analogy, a suit for the
recovery of income-tax wrongly assessed can now be
entertained. The only case quoted to me on this point
is The Secretary of State for India v. ]. 111oment (1).
In this cctse the question was whether the Government
of India could make a law the effect of which was to
debar a Civil Court from entertaining a claim against
Government to any right over land. Their Lordships
of the Privy Council were satisfied that land suits
would have lain against the East India Company, and,
therefore, it was held that the right to file such suits
still survived against the Secretary of State for India.
To prove that section 67 is ultra vires the plaintiff has
got to show that a suit of this nature for recovery of
revenue paid would have lain against the East India
Company. I have not been referred to any case in
which this has been done.
The .:espondent cited one case, Spooner v. ]uddo7iJ
(2), to show that a case concerning revenue could
not be filed in a Civil Court. But that was filed on
1927

(1) (1912) 4 L.B.R. 10; 40 LA. 48.
(2) 4 Moore's Ind. 'Ap. 343.
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the original side of the Supreme Court of Bombay
which was specifically debarred from entertaining
sucb suits by its Charter. This is no guidance. I must
assume until the r.ontrary is proved that ari Act passed
by the Indian Legislature is valid until and unless the
contrary has been proved. The contrary has not been
proved. Therefore, I must assume that it is right.
For these reasons I dismiss the appeal with costs.
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MAUNG TIN

v.

MA MI.*'
Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 1908), 0.21, r. 2 (2) and (3)-Whet he,' executi7lg
Court can inquire into adjustme1lt of deCl'ee if applicatiou by judgmwt
debtor 1vithin time.
Held, that the provisions Of Order 2l in Rule 2 sub-rules 2 and 3 should
be read together. so that where the decree-holder has applied for ('xt:cution to
the CO~lrt that passed the de.cr.:e and th~ j;ldgment-debtor liles in the exe~ution
proceedings an application to re<:ord and adjustment of tbe decree within 90
days irom th~ date of such adjustment, the jttdgment-debtor is entitled to have
his alle~:ttion Of adjustment of the decree in ,uired into by such executing
Conrt.

Paw Tun-for Appellant.
Lmnbert-for Respondent.

CARR, J.-The facts of this case are that on the
14th September, 1926, the respondent Obtained in the
Subdivisional Court of Nyaunglebin a money decree
against the appellent. On the 23rd December she
applied to execute this decree-to the sam~ Court.
Arrest of the appellant was asked for and notice was
issuel to him. On the day fixed appellant's advocate
said that he had paid off the decree and apparently at.
• CiviiSeconcl Appeal No. 228 of 1927.
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the same time filed the petition now filed at page 5 of
the execution proceedings. This is in terms an
application to record the satisfaction of the decree by
an adjustment made on the 14th October 1926. It is
dated the 22nd October but clearly was not filed until
the 4th January, 1927. It was still, hovYever, within
the period. of ninety days allowed by law for an
application by, judgment-debtor under Order XXI,
Rule 2 (2) of the Civil Procedure Corle. The Subdivisional Judge, under sub-rule (3) of that rule refused
to inquire into the alleged adjustment, and the District
Court on appeal confirmed that refusal.
I have been referred to a considerable number of
cases which fall into two classes :(1) Cases in which it has been laid down that a
Court executing a decree is absolutely debarred from
considering an alleged adjustment which has not been
certified or recorded.
(2) Cases in which it was held or suggested that. if
an objection to the execution ofa decree on the ground
of an uncertified adjustment is made within the time'
allowed by law for an application under Rule 2 (2) of
-Order XXI it may properly be treated as an application
under that rule and be inquired into.
In the cases under class (1) the objections all seem'
to have been beyond time and the question that now
arises was not considered. On the other hand all the
cases in cl::.tss (2) apper to be obiter.
I propose therefore to consider the question as

res integra.
If we read sub-rules (2) and (3) of Rule 2 independently'" of one another there is a conflict behveen
them. A literal interpretation of sub-rule (3) would
dearly have the effect of depriving the judgmentdebtor of the right given to him by sub-rule \2).
{)bviously this cannot be allowed. So long as the

RANGOON SERIES.
judgment-debtor applies under sub-rule (2) within the
-time allowed for him to do so he has the right to have
his application heard. Technically perhaps the correct
•procedure would be for the judgment-debtor to make
·an application to the Court under sub-rule (2) and
·then to file a separate application in the exec~tion
·proceedings asking that they may be stayed until his
other application has been heard. If he did that it
~seems to me impossible for any Court to refuse to
:inquire into the alleged adjustment. To allow his
.right to such an i nquiryto be defeated by reason of a
trivial irregularity of procedure would obviously be
:unjust and would lead to an abuse of the process of
the Court.
I hold therefore that on a reasonable interpretation
-of Rule 2 of Order XXI as a whole the appellant is
entitled to have his allegation of the adjustment of the
.deeree inquired into.
I allow the appeal, set aside the judgments and
,decrees of the Courts below and remand the case to
-the Subdivisional Court for disposal on its merits after
:.:inquiry.
"
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APPEl.,LATE CIVIL.
Before ],th. Justice Carr.
1927

MAUNG THAN GYAUNG
v.
MAUNG PYU AND ONE.'x<

Set. Z.

Evidence Act (I of 1872), s. 92-0pe7'ation. of section limited to Parties to an
l1lst rumenl-T7'al1sact ion wit h a third party not governed by t his sect ion.
?Iaintiff sold his land outright to P by a deed in satisfaetion of a debt of"
Hs.4511. H e ~lleged a contemporaneous oral agreement that P promised to
return the land on payment of this ~um. F the,'e,tfte, 501<1 the land to the
resp()nd~l1ts who ~greed with the plaintiff to be bound by his agreement
with P. On plaintiff suing the respondents on the;: agreement to recol1\'ey'
the property, the lOwer Courts held that the evidence was barred by section
92 of the Evidence Act.
/idd, T<'~versing the jUdgments, that sectIOn 92 would have applied if the'
suit was between plaintiff and P but it h;rd no application when the plaintiff
was not suing ?;md when plaintiff was no party to the s~le need between P'
and the respondents "gainst whom he was entitled to prove his agreement.
with them.
Mazl1lg Kyin v. Ma Shwc La, 9r,.B.R.1l4 (PC)-jolloweed.

Thein Malmg-forAppellant.
Ba Tun (2)-for Respondents.

J.-The

plaintiff-appellant sued to enforce'
performance of an agreement to reconvey land to him.
His case, as set out in the plaint 7 is that in the year 1276
B. E., he conveyed the land to one Po Thaw by a deed.
which in terms \-vas one of absolute sale. in satisfaction
of a debt of Rs. 450. But at the same time Po Thaw'
agreed tb~t he would at any time resell the land to the
plaintiff at the same price. In 1280 B.E. Po Thaw sold
the land to the defendants, who are the nephew and
niece of the plaintiff for Rs. 450. Plain tiff alleges that at.
that time ~he defendants agreed to be bound by the
same terms as Po Thaw and to reconvey the land to him,
at any time for Rs. 450.
CARR,

------'----------

* Civil Second Appeal No. 161 of 1lJ2i.
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Both Courts below have held tha~ this agreement
1927
would modify the terms of the conveyance and that MAU;;THAN
therefore the plaintiff is barred by sectien 92 of the GY~~!'w
Evidence Act from giving evidence to prove it and have MA'6NG
PYU
AND ONE,
for that reason dismissed his suit.
Looking at the terms of paragraph 3 of the plaint I CARR, J.
think that the allegations made there, if established
would amount to a substantial variation of the terms of
the sale deed. The plaintiff there sets out that Po
Thaw asked him to transfer the land absolutely but
promised that there ~hould "be no interest on the
money and no rent for thelandandthatatanytimeon
payment of I~s. 450 he would give back the land."!
These terms make the transaction indistinguishable from
an usufructuary mortgage as ordinarily entered into
in this province. There would perhaps be a distinction
in the fact that the agreement apparently does not create
the relation of debtor and creditor and that it would'
confer n) right of suit on Po Tha\v either for reconvey
of his debt or to compel sale of the mortgage property.
But it is evident that the plaintiff alleges that this
agreement was a part of his transaction \vith Po Tha\'r,
another part of which \~,ras his conveyance of the land to
the latter. If the question related to the conveyance to
Po Thaw only I should uphold the decision of the
Courts below.
But the plaintiff has not sued Po Thaw. His claim
is against the defendants, who are transferep.s of Po
Thaw's interest, and itis based on an agreement alleged
to have been made by them wi th him at the time of their
purchase from Po Thaw. What the plaintiff really
wishes to prove is what he alleges in paragrapn 4 of his
plaint and not \"hat is alleged in paragraph 3, which is
essentially only explanatory. The plaintiff was not a
party to the sale deed executed by Po Thaw in favour
of the defendants, and therefore section 92 of the
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EVIdence Act does not apply and does not debar him
from proving the agreement that he sets up.
The case is in fact very similar to that of M aung
Kyin v. M a Sh'We La (1), which was decided by the
Privy Council and on the authority of that case I think
that the decisions of the Courts belO\v are wrong.
I therefore set aside the judgments and decrees of
the Gourts below and remand the case to Township
Court for disposal on its' merits. 'Appellants will be
granted a certificate for the re.fund of the court-fee paid
on this appeal. The other costs of this appeal and all
the costs in the District Court will be costs in the suit
and will follow the result.

APPELLATE, CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Heald and Mr. Justice CU1ilijJe.
1927
lrJar. 3.

MA CHON,

v.
MAUNG MYINT.*
C'ivil Proeedure Code (Act Voj 1905), s. 2 (2) (bl. 0,17, rr. 2 and 3-0rder oj
dismissal for deja/itt-When order is appealable ,15 a decree.
In the absence of appellant and her witnesses, her advocate "pplied
for' an adjournment on tlle'day the case was' peremptorily fixed for hearing.
The trial Court refused the adjournment and dismissed the suit. Appellant
appealed against the dismissal of her suit.
Held, thzc appeal lies against the dismissal of a suit under the provisions Gf
Order 17, Rule 3, of the Civil Procedure C,?de, but that rule only applies
when time has been expressly granted for a specific purpose. and the party to
whom thme has been so granted has'failed to do wD,at was necessary lor that
purpose which was not the case in this suit. No appeal lies against an order
'of dismissal'for default. ' But in the appelIant'$ case it was a decree, since it
wa's the final expression of an adjudication which :>0 far as regards the Court
expressing it condusively determined the rights of the parties wiih regard
with to the matters in controversy in the suit,' hence appeal lies.
• Civi First Appeal 1\0. 241 of 1925.
(1) (1917)9 L.B.R. 114.
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Rahman-for Appellant.
Ba 111aw-for Respondent.

J.-Appellant sued respondent for divorce
on grounds of \\'hat may be called 'I legal cruelty," and
-claimed that she was entitled to all the property of the
marriage. Respondent contested the sHit and issuys
were framed. Both sides filed lists of witnesses, and on
the date fixed for hearing both sides had witnesses pre.
sent. The cas'e was however adjourned owing to the
absence of the Judge. On the date to which the case
was adjourned the advocates on both sides asked for a
postponement and. the case was postponed and was
fixed peremptorily for the 3rd of September and two
following days.
On the 27th of August appellant applied for summonses for two witnesses for the 3rd of September, and
the summonses were issued but were not personally
served.
On the 3rd of September appellant's advocate appeared but neither appellant llor any of her witnesses
'were present. c\ppellant's a.c1vocate applied for an
.adjournment on the ground that appellant was ill.
, Respondent's advocate opposed the application.
The Judge heard both the advocates, presumably on
the applict'l.tion for an adjournment, and next day passed
orders refusing the adjournment and dismissing appellant's suit.
•
&
. Appellant appeals against the dismissal of her suit
but no appeal lies against an order of dismissal for default. An appeal does however lie against the dismissal
-of a suit under the provisions of Order 17, RtIle 3 and
,a ppellant's view is apparently t11at this is such an appeal
It seems clear on the authorities that a suit can be
dismissed under Order 17, Rule 3 only when time has
been expressly granted for a specific purpose and the
HEALD,
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party to whom time has been so granted has failed to
do what was necessary for that purpose. If that is the
v.
correct view of the meaning of the Rule then it is clear
MAUNG
My INT.
that the Rule did not apply in this case, since time was
HEALD. J.
not expressly granted to appellant for the purpose of
causing the attendance of her witnesses, it would seem
to follow that the order could not have been made under
that rule.
The question then arises whether or not the order·
is appealable. Prima facie it is a decree, since it is the
final expression of an adjudication v.·hich so far as
regards the Court expressing it conclusively determines
the rights of the parties with regard to the matters
in controversy in the suit and it is not an adjudication
from which an appeal lies as an appeal from an order
and I do not think that it can be regarded as an order
to dismissal for default within the meaning of section 2
(2) (b) of the Code.
I would therefore hold that the order is appealable
as a decree.
It is clear that the decision of the learned Judge
of the District Court was mistaken. Appellan thad
actually taken the steps necessary to cause the attend..
ance of two of her witnesses. There is nothing to
show that she was in any way to blame for their
failure to appear and the Judge ought to have given
her a further opportunity or causing their attendance.
For tlJ.ese reasons lam of opinion that the judgment
and decr~e of the lower Court should be set aside
and the case should be remanded with direction to
re-admit· the suit under its original number and to
proceed ~(o determine it.
The costs of the hearing in this Court except as
otherwise directed in the order of this Court dated
the 24th of January 1927 should abide the final order
in the suit as to costs.
MA CHON
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A certificate for the refund of the court-fee paid
·on the memorandum of appeal should issue.
CUNLIFEE,

J.-I

agree.
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pRIVY COUNCIL.

MAUNG PO NYUN (Defendant)

v.
MA SAW TIN (Plaintiff)
(On appeal from the High Court at Rangoon.)
:Buddhist Law-Divorce-Partition on divorce-Desertion by husband......
Desertion of second wife and return to first.
The appellant married the respondent, both being Burmese, fasely repre"senting that he had divorced his wife. He deserted there8[londent after afew
~onths and for morp than three years before the suit had not resnmed
conjugal relations with her, nor given her any maintenance. The respondensued for a divorce and partition of property. She claimed one-third of
certain properties inherited by the appellant during ihemarriage, and one-sixth
'of estimated profits therefrom during three years. The High Court affirming
ihe District Judge, granted the relief claimed. The right of the respondent to
:a"divorce was not contested on the appeal.
Held, that the yiew expressed by both Courts in Burma that as the appellant
had been guilty of desertion, the respondent was entitled strictly to the whole
of his property, except the interest of the first wife therein was not supported
'by any text or authority; but that the decree granting the partition actuallY
claimed, not being u,nreasonable nor contrary to justice, equity and ~ood
conscience should be affirmed.

Appeal (No. 62 of 1926) from a decree of the High
Court (February 27, 1926) affirming a decree of the
District Court of My~ungmya (December 13,.1923).
"The respondent instituted a suit in the District
Court claiming a divorce from the appellant on the
ground of his desertion, also, by a partition of his
properties, a one-third share of 'properties (Schedule
A) which the appellant had inherited from his adoptive
mother after the marriage, and a one-sixth share of
* PRESE~T :-LORD SINHA, LORD BLANESBURGH, LORD SALVESEN, SIR JOliN
'!,VALLIs and Sm LANCE LOT SANDERSON.
"

J.e.*

1927

July, 26.
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estimated profits (Schedule B) derived therefrom
during three years: She claimed that she was so
'II.
entitled by Burmese Buddhist Law.
MA 8AW TIN.
The appellant by his wrilten statement denied that
he had deserted the respondent, alleging that she had
deserted him, and he contended that she was not
. entitled to any property upon divorce.
The circumstances of the case appear from the
judgment of the Judicial Committee.
The District· Judge found that the defendant had
deserten the respondent for over three years. He
made a decree for the relief claimed. With regard
to the clairp. under Schedule Ahe was of opinion
that the plaintiff was really entitled to one-third
of the payin and one-half of the lettetpwa, but flS
she claimed a smaller share he decreed accordingly.
An appe~l to the High -Court was dismissed. The
learned Judges (Heald and Ch::lri, JJ.) agreed as to the
desertion, and the view of the lower Court tha,t th~
two wives were on an equal footing. As the Burmese
Buddhist law books laid clown no rule as to
partition on the divorGe ofa husband by one of two
or more wives, and there was no case law on -the
point, it was necessary to decide -according to justice,
equity and good conscience, having. regard to the
general rules of Burmese Buddhist law. A husband
wa:? to -be regarded as bringing to a second marriage np
more than interest in the property during the first
marriage, viz., two-thirds of the property he brought
to the· first marriage, and one-half· of jointly
acquired,. property. A second wife, getting a third of
, this, would on a divorce by mutual consent get two-.
ninths of the property brought by the husband to the
first marriage, or inherited during it, and one-sixth of the
jointly acquired property. On the divorce of a husband
MAUNG Po
NYUN
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for misconduct a ,vife was ordinarily entitled to the
whole of her husband's property. But it \':ould be
contrary to the principles of Burmese Buddhist law
to divest the husband entirely of property in which his
first\vife had an interest. The learned Judges thought
that the just rule was that a . second wife divorcing
her husband for misconduct should take all his
property except his first wife's interest. They concluded as follows: CI as we have founel that the
appellant deserted the respondent, and that she was
therefore entitled to divorce with possession of all
her husband's interest in the property, she \-vould on
that basis be entitled to two-thirds of the immovable
property and two-thirds of the jointly acquired property.
She has however claimed only one-third of the immovable property and one-sixth of the latter, and she has
been given a decree in accordance' with her claim.
'For the reasons which we have given we see no ground
to believe that the decree was v.'rong."
Dunne, K.C., and E. B. Raikes for the appellant.
The respondent was not entitled' to more than the
. share of a wife on a divorce by Irutual consent; ber
plaint was really upon that basis. Under Burmese
B~lddhist law desertion is not a serious matrimonial
offence for instance it is not so serious as persistent
ill-treatment. On the other band the taking of a
second wife is a serious offence against the first wife
unless she' consents. The judgments in Burma were
based upon the vi~w that a wife (if the only wife)
divorcing her husband for desertion is entitled to the
whole of the property. There is no text or decided
case laying down that principle. The Hi~h Court
also err()neously treated the spouses as a H virgin
couple." It, is conceded that no text or decision
covers this case; it is submitted that according to the
principles of Burmese Buddhist law the respondent
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is entitled to no greater share than she would have
takell on a divorce by mutual consent. [Reference
\-vas made to C.T.P.V. Chetty Firm v. Maung Tha
V.
MASAWTIN.
Hlaing (1), ilJau1'1g Hone v. Ma Seirz(2), Ma Sa v.
Mazing Nyi Ba (3), and U Gaung's Digest, ss. 224, 253
to 258, 271, 303, 306, 312.J
A.P. Pennell for the respondent. The respondent
is entiiled to hold the decree. There are in Burmese
Buddhist law three kinds of divorce, namely (1) for
misconduct, (2) by mutual consent, (3) at will, without
fault of either party: Maung Nga v. Ma Pyin(4). His
clearly laid down in that case also in Mi Sa Bin v.
Nga San Nyun (5). That in the case of a divorce
for misconduct the innocent party takes tbe whole
property. The divorce to which the respondent was
entitled was of that class. Continued desertion is a
serious matrimonial offence in Burmese Buddhist law j
a deserting spouse was liable to penal proceedings ;
M anukye VI, 30; Jardine II, 17 ; Digest, s. 306. It is
. conceded that there is· no rep<?rted case as to desertion
by a husband. There is however a case as to desertion
by a wife; she was held to have lost all her rigb tE' in
the joint property: Ma Thet v. Ma Sa On (6). The
respondent claimed and was decreed less than she
was entitled to. There is no ground for saying that
the plaint claimed on the basis of a divorce by
mutual consent. The decree was in accordan ce with
justice, equity, and good conscience.
[Reference
was mad''; fully to C.T.P. V. Ch'etty v. M aung Tha
Hlaing (1).]
Dunne, K.C" in reply. Although desertion may
put an <:fnd to a marriage, it is not treated in the
texts as an offence, see U Gaung's Digest, s. 312.
MAUNG Po
NYUN

I

(1) (1925) 3 Han. 322.

12) (1918) 9 L.B.R. 191.
(3) (1920 4 U.!:l.R.68.

(4) (1920) 3 U.B-R. 251,254.
(5) (1914) 2 U.B.R. 32.
(6) (1903) 2 L B.R. 85.
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July 26. The judgment of their Lordships was
·delivered bySIR LANCELOT SA~DERSON.-This is an appeal by
Maung Po Nyun, who was the defendant in tbe suit,
:against a decree of the High Court of Judicature at
Rangoon, dated the 27th February, 1925, affirming at
·decree of the District Judge of Myaungmya, dated the
13th December, 1923.
The plaintiff, who is the respondent in this appeal.
'brought the suit against her husband, claiming a
·divorce on account of his desertion and a partition
of the properties specified in the Schedules A and B of
1he plaint. She alleged that she was entitled to one1hird of the properties in Schedule A .and to one_
:sixth of the profits in Schedule B.
The learned District Judge made a decree granting
the plaintiff a divorce and the shares in the abovementioned properties which she claimed. The defend:ant appealed to the High Court, which dismissed
his appeal with costs.
At the hearing of the appeal before their Lordships,
the learned counsel, who appeared for the appellantdefendant, did not contest the plaintiff's right to a
decree for divorce, and the arguments on both side
were confined to that part of the decree which
:awarded to the plaintitf one-third of the properties
mentioned in Schedule A and one"sixth of the profits
specified in Schedule B.
The learned counsel for the appellant-tlefendant
did not contest the plaintiff's right to the one·sixth
Df the profits in Schedule B, but he argued that the
plaintiff was entitled merely to OIlc"sixt,{l of the
property comprised in Schedule A and not to ant:third thereof, as decreed by the Courts in Burma.
The appeal, however, involves much more than the
point which has been stated above, and that is by
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reason of principle which was adopted by the Courts
in Burma and upon which they based their judgments.
For the moment it may brieflly be referred to in the
words of the learned District }udgeas follows ;_.
"Wbere a divorce is adjudged through the fault of one
party, the innocent party obtains all the propertYt
including the joint propfrty as well as the separate
property of the guilty spouse."
It is clear, therefore, from the above-mentioned
statement, that this appeal involves a question of great
importance, and it is necessary for their Lordships
to decide whether this statement of tbe law, which must
obviously have far-reaching effects, can be supported.
The facts of the case may be shortly stated as
follows : The defendant had married another wife before he
married the plaintiff. The first wife lived with the
defendant and his adoptive mother for some time, and
then, in consequence of quarrels, the first wife left the
defendant and went to live with her parents.
A few months later the defendant expressed a
de::;ire to marry the plaintiff, and his mother accordingly approached the plaintiff's parents with a view
to their daughter's marriage.
The defendant had told his mother that he had
served his connection \vith his first wife, and
acco:dingly the defendant's mother, when asked by the
plaintiff's parents as to the first marriage, assured them,
that the defendant had divorced his first wife.
The plaintiff's parents, having received this
assurance, consented to their daughter's marriage.
She was married the same day and she went to live
with the defendant and his mother.
A few months later defendant's mother died.
The defendant continued to live with the plaintiff'
tor about two months longer. and then, in or about
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April, 1920, he left her and went to live \vith his first
wife, whom, In fact, he had not divorced. The suit
was filed in September, 1923, more than three years
after the plaintiff was deserted by the defendant, and
it was found by the learned District Judge, and his
finding has not been disputed, that during the period
from April, 1920, up to September, 1923, the defendant
did not resume conjugal relations with the plaintiff,
. and did not give her any maintenance.
The learnf;d Judge found that the defendant
deserted the plaintiff' and that the marriage was
brought about by the above~mentioned misrepresentation that his connection 'with his first wife had been
severed and he held that the plaintiff was entitled to a
decree for divorce. The High Court agreed that the
plaintiff was entitled to a decree for divorce, and that
part of the decree, as already stated, has not been
contested before their Lordships.
It appears that the defendant's mother died in
January, 1920" and that about four months before
she died she had given to the defendant by deed
about 185 acres, which were part of the 233' 38
acres mentioned in Schedule A.
After her death her inheritance \vas divided, the
defendant getting the house and the remainder of
the property mentioned in Schedule A, which
included 29 acres which had been given shortly
after the defendant's marriage with the plaintiff.
On the que::;tion of partition, both the· Courts in
Burma held that, inasmuch as the plaintiff was entitled
to a divorce on the ground of the defendant's
desertion, she was, strictly speaking, entiiIed to all
the husband's property except the first wife's interest
therein; or stating the same proposition in another
way, that the plaintiff was entitled to all the husband's
interest in the property,. which would be considerably
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more than the shares which the plaintiff had claimed
in her plaint. The learned Judges of the High Court
expressed the opinion that it was diffiL:ult to understand
on what principle the plaintiff's claim was based;
but they came to the conclusion that as she had
confined ber claim to the shares mentioned in the
plaint and had obtained a decree in respect thereof,
they saw no reason for saying that the decree \vas
wrong or that the defendant had been prejudiced by it.
.The question whether the plaintiff was entitled
to all the husband's interest in the property was argued
at great length, and the attention of their Lordships
was drawn to the translations of many of the
Dhan'lmathats and to many reported decisions...
Their Lordships do not think it necessary to refer
to them in detail, because it is clear, as was admitted
by the learned counsel who appeared for the plaintiff,
that there is no text which imposes forfeiture of
property upon a husband who deserts his wife, and
that there is no reported case in which a decree for
forfeiture of his property has been made against a
husband by reason of his desertion of his wife or one
of his wives.
Further, the learned Judges of the High Court
stated that
"it is admitted that. the Burmese· law books do not Jay
down any rule of partition on the divorce of the husband by one
of two or more wives of equal statns, and that there is no case
law on the subject. It is, therefore, ne,~essary to decide th e
matter in a~cordance with the principle of justice, equity and
good conscience, having regard to the general rules of BurmeseBuddhist law so far as these rules can be applied."

Their ~ordships desire to make it clear that the
opinion expressed by them is confined to the
particular facts of this case and the question arising
in respect thereof, viz., assuming that defendant
deserted the plaintiff, his second wife, in April,
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1920, and that for more than three years he did
nut resume conjugal relations and gave her no
maintenance, and that consequently the plaintiff was
entitled to a decree for a divorce, was she entitled
to the whole of the husbands's interest in the property,
which was the 'subject-matter in the suit?
The learned counsel for the appellant argued
.strenuously that on the true construction of the plaint,
the suit was really based on an allegation of divorce
by mutual consent.
Their Lordships are not able to accept that
argument, and the case must be considered upon
the basis of the findings of fact of the Courts in
India.
The learned District Judge began his judgment
on this part of the case by saying, "The parties will
have to be considered as virgin couple."
Before his marriage with the plaintiff, the defendant had been married to arlotber woman, who was
alive at the time of the marriage witb the plaintiff, and
from whom he had not been divorced.
The plaintiff, of course, had not been married
before, and, while some indications are to found in
the texts to the effect that where the spouse in
that position is the aggrieved party, the union
may De so described in proceedings for divorce, in
their Lordships' opinion, it is not necessary in this
case to decide the point and they must no~ be taken
as affirming the above-mentioned proposition.
The learned District Judge then proceeded to
the statement which has already been quoted, and
which for convenience.may be restated, as f01lows:"-Where a divorce is adjud~ed through the fault of one party,
the innocent party obtains all the property, including the joint
property as well as the separate property of the guilty spouse j.
but, .of course, the share of thehead wife must be excluded."
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In their Lordships' opinion, this statement is
made in too wide and too general terms.
In tbe first place, it takes no account of the
difference between the position, rights and duties
of the husband and those of the wife in Burmese law.
It is clear that the Dhammathats recognised the
difference ill many respects ""'hich it is not necessary
to mention in detail. .
In the second place, as has already been stated,
there is no case in '.vhich a wife has obtained a
decree of forefeiture of all her husband's interest
in the property On the ground of his desertion.
It is also the fact that there is no case in which a
wife has claimed such a forefeiture, and even in
the case before their Lordships the plaintiff has
not made such a claim.
As already mentioned, the Dharnmathats do not
~ontain any text which provides that if the husband
deserts his wife, or one of his wives, she is entitled
to the whole of her husbands' interest inthe property.
In the digest of Burmes'e Buddhist law arranged by
U Gaung, Volume II, dealing with marriage, section
312 (M al1ugye) , desertion is dealt with, and some of
the rights of the parties ensuing upon desertion,
such as the right to marry, again, are described.
If it had been the law that the husband v,ould
forfeit all his interest in the property, joint or separate,
if he de~erted his wife, or one of his wives, for three
years and left her without maintenance, it is almost
inconceivable that there would not have been found
in the Dhammathats a statement of the law to that
effect. t.
The proposition which the Courts in Burma
adopted as the basis of their judgment, viz., that
because the defendant deserted the plaintiff she was
entitled to divorce with possession of all thebusband's
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interest in the property, the subject-matter of the
:suit, is in itself a startling proposition, and if adopted
would have very far-reaching effects.
"There is no text in the Dlzammathats or in the
Burmese Buddhist law hooks to support it, there is
no case law on tpe subject, and the respondent's
learned counsel was not a ble to draw their Lordships
:attention to any case in which even a claim based'
on such a proposition had been made·
In these circumstances, their Lordship are not
iprepared to accept and. endorse the above-mentioned
tproposition,
This, however, d<?es not dispose of the appeal,
;because it still remains to b-e c-o'n'sidered whether the
appellant-defendant has succeededdn showing sufficient
;reason to justify their Lordships in interfering with
the decree which the plaintiff in face obtained as to
lher shares in the property and the profits thereof.
Iii deciding this question, there Lordships think
it is material to lake into consideration the general
tules of the Bunriese Buddhist la\" as regards the
.interest which the wife obtains in the husband,s
.property at the time of the marriage, and in the
-property acquired by him after the marriage, and the
fact that the Dhammuthats treat the divisior. ofproperty
.as part of the law of divorce, as to which there does
not seem to be any serious dispute.
In their opinion., it is aIsa material and important
to consider the facts of this case, as, for instance,
that the marriage with the plaintiff was brought
.about by misrepresentation, that the plaintiff was an
·entirely innocent party, that, shortly stated~ the facts
-relating to the desertion were of an aggravatec nat'ure
and quite unjustifiable, and that desertion, where
there is a duty to comfort and support, is regardec1
.by the Burmese as a serious offence.
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Taking these matters into consideration and the
obove- mentioned rules of the Burmese law as to the
wife,s interest in her hnsbandh,s property, teeiT Lordships are not prepared to say that the decree appealed.
from, which a\\'ardcd to the plaintiff the shares in
the properties in suit specified therein, was unreason-·
able or contrary to justice, equity and good conscience.
Their Lordships will therefore humbly advice His
Majesty that this appeal should be dismissed with.
costs,
Solicitors for appellant-Douglas, Grant & Bold·
Solicitors for repondent-J. E. Lambert.
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(Plaintiffs)

(On appeal from the High Court at Rangoon.)
Declaratory mit by ostensible owmr under a registend sale deed. under O. 21
r. 63. Civil Procedtwe Code (Act Vol 1908)-Burden of prooron:attaching
'red-ilor to show sale to befraudulint-Adequacy of consideratioll.
Hc1d,that where the ostensible owner of a property under a registered sale
deed institutes a suit under Order 21,Rulc 63\of the Civil Procedure Code tI>
establish his ril(ht thereto, the burden of proof to show that the sale is a
frtludulent one is on the creditor who has attached the property for somebody else's debt. He may prove that by showing utter inadeqt!~cy of coosideration but where, as in this case the substantial part of the consideTalion
was proved, the mere failLlre to prove a comparatively small part of it. as
paid In cash cannot lead t1 the conclllsjno': that the sale was fralJtliJlrJent
Decree of the High Court affirmed.

Appeal No. 85 of 1926 from the decree of the
High Court August 4, 1925 reversing the decreeof the Di..;trict Court of Myaungrnya in Civil Regular
Suit No. 4 of 1924.
*PRESEN'I'-VISCOUNT DUNEDIN, LORD SHAW, LORD SINHA aDd SUtJOHl)t

'WALLIS.

(This appeal has been reported locally-Ed.)
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The respondents, who are husband and wife on
. failing to remove the attachment by application, filed
a suit in the District Court, undea the previsions
of Order 21, Rule 63 of the Civil Procedure Code,
claiming certain property as their own under a
registered sale deed dated 31~t July 1922, which
property was attached by the appellants on the 21st
Jlily 1923 in execution of their decree against Maung
Po Hla, the father of the second respondend. The
property at one time did belong to U Po BIC!, but
he at the request of his creditor, U Pe, the father of
the first respondent transferred it to the respondents
in full satisfaction of the debt of Rs. 17,000 he
owed U Pe and for Rs. 3,000 in cash.
The trial Court found the transactions between
Po Hla and U Fe to be genuine, but dismissed the
plaintiff's suit on the ground that the sale was not
geniune and was made to defraud the creditors of Po Hla.
On appeal to the High CQurt, the deCision was
reversed. The learned Judges (Heald and Das, JJ.)
pointed out that the land was worth not more than
Rs. 19,000. The debt due to U Pe was genuine
and there were no suits filed against Po Hla at the
time of the transfer. There was nothing sham in
U Pe taking the conveyance in his son's name
whom he wanted to benefit. Their Lordship held
that the burden of proving that the sale was nOt
genuine and that fhere was no consideration, lay on
the defendants ana they adduced no evidence to
that effect.
Dunne, K.C., and E.B. Raikes for the appellants
July 1. The judgment of their Lord~hips was
delivered byVISCOUNT DUNEDIN.-In September, 1920, one
Po Hla, who was proprietor of certain real property,
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executed a mortgage of that property in favour of
U Pe for Rs. 10,000. At the same time, he also
executed a promissory-note in favour of U Pe for
Rs. 5,000, and what has been said in the judgments
below may be anticipated by saying that it has been
found that these transactions were quite genuine
transactions and represented a mortgage and a promissory-note executed for a real debt .. Now time went
on and inasmuch· as interest had not been paid,
when it comes to the critical date with which we
shall have presently to do, the state of affairs was
this, that these Rs. 10,000 and Rs.53,000 respectively
had with interest grown into a sum of Rs. 17,000
of which, of course, only part was under fhe mortgage
and the other was merely an ordinary debt.
Now in 1922, Po Hla executed a deed of sale
to Maung Ba Kyin and Ma Seine Ba Kyin was the
son of U Pe, his creditor, and Ma Sein was his
own daughter. It is quite evident tbat the idea of
this transaction was that U Pe, in respect that it was
his own son, was willing that his debt of Rs. 17,000
should be taken as part consideration of the price to
be paid. The price agreed upon was Rs. 20,000 and
it seems quite clear on the transaction that the
Rs. 17,000 was quite rightly taken as consideration,
living, of course, the Rs. 3,000 to be paid in cash.
Now in the meantime, in 1921, Po RIa had executed
a promissory note for Rs.12,OOO i~ favouI-of the Chetty
firm" whb are the appellants in this action, and the
proceeding in the matter began by this Chetty firm
suin~ upon the promissory note and then proc.eeding to
put an attachment on what may be called Po Hla's old
property. These two, the husband and the wife, who
were the ostensible owners of the property, being ownerS
in respect of a duly executed and registered deed of
trap-sfer, put in a claim under Order XXI, Rule 58, to
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have the attachment removed, and having failed,
instituted the present suit under Order XXI, Rule 63,
to establish their right.
Nowthey being the ostensible owners of t,he property
under a duly registered deed and a deed of transfer,
obviously the party claiming to attach that property for
somebody else's debt, not their debt, but the debt of the
original debtor, must show that the sale was a fraudulent
one, and that could only be done in this case (there
is no other evidence) by showing utter inadequacy
of consideration. So far as the Rs. 17,000 was
-concerned, there was adequacy of consideration. There"
fore, there only remains the Rs. 3,000. No doubt the
evidence is in a very ragged condition as to precisely
where and when that money was paid and, if it
was necessary to show it was paid in hard cash,
probably such proof would fail. But their Lordships take this view, that supposing that it was not
.established, inasmuch as it has been held by the
judges below tota! that that the value of the property was
only Rs. 20,000 this Rs. 17,000 being an absolutely good
consideration, the remaining Rs. 3,000 is not enough
allow them to draw the conclusi0n that it was a fraudulent sale.
Their Lordships will, therefore, humbly advise
His Majesty to dismiss the appeal. The appeal has
been heard ex-parte, so there will be no order as to
m~.

•

Solicitors for appellants-Brmnall & Bramall.
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of-Appearance of party 011 illegal notice whether cures irre{!.tllar.
ities-Co;trt's'illherent pJwer for directing propel' procedureLimitation, Held, that where an award is forwarded to the
Court f.Jr filing without compliance with the provisions of the
In<lian Arbitration Act and the requirements of the rules of the
COllrt as to issue of notices to parties by the arbitrators and as to
the filing of copies ot su~h notices and of the p:oceedings of the
arbitrators, the Registrar acts without jurisdiction in filing such
an award and in issuing notice to parties. The appearance of a
party in answer to such notice cannot be held to legalise it, and
the question whether his objections to the award should be disallowed as being time-barred cannOI b~ gone into. The Court in
the exercise of .its inherent j ,Irisdiclion is bound to take steps to
rectifY matters and to direct the return of the award to be filed
according to the proper procedure. The pendency of the infructuous proceedings will save limitation.
KHATIZA BEE BEE V. 1. E ABO\\'ATH AND SEVEN
ARMS ACT (IX OF 1878), 55. 4, 19 (e)-Primary purpose of the
implement the criterion-Claspkllife 1/ot necessarily excludedCriminal Procedure Code IAct V of 1898), s. 412-Praclice in
appeal against acquittal without jurisdiction by lower Appellate
Court. J-l eld, that the criterion for determining whether an
implement is or is not" arms" is the purpose for which it is
primarily inte:lded. Held, that a large claspknile with a blade
5~ in::hes long, with a pointed end fitted to a long handle into which
the blade turns on being closed, falls within the meaning of
arms. Where the ac::u,ed wa$ convicted by a first class Magistrate on his plea of guilty an1 the Sessions Court without
jurisdiction entertained an appe:ll against the co:n'iction and
set it aside, the High COUrt on appeal against sl:ch acq,dttal
\Vo~lld consider tile propriety oi the conviclion, hefore re-imposing
sentence on the accused. Bi-ho/ Sill~!l \',l:.'lIIperor, 51 Cal. ':;;3:
Crown v. Hllint Kyan, 1 L.B.R, 271 : Ebra'lllll D'l;;:oodji Eabi
Eawa \'. Killg-Empfror 3 L.B.R. 1-njurtd to.
KING·E~IPERoR tl. XGA Lu GAL~
ARTISAN, WHETHER A ~IOTOR-CAR DRIVER IS A~
ASSESSEE TO I~Cm.l:E-TAX \\"HE'fHER CAN FILE SCIT FOR HIS HECOVERY
OF TAX AS WROXGLY RECOVEHED
ASSESSMENT WHETHER TO INCLUDE MACHINERY AXD PLA~T
ATTACHING CREDITOR WHETHER COULD SUE ON HIS OWN BEHALF
ONLY
ATTACHMENT, REMOVAL OF, ApPLICATION '10 BE MADE BEFORE SALE
"ATTEST," MEil.NING OF

IN-No ~r'arrantYfi,'}f tifleDist inctian befTlJeellland and interest in land-Auction-purchaser
when elltitled to rent oJ land purchased-Ground jor revision
Applicant bought at the Court' auction held in execution of her
decree snme paddy land, the property of her judgment-debtor.
She could not l1:et immediate p'lssession as respondent claimed to
be a h'ss~e from the j .Idgment-<1ebtor and remained in &cllpation
till he had reaped his crops. Applicant sued the resp:mdent for
the year's rent. The trial Conrt allowed her claim, but the lower
Appellate Court set aside the decree on the ground that as section
8 of the Transfer of Property Act ( IV of 1882) did not apply to
execution sales, applicant must be deemed: to have bought the
land only and was not entitled to the rent subsequent I)' accruing.
H eld, rever~ing the judgment, that land as such is not sold at a

AUCTION SALE BY COURt, WHAT PASSES

71

171

710
477
825
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588
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Court al:ction, and there is no warranty of title. All that passes
at ~he Court auction is the right title and interest of the judgmentdebtor, i.e., the purchaser is placed exactly into the shoes of the
judgment-debtor as regards the land sold. Applicant by her
purchase became the outright owner of the land but in place of
immediate possession which she could not get; she ~ot the
judgment-del-tor's right to get the rent payable by the respondent
at the expiry of the cultivatinl!: St:lason. agricultural rent being not
apportL nable. There is a distinction between land itself and
interest in land. The fundamental point of the case being missed
by the lower Court, it was a fit case for revision.
MA HAWA BI 'II. SEIN KHO
AUCTION-PURCHASER wHETHER A PERSON AFFECTED BY THE SALE

AUTHORIZED ACTs-Damage to private rig ht s-Creation of nuisance-

Negligence-Liability of dc,11lage or nuisance 110t inet'ita1JleExel'cise of permissive l'ight-Performance Of obligatory dutyIt~tel~tion' of legislature as regards harmful consequences-ExerCise of· option to perform statutory duty- City of Rangoon
Municipal Act (Burma Act VI of 1922), Ch. 3, ss, 25 and 26 ; 5S.
3,113,192, 203-Corporation's power to erect waterclosds-Duty
not to cause 1~uisance-Grounds for i-njunction-'Protection of
mere amenities-Provision of compensatiOn in a/l act. not alu'ays
" bar to sldt-Corpol'ation's liabilities and imnwlIities. Held,
that if the legislature authorises a specific act (including repeated
performances of it at different times or at different places) to be
done, and if the performance of that act and of every other
subsidiary act necessary for and incidental to the performar:ce of
the main act, creates nuisance or cat;ses damage, the local body
authorised to perform the act cannot be restrained hy injunction
nor 'made liable for dam?,ge except on the ground of ne.E(ligence,
It follows that if the act can be performed withor.t creating a
nuisance and without causing injury or d~mage then the local
body performing the act would be liable if the act is l"er{ormed
in such a manner as to create nuisance or cause damage. It is a
matter of construction of a legislative Act whether it merc:l y
confers a permissi ve ri,~ht (which is option:llIy exercisable) on a
local body or enjoins the performance of an obligatory duty.'
In the former case no nuisance 0r infringement of private rights
is authorised. The nature of a duty imposed must be considered
in considerin~ whether the legislature impliedly sanctioned the
creation of a nuisance or damage to rrivate rights when such
nuisance or damage is inevitable. Where in the performance of
an act an option is given to a local body, e.g" in the sell'ction
of a si:e or in the deciding of the necessity for the,perform.ance of
the act at a particl1lar time, then the bona fiie choice of the local
body of eithe: pl?,ce or time cannot be questioned: The City Of
Rangoon Municipal Act imposes a duty on the Corporiltion to
erect urinals and water closets for public use, the choice of
time and place being left to the Corporation. The Act
enjoins that if the acts could be performed without creating
a nuisance they should be so performed, but if some nuisance
is inevitablc, then the least practicable amount of n'.1isance
must be created. Held" that as the Corporation had acted
bona fide ill the selection of the locality in this case for a public
latrine, ther.e was no case for an injunction, as the latrine was not
yet erected and had not become an actual nuisance by misuse or
mismanagement which the Corporation was bound to prevent.
Mere amenities Of places could not be protected by the Court.
Obiter :-The Act in authorizing the Corporation to pay compensation in certain cases, does not thereby mean to deprive a person
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of his ordinary remedies for damages or injunction in a Court of
law in a proper case. The Corporation was not liable to be sued
under the provisions of section 203 of the Act if only it acted
bon,1 fide, and with care and attention, so that not being authorized
to create a nuisance in maintaining a urinal, if it did so it cannot
be said to act with due care and cauticn.Biddulph v. Vestry of Sf.
George, 33 I..J. (eh.) 411 i HaH Esmail Sait v. Trustees of /he
Harbour of Madras, 23 Mad. 389 ; Hammersmith Railway Co. v.
Brand, L.R. 4 H.L. 171 ; London Brighton RaillC'aY v. Trumatl, 11
A.C.45 ; Metropolitan Asyllml District v. Hill, 6 A.C. 193; Price's
Patl'nt CandleCo.,Ud. v. London CoulltyCouncil,(1908) 2 Cil. 526 ;
Sellars v. Local Board of Health fOl' Matlock Bath, 14 Q.B.D. 929:
Vernon v. Vestry oj'St. lames, 16 Ch. D. 449 j West v. Bristol
Tramway Co., [1908) 2 K.B. 14~refe1"red to.
SOORATEE DARA BAZAAR Co., LTD. V. MUNICIPAL CORPORATION OF RANGOON ...
.
AWARD, RULES FOR FILING, NON-COMPLIAXCE WITH PROVISIONS OF
WHETHER CCRED BY .~PPEARA!'iCE OF PARTIES
AWARD, SUIT TO DECLARE VOID, LIMITATION FOR

722
171
186

BAIL-Criminal Procedure Code (V of ID98), sec/iOtl 497-" Dcath or
transportation for life" to be interpreted disjll1tct it,e!y-Discretion
of Magistrate in cases 1/ot punishab!ewith death or transportation
for life how to be e~ereiserl-PoweroJ the High C01/rt to grant
bail, and the pract;ce of the Cvurt. Held, that the phrase "with
death or transportation for life" appearing in section 997 of the
Criminal Procedure Code must be read disjunctively as if it ran
II with
death or with transponation for life." Held,jllrt/ier,
that the amended section 497 does not limit the power of
Magistrates in granting bail in case of non-bailable ofiel:ces
except in c:ases punishable with transportation for life or with
death. Held, also, that the High Court has an absolute discretion
in granting b:lil in any case but that though the discretion is
absolute, the High Court must ~xercise it judicially and since the
legislature has chosen to entrust the initial stage of dealing with
questions of bail to Magistrates an:! while giving Magistrates an
unfettered discretion of granting of bail in all cases except two
classes, i e., cases punishable with death and cases punishable with
transportation fOr life, the High Court ouglJ! not to grant bail in
such cases exccpt for exceptional and very special reasons. Per
RUTLEDGE, C J.-" B~lt I conc,lr with the following concluding
observations Of my brother Doyle in Mohamed Eusoo!,s case at
page 542. I They (~.e., Magistrates) are bound, when weighing the
probability of the prisoner appearing for trial, to consider tht:
nature o{ the offence charged, the char: ctcr of the evidence
against the prisoner and the punishment which in the event of
conviction is Iiktly to be inflicted on the prisoner.' Again, while
mere vague allegations that tile p:isoner, if rele:1sed, will tutor
witnesses should not be taken into account, the Magistrate may
well refuse to enlarge on bail where the pdsoner is of such a
character that his presence at large WIll intimida,le witnesses or
where there aTe reasonable grounds for believinj1; Jhat he \yill
use his liberty to suborn evidence." Boudville v. King-Emperor,
2 Ran. 546 : EusooJ and 01ze v. Killg-Emperor, 3 Ran.538-r~ferred

to and overruled in patt.
KING-EMPEROR v. N'GA SAN HTWA AND OTHERS
BARE DECLARATION VNDER ORLER 21, RULE 63, CI\'IL PROCEDURE
CODF; WHEN PER)[!SSIBLE
BASIS OF RATING OF BAZAAR sHOPS
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BASIS of RATING OF INDUSTRIAL PROPERTIES •. ,
BREACH OF AN OBT.IGATION l\ECESSARY FOR A MANDATORY INJUNCTION
BUDDHIST ECCLESIASTICAL LAw-Phongyi whether competent to ellgage
in sale or purchase of prvpel'ty-Such trnnsactioll im/1/oral within
tlte mfaning of s. 23, COldract Act (IX 0/1872). \Vhere a Hucldhist
monk claimed to have purch.sed a house and sued for possession
thereof, held that the personal law of the monk, as defined by the
VillaY,ls, prohibittd sale and purchase of property by Buddhist
monks and that therefore the purchase alleged by him was
unlaWful within the pun'iew of section 23, Contract Act; and his
suit must be dismissed. MaPwe v. Maung Myat Tlta. 2 U.B.R.
(1897-01); 54; Po Thill V. (J Thi Blat I U. B.R (1910-13) 183 ; Sltwe
Tonv. Tun Lin, 9 L,H,R. 220 F.R.-referred to. U Tilawka v.
Nga Sh'we Kan, 2 U.B.R (1914-16) 61-followed.
U TEZA V. MA E G IWE AND OTHEflS .. ,
BUDDHIST HEIR WHETHER A HOLDER iN TENA:01CY IN CO)IMON WITH
OTHER CO-HEIRS
BUDDHIST LAW APPLTCABLE TO DETER~nNE INTEREST OF A CHINESE
BUDDHIST WIFE
BUDDHTST LAW -Civil Pi-oceriure Code lAd Vof 1908), s. 60-BuddTrist

PAGE
161
404

626

725
443

husband's int erest in propert ies of t he marriage indeterminate and
tllerefore not a saleable Prope,'ty in execution of decree 'against
husband-Wife's suit fOl' pal'tlti01z and declaration of half share
1/ot nzaintainable-Liabilily of m ltriage ploperty to satIsfy
family debts-Procedure. In execution of their decrees against a
Buddhist husband who was managing the family business ilnd
had incurred the debts. the creditors attached certai n properties of
the marriage between the hus:>and and his wife. The wife
obtain'edfrom the executillg l:ourt a release of her interest.
whatever it was, in the properties from the attachments. Re,~pOlld
ents bought the properties at the execution sale ,md we, e put in
possession. The wife filed a suit for a declaration that she had
half .share in the properties and ask ..d for possession of such
share. Helri. that the interests of a Burmese Buddhist husb'anct
and wife are impartible and indeterminate so long as the marriage
subsists rend that where the husband manages the business of
the family a decree against thl' h'lsband can pe executed al!aiust
the whole Pi operty of the ffi1rriage. The wife's claim to partition
was not sustainable. The husband's share too was impartible and
his interest was indeterminate; such an interest therefore is not
saleable property within the meaning of section 60 of the Civil
Procedure Code. Such a sale has to be set aside, but the whole
property including the interest of both husband and wife was
liable to be attached and sold in execution of the decrees against
the husband alone.
MA PAING V. MAUNG SHWE HPAN AND OTHER!'"
BUDDHIST LAW-De~ertion-Div(}/ ce wltet'lter automaticaftel' tile lapse

of three years or one j'eClr-Expr~ssed act a/volition whetl1er,necessal'y to effect dissolutiolz. Held, that where a Burmese Bllddhist

husband deserts his wife and for three ye.1rsllcither contribut<:s to
her maintenance nor has 'any commu!'!lcation with her, the marriage is automa.;ically dissolved on the expiration of three years
from the da ~e of deserlion ; neither is any furthF.r and expressed
act of voHti m on the part of the deserted party neclssary to effect
such dissolution. Hurpurshad. v. Sheo Dyal,'L. H. 8 LA. 259; Ma
Hni1~ Bulin v. U ShweGon, 8 L,B.Ro1; Ma Tilet v. Mao. San On,
2 L.B.R. 85; Ma Thin v. MauIIg Kyaw Ya,2 U.B.R., (1892-961 56;
Maung Ko v. Ma Me. S.]. 19; Ma/.t1tg Po Maung v. L.H.R.L.
P. Nagalingam Cltetfy, 2 U .B.R.,. (J 862-66) 53 ; Maung Shwe Sa V"
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MaMo Qlldone,C.M.A. 8 of 1921, C.C.L B.; Mi Kin Lat v.NgaBa
50,2 V.a.R., 11904-06), B'Jddhist Law. Divorce. 3 i Mi }..'j£ v.
lr!aung Saing S.J. 28; Nga Nwe v. Mi Su Ma, S.J. 391 ;
Ra~la/aksltmi Ammal v.Siva1zatha Perl/mal SethuraYar, 14 M.I.A.
570-referred to. TTu;n Pe v. U Pet, 3 L B.R. 17S-0::erruled.
MA NYUN
MAUNG SAN THEIN
MA SAW AYE '0. V SHwE SOE AND SIXTEFN
BUDDHIST LAw...,..Dis~osalof property by a document in form as oj gift,
wltetTur andwhewlJoidaS I'eillgtestllmentary h 1I'/ture-Deferring
tIle t'esting of tILe property till tlte de"t h of settlor. Where a document by whkh property was disposed of under the guise of a deed
of gift or trust was ill rp.ality all attempt:o dispose of the Owner's
properly after death in order 1<> defeat the operation of the ordinary
laws of IIIheritanc;:, held, that the document being a will is void if
executed by a person subject to the Bllddhist Jaw. Ma Thein
Myaing v. Ma G)i,1 Ran. 331-followed.
MAU~G THU KA AND ONJo; v. U THUNANDA A~D ONE
BUDDHIST L.\w-DIVOHCE-PQ1'tition ondil'ort'e-Deseriionby husban.d
-Desertion of second wife and retuY1l to first. The appellant
mar; ied the respondent, both being Burmese, falsely representing
that he had divorced his wife. He desertecJ the respondent after a
few months and for more than thre~ years before the suit had not
resumed conj:!gal relations with her, n0r given her, any maintenance. The respondent sued for a divorce and partition OJ property.
She claimed one-third of certain properties inherited by the
appellal\t during the marriage, and one-sixth of esttmated profits
therefrom duriug the three yeals. The High Court affirming the
Distrid Judge, granted the relief clain-ed. Tbe right c,f the
respondent to a dil-orce was not (onte,tec1 0n the appeal. Held,
that the \'iew expressed hy both Courts in BU:-llla that as the
appclbnthad been guilty of de,ertion, the '-espondent was entitled
5t ·ietly to the whole of his property, t'xcept t he interest ')f the first
wife therein was nd supported by any text or authority; but that
the decree gran:ing the partition "ctuall \' daimecl, n'lt being unreasonable nul' contrary to j ,.stice, eq ity and good Conscience
should be affirmed.
MAU~G Po NYUN v. MA SAW TIN ...
BURDF.:;! OF PROOF O~ ATTACHING CREDITOR TO PROVE FRAUDULENT
CONVEYA~CE

vii

537
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BUDDHIST LAw-Heirs all related ill the same degree to the propositus
share equally each in hisowil right. Held, that not only in case Of
grandchildren of the propositus, as his sole heirs, but in case of all
heirs who are all related in the same degree to the propositus they
inherit each in hill own right (per capita) equally, end not by
reprtsenLtion (t~-r stirpes). Where the deceased, a Burman
Buddhist. left survivil'g l1im as his heirs the son of his deceased
paternal aunt, two childr<:n of his deceased maternal ul:cle and six
chil:1ren of another elect-ased maternal uncle, they all shared
equally. each being er.titled to a one-nint'] share of the ,-state,
Maung Po ThuDaw v. Maung Po Tha1t, 1 Ran. 316-jollowerl.
MAUNG 15A GON v. MA PWA THIT
BUDDHIST LAW-iNHERITANCE-Child of dil'orced parents-Cfl1ld
livillg with tIlat ernal gralldmvther-Se1\a ra t eIiving 110t sufjiciel/t to
exclud&-Maintellance of filial relationship, The parents of the
plaintiff separated without effecting a formal dil"on:e. Later the
mother remanied but the -father did not remarry. The plaintiff
did not liI'e with either parent after the divorce but livedwi.thher
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maternal grandmother, who was a cO\lsin of her pat~rnal gra<lctmother. She used to visit htr father occasionalljand expressed
her willingness to live with her father, if her grandmother agreed.
Her father used to give her small monev presents. Held, that
separate living would not be sufficient in itself to exclude tbe
plaintiff from herfather's inheritance. Held,jurther. that she not
having gone away \\ ith her mother into her new family, and
having visited her father and there bei:1g no proof of rupture of
relationship, either by partition of properly or filial neglect, the
plaintiff was not excluded from inheritance to her father. Ba Kyu
v. Zan Pyu, P.}. 299; Ma I'on v. Maung Po Chon, V,B.R. (1897-01)
11,116: Ma Sein Nyo v. Ma Kywe, T.T.B.R. (l892·96) II, E9 j Ma
Shwe Ge v. Nga Lon. S.J. 296 ; Ma Yi v. lila Gale, 6 L.B.R. 167 ;
/Iii San Mra Ri v. PrJi Than Da U, 1 L B R. 161 ; lIli Thaik v. Ma
Tu, S.T. 184~referred to. MaulIg D'we v. Khoo Haung' Shein, 3
Ran. 29; Mauna Sein TJ/'we v. Ma Sh1tie Yi, 10 L.B.R. 397follo·wed. U Than Gywe, Conflict of Laws, Part II-referred to.
MA TIN V 'II. MA MA THAN AND TWO
BUDDHIST LAW-Itthfrital/Ce-Wives of. a p'Olygamous husband
whether entitled to inherit in one wife's ancestral propertyHttsband's 'IIested right ill s'uch inhedt<,d pl'opertY'lOt /Jeritable.
Held, that though at Burmese Buddhist law, the husband has
a vested share ill the inherited property of his wife, on his death
his other wives do not take any interest ill that property; it
reverts to that wife, whose inherited property it originally
wa~. C. T. P. V. Chetty v. Maung Tha fllaing, 3 Ran. 322dist mguishcd.
MA GUN BON v. MA ME MI
...
BUDDHIST LAw-Property subject to Orasa's share-Subsequent property not subrect to pm'tition on remarriage of on-e tarentPartitioll what amounts to --Pal'ti!i01~. and gift distinguish.edOrasa'H share extilzgu.islierl after tlc'eille years aml not merely
barred-·Linzitatiolz Act (IX of 1908), section 28. Held, that tht:
orasa's quarter share or the ~hare of the children 011 remarria;.:e
of survi'.ing parent is confined only to the rroperty acquired d'~r
ing the COllr~e Of the marriage of the parents. l-ldd, furlber
that, unless at the time of the transfer of property, the tranSferee
held an interest in the property, the transfer cannot be in law a
partition. Hel~, also that.:: gratl1ito~s transfer to a person having no \'ested 1l1terest as Jum! owner 111 the property transferred
is a gift and if the ~llbject-matteris immoveable property, it must
be effected by registered deed. H,ld, further that the orasa's
quarter share and the sh~re rlf the children on ,remarriage of the
surviving parent are exhngulshed at the end of twelve years.
MaulIg Po Kin,.and two (It hers v. /llaung Shwe Byp.. 1 Ran. 405 ;
P.K.A.C.T. CIl(;kalill~am Clietty v. Yaung Ni alld others, 6 L.B.
R. 173 j Silwe Po and one v. li1atmg Bei11 and one, 8 L.B.R.1l5referl'ed to.
MAUNG l{YAW ZA V. U DE BI AND ONE
BURDEN OF PRooF~~·Admzssionby defmdant

Of !tis signature on blank
paper cOltlaining figures only, effect of-Issues-Denial bv
defe ll dallt of material fact s alleged and relied all by plaintiff,
suggest ilzg i1tcideltlally fraud all his part does not Shift burden of
proof on defendant-Res judicata-Decision of inferior CourtNo adjudication of clai m jrcferrl'd in the trssent suit iI~ the
former suit. In a ,uit on a promissory-note, defendant admitted
his signature but denied the claim of !heplaintiff for Rs. 1.300
and interest thereon, and stated that he bad signed a blank note
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with only the figures 1<s. 300 written at the lOP of the Pilper. The
trial Court ga Vt: a deere.: in fa"our of the plain tiff not OIl the ground
that the plaintifi had proved his claim bd because it held that the
defendant failed to dischar~e the burden of prOOf laid on him of
pla:ntiifs for~tTy. Held, reversing the judgment, that the
deiendant had sptcifical.y denied that he had promised to pay the
plaintiff the sum named with interest, so the burden of proving
the loan rested on the plaintiff. The admission of the defendant
of his signature under circumstan,es of the caSe and the incidental
charge of fraud made by him a~ainst the plaintiff did not shift the
b:lflien of proof on defendanl. The defendant by his pleading had
ne"er admitted the material facts on which the plaintiff's case
rested. nor had he ddend:mt made a substantive claim on the
ground d iralld. Held. on the evidence that the p1:linliff failed to
prove the 1011-n as claimed by him. Held, also, that as the
transaction in suit was incidentallv referred to by tht: appellant in
his written statement in a Small Cause Court suit betwet'n the
parties, but not decided in that suit, and moreover as the Small
Cause Court was not competent to decide the matter, the principle
of res judicata did not a[Jp:y at all.
HOE MOR '0. I. M. SEEDAT
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BURDEN OF PROOF, WHERE SIMPLE MORTGAGE IS ALLEGED To BE
ALTERED INTO ONE WiTH POSSESSION

668

BUR~IA ACT

I of 1910 : See BURMA OIL FIELDS ACT.
BURMA ACT VII OF 1920 : See RANGOON SMALL CAUSE COURTS ACT.
BURMA ACT VI OF 1922: See CITY OF RANGOON MUNICIPAL ACT.
BUR~IA ACT IX OF 1925 : See RANGOON RENT ACT.
BURMA OIL FIELDS ACT, SECTION 2
...
BURMA LAWS ACT (XUI OF 1898), SECTION 13-Mixed marriages
between Chinese Buddhist arid Burmese B/:ddhist-Tlte lex loci
contractus is the Burmese Buddhist Law-Chinese Customary
Law howfar r,cfJg1J.i ed. Held, that the Burmese Buddhist Law
regarding marriage is prima facie applica"le tl) Chinese Buddhists
contracting marriage in Burma as the lex kci contract liS. Held,
that to escape from the application of Burmese Buddhist Law
regarding marriage, a Chinese ~l1ddhist mllst prove that he is
subject to a cllstom hadng the force of law in Burma and that that
custom is opposed t·) the provisions of Burmese Bud(lhist Law
applicable to the cas!!. He/d, further, that in case the matter
in issue is the marriage of the Buddhist Chinese with a Burmese
Buddhist woman he mllstifhe deEires the customary law to apply,
show that the application of the cu,tom having the force Of law
wiII not \~ork injustice to the Burmese woman. BcnjclmiJt v.
Benjamin, 50 Bom. 369; Chdti v. Cltetti, L.R. [19091 P.D. 67 j
Fotte Lan v. Ma Gy"e, 2 L.B.R. ':IS ; Hong Ku v. Ma Thi,f. S.J. 135 ;
111a Shein v. Kim Seill, 8 L B.R. 22S j Ma Tm v. DooP Raj Barua,
(1894) U.H.R. '60R : Man Han v. R.M.A.L. Firm, 4 1<an. 110 ; Mir
Allwaruddin v. The Superintendent Regis/relr Of Marrnges.
Hammersmith, L.R. (1917) 1 K.B. 634; PaPar v.Nga Po,Special
C.lI A. 153 of 1910, C.C.L.B.; Pwa Me v. San Hla, 7 4B.R. 270:
Saw Maullg Gyi v. TIm Ka, 8 L.B.R. 208 j Sein Kvi v Ma E, H
L.B.R 399: Simollin v. Mal/ncc, 29 L.J. (P. and M.) 97: Sollomayor
v. De Bano.c, L.lx. 3 P.D. 1; Theill Shin ". AI! Sheill, S L.B.R.
222-referred 10.
IN HE MA YIN !I1YkAND ONE to. fAN Y AUK PU AND TWO...
BURMESE BUDDHIST LAw-Husband atld wif.:-Power of husband or
wife to deal wil1l joint propcrty-Decree agaillst olle spouse whetlter

13>
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binding a/x tlte oUler-Suit agailzst aile ordit/'arily presuflled to be
against both spollses in tltelr. parlnership capacity. /fe/d, that at

Burmese·BuddhistLaw, in respect of the property of the marriage
whether that property b~ the payi" property of either party or
Zelle/pwa property of the marriage, a Burmese Buddl1ist husban d
and wife are partn.:rs and all the property of the marriag, ,whether
payin nr lette/pwa. is partnership property. Held. further, tha t
at BlIrmtse Buddhist law, .the partnership b"etween husband and
wife is dissolved only by death or divorce and neither partner is
entitled to separate possession of any share of the partnership
property or of the profits of the partnership until the partnership
is dissolved by the death of one partner or by divorce. Held, alsQ,
that where the interest of a Burmese Buddhist husband in
p:operty which ",'as either payin brought bv 1:Iim to the marriage
or was jointly acquired ldtetpwa. is durin~ the subsistence of the
marriage sold in execution Of a decree against him for a debt
incurred by him 'ill a business carried on by him while he was
living with the wif:, the buyer of that interest does not acq' ire
the right to have the property partitiouedand to obtain possession
of part of the property as representing the husband's interest in it.
He/d, that either husband or wife or both may represent. the
partnership ill dealing with th~ third person and that a presumption or.d!inarily arises that debts contracted by eIther party bind
the partnership and are recoverable out of the partnership
property, Held, that there is a pr~s. mption that a suit brol'ght
against either of the partners is a s·.lit against the partnership,
and that in such a suit a partm:r who is not joined as a party to
the suit is represented by the partner who is j0ined as a party
and a decree against either partner can ordinarily be executed
agaimt any partnership property. rrovided the decree was obtained against thatspo~lse as representing the partnership. Dcenda)'a/
Lol v. Jugdeep Naraya!l. 3 Cal. 199 ; Galzpet Lal v. Billdbasini
Prasad Narayalt Singh and others. 47 LA. 91; Kirkwood v.
Maung Sin, 2 H.an. 693 i Ma Hnin BlI/in v, IT SI/we GOIZ. 8 L.B.R. 1 ;
ilJa Ngwe llnit v. Matmg Po Hnin, 1 J L.B.R. 52; },fa PYI! U V.
Po /{yi'l. Civil First Appeal ilS of 1906. C.CL.B.; lila Sdll v.
J11utlmkarllppa1i Chetty. 7 L.B,R 135 i 111a 5/11/1& U v.llfa Kj'u.
3 L BR. 66; Ma Tltall1Ig v. Tha Gywe, 2 U.B.R 11902.03)
ExeCution 1 ; Ma Thu v.l11a Hu. S.}. 578 i Mazmg Hilton v. Mau,ng
Meik, '1 U.I3.R, (1-104-06, Divorce 1; Mall11g Fa ... Ma Me. S,}. 19 i
Maunl!. Po v. Maung PYaung, Special Ci vii Second Appeal 264 of
1909, C.C,L.B. ; Mal/ng Po Stin v. Ma Pwa, P.}. 403; Ma Dwev.
Maung Tu, S.}. H; Mi 11lyill v. Nga nile, U.ER. (1904-011) II 19 ;
Mi San Shwe v. Vulliapa Chetly. 10 B.L.R. 49; Shea Shankc71' v.
Jaddo Punwar. 36 All. 3113 ; Tun Baw v. Ngtl KOtl, Civil Second
Appea! 343 of 1909. J.C.T!.B.-referred to. C T P.V. Clretty firm
v Mallng Tiza Hlaing. 3 Ran. 322.; Ma Nyun v./tliss Teixel'la, 10
L. B. R36-crven-uled.
.
MA PATNGV~ MAUNG SHWE HPAW AND EIGHT_
BU!<)lESE BUDDHIST LAw-ltllzeritance-Fat her remarrying-Fatlte1'

part it ioning willI cllildren before remarriage-Deat h of fat lterClzild-re1z e.",~uded from itzlterita1zce. Under Burmese Buddhist

Law, where, after the death of the· wi[ e, the husband partitions the
property with their children. and marries again, taking his share
with him, on .his death the children by the former marria~e
cannot claim to inherit. The above rule applied, tbough appearing
on the authority of one Dhal1Zmat hat (Kyee) only there being
nothinO' to militate against its authenticity or binding character.
A husb~nd, after the death of his first wife' and a fortnight before
bis remarriage. executed a document by which he purportet\ to
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transfer his property to a partnership consisting of himself and
his seven sons and daughters, he taking a one-eighth share and
they the remainder in shares. Upon the death of the husband, the
second wife surYiving him childless the children of the first wife
claimed a share in the inheritance. Held, that, upon: the true
construction of the documents, and having re~ardto the circumstances, it was a partition wilh the children, and under the above
rule they were not entitled to any share upon their father's death.
175

MATHAUNGAND ANOTHER V. MA THAN AND OTHERs

CHA~CE OF AN HEIR-APPARENT WHAT IS NOT
CHILD OF DIVORCED PARENTS WHEN ENTITLED TO INHERIT

145
359

ClllNESE BUDDHIST, THE LAW APPLICABLE TO

406

CHINESE BUDDHIST WIFE'S INTERFST IN PROPERTY OF THE MARRIAGE

-Burmese Buddhist law apPlicable-Partnersltip-Liability for
joint debts. Held, that the rule of Burmese Buddhist law that the
husband and the wife are partners in practically all the business
of the marriage and that the acquisitions of either or both are
partnership property is applicable to Chinese Buddhists in Burma.
Held, accordingly, that the property of the marriage partnership
wouln be liable for all partnership debts, whether the marriage
has been :lissolved or not, and whether the decree was obtained
against one or both of the couple. In re Ma Yi1~ Mya (Ind olle
v. Tan Yauk Pyu, 5 Ran. 406 ; Ma Paing v. Sliwe lIpan, 5 Ran.
296-followed.
443
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V.R.M.A.L. CHETTYAR FIRM V. MAN HAN
CHINESE CUSTOMARY LAW, HOW FAR RECOGNIZED
CITY OF RANGOON MUXICIPAL ACT, S.ECTIONS
AND 203

3, 25, 26, 113, 192

i22

CITY OF RANGOON :\fUI\ICIPAL ACT (BUR~I,\ ACT \'r OF

1922), S. SOBasis alld mode oj raising bazaar shops. The method of
assessment of bazaar pronert\' is to determine the rent which a
hypothetical tenant would pay for such property. In making his
offer for renting on lease, such tenant would calculate the l'(ross
rent he would receive and then make allowances for (a) emrty
staIls, bad debts, (b) cleaning, protecting and collection charges,
(c) taxes, fd) profit and loss arisillg from the undertaking. In
assessing the property in question it was proper to deduct from
the ~ross rents, Iicense'fets, directors' commission, lighting
charges, proportionate cost of establishment, interest on thecapital
required bya hypothetical tenant, and his reasonable profit. and the
occulliers'taxes (lighting, conservancy and water taxes amounting
to 161 per cent. of the rental) but not the general tax (7 per cent.)
payable b1 the landlord. Sooratee Bara Bar:aar Co., Ltd. v. The
Municital Corporatjvn of Ra1lgoon, 3 B.L.]. 221-rejerred to.
SOORATEE BARA BAZAAR Co., LTD. 'II. MUNICIPA'L CORPORATIO~ OF RANGOON ...

•••

VI OF 1922), ss. 80,
81, 194-Burma Land and Revenue Act (II of 1876), sS, 43 to 48Recovery of arrears of talus " as if they were arrears of land
revenue, .. meaning of-APPlication of 5S. 46 to 48 of t~e Bur11la
Land and Revenue Act to sales by M1enicipal officer for rl'Covery
of II property taxes "-Title of purchaser at stich sales whet herfree
from all inctl1nbl'allces..;o..Ef!ecf of collusive fra1ld. Held, that
section 194 of the City of Rangoon Municipal Act empowers the
Corporation to reco\'er the arrears of its taxes and other dues" as
if they were arrears of land revenue," but that does not-

CITY OF RANGOON MUNICIPAL ACT (BURMA ACT

715
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mean that sectibbS 46 to 48 of the Burma Land and Revenue Act
apply to all Municipal sales, so as to confer on the auctionpurchaser in every case a title free from incumbrances. Thfse
sections can only apply where the dues to the Municipality arc in
the nature of land revenue or land rate in lieu of Capitalion-tax.
So far as "property-taxes" as defined in section 80 of the City Of
Rangoon 1\1 unicipal Act are concerned, it is open to the ploperly
authorized officei' of the Municipality to dircct the reco\ery of
arrears in the manner presc-ibed by sections 46. 47, 01 the
Burma Land and Revenue Act and to a sale held under these
sections, the provisions of section· 48 of the Act will apply, liiJless··
the purchaser acted in collusion with thc owner to defraud the
incumbrancer. C1lilmoSmf1nlY 1IfIldalay.v.Tliiru11lnlai piIlay, 25
Mad. 572 ; Ibrahim Khn1J v. Rallgnsom)'. 28 Mad. 428 ; Kadir
Mohideetl v. MuthukrisTl11a [yet·. 26 Mad. 230; Mutltia Chetty v.
Sheik Mo/tamed. C.R 393 of 1925, }-J.C. Han; RamacTll/l1rlla v.
PitchaiKanni, 7 Mad. 434 : Snbld Ali v. &vomintathall Chetly,
5 a.L.T. 108; Satlkarall v. RomaEa11li. 41 Mad. 691-rcfe1'1'ed to.
RM.V.V M.. CHET1'YAR FIRM tI. M. SUBRAMANIA~I AND
ANOTHER

.0.

458

CITY OF RANGOON MUNICIPAL ACT (8URMA ACT· VI ·OF 1922).
SECTIONS 3 (iv', 80. 86~Maclitl:ery and plant to be il1cluded

in a~sessillg building~lofachilnt'y ,fixed by tenant-Lial-ility oj
ow/w'lot· assessmettt. Held. that the Corporation has the right
. to take into consideration the machinery and plaNt in any b:uildinp;
in ~s~essing the buildinl!. and also to hold the owncr of the
building responsible for the tax. dthoug'h the machinery and plant
may have heen fixed up by his tenant. The Chetty Firm of ·R.M.
P. V.M. alld one v. The Corporat:o'l of Rangooll. (1926) 4 Ran. 178;
Marl.nll Po Yee and Bt'otliers v, TIle Corpol'alioll o[ RaUlf,oolt,
(192715 I~an. 161-.followed.
M. E. MOOLI.A & SONS. LTD. AND ONE v. THE· CORPORATION
OF RANGOON

271

CITY OF RANGOO~1 MtlNICIPAL ACT (BURMA ACT VI OF 1922), SECTION

80 (2/-Basis of rating oj industrial proPeI,ties-" Contl'actor's
test 01' principle "-Letting mlue. In valdng industrial properties, what is called II the contractor's test" has been adoptcd in
some cases. It is the interest on cost which a contractor would
require if he provided the land and buildings for their presellt
occlipier. His some te~tif the place is· occupied by the owner but
it is not a good test if the place is either tenanted or Un~et, Held,
that" the contractor's test" as the sale basis of rating of rice
mills or any industrial undertakings c:tpable of behlg·let. was not
saff:. \Vhere the hypothetical tenant theory can be applied. it
must be followed as it is the one contemplated by sectrvn 80 of
the Act. Kirby v. Hunslet Assessment Committee, L Roo (1906)
A.C. 43 at tJage 46- foUo~ved. TIle Queen v. The School BOa/'d
for LOlldon. 50 J.P. 419 and [1886] 17 Q.B.D. 738-referred to.
Abaul1abh(ly Laljiandolhers v. E:cecutitlt Committee, Aden SettleInent, 42 Bam. 692-distinguished.

Ko Po

YEE AND BROTHERS AND FIVE OTHERS 'lJ. THE CORPORATilON OF RANGOON

~ITY OF RANGOON MUNICIPAL ACT (BURMA ACT VII OF 1922l,CHAPTER
2, SCHEDULE III, CLAUS~;S 1 TO 7, SECTION 91 (3) -Right ofaPfeal
whetl.there is question of principFe affecti/lg basis of a<sessme1It~

Enhancement Of assessor's prelitltillal'y tlalllalioil without notice

to o'wner illegal. The rental \'allle of appellant's house was
assesll'edby RangoollMlloicipality it Rs. 350.' On,the day fixed
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for hearing of the objection of the appellant to the asses~meJtof
which notice hadbeeil. gil'en to him, he \vilS absent. The
Commis-iOner raifed the \·alua:ion toRs. 380. Appellantappealed
to the Chief Judge of the R:mgoon Small Cause COlirt; that appeal
being dismissed, he ap\lejled to the High ,Conrt. Held,. that
althol1~h no appeal may lie on a mere question as to the amount
of a p.lrticular valuation. the question in thi' case affected the
basis or principle of assessment and was appealable under sl:ction
91 (3 of the Ad. The Commissioner in disposing of the
complaint against the assessor's preliminary valuafioncould ha\e
either reduced the valuation as desired by the appellant or elSe
confirmed it. According to the provisions of cla!:ses 1 to 6 of
Chapter 2, Sche:lu!e III of the Act, the valuation as entered in the
lists of the assefsor cO'lld be confirmed and the lists signed by
the Commissioner without alleration, or if a c.lmplaint of the
aS5essee isaJlowed, the valuaticn in the lists could be reducecl.
But no question of enhancement arises in either case. If thu
munidpal a·.ith....rities·desired enhancement, the procedure . laid
down in clause 7 Il'IUst be followed, and notice given to the o'l'1ner .
of the property who must have an opportunity of objecting to it.
S. S. HALKAR v. THE CORPORATION OF RANGOON
(;ITY OF [{ANGOON MUNICIPAL ACT (BURMA ACT V OF 1 922', ss.
178,230,235, I, ULE 2, CHAPTFR XV, SCHEDULE II-ultra vires-

38

No tower to exact license fee ofany amount-Effect of sanction by
Govemment-Tax and a license fee. Held, that under the provisions of the Cily of Hangoon Municipal Act, the Corporation has
no p:Jwer to make I'ltles regarding the rate or amount 01 license
fees to be levied for p:ivate markets and to insert such rults in
the S~hed1l1es of the Ad. Consequently Rule 2, Chapter XV,
Sc.hedule II of the Act is ultra 11h'es and invalid. The fact that
the: Corporation had the sanction of the L-:>cal Government, did
not render the rule inmu:le from th~ c )ntro] of the C, urt as to
its validity or reasonability. Held, oho, that the intention of the
Legislature was not to gi\·c the Corporation po\\'er to imp::>se on
owners of prh-ate markets a (harge for a license which might
extend to any am; unt for whkh the sanction Of the Lo·:al Governm~nt could be obtained. bltt to lim:t it to charge a fee which
would cO\'er the expense< of the C->rporalioJi in carry'ng out the
d'.Hies imposed on it by the Act of the sl1perdsion and regulation
of p-ivate markets. hl/1lt<l1llba'ldl v. MitlSaddi, 45 Cal. 904 ; Kruse
v. JOllllSon, [IS,}!!] 2 Q.H.D.-l·eferml to.
MUNICIPAL CORPORATION OF RANGOO:-l v. THE SooRATEE
BARA l:\AZA\H CO" LTD. AND FOUR OTHERS
'CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE (Acr \' OF 1(08), ss. 2 (2), 47-01'der for

212

stayoje."Cecution or/or secllritYforstaVafexcclltiJil is neither a
decree ,nor an appealable order. Held, that an order for security

to stav execntion is not an order determining any rights of the
pal ties and is neither an order under section 47 of the Civil Procedure Code, nor is it a decree, and is the:'efore rh.>t appealable.
Husainbhai and aflother v. BelUe Shalz Gilani, 46 All. 733;

Janardan Triumb,lk Gadre v.Martand Triu111bak Gadre, 14 ~om.
241; Mukhtar AT~tIIad v. MuqarrlCb Hllmin. 34 AU. 530; Rajrndra
KishoreClzoudhllrY v. Matlzura Ma'lan ChOlldhllry and others,
25 C.W N. 555; Sarasv£lthi Barmania \. Golap .pas Barman,
41 Cal. 160-re erred to.
. .
PADAYACHI AND OXE v. RM.K.M.S. CfllNNAYA CflETTIAR...
'CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE (ACT V OF 1908)~ s. 2 (2)· (lo), U. 17, IlR. 2
AND 3~Order of dismissal for default~W!len order ~s appealable
as a decree. In· the absence of appellant and her witnesses. her
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advocate applied for an adjournment on the day thec~s'ewas per~
emptorily fixed for hearing. The trial Court refused the adjournment and dismissed the suit. Appellant appealed against the
dismissal of her suit. Held, that appeal lies against the dismissal of
a suit under the provisions of Order 17, rule 3, of the Civil Procedure Code, butthatrule only applies when time has ben expressl y
granted for a specificputpose and the party to whom time has been
so granted has fail ..d to do what was necessary for that purpose
which was not the case in this suit. No appeal lies against an
order of dis.ni~sal for deflult. But in the appell:mt'scase it was a
decree, sinc!:: it was, the final expression of an adjlldic alion which
so far as regards the Court expressing it conclusiveiy detemlined
the rights of the parties with regard to the matters in controversy
in the suit, hence appeal lies.
MA CHO~ v. MAUNG MYINT
CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE, SECTION 11, EXPLANATION IV: See RES

838-

56S

JUDICATA

V OF 1908), s.39, 0.21, RR. 5,6-Transfer
OJ decree for e.\'ec14t ion-Same J udge presiding o:.er the.two CO/irt Sill
one place, effect of. Held, that where the same Judge presides over
two Courts in the same place and has onl y one common c.lerical
establishment, it is not material irregularity if the Judge without
transferring' a decree for execution frC'm one such COUI t to the
other in accordance with the provisions of O:der 21, Rule 6 of the
Civil Procedure Code, attaches property in execution of lhe decree
of the former Court situate within the hrisdictioll of the latter
Court. Prem Chand De y v.M okhoda Debi, 17 Cat. 699-dis/ inguished.

CivIL PROCEDUIlE CODE fAcT

Ko SIT KAUNG AND Ol\i!

V.

PEIUAKAIWPPAN

613-

CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE (ACT V OF 1908), s.

47-]udg111en/-debtor's legal represent LIt ive claiming ai/ached pro pert y whcfhel' a question
betweell parties. Held, that where a person is sued as a legal
representative of a d. ceased person and he objects to the attachment of certain property in execJtion of the decree, claiming it
as his own property, the qnestion is one between the parties and
their representatives and falls within the scope and p~lrview of
section 47 of t:le Civil Procedure Code. Pund/alllln Bundopllrlhya v. Rabia Blbi, 17 Cal. 71l-1'~fe1'1-cd to.
MA SHWE :'tiRA PRU AND ONE V. MAUNG BA ON

659

1908'. SECTIONS 47 (1) AND 52 (2:Mortgage decree-holder whether to proceed agains' administrator
ill e.>:<'culion proceedi/lgs 01- by separate su~t for balance at money
-Enqlliry i/lto accoullts of administrator 1tnder section 52 (2) a
qUiCstion tt11dcr section 47. Section 52 (21 of the Civil Procedure
Code contemplates an enqdry by the execution Court into the
accounts of an aC.ministrator of·an estate against whom a money
decree exists, and the questions arising in such an enquiry will be
questions arising between the parties to the suit in which the
decree was passed, relating to the execution, discharge or satisfaction of the decree. Under section 47 such questions must be
decided by the Court executing the decn:e and not'by a separate
suit.
.
oj>

CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE (ACT V OF

DAW TOKE V. MAUNG BA HAN

1908\, SECTION 47-Applicability
to proceedillgs under Order 2t, Rule 58-Parties to the suit, who
are-PossessIon alone not to be considerel! where section 47 applies.
Ordinarily on app:ications for removal of attachinent, Colirts do

CIViL PROCEDURE CODE (ACT V OF
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not go into questions of title but confine their attention merely to
the question of possC'ssion. But where the applicant, who was a
defendant in the capllcity of a legal representative of a deceased
debtor, appli"s for rtmoval of attachment to certain property
which formed part of the deceased's estate on the ground that it
wa~ in the applicant's possessbn, having been given to him as a
legr.cy and the same perftcted hy conveyance by the executor or
administrator of the deceased's estate, held that section 47 of the
Civil Procednre Code applies to this c:lse ; and the Court must
consider the question of the titl.: as well. IswarChander v. Bwi
J1Jadhub, 24 Cal. 62: RamaS1vami Sastrulu v. Kamcswaramma, 23
Mad. 361 : V. T. Artmachellam Chetty v. MallngSan Ngwe, 2 Ran.
168-referred to.
THE CHETTIAR FIRM of S.R.M.M.R.M. 'II. TEO EE SAN
CIVIL PROcEDURE CODE (ACTVOF 1908). SECTION 47, ORDER21, RULES
58, 6t AND 63; ORDER 1, RULE 10 (2)-P,rsonwrOllglyjcJincd aSa
party aud so dismissedfrom the suit whether still a party withill
the. meaning of section 47-Wiletiler aPPeal lies on order marie 011
aPPlication by SllCh Persoll and another for removal of attachment
-Effect of proceeding ullder Order 21, Rille 61. Appellant in
suing his debtor on certain promissory notes joined the 1st
respondent as a party on the allegation that she had promised to
mortgage her lands as security if tlle debtor failed to pay within a
certain time The snit against the 1st respondtnt was dismissed
on the ground of misjoinder. In execution of his decree against
the debtor, appellant attached ccrtaiu properties as belonging to
his debtor. The 1st respondent and' her husnand the 2nd
. respondent (who was never a party to the suit) applied for
removal of attachment cl:dldng the attached properties as their
own. Tile application was heard and allowed under the provisions of Order 21, l~ules 58 and 61. Instead of filing a suit under
Hule 63. appellant appeakd to the High Court aJ::ain;;tthe order and
contended that the explanaticn to section4i oj the Code applied to
his c"se. Held, that whert a suit is dismissed against a person on
the ground that he was wrongly joined as a pa;-ty having no real
concern with the suit, such a rerson dOlS not remain a party to tl:e
suit for the purpose of section 47 of the Civil Procedure Code. A
more appropriate way, in case of misjoinder is to s!rike out the
name of the party under Order 1, Rule 10 (2) of the Code so as to
take him out of the operation of section 47. Held. also, that as the
proceedings in this c::se were all under Order 21, Rules 58 to 62.
and the order on the joint arplicatioll was not and could not have
been made in the execution proceedings of the s' it. appellant who
had alquitsce.1 in the adnption of the procedure could not coutmd
this Hule 63 did not apply. KrislinaPta v. Peri.,swal1l.1'. 40 Mad.
964; Sari/,laml1!a v. Rad11-tlblu,yi, 41 Mad. 48-followed.
U KALA

TJ.

MA HNIN U AND ONE

CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE (ACT V OF 1908 1, s.-t7, O. 11, R~. 90.92--

No suit lies against order made under O. 21, 1<. 92 of the CodeNo suit (if any; lies against allctioll-pllrc!lllser Wit/IOllt adding
decree holder toset a,Me sale on ground oJjralld. Aprellant who
was one of the judgment-debtors unsuccessf.llly applied to have
the sale Of a piece of paddy land Stt aside on the ground of fraud.
She then filed a suit lIgainst the auclion·pu~chaser aldoe to have
the sale set asice. Held, that even if the provisions N section 47
of the Code did not apply as between an auction-purchaser and a
judgment-debt':lT (which was doubtf::!) the suit could n'lt be set
aside against the auction-purr.haser alone without being als ) set
aside against the decree-holder. Held. also. that the judgn:entdebtorhavinl{ failed in her application under the provisions of
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O:der 21, Rule 90 of the Code, no suit could be maintained by ter
under the provisions ufRule 92, clause 3. P. K. Sanyal v. k. D.
Sanyal, 19 Cal. (P.C.l 683-'referred to
MA SAW v. MAUNGKYAW GAUNG
'CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE, SECTIO:\S 48, 50

...

1908), SRCTlON. 54, ORDER 20, RULE 18
(1)-Pai't it ion by eoUee'or permissible only in Ihe case of estates
assessed to l'ez'enue inone lump sum Held. that section 54 of the
Civil Procedure Code, tr. which Order.20, Hule 18 (II rt'fers back,
WilS If.eant to be applied only in the case of estates assessed to
rel'enue in one lump sum for the IVhd~ estate and not to estates,
like the ordinary l" delv land holding in Burma which are assessed
at aerf-rates. To Win Y. Ala Tin, 8 L B.R. 338- referred to
MAUNG Po NVUN V. l\-1A SA\\' TIN
·CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE (ACT V OF 1908\, s. 7:'-" Same Judg1'1:entdebt01'," meaning of - (ourt to wllich application for execution
should be made-Aiode of aPPlication-Mere transfe1' of recm'ds
to e.recutinl!, Cou1'i tVhetlie1' sufJ cient. I-J cld, that all the decreeholders (who hale otherwise complied with the provisions of
H'ction.73 Of the Cil il Procedure Code), where thel'e are common judgment.debtors in all the execution cases, are entitled to
participate rateably in the distribution of the assets; ccording to
the inte:'tst of the respective judgment-debtors in the property
sold. It is not necessary that all the jUdgment.debtors of all the
deci'ee-holde's should be identical and also neither more nor
less. Held, also, that the requirements of the ~ection are 110t
complied with if no applicatioll is made to the Court that holds
the assets ;lJld merely the records of the cases Of decree·holders
of another Court are forwarded to the former Court to which 110
decrees are tranSferred for execution and to which no
aT'plications for rateable di~tributiOll a-e made. Clzliotalal v.
Nobi/'hai, 29 Bom. 528 ; G01Ze~h Das v. SIli71a Laksman, 30 Cal.
583; [(rislmasllankarv. C/lalld1'asllankar, 5 B'111l.198 ;Ra111a1ta~
t/tall Cllettial' v. Subr4mallia Sash'iaT, 26 Mad. 179; Sit Saing
v. Mating Po Kaing, 1 L.1::l.R. 1 21-:referred to.
C.R.M.A. CHETTYA~ FIR:VI v. K.R.S.V. CHETTVAR FI1~M ...
'CIVIL PIWCEDUfiE CODI> (ACT V OF 1908), s. 73, O. 38-Dep.lsit of
money into Court by defendant toa:'oidattachme/lt befv 1'ejudgment, effeet of-Right of plaintiff to such money on o/:taining
decree-Claims of otller c1'edito1's before judgment. Held, that
where money is deposited by the defendant in Court in order to
avoid attachment before judgment and he does notcontest tbe
suit, the money may be taken as paid towards the satisfaction of tbe
plaintiff's claim who has a lien on it and is entitled to withdraw
the money in full and has priority over pther credit<irs who
attached the money in Court before plaintiff obtained hisodecree.
Such money was not liable to rateable disttibut~on, Ramiah v.
Gopalier, 41 "Mad, 105:'; SOI'C1bji v. Kala, 36 Bam'. 156-foUowed.
MANGANLAL PARBHURA:Vl v, N. A. AZIZ HAn KARIM AND
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'CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE IV OF

SIX
CIVIL PROCEDURE ConK (ACT V OF

1908), SECTIONS 99, 105 !1), ORDER
9, RUT.!': U·-Wltetlzel' order settillg aside cHI. ex-parte dcc1'ce can be
qllesliolled t11>lan appeal against the subsequent decl'ee in the sal11e
sl/it-Wliethe1' order must affect tTte decisiol1 ofcase "on itsmel'its"
-" Sufficient cause" for absence in case of (! Government servant.

At the instanc:e of the appellant a reference was made to the
District Court to (nhance the c )mpensation awarded to him by the
Collector in a land acquisition case. The District COl~l t enhanced
the award after an ex-parte hearing,., The C,ollector was served
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-with notices of the case as to the date of hearing and also before
the date of judiment. Tr,e Collector now appiied to set side the
,decree'under Ord~r 9, Rule 13 oi the Civil Procedure COde alleging'
in his petition (without an} affidavit! that his absence from the
case was due to his being on tour and pr~s~l1re d work,. The
Judge set aside the e r· tatte decree and after heari"11: evidence.
''Confirmed the original award of the ~ollector, Arpellantappealed
to the High C)11fton the award and also contended that there was
no sufficient cause fo" the District Court to set asicle the origin;! I
,e r.pal'fe decree and relied on section lc-5 (1) of the Civil Procedure
Code. Responden\ contended that no appeal lay againsllhe 6rd"r
setting a~ide the e r-part e decree and relied on section 99 of the
Code. Held, that the propriety of an order detbng asic'e an e,\:,
parted~cree can be questioned in an appeal against the substquent
decree in the same suil. on the ground that the improrer making
of such an order involved an error, ddect, or irregularity in an
·order affecting the decision of the case. Sections 99 and 105 (ll
are not mntually de~tr\lctive, and there is no' need to read into
~ection 10.5 the additional words" on the merits". Hl'ld, bv
HEALD, J., that the Collector's unclu,llenged statement, UlOul!h
n'1t supported by e\'idence or affidavit, that he was prevented by
'stress of Go'rermr.ent work from attending the Conrt was a
suffiCient cause for his non-attendance and that in any cafe as the
District Court had Hcc€pted it as S\ fficient cause, it was not
proper for the High Court to interfere on appeal wilh s"ch
decision. Held, by CUNLIFFE, 1., that the District Court had no
proper grounds or' evidence before it to set aside the o.·parle
decree and thattherefnrethe ;ippeal succeeded on the preliminary
ground. Held, on the merits of the case that the award of the
Collector confirmed by t:le Distrid Court on the reheadng Of lhe
case was fair and rroper ~\nd therefo e the "p"eal failed,
Ajlldll1a l'al'shad v, Imam [:d Dill, 7\ I.C, 5~i; Gotala Che!fi \',
S/lbbier, 26 Mad. 604 : Xalld Rail! \', Bh·'fal Sillgh. 3-1 Ail. .-92referred fa. SUlldat' Silzgll Y. Nighait·." 6 L'lh. 94: Tasa fd;,q
Ilusain v, Hay It·111l Nissa, 23 All. 280-di.<selifed frolll.
M, S. MAHo~rED v THE COLLECTOR OF TOr~G00
'CIVIL PROCEDURE ConE (ACT Y OF 1908), SECTIO~ 10t,i-Whcl!-<,
aPfe,lllies to the Prill), COlllleilfrom alll1rdel' of Ihe High COllrt
granting probate. Held, th'lt a judgment (·f the Hi.((h Court on
the Appellate Side, granting prohate to a person. is a fi'~al de':!'ee
and if the estate in respect of which probate is sought is of the
value of Rs. tO,OOo or l1pwa!ds, an appeal lie,; to His Majesty in
Council against SI eh (iecre~. Po Ki71 v, lIfa Sein Till, (1919) If)
L,R,R. 22-dis,ented from; Chotey Narain Sillf!ft. \', Ral"ll
[(oer, 22 Cal. 519; Esoof HasTlim Dooply and tll10ther v. Fatima
Bib'iandot 1ters, 24 Cal. 30; Romesh Cllunder Mu.1urjee v Rajalti
Kanfa MukerH, 21 C;.] i.; Sajid Ali and another v. [bad Ali, 23
Cal. I-referred to. Tile R,1tIgOOlt Botataun~ C"" Ltd. v. The
Collecto~ of Rangoon, 6 L,B R. 150-disfi l lguishcd,
VELLASAWMY SERVAI AND TWO OTHERS t'. L. SIVARAMAN
SERVAI
<CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE, SECTION 145, ITS OB1ECT
'CIVIL PROCEDI:RE CODE tACT V OF 19081, ORDER 1, RI1LE 3-Joi11der
of parties-·Adff'inistrati01t suit-Claim by one party as sole lid/'
call be ,ioilled in t he same sUit. \Vhere in an administration sl~i t
in \vJlich the originill parties do not dispute one another's FlatuS as
heirs a person applies to be made a deffmdant and daims to be the
sole heir of the deceased whose estate is to be administrated, so .
tbat if his claims is established the suit wodd be. dismissed, held;
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that the Court can allow him to be added as a defendant in the
suit in urder to prevent multiplicity of suits and snch person need
not be compelled to file a serarate suit to establish his status.
MAUNGTIN t'. MAUNG Po HTOO
CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE, ORDER

6,

RULES

7. AND 17

7, RULE 10 •••
1908), 0.9, R.9-Fresh suit in
respect of same Cause of action, though mode of relief is varied,
will not lie-Partition suit, wlietllerruleappliesto-Incidentsoj
the right to claim partition-Buddhist Law and Hindu LawWhet ller Burmese Buddhist heir can file such partition suit in
restect of his ancestor's property. field that a sdt will be barred
under the provisions of Order 9, Rule 9, of the Civil Procedure Code,
if the cause of action in the suit is the same as that in the previous
suit, that has been dismiss~d for default of appearance of the
plaintiff, though a qifferent relief i$ claimed in the subsequent suit.
'fhe TIlle does not apply to partition suits for the right to p:lrtition
is a legal incident of a joint tenancy, and if the parties continue to
be in possession after the first decree, the continuance of the joint
possession after the decree gives rise to a fresh cause of actIon.
I n a rJrtition suit proper, plaintiff seeks to convert his joint owner·
ship and joint possession of the whole property into separate
property and separate possession of a portion of the property,
Partifon signifies the surrender of a portion of a joint right in
exchan2e for a similar right from the co-sharer. A partition suit
lies only if the parties have (1) unity of interest or title in the
property sought to be partitioned, and(2) unity of possession. The
estate of a deceased Burman B.l1ddhist vests in his heirs on his
death. b~lt there is no analogy between their position and that Of
the coparceners of a joint Hindu family under the Hindu Law.
In the former case the estate does not vest collectively or jointly,
but each heir gets a definite fraction in ever)' portion of the
estate of· the deceased ancestor, which vests in him separately
and individually and which he is entiUed to claim. He cannot be
deemed to be WIth his co-heirs a foint OWl.er or .joint tenan~ of
the property nor is he entitlecl to jomt possession of the property
with Ihem. A Burman Buddhist heir is not entitled to maintain
a partition suit in the strict seme of the word, and his suit must
be one for division of inheritance, i.e., an administration suit. A
Burman Buddhist whose suit for the administration of his deceased
father's est:lte has been dismhsed for' default, h debarred under
the provisions of Order 9, Rule 9, of the Civil Procedure Code,
from filing a fresh suit, based on the saine cause of action, and
claiming partition of the estate. Atraban1/.es.'Q v. Safaflllla, 43
Cal. 504 ; Biseshar v. Ram Prasad, 28 All. 627 ; Dobee Singh v.
]ow!reeram, N.W.P.H .C.R. (1868) 3S1 ; DurgaChal'an v. K!;undar,
27 C.LI. 441; Madan Mohan v. Baikantallath,c10 C.W.N.
839: Mukerjeev.QAjzalBeg, 37 All. 155; Muklmda Lal v.
Leheireu.\', 20 Cal. 379 ; N(mda keshwar v. Sundarsan, 68 I.C. 804:
Nasrlltullah v. Muiibulla, 13 All. 309-referred to. As;;afally v.
Abdealli. 45 Born. 75 ; Fltsliar Rahama1t v. Fayzur Rahman, 10
C.W.N. 677; M: Mya v. Mi Mye, U.H.R. (1897·01) 229:
Moidcensl.l v. Makol1led Cass~m, 28' I.C. 895 ; Nga 1'0 Cheiu v. Mt
Pwa Thein, U B.R. (1907121 ; Pakkiri v. Hajj Mahammad, 46
Mad. 844-rlistinguished.
MAUNG BA Tu'lI. MA THETSU'AND THREE
CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE (ACT V OF 1908), O. 21. R. 2 (2) AND (31-'
Whether executing Court can illqu;re into adjxtst11lellf of decree if
ap#lcationby judgment-debtor within time. Held, that the

CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE, ORDER
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CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE (ACT V OF
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-provisions of Order 21 in rule 2, sub-rules 2 and 3 should be read
together, so that where the decree-holder has applied for
executioll to the Court tilat passed Ihe decree· and the
judgment-debtor files iu the execution proceedings an application
to record an adjustment of the decree within 90 daY5 from the
date (f such adj-.,stment, the judgment-dehtor is entitled to liave
his allegation of adjllshnent of the decree inquired into by su<.:h
executing Court.
833

MAUNG TIN'll. MA MI

V OF 1908). O. 21, RR 16, 53-Rights oJ
a transferee of a decree- Code regulates procedure, does /lot ofleet
,ubstanti'lle rights-Decree realised by a Judgll.ent creditor Of
decree-holder by execution before trausft'rre talle, act iOll, effect ofTrtlnsferee'sri,~lttagainst judgment-creditor. The Ci vii Procedure
Co.:1e regulates procedure.la)s down the method by which substantive rights c.m be enforced, b :t does n ,t ordinarily afftct or
confer slch rights. A decree cnn b~ transferred by <;ssignm.-nt in
writing and the completion of sl1ch transfer, just as transif;'rof any
other kind of property, does not depend UPOll any recogni:ion by
the Court. Order 21, Hule 53 of the Code allows a judgmentcreditor of a decree-holde·· to aUnch andrealise the latter's decreC:',
but it does not JOllow that he would be necessnrily entitled rersc>n.ally to the beneficial interest of his execution if in fact at the tin:e
of his execut~on the attached decree had ceased to be the property
,of his jl;dgment-d~btorwho had, prior to the altachmcnt, validly
tranfferred and assigned the decree to another pel SOil. The
tranSferee could either arply in time for removal of attachment on
the dtcree or else, if the decree is realised, file a Sllit against the
hdgment'creditvr to recover the money. Sadagota Chariar v.
Raghlt1latlt~ Chariar alld others, 33 Mad.h2-jollowed ; Put hic,mdi
Mal11111cd v. A·valil Moidil1. 20 ~Jnd, 15i-·dissoztcd f;om Coopera/h'e TowlI Balik oiPadigf,1l ,', S,V.K. V, Ramall C!zelt .va,. a·d
oJ/e, 4 RAN. 426-5et aside.
CO-OPERATIVE TOWN BANK OF PADIGOl\ 'V. S. V.K.V. HA~rAl\

CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE (ACT

CHETTYAR AND oNE

....

26-Concurrent transfers to two e;vecidilll!, Courts wtletlter permitted by
law-Court passing decree ret ai1l5 COlt/ro! oj proceedif/gs. It is
clear f..om the provisions of O..c1er 21, l<ule 26 of the Civil Procedure C::>cle that the COllrt which passed the decree retains control
of the execlltion proceedings even lifter transfer of the deci ee to
another Court. Held, that there is nothing in the Civil Procedure Code to prohibit the sending of a decree for eveclItion to
two Co.urts nt the same time; and that the Court which passed
the decree can after sending the decree to one Court for execution has jarisdiotion to send it to another COllrt 'or execulioll.
Maharajah of Bobili v. Narasaraht. 39 Mad 670-rej"rl'ed to.
Sarod:~ v. Lachmeeput, 14 M.I.A. 529-foilowed.
K. K. DEB V. N. L CHOWDHURY
·CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE, ORDER 21, RULE 58 (1), NOT SUBJECT TO
CLAUSE 13. LETTERS PATENT
....
CIVIL PIWCEDURE ('ODE (ACT V OF 19(8), O. 21, RR. 58 AND 60ApplicatIon for removal of attachment must be made prior to
sale in e.vecution. Held. that an application for rem·)val of attachment under O;'der 21, l(ule 58 of the Ci\'il Procedure Code,
should be made before the property attached ha~ been sold. A
Court acts in excess of jurisdiction if it entertains sllch applicalion after sale. Gopal Chandra Mukerjee v. Notobar R:undu,
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16 C,W.N. 1029; Puhup Deo Kuer v. Ram Charitar Barhi, 74'
I.e. 87-referred to.
MAUNG Po PE

fl.

751

MAUNG KWA AND ONE

CIVIL PROCEDURE COLlE, ORDER

21, RULE 63, BURDEN OF PROOF IN

suns

852:

CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE, ORDER 21, RULE 63, SUI r UNDER REQUISITES
FOR
CIVIL PROCEDURE COUE, O. 21, RR. 66, 89
CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE (ACT V of 1908), O. 21, R. 90-,-Whetlier all

699
768·

auction·purcltaser is a person whose intel'ed s are affected by the
sale. Held, that all auction-purchasel' is a person wl10 is entitled
to make an application under Rule 90 of Order n of the Code of
Civil Procedure to set aside a sale Oil the ground that he was
misled by the sale-proclamation and ci)nsequentlya SllIt by him
will n"t lie. Birj MO:lul/. Tltabw and another v. Rai UlI'allath
Choz£,:l1wyand others,20 C:I!. 8; Rilvinan.·ian Prasad v.J agarllath
Sahll, 47 All. 479~I'efCi'l'cd to.
'
S.N.V.R.S. SUBRM<lANIA:-l CHETTYAR
'FIRM AND TWO

v.

N.L.N.

CHET'tYAR

516,

1908), O. 23, R. 3-Compromise
decree, its contellts. An agreement uf cl)ll1p':omise arrived at
between parties to a suit, in wholeandnotin part, is to be recorded, ami the decree is then to conl1ne its operation to so much of
the sJbject-matler of Ule s.lit as is dealt with by the agreement.
An effectllal method woulj be for the dtcree to recite the whole
of the agreement and tllCll to conclude with an order relatiYe to
that part that was the subject-matter of the suit, or it could introduce the agreement ill a schedule to the decree; but in either case,
althougll tile operative part of the decree w,luld be prvp=r1y confined to lhe actual f,uttject-matter of th~ then existing litigation,
the decree taken ;\S a "'hQle would include the agreement.
Hem'll/ta Kumar; Debi v. 1I1idn:lpur Zal1lindari Co., 47 Cal.
485-1'e/cned to.
U Po N iUN AND ONE '1.1. MA PAN MJo:

CIVIL PROCEDURE COilE (ACT V OF

CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE, OROER

38, Ruut 9 ...

662:

492'

1(08), ORDER 40, RULE I-GI Minds
!oraPP}{.lIttllCnt ofreceiver-J(lint ownership and enjJyment for a
lOllg 'Period-Suit!or part./tiOI~. Held, that in a case where parties
are near rdatives WilO have lived together for many years and
have J ,inlly enjoyf"rl the I)Toperty as. joint owners. for many
years and now oW1n1;( to differences plaintiff asks for partition
and c.laims a half share of the property and it appears from the
pleadin~s that the plaintiff wO:lld probably be entitled to ~mefomth only uf the properly,' it was improper to oust the defendant
from the enj )ymQ:llt of tbe admitted half share of 'the property
by ~l'pointing a Receiver for the whole property. Poreskl/atlt
Mukerjz atld others v. O. N. Nitta, 17 Cal. 614 ; Ramji Ram
v. s.a/ig Ram, 5,.;I.C. 96-I'e!erred to.
MAL Bu v. MAl OH GYI

CIVIL PROClWURI'. CODE (ACT V OF

CIVIL PROCEDURE 'C'!>OE, ORDE!{

40,

RULE 1 AND ORDER

43,

1 (3)

1908), O. 47-Grounds for review
-When an enol' of l'lW Catl btl reviewed•. Where a Court wrongly
applied in a case the p:inciple of res }udicnta'an.d then entertained a review in respt<:t thereof. Held, that the word II error"
in Order 47, Hule 1 of the Ci vii Procedure Code, is not conl1ned to
an error Of fact but also to all error on a point of law apparent on

CIVIL PROCI!DURE COllE (ACT V O}o'

70..

RULE

99-
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the face of the record, and t!lerefore the lower Court was justified
in reviewing its previous order. ChltaJh' Ram v. Ncki, 3 Lah.
137 P.C. ; Jatra M.ohan Nedhu v. AI/kll Chandra, 24 Cal. 344 ;
Shamp Chm;d V.l'£/t D"ssee, 14 Cal. 627-reftlred to.
MA HTA YI V. MA PWA HNIT

610

V OF 1908), O. 47, H. 1-" Any other
sufficient reason," meaning of-" Ej.,lsdem generis," meaning of.
The \\'orc1~" any other sllfficient rea,On ., occurring in Order 47,
Rde 1 of the Civil Procedure Code, mean a reason sufficient on
grounds at least anaJo/{ous 10 tho~e specified itmiledi:ltely r reviou"ly. The Latin phrase I . ejusdem generis" which means II of
the s:ame khd " is more restricted than the word" analogous".
ClthajJu Ram v, Neki alld others. 3 Lah. 127 (P.C.)-followed.

C1\'IL PROCEDURE CODE (ACT

K.K.S.A.R. FIRM V. MAUNG KYA NYUN AND ONE
CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE (ACT V O~' 1908), ORDER 47, RULE I-Decree
passed in aIle suit according to agreement to abide LjI tlte d(cis;On

of Hi~1t Co-url in at/other suit-Effect of ret'ersal of the }.jigh
Court decisIon on appeal-Review. In an ejectment suit filed ill
the Small Cause Court, HaJ;goon, paJties agrtec1 to keep the ca~e
pending and to abide by the decision of the High CJurt in another
suit between them. The Hi}(h Court dec! eed the suit in favour of
the plaintiffs and cJns~quentlythe Small Caus::: Court a1:;o passed
a decree in thdr favour in its c::se. The High COLli t decision
wa's s:.bsequently reve;'sed on appeal Defendant" then applied
for a review of the Small Cause Court decree which was granted
and the decree was set asi.de, Held, that the review was properly
granted The effect of the appellate decree was to set aside the
original decree d the High Court. The decree sought to be
reviewrd was based on the assumption that the original decree of
the High Court was valid, but which assump~i0n waswtsequentlv
proved 10 be wrong. The appellate d,crt:e i~ not a l1~e:'e sub""
sequent event but hasthe effect 01 voiding the ori~inal decree from
its inception. Waghda v. I1fa silldill , 13 Hom 330-jOllo"'cd.
Kotagltiri Vellkata v. Ve'lanki, 24 Mad. l-dist1!igltisl:ed.
MAUl\G KYAW AND ONE

V.

Ko AYE AND ONE

92, AND ORDEll 1, RULE 10
CIVIL PROCEDURE CUDE (ACT V OF 1908), ORDER 47, HUI.E 7, SECTION
115- No appeal from an order rcjL'Cting all aPPlication for
review- Whether revision lies. FIeld, that no appeal lies against
an order refusing to readmi t an application for redew of jud~menl
which had been dis!nissed for default. BUI where a Court ordered
notice to issue \0 the opposite party to Show cause why l'edew
should I\ot be granted, and fixt d one dale for showin c caust', and
an earlil'r'datt:: fnr the rell rn of the notice, it had no j .Irisdiction to
dismi~s the applicatjon on the date fixed for the return of the notice
owing to the absence of the applicant on such date. there was
no obligation on the applicant to attend on the 'date fixed merely
for the n::turn of the nOlice, and the arplicant in applying to
reopen the case need not file an affidavit as the record speaks 'for
itself. The High Court can set aside sl1ch an ordllr on revision.

CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE, SECTION

BASARAT ALI V. :'I'IAUNG AUNG BAN

.....

CLASPKNIFE MAY FALL WITHI:<, THE DEFINITION OF AllMS
COERCION, WHAT AMOUNTS TO, UNDER SECTION

72,

CONTRACT ACT

CO-HEIR, TDIE RUNS AGAINST FRO~I SALE OF JOI:o\T PROPEllTY BY
ANOTHER CO-HEIR •••
COMMISSIONElls TO HEAR ELECTIO:O\
PUBLIC 0 JlFICE

PETITIONS,

261
263'·

121
710

653
93

PERSONS' HOLDING

504·

xxii
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COMP~NIES ACT (VII oF' 1913),5. 109-Non·reg~stratio'Jolmorfgage by
CrlnzpallY, effect of-Security void agaillst liquidator cr creditor
but nrl! against the Crlmpany. A mortgagecrealed by a Compa!';
registered under the Companies Act on its landed property if not
registered with the Rt:gistrar as required by l~,w is void moly as
agains t the liquidator and any creditor of the Company, but c.annot
be repudiated on that ground by the Company itself while it is a
going concern. The section makes void the sec,lrit \' and not th e
debt, and that too only against the Iiq.Jidator and thecreditor,not
the Company-grant, r. III re Monolitltic B"ilditlg Co., Tacolt v.
The Company, [1915J 1 Ch. Div. 6H-followed.
.
AUNGBANZAYA Co. LTD.

v.

585
685

C.R.M.A. CHRTTYAR FIRM

CO:'lPA~IES ACT. 5S. It-2, 163. 174

(VII OF 1913), s. 163 (1)-Cl'editor's demand •. under
his IUl1Id "-Wh: ther riemand by advocate of creditor sufjicientWhet/ler statutory right Ca'l be exercised by means ofa II agent. In
order to make out that a right conferred by s tat ute is to be exercised
personally OInd not by an a~ent, there must be sJmething in the
Act, t::ither bl' way of express enactmed or necessary implication
which limits the common law right of any person who is suUuris
to appoint an agent to aet on hi~ behalf. Held, that an advoc.ate's
notice of demilnd on behalf of a creditor does not satisfy the requirements of the Indian Companies Act, secti':l1l 1"3 (11 and is not a
demand H under his hand ". Hyde v. Johnson, 2 Bing N C. 776;
Jackson Co. y. Napier. 3;; Ch. D, 162; Reg. v. Justices of Kent,
L.R 8 Q.B 305; In 1'/1 Whi.'ley Partllers LId•• 32 eh,D. 337;
Wil"oll v Wallani, 5 Ex.lJ. ISS-refet'red to.

CO:'IPA:-;IES ACT

MANJEEBHAI KHATAW & Co.

v.

JAMAL BROTHERS & CO., LTD.

COMPOSITION SCHEIIE, EVRN IF APPRoVED
DlTOR~, :'IAY BE REJRCTED BY COURT

BY

MAJORITY
•• ,

241
241

CO,lPOSITION SCHEME. ~OT ALTEllABLE BY COURT
CmlPRomSE BETWEEN ADJUIJIC'ATING CREDITOR AND DEBTOR
GROUNIJ Fon WITHDRAWL,G ADJUDICATING PETITION
COMPRO~[lSE DECREE,

483

OF .CRE-

NO

688

WHAT IT SHOULD SHOW ...

662
397

CONCURRENT TIIANSFERS OF A DECREE WIlI:.THEr~ PEUMISSIl3LE
CONSENT OF GOVERNME:-.!T ADVOCATE WHET'HER NECESSARY FOR
MAIONG P~RTIES DEf'ENDANrs IN surrs UNDER SECTION 92 OF THE
CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE

263

CONTE,IPT, CO'lMITTAL FOR, WHEN INTERFERED WITIl IN APPEAl,

244

...

CONDITIONS REGARDING DECREE TO BE PASSED NOT EMBODIED IN THE
[)~CREE CANNOT BE CON;IDERED BY EXECUTING COURT- IT nlua.

lIon nf a secured creditor of Iti. security IInder P,'esidelJcy-Towns
Insolvency Act IIII of 1909) s. 12 (2)-sf.Y1:ice of 1t 9 t.ice of'
proilibitory ol'der Oil agent of mallaging director Of a prit'ate
company wllet ./er sufficient-Compromise betwecn adjttriicating
creditor and debtor '1/.0 gl'ound for wit IldrG.'wilig adjudIcation
petition-Companies Act (V1l 1913', ss. 162, 163, li<J.-Grol/nds
for u:illding-Jtp a company. Held, that an alleged agreement
between parties. prior to the passing ·of the decree and relating
to the ex.eclltion of th?t decree and not embodied in the decree
cannot be t::l1terlained by the execllting Court. Mulla Ram·-aIlY.
Maung Pv Kai,tg, 4 Ran. J 18 - follo!c'ed. Held, that where a
secnred creditor gives an estimate of his se~\lrity, under the
provisions of the Presidency.Towns Insolvem-y Act, gection 12 (2),
the Court will not enquire into its correctness if it i~ a genuine
estimate. Held, that a prohibitory order s{rved on an attorney
of the managing director of a private company which had no
'Secretary wasdl.lly served, tholl~h it was addressed to the secretary
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lield, that where there are oth~r creditors
..,:hose consent has not been oLtained, the COllrt cannot allow
t:-;e petition of a:ljlldication to b~ withdrawn on the insolvent
oierin).! to pay the full amOllnt due by him to the adjudicating
"editor, as tt"lat mi!!ht resllit in a fr:llJdulent preference in fa vour of
(one credito,- to the detriment of other creditors. Held, that
having regard to the facts of the case, the large personal liability
Of the insolvent, his predominant holding of shares in the
Company whose assets are mainly the p:-ivnte property of .the
in~olvent transferred to the Company, it wasj:lst and equitable to
wind-up the Company.
M. E. MOLLA AND M. E. MOOLLA & SO:-lS, LTD. v. CHARTERED
'Ji ;he Company.

BANK OF INDIA, At:STRALIA & CHINA
CO:-lSIDERATION, PAY)IENT OF, WHETHER NECESSARY TO CO~IPLETE
SALE
CONSIDERATION, SUIT ON FAILUI1E OF, LBIlTATJO:-l FOR
CONTENTS of A DOCUMENT, SECO:-lDA!{Y EVIDENCE OF ...

685
636
283

18

CONTRACT- O?FER A:-ll1 ACCEPTANCF. BETWEEN PARTIFS, EFFECT OF-

Where docuwents SliOW contract as between prillcitats, ol-al c;-id, nce
of 1W value to show "elationsflip of po i1lcipal ,lnd a.ge-ut-MC1ltio1/
of comlJ1i.lsion in cOlltract. Effect Of. Documcutary t" idence in this
case sholVed that there was an offer to bny sugar on the part of
the respondents and an acceptancp. of that offer by the appellants.
An acceptance of an offer 10 buy llll st infer an obligation to sell.
The appellants claimed to act only as agents but the respondents
contended they sold as principals. All the dOClUl'l:nts in the case
shtlwed on the face of them a contract as betweell princirals.
Evidence that the appellants acted as agents was lIeg!igiblt'.
Held, th'\t the contract was bel\,-een the parties a~ principals ;1S
the leading documents mace com, and :1 me~-f: statc.!~_ent cf the
appellants, contrac'ieted by the '-esr·:ndent'. that the appellants
'Nere only actillg as ~gents ;\l!d that it was ~\: ade a condition th"r
the--e was to be no Iiabilit,- on their part cnnnot be all.)\\-ed t,)
displace the ordi uary resnJtS which a coul ract bdween principals
entails. The mere mention of commission in the contract as
signed is nol in :'Iny wav it,c 1nsistent with the relation bdng
between principal and principal.
BALTHAZAH & So~ v. E. :\L ABO\l'ATH
CONTRACT ACT(IXOF 1872), ss. 15, 72--"Coerdo/l"-Suit to recover
moneys paid to rell/ove wrongful aftaclzmeut. The Chett"ar firm
obtained a money decre_~ against two persons personally: though
they were described in the plaint as partners of a finn. In
execution of the de::ree the Chetty firm atlach~d the goods of the
appellant as partnership property of its judgment·debtors and
alleged tHd appellant was also a partner, bllt the procedure laid
down in Civil PrC)cedllre Code, Order 21, Rule SO (2) was not
observed. Appellant paid the decretal amollnt to 11revent his
goods bein~ seized and, on failing to remove fhe attachtT.ent,
filed a suit for the recovery of his money al{airst the Chettyar
firm to whom it had been paid. Held, that the word .• Coercion "
in s('ction 72 of the Contract Act is used in its ~eneral sense and
that if a third party was coerced into paying thp, money in
satisfaction of a decree against a judgment-debtor and wasnot
himself liable for the money, the money was paid by him under
coercion within the meaning of section 7Z of the Act, and a suit
did lie to recover that money. Seth Kanhaya Lall Y. The
Natiollal Balik of India, Ltd.. (1913) 40 LA. 56 P.C.-followed.
AH CHOON v. T.S. FIRM
CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE, SECTION 412

73

653
710
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CONTRACT ACT, SECTIO~ 49
~--COXTRACT ACT (IX OF 1892), s. 74-ReducUon of i1tlcrest if Pa.i,l
mOlltilly ill a.dl'allccllot a pWI/ty. A debtor promised to pay his
creditoi' the principal sum "with interest thereon at one per
cent. per ffit:n;em, or if paid monUlly in advance at Hi annas
fore;:ctl RS,lOOper lr,ensem ". fIeld, Ulatsllch an arrangement
is valid and not pena!. Moti Lal Das t'. The Eastern Mortgage

PAGE
451

(wd Agency Co., Ltd., 25 C,W.N. 265 P.C.-follou'ed.

AD~llNiSTRATOR.GEKERALOF BURMA v. M. E. MOOLLA
CONTl~ACTOR'S TEST

OR PRI"CIPLE 11\ ASSESSING FOR RATES
COL:RT PASSING DECREE RETAIXS CONTROL E\'EN AFTER TRAl\SFER OF
SA~lE

CoURT's POWER to HEFUSE nISCHARGE OF IKSoLVENT UNRES'l'RICTBD
CREDITOR'S APPLIC.UIQX TO H~; BI<OUGHT OX SCHEDULE IN IXSOLVE1\CY

573

161

397
50.

-Llluitation Act 1/01 applic"ble -Laches would bar remedy of
creditor. Hcld, that tht: Insolvency Acts were intended to be
comple::le Codts and 1<) presel ibe their own periods of limitations
and that the Limitation Act dot:s not apply. Held,further, that no
period of limitation being prescribed for applications by creditors
to be brought.on the scheduleof cn ditnrs, the mailer was intended
to be le~ t tt) the discretion of the Insolvency Court. Ti cld,flll'thcr,
that where the creditor has been l!uilty (If lmexplained delays
and laches, and his applkdion filed at a time when, if the ordinary
ruks oi limitation app,ly, the remedy would be time-barred, the
Court lUay refu,e to grant his applicO\tioll. Bal'allaslli Koe1' Y.

Bhil/;adeb Chcrllcl'jc~, 34 C,l.-.T. 167 ; Da11l0das v. UlIa.cllcrnd, 7
Born. 213 ; Ral/11lall Kan'm v. Abdul Kal'1nl, 34 Cal. 1:72 ; Sit'asu/;"am,WII/ v. Tllecthi,ltPa, 47 Mad.170; TllllckSinghv. Parsotcm
Prodcrd, 22 Cal 924-1'cfciTCd to.
JHAN BAlJAf}GR SI1\GH lJ. THE BAILIFF OF THE DIFRICT
COGRT OF TOUl\'GOO ...
CREDITOR'S REMEDIES ON RFFGSAL OF' OFl'lCIAl. A~SIGNEE 1'0 APPLY
TO AVOIn TRANSFliR IS BY WAY o~· ApPEAr. TO COUIIT
CREDITOR, ATTACHING wHETHER CAN DUE TO SET ASIDE Io'RAUDULENT
TRANSFER ON HIS OW1\ BEHALF ONLY
CREDITOHS, INtENTION TO DEFEAT AJ.L, WHEN TO BE INFERRED
CRIMINAL C 'SE, ApPEAL TO PmVY COUNCIL, PRACTICE IN

LAW-Readill{!. dcpositiJlls to witnesses-II'1'cgllla,'ityAbsence offailure of jusl ice-lo1agistnltefol'llIu!ating m wchargeOption of accused to be tried by another COlf.rt-l-'rit'y CounCil
Prwctice-A PPcaliil c1'iminal case-Code of Cdlllina I Procedure (Act
V of 18981, sec/ions 190,191, 360. 537. The appellant was tried by

CRlMI:-:AL

a District Magistrale andcon\'lcted. At the tl ial the depositi,9ns of
witnesses were read o,'er to them while the case otherwise proceeded, and th~lclepositions of some v1 the witnes.ts were handed
to them to read to thtffiselves, The Code of Criminal Procedure
provides by section 3DO that the c1eposition of each witness should
be read over to him in the presence of the accllsedor his pleader.
The High Court confirmed theconviction holding that the CO~lrse
purst~ed was merely an irregulari ty wilhin section 5370f tbe Code,
and that as no !ailure of juslice h?d been oc.:asioned that section
saved the conviction from being vitiated. No objectior, had been
taken aLthe trial and no inaccuracy in the deprsitions was,
suggested. The Judicial Committee ~ranted special leave to
appeal. 1I eld, that as there had been no aclt'al or. possible failure
of justice the appeal failed whether the sections of the Code had
or had not been properly applied. According to the well established practice of the Privy Council appeals in criminal cases are

384
375

588
588
53-
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anowed onlv when it was shown that surstantial and grave injustice
had been done ; t~le l!ranting of special Jeal'e does n)t relit:ve an
appel.lant of showing tilat that is the el,se, 1111'': Dillet, (1887) 12
Apt>, Cas. 459, 407 and Arnold v, Kil/g-EmfC/o/". 11914) 41 LA,
1-;9; ..i l Cal 1023-fol/o,ced, SlIiral1ll1ll,<l lyer v, The T<:ingEmpen'r, (1901) :::; LA, 257 : 25 :\j;1C\' 61- di.'til/gllislicd, Hclel,
Lnh<:r, (a) that the read'no: ov<:rol depositions to witnesses while
tl:e case was otherwis(; proceeding was not;1 violation of ~ection
3~C' of the Coele, the object of reading Ol'er heing to secure an
ac:urat.: I ecord from the witness of what he meant to ~'ay, not to
e.:able the accused or his pleader to Sll~~est corrections; it was
ho\\'el er bdter that depositions, UI:less merely for\11al. should be
read over so that the accused or his plead",r could give their
undivided attention to the matter. (b) that the givin'~ of dero,itions
to witnesses to read to themselves wasrig!Jtlytreated by the High
Conrt as an irregularity CI rable under sec'ion 537 of the Coc!e.
Hira Lal Ghose v, Emperlr, (1924) 52 CaJ.159 and Dll1'gahi v.
Emperor, (1924) 52 Cal 491--disapprcved. In ~i'ction 537 of the
Code the passage beginning" unless snch error" tju,difies each
of the c1al1se~ whicb prececle it. not merely cla"se {d),thou~hitis
so printed in Govt:rnmfnt f'ublkations, No serious defect in the
mode d condt:cting a cIiminal trial can be jnstified or cured by
the consent of the advocate of the accused. Held. f'l1 ther, that
the m:ll'(istrate in fOlmulating ~gail1st the appella,..t, after hllaring
the evidence, allew chargein 1'1 ,ce of one originall~' framed, was
acting under clause (a), not clal'se (cl of section 190. sub-section
1 of the Code; consequently sectiOn 191 did not apply, and it was
not necessary to inf,Jrm the appellant that he had a ril!ht to be
trilld hy ano'her Co'.\rt. £1II#ro:' I', C/lrdi. (190:;) 2<3 All. 212dIstinguished, Be{!u v. Kiw;.-Emp'rol', (!925) 52 1..-\.191. 6 Lail,
226; Jyotlsh C/;alld'a Jlu~er;ec ':, KlUg-l:"1l1p.ror, 36 C~,J. 955 ;
Reg, I', Slifik Ba:lI, 8 \V.R. (Crim,) 47 '. rc:fuNd to.
AHDUL RUIMA:-; :'. KI~G-E~IPEROR
CR1MIl'AL PllOCEDURE ConE, SECTIOK 103
CHD-nXAL PHOCEDliRE CODE, SECTIO:SOS 190, 191, 360, 537
CRIMINAL PROClmURF: CODE (ACT V OF 18981, SECTION 14.5-0mission by 1/Hgislrate to record in writing llis l'ellsonsfor believing
that disputC1CJ.l1/ld lead to breach. of peace, whether a maleri,!l
illegality Held, that the omission of a magi~trate to state the
!!rounds in his initial order that he is satisfied of the existence of a
dispute likely to ~ause a breach of the peace, as stated in S( ction
145 of the Crimi'lal PrOcedul e Code, is not Stich an illegaJi ty as to
\ Wale the whole proceedings. provided gro"nds for such bel ief
do exist. and the enquiry by the IPagistmte has been duly made.
Subratnlmiam Aiyor v. King-Emperor, 25 Mad. 61 ; V, M. Abdul
Rahman v. King ~mPeror, 5 Han. 53-referred to "
MAUNG Pu v. MAUNG CHIT PYU
CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE (ACT V OF 18981, SECTIONS 162 AND
476~W/;ether section t62 prohibits use of statemellts made to
police,officer. ill proceedings under sect ion 476. Held, that section
162 of the Cllde Of Criminal Procedure does not pro~ibit tbe lise
of statements made by any person to a. police-officer in the course
of all investigation L111dtlr Chapter 14 of that Code, in proceedings
under ~ection 476 of the Code, in cases where the alleged offence
which is under consideration in the proceedings under section
476 was not under investigation at the time when the statements
were made'.
U HTIN GYA\\' A~D EIGHT OTHERS

ti,

KING-EMPEROR

53
291
53

129·

26,
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,CRBIINAT. PROCEDURE CODE (ACT V OF

1898), SEC1'IONS 252,253,259Tile State <111,d not a private Per~)n is responsible/ai' the cat/duct
or witl/drllwal of 1l0n-compound'll;!e or cognisable warraJlt cases.
Held, that the principlt: undedying the provisions dealing with the
trial of non-compoandable or cognisable warrant cases is that
whether instituted on complaint or o~herwi:;e 1he fina'] responsibility for the conduct 01 sach cases rests with the State and that
where there is reasonable ground for bdieving that an offence has
been committed, once the machinery of law has been set in motion
the right of arresting irs progress rests with the State alone, and
not with a private individual.
MAUNG '[HU DAW v. (J Po NYUN
'{:lumNAL PROCEDURE CODE (V OF 1898), SECTIONS 421, 427.-Appeal
againsl convictiolZ 011 more than olle charge-Summary dismissal,
in respect of one COtlfJl cI ion, of tile appeal, whilst admitting it
Oil tile other conviction-- PnlcticeuudesiraUe but not illegal.
\Vhere. in the accu~ed'ci appeal against convictions on two
charges in one trial, the ,Appellate Cuurt summarily dismissed
the appeal in respect of one charge whilst admitting the appeal ir!
respect of the other Charge, beJd that the practice was not illegal,
though it is undesirab Ie.
'
L. M. ISMAIL71. Knm-E:-IPEROR
,CRBIINAL P~oCEnunE CoDE (ACT V OF 1898), s. 476B-Secolid appeal
whether 11Iailztainable against order jar c017lplaint by lower
appellate Lourt. Held, that where:: the trial Court refustd to
lay a complaint under the provi5ions of section 476 of the Criminal
Procedure Code and tbe lower 'appellate Court on appeal ordered
such complain't, an appeal does not lie to the Hight Court against
sucb ordcr. lIfuh(717ll1lcd ldris Y. Tlte Crown, 6 Lah. 56 ; S,omabhai
Vallavbhai v. Adibliai Pu'Ysholtam, 48 BOm. 401-jol/owed.
Paujdal' Rai v. Empe/or, Criminal Revision No.5 of 1925 {Patna
High CourtJ~disselltedfrom.
l\IA ON KHIN v. N.K.M. FIRM
CRDlINAL PHOCI£DURJ.i: CODE, SECTION 488, RES JUDICATA WHETHER
APPLICABLE TO
<;RDII)lAL PROCEDURE CODE, SEcTIO)lS 497 AND 498
CRDllNAL PROCEDUIH: CODE {ACT V OF 1898', s.

136

274

523
697
276

520-High Court
whet/IeI' competellt to order rest itutioll of property retllYlzed undel'
sec!i.m 517-Propel'ly ill the possession of third party-Procedure
to be adopted bejol'e ol'derillg return under section 517. Held,
tbat where the qucstion of right to possession is not one between
the complainant and tlie accused but between the ..:omplainant
and a third person, an order for the restoration of the property to
the complainant shoulQ not be made without first giving the third
party al1 opportumty of being heard. Held, jurther, that the
High Court on f',fpeaJ tan order restitution of property, restored
to one party under section 517 of the Criminal Proc.edure Code.
Kyili Tan v. ECho, 4 L.B.l<. 14-dissentedfrom. lIfa Thein Nu
v. Ma The Hllit, 12B.L.T. 266-!01l0wcd.

SHWE WA 7J. C. I. MEHTA AND O?\E
'CRO\VN DEBTS, PERSPN IMPRISONED FOR, WHETHER MAY BE RELEASED
BY INSOLVENCY COURT
•••
...
..,
...
DAMAGES FOR TRESPASS OR TROVER VARY ACCOIWING TO PArITY'S
,
INTEREST IN LAND-L~ssee from' Goverrl".ent ' not.. entitled to

remove minerals or'earth-Damages awardable wizen earth is
removed. Held, ,that a lessee from Government who has only
grazing and CUltivation tights over a piece of land and is not
-entitled to extract any mineral~ or earth therefrom, cannot claim

553
806
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tilC" "alt:e 0'£ any earth remOH:d, and can ollly claim damages for

depri'·:.1.tion c£ tlie use of part of the surf<lce of the earth, i,e., the
diminution in the value of his land. Damages vary coasiderably
ac,'JreJing L> a puty's interest in t!le lane!,
BUR)!A RAILWAYS Co., LTD.

t'. MAt:NG HLA

813

TIN

&13

DA)[AGES, :MEASURE OF, FOR TIlESPASS OR TROVER
.. DEHiI OJ{ TRANSPORTATION FOR LIFE" PHRASE IN SECTION 497,
CK1)1INAL PROCEDURE CODE, TO BE C01\STRUED DISJUNCTIvELY, ..

279

DEBTOR, DUTY TO SEEK CREDITOR HO\\' FAR RECOGt\JZED

451

DECLARATOHY sun BY OSTENSIBLE OWNER UNDER A REGISTERED SALE
DEED UNDER 0, 21, R. 63. CI\'IL PROCEDURE CODE (ACT V OF 1')08)

-Burden of proof on attaching creditor to show sale to be
fraudulent-Adequacy of consideratlot~, Held, that where the
ostensible owner of a prGperty under a registered sale deed
institutes a suit under Order 21, rule 63 of the Civil Procedure Code
to establish his right thereto. the burden of proof to show that the
sale is a fraudulent one is on the c!'editor who has attached the
property for somebody else'sdebt. He may prove that byshowillg
utter in;ldequacy of l:ol.sideration b~lt where, as in this case. the
substal'tial part of the c:msideration was pro\'ed, the mere faill1n~ to
prove a cornparati vely small part of it as paid in cas h cannot lead
to the cOllclllsion that the sale \\';:s fraudulent.
V.E A.IUVr. F!RU AND ANOTHER
DECLAHATORY

SUIT

WITHOUT

'IJ,

85Z

MAUNG HA KYIN

CONSEQUENTIAL

RELIEF

WHEN

DEC:lEE AGAI~5T Bl:DDHBT Hl"S13A~D OR II'JFI':, EFFFCT OF

699
296

PER~lISSIBLE

DECREE AG,IXST PERSO:\ ~OT THE LE('.U IlEPI<E5E~T.HII"E A XLLLlTY

7-+2

DEcREE. APPEAL AGAI~ST, \\'HETII Ell Ol<DER :'ETTISG .bIDE EX-P.~RTE
DEC!lEE CAN BE Ql'ESTIOXllD ox

80

DECREE FOR A~NUAL PAY)[EXT, STARTI~G POIXT OF L1)JITATION ON
DEfAULT

422

DELIVERY OF POSSESSIOX WHETHER ESSEXTIAL TO COMPLETE GIFTS AT
lIIAHO)lF.DAN LAW ••.

7

DE?>IAND BY CREDITOR's ADVOCATJo; NOT SUFFICIENT FOH PURPOSES OF
SECTION 163 (ll, COMPA~IF.S AcT
DESEHTJON, EFFECT OF AT BUDDHIST LAII' ox Dl\'ORCE

483
841

DESERTION, WHETHER RESULTs IN AUTOMATIC DIVORCE

537

DISCHARG;'; MAY BE REFUSED FOR PIlFSUMED SUPPRESSION OF ACCOUNT
BOOKS <1R NON-KEEPING 01'- B')OKs

DISMISSAL FOR DEFAULT WIlEN APPEALABLE

50,
276
838

DISMISSAL FRO~J SUIT, WHETHER IlEFE:\DANT STILL A PARTY FOR PURPOSES OF SECTJO" 47 OF THE CIVIL PIWCEDURE CODE

110

DIS?>l!SSAL Or' APPLICATION TO SET ASIDE AN EX-PARTE DECREE WHES
A BAR Tll seIT ON FRAUD
....

471

DISPOSAL OF PROPERTY IN FORM OF A GIFT, WHEN CONSTRUED AS A
WILL

371

DISPUTE LEADING TO BREACH OF PEACE, OMISSION OF MAGISTRATE
TO REcoIW REASONS FOR BELIEVING THE LIKELIHOOD OF

129

DIVORCE, AT BUDDHIST LAW FOR DESERTIOX, hXI'RESSED ACT OF
VOLITION UNNECESSARY FOR •••

537

DISCRETION 0:' MAGloSTRATE IN GRANTING B . \ IL HOW TO BE EXERCISED
~

....
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18
359

DIVORCE AT MAROMEDA:II LAW WHEN EFFECTED
DIVORCE, CHILD OF WHEN CAPABLE OF INHERITING

841

DIVORCE, PARTITIO:ll ON, AT BUDDHIST LAW
DOCU~IENT REQUlllED TO BE RE~iISTERED HOW FAR ADMISSIBLE

IS

95

EVIDE:-:CE WITHOUT REGISTRATION

ACT--Suit filed before e...:piry and
cOmitlg up for heal'ing after expiry of Act-Effect ofdejence miscd
ltuder t Tte AI't-Rangoolt Relit AcllBltl'nla Act I X of1925), section

EFFECT OF EXPIRY OF A TEMPORARY

10. Plaintiffs sued ddendant for ejertment from their prl.'mise~,
when the '~anl!oon Rent Act was in force. Defendant relied on
the protection -given to him under the said Act, but the Act expired
by the date the suit came on for hearing. He/d, that as the
Rangoon Rent Act was a tern porary Act, on its expiration part!es
are relegated to the !,osition they held under the general law
except ill respect of those matter,; specially prodded for the Act
itself. SectiolJ lOaf the Ad did not alter the law or create an\'
new legal rights btlt merely placed a restriction on the Court anc!
l'revented it from passing a decree wl.ich it would otherwise have
been bounel to pas,;. Conseqnentlv on the expiry of the Act,
defendant's plea which he could only raise rnder the Act, l1ad to
be disallowed thoi,gh the su:t was instituted flrior to the expir~'
of tile Act and was pending when it expired. KislJol'eda< v. Ahmed
Sit/emaIl. 49 Born. 567; J(undanJllafv. Daya. 52 C:ll. 551 ; R. K.
Modi fi,- Co. v. Ma/lomed Bliai, 41 Bom. 72~-1'eferred to.
THE SOOR.HEE B.uu BAZAAR
&; Co

Co., LTD. t'.

HOOSAI:-.l HAMADANEE

" EFEECT~, " MEANING OF

139
427
675

EJUSDEM GENERIS, MEANING OJ.>'
-EQUITABl.E ~IORTGAGE W.IETHER IMPORTING A l'ERSONAL COVENANT TO
REPAY

63

558
427
18

EVIDENCE ACT, SECTION 91, WHEN SECONDARY EVIDENCE OF A PALM
LEAF lJOCmlENT ExcLUm:D

650

EVIDENCF. ACT, SECTlO\; 91. PROOF OF MORTGAGe: I:-:VALID FOR WANT
OF REGHlTRATION HOW FAR EXCLUDED

679

ESTOPPEL BY TE)1ANCY
EVIDENcE ACT, SECTIONS

60

AND

18721, s. 92-No bal' to extrinsic evidence of
cirwmstallces to show nlation Of written languoge to existiltg
facls-vV/lCt/ler extrittsic evidence admiSSIble to slzow nature Of
debt ~lJhr.n document recites it a< cash 10all. Held, that whilst
section 92 Of the Eddence Act doe~ not permi t oral ,-evidence to
ascertain the intel:t:on of the parties 10 a deed, it dots not enact
that no state:nent of fact in a written instrument was to be contradicted by oral evidence, nor does it pre\'ent admission - Of
extrinsic evidence of cricun1stances to show the rel:ltioll of the
writt~n language to eXisting- facts. Where the deed in suit
recited the debt .l}s a cash lo;:n, it was open to the defendant
b prove that it was really r~nt partly overdue and partly
falling due later and that it was paid off. Balakis!/en Das v.
Legge, 22 All. 149 (P.e.) : Sail Lal Cllal'ld v. bldarjit, 22 All.
370 (P.C.)-referred to. Babu R.S.S.J. Ram v. C.R.M.R. Chetly,
Civil 1st Appeal 71 of 1906, Ch C.L B.-distinguished.

EVIDENCE ACT (l of

HAJEE LIN AND ONE V. MAUNG BA AND ONE

822
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EYJDENCE ACT (I OF 1872),

.~. 92- Oral agreement 01l

a matterOIt 111hich
ti,e deell is silent-Sale-Rt'gistratioll orsale deed without faymellt
of consideration-Purclias<,r's t:t Ie. ' The defendant·\'endor of a

piece ')f land, pleaded that he a~reed to sell the land to the
plaintifff far Rs. 480 on condition that they paid the interest on
the purchase·money p: id by him at the ;'ilction ;:mounting
approximately to Rs 300. The c:ocument was silent as to any
payment dRs. :lao as p irchasc.money or otherwise and there
was no recital of receipt of consideration. Held, that sec.tion 92
of the Evidence Act do~s not bar oral prOOf of the agreement as a
prelilninary [0 a sale for Rs. 4~O. Held, further, that, if the
purch::ls~ price has not been paid. registration of a sale deed
wodd entitle the vendee to a decree for I'csses> iOll only 011
payment of the purchase price, Baijllath Si1tf:.h v. PaUtI, 30 All.
125; P01l1laYYl1 GOl/mlon v. lI1utTm GOIt1/d,'II, 17 Mad. 146;
Ra11la!inga Mudali \'. Ayyadorat Nt/inar, 28 Mad. 124-ref~rredLa.
MAUl\G MON V. MA KIN OH AND ONE

636

EVIDENCE ACT (I OF 18i2). s. 92-01'01 el'idel/ce to prove al/ Ol/t right

,<ale by deed to ie 11 mo' tgl1ge /llad'liis~ible. 'Where a registered
instrumellt clearly showed a tr:lIlsaction between the parties to be
a sale. oral evidence to show that it was intended to be amortl!age
or that there was a conten'pol aneOt:s oral or unregistered
agreClJlenl, forn ill!! part of the same trans3ction, to re-stll the
property is inadmi,sible in eviclen~e. It is otherwise. when
the agreement to re·sell is a distinct transaction. Section 92 of the
Evideme Act will not allow oral evidence of intention of parties
to a deed to construe ~uch deed, Balkishen Das v.leggc,22 All.
149: MlIlInR Bit~ \'. lJia Hlaing. 3 L H.I<. 100; Matl1lg Wala v.
ltl£ll/lll! SI.we Gall. 1, Rall 472; Ma Tltal/ng \', Ma Thall, 5 Rail.
17:;; .\'ortll Easterl/ Rail"'IIl' Co, \', Lord Hros/il/gs (1900) A.e,
:2iO; Wa/cltelll \', A//orlley·Gel/era l of East .~fric<l Ftc/,etol'll/e.
i 1.<)19) A,e. 533-, efel'l'cd tv, Bar,iaU, 5",,'1)/ \'. H,'ke VI/ll,;;
Malill///cd El'ljet: ...leba, 3 Ran, lor·-dist il/gllisi;ed
~IAUNG SHWE

EvmE~cE

Hpoo A:\D

THREE
ACT (l OF 18i2',

EIGHT :", ~L~l::\G

Tc:\ SHJ:-I

A:\D

644
s. 92-01/ del1;f/l/d promi.'sory-uote-

Defence tlillt it is ,1 matier of !artllcrsltip /1'allsactiOIl ami
acccn11l1s wi/en i/lfltlmissible-U'I/lquidated claiIJ/ ca1luol be set-off
agail/.st c'ailll all t1'otlli~sorY-l/ote. 'Where the defendant pleaded

that he had given the on den:a~d pron issory·note ill suit to the
plaintiff not for a loan, hut for aot advance 011 ac.:ount of a partners~lip to he accounted for when the p3rtner~hip account was glllle
into, lield, that sllch a defcnce cannot be ;Illowed. This is not :l
defence of no consideration or a condition precedent to the
attachinl{ of a" ohli~ation. but:1n attempt to set-off all unliquic'ated
claim against a claim 011 3 promissory-no'e which is not permissible. J. JI. lt1aileckjee v, },falll/g Po Hd", 2 1(an.,482-distil/gllisn:d. JTall<lmkondu SlIbbiah v. l1falllpeddi 1r ellkatara 111 iali ,
31 Mad. 342-1-efernd to.
MAUNG KYAN NGA v. M.A.RoT A.R. ARU:\ACHAL)J PILLAY '"
EVIDE~CE ACT

II OF 1872), s. 92-0peration of scctio71 Ii/llited t"
parties to an instrumen!-TramGc!io'/ 1IJith n'third party 1I0f
g )~'erued by tilis secli011. PI:tintiff Fold his land outri'kl t to P by a

deed in satisfaction of a debt of Rs. 450. He all~g"d a contemporaneolls oral agreement that P promised to rt:l,.trn the land on
payment of this sum P thereafter sold the land to the responden ts who agreed with the plaintiff to be l'ound by his agr(:en:cnt
with P. On plaintiff suing the respondents on the a~reement to
reconvcy the p:'opert~·, the lower Courts held that the evidence

520

xxx
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was barred bvsection 92 of the Evidence Act. lield. reversing
the judgments, that seclion 92 would have applied if the ~ui twas
behyeen plaintiff and P bd it had no application when the
plaintiff was not suing P and \\ hen plainliff was 110 party to the
sale-deed between P and the respondenls agail1s~ whon1 he was
en:i\led to prove his agreement wih them. Mal/fig K)'in v, Ma
ShlClc La, 9 LB.R. 114 (P.C.)-followed.
MAUl\G THA~ GYAUNG P. MAUXG PYU Al'\D ONE

836-

1872). SECTION 92- Oral evidmcc to show thai one
of tl: c c,,'ecutl.l1;t s of a 11IM/et a 1':>' b011d sigued only a., sl/ret y, whet/I' r
admissible. Held, that oral evidence to show that one of the
execcltants of a mont tary bond to the knowledge of the moneylender signed it on Iv as a snret\' is n~)t admissible. Harek Chand
BlIbu and others v. Bishl/fl Chandra Baneriee, 8 C.:W.N. 101; Nga
Sai11g and otle v Nga Lit /lung and others, (l906) 2 U.B.H. 13followed. Mttlchand v, Mudllo Ralll, 10 All. 421 (dictum at p.
423)-dlSSelllcrl frolll.
MAUKG Ko GYI r'. U !{YAW

168:

EVIDEKCE ACT (I.OF

469

EVIDE:\CE ACT, SECTION, 114

427

EVIDEl\CEACT. SECTlOlI:S 115,116
EVlDENCE OF AN IN\'ALID
CO:o1TRACT TO SELL .. ,

MORl'GAG~:

PERMISSIBLE TO NEGATIVE A

679-

EXECUTED A1'W UNEXECl:TED DOCUME~TS, SECONDARY EVIDENCE OF ...

650>

EXF-CUTING COUIlT \VHF-THEil CO~IPETE>:T TO INQUIRE INTO ALLEGED
ADJU'snIEN r 0:: DECREE

833

or D'EClmE . Li'l/italion-Decreeforan.nual paYl1lellts and
for possession on defollit -Time at which l'ight to possessi,:n (lrose
_cohstl'ucli011 of decl'ee-Indian l.imitaticJ1l Act (IX of 1908).
Scn. I, arts. 1l$1, 182, d. i. In 1916 the respondent obtained
;lgainst the· ap:'ellant, her h~lsband, a decree in the tem,s of :In
award. The dec"ee provided that certain properties were to
rem~il1 in the ros-es~ion of the defendant" who will pay to the
plaintiff .1nnually the Sllm of Rs, 2,000 in the month of Ka,Eon, on
default of l)aYllJen l of the saln~ (l~s. 2,000 annllally) the said
properties will be marie over to the plaintiff." The payments for
1923 an:11924 not hadng been made the respondent applied in
19z.t to execute tile de;,;r~e ,n respect of t!lel11, al'!o by delivery of
posse,si'll of the properties on the default so made There was
no certificalicn under Order XXI. r. 2 of any payments fo" the
years before 1923. By the Indian Lil1lil~lion Act, 19;:8. S:h. I.
art. 1S!, the petiod of Jimibtion for 'xec~ltin~;:\ decree i~ three
yeaTS from the dale of the decree, but, by clause 7. where allY
pay'ment is directed to be 111[,de at a ce' bin date, from tl'-at d.ate.
Bv art. 181, the period for any applic.. tion 110t other\vise
provided for, is three yer.rs frr,m tht elate when the l::ght to aprly
ae,c.n:es. Held, U:tat the application was 1I0t barred asto tbe rayments for 1')23 and 19:;:4 hadl'g regard to cl. 7, of art. 182; nor
as to delivery of possession since 11pon the true comtrlletion ofthe
decree the right to posseEsion arose on a def,tllit in making any
annual payment. It therefore became llnneC{S3ary to crl\1sider
whether th~re w'/;s any time-limit for certifying und",r Or.der XXI.
r. 2 and the effect Of an absence Of certification.
]VIAUNG SIN t'. MA TOK

412

EXECUTION, TRAl'SFER OF DECREE FOR, A MINISTERIAL AND l\:OT A
JUDICIAL AcT

775

EXECUTIO::-1

EX-PARTE DEClmESETTING ASIDE OF, WHETHER QUESTIONAELE
APPEAL AGAINST FINAL DECREE

ON

80
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EXTRl!'SIC EI"IDE:\-CB OF CrRCU)ISTANCES '10 SHO\\' RELATION" OF
\\"RITTEN J.AXGUAGf: TO WRITTEN FACTS WHE'fHEll ADMIsSIllLE
FAILURE OF Jl:STICE NECESSARY FOR !,PPEAL TO PRIVY COUKCIL
c;mI!:\AL MATTERS

822-

n:

53

FILIAL RELATIONi'HIP, WHAT AMOUNTS TO KEEPiNG UP OF

397-

FIXAL ADIUDICA'II( N OF RIGHTS, WHAT IS NOT

381

FRACD AND COLLUSIO:\ BETWEEN PURCHASETI AND DEFAVLTEll, EFFECT
OF ON P{l1~CHASE AT J~E\'ENUE SAl.E
FH.~UD, N'ATUllE OF, SCFFICIENT TO \'ACATE A DECREE

469
<:6

FRAUD, SUIT TO SET ASIDE DECREE AS O'iTAINElJ BY-·Dismissal of
aPtlicatioJl to set aside al/. exparte dccree wiler/ a bar /0 sui/-

Dismissal110t 0111/1cn/s is 1;01 a 111/1', Htld, tl1;;t the c1ismifsal of
an application to set aside all c.\·parte d(crr-e for failure to furnish
~ec(1rily does not J:-ar a suit to set ;tsit'e the c'ecree ,IS haYing been
obtained by fnlt1d. K. E. Must/llltl \'. Eabu Mollemlra Natlt.
Sillg II, 1 nilll. 5CO-di.\fjllguisllcd. Radlla Ra1lla1/. 51111 a v. Pra1/.
Natll Roy, 28 CaI.475,P.C.-joll.'Wed. M.A.Mai;;:ryv.Abdul
A<lZ Rahmall, :. Ran. 46-set aside.
M.

A.

MAISTI<Y

v. ABDUL

Az!'7; RAHMAN

4i1

FRAUDULE:-lT PREFERENCE TO CREDITOHS, BlTH!JEN OF PROOF OF

229-

GIFT AND PARTITION DISTINGUISHED

576·

GIFT I~' FAVOUR OF UNBORN rONEE VOID UNDER SUIAH l\1AHOMEDAN
L~

ill

GOOI'3 ENTRCSTEiJ FO:~ _';.\I.E \\'HETHER TJ;U, P:!(lPEI~TY

371
73

GOVER:\)!EXT An\'L)C.\TE'S COX5EXT :\OT XECES5ARY ~o ~!AKr:: PARTIES
J):;:FE:')).·\~TS I~ scns [~lJE!~ SECT10~ 92 (.1' THE elnL PRO"
CE:Jt:I~E CUDE

263

GIFl' \\'HE:\ CO:\sTI/l'ED AS A TFST.UIF.:\TARY IJISPOS!'fIO:\

GO\'ER:\~IE~T

gEi{\,ANT. AIJSEXCE, OF FROM COURT WHE:\ A PARTy,
WHAT IS .. SUFFIC:IE10' CAC~E " FOR

80

HEARiNG TlOCUMENT READ Ot:T NOT st:FFlCIENT SECONDARY EVIDENCE

18-

HEIRS IN THE SAME DECREE OF RELATlOXSHlP SHARE PER CAPITA AT
BUDDHIST LA\\'

74-

HIGH COURT, I'O\V.ERS OF, TO ORDER RESTITUTION 01' PROPERTY
RETURNI!D UNn":J< SECTION 51i, CRIMINAL PROCEDUHE CODE...

553

HIGH COUllT WHETHER CO)iI'ETENT" 0 RE\'!SF. DECISIONS OJ<' ELECTION
CO\nJWlIONERS

504·

HIGH COURT'S PO\\'Elt 0[' GRANTI~" BAIL IN THEORY A~fl IN PR~CTICE

276

IJUSBAND oR WIFE, POWER 1'0 !lIND JOINT PIWPf::RTY A'I BUDDHIST
LAW

296

HUSBAND OR WIF.;, SUIT AGAI~ST, IS GE'IERALLY IN REPRESJ<;NTATIVE
A'/D PERSONAL CAPACITY AT BUDDHIST LAW

296-

1922), s, 67-Bar to Cit'il wit-Pica that
ass:ssec is not liable for a cert a in inc01l1e /lot his, Whet her suit lies
on-Rem !dy oj assessee-Stat ute clcalng with tofal ambit o/righ/s,
effl,cl oj-SfClion 1:.>7 whet her ultra 'iires-Gvvcrnmml Of India Act
(9 and 10 Geo. 5, c:. 101), s. 32. The Income-tax Office called upon
the appellant who WitS descri1:'ed as proprietor of a certaill
pharmacy to make a return of hi; ir.come. He returned the form

INCO}IE-TAX ACT (XI OF

.xxxii
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\yithout making any return, alleging that he was not th~ proprietor of the pharmacy. The lilcome-tax Officer leded the asse~s·
ment in default of the rtturn. Plaintiff filed hi~ suit lor the return
of the money Held, that section 67 of the Income-tax All was a
hal' to the suit. The a~sess(.c's remedy was prodded in the Act
itself, dt., to apply to the officer 10 revife his a6Se~Sltlent to appeal
from hi" aQw::ne order to the As:istanl Con m'ssicn"r and Irom him
to the Coml11ission~r and then a rtference to the High COllrt. The
Act dealt with the m~l'ter c,Ji1lpJetety and whenever a stalute deals
with certailtrights it is easy to cc.nclud<J that it dc,ds \\ ilh the total
ambit of those rights and leaves nvthing stalldin~ uutside the
provisions of the St;.!.tl t,·. The ol1icer di(1 not act tilt I a vit'es in
<iiSesfing the appcllant inr an incom,;; that had arifen in British
India ,:n<l a mere alleged terror uf description of an assessec is 110
excuse jor nut making a re:urn. Held, also, that stcliort ci ofthe
Income-tax ALt is not ult I a vIres for a suit of this natl,rt wuuld
n,ot have lain ; gail~si the East India Company. FOlbcs v.
Secretary ofSleltcfor ] I/(i ia, 42 Cal.151-f.Jllowcd. Secretaryof
Statc for illdia v. A. Fr.rb,,'s,:> P.L.T. 125; Shcobarall Sin,gh v.
J.:ulSltlll1ln nissa, ~9 All. 36i (p.C,)-refcn'ed to.
Hl1j<,c
RIII/e11l'ullol v, Secl'<,tar>' of Sl,de fOI']lIdi,l, 27 Born. L.'~. 1507;
s,-cretm'y (lfStatefor India v Moment, 7 L.B.R 10 ; Spooner v.
Juddow, 4 ,\Ioore's LA. 353-di$tiuguislled.
DR. R. N. SINGH t'. SECRETARY OF STATE FOR INDIA IN
COUNCIL
1NJU:>:C'fION \\,HWfHER OBTA!NA3LE ASAI~ST- TRESPASSER TO REMOVE
'l'HEI,S AND Ht:lI:'D!;\GS

825
404

INSO!.\'E:>:CY, AD)[!:>:ISTl<AT10N tN-Set!ing a$ide II transfer madc by

adm'n'st l'ator.. ··Presid( ucy.Town.']nsolt'e IICy Aet (III of 1909),
se ,lion 110-.4 c!ion Ui/rla sections 36(5) a'id ,'>6 to be att he illS 'ance
of the Offda! As"igllee-ScctiJlIS :6. 55 and 56 whether app/i;t1ble 10
atlJllil/.tstrat iJU iii in,olvcttcy-I "soli'el~cyCJII rt 'i.(IhctItCl· c,)/l/petel1t
to declare void t ransfus i l ad,lIinislrat 1011 lit i'lsolt'cl'lcy-Rcmedy
of, rcditOl' on Official As.. igl/ee refllsin: to take actIon to s"t aside
trallsfer by iusoll Cllt-SC. tl'n 86. Held, that transftors m~de by
the administrator of the estate which was ;\chninistt'red in
insolvency can be set aside onl\' under section 110 of the Pre.idency
Towns Insolvency Ad. Held, fll1':lIer, that SllCh transfers cannot
be set aside by lil" Insoll'en;y COllrt under sectinn 7, which is not
applicable to adll1ilJistra t ion in ins01l'ency and th~t tht: only
rem~cty is bv way.,f angc\iar suit. Held, furt/ler, that action
llnde: sections 36 (5) and 56 of tllf:: Act mllst be taken by the
Official Assignee no creditor bdilg compc:ent to act. Held, tbat
if the Ori1-:ial A,;;;ig:lee refll,tS tu move to have the tramfers set
ad de the c-editor', rdief is by way of appeal to the Insolvepcy
Co,'rt under seclio:l S6 allClno! by way (,f an application for leave
to) apply tu ha\ e t1)C; lnll;sf.:r fet asid<t. Sell/ble :.... Se,;;!i on~ ·6,55
and 56 of the P,es:dency·To\Vl1S Insoh ellc" Act are 110t applicable
to 't<lministration in il:solvency, E,i·-tarte Official Receiver I'e
Gould, 19 O.B,D. 92: III rc SlIrajm,ll, 26 C.W.N, l:i03; golliaporc
\', POl't CO;~/Ilissiollcrs, 4 I<an. 157 ; Rc Hewitt, 15 Q.B.O, 15<.> :
Sitaram v Ha"ilu.r 3" C.\V.N. 914; Tile Mercantile Balik of
],,,ii.1 v. T,',e Offi:i/ll A~sigllee, 39 ~Iad, 350-refel'1'ed to.
I~ TilE MATTER of THE ESTAn: OF P.A. MOHA)IED GANV,

375

DECEASED
INSOLVE~CY COURT I:>:CO~IPETENTTO VOID TRANSFERs ON AD1>UNISTI<ATIO~ IN INSOr.VENCY

375

[!'SOLVENCY COURT \VHETliER CO)IPETEXT TO RELEASE ,A
DEBTOR

806
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:INSOL\'El\CY, SALE BY RECEIVER IS NOT SUBJECT TO ORDER
PROCEDURE CODE
.I~sOLVE:'iT·S TRANSACTIONS

BEFORE DISCHARGE WITH
DI(.~LERS WHEN BINDING ON OFFICIAL ASSWNEE

21, CIVIL
768

BONA FIDE

229

INStlRA~CE-Clau,~efurfeilin~ policy

after three 1Il0nthsoj rejection of
cli'lim-Rejection to b,' tt'ieqllivoc,,1 and to be strictly proto/d. A
dause in the policy of in"ural~ce :lgainst fire reads" •
• • if
the cllim b~ made a:1d rejected and an action or suit be not cum·
mtllced within three months :lfter such I ejection • . • . .
this policy shall he foddted". Held.thatbefo:'esostringenta
condition as this can b~ el,fnrced, it 111~ISt be proved tbat there
was an uneql1ivo::al repudiation of liabilit~· by the Jn~urance Company and that such rep'ldiation m,l~t be proved strictly. Held, on
the facts that a" the I, tt"r relied upon by the Insurance Company
and addressed to the assi~nt'e of tbe ins IreI' merelyqllcstioned the
right of the as~ignee. this is not su::h n:pudiation ;\s would effect
forfeitu 'e of the policv. G. RailleYillld olle v. The H'/YJ1I<I Fire
and Mat-inc IIHII1'<lnce Co., Ltd., 3 l~an. 383-referred 10.
THE UNIVERSAL FIRE AND GE'IERAL INSURANCE CO., LTD.
v. THE JAPAN CO'I"ION TRADING Co., LTD. AND ONE

208

'I'ITENTION WHERE BLOWS ON HEAl) CAUSED DEATH

317

IRREGULARITY IN PROCEDUIlE IN CRIMINAL CASES WHEN CURED

53
121

JOINDER OF PAl-IT.IES IN AN AmIll.;ISTRATION SUIT
JOINT OWNER IN E1UOY~!ENT OF PROPERTY FOR A LE~GTH OF TIME,
APl'I.ICATION FOR RECEI\'ERSHIP A(;AINST
JOI'\T PROPERTY OF BUDDHIST COl:PI.E SUBJECT TO JOINT DEBTS ...
OTUDG,IEN r-Order /lllda Rule ~8 ,1) of Order 2l,. Ch'il Proc,tlurc Code

1I0t ,filii'll adjudicatioll of ri:l:ts -:,etters Fateut. cia lise 13 11"t
aPtlic:lbl.:, Hdd, that an ')rd"r ~lI~d=r l'l;le 58 (I) of Or.\or 21 of
the Ci, il Procedllre Code merell' deciC:e~ that a certaill "um'l,ar\'
rcm=c1y gh'en by the Code i~ lHit a\'ailable to the appell:\nt a:~cl
that aLco:'dil'gly it is nota final adj"dkatinn of the rights of tlie
parties. Held, that s'lch ap orda does not amount to a jnclgment
within the meaning of clause 13 of the L~ttel's Patent. Ma 1'/11111
frIy'nt v. Maltl/I;; Ba 1'11e,i1l. 4 Han. 20 ; P. ,-l/'d,Jol Gaf,tor 'V. The
Official Assignee, 3 Rm, 605 ; Sa'titri T/:akll1'<lill \'. Savi, 48 Cal.
481 : Yeo En!!, Bycf,!t v. Bellg Se1l4 & Co" 2 Han '+69-followed,
Sabliapathi Clietti v. Nttrayallsaflli Clietti. 25 !\iad. 555dissent "d from.
JAMAL HIIOTHERS & CO" LTD. P. CHIP MOH & CO.

'II

JUDGMENT." AN ORDER I,EFUSING AMEND~lENT OF PLAINT FOLLO\\'ED
BY DIS~II.SSAL OF SUIT IS A

JUDGMENr, M~ANING OF, UN:1RR LETTERS PATENT, Cr.AusE

13

.., JUDG'IENT", ORDER OF THE ORIGINAL SIDE OF THR nIGH COVR'r
APPOINTING REO;IVER IS A

'JURISDICTION-PI,lce ill 'Which calise of action arises-Dllty of debtor
.
to s"ek cre lit or-Place of pa.\'1Ilent implIedly fi,1;ed-Hlgh Court
Charier, cl. 10. Judi.lll CO'dmct Act (IX vf 1872), s. 49. 'Where
there is an obligation to pay mom'y. ;md, either fronrlhe terms of
the contract or from the n,,('e5~ities of the case, a further obligation
is in plied to find the ,'reditor so as to ray him, section 49 of :he
I!~di~n COntract Art, 1872, as to the 1'1 lce for perio"mance of a
promise when no place is fixed, does !lot apply. Bya contract
made in CalC tla the appellan's ag'ecd to make good to the
respondents c1ef;:uIts in payments to tllem in respect of sales :lnd

70
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381
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purchases of grain in Ran!!001l. where the respondents h;,d a'
bu;iness branch. By leave of the High Court at Hangoon thr.
respondents sued apI" llanls in that Ceurt for money clue und(r
their ;:~re~ment. Held, that the appellanls were under all
implied nbligilticm to pay in Rangoon ami that conseque"tlv pHt
of the cal'se of action arose th~re and there was juris(liction
under .c'. 10 of the High Court Charter. PllttaPPa !o1a12jaya v.
TTi1-abJiadraPPa, (1908) 7 B '111. Law Reporter 993-·dist illglfislted,
Dhutlii'slra Nttssel'watdi v A. B. Fforrie, '1887) LL.R. 11 Bom. 649.
Moti/al v. Surajmal, 11904) LL.R. 30 BOlli. 167, and Bansilal
Abire/!alld v. Glzulam Mnlzbub I(:tall,11925) L.R. 53 LA. 58;
I.L.R. 53 Cd!. 89-··refe1'red to .
. :':O:-lIRA)[ JEETMULL, A FIRM 'Ii.

Rn.

45t

TATA & Co., LTD.

JURISDICTlO~

OF COURT TO El'1TERTAIN A SUIT TO VACATE A DECRJ;:E
OBTAINED BY FRAUD-Nature offraud-Effect of failure oj Plaintiff

to !IP'II i sit. sew rit y ,I $ ol'd ered 01/. II is t1 t tlie,' t iOlt tot hc first COI/1'l to
sri aside ex-p .lrt~ deeretJ-Rallgooll Small Cause Court Act (Burma
Act ]/ II of 1920!, Schcdule I, Rule 78. A Court has jurisdiction to
\'aca[t: ;~decr<:e, whether it be a (;c,nStIH dc·cree, an e-,,"-parte decree,
or a d~crc~e pa~sed after cr.nlest, on account of fraud. But the
jllrisdiction 1l11'Si be exercised with c.are and reserve the fraud
alleged mLst bc an extrinsic fraud such as l1~s prevented the party
(rom placinl-! hisca,e hef'1re the Court. Where the pI aintiff alleges
that be was never served with the summons in a suit filed against
l1im in the S nail Cause Court of l~ang()o!1 and that the signature
on lh~ copy of the summons was a forj!ery. he may file a ~uit to
seta~ide the decree obtained by suc.h fraud.
B.:t where he had
alre;:dy applied to the first Court 1.) set afide the decree on the
same grolll1d and his ap.plication \\'a, dismissed on rlC(;,)nnl Of his
failme \0 furnish seC,l1 ityas req :ired by tl.e Court, he cannot ask
thl: s:col1d COUl t fur all adjudication on the sau·.e ]loint rs that
wodel enable him to evnde ~ ~tatdorv pro\ision. Jall.ki KUC1' v.
Mahabir, 58 I.e. 317 ; Kadh-~Jeht v. KllpPusaw11IY, 41 Mad. 743 ;
g. r.:. Must/Ian v. BobuMo/le1ldra Nail/Singh, 1 Ran. 500,; [{1'ipa
Sin11w v. :Vandu ClJaJ'{w, 1 P. LT. 206; Nallda Kumar v. Ram
.Tib,w. 41 Cal. 990; Ram Narain v.Tooki. 5 P.L.J. Z59-rcfen'ed
to (over-ruled. See p. 471 l.
M. A, MAISTRY ,.'. AllDUr- AZIZ HAHX[AN
KITTDrA, CLADI TO STATUS OF, BARS A FRESH SUIT CLAIMING APATITHA
STATts
LACHES BAR RE)IEDY IN INSO~VENCY

46·

565·
384·

LAl\D ACQ'[;ISITIOX ACT (I OF 1894), s. 23 (1)-" MarTut-value" of lal/d,
metllling of-No difference bet~clccn English alld India" P"il1ciPic of

Clwartii!Jg compensation. H ell, that there is 110 difference between
the English and J,';Jdian principle of dderl1lining cOlIipensation to
be awarded (or landcompulsorilyaC'quired. The Court takes into
consideration the markd-vah;e of the lanel which i< the price that
an owner WIlling and IlOt ohligeci to sellmij!ht- reasonably exp! et
to obtain from a'willing pUl'chaser w,th whom he was bargaining
for the sale 'lnci purchase of I he lanel. There is no intention to
compensate forart'V attachment Iw reason of sentiment or fal1,ilv
association. Kailas Chaudra Mitra Y. Secretary of State f01'
India 111 Cuul,cil, 17 C.L.J, 34, Narasillgl1 Das v S(e/'clary of
State/or II/di,l in Council, 52 LA. 133-referl'cd to.
RAO BAHDUR REDDlAR
SAN CHEIN

l
J t',

SECRETARY
OF
STATE
INDIA IN COUl"CIL

LAND bll'ROVEMENT LOANS ACT, SECTION 7 (ll (al

FOR

799'
806-
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" LEASE " ~lEANI:-lG OF UNDER THE REGISTHATION ACT

95

13-APtcal lies agail/sl finding of HIgh
Couri that it has jurisdiclion to eutertl1ill a snit. Held. that an
,,,ppeallies un der tilt: Letters Patent against the linding of the B igh
Court that it has j:Jrisctiction tv hear and decide a suit:al,hough no
appeal lies against a si 'l:i1ar finding of a Court otl1<::rt han the H i),(h
Court, underthe Civil PrOcedure Code. Do SOlt"'l v. Cult:s, 3 Mad.
B.C. l~eports 384 i Habbee.b v. ]oosllb, 13 Heng:al Law I~epllrts 91;
Soo/liram v. Tata, C.M. Ap. 82 of 1925. H.C. l~angoon-fo!lJwed.

.LETTERS PATENT, CLAUSI':

HAJEE TAR MAHOMEO AND THREE V. ZULAIl(HA BAI

13
CLAUSE J3, WHETHER APPLICABLE TO ORDER 21,

LEnERS PATENT, CLAUSE

·.LE'fTERS PATE~T,
RULE 58 11), CIVIL PROCRDUHE CODE
LETTERS PATENT, CLAUSE 13-Civil Procedure

782

775
381

Code (Ac/ Vof 1908),
section 92 and Order 1, Rule 10-Coltscnt of Government Adt.·ocale
wlzethcr lIece;Hry for makfllgp!lrtiesdefendants-Ordcr rcfn~iflR
to joill persons as parti, s in a suit undcr section \11 is judg'.'lo;{
under s,dioll 13 of Letters Pate/d. Hcld, that under the p:·od.
sions of sec;ion 92 of the Civil Procedure Code p",sons wilo a' e
. made or added as defenc1ents to a suit uncler that £ectiljn do no:
require any consent in writing of the G)\'<:rnmenr "\clYocate, as do
the plaintiffs. A suit under section lJ2 opera:es ill 1C11I and all
order refusing to join persons ,'s parties, finally adj.ldic.ates or
concludes the matter so far as these persons are concernc~ and is
therefore a hclgrncnt within the rnea,>ing of cIatse 13 of the
Letters Patent. Comnurcial Balik of India v. SubJII Sahib alld
others, 24 Mad. 252-refc1'1'ed to.
C. E: DOOPLY ,.\:\'D FOUR OTHERS "'. 1\1. E, MaOlLA AND
THREE OTHERS

13-Ci,il rr~adllrt' Code (Acl r: of 1908),
Ur"cr 40, Rill,' \ all,f Order -13, R..,ie 1 ,s) ., ..J ppcal fro ill all ordc ,"
of i/:e Origillal Side: aProillt il/g rccei:·(r-PaYh.cllt ill/a COllrt of
aJl1ullllf clahled, effe.t t!lel'cof ('11 a!,poillt 111<11 t afOfficial Ihcc1,'e".
Held, that where an :<ppeal irom an or.der is alluwed by the Code
of Ciyil Proced<tn;, sudl all :Jrder is to b~ conHrLled "s a judgment
within the Il1eanin~ of section ,3 oi t'.1e Letters Palent. An
appeal therefore lies from an order of tl:e Original Side appointing a l'ecei\·er. Wh"re a party seeks dissolution d partnership
and .;\11 account, and the def"ndan~ pays into Comt the amount
claimed as his eslim lted share. it would be improper to appoint
the Offi:::ial Receiver receiver of the partnership assets especially
if such appointment is prej'ldicial to the tJuRines~ interests of the
defendant. Al'dlll Gaffor v. The Official Assignce. 3 Han. (;05 ;
Mengha.Singh v. Sucha Sillgh, 3 Ran. 307-fullO'llJcd.
A. R. A. ARUMl'GAM CHETTYARAND OliE V. V. K. S. K. 1\1.
KAliJ1PPA CH ETTY AR •••
....
.LETTERS PATENT, CLAUSE 13-0rder refusing lcat·e to amend plaint
follo7IJed by dismissal of suit i< a "judg1lle1tt "- Civil Procedure
Code (Act V of 1908), Order 6. Rules 7 a1ld 17-Amelldmel1t Of
11101t taryclai 11 bas:'d Ott regis!ered mortgage into onc ou e:tllitable
morf gage whet/ler permissible Held, that "lthoug'iJ the cause of
adion on an equitable mortgage is different from one on a
re,(s:ered mort).(;lge, they are not entirely distinct; the prim an'
reiiei SJught in both is the repannent of money lent with interest.
So an amendment of the plaint in Which it is now alI.::ged that the
money was lent on the security of an eq~itable mortgage instead
of on a r<lgistered mortg,ge as originally :llIeged, may be alIo\\'ed,
.as such amecndment did not c:)ll\·ert the s.lit into a suit of ano:her

263

LETTERS i.HE:"\T. CUCSE
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and incunsistent character. Heltl, that an o~'cler rcfLlsing leave
to amenll a plaint, followed by a dismi~s:ll of the suit, is a
" hdgment" wilhin the meaning of Clause 13 of the Letters
Patent. and a parly can appeal against sl·.eh order and need not
appeal agairist th'~ j'Jdgmtmt and decree which b~eome invalid, ii
the order is I1d:1 to be wrong. llfa Shwe M~'at v. Maul/g Mo
H,ultIlIg, L.R 41 LA. 214 ; Silkltdco 1'1 as(lcl "'. L:/chman Singh, 24
A11. 45j- referred/o.
P.?>!. CHETTYAR FIR:'I t'. MA SHWE PON

!\SD TWO Ol'HERs

LEX LOCI CONTRACTl:S, WHAT IS IN MARRIAGES BETWEEN
BUDDH:ST AND BURMESl, BUDDHIST

115:·
161

LETTING VALUE AS A BASIS FoR AssEss,nNT
C!HNI SI;;

LIABILITY Ol' OWNER FOil A~SESSMENT ON MACHINEI~Y 01" TEl'AXT
FIXED IX HIS BUlLDINGS
LIMITATlO:-l-Awanl i,. arbi/,·ali,J1l. witi.out illtCl',,/clItio/l of lite Conrt
-Suit for 11 dccl:1Y<dion 1111.;[ award is il1Vtflid-Al'licli' appli·

406,

271

c<lLlc-Tiliiejrom11IiJic/i. peri.J(/ "/lI/S-AW'lld invalid I1gal'llsts0111C
pl1rlics theret,,-Specljic Relief Act (J of 'ti77), scctiJ/lS 39, 42India//- Limitation Act (IX of 1908), Schedule], A1'ticle9L A suit

for a declaration Ihat an :'.ward Ol arbitrators appointect Wit1101:t
theintenel.tion of the Court is \oid is a suit .. 10 cancel or fet
a,ide an insLrumel t" ",iUlin the meanill~ of the Indian LilEitalion
Act, 1':108, Sch.edu!e I, Article 91, and the period of limitation applicable is therefore that wllich that arlicle prOvides. The time for
. the commencement Of th", period oi lin:itation for bringing the
suit is lIot poslponed unl.iJ the elate when an appliCation to file,
the award in 'C,mrt has been reiused. Tr.e su·t is one to which
R,~,·tion 3<1, and ,.ot s~<.:tion 41,' of the Specific j{eliei Ad, J 877,
applies. He:d, tbat (1)e appellant's right to bring a snit of the
above character was. barred bv Ar icle 91.
KIHKWOOD ~'. !\1ACNG SIN AND ANOTHlm

APPLlC~I!LH 1'0 PROCEEDINGS IN INSOf.VF.;\CY .. ,
LIMITATION ACT. SECTIO)/ 14, ANALOGOUS PHRASEOLOGY OF, At'D OF
OIlDER 7, HULE 10 OF TUF. CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE
LD[lTA'rIO:-J ACT IIX Or' 1908), S. 14-Sa.llle calise of aclioll-Good!aith
LIMIT.i.TiO:-l ACT l"OT

-Suit

011Ioa1~Canl1ot be

186384,
101

couvc1'tcd illto 011e on. a promissorY-1lo/c.

On the !:lst .day Of lilllitatiol) a suit was tiled against the respondent on an alkged loan at Thonze. The.transaction, to the knowled!?:e of the agent who verified the plaint, took !,lace at Rangoon
an:1 was ill fact a conditional guar.mtee by the respondent lor the
debt of another person. I~t'spondenthad signed a promissory,note
ill favour 01 the plaintiffs firm, but which was 110t sued upon.
The plaint was returned to 'be filed in Han~oon. Plaintiff 'nOW
purporkd to sue 011 the 'promi5sory-note and claimed exemption
from the l:\w Of,'i1nitatic.il. Held, that the present'claim 'of the
plaintiffwas totall\' a dislinctcanse of action from the former and
c ·ule! !Iotbe allow'ed, and as it was alreaely harred he could not
claim exemption under the provisions of section 14 of the Limitation Act, as it was not the same cause (If action, and as the suit at
Thonze was based on statements of facts and of jUTisc1iction which
were -false to tfie knowledge of the person filing it. lJ1<1 Slrwe
MYa v. Mo HlImmg, 4 U.B R. 30 P.C. - fOllowed.
K~DESAN CHETTIAR
:'IMITATION ACT, SECTION

'1/.

SHANKARo\N CHETTlAR •.•

28

1908), SeB. I, ART. 7.-Motor-ca1" dri~'er
A moto "ocar driver is an artisan within the
meaning of art. 7 of S~b. I of the Limi:ation Act. He must

LIMITATION ACT (IX OF

7!J!lcther all artisan:
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therdore sue for his wnges within 0111.' yenr from the date when
his wages accrue due.
R. SEIYAHAM t'. LACH~UXARAYAl\
477
LJMITATIOS ACT, ARTICLE 91
... 18t:, 266,
LIMITATION ACT (IX OF 1908), SCH. I, ARTICLE 97-S1Ii/ all failul'C
of considemt,:on - Time from which /imil~tioll r/l1ls-,l1ollev
advallccdoll mortgaRe-Mor((flge decl.l 1·cd 10U- On Al'~ust 6,
1907, the apl't:l;anr and her h:lsband advanced Rs. 10,000 to the
first resrondent, a Mahomedan woman \vho purr-orted to l,t;' acti ng
as gu~,rdian for her nephew, a miner; she r.S guardian execut<-d in
fresenceof the lender~ a murtgage l1pon two oil \\ eBs professedly
b=!ongi 19 1<) the minor for the sum advallccd and interest. In 1913
the oil wells were sold under a I\lortg;age decree, but in 1918 a
de<.:ret', made at the sllit of the minor, set aside the 5;;11.' and the
lUGrtgag... , on the grOl,nd that the first responrlent was not his
guardhn and had no auth0rity On AUgLISt 9, 1919, the appclhnt
(her husband beil'g dead) brol,ght a suit against the first reSi)()ndent, the plaint submitting that ;.s the money could not be rec'JI'ered
from the minor. the fi'st respondent was liable, and sbting that
the calise of adk.n arose at 1he dateGf the d"cree of 1918. By the
Indian Limitation Act, 1908, Schc:duJ~ I. Ar:ick 9~,:, snit for money
paid uncler an existing consideration whkh :1ftennrds fails mus t
be brough \\'i:hin three years Of the cla'(: c,f he f:!i'ure of consideration. Held, that Article 97 apr·lit:d to the suit. :mcl that the
peri.1d Of three years clicl not begin to rrn until the date of the
decree setting aside the mortgage ~ and conseq,'ently that the suit
was not barred.
MA HXIT v. FATJ)[A BIB! AND A!'(OTHER
283:·
LI:I!IT.H!O~ ACT (IX OF 190:;). SCRED, I, Am s. 123, 144-Co-/leir's sl/il
fvr a s,';are ill I lie corplls of all i ;i/ie!'it ancc :'."; cl'Iltd by Adic!e 123
-$lIil for distriblltionoj estale ';;'/icl'e .:ne feral; I;ol.ls i'r"pel'I" for
bewftt of all lliclieil's hy COl/sod, go:'el'll1lcd by Article 142 cl·144.
He/d. that the appropriate altide for suits, i.nstituted by (o-heirs
fur:1 share in the corp s of an inheritan:e is Arikle 123 of the
Limitation Act. R·t whe"e a person hold;: the property with the
consent, express 0:' imrlkd, of ,,11 the htirs on behalf of them all
the:l " suit for distribt:tion ofs:ll'h all estate is governed by Article
142 or 144 of the Limitation Act. The cle5CC"n(;an!s of a persoll by
his fonner wife had a right to claim partition of his estate as his
h?irs al!a:nst his second wife and her childrCIl on that person's
death. Thev did not do so and allowed the estate to remain in
the hands (f the second wife for more tlUI!1 thi;,teen' veilrs and
she as the evidence showed. did not recognise the 1 ights of the
cle~ce"d,lnls and did not hold the es'a!e joilllly for herself and the
descendtlnts, Held. that Article 123 of tbe LimitOltion Act
applied andlheir claim was barred bv limitation. 1l1111l1lg Po
A.'il/ v. Maun!1. Sk!r'e Bya, 1 Ran. 405 ; Mol Tok (llId 11~lIe v Ma Yin
ami SCt'en. 3 Ran. 77; Tun Tha v. Ma Tliit, 9 L,B.R. 56referred to.
MAUNG SH\\'E AN AND ONE v. MAU:-<G TOK PYU AND OXE .. ,
58Z:'
LBlITATlON Acr (IX OF 1908\ SCH I, ART. 14?, 144-Adversc
title-Oil ;ale by one co-Iteirof flte join! proper(Y, time rUIlS
against all tile co·heirs. Held, that an alien.lting co-heir is an
agent Of the other co-heirs and his act in selling the joint property
is one adl erse to the interests of all the co-heirs. Time rUIlS from
the dnte of suc.h sale and not when the heirs file a sdt for partit-iol1
in which the right to the land is chaIJeDl!ed. Ma SaI~ Ella Me
and Olle \', Ma'Tlln Me and Olle, 3 B.L.j. 105 ; Malin!!. Tun and
flt'e Y. Ma Taw, P.T.L.B. 132-apProved.
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(IX OF 1908), SCB. I, ART. 144-Time l'UItS only
oII po ssessiolt becomi Ilg adversc-Fat It cr' s possession not neccss.I rily

.LIMlTATlOl'J ACT

advel'Sc to his childrcn-Gift ,ilstinguislled from part it ion-],fesnc
tl'ojits 1C1lielt l'ccol·erablc. A father on his remarriage made over

by registered deed the land in guit to his four chiid.ren by his
ciece;;sed wife towards tbeir mother's share of inheritance in fnll
s:;t sfac:ion. He contrnned to be in posses:;ion but the prnperty
was ma~aged for the j::lint benefit of the co-owners. Held. that
fiuch posse:;sion was not ,idverse to t"le claim of the heir of one of
his cbildrea for partition, made a·fter twel ve yea's from the date
of the deed. MeSne profits are claimable only when the
rosse-sion of the defendant is wrongLl. Held, also, that a dis·
position of properl\' by way of gift by " Bnddhist intended to t~ke
eifect after his death. is void, bat a partition of prope' ty by a
filther with his children on his rem''Urhge is not snch ,~gift. ],fa
Thcinlifyainf.' v. J1laulig Gyi, 1 Ran. 35l-distingu t sJ/ed.
MAUXG Amw TON II. 1\IAU::-IG SA::-I NYUN Al'JD OTHERS
LJ:\IITATION A,CT. SCH. I, ART. 181
LIMIT.HION ACT, SCH. I, AIUs.

181, 182. CL. 7

576
775
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.LIS PENDEXS-Ad;/Iil/istmlio/l .'lIil-- Al'oidll1lC<i of sale hy arlmillistra190~), Article 91. Held, tint a snit
in which ani:' of t\\'o co heir:; sue:; tbe other heir, who is administrator of the estate for his share Of the estate and a~ks for the
profits of the esbte, in whic.b a preliminary decree was given
declaring tbat the nlaintiff was entitled to a 11-I.If share of tbe
estate and directing that the I's:\al aC~Olln: s ;Jnd enquiries be taken
<'Ind made. in which a co:nmissioner was appointed to take these
aceo·.:nts ilnd enquiries and in which a. final decree was given for
the half share in the estate as found by the commhsioner is in
fact an a',linini"tration suit. whether or not it is such a suit in
iorm, and the doctrine of Ixs pendens does not apply to snch suit.
Held, i'hat a suit to have a ~ale made hy an administrator set side
under slctil)n 90 of the old Probate and Administration Act
(section :"06 of the new Snccc~si{)n Ac l ) ifi governed by Article 91
of the Limitation Act. Budendm Mo!/a/~ Stll'1Ila v. lIfanoral11a
Dasi, 49 Cal. 911 ; '-ee Lim Ma lJock v. MLl Saw Jlla Hone, 2 Han.
-l: Tire Eastcrn Mortgage and A,i!CIl;y Co. v. RllbatiK,.111111r Roy.
3 C W.N. 260-1'ejelTed to,
MA KIN V. MA BWIN

toy-Lxlllitation Act (IX oj

LIS PE::-IDENS, WHETHER THE PEHIOD BETWEEN RETURN OF PLAINT
FILED IN A wRONG COUIn' A~D SUBSEQUENT INSTITUTION I~
Pl~OPER COUI{T IS
LOWER BURMA LA:-<.n AND REVENUE ACT, SECTION

45

MAHOMEDAN LA \V- Divol'ce-Evidellcc-SeCOlidayy Evidefi',ce-Cont ents

of Docul1Ient-" Ferso1z wlro has himself seen it'''-Indian Evidence
Act 11 of 1872). sectwlls 60, 63. Ac:or.ding to Mahomedam law

a Mahomedan can divorce his wife whenever he desires. He may
do so withont a blaktrama or written document and no rarlicular
form of words is prescribed. If the words used a re well understo'ld as implyillgrcivo,ce. sl1ch as" talak • .. no proof of intention is
requircp; utherwise the intention m·.lst be proved. It is not neces·
sary that the repudiation should be pronounced in the presence
of the wife or even addressed to her. Afle~ the death Of a Snnni
Mahomedan resident in Burma, it waS alleged in a s~dt that he bad
divorced his wife. Evidence was gillen by witnesses that the
deceased had read to them a docnment which was not produced
at the trial but alleged to have been a talak/l.ama, and then: was
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other evidence of statements by him, By the Indian Evi:~ence
Act, 1872, section 63 "Secondary evidence means and inclulles
, • , (5) oral accounts of the contents Of doclllmnts givclI by
s::>me person who has himself seen it;" by section bO .. oral
e\'ider.ce must in all caSes whatever be direct ; that is to say-if it
refers to a fact which conkt be seen it mn,t be the evidence of
perso.11 who says he saw it." Held, (1) that oral evidence of the
contents of a document is·adn,issible as secorodary evidence under
section 63 (5) only if the witness has himself read the docllment ;
and that consequent1~· that tbe section did not render the evidence
admissible in proof of the conknts of the document, (2) that the
evidence that the deceased had tlsed to the witn{sses the word
"talak" was not reliable, and that it w,:s not proved that he told
them that he had divorced his wife or indeed tbat he had any
intention· of effe-cting a di vorce 'Jthelwise than by the execution
anel transmission of the u<lcument, which had not been prOl,ed,.
(3) that accordingly the alleged divorce was not cstablished.
MA MI AND ANOTHER

v.

KALLAKDER A~DIAL (Xo. 2)

18

MAllO~lEDAN LAW -

Gift-Delivery of possessi01l-Gift tv wife-Mutatioll- Acts of Tt1lsband afler M1IIatioll-E'o<i'cr of LO:'al Go: en:ment-Power fo adopt allY P.l1·t of,.j ct-S';diolllllcdifi.'d by fat [1'
Section-Wokf or Gift all Trust -Mmsal111an ll'dki Vahdali1lg Act
WI of J913), sectioll 2-TraHsfer of Property Act (IV of 1~$2),
sections 1,123,129, The Tr::u,sfer of Propel ty Act, 18::;2, provides
ill Chapter VII by s< clion 123, that a gift of ill1ll',OH~able property
must be made by a registered .instnllnent, and by section 129 that
nothing in tht: chapter is to be deemed to affeetanv rule of Mohamec1an law, By section 1 of the Act (as amended) the Local
GCl\·ernn:ent of Lower Burma mip:ht by notification extend "the
Act or :\l1\ part of it" to Lower Burma, In 1904 '·ariolis sectiops of
the .~ct ilicluding section 123, but not in terIm of section 129, were
extended to the Pegu District. It is \\'ell established as a rule of
~1ahomed::\U law applying in India that a gift by a Mahomedan is
not valid unless posses~ion has been deli"ered and that that rule is
preserved by section 129 Of the above Act. In 1914a :\Iahomedan
conveyed immoveable property in the Pegu I;istrict to his wife by a
registered deed, he effected mutation into her name; but continued
to manage the property himself. Held, (1) that the Local Go'·ernment was not authorized by section 1, and did 110t appear to hal·e
intended, to extend section 123 apart fr0111 section 129: and consequently that the aboveruJeof Mahomedan law applied in the Pegu
Dislrict under the notification, (2) that the acts of the husband after
the mutation in referenCtl to the property must be regarded as
being on his wife's behalf, :,nd that there had been deliverv of
rossession· within the rule; and that consequentl" the gift 'was
valid under Mahomedan law. Amilla Bi Bi v: Khatija Bi Bi
(1864),1 Born. , H.C. 157 and EII:nabai V. I:ll1jirlllai, (l8~8) 1. L.R.
13 B0111. 3S2-approved. The definilion of a • wakf" in the
Mussalm:m W'akf Validating Act. 1913. is for the purposes of that
Act, and is 110t necessarily exhar,sti,'e apart ~rom the. Act.
MA MI A~D A~OTHER 'II. KALLA1'IDER AMMAL (~o, 1)
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MALICIOUS PROSECUTION, WHA'l' Mt:sT
DAMAGES FOR

BE

PROVEli

IN

SUIT FOR

705

MANDATORY INJUNCTION, BREACII OF AN OBLIGATION NECESSARY FOR A

404

MARKET-VALUE OF LAND, MEANING OF

~99

MARRIAGE, BETWEEN CHINESE BUDDHIST AKD A BUR'MESE . BUDDii·rs'r,:
TilE LAW APPLICABLE T O . . .

406

74

xl
PAGE
MATERIAL 'IRREGULARITY, OMISSION BY MAGISTRATE TO RECORD
IN WRITING HIS Ri'ASONS FOR BELIEVl2'W THAT DISPUTE
WOULD LEAD TO BREACH OF PEACE WHETHER A

129

MORTGAGE-Personal covenant to pay 1I0t always implied-Equitable
mortgage by deposit of title deeds-Personal covellant~ wilen
exclulJed-Persol/aldecree when gra1£ted, Held, that a personal
covenant cannot be implied in an anomalous lr.ortl!age, where no
personal obligation to repay is provided for. Held, further,
that whilst in an ordinary case of an equitable m:>rtgage there
wO.lld b~ a personal covenant to repay, where the transaction
was contemporaneous with a registered mortgage which
determines the terms of the contract belween tre parties, the
:personal liability is notal ways presumed but wOllld follow the
re<1istered mortgage. Held, also, that unless a personal
co~enant to repay appears in the mortgage transac.tion, a
personal decree may not be grant~d. Pell \'. Gregory, 52 Cal.

860-referred to.
GUPTA v. ADMINISTRAToR-GENERAl. OF BURMA

558

:MOTRGAGE DERD NOT DULY ATTr.STED-Admission of Ihe deed 1vhether
sufficient-Evidence Act (l Of 1872), s. 70-Admission cannot

validate mortg1ge deed insufficiently attested-Transfer of
Pl'operty Act (IV of 1882), s. 59. ' Held. th", t section 70 of the Indian
Evidence Act applies only to a document which is duly attested
and that a mortgage deed not duly attested is invalid, in spite of
the admission of the deed by the ,mortgagor. Almg Rhi v. !J1 a
Aung Kr'wa Pru andolle, 1 Ran. 557-dis!ingllished, I-Iira Bibiv.
Hari Lall, 5 Pat. 58 P.e.-follo~ved.
MAUNU Po GYI AND ONE

V.

MAUNG MIN DIN

561

'MORTGAGE, ORIGINATING IN, snlPLE FOR?o-I, BURDEN OF PROOF TO
, EXPLAIN NATURE OF POSSESSlO:ol OF MORTGAGEE

668

MORTGAGE, PROOF OF AN INVALID ORAL USUFRUCTUT<Y, WHEN AND
HOW F,\TI PERMISSll3LE

679

MORTGAGE W1'l'HOUT POSSESSION OF MOVABLES-Sale by mortga,gor in
possession-Title of purchasel' taking in good faith. Held, that
the purchaser from the mortgagor in good faith Of movables
mortgaged without possession takes the same free from the
mortgagee's lien. DearIe v. Hall, 38 Eng. Her.475 ; Manackiee

Pallanjee v. S. A. Meyappa Chetty, 7 L.B.R. 336; Narasiah v.
Venkataramiah, 42 Mad. 59; 00 Tha Way and two v. Ko Aung
Doan and Ol~e, I B.L.R. 18-I'eferred to. Ko Kywet Nee v. Ko
Kong Bone, 5 \V.R. 189 ; Tatham v. Andree, 1 Moo. p.e. 386;
The Orield Bank of India, Ltd. (in liquidation) v. Mussf!mat
Ghula,m Fatima and one. 1 Lah. 422- distinguished.
BACKER KH'iRASANEE V. AHMED ESMAIL JAMAL

,..MOVABLES, MORTGAGE 01", SUBSEQUENT PURCHASER'S TITLE

633
633

'MURDER AND MANSLAUGHTER DISTINGUISHED

817

NEGLIGENCE, PROSPECTIVE, IF CAN BE SlJFFICIENT FOR INJUNCTION

722

'NON,COMPLIANCE W{TIJ PROVISIONS OF ARBITRA'flON ACT AND
REQUIREMENTS OF RULES FOR FILING AWARD, EFFECT <iF ... ,

171

NUISANCE. CREATION OF, UNDER STATUTORY AUTHORITY

722

,,()BSTRUCTION, INTENTION TO CAUSE WILFUL, SUSPICION OF, Nor
SpFFICIENT TO COMMIT FOR CONTEMPT

244
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.. OIL" WHETHER INCLUDES

OIL-GAS" IN GOVERNMENT GRANTOwnership inoil-gas-Indilltl Petroleum Act (Vlll of 1~99J, section
II

2-Upper Burma Oil Fjetds HeglllLltionNo. VI of 1910-Burma
Oil Fields Act (Burma Act I of 1910J,seclioll 'Z. Held, that a grant

from Government to win, get and dis.pose of earth· oil from a well
site does not entitle the grantee to the natural gases exuding from
the well and they remain the p:operty of Government. The
grantee cannot therefore claim any compc:nsa·tion from his lessee
of the oil-well site for the use by tile lessel' of the oil-gas,which
the grantee does not own. .. Oil" as defined in tht: Indian
Petroleum Act and in the Upper Burma Oil Fi. Ids Regulation No.
VI of 1910 does not include Oil-gas i an:! whilst the definition of
"oil" includes I, oil-gas" in the" Burma Oil Fields Act, 1918, that
Act does not purport to enlarge any grant made by Government
made previous to the date of the Act. Burnard-Argue-Rotlt
SteaYl/'s Oil and GlIS Comp.my, Limited and others v. A. Farquharson, [l912] A.C" 86~-referred to.
""
THE BURMA OIL Co., LTD.V. U Po XAIXG
,OIL-GAS, OWNERSIlIP IN

133
133

OMISSION BY MAGISTRATE TO RECOIW IX \rRITlNG HIS ){E.UOXS FOH
BELIEVI:-G THAT DISPl:TE \\"Ol:LD LE.~D TO BREACH UF PE"~CE.
WHETHEI< A MATERIAL IRREGUURITY

129

ORAL EVIDENCE TO SHOW THAr OXE of THE EXECCTAXTS OF A
MONETARY
BO~D
SIGNED OXLY
AS A SURETY, wHETHER
ADMISSIBLE

166

ORASA'S SHARE NOT EXTENDlNG TO AFTER-ACQUIRED PROPERTY

J 25

ORASA'S SHARE NOT ~IERELY BARRED BCT EXTINGUISHED BY LBIITATION

125

,oRDER FOR TR.~NS)!ISSIOX of DECREE FOR EXECI:TION, A )lINISTERJAL

.KT-Allowillg execution agail/s! leg.ll nph'sentali:'c of d"c:as,d
j!ldg1l/ell t -debt or :;"it /tOllt 1l0tiCe: wlzc:t!Jor ~'alid-Qtl,",;t iOIl :1.,h,'I/:,·r
decreeis barred wlte,/ a questioll for eX£cllt J1Ig COllrt a tId liOt ilre
transmittjl/g Court to decjdc-LdLrs Paloil, Claus, 13-Ci';,jl
Procedure Code (Act V of 1908), SS. 1$, 50-Limi!a! JOIl .-let (1.'.: ,'f
1908), Sched. 1, Art. ISl. A decree of the Chid COllrt of LOWer
Burma passed in JUlle 1910 \\':lS transmitted in July 1910 tu the
"District Court of Ramnad f.1r txecution. It remained there till
Ft:bruary 1922 when it was returned with a certir.cate of nonsatisfadlOn and a letter s~ating that the decree \\'as returned so as
to enable the decree-holder to bring in the1egal representati I"es of
.a deceased defendant Oil the record. The lbmnad Court hacl
stated in one of its orders also that the request (jf the decrte-holder
to keep the execution petition on the file need nit be granted. In
April 1923 the decree-holder applied try the High Court to ha \"e
the appellant brought on the record :IS the legal representative.
and fhe order was made ex-parte in July 1923. In January 1926
appellant got !he ex-parte order set aside, and in December 1926,
.she was ordered by the Orij.{inal Side Judge to b&b~ollght on the
record and the decree ordered to be transmitted to Ramnad.
Appellant appealed against the orlkt, .:orttending that the decree
.and the application to bring her on the record were both time.barred. Held. that the orcler was appealable as it finally determined the question ofthe right of the appellant to ha ve the decision of this Court on the contentions raised by her. Held, also,
that an order permitting execution againstlegal representatives of
a deceased judgment-debtor by transmis3ion Of the decree to
.another Court can rightlyby made e:r-parle A CO:lrt transmitting
a decree ac~s ministerially and it is open to the legal representa"fives to raise objections on the score of limitation before the
-executing Court. Having regard also to the fact that it was

xlii
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l\ncert~in

whether the original execution proceedings in the
District COllrt of Ramnad were opened or closed. and owing to
dOli bt as to the exact effect of its orders, it was preferable that the
Ramn"ct COLrt should 'decide the question of limitation. Ballkll

Behary Cliattel·Hv. Naraindas Dutt, 31 C.W.N. 589
-followed.
NAC(iJAMMA ACHI t'. S. N. SUBI~A~W:-;IA~ CHETTY

(P.C.)

775

ORL-ER OF THE ORIGINAL SIDE OF TIlE HIGH COUWf APPOINTllW
REO:IVER IS A JUDGMENT WI'l'HIN THE MEA!\IlW 0];' CLAl:SE
13, LETTERS PATENT

99

ORDEll REFUSING LEAVE To AMEND PLAINT ~'OLLOWED BY DIS~IISSAL
OF SUIT IS A JUDGMENT

11S:

ORDEl~

REFUS1XG TO JOIN PERSONS AS PARTIES IN A SUIT U:\DER
SECTIO~ 92 IS A JUDG~lEKT

PARTIES TO THE SUIT, WHO ARE, UXDER SECTION
CODE

263,

47, CIvrLPROCEDURE

PARTITlvN BY COLLECTOR PER~llSSIIlLE ONLY Il; CASE OF ESTATES
ASSESSED TO REVENUE IN ONE LU~IP SUM, ...
PAI,TITION, CONDITIONS FOR A VALID
PARTITIOK SUITS, ApPLICABILITY OF RULE 9, ORDER 9, OF THE CIVIL
PROCEliURE CODE
PARTIrIO:-; SUITS KOT PRePER BETWEEN HEIRS TO A BUDDHIST
'ESTATE
PARTNERSHIp CHARACTER OF HUSBAND AND WIFE AT BUDDHIST LAW

393
206
125-

785
785
296-

(ACT XIV OF 1860), s. 302-Deatll l'esulti1l.g in a
diffcrent way.from that expccted, effect of~Illtentioll to be
premmcd from blow·s on head with stick-Nature Of weapon, fOl'ec
aud II1lmber of blows -Murder and 1I1auslallghtel'. If one person
causes the death of another, then if his intention was to cause
death or to cause bodily injury sufficient in the ordinary coune of
nature to cause dealh,· the offence would be murder, even though
death resl1ltedina way c\iff< rent from that expected by the assailant.
As to the intention to be presumed in cases of blo\\'s on the head
with a s tick, instinct at lea$t, if not knowledge and experience tells
e\"ery man that to hit another human bell1g any vioknt blow on
the head may possibly result or is likely to result or will probably
result in ~eriolls injl11 y to the person struck, bul knowledge, btlief
or expectation of the amount of injury that may be cauEed must
depend upDn what is used ill inflicting the blow and the torce
with which the blow is delivered. Hepeated blows or even a
single bl0w forcibly delivered with a heavy weapon wourd make
the offence a murder. but wherea sudden blow is stmck with a
stick that is not heavy, the offence would be culpable homici'de
not amounting to murder. Nga Kan v. -K.• E., 11. L.B.R. 115;
S.~we Eitt v. K.-E., 3 L.B.r~. 122 ; Sft'we Ria v. K.-E., 2 L.B.R.
125-referred to.

PENAL CODE

PERSOXAL COVENANT l\OT IMPLIED IN AN ANOMALOUS MORTGAGE

817
558

PHONGYJ WHETHER COMPETENT TO ENGAGE IN SALE OR PVRCHASE
OF PROPERTY
..

626

BAHA NAYA V. KING-EMPEROR

possession and disPossession other than in
due coul'se of law-Priol' ;tossession sufficient in snits against
trespassers. Where the plaintiff who was in peaceful occupation
of i1tunovable property was dispossessed otherwiEe than in due
course of law, held that even if the suit for possession filed by him
was not uncler the 'provisions of section 9 of tI~e Specific Relief

POSSESSIOlil, SUIT F'OR-P1'ior

xliii
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Act, he could rely on his possessory title. 1smailAriffv. Ma/Jollled
(;/Jousc, 20 Cal. 834 ; Ma Saw v. Maung S!lwe Gon, 11 L,B.H. 415;
III re JJaulIg Naw v. lila Shwe Iimul, 8 L.B.R, 227-followed.
,Vga T/Ja Zan v. Sunder Singh, 3 V.B. R. 125--dissented from.
~fA PWA ZO:ol AND TWO V. MA PAN I AND ONE

154

'POWER OF EXECUTOll AFTER WINDING UP ADMINISTRATION

427

PRACTICE IN APPEAL AGAINST ACCQUITTAL WITHOUT JURISDICTION BY
LOWER ApPELLATE C O U R T ·

710

PRESIDE1'1CY-ToWNoS INSOLVENCY ACT, SECTION 12 (2), VALUATION OF
SECURITY BY SECURED ClmDI'fOR
/..

685

l'RESlDE:<1CY-ToWNS INSOLVENCY ACT (III OF 1909), SECTIONS 17,52

(2) (a), 55-TransactiOl~S of insolvmt before !lis discharge, with
bona fide dealers, when binding on Official Assignee-Fralldulelil
preference, burden of proof of. In 1912 S was adjudicated an
insolvent. He did not obtain any discharge and went on doil1~
busine,;s in partnership and in speculating in landed prC'perty.
The partnership was dissolved in 1'122 and the 2nd and 3rd appel.
bnts filed a suit against S in June 1923 claiming a large sum
as due to them in respect of U:e partnership, They also obtained
an attachlllent before judgment in July 1923 on certain immo\"eable properties of S. The~e properties were mortgaged to the
respondents who subsequently by an agreement of sale dated 2ith
April 1923 bec~me purch:a.sers of the said properties in s,ltisfacHOIl of their debts, the agreement was registered On 15th August
1923 and two dayS later the respondents obtained a registered
·cc.l1veyance of the properties On 4th October 1923, S was again
adjudicated ins::Jlvent. The respondents claimed the properties
free from any chim by the Offidal Assi.~nee ancl the other
appellants. Held, that a transacti:m be,\\'ccn an 11l1discharged
\l1;;oll'ent ancl a third party who in ,good faith without knowledge
of the insolvency and before the inten'ention ·01 the Official
,.\,signee has completed it giving full consiceration for what he
pUrpOl t, to bu\' from the insohent, is hinding on th.: Official
Assignee. lldd, also that on the facts of the case th~r" \\'as no
fraudulent preference in favour of the rcspondents, the agree·
ment heing the result of pressure on their part, without rmy
COllllSioll, and that the onus of proof of fraud lies on the persen
who alleges it. Alima'l1Ilatl Abdul1Jllssein \'. l'adilal D,'~'cltalld,
(1919) 43 Bom. 890; CltoteLal v. J{edarNati/, (1924146 All. 565;
Cohm v. Mite//ell, r1890J 25 Q,B.D, 262; [)asarodily Siuha \',
Mal:mlltllya AS!I, 119201 47 Cal. 961; oYritwdra .VaOI Saill1 v.
Auslosh GIIOSC, (1914) 19 C.W.N. 157-f,;lIo;,·0<I . .11a 1'Iww v.
lI1aung Ba Thaw, 4 Ran. 125; 1u re Nc'" LInd Dc:! elopl1lellt AssociatiOl~ and Gray, [1892J II Ch. D. 13i3-dis!illf,uisl;ed.
THI' OFFICIAL ASSIGl':EE A'iD TWO OTHERS
CHEl"fvAR F I R M '
•

11.
...

M.P.A.K.

'PRESlDENC\··10WNS I~SOLVE~CY ACT (III ()F 1·iO;)), SF.CTIO~ 29 (4),
I~ULE 15l OF THE I:<1S0LVD1CY Rn,ES OF THE HIGH CoURT-C01Wt

Clll/flOt alter substauce of cOlllfosit iOIl scl/ewe-Collrt WI/st l'ejecl
sc/wue, even if approved ty maioYlt y of creditors, 0/1. public
groul/ds. lIt-ld, lhat acco:'ding to Hule 154 oE.the Insohenc)'
Hules of the High Court it has now power to vary the substance
of a composition scheme sl1cmitted to it for approval or rejection.
The Court has therefore no power to substitute the Official
Assignee for the trtls',e~ proposed in the scheme for its administra,
tien. Held,fl/rthd', that the interests of the creditors and t!leir
wish=s are not the sole concern of the Court in questions of
approving schemes of cortlpvsitiori ; the Court ought to. regard

229
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the interests of the public aud of commercial mOrality. If the
insolvent's conduct is fraudulent Qr grounds texist for framing
charges against him, a C"omposilion scheme oUf\ht not to be
approved. It! re Bw', (1913) 1 K.B. 628 ; E.,-parte Reed, 17
Q.H.D.24Q-fcUowed.
MAMO{'HE MOCSAIEE AND OTHERS v. N. M. l\IEERA
241'

MOIDEEN BROS.
PRESIDENCy-Towl\s lNSOLVENCY ACT, SECTIONS 36 (5) Al\D 56, ACTION
eNDER, TO BE AT THE INSTANCE OF THE OFFICIAL ASSIGNER

375,

P'>{ESIDEXCy-Towl\s i:<SOLVEl\CY ACT, SECTIONS 36, 55 AND
WHETHER APPLICABU: To ADMINISTRATION IN Il\SOLVENCY

375.

56

1909). SECTIONS 39,103Ch.~l'ges fOl' offences f.£IIder sect ion 103 mllst be den7'ly laid and
pro,'ed-ColJl'&" pJWer alld d'lIy to I'efuse disclIarge without
eharges-ReftlsIII of disclref1'g efor presumed su ppressioll of account
books or non-keeping of ncceuII"! books. Held, that for a comiction
of an offence under the Insclvency Act, it is necesfary to make a
charge against iln insolvent and prove it <1gainst him beyond ren-·
sonable doubt, but the Court can in a prorercaseabsolutc1yrefuse
the discharge cf an insoh'ent notwithstanc'ing the atsence of such
charge or conv;clion. Where.there is a l;trcng presumption that
an insolvent kept anrl suppressed his account books so as to prevent
an\' invest gation in his inschency of how he disposed of his al;sets
the only possible order is to refuse his discharge. Where an
insolvent has not kept books of ;\cco'.mt ill a large brsiness, it is a
gross negl~et and not much less culp"ble, and he Ol'ght as a rule to
be refust:d his discharge. A decree in favour of the Official
Assignee without security for satisfaction of the decree in such
a case is not a proper order.

PRESIDEXCY-ToWNS lNSOLVENCY ACT(III OF

A.K.R M.M.C.T. FIRM

V. SHAIK JOOlvrAN AND THE

OFFIcrAL

ASSrGNEE .. ,

50-

(III OF 1909). SECTION 52II Trust" propc1"ty, what
it i11cludes-Goods entrusted fol' sale
wllether tmst protel'ty-MollCY I'ealised by sale or atl acrou1I1 of
iIlSIl1'af"lCC whether it t'ests ill I he Official ASSIgnee. Held, that the
word II trust" as userl in section 52 Of the Presidency Towns
Insolvency Act is not C"onfined to expreEs trusts but incluces all
kinds of property held by an insolvent in a tlduciary character,
Goods enb'usted to a rerson for sale as cOlr:mifsion agent c'o not
pass on his in~ol\"ency to the Official Assignee but remain tlHl
pro pert" of the owner: but if the agtent has sold the goods and
realised the money, sl'ch money is not trust money and it goes to
the Official Assignee. V\lhen a trader gives goods to a commission
agent .he looks for payment not from the actual sale proceeds of
the goods entrusted but to the generd 'cre'dit of the c0tr:mission
agent. If the goods Me insured by the agent and the insuraroce
money is received by the agent, it is in t'le same category as the
sale proceeds. Where the insurance.money has becomE' due only
after the agent has becOll'e insolvent and has died the insurance
money vest in the Official Assignee, and the owner of /-,oods has
no exclusive claim nn it. Re Hallet/'s E$tate, J(nntchb"ll v.
Hallett, 13 Ch D. 699. Williams' Ballkmptcy Practice (13 edition)
pages 217,229, 230-referred to. (This deC",ision was reversed on
appeal (Civil Misc. Appeals Nos, 230 of 1925 and 9 of 1927)
011 the sole gronnd that Insolvency Court has no jurisdiction to
pass the order. (Vide adde'1!da before page 481.)

PRESlDENCY-TowI'S Il\SOLVENCY ACT

IN THE MATTER OF SYED RAzrM, DECEASED, INSOLVENT

73-
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PRI:SfD<.x.:;y·Towxs IXSOLVEl'ICY ACT (III OF 1909l, SECTIO:il 58 (5)Penal pro:ijjo/ls of section 58 (5) not applicable unless afteladj"dlcatitm-POwtr of Court to commit for contempt-Conduct
,1 t he appelZLIllt sliowillg 'wilflll inteution to ollstruct-Discrd i011ar), po;;:us. e.rercis~ of in committaljor GOlltempt whcl/ iuterfered
wit;; 0/1 <lpteal. On the application of a creditor to adjudicate the
3ppdlantillsuln~nt,the Offirial Assi,~nee was appointed intel'im

Rc-:::;"cr to take immediate charge of the account books and
a5sets cf the appell~nt. Before notice of appointment was ~erved
on t:1C appelhmt, he sent the account books and other valuable
seeurides to his principals in Pudnkottah. There was no legal
proof. however, that he sent the books after he had notice of the
pe,ition to adjudicate him insolvent, though there were gn unds to
suspect that he did so with intention to obstmct the Official
Assignee in d:scharge of his duties. Held, thai the failure to hand
over the books and the securities to the Official Asdgne-e before
the order of adjudication W2S passed, however culpable such
failure might be, would not amount to contempt of CO,lIt punishable under the provisions of section 58 15) of the PresidencyTowns Insolvency Act. Held,further, that if there is definite
legal evidence that the appell~nt had notice of the petition to
adjudicate him and of the appointment of the iuterim RectiYer,
the Cont may be justified in actin\! under the wide powers it
enjoys of committing for contfmpt. HeZd,jllrther, that where
the Court has committed the arpellant for contempt under section
58 IS) of the Presidency-Towns Insolvencv Act and where it was
found that the committal was not jnstified unckr that section, the
Appellate Court may interfere with such committal, even though
it is possible that the appe-llant could have been committed for
codempt t:nder the wider powers of the High Court so to
commit,
R ",r.?l1.S.T,~I '_ CHETTYAR t', THE OFFICIAL A SSIGl\EE
PRESmEXCY.To)l·~~ IXSOL\'ES'CY ACT, 5ECTlOX 100
PTIO:-; OF BE:-;A~l1 ARISES \\'HEX PROPERTY Pl'RCHASED AT AX
IXADEQLHE PRICE AT A SALE FOR ARREARS OF TAXES OR REYENl'E

244,
375

PRESU~I

PRIVATE TRUST BY A MAHOMEDA:-l
INCIDENTS !<"ROM \\'AKF

DIFF":RES'T

IX

ITS

PRIVY COVNC1L, ApPEAL TO, WHETHER MAINTAINABLE AGAIN"ST ORDER
OF HIGH COURT GllANTING LETTERS' OF ADmNISTRATION OR
PROBATE
PRIVY COU:-'CIL PRACTICE IN CRIMINAL MATTERS

4
PROVINCIAL INSOLVENCY AcT (V OF 1900), ss. 2.23 (I). 31,44,61 (J)Land [,}lprove'IIC1l! Loans Act 'XIX oj 18~?). s, 7 11) 'a)-Lower
Burma LMld alld Rel'cnuc Act ([I of 1876\, s, 45-WhetTter Inso/.
vency Court has jurisdIction to re'lcase or gi.'c prolec~ion to a Crow11
deblor Imprisoned under revel/ue proceedings-Prerogalives atld
rigUs of Crown not affected b~' statute tmless o:pressly made so.
Hcld, that the proceedings of the Collector in recovering loans
under scction 7 (1) (al of the Land Improvement Loans Act" as if
they were arrears of land revenue" is neither a .. s,uit" nor the
execution of the decree of any Court, within tho meatiing of section
2 (2) of the Provincial Insn!\ency Act. Consequently a debtor who
is uuder arrest or imprisonment by reason of an order of a
Re\'enue officer acting. under sec:ion 45 of the Land and Revenue
Act, is not" under arrest or imprisonment in execdion of the
decree of any Court II and ~o the Insolvency Court has no jurisdiction to order the rel~ase of such a debtor under the provisicns of
PIlOBATE AND ADMINISTRATION ACT, SECTION

469

LEGAL

252
11~

53
427
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section 23 (I) of the Provincial Insolveney Act, nor can such Court
on adjudication make a protection order under section 3\ of the Act
in the absence of express words, so as to extend the protecti,o;"!
against Clown debts. Even if it had the discretionary power to do
so. it would be an improper order to make, becaJse under the Act
Crown debts are payable in priority to other debts, an order of
discharge does not release the debtor from such debts, ancl it
would be an interference with the proceedings of a revenue officer
to recover such debts. Galzpat Put I1Ja v. The C,)Ileetorof Kanan;;,
1 Born. 7; 111 re Smifll, [176] 2 Exch. Dvn. ~7-1'efC1Ted to.
COLLECTOR OF AKYAB t'. PAW TUN U AND ONE
PROVINCIAL INSOLVENCY ACT (V OF 1920), ss. 5,59 (a) AND 68-Civil
Procedure Code (Act Vof 1908), 0.21,1'1'.66 a1Id 89-Whetller sale
by {l reeeh'er in ballkrnplcygoverned I yO. 21 ojtite Civil Procedure
Code-Grounds for setting aside such sale, Witl<in a month from
the date of sale of their property by the receiver appointed under
the Provincial Illsohency Act, the insolvent,; paid into Court
certain s ms to satisfy their cr~ditors in full and also 5 per cent.
cornrel1sation to pay the purchaser of the property, and asked that
the order of adjudication be annulled and the sale of their property
be setaside. Held, that the sale by the receiver was not a proceeding under the Act (which term was confined to proceedings in
CourO and.that the provisions of Order 21 of the Civil Procedure
Code did not apply to sales under the Insolvency Act. The Court
has no jurisdiction to set a8id~ a sale made by the receiver in the
absence of proof of fraud or cOllllsio,n or material illegality or
irregularity in cond~,cting tbe sale or m:isconduct causing inhry
to the esta,te or unless the receiver acts beyond his authority or in
excess of his powers. Clledalal v. Lach11!a1t Prasad, 39 All.
2J7-referred to.
MAUNG THA DUN AND ONE

v.

Po KA AND ONE

of' 1920), 56
'(2)
Remuneration of receiver on sale of 1IIortpaged pl'opert y-Value

'PROVINCIAL INSOLVENCY ACT (V

s.

SUB-SEC.

MAUNGHLADIl'1,V. MAUNGKYAWGALE

10

768

lb)_

Of eqility (If redemPtion ollly /0 be taken. Where an insolvent's
properly subjcc[ to a mortgage is sold free from the mortgag;e
and the receiver realises the plrchase money, the whole of it is
not assets available for distribution b~lt only such part as remains
in his hands ;'lfter paying orf the mortgage and it is only on such
part that the receiver is entitled to remuneration. III re Official
Assignee's COJ1lllliSSfon. 36 Cal. 990;, $. Narayatz v. Atmaram
Gor.'ind. 7 Bom. 455; S. Naray.m v, K. TTithoji, 12 Born. 272rejerredto.
R.?vLM. CHETTyAH FIRM 'U. U HLA Bu
'PROVINCIAL SMALL CApSE COUI{TS .4.CT (IX OF 1887), SECOND
S:OHEDULE, ARTICLE 31-Suit for accounts; wllat is-Suit!o1'pl'oduee
of land takelz by defe11da'lt' 01' its value is uot {lllaec~unts suitSuch sllil does IIOt COllie witllin Article 31. Held, that Article 31,
Second Schedule of the Provincial Small Gause Courts Act contemplates suits ill the natUle of suits for an account. FIeld, that a
suit for produce of land take!l by defelldant or its value specified
in the pIaint is not a suit in the nature Of, an accounts suit and
is of a small cauS\:: natnre. Antom, v. Ma17adcli Anant, 25 Bom.
85; Mattllg 1'1m E v. Matmg Slmlc Tlla, 4 U.B.R. 83; Ra'masami
Reddi v, Authi Lar-slzmi AmmLll, 34' Mad. 502: Sat'arimuthu v.
Aitlmrltstl 'Rowtlzal', 25 Mad. 103-dissellted from. Ku1f.jo
Bel1arj Singh 'U, Madhllb Chandra Gliose, "23 Cal. 884-f,'llowed.
RA"GOON RENT ACT, SF.CTION

806
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AND NOT ON 'l'HE MORTGAGI£ MONEY

19081, SEc.:nOl'l 2 (7), 17 (1) (d), 49 felTransfer of Property Act 11IT of 1::-32), scctiOtl 1"15 -" Lease ",
melltllllg of under tlte Re[!.ist/ at ion Act-Undertaki/lg to occupy
from date Of execution, effect of-DoCl/11Ietlt whw inadlllissible in
et'idenre o/walll of registration. Held, that a document may be
so worded that it cannot ha\e the effect of a transfer d a right to
enj0)' p:,>perly and therefore it would not be a " lease "within the
meaniI)g of ~edion 105 of the Transfer of Property Act. but if the
do,;ument contains an undertaking to occupy, or an agreement to
least for over a year frO.n th~ dat~ "f its exec ,tion it falls wi:hin
the definition of, a "lease" contained in section 2 (7) oi the
Registration Act, and as s:lch requires registration under section
17 (I) (d of the said Act ; and withollt such n gistration it is
inadmissible in'evidence b)' re.lson of section 49 (e) of the Act in
respect of ::tny transadion affecting iml1loveabl~ property.
Ra'lI COJl1Ulr Sillgh v. Keshori Thailllralli, 9 Cal. 68; U TIM
Xyo V. JIo/lllg K,\";W TI;a alld OIlC, 3 Han. 379-I'efen'cd
fo. Kaki Sul:b,l11a,1i Y. JIIlIlIll Raugayya. 32 Mad. 532-

--REGISTR.HION ACT (XVI OF

di,~ltl!edf/om.

MAl'NG 13A SEll' r'. ?If.-\t"~G HT<~O~ SHWE

95

of 190::;), s, 87- Wild ha regi,,! rat iOl1 ,:alid if
a bJll<i is writ/c/l V'll stamp ofwroll.~ !..iud. Held, that registra:ion
of a mortgage bond W;lS 110t in\'aJid:ned by the f:lc! that it \\·~.S
written on a stamp of the \\'rong kind. Sllrda Sat h Bh"tlaci:o/,j'a
v. Gobinr/a Challdra O,IS, 23 C.W,N. 53.J,-follvii·ed.

"REGISTP..HIO:-; ACT (XYI

S.R.M.M.A,'CIIETTYAR FIR,\l v. 1I1A PWA "rAY A~D O:'\E
'REPEALING AND A~lENDING ACT (X OF 1927). SCHEO. I, PE:'\t:LTDIATE
ITEM ...

666
772

P,'ocedure Code (Act Vol l\lOR), s. 11, Expt.watioll
IV-l'HviJUS claim as kittima whether operative as bar to jurtlier
claim as apatilha. \Vhere a pn:vious claim as a kUtima child has
been adjudicated upon, a subsequent claim as an ap"titha is
barred under the provisions of section 11. Explanation IV of the
Civil Procedure Code. Fate/l Singll alld otlter£ y. Jaga1l1wth
Eaksll Siugh o1ld a1l0tlter, 52 I A. 1UO. Guddappa v. T/rkaPta. ,5
Bom. 189 ; Kameswor Pershad v. R"jl:'IIlIlari RtlttCl1t [{ocr omi
others, 20 Cal. 72: il/tllrfYa Me v. Ma!lllg Ea DU1l, 2 L H,lt 224 ;
Masaila11lallia Pill"i v. Tliirllvf1Igada Pillai alld ct hers. 31 i\Jad.
3SS-referred to. J1Iau1Ig 1'lta So v. L-I~ Pe, C.M A. 100 of 1926,

:.RESJUDICATA-Cir'il

C.C.L.B.-d1Still~uis1led.

?

MAU:-;G BA THEIN v. MA THA :'IIVINT A~D 1'\\'0
-,RES JUDICATA, DOCTRll'IE of-Specific CIIactment a/lll not

ge1leral
prindt/e - Crimillal Procedure Code (Act Vof 189::;), s.4$S-Previolls dis1lZiss'll whether a bar to fr<:s1l apPLICation. Held, that "C~
Judicata do~s not bar any proceedings by general p:'inciple
but only by specifi,; enactments and that dismissal for dtp..lt' of

565
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a formal application under sectioll 488, Crill1ir,al Procedur'e
Code, would not bar a fresh application. Ma Su v. Paul Sassooli,
1 V.BR. 11892-96) 64-1'efcned to; Fo So v. Ma Kyin Ma, 4
L,B.R. 337-followeet,
MAU1\G HLA MAUNG V. MA 0:-< KIN ...

, 697

RESTITUTIo:!ol OF PROPERTY RETURl\ED UNDER SECTIO!\' 517, CRIMINAL
PROCEDURE CODE, POwERS OF HIGH COURT TO ORDER

553

REVISION, GROUNDS FOR

803',

SEARCH WITl\ESSES - Criminal. Procedure Code (V of 1898), seclioll lOS

-WUllesses wllether competent to take part in the actual search.
Held, that a search made with the active assistance of the searcll
wilne1ses is in accordance with the provisions ot section 103 of
the Criminal Procedure C,)de. Held, t hat the object of the section
is beller achieved by p~rmitting independent witnesses to assist
in the s~arch and that by rendering SllCh assistance, they do not
cease to be competent witne6ses of the search. Ti Ya v.
King-Emperor, 8 L.B.R. 38 -r<:jerrc'd to.
IDING-EMPEROR V. vVUN NA AND THIRTY OTHERS
SUIT ON FAILURE OF COliiSIDER.\TION, LDlITATWN FOR

291'
283:

SEPARATE LIVIKG DOES J('OT AMOUlI.' TO BREACH OF FILIAL RELATIONSHIP

359>

SHIAH MAHOllIErAl\ LAw-Gift or trust ofv:,sted I'elrlainder infavolIY

of unborn donec illv,,zid-Prit'at e tru~t 110t same as wakf. A
Shiah Mahomedan lady executed a trust deed the effect of which
was to make a giitthrough a trudee of the income of :Ill her
properties, after the settler's death 10 her husband if he should
survive her, and if he did not to her children and artf r their
death to t~eir children with a gift of the proceeds of the corpus
to those children when the YOlln~est attained the age of 18 years.
Held, that a Shiah can create a liie'interest and a vested interest
to take effect after the expiry of a life intertst hut he cannot create
s,lch a vestee! remainder in favour of per~ons llllborn at the time of
the setllell1ent. ThF.le~al incidents applicable to " w<lkfs" arC not
apFlicatle to grants of limited interests llllC'er a privatesettlell1ent.
A settlement through a trustee is nothinp; more than a gift to the
beneficiary throllgh another ptt30n and mnst conform to all the
rules re!;,tins tll a ~ifl ; and tlJerelore a trustee cannel be an
a\(ent ()f an unborn per~on f,)r the accept mce of the gift.
Plaintiff who wa~ I1llrn afl'<f. the date of the settlement in .~pit
could 1I0t therefore claim as a beneficiary nnder the trust.
Ahmed Gulalll Mallome,{ Sadiq v. MallOmed Cassil'll Makd,,T and
ot!Jer~, 7 B L.T. 142; P.M.P.A,N. Am/mulllflY Chetty v. Shaik
Maho;;;ed lst/Ia/l, 7 B.L.T. 75; SI/eraf [iuss,.in v. MI/soot
Hussail/, 24 O.C.32-fol/owcd. B,.nte Begu11l v. Mil' Abed Ali,
:12 Bom.l72,Sndik Hussoi'l, v. Hashim Ally, 38 All. 6?7,rcfelnd
to. A 11leer Ali'S Ma;:'ot1ledan La11i, 4th edition; Bailic's Dige>t of
Moohu11l111l1dall Low; Tjlabji's Mah01lledam Low, 211d edition'cfC"yed to,
MIRZA HASHIM
BINiHNF.E
SPECIFIC REL1EF ACT (I dF

MISHKI!:E

V.

AGA

ABDUL

HOOSAI!\

252:
1877\, SECTION 9":"CTaim for tossession 1lOt

to be joined with claim for 11leS1~e P,'oftIS-Coul'I's power to l'ary
deCl'ee. H elel, that a de('ree uncleI' section 9 of the Specific Relief
Act should be confined to direclinl! deli ve, y of pos>ession and
shonlclnot contain all award of mesne profits. The High Court in
re\'itiion may cancel the order as to mesne prl)fit~, and to confirm
the d~cree for possession only. MUlls.'1i Na ir AJl/lledv. Abid Ali,
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11 I.C. 38 ; S'leo Kumar v. Na"ain Das, 24 All. 501 : Tir,k C!landra
DIlS3 ,'. Fat i k GIt,mdw Dass and others, 25 Cal. referred to.
:\IA :'\G\\'E B\\'IN AND OTHERS V. MAUNG Po MAUNG A:'\U ONE
1877', s 42-Declaratory suit without
COll3cquellti" 1 relief-Hare declaratory $uilll1lder O. 21, R 63, of
the Cit,n Procedure Gode IAct Vof 1908) lllhe'l permissible. 1::. cld,
that a person is bc>und to make a claim 01' obje~tion under 0 21,
R. ;;8 if he desires to sue for a bare decbration under O. 21. R.
63, of the Chi! Procedure Code "nd that. although the provisions
of 0.21, R. 63, would not debar him, in c;,se he failed to make a
claim or ob jection under 0.21, R 5~, from suing for allY relief to
which he might be entitled. his suit, if it was a suil for a bare
declaration, would be barred by the proviso to section 42 of the
Specific Relief Act if he \\'a~ able to seek further re-lief than a
me:'e declaration and omitted to do ,so. Chan Tat Thai v. Ma
Lat, Civil 2nd Ap. 126 of 1915, eh. ct. ; Krisll1lam Sooraya v.
l'atltna Bee, 29 Mad. 151; K.R.M.A. v. Po Thein, 4 Ran. 22;
Ragulwtlt Mukund v. Srosh Kama, 23 BOlli, 266; ScCiet,1
Cololliale ltolianll v. Shwe Le, 4 L.B,R. 252: IV,lm<1I11C10
Damodar v. Rustomji Edalji, 21 B0111. 701-distillgllis!l"d.
'
U Po THEIN AND OTHEI;S~·. O.,-\,O.K.R.M. FTR)1
SPECIFIC RELIEF AC1' II OF 1877" s. 45 (bl-Coll1missioIlO's IlPtoillted
to hear Council elecUon tetitions are PCNOIIS lioldill g public officeBOllfl fide interpretatiouof electiOn ru/(s by C0Il1111issiouel'swtretller
High Gourt ca'~ que,ltion, Held, that the Commissioners appointed
by His Excellency the Gm'ernOr to hear Council ele lion peti.ions
under the B :rma Electoral Rules are persons holding a public
office of a temporary nature and if they refl,se to do a specific act
clearl~' im:\lmbent on them, nfiecling the prope'ty, franchise or
personal right of a per'on, the High Court can enforce the action,
L'nder those Tl'1e~, ho\\'e\'tr. the CO,lLn::,s:nners are th~ sole
a'.1thoril\' \0 interpret allY qu:,;stiO:l :,: ising on tte construction ci
the rules, and those r :ies do not gh'e any other anthority po\\'er
to question that decidon, \"hether it be ri!!l1t cr wrong. so long
as it is bon'l fide. The High Court Ciln only interiere if weh
decision was so wrong and sn l'er\'e:'se as to <\mo:',nt to a reiusal
to exercise a jurisdiction clearly gi\'en by the rules. Xeither the
rule,; nor any lo(enernl prods ion of law gil'e the High Comt either
by way of revision or appeal any power to re"ie\\' the Ccmmis'
sioners' decision. Consequm\ly the Com11lis~ioners' decision on
their construction of the ru:es that subs'ituted parties in place of
the refuened candi..:late whose dection ",ns challen~ed hv an
ullSuccessful candidate. could not show that such candidateltilnself
was gil iVy of corrupt practices, could not I'e questioned by Ihe
High Court, whether right or wri,ng. Alcock Ashdown & Co. v.
Chief Revenue Alfthorily of F!on~bay. 47 Bam. 742 ; 'M. C. Nandi
v. P. C. Mdler, 51 Cal. 279-referrcd to.
(
U Po THIN AND FOUI~ v. N. N. BURlORJEE AND TWO
SnIPLE MORTGAGE-Subsequent fransfer of pos~ession to 11Iort gageeBurd-n of 1'1·oof to e,~Pltlin nature of possessioll. In 1905 the
own"er of the land in s"it effected a re"istered simple,mortgage in
favour of the 1st defendant-appellant and his wife (since decer.sed)
to secure repaymt'nt of Rs. 1,500 and inte. es t. A yea,' later the
mortj!agor gave pos3e~sion of the p!'operty to the 1st d~fendant
appellant. In 1926, respondents who a!'e the heir> olthe original:
mortgagor sued appellants fur redemption of the property alleging
thatpossession was given forseeul in interest. Appellants staled",
that the land was made over 10 them by way of s,ale in f.ulL
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satisfaction or the mortage debt and interest. The trial Court
placing; the burden of poof on the appellants, decreed the suit.
Held, reversing the judgment, that the burdell of proof, under the
circumstances of the case, lay on t!le respondents to show the nature
of the possession, and they having failed to prove how tlossession
passed, 110 presumption that the p05sess:oll of the delendants
was not adverse could be drawn. Per HUTLEOGE, C.J.-Where
Jand is mo:·tga.~ed witho:1t possession and possession is
·subseq.1cntly given to the mortgagee, who alleges it to be ill
virtue of an outright sale, the nnus of shOWing the nature of the
transaction is on the p::trty ont of posse;sion in cases of long
possession. When poss~s,;ion has been less than 12 years and
where the title of the predo:1s owner is admitted, thcn the onus
lies on the person in possession \\ho all(~g('s an outright sale.
A.T.A.R.M. ClzettyFi1'11l v.M.A.M. MoltamedKasi11landtllil't,elZ,
3 Ran. 367; Malt1t{! Ok Kyi ani/four v. lila Pu and two, 4 Rail.
:'68-1'ejerrcd to and e.l'Nained. ],JaungSan Mill and one v.
Malin], ro Hl,Ji1lg <l1ld OtllCl'S. 4 Ran. 1-1'eferred to. MaDull v.
Lu 0 alld one, 5 L.B.l~. 40-dissmtcd fl'um.
M.w:i!G PWA AND OTHERS V. lIIAU:i!G p,) SA AND OTHERS
SPECIFIC PI!RF011"IA:ilCE OF CO,TRACT FOR SILF., DECREE FOR-COUr/'s
.
power to fi.~· date
p:'rforllla1/c,~ alrd its di'Scrdion to e.•tend
time-Ornel' gl'alllill{!extC1lsionnot appealable. Held, that if no
date has be(:n fixed in a decree for specific performance of a
contr<:ct of sal:, s,lch a date may be fixed by the Gourt which made
the decree ;lrtcr the decree has been pa~sed, and that, whether
the elate is fi:'(eel in the decree or in a subseql1t:nt order, the Court
which made the decree haq a discretion to extend the time. Such
an ()rder is not appealable. A bd1ll Shaker v. Abdul Ra!liman,
46 Mad. 148 ; Rt11i1b!lath v. Amt1/.iabTzatlu, 90 I.C. 605; Thirukor1l1.
v. Nak.;nda, -l9l\LlcJ. 691-fCfcrrl!d to.
Ko BA CHIT AND THREE V. Ko THA:-J DAIKG AND O::\E
'SUB-~IOUTGAGE-P<1YmC1tt by mOrfg,lgO/; to 11iorl£1.ageewithout kIWwledge
Of SUb'III01·tgt1{!e-Effect On sub·mortgagee's l'if!.hts. Bdd, that
when a mo:tgagee Hub-mortgages his mortgage to allother person
without he knowle(lge of the original mortg".gor and the original
mortgagor PlYS off the mortgag;e amount to the mortgagee, the submortilal!ee's rights agail',st [he land are extinguished. Sa!lader'
Rat·ji Bagade v. STzeklt Pap,l Miya, 29 Bo:n. 199-referred to.
l'.!AUNG SHAN Hpyu v. w Po THAW
:SUBSEQUENT PROP ERTY NOT SUBJECT TO PARTITION ON REMARRIAGE OF
OXE PARENT
SUCCESHION ACT (XXXIX OF 19251, s. 211 (1 -Decl,ee against persol~
110t the ll!gal repl'escntatlt'e of a deceased pel'soll- invalid anc{. not
bindiug onestate-Revisiollal po'weI's !i'!te-ne":ercisablefhollgltother
remedy ofell. Rtsponder.ts filed a s•.lit against the ,widow of a
deccased person ~.vho was a (non-Indian) Christian, as his legal
r=ptls"nbtive and obtained an ex-pat,te decree against hel' on a
promissory·note and attat'hed in execdicJn of the dec:'ee nJoneys
clue to the estate by an Insunmce Company. The deceased had
left a will of which t'le widow was not an executrix and ldters of
ad'11in'stration \\'~~h U:e will ~lll1e~ed were issClec1 to the Adlllini~
trator-Generalof 1-\\11'11'.a. Held, that such decree was void and
inoperative as the widow did not represent the estate. Although
the High Court as a rule would not interfere on revision where a
legal reme:!y was open to tbe applicant, stilI in a case like this,
the Court wonld exercise its revis:onal powers, where the right
was so clear, and where needl ;ss cxpense of a suit to which there
could be no defence would b~ saved. Debi Das v. Ejaz Htlssain.
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2S.lli. '72; Go:a Chand Hdldar v. Prafulla [{linin/" Roy, 53 Cal.
~ro :J!!."diLKrtlSOJ111,IZ
;WI#! C'1:dra"." P.L.]. 9'f ;

:n Y-;;;,j. 334-rf!crrcd to.

C.\V.N.16; R,rgltllllam/all Prasad v.
Srce Krishna Doss v. C!;c/.1Idook ClIalld,

A;>"'lXISTRATOR-GENERAL OF BURMA t·. C.R.\',V.S. CHETTY.~R
~~
,- SaFh:;~~~T CACSE" FOIl AB~ENCE i.-ROM COURT ON DATE FIXED IN
731> CASE of GOVEI{NMEN'1' OFFICER

~~

80.

~IAl.ICIOUS PROSECUTION- Wltat poi11/ s Plaintiff 1II11St pro,'C
-Froof of plairtliff's innocence '11 heUiel' lIeec.'sary. In a stdt for
d3mages for maliciOt:s prcsecutionthe pl:'illliff should prove (I)
that h~ was prosecuted by the defendant; 12) that th~ proCtedings
,";:TIr1ained of terminated.in· favour of the plaintiff, jf from their
natU!'e they were capable o( so terminatinJ,!; (3) that the prosecution was instituted against him without anv reason<tble and
probabh: cause; and t4J.that it was due to a malicious intention of
the c1tfendant and not w.th a mere intention of carryin.!! the law
into effect. Balbltaddar Singh v. Badri SaIl, 30 C."'.N. 3M ; 1
Lucknow 21:' IP.C.i-followed. Padas!;in tl1ldo/lt·\·.JIdllllgl.lIl;

Sn,

FOR

and one, 8
U SOE

L.B.I~.
V.

i8-dissertiedfrom.
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SUIT OR PROCEEDING WHEN COl\TENTIOUS FOR A LIS PEXI)EXS
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injulIcti(l1Z whelher obtainaUe agai1lst t respassO' to /,(11;.';-( tN,s
planted anc! buildin.E!S tilt IIp-Brenclt of an obligatitiu 1ICCe;"'l/')'
jor relit!f. The defendant, alleged to be a tre~pas:;er on tht::
plaintiff's land, had planted rubber trees and erected a hLt on a
portion of the land. On the plaintiff F.ling' :l ouit for a mandator\'
inj\ll~dion di:-ccting the rerno\alor the t,'ces and the hot. H,,'ci,
th~d the cas.e 'v:iS rr:ere}y one

or

tre~pa~s

:H10 ~. S t~cr(:

\\-;;'5-

n<,

obligation on tr.e part of be ddendan: to f'Crf"'n~~ the aCls
praytd ror, a suit for a mand:ltvry injul'c,j :-(l \\',)';Id n,j, lie.
E\\'I:\ SII.\U; \\'A "'. l' Po ~\TX
SPES SCC'='ESSIOXIS, \\'HAT IS NOT
STA~lP ACT (II OF 1899 AXD I OF 1879)-Et"jdcl:ce Act (I of 1872),
s. 9i-Secolu/nry C\-idence of 1111st011lped document whether
adwissible-E.l'emted ami zllle.\,eclIt.d c!oC1llllclIl s. '~'here a
mortgage transaction has not been reduced to the form of a
document within the meaning d section 91 of the Evidence Act
and where the Transfer of Property Act did not apply, then
secopdary el'idence of a note the-reof and oral evidence of the
transaction of mortgage which wasilself oral is admissible. And
IYhe,'e a formal deed of mo!·tgage is clrawn up on an unstamped
palm Ie'lL so long as the mortgagor has not signed it, secondary
e\ idenc~ of its contents will be admi~sible, but if the deed h~s
ceen executed by .signing, secondary evider.ce is inadmissible for
Jack of stampin.l!. In re Cltel Po, i L.U.H. 77; Ma Elfl U v. Maullg
dung Hmwe, 2 U.B.H. (1897~01) 365; Ma Hla Uv.Ma Hta, L.P.
Ap. 131 of 1926; MaZing Net v. Maung Hmo Zan, 2 U.B.I~. 367..followed. Mi Ta v. ':ITga Sein, (190i-09) U.B.R. 5-disscl1ted from.
MA SAW V. MAUNG BA
STAY OF EXECUTION, ORDER FOR, NOT APPEALABLE
SUBJECT-MATTER, VALUE OF, IN A REDEMPTION sFIT-Mol·tgage 1II0llfY

basis of valuation fIJI' jurisdiction-Sidt s.ITaluat iOIl Act IT'II
of IS8il, s. 1 fix). Held, that in a redemption suit, where the
mortgagee. is in possession; the s~ll'ject-Illaiter is the land sorgl1t
to be redeemed and the valuation of such suits for the purpose of
jurisdiction should be basedon tI-.evalue Of the land. Kalee Kuwar
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Nag v. N. Mayappa Clletly, 5 L.B R.208; Kyaw DIm v. Maun/!.
Kyaw, 1 L.B. R. 96-foilowed.
MA HLA SAING AColD ONE V. MA Su WE AColD THREE
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SUIT TO RECOVEr< POSSESSION OF LA:<:DBASED ON TITLE MAINTAIS'ABU:-

Suit to redeem a usufructl~al'y mort gag e wit hout reg iste/'ed illsl!'u.
ment tlot m,rint,linbte-Evtdence Act (I of usn), s. 91-Evidence
not to prove mortgage bul to negative evidence of contract Of sale
admis~ible-Pyatpaingwliethcz' a document recQrding terms of a
contract. In 1917 respondents recdved R;. 500 from Olppt::llants
and made over possession of their land to appellants No registere:! document was executed, and in the revenue registers tht:
transaction was enterc·d as a sale. tbe paTties having signed a
pyatpaing. Senn years later the respondents sued appellalJts to
recover possession of tbeir land as the land was agreed to be returned on repayment of Rs. SOJ. Appellants pleaded that they were
in possession of the lanel by virtue of a <:ontract of sale, that the
respondents' suit was virtually for red.emption of an usufructuary
mortgage and that it should fail for want of a registered instru~
ment, and that as tbe terms vf the contract between the parties
were contained in their report to the revenue surveyor IPyatpaing) ,
oral evidenct to contradict Ihe tern.s of the report was inadmissible.
The trial Court and the Appclla~e Courts held that the respondents'
version was correct and ga"e them a d(·cree. Held, that had the
suit of the respondents been one for redemption of an uSl~fructuar:y
mortgage, it would have failed, but the suit as framed was one
for I ecovery of pcsse~sion ba8ed on tine and. there being no
allegation of existem:e of an l~sl1fructuarymortgage in the plaint,
was therefore ll.aintainable. Held, also. that the respondents
were entitled to bring rebutting evidence to negati ve the evider.ce
prod'u:ed by the appellants as to the exi~tence of a contract of sale.
Such evidence is not in contravention of section 91 of the Evidence
Act nor for the purpose of proving the terms of a mortgage. A
pyatpaing is a report cf an actunl sale, and does not purport to
record the terms of a contrRct for sale, and is therefore not a
docrment within the meaning of section 91 of the Evidence Act,
so as to bar the production of oral evidence. Maun.~SanMin and
one v. Maung Po Hlaing and othel's, 4 Ran. 1 i Ma Htwe v. Maung
Lun, 8 L.B.R534-re!erred 10.
MAUNG KIN LAY AND ONE v. MAUNG TUN THAING AND ONE ...
SUITS VALOATIOCol ACT, SECTION 1 (ixl
'I

SUIT I. WHETHER TO INCLUDE" APPELLATE PROCEEDINGS"
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SURETY'S LIABILITY l"OR SATISFACTION OF A DECREE SOUGHT TO BE
SET ASIDE BY JUDGMENT-DEBToR-Dceree set aside by t1'ial Court

but restored by Appellate Court-Effect 011 surety'sliability.- The
surety of a judgment-debtor undertook to satisfy a decree against
the judgluent-d:,1btor which decree the j 'ldgment-cl~btor sought to
set aside in a suit. Execution was accordingly stayed. The trial
Court set aside the decree, but the Appellate Court restored the
decree. Held, .that the surety was liable on his bond to satisfy
the decree. D. lriallackjce v. R.M.N. C!:cttyar Firm (1), 5 Ran.
492 -distingl#S~ed.·
.
. D, MANACKJEE v. R.M.N. CHETrYAR FIRM (No.2)
. SURETY'S LIABILITY UNDER O. 38 OF THE CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE
(ACT V of 1908) WHEN IT Cr::ASES-O. 38. r. 9-" Suit" whether
Includes appellate proceedings,· Held, that when security is given
to obtain removal of attachment before judgment under Order 38
of the Civil Procedure Code, the liability of the surety ceases as
soon as the suit is dismi8sed in the first Court. The' plaintiff
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succeeding on appeal in his suit cannot hold the surety liable.
In tbis case the word .1 suit It does not incllde appellate proceedings. Ma Bi \'. S. Kalidas, 5 L B.R. 156-followed.
D. MANACKIEE V. R.M.N. CHETTYAR FmM (No. 1)
'TRANSFER OF PROPERTY ACT, SECTIONS I, 123, 129
''fRANSFEll OF PROPERTY ACT tIVoF 1882), si>CTION 61al AND (e)-S;Jf:S
sliccession is-Nat-ure of rights of a rever"iol:er after a female
heiress under Hindu La'D-Chanceof an heir appal'ent silcceeding
to an estate unaer Mnhonzedan Law-intere,t of a terson under
a deed of set tlement - Vestedrel1lainder, definition of a-Preswt
rig/It to sflare of iI/come-accrued, clue (Ina future, and share of
corpus on determination of prior rights u1ider a settlemeut are
'Vested rigllt 5 al:d 110t spes sl,C<'C!lS;vllis. G a Kalai gentleman d
mixed Hmdu and Burmese blood, made a settlement of his
prope.tie~iIlI908,died in 1911. His SOli C who was a bendiciary
under the settlement file.d a suit to set aside the settlement .'nd for
the administration of the estate. The sdtlement was upheld by
:the Privy" Council in 1<)21. In 1919 during the pe,idency vf tbe
litigation C transferred his rights in the estate of G and also under
tbe settlement to the responclt-nt. In 1925 re,pondent filed his
suit against the apptllants Who are the widow ;l11d daughters
respectively of G and also trustees undel the settI.mtn~ tt) enforce
his rights under the transfer. Appelbmts contended that the
"transfer by C was invalid as it was 01>1)' a transfer d a me~"e spes
successionis and of a mere right to sue. Under the settlement C
was entitled to enjoy a portion of the income of certain settled
rropertils and also had the right t<l share in the proceeds of the
sale: of certain settled properties if he was alive when the widow
died and the youngE'st child of G attained the age of 21. Held,
that the property tra(~sferred by C to the respl,ndent \Vas not a
chance: of an heircapparent succeeding to 8n estate or the cllanCeof a relation obtaining a legacy bl't was a vested right in property~
and therefore the prod:;ions of sectilJl1 6 (:z) and te) did not <tpply.
N~ither the HindU La\\' as to the right of a reversioner to succeed
a female heir which would be a mere chance 01 succeession, nor
the :vrahomeclan Law as "to the chance of an heir-apparent succeeding t·) an estate which would be neither transferable or
releasab'e were applicable in this case as C's rigbts were not
those 01 an heir, but were rights under a deed of settlement capable of transfer. C's right to share in the co:pus of the eshte
was in the nature of a vested r.::mlinder and was al ways ready to
come into possession tbe moment the prior estates determined; it
was not a. mere contingency or possibility. His right to income
was not only a vested right but a present right 10 an estate of
which he was enjoying the possession at the time of his tramfer
"to th~ respondent; and it was not a mere right :0 sue. Umes
Chunder Sircar.. v. Zahur F'1tima and others, 18 Cal. 16~;
Williams on ~al Property. 24th l'.dition, p. 41't-referred to.
Annada11 Mohan RuY v. Gottr Mohalt Mallik. 46 Cal. 536 and 50
Cal. 929; Rahadur Singh alld others v. Mahar Singh and others,
24 All. 94 ; Jai Narayan Pande v. Kishun Dutta Misra, 3 Patna
575; Samsuddilt GoJlam Hooseirl arid another v. Abdul Hoosein
Kalimuddin and another, 31 Born. I65...,....distingu~shed.
MA YAIT AND THREE V. MAHOMED EBRAHlMMoOLA
-'TRANSFER OF PROPERTY AcT (IV OF 1882), SECTION 552-Lispendens,
doct rine of-" Suit or proceeding It when can be said to be actively
prosecuted-Effect o/t ransfer "during interval betweert return of
plaint for presentation ill proper CourL.and its actual preseltta.tiolt ;1/ that Court-Analogous phraseology of secfi01: 14,
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Limitation Act (XV 0[:18771 alid of Ordel;7, RUle 10 of tlie Cit'it
Proteanre Code (Act I' of 1908). Held, that where the subjectl11<ttter of the snit is land and the valuation which the plaintiff puts
on the land is disputed aud where the proper valuation is after
inquiry found to be beyond the pecuniary Iirrits of the Court in
which the plaint wa~ prtsented, so tbat the plaint is retuf1led for
prese:1tation ill :moth<:r COllrt, and w1:ere fUl ther the pla'11t is
so lJresented withOllt und,ue delay, a transfer made in the interval
b~tweell thl:: retllrn of the plaint and its p,esentation to the,
properColirtis a transfer which is prohibitt:d by section 52 Qf
the Transfer of Property Act. The wording of section '14 of the
Limita:ion Act and of Order 7, Rde 10 of the Ciyil Procedure
Code shows that a suit remains a suit though a COI:r! cannot
entertain it for W,111t of.jurisdlctionalld has to return tile plaint
to be presented to the Court in which" the Stlit" should bavelbeen
instituted. Silaramaste/tMl1i y. LCI~~sh11li Narasi11l!l.a. 41 Mad.
510 ; TLwgor v; ]al,idldi'r, 14 C. W,N. 322-rcfen'cd to: ~
;',IA THA:\ 'II. MAl>NG 13A GYAN

IOU,

TR.-\NSFEH bF PHOPERTYACT (IV OF 18(2), s. 53-Il/telltiol/ to defcat
all creditors, w!len 10 lie 'i IIfcn' cd-All aching credi:ol"whetl:cr C,lIt

sue Olt his Own belt-Illf ollly. Defendant'$ sister transferred all
her landed propert,do defendant with whom she was living. The
:llleg~d conside::ratkn was only about half the value of the
property. Tile alleged object Of the sale was to payoff the sale
proceeds to some creditor who- had made no demands,and for
wluse debt the defendant's sister was said to 1::e only liable jointly
with he: two ;isters" The sale was effected eluting the pender.cy
of a monetary suit by the appellants agaillst defendant's sister and
hel' husband wl10 was living separately from his \dfe. She got
the S',til postponed on the graun<; of illness, but really to g:tin time
to effect the transfer of land, an.! then allowed the suit to go
cx-partc. An ante-datedagrte:nent between the sisters was also
effected to make the ~ale appear genuine. Arpellads attalhed
tHe property jn ex;cution of th~ir dtcree. but the re<pondtnt
caus~d the attachment tll be removed on the strength of the sale
cleed. Appellants filed a dedaratory sqit against her under the
provisions of Order 21, Rule 63 of the Civil Procedure Code.
Held, th;\t under the c:r;utrlstances of the case, the debtor's
intention mus t be taken to defeat ancldelay not only the app~llants,
but all other creditors as well, and that the respondent being not
a bon" litle pu chaser. the sale must be set aside. Held, also, that
a creditor 'whose attachment has been raised and who avails
himself of the right given by Order 21, Rule 63 of the Code can
sue on his own behalf alone for having the alienation declared
void, without mention oram! other creditors or th~ir debts. .K. P.
Poliker v. B, P. Kltllltamad,"42 Mad. 143-followcd.
R.r~.O.o" CHETTYAR FIR"I 'II, I'I1A"SEDI YIN
•••
..,
TRANSI'ER OF PROPER.ply ACT (IV OF 1882). s. 8Z-A pp~;'ti01111lelltLiabilit y oj purcJza~cr of mortgaged hOltSe who dis1tlantles it, wherc
1I0th lallda1Ul !Ioltse ai"c UlldCl'11I01'lgage- Wilen questioil at liability
arises" In a mortgage suit against the borrower Who had mortgaged to the respo,ldents his paddy land and garden with a house
011 it, the respol1 derMs joined the appellants as defendants alleging:
that thertspondents had; subsequent to the mortgage, bought the
house, had disll1311tled it 'and remo\'ed the materials, and so the
'mortgagees were entitled to a lTlortgage decree against them also.
The trial Conrt made the usual preliminary mortgage decree
against both, but there was no personal decree" The lower:
Appellate Court disallowed the appellants':! appeal on the ground
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